Xecom's Internal Data, Fax, and Network modems are Macintosh by design. From the ground up.
Our modems complement your Mac 1s capabilities with features like serial ports, and 1/0 coprocessors.
Xecom 1s MultiAimer™ software and Communications Toolbox compatibility allows redirection of standard
I
Mac applications to our internal modems and serial ports. Our advanced Component Modem™ technology
is included on all our Mac pr9ducts. At half the size of your business card and about half an inch high
these micromodules have all the functionality of desktop modems. Pin compatible modules allow upgrade
from 2400bps to 2400MNP5 to 9600 Fax to 96Fax/24Data and beyond. We sell communication products
with a future . Anything less is obsolete ...
NewPort Data Modems
Complete Product Family.
• Internal boards for the Mac II family, as
well as the SE/ 30, SE, and Mac Portable.
We also have external units.
More Than a modem ...
• All NewPort internal modems for Mac II's
and SE/30's include three Macintosh serial
ports as standard features. Mac SE internal
modems include one serial port. Standard
.Mac serial devices can plug into these extra
serial ports.
Intelligent.
• NewPort products for Macintosh II's, and
SE/ 30's incorporate coprocessors for autonomous operation while your Mac is busy
servicing other applications.

NewPort FAX/Data Modems

QuadPort Network Modems

Complete Product Family.
• Just like o ur NewPort Data modems.
Internal and external products for the Mac
of your choice.
No Corners Cut...
• NewPort FAX/Data provides true send &
receive Group 3 capability at 9600 bps. Of
course, we also step down in speed to
connect with slower fax machines. Also
included is a 2400bps MNPS data modem.
Future Shock?
• Not with us. Our Fax modems can be
updated by disk or downloaded software.
TruFAX'" software has been written by
Xecom to guarantee upward compatibility
with new emerging fax standards.

Superior By Design.
• Judge for yourself. Xecom's QuadPort
boards are NuBus/ Mac II compatible. Four
Data or Fax/Data modems per card. Up to
twenty-four modems in one Mac II.
Centralized Network Management.
• Xecom's TeleLan '"network management
software allows nodes seamless access to
remote network modems and provides
security and call logs for supervision.
Choose Your Network. ..
• AppleTalk, EtherTalk, TokenTalk, Tops,
Novell, 3COM.
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This magazine includes expanded
listings of every Macintosh product in
our database. The listings are organized
alphabetically by category and within
categories, primarily by product name.
The data was compiled from information
received as a result of a mailing to all
Macintosh developers in our extensive
database. An exception to the productname heading occurs whenever a
vendor has a number of products within
the same category. In these instances,
the name of the vendor is used as the
heading.

Business And Professional Software

Accounting
A4
Accounting, sales lead tracking and business
communications program .
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM; 20 MB
hard disk drive; 020 or greater processor
recommended; 4th Dimension.
A4 is an evolutionary multiuser business
application integrating accounting, sales lead
tracking and company communications. Accounts
' Payable, Accounts Receivable, General Ledger,
Order Entry/Invoicing and Inventory are fully
combined with network calendars and memo pads.
User-defined reporting, graphing, exporting and
searching is supported. Full account histories are
maintained for the life of the system.
A4 increases produ~tivity by bringing a
company's information flow together to make good
business sense. Customization is available using 4th
Dimension. Multiuser and MultiFinder are
supported. Foreign localized versions are available.
$2,000 retail; VAR inquiries welcome
$30 retail; fully functional demo
Softek Design; 882 Calgary Way; Golden,
co 80401; 303-526-0606
Aatrix Payroll Plus
Accounting and bookkeeping assistance program
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Aatrix Payroll Plus is designed for larger
companies that require more complex functions.
Its features include everything in Aatrix Payroll,
an accounting and bookkeeping assistance program,
as well as: prints paychecks and stubs on any check
form; prints 1099s and W2s; allows multiple hourly
pay rates per employee; piecework, restaurant.tips
and commission sales calculation tables;
accumulates and calculates vacation, sick, holiday
hours and employer contributions; a ledger keeps
track of payroll checking account; prints out all
information for federal and state reporting forms;
flexible report generator; print spooler for easy check
printing; export data to CheckWriter II for total cash
accounting and automatic reminders of federal, state,
local tax, insurance and other payments; and more.
$299 retail
Aatrix Software; PO Box 5359; Grand Forks,
ND 58206; 800-426-0854
Aatrix Payroll Plus Canada
Accounting and bookkeeping assistance program
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Aatrix Payroll Plus Canada is designed
specifically for the Canadian market. It has all of the
features of Payroll Plus, along with some additional

features designed specifically for the Canadian
payroll system.
Features include: integrates with other
accounting software, including Great Plains General
Ledger; paycheck printout adapts to any check form;
prints on T-4 and Releve l forms; all federal and
provincial taxes are automatically figure<!, including
Quebec tax rates; allows up to eight different
deductions; includes a check spooler for printing
checks; powerful reporting capabilities; ledger for
payroll checking account; writes miscellaneous
checks and posts checks to ledger; includes IO
different income sources; handles restaurant tips,
piecework, contract work and commissions; up to
five separate employer contributions; accumulates
sick pay and vacation pay based on hours worked;
prints to a laser printer; and more.
$399 U.S. retail
Aatrix Software; PO Box 5359; Grand Forks,
ND 58206; 800-426-0854
Aatrix Payroll Version 3.5
Accounting and bookkeeping assistance program
512K or larger Macintosh .
Aatrix Payroll is designed to help a user reduce
·the time spent preparing payroll for a bus!ness. The
program calculates FICA, State and Local taxes, and
makes adjustments for up to eight miscellaneous
withholdings.
"By-Date," "Monthly," "Quarterly" and
"Annual" reports summarize gross pay and
withholding at all levels. Aatrix Payroll also provides
state and federal unemployment reports, fedend
Form 941 data and "By-Individual" withholding
amounts. Users can customize paycheck pri11tout to
most existing check forms. The program prints on
W2s, with the capability to redesign the forms as
year-to-year changes occur.
Tax tables on the federal, state and local level
may be created and edited. Current federal and state
tax tables are included. Aatrix Payroll can handle an
unlimited number of employee files and features
password protection.
$199 retail
Aatrix Software; PO Box 5359; Grand Forks,
ND 58206; 800-426-0854
Accountant, Inc. Professional Vl.O
General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable, Payroll, Inventory Control, Job Costing,
Project Management, Time Billing
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM; 128K ROM; hard
disk drive.
Accountant, Inc. Professional is a complete
business accounting package that includes General
Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable,
Payroll, Inventory Control, Job Costing, Project
Management and Time Billing. These modules are
integrated into a single program.
The General Ledger tracks all account balances
and transactions; Payroll calculates income and
deductions, as well as prints checks and generates
tax reports; Accounts Receivable Ledger tracks sales
and income; Accounts Payable Ledger records and
tracks purchases and payments; Inventory tracks
both goods and services; Job Costing uses a form
similar to invoicing that can be printed and presented
to a client; and Project Management tracks income
and expenses that are associated with a project.
Other features include: customer and vendor
mailing labels; form printing; detailed audit trails are
generated automatically, which are pme and date
stamped; information and reports can.be exported to
spreadsheets and word processors; password
protection; reports and analysis can be generated by
period or year-to-date; an Income Statement and a
Balance Sheet show a company's profitability and
financial condition; the year-end closing pr~ess is
fully automated; generates 940, 941 and W2 reports,
as well as a variety of employee reports; open and
balance forward accounts; time billing; and more.
A HyperCard tutorial, help screens, a concise
manual and a well-indexed reference book are
included. The HyperCard tutorial provides tutorials
of three sample companies: a manufacturer, a
service/professional business and a retailer.
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$595 retail
Softsync, Inc.; 162 Madison Ave.; New York,
NY 10016; 212-685-2080
Accounting For Micros
General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable, Inventory, Payroll
512K or larger Macintosh.
Accounting for Micros is a set of interactive
accounting programs that meet professional
standards. Modules available include General
Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable,
Inventory and Payroll.
Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable,
Inventory and Payroll interact with the General
Ledger, automatically transferring journal entries to
the General Ledger Journal.
Inventory interacts with Accounts Receivable so
that parts entered into the inventory can be accessed
while invoicing. Cost of Sales and Inventory
information is passed through the Accounts
Receivable module to the General Ledger Journal.
Inventory and Accounts Receivable can be used
together as a Point-of-Sale system to do invoicing in
a retail or wholesale location, even when business is
done on a cash bas'is.
Though they are designed to be used as an
interactive system, any of the modules can be used
individually.
$125 retail; per module
$465 retail; a)l five modules
James River Group, Inc.; 125 N. First St.;
Minneapolis, MN 55401; 612-339-2521
Accounts Receivable And Payable
Open item Accounts Receivable and Accounts
Payable systems
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive
recommended; lmageWriter recommended.
Accounts Receivable and Payable are both open
item packages that not 011ly track customer and
vendor information, such as name, address, etc., but
also the amount of mon.ey that has been paid to or
received from each one. The programs generate
invoices and statements on the Accounts Receivable
side and checks and check registers on the Accounts
Payable side. Forms are available from a number of
' sources.
Both modules offer open item listings, paid item
listings, General Ledger distributions and
vendor/customer mailing labels. Specialized versions
are available.
$150 per modl!le retail
$25 retail; demo
S&J Enterprises; PO Box 1134; Bettendorf,
IA 52722; 319-332-4166
ACCPAC Bedford Simply Accounting
General Ledger, Payables, Receivables, Payroll,
Inventory, Job Cost
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM; one BOOK disk drive;
128KROM.
ACCPAC Bedford Simply Accounting is an
entry-level accounting system designed for small
businesses. It takes full advantage of the Macintosh
interface while adhering to strict accounting
practices. It includes a variety of features in a single,
fully integrated product, including functionality for
General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable, Payroll, Inventory and Job Costing. The
program offers a variety of financial reports and lets
users export data to spreadsheet and word processing
applications for more extensive analysis.
$349 retail; site licensing available
Computer Associates International; 1240 McKay
Dr.; San Jose, CA 95131; 408-432-1727 or
800-533-2070
AtOnce!
Small business accounting
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive.
AtOnce! is a single application that provides
General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable and Payroll functions simultaneously with
instantaneous data flow from one module to another.

Accounting
An online HyperCard Leaming Set is provided that
consists of an interactive tutorial for each module, an
accounting basics textbook and an accounting terms
glossary.
Invoices, statements, Accounts Payable checks
and Payroll checks are customizable. Financial
statements are also customizable and default
financial statement formats and default chart of
accounts are included to insure a quick and easy
startup. AtOnce! provides up to 26 open General
Ledger periods, immediate online posting to any
open period, 20 user-defined journals and an
extensive online Help function. Recurring invoices,
bills and journal entries are allowed, along with the
capability to handle one-time customers and
invoices:
$395 retail
Layered, Inc.; 529 Main St.; Boston, MA 02129;
617-242-7700
Aware V2.2
General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
Aware is a specialized database accounting
application that permits the.flexible transfer of
information into and out of the accounting
environment.
Aware has the capability to: import information
from spreadsheets and other applications while
creating a complete transaction audit trail; export
information to other applications; combine trial
balances between separate Aware installations to
create a consolidated financial statement; and
generate pro forma financial statements and forecasts
using current accounting data.
Additionally, because it is designed on a
database, Aware can be used as a building block for a
customized system.
The General Ledger can be purchased stand
alone or as an integrated package with Accounts
Receivable and Accounts Payable. An extensive
reference manual is included with each installation.
$795 retail; General Ledger only
$1,495 retail; integrated GIL, AIR, NP
Database International, Inc.; PO Box 2432;
Framingham, MA 01701; 508-820-0018
Back To Basics: Professional Accounting System.
General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable, Invoicing
512KE or larger Macintosh ; two disk drives; hard
disk drive recommended (required for 512KE);
JmageWriter or LaserWriter (laserWriter cannot
print checks).
Back To Basics: Professional Accounting
System is a double-entry, accrual accounting system
that is ideal for businesses based in the home and
small service businesses. The system includes four
modules that may be integrated or used
independently: General Ledger, Accounts Payable,
Accounts Receivable and Invoicing. The Invoicing
module must be linked to Accounts Receivable.
General Ledger can process manual or computer
printed checks; maintains four separate journals
(General Journal, Cash Disbursements Journal, Cash
Receipts Journal and Cash Sales Journal); allows
multiple cash accounts; and can track up to 10
departments with individual and consolidated
income statements.
Accounts Payable prints vendor mailing labels;
accepts partial payments; calculates cash
requirements and cash discounts when available;
distributes a single transaction to up to 15 ledger
accounts; and uses alphabetic or numeric vendor IDs.
Accounts Receivable calculates Receivables on a
balance forward basis; prints customer mailing .
labels; prepares statements with optional dunning
messages categorized by aging period; calculates
finance charges; and accepts partial payments.
Invoicing links to Accounts Receivable to
retrieve customer billing terms and to update
customer account balances. It supports service,

manufacturer/wholesaler and retailer invoices;
allows stocked and non-stocked items to be invoiced;
and invoices can display invoice number and date,
billing and shipping address, shipping terms and
carrier, purchase terms, PO number, salesperson,
description of product, quantity ordered and quantity
shipped, suggested and retail and adjusted prices,
freight and miscellaneous charges, discounts and
comment lines. Invoice items can be entered in a
free-form manner or from user-defined templates for
commonly sold items with up to IO lines of
description each.
$199 retail
Peachtree Software; 1505 Pavilion Pl.; Norcross,
GA 30093; 404-564-5800 or 800-247-3224
BakerForms Accounting Applications
Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, Payroll,
Purchasing for Microsoft Works
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive;
lmageWriter; pin-feed computer forms; Microsoft
Works I .0 or later.
BakerForms is a collection of four accounting
applications that allows the use of preprinted
computer forms. A user fills out the forms on a
Macintosh where they can be printed on an
Image Writer.
The Accounts Receivable ·package, in addition to
printing invoices, automatically calculates an invoice
total; calculates early payment discounts; allows
direct entry of shipping and handling charges;
automatically calculates sales tax; and prepares and
prints past due reports, customer year-to-date total
reports, year-to-date sales summary reports,
salesman performance reports, back order reports
and monthly customer statements.
The Purchasing package, in addition to printing
purchase orders, automatically calculates the total
purchase order; multiplies quantity by unit price for
each entry; and prepares and prints vendor year-Iodate total reports and vendor year-to-date charts.
The Accounts Payable package, in addition to
printing checks, automatically maintains the account
balance and prints bank reconciliation statements,
account summaries, vendor year-to-date reports ,
deposit tickets in duplicate and up to 25-year loan
amortization schedules.
The Payroll package, in addition to printing
checks, automatically maintains the account balance;
allows a user to preview weekly totals; and prints an
employee summary report, employee deduction
reports, employee year-to-date total reports, account
summaries and bank reconciliation statements.
$49.95 retail; each package
$169 retail; all four
Baker Graphics; PO Box G-826; New Bedford,
MA 02742; 508-996-6732 or 800-338-1753
Billing And Accounts Receivable Manager
Accounting
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM.
Billing And Accounts Receivable Manager
(BARM) is an accounting program for the
Macintosh. A user enters the company name, the
invoice number, the amount billed and a brief
description of the bill, prints the statement (which
will show a summary of all outstanding 30-, 60- and
90-day amounts) and adds a statement message.
BARM will automatically track monthly and
yearly sales histories and will generate graphs (line,
pie, column and bar). It will allow a user to issue
credits toward a particular statement or on account.
Other features include: exports data, integrated
full-feature word processor, integrated
calendar/reminder system, pop-up notes for all
records, log in sequence for security, full and short
menu option, custom reporting 'and graphing,
safeguards for deleting/removing information,
quickly finds open statements and auto-lookup of
city and state from zip code.
Call for pricing
MDG Computer Services; 10074 Holly Ln., Ste. IN;
Des Plaines, IL 60016; 312-699-1257

BPlan
Budgets and cash flows
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; Microsoft
Excel I .04 or later.
, BPlan is a financial forecast generator ideal to
use in loan application preparations, evaluating a
business or for testing the financial impact of
changes in business conditions.
BPlan provides financial forecasts quickly (in
less than one-half hour), complete with integrated
statements of cash flows, income statements and
balance sheets. By entering a user 's expected
inventory needs, accounts receivable collection
expectations, accounts payable terms, interest rates
and gross profit margins, a complete financial
forecast is produced. This means that the What-If
games involving such variables as gross margins,
inventory turns and terms of purchase and sale can
be played efficiently and repetitively until the plan is
satisfactory.
$195 retail
PowerUser Development Co.; One SW Columbia
St.; Portland, OR 97258; 503-243-1796
Business Sense
Fully integrated business accounting; General
Ledger; Accounts Receivable; Accounts Payable;
Payroll; Invoicing; Budgeting; extensive output
reports
. Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive.
Business Sense is a fully integrated accrualbased accounting system that includes General
Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable,
Payroll, Invoicing and Budgeting. Output reports can
be displayed in either text or graphical format.
All modules integrate, allowing transactions that
have been entered in one module to update the others
without having to rekey data. This update process
creates an audit trail, assures data integrity between
accounting functions and reduces ledger posting
time.
Data in any of the Business Sense accounting
programs can be exported to Excel, FileMaker or'
converted to text or SYLK file formats for use in
financial statements or with word processing,
database, spreadsheet, graphics or similar business
productivity programs.
'
A wide range of features include the ability to
define custom financial statements, checks and
invoices; the ability to preview reports on screen
before printing; protect confidential data with
password security; provide context-sensitive help;
multiple windows for flexible data entry; the ability
to search a ledger during operation; multiple open
months; and more. The program comes bundled with
a self-help accounting tutorial "Teach Yourself the
Essentials of Accounting."
$495 retail
Digital Etc.; 1749 14th St., Ste. 203; Santa Monica,
CA 90404; 213-452-5636
Cable Tracker
Accounts Receivable system for cable TV franchises
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; 4th
Dimension Runtime (included).
Cable Tracker is an Accounts Receivable system
for managing multiple cable television franchises. It
tracks cable television installations by subscriber,
automatically bills monthly charges for all services
and pro-rates charges in and out during months of
service change. Online review of subscribers' ledger
cards is provided. Reports include receivables aging
with user-definable late notice form letters, payment
coupon expiration report and subscriber
services/current balance report. A month-end report
contilins charges and payments by service for each
franchise.
$995 retail
Footprints, Inc.; 2469 E. 7000 South, Ste. 207; Salt
Lake City, UT 84121; 801-942-1580 or
800-635-5280
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Cash Ledger
Accounting
Macintosh Plus or large1:
Cash Ledger is a full-featured accounting system
for businesses using cash-basis reporting. It can also
be used by accountants and other professionals
requiring "write-up" capability. Cash Ledger
provides extensive financial reporting with
comparisons to the previous year, as well as budget
vs. actual comparisons. Files created with Cash
Ledger can be upgraded for use with MultiLedger if
accrual accounting is later required.
A full year of transaction history is maintained.
Adjustments can be made to any month in the
current year. Account balances can be graphed or
exported in SYLK file format. The program
reconciles bank accounts with an accompanying
report listing outstanding checks. Payroll checks
with employer tax liabilities can be directly posted in
Cash Ledger from CheckMark 's Payroll program.
Financial reports consist of; Chart of Accounts,
Trial Balance, Balance Sheet, Income Statement,
Comparative Income Statement, Actual vs. Budget
Statement, Transaction Journals and General Ledger
Listing. Vendor reports consist of: current year
payments, vendor information and mailing labels.
Checks can optionally be printed on a
LaserWriter or Image Writer.
$195 retail; free demo disk available
CheckMark Software, Inc.; 1520 E. Mulberry, Ste.
200; Fort Collins, CO 80524; 303-484-3541
Champion Accounting Software
General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable, Payroll, Inventory, Job Costing, Job
Estimating
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive.
Champion Accounting is written in
Foxbase+/Mac and is designed to run the Mac Plus,
SE and II. The system provides Mac users with the
powerful and flexible features of Champion's IBM
version, such as easy, menu-driven transacting, realtime vs. batch processing, context-specific help
screens and online lookup windows.
Champion Accounting includes General Ledger,
Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, Payroll and
Inventory. Job Costing and Job Estimating are also
available.
Source code and toll-free technical support are
available to registered users and resellers.
$450 per module retail
Champion Business Systems, Inc.; 17301 W. Colfax
Ave. , Ste. 250; Golden, CO 80401; 303-278-8666 or
800-688-8666
Checkbook
Checking account management
Macintosh Plus or larger; Excel or Wingz.
Checkbook is an easy-to-use, interactive
program that allows users to monitor and reconcile
checking accounts. No longer do users have to
search to see what checks ar~ outstanding - a report
of outstanding checks can be requested and quickly
generated. When it is time to do taxes, users can
request a listing of tax deductible checks. Users can
quickly know how much a check number was for,
and to who it was written.
$12.95 retail
Spreadware; PO Box 4574; Hayward, CA 94540;
415-794-4388
Components Accounts Payable Vl.O
Tracks detailed information regarding vendors and
purchases
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive recommended.
The Components Accounts Payable module
tracks detailed information regarding vendors and
purchases. Purchase orders may be designed in any
format. It also projects due dates for invoices and
prints checks.

Predefined and custom presentation-quality
reports may be modified by using an integrated
desktop publishing environment. Accounts Payable
automatically posts to the General Ledger and other
integrated modules, and the software features a clean
and easy-to-use graphical interface.
$595 retail
Satori Software; 2815 2nd Ave. , Ste. 560; Seattle,
WA 98121; 206-443-0765
Components Accounts Receivable With Invoicing
Vl.O
Templates and drawing tools that allow users to
design their own custom invoices
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive recommended.
Components Accounts Receivable with
Invoicing has templates and drawing tools that allow
users to design their own custom invoices.
Other features include: unlimited ship to
addresses; tracking sales history, commissions and
receipts; easy maintenance of customer files and
ledgers; detailed reporting at every level; and
customizable entry windows. Components tracks
open item or balance forward and partial payments.
Users can also modify online help.
$595 retail
Satori Software; 2815 2nd Ave., Ste. 560; Seattle,
WA 98121; 206-443-0765
Components General Ledger Vl.O
Object-oriented, customizable accounting package
Macintosh Phis or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive recommended.
Components General Ledger is an objectoriented, high-end accounting package that is
completely customizable and flexible enough to meet
any business' needs.
Users can create their own presentation-quality
reports using an integrated desktop publishing
environment. They can also create their own journals
and account numbering structure. The General
Ledger allows importing directly to the ledgers
through a tab-delimited text file. Users can also
modify online help.
$595 retail
Satori Software; 2815 2nd Ave., Ste. 560; Seattle,
WA 98121; 206-443-0765
Computerized Classic Accounting
Accounting for Excel users
Macintosh Plus or larger; 20 MB hard disk drive;
/mageWriter or LaserWriter.
Computerized Classic Accounting (CCA) is a
complete accounting/spreadsheet program. The
program's design concept is to translate the exact
form of manual accounting into the computer, and at
the same time provide users with an integrated
spreadsheet so that the worksheet tool will always be
available.
CCA's accounting system integrates the General
Ledger, with active payroll, Accounts Payable,
Accounts Receivable and Inventory Control
programs with Check and Invoice printing. The
majority of other accounting systems may be
imported into CCA's horizontally-oriented journals
and ledgers.
CCA includes six different types of journals for
entering data, with the capability to create additional
journals as they are needed, and five predefined
charts of accounts, each customizable to a user 's
needs.
CCA generates, with customizable formats, the
Trial Balance, Income and Expense Statements,
Balance Sheet Statements, Cash Flow Reports and a
full array of Accounts Payable and Accounts
Receivable Reports.
CCA provides users with budgeting, forecasting,
job costing and consolidations.
$99 retail; General Ledger with after-the-fact payroll
$300 retail; Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable
and Inventory Control
$300 retail; Job Costing
$695 retail; Client Write-Up
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Absolute Solutions, Inc.; 3142 Vista Way, Ste. 400;
Oceanside, CA 92056; 619-966-8000,
800-633-7666 or 800-458-3399 in CA
Computerized Classic Accounting Job Cost
Program
Job costing for CCA users
Macintosh Plus or larger; 20 MB hard disk drive;
Image Writer or LaserWriter.
This job costing module of Computerized
Classic Accounting is designed for the contract
and/or service-oriented business. Features include:
copy existing job set ups for easy startup; provides
three levels of distribution - jobs, groups within the
job and items within the groups; distributes the
allocation of expenditures from the Cash
Disbursement Journal and the Payroll Journal of
CCA; easy data entry to set-up a budget
(automatically displays in rows and columns the
budget amount, the amount expended and the
balance remaining for each job group; reports
transactions in total or for a specified job; provides
for comparison analysis for separate jobs; and
organizes job cost expenditures for analysis.
$300 retail
Absolute Solutions, Inc.; 3142 Vista Way, Ste. 400;
Oceanside, CA 92056; 619-966-8000,
800-633-1666 or 800-458-3399 in CA
Cost Management System
Cost management, estimating, job costing, base price
file maintenance, management reporting
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
· LaserWriter or lmageWriter.
Cost Management System is a powerful cost
management tpo! for project managers in any field
(including contractors, architects and estimators).
The system offers Cost Estimating, Job Costing,
Change Order and Percent Complete tracking, Cost
Variance reporting and GIL file export. A broad
range of management reports and graphs allow users
to create accurate estimates and then maintain
detailed control of job costs.
The Base Price database stores item level unit
cost information for material, labor, services,
equipment and miscellaneous items, arranged by Job,
Section, Task and Item.
Cost Estimating is based on unit costing
techniques at the detail task level, with cost
summaries at major division levels to determine
potential project profitability. An integrated baseprice file allows users to maintain unit prices for
labor, materials, services, equipment and
miscellaneous cost items, and to use that information
in preparing estimates.
Job Costing allows entry of detail invoices
against cost estimates to control costs during the
project. Expense reporting is integrated to job and,
by expense accounting, to GIL file export.
Cost Variance reporting is unusually complete.
Estimated-to-actual volume and price variances are
calculated and reported by task, section and job, in
numeric or graphic form. Percent Complete status
reports and forms generation for onsite recording are
provided.
Change Orders for job cost entries are recorded,
summarized and reported by job and entry number
selected.
General Ledger Export files provide an interface
with general~purpose accounting packages. Fi les
may be exported in a variety of text file formats ,
including tab-delimited and standard delimited.
$495 retail
$24.95 retail; demo
Softouch Software, Inc.; 5200 SW Macadam Ave.,
Ste. 255; Portland, OR 97201; 503-241-1841 or
800-829-1841
Data V Payroll
Flexible payroll system
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive ; Omnis 5
or Runtime; lmageWriter II.
Data V Payroll is a full-featured, flexible system
that gives users total payroll accounting. It provides
screens for employee maintenance, payroll input,
company setup, year to date totals, department setup

Accounting
and Federal and Provincial tax tables. Payroll can be
mixed by time period with hourly or salaried pay.
Bonus pay can be added to the hours worked. The
program handles any Provincial income tax based on
the tax table method. Payroll stays up to date from
year to year. The variables pertaining to Federal and
Provincial tax, as well as company, can be changed
with ease when necessary.
Features include: enables small/intermediate
businesses to maintain payroll records for all
employees; multi-Province; calculates all allowances
and deductions required on payroll checks
automatically or manually; handles hourly, weekly
and commissioned employees; handles tax-exempt
employees; three user-definable deductions; usereditable tax tables; date adjustable payroll register;
provides unlimited departmental breakdowns;
weekly payroll journal; monthly remittance report to
simplify Federal and Provincial requirements;
deposit record for direct deposit; employee
cumulative report; and displays what-if payroll
calculator screen.
$595 retail
Coeur De Pomme Logiciel Enr.; 236 Beaumont;
Granby, Quebec, Canada J2G 8A3; 514-378-9264
DbsPay
Payroll system
512K or larger Macintosh.
DbsPay is a personnel and payroll application
program that permits the tracking of vital
information and statistics in companies with a few to
several hundred employees.
Features include: maintains personnel
information and employee salary records;
accommodates up to 50 departments (folders);
calculates gross pay, net pay, taxes and other
deductions; updates the payroll tax tables whenever
necessary; allows a user to design and print
employee checks, W2 statements and other payroll
and tax reporting forms; provides management
reports for each pay period; and prepares information
for quarterly tax reports.
$395 retail
Summit Systems, Inc.; 1050 Turnpike St.; PO Box
91 ; Stoughton, MA 02072; 617-344-1251
Dual Currency Aware V2.32
General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
Dual Currency Aware is a database application
that provides a solution for companies using two
currencies with a fixed exchange rate.
The program stores all financial data and
generates the financial statements in a base currency.
A user can enter transactions in the base or
secondary currency and certain reports can be
printed that will show either currency.
Dual Currency Aware has the capability to
import information from spreadsheets and other
applications while creating a compI.ete transaction
audit trail; export information to other applications;
combine trial balances between separate Aware
installations to create a consolidated financial
statement; and generate pro-forma financial
statements and forecasts using current accounting
data.
Because it is designed on a database, Dual
Currency Aware provides flexible integration with
existing information systems and is easily
customized.
$1,995 retail
Database International, Inc.; PO Box 2432;
Framingham, MA 01701; 508-820-0018
EasY'Checking+
Checking system for businesses
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; external
disk drive ; lmageWriter or LaserWriter.

EasrChecking+, based on Omnis 3 Plus, is
designed for businesses that write 100 or more
checks per month. It is also well suited for use by
individuals for their personal checking account.
It offers on-screen forms that resemble checks
and deposit slips. The system can be used with
preprinted, fan-fold check forms, or it can be used in
conjunction with hand-written checks on an asneeded basis.
User-defined account numbers are also provided
to allow the generation of reports that list and total
all checks to a particular creditor or against an
account number.
$195 retail
Technology with Ease, Inc.; PO Box 840355;
Pembroke Pines, FL 33084; 305-431-0364
Employee Control
Canadian payroll system
512K or larger Macintosh; two BOOK disk drives or
hard disk drive (recommended); lmageWriter or
LaserWriter; Omnis 3 Plus.
Employee Control is a complete and fullfeatured Canadian payroll system. It records all
standard employee information, such as permanent
and temporary addresses, telephone numbers, SIN
number, birthdate, etc. Its Salaries Mode records
salary changes and work positions held over time;
Payroll Mode covers all Canadian payroll
requirements and more; Absences Mode keeps track
of employee absences and reasons; Loaned Items ·
Mode controls any number of loaned items that a
company might lend to an employee; and Evaluation
Mode keeps track of employee performance over
time.
$875 retail
Info-Mac Enr.; 24084 Chemin de la Batture; Ville de
la Baie, Quebec, Canada G7B 3P6; 418-545-551 l or
418-544-8018
FlexShare
Speeds Flex ware database activity
Macintosh Plus or larger.
FlexShare is a high-performance software
product that speeds Flex ware database performance
over AppleTalk. Normally, accounting systems
access a shared database by having each computer
read through the "index" portions of the database to
find the record needed.
With FlexShare, the computer that holds the
database does the search locally and returns the
requested record. As a result, users receive the
information they need much faster, and the load on
the network is cut dramatically. Performance is
improved by a factor of more than 50 in larger
networks.
FlexShare requires either a dedicated computer
or it can co-exist with AppleShare on the same
computer.
$299 retail
Flexware; 15404 E. Valley Blvd.; Industry,
CA 91746; 818-961-0237 or 800-527-6587
Flexware Accounting System
Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, Inventory,
Payroll, General Ledger, Job Costing, Purchasing,
Order Processing; development system
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
ImageWriter or LaserWriter; multiuser requires
App/eTalk and Tops or AppleShare; F/exShare is
optional.
The Flexware accounting system is available in
eight integrated modules: Accounts Receivable,
Accounts Payable, Inventory, Payroll, General
Ledger, Job Costing, Purchasing and Order
Processing and Development System.
Flex ware is multiuser and supports the Tops and
AppleShare networks. It allows multiple users to
access data files simultaneously for fast operation,
with automatic file and record locking. Security of
data is insured by limiting user access on a field-byfield basis.
The FlexShare database seiver ensures highspeed performance as a network grows. It reduces
network activity by a factor of more than 50.

The Flex ware system comes with a series of
standard reports, as well as a report writer for
creating custom reports. These reports can be sent to
Microsoft Excel or other spreadsheet and database
programs for further analysis.
A Flex ware Support Center can tailor the system
or provide industry-specific applications using the
Flexware Database Development System.,
$795 retail; per module for up to five users
Flexware; 15404 E. Valley Blvd.; Industry,
CA 91746; 818-961-0237 or 800-527-6587
General Financials
.
Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, General
Ledger
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; primer.
General Financials is a double-entry accounting
system that features Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable and General Ledger.
Accounts Receivable maintains information
regarding all invoices that have been billed to a
customer. As cash is received and entered into the
system, it is applied to the open receivable by
customer and invoice number. The system features
Customer Master List, Accounts Receivable Aged
Trial Balance, Ledger Card, Sales Journal, Cash
Receipts Joumal and Statements.
Accounts Payable maintains information
concerning direct and indirect business costs. It
keeps track of costs as they are entered by General
Ledger numbers. It provides a Vendor Master List,
an Accounts Payable Aged Trial Balance, printing of
checks and production of a Check Register and a
Purchase Journal Report.
General Ledger works interactively with the
Accounts Receivable and Accounts Payable systems.
It produces reports that reflect a user's financial
business position. The system is a repository for
sales, cost and budget information, which are
generated as the systems are producing detailed
activity in the normal course of operations. Account
numbers are entered into the Chart of Accounts,
which are grouped according to asset, liability, net
worth, income and expenses.
Full support and training are available.
Electronic communications via MacNet and future
upgrades are included. Modifications are quoted at
current prices.
$3,000 retail;-single user
$4,500 retail; multiuser
Advanced Data Systems, Inc.; PO Box 5717; Winter
Park, FL 32793; 407-657-4805
General Ledger Effect Vl.O
General Ledger for small businesses
512K or larger Macintosh.
General Ledger Effect is a comprehensive
system for small businesses. It provides users with
accurate and timely financial information about their
business. Financial transactions are maintained from
journal entry, posting and trial balance preparation
through complete financial statement reporting. A
comprehensive audit trail of all activity is maintained
and reported.
$89 retail
Maxem Corp.; 7855 S. River Pkwy., Ste. 217;
Tempe, AZ 85284; 602-491-2466 or 800-336-6296
Grant Manager
Grant and fund accounting
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive.
Grant Manager is a general-purpose grant and
fund accounting program.
Using the order-entry module, orders are typed
into a Macintosh ..The program prints on
requisition/order forms and maintains customized
vendor catalogs. Charges to grants are tracked
automatically, and printed reports aid in the analysis
of ordering and spending activities. The reconciling
module keeps accounts balanced with university
ledgers.
$425 retail
Niles & Associates, Inc.; 2000 Hearst St.; Berkeley,
CA 94709; 415-655-6666
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Great Plains Accounting Series For The
Macintosh
General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable, Payroll, Inventory, Order Entry with Point
of Sale, Purchase Order, Job Cost, Network
Manager, Executive Advisor, Printers Inc.
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive.
The Great Plains Accounting Series is a fullfeatured line of accounting software that provides the
infonnation needed to manage small- to mediumsized businesses. The Series includes General
Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable,
Payroll, Inventory, Order Entry with Point of Sale,
Purchase Order, Job Cost, Network Manager,
Executive Advisor and Printers Inc.
Each module may run stand alone (except
Network Manager and Executive Advisor) or fully
integrate with other modules. The system provides
more than 75 reports and allows them to be moved to
spreadsheets or databases. It incorporates solid
•
accounting controls and complete audit trails with
extensive error trapping to prevent mistakes. It also
includes online help.
$495 to $995 per module retail
Great Plains Software; 1701 38th St. SW; Fargo,
ND 58103; 701-281-0550 or 800-345-3276
In-House Accountant
Accounting
512K or larger Macintosh; two 400K drives; or
BOOK drive.
In-House Accountant is a full-featured
accounting program designed for use by small
businesses and non-accountants. Providing General
Ledger, Accounts Receivable and Accounts Payable,
the program is a unified accounting system that does
not require posting or end-of-month closing routines.
Features include: unlimited transaction entry;
one entry window for all transactions; two types of
recurring transactions; 50 disbursement accounts
available; automatic reconciliation; up to 5,000
accounts can be entered; budgets, unit pricing and
inventory items available; verify/fix data feature
repairs data if it should become damaged; financial
fonnulas; user-specified reports; custom report
generation; audit trail; aging reports, invoices and
customer statements; pie charts and bar graphs; up to
5,000 names can be entered; balance forward or open
item available; context sensitive help; and more.
The program is not copy protected.
$199 retail
In-House Software; 170-J Brisco Rd.; Arroyo
Grande, CA 93420; 805-481-7822
Insight Expert Accounting Series
General Ledger, Accounts Receivable & Billing,
Accounts Payable, Inventory Control, Time Billing,
Payroll
·
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Insight Expert Accounting Series consists of
Accounts Receivable & Billing, Accounts Payable,
General Ledger, Inventory Control, Time Billing and
Payroll.
Features include: graphic displays of cash flows
that show trends; the ability to compare financial
ratios to industry standards; Accounts Receivable
shows sales and cash projections; Accounts Payable
shows cash requirements and purchasing analysis;
General Ledger provides customized financial
statements; Payroll provides payroll processing and
allows an unlimited number of user-defined
deductions and earnings, plus five pre-defined
earnings.
Inventory Control is an inventory management
program that includes the following features: allows
distributors, retailers and manufacturers to monitor
stock levels; maintains ongoing inventory valuation;
and produces a wide range of reports.
Layered offers a stand-alone product designed
for smaller companies that do not need the full range
of features found in the Expert Accounting Series.

One Write is intended primarily for small serviceoriented firms and professional offices that maintain
"balance forward" records.
The programs are AppleShare compatible.
$695 each retail; General Ledger, Accounts
Receivable.& Billing, Accounts Payable, Inventory
Control, Time Billing, Payroll
$125 retail; Insight One Write
Layered, Inc.; 529 Main St.; Boston, MA 02129;
617-242-7700
Inventory Control & General Ledger
Night club or retail accounting system
Macintosh Plus or large1:
Inventory Control & General Ledger is a night
club or retail accounting system.
Inventory Control (IC) & General Ledger (GL) are
divided into two distinct libraries. They act
independently from each other. Sales are entered by
physically counting the empty bottles. The cash
registers provide the actual sales figures to be entered
into the GL. The general manager and the accountant
compare the sources of revenue provided by the GL to
the physical evidence provided by the IC.
Both the IC and the GL maintain audit trails for
each period of activity. The results can be exported
to a popular graphics program. The GL is designed
with the "generally accepted accounting principles"
of the Accounting Standard Board.and the Securities
and Exchange Commission of the United States.
IC provides: an unlimited inventory database;
fractions for quantities on hand; orders placed and
orders received; sales and returns; wholesale
discounts; units per case; physical stock adjustment
with an audit trail; worksheets; optional purchase
and/or sales tax; comprehensive reports that project
profit and loss; fl exible array windows for either
purchases or sales with up to 300 lines that can each
look up the next available inventory item by tabbing;
automated suggested orders based on weekly
averages from the previous month;·and more.
GL provides: an unlimited chart of accounts with
categories and types; the option for amortization and
depreciation; system-defined standard accounts
(profit and loss, retained earnings, inventory
beginning, less inventory ending); documents that
must balance out before they are posted; flexible
document array windows with up to 300 lines that
can each instantly look up a chart of account by
tabbing or clicking; absolute value entries for credit
or debit; trial balance with a column each for credit
accounts and for debit accounts; automated end-ofperiod or end-of-year generation of the balance
sheets and income statement; and reports that are
easy to read and standard for auditors.
$250 each retail
$400 retail; both programs
$35 retail; refundable demo
Black Banana, Inc.; 102 Whisperwood Ln.,
Breezewood; Rehoboth Beach, DE 19971 ; 302-2278030 or 215-928-9044
Inventory Control Program
Keeps track of inventories for wholesale, distribution
and retail businesses
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive
recommended; lmageWriter recommended.
The Inventory Control Program is available in
two basic versions: Standard for the wholesale,
distribution and retail businesses; and Central
Warehouse for corporations that issue products to
departments, divisions, etc., and require monthly
accounting in regards to what department, division or
account received how much product and at what
cost.
Items tracked include the SKU (stock number),
description, quantity on hand, cost price, selling
price (Standard Version only), location, vendor code,
minimum/maximum reorder levels, period-to-date
and year-to-date sales, total cost and selling values,
last date ordered/received/sold and the quantity on
order. There is also a version that tracks the various
sizes available within a certain SKU or stock
number.
Reports include complete inventory listing,
selected item listing by SKU prefix or vendor code,
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price or catalog listings, item labels, physical
inventory work sheets, cost of goods sold, period and
year-to-date movement and more.
$150 to $250 retail
$25 retail; demo
S&J Enterprises; PO Box 1134; Bettendorf, I
A 52722; 319-332-4 166
Invoices, Purchase Orders And Inventory 2.2
Generates invoices and purchase orders; tracks
inventory
Macintosh Plus or larger; Microsoft Excel.
Invoices, Purchase Orders And Inventory is an
integrated system for generating invoices and
purchase orders and tracking inventory. A user enters
the item number and the invoice or purchase order
looks up the item name and pricing infonnation
automatically from the inventory spreadsheet. Sales
and purchase quantities are then posted back to
inventory when the invoice or purchase order is
printed out.
The program automatically creates tabular lists
of all invoices and purchase orders entered. The
inventory spreadsheet flags items for reorder when
they drop below a target level, creates an order with
the most economic reorder quantities, extends the
cost for each item- reordered and totals the order.
The templates are professionally designed and
fonnatted, and they may be used as is or customized.
$49.95 retail
HeadStart Software; PO Box 51596; Durham,
NC 27717; 919-556-8792
Invoiclt
Invoicing and Accounts Receivable
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
MacMoney 3.5
lnvoiclt is an invoicing and Accounts Receivable
module for MacMoney. It allows users to create a
client list and easily enter' invoices and payments. A
Billing Items List makes invoicing easy. "Click to
Stick" and all the other entry shortcuts of MacMoney
are available. It handles up to 2,000 clients with
name, address, telephone tenns and year-to-date
totals. Invoices can include up to 300 lines per
invoice. All standard reports (Invoice Journal, Cash
Receipts Journal, Aging and Transaction Activity),
and well as invoices and statements can be printed.
All accounting infonnation is automatically passed
to MacMoney for complete accounting records.
Invoiclt is designed for the small business,
including home-based businesses that are either
service or product oriented.
$99.95 retail
Survivor Software Ltd.; 11222 La Cienega Blvd.,
Ste. 450; Inglewood, CA 90304; 213-410-9527
Lake Avenue Accounting Collection
Integrated accounting
512K or larger Macintosh , except JI; external disk
drive or hard disk drive.
The Lake Avenue Accounting Collection
contains the following software modules: General
Ledger, Enhanced Financial Reporting, Accounts
Receivable, Accounts Payable, Payroll, Job Costing,
Professional Time & Invoicing, Order
Entry/Invoicing, Inventory and Staff Scheduling.
The Multi-Company version of the series is
available for CPA client write-up or for larger
companies. More than 7,000 companies are
supported by this version.
The Assistant Controller version accounts for up
to l ,000 separate departments on both a consolidated
or departmental basis. Intercompany/departrnental
entries are automatically posted, and password
protection is offered.
Technical support is available from the vendor's
staff of programmers, CPAs and other accounting
professionals. Source code is available.
$495 per module retail; Lake Avenue Accounting
Collection
$695 retail; Staff Scheduling
$695 per module retail; The Multi-Company
Accounting Collection
Lake Avenue Software; 650 Sierra Madre Villa,
#204; Pasadena, CA 91107; 818-351-5483

Accounting
M.D.A. (Multiuser Desktop Accounting)
Business accounting; all functions are fully
integrated
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; hard disk
drive ; ImageWriter or LaserWriter.
M.D.A. , written with Omnis 3 Plus, is designed
for use in small, to medium-sized businesses. It
offers users the necessary accounting procedures to
track, project and control all financing aspects of a
business.
Available program modules include: General
Ledger, Inventory, Sales Orders-Quotes, Accounts
Receivable, Reps-Sales Activity, Invoicing,
Accounts Payable and Purchasing. Additional
payroll and graphic modules and vertical-market
applications are available to meet specific accounting
requirements, such as check writing, audit trails,
custom reporting, budgeting and more.
The multiuser version of the program can
support an accounting staff limited only by the
hardware an,d/or software configuration.
$1,795 retail; single user
$2,795 retail; up to five users
Logisoft, Inc.; 1291 E. Hillsdale Blvd., #205; Foster
City, CA 94404; 415-57Q-78 l l
M.D.A. Basics (Multiuser Desktop Accounting)
General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable, Billing with POS
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; hard disk
drive ; JmageWriter or LaserWriter.
M.D.A. Basics is a complete and accurate
accounting pack&ge that provides users with
accounting procedures needed to account, project
and control a company.
Integrated under a single menu, the package
includes General Ledger, Accounts Receivable with
billing and Accounts Payable. Limited inventory,
sales rep and invoicing are included.
$ l, 195 retail; single user
$1,995 retail; up to five users
Logisoft, Inc.; 1291 E. Hillsdale Blvd., #205; Foster
City, CA 94404; 415-570-7811
M.Y.O.B.
Integrated accounting and small business
management software
Macintosh Plus or larger.
'
M.Y.0.B. combines accounting and business
management activities into one software package.
M.Y.O.B. is divided into seven main functions that
integrate small-business activities: General Ledger,
Purchases and Payables, Sales and Receivables,
Inventory, Checkbook, Index Card File and General
Administration.
In addition to providing all standard accounting
functions , M.Y.0.B. allows a user to create
customized invoices and reports, And the Card
function makes it easy to develop and ·maintain
complete client and account infonnation, as well as
an ongoing customer contact log.
$99 retail
Teleware, Inc.; The Rotunda; 22 Hill Rd.;
Parsippany, NJ 07054; 201-334-1154 or
800-322-6962
MacLedgers
Fully-integrated accounting system
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; BOOK disk
drive; second disk drive recommended.
MacLedgers is a fully-integrated accounting
system. In addition to its current functions , such as
· Billing, Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable,
Inventory and General Ledger, the program will be
providing Job Estimating, Costing and Charging.
MacLedgers follows !he basics of familiar
bookkeeping by organizing infonnation into
computerized "books." All receivables, payables,
inventory, job records and general ledger are posted
automatically in one step.
Features include: open invoice or balance
forward accounts; sales analyses; budgeting; two
levels of password protection; financial ratios; check

printing directly from General Ledger; discounts;
exporting data to Excel; multiple companies; letteror commercial-style invoicing; and mailing labels.
$295 retail
Brown-Wagh Publishing; 16795 Lark Ave., Ste. 210;
Los Gatos, CA 95030; 408-395-3838
MacMoney Version 3.5
Financial record keeper and management for
personal or small business finances
512KE or larger Macintosh; second disk drive
recommended.
MacMoney is a financial record keeper and
management program that can be used for personal
or small business finances.
The program can be used to track bank accounts,
credit cards, cash, assets, liabilities, income and
expenses. It also includes optional budgeting features
and a Plans Menu that allows a user to explore
simple loan schedules and saving scenarios for
retirement and future goals.
Features include: transaction entry through
windowing features; expanded pfanning by exporting
data to a tab-delimited text file and transferring it
into Excel, Word, MacWrite, Helix, etc.; up to 250
categories; extensive reports and graphs; readable
standard reports, including Income & EXpense,
Personal Balance Sheet and Transaction Activity;
helpful loan amortization or payment schedules; data
summarized using line and bar graphs with or
without trend-line analysis, or three-dimensional pie
charts; up to 6,000 transactions per system
depending on hardware; checks automatically
printed, including addresses from a list of up to 250
names; ability to budget any account by month, if
desired; and more.
$119.95 retail
Survivor Software Ltd.; 11222 La Cienega Blvd.,
Ste. 450; Inglewood, CA 90304; 213-410-9527
MacRegister
Point-of-sale, accounting and inventory control
system
·
Macintosh SE or larger; hard disk drive;
JmageWriter II.
MacRegister is a fully integrated, single user or
multiuser, point-of-sale, order entry accounting and
inventory control system designed for .use in
wholesale or retail businesses.
Point-of-sale functions include customer ledgers,
customer comments, Accounts Receivable, finance
charges, payments received, gift certificates, order
entry, back order tracking and sales invoicing with
automatic calculation of customer and/or quantity
discount prices, adjustment of inventory quantities
and calculation of salesperson commissions. Invoice
types include retail, wholesale, rental, consignments
and price quotes. Price quotes may be edited and
converted into wholesale or retail sales invoices.
Preprinted invoices and customer statements may be
used. Support for an optional bar-code reader and/or
cash drawer is also provided.
Purchase functions include Accounts Payable
(with optional check printing), purchase order and
purchase receipt entry with automatic adjustment of
inventory quantities and costs.
The Inventory is a perpetual inventory control
system that provides fields to record the item
description, vendor, vendor part number, taxable
item indicator, serial numbered item indicator,
wartanty period, color, size, weight, style, location,
suggested sale price, four levels of discount prices,
first cost, last cost and moving average cost. The
system maintains the current quantity on rent,
consignment, back ordered, on order and on hand.
Inventory items may be grouped together to fonn
packages: Item price labels may be printed.
Extensive serial number tracking is provided for
serial numbered items. Service history tracking on
serial numbered items is also provided.
The General Ledger is a double-entry, accrual
accounting system that is fully integrated with all
other portions of MacRegister.

More than 80 sales, customer, purchase, vendor,
inventory, employee and General Ledger reports are
provided.
Additional features include online help, end-ofperiod updates, employee records, contact list
maintenance, mailing label printing, multiple
password levels, a demo database and more.
$1 ,599.95 retail; single user
$1,999.95 retail; multiuser
Pacific Software Engineering; 109 Minna St., Ste.
273; San Francisco, CA 94105; 415-665-4838
MBA> Inventory
Perpetual inventory tracking system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 4th Dimension.
MBA>lnventory is a basic perpetual inventorytracking system for retailers and manufacturers. It
handles LIFO and FIFO valuation on a per-item
basis; items can be grouped for automatic
withdrawal as components of larger assemblies;
segregates inventory by raw materials, work in
progress and finished goods; and tracks serial
numbers and add/withdraw items by serial number, if
needed.
·
MBA>lnventory is a multiuser-ready, relational
database application with unlocked, open source
code and a license to modify the program to suit a
user 's needs.
$189 retail; unlimited users
Generation Four, Inc.; 3232 San Mateo NE, #199;
Albuquerque, NM 87110; 505-294-3210
MBA>ShipRec
Shipping and receiving department automation
Macintosh Plus or larger; 4th Dimension.
MBA>ShipRec is a program to automate
shipping and receiving departments. It tracks the
progress of orders and shipments by name and
purchase order; sets alarms for time-critical
shipments and arrivals; and prints shipping labels,
UPS COD and FEDEX labels via an ImageWriter.
MBA>ShipRec is a multiuser-ready, relational
database application with unlocked, open source
code and a license to modify the program to suit a
user's needs.
$189 retail; unlimited users
Generation Four, Inc.; 3232 San Mateo NE, # 199;
Albuquerque, NM 87110; 505-294-3210
Minimum Requirements
Allows small businesses to record and report
financial transactions, invoice customers, produce
tax and analytical reports and graphs
Macintosh Plus or larger; Microsoft Excel.
Minimum Requirements is a spreadsheet-based
program that allows small businesses (sole
. proprietorships) to easily record and report financial
transactions. Expense and revenue categories are
established for reporting purposes. The.invoice is
designed for presentation, and infonnation from the
invoice can be automatically posted to related
records. A Profit and Loss statement and a tax report
are automatically generated. The tax report is set up
so that the IRS Schedule C (Business Profit or Loss)
can be quickly completed with infonnation taken
directly from the report.
Because the program is designed with a
spreadsheet as its engine, a user can easily customize
Minimum Requirements, but customization is not
necessary to use the program.
$59 retail
Spreadware; PO Box 4574; Hayward, CA 94540;
415-794-4388
MultiCurrency Aware V2.32
General Ledger
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
MultiCurrency Aware is a database application
that provides a solution for companies using multiple
currencies.
The program tracks each currency separately and
pennits a user to generate financial statements in
either the local currency or convert to a base
currency equivalent.
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Accounting
MultiCurrency Aware has the capability to
import information from spreadsheets and other
applications while creating a complete transaction
audit trail; export information to other applications;
combine trial balances between separate Aware
installations to create a consolidated financial
statement; and generate pro-forma financial
statements and forecasts using current accounting
data.
Because it is designed as a database,
MultiCurrency Aware provides flexible integration
with existing information systems and is easily
customized.
$1,995 retail
Database International, Inc.; PO Box 2432;
Framingham, MA 01701; 508-820-0018
MultiLedger
General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable, Inventory tracking
Macintosh Plus or large1:
MultiLedger is an integrated accounting package
that consists of General Ledger, Accounts
Receivable, Accounts Payable and Inventory. A full
year of transaction history is maintained. Account
balances can be graphed or exported in SYLK file
format.
Financial reports consist Of: Chart of Accounts,
Trial Balance, Balance Sheet, Income Statement,
Comparative Income Statement, Actual vs. Budget
Statement, Transaction Journals and General Ledger
Listing. Adjustments can be made to any month in
the current year.
Vendor payables, payments and customer
receivables are tracked using the open item method.
Reports consist of accounts payable, aged accounts
payable, summary aged accounts payable, current
year payments, vendor information, customer
information, current year sales and mailing labels.
Checks can optionally be printed on a LaserWriter or
ImageWriter printer.
Cost of sales can be posted using a standard cost
or weighted average cost. Inventory reports show
current quantities and dollar values. Sales reports
show current-month and year-to-date sales by
quantity and dollar amounts.
$395 retail; free demo disk available
CheckMark Software, Inc.; 1520 E. Mulberry, Ste.
200; Fort Collins, CO 80524; 303-484-3541
OmniBooks
Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, General
Ledger with invoicing and check writing
512KE or larger Macintosh; two BOOK disk drives or
hard disk drive; Omnis 3 Plus or run time.
Based on the one-write concept, OmniBooks is
an accounting system for small- to medium-sized
businesses. The programs consist of Accounts
Receivable, Accounts Payable and General Ledger,
with budget controls.
Maintenance files include: Genera! Information,
Ledger Accounts, Customers and Vendors. ·
Transactions include: Invoicing, Cash Receipts,
Enter Bills, Write Checks and General Journal.
Thirty-two reports are available and can be output to
a printer or screen.
$139.95 retail; customization available
$169.95 retail; with run-time disk
Janae Enterprises; PO Box 394; Hebron, IL 60034;
815-648-2492
OmniPay
Complete payroll program
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive;
lmageWriter; Omnis 3 Plus or run time.
OmniPay provides total management of payroll
records and reports for federal, state and company
concerns. The program prints payroll checks, W2
forms and 13 other reports for individual employees
or a total c,ompany. It also handles state tax
deductions for companies employing people in more
than one state, the 40 I (K) and 403 (B) savings plan
and any type of pay period, hourly and salaried.

OmniPay includes a time-card gross-pay
calculator and the ability to distribute pay over
multiple departments, contracts and so forth. Piece
work and bonus work can be added to hours worked.
An Instant Payroll Calculator screen shows what-if
situations that are useful for determining changes in
hour, pay scales, deductions or state and federal
taxes. Each payroll check can be allocated in up to
10 different user-defined departmental
classifications.
Custom modifications of the program are
available.
$79.95 retail
$109.95 retail; with run-time disk
Janae Enterprises; PO Box 394; Hebron, IL 60034;
815-648-2492
Order Entry/Invoicing Effect Vl.O
A database of customers and products for proces.sing
orders and printing invoices
512K or larger Macintosh.
Order Entry/Invoicing Effect maintains a
complete database of customers and products,
allowing users to process orders and print
customized invoices for their business. Customers
are automatically assigned to each order/invoice
from the customer database or customers may be
entered manually. New customers entered for an
order may be immediately added to the database for
future reference. As each order is entered, a userdefinable number of copies of the invoice may be
printed at the time of processing or at a later date.
Each invoice is assigned to a salesperson and stored
in its entirety. Reports of monthly and yearly sales
figures from current or past periods may be printed
in sequence or sorted by individual salesperson.
$79 retail
.
Maxem Corp.; 7855 S. River Pkwy., Ste. 217;
Tempe, AZ 85284; 602-491-2466 or 800-336-6296
Order House 3.0
Integrated business system
16 MHz or faster Macintosh ; 2.5 MB of RAM; hard
disk drive.
Order House is an integrated, multiuser capable
program designed.to completely manage wholesale,
mail order and distribution businesses.
Available.features include: online order entry,
invoices, purchase orders, full inventory with
subparts, multiple price breaks, drop shipping, media
analysis, people database, cost-of-goods, aged
receivables and payables, monthly statements,
general ledger audit trail, profit and loss, balance
sheet, mail merge,.integrated Shipshape UPS
manifest system, Federal Express and U.S. Mail
shipping with rates and forms, electronic scale input,
bar-code reader, Print Smartz automatic multiple
printer control and a graphics database. All forms
and reports are fully queriable. Order House coniains
more than 130 live windows in a non-modular, easyto-use environment.
$995 to $4,495 retail; depending on features
Elefunt Software; 724 Allston Way; Berkeley,
CA 94710; 415-843-7725
Payroll
Payroll accounting
Macintosh Plus or large1:
Payroll generates payroll checks, W2s, employee
earnings reports, quarterly tax liability reports and
more. It calculates payroll for daily, weekly,
biweekly, semimonthly, monthly, quarterly,
semiannual or annual pay frequencies. Employees
may be salaried, hourly or both. Three hourly pay
rates can be entered for each employee.
The program also tracks regular, overtime,
doubletime, sick and vacation hours on a current and
year-to-date basis. Vacation and sick hours can be
accrued at a monthly rate with a warning when hours
are taken beyond the available amount. Tax tables
for state and federal withholding tax are loaded in
the program and can be modified by a user as
necessary to reflect current tax laws. Payroll can be
used as a stand-alone program or it can be integrated
with either of CheckMark 's ledger programs.
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Three additional income categories can be
defined as taxable or non-taxable. Reported or
allocated tips can also be tracked. Seven user-defined
deduction categories based on a variable, percentage
or fixed calculation are available. The program can
handle 40 I(K) and cafeteria plans.
$295 retail; free demo disk available
$25 retail; annual tax table updates
CheckMark Software, Inc.; 1520 E. Mulberry, Ste.
200; Fort Collins, CO 80524; 303-484-3541
Payroll
Calculates payroll deductions
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; printer.
Payroll is designed to operate as an integrated
module within most of the complete systems offered
by Advanced Data Systems or as a stand-alone
product.
The Employee Master carries all of the "static
information" about an employee, accrued and used
vacation and sick-leave hours. Employees may be
hourly or salaried and paid weekly, biweekly,
semimonthly or monthly. They may be coded to take
out taxes or not, and have different exemptions for
federal and state.
Voluntary deductions may be changed for any
one payroll run when hours are entered. Each
employee may also have up to six voluntary
deductions, three with declining balances due.
Manual checks may be issued and entered and will
adjust the employee year-to-date information
accordingly.
The system calculates taxes, generates and prints
payroll checks, monthly, quarterly and year-to-date
register reports, W2s and 941 reports. It operates in a
single or multiuser environment.
Full support and training are available.
Electronic communications via MacNet and future
upgrades are included. Modifications are quoted at
current prices.
$995 retail; single user
$1,495 retail; multiuser
Advanced Data Systems, Inc.; PO Box 5717; Winter
Park, FL 32793; 407-657-4805
Payroll Partner
Payroll
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; Microsoft
Excel.
Payroll Partner handles up to 50 employees and
accommodates all standard pay periods. California
state tax tables, which can be customized to a user's
state requirements, are included. The program
calculates all federal and FICA taxes, and full
summary and detail data for each period and
employee, as well as prints the checks.
$99 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleas<111t Hill,
CA 94523; 800-888-7667
Payroll•Bridge II .
Payroll accounting
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive ;
Image Writer or LaserWriter.
Payroll•Bridge II is a multiuser
payroll/personnel management system. There is no
· limit to the number of employees, number or nature
of earning categories, number or nature of
deductions, or number of states in which an
employee works. The system automatically
calculates gross pay; federal, state and local tax
withholdings; and employee deductions for any
payroll schedule.
Payroll•Bridge II accommodates hourly and
salaried pay, contract labor, bonuses, commissions,
piecework, tips, overtime rates, employee loans and
tax-sheltered earnings and deductions. It tracks
vacation, sick leave, holiday and personal time
earned and used, and stores comments about
employee performance. With the Job Accounting
option, a user can assign account codes and job paytype codes to an unlimited number of payroll lines
and rates per employee per pay period.

Accounting
Payroll•Bridge II prints employee paychecks and
vouchers, W2 and 1099 fonns, and a variety of
payroll reports. A free demo is available.
$595 retail
Software Bridge, Inc.; 6925 Union Park Ctr., Ste.
145; Midvale, UT 84047; 801-562-2625
PayTyme
Payroll calculation
Macintosh Plus or larger.
PayTyme is a Double Helix run-time application
that calculates employee payroll and handles federal
deductions.
PayTyme handles all payroll chores for both
hourly and salaried employees, including multiple
pay periods, standard and miscellaneous deductions,
employer taxes, holidays and employee leave time. It
prepares paychecks, disbursement checks, complete
employee compensation reports and state and federal
tax forms.
$295 retail
MacEntire; 4521 Campus Dr., Ste. 298; Irvine,
CA 92715; 714-725-0444
Plains & Simple One-Write Accounting
General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable functions
5 l 2K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive optional.
Plains & Simple is a software package that
emulates the widely used manual one-write
accounting system. It automates the general ledger,
accounts receivable and accounts payable functions.
Plains & Simple provides multicompany
capabilities, maintains customer and vendor histories
and prints checks, mailing labels and Rolodex cards
for more than 20 management reports. In addition,
the unique Cash-Flow Calendar graphically depicts a
customer's future cash position based on outstanding
receivables and payables.
The package also includes a step-by-step
tutorial, a "sample company" and 27 separate charts
of accounts that can be modified by a customer.
$395 retail
Great Plains Software; 1701 38th St. SW; Fargo,
ND 58103; 701-281-0550 or 800-345-3276
Plain•Payroll
Payroll and checking
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; external
disk drive; Image Writer or LaserWriter.
Plain•Payroll is designed to meet the
requirements of businesses that employ up to 50
people. Based on the Omnis 3 Plus relational
database, the program provides facilities to speed
and simplify payroll preparation and processing.
The program accommodates weekly and
biweekly payroll periods. It handles federal
withholding using current tax tables, state income tax
computations for any rate, as well as three other
general deductions that can be used for medical
insurance, contributions, retirement plans, etc.
Printed payroll checks include a check stub for the
employee with year-to-date computations of gross
pay, net pay, deductions, etc.
Report generation capabilities provide reports
sorted by pay period, department or employee with
monthly, quarterly and year-to-date totals for hours
worked (both straight and overtime), other income
and all withheld deductions, such as taxes.
$395 retail
Technology with Ease, Inc.; PO Box 840355;
Pembroke Pines, FL 33084; 305-431-0364
PM Estimator
Costing and pricing tool
Macintosh Plus or larger; Image Writer or
LaserWriter; Microsoft Excel.
PM Estimator analyzes costs, prices, profit
margins, budgets and contingencies in the production
or consumption of almost any type of pr6duct,
service or project. The program runs under Microsoft
Excel and offers time-proven features that simplify
the chores of spreadsheet casting and pricing.

PM Estimator produces clear summaries and
ratios of costs and prices. A bar chart further reveals
the relative advantages of each pricing or
contingency strategy. Cost items can include added
factors, such as tax rates, overhead burdens, markups
and commission percentages. PM Estimator ties all
the details together in a summary of essential
bottom-line financial figures.
$89 retail
Warthman Associates; 240 Hamilton; Palo Alto,
CA 94301; 415-322-4555
Precision Inventory Control And Order Entry
Inventory control/order entry system for mail-order
businesses
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
lmageWriter.
The Precision Inventory Control and Order Entry
(PICOE) system is an inventory management system
for mail order businesses. Inventory control includes
functions for receiving new stock items, shipping
stock items, updating stock information, reordering
points for stock, back ordering stock and tracking
year-to-date sales of stock. A retail and a cost-ofgoods price is stored for each stock item. PICOE
allows fast and efficient order entry processing of
phone and/or mail-in customer orders.
$995 retail
Precision Computer Systems; 575 W. Riordan Rd.;
Flagstaff, AZ 86001; 602-779-5341
Pro Plus Accounting
General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable, Inventory Control
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
Pro Plus Accounting is a fully integrated
accounting system consisting of four modules:
General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable and Inventory Control. It is designed to be
powerful enough for professional accountants, but
still serve the needs of the small- to medium-sized
business. The system features multilevel password
protection, online context-sensitive help and reports
that can be exported to text, SYLK and Excel
formats, as well as the screen or printer. The modules
may be used as stand-alone programs or linjced
together to form an integrated system.
$350 per module retail
$995 retail; complete system
Pro Plus Software, Inc.; 2150 E. Brown Rd.; Mesa,
AZ 85203; 602-461-3296
Quicken Vl.5
Single-entry bookkeeping software
512K or larger Macintosh; printer.
Quicken is a single-entry bookkeeping program
for small businesses and individuals.
Quicken writes and pnnts checks automatically
on either laser or dot matrix printers. When a user
enters the amount of the check, Quicken performs 14
automatic bookkeeping steps and produces the
check. In addition, it automatically writes recurring
checks while simultaneously updating financial
records. Quicken manages unlimited numbers of
bank accounts, transactions and income/expense
categories for amounts up to $10 million.
The program also generates financial reports
including: income and expenses, P&L, budget vs.
actual, taxable income/deductions, rental
property/job cost, accounts payable, cash flow/cash
needs and payroll taxes.
Quicken will automatically export data in SYLK
format for the creation of customized reports in
Microsoft Excel and will export data to HyperCard.
The company offers LaserChecks, which are
specifically sized and designed for the laser printer.
Clip art or logos can be printed directly onto the
checks using Intuit's CheckArt.
$59.95 retail
•
Intuit; 155 Linfield Dr.; Menlo Park, CA 94026;
415-322-0573

Rags Tu Riches III
General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable, Inventory, Professional Billing
5 l 2K or larger Macintosh.
Rags To Riches III provides a user with General
Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable,
Inventory and Professional Billing.
General Ledger provides a full audit trail of any
Ledger account and tracks cash receipts, sales and
disbursements. It prints income statements and
balance sheets and provides departmental/divisional
accounting for up to 99 units.
Accounts Receivable generates invoices,
statements and mailing labels, as well as sales
journals, aging and customer analysis reports. It
automatically posts transactions to the General
Ledger or stands alone. A complete billing and
collections system is included.
Accounts Payable prepares a user's payment
schedules, vendor aging lists and purchase journals.
It prints checks automatically and generates cashrequirement reports to assist in cash flow analysis.
Inventory allows a user to manage sales, stock
and product movement. It provides POs, sales
invoices, quotations and hundreds of management
reports.
Professional Billing calculates costs, trust time
and expense accounting for fixed-fee, contingent and
retainer assignments.
Rags to Riches III increases flexibility with
multiple formats for invoices and statements,
including total font, size and style support. Mailing
labels, clairvoyant search and finance charges are
also included.
$199.95 to $399.95 each retail
Chang Laboratories, Inc.; 3350 Scott Blvd., Bldg.
25; Santa Clara, CA 95054; 408-727-8096
RMS Plus Payroll
Payroll system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; lmageWriter.
RMS Plus Payroll is a· payroll system designed
for businesses of all types. The program permits
unlimited earnings and deductions, recurring time
cards for salaried employees, tip allocation,
minimum wage adjustment, 941, W2 and 1099
reporting. All payroll periods are supported, from
weekly to annual. Earning types include hourly
wages, salaries, tips, piecework, contract labor and
bonuses. It prepares both check and cash payroll. A
user can easily change tax tables and FICA
percentages and limits. Ex-employee records are
automatically deleted at year end.
$395 retail
Sextant Corp.; 3516 27th Pkwy.; Sarasota,
FL 34235; 813-954-5622 or 800-262-6665
S.B.A. Small Business Accounting
Customizable, multiuser accounting for inventorybased mail order and wholesale businesses
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
lmageWriter; Omnis 3 Plus.
S.B.A. Small Business Accounting is a
completely custom-built and fully integrated (no
additional modules are needed) accounting program
for small and medium-sized businesses.
Available to use as single or multiuser, it
includes a customer database, inventory management
with back ordering, purchase orders, sales orders,
accounts receivable with aging, commissions, vendor
tracking and more.
The program also includes unlocked code that
can be used and modified as needed. Other features
include the use of demographic customer
information, a detailed line-item display with order
processing, access to receipts and sales for any date
range, salesperson commissions and more.
$895 retail
Working Computer; PO Box 87; San Luis Rey,
CA 92068; 619-945-4334
SBT Database Accounting Library
Integrated accounting written in Dbase III Plus or
FoxBase+/Mac; includes source code
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Accounting
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk d1·ive.
The SBT Database Accounting Library consists
of 14 individual programs that can stand alone or be
linked together. The "library" includes: dLedger
(General Ledger), dlnvoice/dStatements (billing,
inventory control and open item Accounts
Receivable), dPayables (Accounts Payable and check
writing), dOrders (sales order processing), dPurchase
(purchase order processing), dAssets (fixed assets
management), dPayroll (payroll/labor accounting),
dProject (job cost accounting), c!Materials
(manufacturing planning), dProfessional (time and
billing), dProperty (property management),
dMaintenance (service/equipment maintenance) and
dMenu/Backup (main menu/file backup utility).
All 14 programs are written in Dbase III Plus or
FoxBase+/Mac and include source code for
customization as needed. The programs operate with
McMax or FoxBase+/Mac or they can be purchased
in compiled FoxBase+/Mac versions.
Some features common to all 14 modules
include accounting for up to 99 separate companies,
with up to 999 departments for each company;
multilevel passwords; standard preprinted forms with
IO to 12 characters-per-inch spacing; and instant
access to Dbase or FoxBase+/Mac.
The vendor offers seminars for individuals
converting from manual to computerized accounting
systems, who have purchased or are considering
purchasing the SBT Database Accounting Library
and for experienced computer industry professionals.
$295 per program retail; compiled single user
$595 per program retail; multiuser with source code
SBT Corp.; One Harbor Dr.; Sausalito, CA 94965;
415-331-9900
Service Industry Accounting
Accounting for service companies
Macintosh Plus or larger,) MB of RAM; BOOK disk
drive; second disk drive recommended.
Service Industry Accounting is targeted
specifically at personal service companies who bid
for jobs and then charge for their time and materials.
The heart of the system is its Job Estimating,
Costing and Charging module. An estimate or bid
can be quickly printed. Once the job is won, the
estimate and all ensuing transactions are
automatically posted to the general bookkeeping
functions, such as Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable, Inventory and General Ledger.
The system follows the basics of familiar
bookkeeping by organizing information into
computerized "books." The estimating, costing and
charging of work is efficiently handled by a bin of
computerized "job cards." All receivables, payables,
inventory, job records and general ledger are posted
automatically in one step.
Features include: letter- or commercial-style
invoicing; password security; exporting of data to
popular spreadsheets; pop-up job cards for quick
viewing and update; open invoice or balance forward
accounts; sales analysis; handling of multiple
companies; and mailing labels.
$395 retail
Brown-Wagh Publishing; 16795 Lark Ave., Ste. 210;
Los Gatos, CA 95030; 408-395-3838
ShopKeeper-3
Sales, P.O.S., Invoicing, Inventory, Billing, Accounts
Receivable, Customer Files, custom invoice, auto
backup
Macintosh Plus or larger; Image Writer or
LaserWrite1:
ShopKeeper is an integrated program consisting
of Accounts Receivable, Billing, Inventory,
Invoicing, Customer Files and Point of Sale. It is
ideal for retail merchants, small service firms and
wholesalers.
The inventory section is designed so that
inventory does not have to be merchandise or parts.
It can also be used for hourly labor charges, medical
lab procedures, auto tune-ups, golf lessons or
anything that has a set unit price.
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The program is designed to eliminate paper
handling. A complete audit trail is maintained and
can be printed at any time. End-of-month summaries
are also available.
$195 retail
ShopKeeper Software, Inc.; PO Box 38160;
Tallahassee, FL 323 15; 904-222-8808
ShopKeeper-4E
Accounts Receivable, Billing, Inventory, Invoicing,
Customer Files and Point-Of-Sale, UPS shipping
labels, separate bill to/ship to addresses, custom
invoice, auto backup
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; external
hard disk drive; lmageWriter or LaserWriter.
ShopKeeper-4E incorporates all of the features
of ShopKeeper-3, including Accounts Receivable,
Billing, Inventory, Invoicing, Customer Files and
Point-Of-Sale.
ShopKeeper-4E adds these new features: choice
of full menus or reduced menus; different sales-tax
rates; full bar-code reader support, including barcode label printing; edit customer file in Sales Ticket
window; add invehtory through sales ticket; prepare
and print shipping labels; 15-character item numbers;
change an existing customer ID; choice of four
invoices; prepare packing slips and convert to sales
tickets; edit serial numbers; edit or delete back
orders; high-speed customer histories; option to
reprint end-of-month reports; sort and print reports
by item number or description; export a range of
dates; optional double spacing; and optional
preparation of an export file of the end-of-month
close information from "old" archived sales files.
A multiuser version is available.
$395 retail; single user
ShopKeeper Software, Inc.; PO Box 38160;
Tallahassee, FL 32315; 904-222-8808
ShuBox Filing
·Small business and personal accounting
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
Image Writer I, fl or LQ or laser printer.
ShuBox Filing is a complete and comprehensive
accounting system for a small business. In addition
to accounting functions, it includes payroll and a
mailing list provision from which records may be
searched by up to 38 criteria.
ShuBox Filing tracks IO bank accounts, seven
different enterprise zones for a business, as well as
schedule A and personal expenditures with payables,
receivables, debt amortization, banking, payable and
receivable invoicing and more.
·
An interface file can be created that is
compatible with SoftYiew's MaclnTax tax
preparation program.
$159.95 retail
A.H. Nussel Sr.; 1606 NW 21st St.; Gainesville,
FL 32605; 904-372-0066
Small Business Accounting System
Designed for users who are running cash- or accrualbased businesses primarily out of one or more
checking accounts .
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; Microsoft
Excel.
The Small Business Accounting System is
designed for users who are running cash- or accrual-'
based businesses primarily out of one or more
checking accounts. As a user makes accounting .
entries, the balance sheet or income statements are
always kept up-to-date and in balance. A macro
posts the entries. Sample entries and instructions
walk a user through the various uses of this program.
$79 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 800-888-7667
Strictly Business Accounting System
General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable
·
512K or larger Macintosh ; external disk drive.
Strictly Business Accounting System is
comprised of three modules: General Ledger,
Accounts Payable and Accounts Receivable. It is a
double-entry accounting system designed for
businesses of any size.
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General Ledger offers flexibility in company .
setup, including number of accounts and transactions
limited only by space; a user-defined chart of
accounts with three-, four- or five-digit account
numbers; and up to 99 profit centers with 100
depar(ments per profit center.
Accounts Payable combines processing and
flexibility in company setups., data entry and reports.
A customized check feature allows a user to write
checks from multiple accounts and multiple invoices
for each vendor. This module also offers 14 reports
with user-defined selection, order and format criteria
for custom-tailored information. On-screen vendor
windows reveal vendor balances by user-defined
aging periods, a summary of all open invoices and a
check registry by bank.
Accounts Receivable allows a user to custom
design invoices and statements on preprinted forms.
On-screen windows reveal charts for accounts,
journals, departments, profit centers, bank accounts
and custom billi!Jg and shipping information. The
module also provides item, tax and finance
calculations and allows for user-defined settings for
entry-data restrictions, posting methods, Return-key
functions and decimal-point options. Additionai onscreen windows reveal customer balances by userdefined aging periods, summaries by product/sales,
representative/territory and total sales, open invoice
listings and a payment register by bank.
$395 retail; each module
Future Design Software; West 621 Teal; Spokane,
WA 99218; 509-467-9282
TallyTime
Keeps track of and maintains inventory
Macintosh Plus or large1:
Tallytime uses Timewand, a battery-operated
pocket-sized bar-code reader, to keep track of and
maintain inventory. Data is loaded to a Macintosh
while Timewands are recharging. It allows physicai
counts during operation of facility. Each transaction
is time-stamped and traffic, manpower requirements
and operating hours can be determined.
$1,795 retail
MacEntire; 4521 Campus Dr., Ste. 298; Irvine,
CA 92715; 714-725-0444
Time Saver Payroll Version 6.0
Full-featured Microsoft Excel payroll template
program for one to IOO employees; prints ctiecks on
ImageWri!er or LaserWriter; prints W2s; handles all
federal/state deductions; 401 K plans
5/2KE or larger Macintosh ; Microsoft Excel;
Image Writer or LaserWriter.
Time Saver Payroll is a full-featured payroll
template program that works with Microsoft Excel.
• The program has three separate payroll systems. One
is for 30 employees, one is for 50 employees and one
is for 100 employees.
Major features include: macro driven; employee
file contains all employee information necessary to
operate the system, including employee name, address,
social security number, exemptions, marital status, five
fixed deductions, salary, hourly wage, overtime, hourly
rate, etc.; payroll file allows entry of hours, overtime
hours, another optional hourly rate and
commission/bonus income; IO deductions are
available, inducting federal income tax, FICA, state
income tax, five fixed deductions that transfer from the
employee file and two "percentage of gross"
deductions; six tax tables for federal and state income
tax; prints checks and employee stubs on computer
check forms available from Deluxe Computer Forms
(ordering information included); quarterly and monthly
reports; annual FUTA report; prints W2 forms; and
handles tip wages and 401 K deductions.
$99 .50 retail; program
$15 retail; demo
Western Software Associates; 110 El Dorado Rd. ;
Walnut Creek, CA 94595; 415-932-3999
What's Missing?
Capital assets control program
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
What's Missing? is a capital assets control
program designed specifically for government

Accounting

Business Graphics

agencies, educational institutions and large
businesses that are required to perfonn physical
inventory of capital assets on a regular schedule.
What's Missing? is unique in that it is designed
for use with the Videx TimeWand, a portable barcode reader. Integrating What's Missing? and the
TimeWand can reduce capital assets control
processes and provide enhanced decision-making
infonnation.
What's Missing? can track every capital asset
and tell where it was last found, by whom, on what
date, at what time and in what condition. The
program will predict assets due for replacement and
replacement value at any time period chosen. Items
that are lost, stolen, sold, destroyed or retired can be
tracked. What's Missing? may be used in either an
annual batch or continuous inventory mode.
$2,495 retail; Version 2.0 (includes two bar-code
readers and 500 anodized aluminum bar-code labels)
$IO retail; demo
MacSolutions, Inc.; 9124 N. McKenna; Portland,
OR 97203; 503-289-7174

Business Graphics Toolkit
Produces business charts from data and labels
512K or larger Macintosh; True Basic language
Version 2.0 or higher.
The Business Graphics Toolkit produces
business charts from data and labels. The program
selects the scale, chooses good-looking numbers for
the axes and draws the chart. The Business Graphics
Toolkit works in all the True Bl!SiC graphics modes.
The program features bar charts, histograms, line
charts, area charts, scatter plots, comparison tables,
I-beam and high-low-close charts. Multiple data sets
may be plotted on a graph, and overlaid graphs are
available. In addition, I3 point styles, four line styles
and full color support are provided. A manual and
two dozen sample programs are included.
$79.95 retail
True Basic, Inc.; 12 Commerce Ave.; West Lebanon,
NH 03784; 800-872-2742

Working lo Business
Financial and business management tool
Macintosh Plus or larger; Microsoft Works.
Working ln Business is a financial and business
management tool for small businesses. The package
includes a bookkeeping system based on IRS
Schedule C (Business Profit or Loss) and generates a
tax report. Included in the financial management
tools is a payment scheduler for planning financial
obligations and basic invoicing capabilities.
ln addition to financial management, Working In
Business provides basic fonn letters and memos.
Customer lists may also be maintained and used for
generating mailings.
$49 retail
Spreadware; PO Box 4574; Hayward, CA 94540;
415-794-4388
WOS Fund Accounting
Multiuser fund accounting
512K or larger Macintosh , except SE/30 or II ; hard
disk drive.
WOS Fund Accounting is a multiuser fund
accounting program for the AppleTalk network that
allows multiple Macintoshes to share data
simultaneously using AppleShare.
Features include: automatic transfer of data from
one module to another; multiple fiscal years can be
open at once; integration with WOSbase multiuser
database; and a browse function that eliminates
constant referring to paper lists.
Budgetary General Ledger budgets and accounts
for revenues and expenditures in a virtually
unlimited number of funds and features up to 26
user-defined dimensions, immediate access to
balances and specific data reporting. Payroll offers a
virtually unlimited number of pay, deduction, fringe
categories and up to 15 tax and retirement types, and
features user-defined pay cycle, "exception-oriented"
design and 14-month reporting. The Purchase
Order/Voucher module gives a user the ability to
enter, edit and list purchase orders, vouchl!rs, vendor
infonnation and checks. It also maintains data on
encumbrances, payables and disbursements for
multiple funds and expense accounts. The Accounts
Receivable module tracks charges and payments.
Statements can be printed with complete
transaction detail. Payment plans are supported and
an unlimited number of transaction codes are
allowed, which can be automatically totaled and
individually edited.
$1,695 retail; Budgetary General Ledger (BGL)
$2,695 retail; BGL/Accounts Receivable (AR)
$2,995 retail; BGL/Purchase Order-Voucher (PO)
$3,995 retail; BGL/Payroll (PR) or BGL/PO/AR
$4,995 retail; BGL/PR/PO or BGL/PR/AR
$5,995 retail; BGL/PO/PR/AR
Farallon Computing; 1321 Wakarusa Dr., #20!0;
Lawrence, KS 66049; 913-843-8101

CA-Cricket Graph
Business, scientific, educational graphics
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Cricket Graph allows a user to create highquality graphs and charts using business, scientific
and engineering data.
Features include: choice of 12 different chart and
graph types; support for importing data from
spreadsheets, word processors and databases; easy
direct entry and editing of data; full range of
mathematical operations on data, including
logarithmic, trigonometric and exponentiation
functions; ability to plot more than 2,000 distinct
data points on one graph; full text editing capacity;
regression curve fits, interpolation and error bars;
full-page layout with editing tools; export to page
layout, word processing and graphics programs;
graphic macros for storing graph fonnats; and
support for color on a Macintosh II and ImageWriter
II, as well as Hewlett-Packard plotters.
$195 retail
Computer Associates International, Inc.; 10505
Sorrento Valley Rd. ; San Diego, CA 92121;
408-432-1727 or 800-531-5236
DeltaGraph
Two- and three-dimensional charting and graphics
package
Macintosh Plus or larger.
DeltaGraph is a full featured two- and threedimensional business and scientific charting and
graphics package. The program offers 25 chart types,
user-defined perspective views, PostScript support,
25 statistical and data modeling functions and full
Macintosh color. It features automatic updating, true
.three-dimensional charts, easy exchange of data and
charts between other applications and extensive chart
fonnatting control. DeltaGraph supports I0,000 data
points per series and multiple pages of data per file.
DeltaGraph also features standard integrated
drawing tools, including bezier curves and arrows,
multi font text edit and special effect fill patterns.
Extensive import and export capabilities include
direct data links to Microsoft Excel 2.2 and export to
Adobe Illustrator fonnat.
$195 retail
DeltaPoint, Inc.; 200G Heritage Harbor; Monterey,
CA 93940; 408-648-4000 or 800-367-4334
FiexiGraphs
Chart that fills in the numbers
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; System 4.2
or later.
FlexiGraphs is a revolutionary program that
allows users to make instant budgets, projections and
forecasts. It allows users to create and edit graphs
without having to return to a spreadsheet and type
numbers into tables. Users draw on the graphs
themselves to generate the affiliated numbers,
choosing from a palette of familiar Mac drawing or
painting tools. As users manipulate pie wedges, bars
or lines with these tools, the program instantly
changes the numbers behind the curves.

The program includes FlexiPie, FlexiBar,
FlexiLine and FlexiSpread. The Copy and Paste
commands in FlexiGraphs transfer all of the numbers
and graphics affiliated with the graphs to or from the
Macintosh Clipboard in a standard text or PICT
fonnat supported by virtually all applications.
$149 retail
Tree Star, Inc.; 1802 Hillside Rd. ; Santa Barbara,
CA 93101; 805-682-4096 or 800-366-6045
KaleidaGraph
Data analysis and graphics presentation application
Macintosh Plus or large1:
KaleidaGraph is a data analysis and graphics
application that uses pull-down menus for quick plot
selection and user style modifications. Data entry is
made through screen editing and flexible file
processing, and powerful data transfonnations and
numerical calculations can be perfonned on the
programmable calculator.
Plot types include: line graph, scatter plot,
double Y plot, probability plot, X-Y probability plot,
stack histogram, box plot, percentile plot, column
plot, stack column plot, polar plot, pie plot and
template plot.
$249 retail
Synergy Software (PCS, lnc.); 2457 Perkiomen Ave.;
Reading, PA 19606; 215-779-0522
MacBriefer 11 V2.0
Tool for creating and displaying presentations
Macintosh II family ; 5 MB of RAM; hard disk drive ;
video cards for additional displays.
MacBriefer lI is professional presentation
control software that organizes and displays images
saved in the standard PICT fonnat and converts a
Macintosh into a multiscreen presentation
workstation with an unlimited number of screen
control windows.
Results can be displayed on multicolor
monitors/projectors, or the same image on all
monitors/projectors. Editing may be done during the
actual presentation. Images can be displayed with an
extensive array of transition, sound and color effects.
MacBriefer !I's unique features include:
multiscreen presentation control capability,
automatic picture scaling, high-speed RAM buffered
display drawing and high-resolution full-color
graphics.
$4,439 retail; site license
$295 retail; quarterly maintenance
RGB Technology, Inc.; 6862 Ell)l St., Ste. 2!0;
McLean, VA 22!01 ; 703-556-0666
Pixie Macintosh Version
Charting and drawing program
512K or larger Macintosh.
Pixie is a charting and drawing program that
allows users to produce brilliant full-color slides,
hard copy and overhead transparencies, as well as
sharp laser output.
Pixie shows charts on screen exactly as they will
appear when output. Changes to the chart are done
directly on screen with Pixie's direct manipulation
style of interface.
The program's "smart" chart fonnats allow users
to concentrate on the content instead of the fonn. On
a Macintosh II, Pixie goes beyond the 256 color limit
to simulate more than 16 million colors on screen,
with full support for color output devices. It also
automates such features as three-dimensional bars
and pies, shaded backgrounds and drop-shadowed
text. There's also a toolbox full of drawing tools for
either free-fonn drawing or chart enhancement.
The program connects to professional graphics
environments through Zenographics Mirage, CGM,
PICT and PICT2, allowing files, art and
presentations to be shared with PCs.
$295 retail
Zenographics, Inc.; 19752 MacArthur Blvd., Ste.
250; Irvine, CA 92715; 714-851-6352
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Business Graphics
QuickPie 2.0
Pie chart desk accessory that supports a wide
selection of pies, including clip art graphics
512KE or larger Macintosh ; lmageWriter II.
QuickPie is a desk accessory designed to create a
wide variety of high-quality pie charts within any
word processing or page layout program.
QuickPie supports clip art graphics that can be
pasted onto the face of the pie. Bit maps, PICT, .
PICT2, 256 color images and Encapsulated
PostScript are all supported. A selection of clip art
images are supplied with the program.
Almost all of the features are user selectable. Pie
labels may be inside or outside of the pie or aligned
in columns to the side, with individual settings .
available for font, size and style characteristics. The
legend, if generated, may be placed separately from
the pie, above, below or to either side.
With the three-dimensional options, users can
generate shadowed or tubular pies of any thickness,
with horizontal or vertical rotation at five different
angle settings. The pies are QuickDraw objects that
can be scaled from 1/8-inch to more than three feet
in diameter, and still deliver full LaserWriter
resolution.
$55 retail
Prophecy Software; 3650 SilverSide Rd.;
Wilmington, DE 19810; 302-994-1502
TS Graph
Graphing application
5/ 2K or larger Macintosh.
TS Graph is an inexpensive alternative to other
graphing programs available for the Macintosh. It
has been written especially for scientific journalstyle graphs, but can be used in many other graphing
applications. Its strengths are that it allows the graph
creator great flexibility in customizing the axes and
data symbols and provides a powerful data entry,
editing and modification system.
Features of TS Graph include: up to 40 columns
of data with the number of data limited only by
memory; versatile data editing and selection
capability; automatic average and standard deviation
across selected data columns; flexibility in axis
scaling and labeling; control of range and intercept
points; horizontal and/or vertical error bars;
exponential, log and linear curve fitting; boxes, lines,
arrows and text can be added to the graph; and
graphs can be reduced to fit a window display.
$49.95 retail
Trimbur Software; Baka Industries; 200 Pleasant
Grove Rd.; Ithaca, NY 14850; 607-257-2070 or
800-328-2252

Creative/ Animation
Clip Animation Sampler
Animated clip sequences
5/2K or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive;
Video Works II or Video Works Professional.
Clip Animation Sampler contains animated clip
sequences for use with VideoWorks II or
VideoWorks Professional animation software
packages. Designed for in-house users to create their
own animated presentations, the package includes
animation sequences from three clip animation
products: Business & Industry, Sales & Marketing
and Borders & Symbols.
$59.95 retail
Desktop Video Productions, Inc.; 1000 Broadway,
Ste. 292; Oakland, CA 94607; 415-763-6243
Clip*Video* Art "Animation Effects"
Animated clips
512KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
hard disk drive ; Video Works II.
"Animation Effects" is a disk containing short
animated clips for enhancing and adding excitement
to animated presentations. Special effect animated

graph~c symbols and shapes move, spin, explode,
highlight, fade and race across the screen. Clips can
be combined to create user-defined effects.
$59.95 retail
Freemyers Design; 575 Nelson Ave.; Oroville,
CA 95965; 916-533-9365

Clip*Video• Art "Presentation Animation"
Animations for enhancing presentations
512KE or larger Macimosh ; external disk drive or
hard disk drive; VideoWorks II.
Clip*Video* Art "Presentation Animation" is a
disk full of short animations for enhancing animated
presentations. Animated special effects, pie charts,
bar charts, borders, marquees, graphic arts aids,
arrows, symbols and selected clip art are included for
· customizing presentations.
$59.95 retail
Freemyers Design; 575 Nelson Ave.; Oroville,
CA 95965; 916-533-9365
FilmMaker
Animation software
Macintosh II; Apple Video Card with extended
colors.
FilmMaker turns a Macintosh II into a
professional movie production station. It gives a user
the power to easily realize animation movies at the
professional speed of 25 images per second.
The basic principal of FilmMaker is that an
animation is treated as an object and, because an
object can be animated, a user can have an animation
within an animation limited only by memory size.
To create an animation, a user must define the
first image and give it an effect. An effect can be
translation, rotation, zoom or transformation. The
Macintosh then calculates by interpolation all of the
image effects to create the animation. It is also
possible to change the color within an animation.
FilmMaker is also an interactive video solution.
A user can define zones on the monitor to launch an
animation when that zone is clicked.
$1,500 retail
Live Software; 4, rue Robert Schuman; CharentonLe-Pont, France 94220; 43-78-99-99
GigaPix
Converts Macintosh graphics to broadcast-quality
video
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The GigaPix system is a software package that
takes images and animation sequences created by
any Macintosh application and translates them into
digital video format. The "video" frames are then
stored on 8mm data cassettes by a Genius 2 GB tape
drive. Sequences stored on the 8mm cassette can
then be sent to a video post-production house and
transferred to any video format - from the new
digital broadcast formats, D1 and D2, to 1-, .25- or
.5-inch tape.
$7,995 retail
Genius, Inc.; 3958 Van Noord Ave.; Studio City,
CA 91604; 818-905-8866
HyperAnimator 1.5
Gives users the ability to create lip-synchronized
actors for HyperCard stacks using Macintalk or
digitized sound
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM;
HyperCard.
HyperAnimator enables users to create and
control lip-synchronized talking actors or other
sound-synchronized images on a Macintosh. It will
convert text into a phonetic stream for automatic
speech synchronization, and even helps a user to
synchronize naturally produced digitized sounds.
The Rave Driver Installer enables users to ship
stacks using a royalty-free HyperAnimation run-time
driver.
$199.95 retai l
$29.95 retail; upgrade to Version 1.5
$19.95 retail; Rave Driver Installer
Bright Star Technology, Inc.; 1450I14th Ave. SE,
Ste. 200; Bellevue, WA 98004; 206-451-3697
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Interface
Animation toolkit
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM.
lnterFace provides enhanced random access
animation capabilities for creating an agent interface
in any product needing a more friendly user
interface. Applications like informational kiosks,
training programs, business presentations or
educational products can be made more user friendly
with the addition of an on-screen talking navigator.
The name InterFace stands for interactive Facial
Animation Construction Environment. It extends the
power Hyper Animator.
$499.95 retail
Bright Star Technology, Inc.; 1450 I 14th Ave. SE,
Ste. 200; Bellevue, WA 98004; 206-451 -3697
MacMovies
Desktop video processing package
5/2K or larger Macintosh .
MacMovies is a graphics animation program that
allows a user to compact many frames of animation
down to a minimum amount of memory and play the
frames back, seamlessly, at speeds from single frame
to 30 per second.
It contains four basic tools that take a series of
MacPaint documents and interprets or compiles them
into movies. Preview composes and edits images;
FMComp compiles images into playback form;
Projector plays them back; and MacMovies permits
stringing a whole series of movies together to spool
from a hard disk or mass storage device.
$99 retail
Beck-Tech; 41 Tunnel Rd.; Berkeley, CA 94705;
415-548-4054
MacroMind Accelerator
Supercharges the speed of color and black and white
Video Works II documents; allows Accelerator files
to be played from within HyperCard
Macimosh Plus or larger; BOOK disk drive;
VideoWorks 11.
The MacroMind Accelerator is a software
solution that supercharges the speed of VideoWorks
II documents - both black and white and color.
Film speeds of up to 200 frames per second are
possible.
$195 retail
MacroMind, Inc.; 410 Townsend, Ste. 408; San
Francisco, CA 94 107; 415-442-0200
MacroMind CD-ROM
More than.200 MB of black and white and color
VideoWorks animations, VideoWorks Accelerator
documents, clip animations, clip art, clip sounds and
interactive environments
Macimosh Plus or larger; AppleCD SC.
MacroMind CD-ROM is a collection of more
than 200 MB of Video Works animations,
VideoWorks Accelerator documents, clip animations,
clip art, clip sounds and interactive environments.
The graphics included on the disk can be used by
professionals and presenters who need a large
database of animation and art for their own
presentations. The interactive shells included on the
disk allow users to view the documents without
owning a copy of VideoWorks II. If users want to
modify the documents, they must own the
Video Works II program. Also, the VideoWorks II
Accelerator is required to view accelerated
documents.
,
In addition to the commercially available
products, MacroMind has included more than 60 MB
of Video Works Accelerator documents and their
source files. The disk also includes demonstrations
and presentations created for some of MacroMind
Production's clients. The CD-ROM also includes an
AppleShare file server driver so that the disk can be
accessed by a number of users on an AppleTalk
network.
$195 retail
MacroMind, Inc.; 4 IO Townsend, Ste. 408; San
Francisco, CA 94107; 415-442-0200

Creative/ Animation
MacroMind Director V2.0
Animation program to create multimedia
presentations
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacroMind Director is a multimedia
presentation and animation tool that lets users
present ideas with a force beyond any combination
of words or pictures. With the program, users can
easily create and combine animations, graphics and
text, synchronizing these with sound and video to
produce stunningly effective multimedia
communications.
$695 retail
MacroMind, Inc.; 410 Townsend, Ste. 408; San
Francisco, CA 94107; 415-442-0200
MacroMind Three-D
Three-dimensional animation, rendering and image
manipulation tool
Macintosh Plus or larger.
.
MacroMind Three-D is a three-dimensional
animation, rendering and image manipulation tool
that lets users import documents created with threedimensional modeling and CAD software and then
add motion and shading to create realistic animated
movies.
$ l ,495 retail
MacroMind, Inc.; 410 Townsend, Ste. 408; San
Francisco, CA 94107; 415-442-0200
MediaTracks
Make recorded "tapes" of activity on a Macintosh
screen
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; System
·4.1/Finder 5.5 or later.
MediaTracks lets users record Macintosh screen
action into "tapes" that an audience can watch and
listen to at their convenience. Users can edit those
tapes frame-by-frame, and with the MediaTracks
Multimedia Pack, they can even add voice or other
sound effects. ScreenRecorder, a desk accessory, lets
users record whatever takes place on the screen using
a simple VCR-like control panel. Pieces of footage
can be cut and paste to achieve just the look desired.
The tape can be annotated with text, graphics and
HyperCard-like buttons. The MacRecorder Digitizer,
included with the Multimedia Pack, is a hand-held
sound input device that lets users record voice or
sound effects. A soundtrack can be added to a tape
that can be edited using simple cut and paste
commands.
$295 retail; MediaTracks
$495 retail; MediaTracks Multimedia Pack
Farallon Computing, Inc.; 2000 Powell St., Ste. 600;
Emeryville, CA 94608; 415-596-9000
StrataFlight
Animation capability for Strata Vision 3d
Macintosh SE/30 or larger; hard disk drive;
StrataVision 3d.
StrataFlight is an add-on motion scripting utility
that provides camera animation support for
Strata Vision 3d. It lets StrataVision users add motion
to three-dimensional, 32-bit color images and scenes.
For StrataFlight animations, key frames are first
defined in StrataVision. StrataFlight then creates
additional frames between the key frames via a
process called "tweening," which uses threedimensional spline curves to smooth motion. After
rendering in Strata Vision, the resulting animation
can be replayed in StrataFlight, allowing users to
view "walk-throughs" and "fly-bys" of models.
StrataFlight PICS files can be exported directly to
other animation software packages, such as
MacroMind Director.
StrataFlight also supports creation of a series of
independent PICT files, and supports viewing of
both PICS and PICT file formats. The utility
maintains the friendly StrataVision user interface and
allows easy switching between the Strata Vision
application and StrataFlight.

$189 retail
Strata Inc.; 249 E. Tabernacle, Ste. 201; St. George,
UT 84770; 801-628-5218
TimeFrame
Animation and time-lapse tool
Macintosh /I family; Neotech Image Grabber.
Aimed at multimedia and scientific applications,
TimeFrame allows the recording and playback of
video sequences with time-lapse control. Captured
video sequences may be used with a variety of
specialized Macintosh programs, and are particularly
effective as recorded media for Director from
Macro Mind.
Given a program specified by a user, TimeFrame
automatically records video sequences and stores
them in memory or on disk for later playback or
export to animation or analysis software. The user
program covers all aspects of timing, camera control
and image processing parameters. Each video frame
in a sequence is captured in real time, internally
time-stamped to ensure accurate playback speed and
then stored in Macintosh memory. The recording
process can operate as a background task under
MultiFinder, removing the need to dedicate the
computer to this task.
$199 retail
Advent Computer Products, Inc.; 449 Santa Fe Dr.,
Ste. 213; Encinitas, CA 92024; 619-942-8456

Creative/ Art
The Comic Strip Factory
Creates comic panel layouts
512K or larger Macintosh.
.
The Comic Strip Factory is a writing, paneling,
ballooning and character assembly program that
allows users to create comic strips.
A character's parts are treated as separate
objects. To assemble a character, users simply drags
parts into place. If users decide to change a part, they
can pluck that part away and drag in a new part.
The program has the equivalent of a mini word
processor built in for creating dialog within balloons.
To create a balloon, users click on one of the seven
balloon types available, including standard dialog,
rounded rectangle dialog, thought and shouting
styles, and the program makes the balloon fit around
the text automatically.
The program works with background pictures
and allows users to put a character in front of the
picture, move the character, use a different part of
the picture, or even change pictures completely
without having to start from scratch or erase and
repair. It also allows users to crop a panel to any
shape desired.
$69.95 retail
Foundation Publishing; 5100 Eden Ave., Ste. 307;
Minneapolis, MN 55436; 612-925-6027
Laser ConTemplates
Design utility for the PostScript language; creates
special curved text effects for buttons, badges, name
cards, etc.; special effects can be saved as EPSF files
512KE or larger Macintosh; System 4.2; PostScript
laser printer.
Laser ConTemplates is a utility program for users
of PostScripH:ompatible printers.
Users can create spectacular effects by filling in a
simple template. Easy-to-use templates allow users to
design buttons, badges, name cards, name tags, address
labels, gray background text, stationery and special
text and graphic effects. Users can print their creations
directly to a laser printer or save them in an
Encapsulated PostScript file. EPS files can be included
and enhanced in most desktop publishing packages.
There are currently more than 30 templates included in Laser ConTemplates. Also included is a HyperCard stack with utility XCMDs for PostScript printers.
$69 retail
Lupin Software; PO Box 4009; Davis, CA 95616;
916-753-3296

Mac-A-Mug
Human face composition
512K or larger Macintosh.
Mac-A-Mug allows a user to create thousands of
human faces by scrolling through and choosing from
hundreds of individual facial features.
The program assembles chosen features into a
composite face, according to specifications given by
a user.
The disks contain both male and female facial
features and accessories and the capability of mixing
the two.
Users control every aspect of creating a face,
including hair-style and color, and they may print out
a face in a number of sizes or copy it into MacPaint
for further refinement.
$59.95 retail
Shaherazam; PO Box 26731; Milwaukee,
WI 53226; 414-442-7503
MacBillboard 4.01
Graphics editing; printing
512K or larger Macintosh.
MacBillboard is a package that combines
graphics editing and printing cap~bilities to allow
users to create and print personalized greeting cards,
signs, banners, stationery, iron-on transfers and
more.
The program's graphics editor is a toolset for
creating and modifying graphics or text. It
incorporates full MacPaint-style editing and file
compatibility with multiple levels of enlargement for
detail work. Users can copy and paste picture
elements larger than screen size, enlarge or reduce
selected pictures by exact ratio to reduce distortion
and see a full page while editing. All paint brushes
can be modified, with spray paint effect available for
each brush.
Printing capabilities include enlargement up to
32 times original size. Users can print documents
from a single page up to 500 square feet. In addition,
the program provides greeting card alignment and
envelope templates for printing four-panel greeting
cards. The program will also reverse artwork to
produce iron ons.
$39.95 retail
CE Software, Inc.; PO Box 65580; West Des
Moines, IA 50265; 515-224-1995
MacCalligraphy 2.0
India ink application
5 l 2K or larger Macintosh; second disk drive
recommended.
MacCalligraphy is a software package that
simulates the act of painting or writing on absorbent
rice paper.
The flow of ink is controlled by the mouse
button. Ink will begin and continue to flow when the
mouse button is pressed and stop flowing after some
predetermined time delay when the mouse button is
released to create the tail. The thickness of a line can
be varied by the speed at which the mouse is
dragged.
The tools available on the workscreen will also
allow variations in how a line will appear, such as
the shade of black ink used, the length of the tail
attached, the size of the brush and the touch of the
line.
The tools consist of six brush sizes, five brush
touches, lO shades of ink, four speeds of ink-flow
from the brush and four lengths of tails that follow
each stroke after the mouse button is released.
The program also offers a Custom Touch Editor
for creating graphic effects and a Seal Icon that
opens a Custom Seal Editor grid for creating,
opening or saving seal designs for MacCalligraphy
files.
The final printout can be made on the type of
washi, an absorbent paper that is included in the
package.
$149.95 retail ,
Qualitas Trading Co.; 6907 Norfolk Rd.; Berkeley,
CA 94705; 415-848-8080
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Creative/Clip Art
AAH Computer Graphic Productions
Graphics collection
Any Macimosh; MacPaint or equivalent.
AAH specializes in graphics collections for the
Macintosh. Each diskette contains more than 340K
of images that can be used as is or altered to suit a
user's needs.
Graphics include: Fantasy, Horror & Science
Fiction; Bytes Of Fright; Dinosaur Bytes; Sky Bytes;
Classic Science Fiction; Sea Life; and Fantasy
Realms.
$29.95 each retail
AAH Computer Graphic Productions; PO Box
610667; San Jose, CA 95161; 408-980-7363
AdiArt/Plus
Clip art
Any Macintosh; lmageWriter or LaserWriter;
MacDraw or PICT.
Ad/Art/Plus "LaserArt/Borders" is a diskette
containing object-oriented border designs and rules
created in MacDraw format. The collection contains
complete border sizes (l/4, 1/2, 1/3, 2/3 and full
page), as well as a selection of designs for
customizing user-defined border sizes. Border sizes
and line widths can be modified.
AdiArt/Plus "Architectural Graphics" is a
diskette containing object-oriented architectural
graphic drawings and symbols created in MacDraw
format. The collection contains complete
architectural drawing and landscape design graphics,
as well as a selection of designs for creating userdefined architectural and landscape graphic drawings
and shapes. Drawings and sizes, as well as shading
and line widths, can be modified. It contains a
selection of trees, bushes, foliage, rocks, building
blocks, windows, architectural symbols, plumbing,
electrical, fixtures and basic three-dimensional
graphics for constructing three-dimensional
drawings.
Ad/Art/Plus "Cartoon Designer" is a diskette
containing object-oriented cartoon graphic drawings
and symbols created in MacDraw format. The
collection contains a complete selection of cartoon
expressions and features for designing and
constructing user-defined characters. Drawing sizes
and line width and shading can be modified.
$49.95 each retail
Freemyers Design; 575 Nelson Ave.; Oroville,
CA 95965; 916-533-9365
Adobe Illustrator Collector's Edition
Modifiable art collection
Macintosh Plus or larger; PostScript printer.
Adobe Illustrator Collector's Edition is a
package of hundreds of pre-built Adobe Illustrator
basic graphic shapes. The collection of art is
designed for ease of use and can be edited and
manipulated by a user.
Collector's Edition I features numerous basic
graphic shapes that illustrators frequently use. The
package contains 100 borders and more than 300
dingbats. Additionally, there is a medium weight
serif and san serif typeface that can be edited and
modified by an artist to create logotypes. All images
can be used with other Adobe Illustrator and Adobe
Illustrator 88 files.
Collector's Edition 2 is a collection of patterns
that can be used for such drawing applications as
cartography, architecture, engineering, graphic
design and editorial illustration.
$125 each edition retail
Adobe Systems, Inc.; 1585 Charleston Rd.; PO Box
7900; Mountain View, CA 94039; 415-961-4400
Aerobic Exercises
Clip art
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard; MacPaint.
Aerobic Exercises is clip art of an expert
exercise program to teach a user correct aerobic
exercises. There are 40 drawings, in black on white,
formatted in MacPaint and HyperCard.

$39 .95 retail
The Best Choice; 129 Wheeler Ave.; Los Gatos,
CA 95032; 800-553-2188
ArmyArt; NavyArt; AirArt
Clip art of military subjects
512K ·or larger Macintosh; any program that accepts
MacPaint files.
Army Art, Navy Art and AirArt represent a full
series of artwork for users requiring illustrations of
military subjects. The images are in MacPaint
format, allowing their use in nearly every graphic,
word processing and page-layout program.
ArmyArt contains more than 300 images of
modern U.S. Army equipment and insignia, with an
emphasis on technical precision. Also included are a
library of military map symbols and soldiers from
various historical periods.
Navy Art contains more than 200 images of
modern naval equipment and insignia, with an
emphasis on technical precision. Also included are
naval images from various historical periods.
AirArt contains more than l 00 images of
modern Air Force equipment and insignia, with an
emphasis on technical precision. Also included are
some space images.
$89.95 each retail; Army Art, Navy Art or AirArt
Storm King Technology; One Imperial Ct.; Lake of
the Ozarks, MO 65049; 800-441 -1228
Art A La Mac Volume 1 And 2
Clip art
Any Macintosh.
Volume l, People And Places offers more than
600 pieces of clip art. It features people in a variety of
amusing and unpredictable situations. Places include
the U.S. Capitol, the Taj Mahal and other international
landmarks, plus flags and maps of the world.
Volume 2, Variety Pack offers more than 600
pieces of clip art in a variety of categories, including
music, plants, vehicles, outerspace, monsters,
astrology, religious symbols and more.
$39.95 each retail; Vol. l, People And Places or Vol.
2, Variety Pack
Springboard Software; 7808 Creekridge Cir.;
Minneapolis, MN 55435; 612-944-3915 or
800-445-4780
ArtEPS
Clip art
Any Macintosh; MacDraw, Adobe lllustrator or
page-layout program that accepts PostScript format.
Art EPS "Borders l" is a collection of 17
PostScript border designs that include star, •pinstripe,
geometric, flourishes, bullet and diamond.
Art EPS "Symbols l" is a collection of 42
PostScript international sign symbol designs for
airport, arrows, baggage, bar/drink, bicycle, bus, car,
computer (Mac), dollar sign, female, male, fire
extinguisher, handicap, heart, key, light bulb, mask,
music, no smoking, smoking, phone, poison,
attorney, sleep/rest, stars, sun/sad, sun/happy, taxi,
turkey and trumpet.
Art EPS "Symbols 2" is a collection of 42
PostScript international sign symbol designs for
artist brush, baseball, basketball, book, hand,
helicopter, knife, restaurant, question mark, camera,
man, woman, Christian, comb, scissor, cup, currency
exchange, drink, drinking fountain, fire extinguisher,
first aid, flower, gift, golf, immigration, infant,
information, pen, fast, slow, rail transportation, sail
boat, tennis, tree and truck.
Art EPS "Patterns l" is a collection of PostScript
design patterns that include a variety of cross hatch,
abstract, geometric and decorative designs.
Art EPS "Designs l" is a collection of 44
PostScript decorative and geometric designs.
Art EPS "Designs 2" is a collection of 40
PostScript decorative and geometric designs.
Art EPS "Holiday (Christmas)" is a collection of
Christmas subjects, including Christmas candle with
holly leaves, Christmas bell with ribbon, Christmas
star, elves with musical horns, holly leaf design,
pumpkin, ribbon, Santa portrait, Santa full figure,
Santa's stocking with candy cane, tree ornament and
turkey.
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Art EPS "Cartoon Designer Graphics" is a
collection of PostScript format graphics for
designing cartoon characters with Adobe Illustrator.
The collection contains a complete selection of
cartoon expressions and features for designing and
constructing user-defined characters.
Art EPS "Cartoon Characters l" is a variety of
PostScript format original cartoon characters (sports,
recreation, business).
Art EPS ''Cartoon Critters" is a variety of
PostScript format cartoon "critters" (animals, etc.).
Art EPS "Restaurant and Foods" is a collection of
PostScript clip art of restaurant and food subjects,
illustrations and objects (hamburger, bread, glass, bear
mug, fish, turkey, waiter, champagne bottle, glass,
cheese, muffin, coffee cup, mushroom, lobster, etc.).
$49.95 each retail
Freemyers Design; 575 Nelson Ave.; Oroville,
CA 95965; 916-533-9365
Art Nouveau Images (Volume One)
High-quality art in EPSF
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB or more of RAM;
EPSF-compatible program, such as Adobe
Illustrator 88, Aldus FreeHand, PageMaker 3.0x,
ReadySetGo 1 or QuarkXPress.
Art Nouveau Images is a collection of extremely
high-quality art in Encapsulated PostScript format.
Based on scanned resource materials from the turn of
the century, these designs were precisely rendered at
the highest level of magnification in Adobe
Illustrator 88. Twelve complex images are included
on two SOOK double-sided disks, containing more
than 1.5 MB of graphics information.
$79 .95 retail
Silicon Designs; PO Box 2234; Orinda, CA 94563;
415-254-1460
Artagenix
Clip art
512K or larger Macintosh.
Artagenix: Planes Of Fame is a collection of bitmapped clip art designed for use with a user's favorite
paint program. The collection consists of three viewdetailed illustrations of many modem military aircraft.
Also included are silhouette views of these same
aircraft. Insignia and customizing accessories are
provided to allow a user to personalize the illustrations,
as well as flags of European nations and maps of
several European countries.
Artagenix: Floral Accents I contains individual
and collective illustrations of flowers, arrangements
and accents. Highlighted in this group are irises,
carnations, roses, daisies, tropical flowers, tulips and
daffodils.
Artagenix: Floral Accents II contains more flowers
and arrangements with emphasis on seasonal and
special occasion floral displays. Highlighted in this
group are seasonal arrangements, Valentine's,
poinsettias, Easter Lily, roses and floral borders
designs.
Artagenix: Kids' Art I contains illustrations of
children and things children love. This volume
emphasizes dinosaurs, toys, dolls, decorative borders
and children's favorite animals.
Artagenix: Kids' Art II contains more
illustrations of children's favorites , including
seasonal events, children at play, holidays, sports and
lots of teddy bears.
$39.50 eac~ retail; Planes of Fame, Floral Accents I,
Floral Accents II, Kids ' Art I, Kids' Art II
Devonian International Software Co.; PO Box 2351;
Montclair, CA 91763; 714-621-0973
ArtClips
EPS clip art and symbols
512KE or larger Macintosh.
AitClips provides a full collection of symbols
and real-life clip art to be used with desktop
publishing applications, such as PageMaker,
QuarkXPress, etc. It also includes a free
"ArtSymbol" laser font and a "Graphic Design Tips"
HyperCard stack.

Creative/Clip Art
$99 retail; Volume l
$129 retail; Volume 2
Tactic Software; l l 925 SW !28th St.; Miami,
FL 33186; 305-378-41 lO
ArtDisk 5: "Works Of Art"
Clip art
Macintosh SE or II; paint software, Illustrator of
page-layout software.
ArtDisk 5: "Works of Art" is a 10-disk set
containing beautiful images of art from some of the
great artists. All images are precision reproductions
in full color, at 8-bits per pixel and l 50 dpi.
$129 retail
D.V. Franks; 3721 Sue Ellen Dr.; Raleigh,
NC 27604; 919-872-5379
AttDisks 1, 2, 3 & 4
Clip art
Any Macintosh ; MacPaint.
ArtDisk 1: "Buildings, Landscapes & Decor"
contains buildings, such as the amphitheater at
Verona, the Colosseum in Rome, a Dutch apartment
village, Colonnade of the Louvre in Paris, the U.S.
Capitol and more; landscapes, such as the
Morningside Barn Chapel in the Ozark Mountains,
Bonnie Broqk, an ancient Arab burial ground, Deer
Island, Fire Island Lighthouse, Mount Rushmore and
more; and objects of decor, such as armor worn by
Charles V, an open cabinet and chair, sculptures and
more.
ArtDisk 2: "People, Animals & Birds" contains
people, such as a bust of a woman by Allan Gilbert,
two children in a field by Alibina Makuraite,
romantic couples, a girl doing needlepoint and more;
animals, such as a head of a Korigum or Senegal
antelope, a buffalo, a South African giraffe, horses, a
zebra and more; and birds, such as a bird feather, a
great blue heron, a mistlethrush, a nun bird, a
peacock and more.
ArtDisk 3: "Humor & Wit" contains images that
range from business humor, animated animals,
doctors, drinkers, family life, musicians and more.
ArtDisk 4: "Aquatic Life" contains images of
fresh water and salt water fish and water fowl.
$39.95 each volume retail
D.V. Franks; 3721 Sue Ellen Dr.; Raleigh,
NC 27604; 919-872-5379
ArtRoom CD ROM
More than 3,000 PostScript images on compact disc
Macintosh Plus or larger; PostScript laser printer;
Apple CD SC or compatible.
The ArtRoom CD ROM contains more than
3,000 EPS PostScript images, as well as I00 laser
advertising fonts, all on a five-inch compact disc.
The clip art is managed by a desk accessory called
the ArtRoom Retriever and categorized according to
libraries. A user can click on the appropriate library,
choose an image and the retriever will place the
image into a user's application. Font Juggler is also
included along with tutorials and templates.
The ArtRoom CD ROM comes complete with an
80-page reference catalog. One-hundred fifry color
clip art images for a Macintosh II are also on the CD
ll.OM. The clip art and fonts can be placed right from
the CD into a document using page-layout programs,
such as PageMaker, ReadySetGo!, QuarkXPress and
any other publishing program that support PostScript
format.
$999 retail
Image Club Graphics; l 902-l l th St. SE, Ste. 5;
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2G 3G2; 403-262-8008
or 800-661-9410
Backgrounds, Textures And Graphic Effects
CD-ROM
Royalty-free photographs on CD-ROM
Macintosh Plus or larger; software capable of
loading TIFF or PICT files; CD-ROM drive.
Backgrounds, Textures and Graphic Effects
contains 100 royalty-free photographs on CD-ROM.
Each photograph is stored as a 24-bit color TIFF fife

and a duplicate PICT file. Photos include marble,
stone, metal, wood, glass, water, skies, scenics, grids
and others, specifically for use as creative
backgrounds or text treatments.
$199 retail
Discimagery, Inc.; 18 E. 16th St.; New York,
NY 10003; 212-675-8500
BearWare
Teddy bear clip art
Any Macintosh; paint program or page-makeup
program.
BearWare is a collection of digitized teddy bears
on nine disks that are designed to be used on a
Macintosh with page makeup or paint programs. The
· bears are elaborately costumed and suitable for many
holidays and occasions.
The nine disks, comprised of 20 images per disk,
include: Christmas Bears, Family Bears, Fantasy
Bears, Holiday Bears, Messages Bears, Recreation
Bears, Romance Bears, Special Day Bears and
Working Bears.
$12 each disk retail
$99 retail; all nine disks
Collector Software; 1535 W. Holt Ave.; Pomona,
CA 91768; 714-620-9014
Bede Tech Clip Art; Coloring Book Clip Art
Clip art
Any Macintosh .
Business Clip Art Vol. l, Christmas Clip Art Vol.
l and Easter Clip Art Vol. l each contains more than
70 illustrations. The detailed illustrations can be used
by businesses, churches, schools and students. They
may also be printed in color with an Image Writer IL
Coloring Book Clip Art, available in four
volumes, features big, full-page 8.5 by I I-inch
illustrations. Volumes I and II feature dinosaurs,
dogs, cats and horses. Volume III offers more
dinosaurs, small animals, oceanic fish and American
birds. Volume IV includes tropical fish, tropical
birds, tropical plants and wild flowers.
$12.95 each volume retail; Clip Art
$ l 2.95 each vo!Ume retail; Coloring Book Clip Art
$39.95 retail; Coloring Book Clip Art Volumes I to
IV
Bede Tech, Inc.; 8327 Clinton Rd.; Cleveland,
OH 44144; 216-631-4214 or 800-772-4536
The Business Image
National recognized company/agency logos and
trademarks
·
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 4. 1 or late1:
The Business Image is a database of hundreds of
nationally recognized, copyrighted logos and
trademarks used throughout \he world for product
and corporate recognition.
The Business Image is an idea generator
showing some of the most famous designs and
creations of world renowned agencies. Users may
search the database by clicking items one-by-one or
use a quick review feature. Searches can be
conducted using letters of the alphabet, or by using a
number of shapes and symbols provided. Once
captured, pictures can be Qsed to modify or create
original designs. Logos and trademarks may be
added or deleted, creating a personalized resource
library.
'$225 suggested retail
Tronsoft, Inc.; 133 W. De La Guerra St.; Santa
Barbara, CA 93101; 805-564-3386
Centennial Classics
Clip art
Macintosh Plus or larger; graphics program.
Centennial Classics is a clip art set that
recaptures the best of the lovingly crafted
illustrations of the past. The illustrations have been
captured at 300 dpi resolution. The more than 100year-old woodcuts, drawings and engravings were
then meticulously "cleaned" to enhance the contrast
and detail required by graphics designers.
Available in TIFF, EPSF, PICT and other
formats , Centennial Classics include a range of
illuminated letters, characters, symbols, banners and
borders. They are Curator compatible.

$650 retail; 37-volume set
$19.95 retail; per volume
New Edge, Inc.; Noone Falls; Peterborough,
NH 03458; 603-924-9100
Chinese Clip Art
Chinese images
Macimosh Plus or larger; HyperCard 1.2 or later.
Chinese Clip Art is a collection of more than l 50
Chinese images. The art spans a range of Chinese
subjects, including warriors, calligraphy, decorative
borders, flowers, gods, Buddhas and more. All
images are indexed with key words for quick
retrieval.
$30 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 800-888-7667
Classic Clips From AAH
Clip art
Any Macintosh; paint-compatible program.
Classic Clips is a collection of more than 200
detailed and finely crafted images from this dizzying
and "colorful" century. It includes everything from
classic cars to famous entertainers to pop icons from
the not-so-distant past.
$29. 95 retail
AAH Computer Graphic Productions; PO Box
610667; San Jose, CA 95161; 408-980-7363
Click & Clip Illustrations
Clip art
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Click & Clip Illustrations have been illustrated
by professional graphics artists. All illustrations are
created in the PostScript language. Postscript data
files create the beautifully smooth lines that make up
the illustrations. Encapsulaied PostScript files are
PostScript data files with a screen version that piggy
backs the files. This allows the illustrations to be
viewed on screen and cropped or sized to fit a user 's
needs. EPS files are designed to merge with most
page composition and word processing programs.
Clip & Clip Illustrations can be edited or changed
using a PostScript drawing p~ogram, such as Adobe
Illustrator or Alc!us FreeHand.
$39.95 retail; per issue ·
$125 retail; four issues (one year)
$395 retail; Click & Clip 500
$149 each retail; Military Art l.l; Medical/Health
1.3 .

$99 retail; Road & Warning Signs l.2
Studio Advertising Art; PO Box 43912; Las Vegas,
NV 89116; 702-641-7041
.
ClickArt Business Cartoons
More than 100 business-oriented cartoons provided
in MacPaint and HyperCard formats
Any Macintosh.
ClickArt Business Cartoons is an imaginative
collection of business-oriented cartoons. Image
categories include: computers, finance, people,
employment, events, money, taxes, monsters, hijinks,
health, symbols, frames and more.
Images can be used by any MacPaint-compatible
application, as well as HyperCard. Also included is
ClickArt ClipOut, a desk accessory that allows
access into MacPaint files without leaving the
current application.
$49.95 retail
T/Maker Co.; l 390 Villa St.; Mountain View,
CA 94041; 415-962-0195
ClickArt Business Images
More than l ,000 business-oriented images provided
in MacPaint and HyperCard formats
Any Macintosh .
ClickArt Business Images is a portfolio of more
than 1,000 business-oriented images for use in
enhancing and illustrating overhead slides, reports,
charts, newsletters and any other type of businessrelated desktop publishing.
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Creative/Clip Art
Image categories include: arrows,
business/communications, business logos, business
symbols, computers, flags of the world, food and
agriculture, illustrated ideas, industrial symbols, map
symbols, news heaps, people, showmanship,
transportation and U.S. states.
The images can be used by any MacPaintcompatible application, as well as HyperCard.
Also included is ClickArt ClipOut, a desk
accessory that allows access into MacPaint files
without leaving the current application.
$49.95 retail
T/Maker Co.; 1390 Villa St.; Mountain View,
CA 94041; 415-962-0195
ClickArt Christian Images
Religious-oriented images provided in MacPaint and
HyperCard formats
Any Macintosh.
•
ClickArt Christian Images is a portfolio of more
than 600 religious-oriented images for use in
enhancing and illustrating church-related
publications.
Image categories include Christian holidays,
illustrated Bible stones., church services and events
and religious symbols.
The images can be used by any MacPaintcompatible application, as well as HyperCard.
Also included is ClickArt ClipOut, a desk
accessory that allows access into MacPaint files
without leaving the current application.
$59.95 retail
T/Maker Co.; 1390 Vil)a St.; Mountain View,
CA 94041; 415-962-0195.
ClickArt EPS Business Art
More than 200 Encapsulated PostScript images
512K or larger Macintosh; any application that
reads EPS files; PostScript-compatible printer.
ClickArt EPS Business Art contains more than
200 high-quality PostScript images created by
professional artists. The images are ideal for use in
business preserltations, newsletters, reports, overhead
foils an<! other published documents. Images include:
computers and business equipment, desk items,
industrial a!)d occupational symbols,
communications, people, presentation tielpers
(dingbats, borders and bullets), globes, corporate
icons and more.
$129.95 retail
T/Maker Co.; 1390 Villa St.; .Mountain View,
CA 94041; 415-962-0195
ClickArt EPS Illustrations
More than 180 Encapsulated PostScript images
512K or larger Macintosh ; any application that can
read EPSfiles; PostScript-compatible printer.
ClickArt EPS Illustrations is a portfolio of more
than 180 professionally drawn images for use in
enhancing newsletters, reports, overhead foils and
any other form of desktop publishing.
Image categories include business, food, people,
sports, maps, transportation and more.
$129.95 retail
T/Maker Co.; 1390 Villa St.; Mountain View,
CA 94041 ; 415-962-0195
·ClickArt Holidays
Holiday images provided in MacPaint and
HyperCard formats
Any Macintosh .
.ClickArt Holidays is a portfolio of more than
250 images for use in enhancing and illustrating
announcements, newsletters and invitations.
Image categories inclucje animals, cartoons,
Christmas, decorative borders, decorative stars,
Easter, Father's Day, festive captions, Fourth of July,
graduation, Hanukkah, Mother's Day, New Year's
Eve, open house, party symbols, patriotic symbols,
Thanksgiving and Valentine's Day.
The images can be used by any MacPaintcompatible application, including HyperCard.

Also included is ClickArt ClipOut, a desk
accessory that allows access into MacPaint files
without leaving the current application.
$49 .95 retail
T/Maker Co.; 1390 Villa St.; Mountain View,
CA 94041; 415-962-0195
ClickArt Personal Graphics
More than 130 images provided in MacPaint and
HyperCard formats
Any Macintosh.
ClickArt Personal Graphics is a collection of
more than 130 images for use in enhancing and
illustrating overhead slides, reports, charts,
newsletters and publications.
Image categories include Americana, animals,
arrows, billboards, borders, cars, cartoons,
celebrities,, famous people of the past, presidential
hopefuls, skylines, sports, statues, wine and beer.
Th~ images can be used by any MacPaintcompatible application, as well as HyperCard.
Also included is ClickArt ClipOut, a desk
accessory that allows access into MacPaint files
without leaving the current application.
$49.95 retail
T/Maker Co.; 1390 Villa St.; Mountain View,
CA 94041; 415-962-0195
ClickArt Publications
More than 300 images for and publications provided
in MacPaint and HyperCard formats
Any Macintosh.
ClickArt Publications is a portfolio of more than
300 images for use in enhancing and illustrating
newsletters and other types of publications.
Image categories include adobes, borders,
calendars, columns, credit cards, decorative
alphabets, desk items, dingbats, illustrated headlines,
literary .figures, maps of the world, marquees,
phrases, presentation displays, stencil letters and
street signs.
The images can be used by any MacPaintcompatible application, as well as HyperCard.
Also included is ClickArt ClipOut, a desk
accessory that allows access into MacPaint files
without leaving the current application.
$49.95 retail
T/Maker Co.; 1390 Villa St.; Mountain View,
CA 94041; 415-962-0195
the Clip3D Library
Full-color, three-dimensional images
Macintosh Plus or large1:
The Clip3D Library contains more than l ,200
full-color, three-dimensional images. All of the
images can be rotated, stretched and shrunk; their
surfaces can be given different shading and texture;
or their light source can be moved and its intensity
heightened, or multiple light sources can be created.
The Clip3D Library includes eight volumes:
Fonts, Messages, Accents, Geography, People,
Recreation, Lifestyles and Business.
$99 per volume retail
Enabling Technologies; 600 S. Dearborn St., Ste.
1304; Chicago, IL 60605; 312-427-0408
Clipables
EPS graphics library
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Clipables contains more than 600 professionally
drawn illustrations that cover 29 different topics,
including business, humor, maps, animals, people,
music, holidays, sports, transportation, dingbats and
an extensive general portfolio.
Clipables can be used by any program that
accepts Encapsulated PostScript graphics, such as
PageMaker, QuarkXPress and Rcady,Set,Go. By
using a program like Illustrator 88, users can easily
change the illustrations to PICT format for use in
programs like MacWrite, Word and MacPaint. Many
helpful tips and ideas are provided in the user's
manual, including complete instructions on resizing
and cropping\ printing and editing in Illustrator 88 or
FreeHand. For easy reference, every image is fully
cataloged in the pictorial index.
$149.95 retail
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C.A.R., Inc.; 7009 Kingsbury; St. Louis, MO 63130;
314-721-6305 or 800-288-75S5
Ciiptures Volume 1, Business Images
Encapsulated PostScript-based clip art
Macintosh Plus or larger; page-layout or graphics
program that accepts EPS files.
Cliptures Volume l, Business Images is a four
SOOK disk collection of l4S high-resolution graphics
focusing on the topics of business and people.
Cliptures can be used with any page layout or
graphics program that reads or can import EPS files .
The graphics are ready to use as is, or they can be
edited using Adobe Illustrator or Aldus Freehand.
The PostScript format allows users to edit and
scale Cliptures' graphics to any size without loss of
image clarity. A PostScript printer, such as the
LaserWritet or Linotronic, is needed for printing.
$129.95 retail
Dream Maker Software; 7217 Foothill Blvd.;
Tujunga, CA 91042; S00-876-5665
Cliptures Volume 2, Business Images 2
Encapsulated PostScript-based clip art
Macintosh Plus or larger; page-layout or graphics
program that accepts EPS files.
Cliptures Volume 2, Business Images 2 contains
original EPS illustrations of people, silhouettes,
computers, business cartoons, objects and symbols.
The collection has 206 images that come on five
SOOK disks. A visual index of all the files is also
included. The artwork can be qsed with any pagelayout or graphics program that accepts EPS files,
and printing can be done with any PostScriptcompatible device.
$129.95 retail
Dream Maker Software; 7217 Foothill Blvd.;
Tujunga, CA 91042; S00-876-5665
Comic People Volume I: Office Days
Additional art for The Comic Strip Factory
512K or larger Macintosh; MacPaint or compatible.
Comic People is a package of additional art for
the Comic Strip Faciory. The package consists of
two disks containing numerous characters for use in
comic strips. Each character has dozens of heads,
bodies, arms and legs. A user can assemble them in
any way desired for use in comics, ads, storyboards,
pamphlets or newsletters.
$39 .95 retail
Foundation Publishing; 5100 Eden Ave:, Ste. 307;
Minneapolis, MN 55436; 612-925-6027
Comic People Volume II: Kid Stuff
Art disks for use with The Comic Strip Factory
512K or larger Macintosh.
Kid Stuff, for use with The Comic Strip Factory
and other graphics programs, is a collection of bitmapped comic "parts" grouped into "parts files." In
all, Kid Stuff contains more than l ,000 comic parts
that can be combined to create five kids, two adults
and a cat. Also included are graphic "sound effects,"
snow gear for the comic kids and a home and
backyllJ"d "background." A utility included with Kid
Stuff converts the comic parts files into MacPaintcompatible files.
$39.95 retail
Foundation Publishing; 5100 Eden Ave., Ste. 307;
Minneapolis, MN 55436; 612-925-6027
Comstock Desktop Photography CD-ROM
Professional stock photographs on CD-ROM;
includes copyright license for in-house noncommercial and comp usage
Macintosh Plus or larger; any desktop publishing
program that accepts TIFF files ; CD-ROM drive.
Coinstock Desktop Photography CD-ROM
offers 449 professionally produced stock
photographs in digitized form on one CD-ROM.
These photos can be used with a user's favorite
programs for a wide variety of in-house uses: comps
and rough layouts, newsletters, reports, memos and
posters.

Creative/Clip Art
A user can change the size and crop and
reposition any photograph, instantly.
Each CD-ROM includes a variety of subjects:
business, industry, transportation, science, medicine,
sports, women, families, children, couples,
vacations, scenics and many other popular subjects.
An index is included to make it easy to preview
every photograph.
$500 retail; Volume I: All Subjects (449
photographs)
$150 retail; Volume II: Business (100 phoiographs)
$150 retail; Volume III: Health and Fitness (100
photographs)
$1 50 retail; Volume IV: Travel and Vacations (100
photographs)
$150 retail; Volume V: People (100 photographs)
Comstock; The Comstock Building; 30 Irving Pl.;
New York, NY 10003; 212-353-8686
DarkRoom CD ROM
Stock photo library on compact disc
Macintosh Plus or larger; PostScript laser printer;
Apple CD SC or compatible.
The DarkRoom CD ROM is a stock photo
library of more than 450 professional ready-to-use
photos, all on a five-inch compact disc. The photos
are categorized according to Sports, Lifestyle,
Busiiiess and Travel.
The DarkRoom CD ROM comes complete with
a full color reference catalog. The black and white
photo can be placed right from the CD into a
document using page-layout programs, such as
PageMaker, ReadySetGo!, QuarkXPress or any other
publishing program that will support the TIFF file
format.
$499 retail
Image Club Graphics; 1902-11 th St. SE, Ste. 5;
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2G 3G2; 403-262-8008
or 800-661-94 IO
DavkaGraphics EPS: Israel
Graphics depicting the aspects of Israel
Macintosh Plus or larger; page-layout program;
PostScript printer.
DavkaGraphics EPS: Israel contains graphics
depicting all aspects of the land of Israel - people,
places and geography. There's a wealth of
illustrations representing the Holy Land, including
images of Israel's pioneerihg leaders, maps of Israel
and modem-day images. It is designed specifically
for PostScript devices and page-layout programs that
accept Encapsulated PostScript art, such as
PageMaker, Ready!Set!Go! or QuarkXPress.
$79 .95 retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843;
Chicago, IL 60611; 312-944-4070
DavkaGraphics EPS: Jewish Holidays
EPS clip art
Macintosh Plus or larger; page-layollf program.
DavkaGraphics EPS: Jewish Holidays is a
collection of high-quality Encapsulated PostScript
clip art drawn in Adobe Illustrator. The images are
centered around themes of the Jewish holidays,
ranging from the shofar and symbols of Rosh
Hashana to the menorah used during Hanukkah. The
images are suitable for anyone producing synagogue
bulletins, newsletters or other printed matter that
requires Judaic graphics.
$79 .95 retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843;
Chicago, IL 60611; 312-944-4070 .
DavkaGraphics III
Judaic clip art
Any Macintosh; paint program.
DavkaGraphics III is Judaic clip art that features
a wide assortment of high-quality graphics suitable
for Synagogue, school and personal use. It includes
pictures appropriate for all seasons and occasions,
including Jewish holidays and Israel themes.

DavkaGraphics III is compatible for use with
Ful!Paint, MacPaint, The Print Shop and other
Macintosh applications that use clip art.
$34.95 retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843;
Chicago, IL 60611; 312-944-4070
DavkaGraphics; DavkaGraphics II
Jewish symbols; pictures
Any Macintosh.
DavkaGraphics is a collection of 91 Jewish
symbols and pictures, compatible for use with
FullPaint, MacPaint, The Print Shop and other
applications that use clip art.
The program also contains several Hebrew fonts.
DavkaGraphics II is a clip art disk of Judaic
images and pictures drawn in FullPaint format. In
addition to original, hand-drawn artwork,
DavkaGraphics II includes a variety of digitized
photos and drawings. It.is compatible for use with
FullPaint, MacPaint, The Print Shop and other
applications that use clip art.
$34.95 each retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843;
Chicago, IL 60611 ; 312-944-4070
DeskTop Art
Themed graphics
512KE or larger Macintosh; MacPaint, MacPaint 11,
MacDraw, MacDraw 11, Ful/Paint or SuperPaint.
DeskTop Art is themed collections specially
compiled from the company's library of more than
20,000 professionally created illustrations and
graphics. Each collection contains more than 200
illustrations stored on 3.5-inch disks, a how-to guide
and a complete pictorial index to the art.
Volumes include: Artfolio 1, Borders & Mortices
1, Business 1, Education 1, Four Seasons 1, Graphics
& Symbols 1, Sports 1 and Health Care I.
$74.95 each retail
Dynamic Graphics, Inc.; 6000 N. Forest Park Dr.;
Peoria, IL 61614; 309-688-8800 or 800-255-8800
DeskTop Ai"t/EPS And Designer's Club
Themed graphic collections; graphics via
membership
Macintosh Plus or larger; I to 2 MB of RAM
depending on drawing prqgram; page-layout
program.
DeskTop Art/EPS are themed graphic collections
in Encapsulated PostScript format. The disks contain
approximately 40 EPS images, an Ideas & Images
booklet and a manual in a permanent storage case.
The images are also available on a monthly basis via
membership in the Designer's Clu , with benefits
including an idea starter supplement and pictorial
index wit'.1each monthly shipment, a free disk of
general purpose EPS illustrations and free storage
units to store and organize EPS disks, the Ideas &
Images booklet and manual.
$74.95 retail; each individual title
$49.50 retail; Designer's Club monthly membership
rate
Dynamic Graphics, Inc.; 6000 N. Forest Park Dr.;
Peoria, IL 61614; 309-688-8800 or 800-255-8800
Desktop Video Productions Clip Art
Clip art
512K or larger Macintosh ; 400K disk drive ;
MacPaint or compatible.
Sampler includes clip art samples from Faces,
Hands, Beatles, Portraits of Prince, Landscapes,
Romantic Images and more.
Faces includes drawings and photographs of
men's and women's faces, profiles and front-view
portraits in a variety of sizes.
Landscapes includes a range of full-page
pictures to be used alone or with other images.
Romantic Images cqntains graphics of romantic
images, including "Her Knight," "Moon Kiss" and
"Love Asleep."
Prince includes graphics of the rock star, Prince.
Portrait of the 49ers includes graphics of the
1985 Super Bowl champions.

As clip art, all of the collections can be changed
and interacted with. They can also be used with other
MacPaint-compatible programs, such as ClickArt
Effects, Art Grabber, MacPublisher, MacDraw,
MacWrite and Slide Show.
$39.95 each retail
Desktop Video Productions, Inc.; .1000 Broadway,
Ste. 292; Oakland, CA 94607; 415-763-624'.3
Digit-Art Laser Graphics
20 volumes of EPS clip art in Illustrator format
Any Macintosh; Adobe Jllustrator, Aldus FreeHand.
Digit-Art is a series of Encapsulated PostScript
graphics created with Adobe lllustrator for perfect
LaserWriter resolution.
Each volume consists of decorative fonts,
graphics, pictures, forms, borders and symbols.
$99 per volume retail
Image Club Graphics; 1902-llth St. SE, Ste. 5;
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2G 302; 403-262-8008
or 800-661-94 IO
Dimensions Volume 1 And 2
Clip art
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; page·
layout program that imports EPS graphics.
Dimensions Volume 1 and Volume 2 contain hitech looking images of three-dimensional
perspectives, textures and reliefs. Each package
contains 20 full-page images - 10 basic designs
with two versions of each design (high and low
contrast, or light and dark) - in EPS format. They
are fully displayable on screen and can be cropped
and sized like any other graphic. They will work
with any page-layout program that imports EPS files,
and files can be manipulated in Aldus FreeHand.
Titles in Volume 1 include: Mirror Tile,
Vanishing Points, Bevels and Line Mesh. Titles in
Volume 2 include: Burst, Beveled Glass, Horizon,
Gridwork and Shaded Brick.
$79.95 retail; Volume 1
$99.95 retail; Volume 2
ArtBeats; PO Box 20083; San Bernardino, '
CA 92406; 714-881-1200
DiskArt
Clip art
512K or larger Macintosh; BOOK floppy disk drive.
The DiskArt Image Series in EPS format
includes six collections of images that are Adobe
Illustrator and Adobe Freehand compatible.
Creative Theme Art I is a collection of more
than 80 images of people, animals, cartoons,
transportation and more.
Creative Theme Art Seasonal contains clip art
for every season and holiday.
International Symbols is a collection of more
than 300 international symbols that range from food
to people, signs, transportation and medical.
Flags of the USA includes a flag from each state
of the union, as well as all U.S. territories.
Flags of the World is a collection of flags from
around the globe and are organized by continent for
easy retrieval.
Military Art is a nine-disk set full of military
equipment from armed forces around the world. The
series is organized by air-, land- and sea-based
equipment and support material.
$125 retail; Creative Theme Art 1
$125 retail; Creative Theme Art Seasonal
$125 retail; International Symbols
$125 retail; Flags of the USA
$125 retail; Flags of the World
$350 retail; Military Art
DiskArt; PO Box 354; San Ramon, CA 94583;
415-820-3734
DiskArt 101 Image Pak
?J·
Clip art
Macintosh Plus or larger.
DiskArt 10 I Image Pak contains illustrations
that are available in original colors or gray scales.
Categories include: animals (bunny, cat, crow,
dog, dragon, fish, gopher, lamb, snail); boys (broken
window, falling, little, writing, young); couples (bon
voyage, business); dealers (in uniform, puzzled,
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Creative/Clip Art
shocked, tipping cap); girls (little, writing); hands;
men (angry, barber, construction, doctor, golfer,
laughing, sales, service attendant, speaking); and
women (artist, construction, doctor, domestic,
executive, model, sales, secretary, shopping).
$59.95 retail
ScreenScenes International, Inc.; S695 College
Pkwy., Ste. 210; Ft. Myers, FL 33919;
Sl3-4S9-1415
DiskArt Category Paks
Clip art
Macintosh Plus or larger; PageMaker 3.0.
DiskArt Category Paks covers 17 different
' categories of people, animals and things. Each pak is
available in 20-image sets, except for the Hands Pak,
which has 35 drawings.
Categories include: men, women, children,
people in sales, people with telephones, people in
jobs, customers, money, dealers, hands, action and
body language, emotions and expressions, safety and
. health, audiences/groups, crowds and backgrounds.
Also available are IO paks of"special characters,"
where individual characters are drawn in 20 different
poses and expressions.
$19.95 retail; 20-image pak
$10 retail; each additional 20-image pak
ScreenScenes International, Inc.; S695 College
Pkwy., Ste. 210; Ft. Myers, FL 33919;
813-4S9- l 4 l 5
DrawArt Clip Art For Presentations
Object-oriented clip art
512K or larger Macintosh; any program rhat reads
PICT files.
Draw Art Clip Art For Presentations is a series of
object-oriented clip art in PICT format. These
graphics were designed specifically for desktop
presentations output to laser printer transparencies,
vugraphs, 35mm slide film recorders, color thermal
printers, color pen plotters, digital typesetters and
other high-resolution output devices.
The series currently consists of four volumes
offering a wide variety of images: Business &
Education, designed for the office or classroom;
Borders & Designs, which contains presentation
graphic aids; Sports & Leisure, for home, holidays
and recreation; and Business Forms.
$79.95 each retail; Graphic Designs & Borders,
Sports & Leisure, Business & Education, Business
Forms
Desktop Graphics; 720S Francisco Dr.; Ft. Worth,
TX 76133; Sl7-346-0556
Educorp Clip-Art CD-ROM
90 MB of clip art
Macintosh Plus or larger; CD-ROM.
The Educorp Clip-Art CD-ROM contains more
than 90 MB of EPS art, laser art, bit-mapped images
and utilities to help use them. Categories include:
animals, business, people, cars, home, sports, tools,
maps, education and more.
$59.95 retail
Educorp; 531 Stevens Ave., Ste. B; Solana Beach.CA 92075; 619-259-0255 or SOO-S43-9497 (orders)
Electronic Woodcuts And Holiday Clip Art
Clip art
Any Macintosh; MacPaint.
Electronic Woodcuts And Holiday Clip Art is a
collection of ornate pictorials that contains
approximately 200 items, including borders and
ornaments, suitable for creating unique displays.
Holidays such as Easter, St. Valentine's Day,
Thanksgiving and New Year's are also included.
$39.95 retail
Bitmap, Inc.; PO Box 237; Westwego, LA 70094;
504-347-6317
EPS Corner Collection #1
Graphics comers
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM; page-layout program
or graphics program thar accept EPS.

EPS Comer Collection # 1. contains a wide
design assortment (65) of graphics comers that range
from the personal touch to those suitable for use in
commercial ads (top left, top right, bottom lefrand
bottom right) in EPS format. The collection consists
of 10 SOOK disks and a printed and bound hard copy
of each comer design showing file names.
Aldus FreeHand Version is the "source" files
used to create the EPS version and may be used to
create full borders to match the comers.
$130 retail; EPS Comer Collection #1
$150 retail; Aldus FreeHand source files
Page One Graphics; PO Box 33097; Austin,
TX 7S764; 512-444-4593
Federal Clip Art
More than 170 illustrations, drawings and maps
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; PostScript
printer.
Federal Clip Art is a collection of more than l 70
illustrations, drawings and maps in Encapsulated
PostScript format on 13 diskettes. These drawings
can be used with popular page layout, word
. processing and presentation software. The theme of
the drawings is targeted for the federal government
and prime contractors. The illustrations can be used
to significantly enhance presentations, reports,
proposals, newsletters, memos or any other
communications in which graphics are desired.
$225 retail
One Mile Up; 7011 Evergreen Ct.; Annandale,
VA 22003; 703-642-1177
FH Full Border Collection
Graphics borders
Macintosh Plus or larger; Aldus FreeHand.
FH Full Border Collection is made up of a wide .
design assortment ( 170) of graphics borders in Aldus
Fre.eHand format, which range from the personal
touch to those suitable for use in commercial ads.
$1SO retail
Page One Graphics; PO Box 33097; Austin,
TX 7S764; 512-444-4593
Fitness Bodies
Clip art
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard; MacPaint.
Fitness Bodies is a collection of clip art in a
variety of poses that emphasize health and fitness.
There are 122 drawings, in black on white or white
on black, formatted in MacPaint and HyperCard.
$39.95 retail
The Best Choice; 129 Wheeler Ave.; Los Gatos,
CA 95032; S00-35S-49S4 or S00-553-21SS in CA
Graphic Shortcu s Vl.O
Collection of technical entourage clip art
512K or larger Macintosh; SuperPaint or Dreams.
Graphic Shortcuts is a comprehensive package
of entourage' images for the Macintosh. The package
is essentially technical clip art that Ci\fl be used by
architects, builders or graphic artists. It includes four
separate modules that span a wide variety of images,
such as trees, people, cards and signs. It is available
for Dreams and SuperPaint.
$59:95 retail
Desktop Architect; 27 E. Russell St., Ste. B;
Columbus, OH 43215; 614-469-9906
Graphics Pak
Electronic clip art collection
Macintosh Plus or larger; program that will import
EPS graphics.
Graphics Pak is an electronic clip art collection
that contains more than 200 high-resolution images.
Images can be scaled, repositioned or cropped as
desired. Users can also add or change color shading,
insert type and combine images. Many graphics are
designed in groups so that they may be ungrouped
and used independently.
Categories include: symbols, travel, borders,
sports, dingbats, business and communications,
health and medicine and seasonal.
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$149 .95 retail
Artware Systems, Inc.; 6512 Six Forks Rd., Unit
502A; Raleigh, NC 27615; 919-S70-9593 or
S00-722-3764
The Graphics Warehouse
Bit-mapped art
Any Macintosh.
The Graphics Warehouse is a growing collection
of bit-mapped art that includes a full section of clip
art, unusual digitized photos of people, borders,
cartoons, children's art and hundre.ds of useful
mortises and design devices.
Each SOOK disk is categorized and includes a
slide-show browsing utility and a printed catalog of
full-screen samples for easy access and idea
browsing. All of the art can be easily imported into
any Macintosh software program that supports
graphics.
There are 24 disks so far, in four disk modules,
packaged in clear three-ring binder sleeves along
with indexed jackets and printed directories.
A free catalog is available upon request.
$20.50 per module retail
Showker Graphic Arts & Design; 15 SouthGate Ct.;
Harrisonburg, VA 22SO I
Heraldry
Graphics/clip art to be used in the creation of coats
of arms
Any Macintosh.
Heraldry is a collection of graphics/clip art to be
used in the creation of coats of arms.
nlustrations include: traditional divisions of the
field (the area within the shield), partition styles and
coded colors used in medieval heraldry; various
emblems used to depict bearers' names, lineages,
occupations and locations; some authentic coats of
arins; and one file of coats of arms recerttly designed
for a film script showing users how to design coats
of arms.
$42.95 retail; Heraldry I
$42.95 retail; Heraldry II (supplement to Heraldry)
$S2.95 retail; Heraldry Ill (Heraldry l and II
combined)
Pleasant Graphic Ware; PO Box 506; Pleasant Hill,
OR 97455; 503-345-5796
Hollywood Greats
Clip art
Any Macintosh.
Hollywood Greats contains 37 portraiture-style
(non-line art), similar to a gray-scale scanning
technique, pictures of Hollywood stars.
The images, done by a portrait artist, include
simulated gray scales that cannot be obtained from a
scanning or dithering algorithm. The program's files,
which are in MacPaint format, can be read by
virtually all desktop publishing programs.
Portraits include: Ava Gardner, Bette Davis,
Carole Lombard, Cary Grant, Clark Gable, Clint
Eastwood, Dustin Hoffman, Elizabeth Taylor, Fred
Astaire, Gary Cooper, Ginger Rogers, Groucho
Marx, Humphrey Bogart, James Cagney, Judy
Garland, Kathleen Turner, Kirk Douglas, Mae West,
Marilyn Monroe, Marlon Brando, Meryl Streep,
Montgomery Clift, Natalie Wood, Sidney Poitier and
Yul Brynner.
$35 retail
Visatex Corp.; 1745 Dell Ave.; Campbell,
CA 9500S; 40S-S66-6562
Imagebank EPS Maps
Encapsulated PostScript maps
Any Macintosh.
Imagebank EPS Maps are Encapsulated
PostScript high-resolution maps (up to 2,450 dpi).
The maps come in three different style versions and
can be used alone or combined in two, three or more
layers for interesting effects in PageMaker or other
page-layout p,rograms that read EPS files. There are
five map types in three styles of U.S., individual
state and Great Lakes. Styles include outline, black
and 30 percent tint. They can be distorted by
shrinking or stretching either vertically or
horizontally.

Creative/Clip Art
Horizontally-oriented individual state maps and
the Great Lakes allow users to combine any number
or combination of states into regional maps.
Designed as st)ilish graphic elements, they can be
used to show specific locations or market areas. The
maps with no state lines can also be used as panels to
contain text and other graphics. Nine compass rose
designs complete the set for a total of l 96 images on
three SOOK disks. A LaserWriter sample of map
styles is included.
$79.99 retail
DigiTech Systems; 346S4 Richard 0. Dr.; Sterling
Heights, MI 4S3 l0; 313-264-3039
Imagebank Professional ClipArt Images
476 clip art images (more than 3.3 MB)
Any Macintosh.
Imagebank Professional ClipArt is a series of
professional-quality MacPaint-format images. Each
file contains one image for easy handling. Subjects
include: animals, art and entertainment, chi ldren,
men, women and transportation.
$99.99 retail; per five SOOK disk set
DigiTech Systems; 346S4 Richard 0 . Dr.; Sterling
Heights, MI 4S3l0; 313-264-3039
Images With Impact! Accents & Borders l
More than 250 design elements and symbols
Macimosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM
recommended; page-layout, drawing or prese11tatio11
program that accepts EPS file format; PostScript
printer or phototypesetter.
Images With Impact! Accents & Borders l
contains an enticing variety of 270 historical,
geometric, natural, contemporary and seasonal
design elements. Users can ungroup, mix and match
and add color; and easily customize borders and
frames to suit individual needs. The topics are
arranged in the following categories: designers sets
(a showcase collection of themed sets), borders,
frames, labels, ornaments and symbols representing
food, music, holidays, travel and leisure, sports,
animals, education, fitness and more. It contains a
user's guide and a pictorial index. Registered users
receive a free color disk.
$129.95 retail; five SOOK disks
3G Graphics; l l 4 lO NE I24th St., Ste. 6155-R;
Kirkland, WA 9S034; 206-72S-79l0 or S00-4560234
Images With Impact! Business l
PostScript clip art that contains more than l 75
business illustrations and symbols in categories
devoted to computers, people, hands,
communications, aerospace, money and more
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM
recommended; page-layout, drawing or presentation
program that accepts EPS file format ; PostScript
laser printer or phototypesetter.
Images With Impact! contains original, highquality artwork for use with page-layout, drawing
and presentation applications. All graphics,
regardless of how they have been scaled, will print at
the maximum resolution available on any PostScript
printer, from LaserWriter to Linotronic.
The quantity of useable art in each package
doubles when used in conjunction with Illustrator or
Freehand. Because the art has been carefully
constructed by professional designers, users can
separate, modify and color images in countless ways
in compatible PostScript drawing programs.
An extensive User's Guide contains idea-starters •
that show examples using Images With Impact! in a
variety of layouts, from newsletters to logos. A
Pictorial Index ·is included as a separate reference
sheet and graphically displays the images according
to category.
Business l contains more than l 75 sharp,
contemporary illustrations and symbols, all relating
to the world of business. with categories devoted to
office and computer equipment, occupational and
public symbols, people, hands at work,

communications, aerospace, money, display framers ,
business phrases, transportation, computer networks
and more.
$129.95 retail; four SOOK disks
3G Graphics; l 1410NEI24th St., Ste. 6155-R;
Kirkland, WA 9S034; 206-72S-79 lO or
S00-456-0234
Images With Impact! Graphics & Symbols l
PostScript clip art that contains a variety of
lighthearted, crisp graphics in a wide range of
subjects, including people, cartoons, food , travel,
symbols and display framers
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM
recommended; page-layout, drawing or presentation
program that accepts EPS file format; PostScript
printer or phototypesetter.
The Images With Impact series are topical
collections of PostScript artwork designed to bring
new impact to desktop page layout and design.
The first offering of the series, Graphics and
Symbols l, is a portfolio of approximately 70 art
files of versatile illustrations and symbols created
with Adobe Illustrator and stored in Encapsulated
PostScript (EPS) Macintosh format on two SOOK
disks. Each image is designed to be adaptable to a
wide variety of desktop publishing applications.
All graphics, regardless of how they have been
scaled, will print at the maximum resolution
available on any PostScript output device, from a
LaserWriter to a Linotronic.
Afully illustrated user 's guide is included that
features more than 60 examples, which have one or
more Graphics and Symbols images incorporated
into a variety of different applications. Both page
layout and Adobe Illustrator tips are provided as
well.
$99.95 retail; two SOOK disks
3G Graphics; l 1410 NE !24th St., Ste. 6155-R;
Kirkland, WA 9S034; 206-72S-79l0 or
S00-456-0234
Image Works
Clip art
Macintosh Plus or larger; MacDraw, MacPaint or
any program that opens PICT, TIFF or EPS files .
Professional Illustrations is a clip art product
line. Images are clear and vivid, skillfull y detailed
and logically grouped into popular categories, each
with a distinct style. Each package contains an
average of 25 to 30 images per category plus five
samples of other categories.
Among the choices offered are Humor Series
(categories include Sports Humor, Business Humor,
Medical Humor, Educational Humor and Religious
Humor}, Cartoon Mania (categories include Potato
Mania, Penguin Mania, Dinosaur Mania, Jelly Bean
Mania and Computer Mania}, Education, Hands,
Special Occasions, Decorative Series (categories
include Decorative Flora, Decorative Southwest and
Decorative Seashells), Greeting Cards, People
Silhouettes, Equestrian, Communication Antics and
Seasonal Silhouettes.
$54.95 per category retail; special packaged rates
available
Eykon Computer Graphics; PO Box 2142; Round
Rock, TX 7S6SO; 5 l2-3SS-7099
Japanese Clip Art "Borders" Scroll
Clip art
Any Macintosh; MacPaint.
Japanese Clip Art "Borders" Scroll is a threedisk collection of border clip art garnered from l Sthand 19th-century Japanese publications and other
sources. It consists of letterhead designs, postcard
borders, signboards, calligraphy backgrounds,
ukiyoe scenes, book cover illustrations and many
other intriguing items.
All images are stored in standard bit-mapped
MacPaint files and can be called into any graphics,
page layout or other program for further
manipulation or laser printer output.
$99.95 retail
Qualitas Trading Co.; 6907 Norfolk Rd. ; Berkeley,
CA 94705; 4l5-S4S-SOSO

Japanese Clip Art Scroll I "Heaven" And Scroll
II "Earth"
Clip art
Any Macintosh; MacPaint.
Japanese Clip Art Scroll I "Heaven" contains 14
MacPaint files of images relating to Japanese and
Chinese spiritual and mythological subjects, such as
festival spirits, Mandalas, Surtras, evil spirits and
ghosts. Also included are landscape, bird and flower
images from Japanese and Chinese paintings. Each
file contains its own palette of patterns. The disk also
includes four System-loadable fonts of Japanese
kana characters and ancient phonetic scripts.
Japanese Clip Art Scroll II "Earth" contains l l
MacPaint files of images garnered from Japanese
paintings, woodblock prints and kanji calligraphy.
The subject matter includes views of Mt. Fuji, birds
and flowers , samurai figures, pattern motifs, family
crests and ukiyoe images. Each file contains its own
palette of patterns. The disk also includes four
System-loadable Japanese kana fonts.
$79.95 each retail
Qualitas Trading Co.; 6907 Norfolk Rd.; Berkeley,
CA 94705; 4 l 5-S4S-SOSO
Kwikee Inhouse Complete 1988
More than l ,3SO illustrations available on compact
d~c
'
Macintosh Plus or larger; CD-ROM player.
Kwikee Inhouse Complete l 9SS art is vectorgenerated, supported by a host of output devices and
distributed on a CD-ROM disc. The discs include
themed elements, headings and borders in the
following subject areas: January, February, March,
April, May, June, July, August, September, October,
November, December, Political, Animals, Sports,
Business, General Symbols, Carnival, General,
Dining, House and Home, Generic Food, Graphic
Column Headings, Vacation, Lawn and Garden,
Logos, Nostalgia, Performing Arts, States, Western
and Fashion.
Because Inhouse art is vectored in Adobe
Illustrator, users get superb resolution, smooth lines
and perfect quality, whether at the original size or at
any scale, up or down.
$995 retail
Multi-Ad Services, Inc.; l 720 W. Detweiller Dr.;
Peoria, IL 61615; 309-692-1530
Kwikee In house Pal Professional Art Library "Potpourri" Collection
Professional art library
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive
recommended; CD-ROM drive.
Kwikee lnhouse Pal Professional Art Library "Potpourri" Collection is a comprehensive PostScript
art library for desktop publishing and presentations.
There are 300 files in 12 categories: Animal
Kingdom, Around the House, Careers, Education,
Food, Hearts & Flowers, Holidays, Leisure Time,
Personal Style, Religious Subjects, Sports and
Vacation.
Features include: high-quality PostScript
illustrations; a variety of useful categories; available
in CD-ROM or floppy disk format; and a pictorial
index booklet for reference. The floppy disk set
contains 23 floppies in its own viewfile container.
The CD-ROM disc is compatible with the AppleSC
CD-ROM player and other Macintosh-compatible
drives. The CD-ROM version also includes the
lnhouse Retriever Desk Accessory for finding art
through keyword searches.
$149.95 retail; CD-ROM disc
$lS9.95 retail; disks
Multi-Ad Services, Inc.; 1720 W. Detweiller Dr.;
Peoria, IL 61615; 309-692-1530
LifeArt Human Anatomy Collection
Medical clip art
Macintosh Plus or larger; program that will accept
EPSJiles.
LifeArt is a collection of professionallyproduced medical clip art created for use in desktop
publishing, slide production and two-dimensional
animation. The illustrations are done in highly
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Creative/Clip Art
detailed line art and halftones. The quality and
anatomic accuracy are capable of teaching anatomy
to medical professionals. All of the artwork is
produced in PostScript format. The Human Anatomy
Collection consists of 70 illustrations covering the
body 's major anatomic parts. Among the images are
the brain, heart, lungs, eye, ear, teeth, digestive
system, kidneys, skeleton, nervous system,
reproductive organs, endocrine glands and
cardiovascular system.
$229 retail
TechPool Studios, Inc.; 12940 Cedar Rd.; Cleveland,
OH 441 18; 216-932-5200
LinoArt
PostScript clip art
Macintosh Plus or larger; Aldus FreeHand or Adobe
Illustrator '88.
LinoArt is comprised of four packages: Mascots
# l , Sports Figures # l, Borders and Tails # l and
Mascots #2. The packages contain images that are
geared towards graphics artists, the imprinted
sportswear industry, sign makers, trophy dealers and
screen printers.
$89 to $149 retail
Linographic Services, Inc.; 770 N. Main St.; Orange,
CA 92668; 714-639-05 l l or 800-854-0273
Logo Master
Encapsulated PostScript design aids
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; BOOK
internal disk drive.
LogoMaster is a two-disk collection of graphic
devices and elements that are not possible (in most
cases) to render on a page-makeup application. The
'collection offers a computer publisher or graphic
designer/artist a variety of visual documents that can
be used alone or as parts to a larger graphic. A user
may develop logos, publishing graphics and many
other end products.
The 192 illustrations were created with Adobe
Illustrator and are in Encapsulated PostScript format.
They can be output on any PostScript printer,
whether Adobe Illustrator is used or not. The artwork
can be placed in PageMaker, QuarkXPress,
ReadySetGo!, MacPublisher and some word
processing applications. The output is superior from
300 dpi laser printers and is extremely sharp from
either a Linotronic 100, 200 or 300 (at up to 2,540
plus dpi).
$59 retail
Hired Hand Design; 3608 Faust Ave.; Long Beach,
CA 90808; 213-429-2936
LogoPower; Logo Super Power
Allows generation of logos and publication graphics
Macintosh Plus or larger; FreeHand, PageMaker or
similar program.
LogoPower allows the generation of highly
creative logos and publication graphics. The system
is composed of a large number of "building blocks"
for graphics - Encapsulated Postscript art that can
be changed in an endless variety of ways. A user can
place two or more design elements on a page, then
change the shapes greatly by changing sizes,
proportions, squeezing, cloning, rotating, etc.
LogoPower has more than 200 design elements;
Logo SuperPower has more than 600 elements. Logo
SuperPower also has 15 corporate identity templates,
such as trucks, buildings, signs, etc.
$195 retail; LogoPower.
$395 retail; Logo SuperPower
$540 retail; Logo SuperPower with upgrade
(includes 220+ additional design elements)
Decathlon Corp.; 4100 Executive Park Dr., #16;
Cincinnati, OH 45241; 513-421-1938 or
800-648-5646

Mac-Art Library
Clip art
Any Macintosh.
The Mac-Art Library is a 12-disk collection of
categorized clip-art that includes Animals, Buildings,
On The Farm, Flowers/Trees/Plants, Geography,
Greeting Cards, Kitchen, People, Sports,
Signs/Symbols/Borders, Tools and Transportation.
$39.95 retail; per volume
$49.95 retail; Variety-Pack volume
$250 retail; entire library (12-disk set)
$275 retail; entire library in PictureBase format
CompuCraft; PO Box 3155; Englewood, CO 80155;
303-79 1-2077
MacAtlas EPSF Version
Map templates for Illustrato1 or Freehand
Macintosh Plus or larger; PostScriptjormat
graphics program, such as Adobe Illustrator or
Aldus Freehand.
MacAtlas EPSF Version is a collection of
professionally-drawn map templates. The product
contains more than 60 maps in PostScript format,
including maps of the USA by state, all 50 U.S.
states by country, world regions by country and full
world maps. Subareas, such as countries, states and
counties are separate objects, allowing users to
ungroup and arrange maps of countless different
areas. Major cities and country names are included in
the maps.
·
'
Adobe Illustrator or Aldus Freehand can be used
to customize the maps and then import them directly
into page layout or slide presentation software. The
accompanying manual contains ideas and
instructions for making interesting, creative maps.
$199 retail
MicroMaps Software, Inc.; PO Box 757;
Lambertville, NJ 08530; 609-397-1611 or
800-334-429 1
MacAtlas Paint Version 2.0
MacPaint-format map templates
Any Macintosh; MacPaint.
MacAtlas Paint Version is a series of
professionally designed MacPaint-format map
templates that can be used to produce economical,
high-quality maps for home and professional use.
The program contains two world maps, 16 maps
of world regions by country, six maps of the USA by
state and maps of all 50 U.S. states by county. The
maps can be edited with any paint program and
pasted into other applications.
$79 retail
MicroMaps Software, Inc.; PO Box 757;
Lambertville, NJ 08530; 609-397-16 11 or
800-334-4291
MacAtlas Professional Version
MacDraw (PICT) format map templates
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
hard disk drive ; MacDraw.
MacAtlas Professional Version is a collection of
professionally-designed map templates. The product
contains more than 60 maps that give accurate and
detailed outlines of the USA by state, continents by
country and all 50 states by county. Major cities are
shown on every map.
All maps are in PICT format. MacDraw or
Canvas can be used to customize the maps. They can
then be imported directly into page layout or slide
presentation software. The accompanying manual
contains ideas and instructions for making
interesting, creative maps.
$199 retai l
MicroMaps Software, Inc.; PO Box 757;
Lambertville, NJ 08530; 609-397-1611 or
800-334-4291
MacBits
Graphics/clip art; 1,000-plus images of 60 native
Macintosh icons through System 2.0
Any Macintosh; Image Writer or LaserWriter;
MacPaint.
MacBits is a three-disk set of MacPaint
documents containing magnified images of the
native Macintosh icons and symbols, each accurately
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scaled and provided in both original and FatBits-like
styles.
.
There are 1,000 plus images total of the 60 plus
individual native icons, all in a wide variety of sizes
from 1/4-inch to 8-inches square.
$50 retail
MacPoint Publications; 1374 E. 57th St., #3;
Chicago, IL 60637; 312-955-1954
MacBits Supplement
Clip art; 1,500-plus images of 100 native Macintosh
icons since System 2.0
Any Macintosh.
MacBits Supplement is a set of MacPaint
documents containing magnified images of the
native Macintosh icons and symbols.
There are 1,500-plus images total of the 100
individual native icons, all in a wide variety of sizes.
$100 retail
MacPoint Publications; 1374 E. 57th St., #3;
Chicago, IL 60637; 312-955-1954
MacGallery
More than 400 hand-drawn clip art images in
MacPaint or HyperCard format
Any Macintosh; MacPaint or HyperCard.
MacGallery is a collection of more than 400
original hand-drawn graphics covering a wide
variety of topics, such as holidays, sports, food,
special occasions, nature, fantasy, religion, phrases,
teddy bears, mortise cuts, borders and more.
MacGallery 's clip art is ready to use as is, or it
can be assembled into a user's own custom creations.
Several graphics have accessories that a user can cut
and paste as they wish.
The MacGallery Tour Guide, a handy reference
manual with helpful hints, ideas, suggestions and a
visual index, is included. A third disk, containing
more than 50 different pieces of Border-Art, is also
included.
MacGallery is available in either MacPaint or
HyperCard stack formats.
$49.95 retail
Dream Maker Software; 7217 Foothill Blvd.;
Tujunga, CA 91042; 800-876-5665
MacGraphics
9 MB clip art library
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive
recommended.
MacGraphics consists of more than 9,000K of
bit-mapped drawings for use with MacPaint,
FullPaint, SuperPaint, MacDraw and more.
Categories include: transportation, animals, trees
& plants, advertising graphics, food & beverages,
people, occupations, caricatures, special occasions,
signs and symbols, fancy letters and frames and
borders.
$89.95 retail; set of 12
ArtFactory Products; 414 Tennessee St. , Ste. A;
Redlands, CA 92373; 714-793-7346
MacMatbook Libraries Of Graphic Art
Clip art in PictureBase format
512K or larger Macintosh.
MacMatbook is a disk storage system for clip art
that can be used to produce letterhead stationery,
invitations, greeting cards and more.
$99.95 retail; Volumes l to 3
$99.95 retail; Volumes 4 to 6
$179.95 retail; Volumes 1 to 6
The Electronic Publisher, Inc.; 215 South St.;
Excelsior Springs, MO 64024; 816-637-7233
• McPic!; McPic! Volume 2
Drawings; illustrations with hint manual
Any Macintosh.
McPic! and McPic! Volume 2 each contains 150
professionally drawn pictures in a variety of
categories and its own hint manual.
Volume 1 categories include animals, astrology,
business, holidays and symbols. Volume 2 categories
include flags of the world, world maps, occupations,
special effects and the People Maker, which allows a
user to create cartoon people from a variety of heads,
eyes, noses, mouths and accessories.

Creative/ Clip Art
$49.95 each retail
Magnum Software; 21115 Devonshire St., Ste. 337; ·
Chatsworth, CA 91311; 818-700-0510
Media Clip-Art
O~m

.

Any Macintosh; page-layout or EPS program;
Macintosh II family and CD-ROM drive for CDROM version.
Media Clip-Art provides 650 MB of royalty-free
color and black and white illustrations on a CDROM or floppy disks. The files are arranged in black
and white EPS, color EPS and scanned PICT and
TIFF in both 8- and 24-bit formats. The black and
white and color EPS images can be edited in Adobe
lllustrator or Aldus FreeHand, the 8-bit images in
any color paint program and the 24-bit PICT and
TIFF files in a 24-bit color program, such as
PhotoMac or LaserPaint II.
$499.95 retail; CD-ROM version
$89.95 retail; disk version
Media Clip-Art, Inc.; 1879 Old Cuthbert Rd., Unit
#IO; Cherry Hill, NJ 08003; 609-795-5993
Medical Application ClipArt Vol. l
Clipm
Any Macintosh .
Medical Application ClipArt Volume 1 is a
collection of more than 100 medically related bitmapped images stored in MacPaint format.
These images are rendered in extremely high
detail and can be easily incorporated into any word
processor or desktop publishing program capable of
importing MacPaint-format graphics files. They can
also be easily edited with a user's favorite graphic
software to suit pmicular needs.
$89.95 retail
MacPDS; PO Box 85097; Seattle, WA 98105;
206-364-8071
Metro ImageBase Electronic Art
High-resolution mwork
512KE or larger Macintosh configured for desktop
publishing; hard disk drive recommended; laser
printer; PageMaker, ReadySetGo! or QuarkX.Press.
Metro lmageBase Electronic Art contains highquality, high-resolution mwork for desktop
publishers. Digitized at 300 dpi, the mwork can be
imported into popular Macintosh applications, such
as PageMaker, ReadySetGo! and QuarkXPress.
Packaged in volumes of I00 images each,
ImageBase Art is categorized for quick and easy
selection. Volumes are available in 14 specific
categories: Art Deco, Borders & Boxes, Business
Graphics, Computers & Technology, Exercise &
Fitness, Food, The Four Seasons, Nine To Five,
Newsletter Maker, People, Report Maker, Travel,
Team Sports and Weekend Sports.
$1 45 per volume retail
Metro lmageBase, Inc.; 18623 Ventura Blvd., #210;
Tarzana, CA 91356; 818-881-1997 or 800-525-1552
Moonlight Artworks Disks l & 2
Encapsulated PostScript illustrations
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; BOOK
internal disk drive.
Moonlight Artworks Disk l & 2 contain more
than I00 Encapsulated PostScript illustrations
created with Adobe Illustrator. They can be output
on any PostScript printer, whether fllustrator is used
or not.
Disk l contains 22 male and female hands, 12
graphics symbols, Visa and Master Cards (three sizes
each), 10 "rubber stamp" impressions and seven type
and lettering files.
Disk 2 contains four more hands, 16 more
symbols, American Express Card (three sizes), four
3.5-inch diskette drawings, five lettering files , four
silhouettes and 14 general illustrations (phones, food,
etc.).
$59 retail
Hired Hand Design; 3608 Faust Ave.; Long Beach,
CA 90808; 213-429-2936

Moonlight Artworks Holiday Set
Encapsulated PostScript illustrations
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; BOOK
internal disk drive.
Moonlight Artworks Holiday Set contains 90
Encapsulated PostScript illustrations of holiday
subjects created with Adobe lllustrator. They can be
output on any PostScript printer, whether Illustrator
is used or not.
Illustrations include Christmas, New Year,
Thanksgiving and Easter. Other holidays are covered
lightly and include St. Patrick's Day, Valentine's
Day, Independence Day and Halloween.
Several lettering files relating the major holidays
and some winter subjects are included. A complete
holly border construction kit is also included. The set
covers some religious holidays, such as Christmas
and Easter, but only a few files have religious
content.
$59 retail; two-disk set
Hired Hand Design; 3608 Faust Ave.; Long Beach,
CA 90808; 213-429-2936
Natural Images Volume l
Clipm
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive ; pagelayow program that imports EPS graphics.
National Images Volume l contains
Encapsulated PostScript renditions of natural
textures, elements and landscapes. Titles include:
Wheat, Droplets, Marble, Poppies, Wood (grain),
Marble and Forest. The package contains 20 fullpage images - I0 basic designs with two versions
of each design (high and low contrast, or light and
dark) - in EPS format. They are fully displayable
on screen and can be cropped and sized like any
other graphic. They will work in any page-layout
program that imports EPS files, and files can be
manipulated in Aldus FreeHand.
$99.95 retail
ArtBeats; PO Box 20083; San Bernardino,
CA 92406; 714-881-1200
PicturePak
Professionally designed electronic art
512K or larger Macimosh.
PicturePaks are collections of professionally
designed electronic m used to illustrate documents
created with all of the most popular desktop
publishing packages. Each edition, Executive &
Management, Finance & Administration, Sales &
Marketing, U.S. Federal Government, State & Local
Government and U.S. Maps & Landmarks, are
available in MacDraw II, Encapsulated PostScript
and MacPaint format.
Each PicturePak consists of approximately 200
pictures on 3.5-inch diskettes, a 48-page Pictu'rePak
Reference Guide and a comprehensive Picture
Catalog packaged in a vinyl storage case.
$145 each edition retail
Marketing Graphics, Inc.; 4401 Dominion Blvd., Ste.
210; Glen Allen, VA 23060; 804-747-699 1 or
800-368-3773
ProArt Professional Art Library
Clip art
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive
recommended; PostScript laser printer.
ProArt are comprehensive PostScript art libraries
for desktop publishing and presentations. There are
more than l 00 files in Encapsulated PostScript
format.
·
ProArt "Business" Collection contains art in a
variety of categories: Computers, Finance, Logos,
Objects, Occupations, People, Places and Symbols.
ProArt "Holidays" Collection contains m in the
following categories: New Years Day/Eve, Easter,
Presidents Day, July 4th, Halloween, Thanksgiving,
Christmas and others (religious and special events).
ProArt "Sports" Collection contains: Football,
Basketball , Hockey, Baseball, Soccer, Olympic
Sports and Recreational Sports.
$139 retail; CD-ROM and floppy disk set available
Multi-Ad Services, Inc.; 1720 W. Detweiller Dr.;
Peoria, IL 61615; 309-692-1530

Professional Photography Collection
Royalty-free photographs
Macintosh Plus or larger; !ayow or graphics
software that accepts TIFF files ; CD-ROM drive for
CD-ROM version.
Professional Photography Collection contains
100 royalty-free photographs stored as black and
white TIFF files on a set of 20 standard Macintosh
disks. Photos include U.S. Scenics, Business, Health
and Fitness, Women, Food and Americana.
· The CD-ROM version contains 100 royalty-free
photographs in color and black and white. Each
photo is stored as a 24-bit color TIFF file and a
duplicate 8-bit black and white file.
$149 retail; CD-ROM version
$249 retail; disk version
Discimagery, Inc.; 18 E. 16th St.; New York,
NY 10003; 212-675-8500
Q-Art
Clipm
Any Macintosh; MacPaim.
Q-Art is a collection of more than 200 original
pictures for personal or business use. These include
animals, children and a variety of other objects and
scenes.
$34.95 retail
Queue, Inc.; 338 Commerce Dr.; Fairfield,
CT 06430; 203-335-0908 or 800-232-2224
Religious Art Portfolio
Digitized pictures; symbols
Any Macintosh; external disk drive or hard disk
drive; MacPaint, Ful/Paint , SuperPaint or
compatible program.
Religious Art Portfolio is a series of MacPaint
documents containing more than 250 graphics, such
as historic Christian symbols, digitized images of the
life of Jesus Christ, borders, greeting card designs
and church bulletin symbols.
It is available in English or Spanish, as well as in
PictureBase format. The images are indexed into
libraries that are accessed through a desk accessory.
A HyperCard stack version is available.
$24.95 retail U.S.; $35 retail non-U.S.; available in
HyperCard version
$5 retail; evaluation diskette; $7 retail non-U.S.
Medina Software, Inc.; PO Box 521917; Longwood,
FL 32752; 407-260-1676
Seals
Seals and other devices in use at the Government
Printing Office
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; CD-ROM
player.
All seals and devices contained on the Seals CDROM represent art on file at the Government
Printing Office. The seals and devices have been
approved by the depmments and agencies they
represent. They are subject to change at anytime.
Use of seals and devices of the Federal
Government is governed by applicable Federal
regulations. In addition, the use of the Great Seal of
the United States and Presidential and Vice
Presidential seals is strictly limited by Section 713 of
Title 18, United States Code as amended by Public
Law 91-651 , 1971.
$69.95 retail
Wayzata Technology, Inc.; PO Box 87; 16221 Main
Ave. SE; Prior Lake, MN 55372; 612-447-7321 or
800-735-732 1
Smart Borders
Graphics/clip m
Any Macintosh ; MacPaint.
Smart Borders includes 94 borders that contain
original designs using common and uncommon
objects, such as tools, foods , wrought iron,
embroidery and toys. Supplied on a 400K disk, some
of the objects can be used individually as clip art.
$42.95 retail
Pleas~nt Graphic Ware; PO Box 506; Pleasant Hill,
OR 97455; 503-345-5796
I
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Smart Foods And Smart Family
Graphics/clip art
Any Macintosh; MacPaint.
Smart Foods includes original art in both
whimsical and realistic styles supplied on a 400K
disk. It contains a variety of foods/preparation,
including fruits and vegetables (in various sizes),
meats, fish, packaged staples, spices, condiments,
crockery, place settings, utensils and other
kitchen/dining room objects.
Smart Family, supplied on a 400K disk, contains
adults and children, singles and groups in various
activities of daily life, as well as holiday motifs, toys,
foods and household items, animals, tools and more.
$42.95 each retail
·
$82.95 retail; both (requires 512KE or larger)
Pleasant Graphic Ware; PO Box 506; Pleasant Hill,
OR 97455; 503-345-5796
Smartmouse
Graphics; more than 100 illustrations available in
MacPaint or PictureBase format
Any Macintosh; MacPaint.
Smartmouse contains more than IOO mousedrawn images that can be used to illustrate
newsletters, greeting cards, posters and more.
Images include: people, animals, birds, cowboys,
clowns, dancers, food, fish , flowers, fun/frolic,
vehicles, tools/things, madcaps, musicians and more.
$42.95 retail
Pleasant Graphic Ware; PO Box 506; Pleasant Hill,
OR 97455; 503-345-5796
SunShine Graphics Library
51 disks of bit-mapped graphics; three disks of
decorative border fonts
Any Macintosh; Image Writer or laserWriter.
The SunShine Graphics Library consists of more
than 50 disks of Macintosh graphics stored as
MacPaint files. The pictures, adapted from European
woodcuts, as well as newly created, are mostly full
page and very elaborate. Because of their size and
detail, the pictures are well suited for desktop
publishing. They can be reduced in any program that
supports the LaserWriter and will still maintain their
fine detail. Three disks of decorative border fonts are
also available.
$20 per disk retail; 1 to 4 disks
$1 S per disk retail; 5 to 9 disks
$15 per disk retail; 10 to 19 disks
$13 per disk retail; 20 or more disks
(a free catalog is available)
SunShine; PO Box 4351; Austin, TX 7S765;
512-453-2334
SuperClip 1001 Faces Pak
Clip art
Macintosh Plus or larger; PageMaker 3.0 (TIFF
format).
SuperClip contains 1,001 professionally-drawn,
high-quality faces of men, women and children. The
characters show many degrees of human emotion,
expression and mood, including joy, anger, smug,
puzzled, agony, pensive and distraught.
The range of characters includes sales people,
hobos, dealers, little and big men, lovely women and
matrons. Some characters are drawn in several poses
with different expressions.
$99 .95 retail
ScreenScenes International, Inc.; S695 College
Pkwy., Ste. 210; Ft. Myers, FL 33919;
Sl3-4S9-1415
SuperClip 150+ Image Pak
Clip art
Macintosh Plus or larger; PageMaker 3.0.
SuperClip contains 152 images that can be used
as-is or enhanced in color or gray scales.
The broad range of subjects includes: airplane,
boat, burglar, butcher, caveman, cheerleaders, chef,
couples, family portrait, girl, indian, men, painter,
roosters, runners, salesmen, saleswomen, secretary,
teacher, totem pole, waiter, waitress, women and more.
$59.95 retail
'

ScreenScenes International, Inc.; S695 College
Pkwy., Ste. 210; Ft. Myers, FL 33919;
Sl3-4S9-1415
Techman Vol. 1
Clip art of computer systems
512K or larger Macintosh.
Techman Vol. 1 is a clip art collection of more
than 60 images of popular computer systems,
including Macintosh, IBM and VAX mainframes and
workstations, DEC peripherals, printers and other
personal computer workstations. It is geared to meet
the needs of technical illustrators, writers, computer
trainers/consultants, engineers and systems analysts.
When output on a Linotronic 300, the illustrations
are of advertising and brochure quality.
Techman contains PICT files of Draw and
PostScript graphics created in MacDraw and Cricket
Draw. The Draw files are compatible with software
that imports MacDraw files. The PostScript files are
compatible with PageMaker 3.0, MacPublisher II
and other software that "place" Cricket Draw PICT
files.
A picture library listing each image, file location
and graphics format is included in the user's manual.
$59 .95 retail
Alsek Productions, Inc.; 5051 W. Boston Way;
Chandler, AZ S5226; 602-96 l-36S6
Totem Graphics
Color PostScript clip art
Macintosh SE or II; PostScript printer; Illustrator
88, Freehand or any page-layout program.
Totem Graphics color clip art is available on a
monthly subscript10n basis. Every issue contains 96
images, eight from each of the following categories:
women, food, sports, holidays, tools, flowers, fish,
domestic animals, nautical, insects, birds and wild
animals. It also includes a color index of the artwork
and a binder.
The company recommends Linotronic typesetter
output for final copy of these images, although the
images will print from a LaserWriter with good
detail. When ordering, specify Adobe Illustrator SS,
Aldus Freehand or EPS format. A color monitor is
unnecessary for printing separations for color output.
$125 retail; single-subject category
$95 retail; one-month issue
$S95 retail; 12-month subscription
(When ordering, specify Adobe Illustrator SS, Aldus
Freehand or EPS format)
Totem Graphics; 1631 Lana Ln.; Tumwater,
WA 9S502; 206-352-1S51
U.S. Presidents
Clip art .
Any Macintosh .
U.S. Presidents is a collection of Macintosh
Paint images in portrait format. They are useful for a
variety of desktop publications and projects,
especially in schools.
$35 each retail
Visatex Corp.; 1745 Dell Ave.; Campbell,
CA 9500S; 40S-S66-6562
The Visual Arts
PostScript clip art
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Visual Arts consists of 10 SOOK disks of
Encapsulated PostScript artwork. The package
includes clip art, as well as a few borders, page
backgrounds, a set of DropCaps and some special
shading effects. DropCaps are those large letters that
sometimes start off paragraphs.
The art is completely original, both in design and
execution, and will print out at the maximum
resolution available on a LaserWriter.
$1S5 retail
Electronic Pen, Ltd.; 4131 Cimarron Dr.; Clarkston,
GA 30021 ; 404-296-S623 or 00441-643-4626 in UK
Vivid Impressions! Special Events
EPSF clip art
Macintosh Plus or larger; application that supports
EPSF images; PostScript-compatible printer.
Vivid Impressions! Volume 1 is an economical
set of EPSF clip art containing 130 black and white
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and color images. Volume 1 features holidays and
festive events, including Christmas, Easter,
Thanksgiving, Valentine's Day, St. Patrick's Day,
Halloween, Presidents' Day and Independence Day,
plus the Cats alphabet.
All of the images are especially designed for
flexibility' in page-layout programs. The Holidays
and Festive Events images are constructed in
modular units and can be modified in Adobe
Illustrator SS and Aldus FreeHand 2.0.
$130 retail; Holidays and Festive Events
Casady & Greene, Inc.; PO Box 223779; Carmel,
CA 93922; 40S-624-8716
WetPaint
Bit-mapped clip art
Any Macintosh.
Each volume of WetPaint is an extensive
collection of useful pictures, icons, borders, maps
and patterns stored in paint files. The images are
appropriate for both home and business use and
reproduce well on both an ImageWriter and
LaserWriter.
Two desk accessories are included: ArtRoundup
and PattemMover. ArtRoundup opens/displays paint
files and has its own lasso, marquee, grabber, eraser,
pencil and slide show tools. PattemMover
copies/edits patterns between paint files and provides
tools, such as rotate, flips, invert, bit-shifts, mirrors
and random pattern generation.
WetPaint Classic Clip-Art Vol. 1/2 includes
maps, borders, symbols, international icons,
computers, planes, trains, automobiles, office
supplies & furnishings, animals, dinosaurs, food ,
holidays, western, men, women and tools.
WetPaint for Publishing Vol. 3/4 includes
animals, people, sports, food, housewares, borders,
symbols, medical, space, military, office, computers,
transportation, food and holidays.
WetPaint Animal Kingdom Vol. 5/6 includes
carefully drawn line-art and crisp, digitized images
of animals, camping, fishing , hunting and the great
outdoors.
WetPaint Special Occasions Vol. 7/S includes
tum-of-the-century art of Christmas and other
holidays, seasons, religious events, children, music,
dance, food and feasting.
WetPaint Printer's Helper Vol. 9/10 includes
popular images from tum-of-the-century sources,
including art nouveau, symbols, signs, fancy letters,
silhouettes, shadows, borders, frames and book
ornaments.
WetPaint Industrial Revolution Vol. 11/12
includes tum-of-the-century images, including
professions, business situations, tools, machines and
images from the American West.
WetPaint Old Earth Almanac Vol. 13/14 is a
compendium of tum-of-the-century "encyclopedic
images," such as animals, plant life, transportation,
characters and facial expressions.
WetPaint Island Life Vol. 15/16 includes modem
line art and digitized images from Hawaiian and
Australian authors, including tropical vegetation,
animal life, trademarks and pastimes from surfing to
camel riding.
WetPaint All The People Vol. 17/lS includes
pictures of people in a wide variety of occupations,
home and leisure situations and sporting activities.
The drawing style ranges from realistic to a unique
modular style.
$79.95 per volume retail; three SOOK disks in
FullPaint format
Duhl-Click Software, Inc.; 9316 Deering Ave.;
Chatsworth, CA 91311 ; Sl S-700-9525
Wheeler Quick Art
More than 2,200 images
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; CD-ROM
player.
The Wheeler Quick Art CD-ROM contains more
than 2,200 crisp images at 300 dpi in the TIFF
format. A HyperCard stack provides user friendly
and quick access to each image. The Quick Art CDROM also ships with TIFF viewing software, which
allows users to view each image directly.
$249.95 retail

Creative/Clip Art

$29.95 retail
Qualitas Trading Co.; 6907 Norfolk Rd.; Berkeley,
CA 94705; 415-848-8080

Wayzata Technology, Inc.; PO Box 87; 16221 Main
Ave. SE; Prior Lake, MN 55372; 612-447-7321 or
800-735-7321
Works Of Art
Clip art that provides both HyperCard and MacPaint
access
Macintosh Plus or larger; MacPaint; use of
HyperCard stack requires HyperCard and 1 MB of
RAM.
Works Of Art is a comprehensive source of highquality clip art that provides both advanced
HyperCard and traditional MacPaint access. Each of
the three volumes - Assortment Series Sampler,
Education Series Sampler and Holiday Series
Sampler - contain more than 500 pieces of art .
covering a wide ran~e of topics. Each piece of art 1s
rendered in full detail by professional illustrators. and
the use of shading, contrast, texture and perspective
add an extra dimension to a user's documents.
Assortment Series Sampler includes: business,
celebrations, computer, fllm). flowers, fo?<I,
headings, holidays, home, kids, maps, miscellaneous,
music, pets, religion, scenery, school, sports and
vehicles.
Education Series Sampler includes: animals,
artists, astronomy, extracurricular, headings, .history,
human anatomy, industrial arts, inventions, literature,
maps, meteorology, money, music, plants, preschool,
school supplies, science, tools and U.S. govemm.ent.
Holiday Series Sampler includes: anmversanes,
Arbor Day, birthdays, Christmas, Columbus Day,
Easter, engagements, Father's Day, Flag Day, 4th of
July, graduation, Grandparent's Day, Groundhog
. Day, Halloween, Labor Day, Martin Luther K1,ng, Jr.
Day, Memorial Day.' Mother'~ Day, New Year .s Eve,
President's Day, religious holidays, St. Patnck s Day,
Secretary's Day, Thanksgiving, vacations~
Valentine's Day, Veteran 's Day and weddings.
$49.95 per volume retail; Assortment Se.ries
.
Sampler, Education Series Sampler, Holiday Senes
Sampler
.
.
.
Springboard Software; 7808 Creekridge Cir.;
Minneapolis, MN 55435; 612-944-3915 or
800-445-4780
Works Of Art Laser Art/Business Selection
More than 125 professional EPS clip art graphics for
business use
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Works Of Art Laser Art/Business Selection
provides more than 125 professional EPS
illustrations for business use. Categones include:
After Hours (food, entertainment and leisure),
Americana (symbols and govemme.nt bmldmgs),
Arts (drama, art, literature and mus.1c}, Business
(executives, money, charts and eqmpment},
Celebrations (major holidays}, Computers (people at
computers and hardware), Dingbats & Symbols:
Landscapes & Scenery, Maps (US, North Amenca,
Europe and world), Miscellaneous (animals, flowers ,
objects and humor) and Travel & TransportatJOn.
Features include: enlarge or reduce each EPS
image to any size without sacrificing clari.ty or detail;
print art at the full resolution .of a PostScnpt output
device (from 300 to 2,540 dp1); and supports EPS
applications, such as Adobe Illustrator, Aldus
Freehand, Cricket Draw I. I, PageMaker 2.0a and
3.0, QuarkXPress, ReadySetGo! 4.0 and Top
Honors.
$99.95 retail
Springboard Software; 7808 Creekridge Cir.;
Minneapolis, MN 55435; 612-944-3915 or
800-445-4780
Year Of The Dragon '88
Clip art
Any Macintosh; MacPaint.
· The Year Of The Dragon '88 is a collection of
dragons from all over the world. All images are stored
in standard bit-mapped MacPaint files and can be
called into any graphics, page layout or other program
for further manipulation or laser printer output.

Creative/ Drawing
Programs
Adobe Illustrator
.
Graphics production software
.
.
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk dn ve;
scanner; LaserWriter.
Adobe Illustrator is a graphics tool that allows a
user to create new illustrations or trace existing ones,
and then modify them in an endless number of ways.
Rather than building an image with crude dots,
the program uses precise curves and Imes, so nothing
looks like it was drawn on a computer.
There is no iimit to the material that can be used
as the starting point for a user 's artwork. A user can
start with a scanned image of a photo, logotype, blue
print, rough sketch, etc., o~ use a document from
MacPaint or other compatible software. A user can
even combine two or more images into a single
image and work with that.
Once an illustration is on the Illustrator desktop,
a user traces around the parts needed. The program
provides a boundless artistic license to modify a
user ;s work by moving, skewing, seal.mg, rotating
and reflecting shapes and type. changing the layout,
painting using virtually any lme weight and more.
$495 'retail
Adobe Systems, Inc.; 1585 Charleston Rd.; PO Box
7900; Mount~in View, CA 94039; 415-961-4400
Adobe Illustrator 88
PostScript-based graphics software
.
Macintosh Plus or larger; PostScnpt pnnte1:
Adobe Illustrator 88 is a PostScript-based
product developed to assist .both the. professional and
novice artist in producmg h1gh-quaht~ graphics. A
freehand drawing tool is included to simplify the
drawing process. The program contains every tool of
the original Adobe Illustrator, plus several new
features such as color, a blending (or interpolation)
tool, resolution-independent pattern fills and
masking.
Artists using Adobe Illustrator.88 can create onscreen color images. To help an artist achieve .
accurate and precise colors, the Pantone Matching
Systems Colors are provided with each package. In
addition to seeing color images on screen , illustrators
can create color separations for output to a PostScnpt
typesetter. The i!llage can also be printed on a .
PostScript color thermal transferynnter for proofing.
The on-screen previewing cap.ability intro.duced with
the original Adobe Illustrator 1s now possible in
~m

.

The blending tool allows a user to dynamically
create effects such as highlighting, contounng,
airbrushing and shading. It can also be used to blend
(or interpolate) shapes and lme weights.
A resolution-independent pattern fill feature.
provides a user with the ability to create PostScnpt
patterns. A user may direct the program to "fill " a
specified area with a selected pattern. Custom and
overlay patterns may be created for an unlimited
variety of textures and cross-hatching effects.
The masking tool enables a user to create a .
"window" of any desired shape. Whatever design 1s
behind that window will show through, providing an
illustrator with a means to easily create transparent
objects or to precisely crop an image.
$495 retail
Adobe Systems, Inc.; 1585 Charleston Rd.; PO Box
7900; Mountain View, CA 94039; 415-961-4400
Adobe Streamline
Line art conversion
Macintosh Plus or larger; Adobe illustrator 88.
Adobe Streamline is an automatic line art
conversion program developed to complement
Adobe Illustrator 88. It automatically traces bitmapped images (either from existing electronic files

or scanned art) and quickly converts them into
Adobe Illustrator files.
After an image has been converted, a user can
keep the image as-is, modify it with Adobe
Illustrator 88 or export the image to any one of
several page-layout or word processing programs.
$395 retail
.
Adobe Systems, Inc.; 1585 Charleston Rd.; PO Box
7900; Mountain View, CA 94039; 415-961-4400
Aldus FreeHand V2.0
Drawing program for producing high-quality
graphics
.
.
Macintosh Plus or larger; two SOOK disk drives or
hard disk drive; PostScript-language compatible
output device.
.
.
Aldus FreeHand is a comprehensive drawing
program for producing high-quality graphics on a
Macintosh. It is designed to be approachable as a
basic drawing program, yet it incorporates the color
and advanced capabilities of PostScript lan!\uage.
drawing tools. The program can trace grnph1cs,w1th
basic drawing tools or advanced lme with Bez1er
curve tools. Objects and text can then be
manipulated using one of FreeHand 's special effect
features, such as graduated fills of text and objects
and the ability to scale, rotate, reflect and skew
objects in text.
..
Text handling capabilities include the ability to
shape or bend a line of text along .a user-defmed
baseline; typographic controls for.kemmg and for.
variable letter word and line spacing; and the ability
to mix typefa~es , styles, sizes and colors within a
text block.
Aldus FreeHand 's color support consists of color
separations for spot color and the four process colors
(CYMK}, or a combination of both. Users can
display up to 256 colors on a Macmtosh II color
monitor, and specify color screen percentages for
printing color tints. ~dditional features include 200
independent user-assigned layers, undo and redo
options for the last eight actions, mulnple levels of
magnification for viewing work on the screen and
the ability to edit in the Preview mode.
Aldus FreeHand is compatible with a number of
other Macintosh software applications and formats,
and works well with PageMaker. The product can
import files saved in Encapsulated PostScript (EPS},
and users can open and edit graphics files in Adobe
Illustrator. In addition to the program, the package
includes a user manual, an interactive training disk, a
tutorial and a quick reference card.
$495 retail
Aldus Corp.; 411 First Ave. S, Ste. 200; Seattle ,
WA 98104; 206-622-5500
CA-Cricket Draw
Object-oriented drawing program .
Macintosh Plus or larger; LaserWnter.
Cricket Draw is an object-oriented drawing .
program designed to take advantage of the graphics
capabilities of PostScnpt pnnters, from the
LaserWriter to the Linotromc 300. The package
consists of two integrated programs: a drawing
window and a PostScript language editor. The
programs can be used independently or in
conjunction.
Features include: import of EPSF files ' use of
graded tints (shado-:vs an.d founta~ns).; free rotat'.on
and tilting of all objects in .05 pomt increments, hne
thickness can be adjusted in .05 pomt increments;
unrestricted shading and screening capab1llties in
I00 levels; include and incorporate output from other
PostScript-generating programs; import MacDraw,
MacPaint, PICT and EPSF files; text can be
shadowed rotated, tilted and/or put on a curved path;
use of muitiple fonts , sizes and styles within a block
of text· a full-featured PostScript editor where
existing code (based on the drawing window) can be
modified; import, resize, crop and set gray scale on
bit maps; support for color.on a Macmto~~ II and
Image Writer II; and zoom in/out capabilities.
$295 retail
Computer Associates International, Inc.; 10505
Sorrento Valley Rd.; San Diego, CA 92121;
408-432-1727 .or 800-531-5236
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Creative/Drawing

Programs
Canvas 2.1
Precision drawing program
Macintosh Plus or larger; BOOK disk drive.
Canvas is a precision drawing program for
illustrators, designers, artists, architects and
engineers.
Features include: auto tracing converts bit-map
images into objects; multipoint Bezier curves and
smooth polygons can be joined, split, opened or
closed; points can be added or deleted at will;
unlimited layers can be viewed, printed or saved
together or individually; 16.7 million colors on a
Macintosh II; PostScript gray scales in one percent
increments; hairlines as small as l ,OOOth of an inch;
zoom capacity from three percent of original to
3,200 percent; precise positioning of objects, text or
bit maps to 64,000 dpi; macro graphic libraries; usereditable arrowheads, patterns, colors and brushes;
auto-dimensioning of lines and arcs; area and
perimeter calculations; WYSIWYG text; special
effects; 9 by 9-foot continuous drawing area; direct
support for PICT, PICT2, TIFF, MacDraw and
MacPaint file formats; and a desk accessory version
with 80 percent of the features available in the
application.
$299.95 retail; site licenses available
Deneba Software; 3305 NW 74th Ave.; Miami,
FL 33122; 305-594-6965 or 800-622-6827
Drawing Table
Drawing tool
512K or larger Macintosh ; two BOOK disk drives or
hard disk drive.
Drawing Table is a professional-quality drawing
tool that can be used for a wide range of graphics
applications, including illustrations, maps, diagrams,
floor plans, flyers, posters, logos and letterhead.
This flexible program offers precision drawing
tools and features, such ·as text-binding, which
automatically fits text to lines and curves on screen
and then prints the text to an ImageWriter,
ImageWriter LQ or LaserWriter. Rulers are provided
for precision drawing, along with polygon editing
tools. The program supports the importing of EPSF,
PICT and paint files. Extensive clip art libraries are
included, with building blocks for maps,
landscaping, interior designs, letterheads and more.
Users can open up to eight windows at once and
simply drag clip art from library windows to a
drawing without cutting and pasting. It also offers
full zoom capabilities to magnify detail or give
overviews of multipage drawings. In addition, the
program supports color display on a Macintosh II.
$129.95 retail
Broderbund Software; 17 Paul Dr.; San Rafael,
CA 94903; 415-492-3500, 800-52 1-6263 or
415-492-3200 (dealers)
MacDraw
Entry-level drawing tool
512KE or larger Macintosh.
MacDraw is a basic drawing tool for education,
business and personal applications.
Key features include: draw boxes, lines, ovals,
circles, arcs and freehand designs; annotate drawings
with text; arrange objects easily; simple and
straightforward menus and tools; standard Macintosh
interface; reduce to fit capability; maximum
document size o( 4 by 8 feet; 36 fill patterns; choice
of five line widths, from 0 to 8 points, with or
without arrows; type sizes from 9 to 48 point; text
and objects can be rotated 90 degrees; modification
features, such as resize, reshape, rotate and flip; text
in captions or as paragraphs; up to 54 fonts; 72 dpi
resolution; and sjze precision to two decimal places.
Multiple printing options include: QuickDraw
prints (ImageWriter, Image Writer II), PostScript
printers (LaserWriter) and up to E size (AO) plotters
via third-party drivers.

$195 retail
Claris Corp.; 5201 Patrick Henry Dr.; PO Box
58168; Santa Clara, CA 95052; 408-727-8227
(customer relations), 800-544-8554 (U.S. upgrades)
or 800-334-3535 (U.S. dealers)

MacDraw II 1.1
Illustration, presentation, publishing and design
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacDraw II is a flexible and precise drawing
tool for business, design and engineering. A user can
develop graphics for a variety of design projects
from presentations to desktop publishing illustrations
and from architectural renderings to complex
engineering drawings.
Key enhancements include: increased speed
through elimination of screen redraw and highly
optimized code; multiple layers (500 on a l MB
Macintosh); up to 16,000 editable color or
monochrome patterns; libraries for easy storage and
retrieval of objects; zoom up to 32 times enlargement
or down to three percent reduction; editing accuracy
increased to 2,000 dpi; drawing size increased to I00
by l 00 inches; customizable rulers in standard and
metric units; object and text rotation with 1/100degree precision; rescaling of objects; pen width
modifiable in 1/1 ,000 increments (inches,
centimeters, points); customizable arrows and dashed
lines; single-letter type font, style and size editing
capability; custom type font sizes and text line
spacing from l to 127 points; and color plotter
output up to "E" size (supports selected HewlettPackard and Houston Instrument plotters).
$399 retail
$200 retail; upgrade to MacDraw II I. I for registered
MacDraw users
$30 retail; upgrade to MacDraw II I. I for registered
MacDraw II 1.0 users
Claris Corp.; 5201 Patrick Henry Dr.; PO Box
58168; Santa Clara, CA 95052; 408-727-8227
(customer relations), 800-544-8554 (U.S. upgrades)
or 800-334-3535 (U.S. dealers)
MiniDraw V2.1
Drawing program in desk accessory form
512KE or larger Macintosh.
MiniDraw is a utility that provides many of the
abilities similar to popular graphics applications in a
desk accessory form. Specifically, it is a tool to
create and edit Macintosh graphics stored in the
standard QuickDraw PICT format. This include.s
graphics on the Clipboard, MacDraw documents
saved as PICTs or any other file saved as a PICT.
With MiniDraw, users can create new drawings,
open existing ones, save them to disk, copy them to
the Clipboard or paste them into documents created
by other applications.
Features include: draw text in point sizes of I to
127; arbitrary rotation of text and most objects about
any point; enlarge a drawing up to four times for
detail work; print directly from MiniDraw; objectoriented (prints at LaserWriter resolution}; supports
hairlines; special effects, such as inverse and
transparent modes; and no copy protection.
Version 2.1 includes online help, rectangles and
polygons, grouping, B-spline polygon smoothing, a
. duplicate command, editing of polygons, color,
freehand drawing, support for all eight QuickDraw
transfer modes, commands for alig11ing objects,
adjustable document size ancl reduction and
enlargement from three percent to 1,600 percent.
$44.95 retail
Software for Recognition Technologies; 55 Academy
Dr.; Rochester, NY 14623; 716-359-3024
XVT-Draw
Drawing program to demonstrate portability between
MS-Windows, OS/2 PM, X Windows and Macintosh
512KE or larger Macintosh.
XVT-Draw is a drawing program similar to
MacDraw that supports lines, boxes, ovals, freehand
shapes, polygons, arcs, wedges, broken lines, a
variety of pens and fill patterns, zoom-in, rulers,
snap-to-grid, Clipboard access (including PICT
format), interactive online help and more.
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XVT-Draw was developed as a demonstration
program for XVT (Extensible Virtual Toolkit), which
allows applications to be developed portably for a
variety of popular graphical window systems, ·
including Macintosh, MS-Windows, OS/2 PM, X
Windows and character displays. The identical
source code for XVT-Draw runs on MS-Windows,
OS/2 PM and X Windows, as well. XVT-Draw looks
native on each system.
$25 retail
XVT Software, Inc.; PO Box 17665; Boulder,
co 80308; 303-443-4223

Creative/ Drawing &

Painting Programs
DeskPaint & DeskDraw
Full featured paint and draw graphics editors in two
desk accessories
512K or larger Macintosh ; System 4.2 or later.
DeskPaint & DeskDraw is a complete graphics
package that provides users with paint, TIFF and
draw editing in two desk accessories.
The DeskPaint desk accessory creates, loads,
edits and saves bit-r_nap graphics, including TIFF, ·
MacPaint and PICT formats. A special feature
included with DeskPaint is Auto Trace, a facility for
tracing bit-map images (TIFF or MacPaint) to PICT
objects.
Other features include: air brush, charcoal,
duplicate, distort, one and two point perspective,
cropping, transparent ~aint, inverse paint, halftoning
effects, printing of posters and billboards, edit
patterns, scale selections from one percent to 3,999
percent, paste unscaled (pastes images back at their
original size), browse features for looking through
folders of clip art or scrapbooks and free rotating bit
maps in .2 degree increments.
DeskDraw is a desk accessory similar to
MacDraw that creates, loads, edits and saves images
consisting of graphics and text objects, bit maps (up
to 4,000 dpi) and rotated PostScript text. DeskDraw
has normal object-oriented graphics editing
capabilities, such as arcs, free rotation of text and
graphics, rectangles, polygons, lines, hairlines and
freehand objects. Objects may be filled with patterns,
colored with any of eight QuickDraw colors, set
eight copy modes and set line patterns and widths.
A unique addition to DeskPaint and DeskDraw
is an instant help system. When a user clicks on the
Help button, the cursor turns into a question mark
that can be used to click on tools or menu items for
detailed help.
The two packages are bundled together and
include a 192-page illustrated manual. They are not
copy protected.
$129.95 retail
Zedcor, Inc.; 4500 E. Speedway, Ste. 22; Tncson,
AZ 85712; 602-881-8101or800-482-4567
Laser Paint
Complete graphics environment; PostScript drawing,
bit map and text editing
Macintosh Plus or larger; laserWriter.
LaserPaint is a complete graphics and text
environment that allows a user to create professional,
camera-ready artwork. Included within the program
are three major modules: Drawing, Painting and
Writing. The modules, which can be used
interactively to create a complete layout, are filled
with options and function s to complete that phase of
design.
Features include: full-screen editing of TIFF
scans at resolutions up to 600 dpi; provides for
drawing, painting and text in percents of gray,
patterns and screens; PostScript special effects; userdefined halftone dpi; text on path, fountain effects
and picture wrap; import MacPaint, TIFF and text;
export TIFF, EPSF and pure PostScript text fi les; and
more.

Creative/Drawing &
Painting Programs
In addition, the program will automatically
create four-color process or spot-color separations
based on the Pantone Matching System, with
automatic calculation of screen percentages, angles,
adjustments for coated/uncoated paper and
registration marks. A color display version is
available that allows for display in Pantone colors on
Macintosh lls with color monitors.
$495 retail
LaserWare, Inc.; PO Box 668; San Rafael,
CA 94915; 415-453-9500 or 800-367-6898
LaserPaint Color II
Complete color graphics; PostScript drawing, color
scanning .and editing, text editing and four-color
separations
Macintosh II equipped for 256 color display.
LaserPaint Color 11 is a complete graphics and
text environment that enables a user to create
professional, camera-ready artwork.
Incori)orated in the program are tools for doing
PostScript line and·object drawings. Creating smooth
curve tracings over bit-mapped images with multiple
width or color lines is supported. With multiple view
levels, a user can import scanned images at
resolutions from 72 to 600 dpi. Full editing of bitmapped "paint" type images and TIFF images is
supported.
LaserPaint Color 11 will import full-color
scanned images and allows for "photo-retouching"
and editing. Text handling includes text on path, text
wrap around, text fill and color or patterned text.
Manipulation of line-screens and half-tone dots, as
well as full-featured leading and kerning, is included.
The program will perform automatic four-color
separations of any artwork that can_ then be s.ent to a
production print shop for a professionally pnnted
job.
. ..
To ensure hardware and software compallbihty, a
wide range of file import and export is supported.
$595 retail
LaserWare, Inc.; PO Box 668; San Rafael,
CA 94915; 415-453-9500 or 800-367-6898
Super Paint 2.0
Paint and draw graphics
Macintosh Plus or larger.
SuperPaint is a graphics editor for both bitmapped (paint) and object-oriented (draw) art. With
the program, a user "toggles" between the paint and
draw layers with the click of an icon.
Features include: full-screen editing, multiple
windows, multiple pattern palettes, three levels of
magnification and LaserWriter fonts. A user can
create shapes bigger than the screen, draw crrcles
and squares from the center, open and save files in
PICT and MacPaint formats, print multiple copies
and ptint in color with both the ImageWriter II and
ImageWriter LQ.
The program includes the LaserBits feature for
bit-map editing at 300 dpi resolution. After editi~g.
the images can be pasted mto other programs, sllll
retaining their resolution.
.
Version 2.0 builds on an already strong pamt
features arid incorporates significant new drawing
capabilities. AutoTrace automatically traces bitmapped images in the paint layer to created. objectoriented line art in the draw layer. Another important
capability is the expandable paint palette. Custom
tools can be programmed, selected by a user and
automatically inserted in the tool palette. The
Freehand tool is capable of drawing editable Bezier
paths in the draw layer, affording a user spon.t~eity
and control. The SuperBits feature allows editmg of
bit-mapped images at any resolution specified by a
user.

$199 retail
Silicon Beach Software; PO Box 261430; San Diego,
CA 92126; 619-695-6956
UltraPaint
Combines black and white painting, color painting,
gray-scale image processing and object drawing into
one program
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; two BOOK
disk drives.
·
UltraPaint combines black and white painting,
color painting, gray-scale image processing and .
object drawing into one program. For color pamtmg,
UltraPaint offers support for 256 colors, blended
fills, a multicolor airbrush, masking, customized
color palettes, color gradients, a color picker and
many special effects. Gray-scale edmng features
include multiple image combination, contrast and
brightness ccmtrol, powerful selection tools, a water
droplet tool, sharpen and blur, charcoal, smear,
masking and halftone printing. Black and white
editing tools and effects incorporated into the
program are a realistic three-pattern airbrush,
editable lasso, masking, eight transfer modes and
custom brushes. All the st<µ1dard object-oriented
drawing tools are also available, as well as aurntracing of bit-map images, free-form and Be.zier
curves, scaling, 600 dpi precision, eight layers,
rotation in one degree increments and support for up
to 256 colors.
UitraPaint reads and saves in MacPaint, PICT!,
PlCT2, TIFF, Startup Screen and MacDraw I
formats. New tools, effects and import/export filters
can be added at anytime.
$199.95 retail
Deneba Software; 3305 NW 74th Ave.; Miami,
FL 33122; 305-594-6965 or 800-622-6827

Creative/Image Processing
Colorset 1.5
Color scanning from black and white scanners .
Color Macintosh; 2 or more MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; gray-scale scanne1;
'
Using Colorset, a color Macintosh and_almost
any black and white flatbed scanner, color images
(photos, drawings, etc.) can be scanned with
remarkable quality. A set of three custom filters used
with a gray-scale scanner extract red, green and blue
information from any color image. Colorset then
assembles the image's red, green and blue
components into a fulJ-color image. Ima~es can be
enhanced and manipulated with Colorset s
comprehensive set of image editing tools. Final
images can be saved as PICT or TIFF files for
incorporation inio image processing, de_sktop
publishing, stackware and desktop media
applications.
·
The Colorset package include the Colorset
software, Apple 32-bit QuickDraw, proprietary filter
media, ShowScan color HyperCard extens10n and
optimized scanner preference files.
$399.95 retail
Studiotronics, Inc.; Lakeview 436 Office Park, Bldg.
2, Ste. l 031; Winter Park, FL 32792; 800-780-3825
ColorStudio
Color illustration and image assembly
Macintosh ii; 5 MB of RAM; hard disk drive; 8-bit
color video card; 32-bit QuickDraw.
ColorStudio offeis professional-quality image
assembly. A full density 8-bit mask layer lets ~sers
assemble 24-bit color images transparently, without
hard edges, for producing realistic ~hoto
compositions. Users can create ongmal images,
assemble montages and retouch images. An airbrush
tool is available for original art or retouching.
Montages can be refined with rotating, sketching,
skewing and scaling functions.

ColorStudio supports the Pantone Matching
System. For prodl!ction artists and pre-press
professionals, it supports CMY and HSY color
models. Output capabilities include full color
PostScript and QuickDraw printers, high-resolution
imagesetters and supported pre-press systems.
$1,995 retail
Letraset USA; 40 Eisenhower Dr.; Paramus,
NJ 07653; 201-845-6100 or 800-343-8973
Digital Darkroom
Image enhancement
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive recommended.
Digital .Darkroom is an image-processing
program for the Macintosh that functions as a
computerized darkroom to enhance and compose
scanned images, such as photos. The program
includes unique "intelligent" tools for automatic
image manipulation, as well as tools for detailed
retouching, to give users complete control over their
work.
Digital Darkroom features AutoTrace, automatic
tracing of gray scale and other bit-mapped images to
convert them into object-oriented graphics. The
unique selection tools, such as the "Magic Wand" for
automatically choosing areas based on gray values,
allows easy selection of precise areas for image
enhancement. Selections can be blended with or
pasted into existing images. Selected areas of.an
image can be rotated, scaled, flipped or distorted. For
detailed retouching, there are brushes and filters that
blur, sharpen, remove noise or create special effects.
$395 retail
Silicon Beach Software; PO Box 261430; San Diego,
CA 92126; 619-695-6956
Enhance
Image analysis and enhancement
Macintosh II family; 2 MB of RAM; hard disk drive;
8-bit video card; System 6.03 or later; 32-bit
QuickDraw.
Enhance is an image anq]ysis and enhancement
application that offers advanced filtering, retouching
and painting too)s for manipulating 8-b.it images.
Enhance provides more than 50 preset image
analysis filters in addition to the capability to create
custom filters.
Enhance incorporates a unique buffering scheme
where as many as three generations of the same
image can appear on screen ~im ultaneously. These
buffers can be used to control advanced split screen
and overlay display options or contain image masks
for advanced paste, filtering <111d drawing operations.
Other capabilities include: gray-scq]e histograms,
line profiles, sophisticated measurement tools,
image, rotation, translation, scaling and blending.
Enhance also supports the capability to create, load
and save custom palettes.
$375 retail
Micro Frontier, Inc.; 7650 Hickman Rd.; Des
Moines, IA 50322; 515-270-8109
Exposure
Captures and manipulates on-screen images
512KE or larger Macintosh; System 6.0 or later:
Exposure gives users a full spectrum of chmces
to help create graphic images of the screen for
documentation and advertising.
Features include: captures and manipulates onscreen images; integrated color painting and font
capability; delivers total creative control for desktop
publishing; saves images by name to six different file
formats; includes PICT, PlCT2, MacPaint and
Clipboard formats; activates immediately within any
program; permits ease of use with its floating tool
palette; includes graphics borders, masks, color and
more; provides quick masking with unique window
isolation; prints reductions with high-~esoluuon
scaling; prints PostScript halftones; and more.
$99.95 retail
Preferred Publishers, Inc.; 5100 Poplar Ave., Ste.
617; Memphis, TN 38137; 901-683-3383
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Cre~tive/lmage

Processing

ImageStudio 1.5
Gray-scale image retouching and illustration tool
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; external
disk drive.
ImageStudio is a Macintosh-based image
processing system that extensively manipulates graylevel infonnation of images generated by highresolution scanners. Retouched images can be stored
in a variety of standard fonnats for incorporation into
software programs.
In addition to its gray-map editor and assortment
of filters, ImageStudio comes with a full complement
of sophisticated design tools, including a paint brush,
water drop, charcoal and finger, allowing for a
variety of effects, such as air brushing, edge
softening and paint smearing.
Features include: supports 256 gray levels at
resolutions from lO to 2,000 dpi; a gray-map editor
for changing brightness and contrast and creating a
variety of effects, such as posterization, solarization
and negatives; zoom capabilities; multiple view of
the same image; user definable tool preferences; user
customizable pens and tool configurations; direct
import of TIFF, RIFF, ThunderScan, MacPaint and
FOTO file fonnats; saves documents in TIFF, EPSF,
RIFF and MacPaint file fonnats; an assortment of
filters for shaping, blurring, tracing edges and more;
the ability to apply gray-map and filter changes to all
or pan of the image; PostScript linescreens and
dotscreens; user definable fill patterns; Halftone
Preview, which expands the program's current range
of PostScript halftone capabilities to include creative
needs, such as combining dramatic halftone bit maps
with continuous tone imagery, converting continuous
tone images to Mezzotint screens and other bitmapped halftone representations for printing to nonPostScript devices; Of! screen help files; and more.
$495 retail
Letraset USA; 40 Eisenhower Dr.; Paramus, NJ
07653; 201-845-6100 or 800-343-8973
Kodak Colorsqueeze
Image compression software
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 6.03 or later.
Kodak Colorsqueeze is image compression
software that reduces the cost of storing and
transmitting large Maci'!.tosh color image files by as
much as 93 percent. The software compresses 24-bit
TIFF and PICT files and reconstructs them to their
original size when needed. The restored file can be
saved in one of the two supported fonnats, or copied
to the Scrapbook or Clipboard.
The Kodak Image Compression files include a
"thumbnail" representation of the image that can be
quickly viewed on the monitor. Users may preview a
series of images before selecting one to uncompress:
$179 retail
Eastman Kodak Co.; 343 State St.; Rochester, NY
14650; 800-445-6325, ext: llO
OSI PhotoLab
Image processing and enhancement
Macintosh 11; 2 MB of RAM; color or gray-scale
monitor; 8-bit video card with extended video kit;
System 6.0.2.
OSI PhotoLab is an image processing and
enhancement package to enhance the appearance of
electronically scanned images. It provides a set of
powerful filters and a complete array of imageanalysis tools.
OSI PhotoLab features true 256-gray level
display, floating tear-away tool palettes, multiple
open images (with multiple undos for each), line
profiles, histograms, extended pixel region display,
magnification up to 8 times and support for PICT
and TIFF file fonnats.
$495 retail
Orange Solutions; 5743 Corsa Ave., #212; Westlake
Village, CA 91362; 818-705-5056

PhotoMac Vl.5
Photo-illustration and process color separations
software
Macintosh JI family; 2 MB of RAM; hard disk drive ;
8- or 24-bit video card; color monit01:
PhotoMac is full-color image processing
program. It offers features for true color photoillustration, retouching and pre-press work. Users
can edit and display in 24-bit, colorize images, blend
at varying levels of transparency with Double
Expose tool , perfonn color stripping and produce
process color separations. Proprietary virtual
memory allows multiple color images to be opened
simultaneously.
PhotoMac users have complete creative control
over photodesign and image enhancing. They can
manipulate, retouch and color correct images, then
print color proofs, generate four-color separations for
printing or combine images with text in page-layout
software.
Photodesign tools, all accessible from within the
familiar Macintosh environment, allow designers to
enhance images. Retouching operations include
transparent painting, airbrushing, color correction
and brightness/contrast adjustment. In addition, users
can define protective masks to protect parts of an
image while retouching.
Image manipulations include rotating to any
angle, resizing with or without image distortion and
flipping. A variety of special effects allow users to
blend images at varying levels of transparency,
convert full color images to monochrome and change
color negatives to positives.
PhotoMac supports many devices for acquiring
and printing images, such as slide scanners, flatbed
scanners, color thennal printers and video devices.
Applications for PhotoMac include desktop
publishing, desktop presentations, color photo
retouching and image processing.
$795 retail
Data Translation, Inc.; 100 Locke Dr.; Marlboro,
MA 01752; 508-481-3700
Photo Press
Image processing software
Macintosh JI family; 1 MB of RAM; or SE/30 with 8bit video board.
PhotoPress is a complete color and gray-scale
image enhancement and editing package that pays
particular attention to the tools required for
production processing and image reproduction. It
features true 256 color or gray-scale editing and
· display.
Users can use real-time dynamic thresholdin·g
and auto tracing to intelligently select portions of
images; rotate all or pan of an image in increments
as fine as one degree; and resize an image from 10 to
1,000 percent. Electronic filters include blend,
contrast, dither, equalize, focus, mask, negative,
soften, trace and Zebra. Special cut and paste modes
create superimposition, shadowing and other
translucent effects. Also included is an extensive
toolbox of retouching tools and unique colorization
effects for scanned images. PhotoPress can read
images in either TIFF or PICT.
$295 retail
Blue Solutions, Inc.; 2965 Hillcrest Ave., Ste. 303;
Thousand Oaks, CA 91362; 805-371-4521
Pixel Perfect Document Processing Software
Commercial document processing system
Macintosh JI.
Pixel Perfect is a commercial document
processing system. It is a totally new way of meeting
the challenges of raster image scanning, editing,
storage and retrieval. Pixel Perfect is designed to
provide a commercial-grade platform for converting
any paper document (up to E-size) into compressed
digital fonnat.
·
With Pixel Perfect, users can: scan, display and
print anything, from letters and fonns to color
photographs to engineering drawings; "staple"
images together; batch scan; cut and paste images
into other files; and compress and store images in
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non-proprietary graphics file fonnats. Full-color
scan, display and print are available. Editing
capabilities can be turned on and off.
The company also offers a full line of Pixel
Perfect plug-in NuBus board products for image
scanner and printer interfacing, compression and
decompression.
$399 retail
Blueridge Technologies, Inc.; PO Box 430; Flint Hill
Sq.; Flint Hill, VA 22627; 703-675-3015
Publish Pac
Image capture and OCR software
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Pt!blish l:'ac is scanning software for use with
Dest scanners. Image-scanning options include
drawing, halftone and gray-scale input. Up to 256
levels of gray can be captured and displayed. Images
can be sized from 13 to 200 percent, allowing users
to fit line .an or photographs into documents created
at the desktop. Publish Pac is compatible with most
image editors, so that scanned images can be easily
used with paint, illustration and layout applications.
Publish Pac also allows users to scan, recognize and
store text for use in MacWrite, Microsoft Word,
WordPerfect or ASCII files.
$395 .retail
Dest Corp.; !015 E. Brokaw Rd.; San Jose, CA
95131; 408-436-2700

Creative/Music
7th-Chord Quiz
Tests knowledge of common-practice seventh chords
and related fonnations
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
HyperCard 1.2 or later.
7th-Chord Quiz is a music HyperCard·stack that
tests a user 's knowledge of all the common-practice
seventh chords and related fonnations from the
dominant seventh to the augmented sixth. By using ·
the extensive help files, users can set their own tasks
and time limits for naming Chords, and they. are
rewarded according to their success.
$15 U.S. retail; $18.75 Canadian retail
Prof. Paul Rapoport; 7 Cradock Ct.; Ancaster,
Ontario, Canada L9G 3Z5; 416-648-2 l 8 l
(evenings)
Alchemy 2.0
Universal 16-bit stereo sample editing and
networking program
Macintosh Plus or larger; MIDI interface;
supported digital sampler.
Alchemy is a l 6-bit stereo sample editing
environment that supports the Ensoniq EPS and
Mirage, the Akai S-900, the Roland S-50, S-330 &
S-550, the Casio FZ-l & FZ-!O, the E-mu Emax
Emulator III and SP-1200 and the IMS Dyaxis
sample-to-disk system.
Alchemy is centered around a stereo wavefonn
editor that offers spectrum analysis and resynthesis,
as well as a number of advanced digital signal
processing functions , including digital EQ,
automated crossfade looping and high-fidelity
sample rate conversion.
Beyond sample editing, Alchemy unites
sampling instruments with DAN, a Distributed
Audio Network capable of linking a Macintosh to
any number of supported sampling instruments and
sample storage devices. Alchemy also maintains
compatibility with Sound Designer, Sound Lab,
Drum File, Apple SND resource and Dyaxis sound
file fonnats.
$695 retail
Blank Software; PO Box 656 l; San Francisco, CA
94!01; 415-863-9224

Creative/Music
Audiomedia
Recording, editing and playback system

Macintosh ll family; 2 MB of RAM.
Audiomedia is a recording, editing and playback
system for the Macintosh II family of computers. It
includes a NuBus card with built-in RCA line-in
jacks and output jacks. For live recording, there is
also a separate 1/4-inch microphone jack. Two
applications are included: the Audiomedia software
for the recording and editing of sound files; and
Sound Access, a HyperCard XCMD/XFCN used to
record and playback s·ound files from within
HyperCard and other programs, such as
MacroMind's Director.
Audiomedia offers compact disc fidelity (16-bit,
44. I KHz) stereo recording and playback, while it
only occupies I 0 percent of the processing power of
the Macintosh itself, leaving the other 90 percent for
video, animation, graphics and text. Audiomedia
features: time compression/expansion without any
change in the pitch, real-time digital equalization and
non-destructive playlist editing, which allows users
to create unlimited arrangements without changing
the original recording or consuming additional disk
space. Unlike Sound Tools, Audiomedia is
compatible with the Macintosh II family only and
does not offer digital input or output, a sampler
interface or SMPTE compatibility.
$995 retail
Digidesign, Inc.; 1360 Willow Rd., Ste. 101; Menlo
Park, CA 94025; 415-688-0600
Beethoven's 9th Symphony CD Companion
Music exploration
·

Macintosh Plus or larger; CD-ROM drive;
HyperCard.
Ludwig van Beethoven, Symphony No. 9
consists of a five-part interactive HyperCard
program combined with a commercially available
compact disc recording of the Vienna Philharmonic
Orchestra, with commentary by UCLA music
professor Robert Winter.
Pocket Guide provides a single-screen
schematical overview of the entire symphony. Users
simply click on a section to instantaneously hear the
corresponding music. Beethoven's World examines
Beethoven's life and times, tracing the historical
environment in which the Ninth Symphony was
created. The Art of Listening uses examples taken
from the Ninth Symphony to illustrate general
concepts and is a perfect tutorial for novice to
experienced listeners who want to understand the
inner workings of music. A Close Reading contains
detailed real-time commentary on every passage of
Beethoven's 68-minute work. The Nipth Game is a
question-and-answer game to measure a listener's
proficiency.
$99.95 retail
The Voyager Co.; 1351 Pacific Coast Hwy.; Santa
Monica, CA 90401; 800-446-2001 or 800-443-2001
in CA
Beyond
MIDI sequencer with real-time graphics editing

Macintosh Plus or larger.
Beyond is a full-featured MIDI sequencer with
real-time graphics editing. Features include: 99
tracks and 32 sections; automated mixing through 32
assignable sliders; song overview editing; graphic
arrangement of sections; humanize; harmonize and
transpose to scales; MIDI time code; MultiFinder
compatible; chase controllers; sysex; record and
playback; supports MIDI files; and a comprehensive
manual.
$319 retail
Dr. T's Music Software; 220 Boylston St., Ste. 206;
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167; 617-244-6954
BigEars
Music courseware

Any Macintosh.
BigEars is courseware for all students of music.
It consists of a substantial workbook containing

musical training exercises and cassette tapes
containing all of the exercises, performed with great
precision on a Kurzweil 250 Sampled Grand Piano.
While training a user 's musical ear for relative,
intervallic and absolute pitch recognition, BigEars
simultaneously trains the harmonic, melodic and
rhythmic fundamentals of Western musical culture
and helps develop latent musical abilities. BigEars
works by imprinting intervallic relationships to
subliminal references that are reinforced at regular
intervals.
Also included is PerfectPitch, software that
allows a user to precisely direct all the specially
prepared music in the BigEars course to a MIDI
synthesizer for extreme pitch accuracy during the
imprinting process. Although using PerfeC!Pitch
greatly enhances and accelerates learning with the
BigEars system, it's use is not necessary because the
manual and tapes are complete.
$129 retail
MacMIDI Distributing; 18 Haviland St.; Boston,
MA 02115; 617-266-2886
Brass
Music notation

Ma<:intosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM;
lmageWriter, LaserWriter or other PostScriptcompatible printer.
Brass is a music notation package. Operating
under a MacDraw-like, object-oriented environment,
a user can quickly lay out pages of music and print
them with professional typeset-quality results.
"Animated" symbol tiles allow users to beam
groups and to pull slur, tie or crescendo marks into
the exact shape and position wanted. Symbols, notes,
note groups or entire lines can be duplicated for
placement elsewhere on the page. Text may be added
anywhere on the page as single line text for lyrics, or
in large blocks as seen. in music lesson or theory
books. Global changes are possible by selecting
symbols under any number of criteria and
performing wholesale operations on them.
A combination of PostScript and QuickDraw
code ensures maximum resolution from the printing
device used. Automatic part extraction and selective
transposition are standard features.
$195 retail
Shaherazam; PO Box 26731; Milwaukee,
WI 53226; 414-442-7503
Clicktracks
Professional film and video timing software

512KE or larger Macintosh .
Clicktracks, designed for a film or vi.deo
composer, is a tool for scoring music to "hits" on
video or film. The program can be used alone when
scoring for an orchestra or live conducting, or in
conjunction with a MIDI sequencer and MIDI
instruments.
Clicktracks accepts video or film "hits"
expressed as SMPTE numbers or in frames. A user
enters these hits as a series of numbers and
descriptions and selects an initial tempo for the
piece. The program provides extensive tools for
laying out cues, searching tempos and creating
tempo maps by inserting meter, beat and tempo
changes.
$495 retail
Passport Designs, Inc.; 625 Miramontes St.; Half
Moon Bay, CA 94019; 415-726-0280
ConcertWare+ Version 4
Music composition; editing; playback

512K or larger Macintosh.
ConcertWare+ is a music composition program
that includes three integrated programs on one disk;
the Music Writer, the InstrumentMaker and the
Music Player.
The Music Writer allows entry of full-length ·
pieces using the mouse or keyboard. Adjustment can
be made to the dynamics throughout a piece by
adjusting tempo, volume and phrasing. Special
features include the Adobe Sonata font, text entry,
eight staves, eight voices, eight notes per voice and a
vertical ruler. Immediate playback is available to
hear portions or the entire piece as it is entered.

The InstrumentMaker application allows design
of original instruments or sounds by adjusting the
harmonics, envelope and vibrato.
The Music Player produces a high-quality sound
directory on a Macintosh, playing music written in
the Music Writer with instruments created by using
the InstrumentMaker application. It comes with
about an hour of full-length musical selections ready
for listening and 40 predefined instruments.
$69.95 retail
Great Wave Software; 5353 Scotts Valley Dr.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 408-438-1990
ConcertWare+MIDI Version 5
Compose, edit, print, playback using MIDI
synthesizers; expanded MIDI synthesizer features;
MIDI macros; custom quantize; polyphonic record

512KE or larger Macintosh.
ConcertWare+MJDI allows a user to record a
sequence played on a keyboard into any of eight
voice lines and have the computer translate it into
standard musical notation. Polyphonic chord entry is
also included. Version 5 includes additional MIDI
tools and expanded notation and printing features. A
special ConcertWare is included.
$189.95 retail
Great Wave Software; 5353 Scotts Valley Dr.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 408-438-1990
Concert Ware+ Music
Seven volumes of music

512K or larger Macintosh; ConcertWare+ or
ConcertWare+MJDJ.
ConcertWare+Music is a collection of seven
volumes of music that work with ConcertWare+ or
ConcertWare+MJDJ. The volumes are: "Instrumental
Favorites," "The Art of Fugue" by Johann Sebastian
Bach, "Christmas Favorites," "Classical Selections,"
"Early Music" (Renaissance Music), "Popular Music
1900-1930" and "Jazz with a French Twist."
$15 retail; each volume
$90 retail; all seven volumes
Great Wave Software; 5353 Scotts Valley Dr.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 408-438-1990
Cue - The Film Music System
Comprehensive software package for film composers
and music editors

Macintosh Plus or larger.
Cue is a comprehensive software package for
film composers and music editors. It automates every
paperwork task and calculation that occurs in the
process of creating sound and music that
synchronizes to a picture.
To score a film, a user must first create a click
track that catches important events in the picture.
Cue automates this task by having the Macintosh
calculate click times for important visual events and·
decide on necessary tempo and meter changes,
leaving a composer free to concentrate on the more
creative side of film scoring.
Version 2.1 of Cue adds the ability to sync
clicks, sound effects and MIDI files to a film's
SMPTE track through MIDI Time Code. Cue lets a
user trigger up to 40 MIDI events at specified
SMPTE locations, each with an independent note
vafue, velocity and duration.
SMPTE lock also allows the input of cue points ·
directly from videotape with a single keystroke.
When using VITC (\:'ertical Interval Time Code),
tape decks can be paused and cue points. entered
accurately directly to the computer.
Another major feature of Cue is the ability to
print customized score paper of up to 12 staves. Each
system of staffs has a reference click track above it
showing cue point information derived from the cue
sheet. Cue will also print a master cue list and
performing rights cue list for each project,
customized with all stored information.
$595 retail
Opcode Systems; 3641 Haven Dr., Ste. A; Menlo
Park, CA 94025; 415-369-8131
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Creative/Music
Deluxe Music Construction Set 2.5
Music composition
512K or larger Macintosh .
Deluxe Music Construction Set turns a
Macintosh into a desktop-based professional music
publishing studio.
The program provides users with complete input,
editing and notation tools for composing. A Score
Window, featuring a work staff, is where music is
entered, edited and reviewed. Music may be entered
into the program from the built-in library, or notes
may be arranged on the staff by selecting them from
the Note Palette or by playing them with the mouse
via the program's piano keyboard.
In addition to the program's built in 26
instruments and sounds, a Voice Editor allows
advanced users to create and modify their own
sounds and instruments for use in composing.
Advanced features include: the abi lity to create
staccato, smooth, vibrato and other sound effects that
are likened to the use of a piano pedal or synthesizer
control; enables users to change parameters, such as
key and time signatures, staffs and clefs, working
space and score width; pitch modifiers can be
applied to the score, as well as dots, triplets,
quintuplets and ties; the ability to identify specific
sections in a score for playback as often as desired,
or repeat a passage without actually duplicating the
music; and with the use of compatible sequencer
software, a MIDI keyboard performance may be
channeled through the program for the production of
professional music notation.
· Additional features include: supports the MIDI
interface, ImageWriter and LaserWriter; works with
the Sonata font by Adobe; and supports the Opcode
Sequencer 2.5.
$129 retail
Electronic Arts; 1820 Gateway Dr.; San Mateo,
CA 94404; 415-571-7171or800-245-4525
Deluxe Recorder
Home MIDI recording studio
Macintosh Plus or large1:
Deluxe Recorder transforms the Macintosh and
MIDI-compatible instruments into a home recording
studio to assist in the creation and performance of
musical compositions. It features a 16-track real-time
MIDI sequencer with full graphics display and
editing capabilities. Deluxe Recorder provides all the
power of a multi track tape recorder with all the vital
controls (fast forward , rewind, overdub, mute solo
and punch in/out) for recording and playing. The
program works alone, or in conjunction with Deluxe
Music Construction Set or other music software
programs.
$149.95 retail
Electronic Arts; 1820 Gateway Dr.; San Mateo,
CA 94404; 415-571-7171or800-245-4525

stored to disk. They can also be used with a
sequencer to record an automated mix. The product's
"tool box" feature includes: a "snapshot" function
for instant recall of certain parts of the mixer; smart
ratio-based grouping of co·ntrols; filtering of specific
controls; updating of particular controls in a mix by
an offset; the ability to compare entire scenes;
transport controls; and a notepad.
Other features include: programmable routing of
the solo buss; copy/paste editing of channels and
effects; templates for saving window setups; and the
ability for printouts.
$149.95 retail
Digital Music Services; 230 I0 Lake Forest Dr., Ste.
D334; Laguna Hills, CA 92653; 714-951-1159

Drum File
MIDI librarian/translator for E-mu SP-12 sampling
drum machine
512KE or larger Macintosh ; E-mu SP-12 Turbo.
Drum File is a complete sound/song
management package for the E-mu SP-12 sampling
drum machine that features fast data transfers, sound
libraries, sound/song editing, sound data conversion
and more.
The program provides access to hundreds of ·
sampled sounds, with most sounds being transferred
in less than I0 seconds. All sound data is transferred
via MIDI, eliminating the need for additional
hardware.
A user may organize an entire collection of SP12 sound samples by using the program's sound
libraries. If the sound of a sample is forgotten, it can
be previewed through the Macintosh's digital audio
port.
To manage song files with the program, a user
may name, catalogue, move and merge SP-12
sequences.
$295 retail
Blank Software; PO Box 6561 ; San Francisco,
CA 94101; 415-863-9224
DXll & TXSIZ Pro
Integrated editors/librarians
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM; MIDI Inte1face;
Yamaha TX802 or TXBIZ tone generator.
The DX! I Pro and TX81Z Pro are integrated
editor/librarian software packages designed for the
Yamaha DXll and TX81Z synthesizers. The
programs allow editing of all DX! I and TX8 IZ
parameters. Banks of voices and performances can
be transferred to the synthesizer or to disk for
storage.
Both packages include multiple libraries of
voices and performances that can be automatically
scanned for duplicates and alphabetized. The
programs feature graphic envelope editing,
microtuning editing and effects editing. Also
included are templates for saving window setups.
$79.95 each retail
Digital Music Services; 23010 Lake Forest Dr., Ste.
D334; Laguna Hills, CA 92653; 714-951-1159

Different Drummer
Tums the Mac into a drum machine
Macintosh Plus or/arger; two BOOK disk drives.
Different Drummer turns a Macintosh into a
drum machine. It plays over Mac and MIDI, writes
MIDI files and includes a visual interface.
$99.95 retail
Primera Software; 1411 209th Ave. NE; Redmond,
WA 98053; 206-868-6360

DMP7Pro
Integrated editor, librarian and intelligent real-time
controller
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM; MIDI interface;
Yamaha DMP7.
The DMP7 Pro is an integrated editor, librarian
and intelligent real-time controller designed to bring
out the full potential of the Yamaha DMP7 digital
mixer. It provides a "front panel" for the mixer to
allow instant access to ·any of the digital ,mixer 's
controls.
In addition, there are special graphic editors for
the EQ and panning of each channel. The parameters
for the built-in effects can be edited, organized and

DX7 II & TX802 Pro
Integrated editors/librarians
512K or larger Macintosh; MIDI interface; Yamaha
DX7 II or TX802 synthesizer.
The DX? II Pro and TX802 Pro are integrated
editor/librarian software packages designed for the
Yamaha DX? II and TX802 synthesizers. The
programs allow editing of all DX? II and TX802
parameters. Banks of voices, performances,
microtunings and system setups can be transferred to
the synthesizer or to disk for storage.
Both packages include multiple libraries of
voices and performances that can be automatically
scanned for duplicates and alphabetized. The
programs feature graphic envelope editing,
microtuning editing and effects editing. Also
included are templates for saving window setups.
$99.95 retail; DX? II Pro
$89.95 retail; TX802 Pro
Digital Music Services; 23010 Lake Forest Dr., Ste.
D334; Laguna Hills, CA 92653; 714-951-1159
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Encore
MIDI music notation and composing software
Ma cintosh Plus or larger; Passport MIDI interface
card or Passport MIDI Transport ; one or more
MIDI-equipped instruments.
Encore provides a professional composing
environment that brings the ease and performance
power of sequencing to creating a musical score. It
offers musicians the capability to create and score a
piece, play it back on up to 32 MIDI channels, using
up to four voices per staff with up to 64 staves per
page, and then print a full score or individual parts
using the Sonata music font. It allows users to write
music directly by playing on MIDI instruments in
real or step time, or by placing notes, chords, rests
and standard musical symbols on the staves by
clicking with the mouse.
For those who compose with a sequencer,
Encore will import Master Tracks Pro, Pro 4 or
standard MIDI files.
$595 retail
Passport Designs, Inc.; 625 Miramontes St.; Half
Moon Bay, CA 94019; 415-726-0280
ExampleKrafter
Musical typesetting software
512K or larger Macintosh; ImageWriter,
LaserWriter or Linotronic.
ExampleKrafter typesets musical examples of
one to five staves. Most musical symbols are placed
using the computer's keyboard. The mouse is used to
place and size symbols such as dynamic marks or
slurs. The ExampleKrafter package includes three
text fonts: fonts of musical symbols, rhythms and
simple staff notation that can be used with most
word processors.
The included Musik-SetUp program allows users
to place more than one example on a page to create
full pages of music. ExampleKrafter also features
two printing files, the ability to place up to three
verses of lyrics below any staff and mouse placed
symbols. The program can handle unmeasured or
polymetrically measured music. It allows any
notable combination of multiple voices and chords of
any complexity. Most standard ornaments are
available. Musica ficta is possible. Accents and
diacritics are available for most Western European
languages, as are cue size notes with x-heads and
diamond shaped heads.
Additional programs, sold separately, include:
Shape Notes, which is a modified version of
ExampleKrafter that allows a user to typeset shape
notes using the Aiken or Sol-fa systems; LuteKrafter,
which is designed to typeset French, Italian, Spanish
and English lute tablature as well as certain types of
cittem and guitar tablatures; and PrintKrafter, which
prints examples created by all of the MusiKrafter
typesetting programs on a LaserWriter, Linotronic
I00 or 300, or other PostScripr compatible printers.
$49.95 retail; ExampleKrafter 3.2
$64.95 retail; Shape Notes 2.1
$49.95 retail; LuteKrafter 2.0
$139.95 retail; PrintKrafter 2.0
MusiKrafters Music Services; PO Box 14124;
Louisville, KY 40214; 502-361-4597
FBPro
Integrated editor/librarian
512K or larger Macintosh ; MIDI inte1face; Yamaha
FB-01 tone generator.
The FB Pro is an integrated editor/librarian
software package designed for the Yamaha FB-0 I
synthesizer. The program allows editing of all FB-0 I
parameters. Banks of voices and configurations can
be transferred to the synthesizer or to disk for
storage.
The FB-01 can be played from a MIDI keyboard
or from the Macintosh. A special function allows
voices to be compared. Also included are templates
for saving window setups.
$49.95 retail
Digital Music Services; 23010 Lake Forest Dr., Ste.
D334; Laguna Hills, CA 92653; 714-951-1159

Creative/Music
Finale 2.0
Music transcription and publishing software; MIDI
compatible
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
Finale is music transcription software that allows
musicians and composers to easily and accurately
transcribe musical notation from ideas to paper using
MIDI equipment, pointing devices or computer
keyboards.
One of the program's strongest features it its
ability to print music entered from a MIDI keyboard.
Users simply play the keyboard, even in rubato-style
tempos, and Finale transcribes the music using a
proprietary "time tagging" method. Finale generates
20th century-style notation while maintaining its
own inherent understanding of the notation.
Finale features a built-in transcription and
notation intelligence that eliminates a substantial
number of edit-display cycles. This permits users to
manipulate music data as they see fit without '
imposing unnecessary constraints and inflexible
rules.
$749 retail
Coda Music Software; 1401 E. 79th St.;
Minneapolis, MN 55425; 612-854-1288 or
800-843-2066
HB Music Copyist
Music notation program
Macintosh Plus or larger.
HB Music Copyist is designed for home music
composers and music students. It features a fast note
input method by interfacing with all major MIDIcompatible synthesizers, along with the fast and easy
to learn Macintosh interface. The Music Copyist is
also an ideal low-end input engine for an HB Music
Engraver publishing system, with all files being
completely Engraver compatible. This allows music
created on the HB Music Copyist to be submitted to
publishers directly in ready-to-print electronic
format.
$199 retail
HB Imaging, Inc.; 560 S. State St., #G l; Orem,
UT 84058; 801-225-7222

HB Music Engraver
Music engraving
Macintosh Plus or larger; Linotronic, any PostScript
or dot matrix printer.
The HB Music Engraver is a music notation
program designed to replace the various tedious
steps of the traditional music engraving process.
Features include: automatically positions all
musical characters; allows for direct 'placement of
music symbols; complete page-layout control; line
thickness of the ties and slurs; user definable
symbols; alterable dynamic signs; portability to other
programs; large file capabilities; spacing
automatically adjusts for lyrics, block text, dynamics
and symbols; fifty staves per piece are supported;
eight different lines of music using 30 note chords
per line are allowed on each staff; and more.
The publisher's version includes additional
features and modes particular to the publisher's
industry. Customizing the program to accommodate
the publisher's style and special training sessions are
available. An integrated database accounts for each
client's projects, personal information and time spent
by the editor.
Future software modules to interface with the
Engraver will include such features as: designing a
user's own music fonts; altering default rules of the
program; original interpretation of MIDI data; and
musical suggestions for the arranger/composer based
on analysis of styles.
$495 retail; musician's version
HB Imaging, Inc.; 560 S. State St., #GI ; Orem,
UT 84058; 801-225-7222

HyperComposer
Sound and music toolkit for HyperCard
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; two BOOK
disk drives or hard disk drive; System 4.2 or later
(not compatible with System 6.0.0 only); Finder 5.3
or later; HyperCard 1.2.1 or later.
HyperComposer expands the sound and music
capabilities of HyperCard 's Play command from 256
notes to 11 ,000. It allows users to compose, edit,
view, play and print in two modes: HyperTalk music
or a musical score.
Designed for HyperCard users at any level,
HyperComposer allows users to import and export
sounds to create musical compositions for use in
HyperCard stacks. Although the program assumes
familiarity with HyperCard, users can easily create
music and sound scripts without any prior experience
in composition.
$69.95 retail
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.; Rte. 128; Reading.
MA 01867; 617-944-3700
Jam Factory
Music improvisation and live performance processor
Macintosh Plus or larger; MIDI inteiface; MIDI
synthesizer(s).
Jam Factory consists of four objects, called
Players, that a user "teaches" by playing MIDI data
into each one. During playback, each Player
improvises likely, intelligent variations on a user 's
material while responding to controls.
A user can improvise, perform and compose
with the program. Variations can be enhanced and
introduced into compositions, and MIDI files can be
produced for use with other Macintosh music
software.
Features include: input editing with on-screen
display of pitches and durations for editing source
material; scale distortion for remapping the
chromatic scale as a user transposes; time distortion
for giving each Player its own time sense; an input
control system that allows a user to control the
program's operations from a MIDI keyboard; presets
that allows a user to store and recall any particular
setting of a Player's controls; macro recording that
allows a user to store and recall performance
gestures; MIDI-Sync In and Out for synchronization
with other devices; MIDI file compatibility with
other Macintosh music software; and supports
Apple's MIDI Manager.
$249 retail
Intelligent Music; 116 N. Lake Ave.; Albany,
NY 12206; 518-434-4110
Jam Session
Music performance program
5/2K or larger Macintosh.
Jam Session is a music performance program
that enables anyone to play professional sounding
music without having any musical background or
knowledge. It is designed for people of all ages who
want to enjoy playing music. Songs may be selected
from a variety of styles including rock, jazz, classical
and country. Animated on-screen musicians play
along.
Professional songwriting and digitized
instruments make for professional sounding music.
In addition, users can create their own tunes using
the Jam Session Synthesizer, and a record mode
allows performances to be saved for future listening.
$49.95 retail
Broderbund Software; 17 Paul Dr.; San Rafael,
CA 94903; 415-492-3500, 800-521-6263 or
415-492-3200 (dealers)
KCS Level II With PVG
Sequencer with algorithmic editing and composition
tools
Macintosh Plus or larger; any MIDI system.
The KCS Level II is a sequencer that functions
as an enhanced 48-track tape recorder with a
continuous overdub facility. Individual tracks or
sequences can be edited using either the mouse or
computer keyboard. Scroll bars move to any part of
the edit "note list." Highlighted ranges can be played
or used for any edit option.

SMPTE is supported through Song Pointer or
Sequences. Tracks can be made to a specified time,
simplifying sound effects that sync to video events.
A Programmable Variations Generator (PVG)
allows a user to generate v<µiations from previously
recorded musical parts. It produces changes or
permutations in pitch, dynamics, controller values,
rhythm and expression according to instructions that
are entered by a user. It can produce a single
variation or a series of random or determined
variations evolving over time.
Master Editor allows editing of notes by a wide
range of criteria, including pitch, velocity, interval
and pattern position. ·
$200 retail
Dr. T's Music Software; 220 Boylston St., Ste. 206;
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167; 617-244-6954
Listen Version 2.1
Musical ear training with MIDI
Any Macintosh.
Listen provides melodic and harmonic ear
training. It is appropriate for beginning music
students and professionals and is an ideal
complement to the study of music theory and
performance.
Examples are played on the built-in four-voice
synthesizer or on any MIDI-compatible keyboard. A
user points and clicks the mouse for correct
responses or has the option to play the correct
response on a MIDI keyboard.
Features include: Triad, 7th, 9th, 11th and 13th
chord exercises; inversions, intervals, simple and
complex melodies; on-screen piano and guitar;
adjustable degree of difficulty; full Macintosh and
MIDI compatibility and more.
$99 retail
CTM Development; 1013 S. Claremont St., Ste. 1;
San Mateo, CA 94402; 415-573-8945
M
Music interactive composing and performing system
5/2K or larger Macintosh; MIDI inteiface; MIDI
synthesizer(s).
M is an interactive music composition tool and
performing system that creates musical information
in response to a user 's input.
The program functions in two stages: Setup and
Performance. During the Setup stage, a user
determines the basic music material to be used notes, chords or rhythms - using several alternative
input methods.
Performance is activated by the mouse or by
using the program's built-in Input Control System
along with a MIDI keyboard. Performances can be
captured as MIDI files and reused as input or used in
conjunction with other programs.
Features include: a variety of editing and input
tools; a facility for pattern reordering and selective
randomization; a Cyclic Editor that lets a user
determine rhythmic and accent patterns and
phrasing; screen snapshots that store and recall any
configuration of controls; slide shows that
automatically replay snapshots; automatically
varying MIDI velocities, note densities, rhythmic
patterns, legato-staccato articulations and accent
patterns; MIDI Sync In and Out; auto-conducting;
and more.
$249 retail
Intelligent Music; 116 N. Lake Ave.; Albany,
NY 12206; 518-434-4110

MacDrums
Four-voice polyphonic drum synthesizer and
sequencer; MIDI compatible
5 I2K or larger Macintosh, except SE/30 and II.
MacDrums is a self-contained, fully
programmable, four-voice polyphonic drum
synthesizer and sequencer. A user can choose from
preprogrammed instrument sets or custom-design
new sets with the 35 instrument sounds available,
including cymbals, toms, hi-hats, snares, castanets,
congas, timbales and finger snaps.
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Creative/Music
A user can compose, edit and record tracks up to
999 measures long. The mouse controls all
MacDrums functions - from turning instrument
sounds on and off to changing the volume and
tempo, looping tracks and customizing instrument
sets.
A MIDI option allows users to drive or trigger
one or more drum machines or MIDI instruments
with MacDrums. All the MIDI parameters can be
edited and altered during playback.
$59.95 retail
Coda Music Software; 1401 E. 79th St.;
Minneapolis, MN 55425; 612-854-1288 or
800-843-2066
MacMIDI Software Line
Sound storage, playback, recording, editing, printing
Any Macintosh.
The MacMIDI Software Line includes programs
that store and bank patches (sounds), provide a
collection of patches, connect a Macintosh to a MIDI
synthesizer, emulate a tape recorder and translate
files among a variety of other printing programs.
$549 retail; Professional Musician MacMIDI System
Musicworks; 18 Haviland; Boston, MA 02115;
617-266-2886
Master Tracks Pro 4
Professional MIDI sequencing program
Macintosh Plus or larger; Passport MIDI inte1face
card or Passport MIDI Transport ; one or more
MIDI-equipped instruments. ·
Master Tracks Pro 4 is an advanced level,
professional sequencing and recording program. It
provides 64 multichannel tracks, tape recorder-style
controls, complete graphics and event list editing,
graphics display and editing of MIDI controllers
(such as pitch bend and modulation), graphics faders
throughout the MIDI data windows, a song play list
for use in live performance, a unique global change
filter for editing selected areas or types of events, a
keyboard mapper, support of industry standard MIDI
files , sysex librarian, tempo map, notepad, real-time
editing, SMPTE sync via MIDI Time Code,
compatibility with Encore.for transcription and
more.
$495 retail
Passport Designs, Inc.; 625 Miramontes St.; Half
Moon Bay, CA 94019; 415-726-0280
Master Tracks Pro Version 3.0
Professional MIDI recording and editing package
512KE or larger Macintosh; Passport MIDI
interface card; one or more MIDI-equipped
instruments.
Master Tracks Pro is a professional MIDI
recording and editing package for a Macintosh. Its
five main modules provide 64 tracks of real-time and
step-time graphic input, song and step editing, a
system-exclu~ive librarian and keyboard control
mapper.
The Multitrack Sequencer has on-screen
transport controls that allow a user to record or play
from any point in the sequence; the Song Editor
displays tracks as measures over time so a user can
see the structure of a song and edit measures; the
Step Editor graphically displays a track of MIDI
events over time; the Sysex Librarian lets a user save
and load voices, banks of voices, drum patterns,
samples or any other kind of MIDI system-exclusive
data to and from synthesizers, drum machines and
other MIDI devices; and the Keyboard Mapper lets a
user control the sequencer from a MIDI keyboard.
$395 retail
Passport Designs, Inc.; 625 Miramontes St.; Half
Moon Bay, CA 94019; 415-726-0280
. MIDI For Mac!
MIDI software
512K or larger Macintosh.
MIDI For Mac! is complete MIDI software that
provides sequencing, scoring, editor/librarian and more.
$I 00 to $600 retail

Soundware Corp.; 200 Menlo Oaks Dr.; Menlo Park,
CA 94Q75; ~15-328-5773 or 800-333-4554
MIDI Stack
Allows MidiPaint segments or One-Step files to be
played as a background task under HyperCard
Macintosh with I MB of RAM; hard disk drive;
HyperCard.
MIDI Stack is a HyperCard stack that allows
MidiPaint segments or One-Step files to be played as
a background task under HyperCard. Up to 30
segments may be played concurrently. Sync and
tempo may be controlled by a JamBox.
It is available through Southworth Music
Systems, or as public domain on the Performing
Artists Network and CompuServe.
$15 retail
Southworth Music Systems, Inc.; 91 Ann Lee Rd.;
Harvard, MA 01451 ; 508-772-9471
'
MIDIBasic
Adds more than a dozen MIDI commands to the
Basic programming language
512K or larger Macintosh; MIDI inteiface.
MID!Basic adds more than a dozen MIDI
commands to the Basic programming language. It
supplies a musician/programmer with all the
necessary machine language routines required to
write MIDI applications, such as voice editors and
librarians, system exclusive set-up programs, MIDI
mapping programs and more. Basic users can now
interpret and compile their own Macintosh MIDI
applications for in-house use or mass market
distribution with no license or royalty fees.
MID!Basic comes with two disks loaded with
example programs, including a complete Casio CZ
voice librarian.
$49.95 retail; Version 2.3
$99.95 retail; Version 3.0
Altech Systems; 83 I Kings Hwy., Ste. 200;
Shreveport, LA 71104; 318-226-1702
MidiPack
MIDI utility package
512K or larger Macintosh.
MidiPack, a utility package for MIDI, uses the
Macintosh's graphics interface to control the MIDI
environment. Featuring built-in macro support for
live performance situations, MidiPack is composed
of four programs.
BeatMaster, a time calculator, converts Tempo,
Region or Duration settings (including SMPTE
values) into expressions (i.e., the number of
measures equal to 29 seconds at 116 BPM).
MidiTalk shows all MIDI routing through the Mac
and sends MIDI messages, such as program change
and local control on/off commands. Program Change
tells how a program change on one synth will be
interpreted by another. Patch Library easily sets up
patch routing and stores patches by name.
· $80 retail
CTM Development; 1013 S. Claremont St., Ste. I;
San Mateo, CA 94402; 415-573-8945
MidiPascal
Adds more than a dozen MIDI commands to Pascal
and other programming languages
Any Macintosh ; MIDI inteiface.
MidiPascal adds more than a dozen MIDI
commands to Pascal and other programming
languages. It supplies a musician/programmer with
all the necessary machine language routines required
to write MIDI applications, such as voice editors and
librarians, system exclusive set-up programs, MIDI
mapping programs and more. Programmers can now
debug and compile their own Macintosh MIDI
applications for in-house use or mass market
distribution with no license or royalty fees.
Midi Pascal works with LightSpeed 's Project
Mode for unparalleled control over the development
of MIDI programs. MidiPascal comes with two disks
with example programs.
$79.95 retail; Version 2.1
$99.95 retail; Version 3.0
Altech Systems; 831 Kings Hwy., Ste. 200;
Shreveport, LA 7Il04; 318-226-1702
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Music Data
MIDI sequences
Macintosh Plus or larger; MIDI sequencer
supporting MIDI file format; MIDI inteiface; MIDI
instruments.
Music Data products are selections of
professionally recorded MIDI sequences of the
world's most popular music on 3.5-inch disks. ·Styles
of music include pop, rock, jazz, classical and
country. Each song comes pre-arranged for use with
the Roland MT-32 and can easily be customized for
use with a user's own MIDI instruments. Complete
instructions are provided to guide users in voicing
these arrangements for their particular set up.
Music Data disks contain songs that can be
played by Master Tracks Pro, Pro 4 or any MIDI
sequencer supporting industry standard MIDI files.
$19.95 to $99.95 retail
Passport Designs, Inc.; 625 Miramontes St.; Half
Moon Bay, CA 94019; 415-726-0280
Music Mouse - An Intelligent Instrument V2.02
Software musical instrument and MIDI controller
Any Macintosh ; MIDI recommended, but not
necessary.
Music Mouse turns a Macintosh into a musical
instrument, which is played in real time by moving
the mouse and manipulating control options from the
alphanumeric keyboard.
Music Mouse uses computer logic to assist in
constructing melodies and harmonies in real time. Ii
.outputs through the computer's built-in speaker or to
external synthesizers through any Macintosh MIDI
interface.
$79 .95 retail
Dr. T's Music Software; 220 Boylston St., Ste. 206;
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167; 617-244-6954
Music Symbol Library
Professional PostScript fonts
Macintosh Plus or larger; compatible with Finale,
MusicProse and other Macintosh programs.
Music Symbol Library contains five professional
PostScript fonts for use with Finale, a musical
transcription program.
Petrucci, included with Finale, comes with a
complete set of traditional music symbols and an
extended set of contemporary music symbols.
Rameau provides an extended set of music
theory and composition symbols.
Newport offers a set of the most commonly used
jazz and percussion symbols, plus many useful,
unusual symbols.
Seville provides a set of the most commonly
used guitar chord symbols, plus a set of symbols to
create any guitar chord not already included.
Midicom gives a complete set of symbols that
can be used to represent and notate various types of
MIDI data in Finale scores, so users can manage
MIDI data more easily and effectively.
$149 retail; Petrucci
$69 retail; Rameau
$69 retail; Newport
$69 retail; Seville
$69 retail; Midicom
Coda Music Software; 1401 E. 79th St.;
Minneapolis, MN 55425; 612-854-1288 or
800-843-2066
Musical Instruments & Sound Effects Resource
Libraries
Sound libraries
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; two BOOK
disk drives or hard disk drive; HyperCard.
The Musical Instruments Sound Resource
Library l contains 150 musical instruments and
musical effects. The Sound Effects Sound Resource
Library I contains 100 different sound effects.
A printable sound catalog is provided with each
disk, displaying the resource name, resource number
and size in bytes.
$49.95 each retail
B&B Soundworks; PO Box 7828; San Jose,
CA 95150; 408-241-7986

Creative/Music
MusicProse
Simplifies the entry and printing of lyrics and music

Macintosh Plus or larger; two disk drives or hard
disk drive; Image Writer, LaserWriter or PostScript
printer; optional MIDI instrument and MIDI
interface.
MusicProse makes entering and printing music
easy. One feature, HyperScribe, will transcribe music
from a MIDI keyboard right to the screen. Other
features include quick-and-easy lyric entry and
editing, creation and storage of chord symbols and
rehearsal marks, a flexible page-layout to9l and
PostScript printing capabilities.
MusicProse will write standard MIDI files for
use with sequencing programs, or transcribe existing
files into standard notation.
The program includes a music symbol font and a
guitar chord symbol font. Printer fonts are available
separately through Coda. Files are compatible with
Finale notation software from Coda.
$249 retail
Coda Music Software; 1401 E. 79th St.;
Minneapolis, MN 55425; 612-854-1288 or
800-843-2066
MusicType
Music notation

Any Macintosh.
MusicType is a music-notation toolkit that
includes a 187-character font and a music scrapbook.
$59.95 retail
Shaherazam; PO Box 26731; Milwaukee,
WI 53226; 414-442-7503
NewJams#l
Songs, insmiments and art
512K or larger Macintosh; Jam Session.
New Jams # 1 contains IO jams to be used with
Broderbund Software's Jam Session. Each disk is
self-contained, having its own songs, instruments
and art. Songs, and their matching scenes, include:
American Jam (rock scene), Fiddle Jam (country
scene), Greek 2U (country scene), Jivaldi (concert
scene), Lemon Jam (rock scene), Nerd Walk (heavy
metal scene), Quest For Jam (heavy metal scene),
Rain Claude (concert scene), Steelin' Away (rock
scene) and Two-Hand Jazz Uazz scene).
$24.95 retail
Bogas Productions; 550 Heather Way; San Rafael,
CA 94903; 415-925-2561
Note Writer II
Notation system

Macintosh Plus or larger; Image Writer or
PostScript printer.
NoteWriter II is a flexible_notation system
designed to accommodate a wide range of musical
styles, musical complexity and page formats, as well
as to produce high-quality printed output.
Staff specifications incluqe: up to 40 staves per
page; staves may be any length and may be placed
anywhere on a page; distance between staves is
adjustable; and staves may be grouped in any
combination (straight braces, curly braces, no
braces).
Image features include: complete collection of
music symbols, including additional images for
contemporary music; all notes have variable length
stems; ledger lines are·added automatically; all
accidentals and multiple dots are available; beams
and grace note beams in any groupjng at any angle
(up to nine beams}; tuplets of any size (up to 99); no
limit to the number of notes on a stem or the number
of notes or voices on a staff; notes on different staves
may be joined with beams, slurs and stems; slur
shape is adjustable; no !lleter or barline restrictions;
complete collection of grace note images; and
supports graphics in various line thicknesses and in
dotted lines.

Other features include: vertical ali°gnment bar
(removable); moveable vertical guides; on-screen
rulers (removable); alignment grid (removable);
show page feature; palette of frequently used images
(removable); adjustable page origin for editing and
printing large documents; on-screen piano keyboard
with sound; on-screen command list; and more.
$495 retail
Passport Designs, Inc.; 625 Miramontes St.; Half
Moon Bay, CA 94019; 415-726-0280
Object Mover
IOOQ Series librarian
512K or larger Macintosh; Kurzweil 1000 Series;

MIDI inte1face.
Object Mover functions as a librarian, allowing a
user to use the Macintosh for offline storage. It also
provides an on-screen graphic display of the front
panel, allowing the musician to control the 1000
Series from the keyboard of the Mac.
Features include: lets a user save programs
(patches), velocity maps, MIDI lists, intonation,
tables and master parameters onto the Mac; loads
entire libraries, or selected parts, into the 1000;
provides a graphic front panel to allow the operation
of the I000 from the Mac by using either the Mac
keyboard or the point-and-click mouse function;
allows playing the 1000 using the Mac keyboard; lets
a user communicate with multiple IOOOs and copy
programs and other stored information from one
I000 to another; provides a MIDI Merge feature that
makes it possible to have Object Mover and a remote
keyboard simultaneously controlling one or more
1000 Series units; and a simple interface that is easy
to learn and use.
$49.95 retail
Kurzweil Music Systems; 411 Waverly Oaks Rd. ;
Waltham, MA 02154; 617-893-5900
One-Step
MIDI sequencer program
5!2K or larger Macintosh.
One-Step is a 16-track MIDI sequencer that
includes full graphic note editing and graphic editing
of controller, pitch bend and tempos. Like MidiPaint,
One-Step is designed to look like a Macintosh paint
program. All tools are accessible by both on-screen
palettes and keyboard commands.
One-Step includes nearly all the global editing
features of MidiPaint for quantizing, filtering ,
accenting, transposing and bouncing of MIDI
information. It is recommended for a user who is
new to sequencing or who prefers tape recorder style
sequencing on 16-tracks to the highly structured
approach of higher-end sequencers.
$69 retail
Southworth Music Systems, Inc.; 91 Ann Lee Rd.;
Harvard, MA 01.451; 508-772-9471
Opcode Editor/Librarians With Patch Factory
Stores and edits sounds

Macintosh Plus or larger.
Editor/Librarians are designed to help m11sicians
save time and money in storing and manipulating
patches for their synthesizers.
The Librarian section of the program allows for
the storage of thousands of patches on an
inexpensive floppy disk. It also allows users to store
sounds in banks or libraries of any size, making it
simple to organize sounds for the production of
music.
Patch Factory, an intelligent random patch
generator, helps users to quickly create new sounds.
An Editor/Librarian combines these features
with the al)ility to edit sounds graphically on the
Macintosh screen. Any of the synthesizer's
parameters can be manipulated using simple mouse
movements.
A sequencer in the Editor/Librarian lets users
play or loop a sequence as they make changes to the
sound. Version 5 also lets users open a MIDI file to
use as their sequence.
$129 to $249 retail
Opcode Systems; 3641 Haven Dr., Ste. A; Menlo
Park, CA 94025; 415-369-8131

Opcode Patch Librarians With Patch Factory
Store thousands of sounds on a single disk

Macintosh Plus or large1:
Opcode Patch Librarians can store thousands of
sounds on a single floppy disk. Users can see and
edit the names of all sounds in a bank .of patches,
even for synthesizers that do not have names for
their patches. Users can work with up to eight banks
of sounds at the same time. Users can also create
libraries that can include any number of sounds
alphabetized by name. Patches can be easily moved
between banks and libraries by dragging them with
the mouse.
Patch Librarians also feature Patch Factory
random patch generation. It can be used to create
sounds using any of several supplied algorithms.
After choosing an algorithm, a dialog box lets users
choose whether to create a bank or a library of new
patches.
·
A MIDI controller keyboard, the built-in
sequencer or MouseKeys can be used to hear the
patches. MouseKeys, which is a keyboard that
appears on the Macintosh screen, is velocity
sensitive and has MIDI channel mapping, variable
octaves, LazyKeys and a repeat mode.
Opcode Patch Librarians can also be combined
into a single application, allowing users to work with
banks and libraries for synthesizers from several
manufacturers at once.
$99 each retail; available for most synthesizers
Opcode Systems; 3641 Haven Dr., Ste. A; Menlo
Park, CA 94025; 415-369-8131
Outboard Master
Logs outboard gear settings

Macintosh Plus or larger.
Outboard Master is used to create control panels
with knobs, round or square buttons, rectangular
buttons, toggle switches, slide controls, faders or
light bulbs. Lines used to draw the panels can be
situated at any angle and can be made thicker or
thinner as needed. Text can be added to label the
panel's controls.
Once the standard panel is created, it can be used
as a template. A copy of the template is used for each
mix. When actually working on a project, a user
needs only to make a few modifications to reflect the
changes in the settings made for this mix.
$350 retail
Studio Master Computer Systems; 229 Sunny Isles
Blvd.; N. Miami Beach, FL 33160; 305-945-9774
Oval Tune
Creates audiovisual performances

Macintosh Plus or larger; MIDI interface and stereo
hookup optional.
Ova!Tune allows users to create audiovisual
performances by associating a wide variety of
graphics with musical events.
Ova!Tune contains powerful graphics generating
capabilities. The program allows users to take
graphics from any Macintosh graphics program and
transform them in synchronization with their music.
Ova!Tune saves graphics in PICT images of the
screen for later playback or further manipulation.
Music created in conjunction with OvalTune
graphics can be played through the Macintosh
speaker using the sampled sounds that come with the
program. For users with MIDI setups, Ova!Tune can
also play through MIDI synthesizers.
Features include: creates vibrant color graphics
when used with a Macintosh II; captures and replays
both music and graphics performances; does not
require MIDI to make music; can be used with a
MIDI interface and MIDI synthesizer; saves MIDI
files; and supports Sound Designer and Sound Cap.
$59 retail
Intelligent Music; 116 N. Lake Ave.; Albany,
NY 12206; 518-434-4110
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Creative/Music
Perceive
Music ear training course; MIDI compatible
512K or larger Macintosh, except SE/30and11.
Perceive is a comprehensive music ear training
course that combines software, textbook and
workbook. The textpook provides clear explanations
of music fundamentals while the workbook and
software provide drill and practice. Six programs
take users from basic trainmg to advanced learning:
Ear Training Tuior gives personalized melodic
training in the major, ininor, pentatc~nic, whole-tone,
diminished and chromatic scales.
Ear Traini11g Drills offer extensive, in-depth
practic~ identifying ascending, descending and
simultaneous intervals, triads and seventh chords,
and ascending and descending scales and modes.
MiniDesign Wave lets users enter precise
numeric parameters of sound waves, then draws
them on screen for users to see and hear.
MiniDraw Wave lets users draw any wave shape
with a mouse, click to listen, then see a detai led
display of the sound wave data and hear a sonic
demonstration of their creation.
Tunings introduces users to the six most import
historic temperaments: Equal, Pythagorean, Just
Intonation, Mean tone, Well and 5-and-7.
The Sound Machine lets users hear the
difference between a variety of basic and complex
wavefoiits, from sine to sawtooth.
$99 retail; includes software, textbook and workbook
Coda Music Software; 1401 E. 79th St.;
Minneapolis, MN 55425; 612-854-1288 or
800-843-2066
Performer Version 3.3
MIDI sequencer, editor, performance tool
Macintosh Plus or large1:
Performer is a MIDI sequencer, editor and
performilJlce tool that provides multitrack recording,
precise editing of all musical events and total control
of MIDI keyboarcjs.
Features include: multiple meters; programmable
tempo changes; independent track looping; and
SMPTE features for use in film/video production.
Music can be printed using Mark of the
Unicom 's notation program, Professional Composer.
Version 3.3 features automated sliders and
scrolling windows.
$495 retail
Mark of the Unicom, Inc.; 222 Third St.; Cambridge,
MA 02142; 617-576-2760
Practica Musica 2.1
Music fundamentals training with textbook
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Practica Musica is a comprehensive tool for ear
training and music theory. Its wide range of activities
and varied levels of difficulty make it useful both to
beginners and to trained musicians.
Practica Musica features active staff notation and
high-quality sampled sound using special sound
drivers for the Macintosh. It also is fully MIDI
compatible, for both input and output. Current
a9tiviti nclude pitch reading, interval spelling,
chord spelling, interval ear training, melody ear
training for pitch, melody ear training for rhythm,
full melody ear training and melody writing (for the
creation of custom ear training melodies). In
"practice mode" it will place on the st_aff any notes
played by the user and will identify intervals or
ctiords as they are played.
In Melody Ear Training students can work with
melodies drawn from a library of historical excerpts
or from a library of custom melodies, or they can let
the program itself create a new melody with a choice
of scale, key signature, and meter. Built-in scales
include major, minor, harmonic minor, Dorian,
Phrygian, Lydian, Mixolydian, wholetone,
pentatonic, octatcinic, and chromatic. In melody
training for pitch the program automatically supplies
the needed rhythmic values, rests, and measure lines;

in melody training for rhythm the program
automatically supplies the correct pitches. In full
melody training the user supplies both pitch and
rhythm. Notes llfe entered by writing on the screen in
staff notation, or clicking keys on the on-screen
piano keyboard, or playing an external MIDI
keyboard, and can be edited.
In Pitch Reading a series of notes appears on the
staff and the student must find them on the keyboard,
receiving points for accuracy and speed. A click on a
staff note will also show which piano key is used to
play it. Either. the screen keyboard or an external
MIDI instrument can be used.
In Interval Ear Training the program plays an
interval, highlights the first note, and asks the student
both identify the interval by name and to find its
other note on the keyboard.
The jnterval and Chord Spelling sections can
identify any standard chord played by the student
and also tell its inversion and root. Student
responses are evaluated and corrected by the
program.
A number of historical tunings are available by
menu choice. The user can also change instruments,
choosing between organ, piano, harpsichord, and
MIDI. Practica Musica saves scores and will print a.
progress record at any time.
$125 retail
Ars Nova Software; PO Box 637; Kirkland,
WA 98083; 800-445-4866
Professional Composer
Music notation program
512K or larger Macintosh.
Professional Composer is a music notation
program that lets a user create scores up to 40 staves,
enter and delete more than 100 musical symbols and
group notes and phrases with beams, slurs, ties,
measure lines, etc.
Features include: supports Adobe's PostScript
Sonata Font; vajidate instrument ranges; transpose
and extract parts; insert lyrics; change rhythm; and
merge voices.
$495 retail
Mark of the Unicom, Inc.; 222 Third St.; Cambridge,
MA 02142; 617-576-2760
Q-SheetA/V
Audio postproduction software
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
Q-Sheet A/V, an enhanced version of the original
Q-Sheet SMPTE/MIDI automation software,
includes many new features that simplify audio
postproduction for video and film.
Features include: ability to imp_ort CMX format
edit decision lists; track sheet (as well as cue list)
printing; enhanced creation, capture i\fld editing of
cue list events; ability to repeat events (consistently or randomly) within fixed start and stop times;
enhanced Align Events function allows start and stop
alignment of multiple events; and the ability to create
cue lists without using a MIDI keyboard.
Q-Sheet A/V also includes. all of the features of
the current Q-Sheet software, including advanced
editing capabilities that allow a user to quickly create
and manage cue lists of sound effects. Then, using
Q-Sheet A/V in conjunction with MIDI samplers,
effect units and other MIDI devices, a user can
trigger sounds, add signal processing and mix down
the entire soundtrack. At the same time, Q-Sheet
A/V can play music sequences created by any MIDI
sequencer, synchronized to SMPTE time code. The
Macintosh acts as a central controller for
sy!Jchronizing mµsic, sound effects and mixing to
picture. Complete SMPTE offset capabilities,
including "slipping" individual tracks, are provided.
Q-Shee.t achieves SMPTE synchronization using
MIDI Time Code, a recent addition to the MIDI
specification originated by Digidesign engineers.
$995 retail
Digidesign, Inc.; 1360 Willow Rd., Ste. 101; Menlo
Park, CA 94025; 415-688-0600
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QLS
Librarian for the Kurzweil 250
512K or larger Macintosh ; Kurzweil 250, 250X or
RMX.
QLS is a librarian program for the Kurzweil 250.
QLS allows a user to save and load samples,
sequences, keyboard setups, instruments and other
user-programmable data to the Macintosh.
$495 retail
Kurzweil Music Systems; 411 Waverly Oaks Rd.;
Waltham, MA 02154; 617-893-5900
Sequencer 1000
HyperCard music processor
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; hard disk
drive recommended; HyperCard 1.22 or later.
Sequencer 1000 provides HyperCard tools for
creating HyperTalk sound scripts, as well as an
intuitive interface for playing music. It allows users
to create music by clicking with the mouse or using
the keyboard. It allows the selection of dozens of
different instruments and imported sounds from any
digitizer. As a tool, automatic script generation
makes sound creation an ease. HyperCard "play"
commands are generated at will and easily imported
to other HyeerCard stacks. Controls for tempo,
duration ana a complete musical keyboard allow
anyone to create music. All music can be easily
edited.
$24.95 retail
Silver Yucca Software; 3419 East 7590 South; Salt
Lake City, UT 84121; 801-943-4428
SongBook Albums
Music data files
512K or larger Macintosh; Apple's MIDI Manager.
SongBook Albums are computerized music data
files specially recorded with the needs of students,
MIDI enthusiasts, entry-level and advanced
musicians in mind. Each title in the SongBook
Library has been meticulously arranged and .
sequenced by professional performing artists.
The four volumes available include Soft Rock,
Pop, Classical and Jazz. The Soft Rock and Pop
tunes feature well-known hits from the 60s, 70s and
80s, along with exquisitely crafted Classical and
elegant Jazz and Improvisation selections. Each
Album contains 10 to 12 selections - or almost 45
minutes of music. Album notes provide helpful
information about each piece, indicating the structure
of particular songs, suggested instruments and
musical tracks. Included are tips from the recording
artist, producer and sound engineer about how a user
can best realize these pieces.
$49.95each retail; Soft Rock, Pop, Classical, Jazz
SongBook Marketing Associates; PO Box 6478;
Champaign, I!.- 61826;
Sound Designer
Visual editing/digital signal processing software
512K or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive; MIDI
intelface; digital sampling keyboard.
Sound Designer provides a user with all the tools
needed to design virtually any sound. Used with a
digital sampler and a Macintosh, Sound Designer
offers many powerful digital sound editing and
processing features.
Sounds sampled on a digital sampling keyboard
can be transferred to a Macintosh, where up to three
sound waveforms can be displayed. Each sound
"window" can be scaled to show the entire sound or
only a few samples.
Sounds can be precisely edited and rearranged
with an editing accuracy of up to 1/50,000th of a
second using the program's cut and paste editing
capabilities.
Sound Designer's Pencil tool can be used to
draw waveforms or repair flaws in sampled sounds.
The program's digital mixer includes a collection
of digital signal processing functions. Sounds can be
mixed in any proportion or merged to create hybrid
sounds that crossfade from one sound into another. A
d\gital parametric equalization program is also
includ~d.

Creative/Music
Sounds can be divided into hundreds of separate
frequency bands using the program's FfT-based
frequency analysis. The three-dimensional FFf
waveform displays the envelope of each frequency
as the sound evolves.
Sound Designer supports more than 20 popular
samples. For those desiring front panel editing
capabilities, dedicated versions are available.
$395 retail
Digidesign, Inc.; 1360 Willow Rd., Ste. IOI; Menlo
Park, CA 94025; 415-688-0600
Sound Designer U
Digital audio editing software
Macintosh SE or II; AD IN analog to digital
converter; Sound Accelerator DSP card.
Sound Designer II audio editing software, used
in conjunction with the Sound Accelerator and AD
IN, ties together a complete direct-Ip-hard disk
desktop audio production system, called Sound
Tools.
Sound Pesigner II features playlist editing,
which allows a user to rearrange entire pieces,
whether music, music with lyrics or sound tracks
with effects or dialog. The non-contiguous editing
capabilities of Sound Designer II takes maximum
advantage of a user's storage media so that virtually
limitless edits can be made without running out of
disk space. This system also allows a user to make
edits without corrupting the original sound data. A
lower-end version, called Sound Designer IISK,
which does not utiijze the direct-to-disk system, will
be available as an upgraded version of the present
Sound Designer.
·
$995 retail
Digidesign, Inc.; 1360 Willow Rd., Ste. IOI ; Menlo
Park, CA 94025; 415-688-0600
Sound File ESQ-1/SQ-80 Librarian
Sound and sequence librarian
512KE or larger Macintosh; Ensoniq ESQ-1 or SQ80 Digital Wave Synthesizer.
Sound File is a complete sound and sequence
librarian program for the Ensoniq ESQ- I or SQ-80
Digital Wave Synthesizer.
The system supports multiple on-screen sound
banks, flexible patch/sequence dumps, mouse-driven
sound swapping and sound and sequencer storage. Its
auto-sort patch libraries help to organize patches into
characteristic groups up to 120 patches long. Patch
preview fea1ures remote-play and auto-send for
searching the libraries. A complete parameter listing
of any selected ESQ- I or SQ-80 patch program can
also be displayed or printed.
A thermometer style indicator monitors available
sequencer memory, and valuable "link" commands
display the sequences and voices currently used by a
song.
$95 retail
Blank Software; PO Box 6561; San Francisco,
CA 9410l; 415-863-9224
Sound Lab
Ensoniq Mirage visual editing system
512KE or larger Macintosh; Ensoniq Mirage DSK
orDMS.
Sound Lab is a complete visual editing program
for the Ensoniq Mirage and Macintosh. It features
extensive visual waveform and voice parameter
editing, powerful audio processing, graphic looping
aids, a wavesample librarian and more.
Waveform windows can display samples at
several resolutions simultaneously, from a total
memory overview to a single-page blowup. RAMbased wavesample memory gives the sampler access
to all 16 wavesamples immediately.

Intuitive, mouse-driven voicing controllers
eliminate cumbersome hexadecimal keyboard entry,
animating voice parameter editing. A complete
MASOS implementation provides editing and
processing functions without lengthy wavedata
transfers. In addition, features such as interpolation
and compression dramatically improve sample
quality.
Other features include: intelligent sampling
grids, a three-dimensional waveform display, graphic
looping tools and more.
$295 retail
Blank Software; PO Box 6561; San Francisco,
CA 94101; 415-863-9224
Studio Master
Billing system and maintenance log
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Studio Master is designed to give studio owners
greater control over their property, while making
things.easier for clients in the studio. The program
includes built-in billing functions to track actual
studio time llsed and generate a professional-quality
bill with custom designed logos. The billing system
will also generate work orders to be signed at the end
of each day.
Studio owners set the pricing on the different
products offered by their studio, from recording lime·
to tape or outboard gear use. Eighteen to 20
categories of usage time are available with userdefined rates. Rates can be modified for individual
sessions, and special charges can be added to the bill
and itemized.
Other features include a maintenance log, track
sheet and log generators and outboard equipment
charting.
$2,500 retail
Studio Master Computer Systems; 229 Sunny Isles
Blvd.; N. Miami Beach, FL 33160; 305-945-9774
Studio Session
Music creation, output
512K or larger Macintosh, except 11.
Studio Session provides a user with true music
output by using its library of digitized instruments to
output six voices through a Macintosh.
Included as an integral part of the program is the
Expert Editor. The editar allows users to quickly
create music, instead of just typing in notes from
sheet music.
The program can be used with the Impulse
Audio Digitizer to capture any sound and make it a
digital instrument for use in Studio Session.
Five additional disks may be purchased to
accompany the Studio Session program. These
include Heavy Metal, Country, String Quartet, Sound
Effects and Brass.
$79.95 retail; Studio Session
$19.95 each retail; Heavy Metal Disk, Country Disk,
String Quartet Disk, Sound Effects, Brass Disk
Bogas Productions; 550 Heather Way; San Rafael,
CA 94903; 415-925-2561
Super Studio Session
Music creation and playback
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Super Studio Session can be used to compose
musical themes and ideas, develop commercial
demos, create music or rhythm tracks, produce
vocalists' demos, add musical accompaniment to
presentations and more.
The program features eight voices of digital
sound for composing and playb~ck; mega-volume;
juke-box mode, to program several songs for
continuous play; play to disk, to export music to
other sound programs; simultaneous hook-up of two
or more Macs; more than I00 digitally sampled
instruments and sounds; and is not copy protected.
$129.95 retail; Super Studio Session ·
$19.95 each retail; Heavy Metal Disk, Country Disk,
String Quartet Disk, Sound Effects, Brass Disk
Bogas Productions; 550 Heather Way; San Rafael,
CA 94903; 415-925-2561

Terpsichore
181 Renaissance music transcriptions; playback;
print
512K or larger Macintosh ; ConcertWare+ or
ConcertWare+MIDJ.
Terpsichore is a two-disk collection of dances,
including court music of the Early French
Dancemasters, put together by Michael Praetorius
and first published in 1612.
The set contains· 181 four- and six-part pieces of
music and uses many unique instrument files. These
special files were created using the InstrumentMaker
application found in ConcertWare+. No additional
equipment is needed. However, the set also contains
some special MIDI instrument files that can be
utilized with ConcertWare+MIDI.
$49.95 retail
Great Wave ~oftware; 5353 Scotts Valley Dr.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 408-438-1990
Track Master
Track sheet and tape log generator
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Track Master features track sheet and tape log
generators that simplify the two most common bits
of paperwork done in a recording studio. It also
includes a word processor that can be used to jot
down song lyrics, phone numbers, notes, ideas and
more.
If a user has a standard track sheet form, a
computerized version can be created that need only
be copied and renamed for each new project. Writing
information into an ~mpty track's cell is as easy as
pointing to an instrument in the menu and pushing
the mouse bu1ton. Twenty-two of the most
commonly used instruments are included. Other
instruments can be added.
The tape log stores all standard information,
including song title, take number and start time. This
information can be printed at anytime.
$700 retail
Studio Master Computer Systems; 229 Sunny Isles
Blvd.; N. Miami Beach, FL 33160; 305-945-9774
Trax
Personal MIDI recording studio
512KE or larger Macintosh ; Passport MJDI
lntelface or compatible; one or more MJDJequipped instruments.
Trax is a low-cost personal MIDI recording
studio. Combined with MIDI instruments, it provides
an easy-to-operate composing·environment for
recording a user's own songs. It has extensive tools
for composing, recording and editing music with a
powerful graphical user interface. It is compatible
with the Apple MIDI Interface, as well as the
Passport MIDI Interface.
Trax is a multitrack sequencer that is as easy to
operate as a tape recorder. Its on-screen play, record,
pause, fast forward and rewind controls allow a user
to move through the song and record or play from
any point. A user can record live by playing a MIDI
instrument or by step inputting songs note-by-note. It
provides up to 64 tracks for recording.
Trax provides a fast way to create songs. The
Song Editor displays tracks as measures over time so
a user can see the structure of a song and edit
measures using cut, copy and paste commands. A
user can build large works by repeating sections and
adding phrases from other sequences, as well as
insert time or remove time anywhere in the piece.
Powerful regional editing commands let a user
transform any section of music at will.
Trax is based upon Master Tracks Pro, a
professional version for those requiring more
sophisticated sequencing and editing features. Both
products are fully compatible.
$129.95 retail
Passport Designs, Inc.; 625 Miramontes St.; Half
Moon Bay, CA 94019; 415-726-0280
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Creative/ Music
Turbosynth 2.0
Modular synthesis/sample processing software
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Turbosynth performs a wide range of digital
synthesis and sample processing functions using an
innovative graphically oriented user interface. The
program creates noise-free 16-bit samples that can be
transferred to virtually any popular sampler for
performance.
Turbosynth allows a user to design sounds using
a palette of sound "modules." Any number of
modules can be placed on the screen and the
modules can be arranged and rearranged into any
configuration. A "Patch Cord" tool allows the
modules to be connected by clicking the mouse.
Both sampled and synthesized waveforms can be
used to perform a wide range of synthesis
techniques, including waveshaping, additive and FM
synthesis. In addition, a selection of IO digital signal
processing modules - from digital qelay to spectral
inversion - allow a user to process both samples
and synthesized sounds in a multitude of ways.
Sounds created with the program can be
transferred to virtually any popular sampler for
performance. Using Digidesign's Sound Accelerator
Card for a Macintosh SE or II, users can preview
Turbosynth sounds directly from a Macintosh with
16-bit fidelity and perform all synthesis and signal
processing functions in real time. In addition, an
external MIDI controlling keyboard can be used to
control playback of Turbosynth sounds from the
card.
$349 retail
Digidesign, Inc.; 1360 Willow Rd., Ste. 101; Menlo
Park, CA 94025; 415-688-0600
UpBeat
Rhythm sequencer
Macintosh Plus or larger; MIDI interface; drum
machine and/or MIDI synthesizer.
UpBeat is a sequencer designed specifically for
generating and developing rhythm. The program's
MIDI recording and graphic editing allow a user to
create complex rhythmic patterns in up to 64 tracks.
A user can link patterns into songs and store patterns
and songs for instant recall.
A user can compose and perform with UpBeat .
using a MIDI drum machine or synthesizer. The
program imports and exports MIDI files for use with
other Macintosh music software.
Features include: 64-track MIDI recording and
graphic editing; random accent generation; autoinatic
fill beats for rhythmic complexity and variety; pa~te
types for efficiency in pattern design; a library
window for the storage arid instant recall of patterns
and songs; devise lists for storage and recall of synth
voices by name rather than MIDI note number; MIDI
Sync In and Out; and more.
$249 retail
Intelligent Music; 116 N. Lake Ave.; Albany,
NY 12206; 518-434-4110
Virtuoso Pianist
Music instruction
J\ny Macintosh.
Virtuoso Pianist is a program designed to assist
piano aspirants to master the music and styles of
t!ieir choice by adapting their favorite selections to
their individual level.
Representative selections are included with the
program, and the extensive Virtuoso Pianist Libraries
contain additional selections from which to choose.
$549 retail; includes classical piano library
MacMIDI Distribµting; 18 Haviland St.; Boston,
MA 02115; 617-266-2886
Vision
MIDI sequencing and SMPTE synchronization
Macintosh Plus or larger; MIDI interface and MIDI
instrument.

Vision includes a sophisticated visual editing
system that includes both list editing (a transcript of
all MIDI data) and graphic editing (piano-roll
notation with representations of all notes).
Other features include: the capability to
synchronize SMPTE tracks on audio or video tape
using MIDI Time Code; system exclusive data
recording and playback; tempo and meter tracks with
unlimited variations; 26 sequencers per file, allowing
sequence chaining with 99 tracks per sequence along
with linear track recording; transcription links to
most popular notation programs; generated
sequences for algorithmic computer-aided
composition; and modal transportation with
customizable scales.
$495 retail
Opcode Systems; 3641 Haven Dr., Ste. A; Menlo
Park, CA 94025; 415-369-8131
Zero One EditortLibrarians
Roland editors/librarians
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Zero One Editors/Librarians are desk
accessory applications that are compatible with
major music sequencers. They are used iq music
production to allow a user to use more than one
program at a time when working in real-time. The
Editors/Librarians also offer a unique technology,
"Orchestrator," which allows users to select up to
eight different tones and edit all of them
simultaneously.
Standard features include: works transparently in
real-time with a user's sequencer; allows users to
undo their last 100 edits/changes; and provides both
numeric and graphic representations.
$199 retail; D50/550 Editor/Librarian
$99 retail; 050/550 Librarian
$199 retail; Dl0/11/20 Editor/Librarian/Orchestrator
$149 retail; D10/110/20 Librarian/Orchestrator
$199 retail; MT32 Editor/Librarian/Orchestrator
$149 retail; MT32 Librarian/Orc~estrator
Zero One Research; 6522 Winnetka Ave.; Woodland
Hills, CA 91367; 818-347-9401

Creative/Painting Programs
Crystal Paint
Symmetry drawing program that can be used with
any write, paint or paste-up program
5I2K or larger Macintosh.
CrystaJ Paint is a graphics program designed to
be used with desktop publishing and home
productivity programs, as well as with other graphic
programs.
The program allows the creation of completely
symmetrical art that can be moved to other
applications. Also included is a redraw option that
allows in-process editing and intricate animation:
$49.95 retail
Great Wave·Software; 5353 Scotts Valley Dr.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 408-438-1990
DAfx 1.32

Paint desk accessory
5I2KE or larger Macintosh; I MB of RAM and hard
disk drive recommended.
'
DAfx is a bit-mapped painting program that
works as a desk accessory. When activated, the
program replaces the entire menu bar, revealing its
host of features.
A few of the special tool capabilities include a
spray paint can with adjustable spray nozzle and
airbrush option; the text tool, which allows users to
enter text and change the pattern of the text itself, the
text background and the text outline; and object
tools, which can draw constrained, multiple and/or
centered objects.
'
Other features include: graphic conversion
capabilities; grids (for both horizontal and/or vertical
movement); undo; picture recovery (in the event of a
system failure); preferences dialog (open to, undo
and other options); turbo grabber; full font/style/size
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ch things as edge detection, pattern removal,
tracing and image enhancement.
etail; registration fee
oncepts; PO Box 8822; Kentwood, MI 49508

Ea Color Paint 1.1
25 color painting program
Ma intosh Plus.or larger (Mac II recommended); I
MB of RAM (2 MB recommended); System 6.0.2.
asy Color Paint is a versatile color painting
pro am that provides plenty of power for serious
gra1hies, with an easy interface to attract users of all
age and experience levels. Features include 17
too , 256 colors, user-defined patterns, multiple
col palettes, color printing, resizable windows,
use defined options, adjustable fonts and brushes,
ho zontal/vertical flipping, color inversion and
mat y special features, including blends and "wacky
col ring." To get users started, the program disk
con ains a "hi-tech coloring book" of several dozen
bla ;k and white pictures to color. A concise User's
Gu~de is supplemented with online help. It also
inc des professional artwork created with the
pro am. Easy Color Paint reads and writes PICT
file and is compatible with MultiFinder and 32-bit
Qu kDraw.
$79 retail
Cr tive Software; 55 Clinton Ave.; New
Pro idence, NJ 07974; 201-665-9361 or
8 -367-6899
Fre dom Paint
32- it QuickDraw-compatible color paint and image
pro ·essing program
Ma intosh II (or any Mac that supports 32-bit
Qu ckDraw); 1 to 8 MB of RAM; hard disk drive
rec mmended.
Freedom Paint is a 32-bit QuickDrawco patible color paint and image processing
pro~am for any Macintosh II. It has all the
tra 'tional "paint" tools, as well as regular polygons,
a \\ ter-drop tool with selectable diffusion rates and
the ,Magic Wand Tool - an extension of the paint
buoket that lets users select pixels based on their
clo eness in color to any given pixel. There are four
sel ction tools: freehand, rectangle, oval and
po gon. Users can add two selections together or
re ove a selection from another. Selection outlines
car be stored for later retrieval.
Image processing functions include: conversion
of olor images to gray scale, artificial coloring or
im ges, continuous-tone blending, control of
bri htness and color separation.
Freedom Paint imports PICT and MacPaint files;
an~ exports PICT, PostScript and MacPaint files.
Pri 1ting options allow users to print true halftones or
co1pr separations on the LaserWriter or any
Pol !Script printer. Dithered output is supported for
nm -32-bit screens and printers. Programmers can
de elop extensions for importiµg, exporting and
im ge processing through XCMD-like code
res urces in Freedom Paint.
$1 9 retail; includes coupon for two free full-color
35 m slides imaged from a user's files
Al Night Engineering; Box 488; Waterbury,
v 05676; 802-244-8082
Fu Paint
Fo r-document screen painting utility
SI Kor larger Macintosh. .
FullPaint is a full-screen, four-document paint
pr gram. It provides a user with an entire screen for
pai ting, coupled with "floating" tool and pattern
pal ttes that can be moved anywhere on screen or
co pletely hidden.
Up to four windows can be open simultaneously,
an for precise applications such as drafting and
dei top publishing, pop-up rulers and a MouseSpot
di lay show a user the exact position and
din ensions of all work in progress. Available
dr wing scales include inches, centimeters, pixels,
po ts and picas.

Creative/Painting Programs
Documents can be printed at various resolutions,
from 25 percent wallet-sized reductions to 400
percent wall-size posters.
$99.95 retail
Ashton-Tate; 20101 Hamilton Ave.; Torrance,
CA 90509; 213-329-8000

Kid Pix
Children's paint program; ages 3 and up
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
Kid Pix is a children's paint program that puts
the emphasis on fun. It has many of the standard
features of a commercial paint program, but is
designed to keep children from becoming frustrated
or bored. All of Kid Pix 's windows stay put, so they
can't be moved off the screen. Each tool's options
appear in a window at the bottom of the screen,
rather than in a menu or dialog box. The entire
picture area used is visible on screen. Menus can be
hidden to keep them from being selected. Kid Pix is
full of fun features, such as block letters, a rubber
stamp, a wacky pencil, an eraser, dripping paint, a
truck tool and animals.
$7 retail
P.D.E.; 2074C Walsh Ave., Dept. 70; Santa Clara,
CA 95050; 408-496-0624 or 800-331-8125
MacPaint 2.0
Free-form illustration
512KE or larger Macintosh.
MacPaint is a design tool for creating free-form
drawings and for manipulating existing images. Its
design capabilities enable a user to create any kind of
artwork - from advertising to layouts to book
illustrations.
Key enhancements include: open up to nine
resizable documents simultaneously; tool and pattern
palettes are located in menus that can be pulled down
and relocated anywhere on the screen (tear-off
palettes); documents scroll automatically when a
drawing or selection tool reaches the edge of a
window; "Snapshot" lets users return any portion of
a picture to a prior version and can be used with
magic eraser; four levels of zooming with editing
capabilities at each level; and compatibility with
Macintosh II and AppleShare.
Other features include: paintbrush, pencil, spraycan, paint bucket and eraser tools; rectangle, rounded
rectangle, oval, freehand and polygon-shape tools;
choice of 38 painting and filling patterns that can be
edited; enlargement to 200, 400 or 800 (FatBits)
percent with editing capabilities; reduction to 50
percent with editing capabilities; create and modify
custom start-up screens; opaque, transparent, inverse
and erase pattern modes; draw shapes from the
center outward or from comer to comer; adjustable
spacing between grids; and size and location of
shapes displayed as they are drawn in inches,
centimeters or pixels.
$125 retail
$25 retail; upgrade to 2.0
Claris Corp.; 5201 Patrick Henry Dr.; PO Box
58168; Santa Clara, CA 95052; 408-727-8227
(customer relations), 800-544-8554 (U.S. upgrades)
or 800-334-3535 (U.S. dealers)
Modern Artist V2.0
Color painting software
Macintosh JI.
Modem Artist is color painting software
designed to work on a Macintosh II with a 256-, 16or four-color configuration. On a 256-color machine,
a user can choose from as many as 5.5 million
colors.
The program provides all of the basic tools and
functions of Macintosh painting programs, including
outline and filled geometric shapes; lines and arcs
with selectable line widths; paint brush with optional
shapes and sizes; text with full support of all font and
style options; paint bucket to fill irregular regions;
lasso and marquee for selecting regions; color Fatbits
for precise, full-color painting; mouse grid for
accurate painting; constrain tools for perfect lines,

squares and circles; rotate and flip selection; and cut,
copy and paste via the Clipboard or Scrapbook.
Modem Artist includes many color editing
features, as well as sophisticated color special
effects: three-dimensional function for threedimensional spheres (with positionable light source),
cubes and brush ribbons; automatic fountain shading
between two colors; select colors by hue, tint and
intensity or RGB values; tinting regions, as if
looking through colored glass; and wet canvas for
paint mixing and smearing.
The program also has the ability to convert
MacPaint files for colorizing and embellishment and
supports the standard Macintosh II PICT file type, so
paintings are portable to other applications.
$395 retail; discounts and site licenses to educational
institutions available
Computer Friends, Inc.; 14250 NW Science Park
Dr.; Portland, OR 97229; 503-626-229 l

NuPaint
Monochrome paint program
512KE or larger Macintosh.
NuPaint is a Macintosh paint program that
allows users to: double the quality of the
Image Writer printer from 72 dpi to 144 dpi; print the
maximum quality on the LaserWriter by increasing
the resolution of a paint document to 300 dpi to
match the resolution of the LaserWriter and then
clean up and print the document; adjust the painted
image on the page or see the overall effect of a user's
work on the full page with Show Page; do fine detail
work in Fatbits and see the results on the Normal
Page at the same time; and automatically scroll as an
image is drawn, painted or dragged past the edge of
the document.
Additional features include: use the Smoothing
Tool to halftone and smooth pictures to look more
realistic; isolate areas for fine detail paintings by
using the Masking Tape; use the Spray Can to spray
fine detail or subtle textures with the ease and
control of an air brush; use the Razor to quickly
shave off unwanted dots; use the Trowel to smooth
jagged edges; gain greater accuracy in placing and
sizing shapes by drawing from the center as well as
from the comer; use all eight paint modes with all of
the tools for a greater variety of painting methods;
choose from more than 100 patterns in three sizes;
make any image on a paint document or screen into a
user-defined pattern by copying it with the Artist
Palette; enlarge frames up to twice the size of those
in other programs to make borders; fill borders with
patterns; and place and duplicate images precisely
with scales in inches, points, picas or centimeters.
$139.95 retail
Good Software; 13601 Preston Rd.; Dallas,
TX 75240; 214-239-6085 or 800-272-4663 (sales)
Photon Paint
Paint program
Macintosh//; 2 MB of RAM recommended; color
QuickDraw.
Photon Paint is a third-generation graphics
program that eombines the outstanding features of
the most popular paint programs.
Some of the features include: 256 color palette;
file compatibility with other paint programs;
extensive brush manipulation; tilt (in any direction
with proper perspective); rotate (by any degree);
resize; mapping on three-dimensional objects (wraps
a ball, cone, cube, tube or free shape); and luminance
(light source from a user-defined direction and
intensity).
Users can also execute blending, add and
subtract colors and have full control of dithering in
the X and Y directions.
$299.95 retail
Microlllusions; 17408 Chatsworth St.; Granada
Hills, CA 91344; 818-360-3715
Pixe!Paint 2.0
Color paint program with Pantone colors, color
separation and dithering
Macintosh SE/30 or larger.

PixelPaint is an 8-bit color paint program that
features Pantone colors, color separation and
dithering capabilities.
Pixe!Paint offers graphics artists a Pantone color
picker and a·process color separator with screen
angling and undercolor removal capabilities that can
be used for an entire or selected areas of a document.
The program also includes Pixe!Scan, a proprietary
utility for importing color or gray-scale images using
popular scanners.
Pixe!Paint's tool box includes masking tools to
create professional airbrush effects, as well as
smoothing, blending and dithering techniques.
Pixe!Paint reads and write files stored in
MacPaint, PICT, PICT2, EPSF and black and white
TIFF file formats. It supports both QuickDraw and
PostScript printers or output devices, and provides
half-tone control for printing monochrome images.
$395 retail
SuperMac Technology; 485 Potrero Ave.; Sunnyvale,
CA 94086; 408-245-2202

Pixe!Paint Professional
Color paint program
Macintosh SE/30 or//.
Pixe!Paint Professional is a color paint program
that allows users to import, create, manipulate and
export photographic-quality images. It supports
Apple Computer's 8-, 16-, 24- and 32-bit color
display standards.
.
PixelPaint Professional incorporates all of the
basic features of Pixe!Paint 2.0, including a Pantone
color picker, dithering and a full range of tools for
accurately scanning in images, for creating and
manipulating artwork and for producing color
separations.
In addition, the program offers a full range of
advanced features, including smoothing and blending
tools; flexible masking for text, shapes, brushes or
color; an anti-aliasing tool for smooth edges;
transparency control; a realistic airbrush; color
mixer; and more.
·
PixelPaint Professional reads from and writes to
a broad range of file formats, including MacPaint,
PICT, PICT2, EPSF and TIFF. The images can be
colorized and exported to another application or to
an output device.
The program supports both QuickDraw- and
PostScript-cornpatible printers and other output
devices. It also provides half-tone control for
printing monochromatic images.
$699 retail
SuperMac Technology; 485 Potrero Ave.; Sunnyvale,
CA 94086; 408-245-2202
Studio/I
Black and white paint and graphics program
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
Studio/I is a black and white version of
Studio/8, a comprehensive paint and graphics
program. Although the interface and menus are
identical to its predecessor, Studio/I replaces color
with pattern and dithering capabilities. Several
improvements, such as a new text layer that allows
for PostScript-quality text on the laser printer and a
HyperCard player, are also included. The main new
feature of Studio/I is the ability to create animations.
Studio/I is a professional-quality graphics tool
that actually "paints" animation. The program allows
users to AnimPaint a series of screens in the same
way they would normally paint a single screen.
Users.can also create and paint with multiframe
Animated Brushes. In this mode, users can create
such rnultiframe animations as a bird in flight. In
addition, Studio/I integrates animation with its
Perspective capability in a feature called Move. This
feature allows users to define a brush, a distance for
it to travel, a rotation and the number of animation
frames to draw movements across.
$149.95 retail
Electronic Arts; 1820 Gateway Dr.; San Mateo,
CA 94404; 415-571-7171or800-245-4525
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Creative/Painting Programs

Creative/ Special Effects

Studio/8
Color paint program
Macintosh II; hard disk drive; 1 MB of RAM; 4-bit
color card and monochrome monitor for two-color
mode ; or 2 MB of RAM; 8-bit color card and color
monitor for full color.
Studio/8 is a 256-color paint program developed
for creative professionals in the graphics design,
presentation, desktop publishing and video markets.
Studio/8 gives creative professionals the tools
for creating their own special effects rather than
preprogrammed special effects. It provides a familiar
range of tools along with an additional set of nine
tool modifiers to customize the tools in a variety of
ways. Accessible from the icon toolbox, these tools
let an artist dictate how objects are created, where
they are placed and how they are filled.
Up to eight different airbrushes, each with a
different rate of flow and speed, may be saved and
accessed from the icon toolbox. Virtually any image
or section of image may be picked up and used as a
paintbrush to create custom effects.
Studio/8 's Magnification Mode contains four
levels of magnification. The magnification window
can be resized and moved anywhere on screen, and
can be turned into a powerful magnifying glass and
moved fluidly on screen. All tools work in both the
magnification window and the regular view window.
Other features include: dual-mode pencil; color
picker selects a specific color from a multiple color
image; wide variety of polygons; French and Bezier
curves with adjustable anch<ir points; draft and
transparent page to allow protected background
painting; two, 16 or 256 colors (or gray scale) on
screen at once; choice of Studio/8, Apple or Custom
color palette; select and mix colors in Color Mixer to
create custom colors; powerful manipulation tools;
full text box style editing capabilities; images created
on a wide array of output devices, including
Tektronix 4693D Color Printer, Mirus 35mrn film
printer, Matrix 35mm slide irnager and LaserWriter;
supports TIFF, PICT and PICT 2 files; and more.
$495 retail
Electronic Arts; 1820 Gateway Dr.; San Mateo, CA
94404; 415-571-7171or800-245-4525

Desktop Sounds
Contains sound effects, music effects and percussion
samples
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM; System
and Finder 6.02 or later; HyperCard 1.2.2 or later;
AppleCD SC or compatible CD-ROM drive.
DeskTop Sounds, Volume One is a CD-ROM
disc that contains 400 digitally recorded,
professional-quality sound effects, music effects and
percussion samples in the Apple Sound Resource
fonnat. The disc contains a HyperCard user interface
for finding, auditioning and moving sounds into
various Macintosh applications.
$149 retail
Optical Media International; 485 Alberto Way; Los
Gatos, CA 95032; 408-395-4332 or 800-347-2664

VideoPaint
Color painting and editing program with special
effects
Macintosh II; 2 MB of RAM.
VideoPaint is an 8-bit color painting and editing
program that incorporates sophisticated special
effects and an open architecture.
The program's features, on top of the regular
features found in most color paint programs,
includes: more than 40 special effects, including
spherization, blur, smudge, diffuse, contour, bezier
curves, custom shadings, dithering, fractals , etc.;
stencil and mask tools allow for multilayer creative
techniques; built-in color separation capabilities,
including separations preview, etc.; threedimensional wire-frame creation and rendering, with
full control over light sources, shades, etc.; built-in
drivers for Apple, Microtek and Sharp scanners;
advanced built-in import/export facilities, including
the capability to import graphics in MacPaint, PICT,
PICT2, PixelPaint, Color TIFF and the compressed
LZW fonnat, as well as export EPSF, gray-scale
PostScript and PostScript CMYK; 16 graphic "ink"
modes (six logic modes and six color modes) allow
for graphics effects; 32 selection modes allow
precise retouching of selected areas and/or colors;
complete distort and rotate functions; RGB, CMY
and HLS custom color management; full palette
management and customizing capabilities, including
animations; anti-aliasing brush and water-drop tools
for easy retouching; and a fully-documented open
architecture that allows developers to write new
special effects and input and output peripherals
easily using Pascal, C or Assembly language.
$495 retail
Olduvai Corp.; 7520 Red Rd., Ste. A; South Miami,
FL 33143; 305-665-4665

Fountain View
A collection of 72 gradient screens (fountains) and a
utility program to create new fountains
Macintosh Plus odarger.
Fountain View is a collection of fountains.
Fountains are screens of halftone dots that gradually
change in size, giving the visual impression of black
merging into white in one direction across the page.
The fountains are composed of nine halftone shapes
that graduate in eight different directions. Each file is
in screen-visible EPS fonnat, producing 256
continuous shades of gray. The halftone dots shapes
include rings, triangles, diamonds, ovals, lines and a
random texture. A user can view each fountain in
relation to other page elements, then position, size
and select the desired range of grays or change its
shape (application program peffilitting).
Included with the program is Fountain Modifier,
which enables users to create new fountains of any
halftone frequency and screen angle.
$50 U.S. retail
$55 Canada retail
ISIS @aging Corp.; 3400 Inverness St.; Vancouver,
BC, Canada V5V 4V5; 604-873-8878
Smart Art
Text effects, graphics and borders
Macintosh Plus or larger; laserWriter.
Smart Art is a complete library of text effects,
graphics, borders and more that lets non-graphics
people create impressive visuals. Smart Art I helps
users create textual special effects, such as angled,
button, centered arc, distance, drop shadow, faded ,
fitted arc, fitted text, half circle, movie title, oblique,
raised box, raised, rotated and shadow. Smart Art II
helps user manipulate graphics elements, such as
circles, squares, starbursts, arrows, shapes, stars and
three-dimensional objects. Smart Art III offers 15
headline design fonnats with options, such as
dropped-shadow, banded, double border, pop-style
"neon" and slanted text.
$149 .95 each retail
Adobe Systems, Inc.; 1585 Charleston Rd.; PO Box
7900; Mountain View, CA 94039; 415·-961-4400
Sound Creative
CD-ROM sound librarian
Macintosh Plus or larger; CD-ROM player.
Sound Creative is a CD-ROM sound librarian
for HyperCard, VideoWorks, SoundEdit,
SoundWave, SoundCap and Studio Session. It
contains more than 6 JO MB of data. Although the
design was made in France, two languages are used
(French and English) to help recover the desired
infonnation.
Since the creation of the disc, a second index
search has been made available on disk (i.e., a utility
under HyperCard). The stack knows how to handle
synonyms in relation to sound in three languages Spanish, French and English. It allows users to copy
the sounds onto HyperCard stacks and pennits users
to listen to them as a function of the search. In total,
there are 5,962 modifiable and editable files
(regardless of public domain files). Out of these,
about 3,000 sounds are simple words from spoken
French. These are useful for education because they
are very didactic.
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$25 retail
cm Infonnatique; BP32; Limours 91470, France;
(33) (I) 64-91-26-76
Typ Styler
Dis ay-type special effects
Ma 'ntosh Plus or larger.
f'ypeStyler is a unique tool that can be used to
achi ·ve dramatic special effects with display type. It
pro ides unparalleled control over typefaces,
ena ·ng users to bend, squeeze, stretch, twist and
rota e text. Users can also add perspective, such as
sha ows, shades, patterns and colors.
rypeStyler prints styled text smoothly using
Pos cript printers such as the LaserWriter. On an
Ima reWriter, the output is so smooth that is rivals
prinpng. TypeStyler also includes a number of other
fea es helpful to graphic designers and desktop
pub ishers, such as the ability to import and export
pai , PICT and EPS files. In addition, users can
ma pulate many third-party PostScript fonts.
$19 .95 retail
Bro erbund Software; 17 Paul Dr.; San Rafael,
CA 94903; 415-492-3500, 800-521-6263 or
41 5 92-3200 (dealers)

cf

eative/ Other

3-D Graphics Library
Thr e-dimensional graphics routines
51 2 or larger Macintosh; True Basic.
e 3-D Graphics Library supports both
perf7Ctive and parallel projections. A user need
onl ~ describe the 3-D window volume and "camera"
plaoement, and the Library does the rest.
{ eatures include simple and advanced calling
inte aces; support for circles, rectangles, grids,
pol gons, areas, text plotting and contour plots;
spe ·al three-dimensional "animation" tools; and
con enient support for cabinet, caviler and arbitrary
obliHue projections.
$79 95 retail
Tru Basic, Inc.; 12 Commerce Ave.; West Lebanon,
N 03784; 800-872-2742
Aw rd Maker Plus
Cu ornized awards
An) Macintosh.
IA.ward Maker Plus is a software tool that lets a
use create and print professional-quality awards,
cert ficates, licenses, coupons or other documents.
he program will print hundreds of predesigned
aw d styles, allowing a user to enter text, select the
bor er style and, in some styles, enter a user's own
pie e.
he program comes with hundreds of different
aw Ids and certificates to pick from for sports,
sch ol, home and business; several styles of borders;
sa pie awards; gold-embossed press-on seals; a
spe ial price on pin-feed parchment paper; and the
abi ty to create name files and print out awards for
an \ tire class or group.
$49 95 retail
Ba ville; 5380 52nd St. SE; Grand Rapids,
MI 49512; 616-698-0888
Ca\, ndarMaker 3.0.1
Cu~rorn calendar generator
51 or larger Macintosh.
CalendarMaker provides a quick and efficient
wa to create monthly calendars displaying daily
inf pnation.
e program will directly read calendar files
frm i Appointment Diary (in Smart Alarms), More,
Sid Kick, BaneryPack, text files and other
C ndarMaker files through the "Import... "
co and. The import appends existing infonnation
so t at multiple individual calendars may be
COIJ bined to create single master calendars.
CalendarMaker provides the ability to preview
in victual days in the edit window, and then
pro ides for a full-page preview of the completed
mo thly calendar, plus the ability to enlarge the
dis1lay to actual print size.

.Creative/Other
Floating notes can be created that will print on
the calendar in the unused boxes, across multiple
dates, or wherever a user decides. These are useful
for multiple day events and large reminders of
upcoming events.
Individual dates allow up to 254 characters of
text to be centered, or left or right justified. With a
Plus and 4.1 system, character by character text for
each day can be mixed in font, size and/or style.
Setup of preferences for page style, text style,
monthly pictures, printing colors and monthly icons
is built into the menus.
$49.95 retail
CE Software, Inc.; PO Box 65580; West Des
Moines, IA 50265; 515-224-1995
Card Shop
45 greeting cards for all occasions
Any Macintosh; MacPaint.
Card Shop contains an assortment of 45 greeting
cards that can be used as is or customized with a
user's own personal message.
The cards cover a variety of occasions, including
birthdays, Christmas, party invitations, Bar
Mitzvahs, Thanksgiving, baby announcements,
friendship, sympathy, get well, thank you,
anniversary, Valentine, congratulations, Halloween,
Easter and more.
$29.95 retail
Artsci, Inc.; PO Box 1848; Burbank, CA 91507;
818-843-4080
Certificate Maker; Certificate Library Volume I
Customized awards, certificates
512KE or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive.
Certificate Maker allows a user to create
customized awards and certificates for home, school
and business use.
A user can select from more than 200 certificates
in a wide variety of categories, including sports,
business, recreation, religious, home, scholastic and
more.
Every certificate is pictured and numbered in the
included Certificate Maker booklet.
A user selects the certificate to be used, chooses
a border to outline the certificate, enters a
personalized message in the open-text area and prints
out the certificate on any popular printer (one
certificate can be printed at a time, or a user can
merge an entire list).
Three-dozen seals and stickers are included to
add finishing touches.
Certificate Library Volume l includes more than
l 00 new certificate templates, 24 new borders and
six-dozen additional seals.
$39.95 retail; Certificate Maker
$29.95 retail; Certificate Library Volume l
Springboard Software; 7808 Creekridge Cir.;
Minneapolis, MN 55435; 612-944-3915 or
800-445-4780
Education Award Library; Sports Award Library
Supplement libraries for Award Maker Plus
512K or larger Macintosh; Award Maker Plus.
Education Award Library and Sports Award
Library are supplement libraries for use with Award
Maker Plus. Each library includes 10 new border
styles and four new fonts. Both male and female
versions are included.
Education Award Library contains'more than ·
200 professionally designed award styles. Award
subjects range from music to lost teeth to
homecoming.
Sports Award Library contains more than 600
professionally designed award styles. Awards range
from baseball to sailing to karate.
$29.95 each retail
Baudville; 5380 52nd St. SE; Grand Rapids,
MI 49512; 616-698-0888
Frame Up
Multimedia demonstration tool
Macintosh Plus or larger; RS-232 equipped
videodisc player.

Frame Up is a demonstration tool for showing
the potential of interactive video in fiction and
training. Frame Up demonstrates a wide gamut of
interactive techniques, from classical branching to
real-time simulation. The plot involves a young
fellow named Eddy who falls asleep in a department
store and wakes up to find himself embroiled in a
plot to rip off the store. A user helps Eddy make
decisions to escape from the store. Some decisions
lead Eddy to the store's video surveillance system,
where a user can view any of I0 cameras placed
throughout the store or play back tape recordings of
these cameras. The game culminates in a simulation
of an editing system, where a user edits the tapes into
a proof of Eddy's innocence.
$100 retail; NTSC version
$200 retail; PAL version
!media International, Inc.; 6061 Paseo Canyon Dr.;
Malibu, CA 90265; 213-457-8045
Graphics Magician
Pictures, animation
Any Macintosh except 11.
Graphics Magician is a picture and object painter
that lets a user store pictures on a single disk and
recall them quickly.
The picture painter allows a user to manipulate
lines and has an automatic color-fill, paintbrushes for
shading and detail, text and more than 100 colors.
To allow for storage of so many pictures, lines are
drawn from point to point and only directions to
redraw the pictures are stored by the computer.
Graphic files can be transferred to other
computers that support the program, avoiding the
need to duplicate work when converting programs.
$49.95 retail
Polarware; 1055 Paramount Pkwy., Ste. A; Batavia,
IL 60510; 312-232-1984 or 800-323-0884
GridMaker
Perspective-grid construction set
512K or larger Macintosh; MacDraw, MacDrafr,
FreeHand, J/lusrrator 88 or any PICT format
application .
·
GridMaker can be used to create a variety of
three-dimensional perspective grids that can be used
within MacDraw, MacDraft, FreeHand, Illustrator 88
or any PICT format application as a guide for
rendering perspective drawings.
The program enables a user to select from planar
surfaces, a corner, exterior views of a box and
interior views of a room. The dimensions of each
object can be selected independently. ·
The perspective is adjustable from a wide angle
to a telephoto lens. The density of the grid lines is
adjustable. Also, all objects can be rotated around all
three axes of rotation, and a user can scroll the view
within the window and zoom in and out.
Grids generated by the program can span many
MacDraw pages, and a user can alter the grid using
most applications. Once in a drawing application,
drawings can be created on top of the grid and then,
if desired, the grid can be hidden or removed.
$49 retail; GridMaker
$15 retail; GridMaker Sampler
Folkstone Design, Inc.; PO Box 44; Grantham's
Landing, Canada VON !XO; 604-886-4502
Hebrew CalendarMaker
Hebrew calendar generator for use with
Calendar Maker
512K or larger Macintosh; CalendarMaker.
Hebrew CalendarMaker, in conjunction with
CalendarMaker from CE Software, automatically
calculates the Hebrew dates, Torah portions and
Jewish holidays for any day of any month.
It also includes 15 pictures for monthly
calendars and 24 Judaic icons for individual dates.
$29.95 retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843;
Chicago, IL 60611;,312-944-4070
Hometown, U.S.A.
Design and build custom buildings patterned after
those found in small towns
512K or larger Macintosh; paint program that will
open MacPaint files.

Hometown, U.S.A. lets users design and build
hundreds of custom buildings patterned after those
found in an average American small town. These
designs can be easily loaded into a paint program
that can open MacPaint files, and then completed
using the images (windows, doors, signs, etc.)
provided on disk or designed by users.
The program is designed to be used by
individuals (adults and children) to produce models
of various buildings available, for decoration or
various other purposes, including train sets, knickknacks, gift boxes, banks, etc.; by parents with small
children as a play activity to increase creativity; and
by teachers for a variety of classroom purposes, such
as book reports and dioramas.
$39.95 retail
Publishing International; 333 W. El Camino Real,
Ste. 222; Sunnyvale, CA 94087; 408-738-4311
Kroy Sign Studio
Sign-making software
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Kroy Sign Studio Apprentice is a complete signmaking system. It includes hundreds of MacDraw
templates for creating architectural signs, point-ofpurchase signs and award certificates. Sign Studio
works with Kray-supplied insert stocks and frames
and the Kroy Color Plus to make attractive,
multicolor signs in minutes.
Kroy Sign Studio Professional is a high-volume
sign-making system. It allows complete user control
of text and graphics. Data entry may be from the
keyboard or text files created by other applications.
Other optional modules allow PostScript graphics to
be imported from Adobe Illustrator, the modification
or creation of sign templates and remote sign
printing.
$349 retail; Sign Studio Apprentice
$2,000 to $10,000 retail; Sign Studio Professional
Kroy, Inc.; 14555 N. Hayden Rd.; Scottsdale,
AZ 85260; 602-948-2222 or 800-521-4997
Laser Award Maker
Customized awards and certificates
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
Laser Award Maker allows a user to produce
custom designed certificates, notices, awards,
diplomas, announcements, tickets, invitations and
coupons.
The software offers seven categories: business,
community, education, signs and notices, personal,
sports and general. A user may select several
document sizes, vertical or horizontal formats, 20
borders and four font styles, and prewritten text that
can be edited.
$199 retail
Baudville; 5380 52nd St. SE; Grand Rapids,
Ml 49512; 616-698-0888
MacSignMaker
Sign manufacturing
Macintosh SE or larger; hard disk drive
recommended.
MacSignMaker is a full-featured graphics
system for use in manufacturing commercial signs
using vinyl, pounce patterns, neon patterns and
silkscreens.
MacSignMaker accepts artwork input via video
cameras, TIFF, MacPaint and PostScript file types,
and together with DeskPaint, which is included,
PICT files. Editing features include total editing
control of the automatically formed outlines and
integrated font characters. The program
automatically segments the artwork to accommodate
the size of material used to produce any size sign.
MacSignMaker will print proof copies of the
sign on a LaserWriter or ImageWriter printer. The
program is MultiFinder friendly and can cut in the
background while a user edits the next sign.
$4,995 to $7 ,995 retail
Sign Equipment Engineering, Inc.; 1420 l56th Ave.
NE, Ste. D; Bellevue, WA 98007; 206-747-0693
Optical Illusions Version 1.2
More than 50 replicants of the most famous illusions
Any Macintosh; MacPaint.
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Creative/Other
Optical Illusions contains more than 50
MacPaint replicants of the most famous illusions.
Many of the illusions are static, some require
user interaction and others are animated. The manual
has a detailed bibliography and glossary section and
contains tips for conducting perpetual experiments.
The disk will operate with any Macintosh and
has been designed to be used together with
MacPaint, FullPaint, SuperPaint or paint viewing
utilities. An animated demo, "Ol'SnakeEyes," is
available in public-domain libraries.
$29.95 retail
Artbase Computer Graphic Services; 815 Princess
Ave.; Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6A 3E5;
604-255-8077
PosterWorks
Color poster production
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; 20 MB
hllrd disk drive; System 6.0.3 or later.
PosterWorks is a color poster production tool
that prints true color images up to 100 feet square on
any PostScript device. Capable of creating enlarged
halftones, color prints or color separations,
PosterWorks also calibrates printers and imagesetters
for accurate reproduction.
PosterWorks imports 24-bit color or gray-scale
TIFF images, or 32-bit Scitex CT Handshake
images. Once sized by a user, PosterWorks produces
a PostScript file of the enlarged image and
downloads to the printing device. Depending on the
sheet size of the printer, posters can eitper be output
as single pages or as multiple tiles for assembly.
Twenty-three user-adjustable bezier curves
compensate for ink and press conditions during the
printing process.
$167 retail
S.H. Pierce & Co.; One Kendall Sq., Ste. 323, Bldg.
600; Cambridge, MA 02139; 617-395-8350 ·
SignPost
Sign cutting
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; System 4.2
or later:
SignPost is designed especially for professional
sign makers. Users can design graphics and lay them
out in Illustrator, add text or special text effects and
send it to vinyl on their choice of cutters. Features
include: export and read plot files in HP-GL or
. DM/PL plotter languages; export PostScript artwork
directly into DXF files; unlimited tiling control for
any sized cutter; automatic grid layouts for multiple
copies; unlimited custom media size selections
accurately display on screen the exact size of the
media for precise placement of all artwork; scale by
exact dimensions or percentage; user-definable
macro menus allow users to add their own special
commands to SignPost at any time; and more.
$595 retail
Taylored Graphics; PO Box 1900; Freedom,
CA 95019; 408-761-2481
SmoothTalker
Speech-synthesis software; can be used for proof
reading
·
512K or larger Macintosh except 11; JmageWriter.
SmoothTalker is speech-synthesis software that
converts plain English text or numbers from the
keyboard into spoken speech.
No additional hardware or attachments are
needed, and the program can be used as a talking
word processor, a proofreader and more.
$49.95 retail
First Byte, Inc.; 3100 S. Harbor Blvd., Ste. 150;
Santa Ana, CA 92704; 714-432-1740 or
800-523-8070
Top Honors
Laser-quality awards, certificates and diplomas
Macintosh Plus- or larger; PostScript printer; System
4.2 or later; Finder 6.0 or later.
Top Honors is a professional certificate creation
program that creates laser-quality certificates, awards
and diplomas of almost any kind.

Features include: takes maximum advantage of
laser printing for near-typeset results; full flexibility
of design; special merge feature allows printing
customized certificates for an entire list of geople; up
to four signature lines for any certificate; unique,
professional effects, such as curved certificate titles,
"watermark" graphics and custom text fit inside the
curves of graphic seals; use sample graphics
provided or import from other programs; supports
EPS graphics for maximum resolution at any size;
EPS graphics can be scaled up to a full page in size
without losing resolution; includes 10 EPS graphics
specially designed for awards, diplomas and
certificates; imports MacPaint graphics; supports all
built-in and downloaded PostScript laser fonts up to
72 points in size; free bonus laser font included (Old
German); provides 24 border pattern choices in full
LaserWriter resolution (300 dpi); and provides seven
seal designs (300 dpi) created expressly for
professional certificate use that can be customized
with curved text and positioned anywhere on the
award.
$99 .95 retail
Springboard Software; 7808 Creekridge Cir.;
Minneapolis, MN 55435;.612-944-3915 or
800-445-4780
The Voyager CD AudioStack
Tool kit that allows users to control CD audio discs
from HyperCard
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; CD-ROM
drive; HyperCard.
The Voyager CD AudioStack is a tool kit for
using HyperCard with CD audio discs. With the tools
in the AudioStack, users can create entertaining and
instructional HyperCard stacks that incorporate the
musical or spoken information recorded on a CD.
The key element in the tool kit is the Audio
Event Maker that lets a user define audio events,
create buttons for the events and organ_ize and play
back audio events in any sequence. It also includes
ideas, scripts and sample buttons; an online manual
of audio syntax; and all the XCMDs and XFCNs
necessary to control the CD-ROM drive.
$99.95 retail
The Voyager Co.; 1351 Pacific Coast Hwy.; Santa
Monica, CA 90401 ; 800-446-2001 or 800-443-2001
in CA
World Builder
Interactive program creation software
512K or larger Macintosh.
World Builder provides a user with the tools
needed to create professional-quality, stand-alone
games on a Macintosh.
A user can create programs with up to 2,500
different scenes and depict each in a graphics·
window. These scenes can be drawn with the built-in
editor or pasted from the Clipboard.
Alongside each scene, a user accepts, interprets
and responds to the typed input. This is done using
simple statements, including those that customize the
Commands menu.
Silicon Beach's RealSound can be used to
further enhance the effectiveness of a creation.
$79.95 retail
Silicon Beach Software; PO Box 261430; San Diego,
CA 92126; 619-695-6956
Xris-Xros
Converts almost any piece of non-bit-map art into an
Adobe Illustrator PostScript file
Any Macintosh.
Xris-Xros will create Adobe Illustrator object
files, not templates, from almost any other type of
application. It converts non-PostScript artwork with
the accuracy of the original.
Xris-Xros features include: 100 percent accuracy
in conversion; no drawing size limitations; totally
file format iQdependent; converts word processing
files, architectural drawings, spreadsheet files and
spreadsheet graphs; files readable by FreeHand; and
does not convert bit maps.
$69.95 retail
Taylored Graphics; PO Box 1900; Freedom, CA
95019; 408-761-2481
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Zin•
Le users create and manipulate three-dimensional
im es in full color
Ma intosh Plus or larger.
Zing is a graphics package that lets users create
an manipulate three-dimensional images in full
col r (up to 16.7 million simultaneous colors). Once
the mages are created, a user can export them to
al ost every popular desktop publishing,
pre entation, page layout or word processing
pro !!ram available. File formats include PostScript,
EP , Illustrator 1.1, Paint and Picture. For offices
wi~ both Macs and PCs, Zing's files are fully
co patible between systems.
Zing also includes the capability to type in text
an have it displayed in three dimensions
aut matically. One font is included with the package;
fo others are available in the Clip3D Fonts
pa age.
$1 9.95 retail
En bling Technologies; .600 S. Dearborn St., Ste.
13 ; Chicago, IL 60605; 312-427-0408

D~

tabase Management

1st W:erge 4.1
FuLJ-featured list manager and mail merge program
Mt intosh Plus or larger; word processor that
sultJ'orts MacWriteformat.
1istMerge is a full-featured list manager and mail
me ge program that prints personalized form letters
usi g Mac Write, Word 3.x or any other word
pr cessor that saves in Mac Write format.
It includes a stand-alone list manager that produces
an uses lstDesk data files. Merged text can be in any
fo , style or format supported by the word processor.
Zif codes can be sorted and selected by range, and any
fie can be selected as a criterion for record extraction.
M tiple labels and print restart are supported.
$9 retail
ls esk Systems, Inc.; 7 Industrial Park Rd.;
M dway, MA 02053; 508-533-2203 or
80 -522-2286
l s earn 4.1
A omated macro-programmable database optimized
fo\J,HyperCard
51J KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
ha'd disk drive ; JmageWriter or LaserWriter.
1stTeam is an automated, macro-programmable
da base.
The program automatically produces small work
fil s in the read-only mode from large master files.
E h subfile then becomes the personal file to be
w ked on, updated, transmitted or printed. Only one
a inistrator has access to the master file while
otl ers can retrieve specific records through relational
jol s.
The software supports large screen, blueprint
I out, time and date calculations, adjustable field
pl cement/justification and up to 255 characters per
fie d and 255 fields per record.
·
The program is fully HyperCard compatible and
co plimentary. 1stTeam macros, which are stored as
ic s rather than function keys or pull-down menu
it s, allows lstTeam to run from HyperCard,
si1 plifying complex business functions to a click of
th mouse.
$4 5 retail
l s sk Systems, Inc.; 7 Industrial Park Rd. ;
M dway, MA 02053; 508-533-2203 or
80 -522-2286
4t Dimension V2.0
1ltiuser relational database
M cintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
4th Dimension is a multiuser relational database
th tallows database design at virtually any level of
us r requirements, from straightforward file
m agement using its built-in database management
sx tern, to sophisticated, custom designed database
a lications. Any application can be designed as
s~ gle or multiuser.
.

Database Management
4th Dimension has three environments. In the
Design Environment, users develop their database by
defining files, fields, input and output layouts (forms
and reports), links between files, procedures, custom
menus and passwords.
In the User Environment, users can enter data
and perform tasks, such as searching, sorting,
graphing and reporting, all using 4th Dimension's
built-in capabilities.
In the Custom Environment, users can run a
database like a stand-alone application using custom
features such as pull-down menus, buttons, alerts and
dialog boxes.
4th Dimension enables users to: design layouts
with Macintosh fonts , styles and object-oriented
graphics (eight predefined standard layouts are also
available and can be modified); store pictures; share
data among multiple users on a network; create
business graphs, such as pie, bar, column and line
charts; design custom menus, buttons and dialog
boxes; develop custom applications using 200 builtin commands and operators; import data directly
from Dbase II and III and other Macintosh, IBM PC
and mainframe programs; import and export SYLK,
DIF and text files; communicate via the Macintosh
serial ports; and install procedures written in other
languages.
A run time version of 4th Dimension allows
mariy users to work with a database witho11t
requiring each of them to own the full version of 4th
Dimension.
$795 retail; 4th Dimension
$395 retail; 4D Runtime (includes four diskettes for
four users)
Acius, Inc.; 10351 Bubb Rd.; Cupertino, CA 95014;
408-252-4444
4th Help
Adds context-sensitive help to 4D applications
Macintosh Plus or larger.
4th Help is an external that adds contextsensitive help capabilities to 4D applications.
Context-sensitivity is the preferred method of
delivering online help because it is direct, freeing a
user from searches through long lists of irrelevant
topics. Desktop Help provides online help without
any additional programming. However, to use its
context-sensitive capabilities, the application has to
communicate with the Help DA. For 4D databases,
this bridge is now provided by the 4th Help external.
$30 retail
Help Software, Inc.; l0659A Maplewood Rd.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-257-3815
Aperture
Visual information manager
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM; hard disk drive.
Aperture is a high-precision drawing system
integrated with a powerful database manager and is
used to build complete visual information systems. It
allows users to create fine, detailed drawings, attach
dat~ to the objects in the drawing, produce reports
showing that data, display data on the drawings and
link drawings together (like HyperCard) to form
complete applications. The objective is to keep
drawings and data consistent so project
documentation is complete, accessible and
maintainable.
$795 retail
Aperture Technologies, Inc.; 84 W. Park Pl.;
Stamford, CT 06901; 203-975-7587
Applications And Routines For 4th Dimension
Collection of 4th Dimension database examples
Macintosh Plus or larger; 4th Dimension.
Applications And Routines For 4th Dimension is
a collection of 4th Dimension database examples for
novice developers.
Applications And Routines provides a desk
accessory that enables developers to copy and paste
prewritten procedures, or build their own library of
commonly used procedures.

Included in the volume are ready-to-use
applications, procedures and layouts that can be cut
and pasted directly into a developer's own work.
Among these are the weight minder, which is a
single file database that demonstrates adding and
modifying records; the loan payment calculator,
which calculates loan payments; an elementary
checkbook program; a generic invoice; and a phone
minder, which records and dials phone calls and
maintains a list of callbacks. The documentation lists
each procedure used and fully explains how it works,
along with its associated layout(s).
Beginners can learn 4th Dimension more quickly
by dissecting the many examples. Developers can
save time by using the external procedures and
miniapplications as a template for their development
works.
$129 retail
DucSoft, Inc.; 238 Columbus Ave.; Sandusky,
OH 44870; 419-626-6797
Bookends Mac
Entering and storage of reference material
information
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM; HyperCard.
Bookends Mac is a HyperCard stack that allows
users to enter and store information about reference
material. It allows the storage of authors, title,
journal, volume, page number, date, publisher,
editors, location, keywords and abstract. Each field
can contain up to 30,000 characters.
Data can be output to a text file Of printer in
fully customized bibliographjc and footnote formats.
Bookends Mac provides a complete list of authors
and keywords in the file and title listing of selected
information. A built-in Journal Glossary saves time
when entering data. Subsets of references can be
selected by number and it allows Boolean and/or/not
searches. Data can be imported from BRS, Dialog
and Medline.
$99.95 retail; includes HyperCard
Sensible Software, Inc.; 335 E. Big Beaver, Ste. 207;
Troy, MI 48083; 313-528-1950
Brock Keystroke Advanced Encrypted Database
And Report Generator
Relationai database
Any Macintosh.
The Brock Keystroke Advanced Encrypted
Relational Database and Report Generator is a
database that provides many features including
special input formats, such as date, phone, social
security, auto date, auto increment and money
formats added to standard text and numeric formats.
Fields can be calculated from other fields, and
rapid searches can be performed on any of four key
fields. A mail merge can be done with MacWrite
documents, and mailing labejs and sorted reports can
be printed.
The program also includes batch update and
cross reference. These features allow a user to update
many records at a time with either new data or data
from another file, and allows two files to trade data
between themselves.
The Advanced Encrypted version also adds data
encryption to allow data transfer to other software or
machines, as well as allowing data to be protected
with up to three levels of passwords.
$149 retail
Brock Software Products, Inc.; PO Box 799; Crystal
Lake, IL 60014; 815-459-4210
Brock Keystroke Filer
Database
Any Macintosh.
The Brock Keystroke Filer is a database ideal for
small businesses needing customer mailing lists or
inventory reports at the end of the month.
The program provides many features including
special input formats, such as date, phone, social
security, auto date, auto increment and money
formats added to standard text and numeric formats.
Fields can be calculated from other fields, and
rapid searches can be performed on any of four key
fields. A mail merge can be done with Mac Write
documents, and mailing labels and sorted reports can
be printed.

$49.95 retail
Brock Software Products, Inc.; PO Box 799; Crystal
Lake, IL 60014; 815-459-4210
Brock Keystroke Relational Database And Report
Generator
Relatiorial database
Any Macintosh .
The Brock Keystroke Relational Database and
Report Generator is a database that provides many
features including special input formats, such as
date, phone, social security, auto date, auto
increment and money formats added to standard text
and numeric formats.
Fields can be'calculated from other fields , and
rapid searches can be performed on any of four key
fields. A mail merge can be·done with MacWrite
documents, and mailing labels and sorted reports can
be printed.
The program also includes batch update and
cross reference. These features allow a user to update
many records at a time with either new data or data
from another file, and allows two files to trade data
between themselves.
$99 retail
Brock Software Products, Inc.; PO Box 799; Crystal
Lake, IL 60014; 815-459-4210
Business Filevision Vl.5
Integrated graphics, filing, reporting
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive ; ImageWriter or laserWriter.
Business Filevision is a combination drawing
program and daiabase with each of 16 possible
drawing layers being attached to their own unique
database.
The drawing layers can be displayed in several
combinations with all layers showing, selected layers
showing, selected objects in each layer showing or in
any combination. Each object (shape, symbol, line or
text) is attached to its own record within that
drawing layer's database. If desired, up to 16
standard databases can be set up within one file
without the requirement to attach drawing page
objects. Each of the databases can be unique with
their own record setups and reports.
Business Filevision is easy to set up and use and
provides powerful standard database features, such
as multiple field attributes, search and highlight, a
powerful report generator and report library,
statistics, etc. The highlighting fea.ture not only
allows users to find all records meeting specified
search criteria, it also highlights all drawing page
objects that are attached to those records found.
The 8- by IO-inch drawing page supports a full
set of MacDraw-type drawing tools, modifiable
shades palette, multiple line widths, text and a
modifiable symbol palette for entering special
symbols. The drawing page can be set in a drawing
mode or in various display modes, such as blinking,
black or nothing, when an object is selected. All
objects entered on the drawing page can be identified
and named in the Type/Object title bar.
Besides the various ways to display each layer or
object, pop-ups can be created to display detailed
information about the object selected or to create
legends or other general information. Double
clicking an object can link users directly to that
object's database record or to another file that can
provide even more deiailed information about the
object.
Business Filevision is a stand-alone product and
is supplied on two SOOK disks. The package includes
a 250-page user manual, tutorial and example files.
$395 retail
Marvelin Corp.; 3420 Ocean Park Blvd., Ste. 3020;
Santa Monica, CA 90405; 213-450-6813
CIS•Gallery
Image cataloging software
Macintosh SE/30 with 2 MB of RAM (for the image
borrower's use only); Macintosh Il with 4 MB of
RAM (for both the image borrower and the image
collector).
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CIS•Gallery is easy-to-use image database
software for indexing and cataloging scanned
images. It lets users catalog scanned images and
reference them based on any specified criteria. It is
unique among Macintosh database software because
. it allows users to efficiently source even the largest,
high-resolution scanned images.
CIS•Gallery's search/retrieval performance is
comparable to conventional databases because it
relies on 8-bit color "thumbnail" images stored
inside of CIS•Gallery to achieve rapid image
searches, quick network access time and manageable
database size. Professional publishers can use the
software to facilitate the process of choosing, then
locating a desired image among hundreds of
possibilities. It can also be used to track the progress
of any number of images as they are edited,
captioned and prepared for print. For those managing
(lesktop presentations, CIS•Gallery can be. used to
catalog a library of images that can be drawn upon
when assembling a presentation.
$695 retail
$199 each retail; additional user access versions
Bameyscan Corp.; 1125 Atlantic Ave.; Alameda,
CA 94501; 415-521-3388
ClearAccess
Provides access to corporate databases
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; System 6.0
or later.
ClearAccess gives every Macintosh application a
transparent window into corporate databases on
minicomputers, mainframes, across local area
networks or worldwide. Anyone who uses a
Macintosh and needs current corporate data can get it
quickly and easily, placing it directly into a preferred
Macintosh application for review and analysis.
ClearAccess is a desk accessory, so it 's always
available. It draws data from a variety of database
and computer brands, all from one simple point and
click interface by using advanced database access
tools, such as the CL/I connectivity language and
Oracle for Macintosh. Communications and
translation tasks are handled invisibly in the
background, leaving users free to focus on the data
needed for their work.
$349 retail
Fairfield Software; 200 W. Lowe; Fairfield,
IA 52556; 515-472-7077 or 800-522-4252
C•A •T-Contacts-Activities-Time
High-speed, high-volume database for business
contacts and transactions; sophisticated tnail merge,
report generator, etc.
512K or larger Macintosh.
C• A•T is a relational database designed to
manage contacts, activities and time. It is designed
for people who need to keep in touch, such as
managers, sales/service personnel, brokers, bankers,
lawyers, consultants, etc.
Features include: multiple views of contacts to
reflect a user's world of the people; unlimited
contacts at each address for keeping track of contacts
at larger organizations; preset activities for automatic
schefiuling of follow-up events; preset text for form
letters; marketing surveys, scripts and forms entry;
recurring events for automatic reminders on regular
events; a calendar with a snapshot view of events by
contacts, activities and time; a merge feature for
passing data to others, updating, replacing
duplications and acquiring data from third-party
sources; and more.
$399.95 retail
Chang Laboratories, Inc.; 3350 Scott Blvd., Bldg.
25; Santa Clara, CA 95054; 408-727-8096
DAtabase
Database desk accessory
512KE or larger Macintosh; System 5.0 or later.
DAtabase is a full-featured database desk
accessory that can file all types of materiajs,
including color pictures, multifont text, calculated
figures and more.

The program simplifies importing by
automatically creating DAtabase files from text files
and other formats with selective field importation. It
also provides calculation fields to process forms and
financial figures.
Features include: three-level password protection
on each file; time and date stamping on each record;
fully variable window sizes for data files; detailed
reporting with multiple rule-based searches; global
or field specific find; sophisticated art grabber for
pictures with both marquee and lasso; marking
capability on selected records; auto copy of complete
records; flexible exportation; extension pri!Jting
options; telephone dialing; multiple picture fields per
record; online help; color and font control of fields
and text; innovative check box and pop-up fields;
and HyperCard-like background graphics and border
types.
$129.95 retail
Preferred Publishers, Inc.; 5100 Poplar Ave., Ste.
617; Memphis, TN 38137; 901-683-3383
DataMerge V2.0
Utility for manipulating tabular data
Macintosh Plus or larger.
DataMerge is designed to help users increase
their efficiency in working with tabular databases. It
can be used by any individual who needs to assemble
· tabular data for graphing, presentation or analysis.
DataMerge allows users to move tabular databases
from one application to another and from platform to
platform; to combine databases and selected columns
or rows of multiple databases; and to quickly inspect
the contents of large files without having to load
entire files into computer memory. The utility allows
merging up to nine text-format data files into a single
file with as many as 99 columns. It can also be used
to create new files by combining selected columns
from multiple files, to reorder columns in a file and
to name or rename column headers.
$99 retail
Seawell MicroSystems; 3808 39th Ave. SW; Seattle,
WA 98116; 206-322-3123
Dbase Mac
Relational database management system
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
Dbase Mac is an advanced relational database
management system that has the power and
flexibility required to accomplish a wide variety of
data management tasks without the need for
programming. Additionally, a full-featured
procedural (programming) language provides
software developers with the tools to develop
turnkey applications.
The program's relational capability enables users
to relate up to 32 data files. These can be "direct,"
"many to many," or "two-way" relationships.
Relationships are established without programming
by using the mouse and dragging a key field from
one file to another. Arrows visually illustrate the
relationships.
Features include extending the Macintosh's
simple user interface to facilitate quick learning and
ease of use; enables users to design databases
without programming, including creating files and
fields, form entry, manipulation and retrieval of data,
creating relationships between data files and
generating custom multifile reports; applications
development power through the inclusion of a fullfeatured procedural (advanced programming)
language; direct access of IBM-cornpatible Dbase
(.DBF) data files and ASCII text files , permitting
data file exchange with industry standard file
formats; the ability to manipulate graphics as data for
inclusion in reports, forms and other documents; and
more.
$495 retail; Dbase Mac
$300 retail; Dbase Mac Runtime version
Ashton-Tate; 20101 Hamilton Ave.; Torrance,
CA 90509; 213-329-8000
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ble Helix Version 3.0
rmation management; relational database
intosh Plus or large1:
Double Helix is a data-based information
agement and decision support system that offers
non-technical person full database functionality,
pl the ability to easily customize applications,
qu ries and reports.
Double Helix Version 3 is a data-based
ap lications generator that adds custom menus,
se rity and advanced design tools that enable a user
to esign complete systems for running a small
bu iness, medium offices or large departmental
pr ·ects. It offers password protection, while still
re ining flexibility to make changes as business
cot ditions develop. Other features include posting,
au matic data manipulation, I00 percent reliability
thn ugh a series of automatic save functions and
lo ging.
MultiUser Helix is an add-on network package
for Double Helix applications. It requires no
a~itional file server software and includes four
n es.
Helix VMX unites the Macintosh and VAX
w Ids. It allows applications generated with Double
He ix on a Macintosh to be run on any DEC VAX
mi ·computer under the VMS operating system. The
V acts as a "host" database server to the
M<cintosh "guests."
$5 5 retail; Double Helix Version 3.0
$4 5 retail; MultiUser Helix
$4 -oo starting price; Helix VMX
0 sta Corp.; 4084 Commercial Ave.; Northbrook,
IL 60062; 708-498-5615 or 800-323-5423

Fi~
II
D ! •Maker
abase manager
M cintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives or
ha disk drive.
FileMaker II js a database manager that allows
in rmation to be accessed quickly and easily,
sil\ plifies repetitive tasks and allows data to be
sh· ed over a network.
Features include: automatic indexing of every
w d, dat~, number and calculation; number of
reo rds, fields and layouts limited only by disk
sp! ce; easy-to-use scripts automate repetitive tasks
wi out programming; search by range, greater than,
!es than, exact match and prefix matching; search
on ultiple fields and criteria with "and," "or" and
"n t" capabilities; multiple search and sort formats;
o n up to 16 files at one time;. create field types for
tex: , number, date, picture, calculation and summary
dal ; view and edit multiple records; define
cal ulations using more than 48 financial, data, teliit,
lo cal and statistical functions and operators; hold
up o 32,000 characters of rich text with automatic
w d wrap in text fields; enter dates, serial numbers,
!is of values and default values automatically; add,
ch, ge or remove fields, layouts or calculations at
an time without data loss; variable field leqgth;
im./ort SYLK, Basic and text files into new or
ex ·ung records; export SYLK, Basrc and text for
us6 with other products; MultiFinder support for
bai ground processing; keyboard equivalents for
m ' t commands; and is not copy protected. .
Multiuser capabilities include: share FileMaker
II i 1formation with everyone on a Macintosh
ne~ork; multiple levels of password protection;
re rd locking; "confidential" layouts; "lookup" files
op rnte across network; and number of users limited
on by network.
·
$2 9 retail
$5 retail; upgrade to FileMaker II for registered
Fil Maker users
Cli ris Corp.; 5201 Patrick Henry Dr.; PO Box
58 68; Santa Clara, CA 95052; 408-727-8227
(c ·tomer relations), 800-544-8554 (U.S. upgrades)
or 00-334-3535 (U.S. dealers)_
Fil vision IV
M~tilayer drawing and database program
Mtjintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
dri e; JmageWriter or LaserWriter.

Database Management
Filevision IV is a multilayer drawing program
and an integrated database. Users can create a "real
world" visual database that not only maintains
records on a number of related objects, but also
provides a large drawing page that includes symbols
or actual images of those objects and their spacial
relationships. Each of the drawing page objects can
be attached to a database record.
Filevision IV supports color; direct import of
PICT, EPSF and MPNT graphics; a modifiable
symbol table; import and export text files; and print
page or a print library with report, form , label and
mail merge form letters formats. A 154-page
illustrated online context-sensitive help file and a
402-page illustrated manual are included to help
users in setting up integrated imaging database files.
$495 retail; upgrades from Business Filevision
available
Marvelin Corp.; 3420 Ocean Park Blvd., Ste. 3020;
Santa Monica, CA 90405; 213-450-6813
FoxBase+/Mac V2.00
Relational database system compatible with PC
Dbase III Plus and FoxBase+ ·
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; System 4.2 or later; Finder 6.0.
FoxBase+/Mac is a high-performance relational
database system that can handle records numbering
in the hundreds of thousands.
FoxBase+/Mac is completely compatible with
industry standard Dbase III Plus. Compatibility is so
complete that users can run MS-DOS Dbase
applications on a Macintosh without any change
whatsoever. All that is required is that files be moved
onto the Macintosh.
Multiple window support is an integral part of
FoxBase+/Mac. Up to nine user output windows can
be active simultaneously plus multiple program
editing, help, trace, debugging, status and memo
field editing windows. A complete command entry
and editing facility is provided with which users may
edit and re-execute any command entered from the
time the program is statted. A new, extensive
debugging capability is provided. Debugging is
managed entirely on the source level.
Execution of programs can be monitored
visually in a trace window, line-by-line. Also visible
is the immediately surrounding program text so
statements can be considered in context. The trace
window is provided with standard slider controls so
that the executing program module can be viewed
from beginning to end. Single stepping (statementby-statement execution of user programs) is
supported, and an extensive help facility, including
an online manual, is provided.
FoxBase+/Mac also includes ViewGen and
CodeGen. ViewGen is both a screen painting utility
and applications generator and features an advanced
user interface and interactive DOS shell. The screen
painting facilities allow users and developers to
create attractive visual displays for data input and
output, while the applications generator can create
complex and comprehensive data management
applications without any programmirtg. CodeGen is
a companion template language product that allows
advanced programmers to customize the code
generation process to their preferences.
FoxBase+/Mac has multiuser capabilities for
operation with AppleTalk and AppleShare.
$495 retail; single user
$695 retail; multiuser
$300 to $500 retail; royalty free run time (single user
to multiuser)
$75 to $95 retail; upgrade to Version 2.00 for
registered users (single user to multiuser)
Fox Software, Inc.; 134 W. South Boundary;
Perrysburg, OH 43551; 419-874-0162

GQL
Graphical query front-end to SQL databases
Macintosh Plus or large1:
GQL (Graphical Query Language) is a graphical
query application that provides users with a tool for
retrieving data from their SQL (Structured Query
Language) databases.
The program allows database administrators and
support personnel to devote more time to managing
their database systems, because they no longer have
to deal strictly with their users' day-to-day requests
for information.
GQL also provides database designers with
direct translations of their designs into database
schemas, allowing more rapid prototyping and
deployment of new databases.
$1,995 retail; GQL Administrator
$295 retail; GQL User
Andyne Computing, Ltd.; 544 Princess St., Ste. 202;
Kingston, Ontario, Canada K7L 1C7; 613-548-4355
or 800-267-0665 in U.S.
Graphic Knowledge Retrieval System
Full text and image retrieval system for technical
documentation stored on CD-ROM or other optical
media
Macintosh Plus or large1:
The Graphic Knowledge Retrieval System
(GKRS) is a full text and image retrieval system for
technical documentation stored on CD-ROM or other
optical media. Search capabilities include: and, or,
but not, exact order, proximity, field specific search
and right truncation.
Extensive use is made of hypertext to provide
links to referenced information, citations and images.
The hierarchical browse system also uses hypertext
to quickly move through a database structure, such
as Table of Contents, Chapter, Sub-chapter,
Document Outline and Document Text. Additional
features include dictionary, on-screen help,
bookmarking, path to document and split screen
capability to &llow a user to view text and graphics at
the same time.
GKRS runs on the Macintosh, under DOS and
Unix, providing corporate users total flexibility in
their choice of CD-ROM applications.
Call for pricing
KnowledgeSet Corp.; 888 Villa St., Ste. 500;
Mountain View, CA 94041; 415-968-9888
Hyper Hit
Data management tool
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM; HyperCard.
HyperHit is a data management tool that allows
for the storage and retrieval of variable-length
records with multiple keys. It is distributed in both
.Rel format and CUST resource type and includes a
complete mail list example with its source code.
$195.95 retail
Soft Stream International, Inc.; 19 White Chapel Dr.;
Mt. Laurel, NJ 08054; 609-866-1187
Instant ImageTalk
Audio/video production system
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM; Panasonic videodisc
recorder/player; composite video monitor; EECO
still-frame encoder/decoder system; HyperCard.
Instant ImageTalk is a multimedia audio/video
production system that uses HyperText to help create
and manage extensive picture libraries. The program
allows users to master their own videodiscs without
having to go to outside mastering services.
The system uses still-frame audio technology
that allows random access of 10 to 40-second sound
segments that a user can link to tens of thousands of
images on analog videodiscs. The pictures and sound
are recorded on analog videodisc media; only the
text, associated to the pictures and sound, is written
on digital media.
With a video camera or videotape, users can
record up to 24,000 still video frames, or more than
13 minutes ofreal-time "action" video and audio, or
67 hours of.still-frame audio, or a combination of the
above, on one 8-inch optical videodisc.

The system can also be used to create animations
with single frame recording of computer-generated
images. Multiple computer and audio/video systems
can be networked to permit electronic editing of
enormous amounts of audio/video "footage" quickly.
$35,000 retail; basic entry level system (includes
software, Panasonic videodisc recorder, Sony color
monitor and Sony color camera and stand)
$32,500 retail; EECO Still Frame Audio option
$11 ,000 retail; touch-screen video overlay option
(requires Mac II)
Royal Recovery Systems, Inc.; PO Box 1468;
Plainfield, NJ 07061; 201-753-2835
McMax2.0
Dbase III-compatible relational database
management system
512KE or larger Macintosh; two external disk drives
or hard disk drive; ImageWriter or laserWriter.
McMax is a Dbase-compatible relational
database management system fpr the Macintosh. It
enables users to create Macintosh database
applications using Dbase commands and offers the
ability to port existing PC Dbase applications to the
Macintosh without reentering data or rewriting code.
Mc Max applications run up to 10 times f!15ter than
the same Dbase applications on the PC.
Enhancements to the Dbase language enable the
addition of Macintosh interface features, including
alert and file boxes, resizable windows with scroll
bars, cursor icons, buttons and context-sensitive
help. McMax allows the creation of applications that
adhere to Apple's 10 Human Interface Guidelines
and offers serial support.
In addition, McMax features a HyperCard
XCMD and XFCN interface that enables a McMax
developer to extend the fuhctionality of McMax
using C, Pascal and assembler languages. An
innovative programming concept called user-defined
reads enable data validation and the ability to
develop modeless applications.
McMax offers an assist mode with access to
commands via pull-down menus and buttons. It also
features an easy-to-use programming editor; utilities
to create database files, labels and reports, online
help and a debugger. There are no fees for
distributing McMax applications.
$295 retail
Nantucket Corp.; 12555 W. Jefferson Blvd., Ste. 300;
Los Angeles, CA 90066; 213-390-7923
Micro Dynamics Mars
Multiuser archival and retrieval system
Network of Macintoshes (Macintosh Plus or larger);
optical disk drive; scanner; laser printer; OCR
device (optional) .
Micro Dynamics Mars (Multiuser Archival and
Retrieval System) is an integrated electronic
document management system that provides
permanent, compact storage and online access to vast
quantities of documents. The system incorporates
state-of-the-art technologies - high-speed scanners,
WORM (write-once, read-many) optical disk drives,
local-area networks and laser printers. It stores both
scanned paper documents and computer-generated
documents such as spreadsheets, word processing,
engineering drawings and 24-bit graphics.
Fast, accurate retrieval of stored documents is a
central feature of the system. A proprietary database
- optimized for speed, and incorporating
sophisticated searching features such as Boolean
operators - maintains an index of document
descriptions and enables any user on the network to
quickly find a desired document, even among
millions of others. The retrieved document can then
be viewed, printed, revised or distributed
electronically.
The FreeForm module provides fast, interactive,
full-text searching of gigabyte-size document sets.
The system requires AppleTalk or EtherTalk,
two dedicated Macintoshes (Directory Server,
Optical Server) and an optical disk drive.
Input/Retrieve workstation Macintosh computers
require 2 MB of RAM. To archive paper documents,
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Database Management
· a scanner is required; for hard copy output, a printer.
Several kinds of scanners and optical disk drives are
available. An optional security module limits access
to the system and controls read/write privileges.
$15,995 retail; Series 1000 Software for up to 10
users (server license)
$24,995 retail; Series 3000 Software for up to 20
users (server license)
$34,995 retail; Series 4000 Software for up to 50
users (server license)
$44,995 retail; Series 5000 Software for up to 100
users (server license)
$7 ,200 retail; Optional FreeForm Text Search
Module
$4,995 retail; Optional Text Recognition Module
(requires Calera Recognition Server)
$3,950 retail; Optional Satellite Retrieve-Only
Software
Micro Dynamics, Ltd.; 8555 16th St., Ste. 701;
Silver Spring, MD 20910; 301-589-6300
Microsoft File 2.0
Data management program
Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives or
hard disk drive.
'
Microsoft File is a database that allows users to
record, organize, manage, sort and report all kinds of
information.
In addition to dates, numbers and text, the
program allows a user to store pictures created with
MacPaint and MacDraw, and graphs created with
Microsoft Chart and Excel. Data can be entered ·
using a built-in List Helper, or users can custom
design a format that best fits their use.
Printed reports offer column totals, subtotals,
averages, standard deviation, minimum/maximum
ranges and more. Additionally, Microsoft File allows
users to preview reports before they are printed.
New to Version 2.0 include: more than 120
templates to make the program easier to use with
preprinted forms; supports color capabilities of a
Macintosh II; built-in List Helper and online,
context-sensitive Help; supports custom-size paper
and multicolumn labels; memo fields for long text;
computed field support for date fields; user-defined
default value for field borders; and more.
$195 retail
Microsoft Corp.; One Microsoft Way; Redmond,
WA 98052-6399; 206-882-8080
Natural Language
Uses conversational English to access SQL databases
on both Macintosh and Digital VAX computers
Macintosh II running AIUX; 8 MB of RAM; 60 MB
hard disk drive.
Natural Language is an English interface to
relational databases, including Oracle, Ingres and
Informix. With Natural Language, decision makers
gain the capability to query their databases using
conversational English. Training time is minimal
since no knowledge pf special syntax or complex
database structures is needed. The result is selfsufficient users who can perform ad hoc analysis on
their databases, and then base decisions on the latest,
most critical information.
Natural Language interprets questions in the
context of the database application, generates an
SQL query and then displays the answer as a graph,
in tabular format or as an English sentence.
Additional features include a large dictionary
(10,000 root words and 1,100 concepts), a spelling
checker and a point-and-click winqow option. A
companion product, the NLI Connector, helps the
OBA customize Natural Language for applications in
a variety of industries.
Call for pricing
Natural Language, Inc.; 2910 Seventh St.; Berkeley,
CA 94710; 415-841-3500

Omnis 3 Plus/Express Version 3.3
Single or multiuser, customizable, relational database
manager
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive.
Omiiis 3 Plus/Express is a relational database
program that provides 60 separate files up to 2.5 GB
in size, and can access a random record out of
l 00;000 records in .17 seconds.
Up to 64 users can access more than 1,400
related fields simultaneously. Nine levels of
password protection limit access to sensitive
information to authorized users. Libraries, including
passwords, can be encrypted.
Designed to enhance programming freedom,
Omnis 3 Plus allows users to control each field on
screen individually. Text fields with word wrap are
provided, along with the ability for users to make
their own scroll boxes. Omnis 3 Plus can execute
instructions based on the cursor entering a field,
leaving a field or a mouse being clicked in a field.
Customized pull-down menus and mouse buttons, as
well as screen and report layouts, can all be
integrated into custom business applications.
Omnis 3 Plus exchanges data with other
programs through SYLK, DIF text or ASCII file
formats. The program includes Omnis Express, a
front end that offers non-programmers the ability to
create relational custom databases.
$795 retail
Blyth Software, Inc.; 2929 Campus Dr., Ste. 425;
San Mateo, CA 94403; 415-571-0222
OmnisS
Relational and/or hierarchical database management
system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
Omnis 5 is a relational and/or hierarchical
database program that has been designed to fully
utilize the graphical interface, enhance memory and
.storage and color capabilities of both Macintosh and
IBM PS/2 hardware. It is a comprehensive program
for developing business data-management
·
applications.
Features include: full color graphics may be
included in windows' design or stored in the data
file; text data may be displayed in any font and color;
a graphic may include hot areas for HyperCard-like
buttons; data from different files may be displayed in
any window; user-defined menus may be substituted
for standard menus; full support for graphic data;
push button, radio box, check box field types;
WYSIWYG reports; total flexibility with more than
200 programming commands; variable length
records for efficient use of disk space; and .
HyperCard Access - a set of programs called
XCMDs that will allow HyperCard to read Omnis 5
data files in both single and multiuser installations.
(This allows HyperCard systems to be modified and
enhanced by assessing live Omnis 5 data.)
Omnis 5 includes Omnis Express to allow a user
to produce outline requirements of an application
and with a click of the start button, and it
automatically builds the Omnis 5 application.
$695 retail
$145 retail; each additional .multiuser pack
Blyth Software, Inc.; 2929 Campus Dr., Ste. 425;
San Mateo, CA 94403; 415-571-0222
Oracle For Macintosh
Transforms HyperCard into a full-function SQL
database
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM; 5 MB of
hard disk space;floppy disk drive; HyperCard 1.2;
Macintosh Programmers Workshop (for advanced
programming).
Oracle is a database management system that
operates under the native Macintosh operating
system.
Through HyperSQL, a HyperCard front end for
the database, users can create HyperCard
applications that interact directly with any Oracle
database whether it is stored on an IBM mainframe,
a Digital Equipment Corp. VAX, a Unix machine or
any other PC.
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Oracle for Macintosh includes a set of two
pr gramming tools for use with the Macintosh
Pr grammer Workshop. Pro*C is a C compiler that
all ws programmers to embed the Structured Query
L.!oilg~age (SQL) within their own C ~rograms. This
pernuts programmers to develop Macmtosh
applications that interlock directly with the Oracle
database and the Macintosh toolbox.
SQL* Plus is a ad-hoc SQL query and reporting
tool that provi~es traditiohal editing and reporting of
database information.
$199 retail; developer version
$999 retail; networking version
Oracle Corp.; 20 Davis Dr.; Belmont, CA 94002;
415-598-8000
Panorama
Database manager
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Panorama is a database manager that combines
the speed arid simplicity of a spreadsheet with
powerful forms capabilities. The spreadsheet
(row/column) format of Panorama is easy to
understand and use. And like a spreadsheet,
Panorama is spectacularly fast.
Panorama lets a user open up to 25 windows at a
time. In repetitive dat~ fields the Clairvoyance
feature will finish entering data after the first few
identifying letters have been typed. It can tum an
ordinary database into an outline with up to seven
levels of detail, and Panorama's powerful drawing
tools allow a user to create and modify complex
forms and reports and more.
Other features fnc!ude: the ability to create
mailing labels; the ability to change the size of
several objects at once; the ability to tie data with
pictures; amacro recorder; high-speed
import/export; equations; password protection;
automatic phone dialing; financial and time
functions; support for EPSF pictures; additional chart
options; tile ability to store and play back sounds;
and more.
$395 retail; Panorama
$35 retail; Mail Manager template
$25 retail; Personal Finance template
Provue Development Corp.; 15180 Transistor Ln.;
Huntington Beach, CA 92649; 714-892-8199
PictureBase
Graphic art management system
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
hard disk drive.
PictureBase is an art management system that
allows a user to organize graphics into libraries, store
titles and descriptions of each graphic and retrieve
them again.
Organization occurs through PictureBase 's
Library file system. Any number of Library fi les can
be created.
PictureBase allows a user to copy up to a full
page from any graphics document using the built-in
bit map or object marquee. It works with graphics
programs, including FullPaint, SuperPaint, MacDraft
or Cricket Draw.
PictureBase searches a user's library
automatically. A user enters a title or keyword
description and the program will find all that match.
A user may also browse through a file page by page.
The key to the PictureBase system is the
Retriever desk accessory that is installed under the
Apple menu. With this tool, a user can search for and
retrieve graphics from the library while using
another application.
Through the purchase of a multiuser license for
the Retriever desk accessory, users can share Library
files through network software. Security is
maintained because only the owner of the
PictureBase application can modify the shared files.
$99 retail
Symmetry Software; 8603 E. Royal Palm Rd., #llO;
Scottsdale, AZ 85258; 602-998-9106

Database Management
QuickDex l.4a
Free-form database desk accessory
512K or larger Macintosh.
QuickDex is a desktop accessory that allows
quick location of any word, number, phrase or
sentence on as many as eight card decks in memory
at the same time.
It automatically finds a phone number anywhere
on the card that eliminates selecting specific fields
before entering a phone number. The product
supports modem and speaker autodialing and
includes an area and Zip code database.
QuickDex also offers a printing utility program,
PrintDex, which allows users to print either an entire
card deck or new cards only. This utility includes
predefined options for printing on a variety of
standard card stock forms or users can select a
custom form size.
$60 retail
$165 retail; five site pak (one manual and five disks)
$300 retail; 10 site pak (two manuals and 10 disks)
Call for pricing; larger site licenses
Casady & Greene, Inc.; PO Box 223779; Carmel,
CA 93922; 408-624-8716
QuickStart
Complementary product to Dbase Mac; starter kit for
building powerful database applications
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive.
QuickStart is a Dbase Mac program that allows
programmers and users to customize a
preprogrammed number of applications, such as
personnel management, sales, marketing, accounts
receivable, accounts payable and inventory.
Designed for use in conjunction with AshtonTate 's Dbase Mac, QuickStart eliminates initial
development time for end users by allowing
customized business applications to be implemented
quickly.
$169 retail
DigiCorp; 6925 Union Park Ctr., Ste. 145; Midvale,
UT 84047; 801-562-2625
RecordHolderPlus
Database manager
512K or larger Macintosh; Image Writer or
LaserWriter.
RecordHolderPlus is a full function, versatile
data manager.
All fields are variable in length and can be up to
32,000 characters per field or record. Each text field
has its own scroll bar to keep all fields visible on
screen at the same time.
Features include: a Table of Contents window
for instant access to all records on file; flexible
reporting capabilities; prints mailing labels and
invoice forms; the ability to search on any and all
fields; context sensitive help screens; no limit to the
number of fields or records in a file; full support of
graphics and color; performs calculations; custom
designed display windows; and more.
$99.95 retail
Software Discoveries, Inc.; 137 Krawski Dr.; S.
Windsor, CT 06074; 203-872-1024
Reflex Plus: The Database Manager
Database management system
512K or larger Macintosh.
Reflex Plus: The Database Manager is a fully
relational database that combines a multifile database
with organizing, reporting and analyzing capabilities.
Features include: WYSIWYG design for entry
forms and reports; an auto-save feature; any number
of entry forms for the same database; entry f{lr more
than one database in a single entry form; a user's
entry form can display one record at a time, or all
records at once in a table-style view; calculated
fields in entry forms; display-only fields; new
functions, such as GroupBY that lets a user show
records grouped by values in common; a selection of
templates, including one to generate mailing labels
on an ImageWriter or LaserWriter; paste choices,

which allow a user to create formulas with links, or
paste fields; automatic sorting by key fields; diskbased; sorting on as many fields as needed, in any
way needed; text, floating-point, number, integer,
sequence number, date, time and logical data types;
choice of record sizes ( 1,000, 2,000 or 4,000
characters); and more.
$279 retail
Borland International; 1800 Green Hills Rd.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 408-438-8400
Retriever
Database desk accessory
512K or larger Macintosh .
Retriever is a database desk accessory that
allows Macintosh users to "retrieve" and manipulate
important lists of information without leaving the
current application. Retriever is structured in a rowcolumn format to easily organize a user's data.
Portions of the data may be hidden or shown to make
use of valuable screen space. Data may be searched,
sorted or marked for easy handling. Retriever works
hand-in-hand with many Macintosh applications.
The data can easily be imported rrom, or exported to,
most databases, spreadsheets and word processors.
Included with the Retriever desk accessory is a
90-plus page, perfect-bound manual, some sample
Retriever files and three HyperCard stacks that are
specially designed to work with Retriever. Using the
buttons in these stacks, records can be passed via the
Clipboard to Retriever, and vice versa. Additional
buttons will take any Retriever file of a user's design
and create a matching HyperCard stack with the
same fields and data. Also, a new Retriever file can
be created to hold the data from one of the'
backgrounds in one of a user's HyperCard stacks.
Retriever is not copy protected.
$89.95 retail
Exodus Software; 8620 Winton Rd., Ste. 304;
Cincinnati, OH 45231; 513-522-0011
SQL Front End
Macintosh front end to host SQL databases
Macintosh Plus or larger; SQL Host.
The Automation Group has refined the
technology to develop custom Macintosh front ends
to a variety of database servers. Using tools such as
CL/I, 4th Dimension, SequeLink and Oracle, they
can create an easy Mac interface to a user 's SQL
database running on VAX or other platforms. The
Group's existing systems can be easily modified to
meet a user's specific needs.
$5,000 and up retail
The Automation Group; 340 Townsend St., Ste. 432;
San Francisco, CA 94107; 415-777-9167
SQL/Expert
Generates Structured Query Language (SQL)
statements
·
Macintosh Plus or larger.
SQL/Expert is an "intelligent" application for
non-programmers that generates Structured Query
Language (SQL) statements, offering a "push
button" approach and a HyperCard interface to the
traditionally complex process of accessing data from
mini and mainframe database management systems.
SQL/Expert can actually write SQL programs
simply by asking a user questions, providing step-bystep guidance, and all of the choices up front.
It can be used to generate complex SQL queries
for use by a large database management system. It
also directly connects to the separately available
ScriptExpert for generation of SQL commands
embedded into HyperTalk.
$99.95 retail
HyperPress Publishing Corp.; PO Box 8243; Foster
City, CA 94404; 415-345-4620
TimeWand Manager
Relational database
512K or larger Macintosh ; TimeWand bar-code
reade1:
TimeWand Manager can be used to produce a
variety of business reports. It integrates a Macintosh
with the Videx Time Wand bar-code reader and
existing business programs.

ASCII text data files can be saved, bar code
entries can be cross referenced by names, tasks,
numbers or any descriptions; and a Code 39 Bar
Code font is included.
When designing company specific database
reports, information can be presented in the
following formats: sorting in ascending or
descending order; searching for words, partial words,
numbers and with logical operators; and calculating
to create a new field by adding, subtracting, dividing
and multiplying data from other fields.
$489 retail
Videx, Inc.; 1105 NE Circle Blvd.; Corvallis, ·
OR 97330; 503-758-0521
U.S. Map Templates For Business Filevision Or
Filevision IV
Map templates
512KE or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive;
Image Writer or LaserWriter; Business Filevision or
Filevision IV.
The U.S. Map Templates consist of all 50 states
to the county level (every county is a separate object
within the state) plus a few cities for reference. Each
state map also has a mini U.S. map that acts as a ·
locator and provides a means to randomly link from
state to state. A combined U.S. map and tutorial is
also included that provides examples for ·
demographic and thematic development of these
maps.
The Map Templates are supplied on two SOOK
disks and the package includes a 12-page user
manual.
$99 retail
Marvelin Corp.; 3420 Ocean Park Blvd., Ste. 3020;
Santa Monica, CA 90405; 213-450-6813

Decision Support
Business Valuation Template
Produces results for the eight most common
valuation methods
512K or larger; Excel, Mu/tip/an or equivalent
spreadsheet; printer recommended.
Business Valuation Template produces results
for the eight most common valuation methods:
capitalization of earnings; discounted future
earnings; discounted cash flow; dividend-paying
capacity; excess earnings (return on net assets);
excess earnings (return on net sales); adjusted net
assets; and price-earning ratio (multiple of earnings).
A total of 15 professional reports are generated.
Financial-statement ratios are computed on both
year-end balances and on the average of beginning
and end-of-year balances. Forty-one predefined
graphs are produced in both bar and line form.
Graphs are included for all financial-statement ratios
and for historical balance-sheet and earningsstatement information for the current year and the
four previous years.
·
$195 retail; special offer
$299 suggested retail
ILAR Systems, Inc.; 334 Baywood Dr.; Newport
Beach, CA 92660; 714-759-8987 or 800-777-4920
Crystal Ball
Forecasting and risk management
Macintosh Plus or larger; spreadsheet.
Crystal Ball is a forecasting and risk
management package that combines the decision
making benefits of simulation with a familiar
spreadsheet interface.
Through Monte Carlo Simulation, the program
forecasts all the possible results for a given situation.
Its graphic interface gives users an intuitive feel for
the decision at hand and, by requesting a "confidence
level," users can determine the likelihood of any
specific event.
Crystal Ball interfaces with Excel and other
Microsoft spreadsheets. Users' existing spreadsheets
are often usable without change.
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Decision Support
Additional features include descriptive statistics
on any forecast, sensitivity analysis of a model with
respect to various assumptions, reporting capability,
background execution of simulations under
MultiFinder, use of color and transfer of information
to other applications.
$395 retail
Market Engineering Corp.; 1738 Wynkoop St., Ste.
200; Denver, CO 80202; 303-298-0020 or
800-289-2550
Customer Profile System
Detailed analysis of key customer accounts and
market areas
Macintosh with 2 MB of RAM; host database with
network link to Macintosh; Oracle for the
Macintosh; HyperCard 1.2.
The Customer Profile System offers a flexible
and comprehensive approach to the timely analysis
of key-customer information. Executives can easily
access corporate data from his or her desk, because
the HyperCard front end keeps training to a
minimum.
A user may track key-customer information by
name or geographical area and find data by specific
market areas, major business categories or keycustomer names.
Management reports include Planned and Actual
Sales, Performance Analysis and Trends. All reports
are available in print or online.
$395 retail
$595 retail; developer version with source code
Softouch Software, Inc.; 5200 SW Macadam Ave.,
Ste. 255; Portland, OR 97201; 503-241-1841 or
800-829-1841
Decision Analysis By TreeAge (Data)
Decision analysis
512K or larger Macintosh.
Data enables a user to implement the techniques
of decision analysis as taught in the nation's leading
business schools, with a level of speed and efficiency
never before possible.
Data offers far more than computational ability.
It supports a decision maker who must deal with
uncertainties such as: how fast will domestic
manufacturing capacity increase if imports of
semiconductors are restricted; what is the settlement
value of recently commenced treble-damage antitrust
litigation; or should a new but risky treatment be
used for an AIDS patient?
Problems of this nature have the added
complication that the consequences of one or more
of the scenarios under consideration are uncertain in
critical areas where a decision maker lacks control.
This means that a decision maker must make
subjective judgements about the likelihood of
particular scenarios, and make decisions based not
only on costs and benefits but on assessments of risk
as well. Data furnishes a decision maker with an
effective tool for dealing with these problems
through a structured methodology that first puts the
uncertainties into perspective and then takes them
into account in the decision making process. ·
The possible chains of events (decisions, chance
. events and final outcomes) are identified in a tree
structure that clearly specifies the sequence of
events. Data then calculates the value of each
possible chain of events, giving appropriate weight
to each possible outcome. With this information
graphically displayed, a decision maker can evaluate
each intermediate point on the decision tree and
identify the sequence that will maximize value or
minimize costs, depending on the objective. Finally,
a decision maker can call on Data to perform
sophisticated sensitivity and risk analyses to assure
that the best possible decision is being made.
$495 retail
$10 retail; demo and documentation
TreeAge Software, Inc.; One Post Office Sq., 23rd
Fl.; Boston, MA 02I09; 617-426-5819 or
617-338-2897

Decision Analysis Techniques
Major techniques for decision analysis including
decision trees and tables, analytical hierarchy
technique, the electre technique, Bayesian
probability
512K or larger Macintosh.
Decision Analysis Techniques covers modem
techniques developed to aid in the process of
decision making.
Techniques described include: the assistance of
samples and experiments, the use of modeling and
simulation, goal programming and mathematical
programming, decisions under uncertainty and risk
(involving the use of utility analysis and Bayesian
probability theory), decision tables and decision
trees, group decision making and the Electre
technique, which allows a balancing of concordance
and discordance in the subjective or objective
evaluation of people or situations.
Although the techniques themselves are easy to
use, the ideas and procedures are highly
sophisticated and involve the "next level" of
statistical assistance to decision making.
$145 retail
Lionheart Press, Inc.; PO Box 379; Alburg,
VT 05440; 514-933-49 18
Extend
Behavioral simulation and modeling
Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives or
hard disk drive.
Extend is a behavioral simulation and modeling
application for engineering, science and business that
supports both continuous and discrete event
simulation. With Extend, users create models that
graphically capture complex systems in an easily
understood, structured manner.
Extend uses a block diagram approach, is library
based and has a built in compiled scripting language.
Libraries are available for manufacturing, business
and engineering.
$495 retail
Imagine That, Inc.; 151 Bernal Rd., Ste. 5; San Jose,
CA 95119; 408-365-0305
Forecasting And Time-Series
Time series analysis and forecasting techniques
covering smoothing techniques, regressive and
autoregressive models and Box-Jenkins models
512K or larger Macintosh.
Forecasting and Time-Series covers the general
methods of analysis of time-series and the
forecasting techniques based on those methods.
All types of time series are considered, such as
those with trends, seasonality and periodicity,
autoregressive, etc. Examples of time series used
range from stock prices and a utilities index to
population series. Elaborate data entry and
transformation facilities are provided. Time-series
analysis covers the study of periodicity, correlation
and cross-correlation, autoregression and Fast
Fourier Transforms.
Forecasting techniques range from simple
methods, such as moving average smoothing and
exponential smoothing, through autoregression and
regression models, to Box-Jenkins techniques.
$145 retail
Lionheart Press, Inc.; PO Box 379; Alburg,
VT 05440; 514-933-4918
MindSight
Business planning and analysis
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
hard disk drive.
MindSight is a corporate decision-support and
business-planning package that features modeling,
data management, what-if analysis, goal seeking,
graphics, reporting and communications.
The program allows users to describe various
problems in standard business terms, and uses all
Macintosh features such as icons, windows, pulldown menus, dialog boxes and the mouse.
In addition, the program performs functions,
such as automatic solution of simultaneous
equations; logical consolidation of models and data
by variable name; financial, statistical and
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mathematical functions, subroutines; and micros for
text substitution.
$249 retail
Execucom Systems Corp.; PO Box 9758; Austin,
TX 78766; 512-327-7070 or 800-531-5038
Probus EIS
Executive information systems development
environment
Macintosh SE or 11 family.
Probus EIS is a high-level executive information
systems (EIS) development environment that
includes on-screen navigation, color business
graphics, multiple windows , exceptional flagging,
local and networked communications and interfaces
to spreadsheet, presentation and word processing
products and E-mail arrd news services.
Probus' intuitive interface allows executives to
explore large amounts of financial, marketing,
operational and competitive information from
diverse internal and external mainframe and
microcomputer database sources. The Probus
architecture and CASE-like development
methodology provides the information provider with
the capability to develop, customize and maintain
EIS systems at a fraction of the cost, time and effort
of alternate solutions.
$45,000 retail; per site license
Decision Technologies, Inc.; PO Box 8158;
Stamford, CT 06905; 203-327-4000
Sales And Market Forecasting
How to develop a company time-series and relate it
to more general economic time-series; how to make
a forecast and how to handle a forecast once made
512K or larger Macintosh.
Sales and Market Forecasting builds on the
material covered in Forecasting and Time-Series and
attacks the very practical problem of how to make a
forecast and what to do with the forecast once it is
made.
The starting point is the preparation of a demand
analysis and the generation of a company timeseries. The various factors that might appear in a
company time-series (trends, seasonality, etc.) are
examined in detail and examples are given of the
appropriate forecasting techniques.
The problem of relating the company time-series
to more general business and economic time-series is
covered, as is the development of the forecast itself.
The preparation of a market audit from the various
materials generated during the forecasting process is
also included.
Sources of information about business data are
provided, as is an extensive database of about 50
yearly and monthly time-series obtained from the
U.S. Department of Commerce publications.
Numerous examples are provided.
$145 retail; program
$200 retail; with Forecasting and Time-Series
Lionheart Press, Inc.; PO Box 379; Alburg,
VT 05440; 514-933-4918
Stella D Vl.O
Model building and simulation
512KE or larger Macintosh .
Stella II is a complete rewrite of the original
Stella. It includes all of the features of Stella, plus
many more. Users use four basic building blocks to
easily place together the system they 'd like to
represent. As users do this, Stella II automatically
generates the equation framework "behind the
scenes." Users do no programming. After clicking or '
sketching in the linear or non-linear relationships
associated with the equations, a user 's model is ready
to simulate.
Stella II allows users to do discrete-event, as
well as continuous process simulations. Multiple-run
sensitivity analyses can also be done. Users tell
Stella II which parameters to vary, over what range
and in what increments, and Stella II generates the
results.
$495 retail
High Performance Systems, Inc.; 13 Dartmouth
College Hwy.; Lyme, NH 03768; 603-795-4857

Decision Support
StellaStack
Model building and simulation
Macintosh Plus or larger.
With StellaStack, users can completely
customize the user interface to a Stella model. Users
can view and modify model assumptions by
navigating around a hierarchical environment while
pushing buttons, clicking on pictures, listening to
sounds, sliding slidebars, turning knobs or just
typing in numbers. StellaStack gives users complete
nm-time control of their model. Users may create
environments in which users can change assumptions
either while the model is running, or during a pause.
StellaStack provides a wealth of devices that
enable users to customize the output being
transmitted back to HyperCard from their model.
Users can animate pictures, sound alarms, set off
warning flashers and spin dials. Using StellaStack,
users can program their own sensitivity analysis or
optimization routine.
$295 retail
High Performance Systems, Inc.; 13 Dartmouth
College Hwy.; Lyme, NH 03768; 603-795-4857
Synchronicity
Intuitive decision making
512KE or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive or
external disk drive; Macintosh Plus or larger for
sounds.
Synchronicity is a "mood altering" software
experience that features multimedia effects and
eloquent hypertext. A keyboard focusing ritual
stimulates fresh insight in response to questions that
logic cannot resolve. Synchronicity is designed to
counter distorted thinking that causes confusion and
stress in an enjoyable and relaxing way. It's useful
for helping users resolve dilemmas, office politics,
negotiation strategy and problems with relationships.
$49.95 retail
Visionary Software, Inc.; PO Box 69191; Portland,
OR 97201; 503-246-6200 or 800-877-1832

Oesktop Communications/
Electronic Mail
AlisaMail
VAX-based electronic mail system
Macintosh Plus or larger.
AlisaMail is a VAX-based electronic mail
system for VAXNMS, Macintosh and PC users. It is
an expanding series of mail servers and the core
switching and directory SQL-based engine, called
the Information Switch. AlisaMail consists of a
VAX-based server for Microsoft Mail V2.0,
VMSmail server and the Information Switch.
The Information Switch provides message and
directory services for the AlisaMail servers and
comprehensive administration facilities, including
accounting and reporting for tracking delivery delays
and message traffic loads and other similar functions.
Messages and attachments are stored in the relational
database; only one copy is needed for multiple
recipients.
AlisaMail's Microsoft Mail server is 100 percent
compatible with Microsoft Mail V2.0 and provides
all services needed for store-and-forward message
delivery and automatic directory updates in
cooperation with other mail servers on the AppleTalk
network.
AlisaMail's VMSmail server provides
transparent message exchange with Digital mail
services, permitting easy message exchange between
users of VMSmail, All-In-I, IBM PROFS, X.400
and more.
$10,000 to $17,500 retail; licensed per VAX CPU
Alisa Systems, Inc.; 221 E. Walnut St., Ste. 175;
Pasadena, CA 91101; 818-792-9474

CC:Mail
Electronic mail
Macintosh Plus or larger; CC:Mai/'s LAN Package;
at least one IBM PC or compatible MS-DOS system
on the network.
CC:Mail allows users to send virtually any type
of file to another Macintosh, MS-DOS-based or
OS/2-based personal computer on a local-area
network.
CC: Mail uses the Macintosh's intuitive user
interface to select and activate CC:Mail functions.
Like the MS-DOS and OS/2 components of
CC:Mail, the Macintosh product provides users with
the ability to send and receive compound messages,
or "envelopes" containing text, graphics images and
fi les of any type to and from other CC:Mail users,
regardless of the workstations or networks they may
be using.
CC:Mail 's electronic-mail features include
personal mail folders for organizing messages;
public bulletin boards for meetings, conferences and
notices; archiving for message storage, back up or
relocation; and certified mail. Users do not have to
leave their application programs to read/reply and
send/receive CC:Mail, and they can use the
program's built-in text editor to create and edit text
messages without leaving the electronic mail
package.
$495 per server retail; volume pricing and site
licensing available
CC:Mail, Inc.; 2141 Landings Dr.; Mountain View,
CA 94043; 800-448-2500
DaynaMail
Electronic mail for Macintosh and IBM PC users
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; local hard
disk.
·
DaynaMail is a server-based electronic mail
application that allows Macintosh and IBM PC users
to send and receive messages across local-area
networks, such as DaynaNet, AppleShare, Tops, 3+
and NetWare for Macintosh.
DaynaMail automatically sorts incoming mail by
person, date and topic. It alerts users when they
receive urgent or registered mail that requires
immediate attention. It files replies with the original
message so that a running conversation is kept of an
entire exchange.
DaynaMail gives users a personal address book
in which to enter the people and workgroups they
correspond with. Users can import an entire address
book full of names or export their address book for
other people to use.
Other features, such as the ability to save
message drafts for later completion, carbon copy and
blind copy, and registered and urgent. delivery of
mail, increase the ease and flexibility of interoffice
communications.
For businesses that need to communicate beyond
the local-area network, DaynaMail can provide
wide-area connectivity to other applications running
on other networks. In conjunction with MHS - a
wide-area message handling software package DaynaMail can communicate with other
applications, such as IBM's PROFS, DEC's All-InOne, Action Technologies' The Coordinator and
other MHS-compatible applications.
$295 retail; per five-user pack
Dayna Communications; 50 S. Main St., 5th Fl.; Salt
Lake City, UT 84144; 801-531-0203
Desktop Express
Graphic and text document delivery using MCI Mail
512K or larger Macintosh; two 400K drives, one
BOOK drive or Apple HD20; modem.
Desktop Express allows users to share graphics
and text via MCI Mail.
With the program, users can send text messages
to any MCI mail user in the world, including those
with MS-DOS computers.
Any document created on a Macintosh can be
exchanged, viewed and printed on the recipient 's
Macintosh, provided both are using Desktop
Express. If the sender and recipient have the same
application software on which a document was
created, they can revise the document.

Users can also send documents to people without
a computer or Desktop Express by electronically
sending the documents to an MCI Print Center where
it is then delivered via courier or postal service to
anyone in the United States.
Other features of the program include a
MailFinder for efficient offline management of
electronic mail; a mini word processor for memo
writing; and an address book for lists, names and
addresses.
The program includes a free MCI account for a
ye'ar, a password to Dow Jones News/Retrieval and a
Macintosh pull-down menu interface for the
News/Retrieval service.
$149 retail
Dow Jones & Company, Inc.; PO Box 300;
Princeton, NJ 08543; 609-520-4641
Electronic Envelope
Prepares binary data for sending over modem or
electronic mail system
Any Macintosh.
Electronic Envelope is a communications utility
program that prepares binary files for data
transmission over public and private electronic-mail
networks, overcoming incompatibility problems
between computer files and electronic-mail systems.
The program formats binary data to make it
appear to electronic mail systems as ASCII text. By
doing this, users can exchange spreadsheets with
workers in different locations for collaboration on
budget forecasts, financial reports and what-if
analyses. Managers and workers can actively
exchange text files for editing memos, updating
reports or referencing proposals.
$49.95 retail
MCTel, Inc.; 5070 Parkside Ave., Ste. 1300;
Philadelphia, PA 19131; 215-879-3819
Electronic Mail Effect Vl.O
E-mail
512K or larger Macintosh.
Electronic Mail Effect allows multiple users to
send and receive electronic messages over a local
area network, accessing a shared electronic mail
database. It allows users to have their own password
protection and to be grouped by department for mass
mailings. Messages can be forwarded to other users,
archived for later retrieval or a reply can be returned
to the sender. Electronic Mail allows users to see
whether their message has been read by its recipient.
If the message hasn't been read, it allows users to
retrieve the message, edit it and resend. The program
also allows users to print any message sent or
received. Electronic Mail can be used with either the
single-user Effect (included) or one of the multiuser
NetEffect versions for simultaneous access by any
number of users across a supported network.
$79 retail
$99 retail; NetEffect
Maxem Corp.; 7855 S. River Pkwy., Ste. 217;
Tempe, AZ 85284; 602-491-2466 or 800-336-6296
FaxGate
Facsimile gateway
Macintosh Plus or larger; BackFax-compatiblefax
modem; BackFax, QuickMail or Microsoft Mail.
FaxGate and BackFax allow a single fax modem
and phone line to serve the fax needs of all users on a
Microsoft Mail or QuickMail network. Memos
prepared with either LAN-based mail system can be
routed to recipients at fax machines around the world
in addition to or instead of recipients on the local
networK. Incoming facsimile is printed on the mail
server. FaxGate includes a five-pack of MaiIMaker,
which lets users send electronic printouts of most
documents over an E-mail system or to any Group 3
fax device.
$395 retail; each mail server
Solutions Inc.; PO Box 783; Williston, VT 05495;
802-865-9220
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Desktop Communications/
Electronic Mail
GatorMail
Links Microsoft Mail or QuickMail with mail
systems that support SMTP
Macintosh Plus or larger; CE Software's QuickMail
or Microsoft Mail; Unix workstations or
minicomputers supporting standard SMTP;
Loca/Talk to Ethernet gateway if Macs are Loca/'{alk
based.
GatorMail is an easy-to-use bridge that connects
Microsoft Mail or QuickMail with mail systems that
support Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), the
mail protocol most widely used by Unix computers.
Key features include: delivers messages to and
from users of QuickMail or Microsoft Mail and
SMTP-based mail systems; links mail networks
transparently so users see only their familiar mail
interfaces; sends text, data or graphics enclosures to
and from Unix mail systems; and lets the network
administrator specify the licensed users who can
access GatorMail.
$995 retail; services 10 Macintoshes and unlimited
SMTP hosts
Cayman Systems, Inc.; 26 Landsdowne St.;
Cambridge, MA 02139; 617-494-1999
InBox 3.0; InBox Plus
Full-featured electronic mail system enabling
Macintosh and DOS users to share infonnation and
communicate across a network
Macintosh Plus or larger; IBM PCs; Loca/Talk or
Ethernet connections.
InBox is an easy-to-implement work group
solution offering sophisticated electronic messaging.
It enables both PC and Macintosh computers to act
as servers or "message centers" to store each user's
mail. Each InBox package provides software for both
Macintosh and DOS computers and supports up to
20 users. Other key features include: personalized
distribution lists for quick addressing to work groups
or departments; sort mail by date, subject or sender;
filter mail and store mail in storage boxes; organize
drafts and incoming mail on a local disk drive or file
server, reducing Message Center storage
requirements, improving perfonnance and providing
a convenient tool to organize and archive mail; and
attach any number of spreadsheets, programs,
graphics or text files to a message for efficient data
sharing.
InBox Plus offers a smooth upgrade path to an
enterprise-wide or global electronic mail system that
supports more users per message center,
communications between multiple message centers
and access to gateways. InBox Plus supports up to
100 users per Message Center and easily routes
messages among multiple servers to create networks
connecting hundreds or thousands of users. It has
advanced administration capabilities and can
"gateway" to mini- and mainframe computers, LANbased E-mail systems and external mail services
worldwide. Centralized distribution lists enable users
to address mail to specific groups quickly and easily.
$329 retail; InBox
$995 retail; InBox Plus
Sun Microsystems, Tops Division; 950 Marina
Village Pkwy.; Alameda, CA 9450 I; 415-769-8700
or 800-445-8677
Instant Mail Manager
Provides connection between Easy Link service and
Macintosh
512K or larger Macintosh .
Instant Mail Manager (IMM) connects
Macintosh computers to Western Union's EasyLink
electronic mail service. IMM integrates Macintoshes
with EasyLink and provides word processing,
address list maintenance, tenninal emulation and
automatic communications.

EasyLink allows users to communicate
electronically with virtually anyone in the world. It
provides interconnection to a wide range of
computer systems and communications protocols. In
addition, EasyLinkFax distributes correspondence to
Group III facsimile tenninals and Mailgram
messages can be transmitted for delivery to those
without electronic communications.
With the EasyLink binary file transfer capability,
Macintosh users can transmit spreadsheets, address
lists, desktop publishing files, computer programs
and word processing documents. MacBinary file
transfers can also be made via Easy Link so that file
and folder icons and formats specific to Macintosh
computers are preserved on transferred documents.
Lengthy files are also transmitted in a completely
revisable fonnat.
Additionally, IMM for the Macintosh supports
error-free communications.
$195 retail
Western Union; One Lake St.; Upper Saddle River,
NJ 07458; 800-779-1111
MacVines Mail Gateway
Facilitates E-mail transfer between Macintosh
computers and IBM PCs
512KE or larger Macintosh; Vines 80386-based
network server with Ethernet and Vines Network
Mail; CE Software's QuickMail; Ethernet or
Loca/Talk to Ethernet bridge.
Mac Vines Mail Gateway is an easy to install
software product that enables users of Macintosh
computers and users of IBM PCs and other DOSbased compatibles to exchange electronic mail freely
over a Banyan Vines network. The mail is actually
exchanged between Banyan's Vine-based Network
Mail program and CE Software's QuickMail.
Users may send files of any type as attachments
to mail messages. A special program, provided with
the Gateway, allows the conversion of files between
the Macintosh and DOS fonnats.
In addition, the MacVines Mail Gateway allows
mail messages and attachments to be sent between
Macintosh users who are not located on the same
physical local-area network. A QuickMail user could
send a message from one QuickMail site through the
Vines Network Mail system to another QuickMail
site attached to the Vines network. As a result,
Macintosh users can take advantage of existing
Vines wide-area networking capabilities, including
X.25, dial-up and HDLC. All LAN connections can
also be used.
$795 retail; per server
Banyan Systems, Inc.; 115 Flanders Rd.; Westboro,
MA 01581 ; 800-828-2404
Mail Center
AppleTalk electronic mail system
Any Macintosh.
Mail Center allows two or more Macintoshes to
exchange messages, files, applications or folders via
AppleTalk.
The program installs as a desk.accessory so a
user can receive mail while working in any
application.
.
It is available for two (Twin Pak) or six (Six
Pak) Macintoshes.
$299 retail; Twin Pak
$499 retail; Six Pak
Videx, Inc.; l105 NE Circle Blvd.; Corvallis,
OR 97330; 503-758-0521
Mail Maker
Tums files into high-quality fax documents
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Mai!Maker allows users of Microsoft Mail and
QuickMail to create outgoing fax messages with
almost any Macintosh application. These can include
spreadsheets, newsletters, formatted text, etc., and
can be multipage.
A user of MailMaker and FaxGate can print on
any of the millions of fax machines in the world. The
message, with great graphic fidelity, is delivered
through the LAN mail system to the server and out to
the world automatically. Incoming fax can also be
routed to users with MailMaker. They can display,
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print and copy from fax messages. Graphics
documents created with Mai!Maker can also be
routed to other users of the product on the network,
whether or not FaxGate is present on the mail server.
$195 retail; five pack
$345 retail; 10 pack
Solutions Inc.; PO Box 783; Williston, VT 05495;
802-865-9220
MailMate
Macintosh to VAX mail bridge
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Mai!Mate family of products provide
gateways to DECnet mail users for existing
Macintosh-based electronic mail packages.
Currently, Mai!Mate gateways are available for CE
Software's QuickMail and Microsoft Corp. 's
Microsoft Mail V2.0. The Mai!Mate gateways
provide two-way exchange of text messages with
Digital Equipment Corp.'s DECnet mail (also
known as VMSmail), making mail exchange
possible between QuickMail or Microsoft Mail and
Digital's All-In-I system, IBM PROFS, X.400 and
other services supported by Mai!Bus, when used in
conjunction with Digital's Message Router/Mai!Bus
services and the MRGATE gateway.
MailMate products support use of automatic
address prefix and suffix for groups of users,
restricting access to gateway services, logging of all
gateway activity for the mail manager, use of
predefined fonns and templates for users and oneoff addressing. Because MailMate products work
with existing mail packages, users need not learn
any new skills.
Mail Mate licenses are available for one to 10
users, one to 30 users, one to 100 users and unlimited
users. MailMate uses Alisa's DECnet package for the
Macintosh, making the Macintosh a true DECnet ·
node capable of receiving and sending DECnet mail.
DECnet access may be via Ethernet, LocalTalk (and
the Kinetics FastPath IV) or asynchronous
(DDCMP) connection. .
$950 to $9,450 retail; depending on license type
Alisa Systems, Inc.; 221 E. Walnut St., Ste. 175;
Pasadena, CA 91101; 818-792-9474
MaxNotes
Macintosh front-end application for Digital 's VAX
Notes electronic conferencing system
Macintosh Plus or /arge1:
MaxNotes provides a friendly Macintosh-based
interface to DEC's VAX Notes electronic
conferencing system. It uses Alisa's Macintosh
DECnet package or special AppleTalk for VMS
package to connect to remote VAX Notes
conferencing servers. DECnet access may be via
Ethernet, LocalTalk (and the Kinetics FastPath IV)
or asynchronous (DDCMP) connection.
MaxNotes makes full use of the Macintosh
graphical point-and-click interface. Virtually all of
the features of the VAXNMS tenninal-based front
end for VAX Notes are supported by MaxNotes. In
addition, MaxNotes supports a multiwindow
interface that allows browsing of several topics at
once, each with its own "threading" context, cutting
and pasting from one window into a topic or reply
note in another window. A special "paste quotation"
feature makes it easy to include quotations from
other notes, complete with ">>" marks and a
template citation header.
MaxNotes also provides special tools for
conference moderators, including a single dialog
handles the membership roster, member privileges
and node assignments; a dialog to add, delete or
rename keywords; and read-only topic and
conference controls.
$295 retail
Alisa Systems, Inc.; 221 E. Walnut St., Ste. 175;
Pasadena, CA 91101; 818-792-9474

Desktop C.Ommunications/
Electronic Mail
MBA>NetMail
Telephone message and electronic mail system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 4th Dimension.
MBA>NetMail is a telephone message and
electronic mail system with archival storage. Phone
messages have a response field that lets a user log
how they responded to each message, such as calling
back 50 times. Electronic mail may be sent to any
combination of users and tied in with 4D's Password
system.
MBA>NetMail is a multiuser-ready, relational
database application with unlocked, open source
code and a license to modify the program to suit a
user's needs.
$189 retail; unlimited users
Generation Four., Inc.; 3232 San Mateo NE, #199;
Albuquerque, NM 87110; 505-294-3210
Message Center
Handles phone calls and messages
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
Message Center is an essential tool for corporate
work groups and small businesses. This HyperCard
stack allows users to stay at their computer while
taking messages. It allows users to print messages
individually, by recipient or for the entire work
group. An "Outgoing Message" feature allows users
to track what messages to give people who call for a
specific person who is not in the office. A
SmartTransfer option allows users to transfer
information from a message to any stack, including
Apple's Address Stack, Focal Point and The Tracker.
Message Center includes an Archive Stack
where all messages can be stored for later retrieval.
The Archive allows users to perform all the usual
card handling functions (searching, deleting,
printing, etc.), including a housekeeping routine that
deletes all messages prior to a date specified. Other
features include: the capability to link any stack, file
or application to the Message Center; automatic
message counter for each person; phone dialing
(automatically dials the number on the message);
extensive online help; and more.
$49.95 retail'
HyperMedia Publishing Group; PO Box 300;
Reading, MA 01867; 617-246-1234
Microsoft Mail 2.0
Electronic mail program for Macs and IBMs and
compatibles on AppleTalk and compatible networks
512K or larger Macintosh; local area network
(AppleTalk, EtherTalk or compatible).
Microsoft Mail is a fully integrated desktop
communications/electronic mail system that allows
users on any number of local or remote AppleTalk
networks to communicate with each other by sending
messages, files, custom forms and graphics. Remote
dial-in ability is fully supported.
The Microsoft Mail server software functions as
a central resource manager for all electronic mail
sent and received on the LocalTalk network. It
maintains a current listing of all mailboxes registered
on the system. The server eliminates the problem of
lost messages and files by storing them to disk
immediately upon receipt.
Messages can be read, printed, deleted, stored,
saved as text files or forwarded to someone else's
attention.
Besides being able to send short memos and
notes, users can also send complete files containing
worksheets, bit-mappi:d graphics, lengthy word
processed documents or files from other
applications. Microsoft Mai l is integrated with
Microsoft Word and Excel so users can share in the
creation of information.
Mail can be sent to users on other e-mail
networks, such as AppleLink, MCI Mail or PROFS,
through gateways that are available to Microsoft
Mail.

$395 retail; Server (Includes one Mac Workstation)
$125 retail; Mac Workstation
$125 retail; PC Workstation
$1 ,495 retail; Mac Workstation 20-pack
Microsoft Corp.; One Microsoft Way; Redmond,
WA 98052-6399; 206-882-8080
Network Notes
Electronic bulletin board to help teams work together
more productively
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Network Notes helps work teams share
information they need to work more smoothly,
productively and efficiently. Designed to promote
information sharing, Network Notes lets each user
post a public "note board" on his or her machine.
Notes can include calendars, phone messages,
product reports and news from the field. Network
Notes can also tell a user at a glance which team
members are in their offices.
Because Network Notes is a desk accessory, it
can be used within any program. No dedicated server
is required.
$200 per network retail
Eastgate Systems, Inc.; PO Box 1307; Cambridge,
MA 02238; 617-924-9044
QuickMail 2.2
Electronic mail
512KE or larger Macintosh ; hard disk drive.
QuickMail is an easy-to-use electronic mail
package for Macintoshes on AppleTalk networks.
The program does much more than simple message
exchange; it provides sophisticated "store and
forward" technology, links multiple networks over
modems, spans gateways and bridges on internets,
reaches those without computers, exchanges
messages aha files with electronic services and
collects data - seamlessly. It can be remotely
accessed from any computer.
The program features simple installation and
setup and offers online help. It is written as a desk
accessory for instant access. E-mail features include
QuickConference, for either private conversations or
multiuser conferences; QM Menu, which provides a
"Mail" menu in all applications; voice-annotated
mail; QM Forms, a Draw-type program that makes
custom mail forms; and NameServer, which
automatically updates a database of QuickMail
recipients and addresses.
QuickMail features seamless zone and wide-area
connectivity. Special software bridges and gateways
are available from CE Software and third parties to
extend the power of QuickMaii. A built-in
telecommunications bridge allows access to
nationwide services, network to network connections
and an external dial-up capability. The QM-QM
Bridge allows users to create one MailCenter that
can connect with thousands of other QuickMail sites.
QM-Link Gateway lets QuickMail users trade mail
with users of AppleLink. The QM-MHS Gateway
allows QuickMail users to send and receive
messages, documents and applications to and from
users of any electronic mail packages supported by
MHS.
Inside QuickMail is available to aid
programmers in the creation of custom bridges and
gateways. QuickMail PC will alloV{ IBM PC and
compatible users to exchange QuickMail with Mac
users on the same network.
$189.95 retail; single-user pack
$339.95 retail; five-user pack
$499.95 retail; JO-user pack
$2,299.95 retail; 50-user pack
$89.95 retail; one-user add-on
CE Software, Inc.; PO Box 65580; West Des
Moines, IA 50265; 515-224-1995
RetixMail For Macintosh
E-mail system providing complete X.400
compatibility to the Macintosh
Macintosh SE or fl.
RetixMail For Macintosh allows Macintosh
users to send and receive messages and data files
with other users on PCs, minicomputer and
mainframe systems and other Macintosh

workstations, using X.400 protocols. X.400 is the
global messaging standard established by the
Consultativ.e Committee on International Telephone
& Telegraph (CC!TI), and adopted by the U.S.
Government Open Systems Interconnection Profile
(GOSIP).
RetixMail For Macintosh installs onto a
Macintosh SE or II and communicates via standard
LAN operating systems that support both PC and
Macintosh workstations. The RetixMail For
Macintosh users share a common OpenServer 400, a
Retix-supplied X.400 message server that operates
on an IBM PC-compatible microcomputer. The
OpenServer 400 may be located anywhere on the
same virtual LAN with the Macintosh workstations,
subject to the limitations of the network operating
system. A large number of PCs and Macintosh
computers may be served by one OpenServer 400,
with typical system sizes ranging from 30 to 150
users per LAN.
$7,300 retail; for 100 users (includes Retix
OpenServer 400 message server package and Wide
Area Network (WAN) adapter)
Retix; 2644 30th St.; Santa Monica, CA 90405;
213-399-2200

Desktop C.Ommunications/
File Servets
3+0pen For Macintosh
Integrates Macs into the 3+0pen LAN Manager
environment
Macintosh Plus or larger; 3S/500 Server series
network server or PC server (PC 386 or PS/2) with
8 MB of RAM and OS/2 administrative workstation ;
Ethernet adapters for Mac and PC workstations;
Ethernet cabling with I-connectors and/or Loca/Talk
cabling.
3+0pen For Macintosh integrates Macintoshes
into the 3+0pen LAN Manager environment,
providing high-perfonnance local and wide area
networking for Macintosh workstation users, and
allows Macintosh users to exchange files and share
printers among the!llselves and with DOS and OS/2
workstation users on the network. 3+0pen For
Macintosh supports AFP (AppleTalk Filing
Protocol), Apple's AppleShare client software for
file service. 3+0pen For Macintosh supports serverbased PostScript print spooling and standard
AppleTalk protocol routing, which routes between
LocalTalk, Ethernet and Token Ring. It also supports
"switch launching," enabling diskless Macintoshes to
boot directly onto the network from the server.
$250 retail
3Com Corp.; 3165 Kifer Rd.; Santa Clara,
CA 95052; 408-562-6400 or 800-638-3266
AppleShare 2.0
Workgroup file-server software
Dedicated Macintosh Plus; hard disk drive.
AppleShare is workgroup file-server software
that allows the sharing of information between
Macintosh and MS-DOS computers. As many as 25
users can access information - including
documents, folders, applications or disks --' from
anywhere on an AppleTalk network.
AppleShare is fully integrated into a Macintosh,
which makes using a server volume as easy as using
a local disk. The only difference is that the entire
workgroup has access. AppleShare also has powerful
access features that let users control who has access
to information and what type of access.
AppleShare's hardware requirements include a
dedicated Macintosh Plus, SE or II; a hard disk as
the server; appropriate.AppleTalk network cables
(such as LocalTalk, Ethernet, PhoneNet, LanStar,
AppleTalk or Fiber Optic); and connectors for each
workstation and the server.
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Desktop Communications/
File Servers
AppleShare provides a simple economic growth
path. A user can. increase storage capacity by adding
more hard disks, adding additional AppleShare
servers or upgrading existing servers to a Macintosh
II, increasing the number of users to 50.
Workstations on the network may be 5 l 2K or larger
Macintosh computers.
An additional network service, such as electronic
mail or print spooling, can also be run on an
AppleShare server. Users can also connect to other
AppleTalk networks through bridges.
$799 retail
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996-1010
DaynaNet
Network operating system software for Macintosh
and PC workgroups
IBM AT or compatible as file server; 2 MB of RAM;
40 M.B hard disk drive; DaynaTalk PC network
intelface card (included) ; Loca/Talk or PhoneNet or
compatible cabling and connectors; 512KE or
larger Macintosh or PC workstations.
DaynaNet is a family of network operating
systems for users of Macintosh and IBM-compatible
computers. A special version of Novell NetWare
tailored for the Macintosh networking market,
DaynaNet uses an economical 286 or 386 personal
computer as a dedicated file and print server.
Features include built-in print queueing to prevent
network printers from becoming a bottleneck, and a
thorough but flexible security system.
DaynaNet models support up to 4, 8 or as many
as 100 concurrent Macintosh and PC users on up to
four separate LocalTalk and/or Ethernet LANs.
DaynaNet is bundled with a DaynaTalk PC card,
which serves as the LocalTalk network iqterface card
for the file server.
$795 to $3,995 retail; includes DaynaTalk network
interface card for the server
Dayna Communications; 50 S. Main St., 5th Fl.; Salt
Lake City, UT 84144; 801-531-0203
Gator Share
Tums the GatorBox into a file sharing gateway
between AppleTalk and Ethernet LANs
Macintosh Plus or larger; GatorBox; workstation or
minicomputer using Network File System.
GatorShare software turns the GatorBox into a
file sharing gateway between AppleTalk and
Ethernet LANs. Using the AppleShare interface,
Macintosh users can access and store files on NFS
hosts on Ethernet.
Key features include: file sharing between
Macintoshes and most Unix workstations using
industry standard AppleShare and Network File
System (NFS) protocols; installation only on the
GatorBox, quickly and easily; AppleShare interface
that gives Macintosh users easy access to NFS file
servers; and data sharing between applications
running on different platforms, such as Interleaf,
WordPerfect, AutoCAD and others.
$1,995 retail
Cayman Systems, Inc.; 26 Landsdowne St.;
Cambridge, MA 02139; 617-494-1999
.
MacLAN Connect
Enables any PC or compatible to function as an
AppleShare-compatible server
IBM or compatible PCIXIIAT/386; 640K; AppleTalk
lntelface Card; DOS 3.3; Any Macintosh.
MacLAN Connect enables any PC/XT/AT/386
or compatible to function as an AppleSharecompatible server. All hard disks, LAN volumes or
other storage devices are available to AppleShareconnected Macintosh workstations.

MacLAN Connect is AppleShare Phase 2
compliant. It supports EtherTalk, TokenTalk, Internet
Routers, etc. AppleTalk Filing Protocol (AFP)
Version 1. i specifications are fully supported.
$995 per server retail
Miramar Systems; 201 N. Salsipuedes, Ste. 205;
Santa Barbara, CA 93103; 805-966-2432
MacServe V2.4
Disk server software that runs in the background of a
Macintosh
512K or larger Macintosh.
MacServe is an AppleTalk disk server, serial
print spooler and hard disk management aid for a
Macintosh.
MacSetve makes network resources transparent
to and compati.ble with virtually every Macintosh
application. It features temote access to files and
password protection to secure sensitive information.
$250 per server retail
Infosphere, Inc.; 4730 SW Macadam Ave.; Portland,
OR 9720 I; 800-445-7085
NetWare For Macintosh
Full-featured network operating system for
Macintoshes; allows Macintoshes and PCs to
interoperate on Net Ware LANs
512KE or larger Macintosh; IBM PC or compatible
80286 or 80386 network server running NetWare
V2 .l 5 or higher.
NetWare For Macintosh allows Macintoshes and
PCs to interoperate on NetWare LANs. Featuring
100 percent AppleTalk compatibility, the product
transforms economical IBM-compatible PCs into
high-perfonhance AppleShare network servers.
NetWare For Macintosh allows file, message and
printer sharing with other Macintoshes and with PCs.
NeiWare For Macintosh gives Macintosh
workstations full access to the services of NetWare
V2.J:S network servers. Enhanced security, resource
accounting and system fault tolerance are features
available to NetWare For Macintosh users.
To Macintosh users, information stored on the
network is listed using Macintosh icons. PC users
see information listed in the format of the
workstation operating system. Files from both PC
users and Macintosh users are stored in the same
directories of the same network server. PC files that
share the same format as their Macintosh
counterparts, such as PageMaker, Excel or
ThinkTank/More, can be opened from either
. workstation. Translation utilities are available to
translate files with incompatible formats. PC and
Macintosh users can also share Apple's LaserWriter
PostScript printers.
NetWare supports more than 80 PC-LAN
topologies. Sharing printers, files flild messages
across like or unlike network topologies is
transparent. LAN resources cart be utilized by each
member of every network with NetWare For
Macintosh. NetWare comes in several
configurations: ELS 11 or Entry Level Solution,
which supports up to eight users; Advanced, which
supports up to 100 users; and System Fault Tolerant
NetWare, which also supports I00 users.
$1,895 retail; ELS NetWare Level II
$3,295 retail; Advanced NetWare
$4,995 retail; SFT NetWare
Novel\, Inc.; 122 East 1700 South; Provo,
UT 84606; 801-379-5900 or 800-526-5463
Tops/Macintosh 2.1
File server software for AppleTalk LANs providing
transparent connectivity between Macintoshes, IBM
PCs and comp~tibles and Sun workstations
512K or larger Macintosh;.external disk drive or
hard disk drive; Tops TeleConnector or other
AppleTalk-compatible cabling; thick or thin Ethernet
cable for EtherTalk.
The distributed file-server architecture of
Tops/Macintosh allows each computer on a network
to share files, disks and peripherals with any other
computer on the network. Tops can be configured as
a distributed server network, a dedicated server
network or a combination of both. Compatible with
all Loca!Talk network bridges, Tops can
accommodate up to 65,000 workstations.
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Tops includes the ability to translate between
operating systems, allowing dissimilar computers to
share files transparently. The Tops software on each
computer translates operating system commands into
Tops commands that can be read and serviced by any
computer on the network, regardless of the operating
systems involved.
Tops/Macintosh features a print spooler for
printing to the Apple LaserWriter and a file
translator that translates text and data file formats
between many of the popular Macintosh and DOS
applications programs.
$249 retail; per Macintosh
Sun Microsystems, Tops Division; 950 Marina
Village Pkwy.; Alameda, CA 94501; 415-769-8700
or 800-445-8677
US hare
Enable Maci11tosh computers to be integrated with
Unix workstations
Macintosh Plus or larger; Unix operating system.
UShare is a productivity and information
management tool that allows Macintosh computers
to communicate with each other, share information
and use common system resources. It also allows
users to tap the processing power of its Unix-based
host processor for a wide variety of tasks that carmot
be supported by personal computers alone. UShare
allows Macintosh and Unix workstation users to
share files and resources transparently, including the
multitasking Unix operating system and distributed
filing system. UShare offers electronic mail, print
spooling, terminal emulation, file sharing, virtual
disk, network and local search, voice armotation and
a user interface that presents the network in an
intelligible, browsable fashion. It can be distributed
over many sites and different locations. All services
are available remotely and locally in a transparent
fashion. With US hare's auto-configuration
capabilities, system administration is easily
accomplished by novices.
Using network record locking, two users at
separate sites can simultaneously access the same
data at a third site. Mail can be sent and received by
anyone on the network including Macintoshes, PCs,
Unix workstations or Unix dumb terminals. Through
terminal emulation, remote Unix dbms ' can be
utilized by the Macintoshes. Text or graphic
documents on the Macintosh can be voice armotated
and accessed from remote locations. Files and
directories can be secured or opened to specified
users.
$ l, 195 retail; base price
Information Presentation Technologies, Inc.; 5000 N.
Parkway Calabasas, Ste. 304; PO Box 8609;
Calabasas, CA 91302; 818-347-7791
Waterloo MacJanet
Local-area network and LaserWriter/lmageWriter
print spooler designed to meet the special
requirements of academic institutions
512K or larger Macintosh; AppleTalk.
Waterloo MacJanet is a local-area network
designed to meet the needs of educational
environments. It supports a large number of users
through a collection of workstations, data and print
servers and printers connected in an AppleTalk
environment. The server must be at least a
Macintosh Plus and be equipped with one or more
hard disk drives to provide sufficient capacity for all
user storage and application software requirements.
The Waterloo MacJanet server provides
controlled shared storage tor teacher and student data
files, course-related data files and appliGation
software. The server keeps an audit trail of network
activity complete with time siamps. The events
recorded include user logon/logoff, application
usage, print spool information and unauthorized
access attempts. Application software can be secured
through user access restrictions, encryption and copy
protection. The number of concurrent users of an
application can be limited. Print service includes
multiple LaserWriter and/or ImageWriter spoolers
with feedback to the workstation.

Desktop Communications/

File Servers
For high-capacity network requirements,
MacJanet supports multiple servers providing
increased shared data and print resources to the
workstations. Waterloo MacJanet servers can coexist
with AppleTalk-compatible applications. For larger
installations, MacJanet servers can be located on
different networks, but still be accessible to any
workstation through network bridges.
$1,950 U.S. retail; introductory educational price
$995 U.S. retail; site licensing available
Watcom Products, Inc.; 415 Phillip St.; Waterloo,
Ontano, Canada N2L 3X2; 519-886-3700

Desktop Communications/

General Terminal Emulation
Mac-3000
Hewlett-Packard 2392, DEC VTIOO and IBM 3278
terminal emulation; file transfers
512K or larger Macintosh.
Mac-3000 provides full HP block-mode and
Hewlett-Packard HP-2392A, DEC VTIOO, IBM
3278 and TTY terminal emulations. The program
offers file-transfer capabilities for uploading and
downloading ASCII and Binary files, as well as the
ability td communicate with a variety of computer
and electronic information services.
Other features include: 70-page display memory;
extensive local printing and editing; extended screen
memory; user defined on-screen function keys; f!P
screen enhanceinents; auto-dialing; default
configurations; telephone number storage; support of
the AppleTalk network and LaserWriter; and more.
$150 retail
Internationai Computer Consultants; 1311 Clegg St.;
Petaluma, CA 94952; 707-765-9200
MacTell
International communications software package
512K or larger Macintosh.
MacTell is a full-featured software
communications package that gives users access to
more than 6,000 Minitel services available around
the world, as well as the usual U.S. ASCII services.
MacTell supports background file transfer under
MultiFinder and presents online color for those
services that use color. MacTell has a powerful script
language with a learning mode that makes it possible
to automate complicated procedures. It also includes
complete cornmµnication setting capabilities using
the full power of the Macintosh user interface. All of
the standard file transfer protocols are available.
MacTell 's Minitel emulation mode offers online
graphics mode as a standard feature.
M_acTell hosts elaborate file transfer capabilities.
MacBmary, Xmodem, Ymodem, MacTerminal and
Kermit permit the transfer of files individually, or in
blocks with error checking. Incoming text can be
saved to files in Mac Write, Microsoft Word or any
other user-specified format.
.
$97 retail
Baseline, Inc.; 838 Broadway; New York,
NY 10003; 212-254-8235
TCP/Connect II
Expanding set ofTCP/IP-based networking
applications
Macintosh Plus or larger; Kinetics' FastPath,
EtherSC, EtherSE, EtherPort 11, Dove FastNet 11,
FastNet Ill or Apple EtherTalk.
TCP/Connect II is an expanding set of TCP/IPbased networking applications for Macintosh
computers. It provides terminal emulation with up to
20 simultaneous sessions, file transfer and user
information features.
TCP/Connect II offers full DEC VT240 emulation
inclu_din~ ReGIS graphics, the DEC regional and
'
mulnnattonal character sets, VTlOO compatibility and
emulation of the Tektronix 4014 graphics terminal,
with such features as zooming and panning, multiple
fonts and copy and paste to graphics applications.
TCP/Connect II also has IBM 3270 series data

entry terminal emulation using the TN 3270
protocol. It can be used over the same networks as
TCP/Connect DEC VT240.
TCP/Connect II contains a full-featured FrP
(File Transfer Protocol) server, which allows a user
to transfer files to and from the Macintosh while
logged onto another machine. The Ff P server can be
set to automatically convert Macintosh files into and
out of MacBinary format as they are transferred.
TCP/Connect II also allows a user to originate file
transfer sessions directly, without logging onto a remote
system fast. Using the FrP client feature is very similar
to using other Macintosh file transfer software, such as
Apple File Exchange. TCP/Connect II contains
electronic mail using POP. It has electronic news, and
can also operate over LocalTalk, Ethernet or SLIP.
$495 retail; TCP/Connect II Full Version
$295 retail; TCP/Connect DEC VT240 Version
$295 retail; TCP/Connect 3270 only
lnterCon Systems Corp.; 950 Herndon Pkwy., Ste.
390; Herndon, VA 22070; 703-709-9890
TextTerm+Graphics (Tekalike Ver;ion 3)
DEC VTIOO, Tektronix 4014 and 4105 terminal
emulation; mainframe communications; file
transfers; built-in editor for electronic mail
512KE or larger Macintosh.
TextTerm+Graphics supports background file
transfers with MultiFinder and is a fast, flexible DEC
VT! 00 text terminal emulator, as well as a Tektronix
4014 and 4105 graphic terminal emulator. Text and
graphic displays may be combined or separated and
large screens and color are supported.
VT! 00 emulation supports character attributes
(tabs, bold, underline, etc.), reverse scrolling,
selection of text or tables for editing or saving and
printing. With the built-in editor, a file can be
opened, edited, saved and sent via electronic mail.
Incoming mail can be captured, edited and resent.
Tektronix emulation provides for the transfer of
graphics from a mainframe to a Macintosh in
MacPaint or MacDraw format for word processing
or desktop publishing. High-quality printing and
color plotting on Apple, Houston Instruments or
Hewlett-Packard plotters is supported.
$195 retail; low-cost upgrades available to registered
owners
Mesa Graphics; PO Box 600; Los Alamos,
NM 87544; 505-672-1998
VersaTerm-Pro
DEC VTIOO, VT220, Tektronix 4105 color/4014
terminal emulation; mainframe communications; file
transfers; database access
Macintosh Plus or larger; modem or direct host
connection.
VersaTemi-Pro is a !ext and color graphics
communication program/terminal emulator that
includes all the features found in VersaTerm (DEC
VTIOO, VT220, Tektronix 4010/4012/4014 and Data
General 0200 emulations). In addition, the program
provides a Tektronix 4105 color graphics emulation.
The program maintains the full high-resolution
vector image of the graphic in memory and allows
zoom and pan with either the 4105 or 4014
emulation. A wealth of object-oriented functions can
be performed, such as printing high-resolution
graphics with a LaserWriter or creating MacDrawtype documents from memory.
File transfer capability is compatible with
Xmodem, Ymodem and Kermit protocols (Text,
Binary and MacBinary formats). All auto-dial
modems are supported, as well as the Macintosh SE
and II with color monitors and large screens.
$295 retail
Synergy Software (PCS, Inc.); 2457 Perkiomen Ave.;
Reading, PA 19606; 215-779-0522

Desktop Communications/

Macintosh To Alpha Micro
AlphaMac Vl.7
Macintosh to Alpha Micro file transfer and terminal
emulation support for Alpha Micro side
Any Macintosh; Alpha Micro computer;
MacTerminal or MicroPhone.

AlphaMac is designed to allow the transfer of
Macintosh files back and forth between one or more
Macintoshes and an Alpha Micro. It provides a
method of moving files created by an Alpha Micro
into a Macintosh readable format, as well as a
method of saving files created on a Macintosh to an
Alpha Micro, and then restoring them to a
Macintosh. This allows the Alpha to act as a file
server for ohe or more Macintoshes.
AlphaMac consists of a menu program that allows
a user to select the transfer mode of choice and the
file(s) to transfer. This menu program builds command
files, which call other programs that actually transfer
the selected files to or from a Macintosh.
Version 1.7 is faster and offers more file type
conversions and additional transfer methods.
$335 retail
$95 retail; upgrade to Version 1.7
Products Diversified, Inc.; 9720 Beechnut, #406;
Houston, TX 77036; 713-771-8357

Desktop Communications/

Macintosh To Basic-Four
MadB4
Macintosh to Basic-Four terminal emulation
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Mac/B4 is a software modification that allows a
Macintosh to directly replace a standard Basic-Four
terminal. No hardware changes are necessary to run
Mac/B4, just connect the Macintosh to the Basic-Four
data cable with proper wiring and start up Mac/B4.
Mac/B4 allows users many added features to work
with over a standard terminal, and allows users to work
with a Basic-Four system and have the Macintosh user
interface and all its assets. User may select many
different parameter settings other than those needed to
work with the Basic-Four. Because of this, Mac/84
may be used as a general-purpose communications
program, as well as an interface to the Basic-Four.
$250 retail
GMS Development; 33 Eliot Hill Rd.; South Natick,
MA 01760; 508-651-3618

Desktop Communications/

Macintosh To Burroughs
Contact Vl.25
Burroughs terminal emulation
512K or larger Macintosh.
Contact is a Burroughs TD/MT/ET terminal
emulation program that also supports iBM 3270,
VTlOO and TTY.
It offers sophisticated data capture, monitormode soft keys, multiple pages arid multiple
addresses. CANOE and Xmodem file transfer are
supported.
$395 retail
Avenue Software, Inc.; 2162 Charest Blvd. W;
Sainte-Foy, Quebec, Canada GIN 2G3;
418-682-3088

Desktop Communications/

Macintosh To Data General
FrontEnd
Macintosh mainframe communications with user
interface utility for host software; Data General
0210, 0211, 0214, 0215, 0216 or 0410 and
VTIOO terminal emulation
512K or larger Macintosh.
FrontEnd provides a Macintosh interface for
minicomputers and mainframes.
Using simple command codes similar to terminal
commands, the host can control multiple windows, send
data to any of the windows, resize windows and more.
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Desktop Communications/
Macintosh To Data General
There are two different window formats
available to the host application. The host can send
data to "List Windows," grid-like windows similar to
spreadsheets or databases that support full scrolling
and selection according to the Macintosh User
Interface Guidelines. It also allows the host to create
"Text Windows" of free-form copy utilizing the
standard Macintosh text-editing interface.
The basic terminal emulation features of the
program include Data General D2 IO, DEC VTIOO
and 1TY emulation, macros, file transfers and
function-key templates.
$179 retail
Kaz Business Systems; IO Columbus Cir., Ste. 1620;
New York, NY 10019; 212-757-9566
PacerLink Macintosh Connectivity
Integrates Macintoshes with Eclipse MV/Family
systems
MY/Family system~ running AOS!VS operating
system.
PacerLink Macintosh Connectivity integrates
Macintosh computers with Eclipse MV/Family
systems.
·
Integrating full functionality into one product,
PacerLink offers terminal emulation, file transfer,
print spooling, command procedure scripting and
virtual disk capabilities for MV/Family systems. By
extending the Macintosh interface into the
MV/Family host environ111ent, PacerLink eases the
interaction between the two systems. PacerLink
emulates the Dasher D46 l terminal, making
Macintosh multiple windows, command menus and
mouse-operated function keys available to
applications running on MV/Family systems,
including CEO office automation software.
$2,000 retail; five concurrent sessions
$10,000 retail; 50 concurrent sessions
$37,500 retail; 500 concurrent sessions
Data General Corp.; 3400 Computer Dr.; Westboro,
MA 01580; 800-328-2436

Desktop Communications/
Macintosh To DEC
Alisa Digital Print System (ADP)
DEC printing support system
512K or larger Macintosh; Digital PrintServer-40.
The Alisa DEC printing support system (ADP)
upgrade option to the AlisaTalk package allows
Macintosh users to print to DEC PostScript devices,
including the LN03 R Script Writer and the LPS-40
PrintServer.
The DEC PostScript device appears as an Apple
LaserWriter to the Macintosh user, so there are no
changes in printing procedures on the Macintosh.
$750 to $3,450 retail; based on VAX CPU size
Alisa Systems, Inc.; 221 E. Walnut St., Ste. 175;
Pasadena, CA 91101; 818-792-9474
Alisa TSSnet
DECnet for the Macintosh
512KE or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive.
Alisa TSSnet allows a Macintosh to
communicate with any DECnet host, including
Digital systems, IBM PC systems and IBM
mainframes, as well as other Macintosh systems. It
allows DECnet and AppleTalk to operate on the
same Macintosh simultaneously, providing seamless
access to services on both networks.
TSSnet enables communication with a DECnet
network as a Phase IV end node. It provides a
complete set of DECnet services, including
background objects for VMSmail and file access
listener (FAL). TSSnet consists of a DECnet driver, a
Control Panel resource (CDEV) and three
applications (NetMail, NetCopy and NCP). TSSnet
V2.0 also includes a special version of White Pine's

Mac220 terminal emulator that can be used with
either Cterm or LAT sessions.
The DECnet driver contains DECnet Phase IV
protocols for Ethernet, LocalTalk and serial
(DDCMP) connections. It also contains the file
access listener (FAL), the background mail receiver,
a Cterm module and a loopback mirror object for
network testing.
$495 retail
Alisa Systems, Inc.; 221 E. Walnut St., Ste. 175;
Pasadena, CA 91101; 818-792-9474
AlisaTalk
Macintosh and VAXNMS network system
512KE or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive.
AlisaTalk is the family name for a set of
software components that provide file sharing, file
transferring, file printing and terminal emulation
services for Macintosh and VAXNMS networked
systems using the AppleTalk network. AlisaTalk
consists of the (l.lisaShare AFP File Server,
AlisaPrint System (APS) and AlisaTerminal remote
terminal emulator. The Alisa Digital Print Support
package is an optional add-on package for Digital
PostScript printer support.
AlisaTalk makes a Macintosh a smart terminal
with all the power of a VAX system behind it, while
retaining the Macintosh user interface. It combines
sophisticated services and network management
utilities for the system manager, with industry
standards and high reliability. New features of
AlisaTalk V3.2 include support for ACLs for file
access, easy-to-use command file procedures for
AlisaShare and APS or ADP managers and a print
job notifier for Macintosh users.
$4, 700 to $14,400 retail; licensed per VAX CPU
Alisa Systems, Inc.; 221 E. Walnut St., Ste. 175;
Pasadena, CA 91101; 818-792-9474
AsyncServeR
Macintosh to VAXNMS connectivity product
VAX; Macintosh Plus or larger; AppleTalkfor VMS .
AsyncServeR is VAX-based software that allows
Macintosh users to dial into a VAXNMS system and
use Mac to VAX connectivity products, such as
AlisaTalk, PacerShare and Helix VMX over ordinary
asynchronous terminal lines. Because AsyncServeR
is based on Apple's AppleTalk for VMS, it also
allows a client Macintosh to communicate with all of
the AppleTalk-based facilities in the entire
organization through the VAX host.
For users connected locally over dedicated,
asynchronous lines, AsyncServeR offers low-cost
AppleTalk networking using their existing VAX
terminal port hardware. It also delivers AppleTalk
serv ices to Macintosh users - including users of the
Macintosh Portable - over ordinary dial-up lines,
using existing modem equjpment.
$750 to $2,500 retail; low end to high end
Computer Methods Corp.; 525 Rte. 73 South, Ste.
300; Marlton, NJ 08053; 800-969-4360
Central System Manager (CSM)
VAX system and network management
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Central System Manager (CSM) allows the
management of networked VAXs from a Macintosh.
All pull-down menus, dialog boxes and command
functions are determined by a user. CSM allows the
system manager to treat groups of VAXs as a single
management domain. Grouping can be by node,
cluster or any user-determined configuration. CSM
will notify the system manager of any system or
network shutdowns and will automatically reconnect
to a remote system when it returns online.
Each user of CSM can have customized menus,
windows and command sets. Command, window and
dialog definitions can be shared with other users or
combined with private or gro4p definitions. CSM
allows users to select processes, batch jobs, network
lines and other user-defined items with a click of the
mouse. Once one or more items have been
highlighted in a Macintosh window, commands can
be performed on this set of items with a single pulldown menu on many VAX nodes. A user can request
confirmation before a command is performed.
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Sixteen simultaneous windows of VAX
information can be opened. A user is free to resize,
move or close them with the mouse. Windows can be
updated at a user's request or at regular time
intervals.
Opcom messages from the managed VAXs can
be displayed as dialog boxes on the Macintosh, even
while running other Mac applications under
MultiFinder. These messages can be viewed in the
Opcom window, which contains a history of Opcom
menus. Messages can be replied to by selecting a
message and clicking an item in the Opcom menu.
$1,500 and up retail; price based on VAX size and
number of nodes
Integrated Solutions, Inc.; 1020 8th Ave.; King of
Prussia, PA 19406; 215-337-2282
Comm Unity-Mac
Provides DECnet for the Macintosh and connects
Macintosh systems to VAXs on a DECnet network
Macintosh Plus or larger; supports asynchronous
(DDCMP) connections or Ethernet controllers
(Speedlink JI, Speedlink SE. Speedlink S.
EtherTa/k, Etherlink!NB, Etherlink!SE, EtherSC,
EtherPort SE, EtherPort II, FastNet SCSJ).
Community is DECnet-compatible software that
connects Macintosh computers via Ethernet or
asynchronously to VAXs on a DECnet network. A
Macintosh can share computer resources,
applications software, data and peripherals on the
network without adding additional software or
hardware to the DECnet host.
Features include: VMS file server support,
including compatibility with VAXNMS services for
MS-DOS (PCSA); remote file transfer/access; File
Access Listener (FAL); VMS mail; virtual terminal
with VTI 00/220 emulation; asynchronous
communications; task-to-task communications; and
network management.
$260 to $350 retail; CommUnity-Mac license
$200 retail; media and documentation
EMAC, a Division ofEverex Systems, Inc.; 48431
Milmont Dr.; Fremont, CA 94538; 800-821-0806,
ext. 2222
Exodus
X-Windows System display server
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Exodus is an X-Windows System display server
for the Macintosh. Developed in cooperation with
Digital Equipment Corp., it is the first
implementation of the Xl 1 (tr\lnsparent window
system) standard under the Macintosh OS.
Exodus provides an X-Windows system front
end to client applications running on a diverse
collection of host systems. By handling requests for
client connections and disconnections, receiving and
processing client requests and sending Macintosh
events from the user to the host, the Macintosh is
integrated into the client application. The Macintosh
Operating System Interface controls Exodus, which
provides X-Windows System services with the
familiar Macintosh framework, without removing the
user from the standard Macintosh environment.
$499 retail
White Pine Software, Inc.; 94 Rte. IO lA; Amherst,
NH 03031; 603-886-9050
Mac220
Turns a Macintosh into a VT220, DEC's standard
VT200-series text terminal
512K or larger Macintosh.
Mac220 is a software package that turns a
Macintosh into a VT220, DEC's standard VT200series text terminal.
Macintoshes can be connected to a VAX using a
serial line or over a variety of networks. Serial
connection can be over a direct line to the host, or
over a dial-up line with a modem. With the
installation of special drivers into the Mac220, it can
also be adapted to a variety of networks. Mac220
also has a complete file transfer facility built into it,
supporting common protocols and data formats,
character send/receive, multiple file transfer, AutoSend/Auto-Receive and incremental file backup by
date.

Desktop Commnnications/
Macintosh To DEC
$129 retail
White Pine Software, Inc.; 94 Rte. lOIA; Amherst,
NH 03031; 603-886-9050
Mac240
DEC VT240 text and graphics tenninal emulation;
file transfers
512K or larger Macintosh.
Mac240 fully emulates DEC VTl25 and VT240
text and graphic terminals, as well as VT52, VTIOO
and VT220 text terminals. Tektronix 40I0/4014
modes are supported. Mac240 also provides errorfree file transfer capabilities with Xmodem and
Kennit protocols.
Macintoshes connect to a VAX through the
printer or modem port, using either a direct or dialup line. Version 2.0 'can communicate with a host
over local-area networks by using installable I/O
drivers. This prevents the need for a separate
program and provides for future compatibility with
other networks and communication media.
The new version comes with a serial driver
already installed for use with modems and direct
connect RS-232 lines. Various installable network
drivers are available. It supports multiple sessions
and user-resizable windows.
$199 retail
White Pine Sofrware, Inc.; 94 Rte. !OJA; Amherst,
NH 03031; 603-886-9050
Mac241
Turns a Macintosh into a VT241, DEC's VT200 '
series color text and graphics tenninal
512K or larger Macintosh .
Mac24 l is a software package that turns a
Macintosh into a VT24 I, DEC's 200 series color text
and graphics terminal. Using a Macintosh II with a
color monitor, all the features of the VT24 l can be
emulated faithfully. On non-color Macintoshes,
Ma 241 uses gray scaling to simulate color.
Macintoshes can be connected to a VAX using a
serial line or over a variety of networks. Serial
connection can be over a direct line to the host or
over a dial-up line with a modem. With the
installation of special drivers into Mac24 l, it can be
adapted to a variety of networks. Mac24 I also has a
complete file transfer facility built into it, supporting
common protocols and data fonnats, character
send/receive, multiple file transfer, Auto-Send/AutoReceive and incremental file backup by date. It
supports multiple sessions and user-resizable
windows.
$299 retail
White Pine Software, Inc.; 94 Rte. 101A; Amherst,
NH 03031; 603-886-9050
Makeasy And Makeasy/Net
Provides VMS services for Macintoshes
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Makeasy provides DECNAX services for
Macintoshes. All the powerful features of VMS,
including file sharing, databases, electronic mail and
multitasking, are available.
Features include: the ability to control a VMS
session from a Finder-like environment; transparent
local printing of Macintosh and VAX documents; cut
and paste between Macintosh and VAX applications
via the Clipboard; the capability to upload/download
files from the VMS file system; multitasking,
multiwindow VTJOO or VT220 tenninal emulation;
simultaneous Macintosh and VAX "Finder"
windows; the capability of editing VMS and local
files using a Macintosh text editor; and more.
$3,000 and up retail
List Spa; Piazza Mazzini, 6; I56100 Pisa, Italy; +3950-542734-542712
PacerGraph
Graphic tenninal emulation
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive
recommended.

PacerGraph adds graphic tenninal emulation
(DEC VT240/241 and Tektronix 4010/4014)
capability to PacerLink, Pacer's core Mac-to-VAX
communications product. VMS software can be run
from a Macintosh acting as a tenninal, with
graphical images being captured and manipulated
through the use of local Macintosh applications.
Color is supported.
$150 per Macintosh retail; quantity discounts
available
Pacer Software, Inc.; 1900 W. Park Dr., Ste. 280;
Westborough, MA 01581; 508-898-3300
PacerLink
Tenninal emulation; file transfers; virtual disk;
printer access; LocalTalk, RS-232C or Ethernet
(EtherTalk or TCP/IP) connection
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive
recommended. ·
/
PacerLink provides Macintosh to DEC
VAXNMS, Unix or Data General MV family
communication via RS-232C connections, a direct
Ethernet or Apple LocalTalk bridged to Ethernet. An
enhanced multiple window tenninal emulation
capability exploits the Macintosh graphical interface
to bring increased ease of use to VMS, Unix or MV
applications through user-defined soft keys, macro
scripts and dialog boxes.
Transfers of text, binary or MacBinary files are
supported. A virtual disk capability enables a VAX,
Unix or MV host to appear to the Macintosh as a
locally attached disk drive with transparent application
and user interface support. This reduces desktop disk
requirements and allows for centralized data sharing.
Files may be submitted for either local or host
printing. In an Ethernet environment, remotely
connected PostScript printers may be selected from the
Chooser and a Macintosh print job will be submitted.
PacerLink can also integrate IBM PCs into the
VAX or Unix environment. Licensing is based on the
host computer server software. There is no additional
charge for the Macintosh portion of the software.
$2,000 per host computer and up retail
Pacer Sofrware, Inc.; 1900 W. Park Dr., Ste. 280;
Westborough, MA 01581; 508-898-3300
Pacer Print
VAXNMS print service for PostScript devices
Any VMS-compatible system.
PacerPrint is a VMS software product that
enables a PostScript-compatible printer (such as an
Apple LaserWriter) to be directly connected to a
VAX or positioned in a VAX network. File
translation from Tektronix 4010/4014, Diablo 630 or
text fonnat to PostScript is provided.
With PacerPrint, a common VMS print queue
can be used for Macintosh, VMS and IBM PC print
jobs.
$1,000 per VAX and up retail
Pacer Software, Inc.; 1900 W. Park Dr., Ste. 280;
Westborough, MA 01581; 508-898-3300
PacerShare
VAXNMS and Unix AppleShare-compatible file
server
Any VMS- or Unix-compatible system; Pacerlink.
PacerShare enables a VAX or Unix system to
transparently act as a large file server for a Macintosh
network, providing the same functionality as a
dedicated Macintosh running an AppleShare server.
The VAX or Unix file system is viewed from the
Macintosh as a series of volumes with VAX or Unix
directories being represented as folders and files as
files. A VMS or Unix text file could, for example, be
transparently accessed by both a Macintosh and a
VAXNMS or Unix editor. The Macintosh mouse can
be used to directly peruse the VMS or Unix file
system, create directories, move directory trees or
access any VMS or Unix file type from within a
standard Macintosh application.
The physical connection between the Macintosh
and the VAX or host system is accomplished via
Ethernet using one of several supported hardware
configurations. Licensing is based on the host
computer server software. The Macintosh
AppleShare client portion of the software is provided
at no additional charge.

$400 per VAX and up retail
Pacer Software, Inc.; 1900 W. Park Dr., Ste. 280;
Westborough, MA 01581; 508-898-3300
Reflection 2 Plus For The Macintosh
VT320 tenninal emulation
512K or larger Macintosh.
Reflection 2 Plus for the Macintosh is a terminal
emulation/data communications software package
that makes a Macintosh act like a VT320 terminal. In
addition to VT320 tenninal emulation, it also
provides VT220, VTlOO and VT52 tenninal
emulation.
Reflection 2 Plus includes the comprehensive
command 11\flguage common to all Reflection
products for creating scripts to automate and speed
up repetitive routines. The command language in
Reflection 2+ is fully compatible with Reflection for
PCs. Command files written for the PC will run on
the Macintosh with little or no modification.
Reflection 2 Plus features WRQ 's highperfonnance proprietary file transfer between VAX
or Unix hosts and the Macintosh. The host portion of
the software is provided free with Reflection. Kermit
and Xmodem are also supported for added flexibility
in file transfer.
Reflection 2 Plus follows Macintosh user
interface guidelines.
$249 retail
Walker Richer & Quinn, Inc.; 2815 Eastlake Ave. E;
Seattle, WA 98102; 206-324-0350
Reggie
Macintosh-to-DEC graphics conversions
512K or larger Macintosh.
Reggie converts Macintosh graphics to DEC
graphics fonnats. MacDraw, MacPaint and
Clipboard images can be converted to DEC's ReGIS
and SIXEL standards for VAX storage and
presentation on DEC graphics tenninals and laser
printers.
The program also allows Macintosh users to add
color to Macintosh graphics displayed on DEC
VT24 I color graphics tenninals. Converted images
can then be transferred onto a DEC system where
they can be output on laser printers and plotters,
integrated into other documents or displayed on
graphics tenninals.
$149 retail
White Pine Software, Inc.; 94 Rte. lOlA; Amherst,
NH 03031; 603-886-9050
SequeLink
Host SQL database link
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM (2 MB if
HyperCard is being used); AppleTalk; VAX/VMS;
relational database.
SequeLink allows for cooperative processing
between Macintosh and VAX computers. It allows a
user to write a Macintosh front end to a relational
database residing on a VAXNMS by using userfriendly environments such as HyperCard or 4D, and
compiled languages such as C or Pascal. In this way,
the Macintosh application transparently accesses the
relational database on the VAX, significantly
offloading the VAX. The software is ideally suited to
write decision-support applications and online
transaction-processing applications.
SequeLink supports Oracle, Ingres, Rdb and
Sy base.
$4,995 retail; per server (specify Ingres, Oracle, Rdb
or Sybase)
$695 to $195 per user retail; pricing ranges from I to
500 additional users
TechGnosis, Inc.; One Park Pl.; 621 NW 53rd St.,
Ste. 340; Boca Raton, FL 33487; 407-997-6687
Touch OSI Macintosh
OSI standard end user networking sofrware
Macintosh SE or II; 2 MB of RAM; hard disk drive;
EtherTalk-compatib/e Ethernet IEEE 802.3
controller; System 4.2; Finder 6.0 or later.
The Touch OSI family provides a rich set of OSI
network services, including file, print, tenninal and
security. End users are able to use a large number of
single-user off-the-shelf applications while using the
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Desktop Commwtlcations/

Macintosh To DEC
VAX as a file and print server. In addition, the Touch
OSI network can coexist with other popular
networks, such as Novell's NetWare and Apple's
AppleShare.
.
.
Features include: TouchF1le, which allows users
to store files on remote Touch OSI servers and
access them transparently using native commands
and operations; TouchPrint, which redirects standard
print requests to remote network pnnters;
TouchSecurity, which ensures the integnty of
individual network user data, as well as secures the
VAX/VMS server from unauthorized network
access; TouchTerminal, which redirects serial
communications to remote Touch OSI hosts,
allowing existing DOS and Macintosh terminal
emulation applications, as well as other senal
communications applications to run across a Touch
OSI network.
$395 retail; software only
$940 retail; with hardware
Touch Communications, Inc.; 250 E. Hacienda Ave.;
Campbell, CA 95008;.408-374-2500
VMacS
VAX-to-Macintosh link; file transfer; file sharing;
file storing; file conversion
512K or larger Macintosh .
VMacS allows users to store, manage and share
Macintosh text, data and program files through a.
DEC VAX. It also provides bidirectional conversion
between Macintosh and VAX/VMS text formats.
All Macintosh files can be transferred onto a
VAX, where they are stored in MacBinary format,
and will retain all of their original charactenstlcs
when returned to a Macintosh. The program uses
libraries and sections, set up especially for
Macintosh files , to make it simple for Macintosh
workgroups to exchange and distribute these files.
The program's annotation feature allows a
descriptive paragraph to be added ~o each. file so that
it may be identified for as long as 1t remams on the
VAX.
Macintosh word processing and text files can be
converted to VMS-formatted text files , output on
VAX printers or displayed on any VAX terminal.
$399 retail; single-user license
$999 retail; multiuser license
White Pine Software, Inc.; 94 Rte. IOlA; Amherst,
NH 03031; 603-886-9050
Xinet
Macintosh file sharing and terminal emulation for
VAX computers running Unix system software
Macintosh Plus or larger; Tops/Mac; FastPath.
Xinet is connectivity software that links
networks of Macintosh workstations with HP 90QO,
DEC VAX and MicroVAX computers running Unix
' system software based on the Berkeley (4BSD)
vers10ns.
The software provides three main benefits. First,
Macintosh users can store shareable files on VAX or
MicroVAX disks anywhere on an Ethernet network.
These files appear as familiar Macintosh icons that
can be opened, launched or dragged to copy or
delete, just like files on local disks. Second,.
Macintosh users can maintain multiple terminal
windows on any Unix-based HP 9000, VAX,
MicroVAX or other computer on an Ethernet
network. Under MultiFinder, these terminal sessions
can run simultaneously with regular Macintosh
applications. Third, Unix system time-sharing users
can spool print files to PostS~ript-based laser
printers, such as the LaserWnter II family, on
Apple 's Local Talk network.
.
Xinet also acts as a gateway to other file-sharing
networks. A Macintosh in the Xinet environment can
extend file-sharing to an AppleShare server elsewhere
on an Apple LocalTalk network, while an HP 9000 or
VAX Xinet server can transparently provide file service
from other computers running Network File System
software on an Ethernet network. In this way, Xinet file
sharing bridges most popular multivendor networks.

$895 to $4,500 retail
Mt Xinu; 2560 9th St., Ste. 312; Berkeley, CA
94710; 415-644-0146

Desktop Commwtlcations/

Macintosh To HewlettPackard
DeskDirect
.
Allows Reflection users to distribute Macintosh files
512K or larger Macintosh. Reflection I+ For The
Macintosh V3.2 or late1:
.
DeskDirect is an add-on utility to Reflection 1+
For The Macintosh that allows Reflection users to
distribute Macintosh files through HPDeskManager
on the HP3000 host.
$79 retail; per Mac
$500 retail; per HP3000 host
Walker Richer & Quinn, Inc.; 2815 Eastlake Ave. E;
Seattle, WA 98102; 206-324-0350
PlotView 2.2
HP plotter emulation
512KE or larger Macintosh.
PlotView emulates popular Hewlett-Packard
plotters such as the HP7475 and HP7550, and
allows ~sers to capture data from scientific .
instruments and other computers directly (via the
modem port of a Macintosh} or to interpret files ·of
HP-GL commands that have been imported into a
Macintosh in some other way.
·
PlotView converts HP-GL (Hewlett-Packard
Graphics Language) commands into a Macintosh
screen image. Pictures produced by the program are
object oriented and can be either.saved for later
manipulation or moved to the Clipboard. Because
mahy programs that nm on IBM PCs can produce. HPGL output, a key application of Plot View 1s to facthtate
data transfer from a PC to a Macintosh. The program
also has the capability to retransmit captured plots back
to an HP or HP-compatible plotter.
$99.95 retail
Stevens Creek Software; 21346 Rumford Dr.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-725-0424
Reflection 1 Plus For The Macintosh
HP 2392A terminal emulation/communications
512K or larger Macintosh .
.
.
.
Reflection I Plus for the Macintosh is a terminal
emulation/data communications software package that
makes a Macintosh act like an HP 2392A terminal. It
will work over high-speed direct connections or modem
connections. The product is block- and c.haracter-mode
compatible. It also supports the HP terminal
enhancements, such as inverse video, underlining, half
bright, combinations and security o~tions.
Reflection I Plus includes a high-performance
proprietary file transfer between the host and the
Macintosh. This proprietary file transfer component
is common to all Reflection products. The host ·
portion of the software is pro~ided with the product
at no additional charge. Kermit and Xmodem are
also supported for added flexibility. in file transfer.
Another key feature of Reflection 1s its
.
comprehensive command language for automating
time-consuming, repetitive or time-dependent tasks.
The command language has a wide variety of uses
and is designed to give users increased control over
their environments.
Reflection I Plus conforms to Apple standards
by supporting MultiFinder, pull-down menus,
resizable windows, dialog boxes and more.
MultiFinder support lets users perform file transfers
and execute command procedures in the background
while allowing them to continue to work on other
applications.
$299 retail
Walker Richer & Quinn, Inc.; 2815 Eastlake Ave. E;
Seattle, WA 98102; 206-324-0350
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Reflection 3 Plus For The Macintosh.
.
HP 2393A monochrome graphics terminal emulation
512K or larger Macintosh.
.
.
.
Reflection 3 Plus for the Macmtosh 1s a termmaJ
emulation/data communications software packa~e that
makes a Macintosh act like an HP 2393A graphics
terminal. It will work over high-speed direct or modem
connections to an HP 1000, HP 3000 or HP 9000 host
computer. It provides mo~ochrome graphics .
emulation. The product will support all graphics
programs, including DSG/3000, HPEasyChart,
HPDraw and many third-party graphics packages.
Reflection 3 Plus offers the same high-performance proprietary file transfer, Kermit and Xmodem
file transfer, and the comprehensive command
language appearing in all Reflection products.
Reflection 3 Plus conforms to Apple standards by
supporting MultiFinder, pull-down menus, resizable
windows and dialog boxes. The key feature of .
Reflection 3 Plus is its integration with the Macintosh.
Cut and Paste functions are well supported.
Reflection 3 Plus effectively integrates the host
and the Macintosh, creating a desktop workstation.
$399 retail
Walker Richer & Quinn, Inc.; 2815 Eastlake Ave. E;
Seattle, WA 98102; 206-324-0350
Session
Hewlett-Packard terminal emulators for Macintosh;
intelligent file transfers
,
512K or larger Macintosh; HP 3000, 9000 or 1000.
Session is a family of terminal emulators for the
Macintosh that allows the computer to commumcate
with the HP 3000, 9000 and l 000.
Business Session emulates an HP 2392 blockmode terminal and provides online access to the data,
applications and s'torage capacity of any HP host
computer. The emulator features. MultiFinder compatibility and a fully standard Macmtosh user mterface._
Graphic Session adds full HP graphics capability
to Business Session and runs any software that
supports an HP 2393 terminal. The emulator.offers a
variety of windowing, sizing and scalmg options,
and lets users "plot" output on a LaserWriter or
Image Writer, either directly or from another
Macintosh application.
.
Color Sessions adds the color text and graphics
. capabilities of the HP 2397.
$199 retail; Business Sess10n 3.2
$299 retail; Graphic Session 3.2
$399 retail; Color Session 3.2
Tymlabs Corp.; 811 Barton Springs Rd.; Austin, TX
78704; 512-478-0611

Desktop Commwtlcations/

Macintosh To Honeywell
Mac73/78 VJ.O
Macintosh to Honeywell Bull, DEC and Pick
systems
Macintosh Plus or larger: I MB of RAM.
Mac73n8 emulates the Honeywell Bull
VIP7200/VIP7300/VIP7700/VIP7800 and HOS
series of asynchronous and synchronous display
terminals. It also emulates DEC
VT52/l 00/10 I/I 02/125/131/220/240/241/330/340
and ANSI 3.64.
.
Features include: script processing for automatic
Iogon and Iogoff, comman? keys, print redirection,
print spooling to a laser pnnter, 72-hne scroll, color
attribute mapping and copy/paste between. host
sessions and Macintosh documents. Kermit,
Xmodem and Mac/FfF file transfer capabilities,
including host initiated, unatten.ded m?<le ~d
background operation, are provided with this
Macintosh to mainframe link product.
$295 retail
Cambridge Computer Corp.; 80 Mount Sanford Rd.;
Mount Carmel, CT 06518; 203-288-6004

Desktop Communications/
Macintosh To IBM
Minicomputers & Mainframes
ldeacomm Mac 2.0
Macintosh to IBM midrange communications
Macintosh SE or larger; hard disk drive
recommended; System 4.2 or later; IBM System
36138 or AS/400.
Ideacomm Mac allows the Macintosh to
communicate with and access the resources of the
IBM System 36/38 or AS/400 via twinax cable. With
Ideacomm Mac, Macintosh users can emulate IBM
3180 and 3196 system terminals with four host
sessions. Ideacomrn Mac runs under MultiFinder,
allowing for terminal emulation, while maintaining
complete Macintosh functionality. Remote access is
accomplished by connecting to an IBM 5294
controller.
Jdeacomm Mac's advanced bidirectional file
transfer application lets users define logical data
views interactively without interfacing with a host
application. Additional query capability enables
users to download only the exact data they need. File
transfer parameters can be saved and used again. File
transfer runs in the background under MultiFinder.
ldeacomm Mac supports the Apple LaserWriter,
ImageWriter and other third-party printers. IBM
system printers emulated include 5224, 5225, 5256
and 5219.
$995 retail; Mac SE
$1,195 ret!!il; Mac II family
Ideassociates, Inc.; 29 Dunham Rd.; Billerica,
MA 01821; 508-663-6878
Mac-3780Plus
IBM 2780/3780 terminal emulation
Any Macintosh .
Mac-3780Plus is a complete hardware/software
package designed to emulate an IBM 2780 or 3780
terminal.
Files can be transferred to any other micro, mini
or mainframe that supports the IBM 2780/3780 BSC
(Binary Synchronous Communications) protocol.
Files can be stored, processed or printed as desired.
Files received from another 2780/3780 device can be
printed, saved to disk or displayed on the console.
It is fully featured with a menu format for
interactive execution; job file and log file support for
unattended operation; a line trace monitor for
diagnostics; and a "SYstem" command for executing
local programs without leaving communications.
$995 retail
Cleo Communications; 3796 Plaza Dr.; Ann Arbor,
MI 48108; 313-662-2002 or 800-233-2536
MacMainFrame Graphics
Allows users to access and manipulate host graphics
locally on their Macintosh
Macintosh SE/30 or II family; MacMainFrame DFT
or SNA (multisessio11) software.
MacMainFrame Graphics is a software product
that allows Macintosh users to access and manipulate
host graphics locally on their Macintosh. Now users
of host graphics applications in business, CAD/CAM
and geophysical industries, for example, can
combine the ease of use of the Macintosh and the
host resources of the IBM mainframe.
Users of any SNA version of the
MacMainFrame Series, including Coax, Token Ring
or SDLC Gateway products, are able to use the
MacMainFrame Graphics application, The ability to
usi: MacMainFrame Graphics in a gateway
configuration allows for the sharing of host graphics
sessions in a large Mac community.
MacMainFrame Graphics emulates IBM's
3 l 79G and 3 l 92G color graphics terminal and uses a
Distributed Function Terminal (OFT) supported
graphics method called All Points Addressable
(APA). APA is a sophisticated vector description
method that provides for better implementation of
host graphics manipulation than other CUT methods,
such as PC Link (PCLK) or Program Symbols.

MacMainFrame Graphics allows host Graphics
Data Format (GDF) and PC Interchange Format
(PIF) files to be accessed, manipulated, transferred
and converted to Mac formats, including EPS, PICT,
MacDraw and MacPaint files. Users can also export
these graphics to various output devices connected to
their Macs.
$195 per node retail
Avatar Corp.; 65 South St.; Hopkinton, MA 01748;
508-435-3000
MacMasterLink
Macintosh to IBM mainframe data transfer system
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacMasterLink is a Macintosh to IBM
mainframe data transfer system that goes beyond the
capability to transfer text files between two
computers.
MacMasterLink offers a full range of
capabilities, such as access to mainframe files like
VSAM and spooled files (from both POWER and
JES), select and omit capability on both records and
fields to transfer only the data a user needs, and the
translation of mainframe data into Macintosh formats
such as SYLK, CSV and binary. Under the
MultiFinder, MacMasterLink allows a user to
transfer files in the background, allowing other
processing to take place.
In addition, MacMasterLink allows data transfer
between Macintoshes and IBM PCs (XTs, ATs and
PS/2s), using the IBM mainframe as an intermediary.
Call for pricing
Performance Software, Inc.; 575 Southlake Blvd.;
Richmond, VA 23236; 804-794-1012
MacNetway 3270
LAN to mainframe link
Any Macintosh; Netway 1000 Communication
Server.
MacNetway 3270 provides 3270 workstation
software for any Macintosh attached to an AppleTalk
LAN and connecting to an IBM Mainframe via a
Netway 1000 Communication Server. This software
includes the 3270 terminal emulation with full host
file transfer supporting IBM IND$FILE and
multisession capability (up to eight sessions per
Macintosh). It is sold licensed to four individual
Macintoshes on a LAN.
PC Netway 3270 provides 3270 workstation
software for any IBM PC or compatible computer
attached to an AppleTalk LAN via Tops, Tangent
Technologies or Apple Computer AppleTalk cards.
The PCs can then be connected to an IBM
mainframe via a Netway 1000 Communication
Server. This software includes the 3270 terminal
emulation with full host file transfer supporting IBM
IND$FILE, 3287 print capability and multisession
capability (up to six sessions per PC). It is sold
licensed to four individual PCs on a LAN.
$995 retail; MacNetway 3270
$995 retail; PC Netway 3270
Tri-Data Systems, Inc.; 3270 Scott Blvd.; Santa
Clara, CA 94054; 408-727-3270
MacTu in
Macintosh to IBM midrange connectivity
Macintosh SE or larger.
MacTwin is a 5250 emulation product that
provides local access to the S/3X or AS/400 system
from a Mac SE, SE/30 or II. Capable of supporting
up to seven sessions, with one session available for
attaching a variety of Mac printers, MacTwin is a
combination of hardware and software that supports
a wide range of 5250 display and printer options.
Combined with the company's Emulator Transfer
Utility, MacTwin offers a fast and efficient means of
exchanging information between the Mac and IBM
midrange and their broad base of supported
applications. Features include enhanced session
control, windows, autokey and a powerful file
transfer option.

$995 retail; Mac SE or SE/30
$1,095 retail; Mac II
Emerald Technology, Inc.; 18912 N. Creek Pkwy.,
Ste. 102; Bothell, WA 98011; 206-485-8200 or
800-222-6174
Relay Mac
Provides error-free file transfer between Macintoshes
and IBM mainframes
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 6.0 or later; IBM
mainframe using Relay!VM or Relay/TSO.
Relay Mac provides simple, efficient, error-free
file transfer between Macintoshes and IBM
mainframes. Files are transferred asynchronously
over normal telephone lines. No boards or cables are
ever needed.
·
Relay Mac takes full advantage of the graphical
Macintosh interface and represents mainframe files
in the same way as Macintosh files. Files can be
transferred to and from the mainframe by simply
pointing and clicking on filenames. Files are
transferred using the Relay protocol, which provides
error correction and data compression. Binary,
MacBinary and ASCII files can be transferred.
Communications parameters for an entire site may
be specified at the time of installation.
$149 retail
Microcom Software Division; 55 Federal Rd.;
Danbury, CT 06810; 617-551-1999
Sim Mac
Macintosh to IBM mainframe connectivity package
Macimosh Plus or larger; Hayes-compatible modem.
SimMac, Simware's Macintosh to mainframe
software integration solution, provides Macintosh
users with a customizable, easy-to-use Mac interface
to host applications. It offers a powerful connectivity
language, terminal emulation and advanced file
transfer services. SimMac delivers all of these
capabilities across multiple emulation methods,
including async, X.25, coax and protocol converters.
SimMac's "Views" capability transforms 3270
screens into the familiar Mac interface, offering all
the familiar Mac features, such as pop-up menus,
dialog boxes and text-editing capabilities.
Tedious and complex procedures can be
automated with more than 120 commands in
Simware's "Advantage" Connectivity Language.
With "Views" and "Advantage," Mac users can
access the power of host applications on their own
terms, improving productivity and reducing time and
costs.
For remote Mac users, SimMac works with
Simware's 3270 emulation software to provide costeffective asynchronous access to mainframe
applications.
Call for pricing
Simware, Inc.; 20 Colonnade Rd.; Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada K2E 7M6; 613-727-1779
SmartLink 5250/MacCom Software
Connects Macintosh workstations to IBM AS/400
and System/3X mid-range systems
Macintosh Plus or larger; PCJ's SmartNet 5250/T
twinax protocol converter.
The SmartLink 5250/MacCom Software
connects Macintosh workstations to IBM AS/400
and System/3X mid-range systems. The software
allows interactive transactions, bidirectional file
transfers and editing between the two systems.
SmartLink 5250/MacCom provides full function
connectivity between the Macintosh and IBM midrange systems without hardware add-ons to the
Macintosh workstation. The software allows a user
to connect the Macintosh via its standard
asynchronous serial port to PCI's SmartNet 5250{f
twinax protocol converter. This results in the
Macintosh emulating an IBM 529 l twinax terminal.
All keys and functions available on the 5291
terminal are ·accessible to the Macintosh user.
$1,200 retail
Telematics International, Inc.; 26630 Agoura Rd. ;
Calabasas, CA 91302; ·818-880-4900
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Desktop Communications/
Macintosh To IBM
Minicomputers & Mainframes
TwinAxcess ApLink
Allows files to be transferred between any Mac II
and an IBM midrange
Macintosh I/ or larger; Apple Coax/Twinax Card;
AS/400 or System 36138.
TwinAxcess ApLink software allows files to be
transferred between a Macintosh II equipped with an
Apple Coax{fwinax Card and an IBM AS/400,
System 36 or 38. Data stored on the IBM midrange
computer may be downloaded to a desktop
Macintosh II and used in popular Macintosh
programs, such as Excel or Mac Write. File transfer
also gives the Macintosh access to the mass storage
capabilities of the IBM system.
Additional features include: direct Twinax
attachment; support for the complete Macintosh II
family of computers; and support for the variety of
screen sizes available from Apple. An ImageWrifer
or LaserWriter may be attached to the Macintosh to
allow data to be printed from the IBM host computer.
ApLink runs under Finder or MultiFinder and
emulates the functions of an IBM 5251 terminal. All
displays and functions are fully compatible with
other application packages designed for use with the
Mac II family of products.
·
$395 retail
Andrew/KMW Systems Corp.; 6034 W. Courtyard
Dr.; Austin, TX 78730; 512-338-3000 or 800-5315167

Desktop Communications/
Macintosh To Lear Siegler
Mac Menlo Lear Siegler ADM2
Terminal emulation; mainframe communications
5I2K or larger Macintosh .
Mac Menlo supports block-mode applications
for host computer environments that use Lear Siegler
ADM2 terminals or equivalents. It also supports
conversational communications with all host
computers and micros that include standard
communications software.
Call for pricing; volume discounts available
Menlo Business Systems, Inc.; 201 Main St.; Los
Altos, CA 94022; 415-948-7920

Desktop Communications/
Macintosh To MS-DOS
AppleShare PC
Bridges the gap between the MS-DOS operating
system and AppleShare File Server
IBM PC or compatible with 384K of RAM;
Loca/Talk PC Card; LocalTalk Connector Kit; MSDOS 3.1 or later.
AppleShare PC lets a user of an IBM PC or
compatible share information stored on an
AppleShare File Server, as well as print transparently
to an Apple LaserWriter.
With AppleShare PC, information from the
Macintosh and the MS-DOS environments can be
transparently shared, allowing users to integrate MSDOS documents into Macintosh documents from
applications such as desktop publishing, productivity
and business management. Through AppleShare PC,
MS-DOS users can access files from the AppleShare
File Server as though they were on a local disk.
IBM PC users gain access to the AppleShare File
Server by using a pop-up menu modeled after a
Macintosh Chooser. The memory-resident program
lets MS-DOS users choose servers and printers;
obtain and change file and folder information; and

control folder access privileges from within
applications. MS-DOS users can access the
LaserWriter or LocalTalk ImageWriter printers
directly and print via PostScript or Epson LQ 2500
emulation. MS-DOS programs that support
PostScript are able to take full advantage of the
LaserWriters. Epson LQ 2500 emulation provides
high-quality output for applications that don 't
presently support PostScript.
$149 retail; AppleShare PC
$299 retail; LocalTalk PC Card bundle
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996-1010
DOS Mounter
MS-DOS desktop utility for FDHD drives
Macintosh SE/30, llx or /lex.
DOS Mounter is a utility that lets the FDHD
(Floppy Drive High Density) disk drive in the new
Macintosh computers access MS-DOS disks from
the desktop, instead of through Apple File Exchange.
Without DOS Mounter, the FDHD cannot read
an MS-DOS disk unless Apple File Exchange is
running when the disk is inserted into the drive.
With DOS Mounter in the System Folder, MSDOS disks appear on the desktop and behave just
like Macintosh disks. Users can select and drag items
with the mouse; copy MS-DOS files, documents and
applications; and even put them in the Trash. The
only restriction, for technical reasons, is that Apple
File Exchange must be used to erase a disk and
initialize it in MS-DOS format.
DOS Mounter contains a feature called
Extension Mapping that lets users open an MS-DOS
file into a Macintosh application by simply doubleclicking on the file. Extension Mapping works by
setting up a "map," or table, that links MS-DOS file
extensions to a Macintosh application.
$89.95 retail
Dayna Communications; 50 S. Main St., 5th Fl.; Salt
Lake City, UT 84144; 801-531-0203
The Graphics Link Plus+
IBM PC to Macintosh file conversion
Communications link between IBM PC and
Macintosh.
Graphics Link Plus+ is an omni-directional,
batch-oriented graphics file conversion program for
use on an IBM PC (or compatible) and an Apple
Macintosh. It can be used for all graphics editing or
desktop publishing programs.
File transfer between an IBM PC and a
Macintosh is performed through any of the available
AppleTalk networks, such as MacBridge, or an RS232 connection, such as a modem.
It is completely menu driven and includes onscreen help.
$149 retail
PC Quik-Art, Inc.; 394 S. Milledge Ave. , Ste. 252;
Athens, GA 30606; 404-543-1779
LapLink Mac III
Allows Macintoshes and IBMs to share files
Macintosh Plus or larger; IBM PC or compatible;
MS-DOS 2.0 or later.
LapLink Mac is designed to transfer data and
text files between a Macintosh and IBM-compatible
PCs. It also provides four types of Mac to Mac file
transfer methods, including direct cable, phone
modem, AppleTalk and direct SCSI connection for
the Macintosh Portable.
Users can control file transfers from either side
of a connection; a split-screen display shows files on
each side. File translators automatically translate
between popular PC and Mac application file
formats. LapLink Mac is fully compatible with
MultiFinder and background Finder operation.
$189.95 retail
Traveling Software, Inc.; 18702 N. Creek Pkwy.;
Bothell, WA 98011; 206-483-8088 or 800-343-8080
Mac-Attach
Links Macintosh to DOS-based Alloy 386/Multiware
or PC-Plus network; allows Mac to emulate PC
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Alloy's 386/Multiware or PC-Plus Network running
on JBM PC, XT, AT, Personal System/2 or
compatibles; Macintosh Plus or larger.
Mac-Attach enables a Macintosh to serve as a
terminal for an Alloy slave card (PC-Slave/16 or PCSlave/286) or to be used as a standard Macintosh
system, switching between the two modes.via a "hot
key." File transfers between the Macintosh and the
PC-Plus shared drives are supported in both
directions.
Mac-Attach consists of software installed on the
file server of the PC-Plus network and also on the
Macintosh.
Operating in the PC-Plus mode, the Macintosh
(as a terminal) has full access to all IBM PC
functions, allowing the Macintosh to be used as a
DOS-based PC and in native Macintosh mode.
On the Macintosh, Mac-Attach is integrated into
the Macintosh's icon-oriented menu. Operation of
Mac-Attach is consistent with the Macintosh's
standard menu operation, with mouse selection of
functions and pull-down menus.
$195 retail
Alloy Computer Products, Inc.; 165 Forest St.;
Marlborough, MA 01752; 508-481-8500
MacChuck PC Remote Control Program 1.5
Controls a PC from a Macintosh via AppleTalk or
direct cable
512KE or larger Macintosh; JBM PC or compatible
with mono or CGA display adapter.
MacChuck is a program that allows users to
control their PC through a window on the Macintosh
using AppleTalk communications or a direct cable
connection. Users can also use the Macintosh
Clipboard Copy and Paste commands with PC
programs, as well as copy text, non-text and
MacBinary files to and from the Macintosh at 57,600
baud.
MacChuck works with most PC alphanumeric
software and supports PC extended characters and
box graphic characters. Built-in screen fonts (9 and
12 point) allow a user to select the best font for
display. MacChuck supports color and will run in the
background under MultiFinder.
MacChuck lets any DOS program that can read
or write to a stream device interchange data with a
Macintosh. Users can even use PC filter programs
and pipes with a Macintosh as a source or destination
for data.
File transfers are done with simple PC programs
provided with MacChuck. Options allow users to
clean up text files as they are transferred to or from
the Macintosh. Special MacBinary transfer options
preserve PC filenames and date information as files
are transferred. Users can specify the "creator" and
"type" MacChuck gives to files it copies from the
PC. Users can also use MacBinary options to archive
Macintosh documents and applications on a PC.
$99.95 retail; MacChuck software and direct connect
cable
$14.95 retail; optional 9-pin to mini 8-pin Macintosh
adapter
Vano Associates, Inc.; PO Box 12730; New
Brighton, MN 55112; 612-788-9547
MacLinkPlus/PC Version 4.1
Complete kit for Macintosh/IBM PC file transfer and
translation; includes support for Sun and NeXT
computers
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacLinkPlus/PC offers a Macintosh user an
easy-to-use connectivity solution for transferring and
translating files between a Macintosh and all DOS,
NeXT and Sun environ.ments. DOS platforms
include PCs, XTs, ATs, PS2s, laptops, compatibles,
file servers or DOS drives for the Macintosh.
·
MacLinkPlus/PC includes everything needed. Its
Macintosh software and PC software with built-in
communications allows users to connect their Mac to
the PC, NeXT or Sun serial port using the included
cable or a user's modem. Access is provided to disks,
directories and files, all from the Macintosh using
familiar menus and dialogs.

Desktop Communications/

Macintosh To MS-DOS
The included library of translators provides file
translation during transfer or are separable for use
with the Apple File Exchange utility or from within
MacWrite II. It adds more than 100 translation
combinations to AFE and 14 import/export options
to MacWrite II.
$199 retail
DataViz, Inc.; 35 Corporate Dr.; Trumbull,
CT 06611; 203-268-0030
MetaPICT
Translates a Computer Graphics Metafile into a
PICT or PICT2 ftle
512K or larger Macintosh.
MetaPICT is a utility that translates files in the
Computer Graphics Metafile (CGM) format into
Macintosh PICT or PICT2 files. It provides a quick
and reliable way to transfer graphical information
generated using other computers, including IBM
PCs, workstations, minicomputers and mainframes,
to the Macintosh.
·
MetaPICT is useful for transitioning drawing or
presentation work from other platforms to the
Macintosh, since existing work does not have to be
re-entered. It also provides application connectivity
in a multivendor environment.
$179 retail
GSC Associates, Inc.; 2304 Artesia Blvd., Ste. 201;
Redondo Beach, CA 90278; 213-379-2113
PCMacTermU
Macintosh to MS-DOS
512KE or larger Macintosh; System 6.0.2 or later.
PC MacTerm Il and PC MacTerm II/Network are
Mac to PC bidirectional file transfer programs. PC
MacTerm II works over modem or serial cable
connections and easily transfers data files between
Macs anc! PCs in local environments, or long
distance over telephone lines; while PC MacTerm
II/Network transfers data files between all Macs and
PCs on AppleTalk networks. Both products also
permit Macs to remotely control the host PC's DOS
applications software programs, peripherals, internal
cards and other devices that gain access to networks,
mainframes and minis to which the PC liost is
attached.
PC Anywhere III is PC to PC remote
communications software that allows a PC,
Macintosh or terminal to remotely control a PC and
run its software and peripherals.
$195 retail; PC MacTerm II (includes both host PC
and remote Mac software)
$395 retail; PC MacTerm II/Network (includes
software for PC host end and an unlimited number of
Macs on the same AppleTalk networ~)'
$145 retail; PC Anywhere III (includes both host and
rel!lote PC software)
Dynamic Microprocessor Associates (OMA); 1776
E. Jericho Turnpike; Huntington, NY 11743;
516-462-0440
SoftPC
Synthetic hardware that allows users to run MS-DOS
applications on Mac Ils and accelerated SEs at
· PC/XT speeds
Macintosh II; 2 MB of RAM; hard disk drive with at
least 3 MB offree space. Macintosh .SE; 2 MB of
RAM; hard disk drive with at least 3 MB offree
space; 68020 or 68030 accelerator card.
SoftPC is a software product that allows users to
run M~ -DOS applications on Macintosh Ils and
accelerated SES. Its file sharing architecture makes it
possible for users to integrate DOS and Mac/OS file
systems. Any ftle can be accessed transparently
through eitji.er operating system.
$399 retail
Insignia Solutions, Inc.; 254 Geronimo Way;
Sunnyvale, CA 94086; 408-522-7600 or
800-848-7677

xFer Vl.2
Macintosh to Macintosh and MS/DOS file transfer
512KE or larger Macintosh ; IBM PC or compatible;
DOS 2.0 or greater.
xFer is a file transfer system that allows DOS
computers to exchange files with the Macintosh
family of computers. It includes software for both
computers and an optional 12 foot serial cabie used
for communications.
xFer allows modem or direct connections,
supporting rates from 300 baud to 57 .6 kbps. It
allows complete folders and directories to be
transferred, as well as single files.
Features new to Version I. I include: userconfigurable translators consisting of Mac and PC
file filters, user-defined search and replace strings,
Mac type and creator, high bit processing and
import/export capabilities; PC file/directory moves
and copies; enhanced support for hon-standard
modems; upper and lower case conversion of new
Mac file/directory names; stand-alone MacBinary
translations on the Mac; background transfers under
MultiFinder; COM3 and 4 support on the PC; and
more.
$99.95 retail
$129.95 reiail; with direct connect cables
(A free Macintosh demo disk is available)
Messenger Software, Inc.; 180 W. Streetsboro Rd.,
Ste. 302; Hudson, OH 44236; 216-656-3679

Desktop Communications/

Macintosh To NCR
MacQT
Macintosh terminal emulation and file transfer
Any Macintosh (Macintosh Plus or larger
recommended); Finder 3.5 or later.
MacQT (Macintosh Quick Terminal) provides
emulation of an ADDS Viewpoint (a.k.a., NCR
790 I) and NCR 7900 connected to an NCR host
runnjng Unix or NCR 's !TX or other operating
system. It allows a user to run any program on the
host system, just as though they were working on a
dumb terminal. Emulation is fast and thorough.
MacQT will transfer, in either direction,
sequential ASCII files or spool (print out) files. Host
software is provided where necessary for file
transfer.
$200 per Macintosh retail; site licensing available
Rasmussen Software, Inc.; 10260 SW Nimbus Ave.,
Ste. M2A; Portland, OR 97223; 503-624-0360 or
RSI-BBS 503-624-0760 (after 5 PM PST)

Desktop communications/

Macintosh To Pick
MacToPic
Macintosh to Pick
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM recommended;
double-sided disk drive; modem or direct connection
to host computer.
MacToPic is a terminal emulation and file
transfer program to link Macs to the Pick world. It
emulates Adds Viewpoint, DEC VTlOl and
McDonnell Douglas Prism terminals. The Viewpoint
emulator supports Viewpoint function keys and
Wyse cursor positioning. The Viewpoint and VT! 0 l
emulators suppoit 80/132 column cursor positioning
codes and graphics characters sent from the host.
MacToPic also transfers data from Pick hosts
and converts from a relational database format to the
Macintosh file format. Data transferred from the Pick
host can be used in all Macintosh spreadsheets,
databases, word processors and page-layout
programs.
Users need a direct connection to a Pick host or a
modem. A phone list and dialer for Hayescompatible modems is included. Video allributes are
enhanced with color on Macintosh II models. A

unique Paste function lets users paste the contents of
the Clipboard into a word processor document on the
Host computer.
$195 retail
Carnation Software; PO Box 608; Carnation,
WA 98014; 206-333-4288

Desktop Communications/

Macintosh To Tandem
Foundation Graphics Toolbox
Macintosh graphics in Tandem computer
applications
512K or larger Macintosh; MacMenlo; any Tandem
mainframe model.
Foundation Graphics Toolbox, in combination
with MacMenlo - a software bridge that connects a
Macjntosh to a Tandem computer - provides a
graphics capability for Tandem computer mainframe
applications.
In addition to the Tandem mainframe access
window, a second window can be opened that
supports all native Macintosh graphics, both bit
mapped and object oriented. The graphics window
can be positioned according to user commands.
When the Menlo Foundation Graphics Toolbox
package is installed on a: Tandem mainframe, the
graphic images can be treated as part of the Tandem
mainframe application and are actually incorporated
into the Tandem application database. For example,
for a personnel application run on the Tandem
mainframe, one window on the Macintosh will
display a screen of data about a person, while the
graphics window is displaying a picture of the
person.
Call for pricing
Menlo Business Systems, Inc.; 201 Main St.; Los
Altos, CA 94022; 415-948-7920
Foundation Vista Translator
Interfaces compiled Vista designs with the Tandem
environment
Macintosh with I MB of RAM.
The Foundation Vista Translator interfaces compiled
Vista designs with the Tandem Pathway and
Pathmaker environments by generating screen
definitions and Data Definition Language (DDL)
components for both database definitions and
interprocess messages.
The Translator serves as a bridge to automated
Foundation BASYS application generation and
development environments. The Translator will
create Pathway components compatible with BASYS
and non-BASYS environments, including
Pathmaker.
Features include: Cobol screen definitions;
Tandem DDL-based attribute and record definitions;
Tandem non-stop SQL-based attribute definitions;
Tandem non-stop SQL table and view definitions;
Tandem non-stop catalog/table definitions; Tandem
DDL interprocess messages (derived from screen
design attributes); supports Foundation BASYS
design methodology and standards; and reverse
engineering (importing and exporting) of DDL and
other components between Tandem and Macintosh
Vista environments.
Call for pricing
Menlo Business Systems, Inc.; 20 l Main St.; Los
Altos, CA 94022; 415-948-7920
Mac Menlo T65xx
Terminal emulation; Tandem mainframe
communications
512K or larger Macintosh.
Mac Menlo T65xx supports block-mode
applications· for a Tandem host computer
environment by emulating Tandem's T65xx (10, 20,
30) line of terminals. Additionally, it supports
conversational communications with all host
computers and micros that include standard
communications software.
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Desktop Communications/
Macintosh To Tandem
Call for pricing; volume discounts available
Menlo Business Systems, Inc.; 201 Main St.; Los
Altos, CA 94022; 415-948-7920
Max
Tandem to Macintosh file transfers
Any Macintosh; Tandem computer.
Max is a Tandem mainframe-to-Macintosh (and
other personal computers) file transfer program,
including field selection and formatting from
Tandem source files and unatiended file transfers.
Call for pricing
Menlo Business Systems, Inc.; 201 Main St.; Los
Altos, CA 94022; 415-948-7920
Menlocom
Allows applications running on Tandem computers
to communicate with Macintosh presentation
applications; cooperative processing/advanced
presentation services
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM.
Menlocom is connectivity software that allows
applications running on Tandem computers to
communicate with Macintosh presentation
applications. It enables standard Macintosh features,
such as color, sound and graphics, to be used in
presenting Tandem applications.
With local Macintosh procedures, users can
control their own screen layouts, without effecting
the mainframe application. And the standard
Macintosh interface lets users easily interface with
sophisticated Tandem applications.
Menlocom supports an unlimited form size,
allowing all information to appear on one screen,
eliminating a user's need to "travel" through
numerous screens to input or access data.
The program supports the integration of Tandem
and Macintosh database information. Local
applications can query, update, create and manage
data in Tandem-resident databases, as well as in local
databases. Information from separate databases can
be combined to create new data.
Menlocom resides both on the Tandem an(! on
the Macintosh, and communicates with Macintosh
applications. The Tandem uses Intelligent Device
Support (IDS) requestors to serve Tandem data
through Menlocom to the Macintosh, which then
controls the display and user interaction.
Call for pricing; Macintosh process
Call for pricing; Host process (price depends on
configuration)
Menlo Business Systems, Inc.; 201 Main St.; Los
Altos, CA 94022; 415-948-7920
Spool AT
Tandem mainframe to Apple LaserWriter print
spooling
512K or larger Macintosh ; Tandem computer.
Spool AT allows a user to attach a local
Macintosh printer, including the LaserWriter IT,
d1rectly to a host computer spooler.
Features of Spool AT include: prints
TForm(fGAL output, shares printer with other local
workstations, provides local print options, offers
wide range of port configuration options and comes
with optional 1TY interface.
Call for pricing
Menlo Business Systems, Inc.; 201 Main St.; Los
Altos, CA 94022; 415-948-7920

Desktop Communications/
Macintosh To Unix
K-Share
AppleShare-compatible file server software for the
Host system
·Unix host that supports the BSD /pr mechanism and
BSD network socket mechanism.

K-Share is AppleShare-compatible file server
software for the Host system. It uses-the K-Talk
Runtime System and allows the Macintosh user to
have a transparent connection to the host system for
storing and retrieving files. The files stored at the
host appear as icons on the Macintosh and can be
shared between the Macintosh and Host applications.
In the event of the Host system also running
NFS services, the Macintosh client has access to
mounted file systems on other NFS servers on the
network, providing additional storage capabilities
without having to dedicate a Mac as a file server.
As the AppleShare client software that comes
with every Macintosh is the needed client package
on the Mac, no additional software is needed to run
K-Share. It is sold separately or in a bundle with KSpool print server software.
$495 retail; limited number of users
$1,000 retail; unlimited number of users
Mt Xinu; 2560 9th St., Ste. 312; Berkeley,
CA 94710; 415-644-0146
K-Spool
Network print spooling software
Unix host that supports the BSD /pr mechanism and
BSD network socket mechanism.
K-Spool provides print spooling services from
Macintosh computer and Unix systems to PostScript
printers. For the Macintosh, K-Spo'ol offers fast print
spooling of documents to a Unix host. For the Unix
system, K-Spool allows printing of clitroff, ASCII
text files and PostScript format files to PostScript
printers.
K-Spool provides a Unix application that
functions as a print server for the Macintosh. After
the spooler is selected using the Chooser, print
requests generated by Macintosh users are received
by the Unix host, which creates Postscript files for
subsequent printing. Instead of waiting for a
PostScript printer to become idle, print jobs may be
sent to the print spooler, where they are put into a
queue.
$495 retail
Mt Xinu; 2560 9th St., Ste. 312; Berkeley,
CA 94710; 415-644-0146
K-Talk
Communications protocol platform for AppleTalk
services on Unix
'
Unix host that supports the BSD /pr mechanism and
BSD network socket mechanism.
The K-Talk Runtime System is a
communications protocol platform for AppleTalk
services on Unix. K-Talk resides on a Unix hOst that
is connected to an Ethernet network.
K-Talk supports the AppleTalk protocols (as
described in Inside AppleTalk) 10 allow Macintosh
computers and Unix systems to share resources.
Unix system AppleTalk server processes, such as the
K-Spool print server, use the K-Talk Runtime
System to communicate with AppleTalk devices
such as LaserWriters and Macintoshes.
The K-Talk Runtime System includes Unix
kernel modifications, daemons, administrative files
and utilities that monitor and manage server
processes and resources. K-Talk is shipped with all
copies of the K-Spool print server package, and is
also available in Developer's Kit form on a
licensable basis.
$3,500 retail
Mt Xinu; 2560 9th St., Ste. 312; Berkeley,
CA 94710; 415-644-0146
MacNix/TCP
Permits access to Unix hosts via TCPIP
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacNix/I'CP permits access to Unix hosts via
TCPIP from MultiFinder. It provides familiar point
and click access to Unix operating system resources
from existing Macintosh workstations. Host files
become icons in windows. Dialog boxes allow users
to execute complex commands.
Features include: icons for all Unix files;
windows for all Unix directories; menu options for
most commands; dialog boxes for building
complicated commands; supports ASCII, Mac and
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binary file transfer; user-extendable menu; support
for concurrent and background processes; and
displays NFS volumes and files as windows and
icons.
Call for pricing
List Spa; Piazza Mazzini, 6; I56100 Pisa, Italy;
+39-50-542734-542712

Desktop Communications/
Macintosh To Wang
Lightspeed Mac
Mac to Wang VS
Macintosh Plus or larger; AT-class PC for a
gateway.
Lightspeed Mac allows Macintoshes to connect
to Waqg's VS line of minicomputers. The Lightspeed
"connection" actually allows for the shared use of
each system's resources, such as printers, files,
documents, disk drives, etc. It also helps installations
prepare for the future evolution of computer systems
toward local area networks. Using the Wang Local
Office Connection (WLOC/928) board in a PC, the
connection is more than JOO times faster than the
asynchronous connection that other connectivity
products use.
An AT-class PC is required to act as a gateway
from AppleTalk to the VS. This is necessary only
because Macs cannot accept WLOC cards. With this
gateway in place, virtual terminal emulation, file
copy and message transmissions are all sustained.
Print services include VS print redirection to
LaserWriters and Mac print redirection to LCS 15
printers. LCS 15 printers are the only Wang VS
compatible printers that support PostScript. For word
processing document conversions, it is recommended
that MacLink Plus by Data Viz be used.
$ J,300 to $9,750 retail
MacSoft; 2920 F St., Ste. El4; Bakersfield,
CA 93301; 805-324-4291
Mac2200 1.11
Wang 2200 terminal emulator
512KE or larger Macintosh; Wang 2200.
Mac2200 is a Wang 2200 terminal emulator. It
provides full support of the 32 special function keys
and the complete set of programmer support keys of
the Wang terminal as both on-screen buttons and
keyboard selections. Version 1.11 R, with customized
key caps for users of Redshaw Software, is now
available. Customization for other software packages
is available. The bright, blink, reverse video and
underline attributes, box graphics and alternate
character sets are emulated. Local printer support
including remote screen dumps, is provided for the
Image Writer I, II or LQ.
The Macintosh integration includes cutting and
pasting between Mac2200 and other applications via
the Clipboard, support of desk accessories and the
capability to capture printed text in a Macintosh file.
In addition, the emulator allows a Wang Basic-2
programmer to access the Macintosh mouse through
special control sequences.
All of the features of Mac2200 are userconfigurable and can be stored in a document that is
automatically loaded by the program. Customizable
settings include: row/column coordinate display;
Hayes-compati~le modem support, including
automatic phone dialing; screen color; cursor shape;
cursor blink rate; audio alarm volume; and baud rate
(300 to 19,200 bps).
$225 retail; program
$25 retail; adapter cable
The Vermont Software Co., Inc.; PO Box 318; Lake
Morey Rd.; Fairlee, VT 05045; 802-333-4020
MacLinkPius/Wang OIS
File transfer and conversion between Macintosh and
Wang QIS, Wang PC and IBM PC systems
Macintosh Plus or.larger.

Desktop Communications/

Macintosh To Wang
MacLinkPlus/Wang OIS provides for two-way
document exchange and file conversion between a
Macintosh and a Wang OIS, Wang PC or IBM PC
system. It provides complete visibility from a
Macintosh to Wang OIS libraries and documents.
The program includes the complete library of
more than 60 MacLinkPlus!franslators, which
preserve file formatting attributes, such as tabs,
margins, underlines, bold, etc. Wang word
processing formats can be converted in either
direction between Mac Write, Microsoft Word or
WordPerfect formats. MacLinkPlus{franslators are
fully Apple File Exchange compatible and can be
used for translating files to or from the Macintosh
3.5-inch FDHD SuperDrive, 5.25-inch DOS drives
or file servers.
$495 retail
DataViz, Inc.; 35 Corporate Dr.; Trumbull,
CT 06611; 203-268-0030
MacLinkPlus/Wang VS Version 4.0
Macintosh/Wang VS file terminal emulation, transfer
and conversion
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacLinkPlus/Wang VS provides a Macintosh
user a complete kit for Wang file transfer, translation
and Workstation Emulation capabilities. It includes
software and a direct connect cable for the
Macintosh and Wang VS system. Remote
connections can also be made via Hayes or
compatible modems.
Wang Workstation emulation provides access to
Wang word processing, data processing and
electronic mail applicatiops. Function keys are
executed through pull-down menus, the use of the
mouse on Wang menu items or the optional
Macintosh Extended Keyboard.
File transfer capabilities allow full access to
Wang VS data processing and word processing
libraries. File formats are preserved through
MacLinkPlus{franslators, supplying full file
conversion of data content and formats between
Microsoft Word, MacWrite, Wang WP, WP+,
WordPerfect, etc.
Connections are made via Wang ADC, EADC or
WACS ports. Optional versions are available for
connections via TC; TCP or MLTC ports.
$395 retail
DataViz, Inc.; 35 Corporate Dr.; Trumbull,
CT 06611; 203-268-0030
Vscorn/Macintosh
Wang VS 21 lOA terminal emulation and document
file transfer
512K or larger Macintosh; available modem or
printer port.
VsCom}Macintosh provides Wang VS 2llOA
terminal emulation. Wang VS function keys are
accessible through continuously displayed icons, the
Macintosh Extended Keyboard or regular keyboard
aliases. VsCom/Macintosh conforms to the
Macintosh user interface guidelines, including copy
and paste, pull-down menus, MultiFinder and DA
compatibility.
Simultaneous two-way transfer and conversion
of word processing documents and data files
between the Mac and Wang VS is easily
accomplished. Wang documents supported include
standard WP and WP Plus. Macintosh document
conversions include MacWrite, Microsoft Word,
WordPerfect and DCA Revisable Format Text.
Connection can be made locally or remotely
from stand-alone Macintoshes or AppleTalk
networks to Wang VS ADC, EADC, MLTC and
WACS communications ports. Powerful script
command files can completely automate the Wang
VS terminal access. Wang files can be printed locally
on an Image Writer or LaserWriter.
vscorn/Macintosh also provides direct transfer of
Macintosh documents and files in and out of Wang
Office Mail Boxes.

$395 retail; terminal emulation and file transfer
$195 retail; terminal emulation only
M/li Group; 300 W. Adams St.; Chicago, IL 60606;
312-443-1 222

Desktop Communications/

Network Management
Com/men!
Communications management program
Macintosh 11; AIVX operating system.
Com/ment is a general-purpose communications
management software program that is designed to
provide users'with access to a variety of computer
communications tasks.
The program allows users to set up and
customize a total electronic mail and database
network. lt also provides a blueprint of a user's
network, whether there are two or 200 computers on
it, and then serves as the ongoing management plan
for the daily communications system.
Features include: user-defined menus,
administration control, ASCII file transfer, dumb
terminal access, user-defined macros, scrolling
concept, easy log-on and log-on control, file locking,
private and public libraries, systems reports, PC VT100 access, SYSOP monitoring, password control,
Xmodem file transfer, auto disconnect and help
menus.
$595 to $ l ,500 retail
Starx Technology, Inc.; 1201 Flower St.; Bakersfield,
CA 93305; 805-324-6041
Constellation III For Macintosh
Network management
512K or larger Macintosh; Omninet network
hardware.
Constellation III For Macintosh is a network
operating system for Macintosh computers using
Omninet network hardware.
Constellation III allows file transfers, disk
sharing and printer sharing at speeds of 1 Mbps (four
times faster than AppleTalk). It supports MFS and
HFS file structures and conversions of MFS volumes
toHFS.
Constellation III is easy to use and consumes
very little RAM. With add-on products,
Constellation ill allows Macs, PCs and Apple II
computers to communicate and transfer files across
the same network.'
$495 retail
Corvus Systems, Inc.; 160 Great Oaks Blvd.; San
Jose, CA 95119; 800-426-7887
lnter•Poll
Network administrator's utility
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The lnter•Poll Network Administrator's Utility
is a software application containing tools that an
AppleTalk network administrator can use to
implement a network support program. It includes an
administrator's guide with suggestions for network
planning and configuration; tips for network
maintenance and troubleshooting; a set of network
mapping tools; and the AppleTalk Responder, a
Macintosh resource that lets Inter•Poll obtain
information about Macintosh workstations.
The Inter•Poll application lets network
administrators generate lists of active network
devices to monitor internetworks (groups of
AppleTalk networks) and to locate network cabling
breaks. It also reports Macintosh system software
version numbers and can be used to test the integrity
of the network path to any AppleTalk device.
$129 retail
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996-1010
Net Map
Network management and diagnostics tool for
AppleTalk networks
512K or larger Macintosh.

NetMap provides a diagnostic means for visually
troubleshooting AppleTalk networks.
With NetMap, users can: track down problems,
such as broken connectors within an AppleTalk
network; retrieve, in a convenient columnar format,
information on device names, device types, network
names and numbers, device nodes and end sockets;
easily locate a given device within a device list using
the sort function; use Excel or any Macintosh
spreadsheet that allows importation of the saved
spreadsheet-ready data file; use a Chooser-like menu
tO select a target network from a network list; and
customize look-up requirements to fit network traffic
and total network size.
$99 retail
AESP, Inc.; 1810 NE 144th St.; N. Miami Beach,
FL 33181; 305-944-7710 or 800-446-2377
NetMinder Ethernet
Fully-featured low-cost Ethernet monitoring
application for network managers and application
developers
Macintosh 11 family; Apple, 3Com, Kinetics and
Asante Ethernet cards.
NetMinder Ethernet is an easy tool for
constructing, debugging and monitoring Ethernet. It
displays in color and allows users to: capture and
examine Ethernet data, collect utilization and data
errors statistics in numeric and graphic format and
customize the program to collect specific data based
on an easy configuration process.
Benefits include: decreased debugging time;
efficiency in network development and management;
and a short learning curve in Ethernet analysis using
the Macintosh's user friendly interface.
$495 retail
Neon Software, Inc.; 1009 Oak Hill Rd., Ste. 203;
Lafayette, CA 94549; 415-283-9771
PhoneNet CheckNet DA
Network user DA utility
512K or larger Macintosh.
PhoneNet CheckNet is a desk accessory that
alerts users to the problems that arise when devices
on a network can't see each other. It searches an
AppleTalk network for devices and displays the
name, type, node and socket numbers of each device
on the network.
Users can search for other users on particular
devices - even across bridges and zones - and sort
the results in a number of different ways. As a
troubleshooting tool, the program goes beyond the
Chooser by including information about users as
well as shared devices.
The package includes the RegisterName !NIT,
which broadcasts a user's name at start-up. LW
Status Chooser is also included, allowing users to
check the status of network printers before printing.
$95 retail
Farallon Computing, Inc.; 2000 Powell St., Ste. 600;
Emeryville, CA 94608; 415-596-9000
PhoneNet Traffic Watch
AppleTalk network analysis software and macros
512K or larger Macintosh.
PhoneNet Traffic Watch is a comprehensive
network-analysis utility designed to aid network
managers in optimizing AppleTalk loads.
The program is used to monitor who's talking to
whom on a network and how much activity is taking
place. Network error rates and packet traffic are
displayed in real time or saved in time stamped
Excel-readable data files.
Traffic Watch precisely collects the type of data
that managers of complex networks need to
continually know to optimize a growing network. It
can monitor rn'twork loads and track peak hours information that can be used to find the capacity of
shared devices, such as printers or servers - and can
be used to decide where to install network bridges.
$195 retail
Farallon Computing, Inc.; 2000 Powell St., Ste. 600;
Emeryville, CA 94608; 415-596-9000
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Desktop Communications/
Network Management
The Sniffer
Network analyzer
localTalk or Ethernet local-area network.
The Sniffer LAN protocol analyzers provide a
comprehensive approach to LAN diagnostics,
troubleshooting and performance tuning. They
provide a full seven-layer English language decode
of the entire protocol stack to give a user the same
information that is available to the LAN in handling
each packet - unparalleled power in getting
answers to LAN problem fast.
A passive station on the LAN, a Sniffer analyzer
captures a sample of network traffic to a RAM
buffer, then displays decoded information in
summary, detail and/or HEX windows. Protocol
Interpreter software suites are availab.le for
AppleTalk, DECnet, IBM, ISO/MS-NET, Novell
Netware, Sun Microsystems, TCP/IP, X-Windows,
Banyan Vines and XNS protocol families. Protocol
decode is color codeq by OSI layer in all three
display windows (external color monitor is not
supplied). Sniffers are set up and controlled by a
three-window, multiple level, synchronously
scrolling menuing system.
Primary and secondary filtering is available in
Capture and/or Display modes based on station
addresses, protocol levels, frame errors and/or frame
pattern maich conditions. Similar pattern matching is
available for Capture triggering and external
triggering. Analyzed data may be searched for
particular strings, such as password, to facilitate the
search for specific activities on the LAN. Data may
be output to a hard-copy printer or stored.in ASCII
or comma delimited formats for export to other
software packages.
In addition to full seven-layer decoding, The
Sniffer analyzer provides advanced monitoring
. capabilities (alarms, statistics and printed report
generation) at the network and station level (up to
1,024 stations). Cm:itinuous monitoring in the
background allows a user to run other programs on
the PC.
$1 i,500 starting price retail
Network General Corp.; 4200 Bohannon Dr.; Menlo
Park, CA 94025; 415-688-2700
System Installation Tracker
Creates a schematic of a user's network
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
System Installation Tracker allows users to
quickly create a schematic of their network with each
device represented by a button. By clicking on any
device, users are taken to a card with information
about the device, such as service contract, serial
number, user access, software, service history and
more. Adding or removing devices is a snap and
general notes about the entire network can be
maintained. It also supports multiple floor plans.
$25 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 800-888-7667

Desktop Communications/
Online Information Services
Accu-Weather Forecaster Vl.08
Accesses current weather information from AccuWeather
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; modem.
Accu-Weather Forecaster turns a Macintosh into
a sophisticated weather station with all of the power
of the famous Accu-Weather, the nation 's largest
private weather service. Using .a modem, users
download live weather data, which can then be seen
in several easy-to-understand formats - charts,
narratives, maps and graphs. The program is
designed to be inexpensive to run, with the connect
time kept.to a minimum, usually $2 per download.

Features include: weather maps and graphs are
shaded to make the data visual and easy to
understand: detailed forecasts for every region of the
country; reports on temperature, humidity, wind
speed, wind direction, barometric pressure, cloud
cover, fog, visibility and precipitation; forecasting
guidebook (included) teaches basic concepts of
meteorology; fully automated telecommunications
does everything from dialing the phone to
downloading the data and storing ii on disk; reduced
connect time; and more.
·
$89.95 retail
Metacomet Software; PO Box 31337; Hartford,
CT 06103; 800-345-9111
Am~rica

Online
Nationwide online service
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM.
America Online is a nationwide online service
that features a custom software interface for
Macintosh owners that provides intuitive, easy-touse online navigation. Services offered include
extensive computing support, software libraries,
computer forums, a technical product database from
Microsoft and news about Apple Computer, Inc.
Consumer-oriented services, such as electronic mail,
bulletin boards, multiplayer games, travel, stock
quotes, sport news and a chat area are also featured.
Software kit is free
$5.95 per month; membership fee (includes one free
connect hour)
$5 per hour; evenings and weekends
$I0 per hour; business hours
Quantum Computer Services, Inc.; 8619 Westwood
Center Dr.; Vienna, VA 22182; 800-227-6364, ext.
5276
CompuServe Information Service
Online information service
Any Macintosh.
CompuServe is an online consumer information
service that provides communications; bulletin
boards; personal computing support; news , weather
and sports; electronic shopping; financial transaction
services; travel, entertainment and games; home,
health and family; money matters and markets;
education and reference; business; and other
interests.
$39.95 retail; Membership kit
CompuServe, Inc.; 5000 Arlington Centre Blvd.;
Columbus, OH 43220; 614-457-0802 or
800-848-8199
Connect Business Information Network,
Macintosh Version 1.5
Global electronic communications service
512KE or larger Macintosh; I MB of RAM; BOOK
disk drive or hard disk drive (recommended); Hayescompatible modem ; System 6.0 and Finder 6.1 or
later.
·
The Connect Business Information Network
provides global electronic mail and file and graphics
transfer between Macintosh and MS-DOS
computers. The network is accessed through Connect
Inc. 's icon-driven communications software that
provides ease of use enhanced by transparent
connecting protocol. The Connect service provides
gateways to other electronic mail networks and
includes online information services for product
support, newsfeeds, securities updates and more.
Customized public and private online
forums/bulletin boards are offered that allow
businesses and professionals to exchange
information with customers, employees and others.
$149.95 retail
$10 per hour retail; Mon. to Fri., 7 am to 7 pm
$5 per hour retail; Mon. to Fri., 7 pm to 7 am,
weekends and holidays
Connect Inc.; 10161 Bubb Rd.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 408-973-0110 or 800-262-2638
DASnet Service
Electronic mail link between most major systems
world wide; provides value-added services
Macintosh memory requirement depends on
communications package us.ed.
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DASnet is a service that exchanges electronic
mail between most of the major systems world wide.
In addition to electronic mail interchange, the
DASnet Service provides Telex service and file
transfer, plus fax and postal delivery.
DASnet connections are a standard feature of the
following: APC network (e.g., PeaceNet), ABA/net,
C!Gnet, Connect, Galaxy, GeoMail Network, !NET,
OTC Dialcom, PINET, PsychNet, Textel, TWICS
and Unison. Other systems include: ATT Mail, BIX,
Dialcom Network, EasyLink, Envoy, EIES,
Metfil'let, MCI Mail, SprintMail, UUCP, the Internet
and others.
DA Systems presents the following
implementation alternatives: connection through a
system offering DASnet as a standard feature,
individual subscription or a direct connection to the
organization's e-mail system or service. All may
communicate with one another.
Prices for each alternative are as follows , plus
messaging charges:
Free setup and monthly subscription; services which
include DASnet as standard
$33.50 ($4.75 monthly) retail; from other services
$2,500 ($200 to $500 monthly) retail; typical retail
for direct connect
DA Systems, Inc.; 1503 E. Campbell Ave.;
Campbell, CA 95008; 408-559-7434
Delphi
Online information service
Any Macintosh; communications package.
Delphi is a complete online business and
personal resource. It combines electronic mail and
other real-time communications capabilities with
valuable information and helpful services. It's all
together in one easy-to-use service that works with
any computer or terminal and modem. There is one
number to dial, one password and a simple log-on
procedure. All commands are in easy-to-understand
English.
Among Delphi's many services are: E-mail;
online shopping services; computer, personal and
hobby Special Interest Groups; downloadable Public
Domain and Shareware programs; real-time
conferencing; multiplayer games; educational
resources; up-to-date news, weather and sports
reports and features; vacation and travel information
and reservations; online file creation and
management; business and financilil services; and
more.
$49.95 retail; Membership Fee (includes manual and
credit equal to two hours online time)
$7.20 per hour retail; non-prime time
$17.40 per hour retail; prime time
General Videotex Corp.; Three Blackstone St.;
Cambridge, MA 02139; 617-491-3342
Dialog
Online information service
Any Macintosh.
The Dialog information retrieval service offers
access to more than 320 online databases covering
virtually all subjects, with a particular emphasis on
business, scientific and technological areas. The
Dialog system contains in excess of 175 million
records, which range from directory-type listings of
companies, associations or famous people; to indepth financial statements for particular companies;
to citations with bibliographic information and
abstracts referencing journals, conference papers or
other original sources; to the complete text of
articles. Dialog provides the complete text of articles
from more than 630 magazines, journals and
newsletters, as well as up-to-the-minute coverage of
important world and business events via
continuously updated newswires.
Call for pricing
Dialog Information Services, Inc.; 3460 Hillview
Ave.; Palo Alto, CA 94304; 415-858-2700 or
800-334-2564

Desktop Communications/
Online Information Setvices
Dow Jones News/Retrieval Membership Package
Online information service
Macintosh Plus or larger; two disk drives; System
3.2 and Finder 5.3 or later; modem.
The Dow Jones News/Retrieval Membership
Package provides nearly everything needed to
connect to the Dow Jones News/Retrieval, an online
business information service. ·
The package comes complete with E-Z Online
software, a user's guide and five hours of free time.
E-Z Online is an automatic connection to up-to-theminute news and financial data, and business and
investment facts and figures. E-Z Online uses the
power of the Macintosh to set up personalized
reports offline that pull key business data from Dow
Jones News/Retrieval's more than 50 databases. A
user can save time online by setting up reports once
before calling and printing or saving data afterwards.
$29.95 retail
Dow Jones & Company, Inc.; PO Box 300;
Princeton, NJ 08543; 609-520-4641
Exchange!
Communications software and service for corporate
communications
512K or larger Macintosh; modem.
Exchange! is an online service that provides
electronic mail, customized options, bulletin boards,
file transfers, shopping and an electronic publishing
service, as well as games, financial services arid
technical support.
It also provides ·a file transfer function that
allows users to send spreadsheets, documents or
graphics directly to another user's mailbox in a
matter of minutes:
Exchange! runs under MultiFinder and is written
in HyperCard. It makes use of the mouse and
picture-like icons to make the system simple to learn.
Call for pricing
Shaman Software; 12708 Foxton Rd.; Foxton,
CO 80441 ; 303-674-9784 or 800-624-8597
GEnie
Online information service
Any Macintosh .
GEnie provides information on special-interest
groups (SIGs), software/shareware, CB simulations,
electronic mail and online games.
Call for pricing
General Electric Information Services; 401 N.
Washington St.; Rockville, MD 20850;
301-340-4000 or 800-638-9636

MCI Mail
Online information service
Any Macintosh.
MCI Mail is an electronic mail service that
offers MCI Mail and interconnected system
subscribers a full range of delivery options. These
include: instant letter electronic messages, which are
received and printed for immediate reading or stored;
overnight letters, which are laser printed and
delivered via courier to more than 38,000 Zip codes
in the U.S.; hardcopy letters, which are laser printed
and placed in first-class mail; fax dispatch, which
allows subscribers to send fax messages to any
Group ill facsimile terminal worldwide; telex
dispatch for sending and/or receiving telex messages;
scripts, which are electronic forms for data
collection; and electronic bulletin boards for posting
messages to groups or individuals.
Call for pricing
MCI Mail; 1150 17th St. NW, Ste. 800; Washington,
DC 20036; 202-833-8484 or 800-444-6245
NewsNet, Inc.
Online information service
Any Macintosh.
NewsNet is a database that covers the interests
of more than 30 industries and professions in more
than 400 newsletters, daily services and news wires.
Both current and back issues are online in full text
and are fully searchable.
$120 per year retail; subscription fee
$75 retail; six-month subscription fee
$15 retail; month-by-month subscription fee
$60 per hour retail; 300/1,200-baud connection
$90 per hour retail; 2,400-baud connection
(rates are subject to premiums for higher access
speeds and publisher read charges)
NewsNet, Inc.; 945 Haverford Rd. ; Bryn Mawr,
PA 19010; 215-527-8030 or 800-345-1301
Prodigy Interactive Personal Service
Online information service
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; 1,200 or
2,400 bps modem.
·
·
The Prodigy service allows families to receive a
broad range of personalized information, education
and entertainment, send mail electronically and
conduct many transactions, including shopping,
securities trading, banking and travel reservations.
Members receive these features through their regular
telephone line via a 1,200 or 2,400 bps modem.
$49.95 retail; start-up kit with three months free
service
$219.95 retail; with Hayes Personal Modem 2400
Prodigy Services Co.; 445 Hamilton Ave.; White
Plains, NY 10601; 800-222-6922, ext. 205

Info Master
Online information service
Any Macintosh.
InfoMaster is an online database system from
Western Union that provides fast, easy access to
critical business information and combines leading
online services, such BRS, Dialog, Jnfoline,
NewsNet, SOC and more, in one package.
Call for pricing
InfoMaster; Dept. 520; 4230 Alpha Rd., Ste. 100;
Dallas, TX 75244; 800-247-1373 Dept. 520

Telefolders
Electronic information service
512K or larger Macintosh.
Telefolders is a national electronic information
service for Macintosh users only. Its software allows
a Macintosh and any speed modem access to
Semaphore's public database using only standard
icons, windows and pull-down menus. A user can
browse, upload and download with a click of the
mouse.
$49.95 retail; starter kit (includes access time)
Semaphore Corp.; 207 Granada Dr.; Aptos,
CA 95003; 408-688-9200

Lexis/Nexis
Online information service
Any Macintosh.
Mead Data Central offers an online, full-text
database of legal, news, business and general
information. Lexis is a legal research database. Nexis
is a general and business news and information
service. Medis is a medical reference database. Naars
offers financial and accounting information, and
Exchange offers financial and corporate reports from
bank and brokerage analysts.
Call for pricing
Mead Data Central; 9443 Springsboro Pike; PO Box
933; Dayton, OH 45401; 800-227-4908 ·

Tri net
Online information service
Any Macintosh .
Trine! is made up of online databases that
provide highly accurate, up-to-date business
information. The databases are designed to be used
for marketing research, company and establishment
information, prospect lists, merger and acquisition
analyses and site relocations.
Call for pricing
Trine!, Inc.; 9 Campus Dr.; Parsippany, NJ 07054;
201 -267-3600 or 800-874-6381

USA Today Sports Center
Online network/software for sports and games
enthusiasts
Any Macintosh; modem:
. The USA Today Sports Center is an online
network that provides sports and games enthusiasts
with a host of options. Users can compete in fantasy
sports leagues, tap into the latest sports news from
USA Today sports editors, trade memorabilia, chat
with sports experts and more, 24-hours a day.
Features include: SportsWare, which provides a
colorful, easy-to-use graphical interface;
SportsTicker, which taps users into the latest game
scores; complete team and player statistics allow upto-the-minute tracking; bulletin boards allow
collectors to trade memorabilia; fantasy games and
league competitions are conducted nationwide for
football, baseball and more; users can play chess,
backgammon, poker and other board and card games
with members across the U.S.A.; a personal news
clipping service is available for customized access to
favorite teams; and a sports "mart" offers sporting
goods and professional sportswear at discounts.
$24.95 retail; communications software
$14.95 retail; to sign up
$4.95 retail; per hour online
USA Today Sports Center; Four Seasons Executive
Center; Bldg. 9, Terrace Way; Greensboro,
NC 27403; 919-855-3491or800-826-9688
Westlaw
Online Yegal research service
Any Macintosh.
Westlaw is a computer-assisted legal research
service. Its comprehensive electronic law database
features a wide variety of case law, statutory,
regulatory and administrative law materials for both
federal and state sources.
There are more than 2,000 databases on
Westlaw, including the United States Code, the Code
of Federal Regulations, the Federal Register,
Attorney General opinions, the Congressional
Record, nearly 300 legal texts and periodicals and a
broad range of topical databases. Services such as
Insta-Cite, Shepard's, Shepard's PreView, Black's
Law Dictionary and West's Full-Text Plus editorial
enhancements make Westlaw a comprehensive legal
research tool. Gateway access to eight other online
services is also available.
Call for pricing
West Publishing Co.; 50 W. Kellogg Blvd.; PO Box
64526; St. Paul, MN 55164; 800-328-0109

Desktop Communications/
Telecommunications Software
Acknowledge
Communications tool kit
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Acknowledge is a programming environment for
creating advanced telecommunications applications.
Such applications include using the Macintosh as a
front end to centralized databases and
communicating with online services.
An Acknowledge application developer can
create a Macintosh interface for any
telecommunications application, including icons,
pull-down menus and dialog boxes. The
Acknowledge application shields a user from the
compler_ and varied command structures used in
different communications environments without the
necessity of modifying the host, the host application
or the database.
$495 retail
Lamir Software Corp.; 336 Cemon St.; Vacaville,
CA 95688; 707:448-5901
Communications Support Toolkit
Routines for accessing serial ports
512K or larger Macintosh .
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Desktop Communications/
Telecommunications Software
Communications Support Toolkit allows True
Basic programs to send and receive data via an
asynchronous communications port. The program
can be used to communicate with remote databases
such as Dow Jones or The Source.
$79.95 retail
True Basic, Inc.; 12 Commerce Ave.; West Lebanon,
NH 03784; 800-872-2742
CompuServe Navigator
Automated access software
512KE or larger Macintosh; double-sided BOOK disk
drive ; hard disk drive ; System 4.1 or later; Hayes- ·
compatible modem.
CompuServe Navigator is designed to simplify
access and use of the CompuServe Information
Service, particularly when accessing special interest
Forums, Quotes and EasyPlex electronic mail. It
adapts CompuServe to the familiar Macintosh idiom
usage with pull-down menus and dialog boxes.
With CompuServe Navigator, a Macintosh user
can write a complete session before going online,
saving connect time charges. The product supports
MultiFinder, allowing word processing or other
programs to be used while the CompuServe
Navigator program is running.
CompuServe Navigator also supports direct
transfer of graphics images created using
CompuServe's Graphics Interchange Format (G rF).
$99.95 retai l
CompuServe, Inc.; 5000 Arlington Centre Blvd.;
Columbus, OH 43220; 614-457-0802 or
800-848-8199
DynaComm Macintosh Edition
Communications
512K or larger Macintosh ; Finder 6.0 or later.
DynaComm Macintosh Edition allows the
creation of setting files that let a user define, save
and recall communications parameters, such as
terminal emulation, file transfer protocol and modem
type. It has a built-in editor that features automatic
text wrap at user-specified margins, full cut-andpaste capabilities, search and replace abilities and
text merge, align center and reformat options.
DynaComm allows the creation of 32 userdefinable function keys. Its script language provides
all the tools needed to create full-scale graphical
· communications applications. The script language
includes commands that provide high-level
programming capabilities such as conditional
execution , tabular data manipulation, subroutine
execution and event handling using WAIT and
WHEN commands.
Menu options have analogous script commands
so that tasks usually performed interactively may be
automated. DynaComm features commands that
create custom dialog boxes and pull-down menus to
allow users to reconfigure the user interface and
graphically organize the presentation of incoming
data.
$295 retail
Future Soft Engineering, Inc.; 1001 S. Dairy
Ashford, Ste. 203; Houston, TX 77077;
713-496-9400
MacBlast
Asynchronous file transfer package that provides
data transfer among Macintoshes, PCs, minis, micros
and mainframes under 30 different operating systems
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacBlast (Blocked ASynchronous
Transmission) is a high-speed asynchronous file
transfer package that provides error-free data transfer
among Macintoshes, PCs, minis, micros and
mainframes under 30 different operating systems:
VAXNMS, PDP, Prime, Data General, Unix, Xenix
and others. It transfers text, binary, graphics and
MacBinary files.
MacBlast comes with standard terminal
emulation, including VTlOO, VT220, D200, DG410,
DG46 l , TTY and VT52. It also supports MultiFinder

for background file transfers and allows users to
switch back and forth between Macintosh and
remote operations.
Other features include: scripting capabilities,
online help, automatic dialing and log-on to remote
systems and automated modem support. It utilizes
advanced data compression and other technology for
dial-up, X.25 and international use.
$195 retail
Communications Research Group; 56 15 Corporate
Blvd.; Baton Rouge, LA 70808; 504-923-0888 or
800-242-5278
MacTerminal
Terminal emulation; mainframe communication
Any Macintosh.
MacTerrninal is a multifunction terminal
emulator that allows a Macintosh to emulate a DEC
VT I00 terminal, TTY or - if used with an
AppleLine media converter - an IBM 3278 Model
2 terminal.
It also provides file-transfer support via
Xmodem or MacBinary fi le formats.
$125 retail
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996-1010
Market Link
Telecommunications
Any Macintosh; modem.
Market Link provides access to Dow Jones and
automatically fetches quotes. It also provides an
interface to the Stock Portfolio System as well as
most spreadsheet applications, such as Excel. Market
Link functions in an unattended mode.
$85 retail; includes free Dow Jones account
Smith Micro Software, Inc.; PO Box 7137;
Huntington Beach, CA 926 15; 714-964-0412
MicroPhone 1.5
General-purpose telecommunications; VTl02,
VT52, TTY terminal emulation
512KE or /a~ger Macintosh; modem.
MicroPhone is a communications package that
offers data transfers between a Macintosh and other
PCs, minicomputers, mainframes and remote
information services, as well as complete VTl00/102
emulation.
A!n important feature of the program, scripting,
allows a user to automate communications sessions,
such as memorizing logon sequences and data
transfer routines, as well as send and receive
electronic mail.
Other features include: MultiFinder
compatibility while sending and receiving files, or
executing scripts in the background; a Watch Me
feature that allows first-time users to create logon
and navigation scripts; support for unattended data
transfers; a text editor as a desk accessory; and
Xmodem, IK Xmodem, Ymodem and MacTerminal
l. l transfer protocols.
$149 retail
Software Ventures Corp.; 2907 Claremont Ave., Ste.
220; Berkeley, CA 94705; 800-336-6477 or
800-336-6478 in CA
•MicroPhone II 3.0
Telecommunications; MicroPhone l.5 plus XCMDs,
XFCNs, Zmodem and more
512KE or larger Maci111osh; modem.
Microphone II is an advanced
telecommunications package used to retrieve
information from a variety of on line research
services; participate in office-to-office business
reporting; send international telexes; and exchange
data with other computers. MicroPhone II allows
users to build custom front ends to online services
using on-screen color icons to access a variety of
telecom file transfer protocols. Also included is a
powerful point-and-click script editor, as well as
support for sound.
Features include: XCMDs and XFCNs; Dialoger
for MicroPhone that allows users to create dialog
boxes for scripts with pop-up menus, scrolling lists
and pictures; built-in scripts fo r major online
information services; a mini BBS script to tum a
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Mac into a host computer; international character
sets for Roman-based languages; all major file
transfer protocols (Xmodem, Ymodem, Ymodem-G,
Zmodem and Kermit); MacBinary and MacTerminal
I.I ; emulation for TTY, VT52 and VTI00/102;
automatic script creation with Watch Me, which
monitors a user's actions and automatically writes a
script for later replay; background file transfers
under MultiFinder; modem drivers for standard,
nonstandard and high-speed modems and for digital
PBXs; and free subscriptions to GEnie,
CompuServe, Dow Jones, Delphi and OAG.
$295 suggested retail
Software Ventures Corp.; 2907 Claremont Ave., Ste.
220; Berkeley, CA 94705; 800-336-6477 or
800-336-6478 in CA
Okyto
Macintosh to Macintosh file transfer program
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Okyto is a Macintosh to Macintosh file transfer
program that is simple enough for a beginner to
master in less than an hour, but has enough power for
experienced users. It can be used attended by people
on both sides, attended on one side and unattended
on the other (with Mac friendly dialog box listings of
files and folders on the remote machine's disks), or
the simple Procedure language can be used to create
fully automated sessions unattended on both sides. It
can send and receive fi les simultaneously while
allowing users to "chat" back and forth. It also offers
complete security control, and a full audit trail of al l
transactions in a session. Okyto works in the
background under MultiFinder.
$39.95 retail
The FreeSoft Co.; 150 Hickory Dr.; Beaver Falls,
PA 15010; 412-846-2700
Personal Phone
Real-time communications and file transfer program
for AppleTalk
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 6.0 or later.
Personal Phone, based on the metaphor of a
telephone, allows users to estabJish an interactive
link between two Macintosh computers to carry on a
conversation. While a link is active, all typed
communications wi ll immediately appear in a
window on both machines. No dedicated Macintosh
is required.
Personal Phone also allows files to be transferred
in the background and supports multiple AppleTalk
zones.
$99 retail; five-user license
$169 retail; 10-user license
The Personal Software Development Corp.; 22
Natalie Dr.; Hampton, VA 23666; 804-898-3541
Pro-Search
Simplifies online searching of databases available
through Dialog Information Service
512KE or larger Macintosh; 1 MB of RAM; modem;
hard disk drive recommended; System 6.02 or later.
Pro-Search is a specialized front-end software
program that simplifies online searching of databases
available through Dialog Information Service. It also
acts as a general communications package for other
online systems.
Search strategies may be constructed and stored
offline, reducing online connect time and charges.
Pro-Search provides an intelligent interface for
Dialog, which helps a user select the most useful
database to search, by provitling complete database
information on disk.
Pro-Search also tracks online charges through a
built-in accounting featu re. I! provides, along with
Pro-Cite and Biblio-Links, users with a complete
information management system designed to go from
online searching to record transfer to database
management. Used together, these programs
minimize the effort of finding and organizing
references.
$295 retail
Personal Bibliographic Software, Inc.; PO Box 4250;
Ann Arbor, MI 48106; 313-996-1 580

Desktop Communications/

Telecommunications Software
Quick Link II
Communications software
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Quick Link II is a full-featured communications
software program.
Features include: operates at speeds of 300 to
19 ,200 baud; provides for quick and easy file
transfers; emulates a number of different terminals,
including Teletype, VT52, VTIOO, VT102 and
ANSI; a virtually unlimited phone list to store
frequently called numbers and a pop-up dialer for
dialing other numbers; a powerful scripting
language; complete session capture mode and print
utility; complete Text Editor; and includes a free
account and usage time to CompuServe, Dow Jones
and GEnie.
$99 retail
Smith Micro Software, Inc.; PO Box 7137;
Huntington Beach, CA 92615; 714-964-0412

Second Sight V2.0
Bulletin board system
512K or larger Macintosh; Hayes-compatible
modem.
The Second Sight is a host system construction
set that allows a user to customize the look and feel
of their host system. It allows up to 20 categories of
messages and an unlimited number of file transfer
libraries. The program works at all baud rates up to
19,200.
$135 U.S. retail
The FreeSoft Co.; 150 Hickory Dr.; Beaver Falls,
PA 15010; 412-846-2700
Smartcom II For The Macintosh
Terminal emulation; mainframe communications
Any Macintosh.
_Smartcom II is a communications program that
features error-free file transfers via Hayes
Verification, Xmodem and MacTerminal Xmodem
protocols; multiple file transfers through Ymodem
and Ymodem-G; VTI00/102, VT52 and TTY
emulation; auto-pilots that automatically execute
stored instructions; and voice/data transmissions.
Two Macintoshes can transfer graphics and text,
taking turns "drawing" on the same image through
the program's built-in interactive graphics feature.
$149 estimated retail
Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.; PO Box
105203; Atlanta, GA 30348; 404-449-8791 or
404-441-1617 (customer service)
TeleFinder
Telecommunications
Macintosh Plus or larger.
TeleFinder is a communications program that •
accommodates workgroups up to 1,000 users with its
Group Edition. The Group Edition consists of three
programs that provide remote access, electronic mail
and group messaging.
Group Edition Host provides host services to
dial-up users over a modem. User Manager creates
and modifies the user database. It can assign a
variety of access privileges, create user mail boxes
and set-up callback security. TeleFinder/User uses a
Finder-like interface to enable users to transfer files,
read messages and send mail when connected to the
host with a modem.
TeleFinder Personal Edition has the same
features as Group Edition, as well as a dialing
directory, macro language and terminal interface to
access other online systems.
$575 retail; Group Edition (50 user starter kit)
$145 retail; Personal Edition
Spider Island Software; 4790 Irvine Blvd., Ste.
105-347; Irvine, CA 92720; 714-669-9260

Versa Term
DEC VTlOO, VT220, Data General D200, Tektronix
4014 terminal emulation; mainframe
communications; file transfers; database access
512KE or larger Macintosh; modem or direct host
connection.
VersaTerm is a text and graphics communication
program/terminal emulator suitable for file transfer,
information services and mini/mainframe access.
Included are DEC VTIOO, VT220, Tektronix
4010/4012/4014 and Data General 0200 emulations.
The DEC VTIOO text emulation is very
complete, and a Data General D200 text emulation is
also included. The program provides full Tektronix
40I0/4012/4014 graphics emulations. Graphic data is
immediately turned into a bit map when received
from the host, allowing MacPaint-type graphic
storage.
File transfer capability is compatible with
Xmodem, Ymodem and Kermit protocols (Text,
Binary and MacBinary formats). VersaTerm products
have automatic macro capabilities that streamline
communications. All auto-dial modems are
supported, as well as Image Writer and LaserWriter
printers.
A Macintosh with VersaTerm software can be
attached to mainframes, such as DEC VAX, Cray,
Data General, IBM and Prime. The current version
supports Apple's Communications Toolbox,
multitasking with MultiFinder and background
operation of file transfers, printing and terminal
sessions.
$149 retail
Synergy Software (PCS, Inc.); 2457 Perkiomen Ave.;
Reading, PA 19606; 215-779-0522
Westmate
Westlaw communications software
512K or/arger Macintosh.
Westmate is a telecommunications package that
customizes Macintosh computers for use with
Westlaw, a computer-assisted legal research service.
The software is designed to help a user complete
a Westlaw research session in the most efficient
manner possible. Twelve function buttons and five
pull-down menus provide a full range of Westlaw
commands. File management features allow a user to
manage information without returrting to the
desktop. The software can be programmed to access
other online services and databases automatically.
Key features include: automatic access to
Westlaw and other online services; one-click
Westlaw commands for frequently used functions;
file management features (browse, print, rename and
delete); store-to-disk capabi\ities, including full
document downloading; and various printing
capabilities, including offline printing.
$100 retail; first disk
$25 retail; each additional disk
$775 retail; licensing fee for subscribers requiring 28
or more disks
West Publishing Co.; 50 W. Kellogg Blvd.; PO Box
64526; St. Paul, MN 55164; 800-328-0 I09
White Knight Vll.6
Telecommunications
Macintosh Plus or larger.
White Knight, successor to the Red Ryder
telecommunications program, supports emulation of
TTY, VT52, VTIOO and VTl02 terminals and offers
12 different file transfer protocols, including four
styles of Xmodem, three styles of Ymodem,
Zmodem, Flash Protocol and three styles of Kermit.
It supports color QuickDraw and large monitors. It
sports an interface that can be customized with icons
and pictures, and an improved Host Mode for
unattended remote operation. The 200+ command
Procedure language allows complete automation
with customizable dialog boxes, windows and
menus. The 270+ page user manual is geared to all
levels of experience.
White Knight works in the background under
MultiFinder. It comes bundled with Okyto, a Mac to
Mac file transfer program, and a free subscription to
the GEnie network.

$I39 retail
The FreeSoft Co.; 150 Hickory Dr.; Beaver Falls,
PA 15010; 412-846-2700
WWIV Mac BBS
Shareware bulletin board system
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive; Hayescompatible modem.
WWIV Mac BBS is a complete software
package for running a bulletin-board system (BBS)
on a Macintosh.
Features include: any number of users, password
protection, security levels, online help, public and
private mail, file upload/download, voting, support
for high-speed modems, external applications
(including FidoNet access), Zmodem support and
more.
$30 or more donation
T.R. Teague; 530 W. Dana St.; Mountain View."
CA 94041; CompuServe: 76354,324 or Telex:
6502792400 MCI

Desktop Communications/

Other
lstBBS 4.1
Remote access database and bulletin board
Macintosh Plus or larger.
1stBBS is a programmable relational database
and bulletin board. It incluaes a Host and Remote
module that allows database access from a remote
location. lstBBS is designed to minimize online time
and expense by allowing a user to compose oftline.
The database allows online data entry and "Finds"
from the remote location.
·
The Bulletin Board has messaging and file
transfer capabilities, and the Host module
automatically maintains an activity log and supports
line speeds up to 9,600 bps on Hayes or U.S.
Robotics V.32/V.42 modems.
$195 retail
lstDesk Systems, Inc.; 7 Industrial Park Rd. ;
Medway, MA 02053; 508-533-2203 or
800-522-228~

lstPort 4.1
File conversion program with communications and
text editor
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive;
modem or modem eliminator cable.
1stPort allows a user to import ASCII files from
any application on a Macintosh or other computer
system and convert that data into a usable format
required by the target application.
The program allows conversion of data fi les
from and to DIF, SYLK, FLAT files, comma
delimited, Clipboard conversions, tab delimited files,
lstDesk and custom formats. Field renaming and
definition of type and length makes unique use of a
Macintosh's graphics capability.
The built-in text editor allows users to view and
edit text files before conversion. The
communications module supports Xon/Xoff
handshakes, line feed enable/disable, parity, autodial/auto log on, saved setting and formats and line
speeds up to 9,600 bps.
$95 retail
lstDesk Systems, Inc.; 7 Industrial Park Rd.;
Medway, MA 02053; 508-533-2203 or
800-522-2286
ActiShare BootServer
Remote, diskless Macintosh boot software
Macintosh SE or larger; I MB of RAM.
ActiShare BootServer is a network-based,
remote booting option for the Macintosh. With the
ActiShare BootServer, Macintosh computers can be
configured as diskless workstations on an Actinet
ARCTalk network.
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Users can start their Macintoshes without any
local floppies or hard disks. Networks of
Macintoshes can easily boot a common version of
System software, while retaining individual control
and access to local data using local disks. For
networks of Macintoshes requiring access to
sensitive data where security is paramount,
configuring the BootServer with diskless
workstations allows full use of the Macintosh while
preventing unauthorized removal.
The ActiShare BootServer is easily installed as a
server for the entire network. Installation creates the
BootServer, and individual workstations need only
an Actinet ARCTalk Interface Card and the optional
BootShare ROMs. The Macintosh automatically
accesses the BootServer if no floppy disk or hard
disk is present. Users can override the BootServer by
restarting with a floppy disk or adding a hard disk at
anytime. The BootServer is fully compatible with
AppleShare.
$395 retail
Actinet Systems, Inc.; 360 Cowper Ave. , Ste. 11 ;
Palo Alto, CA 94301 ; 415-326-1321
Apple DCA Filter Software
Translates documents from MS-DOS word
processing applications to and from MacWrite
512K or larger Macintosh.
Apple DCA Filter Software is a utility that
translates documents from popular MS-DOS word
processing applications to and from MacWrite.
DCA, Document Content Architecture, is IBM's
standard format for word processing documents.
Free
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996-1010
BackFax
Fax communication software
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive or
hard disk drive; AppleFax Modem.
BackFax is support software for the AppleFax
Modem from Apple Computer. The software
provides full background processing support for the
modem with or without MultiFinder. Background
support means that facsimile documents can be sent
or received by the Macintosh even while the machine
is being used to run some other application. No
scanner is required to send documents created by
most Macintosh applications.
BackFax features a built-in Glue capability,
which allows documents that are created by almost
any application to be exchanged with other
AppleFax-equipped Macintosh users at 9,600 baud,
regardless of whether the recipient has the
application originally used to create the document.
Other capabilities include: TIFF output
conversion, which allows documents that are
scanned by most popular scanners to be sent to
facsimile machines; TIFF input conversion, which
allows incoming facsimile documents to be stored in
TIFF form for later processing by page-layout and
illustration programs; incoming fax, Glue and TIFF
documents can be automatically printed on receipt in
an unattended operation; the ability to create
customized cover sheets for facsimile transmissions;
generates a distribution list for its multiple address
books; and forwards receive documents via Desktop
Express and AppleLink (if the user has those
applications) and addresses a single document to a
list that includes MCI (for Desktop Express users)
and AppleLink, as well as fax recipients and Macs
with fax modems.
$245 retail
Solutions Inc.; PO Box 783; Williston, VT 05495;
802-865-9220

Carbon Copy Mac
Remote control and file transfer software
512KE or larger Macintosh; modems for serial
connections; connectors or cabling for LAN.
Carbon Copy Mac is a remote control software
package that allows one Mac to remotely access and
operate another Mac's peripherals, screen, keyboard
and mouse. It can be used for training, collaborating,
file transfer, troubleshooting and updating software.
Carbon Copy Mae features three levels of
security that restricts guests to ·password access,
"view only" and "view and control" or "need
approval" status. It can run locally over an
AppleTalk network or remotely with modems on
both machines.
$199 retail; single pack
$299 retail; twin pack
Microcom Software Division; 55 Federal Rd.;
Danbury, CT 06810; 617-551-1999
Flash
Transfers files to individuals or groups over
AppleTalk
512K or larger Macimosh; System 6.0 or later.
Flash is a file transfer program for AppleTalk.
Sending is done by dropping files into folders
addressed to individuals or groups.
Features include: all file transfers are done in the
background; tells users when files arrive; users can
send notes and messages to other people on the
network; has a chat feature that lets users talk with
one or more people at the same time; sends at almost
I MB per minute; can be used anytime, inside any
application; send any combination of files and
folders at once; can send to groups; password
protection and restricted access to keep files
confidential; and more.
$199.95 retail
Beagle Bros, Inc.; 6215 Ferris Sq., Ste. 100; San
Diego, CA 92121; 619-452-5500
Graph Porter
Translates Macintosh text and graphics into a format
accepted by many non-Macintosh applications and
systems
512KE or larger Macintosh .
GraphPorter is a communications utility that
translates Macintosh text and graphics into a format
that can be accepted by many non-Macintosh
applications and systems. Packaged as a Chooserlevel printer driver, it creates a Computer Graphics
Metafile (CGM) when a user prints. The CGM may
be in one of four selectable formats - MAP{fOP,
DoD CALS, Graphics Arts or portable. Each of these
formats, or profiles, meets the needs of a different
constituency.
GraphPorter is fully integrated system software,
operating completely from the application during
printing, and includes an integrated file transfer
capability.
Typical applications include transfer of
Macintosh graphics to IBM PC-based presentation
and graphic arts applications and to slide service
bureaus.
$169 retail
GSC Associates, Inc.; 2304 Artesia Blvd., Ste. 201;
Redondo Beach, CA 90278; 213-379-2113
InterfaceR
Provides a Finder-like interface for Macintosh II
workstations running A/UX
Macintosh II; A!UX operating system.
InterfaceR provides a Finder-like interface for
Macintosh II workstations running A/UX. It lets
users use a mouse to point and click their way
through Apple's implementation of the Unix
operating system. All of the powerful features of
Unix, including file sharing, databases, electronic
mail and multitasking, are available via InterfaceR.
When using InterfaceR under A/UX, users keep
a Macintosh environment. All Unix files and
directories are shown as icons. Familiar menus
appear across the top of the screen. Multiple Unix
shell sessions are as simple as a point and click.
Multitasking is available. Selecting a menu option
with the mouse is all users need to do to generate
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error-free A{UX command strings automatically.
Users can even send Unix mail using only the
mouse.
InterfaceR works on any Macintosh II A{UX
configuration. It lets users add the best features of
the AfUX operating system to the interface of a
Macintosh. It gives users access to the sophisticated
resources of A{UX with ease.
$295 retail
List Spa; Piazza Mazzini, 6; I56100 Pisa, Italy;
+39-50-542734-542712 .
LAN WorkPlace For Macintosh
Macintosh access to Ethernet hosts
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The LAN WorkPlace is a collection of software
components that provide Macintosh users with direct
access to multiple TCP/IP hosts on an Ethernet
network. These components include: Telnet, which
provides VT! 00 terminal emulation; FTP, which
allows transfer of files between hosts; TCPort, which
provides the underlying transport software; and
NetStat, a desk accessory for displaying network
statistics.
The LAN WorkPlace for Macintosh allows
Macintoshes to gain seamless access to a broad range
of dissimilar hosts, servers and workgroups,
including other Macintoshes, PCs, VAX
minicomputers, IBM mainframes and Unix-based
workstations. Shared access to peripherals such as
printers, plotters and file servers is also possible.
$250 retail
Novell, Inc.; 122 East 1700 South; Provo,
UT 84606; 801-379-5900 or 800-526-5463
Liaison
Software solution that provides high-security dialup
access to and universal routing of AppleTalk,
EtherTalk, FlashTalk, ArcTalk and TokenTalk
512KE or larger Macintosh .
Liaison serves as a software bridge to allow
remote users or networks to dial into and connect to
AppleTalk and EtherTalk networks. Users can then
share all network services, such as electronic mail,
file servers and printers; without giving up any of
their current network services.
Liaison uses a unique built-in Network
Management feature to provide password and
network access security. It not only rejects
unauthorized passwords, it also allows a user to limit
each user's or network's access control beyond any
existing bridge or gateway for the Macintosh.
Other features include a personal "address book"
for the storing of phone number sites and passwords,
user profiles to determine the range of network
access and additional functions of the built-in
Network Management, which automatically
configure network ID numbers and allows-for the
definition of zones.
$295 retail
Infosphere, Inc.; 4730 SW Macadam Ave.; Portland,
OR 97201; 800-445-7085
Linkware Information Server
Creates a fully integrated system to access data on all
types of computer systems
512K or larger Macintosh, excepr SE or II.
Linkware Information Server software allows
the Macintosh user to retrieve, translate and manage
data, regardless of the host system on which the data
resides. Supported host systems include IBM
MVS{fSO, IBM VTAM, IBM VM/CMS, DEC
VAXNMS, Unix and MS-DOS. Linkware software
is network independent and supports a wide variety
of networks and protocols, including asynchronous,
bisynchronous, SNA, packet, Ethernet and token ring
networks.
Linkware Information Server works with
existing Macintosh and host hardware and software.
It provides a seamless and consistent interface for
information transfer, transformation and
management in a multivendor data processing
environment. Tools are provided for satisfying host
management and data security needs, and for
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automating connections and processes. Linkware
may be used in interactive or batch mode, and it also
may be invoked by other applications.
$225 retail; Macintosh license
Linkware Corp.; 319 Littleton Rd., Ste. 104;
Westford, MA 01SS6; 50S-692-9440 or
S00-356-1212
Logical Zone Software
Allows 65,025 Macintoshes on Ethernet/broadband
Macintosh II; BroadTalk to LocalTalk Gateway or
Ethernet to Loca/Talk Gateway.
Logical Zone Software allows as many as 65 ,025
directly connected Macintosh II or BroadTalk
Gateway nodes to communicate over Ethernet or
broadband cabling, exceeding the 255 limit for
qirectly connected Macintoshes using AppleTalk
protocols.
The Logical Zone Software maintains full
compatibility with the standard AppleTalk protocols
and adds the concept of Logical Zones to the existing
definition of Internet Zones within the AppleTalk
profocols. The Internet Zones are defined to be
separate cable segments, and are attached to one
another through Internet Zone Bridges. Based on the
address limit of an Internet Zone, an Ethernet or
broadband cable segment can have a maximum of
255 directly attached Macintoshes or Gateway
nodes.
With 255 nodes per Logical Zone and 255
Logical Zones, 65,025 nodes can communicate over
Ethernet or broadband.
$95 per Macintosh retail; Logical Zone Software
$3,295 retail; Logical Zone Gateway that connects
LocalTalk to Ethernet
$3,295 retail; Logical Zone Gateway that connects
LocalTalk to BroadTalk
$3, 105 retail; Logical Zone Bridge for Ethernet (if
required)
$3,295 retail; Lpgical Zone Bridge for BroadTalk (if
required)
Cactus Computer, Inc.; 1120 Metrocrest Dr., Ste.
103; Carrollton, TX 75006; 214-416-0525
Mac-Sak
Allows Macintosh emulation on 520ST or 1040ST
computers
512K or larger Macintosh.
Mac-Sak allows Macintosh emulation on 520ST
or 1040ST computers.
$139 retail
Infotek, Inc.; 56 Camille; E. Patchogue, NY 11772;
516-2S9-96S2
MacLine
Connects a Macintosh to a variety of other
computers and information services
512K or larger Macintosh.
.
MacLine software enables users to connect a
Macintosh to a variety of other computers and
information services. Users need only start the
program and plug in a serial communication line.
The Macintosh is ready to work in connection with
another system.
The MacLine Graphic~ Terminal Emulator
allows a Macintosh to double as an interface to many
popular graphic applications implemented on other
computers. The Macintosh can also be use~ as a part
of the Connectables Network, enabling it to
exchange mail with other system users, transfer files
to and from other computers and access a remote
printer or disk.
MacLine, in combination with PCworks and
UniHost software packages, provides a connection
from the Macintosh to a yariety of other PCs and
Unix computer systems. With the MacLine/UniHost
combination the Unix system acts as a network
manager, enabling the Macintosh to utilize the
powerful multiuser software and hardware on the
Unix system.

Using MacLine with either PCworks or Uni Host
will allow the conversion of data back and forth from
Macintosh format to a format compatible with MSDOS or Unix systems. Printers in the other system
can be accessed to produce reports. Users of all three
types of computers can exchange mail using the
Unix system as a host. A Multiplan file may be
moved from the Macintosh to a PC or a test file
moved from Unix to the Macintosh for editing and
graphics enhancement. The file can then be printed
on the Unix system printer.
$145 retail
Touchstone Software Corp.; 909 Electric Ave.; Seal
Beach, CA 90740; 213-59S-7746 orS00-531-0450

copied to and clicks the Copy button.
ProLink supports ProDOS 1.1.l, ProDOS S (1.2)
and ProDOS 16 on an Apple II and both MFS and
HFS on a Macintosh. This support includes reading
files from and copying files to Apple II and
Macintosh folders.
ProLink will only transfer text-type files (Text,
ASCII, DIF and SYLK) between an Apple II and a
Macintosh. The program will not transfer any other
type of file including system, application/program,
binary, data, document, etc.
$59.95 retail
Alsoft, Inc.; PO Box 927; Spring, TX 773S3;
713-353-4090

MacLinkPlus/Translators Version 4.1
File translation software for Mac, DOS, Sun or
NeXT files
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Mac(.,inkPlus/Translators is an extensive library
of file translators for converting files on the
Macintosh. It contains more than 60 translators that
"convert" files or documents from one application
format into another. It is ideally suited for translating
files to or form the Macintosh 3.5-inch FDHD
SuperDrive, 5.25-inch DOS drives or file servers.
MacLinkPlus/Translators includes translators for
spreadsheets, word processing documents, database
files and graphics. Translators preserve file
formatting attributes, such as tabs, margins,
underlines, bold, etc. The translators convert to or
from file formats, such as MacWrite, Macintosh
PICT, Microsoft Word, Microsoft Works,
Office Writer, PC Paintbrush, WordPerfect, Wordstar,
Multimate, XYWrite, Dpase and more.
$169 retail
DataViz, lnG.; 35 Corporate Dr.; Trumbull,
CT 06611; 203-268-0030

SilverServer Software
Disk and modem server software
Macintosh Plus or larger.
SilverServer Software is disk and modem server
software that allows the sharing of Hayes-compatible
modems and hard disk drives over a LocalTalk
network or telephone line. It links up to 32 users and
224 drives per network.
The software also includes DiskDup+ and
SilverLining, which allows users to partition hard
disks, resize volumes, set the interleave factor for
formatting, run diagnostics and set passwords.
$149.95 retail
La Cie, Ltd.; 162S5 SW S5th, #306; Tigard,
OR 97224; 503-6S4-0143

MacNix/A
Gives Macintoshes running the Macintosh OS a
Finder-like interface to a Macintosh II running A/UX
Macintosh ll; A/UX host; Apple System/Peripheral 8
cable.
MacNix/A gives Macintosh computers running
the Macintosh OS a Finder-like interface to a
Macintosh II running A/UX. It lets users use a mouse
to point and click their way through Apple 's
implementation of the Unix operating system.
Multitasking, multiwindow VT220 terminal
emulation is included. File transfer and conversion is
fast and error-free.
All of the powerful features of Unix, including
file sharing, databases, electronic mail and
multitasking, are available to users via MacNix/A.
When using MacNix/A from a Macintosh, the
environment doesn 't change. All Unix files and
directories are shown as icons. Selecting a menu
option with the mouse is all users need to do to
execute A/UX commands. MacNix/A generates the
error-free A/UX command string automatically.
Users can even send Unix mail using only the
mouse.
MacNix/A works on a Macintosh II or other
Macintosh workstation connected via the modem
port or the SuperMac Card to an A/UX host. MacNix
lets users add the best features of the A/UX
operating system to the interface of a Macintosh. It
gives users access to the sophisticated resources of
A/UX with the ease of a Macintosh.
$SOO retail
List Spa; Piazza Mazzini, 6; I56100 Pisa, Italy;
+39-50-542734-542712
ProLink
Apple II and Macintosh data transfer
Macintosh Plus or larger.
ProLink is a Macintosh application designed to
transfer text files be!ween an Apple II and a
Macintosh in either direction.
This is accomplished without the use of any
complex communications program or cabling. A user
places an Apple II 3.5-inch SOOK disk directly into a
Macintosh internal SOOK or external SOOK disk
drive, clicks the name of the Apple II or Macintosh
file to be transferred, selects the disk or folder to be

Talker
File transfer and interactive conversation across
AppleTalk
512K or larger Macintosh.
Talker is a desk accessory that allows the
transfer of files across AppleTalk and includes an
interactive message capability. It does not require file
server software.
Both file transfers and interactive conversations
may be performed without leaving the current
application.
Talker can be run simultaneously with other
AppleTalk applications.
$39.95 retail; one to three nodes
$59.95 retail; four to six nodes
Eliot Software Co.; PO Box 337; Eliot, ME 03903;
207-439-9361
Timbuktu Version 3.0
Desk accessory/file transfer/driver that allows
remote operation of Macintoshes
512KE or larger Macintosh ; AppleTa/k.
Timbuktu is a versatile network application that
allows a user to observe or control another
Macintosh over an AppleTalk network. With
Timbuktu, multiple users can share screens across
the network, turning any software application into a
team activity. Timbuktu also includes file transfer.
Users can send files to other users or let them copy
files to and from their Macintosh.
With the host's permission, a guest's mouse and
keyboard can be used to operate the host's computer;
the host's pointer, windows, menus, etc. can then be
used by the guest or the host. Optional password
protection gives each user control over who can
connect to his or her computer. The host can change
any of the guests ' access privileges anytime.
$149 retail
Farallon Computing, Inc.; 2000 Powell St., Ste. 600;
Emeryville, CA 9460S; 415-596-9000
Timbuktu/Remote
Allows remote operation of Macintoshes over
modem links, ISON links, Digital PBX data lines,
etc.
Macintosh Plus or larger on PhoneNet system and
other AppleTa/k networks.
Timbuktu/Remote is a long-distance version of
Farallon 's Timbuktu screen-sharing application for
Macintosh computers on PhoneNet System and other
AppleTalk networks. Timbuktu/Remote can be
combined with Timbuktu on a local-area network, so
all users can watch and operate in either the host or
guest role.
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Desktop Communications/

Other
Just as Timbuktu allows Mac users to view and
operate each others' computers over a network,
Timbuktu/Remote allows the same activities over
modem links, ISDN links, Digital PBX data lines,
seriat cables and other links at rates up to 57,600 bps.
Timbuktu/Remote also includes a file transfer
utility. Users must have Timbuktu/Remote at each
end of the communicatioqs link. A 9,600-baud
modem is recommended for maximµm performance.
$195 retail
Farallon Computing, Inc.; 2000 Powell St., Ste. 600;
Emeryville, CA 94608; 415-596-9000

Desktop Presentations
Aldus Persuasion 2.0
Desktop presentations
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; one BOOK
disk drive.
Aldus Persuasion provides a complete set of
tools to produce 35mm slides and overhead
presentations. It includes tool~ for outlining, word
processing, drawing, charting and formatting and can
produce output for black and white or color
presentations, a well as speaker notes and audience
handouts.
Persuasion streamlines the entire presentationmaking process. Presenters simply choose a design
- either one of the predesigned slide or overhead
templates the come with the product, or one of their
own creation - type their ideas into an outline, and
Persuasion automatically creates each element of the
presentation.
$495 retail
Aldus Corp.; 411 First Ave. S, Ste. 200; Seattle,
WA 98104; 206-622-5500
CA-Cricket Presents
Presentation graphics
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
PostScript output device or non-PostScript device
with Cricket Device Drivers.
Cricket Presents is an integrated desktop
presentation program that provides all of the tools
users need to organize information, create frames,
tables, graphs and supporting materials, and produce
color and black and white overhead transparencies
and color 35mm slides.
An expanded Template Library of precreated
frame formats, charts and graphs allow users to
quickly achieve professional results. The Acta
outline processor is included to assist in planning
presentations. Auto Presents lets users create
presentations automatically from their Acta outlines.
Text handling capabilities include a 220,000word spelling checker, thesaurus and auto kerning.
Extensive color control is highlighted by the Color
Blend feature, which creates smooth color gradated
backgrounds. The package also includes a Cricket
Expression Driver for the Autographix Overnight
Slide Service and the AGXit! program, enabling
U$ers to transfer files via modem or by mail for full
color 35mm slides.
$495 retail
Computer Associates International, Inc.; 10505
Sorreqto Valley Rd.; San Diego, CA 92121;
408-432-1727 or 800-531-5236
Easy Slider II
Slide creation software
Macintosh II for color outpllt; or any Macintosh
withHFS.
Easy Slider II is slide-creation software for
Macintosh computers. Users simply open a PICT
file, size and position the image, assign colors to
textures and convert the slides.

Features include: up to four PICTs can be placed
on one slide; users can create their own palette; color
any or all phases of text; save the layout for later use;
and local printing options.
$149.95 retail
Management Graphics, Inc.; 1401 E. 79th St.;
Minneapolis, MN 55425; 612-854-1220
Graphics Express
Provides an interface from Macintosh applications to
remote slide services
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Graphics Express is a presentation program that
provides an easy-to-use interface from Macintosh
applications to remote slide services. Packaged as a
Chooser-level driver, it allows a user to order slides,
color hard copy and other products, as easily as
printing to a local printer. Graphics Express operates
with most presentation and drawing applications.
Graphics Express is fully-integrated system
software, operating completely from the application
during printing. It is not necessary to save a
presentation in a special format and execute a
separate file transfer program.
A version of Graphics pxpress using Magi Corp
service is shipped with Symantec 's More II and
Letraset Standout! products.
$169 retail
GSC Associates, Inc.; 2304 Artesia Blvd., Ste. 201;
Redondo Beach, CA 90278; 213-379-2113
HeyerTech Desktop Presentation Systems
Multimedia systems
Macintosh SE or larger.
The HeyerTech Desktop Presentation Systems
combine the Macintosh and direct-record videodiscs
to create the ultimate in presentation-quality,
versatility and production speed for professional
communicators. Output to video is available.
Systems can include both analog video and digital
optical media.
$2,500 (software only) to $15,000 and up (total
systems) retail
HeyerTech, Inc.; 726 Marion Ave.; Palo Alto,
CA 94303; 415-325-8522
Hot-Spot
Graphics and text linking tool
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM.
Hot-Spot is a hyper-graphic authoring system. It
is a text and graphics linking tool with more than 50
features that allow a user to manipulate, merge, join
or superimpose text with graphics, text with text, or
graphics with graphics for instant viewing or
presentation.
Hot-Spot is a simple point and click application
designed to instantly transform text and graphics into
interactive slide-show presentations, guidecl
instructional tutorials, HyperMedia scrap books,
dynamically annotated designs, program prototypes
and simulations, educational programs and more.
With Hot-Spots, a user may create simulated
animations, print designated files, launch other
Macintosh applications, perform calculations,
produce voice synthesis, compose text, create text
files or read data from other programs and
computers.
$79.95 retail
Antic Software; 544 Second St.; San Francisco,
CA 94107; 415-957-0886, 800-234-7001 or
800-234-7123 (dealers)
Hyper-XRemote
Tums HyperCard into desktop presentation software
in conjunction with the Sayett Datashow
Presentation Remote control
Macintosh SE or II; Kodak Datashow Presentation
Remote; HyperCard.
Hyper-XRemote, in conjunction wjth the Sayett
Datashow Presentation Remote, turns HyperCard into
desktop presentation software. Available from Sayett,
the Presentation Remote is a hand-held infrared
remote-control transmitter. Using the Presentation
Remote, a user can operate compatible software up to
35 feet away from the Macintosh SE or II.
Hyper-XRemote is software that enables full
functionality of the Presentation Remote with
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HyperCard. By using Hyper-XRemote, not only can a
user move forward or backward in a card sequence, but
may access any card directly through the numeric pad.
Hyper-XRemote provides a means to click
buttons and can be used to give automatic slide
shows. Hyper-XRemote activates the Presentation
Remote special effects, such as blanking the screen
to white, inverting a card image ancj using
Show/Hide detail to show or hide information fields.
$65 retail
Zone! , Inc.; 382 Nalley Dr., Ste. 101; Stone
Mountain, GA 30087; 404-381-8659
MacAtlas Presentation Pack
Maps in PICT format
Macintosh Plus or larger; slide presentation
program that accepts PICT format graphics.
MacAtl!IS Presentation Pack is a collection of
map templates in PICT format that work with all
popul~r presentation programs. The collection
includes more than 75 maps, including world regions
by country, the USA by state and all 50 U.S. states
by county. Users can import the maps directly into
~ny presentation application that accepts PICT
format graphics. The maps can be colorized or
enhanced with graphics, text or numbers.
MacAtlas Presentation Pack maps can also be
manipulated with a PICT format drawing program,
such as MacDraw. Countries, states and counties are
drawn as separate objects. With the tools in the
drawing program, users can select areas and arrange
custom regional maps. Users can also specify
different colors for every area on a map. The
customized map can then be imported into a
presentation application.
$199 retail
MicroMaps Software, Inc.; PO Box 757;
Lambertville, NJ 08530; 609-397-1611 or
800-3 34-4291
Microsoft PowerPoint 2.01
Presentation software supports 32-bit color for
imported pictures; includes Genigraphics Driver and
GraphicsLink program for preparing and
transmitting PowerPoint data files to Genigraphics
Service Centers
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; two BOOK
disk drives or one BOOK disk drive and hard qisk
drive.
Microsoft PowerPoint is a presentation graphics
application that provides users with the capability to
develop 35mm color slides or black and white
overhead transparencies, on-screen slide shows,
speaker notes and audience handouts.
The program helps users create entire
presentations by displaying slides in full view or by
title and reorganizing their sequence with ease. It can
also produce speaker notes and audience handout
copies to support the visual presentation.
The program contains special tools, including
word processing capabilities for multilevel bullet
charts, diagram drawing tools for illustrations and
on-screen slide sorters.
Business graphics and text can be imported from
virtually any Macintosh program.
$395 retail
Microsoft Corp.; One Microsoft Way; Redmond,
WA 98052-6399; 206-882-8080
PresentationPro V2.0
Presentation graphics
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive.
PresehtationPro is designed for graphic and
audio visual presentation needs. Users can produce
4,000 and 8,000 line 35mm full-color slides and
overhead transparencies, color prints, black and
white laser proofs and Linotronic typeset images.
With PresentationPro, users can use the formats
provided or create their own. Any format can be
retrieved, modified and updated as needed, while
maintaining consistent color, layout and
composition.

Desktop Presentatiotts
The package also gives users access to Crosfield
Design Systems, a worldwide service bureau
network. This combination delivers cost-effective
finished images from virtually anywhere in the
world.
$129.95 retail
StradeWare; 1400 Market St., Ste. 100; Denver,
co 80202; 303-820-2020
Professional Image Slide Manager
Creates 35mm slides; overhead transparencies
512K or larger Macintosh; modem; MacDraw.
The Professional Image Slide Manager is a
presentation graphics package that allows a user to
create professional-quality color 35mm slides from
MacDraw files.
With Professional Image Slide Manager a user
assigns solid colots to MacDraw patterns. The
program then creates 35mm film recorder files.
These fil~s are then transferred via modem to Stokes
Imaging Services in Austin, Texas, where they are
used to create a user's slides on a professional film
imaging system. The slides are imaged overnight and
delivered within 24 hours. Slides are $7 each. Free
overnight express shipping is included on orders of
six or more slides, and a toll-free phone line is
provided for modem transfer of slide files.
The software features: up to 256 colors per slide;
gradient color ramping on background, text and .
boxes; use any MacDraw-compatible drawings; slide
preview window; online help; and is not copy
protected.
.
Professional Image II allows a user to create
color slides u~ing MacDraw II. It also provides the
capability of using PICT files.
$149 retail; Professional Image Slide Manager 2.0
(512K or larger; MacDraw)
$149 retail; Professional Image II 1.2 (5 l2KE or
larger; MacDraw or MacDraw II)
Stokes Imaging Services; 7000 Cameron Rd.;
Austin, TX 78752; 512-458-2201
The Slide Show Magician
Presentations on a Macintosh or big screens; special
effects; voice and sound
Any Macintosh.
The Slide Show Magician allows a user to make
and run professionaf-quality presentations.
Anything that can be shown on screen can be
used as a frame. All frames can be quickly arranged,
rearranged, deleted and repeated. Each frame can
have its own timing, as can any of the 20 special
effects that,can be usep. The program offers up to I0
multiple choices on every frame for full user
interactjon.
The Natural Sound Sound Effects is a three disk
. set of natural, digitized sound effects for use with
presentations created with The Slide Show Magician.
The Natural Sound Cable & Editor allows a user
to add and edit voice, music and sounds to
presentations created with The Slide Show Magician
or to Basic programs. The "smart" cable attaches a
M(lcintosh to a tape recorder and allows a user to
transfer any sound to a show. The Editor lets a user
do sophisticated sound editing of natural (digitized)
sounds.
$59.95 retail; The Slide Show Magician
$129.95 retail; Natural Sound Cable & Editor
$39.95 retail; Natural Sound Sound Effects
Magnum Software; 21115 Devonshire St., Ste. 337;
Chatsworth, CA 91311; 818-700-05\0
VidClip Toolkit For HyperCard
Videotape control toolkit for HyperCard
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
VidClip contains everything needed for
HyperCard developers to write multimedia
applications that control Sony consumer videotape
players. Depending on the capabilities of the
videotape deck used, the VidClip Toolkit can be used
to develop applications in desktop video, videotape
indexing and retrieval, desktop media and low-cost
videodisc emulation. Supported VCRs include: SLY-

757 (VHS), EV-C3 (8mm), EV-S900 (Hi8) and V99
(Hi8 camcorder).
The kit includes a logging/assembly stack,
ClipKeeper, XCMD/XFCN documentation,
instruction manual and a custom serial interface
cable to Contrdl-L and Control-S connectors. The
VidClip Toolkit for HyperCard is compatible with
existing videodisc toolkits, allowing developers to
create integrated videotape and videodisc stack
presentations and integrating their own visual
material with commercially available videodisc
libraries.
$199 retail
Video Production Controls; 38 Newbury St.; Boston,
MA 02116; 617-236-7006
VideoShow
Desktop presentation systems
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The VideoShow family provides a full range of
electronic presentation solutions that not only
produce slides, transparencies, overheads and
handouts, but also provide a conference room
delivery tool.
The VideoShow system uses disks prepared on a
Macintosh and can be connected to any color
monitor or large screen video projector to create full
color presentations. Operated via a wireless, handheld remote control unit, VideoShow offers a broad
spectrum of special effects, such as fades, wipes,
spirals and weaves.
Three models are available. The VideoShow
Professional displays up to 100,000 simultaneous
colors in photographic iniages and up to 5,000
simultaneous colors in compµter-generated images.
The VideoShow Executive offers boardroom-quality
presentations of computer-generated images with
1,000 simultaneous o- screen tolors. An extended
features board adds gerilock, additional memory,
NTSC composite video output and an AppleTalk
port. The VideoShow Companion (Plus and SE)
. generates 1,000 simultaneous on-screen colors.
$8,995 retail; VideoShow Professional
$2,695 retail; VideoShow Executive
$1,795 retail; VideoShow Companion
General Parametrics Corp.; 1250 9th St.; Berkeley,
CA 94710; 415-524-3950

Desktop Publishing
A Legacy Of Graphic Design
Provides insight to the history of g·raphics design
Macintosh Plus or larger; two disk drives;
HyperCard.
A Legacy Of Graphic Design organizes and
cross-relates significant graphics design movements
and practitioners along with visual samples of their
work. It also shows various contributions,
connections and insights concerning the evolution of
graphics design practice.
A Legacy Of Graphic Design will appeal to
designers, desktop publishers and those interested in
g~ining insight into the history of graphics design.
$20 U.S. retail
GraphicSpan; 800 Marwood Pl.; Kingston, Ontario,
Canada K7P 2C2; 613-384-4852
Adobe Type Manager
Lets users get PostScript-quality type on nonPostScript printers and screen displays
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 !rfB of RAM; System
6.0.2 or later; PostScript printer.
Adobe Type Manager brings the quality of
Adobe PostScriptlanguage outline fonts to both the
display and non-PostScript language printers.
Existing application programs are abie·to display and
print type at any point size from Adobe outline fonts
without irritating jagged edges. The text appears
smoother and is easier to read both on the screen and
in print. Adobe Type Manager includes the most
popular 13 LaserWriter outline fonts from the
Helvetica, Times, Courier and Symbol families. It
also works with any of the more than 500 typefac~s
available in the Adobe Type Library.

Users can purchase the Adobe Plus Pack and
obtain the remaining 22 LaserWriter outline fonts
that are residertt in NT and NTX printers.
$99 retail
$198 retail; Adobe Plus Pack
Adobe Systems, Inc.; 1585.Charleston Rd.; PO Box
7900; Mountain View, CA 94039; 415-961-4400
AllPage
Hebrew/English page-layout program; also
compatible with all Apple Script Manager Systems
(e.g., Arabic, Chinese)
·
Macintosh Plus or larger. .
AllPage is a complete Hebrew/English pagelayout program ideal for the creation of books,
newsletters and other publications. The program
provides a comprehensive Hebrew/English word
processing environment with standard desktop
publishing iools, such'as columns, graphic elements,
text linking, importing of graphics and much more.
$649.95 retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michiglih Ave., Ste. 843;
Chicago, IL 60611; 312-944-4070
CIS•Color Access
Color sepqration software
Macintosh 11; 4 MB of RAM; 32-bit QuickDraw.
CIS•CojorAccess is a high-end color separation
package that allows users to create professionalquality color separations suitable for integration in
professional and commercial publishing applications.
Designed for optimum use with the CIS•3510
professional 35mm scanning system and the
CIS•4520 multiforrnat scanning system,
CIS•ColorAccess allows tuning of the entire image
management process, from scanned input to printed
output. The software reduces the 20 or more
variables in the color printing process to four, and
allows users to easily compensate for worldwide
differences in ink, paper and press types.
Features include: correct tonal compression can
be achieved, including setting endpoints of highlight
and shadow; professional brightness and contrast
control over the image can be achieved to reinove
color casts - for all colors at once or for each
individual color; adjustable base, color correction,
gray balance and tone curve settings allow matching
of ink, press types and paper types to ensure
consistent results within a printer's production
system; selective color correction offers
sophisticated control of each color in the final image;
and sophisticated unsharp masking is controlled for
each process color by smoothness, threshold and
sharpening controls.
$1,995 retail
Barneyscan Corp.; 1125 Atlantic Ave.; Alameda,
CA 94501 ; 415-521-3388
Color System I
High-quality color prepress system
Macintosh 11; 40 MB or larger hard disk drive; 8 MB
of RAM; AppleColor high-resolution RGB monitor
and video card; RasterOps ColorBoard 104and19inch monitor (24 -bit color system); lmapro QCS-450
Color Scanner and NB-GPlB interface for Mac 11
·recommended; LaserWrifer l/Nrx recommended.
Color System I is a high-quality color prepress
system that combines cutting edge hardware and
software to produce four-color separations at a
fraction of the time and cost of traditional methods.
It fully exploits the Ultre*Setter, Ultre*Corp.'s
laser raster imager, which is capable of resolutions of
480 to 3,000 dpi and achieves print times of under
five minutes per 8.5 by I I-inch page at 3,000 dpi
(significantly faster times are achieved at lower
resolutions).
Features include: produces dot screens ranging
from 65 to 150 lines per inch at traditional printing
angles with exceptional tonal response; provides
calibrated density control; performs exceptional
registration accuracy, which is·repeatable and
dependable; outputs to both 72 and 94 pica page
widths; supports more than 1,500 typefaces from the
Compugraphics Typeface Library, PostScript outline
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Desktop Publishing
fonts from Bitstream and other vendors, and all fonts
available for the LaserWrit.er; outputs to film, RC
paper and 3M dry silver material; includes
Lithographer, which is a paint/photo retouching/draw
program, with 32 bits of color information per pixel
at up to 150 pixels per inch; unlimited palette, which
is compatible with PMS colors; sophisticated color
paint capabilities; generates color separations from a
variety of sources; provides color correction
capabilities; executes sophisticated ramping,
trapping, chokes and spreads; creates polygons and.
close black lines; and provides cropping, sizing and
rotation tools, as well as text effects.
Color Systel)l I consists of an Ultre*Setter, a
Macintosh II NuBus interface board and cables and
Knowledge Engineering's software, Lithographer
and RIP.
$35,000 to $60,000 retail
Knowledge Engineering; 115 Mason St.; Greenwich,
CT 06830; 203-622-8770
CopyFlow 2.0
Batch import and export of text !llld graphics to
QuarkXPress
Macintosh SE or larger; 2 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; QuarkXPress 2.12 or. later.
CopyFlow adds batch processing capabilities to
QuarkXPress to speed-up the production of books,
magazines, journals, newsletters, newspapers,
directories and catalogs.
Through a simple interface with QuarkXPress,
CopyFlow allows users to simultaneously import and
export text files and artwork into designated boxes in
page layouts - once, or over and over again during
multiple revisions. First, the various page elements,
text and artwork boxes are named. Next, the folder in
which source files reside is designated. Finally, all or
some of a .document's boxes can be selected and
filled automatically as a single, batch operation. If
designat.ed boxes in the layout are linked across
multiple pages, an entire document can be batch
filled and made-up automatically.
$395 retail
North Atlantic Publishing Systems, Inc.; PO Box
682; Carlisle, MA 01741; 508-250-8080
DataShaper
.
Database publishing capability for PageMaker
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive.
DataShaper is an add-on product for use with
Aldus PageMaker that allows for the automatic
formatting and layout of database information
commonly found in database publishing. Installed
into PageMaker as an import filter, DataShaper
allows for the application of any paragraph, style or
type attribute .to tl)e text as it is imported. DataShaper
reads the text-only files created by all leading
Macintosh database programs. DataShaper simplifies
the process of creating a variety of database
publishing documents by eliminating the repetitious
hand editing required to embellish unformatted raw
text data. Excellent for directories, labels, mail
merge and parts lists, DataShaper comes with a selfrunning tutorial and wide variety of professionallydesigned templates to get users started.
$149.95 retail
BenWare; 4708 Burke Ave. N; Seattle, WA 98103;
206-547-9623
Designer Series Templates
More than 200 templates for creating business
stationery
·
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Priritshops Of The Future Templates allow users
to become a full service printing center. The
Designer Series Templates help users create essential
business stationery with a click of the mouse. They
feature more than 200 templates for creating
business stationery, such as letterhead, envelopes,
forms, labels, announcements, business cards and
more. Ordering printing is as simple as mailing or
transmitting files to AlphaGraphics.

Each package includes: more than 200 templates
to choose from; a workbook with step-by-step
instructions showing how easy it is to use the
templates; the exclusive Online Printing Connection
catalog; an automated print ordering system; and
electronic printing via modem, network, fax or mail.
The Templates are available for Aldus PageMaker,
QuarkXPress, QuarkStyle and Ready!Set!Go!.
The Pro Series Templates combine the 200+
designer templates with the power of Claris
SmartForm Assistant.
$49.95 each retail; Designer Series Templates
$69.95 retail; Pro Series Templates with Claris
SmartForm Assistant
AlphaGraphics Printshops Of The Future; 3760 N.
Commerce Dr.; Tucson, AZ 85705; 602-293-9200
or 800-433-8010
Design Studio
Page design software
Macintosh SE (Mac II recommended); 1 MB of
RAM; hard disk drive.
DesignStudio offers a traditional .approach to
page design with all the benefits of the electronic
medium. The program's electronic pasteboard lets
users work freely at all stages of the design process.
Editable thumbnails help visualize designs and
explore creative options quickly and easily. Page
designs can be created with customizable grids or
using pasteboard guides. DesignStudio offers
powerful type capabilities, including rotation of text,
fractional point sizes, kerning and automatic text
wrap-around. A full complement of word processing
and text linking features, style sheets, glossaries and
extensive drawing and graphics tools are provided.
DesignStudio lets users incorporate color into
their designs, using either the Pantone Matching
System or full process color.
$795 retail
Letraset USA; 40 Eisenhower Dr.; Paramus,
NJ 07653; 201-845-6100 or 800-343-8973
DT Publisher I: Tools
Desktop publishing tools
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive and laser
printer reC(1mmended.
DT Publisher I: Tools is the first in a series of
desktop publishing resources for Macintosh users. It
includes a variety of professional tools for the
serious and amateur user, including Freshscript and
Dickens PostScript fonts, 350K of PostScript
graphics, two PageMaker newsletter templates and
the Art Chooser desk accessory.
$29.95 retail
S.oftc)isk Publishing, Inc.; 606 Common St.; PO Box
30008; Shreveport, LA 71130; 318-221-8718 or
800-831-2694
DT Publi&h~r III: Tools
Desktop publishing tools
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive and laser
printer recommended.
DT Publisher III: Tools is the third in a series of
desktop publishing resources for Macintosh users. It
includes a variety of professional tools for the
serious and amateur user, including Chappell and
Chappell Light PostScript fonts, 250K of EPS
graphics and the EPSF Viewer desk accessory.
$29.95 retail
Softdisk Publishing, Inc.; 606 Common St.; PO Box
30008; Shreveport, LA 71130; 318-221-8718 or
800-831-2694
EBT Frame Mover
Lets users move frame designs in and out of the
QuarkXPress frames data file
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive
recommended; QuarkX.Press.
EBT Frame Mover is a utility designed for use
with QuarkXPress and Electronic Border Tape. It lets
users install frames into the QuarkXPress frames
data file. It also Jets users move Electronic Border
Tape designs onto a storage disk, allowing users to
add their own new designs.
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$39 retail
Computer Support Professionals, Ine.;'4545 N. 12th
St.; Phoenix, AZ 85014; 602-285-0655 or
800-678-8848
Electronic Border Tape
Collection of more than l 00 useful frames
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive
recommended; QuarkXPress.
Electronic Border Tape is an expanded package
of frame designs for QuarkXPress users. In addition
to the nine original Quf!TkXPress designs, Electronic
Border Tape includes 100 new di:signs in categories
such as straight lines, box patterns, box and line
combinations, rounded corner coupons, arrows,
scrolls, symbols and holiday and seasonal.
The package is easy to install by simply using
the Frame Mover program included with the
package.
$99 retail
Computer. Support Professionals, Inc.; 4545 N. 12th
St.; Phoenix, AZ 85014; 602-285-0655 or
800-678-8848
Evolution
Converts most Type 3 PostScript fonts to Adobe
Type 1 format, and vice versa
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Evolution will convert mo~t Type 3 PostScript
fonts to Adobe Type l format, and vice versa. The
Type l fonts that Evolution produces are completely
compatible with Adobe Type Manager. Evolution
also features the capability to "regularize" type.
Regularizing is the process of gently adjusting lines
and curves of a character for optimal 300 dpi laser
printer.output. The amount of regularizing can be
user controlled or'completely disabled. Evolution
will also convert Type 3 or Type l PostScript fonts to
editable outlines for use in Adobe Illustrator or
Aldus FreeHand. Evolution does not require a
PostScript printer.
$99 retail
Image Club Graphics; 1902-11 th St. SE, Ste. 5;
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2G 3G2; 403-262-8008
or 800-661-9410
Fantastic Plus 2.0
Bit-map font editor
512K or larger Macintosh.
Fantastic Plus, a bit-map font editor, improves
the appearance of screen fonts and Image Writer:
produ.~ed documents.
Fantastic Plus allows kerning, fractional
.
character spacing, variable size fatbits, the capability
to edit several fonts simultaneously, four levels of
undo, NFNT families and a background editing
plane.
Fantastic Plus 's tools and features allow users to
customize existing character sets .by adding their
own-logos and special characters. Characters or parts
of characters may be flipped or rotated to quickly
make other characters. A user can also create new
fonts from scratch.
$99.95 retail- ·
Altsys Corp.; 720 Ave. F, Ste. 109; Plano,
TX 75074; 214-424-4888
FontLiner
.
Creates font outlines of any Fontographer Laser font
as PostScript artwork that is readable by Illustrator or
FreeHand
Any Macintosh.
FontLiner can create an entire set of Fontlines
(font outlines) as PostScript artwork, readable by
Adobe Illustrator or Aldus FreeHand, directly from
any Fontographer Laser font.
FontLiner 's features include: WYSIWYG
images; actual PostScript outlines; precise manual
kerning; cut and paste characters; mix or match
different fonts; never a point size limit; modify any
letter shape; stroke and or fill any letter; and create
logos and. customized shapes.
$129.95 retail
Taylored Graphics; PO Box· 1900; Freedom,
CA 95019; 408-761-2481

Desktop Publishing
Fontographer 3.0
PostScript font editor
512K or larger Macintosh.
Fontographer is a specialized graphics editor
designed to simplify the creation of high-quality
fonts , logos and other intricate PostScript artwork. It
also provides the means to assign graphic images to
any key or combination of keys arid the ability to
instantly repeat and resize them anywhere.
Fontographer allows new creation of images,
enhancement of existing characters and a tracing
mode for outlining of scanned images. Background
scanned images can be scaled and moved into correct
position and then deleted after tracing is complete.
Using the tools available in Fontographer, users
can create high-quality logos, clip art, foreign
characters and custom fonts. Letters and special
symbols from fonts can be altered to build logos of
unlimited complexity with scaling, rotation, skewing,
stretching, obliquing and shades of gray.
$495 retail
Altsys Corp.; 720 Ave. F, Ste. 109; Plano,
TX 75074; 214-424-4888
FontStudio
Custom typeface, symbol and logo design
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; external
disk drive.
FontStudio lets users create new faces and
modify existing designs, as well as design logos and
symbols. The heart of the program is a font creation
capability that generates both bit maps and outlines
for screen and printer fonts , respectively. Users
control the shape of the letter and add hints to ensure
consistent stem weights, diagpnal strokes and other
design elements. An autotrace tool lets users fit
curves to straight lines precisely. Kerning tables
enable users to specify font metrics, side bearings
and kerning pairs. The creation of logos and symbols
is simple with FontStudio's autotrace tool. Artwork
in MacPaint, TIFF and PICT formats can be scanned
into FontStudio as bit maps and then autotraced to
create scaleable outlines.
$595 retail
Letraset USA; 40 Eisenhower Dr.; Paramus,
NJ 07653; 201-845-6100 or 800-343-8973
FrameMaker 2.0
Desktop publishing
Macintosh SE; 2 MB of RAM (Mac JI with 4 MB
recommended).
FrameMaker is a powerful, WYSIWYG
publishing package designed for creating
professional-looking business and technical
documents of any length. It combines full-featured
word processing, graphics, page layout, equations
editing and book \luilding tools into one integrated
package.
Features include: publication-quality
hyphenation control, font sizes from 4 to 400 points,
mixed page orientations, zoom capability, cross
referencing and footnotes, FrameMath equation
editor, spot color separations, spell checking and
hyphenation control.
$995 retail
Frame Technology; 1010 Rincon Cir.; San Jose,
CA 95131; 408-433-3311
GraphiCalc
Professional calculator for desktop publishers,
designers and graphic artists
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM; HyperCard 1.2.
GraphiCalc is a HyperTalk-based calculator for
publishers and graphic designers. It is designed to
calculate enlargements and reductions of
photographs and illustrations. It is accurate to
l/lOOOth of a pica, and it automatically translates its
results into inches, centimeters, PostScript "picas"
and printer's picas.
GraphiCalc is compatible with MultiFinder in
conjunction with any graphics or page-layout
program. A user can specify any original and final
dimensions to arrive at the correct percent

enlargement or reduction. This can be copied and
pasted into the appropriate dialog box of the main
program. Likewise, entering an illustration's known
dimensions and percent reduction will result in
accurate target dimensions compatible with the main
prograrri 's s_creen rulers.
GraphiCalc can also function as a stand-alone
application for sizing photos and illustrations for an
offset printer or for making numerous sizing and
cropping decisions during the design planning stage.
$29.95 retail
ProGraphics; PO Box 6856; Ithaca, NY 14850;
607-277-0916

HyperBook Maker
Brings desktop publishing capability to HyperCard;
prints HyperCard stack as a collated, read-to-staple
book
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM; BOOK disk drive;
HyperCard.
HyperBook Maker is a utility that brings desktop
publishing capability to HyperCard. It prints out a
stack as a collated, ready-to-staple book.let that opens
from the top. HyperBook Maker figures the printing
signatures for any number of cards so that a book can
be produced without having to paste up individual
pages. Full-size, half-size or quarter-size cards may
be chosen.
The program prints the stack so that pages come
out printed on both sides, with each card in the right
place. Users fold the results and st~ple . The program
can be used with either the ImageWriter or the
LaserWriter. Users do not have to print an entire
stack. They may specify 23 through 71 cards. Single
pages can be replaced, and a special printing utility
allows any card to be turned into a cover for the
HyperBook.
If the cards needed are not in the sequence
required, or they are in different stacks, another
utility allows the creation of a new stack
automatically. Another printing option is the doublesided notebook format. This will print out a stack in
regular 8.5 by I I-inch notebook format and uses
both sides of the paper. In this way, stacks can have
facing pages like a book, and the printout will be
only half as thick.
$59.95 retail
.
Ideaform Inc.; PO Box 1540; Fairfield, IA 52556;.
515-472-7256
Imprint
Multilingual word processing and page composition
package
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
Imprint is a multilingual WYSIWYG word
processing and page composition package that gives
users the capability to create "ready to print" original
masters in languages ranging from English and other
Roman languages to Japanese, Chinese, Urdu, all
Indian languages and other non-Roman languages. It
eliminates the need to use a separate word processing
package and supports vertical and right-to-left text
for Japanese and Chinese. Text rotation and a
powerful font and style-sensitive text search and
replace is supported.
Imprint provides an array of tools to create, mix
and manipulate text, graphics and picture objects.
Text can be made to wrap around from any or all
sides of other intervening objects. Using the polygon
tool, any arbitrary and geometric shape can be given
to a text or graphics region. Any object can be filled
with various gray shades and shadows can be
created. Pictures can be cropped and scaled, and their
backgrounds filled. EPSF, PICT and PICTI
formatted pictures can be imported.
$750 U.S. retail; multilingual version
$500 U.S. retail; English version
Ivy Systems Limited; E-5, Qutab Hotel; New Delhi
-110 016, India; 11-686-3901
Interlear'Publisher 3.6
Electronic publishing software
Macintosh JI; 2 MB of RAM (when using Virtual
2.02from Connectix); 40 MB hard disk drive.

Interleaf Publisher is document processing
software that combines full word processing,
sophisticated graphics and document management
features in one easy-to-use product. It has all the
tools needed for the full range of corporate
publishing - from one-page letters to multivolume
reports.
Word processing features include: unlimited
document length, automatic spell check, indexing,
table of contents, multilevel numbering and
outlining, automatic pagination, hyphenation,
justification and cross referencing. Graphics features
include: data-driven charts, free-hand drawing and
the capability to import CAD drawings, photographs
or scanm;d images. A gray-scale image editor allows
users to pixel edit, zoom, crop, clone and adjust the
contrast of the images. In addition, the images can be
rotated, stretched, sized and combined with any other
text or graphics elements. The software also lets
users share and manage documents among members
of a workgroup.
$995 retail; software
Interleaf, Inc.; Ten Canal Park; Cambridge,
MA 02141; 617-577-9800

Kanji PageMaker 3.0
Japanese-language version of PageMaker
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive.
Kanji PageMaker is a Japanese-language version
of Aldus ' PageMaker that integrates both Japanese
and English text and graphics. It accommodates
Japanese text, paper sizes and units of measure and
has Japanese menus and screen messages.
Kanji PageMaker accepts text files from the
Japanese word processing software EG Word, as
well as both text and graphics files created with word
processors and graphics applications compatible with
the U.S. version of PageMaker 3.0.
Call for pricing
Qualitas Trading Co.; 6907 Norfolk Rd.; Berkeley,
CA 94705; 415-848-8080
Kern-Rite
Global automatic kerning program
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Kem-Rite is an automatic kerning program for
users of word processing or desktop publishing
programs.
Features include: enhances and updates all
existing Macintosh PostScript fonts , but can be
changed pr modified at will; is compatible with most
programs that support kerning, including
QuarkXPress, PageMaker, ReadySetGo! and other
popular word processing programs; a user can kem a
pair of letters once and they will kem automatically
thereafter unless a user decides otherwise; informs a
user of the kerning conditions that already exist in
their fonts and the degrees to which they are kerned,
permitting individual adjustment as desired; can
adjust kerning of any pair of letters by clicking on
arrows until the desired kerning value is reached;
updates any Adobe Font Matrix (AFM) file,
wherever it exists; can convert fonts to Apple New
Font type, supporting 20,000 slots instead of Apple's
original 128; and checks resource ID numbers to
determine if any conflicts exist when assigning new
ID numbers. Version 2.0 edits track information from
PageMaker 4.0.
$98 retail; Version 2.0
The Software Shop; 233 Bedford Ave.; Bellmore,
NY 11710; 516-785-4422
Kerningware
Kerning tables for Adobe fonts
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Kemingware provides extensive kerning tables
for all Adobe fonts. Most tables contain in excess of
2,000 kerned pairs.
Kemingware also provides an intuitive editing
utility that allows users to visually adjust kerning
information, with character handles, to one dot
accuracy for 26 point type on a LaserWriter. These
handles allow users to drag characters on the screen
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Desktop Publishing
with speed and ease. Manually, kerning can be set to
1/4,096 of an m. Users can currently use XPress or
Fontastic Plus units. All changes become,permanent
so the same pairs should never be rekemed again.
The editor allows personalization of kerning
information to reflect individual tastes.
The editor works with all fonts and not just those
for which kerning tables were purchased.
$250 retail; LaserWriter Plus (LWP) Package
$1,200 retail; Lifetime subscription
$25 retail; Individual Volumes (requires LWP)
Kemingware Marketing, Inc.; 61 Sorlyn Ave.;
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M6L 1H7; 416-247-7976
Laser FX 1.7
Font enhancer lo create unique typographical effects
512KE or larger Macintosh; laserWriter.
Laser FX allows a user to take any PostScript
font and use any of the 30 effects to create unique
typefaces.
Working from an icon-based menu, the program
allows a user to modify any System-resident
PostScript font, selecting from any combination of
21 gray shades, 16 drop offsets, seven drop angles,
four depth settings, 18 different line weights and a
variety of screens. Text can be rotated or skewed to
any angle and resized to print at sizes limited only by
what can be printed on the Linotronic 100/300 or
PostScript printers.
It has the ability to save EPS files and to
read/save PICT files created in other programs.
Effects can be printed or pasted directly into other
desktop publishing packages.
$195 suggested retail
Postcraft International, Inc.; 27811 Avenue Hopkins,
Ste. 6; Valencia, CA 91355; 805-257-1797
Laser FX-Paks I - VIII
Expansion packages for Laser FX
512KE or larger Macintosh; laserWriter; laser FX.
· FX-Paks are a series of eight expansion
packages designed to supplement the 30 effects built
into Laser FX, a desktop publishing utility that
allows a user to add professional typographic effects
to any PostScript font.
Each of the packages includes 10 effects,
including dramatic effects, such as Fireworks
(exploding letters), Zoom Out (letters seem to zoom
out of the page) and Lettershade (letters fade out);
and humorous effects, such as Route 66 (a highway
surrounds each letter, and a user specifies the number
of lanes), Old Wallpaper (letters seem to peel off the
page), Fence (a user picks the type of fence to run
through the letters), Circular (text in full or part
circle), Zoom Arc (arched text with shadow),
Propeller (twisting motion), Hummingbird (mirrored
text with "wings"), Pinwheel (text is rotated in
spoke-like manner), Orbit (eliptical band of text),
Galactic (text spirals to vortex); and more. Five new
background screens are included with each package.
$49 each suggested retail
Postcraft International, Inc.; 27811 Avenue Hopkins,
SJe. 6; Valencia, CA 91355; 805-257-1797
Laser Positive
Complete design/lettering software system for screen
printing
Macintosh II family.
Laser Positive is designed for screen printers,
combining lettering design, artwork development,
color separations and high-quality laser output.
Features include: a large font library, interactive text
manipulations, built-in drawing tools, adjustable
choke and spread, step and repeat, automatic
separations, various line screens and options to
import, edit and color separate Illustrator files.
$4,000 retail; software only
$15,050 starting price retail; complete systems
including Mac llcx, 4 MB of RAM, 40 MB hard disk
drive, printer, software, technical support and
training

Layouts
Page-layout templates
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Layouts page-layout templates provide a wide
variety of distinctive designs and styles for
brochures, business cards, newsletters, letterheads,
envelopes, flyers and business reply cards. The 219
templates supply non-graphics professionals with
good designs, but are also flexible enough to allow
professional designers to be creative while freeing
them of the need to worry about many of the purely
mechanical aspects of design and layout, such as
providing spacing for folds, indicating fold marks,
etc. Versions are available for use with PageMaker,
QuarkXPress and Ready!Set!Go!.
$179.95 retail
Starburst Designs, Inc.; 1973 N. Nellis Blvd., Ste.
315; Las Vegas, NV 89115; 702-453-3371

Macintize
Transfers Compugraphic MCS-coded files to the
Macintosh
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Macintize translates files originally composed on
Compugraphic MCS or Powerview typesetters ihto
fully formatted documents for the Macintosh. These
files may be updated and output on PostScriptequipped laser printers or typesetters. Macintize
works in conjunction with a special 5.25-inch disk
drive that allows the Mac to read MCS or Powerview
disks. Once an MCS file has been stored on the Mac,
it may be translated to one of two different file types.
MCS files that are mostly text will be converted
to Microsoft Word format. MCS files that contain
much ruling and less text, such as forms, will
translate into MacDraw format where they may be
easily refined and updated for future use from the
Mac.
$995 retail
Mumford Micro Systems; 3933 Antone Rd.; Santa
Barbara, CA 9311 O; 805-687-5116

LetrTuck+
Custom kerning program for desktop publishing
Macintosh Plus or larger.
LetrTuck+ gives users control over the pre-set
character spacing. built into desktop publishing
software.
Features include: select a font family and font
style; decide which character pair to add, change or
delete; determine the acceptable spacing; and print
the results on a laser printer.
$147 retail
EDCO Services, Inc.; 12410 N. Dale Mabry Hwy.;
Tampa, FL 33618; 813-962-7800

Mac Kern
Typographic kerning program
512KE or larger Macintosh.
MacKem is a utility that adjusts or modifies the ,
space between letters of any laser font for use in
programs that support kerning. It allows users to
modify a font to suit individual kerning values. The
kerned font is then usable in any program that allows
kerning. It need never be changed again, yet it can
easily be altered if a change is desired.
$195 retail
!com Simulations, Inc.; 648 S. Wheeling Rd.;
Wheeling, IL 60090; 708- ~20-4440

Lightspeed Color Layout System
Color design and layout system
Macintosh II; 8 MB of RAM; 80 MB hard disk drive;
19-inch high-resolution color monitor with graphics
card.
The Lightspeed Color Layout System (CLS) is a
color design and layout system based on the
Macintosh II. It is used to create, revise and specify
designs, and to produce comprehensives for fullcolor printed materials. The CLS streamlines the
process of producing the design by transferring its
specifications to color electronic prepress systems.
The turnkey design system includes a Macintosh
II with 5 MB of RAM; 80 MB hard disk drive; 19inch high-resolution color monitor with graphics
card; color monitor stand; 300 dpi color flatbed
scanner with transparency attachment, scanner
interface card and cables; 300 dpi color thermal
transfer printer with interface card and cables;
Pixe!Paint software; Lightspeed Color Layout
System software and 40 standard fonts.
Options are available for output to color
electronic prepress systems and analog and digital
film recorders, as well as laser printers for black and
white proofing. Additional options include those for
networking, remote communications and extended
storage. Additional fonts are also available.
$40,000 retail; turnkey system
Crosfield Lightspeed, Inc.; 47 Farnsworth St.;
Boston, MA 02210; 617-338-2173

MacKtav
Hebrew/English version of ReadySetGo! 4
512K or larger Macintosh.
MacKtav is a complete Hebrew/English version
ofReadySetGo!. It is fully bilingual and
bidirectional, and includes Hebrew and English fonts
for LaserWriter use.
With MacKtav, complete Hebrew/English
bulletins, announcements and other printed matter
can be created. A separate Arabic/English version of
the program is also available.
$649 retail
$750 retail; Arabic version
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave. , Ste. 843;
Chicago, IL 60611; 312-944-4070

Graphic Applications, Inc.; 616D Guilford College
Rd.; Greensboro, NC 27409; 919-852-1608 or
800-365-7883

LinoSetting
PostScript solution for CRTronic users
Macintosh /lei; 4 MB of RAM; 80 MB hard disk
drive; monitor and LinoSetting software.
The LinoSetting system accepts CRTronic
typographic coding for input and output to any
PostScript printer, including Linotronic laser
imagesetters. Existing CRTronic files can be read
into the system using the disk converter.
The Preview mode shows the job exactly as it
will print, and provides the capability to do page
layout and add special effects, such as tints. Multiple
files can be combined on one page, making it easy to
produce newsletters, brochures and other complex
jobs.
$11 ,520 retail
Linotype Co.; 425 Oser Ave.; Hauppauge,
NY 11788; 516-434-2000 or 800-426-7705
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MacMaster
Tablet/screen menu system to enhance PageMaker,
WordPerfect, VersaCAD and the Macintosh
Macintosh SE or II; digitizer tablet with ADB.
The MacMaster Template Series, which consists
of a graphics tablet driver and template overlays for
PageMaker, WordPerfect and VersaCAD, speeds a
user's work by placing all of their options on colorcoded templates, logically grouped to allow users to
quickly find the commands they need, when they
need them. Each command can be executed with one
easy selection from the template.
The high resolution of a graphics tablet
combined with MacMaster tablet manager provides
high-quality of accuracy. The screen can relate to a
small portion of the tablet or cover its entire area and
can be changed at any time. Drawings can easily be
traced or digitized into these programs.
MacMaster is modular in design. It includes a
die-cut area for use of PageMaker, WordPerfect or
VersaCAD subtemplates. These application-specific
subtemplates can be purchased separately to run
Macintosh-compatible software programs.
$195 retail
Promontory Systems, Inc.; 1325 South 800 East;
Orem, UT 84058; 801-224-8833 or 800-748-4774
Mac RIP
Software raster image processor
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacRIP is a software raster image processor
capable of interpreting PostScript and driving a
variety of non-PostScript printers, such as the HP

Desktop Publishing
LaserJet series, Apple LaserWriter SC and
lmageWriter, GCC PLP, Canon LBP series and a
variety of color printers and film recorders. By
interpreting PostScript directly, the full range of
Macintosh desktop publishing anil graphics
programs are supported. Speed of rasterizing using a
Ma~intosh II approximates output time of an Apple
LaserWriter.
MacRIP features an interactive PostScript editor
and screen preview, helpful in learning and
debugging PostScript code. It has the capability to
preview complex PostScript effects, such as those
produced with Adobe Illustrator, before using'!
pnnter for final output. MacRIP handles all popular
forms of graphics file formats , such as EPS, TIFF,
PICT and PICT2. MacRIP is easy to use. Users
simply create a document using an application
program of their choice and print the results to the
Macintosh screen or to any one of the many output
devices supported by MacRIP. MacRIP is packaged
with 17 LaserWriter-compatible PostScript fonts and
supports all Type 3 fonts.
$145 retail
TeleTypesetting Co.; 311 Harvard St.; Brookline,
MA 02146; 617-734-9700
MaxPage 1.2
Page makeup program
512KE or larger Macintosh.
MaxPage is a desktop page makeup program.
Among many types of documents, it is intended to
assist users in creating presentations, newsletters,
manuals, programs, reports, brochures, menus and
letters.
Key features include the ability to freely place
text and graphics anywhere on a page. Text can be
entered directly or imported from text files. Text
blocks can easily be reshaped and respaced as
desired. Text can be wrapped between areas of a
page or from page to page. Character font sizes and
styles can be modified as desired.
Graphic entities created in most drawing
programs in standard PICT or PNTG format can be
dynamically imported and placed anywhere on a
page. A picture adjustment feature allows pictures to
be expanded and adjusted within their display area.
Background templates can easily be created from
PICT files or from MaxPage itself. MaxPage
backgrounds can be saved as PICT files. A full 17 by
17-inch page grid allows users who have large
printers to create large pages.
$89 retail
Applied Systems & Technologies, Inc.; 227M
Hallenbeck Rd.; Cleveland, NY 13042;
315-675-8584
Metamorphosis
Converts PostScript fonts into editable outlines
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM.
Metamorphosis is a utility designed to convert
printer resident PostScript fonts into editable outline
formats. Metamorphosis can convert fonts using any
PostScript printer, from the LaserWriter to
professional typesetting machines. Fonts to be
converted may be downloaded to the printer or
resident in ROM. Metamorphosis essentially fetches
the outline of the font selected from the printer and
brings it back to the computer. During the process· of
conversion, Metamorphosis provides the option of
creating editable outlines to be used in Fontographer
to create Type 3 PostScript fonts or in FreeHand and
Illustrator to create artistic renderings from a
typographical base. From that point, the conversion
is complete and the font's outlines are available to be
edited in the application of choice.
$295 retail
Altsys Corp.; 720 Ave. F, Ste. 109; Plano,
TX 75074; 214-424-4888

MicroSetter II
Allows a Macintosh or word processor to be used as
a text entry station for typesetting
Macintosh Plus or larger; 20 MB hard disk drive
recommended.
The MicroSetter typesetting emulator system
allows a Macintosh or word processor to be used as a
text entry station for typesetting. All functions of the
typesetting machine can be accessed from the
computer by typing simple English codes into the
word processed text. The document is then
transferred to the typesetting machine through the
MicroSetter interface and software.
The MicroSetter PostScript converter is a
WYSIWYG system that takes advantage of the builtin capabilities of the Macintosh. Because the "front
end" is the computer, all typesetting parameters, such
as size, style, leading, hyphenation, justification, line
endings, indentation, columns and paginations are
designed and controlled by a user with standard
software. The formatting is interpreted and converted
by MicroSetter for output to both non-digital and
digital typesetters.
The most recent addition to the MicroSetter
product line is the introduction of the "slave" output
device capability. By connecting the computer
directly to a "slave" typesetter, documents can be
composed on a Macintosh within the WYSIWYG
environment and typeset without the need to pass
through the front end of the typesetting system
$695 to $3,290 retail
TeleTypesetting Co.; 311 Harvard St.; Brookline,
MA 02146; 617-734-9700
Page Designs Quick!
Page design templates for newsletters and tabloid
newspapers
_
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive recommended; PageMaker 3.0.
Page Designs Quick! contains 120 newsletterlayout templates (60 three-column and 60 fourcolumn). All layouts can be adjusted for page size
and modified to meet specific needs. Stories can be
divided or combined; pictures can be expanded or
reduced in width or depth; and headline
configurations can be changed.
Page Designs Quick!5 consists of 225 pagelayout templates designed for five-column tabloid
newspapers, including high school and college
papers, trade papers, company employee newspapers
and.similar publications.
$89.95 retail; Page Designs Quick!
$159.95 retail; Page Designs Quick! 5
Par Publishing Co.;·6355 Topanga Canyon Blvd.,
Ste. 307; Woodland Hills, CA 91367; 818-340-8165
PageMaker 4.0 For The Macintosh
Desktop publishing program
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; System
4.1 or later; Finder 5.5 or later; PostScriptcompatible or QuickDraw-compatible laser printer.
PageMaker integrates text and graphics, enabling
users to quickly produce long documents by flowing
text automatically through successive pages,
formatting text with user-defined style sheets and
updating source files by exporting their PageMaker
documents to selected word processors.
Graphics features include the ability to wrap text
around both regularly and irregularly shaped objects,
support for spot color and spot-color overlays, and
built-in brightness, contrast and special effect
controls for scanned images and bit-mapped (paintstyle) illustrations.
PageMaker also includes 20 ready-made
templates to help businesses and organizations
produce professional-looking documents quickly and
efficiently.
Automated options available to users include
style sheets. The style sheets are available in three
ways: users can create them in PageMaker, import a
style sheet prepared in Microsoft Word or tag text in
a word processing, database or spreadsheet program
so PageMaker can create a style sheet automatically.
$795 retail
Aldus Corp.; 411 First Ave. S, Ste. 200; Seattle,
WA 98104; 206-622-5500

PageMaker Color Extension
Adds additional color capabilities to PageMaker
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive ;
PageMaker 3.0.
PageMaker Color Extension adds additional
color capabilities to PageMaker 3.0. With the
program, users can color text and PageMaker-drawn
graphics, or import color illustrations saved as EPS
files. Color Extension supports the full palette of
Pantone colors, as well as the three industry-standard
color models offered in PageMaker 3.0 (HLS, RGB ,
CMYK). Users can also import scanned color images
saved in the Tag Image File Format (TIFF) and
display them in 8- or 24-bit color, depending on the
monitor.
$195 retail
Aldus Corp.; 411 First Ave. S, Ste. 200; Seattle,
WA 98104; 206-622-5500
PageMaker Portfolio: Designs For Business
Communications
Predesigned page formats for business use
512K or larger Macintosh; PageMaker.
PageMaker Portfolio: Designs For Business
Communications comes with predesigned page
formats for proposals, memos, overhead
transparencies, reports, handbooks and business
plans.
$99 retail
Aldus Corp.; 411 First Ave. S, Ste. 200; Seattle, WA
98104; 206-622-5500
PageMaker Portfolio: Designs For Newsletters
21 predesigned templates for newsletters
512K or larger Macintosh; PageMaker.
PageMaker Portfolio: Designs For Newsletters is
a collection of 21 different newsletter formats into
which PageMaker users can insert their own text and
graphics.
$99 retail
Aldus Corp.; 411 First Ave. S, Ste. 200; Seattle,
WA 98104; 206-622-5500
PagePak
Page-design solution for word processing and
desktop publishing
Macintosh Plus or larger.
PagePak provides users with ready-to-use page
designs for use with word processing, desktop
publishing or presentation applications. PagePaks are
full page layouts, designed by professional artists,
that eliminate the need to lay out, design and format
documents - simply add text, graphics or charts and
print out the results.
PagePak offers 50 page designs in Volume One
of its Business Series. Categories include: Borders &
Page Treatments, Charts & Graphs, Letters &
Labels, Maps & Diagrams, Advertising &
Brochures, Books & Manuals, Newsletters &
Magazines, Forms & Templates, Proposals &
Reports and Presentations & Shows. The handy Page
Designs Catalog illustrates each design and suggests
text size and position. The Reference Manual gives
simple instructions for use with top software
packages.
$145 retail
Marketing Graphics, Inc.; 4401 Dominion Blvd., Ste.
210; Glen Allen, VA 23060; 804-747-6991 or
800-368-3773
Pairs
Professional kerning
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; System 4.2
or latet:
Pairs _is a utility package that automatically
adj usts kerning, giving text and headings a clean,
balanced look.
Pairs kerning data, which works in any point size
that can be produced by a Macintosh, is compatible
with programs such as QuarkXPress, Aldus
Freehand and PageMaker.
Kerning Pairs applications are currently
available for a number of typefaces, and more
volumes will be released.
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Desktop Publishing
$25 to $130 retail; per volume
Pairs Software, Inc.; 160 Vanderhoof Ave. , Ste. 201;
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4G 4B8; 416-467-8784
ParaFont
PostScript font transformation and customization
utility
512K or larger Macintosh.
ParaFont allows desktop publishers to easily
transform an existing PostScript font into a new,
customized font with matching screen fonts. Any, or
all characters can be slanted, expanded, compressed
and scaled. Letter spacing may also be changed.
Characters from other fonts may be assigned to keys
in the new font. Other changes that ParaFont can
perform include adding fractions, small capitals,
superior characters, old-style numerals, proportionalwidth numerals and ff, ffi and ff! ligatures. ParaFont
creates a true PostScript Type 3 font that may be
used in any word processor, page layout or desktop
publishing program.
$99 retail
Design Science, Inc.; 6475-B E. Pacific Coast Hwy.,
Ste. 392; Long Beach, CA 90803; 213-433-0685
Postcode Typesetter Interface
.
Translates Macintosh formatting into typesetter
coding for Compugraphic MCS or Powerview
typesetters
Macintosh Plus or larger; Compugraphic
MCS!Powerview Typesetters.
The PostCode Typesetter Interface is a software
package that features the programs PostCode, Font
Modifier and Micro-Set and a special 5.25-inch disk
drive for the Macintosh.
PostCode will automatically translate Macintosh
formatting into typesetter coding for the
Compugraphic MCS or Powerview typesetters. It
works with nearly every Macintosh program and
allows a user to reproduce Macintosh graphics on the
typesetter.
After an MCS file has been created on the
Macintosh, the Micro-Set program will transfer it to
an MCS compatible floppy disk. Micro-Set works in
conjunction with a special 5.25-inch disk drive that
plugs into the back of the Macintosh. It allows a user
to copy Macintosh files to MCS disks, or copy MCS
files back to Macintosh disks. It also allows a user to
copy files from IBM PC disks onto the Macintosh
disks.
$1 ,495 retail
Mumford Micro Systems; 3933 Antone Rd.; Santa
Barbara, CA 93110; 805-687-5116
Postility 1.0
PostScript utility/toolkit for programmers
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Postility is a PostScript development
environment that also enables users to manipulate
EPS files.
Features include: full text editing capabilities;
glossaries; allows the conversion of any PICT file to
PostScript; a quick reference guide to PostScript
commands and variables; the ability to embed/edit
PostScript in PICT files; predownload error
detection; PostScript goodies; conversion of EPS
files into PICT files; the ability to combine two or
more EPS files into a single file; window, file and
font downloading; conversion of EPS files to text;
EPSF developinent aids; allows loading and printing
of EPS files; allows loading and editing of EPS files;
PostScript pretty-printing; and a background
generator.
$99 suggested retail
Postcraft International, Inc.; 27811 Avenue Hopkins,
Ste. 6; Valencia, CA 91355; 805-257-1797
PostShow
PostScript language de~elopment and preview
environment
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM (2 MB of
RAM if using MultiFinder); hard disk drive.

PostShow is a completely self-contained
PostScript language interpreter that enables users to
preview PostScript pages created directly, or pages
from other applications, before sending them to the
printer. Users can zoom, scroll and pan through the
page. The cursor tracking option will identify the
exact point on the page. An interactive console,
editor and debugging facility are provided. Although
a PostScript printer is not needed, PostShow can use
a PostScript or non-PostScript printer to output the
images it creates and displays.
PostShow includes 13 PostScript Type 3 fonts
for use in preview. PostShow Pro includes an
additional 22 PostScript Type 3 fonts totaling 35,
similar to those resident in the LaserWriter Plus.
$224.95 retail; PostShow
$294. 95 retail; PostShow Pro
Lincoln & Co.; 29 Domino Dr.; Concord,
MA 01742; 508-369-1441or800-223-7469
The Print Shop 1.3
Personalized cards, letters, banners, signs
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Print Shop allows users to create greeting
cards, stationery, letterheads, signs and banners.
Features include a selection of icons and abstract
patterns used to create borders, backgrounds or
logos; and several type styles available in a variety
of sizes in solid, outline or three dimensional formats
for personalizing messages.
The program can print illustrations generated
with other graphics programs and allows a user to
modify the built-in designs or create their own.
$59.95 suggested retail
$10 retail; teacher's guide
$16.95 retail; handbook
Broderbund Software; 17 Paul Dr.; San Rafael,
CA 94903; 415-492-3500, 800-521-6263 or
415-492-3200 (dealers)
ProType
Professional publishing software
Macintosh II or larger; A!UX; 4 MB of RAM;
SuperMac monochrome or color monitor; SCSI disk
controller with 80 MB disk; Apple 40 MB SC
Streamer; PostScript output device.
ProType gives users a complete set of tools to
produce professional-quality typography on
PostScript printers and imagesetters.
Program Control, a special feature of the entire
ProType product line, allows users to interactively
choose between keyboard and menu commands for
fast, professional control.
ProType allows users to create and modify
complex forms, magazine layouts and
financial/tabular material. Type can be rotated at any
angle, patterns can be applied to type and individual
page areas, letters can be automatically and manually
kerned, type can be shapeset into irregular patterns
and users can work in many foreign languages,
including Hebrew.
ProType is easily user-customized to perform
specific repetitive functions. Additional items that
can be added include: TIFF and Encapsulated
PostScript translators, batch pagination, image
package, math package, foreign language
hyphenators, Bedford Toolbox (includes translation
programs, general code translators, genstring, reader,
expage) and utilities (font, keyboard and database).
$3,995 retail
Bedford Computer Corp.; 23 Industrial Dr.;
Londonderry, NH 03053; 603-668-3400 or
800-431-1403
ProType Images
Professional publishing software; image processing
Macintosh II or larger; A!UX; 4 MB of RAM;
SuperMac monochrome or color monitor; SCSI disk
controller with 80 MB disk; Apple 40 MB SC
Streamer; scanner; PostScript output device.
ProType Images combines the typographical
features of ProType with complete image handling
capabilities. Original, electronic artwork, line
drawings, contone and halftone images can be
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integrated from CAD/CAM, mainframes, PCs,
Macintoshes, scanners, PostScript programs and
oth_er sources directly into a Bedford page.
Both text and graphics can be rotated, patterns
and tints defined and type shapeset around
irregularly-contoured images. TIFF, Encapsulated
Postscript and other images can be fit into arbitrarily
sized areas, cropped and rotated. Four-up, head to
head signature impositions can be output directly to
film and plates, complete with all elements in pl~ce,
and to four-color systems for full process color
requirements.
Additional items that can be added include:
batch pagination, math package, foreign language
hyphenators, Bedford Toolbox (translation programs
package, general code translators, genstring, reader
and expage) and utilities (font, keyboard and
database).
$6,995 retail
Bedford Computer Corp.; 23 Industrial Dr.;
Londonderry, NH 03053; 603-668-3400 or
800-431-1403
ProType Plus
Professional publishing software; image processing;
typesets mathematical and scientific equations
Macintosh II or larger; A!UX; 4 MB of RAM;
SuperMac monochrome or color monitor; SCSI disk
controller with 80 MB disk; Apple 40 MB SC
Streamer; scanner; PostScript output device.
ProType Plus combines the entire ProType
family of products into a totally integrated
professional publishing solution.
· ProType Plus provides a complete solution for
all publishing requirements, including technical
publishing, scientific journals, technical
documentation, books, text books, manuals, annual
reports, financial reports and prospectuses, package
design, magazines, catalogs, newsletters, business
cards and general commercial typography.
ProType Plus allows users to go from design,
straight through to film separations and plates.
$11,995 retail
Bedford Computer Corp.; 23 Industrial Dr.;
Londonderry, NH 03053; 603-668-3400 or
800-431-1403
Publish It! 1.2
Full-featured desktop publishing program
512KE or larger Macintosh; 800Kfloppy disk drive;
hard disk drive recommended; lmageWriter,
laserWriter or PostScript printer.
Publish It! is a full-featured desktop publishing
program with integrated page layout, word
processing, draw and paint features, text
manipulation and graphics editing. It is designed
primarily for corporate and home office use.
Publish It! features include: flexible page layout;
complete, built-in word processing, including a
100,000-word online spell checker and a 240,000
synonym Thesaurus; text importing; text
manipulation and special effects typesetting;
automatic text runaround; automatic text flow;
complete drawing and painting capabilities; graphics
importing; graphics editing; page magnification;
built-in spot color separation capability; more than
70 document design templates; and time-saver
features.
$495 retail
Tirneworks, Inc.; 444 Lake Cook Rd.; Deerfield,
IL 60015; 708-948-9200
QuarkStyle 1.01
~
Extensive word processing capabilities and
professionally designed templates
Macintosh Plus or large1:
.
QuarkStyle is an easy-to-use "instant
publishing" package that provides professionalquality page finishing.
QuarkStyle includes more than 70 templates that
allow users to create professional, finished
documents. The program also includes a manyfeatured word processor with complete editing
capabilities, spell checking and automatic
hyphenation.

Desktop Publishing
QuarkStyle provides typography and high-level
page finishing capability to users who don't need to
master an industrial-strength desktop publishing
program. The package can finish text files produced
by virtually all Macintosh word processing packages.
Alternatively, users can develop their own finished
documents using QuarkStyle's built-in word
processor.
.
The program supports all the formatting
parameters of templates created by QuarkXPress.
Templates created on QuarkXPress can be brought
into QuarkStyle where users can add their own text
and graphics.
$295 retail
Quark, Inc.; 300 S. Jackson St., Ste. IOO; Denver,
CO 80209; 303-934-2211 or 800-356-9363
QuarkXPress 3.0
Integrated electronic publishing system
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM (2 MB
highly recommended for color or graphics-intensive
applications); hard disk drive; System 6.0 or later;
LaserWriter.
QuarkXPress is a professional electronic
publishing system that provides the precision, power
and ease needed to produce a broad range of
publications. It sustains creativity with a level of
comfort that allows continual interaction with a
design. A movable on-screen measurements palette
allows changes in fonts, type size, kerning, tracking,
leading and other attributes in one-thousandth of a
unit, without ever having to consult a menu or dialog
box. A Librarian furnishes frequently-used pictures,
formats or text that has been stored for placement in
any document at any time.
QuarkXPress also offers precise typographical
and layout control capabilities. The program
accommodates type sizes from 2 to 720 points in
.001 point increments; tracking and kerning to a
tolerance of .005 em space; and full text and graphic
rotation to .00.1 degrees. Design options are
increased with the many document composition
features, such as pasteboard work surface and
retroactive master pages.
Productivity is also central to the core of
QuarkXPress, as evident by a range of features
designed to cut production time and cost. Complete
color support and the capability to import and
manipulate all popular picture formats will save
significant time and pre-press expense. With
complete word processing capabilities, QuarkXPress
can serve an entire organization.
$795 suggested retail
Quark, Inc.; 300 S. Jackson St., Ste. IOO; Denver,
CO 80209; 303-934-2211 or 800-356-9363
QuarkXTras
Enhance unique design capabilities
Macintosh Plus or larger; QuarkXPress 2.12.
Quark.XTras are QuarkXPress XTensions that
enable designers to achieve even greater precision
and creativity in page and document design. They
offer a variety of high-end capabilities for graphics
and publishing professionals. Organized into three
sets, one set offers printing calibration, support of
Adobe Screen Values for color separation, graphics
list, print area, go-to-page and line check. The other
sets offer support for Apple, Howtek and Sharp
scanners.
$79.95 retail
Quark, Inc.; 300 S. Jackson St., Ste. IOO; Denver,
CO 80209; 303-934-2211 or 800-356-9363
Ready!Set!Go! 4.5
Page layout
Macintosh Plus or larger.
.
Ready!Set!Go! is a page-layout program with
many features to support both graphic design and
production needs.
Users can automate production using stylesheets
and glossaries, linked text blocks, full word
processing and automatic hyphenation; organize

layouts with standard or customized page grids; and
experiment with creative options, such as kerning,
reversed out type and flexible control over letter and
word spacing. Graphics tools include picture
·
cropping, scaling and a wide variety of border and
fill patterns. New features include: fractional control
of type size, line spacing, tracking and kerning for
precision typography; color support for text and
graphics objects; image control for gray-level
pictures; and thumbnail views for review of designs.
$495 retail
Letraset USA; 40 Eisenhower Dr.; Paramus,
NJ 07653; 201-845-6100 or 800-343-8973
RIPMaster.
Phototypesetting system monitor
Macintosh Plus or larger.
RIPMaster, a software utility, resides on the
Raster Image Processor (RIP) and provides
information on virtually every aspect of jobs
processed by the RIP and output on Linotronic laser
imagesetters.
Information, which is displayed on the screen of
the operato·r ·s Macintosh, includes resolution, takeup and supply cassette volume, current job status,
materials used and time spent processing a job.
RIPMaster also pinpoints PostScript errors.
$495 retail
Linotype Co.; 425 Oser Ave.; Hauppauge,
NY 11788; 516-434-2000 or 800-426-7705
Series 1000
Complete electronic publishing systems
Macintosh SE or larger.
Linotype's Series IOOO consists of six complete
publishing systems ranging from entry-level textonly to matching color.
Macintoshes, the input workstations for Series
1000, are combined with different configurations of
monitors, scanners, printers and storage devices as
necessary to produce jobs of varying complexity.
Working with powerful text processing, graphics
handling and page layout software, operators can
produce simple newsletters or elaborate brochures.
The workstations can be networked on
Apple Talk or Ethernet. Jobs are proofed to color or
black and white laser printers and output to a
Linotronic Series 200, 300 or 500 laser imagesetter.
Call for pricing
Linotype Co.; 425 Oser Ave.; Hauppauge,
NY 11788; 516-434-2000 or 800-426-7705
Sharpen Up
Adds controls to the Page Setup dialog box
Macintosh Plus or larger; PostScript printer; System
6.0 or later.
Sharpen Up is a utility for desktop publishers. It
is a Control Panel Device that is placed in the
System Folder. It installs transparently when the
Macinto~h is started up, adding controls to the Page
Setup dialog box present in most standard Macintosh
applicatjons. With one click, line thickness, halftone
frequency, screen angle, tone brightness and contrast
can all be adjusted. With Sharpen Up, lines in a
document can be scaled to as little as 1/32 of their
original size. Halftone frequency and angle
adjustments can make the coarsest gray tones appear
smooth and fine. And the brightness and contrast
settings make it easy to lighten or darken output
without modifying the original file.
$79 retail
Somak Software, Inc.; 535 Encinitas Blvd., Ste. 113;
Encinitas, CA 92024; 619-942-2556 or
800-842-5020
Springboard Publisher II
Page layout, word processing and graphics creation
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 4.2 or later;
Finder 6.0 or later.
Springboard Publisher integrates page layout,
word processing and graphics creation in one
software program. Intended for general business,
home office, high school and college users, the
program creates professional-looking printed
materials, such as reports, newsletters, memos,
correspondence, brochures and presentation aids.

Springboard Publisher offers total page-layout
control. Text and graphics can be arranged in any
fashion on the page and rearranged at any time. Text
can be placed in up to nine individually sized
columns and will flow automatically from column to
column. Text automatically wraps around graphics,
as well as irregular shapes. Page layout can be
designed and edited froip four viewing levels,
formatting an entire document or page-by-page.
. Springboard Publisher's integrated word
processor lets users enter and edit tel{t quickly and
easily. Text can also be imported from popular word
processing programs. Complete text formatting is
supported. Automatic hyphenation and
search/replace functions add even more control.
Springboard Publisher includes a comprehensive
set of built-in graphics tools that enable users to
draw or modify art on the page without switching
programs. Included are free-form drawing and
painting tools, automatic shapes, tools for resizing
images and creating special effects, unlimited
pattem.s .and brushes and a "zoom" mode for detailed
pixel editing. Graphics can also be imported from
Springboard clip art programs and from MacPaint
files.
$199.95 retail
Springboard Software; 7808 Creekridge Cir.;
Minneapolis, MN 55435; 612-944-3915 or
800-445-4780
Storyboarder
Desktop publishing for film, advertising and
television applications
512K or larger Macintosh ; hard disk drive.
Storyboarder is a stand-alol)e graphics
presentation tool designed to create videos,
animations, slides or print-type storyboards.
Images can be aspect-ratio-formatted,
assembled, time coded, edited and played back.
Montages of up to nine images per screen can be
created, and storyboards can be projected to an ·
audience, transferred to videotape or laser printed .
Features include: select images from a
customized on-screen image library; assemble fullframe MacPaint images sequentially; draw, modify
or erase each image from within the program; edit by
cutting from and pasting to a spreadsheet-like master
list; edit an image sequence by shuffling/dragging
images; optionally show dialog, script notes or
production details below each frame; add variable
speed transition effects such as dissolves, fades and
wipes; time code each image duration; enlarge or
shrink fields; flip fields horizontally and vertically;
achieve 30 frames per second; playback in quick,
normal or rolling mode; and more.
$495 retail
American Intelliware Corp.; PO Box 6980; Torrance,
CA 90504; 213-533-4040
Stylo-Type I
CRTronic/Linotronic typesetting program that drives
typesetters in their native command language
Ma cintosh Plus or larger; second SOOK drive ..
Stylo-Type I is a typesetting program with the
ability to output text files with all of the appropriate
typesetter native driver commands for the
Mergenthaler CRTronic, CRTerminal and Linotronic
typesetting machines.
The program converts Stylo-T.ype I word
processing style-format commands to the machinespecjfic CRTronic commands. Counting,
justification, tabbing, font selection.and paging are
all performed by the program. All specialized
typesetter commands can be coded in the program
and passed directly to the typesetter for processing.
The program allows a user to view the file after
inputting the text and display the actual text
placement and exact typesetter character width
information using the view mode. The prograni does
the actual counting and shows the correct line
endings.
$295 retail
DeskTop ComPosition Systems; 336 Greenbrae Dr.;
Sparks, NV 89431; 702-355-7503
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Desktop Publishing
Textures
Professional typesetting
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive.
Textures is a fully compatible Macintosh
implementation of the TeX typesetting standard. It
lets users compose and typeset large and complex
documents including books, technical manuals,
proposals, scientific papers, product documentation,
catalogs and journal articles.
Textures features superior typographic control
and the ability to typeset documents of any length up to several thousand pages. It is ideally suited for
large, routine typesetting jobs that require crossreferencing; automatic inclusion of tables, figures
and footnotes, insertion of illustrations/exhibits or
generation of indexes, bibliographies ·and tables of
contents. In addition to producing accurate kerning,
hyphenation and justification, Textures has the
flexi_bility to handle difficult problems, such as
unusual copy-fitting, multilingual text and
mathematical formulas. Because Textures automates
the formats that users design, it 's able to
accommodate the frequent revisions by multiple
authors, editors and programmers that occur in
company-wide or departmental use.
Textures lets users use text-only files created
with any other Macintosh editor or word processor.
Charts, diagrams and graphics can be imported from
other Macintosh applications and scaled to fit. Users
can previews typeset pages on screen, including
graphics, in a WYSIWYG format at any
magnification up to full LaserWriter resolution of
300 dpi.
$495 retail
$395 retail; educational
Blue Sky Research; 534 SW 3rd Ave.; Portland,
OR 97204; 503-222-9571 or 800-622-8398
Tye ho
Table maker
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
Tycho creates tables for use in PageMaker,
QuarkXPress, Ready!Set!Go!, DesignStudio,
FullWrite, MacWrite and virtually any other word
processing or desktop publishing program.
Extremely easy to use and learn, Tycho is•nonmodal, WYSIWYG, fast, has no arbitrary size limits
(table size is limited only by available memory),
religiously follows the Mac interface and creates
finished tables from existing data in as little as three
comniands.
Tycho works in a 512K partition under
MultiFinder, with plenty of room for creating
multiple, multipage tables. The program provides
full text, layout, shading and line control over any
part of the table, or users may use style sheets for
quicker formatting. Often-used tables can be opened
as templates (styled tables without data).
Large tables can be paginated in a variety of
ways, witH full page-by-page control over repeating
of row and column headers, user-defined page
breaks, automatic creation of spreads and much
more.
$149.95 retail
Macreations; 329 Horizon Way; Pacifica,
CA 94044; 415-359-7649
TypeAlign _ .
Type styling program
Macintosh Plus or larger.
TypeAlign is a simple, elegant desk accessory
that works with all major page layout, word
processing and presentation software programs.
Using ATM, TypeAlign provides high-quality type
manipulation for Apple Image Writers, HP
DeskWriters and all Adobe PostScript-supported
laser printers and film recorders.
TypeAlign uses familiar Macintosh tools to draw
lines, arcs and free-form curves. Once the path is
drawn, text can be typed directly onto the path or
copied and pasted onto the path from any

application. Rotation, skewing, perspective and
distortion effects can be added simply by dragging
points on the text block. TypeAlign features
sophisticated typographic control, including kerning,
which can be applied on a character pair, word or
phrase. Kerning accuracy is up to 1/1 ,000th of an em
space. TypeAlign can produce more than 16 million
colors through three color models: RGB , CMYK and
HSB. Color can be applied to a character, word or
phrase. With TypeAlign, users can copy and paste
their type effects directly into their major
application, save them in PICT, EPS or lllustrator 88
format, or print the effect directly from the desk
accessory.
$99.95 retail
Adobe Systerns, Inc.; 1585 Charleston Rd.; PO Box
7900; Mountain View, CA 94039; 415-961-4400
UltraSpec
Precision layout tool for the design and publishing of
newsletters and other publications
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM; two BOOK disk drives
or hard disk drive; HyperCard.
UltraSpec is a precision layout tool that
streamlines the often complicated process of
producing publications.
The product allows users to spec type; determine
word, line and character lengths of stories; and allow
for ads, graphics and columns - while calculating
total depths of those elements. It allows for a running
comparison between space used and space allocated,
and lets users make adjustments as the ads change or
as the stories develop. It also allows users to produce
accurate dummy layouts as a guideline for the final
product, long before final stories or graphics or
completed.
$149.95 retail
Soft Stream International, Inc.; 19 White Chapel Dr.;
Mt. Laurel, NJ 08054; 609-866-1187
Visionary
Color page design/layout system
Macintosh II.
Visionary is a full color design/layout system
that provides totally electronic color page design and
production. Visionary integrates text, graphics and
color, and allows rapid generation, review and
approval of color pages. Alternate designs or
different iterations may be stored on diskette. Full
color comprehensives may be output at any time
from the system's proofer. Functions include page
design/layout, input of reference quality color
photos, text composition of multipage documents,
line art creation with color breaking, color selection
and modification.
Visionary comes in three basic configurations.
The Design Station includes: Visionary software
with QuarkXPress, 36 Bitstream fonts, Macintosh II
with extended keyboard, 19-inch color monitor with
screen resolution 1,024 by 768, 8 MB memory, 80
MB internal hard disk and LAN. Primary Design
Station includes the entire Design Station plus: a
high-speed modem that transmits 19,200 bits per
second, Mitsubishi 300 dpi color thermal printer that
handles paper sizes to 11 by 17-inches, Sharp 300
dpi color scanner that handles paper sizes to 11 by
17-inches, LAN and Communications. The Gateway
configuration is located at a Scitex system site. It
provides access to Scitex Response systems. The
Gateway receives full color electronic mechanicals,
provides digital link to Scitex image
enhancement/manipulation and ~igh-end
commercial-quality output. The Gateway
configuration includes the entire Primary Design
Station plus: high-speed modem, Mitsubishi color
thermal printer, Parallel interface to Response-300
system, Screen Processor kit for Response-300, 150
Bitstream fonts and Communications.
Call for pricing (800-858-0489)
Scitex America Corp.; 8 Oak Park Dr.; Bedford,
MA 01730; 617-275-5150
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Fonts
18+ Fonts
PostScript display fonts
Macintosh Plus or larger.
18+ Fonts is a series of downloadable PostScript
fonts. They are built on an 18 point platform for
display/headline type usage (18 point or larger type).
All fonts have had extensive kerning performed on
them. All letter combinations have been kerned
while setting the font metrics. This allows for setting
the headline once and making few or no adjustments
to the letter spacing.
The first five "workhorse" fonts cover a wide
range of type styles: 18+ Serif A is a classic in the
style of Roman chiseled letters; 18+ Serif B is a
wider than average serif; 18+ Sans A is a normal
condensed sans serif; 18+ Sans B is a bi-weight sans
serif; and 18+ Sans C is a very condensed sans serif.
Call for pricing
18+ Fonts; 337 White Hall Terr.; Bloomingdale,
IL 60 I08; 312-980-0887
Adobe Typeface Library
More than 250 typefaces
512K or larger Macintosh; laserWriter.
Adobe Fonts are downloadable typefaces for all
PostScript devices.
Font families include: Palatino, ITC Bookman,
ITC Zapf Chancery, ITC Zapf Dingbats, ITC Avant
Garde, New Century Schoolbook, Optima, ITC
Souvenir, ITC Lubalin Graph, ITC Garamond, ITC
American Typewriter, ITC Machine, ITC Benguiat,
ITC Friz Quadrata, Glypha, Helvetica, Trump
Mediaeval, Melior, ITC Galliard, ITC New
Baskerville, ITC Korinna, Goudy Old Style, Sonata,
Century Old Style, ITC Franklin Gothic, ITC
Cheltenham, Park Avenue, Bodoni, Letter Gothic,
Prestige Elite, Orator, News Gothic, ITC Tiffany,
Cooper Black, Stencil, Hobo, Brushscript, Aachen
Bold, Revue, University Roman, Freestyle Script,
Carta, Lucida, Univers, Futura, Stone Serif, Stone
Sans, Stone Informal, Corona, Eurostiie, Excelsior,
Futura, Lucida, Memphis, Italia, Bel we, Caslon,
Janson and ITC Eras.
$95 to $370 retail
Adobe Systems, Inc.; 1585 Charleston Rd. ; PO Box
7900; Mountain View, CA 94039; 415-961-4400
Allotype Typographies
Downloadable LaserWriter fonts
512K or larger Macintosh; laserWriter.
Allotype Typographic fonts are true PostScript
fonts and are distributed in forms for both manual
and automatic downloading to PostScript printers.
Fonts include: Kadmos (a classical Greek font) ,
Thomson & Haber (two convenience fonts for
chemists, physicists and other scientists), Structure
(contains more than I00 chemical structures, bonds
and abbreviations), Czasy & Szwajcarskie
(adaptations of two of Adobe Systems' serif and sans
serif fonts for Polish typesetting), Demotiki
(character set for typesetting in modem Greek),
Czasy Small Caps (serif small caps for Polish
typesetting) and Tempora Small Caps (small caps
version of Adobe Systems serif font).
$40 to $160 retail
Allotype Typographies; 1600 Packard Rd., Ste. 5;
Ann Arbor, MI 48104; 313-663-1989
Art EPS Fonts
PostScript pictorial fonts
Any Macintosh ; PostScript printer or typesetter.
Art EPS Fonts are PostScript pictorial fonts.
Creating a symbol is as easy as typing a character.
Sizes can be enlarged or reduced by changing the
font point size. The symbols can be placed as
typeface characters in any program that users can
type a character in.
"Symbols International" is a PostScript pictorial
font that includes international sign symbols and
designs.
"Pie Charts" is a PostScript pictorial font that
includes a complete variety of pie charts.

•'

Fonts
"Designs Bullets Accents" is a PostScript
pictorial font that includes artistic geometric designs
and bullets and accents.
$75 each retail
Freemyers Design; 575 Nelson Ave.; Oroville,
CA 95965; 916-533-9365
The Art Importer
Creates PostScript fonts from existing artwork
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Art Importer creates Macintosh font
characters from existing artwork. Company logos,
signatures and symbols can now be used within
regular text. The program imports images from the
most popular Macintosh drawing programs and
allows users to produce them as high-resolution
PostScript fonts.
The Art Importer provides the link between the
design of a user 's artwork and its use in documents.
Drawing and redrawing artwork in a document is as
easy as selecting a character in a font. Access is as
simple as touching a key and resizing as simple as
changing font sizes.
The Art Importer generates a PostScript font
from imported Encapsulated PostScript or PICT
drawings. Once an image has been imported, the
program automatically creates screen fonts and
allows for easy editing with a built-in bit-map font
editor.
$179 retail
Altsys Corp.; 720 Ave. F, Ste. l 09; Plano,
TX 75074; 214-424-4888
ArtFonts Vol. 1, 2 And 3
Downloadable PostScript typefaces
Any Macintosh; PostScript prirlter.
Consisting of a total of six typeface families per
volume, ArtFonts are downloadable typefaces that
work with any PostScript printer. Each typeface
comes complete with the downloadable PostScript
files and corresponding screen fonts.
ArtFonts also includes a free "PictureKeys"
symbol font and a "Typeface Use and Selection
Guide" HyperCard stack.
$99 per volume retail
Tactic Software; 11925 SW !28th St.; Miami,
FL 33186; 305-378-4110
ATF Classic Type
Professional digital type that uses optical scaling and
resolution hinting; includes utility to modify kern
pairs and create new screen fonts
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 6.02 or later.
The ATF Classic Type is a collection of typestyle
favorites , borders and ornaments from T,he American
Type Founders' extensive library of typeface
designs. Typefaces include hints to produce accurate
printing at smaller point sizes and at any resolution.
Each package is complete with screen fonts,
downloadable printer fonts and kem pair tables for
about 1,000 character pairs. Also included is the ATF
Type Utility for creating and modifying kem pairs,
and for building additional screen fonts.
$95 to $195 retail; price depends on number of faces
Kingsley/ATF Type Corp.; 2559-2 E. Broadway;
Tucson, AZ 85716; 800-289-8973
ATF Type Designer
Professional type design tool for creating typefaces,
logos, etc.
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 6.02 or later.
ATF Type Designer allows users to create highquality outline typefaces. It includes, in one
integrated package, the software to produce printer
fonts, screen fonts, kem pair tables and other font
matrix information for the Macintosh, IBM PC and
other computer systems.
A user can draw characters freehand or make use
of a scanned TIFF format image as a template.
Characters are built using straight lines and curves to
generate a smooth outline of the character. Screen
fonts of any size can be generated from the outline
data. A font editor is included for tuning the smaller

sized bit maps. User-selected character pairs are
displayed in large type (2500 to 150 point) to allow
accurate positioning of characters for kerning.
$449 retail
$150 retail; optional operating systems
Kingsley/ATF Type Corp.; 2559-2 E. Broadway;
Tucson, AZ 85716; ~00-289-8973
Beverly Hills V2.0
High-quality fonts
Any Macintosh (512K required for font sizes 18 and
up); 1mageWriter 1 or JI.
Beverly Hills is a font package for the
ImageWriter and Image Writer II. The package
contains several files that make the Beverly Hills
font available for best quality output in a variety of
sizes.
The Beverly Hills font file contains the Beverly
Hills font in 11 sizes ranging from 9 to 36 point. An
additional file cohtains a 48-point size of Beverly
Hills for best quality 24-point output on 5 l 2KE and
larger machines. Still another file contains modified
24- and 48-point sizes for use on 5 l 2K machines,
with their font file size limitations.
Other files contain the Beverly Hills fonts
relabeled to allow their use in programs that do not
provide for those sizes on their menus.
Beverly Hills has several additional features that
add to its utility. It allows the use of multiple-digit
fractions with any number of digits on the top or
bottom and provides additional mathematical and
musical symbols. The font also allows entry of
variable-length horizontal lines and fine adjustment
of horizontal or vertical spacing, with one and two
pixel resolution, respectively.
$29.95 retail
ADH Software; PO Box 67129; Los Angeles,
CA 90067
Bilingual Solutions
Fonts, keyboard layouts and bilingual System
Software
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 4.1 or late1:
Bilingual Solutions include bilingual
replacements for the Chicago, Geneva, New York
and Monico fonts; complete and independent
keyboard layouts for each language; and System
Software enhancements for bilingual alphabetical
sorting.
Stanqard versions of 4th Dimension, HyperCard,
WordMaker, Vocabulary Creator DL and others can
sort foreign and English words correctly.
Keyboard layouts are sensible and easy to use,
with single-key entry of most letters. The Caps Lock
Key is the "language switch," not the font menu.
There are Bilingual Solutions for Russian,
Polish, Czech, Hungarian, Serbo-Croatian, Turkish,
Spanish, Hausa and others.
$79.95 retail
$63.95 retail; academic
glps Products; PO Box 3454; Chapel Hill, NC
27515; 800-869-9567
Bitstream MacFontware
High-quality outline typefaces
512K or larger Macintosh ; hard disk drive
recommended; LaserWriter, LaserWriter JISC or
lmageWriter.
MacFontware is an extensive library of highquality typefaces for use with a wide range of
Macintosh printers, from dot matrix to highresolution imagesetters.
Bitstream also supplies type for MS-DOS
systems, enabling users to use the same typefaces
across hardware boundaries. Documents created with
Bitstream fonts on an IBM PC or compatible will
look the same as documents created with
MacFontware on a Macintosh, down to character
spacing, line endings and page breaks.
Typeface families available include: Baskerville,
Bitstream Charter, Futura Medium, ITC Galliard,
ITC Garamond Book, Bitstream Cooper Black,
University Roman, Cloister Black, Broadway, Brush
Script, Blippo Black, Hobo, Windsor, Letter Gothic,
News Gothic and ITC Souv.enir Light.

$169 retail; per typeface package
Bitstream Inc.; Athenaeum House; 215 First St.;
Cambridge, MA 02142; 617-497-6222 or
800-522-3668
Bitstream SoftFonts
High-quality bit-map type fonts
.
Any Macintosh; Image Writer I, JI and LQ or
LaserWriter JISC.
Bitstream SoftFonts are high-quality type fonts
for use with the LaserWriter IISC. They provide a
wide range of fonts and type sizes, with high-quality,
medium-resolution (300 dpi) output in the most
popular point sizes.
There are 35 fonts available, and they match the
35 typefaces usually found in more expensive
PostScript printers. That means if users print
documents on the LaserWriter IISC and then print on
any PostScript device, such as a Linotronic
Imagesetter, the documents will match all the way
down to the character spacing, line endings and page
breaks.
These same 35 fonts also produce high-quality
output from the Image Writer I or Il or dot matrix
printer&, again with the same character spacing, line
edgings and page breaks.
Typeface families available inclucje: Swiss
Narrow, Century Schoolbook, ITC Zapf Chancery
Medium Italic, ITC Zapf Dingbats, Zapf
Calligraphic, ITC Bookman Light and ITC Avant
Garde.
$195 retail; 13 typefaces
$295 retail; 22 typefaces
$395 retail; 35 typefaces
Bitstream Inc.; Athenaeum House; 215 First St.;
Cambridge, MA 02142; 617-497-6222 or
800-522-3668
Boston II
Letter-quality typeface for ImageWriter I and Il;
current version includes Boston Ila and Boston Ilx
Any Macintosh; Image Writer I or JI.
Boston Il is a letter-quality font for printing on
an ImageWriter or similar dot matrix printer.
It includes many common symbols that standard
fonts omit, five useful fractions and a full
complement of Greek letters in upper and lowercase.
The font comes in I 0 sizes, including special
minuscules for proper subscripts and superscripts.
Boston II comes in two versions: one for most
applications and the other for MacWrite and a few
others.
$ 15 U.S. retail or $11 plus disk
Charles E. Maurer; 5 Grandview Ct.; Dundas,
Ontario, Canada L9H 5C8; 416-627-7035
Bullets & Boxes Version 1.4
PostScript font
512K or larger Macintosh; any PostScript printer.
Bullets & Boxes is a utilitarian PostScript font
for the Macintosh. It contains eight sizes of round
and square bullets and ballot boxes, so that larger
graphic symbols can be used without losing the
desired line leading. Other symbols include: the
command key, astronomical signs, arrows, filled or
open triangles, octagons, diamonds and four kerning
slashes for fraction building. Bullets & Boxes is not
copy protected.
$89 retail
Caseys' Page Mill; 6528 S. Oneida Ct.; Englewood,
co 80111; 303-220-1463
CG Type For The Macintosh
Downloadable typefaces for PostScript printers and
imagesetters
512K or larger Macintosh ; PostScript printer or
imagesetter.
CG Type For The Macintosh provides Macintosh
users with access to the extensive Agfa
Compugraphic typeface library. CG Type is
compatible with all PostScript printers and highresolution imagesetters, including the CG 9400-PS
laser imagesetter from Agfa Compugtaphic.
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Fonts
Each volume of CG Type For The Macintosh
contains a single typeface in four styles and includes
both scre<;n and printer fonts, as well as font metric
files, a foht downloading utility and the latest version
of the Apple Font/DA Mover.
$149 per volume retail
Agfa Compugraphic; Typographic Systems; 90
Industrial Way; Wilmington, MA 01887;
800-622-8973
ClickArt LaserLetters Bombay/Plymouth/Seville
Downloadable PostScript fonts for any PostScriptcompatible printer
·
512K or larger Macintosh.
ClickArt LaserLetters are downloadable
PostScript fonts. Fonts available separately include:
Plymouth, Bombay and Seville. A complete set of
foreign characters is included.
$79.95 each retail
T/Maker Co.; 1390 Villa St.; Mountain View,
CA 94041 ; 415-962-0195
ClickArt Letters l/Letters 2
High-quality, large bit-mapped fonts and typefaces
ranging in size from 24 to 72 points
Any Macintosh.
ClickArt Letters is a collection of high-quality
large-size bit-mapped fonts and typefaces ranging in
size from 24 to 72 points.
$49.95 each retail
T/Maker Co.; 1390 Villa St.; Mountain View,
CA 94041; 415-962-0195
Complementary Type
Alphabet and border fonts and custom logos and
signatures for PostScript devices
512K or larger Macintosh; PostScript printer such
as LaserWriter.
Complementary Type contains downloadable
PostScript fonts. Each comes with appropriate screen
fonts to be installed in a system file and a user guide
with tips and tricks on usage. Each of the seven disks
contain at least two fonts.
All alphabet fonts are kerned as needed and
include diacritics for foreign language usage; each
font's AFM (Adobe'Font Metrics) is included on a
user's disk. In addition, all font outlines are designed
without overlapping lines, enabling derived versions
to be printed for outline and shadow.
·
Fonts include: Fatti Patti, Cut Outs, Vertigo;
Bodettes Square, Bodettes Accent Frames, Borders;
Highland Gothic, Highland Gothic Light; Nouveau,
Kasse; Calculus, Michelle; Fletcher Gothic, Hobnob;
and Peruta Light, Peruta Medium.
The company also offers a custom logo and font
service.
$79.95 each disk retail
Software Complement; 8 Pennsylvania Ave.;
Matamoras, PA 18336; 717-491-2492 or
717-491-2495
DT Publisher II: Fonts
PostScript fonts
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive and laser
printer recommended.
DT Publisher II: Fonts is the second is a series of
desktop publishing resources for Macintosh users.
DT Publisher II includes four new PostScript fonts,
including the Jenifer Family, Jacksonville, Alison
and Manadarin.
$29.9:S retail
Softdisk Publishing, Inc.; 606 Common St.; PO Box
3()008; Shreveport, LA 71130; 318-221-8718 or
800-831-2694
EmDash FontSet l
Collection of 18 PostScript fonts
512K or larger Macintosh; LaserWriter or other
PostScript device.
EmDash FontSet 1 includes ArchiText (regular,
bold, condense<! and bold condensed), UpStart
(regular, condensed and extended), Briar (book, bold
and heavy), ArrowDynamic (regular, bold and

heavy), Caspian (book, bold, condensed and bold
condensed) and BulletsNStuff. The fonts are fully
kerned and auto-downloading.
$75 retail; complete set
EmDash; PO Box 8256; Northfield, IL 60093;
312-44 1-6699
EmDash FontSet 2,
Collection of 18 PostScript fonts
512K or larger Macintosh ; LaserWriter or other
PostScript device.
EmDash FontSet 2 consists of 18 PostScript
fonts: Konway (Book, Bold, Heavy, Condensed,
Bold Condensed, Heavy Condensed), Gendarme
Heavy and Palomar Bold. It also includes a set of
"fraction fonts" based on several resident
LaserWriter fonts: Times, Helvetica, Couner and
Avant Garde. The fonts include extensive pair
kerning and are auto-downloading for applications
that support these features.
$75 retail; complete set
EmDash; PO Box 8256; Northfield, IL 60093;
312-441-6699
Expressive Fonts
Outline font package for JetLink Express
Macintosh Plus or larger; Jetlink Express.
Expressive Fonts is an optional outline font
package for JetLink Express. It contains seven font
families consisting of 22 fonts. These include
definitions for Avant Garde Gothic, Bookman,
Helvetica Condensed, New Century Schoolbook,
Palatino, Zapf Chancery and Zapf Dingbats. These
font families (except Zapf Chancery and Zapf
Dingbats) are available in plain, bold, italic and bold
italic styles.
The addition of Expressive Fonts gives users of
JetLink Express the equivalent of the 35 fonts
available on a LaserWriter Plus and IINT.
$198 retail
GDT Softworks, Inc.; PO Box 1865; Point Roberts,
WA 98281; 604-291 -9 121 (inquiries) or ·
800-663-6222 (orders)
FindPIXymbols
Utility to locate and select specific characters in any
P!Xymbols or other font
Maci111osh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; hard disk
drive.
FindPIXymbols is a desk accessory utility that
makes it easy to locate and select specific characters
in any PIX ymbols or other font, displayed on a 14 by
16-character, scrollable 6.5-inch wide grid. Once
characters. are selected, users can copy them to the
Clipboard and paste them in any application that
recognizes MacWrite Clipboards.
The FindPIXymbols package includes
FontDisplay Ltd, a utility that displays the entire
character set of any Macintosh font in any file from 1
to 127 points. Features include: color fonts;
MultiFinder aware; 16 by 16-character table,
keyboard layout or stylesheet; sample window; any
text/font/style combination; font catalogs/summaries
detect font ID conflicts and show which are laser
fonts; and dozens of user-selectable features, such as
characters per pica.
Both utilities are bundled with every P!Xymbols
font package, as well as being available separately.
$35 retail
Page Studio Graphics; 3175 N. Price Rd., Ste. 1050;
Chandler, AZ 85224; 602-839-2763
Florens
PostScript type design
Any Macintosh; PostScript printer.
Florens is an original type design, which
simulates hand-written italic calligraphy. While
preserving the integrity of its historic roots, Florens
is a versatile contemporary script designed to meet
the need for a high-quality calligraphy font for
desktop publishing.
Each lowercase and capital letter has an
attractive flourished version. A set of more than 500
kerning pairs are included. The disk contains an art
file of the character outlines, allowing for
manipulation of shapes, strokes and fills.
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$65 retail
·Leuer•Perfect; 6606 Soundview Dr.; Gig Harbor,
WA 98335; 206-851-5158
Fluent Fonts 2.0
Set of 66 word processing and graphics bit-map fonts
512K or larger Macintosh; JmageWriter.
Fluent Fonts are a collection of word processing
and graphics bit-map fonts.
In addition to text and headline styles for more
general use, Fluent Fonts include: styles of images
and symbols for use in architecture, science,
mathematics and astrology; fonts to represent
electronic circuits and computer keys; styles that
support European languages, Slavic languages (such
as Russian, Ukrainian, Czechoslovakian and Polish),
Greek and Hebrew; decorative borders and boxes;
calligraphic scripts; and for sheer enjoyment, Meow,
which are decorative cat images.
$49.95 retail
Casady & Greene, Inc.; PO Box 223779; Carmel,
CA 93922; 408-624-8716
Fluent Laser Fonts 3.3
30 volumes of PostScript laser font families ( 115
typefaces)
512K or larger Macintosh; LaserWrite1:
Fluent Laser Fonts for business and pleasure
create eye-catching headlines and add style and
distinction to letterheads, logos, newsletters and
advertisements. More than 22 volumes of unique
PostScript-compatible typefaces are provided,
including modem versions of classic fonts,
calligraphy and styles that support Western European
and Scandinavian languages.
$89.95 retail; per volume
$160 to $300 retail; bundled volumes
$1,000 retai); complete library of 22 volumes
Casady & Greene, Inc.; P\) Box 223779; Carmel,
CA 93922; 408-624-8716
.
Fontagenix
Fonts; typefaces
Any Macintosh; JmageWriter.
Fontagenix I is a collection of 11 bit-map (dot
matrix) fonts. Fonts include: Baton Rouge,
Williamsburg, Boston, Novosibirsk, Coventry,
Galveston, Lyons, Milwaukee, Portland, St. Louis
and Des Moines.
·
Fontagenix II is a collection of 11 bit-map fonts.
Fonts include: Lilliput, Brobdingnag, Dublin,
Albuquerque, Fresno, Atlanta, Lexington, Oxford,
Prague, Trizekh and Cedar Rapids.
·
Fontagenix III (Valfonts Collection) is a
collection of 12 bit-map·fonts. Fonts include:
Burbank, North Hollywood, Studio City, Mission
Hills, Van Nuys, Chatsworth, Granada Hills, Canoga
Park, Pacoima, Sepulveda, Sherman Oaks and Da
Bronx.
Fontagenix IV is a collection of 13 bit-map
fonts. Fonts include: Pomona, Chino, Ontario, Alta
Loma, Upland, Montclair, Chinica, Helleiiica,
Judaica, Fairbanks, Pueblo, Pictograph and Circuit.
Also included is Font Display, a shareware program
for viewing and printing out fonts.
$39.50 each retail; Fontagenix I, II, III (Valfonts
Collection) or IV
$139.50 retail; all four
Devonian International Software Co.; PO Box 2351;
Montclair, CA 91763; 714-621-0973
Fontastic Fonts; Fontographer Fonts
Font families for Image Writer and LaserWriter
Any Macintosh; JmageWriter or LaserWriter.
Fantastic Fonts, for the ImageWriter, include:
Power Fonts, Doug Miles Fonts, Foreign Languages,
Math & Special Symbols, Richard Roberts Fonts A,
B & C and Power+Miles+More.
Fontographer Fonts, for the Image Writer and
LaserWriter, include: Goudy NewStyle and OldStyle,
Cooper Extra and OldStyle, Venezia and Extra,
Penstroke, Flourish, Kennerley, Abelard/Troubador,
Border I & II, Border III & IV, Borders V & VI,
Borders VII & VIII, BlackSansSerif, Block and
Printer Ornaments.

Fonts
$19.95 to $39.95 per disk retail; Fontastic Fonts
$59.95 to $79.95 per disk retail; Fontographer Fonts
Altsys Corp.; 720 Ave. F, Ste. 109°; Plano,
TX 75074; 214-424-4888
Foreign Fonts Edition
22 foreign fonts
Any Macintosh; JmageWriter.
Foreign Fonts Edition is a collection of 22 bitmap fonts. Most of the fonts have functional singlestroke accenting keys for use with special accents,
diacriticals, aspiration signs and vowel symbols.
Fonts include: Tanis, Arpad, Persepolis,
Mycenae, Sparta, Delphi, Tel Aviv, Haifa, Riyadh,
Yerevan, Vladivostok, Prague, Budapest, Dusseldorf,
Limerick, Trizekh, Lunaria, IPA, Seoul, Bangkok,
Luang Phrabang and Rivendell.
$69.50 retail
Devonian International Software Co.; PO Box 2351;
Montclair, CA 91763; 714-621-0973
Foreign Language Fonts
Complex alphabets of Asia and Eastern Europe
Macintosh Plus or larger.
To order, a user must return a license agreement
and order form. These are contained in a catalog that
has samples of typefaces and detailed information
about other services.
Services provided include: Alphabetical Sqrting
and Indexing, Automated Transliteration and Custom
Modification of Applications for these purposes.
Bilingual Dictionary Databases are in development.
LaserFonts include: Europell!lTimes,
VietnamTimes, MideastTimes, IndicTimes,
GreekTimes (includes ancient and modem Greek and
Balkan Roman alphabets), IPATimes, Cyrillic, Thai,
Khiner, Arabic, Mideast Times, Cuneiform Times,
Ugaritic Times, Amharic Times, Tamil Times,
Malayalam times, Mongolian Times, EuroTranslit
(plain/bold/italic), Georgian, Nepoli, Burmese
(plain/bold), Eurolranica, Cuneiform Oriental,
Mayam Hieroglyphs and others. Also, for Chess, the
Pillsbury LaserFont for mixing chess diagrams, play
listings and multilingual text.
Bit-map fonts include: European, Right-to-Left
Scripts, Vertically written alphabets, Tibetan, North
India, South India, Southeast Asia, Syllabaries,
Japanese and Chinese Characters, Mayan
Hieroglyphs, Egyptian Hieroglyphs and Sign
Language Writing.
$50 to $60 direct; bit-map base systems
$60 direct; Apple Script-Manager systems for
Arabic, Hebrew, Greek, Turkish, Japanese, Korean
and Chinese (sold only with other alphabet)
$60 to $120 direct; laser PostScript systems
For catalog, license agreement and order forms send ·
address label and $5
Ecological Linguistics; PO Box 15156; Washington,
DC 20003; 202-546-5862
Foreign-Language Fonts
ImageWriter and LaserWriter fonts for 150
languages
Any Macintosh ; lmageWriter or laserWrirer.
Foreign-Language Fonts consist of: MacHebrew;
MacGreek, Hebrew & Phonetics; MacGreek;
SuperFrench German Spanish; LaserCyrillic;
LaserTransliterator; LaserFrench German Spanish;
LaserHebrew; MacChinese (Mandarin or
Cantonese); LaserIPA Plus; MacThai; LaserThai;
MacHindi Sanskrit; MacAkkadian;
MacHieroglyphics; MacSemitic Coptic; MacKorean;
MacKana & Basic Japanese Kanji; MacPhonetics;
MacArabic & Farsi 2.0; MacKanji 6.0; MacCyrillic;
LaserGreek; MacGreek New Testament; MacGreek
Old Testament; MacHebrew Scriptures; MacHebrew
Scriptures Converter; MacGeorgian; MacArmenian;
MacPunjabi; MacTamil; MacCherokee;
LaserKorean; LaserTibetan; MacGujarati;
MacGaelic; and Laser Vietnamese.
$49.95 to $149.95 retail
Lingvist's Software; PO Box 580; Edmonds,
WA 98020; 206-775-1130

Framework Fonts
Border and frame fonts for PostScript devices
512K or larger Macintosh.
Framework Fonts are designed to add a new
elegance to documents, as well as produce
certificates. These downloadable laser fonts can be
printed on any PostScript printer and in any font size
that an application allows.
$79.95 retail
Resolve; PO Box 907; Vails Gate, NY 12584;
914-565-6262
Hebrew LaserWriter Fonts
Hebrew PostScript fonts
Any Macintosh .
Hebrew LaserWriter Fonts is a set of two fonts
for PostScript printers such as the LaserWriter. The
fonts may be used with Davka 's Hebrew word
processors, as well as with standard left-to-right
English programs.
$85 retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843;
Chicago, lL 60611; 312-944-4070
Hebrew Macintosh Fonts
ImageWriter fonts
Any Macintosh.
Hebrew Macintosh Fonts is a set of four Hebrew
fonts for an ImageWriter. The fonts may be used
with Davka's Hebrew word processors, as well as
with standard left-to-right English programs.
$40 retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843;
Chicago, IL 60611; 312-944-4070
Ideograf
Pictorial symbols in a PostScript font
Sl2KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
hard disk drive; laserWriter.
Ideograf are PostScript-based pictorial symbol
fonts designed to be used on 18 different versions of
localized Macintosh System software for countries
using the Roman alphabet. These versions include
Australian, British, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, Flemish,
French, French Canadian, French Swiss, German,
German Swiss, Icelandic, Italian, Norwegian,
Portuguese, Spanish, Swedish and Turkish.
Each of the characters is accessed by pressing a
key or a key plus Shift or Option. Designed for use
on the Macintosh/LaserWriter system, the fonts will
download automatically and reproduce at the ·
maximum resolution of PostScript-compatible ·
printing equipment. Character size is limited only by
the application program being used.
Ideograf 20 IO graphically represents the key or
combination of keys needed to execute a specific
command or computer procedure; Ideograf 2012
graphically represents each individual keycap
symbol shown on Macintosh keyboards; Ideograf
4015 generates international road signs and mapping
symbols; Ideograf 6011 generates graphics of
businessmen and women in conference and
presentation, as well as male/female/children figures.
$95 each retail
Page Studio Graphics; 3175 N. Price Rd., Ste. 1050;
Chandler, AZ 85224; 602-839-2763
The International Fonts
Foreign-language Image Writer fonts (Roman,
Cyrillic, Greek, Phonetic); support for hundreds of
languages including diacriticals on capitals
Any Macintosh; lmageWriter I or ll.
The International Fonts are four foreignlanguage fonts (Roman, Cyrillic, Greek and
Phonetic) designed for an ImageWriter that supports
hundreds of languages, including typing accents and
other signs above capital letters. They are available
in 12- and 24-point sizes.
$21.75 U.S. retail; $26.50 Canadian retail; overseas
add $1 U.S.
Prof. Paul Rapoport; 7 Cradock Ct.; Ancaster,
Ontario, Canada L9G 3Z5; 416-648-2181
(evenings)

KeyCap Fonts
Keycap font and graphics symbols
Macintosh Plus or larger; PostScript, JmageWriter
or laserWriter printer.
KeyCap Fonts provides four sets of symbols
useful in producing computer-related documentation.
KeyCap ovals make it easy to show people
which keys to press when learning new software. A
set of graphics symbols makes it possible to produce
screen images in documentation or to enhance any
PostScript-printed output with lines and boxes. Ten
shades of gray h&lftone screens, plus black and
white, allow the emulation of reverse-video screen
images and the addition of shading accents. KeyCap
Fonts allows users to place symbols in documents
electronically to eliminate the need for pasteup.
$149.95 retail
Paperback Software International; 2830 Ninth St.;
Berkeley, CA 94710; 415-644-2116
Lasergenix
LaserWriter fonts
512K or larger Macintosh; ImageWriter,
laserWriter or laserWriter Plus.
Lasergenix: Fractional is a collection of fonts
designed for use when printing both types of
fractions: horizontal (dash) and diagonal (slash).
Each font is sans serif and is matched (can be used in
the same style work).
Lasergenix: Fontana is a sans serif boldface font
designed for use in graphics and headline purposes,
such as advertising, display, titles and other
functions. It may be downloaded via a special utility
that is included.
Lasergenix: Riverside is a sans serif font
available in three versions: standard, bold/extended
and italic. This font has many uses for text purposes
and may be downloaded via a special utility that is
included.
Lasergenix: Sverdlovsk is a serif font and is an
extended version of Russian Cyrillic. Extended
means the font includes letters that are used in other
Cyrillic alphabet languages, as well as the characters
derived from Cyrillic that were modified and used
for languages in the Soviet Union. With this font, a
user may write in Russian, Old Russian, Serbian,
Ukranian, Byelorussian, Macedonian and a number
of Turkic and Asiastic languages using a modified
Cyrillic alphabet.
Lasergenix: IPA is a serif font designed to be
blended with Times Roman and used with the
character and symbol set of the International
Phonetics Association.
Lasergenix: Newport News is a serif text font
designed for text and headlines with emphasis in
advertising. It has superior numerals, common
fractions, boxes, bullets and borders.
Lasergenix: Cracow is a sans serif font for use
on many of the Eastern European languages using a
modified Latin alphabet. Languages specifically
covered by this font are: Polish, Czech (Bohemian),
Slovak, Serbo-Croatian (Latin alphabet version),
Slovenian, Wendish, Roumanian and Hungarian.
This font may be downloaded via a special included
utility. TypeStyler SmoothFont version included with
font.
$39.50 each retail; Lasergenix: Fractional, Fontana,
Riverside, Sverdlovsk, IPA or Newport News
Devonian International Software Co.; PO Box 2351 ;
Montclair, CA 91763; 714-621-0973
LaserLogo Credit Card Symbol Font
Symbol font containing VISA, MasterCard and
American Express logos
512K or larger Macintosh .
The LaserLogo Credit Card Symbol Font
includes MasterCard, VISA and American Express.
They can be placed on a page just as any other font
character and can be used in any size.
Custom logo fonts are also available.
$29.95 retail
George Monagle/Graphic Partners; 120 Walton St.;
Syracuse, NY 13202; 315-426-0513
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LaserPerfect Fonts
Type I PostScript fonts; foreign scripts; specialty
fonts and custom typography
Macintosh Plus or larger; LaserWriter or other
PostScript primer; System 6.0.2 or late1:
LaserPerfect Fonts are downloadable PostScript
fonts that include foreign fonts, classic book
typefaces and specialty character sets. Fonts include:
LP Ambo, LP Athina (Classical/Modem Greek), LP
Benares (Hindi/Sanskrit), LP Garajon, LP Hebrew,
LP MacSiab, LP Norfolk, LP OCR-A, LP
Phonetique, LP Digital, LP Antique, LP Neuland, LP
Kangaroo, LP Tschichold, LP Fractions, LP Athletic,
LP Oldstyle, LP Macangelo, LP Barcode39, LP
Beaton, LP Kwasha, LP Latvian, LP CryillicPlus, LP
Turkish, LP BarCodeUPC, LP Fractions (Stacked),
LP Pinyin and LP Vowel Sounds, LP Arabic, LP
OCR-B, LP PolishSans, LP Lithuanian and LP
Czech.
LaserPerfect Fonts are available in Type I
format, fully compatible with Adobe Type Manager.
All fonts are downloadable to Linotronic or
Varityper typesetters.
$59.95 to $149.95 retail
NeoScribe International; PO Box 41 O; Clinton,
NY 13323; 315-853-4427
Leed Fonts
Bilingual LaserWriter fonts
Macintosh Plus or larger; any Bilingual Solution.
Leed Fonts are bilingual LaserWriter fonts
designed by Richard L. Leed of Cornell University
for use with Bilingual Solutions. They are highquality bit-mapped fonts that take advantage of the
LaserWriter's full 300 dpi resolution. Leed Fonts
includes JO-point, 12-point and 12-point true italic
LaserWriter and screen fonts.
$39.95 retail
glps Products; PO Box 3454; Chapel Hill,
NC 27515; 800-869-9567
LetraFont Type Library And LetraStudio 1.5
Display typefaces and type customization software
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM
recommended.
The LetraFont Type Library is a collection of
display typefaces available electronically, and in
color, for desktop publishers and designers.
LetraStudio is software aimed at creating special
display type effects that may be applied to many
applications. It enables designers to work in a
traditional manner using high-resolution letter forms
in an interactive setting that provides instant visual
feedback whenever a change is made. LetraStudio
offers unparalleled type control and custom lettering
options with a wide array of line and envelope effect
rotation and foreground/background overlays.
LetraStudio designs can be reproduced with cameraready quality without inking touchups or cutting and
pasting. LetraStudio gives users the capability to
work with LetraFonts from the Letraset typeface
range, as well as with Adobe Type I and PostScript
Type 3 fonts. LetraStudio outputs Bezier format,
which can be read by both Illustrator and FreeHand.
$75 each retail; LetraFont typefaces
$495 retail; LetraStudio software (includes four
display typefaces)
Letraset USA; 40 Eisenhower Dr.; Paramus,
NJ 07653; 201-845-6100 or 800-343-8973
LetterPress CD ROM
6IO Type One ATM-compatible PostScript typefaces
on CD-ROM
Macintosh Plus or larger; PostScript laser primer;
AppleCD SC or compatible.
LetterPress CD ROM contains 6 IO Type One
ATM-compatible PostScript typefaces on a CDROM disc. The typefaces are original designs
licensed from such companies as ITC,
American/Kingsley, VGC and others. The disc
represents a convenient library of the most
commonly used typefaces, ranging from text and
copy faces to decorative advertising and headline
fonts.

$199 retail; entry-level disc (20 fonts)
$4,999 retail; all fonts
$25 per font retail; Image Club Typeface Library (in
disk format)
Image Club Graphics; 1902-11 th St. SE, Ste. 5;
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2G 3G2; 403-262-8008
or 800-661-9410
LinoFont
Digital type library
Any Macintosh.
LinoFont is a digital type library containing
more than 1,500 styles, with additional fonts
constantly being released. The fonts are in PostScript
format and use the NFNT font ID numbering
scheme.
Macintosh users equipped with a PostScript or
compatible laser printer can use these type I or 3
fonts, many of which are ITC registered. They can
be purchased individually or in a variety of
quantities. EPS outlines of the fortts are also offered
to faci litate the creation of custom logo forms using
such popular software as Adobe Illustrator or Aldus
FreeHand.
$75 to $149 retail; per typestyle
$9.95 retail; catalog (refundable upon first font
purchase)
_
Linographic Services, Inc.; 770 N. Main St.; Orange,
CA 92668; 714-639-0511or800-854-0273
The Linotype Library
Postscript fonts
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Linotype Library is a collection of more
than 600 high-quality PostScript fonts for the
Macintosh. It contains many of the original designs
of some of the most popular typefaces in use today,
including Helvetica, Optima and Palatino.
PostScript typefaces from The Linotype Library
can be used with any PostScript-compatible printer,
including the Apple LaserWriters and the Linotronic
laser imagesetters.
$185 retail; packages vary
Linotype Co.; 425 Oser Ave.; Hauppauge,
NY 11788; 516-434-2000 or 800-426-7705
Linotype's Concert Series
Complete collection of Postscript typefaces from
The Linotype Library
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Linotype's Concert Series contains the complete
library of high-quality PostScript typefaces and a
collection of utilities to make installing and handling
fonts easy. The current Linotype Library exceeds 600
typefaces, with more being added almost daily.
Typefaces included in the Concert Series include
the latest releases from Linotype and have been
"harmonized" to eliminate font numbering conflicts.
Downloading of typefaces to output devices can be
done automatically to any output device that has a
hard disk. The Series also enables automatic
installation.
Current subscribers to The Linotype Library can
upgrade to the Concert Series for a nominal cost.
Prices vary according to configuration
Linotyp;e Co.; 425 Oser Ave.; Hauppauge,
NY 11788; 516-434-2000 or 800-426-7705
Mac The Linguist 2
Phonetic fonts
Any Macintosh; lmageWriter or LaserWrite1:
Mac The Linguist 2 contains phonetic fonts
designed for linguists and other language specialists.
They include: LinguistG, LinguistNY, Lilliput,
LGeneva and LNew York.
The fonts in~lude 217 printing symbols; the most
frequently used symbols from the International
Phonetic Alphabet and other transcription systems;
all letters and symbols needed to write Albanian,
Basque, Czech, Estonian, Hungarian, Icelandic,
Latin, Latvian, Lithuanian, Navajo, Old English,
Polish, Romanian, Serbo-Croatian, Slovak, Turkish,
Vietnamese and other languages that cannot be
written with standard Macintosh fonts; and 26
distinct types of diacritics, with variations for use
with characters of different widths in both upper and
lowercase.
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$40 retail
Megatherium Enterprises; PO Box 7000-417;
Redondo Beach, CA 90277; 213-545-5913
MacTut/ProGlyph 2.0
Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic fonts and artwork
Any Macintosh.
The MacTut disk is half clip art (Egyptian
borders, motifs and gods) and half hieroglyphic fonts
(Alexandria, Aswan, Heracleopolis, Hermopolis,
Memphis and Thebes).
ProGlyph is a collection of fonts based on
Egyptian hieroglyphs. It comes with the ArtRoundup
desk accessory, the BigCaps desk accessory for
reproducing inscriptions, a font character application
and a Geneva-compatible Diacritics font for creating
transliterations.
$49.95 retail
Duhl-Click Software, Inc.; 9316 Deering Ave.;
Chatsworth, CA 91311; 818-700-9525
The Monotype Typeface Library
Typefaces
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Monotype Typeface Library has more than
70 classic volumes, containing more than 300 styles,
of Type I PostScript language typefaces produced
with software tools licensed from Adobe Systems,
Inc. They feature original classic text types, unique
display faces, script faces and more.
$135 to $265 retail; per three or six face volume
Monotyiie Typography, Inc.; 53 W. Jackson Blvd.,
Ste. 504; Chicago, IL 60604; 312-855-1440 or
800-666-6897
Monster Fonts
8 MB of fonts
Any Macintosh.
Monster Fonts is 8 MB of fonts in a IO-disk
(SOOK) collection that covers every imaginable font
usage, from modem display to cursive. Image Writer
and LaserWriter fonts are cataloged in families and
include a stand-alone Guided Tour sample, "About
Fonts" tutorial, font-related utilities, desk accessories
and documents.
A free catalog is available on request.
$49.95 retail
Showker Graphic Arts & Design; 15 SouthGate Ct.;
Harrisonburg, VA 2280 I
PIXymbols
PostScript-based special purpose pictorial symbol
fonts
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM; Font/DA Mover 3.8;
external disk drive or hard disk drive; Laser\Vriter.
PlXymbols are PostScript-based special purpose
pictorial symbol fonts for use on the
Macintosh/LaserWriter system, and any PostScript. compatible printer or high-resolution typesetter.
Fonts are installed once, and they will download
automatically to the printer. Screen fonts are
provided in sizes appropriate to each specific font.
Included on every PlXymbols disk is
FindPIXymbols desk accessory, which makes it easy
to locate a specific character in any P!Xymbols font.
PIXymbols 0 IO I generates pictorial symbols for
use in newsletters and other documents; 2000
consists of computer-related graphics symbols,
including standard Mac icons; 2005 creates a graphic
representation of all Mac keyboard keys; 2008
creates a graphic representation of all IBM PC, AT
and PS/2 models keyboard keys; 2011 shadow-boxed
key symbols with Command Keys labels for Mac
and IBM instructions is a heavier version of2013,
with shadow boxes; 2012 IBM keys symbols to
complement 2011 (same style), with an unshifted
alphabet, keyboard symbols S\ICh as %, &, #, :, {,
etc.; 2013 is a thin line version of 201 l; 2014
International key symbols, including all keys, F-keys
and symbols used on Mac keyboards in Europe and
French Canada; 2107 /09 is used to create PC screens
on any Mac, or dump them from a PC on a Mac II,
via a DOS emulator; 2113 is a font to complement

Fonts
2013, with an unshifted alphabet, keyboard symbols
such as%, &,#,:, {, etc.; 2114 has all the characters
in 2113, with a styled shaded-key shape (all
command keys show symbols used internationally);
2115 is a shaded font, similar to 2114 (command
keys are labeled in English); 3000 includes five taskoriented Braille fonts; 3050 has graphic elements for
the design of forms; 320 I incorporates chess and
checker pieces, as well as board elements to generate
chess, checkers and backgammon boards; 3202
generates chess commentary; 4005 generates
international traffic signs and symbols; 40 I0
generates outline U.S., as well as maps and dropshadows of each of the 50 states; 4011 contains more
than I00 road construction-related illustrative traffic
signs, drawn according to U.S. Dept. of
Transportation specifications (for plotter output);
4012 contains more than 100 U.S. road and traffic
signs for use in travel-related documentation; 4018
travel and recreation symbols in positive format;
4019 travel and recreation symbols in reverse format,
on black shields; 500 I symbols for use in everyday
business communications; 5002 generates pictorial
symbols for use in demographic charts, graphs and
presentations; 60 I 0 businessmen and women in
conferences and presentations; 6015 has pictorial
symbols relating to health care for use in
documentation and newsletters; 8001 (Highway
Gothic "C"), conforms to U.S. Dept. of
Transportation specifications for highway signs;
8004/05, 8007/08, 8006/09 are TV listing symbols
for newspapers; 80 I 0/12 generates numerals and
letters in boxes and circles; 8014 comprises four
digital display fonts and includes PIX ymbolsCiocks
to create analog and digital clocks and calendar
displays; 8015 generates 750 telephone buttons and
phone symbols; 8020 is a universal fraction
generator in serif typestyle; 8022 is a universal
fraction maker in a sans serif typeface; 8025 includes
apothecary symbols, plus a serif universal fraction
generator; 8051 contains astrological and related
glyphs, signs and mystic symbols; 8052 is a
collection of astrological glyphs; 8062 is an Art
Deco specialty display typeface; and 8160 is a
calligraphic italic font with a hand-drawn flavor.
$60 to $145 each retail; $48 to $I 05 each direct
Page Studio Graphics; 3175 N. Price Rd., Ste. 1050;
Chandler, AZ 85224; 602-839-2763
Postscript Type Sampler
Book of PostScript type samples printed on the
Linotronic at 1,270 dpi
PostScript Type Sampler is a book of PostScript
type samples. It is contained in a 3-inch ring binder.
$75 retail
MacTography; 326-D N. Stonestreet Ave.; Rockville,
MD 20850; 301-424-3942
PrintBar
Bar-code fonts
Any Macintosh.
PrintBar is a collection of Code 39, Interleaved 2
of 5, UPC, EAN and PostNet bar-code fonts that
enable users to print bar codes on an Image Writer,
LaserWriter or high-resolution printers, such as the
Linotronic L-100, L-200 and L-300.
Code 39 is the most popular symbology because
it allows a user to encode both alphabetic and
numeric characters in varying lengths. Interleaved 2
of 5 bar codes may also vary in length, but only
characters 0 - 9 may be used. The advantage of this
symbology is that the printed .codes are
approximately half as long as similar codes printed
in Code 39. UPC and EAN bar codes are used on
retail items and are fixed length. PostNet is the U.S.
Postal Service bar code found on bulk mail or
business reply envelopes.
$225 retail; per volume (quantity discounts
available)
Bear Rock Technologies; 6069 Enterprise Dr.;
Diamond Springs, CA 95619; 916-622-4640.

Publishing Packs
Typeface groups
Macintosh Plus; BOOK disk drive; PostScript printer.
Publishing Packs includes a group of typefaces
that work especially well together in a particular
application. There are three Packs to choose from.
One for newsletters, one for forms and schedules and
one for displays and presentations. Each package
consists of typefaces specially selected by experts in
typography and graphics design. Also included is a
how-to booklet from each expert, with tips on how to
use a type style for maximuin effect.
$395 retail; Publishing Pack I: Newsletters
$475 retail; Publishing Pack 2: Forms & Schedules
$475 retail; Publishing Pack 3: Displays &
Presentations
Adobe Systems, Inc.; 1585 Charleston Rd.; PO Box
7900; Mountain View, CA 94039; 415-961-4400
Scriti
Indian language PostScript typefaces
Any Macintosh.
Scriti is the family name of a comprehensive
range of Indian language PostScript typefaces. There
are multiple typefaces in all the Indian scripts, i.e.,
Devanagari (Hindi), Urdu, Gurumukhi (Punjabi),
.Bengali, Gujarati, Oriya, Telugu, Kannada, Tamil
and Malyalam.
Scriti fonts are Fontographer generated and
conform to Govt. of India standard ISCH coding.
Phonetic keyboard layout is used for simplified text
entry. Built-in kerning ensures precise character
alignment. Scriti fonts are available in three weights
(thin, medium, bold) and have screen bit maps in
various sizes. The fonts are copy protected and are
downloadable using the font downloading utility
provided with each disk. The fonts work with all
word processing and page layout packages and all
PostScipt laser pri~ters and imagesetters. Screen bitmap fonts can be used with the ImageWriter.
$150 to $450 U.S. retail
Ivy Systems Limited; E-5, Qutab Hotel; New Delhi
- 110 016, India; 11-686-390 I
SMK
Foreign language fonts for Image Writer and
LaserWriter
512K or larger Macintosh.
SMK GreekKeys includes a keyboard program
and two fonts for the ImageWriter (Salamis and
Sparta) that enable a user to type and print the.
characters and diacritical marks used in classical and
biblical Greek.
SMK Attika is a.PostScript Greek font for the
LaserWriter.
$30 retail; GreekKeys
$40 retail; Attika
SMK; 5760 S. Blackstone Ave.; Chicago, IL 60637;
312-947-9157
Spring Fonts
PostScript type designs
Any Macintosh; PostScript printer.
Spring Fonts is a PostScript font package
comprising two original type designs - Spring
and SpringLight, depicting a fluid calligraphic
brush script in two weights. They are designed
for advertising and graphics design usage, including
headlines and titles, and to lend special emphasis
to text.
More than 500 kerning pairs have been assigned
to each font to ensure optimum spacing and letter
joins. Each font comes complete with a full set of
255 characters (matching that of Adobe Systems),
including foreign language characters, European
accents, diacritical marks, mathematical symbols and
special dingbats. In addition to the PostScript printer
fonts and multiple sizes of bit-map screen fonts, the
disk contains outline art files for both fonts.
$95 retail; two-font family
Letter•Perfect; 6606 Soundview Dr.; Gig Harbor,
WA 98335; 206-851 -5158

Studio 231 Typeface Collection
Fonts
Any Macintosh; PostScript-compatible printer.
The Studio 231 Typeface Collection consists of
20 font volumes. Each font disk contains six fonts, a
bit map (.bmap) for each font, Printerfile (AFM) and
Studio Downloader.
$99 per volume retail
The Software Shop; 233 Bedford Ave.; Bellmore,
NY 11710; 516-785-4422
Superfonts Version 1.5
Collection of 23 Image Writer fonts
Any Macintosh.
Superfonts is 'a collection of 23 fonts. Each font
is supplied in at least two sizes, most come in at least
three sizes and many come in five or more sizes.
Fonts include: Baby Teeth, Broadway, City,
Firenze, Futura, Gallia, Honda, Ivy League,
Microgramma, Orbit, Parisian, Peignot, Playbill,
Relief, Stencil, Russell Square and Crossfire.
$29.95 retail
Software Apple-cations; 146 S. Hiawatha Dr.;
Hailey,. ID 83333; 208-788-0175
TFCrossword
Typeface that automates the assembly of crossword
puzzles
Any Macintosh; hard disk drive recommended.
TFCrossword is a font family in two weights that
allows easy crossword puzzle assembly in any
Macintosh word processor or other program, for both
"solved" and "unsolved" puzzles. It includes
"hinting" routines to produce a clean appearance and
supports European languages.
$89.95 retail
Treacyfaces, Inc.; 111 Sibley Ave.; Ardmore,
PA 19003; 215-896-0860
Treacyfaces Typeface Collection For The
Macintosh
Typefaces; include "hinting" routines
Any Macintosh; hard disk drive recommended.
Treacyfaces is a typeface collection for the
Macintosh. Each typeface/font product package
includes: four weights of the Treacyfaces original
typeface family (usually a regular weight, italic, bold
and bold italic); full ASCII complement of
characters accessible by the Mac; PostScriptcompatible outline fonts for each weight; standard
bit-map fonts from 10 through 24 point, plus
extended bit-map font range, including several sizes
from 36 to 60 point; PostScript-compatible "art"
files, which display each entire character set and
allow modification of the outlines; special
characters, including ballot boxes and fractions up to
/32nds; kerning pair tables (750± per typeface
weight); and a free subscription to the Treacyfaces
typeface newsletter.
$170 retail; each "4-weight" package
Treacyfaces, Inc.; 111 Sibley Ave.; Ardmore,
PA 19003; 215-896-0860
Typefaces For Desktop Publishing
PostScrip.t typeface information
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM; BOOK floppy disk
drive; hard disk drive; HyperCard.
Typefaces for Desktop Publishing offers users
the ability to browse and learn about every typeface
currently available for PostScript printers. For each
type family, users may click on buttons that bring
forth further information about the type's screen
fonts , printer fonts, vendor and pricing information
and usage hints. More than 800 typestyles are
included on two SOOK disks.
The stack also provides desktop publishers with
the ability to calculate the effect changes in typeface,
typesize or leading will have on their copy length.
Additional information is also included about the
book upon which the stack is based, Desktop
Publishing Type & Graphics. This book offers the
desktop publisher the ability to view the many
options in typefaces, text arrangement and graphic
elements, before committing time and/or money to
any particular selection.
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Fonts
$24.95 retail
Publishing Resources, Inc.; 1750-1 30th St., #602;
Boulder, CO B0301; 303-442-B221
UPC Font
Prints PostScript UPC Version A bar codes
Any Macintosh; laserWriter.
The UPC Font enables users to print PostScript
UPC Version A bar codes using the most popular
word processors, page-layout programs and labelprinting programs.
The font includes a downloadable PostScript
version, which is copied into the System Folder and
a bit-mapped version (or screen font) , which is
installed in the System File with the Font/DA Mover.
Also included is the HyperCard application,
UPCMaker, which automatically calculates the UPC
check character digit, prints sample bar codes and
creates text files of properly-encoded UPC numbers
that can be copied into other applications. It also
permits the use of a bar-code reader to scan an
existing UPC bar code, which can then be printed or
saved to a text file.
$219 retail
TPS Electronics; 404 7 Transport St.; Palo Alto,
CA 94303; 415-B56-6B33
Works Of Art Laser Fonts Volume One
Five type styles for PostScript laser printers
Macintosh Plus or larger; PostScript printer.
Works Of Art Laser Fonts Volume One provides
five distinctive PostScript typefaces for laser
printers. It includes both text and display faces for
added distinction in any publication. Text fonts
include Modem and Oxford Condensed in plilin,
bold, italic and bold-italic styles. Display fonts
include Celeste, Circus (plain and gray styles) and
Old German.
$99.95 retail
Springboard Software; 7BOB Creekridge Cir.;
Minneapolis, MN 55435; 612-944-3915 or
800-445-4780
World Class Fonts!
Bit-mapped typefaces
Any Macintosh (some of the larger fonts require
512KE or larger Macintosh).
World Class Fonts is a collection of bit-mapped
typefaces. Most fonts come complete with foreign
characters (for French, German, Italian, Spanish and
Scandinavian languages); many with fractions and
some with symbols, icons and built-in borders. The
BigCaps and DefaultFont desk accessories are
included, along with the FontCharter application.
The Originals Vol. 1/2 includes everything from
practical text fonts to large and unusual display
faces, as well as symbol, border and foreign
language (Greek, Hebrew, Russian) fonts.
The Stylish Vol. 3/4 includes unique and
distinctive text fonts in an extremely large array of
sizes.
The Giants Vol. 5/6 contains selected ultralarge
sizes from families contained in The Originals and
The Stylish volumes.
The Triples Vol. 7/B contains fonts for use with
24-pin printers, such as the Image Writer LQ.
LaserType Vol. 1 - 9 includes five legible screen
sizes for each typeface. Type alphabets are complete,
including diacritics, symbols and ligatures.
$79.95 per volume retail; three BOOK disks
$79.95 per volume retail; LaserType (two SOOK
disks)
Dubl-Click Software, Inc.; 9316 Deering Ave.;
Chatsworth, CA 91311; 818-700-9525
World Class LaserType
PostScript typefaces
Macintosh Plus or larger.
World Class LaserType is a collection of
PostScript typefaces. Each typeface comes with no
less than five legible screen sizes. The alphabets are
complete with a to z, diacritics, symbols and
ligatures. They are drawn from scratch and fully

kerned. Each set of two BOOK disks includes
FontCharter, BigCaps, DefaultFont, LW .Download
and Font/DA Mover.
$79.95 per volume retail
Dubl-Click Software, Inc.; 9316 Deering Ave.;
Chatsworth, CA 913 ll; Bl B- 700-9525

Forms Software
lstScan 4.1
Forms generator with database interface
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive;
Image Writer or laserWriter; scanner, digitizer or
paint program.
lstScan is a forms generator with a database
interface.
After drawing a form with any paint or draw
program or digitizing an existing form , IstScan 's
"smart-scan" feature reads the TIFF, PICT or
MacPaint file and creates data-entry fields in any
hollow square or underline. The result is an exact
reflection of the form that is ready to format, enter
data into and print out.
Data entered into the form automatically creates
a 1stDesk data file or is added to an existing file.
Data types can be defined as data, date, time,
sequence, computed, integer, decimal or currency.
Forms can be printed out blank or with data from any
1stDesk data file merged into the fields.
$195 retail
lstDesk Systems, Inc.; 7 Industrial Park Rd.;
Medway, MA 02053; 508-533-2203 or
B00-522-2286
SO Classic Business Contracts
Business contract templates
512K or larger Macintosh ; BOOK disk drive.
Classic Business Contracts is a collection of
more than 50 contracts most often used in business.
Categories include corporate contracts, .buying and
selling a business, lease agreements, copyrights and
trademarks, partnership agreements, employment
contracts, credit contracts and more.
A Hypertext legal dictionary provides point-andclick access to hundreds of legal terms withiq the
contracts.
All contracts have been thoroughly proofread
and provide a fill-in-the-blanks format.
$49.95 retail
Aardvark Development Labs, Inc.; Ste. 4, Red Bud
Cove; Austin, TX 7B746; 512-327-2255 or
B00-336-B002
Business LetterBase Vl.O
Expandable letter database with writing guide
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; HyperCard.
Business LetterBase is an expandable letter
database of 200 "proven" business form letters
organized into 12 categories: Collection, Credit,
Marketing and Sales, Customer Relations, General
Bookkeeping, Inter-Office, Secretarial, Management,
Personnel, Government, Thank-You and Your Credit.
Each category contains a letter index for fast
access to any individual letter and special tips for
better letters. Letters can be transported to other
packages, printed, edited and deleted.
A companion letter writing guide is included,
featuring reference tools such as state abbreviations,
forms of address, punctuation tips, parts of the
business letter and design tips.
$99.95 retail
Aardvark Development Labs, Inc.; Ste: 4, Red Bud
· Cove; Austin, TX 78746; 512-327-2255 or
B00-336-B002
Business Letters To Go!
Business letter templates; letter writing guide
512K or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive.
Business Letters To Go! is a collection of 175
"proven" business letter templates in business
categories such as marketing/sales, customer
relations, personnel, secretarial, governmental,
management and more.
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It includes a detailed online Hypertext business
letter-writing guide that allows point-and-click
access to hundreds of useful definitions, notes and
tips on effective business letter writing.
All letters contain data fields identified for mail
merge, and letters can be copied and edited into
nearly every Macintosh application.
The program is not copy protected.
$49 .95 retail
Aardvark Development Labs, Inc.; Ste. 4, Red Bud
Cove; Austin, TX 7B746; 512-327-2255 or
B00-336-B002
CompuForms
Premade templates for use with My Office
Any Macintosh.
CompuForms is a software package designed to
work with My Office. It is comprised of
approximately 25 premade templates that contain
fields in which a user may insert data. Examples
include: invoice, ledger, purchase orders and more.
$29 .95 retail
DataPak Software; 14011 Ventura Blvd., Ste. 507;
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423; BlB-905-6419
Draw Forms
MacDraw business forms
512K or larger Macilllosh; lmageWriter or
laserWriter.
DrawForms is a disk of MacDraw business
forms and form construction kits. The disk includes
two types of files.
The first of the two files are form construction
kits for routine forms production. These files and
their documentation guide a user through a
systematic approach to producing forms and
eliminate normal measuring required for setup. They
include: 4up business cards, 2up raffle tickets,
invitations and 4up membership cards.
The disk also includes the following forms
designed with MacDraw: memo form, invoice,
inventory log, credit application, computer disk
labels, purchase orders, expense reimbursement
forms, late notice, estimating form and more.
$79.95 retail
Resolve; PO Box 907; Vails Gate, NY 12584;
914-565-6262
ExecuForms
Premade templates for use with Executive Office
Any Macintosh.
ExecuForms contains a selection of more than
20 Executive Office templates for invoices, billing
statements, product cost calculations, personnel
information, daily calendar, check book
reconciliation and other office needs. These
templates can be utilized as is, or can be modified for
personal needs.
$29.95 retail
DataPak Software; 1401 l Ventura Blvd., Ste. 507;
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423; BIB-905-6419
Fast Forms 2.0
Forms design and management
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 6.0 or larer;
lmageWrirer or laserWrirer.
Fast Forms is a forms management system that
allows users to create and fill in forms on a
Macintosh. Once forms are created, Fast Forms lets
users fill in and print their forms from within the
application, or by using the separate Fast Forms
Filler included in the package.
The Fast Forms drawing program enables users
to produce professional-quality forms with gray
scales, hairlines, variable type sizes, reversed (white)
type, text editing and more.
Users place data entry fields on their form where
information is filled in. Fast Forms will format fields
and perform calculations automatically. Users can
save and search for forms after they 're filled in. Fast
Forms also exports data to other software, or imports
data to batch print information onto any form.
$179.95 retail
Power Up Software Corp.; 2929 Campus Dr.; San Mateo, CA 94403; BOO-B51-2917 or B00-223-1479 in CA

Forms Software
Federal JobLink
Complete package of the latest SF 171 application,
supportive forms and information for persons
seeking federal government employment
Any Macintosh ; MacDraw I or II.
Federal JobLink is a complete system for
persons seeking employment in the federal
government. It provides the most requested forms of
federal agencies. The 20-page reference guide
provides clear, understandable instructions for where
to start and what to do in obtaining federal
employment, how to produce a well-organized
application using JobLink's page numbering scheme
with modified pages and; most important, how to
easily update a current application.
There are 27 pages of forms , a listing of Federal
Job Information Offices and online help on the forms
disk. Each form appears on the screen. Users answer
the questions, place a blank sheet of paper in the
printer, select print and the form with answers is
printed in one step.
.
$59.95 retail; specify MacDraw I or II
Multisoft Resources; PO Box 235; Washington
Grove, MD 20880; 301-977-6972
Flexform Business Templates
Electronic forms
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM;
PageMaker.
Flexform Business Templates is a library of
professionally created electronic forms. Each
template was designed by information specialists
using the SmartForm Designer to fit the specific
needs of many business applications. The templates
can be used as-is or customized with logos and other
special features.
· Flexform Business Templates Volumes I and II
are assortments of useful, contemporary forms
including invoices, accounts receivable documents,
accounts payable records, personnel and payroll
records, inventory control documents and other
forms essential to running an efficient and profitable
business.
$89.95 retail
Antic Software; 544 Second St.; San Francisco,
CA 94107; 415-957-0886, 800-234-7001 or
800-234-7123 (dealers)
InFormed
Forms design and management
Macintosh Plus or larger; BOOK disk drive.
The Informed Designer allows the creation of
any office forms. With specialized drawing tools,
tables and data fields can be made as easily as
drawing a box. Existing forms can be scanned or
drawn and information can be printed with the forms
or as data only on preprinted forms.
The Informed Manager is used to fill out existing
forms. All data formatting, error checking and
calculations are performed a_utomatically.
Information can be shared between forms through a
powerful lookup feature. Because the Manager is
also a database, forms can be sorted, searched and
retrieved quickly and easily.
$295 retail; Designer
$195 retail; Manager
Shana Corp.; #105, 9650 20th Ave.; Edmonton,
Alberta, Canada T6N 1G1 ; 403-463-3330
MacForms
Business forms on disk
512K or larger Macintosh; any program that reads
MacPaint files .
·
MacForms is a collection of more than 100
different business forms on disk. The forms can be
filled·out oil a Macintosh, typed or completed by
hand. They can be printed out as needed, as well as
customized with logos.
A variety of forms are included for: accounting
and financial management, purchasing and materials
management, personnel and time management and
sales and project management.
$79.95 retail

Desktop Graphics; 7208 Francisco Dr.; Ft. Worth,
TX 76133; 817-346-0556
Maclnvoice 1.0
Fills in, prints and saves invoices
512KE or larger Macintosh; lmageWriter or
LaserWriter.
Maclnvoice, designed for small businesses and
individuals, minimizes the tedium of invoicing while
adding the convenience of printing, saving and
generating reports.
Features include: customization of fields;
calculates tax, taxable and total automatically;
entries can be made with a single keystroke; the
ability to save invoices as text files; consecutively
numbered invoices; printing black invoices; recall
and update; the ability to print summary journals;
and more.
$69.95 retail
Synex; 692 10th St.; Brooklyn, NY 11215;
718-499-6293
Master Forms
Automated business forms package
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 6.0 or later.
MasterForms is a collection of more than 90
commonly-used business forms. MasterForms
documents are preset by TrueForm Set-Up and can
be used immediately with TrueForm Fill-Out. The
forms are stored in TrueForm file format.
TrueForm is a form processing program from
Adobe that automates forms. TrueForm Fill-Out
enables users to quickly and easily fill out any
MasterForms documents. Documents have preset
field sizes and locations, as well as spreadsheet-style
calculations - users simply enter data.
MasterForms documents are set in Times
typeface and filled out in Courier typeface for
printing on PostScript and LaserWriter printers.
$79 retail
JLA Computer Services; PO Box 444; Kulpsville,
PA 19443; 215-855-5159
Paper Keyboard Vl.2
Translates hand-printed information on printed forms
into data understood by database, spreadsheet and
other computer applications
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM; optical"
scanne1:
Paper Keyboard reads handwritten paper forms
for data entry. Users fill in forms by block printing
letters; numbers and punctuation. When complete,
the form is scanned with a standard desktop scanner.
The software converts the scanned form into ASCII
data records that can be read into any database or
spreadsheet program.
One operator may load data from forms filled in
by many people. The program checks for valid data
entries and allows the operator to make corrections
while the form is being read.
Forms may be designed with any page layout or
word processing program using the supplied fonts
for data entry areas. A laser-quality printer is
required.
$595 retail
Datacap, Inc.; 5 W. Main St.; Elmsford, NY 10523;
914-347-7133
PropsFQrms V2.0
Clip art business forms in PICT file format
Macintosh Plus or larger; LaserWriter or
LaserWriter II.
PropsForms is a collection of professionalquality clip art business forms. PropsForms
documents are not paint graphics, but draw and text
objects that can be printed at the highest possible
resolution. More than 90 most commonly used
business forms are stored on two double-sided SOOK
disks as PICT documents.
Most Macintosh drawing, page layout or
presentation programs can read PropsForms
documents directly from the disks, allowing users to
edit and add other clip art and digitized logos.
$79 retail
JLA Computer Services; PO Box 444; Kulpsville,
PA 19443; 215-855-5159

SmartForm Assistant 1:1
Completes and manages electronic forms created
with SmartForm Designer
Macintosh Plus or larger.
SmartForm Assistant is an intelligent tool for
completing and managing electronic forms created
with SmartForm Designer. I! provides contextsensitive help, choice lists, automatic calculations,
error checking and automatic formatting and
completion. Completed forms can be printed with
high-resolution printers or stored electronically for
fast sorting and searching. Data can also be imported
from and exported to an external database or
spreadsheet.
Features include: automatic date stamps and
form numbering; sort and search completed forms
for alternate viewing, printing and exporting; print
blank form or completed form with or without form
layout; and more.
·
·
$49 retail
$750 per 50 users retail; site license
Claris Corp.; 520 I Patrick Henry Dr.; PO Box
58168; Santa Clara, CA 95052; 408-727-8227
(customer relations), 800-544-8554 (U.S. upgrades)
or 800-334-3535 (U.S. dealers)
SmartForm Designer 1.1
Creates professional paper and intelligent electronic
forms quickly
Macintosh Plus or larger.
SmartForm Designer is an advanced tool
specifically created to quickly design professional
forms. It can be used for simple or complex forms,
such as expense reports, invoices, tickets and mailing
labels. Forms can be printed with high-resolution
printers for manual completion or distributed
electronically for online completion with SmartForm
Assistant. A forms inventory can be maintained
online for easy updating and sharing.
Features include: specialized form tools; graphic
tools; user-definable and movable rulers;
independent metric for horizontal and vertical
measurements; variable line widths; customized font
sizes with reverse, condensed and extended type;
customized line spacing; flexible alignment, rotation
and grouping; repeating groups and duplicating
options; exactly specify object size and location;
reduce and enlarge from 25 to 400 percent; rounded
comers for rectangles; multipage forms with master
page for headers and footers; automatic page and
field numbering; gray and shading patterns; pen, line
and fill patterns; and more.
$399 retail; includes one copy of SmartForm
Assistant to fill-in and manage forms electronically
Claris Corp.; 5201 Patrick Henry Dr.; PO Box
58168; Santa Clara, CA 95052; 408-727-8227
(customer relations), 800-544-8554 (U.S. upgrades)
or 800-334-3535 (U.S. dealers)
SoftForms
22 business forms on disk
Any Macintosh.
SoftForms is a collection of commonly used
business and personal forms that have been created
as MacPaint data files for a Macintosh and placed on
a single diskette.
·
The collection includes an employment
application, customer invoice, time and materials
invoice, purchase order, routing slip, payment
reminder, memo, call report, monthly calendar,
credit-application form, bank account statement,
speed gram, things-to-do list, and more. Once a user
customizes a form for a company, one may print out
a master ahd send it to a local printer for duplication.
$39.95 retail
Artsci, Inc.; PO Box 1848; Burbank, CA 91507;
818-843-4080
SoftLetters
50 original form letters for all occasions
Any Macintosh.
SoftLetters is a comprehensive data disk of prewritten letters that loads into a word processor the
same way a user would load documents from a data
diskette. Once loaded, the program allows a user to
customize, change or use any of the 50 letters as is. _
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The following list is a sample of the categories
of letters included: collection letters, complaints,
declining requests, employment, information
requests, sales, termination/resignatjon, apologies,
sympathy, congratulations and thank you notes.
$19.95 retail
Artsci, Inc.; PO Box 1 8~8; Burbank, CA 91507;
818-843-4080
Softview FormSystem
Forms design
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Softview FormSystem is a forms design program
that allows users to generate original, professionallooking forms and to create complex fotmsprocessing functions.
Once a form is designed, the program
remembers the graphical relationship between
individual fields of entry. When changes are made to .
an individual field, all other elements of the form
adjust automatically to maintain the visual integrity
of the form.
Once input, customized instructions for each
individual entry field can be called up on demand by
data entry personnel for assistance in completing
forms online. The program provides expanded
arithmetic capabilities. To integrate database files
with a user's custom-designed forms, Soft View
FormSystem reads most major database file formats
and writes reports using a user 's forms as the report
layout. Once inserted into the form layout, all
database files can be altered at the form level.
Call for pricing
Softview, Inc.; 1721 Pacific Ave., Ste. 100; Oxnard,
CA 93033; 805-388-5000 or 800-622-6829
TrueForm
Computerized completion of any form
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Trueform is a forms processing package
designed to automate users ' existing forms. It allows
users to transition from paper to computerized forms
without any change to the forms they are familiar
with.
With Trueform, users can import their electronic
forms from popular drawing and page-layout
programs. It accepts EPS, PICT and MacPaint files.
Trueform also allows users to take advantage of
their existing paper forms by directly scanning them
in and immediately filling them out. It reads
prescanned forms saved in TIFF format and supports
scanners with the Apple standard scanner interface.
Trueform also features powerful spreadsheet
capabilities; includes a set of sophisticated data
sharing features; and includes a 4th Dimension
printing module.
$395 retail
Apobe Systems, Inc.; 1585 Charleston Rd.; PO Box
7900; Mountain View, CA 94039; 415-961-4400

Information Management
Address Book Plus
Creates address book pages, phone lists, labels,
rotary-file cards and envelopes in electronic or paper
form
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 6.0 or later;
Image Writer pr laserWriter.
Address Book Plus lets users manage names,
numbers and other information, and giv.es users the
flexibility to take this data with them wherever they
go. Information is entered and maintained using an
easy-to-use data entry form. Users can print data in
five different formats: address book pages, rotary file
cards, mailing labels, phone lists and envelopes. In
adcjition, the program imports and exports data in a
variety of formats. Address Book Plus also includes
a separate DA for quick searching and dialing.

$89.95 retail
$129.95 retail; with leather wallet
Power Up Software Corp.; 2929 Campus Dr.; San
Mateo, CA 94403; 800-851-29 17 or 800-223-1479
in CA
Business Class
International travel planner
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM; two disk drives; hard
disk drive recommended; HyperCard; telephone
dialing device or modem required for automatic
dialing.
Business Class turns a Macintosh into an
informative travel planning and international
information tool. It allows a user to access thousands
of helpful and practical travel facts about countries
around the world.
'fhe program combines graphics and stacks of
categoriied informatiort to provide thousands of
practical travel facts for more than 65 countries
worldwide. It gives users instant access to 13
categories of practical, social and cultural
information.
Users can customize the travel stacks to fit their
needs and link the stacks to other stacks and
HyperCard applications.
A built-in telephone interface allows instant
connection with phone reservation systems of
international airlines, hotels and car rental agencies.
The program also allows a user to print out
complete itineraries, maps and other informative
travel documents.
$49.95 retail
$99 .95 retail; bundled with Focal Point
HyperWare from Activision; 3885 Bohannon Dr.;
Menlo Park, CA 94025; 415-329-7630
Business Systems Navigator II (BSN II) Vl.1
Integrated business and systems planning
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
HyperCard; Microsoft Excel (optional).
Business Systems Navigator II (BSN II) is a
HyperCard-based application for strategic business
and systems planning development. It offers a
comprehensive business analysis and planning
process for determining business strategies, assessing
competitive leverage and selecting investment
opportunities. BSN II is divided into six major
planning phases, including: Business Analysis,
Leverage Analysis, Environmental Analysis,
Opportunity Analysis, Investment Analysis and
Implementation Planning.
BSN II offers a comprehensive and practical
approach to business and/or systems planning,
allowing executives to identify critical business
factors, evaluate competitors and identify strategic
initiatives, key business systems and emerging
technologies. It is both flexible (choose the planning
phase, step or technique) and easy to use (point and
click to select options), with complete online help
screens, data definitions and reports for each
planning phase.
$195 per workstation retail
$295 per workstation retail; Developer Version
Softouch Software, Inc.; 5200 SW Macadam Ave.,
Ste. 255; Portland, OR 97201; 503-241-1841 or
800-829-1841
Calendar Creator
Custom calendars
Macintosh Plus or larger; lmageWriter or
laserWriter.
Calendar Creator helps users keep any calendar
- from corporate to personal - neat, accurate and
up-to-the-minute. Users can merge separate
schedules into daily, weekly, monthly and yearly
calendars.
Calendai: Creator can handle appointmems,
deadlines, schedules, pay days, holidays and more.
Calendars can be sorted and printed by time, using
either the 12- or 24-hour clock. Calendar options
include: daily, two-day, one-week, one-week
"schedule," two-week, monthly, one- to six-month
"sideways," yearly and text-only. Calendars can be
customjzed with options for business week (fiveday) and extended weekend formats. Users can also
set their own beginning and ending dates.
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$59.95 r.etail
Power Up Software Corp.; 2929 Campus Dr.; San
Mateo, CA 94403; 800-851-2917 or 800-223-1479
in CA
Contact Manager
Coordinates business activities and contacts
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; System
5 .0 or later.
Contact Manager deals with a large number of
business contacts, specifically tracking and planning
follow-up calls, meetings, presentations and other
interactions.
Contact Manager, geared for anyone dealing
with outside agencies, companies and people,
enables its users to coordinate their activities and
contact history per client.
$395 retail; single user
$695 retail; multiuser (one to three users)
$195 retail; each additional users
First Logistics, Inc.; 43-08 53rd St.; Woodside,
NY 11377; 718-397-5927
Dynodex - The Instant Address Book 1.1
Lets users print double-sided address pages
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive preferred; laserWriter or sheet fed printer;
telephone dialing device or modem required for
automatic dialing.
Dynodex - The Instant Address Book is a
prograll) that allows users of personal organizers,
such as Filofax, Day-Timer and others, to print their
own double-sideo address pages. A user may create a
personal database of names, addresses and ph9ne
numbers, import from or export to any t~xt-based
application and print address pages and phone lists
that fit standard personal organizers. Dynodex also
features automatic dialing, international address
formatting, find-search-replace and online help.
· 'fhe company's pre-perforated, pre-punched
Dynodex Instant Address Book Paper fits any sheetfed printer and easily converts to loose-leaf personalorg~nizer pages. The Dynodex package includes
software, 100 sheets of Dynodex paper, alph~betized
divider tabs and a six-ring utility binder with seethrough slipcover for custom cover designs and
la~els.

$149.95 retajl; Dynodex
$24.95 retail; 100 sheets of white or 80 sheets of
colored paper
Portfolio Systems, Inc.; 158 Flushing Ave.;
Brooklyn, NY 11205; 718-935-9501 or
800-729-3966
Executive Management System (EMS) Vl.5
Executive information management tool
Macintosh SE or larger; 2 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; HyperCard; Oracle for Macintosh ; Microsoft
Excel.
EMS is an effective tool that enables executive
management to plan, review and analyze their
critical information base. EMS provides management
with both "micro" and "macro" perspectives of key
data. The system provides the capability for
executives, functional managers and key staff
analysts to easily access and display key information
about their organizations and to include information
on: critical success measures, strategic
projects/programs, financial measures, key
customers, summary sales by market category and
product line, prospective customers, major quality
programs, key competitors and key huinan resources.
Executive Management System provides users
with a wide variety of reporting and analysis tools. to
tum data into valuable information. Data can be
retrieved from any SQL database and then be
consolidated, reviewed and analyzed using
recognized management reporting and analysis
techniques.
$495 per workstation retail; Run-time only (not
modifiable)
$995 per workstation retail; Developer Version
(includes source code and developer 's manual)
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Information Management
$29.95 retail; demo
Softouch Software, Inc.; 5200 SW Macadam Ave.,
Ste. 255; Portland, OR 97201; 503-241-1841 or
800-829-1841
Focal Point U
Personal information manager
Macintosh with I MB of RAM; two disk drives ; hard
disk drive recommended; HyperCard.
Focal Point II is a personal information manager
that offers a range of tools for time management,
project m'1J1agement, resource management and
telecommunications.
With Focal Point II, users start out with eight
intelligent links and timesaving features, including
daily and monthly appointment calendars, a daily todo list, phone directory and log, note pad with letter
launcher and an application launcher.
Users can schedule and manage tasks, delegate
responsibilities and track projects smoothly and
effectively. Focal Point II merges all project-related
tasks to the daily to-do list for a quick overview, and
tracks all aspects of the project with full reporting
capability.
With Focal Point's Messaging and Task
Manager, users on a Macintosh network can send
messages and delegate tasks to others over the
network.
$199.95 retail
TenPointO; 3885 Bohannon Dr.; Menlo Park,
CA 94025; 415-329-7630
Hyper-Action I.Q2
Professional information manager
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; hard disk
drive.
Hyper-Action is a professional information
manager used to consolidate and bring order and
control to a user's daily personal, sales and business
activities. It consists of more than 45 fully integrated
common background stacks completely written in
HyperTalk with no copy protection.
Features include: creation of monthly sales
projections by client, company and product line;
conversion of leads to prospects and/or clients;
conversation timer and posting to client time billing;
global data and person searches; hierarchical
document, notes and picture classification;
import/export of tab or comma delimited
files/mailmerge; indexing; maps; the ability to merge
any two stacks by any or all fields; mini corporate
tree; mini otitliner; multiple alarms; online.help; post
all calendar events from daily to weekly and
monthly; sales projections; sales reports;
simultaneously sort on multiple fields; status
reporting; sticky notes; user-redefinable fields and
labels; and more.
$94.50 retail
Multi Solutions, Inc.; 123 Franklin Comer Rd., Ste.
207; Lawrenceville, NJ 08648; 609-896-4100
HyperCard
Personal tool kit for using, customizing, creating
information
Macintosh with I MB of RAM; BOOK floppy disk
drive; hard disk drive.
HyperCard is a personal tool kit that gives users
!he power to use, custo!llize and create new
information using multiple information types such as
text, graphics, video, music, voice and animation. It
includes HyperTalk, an easy-to-use, English-based
scripting language that provides users with the
ability to design and write their own software.
The program is based on card stacks, each
containing information. The number of cards is
limited only' by the storage capacity of a user's disk.
Users can browse, sort, make notes, type or draw on
these cards in the same manner as paper index cards.
Cards can be linked to other cards by adding
"buttons." A user CllJI activate a button and link a
card or part of a card to another card or stack of
cards. Buttons can also perform a variety of tasks,
such as dialing the telephone, sorting a stack or

finding a videodisc sequence.
$49 suggested retail; CD-ROM version available
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996-1010
HyperWorks Organizer
Task/time organizer
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
The HyperWorks Organizer is a system of
interconnected HyperCard stacks that help users
manage and control their time, tasks, deadlines and
expenses in two major ways.
First, HyperWorks Organizer organizes all
personal and business information, such as client or
customer data; keeps track of appointments and
automatically transfers follow-up actions to the "to
do" section of a user's calendars; dials the phone;
and records expense records. Daily, monthly and
yearly calendars are automatically updated. Users
can track activities and keep track of costs incurred.
Expenses can be sorted and viewed by category,
account or project, and totaled or flagged as a
personal or business expense.
Second, by using HyperCard technology, the
Organizer dynamically integrates all of these
different areas. Users enter information only once,
but that information can be organized and reused in a
thousand different ways.
$99.95 retail
Timeworks, Inc.; 444 Lake Cook Rd.; Deerfield,
IL 60015; 708-948-9200
Information List Manager
Configutable information management tool
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; two BOOK
disk drives or hard disk drive ; HyperCard I .2 or
later.
Information List Manager is a HyperCard stack
that provides a configurable/general-purpose
information management tool. Each of the program's
main data fields is completely configurable. The
program also comes with several built-in screen
configurations, including reference material
cataloging, a mailing list, an invoice/billing screen, a
personnel list and client/sales profile sheet.
Program commands include sorting by category,
a find command that can perform general purpose
and/or searches using primary and secondary text
items with or without a category Specification, a list
generator that allows a user to create lists of almost
any desired format, a link command that allows for
up to five links per data card and provides an autolink capability for user-selected subjects, a picture
command for associating a picture with any data
card, online help, a manual monthly calendar and
daily schedule and more.
$79.95 retail
South West Software Design and Consulting, Inc.;
PO Box 23795; Tempe, AZ 85285
IT
HyperCard-based personal information and time
management system

Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; two BOOK
disk drives or hard disk drive; HyperCard.
IT is a HyperCard-based personal information
and time management system consisting of a number
of integrated, interactive tasks. It automates many of
the features found in the popular DayTimer-type
organizer. !T's calendar and personal information
stacks use intelligent lookup and linking functions to
assist in the management of a user 's personal affairs.
Because IT was created using HyperCard, it can be
easily modified to suit a user's requirements.
Features irclude: pop-up help windows, data
export, logically linked stacks, auto phone number
lookup, intelligent To Do list, free-form appointment
entry, defines up to three search criteria, auto startup, auto backup, robust stack navigation, follow-up
messages and a calendar building function.
$49.93 retail
Intuitive Technologies Corp.; 2407 Wilshire Blvd.,
Ste. 409; Santa Monica, CA 90403; 213-202-9147

Mac Personal Class V2.0
Personal information organizer
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; hard disk
drive ; HyperCard.
Mac Personal Class is a personal information
organizer that provides users with the ease of
recording vital personal information. It tan be
custom tailored to fit any special personal needs.
Categories covered include: family data,
personal wills, assets and liabilities, insurance
information, important documents, burial
information, ownership certificates, benefits, real
estates and investment data.
Features include: auto installation of Mac
Personal Class button on a user's home card; selfregistration procedure to avoid duplicated data input;
detailed online help screens; the ability to add
additional cards and make modification of any fields
if needed; printed documentation and "Read Me"
files in both MacWrite and Microsoft Word;
hierarchical siructure design for menus and
categories in the stack; and is not copy protected.
$59 retail
Quadmation, Inc.; 1016 E. El Camino Real, Ste. 160;
Sunnyvale, CA 94087; 408-733-5557
MacDocument
Document management systein
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM.
MacDocument is a specialized reference
database that allows users to create references to any
information and then locate those references by
clicking the mouse.
References can be made to books, newspaper
stori~s. legal documents, magazine and journal
articles, office correspondence, personal mail or any
written information. On average, about 1,300
references can be stored on an SOOK disk.
Also included is Merge-Extract, a program that
can be used to extract references from a
MacDocument database to combine with other
MacDocument databases.
$95 retail
$15 retail; demo
Kentrex, Inc.; 806 Broad St., Ste. 85; Chattanooga,
TN 37402; 800-888-5368
MacPhonebook 2.0
Creates a database of names, addresses anCI phone
numbers
512KE or larger Macintosh; lmageWriter or
laserWrjter.
MacPhonebook creates a database of names,
addresses and phone numbers and prints them in
three convenient size books: the Little Black Book,
Date Book or Directory. Organized by categories,
names can be selectively printed. Each entry allows
three numbers. Black vinyl covers are included.
$79 .95 retail
Synex; 692 10th St.; Brooklyn, NY 11215; 718-4996293
MBA>DistList
Memo distribution list manager
Macintosh Plus or larger; 4th Dimension.
MBA>DistList is a memo distribution list
manager. It allows a user to store a list of executives
and their internal mailing addresses; attach a series
of key words describing the various distribution lists
each person is on; generate memo distribution lists
by key word; delete old, inaccurate lists; and
centralize distribution operations.
MBA>DistList is a multiuser-ready, relational
database application with unlocked, open source
code and a license to modify the program to suit a
user's needs.
$189 retaii; unlimited users
Generation Four, Inc.; 3232 San Mateo NE, #199;
Albuquerque, NM 87110; 505-294-~2!0
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$485 retail; includes 4th Dimension Runtime
The Automation Group; 340 Townsend St., Ste. 432;
San Francisco, CA 94107; 415-777-9167

MBA> TraveLog
Travel and expense planner and log
Macintosh Plus or larger; 4th Dimension.
MBA>TraveLog is a travel and expense planner
and log for corporate departments and small
businesses. The program allows for advances and
reimbursements, as well as credit card and cash
expenses.
It stores travel itinerary infonnation for each
trip; has a vehicle mileage log for fleet or personal
vehicle usage; and records infonnation needed for
tax purposes.
MBA>TraveLog is a multiuser-ready, relational
database application with unlocked, open source
code and a license to modify the program to suit a
user's needs.
$189 retail; unlimited users
Generation Four, Inc.; 3232 San Mateo NE, #199;
Albuquerque, NM 87110; 505-294-3210

SideKick: The Desktop Organizer
Desktop management
512K or larger Macintosh; two 400K or one BOOK
disk drive; Hayes-compatible modem.
SideKick: The Desktop Organizer is a collection
of office management desk accessories, including
personal infonnation files with flexible reporting and
printout capabilities. SideKick supports both voice
dialing and a Hayes-compatible communications
program that operates at 300/ 1,200/2,400 baud.
An array of timesaving programs include
Calendar Book; Outlook: The Outliner; MacPlan:
The Spreadsheet; Calculator+; Notepad+;
ReadiPrinter; Ma:cTenn; MacDialer; and more.
$99.95 retail
Borland International; 1800 Green Hills Rd.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 408-438-8400

MIS Policy Manager
MIS policies
Macintosh Plus or latger; HyperCard.
MIS Policy Manager is a comprehensive set of
MIS policies that cover all key aspects of MIS
functions , to include systems planning, systems
development, computer operations, data
administration and infonnation center operations. It
is designed as a HyperCard-based product to easily
search, display, edit and print MIS policies.
The MIS policies cover more than 78 discrete
topics of MIS functions. The MIS Policy Manager
focuses on the best industry approaches for
developing and managing successful systems, to
inclu'de the use of prototyping systems to confirm
system requirements and deliver quick results,
selecting key user-managers to plan and direct
strategic system programs, and using an infonnation
center operation to assist end-users with ad-hoc
infonnation requests.
·Tue MIS Policy Manager is designed to provide
a comprehensive framework for customizing specific
policies to fit a user's particular MIS organization.
The MIS Policy Manager defines key tenns and
concepts f\)r each policy area to ensure
understanding and scope of policy applicability.
$295 retail
Softouch Software, Inc.; 5200 SW Macadam Ave.,
Ste. 255; Portland, OR 97201; 503-241-1841 or
800-829-1841
Organizer+ Vl.5
Tracks clients, "to do" lists, phonelogs, projects, mail
merge, etc.
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; HyperCard.
Organizer+ is a set of HyperCard stacks for
keeping track of names, addresses, appointments, todo lists, notes, phone logs and projects. Organizer +
is completely integrated. Users may move from one
part of the system to another by clicking icons.
Organizer + provides a file launcher as a
gateway between Organizer+ and other Macintosh
applications, documents or HyperCard stacks. The
Launcher has 10 pages, each contains two scrolling
lists of files. Clicking on the file name opens the file.
$79.95 retail
Dazzi; 2 Chandler Ct.; Columbia, MO 65201 ;
314-874-8657
The People File
Name and address database with fonn letters
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
The People File is designed to manage
information on people, whether for telemarketing,
direct mailing or mailing lists. It includes multipage
fonn letters, multiple mailing label and envelope.
formats , searching on key data and an unlimited
number of user-defined codes.
The People File may be customized to l)leet a
user's specific needs.
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Stuffware
Information management
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; hard disk
drive.
Stuffware products are infonnation management
applications for the office, home and school, which
are designed to increase produciivity by automating
tasks. They are designed to help users organize, store
and recall ideas, contacts, activities, inventories,
diaries, periodicals, lecture notes and more. Each
application requires about a half hour to master,
without programming. Users have the flexibility to
tailor Stuffware applications to meet their own
needs. Included are many useful examples. Data can
be imported or exported from each Stuffware
application.
Initial applications include inventory, journal and
reference (library) programs.
$59.95 retail; Know Your Stuff (inventory)
$79.95 retail; Journal Stuff
$129.95 retail; Reference Stuff
Working Systems, Inc.; 18800 Highway 99, Ste. J;
Lynnwood, WA 98036; 800-825-9999
SuperCard
Personal software tool kit
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; Macintosh
II; 2 MB of RAM (for color).
SuperCard allows users to create personal
applications that have the look and feel of
conventional Mac programs, including full color
paint and draw, multiple window types (including
resizable windows and dialog boxes}, cards of any
size, multiple files (stacks) open at the same time,
custom menus and the ability to assign "button"
properties to any object, including paint and draw
graphics.
The program uses the SuperTalk scripting
language, an extension of HyperTalk, that includes
new commands for SuperCard' s additional graphics
functions for animation and for managing windows
and menus.
SuperCard is HyperCard compatible and will
translate all stacks, scripts, XCMDs and XFCNs.
Users can save their SuperCard applications as
stand-alone applications that don 't require SuperCard
to run and that can be distributed without a license
fee.
$199 retail
Silicon Beach Software; PO Box 261430; San Diego,
CA 92126; 619-695-6956
Task Master
Management productivity tool
512K or larger Macintosh.
TaskMaster is an integrated productivity tool .
designed for a manager who needs to keep track of
complex projects, tasks and general "things to do."
It provides a full database capability, with
sophisticated querying, and keeps track of contacts,
clients, tasks and projects. Infonnation in the various
databases may be mail-merged to a built-in editor or
to a word processor.
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Oiher .features include the ability to generate
bot_h type envelopes and mailing labels for printed or
blank forms; provides area codes of the world; and
the ability to time stamp all generated reports.
$99.99 retail
SourceView Software International; 1601-F Sutter
St.; Concord, CA 94520; 415-685-3634
Total Quality Management System (TQM) Vl.3
Quality program planning and management
Macintosh SE or larger; 2 MB of RAM; hard disk
di·ive; HyperCard; Oracle/or Macintosh.
TQM provides the complete programs,
requirements and criteria for achieving the
prestigious Malcolm Baldrige National Quality
Award. The NQA module allows users to set the
status by date of each individual criteria \\!ithin each
requirement to plan, implement and track the
progress·and performance of quality programs. Plan
vs. actual comparisons and reporting by program and
organization results are provided to allow users to
analyze the progress and results of their quality
program implementations.
In addition, TQM provides management the
capability to plan, review and analyze quality
programs by organization. Quality assumptions, case
studies, cause and effect diagrams, quality function
deployment charts and pareto analysis are some of
the techniques available in TQM for analyzing
quality status and developing strategic programs to
improve quality, lower costs, improve customer
service and create a competitive advantage.
$295 per workstation retail; Run-time only (not
modifiable)
$395 per workstation retail; Developer Version
(includes source code and developer 's man·ual)
$29.95 retail; demo ·
Softouch Software, Inc.; 5200 SW Macadam Ave.,
Ste. 255; Portland, OR 97201; 503-241-1841 or
800-829-1841

Integrated Software
Colleague 2
Business management software
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; lmageWriter or LaserWriter.
Colleague is business management software that
incorporates such all encompassing business
functions as appointment calendar; client/prospect
files; invoicing; job tracking; checkbooks; general
ledger; sales, expense, and accounts receivable
reports; arid direct mail management into a single
unique interactive application.
Colleague's fast, single-entry method allows
infonnation to be shared throughout the system. File
management is organized around the "Client
Infonnation" window, which displays infonnation
ranging from account balance to -personal data.
The "Jobs" window features unique automated
pricing and job tracking functions, as well as the
ability to compile bids, purchase orders and invoices,
all from a single input screen.
Colleague's "Daily Calendar" manages a user 's
daily activities. The "Checks" menu imports vendor
infonnation from the "Clients" file. Colleague can
handle an unlimited number of checking accounts.
4th Dimension Runtime is included with the
package.
$395 retail
$ lO retail; TourGuide demo
Colleague Business Software, Inc.; 10000 Research
Blvd., Ste. 210; Austin, TX 78759; 512-345-9964
Excellent Exchange
Excel template clearinghouse
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Excel.
. Excellent Exchange is a software clearinghouse
that provides a marketplace for Microsoft Excel
users in search of specific programs. It also serves as
a marketing outlet for authors cif Excel-compatible
programs.

Integrated Software .
Hundreds of programs in business and scientific
fields are available through the service, and new
listings are continually being added.
For most programs listed, there is an inexpensive
($2) demo version that provides potential users with
a try-before-you-buy option, and Excellent
Exchange 's software authors are often available to
provide customized programs that fit specific user
requirements.
$4 retail; catalog and sample disk
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 800-888-7667
Executive Office V.4. 7
Integrated office system
512K or larger Macintosh .
Executive Office is an integrated software
program made up of different word processing,
database, desktop forms design, mail-merge and
spreadsheet modules that interact with each other.
All program functions are centered around its
primary database that is visually represented on
screen as a three-drawer filing cabinet. The program
can import data from MacWrite, MacPaint and other
text and SYLK files.
Word processing capabilities include document
preparation, two-column newsletter printing,
paragraph formatting and multiple document
viewing. File management features include
searching, listing, report generation and more. Forms
within the program can be linked by using the
program's "floating memory-cells" and allow
applications to be linked. The databases hold as
many records as disk space permits and each record
is retained in the main database within a file folder.
$249.95 retail
DataPak Software; 14011 Ventura Blvd., Ste. 507;
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423; 818-905-6419
The Microsoft Office
Four business-productivity applications
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM: two BOOK
disk drives or one BOOK disk drive and hard disk
drive; System 6.0.2 or later; Finder 6.1 or la/el:
The Microsoft Office contains four industrystandard applications to meet a user's daily software
requirements: Microsoft Word word processing
program; Microsoft Excel spreadsheet with business
graphics and database; Microsoft PowerPoint
desktop presentations program; and Microsoft Mail
electronic mail program. The Microsoft Office
contains all the essential tools to help business
professionals manage the work they perform daily:
writing memos, letters or long documents; analyzing
financial or other numerical information; presenting
ideas to customers, employees and upper
management; and sharing information with others in
the organization.
The Microsoft Office on CD-ROM offers
complete online documentation, multimedia product
introductions and tutorials and more than 100 MB of
complementary third-party software, in addition to
the four Microsoft applications.
$849 retail
$949 retail; CD-ROM version
Microsoft Corp.; One Microsoft Way; Redmond,
WA 98052-6399; 206-882-8080
Microsoft Works 2.0
Integrated package that includes word processor with
spelling checker and mail merge, database with
reporting, spreadsheet with charting, drawing with
page layout and communications
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 6.0.2 or later;
HyperCard 1.2.2 or later (for tutorial); modem (for
communications).
Microsoft Works is a set of five integrated
business tools that include a word processor,
database, spreadsheet, communications and drawing.
The word processor lets users create
personalized form letters with the mail merge
function; cut and paste tables, lists and charts into
professional documents; and enrich letters and
reports with the drawing tool.

The spreadsheet contains 64 built-in functions to
analyze statistics, manage finances and develop
forecasts. Users can choose from among pie; bar, line
and combination charts, then enhance business
graphics with the drawing tool.
The database module can store up to 60 fields of
information in each record. Users can view the data
in either forms or lists, and print up to eight different
reports for each file. For analyzing information,
users can sort or query the database by different
criteria.
·
The communications tool lets users transfer
information to and from other computers or access
.data from online services while they work on another
module. Communications supports the Xmodem and
MacBinary file transfer protocols, and emulates
VT52 and VTlOO terminals.
Works drawing tool lets users create graphics
and logos with its object-drawing tools, link columns
of text for designing newsletters and even flow text
around arcs and lines.
Works comes with a tutorial, practice files and
online help. It also includes recorder macros for
automating longer tasks and a print preview feature
for viewing documents before printing. The five
modules work together and users can work on up to
14 separate files simultaneously.
$295 retail
Microsoft Corp.; One Microsoft Way; Redmond,
WA 98052-6399; 206-882-8080
My Office V.4.0
Personal office system
Any Macintosh.
My Office is a software program that handles
files electronically the same way any user in a
typical office would.
The program comes with an archive feature that
allows the saving and retrieving of files using backup
media. It also lets users design and file their own
office forms such as stationery, letterhead, invoices
and more. Once the forms have been created, a user
may enter data, and then file and/or print them. It
also allows a user to create custom graphic designs.
$99 retail
DataPak Software; 14011 Ventura Blvd., Ste. 507;
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423; 818-905-6419
Pro•Desk
Office automation integrated software
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 5.0 or larger;
printer.
Pro•Desk is an integrated productivity tool that
provides basic computer functions , such as letter
writing with merge, data and form manipulation,
reporting, spreadsheet, drawing and graphics,
expense tracking, appointment scheduling with
reminders, Rolodex, envelope printing and
telecommunications.
It is designed to be attractive to corporate users
of Macintosh computers, either as a personal
productivity tool or as desktop workstation software.
In addition, Pro•Desk can be configured as a vertical
application and may be targeted at small-business
users to perform basic data manipulation, forms
generation and retrieval and professional record
keeping.
$499 retail; site license available
Mission Accomplished Software Services, Inc.;
10615 Bradbury Rd.; Los Angeles, CA 90064;
213-870-2441
RagTime3
Integrates word processing, spreadsheet, business
graphics and desktop publishing capabilities
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM
recommended; hard disk drive.
RagTime 3 lets users combine word processing,
spreadsheet, desktop publishing, business graphics
and pictures in a fully integrated environment. It is
designed for Macintosh knowledge workers who
produce written reports, memos, newsletters and
other written documents, and who also need
complete spreadsheet, graphics and desktop

publishing in one package. The integrated functions
can be used on screen simultaneously and combined
on one printed page.
RagTime 3 includes spell checking available in
14 languages, a full-functioning spreadsheet (16,000
rows and 253 columns) and business graphics, all of
which can be dynamically linked. RagTime also
supports 32-bit color and direct image scanning. The
program imports MacPaint, PICT, PICT2, EPS,
TIFF, Color TIFF, TIFF compressed and Intel
pictures; MacWrite, MS Word 3, WriteNow and
ASCII text formats; and SYLK spreadsheet formats.
$599 retail
RagTime USA; 400 Walnut St., Ste. 501 ; Redwood
City, CA 94063; 415-780-1800
Utility Works
Tools for Microsoft Works
512K or larger Macintosh .
Utility Works includes 12 handy tools for use
with Microsoft Works. These include a mailing label
template, date math, an outlining template, a basic
accounting worksheet, Zip code database, area code
database, font tools, Works notes, log charting,
Works shortcuts, Works resource directory and a
calendar template.
$50 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 800-888-7667
WordPerfect Office For The Macintosh
Electronic mail, calendar, notebook and file manager
512KE or larger Macintosh; I MB of RAM;
AppleShare, Tops or Netware.
WordPerfect Office is a compilation of business
productivity tools that include electronic mail,
calendar, notebook and file manager.
Mail allows users to send and receive mail
across local area networks. Users can attach text
files, graphics, programs and macros to messages.
Mail also includes tracking, retraction, sensitivity
protection, tele-talk and broadcast functions.
Calendar allows users to schedule memos,
appointments and to-do lists and includes an autodate feature for scheduling repetitive events.
Notebook is a small flat-file database manager that
allows users to create company-wide or personal
databases. It also includes sorting, searching and
auto-dial capabilities. File Manager allows users to
manage their files/folders with features such as copy,
delete, rename and move. Users can also search for
text strings or word matches within files/folders.
Call for pricing
WordPerfect Corp.; 1555 N. Technology Way; Orem,
UT 84057; 801 -225-5000
WorksPlus Command
Macro package for use with Microsoft Works
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; Microsoft Works.
WorksPlus Command is a macro package for use
with Microsoft Works. It starts with new commands
and features, as well as the ability to record
commands and then play them back with a single
keystroke. It also includes a full macro programming
language.
Command has built in macros that 'define and
select style rules for word processing documents;
automatically generates table of contents and indexes
for word processing documents; prints multicolumn
labels from a database; performs global search and
replace in database and spreadsheet documents; fills
down in database; resizes a picture; converts to all
upper, lower or mixed case; dials a user 's telephone
from database, word processing or spreadsheet
programs; and more.
•
The Command macro programming language
can be used to extend and customize Works.
$149.95 retail
Lundeen & Associates; PO Box 30038; Oakland,
CA 94604; 415-769-7701or800-233-6851
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WorksXchange
Microsoft Works template clearinghouse
512K or larger Macintosh .
WorksXchange is a clearinghouse containing
more than I00 templates, databases and tutorials
tailored especially for Microsoft Works owners. It
provides a marketplace for Works users in search of
specific programs, as well as a marketing outlet for
authors of Works-compatible programs.
In addition to software, users receive a free
Program of the Month, a current catalog of available
software, tip sheets and more. A low-cost demo
version is available with most programs.
$4 retail; sample disk and catalog
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 800-888-7667

Bulk Mailer V3.25
Mail list management systems
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
hard disk drive; lmageWriter or LaserWrite1:
Bulk Mailer and Bulk Mailer Plus are mail list
management systems with the capability to print
labels for up to 90,000 names per list. Each program
contains duplication elimination, various sorting
capabilities, the ability to utilize all of the fonts and
styles available with a user's system, mail merge,
envelope printing and more.
$149 retail; Bulk Mailer
$350 retail; Bulk Mailer Plus
Satori Software; 2815 2nd Ave., Ste. 560; Seattle,
WA 98121; 206-443-0765

Macro Generators
QuicKeys 1.2
Keyboard enhancer
512KE or larger Macintosh.
QuicKeys allows assignment of commands or
actions to keystrokes. The program can define key
presses to run documents and programs, select menu
items, run FKeys, insert current date and/or time,
execute more than a dozen mouse movements, insert
text strings, perform click and drag sequences and
perform combinations of these commands or actions
- all with a key press.
DialogKeys, a companion program, lets a user
use key presses to "click-in" buttons, check boxes or
radio buttons in dialog boxes.
QuickAccess is the utility' program specifically
designed for QuicKeys to create, modify and
combine sets of defined keystrokes. It will also
install sets into QuicKeys and print keyboard
templates for easy reference.
$99.95 retail
CE Software, Inc.; PO Box 65580; West Des
Moines, IA 50265; 515-224-1995
Tempo 1.2
Macro utility
Any Macintosh.
Tempo is a macro-producing tool with features
that include editing a macro, pausing for text entry,
branching on a logical command and transferring
information between unrelated programs.
It can also be used to enhance nearly any
Macintosh program that adheres to the standard user
interface.
Other features include: support for all
Macintoshes; installs over the 15-DA limit; defaults
to Command; and Option key codes.
$99 retail
Affinity Microsystems, Ltd.; I050 Walnut St., Ste.
425; Boulder, CO 80302; 303-442-4840 or
800-367-6771
Tempo II
Macro utility
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
Tempo II is a new version of Tempo 1.2, a macro
utility. In addition to incorporating all the features of
Tempo 1.2, Tempo II adds window-relative
recording of mouse clicks, autopaste macros, smart
menu macros, Tempo pop-up menus and universal
macros, which are especially useful for DAs and the
extended keyboard. Macros may also be played by
keying in their whole name.
$149.95 retail
Affinity Microsystems, Ltd.; 1050 Walnut St., Ste.
425; Boulder, CO 80302; 303-442-4840 or
800-367-6771

Labels And Envelopes Deluxe is a desk
accessory that works with all Macintosh word
processors and data managers, including HyperCard,
to print single labels, envelopes, file cards or
complete mailing lists.
It lets users choose the fonts, type sizes and
formats that meet their needs and remembers their
preferences automatically. It accepts a variety of the
most popular business forms, ranging from I-inch
labels to 3- by 5-inch post cards or any other
common label stock. It supports graphics logos and
messages, laser printers and Image Writers.
$45 retail
Eastgate Systems, Inc.; PO Box 1307; Cambridge,
MA 02238; 617-924-9044

DirectMail
Labels, envelopes, addresses and form letters
512K? or larger Macintosh ; System 6.0 or later.
DirectMail provides a complete solution for
labels, envelopes, addresses and form letters.
Features include: accessible within any program;
create and access multiple address books; file
millions of addresses and phone numbers; attach
scrollable note fields to each address; search, sort
and mark address books and notes; layout and print
any size envelope; layout and print any size and type
of label; print envelopes and labels with postal bar
codes; design and merge form letters with address
books; convert and import address files; integrated
domestic and international phone dialer; and more.
$99.95 retail
Preferred Publishers, Inc.; 5100 Poplar Ave., Ste.
617; Memphis, TN 38137; 901 -683-3383

MacEnvelope 5.0
Envelope printing; label printing with postal bar
coding and Encapsulated PostScript graphics
512KE or lalger Macintosh; lmageWriter or
LaserWriter.
MacEnvelope is an envelope and label printing
program that works with both an ImageWriter and
LaserWriter. It features bulk printing, importing and
exporting of lists and will save 1,600 names per file.
It also offers users a choice of fonts, styles and sizes,
as well as the ability to position addresses. Addresses
and layouts can be saved for future use.
Version 5.0 features include: Zip+4 bar coding;
OCR font (readable by Postal Service optical
character reader); color (optional with ImageWriter
II); message field; graphics; saving addresses to disk
(1,600 per file); alphabetizing or sorting by Zip code;
compatibility with MacPhonebook; and more.
$129.95 retail
Synex; 692 10th St.; Brooklyn, NY 11215;
718-499-6293

InfoLogic Envelope 1.1
Envelope printing
512KE or larger Macintosh; printer.
InfoLogic' Envelope provides users with a means
of printing envelopes.
After writing their letters, users select and copy
the mailing addresses. MultiFinder can then be used
to bring up Envelope for pasting in and printing the
addresses. More than 50 envelope sizes are available.
Envelope may also be used to print addresses
that have been stored in HyperCard.
With Envelope, users have all the font, font size
and style capabilities available in most software. An
Undo command is also included.
The program is compatible with all LaserWriter
and ImageWriter printers and can be used with most
word processing programs.
$37 retail
InfoLogic Software, Inc.; 1937 Regent St.;
Niskayuna, NY 12309; 518-370-55 10

MacEnvelope Plus V2.0
Envelope, label and list management
512KE or /01ger Macintosh; lmageWriter or
LaserWriter.
MacEnvelope Plus combines all of
Mac Envelope's envelope and label printing with a
powerful list management database. A 100,000
address list capacity combined with automatic postal
bar coding allows users to run a bulk mailing
operation from their desktop. A desk accessory is
included along with packaging and sack reports.
MacEnvelope Plus has an easy-to-use importing
routine that will import lists from any word
processor or database. List management tools
include duplicate name file, print range, export
range, delete range, comment field, flags and
multilevel sorting capabilities.
$350 retail
Synex; 692 10th St.; Brooklyn, NY 11215;
718-499-6293

KiwiEnvelopes! Version 3
Desk accessory for printing envelopes
512KE or larger Macintosh.
KiwiEnvelopes! is a_desk accessory optimized to
address and print envelopes without leaving the
current application. Addresses copied from a letter in
a word processor are automatically pasted in
KiwiEnvelopes! Often used return addresses, mailing
addresses and messages can be saved to a default file
for instant retrieval. Logos or any other graphic can
also be used.
KiwiEnvelopes! provides a WYSIWYG preview
and saves a user time by bypassing the usual print
dialog boxes. Address typeface, size and style are
user definable. On laser printers, the program can
print USPS-tested bar-code markings to expedite a
user's mail to its destination.
$49 .95 retail
Kiwi Software, Inc.; 6546 Pardall Rd.; Santa
Barbara, CA 93117; 805-685-4031
·

Mail base
Mailing list management
512K or larger Macintosh.
Mailbase is a specialized package that handles
mailing list management. It maintains lists in a very
flexible form, with user-defined miscellaneous fields
as well as up to five selection fields. All user-defined
fields can be given custom names that appear on
entry screens.
The program allows the use of the two most
popular label formats, 1-3 up. All reports, as well as
mail merge and label format, allow sorting by name
or by Zip, in addition to the use of any selection
fields that may contain data such as dates, SIC codes,
mailers received or other criteria. Selection by Zip
will also work off any portion of the Zip, allowing
users to select, for example, the first three digits of
the Zip code for third-class mailings. Mailbase
allows for full importation and exportation of data
from most any program that allows it, in a number of
formats.
$149 retail
Exceiver Corp.; 14688 County Rd. 79; Elk River,
MN 55330; 612-441-8166

Labels And Envelopes Deluxe II
Label and envelope desk accessory
512K or larger Macintosh.
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Mail List
Mailing list data management
512K or larger Macintosh.
MailList is a versatile program for managing
mailing list data. Addresses are easily created,
edited, added or deleted from files. Entries can be
retrieved by name, by key words or by Zip codes and
sent to another disk for complete file management.
Address labels are created in I, 2 or 3 up format.
MailList sorts on names in alphabetical order, or
on Zip codes in ascending order. It will also allow
sorting for ranges of Zip codes or last initials.
MailList has a capacity of more than 1,800 names on
a single-sided disk, almost 4,000 on double-sided
disks and even more on hard drives. The program in
internally documented and help screens are
available.
$29.95 retail
Artw.orx Software Co.; 1844 Penfield Rd.; Penfield,
NY 14526; 716-385-6120 or 800-828-6573
Mail Manager
List, label, form-letter generator
Any Macintosh.
MailManager. is a program designed for
information management on a Macintosh. It manages
names and addresses of people and businesses,
associating them with any data that is stored about
any subject desired.
MailManager retrieves any or all records based
on attributes (fields) the user specifies: last name,
Zip code, sales volume, hair color, favorite baseball
team, etc. Retrieval selections can be based on up to
72 criteria per database. The program runs on a 3.5inch or hard disk.
MaiIManager prints in several different forms
such as mailing labels, personalized form letters,
alphabetized telephone lists and more.
$99.95 retail
Pecan Software Systems, Inc.; 1410 39th St.;
Brooklyn, NY 11218; 718-851-3100
Mail Manager
Mail merge program for pension trust fund
management companies
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
MailManager is a mail merge program designed
to meet the diverse communications needs of
pension trust fund management companies.
The program keeps a detailed database for both
headquarters and division level participants of the
pension trust fund. Search and sort features allow
users to make selections for headquarters only,
divisions only, some or all headquarters with all
divisions, in specified states, cities, Zip codes,
industry codes, etc.
Mai!Manager allows for the production of letters
that are more than one page in length. Letterheads
can be inserted upon request. The program includes
several classified reports, such as headquarters,
company and divisions by name, account number,
state, city, Zip code, 'industry code, etc.
$995 retail
Nova Electronics & Software; 3564 Central Ave.,
#20; Riverside, CA 92506; 714-781-7332
Mail•Dex
Desk accessory that prints envelopes and labels
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 5.0 or later;
printer.
Mail•Dex is a desk accessory that provides for
Rolodex-type cardfile retrieval with free-form search
capability, telephone dialing, envelope and label
printing and access to multiple files.
The card file supports any fonts in the System, is
unstructured and uses a free-form search to find any
card or cards in the file. The file may be viewed and
printed as cards or envelopes.
In envelope mode, the top lines of the card
become the address. A return address and lower Lefthand corner memo may be stored and printed. One
envelope or all that match the "find" crjteria may be
printed. A visual layout of the label printing area

allows printing labe'ls of any size and, using the
"find" criteria, multiple labels (two-across, threeacross, etc.) may be printed on a single page or on
multiple pages. Telephone numbers may be dialed
with a simple three mouse clicks.
$49.95 retail
Mission Accomplished Software Services, Inc.;
I06 15 Bradbury Rd.; Los Angeles, CA 90064;
213-870-2441

MBA>MassMail
Mail list management
Macintosh Plus or larger; 4th Dimension.
MBA>MassMail is a mailing list management
program with mail merge built in. It prints cheshire
labels, one-up and three-up tractor-feed labels and
three-up laser labels, and comes with all U.S. Zip
codes built in.
The program is designed to work with large lists
by keeping the amount of data per record small.
MBA>MassMail is a multiuser-ready, relational
database application with unlocked, open source
code and a license to modify the program to suit a
user's needs.
$189 retail; unlimited users
Generation Four, Inc.; 3232 San Mateo NE, #199;
Albuquerq~e, NM 87110; 505-294-3210
Merge Write
Mail merge
512K or larger Macintosh; lmageWriter or
LaserWriter.
MergeWrite is a mail merge program for use
with Mac Write that allows a user to create
personalized form letters.
The software substitutes salutations, names,
addresses and any other information and allows a
user to select recipients. It contains If-Then-Else
logic, which directs different paragraphs to different
recipients.
The program also allows sorting by any
combination of fields such as alphabetic or numeric,
or in ascending or descending order.
It allows a user to make up data to be merged
using Mac Write and can accept data from
RecordHolderPlus, a data manager. It wi ll also
accept data from other data managers that can write
out an ASCII file format.
$49.95 retail
Software Discoveries, Inc.; 137 Krawski D(.; S.
Windsor, CT 06074; 203-872-1024
Omni Mailer
Complete mailing list manager
512K or larger Macintosh ; external disk drive;
lmageWriter; Omnis 3 Plus or rnn time.
OmniMailer is a mailing list manager that offers
a wide variety of search, select and sorting modes,
user-defined fields and default entries. It signals
duplicate entries on input, or a user can search and
print duplicate listings. A user can also print one,
two, three or four across labels with or without useradded select codes or messages. It will also print
labels using a LaserWriter.
Each record contains fields for first name, last
name, company name, address, city, state, Zip+4 and
phone number. There are also two date fields and
three code fields that are user defined to create a
tracking system.
A user can search and select names by Zip code,
last name, dates, codes, record number or by Nth
name. A special bulk mailer report gives a user name
totals by Zip code with subtotals by three digit, zips
with 10 or more names, zips with 50 or more names
and state totals. The program sorts for 2nd class or
3rd class mailings with optional endorsement code
line.
$54.95 retail
$84.95 retail; with run-time disk
Janae Enterprises; PO Box 394; Hebron, IL 60034;
815-648-2492

Miscellaneous
Management
AffiniFile 1.1
Fast access to notes and graphics
512KE or larger Macintosh.
AffiniFile is designed to help a user keep notes,
store graphics and find information quickly starting with an automatic index. This desk accessory
files a user's notes and graphics by topic or subtopic.
The program works like a notebook, tied to a
scrapbook, centered on an index. Features include: a
user may create as many AffiniFiles as needed; each
AffiniFile may include hundreds of topics and
subtopics - automatically sorted in the Topics
index; each topic may include up to 5,000 words of
notes and a full page of graphics; "Cross-reference"
shows related topics in the "See also ..." window;
"Alias Link" lets a user add synonyms to the Topics
index; AffiniFiles can be selected to open as default
files in specific applications; for help files, the
program can be set to always open with the first
topic selected, and in locked mode; for notes files,
the program can be set to always open with the last
reviewed topic selected, and in unlocked mode;
compare between two topics; and more.
"Customs" is the program's import/export/merge
utility to share files with other programs. It allows a
user to export or import between More files, text
files or databases; merge multiple AffiniFiles into
one; and more.
Additional features include the ability to print
the whole file (with graphics) or print selected
topics; change typestyles or sizes, as well as select
among more than a dozen options; search through
the Topics index, the Notes window or both; include
a graphic of up to 32K with each topic or subtopic;
and time stamp and date stamp topic names or notes.
$79.95 retail
Affinity Microsystems, Ltd.; 1050 Walnut St., Ste.
425; Boulder, CO 80302; 303-442-4840 or
800-367-6771
Desktop Help
On-screen documentation system
512K or larger Macintosh; BOOK drive or hard disk
drive.
Desktop Help is an on-screen documentation
system that produces versatile help files to meet
specific needs.
Software and hardware vendors can produce
context-sensitive "tool-oriented" help for their
products, from tutorials and quick reference guides
up to an on-screen encyclopedia on CD-ROM. MIS
managers and corporate trainers can provide "taskoriented" help, including on-the-job training, general
help with the computer and instructions on how to
get any job done. Corporations can tailor the
Desktop Help files provided by the software
developer to reflect corporate realities.
Desktop Help consists of two desk accessories:
Help Editor, the authoring tool to create the onscreen help files; and Help, a read-only utility for
accessing the help files.
$395 retail; includes one-year license to distribute an
unlimited number of copies of the run-time Help
DA, technical support and free upgrades
$150 retail; annual support and distribution fee after
first year
$5 U.S.; $10 non-U.S. retail; demo
Help Software, Inc.; l0659A Maplewood Rd. ;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-257-3815
Follow> Up
Supports managers and professionals in their
managing roles
Macintosh SE/30 or 11.
Follow>up is a system designed to support
managers and professionals in their managing rolls
and functions , without requiring them to become
computer experts.
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Miscellaneous
Management
Follow>up helps a user plan strategy, update
priorities, communicate more effectively, prepare
real-time management reports, manage time more
effectively, enhance resources management and
improve performance through coaching.
$6,999 retail; license for 1Cbusers (includes software,
two days of training and six months of support)
InterSuivi, Inc.; 836 Bloomfield; Montreal, Quebec,
Canada H2V 3S6; 514-278-3010
In-Out
In/out office tracking system
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
HyperCard.
In-Out is an office tracking system that replaces
the time clocks found in many offices. It is designed
for use in any office where keeping track of
personnel is important. A user points and clicks to
mark their return time, and a pop-up field under
every name is available for remarks and messages.
A networking feature automatically closes the
In-Out board after three minutes to make sure that no
one is spending too much time on the board. In-Out
gives a whole office or building easy access to the
in/out status of their co-workers at a glance.
$69.95 retail
Aardvark Development Labs, Inc.; Ste. 4, Red Bud
Cove; Austin, TX 78746; 512-327-2255 or
800-336-8002
In/Out
Electronic people tracker
512KE or larger Macintosh (user software); System
5.0 or later; Macintosh Plus or larger (server
software); System 6.0.3 or later.
In/Out is an office-oriented network program
that allows users to check "in" or "out" so coworkers and switchboard operators will know where
everyone is.
A feature of In/Out allows users to leave notes or
memos, such as "Gone to the Dentist," "Be back at
1:00" or "Gone Home." User-defined memos can be
selected or users can create or type a different
message. In/Out also automatically dates and time
stamps when a user checks in and out. An additional
feature automatically notifies users when someone
they wish to speak to arrives. The notification can
occur through a pop-up bo'x or flashing icon.
In/Out is efficient and easy to use. It 's accessible
from a single keystroke and a user-set preference
causes In/Out to pop-up on the screen upon startup
and again at shutdown if desired.
$199.95 retail; five-user pack
$299.95 retail; JO-user pack
$999.95 retail; 50-user pack
CE Software, Inc.; PO Box 65580; West Des
Moines, IA 50265; 515-224-1995
MacManager
Management simulation
Any Macintosh.
MacManager is a realistic, competitive
management simulation designed to improve a user's
strategic management skills.
By making business decisions based on financial
data, users try to maximize a hypothetical company's
profits. Rather than simply displaying columns of
numbers, the program uses the Macintosh's graphics
capabilities to enable a user to view production,
observe plant capacity and monitor inventory.
The program includes the ability to save a game
in progress, as well as view each player's office at
the conclusion of the game.
$19.95 retail
Harvard Associates, Inc.; 10 Holworthy St.;
Cambridge, MA 02138; 617-492-0660

The National Directory Of Addresses And
Telephone Numbers
Guide to North American business, industrial and
government institutions
Macintosh Plus or larger; compatible CD-ROM
drive; HyperCard 1.2.1 or later.
The National Directory is a guide to North
American business, industrial and government
institutions. It contains more than 120,000 of the
most useful addresses, telephone numbers, fax
numbers and international Telex numbers throughout
the U.S. and the world.
The National Directory gives users the ability to
auto-dial the numbers with Hayes-compatible
modems, auto-fax with the AppleFax Modem and
print mailing labels with both Image Writers and
LaserWriters. Users can also add their own numbers
and track daily telephone calls.
$195 retail
Xiphias; 8758 Venice Blvd.; Los Angeles,
CA 90034; 213-841-2790
Optimization
Business optimizing and simulation techniques
512K or larger Macintosh.
Major topics covered in Optimization include:
optimization by sampling and inference;
optimization by experiment, including the use of
response-surface experiments and the use of
orthogonal arrays; optimization by mathematical
programming, including linear programming and
goal programming for multicriteria optimization; and
optimization by simulation.
Special topics include the study of queues and
simulated queuing systems; inventory problems; and
the optimization of financial portfolios.
$145 retail
·
Lionheart Press, Inc.; PO Box 379; Alburg,
VT 05440; 514-933-4918
Problem Tracking Effect Vl.O
Allows businesses to track problems encountered by
customers
512K or larger Macintosh.
Problem Tracking Effect is a comprehensive
system for businesses to track every problem
encountered by customers using or buying their
product or service. It provides an automated solution
for prioritizing a list of documented problems with
date, current status, description of the problem, staff
assignments and actions taken to date. Diverse report
options allow selective printing of problems by
company, customer, product, problem number,
current status, staff assignment or priority.
$79 retail
Maxem Corp.; 7855 S. River Pkwy.. Ste. 217;
Tempe, AZ 85284; 602-491-2466 or 800-336-6296
QuickSet
Desk management accessories
512K or larger Macintosh.
QuickSet is a set of modules that can be
accessed as desk accessories or individually. As desk
accessories, the individual modules run concurrently
with other programs, making it unnecessary to exit
work in progress. Version 2.0 contains a financial
and statistical calculator, calendar, cardex, encryptor,
note filer, phone dialer and print spooler.
Individual modules can be run on the l 28K as
application programs.
$49 retail
EnterSet; 2380 Ellsworth; Berkeley, CA 94704;
415-549-0539
Soft Start-Business Analysis
14 worksheet templates
Any Macintosh.
Soft Start contains 14 worksheet templates for
use in business analysis.
$49.95 retail
Allegro Software; 4 Temple St.; Framingham,
MA 01701; 508-879-7048
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Sticky Notes+ With J&B Home
Software emulation of 3M Post It notes; Home stack
replacement
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM;
HyperCard.
Sticky Notes+ is a software emulation of 3M
Post It notes. Users can create pop-up notes on any
card, in any HyperCard stack via simple commands.
They can create either a separate note card or a local
pop-up field. To-do lists, notes for follow-up and
comments to others can be put in hidden pop-up
fields or in separate note cards. A small icon will
appear on the card the note is created from. Users
simply drag the icon around to the desired position
on the card. Sticky Notes+ will automatically create
all of the script, buttons, fields and cards to
accomplish this. The note cards that are created are
automatically linked to the card they were created
from.
J&B Home replaces the original home stack that
is supplied with HyperCard. The stack is organized
into seven index tab sections. Each section can be
custom named to organize files and stacks, providing
more than 40 separate cards. Buttons are'
automatically created to launch an application,
document or stack, and can be positioned by
dragging them as in the Finder. They can also be
deleted by using option click. This stack has all of
the original Apple icons already installed.
$29 retail
Jenkins & Beirne; 895 IB Chapman Ave.; Garden
Grove, CA 92641; 714-537-4204
Think 'N Time
Visual organizer desk accessory
512K or larger Macintosh .
Think 'N Time visually organizes information
using an extended desktop. It builds an organized
tree of sheets and piles of electronic paper that can
be opened, collapsed and expanded to store and
access information.
A user can drag sheets or piles to a new position
in the tree to reorganize a subject. The program
organizes textual information, as well as links a sheet
to a date and time and numeric data in a compleiely
integrated manner.
Version 2.0 includes a resource scheduler.
$99.95 retail
Mainstay; 5311-B Derry Ave.; Agoura Hills,
CA 91301; 818-991-6540

Operating Systems
A/UX2.0
Implementation of Unix operating system
Macintosh SE/30, llx, I/ex, llci or llfx; or Macintosh
II with PMMU; 4 MB of RAM; 80 MB hard disk
drive.
A/UX is Apple's implementation of AT&T's
Unix System V, Version 2, Release 2 for the
Macintosh II family and Macintosh SE/30. It is an
industry-standard multitasking operating system for
technical workstations. It includes elements from
System V, Release 2, key features from Berkeley
Software Distribution (BSD) 4.3 extensions
(including TCP/IP and UUCP serial
communications) and support for the Sun Network
File System (NFS).
.
$8, 152 retail; Macintosh Ilx A/UX System
$7,552 retail; Macintosh llcx A/UX System
$9,152 retail; Macintosh Ilci A/UX System
$2,282 retail; A/UX External 80 MB Hard Disk
$2, 182 retail; A/UX Internal 80 MB Hard Disk
$649 retail; A/UX Reference Manuals
$1,175 retail; A/UX Technical Answerline
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996-1010
Indian Language Script Interface Systems
Language-based extensions to the Macintosh
Operating System
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.

Operating Systems
Script Interface Systems (SIS) are languagebased extensions to the Macintosh Operating System
that enable sorting, indexing and other data
processing operations in a particular language, i.e.,
the Devanagari Interface System allows users to sort
data in Devanagari (Hindi). When users install SIS
for more than one language, users can transliterate
among these languages. 'Because the modifications
are at the Operating System level, all Script
Manager-compatible applications, such as Excel, 4th
Dimension, HyperCard, etc., will 'automatically work
in these languages.
With S!Ss, it is possible to localize the operating
system, applications and system utilities, etc.,
whereby their various messages, dialogs and menus
are translated into the required native language.
Script Interface Systems are available for all Indian
languages and Ivy Systems has the capability to
design S!Ss for other languages.
$100 U.S. retail
Ivy Systems Limited; E-5, Qutab Hotel; New Delhi
- 110 016, India; 11-686-3901
Macintosh System Software Update Version 6.0.5
Macintosh operating system
Maci111osh Plus or larger.
Macintosh system Software Update Version
6.0.5 incorporates hardware support for the
Macintosh IIfx, the Macintosh Display Card 8•24
and the Macintosh Display Card 8•24 GC.
Additionally, it contains minor bug fixes that may be
appropriate for some users. System Software 6.0.5
transparently co-exists in networked environments
with Macintosh System Software 6.0.2, 6.0.3 and
6.0.4.
$49.95 retail
$35 each retail; international versions
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino; C:A 95014; 408-996-10 I0
UniFlex/RT
Real-time multitasking operating system
Macintosh II; 68851 PMMU; 20 MB hard disk drive.
UniFlex for the Macintosh II has all of the
features and power of the standard UniFlex/RT for
VMEbus systems. It has a wide variety of
applications because it can be used as either a realtime environment or a more general purpose
computing environment by using its multiuser,
multitasking, demand-paged virtual memory
architecture.
·
The sysiem comes supplied with everything
required to do real-time assembler language program
development. The provided programs include a
relocating macro assembler, linking-loader, library
generator, symbolic debugger and a wide variety of
system utilities for file and system maintenance.
As options, a System V compatible C compiler
is available, as well as a screen editor, a text
processor, an enhanced printer spooler and XWindows.
$750 retail
Technical Systems Consultants, Inc.; 111 Providence
Rd.; Chapel Hill, NC 27514; 919-493-1451

Optical Character
Recognition
AccuText
Intelligent scanning software
Macintosh SE with 68020 accelerator card or
Macintosh II; 4 MB of RAM; 20 MB hard disk drive;
BOOK disk drive.
·
AccuText is intelligent scanning software that
recognizes any text style in 8 to 24 points, as well as
subscripts, superscripts, underlines, Italics,
justification, paragraph types, margins, indents,
columns, bullets and tabs.
Other features include: recognizes font sizes that
are at least two points larger than the main body text

and outputs the distinctions; scans both text and
graphics in portrait or landscape mode; has two
levels of menus; column recognition; a preview scan
mode; can scan even imperfect documents, such as
second-generation photocopies; offers text output to
Microsoft Word, Mac Write, Excel and ASCII; offers
graphics output to TIFF, PICT and MacPaint; is
MultiFinder compatible; and has a built in 50,000word Lexicon, plus a user-created Lexicon that can
store up to 10,000 words of specialized terminology
or other user-designated words. Foreign language
options are available.
'
$995 approximate retail
Xerox Imaging Systems/Datacopy Products; 1215
Terra Bella Ave.; Mountain View, CA 94043;
415-965-7900 or 80Q-82 I-2898
MacinText
Optical character recognition software
512KE or larger Macintosh ; Microtek MSF-300G ,
MS-300A, MSF-300C or MS-300C scanner.
MacinText is optical character recognition
software that accesses a variety of fonts , character
sizes and pitch settings.
MacinText and the Microtek MS-series scanner
is capable of reading more than 250 different type
faces; reads characters from 8 to 12 points in size;
reads mono, proportional and foreign accent'
characters, as well as some typeset faces; and still
maintains a 99 .5 percent accuracy rate. MacinText
can also read a variety' of different type faces and
sizes on the same original without a loss of speed. As
the text is recognized it is converted into MacWrite,
Microsoft Word or plain ASCII text format for
editing or movement into other word processing
software.
MacinText utilizes a unique recognition
technique known as topological feature extraction.
This method recognizes characters by shape·and
topological characteristics, rather than matching
against pre-stored images or templates.
$199 retail
Microtek Lab, Inc.; 680 Knox St.; Torrance,
CA 90502; 213-321-2121
Mac OCR
Optical character recognition and image capture
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacOCR is an integrated OCR and image
capture application that scans a wide variety of
typestyles, point sizes and pitches. It also scans and
stores images in an extensive range of resolutions
and formats.
MacOCR allows users to electronically convert
typed pages into computer-readable text files. A
standard letter-sized page containing approximately
2,000 characters can be read in less than 60 seconds.
The program scans continuous tone photographs,
as well as line art, with complete trueness to the
original.
MacOCR is designed to read nearly any
typewriter, dot matrix, laser or office printer
typeface. Its 21 preprogrammed typefaces cover all
the popular office-place typestyles. It can read these
typefaces in sizes ranging from 10 to 12 points.
The program not only reads pages of text, but
also automatically formats the data to be compatible
with leading word processing programs.
$895 retail
Xerox Imaging Systems/Datacopy Products; 1215
Terra Bella Ave.; Mountain View, CA 94043;
415-965-7900 or 800-821-2898
OmniPage 2.1
Page recognition program
Macintosh SE or II ; 4 MB of RAM; scanner.
OmniPage is a page recognition program that
allows scanners to recognize a variety of pages with
a mixture of images and text on a page. Capable of
recognizing alphanumerics in various layouts,
including multiple columns and spreadsheets,
OmniPage reads all non-stylized fonts in sizes
ranging from 8 to 72 points. Recognized text can be
edited in the Transitional Editor or in ASCII,
Mac Write or Excel-compatible file form ats.

Partial Page lets a user preview an image at full
resolution and select only the needed part of the
page. Manual Galley allows reordering of text before
recognition. Default settings are user-definable and
can be saved in personalized command sets.
A family of add-on products are available, which
extend the power and performance of OmniPage.
Omni Draft allows OmniPage to recognize draftmode dot matrix text, including that produced on
low-resolution nine-pin printers, such as those from
Apple, Epson and Panasonic. OmniProof compares
two Macintosh word processing files and identifies
all of the changes, such as insertions, deletions,
replacements and rearranged text, that have been
made since the original file was created. OmniSpell
is a spell checker that, in addition to correcting
typing errors, is specially tuned to correct errors
common to optical character recognition.
$795 retail; OmniPage
$100 each retail; OmniDraft, OmniSpell
$150 retail; OmniProof
Caere Corp.; 100 Cooper Ct.; Los Gatos, CA 95030;
408-395-7000 or 800-535-7226
Read-It! O.C.R.; Read-It! O.C.R. Personal
Pre-trained and·trainable optical character
recognition for any scanner and hand-held scanners,
respectively
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; scanner.
Read-It! O.C.R. allows users to convert any
Macintosh-compatible scanner into a sophisticated
OCR system.
The program is capable of recognizing
proportionally-spaced characters and standard
monospaced characters. Predefined "type tables" for
most popular LaserWriter, LaserWriter Plus,
typewriter and ImageWriter typefaces allow Read-It!
to recognize characters automatically without
training. Also included is a Type Table Editor to
allow users to customize Type Tables to their
particular needs.
The program has the ability to learn from new
typefaces, making it possible to recognize a virtually
unlimited number of different fonts and styles,
including foreign and special characters.
Read-It! uses pattern-recognition algorithms that
recognize serif and sans serif typefaces in varied
sizes from 7 points to more than 48 points, even
when mixed in the same selection. It also recognizes
kerning and ligatures and analyzes context-sensitive
properties of the text for possible errors. The
program can also recognize bold and italic text (with
proper training).
$495 retail; Read-It! 0.C.R. for any scanner
$249 retail; Read-It! O.C.R. Personal
Olduvai Corp.; 7520 Red Rd., Ste. A; South Miami,
FL 33143; 305-665-4665
.
ReadStar II Plus
Intelligent OCR software
Macintosh with 2 MB of RAM; hard disk drive ;
scanner (SCSI inteiface recommended).
· ReadStar II Plus is an intelligent OCR software
package. ReadStar II Plus recognizes typed and
printetl characters at constant or proportional pitch,
including italics, bold, foreign languages, accents
and other non-conventional characters.
The ReadStar II Plus character recognition
algorithm allows quick and accurate text input.
JJsing an application of artificial intelligence, new
typefaces can be "learned" and stored for immediate
and future use, giving ReadStar truly unlimited font
capability. Its omnifont capability provides for
recognition of many different fonts on a single page.
Because many documents include text and
graphics, ReaqStar incorporates an image capture
software program with a simple "windowing"
procedure to separate text and graphics for later use
in a des.ktop publishing function.
$995 retail
Inovatic; 1911 N. Fort Myer Dr., Ste. 708; Arlington,
VA 22209; 703-522-3053
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Optical Character
Recognition

Programming Tools/
Ada

ScanReader LO
Text scanning software
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; scanner.
ScanReader is a data entry tool. It is pretrained
to read newspapers, magazines, directories, financial
forms, transcripts and a wide range of business
documents in 13 different Roman languages. It
recognizes the most complex page layouts - mixed
fonts, sizes and styles on the same page, mixed text
and graphics, as well as multiple columns - in a
simple one command "Scan & Read," at a speed up
to 5,000 characters per minute. Ditect scanner
drivers are provided for Abaton, Agfa, Apple, Dest,
Hewlett-Packard, Howtek, Microtek, Panasonic and
Sharp.
$395 retail
CTA, Inc.; 747 3rd Ave., 3rd Fl.; New York,
NY 10017; 212-935-2280 or 800-252-1442

Ada Vantage Compiler And Utilities
Provides Ada programming capabilities with Ada
Programming Support Environment (APSE) tools
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM; 20 MB
hard disk drive ; MPW C.
The AdaVantage compiler provides fast, efficient,
production-quality Ada programming capabilities for
Macintosh computers.
Standard features include: support for full
generics, tasking and separate compilation; all standard
packages; implements most of the irnplementationdependenl system programming facilities; a set of
library management tools that provide control over
programming project organization and databases of
compilation units; and auxiliary directory
arrangements that permit separation of source code and
compiler-generated files.
The Mac AdaVantage compiler is included in
two kits: the native Compiler with Optimizer and a
Professional Developers Kit.
$1,195 retail; Native Macintosh Ada Compiler
$1,700 retail; Mac Professional Developers Kit
(MPDK)
Meridian Software Systems, Inc.; IO Pasteur St.;
Irvine, CA 92718; 714-727-0700

TextPert 3.0
Text scanning software
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; scanner.
TextPert captures and stores text and symbols
from a wide range of media, including typed
documents, newspapers, magazines, telephone
directories, financial forms and more. Features
include universal font recognition and intelligent
page analysis, allowing the automatic transfer of
information from almost any document into
computer format without retyping.
TextPert reads all Indo-European languages and
may be trained to read Hebrew, Greek and Cyrillic.
Advanced commands include "learning mode" for
customizing the system to read any highly stylized
font and poor-quality documents; tag and symbol
insertion for easy transfer to databases and
spreadsheets or interfacing with professional printing
systems; and complete editing and printing
commands for quick error correction and output.
TextPert operates under MultiFinder, even in
background mode. Direct scanner drivers are
provided for Abaton, Agfa, Apple, Dest, HewlettPackard, Howtek, Microtek, Panasonic and Sharp.
$995 retail
CTA, Inc.; 747 3rd Ave., 3rd FI.; New York,
NY 10017; 212-935-2280 or 800-252-1442
TextScan 3.0
OCR application software
Macintosh Plus or larger.
TextScan is an Optical Character Recognition
(OCR) software package for any page scanning
system. It scans text and automatically reads any font
directly into a word processing or desktop publishing
program, and reads proportionally spaced, typeset
and kerned characters.
It is a feature-based matrix matching program,
therefore, it is not deP,endent on font libraries.
TextScan has optional saving and loading of font
tables to increase speed. The program has the
flexibility of reading an entire 8.5 by 14-inch page or
selected areas. TextScan actually drives the scanner,
therefore it will not be necessary for a user to scan a
page, save it to disk, quit the scan program and open
the OCR program. It reads the page directly from the
scanner and saves only the text file.
TextScan includes a 40,000-word dictionary with
features for user enhancements for increased
accuracy.
'
$395 retail
Prism Enterprises, Inc.; 14703-E Baltimore Ave.,
Ste. 248; Laurel, MD 20707; 301-604-6611

Informix-ESQL/Ada
Enables programmers 10 embed SQL statements into
Ada programs
Macintosh l/; A/UX operating system.
Informix-ESQL/Ada can be used stand alone as
an Ada programmer's development environment for
database applications. It can gather data generated
from other sources and apply database tools to the
data, and it complements Informix-SQL by
providing the capability for Ada program calls
within Jnformix-SQL reports and forms.
Informix-ESQL/Ada enables a programmer to
prepare simple or dynamic queries and 10 manipulate
SQL databases with standard SQL statements
embedded in any Ada program.
Programs written with lnformix-ESQL/Ada are
passed through a preprocessor that converts the
standard SQL statements into pure Ada code. At
runtime, the Informix-ESQL/Ada database agent
processes the code, retrieves the required
information or performs the required function and
returns any results to the program.
lnformix-ESQL/Ada also provides the ability to
call Ada subroutines from the report and form
facilities of lnformix-SQL.
$1,395 retail
Informix Software, Inc.; 4100 Bohannon Dr.; Menlo
Park, CA 94025; 415-322-4100
Macintosh II A/UX Ada Compilation System And
Toolset
Ada environment for ANX-based systems
Macintosh ll; A/UX operating system; 4 MB of
RAM; JO MB of disk space.
The Macintosh II ANX Compilation System
and Toolset translates source programs created on a
Mac II running ANX based on the MC68020, into
object code that executes on the Mac II running
ANX. Products include: Compiler (with high- and
low-level optimizers); Multi-Library Environment
(family manager, library manager, unit manager);
Binder, which combines separately compiled Ada
units into a single object program; Run-Time
Executive to support executing Ada applications; and
full documentation.
Included with the Compiler is the Developer's
Toolset including AdaProbe, a symbolic source-level
debugger and program viewer; AdaXref, a cross"
reference generator; AdaMake, a recompilation aid;
and AdaReformat, a source reformatter.
$4,495 retail
Alsys, Inc.; 67 S. Bedford St.; Burlington,
MA 01803; 617-270-0030
TeleGen2
Ada development system
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Macintosh fix; 8 MB of RAM; AIUX; 30 MB disk for
the Ada system plus user space.
·
TeleGen2 is a complete Ada software
development and execution environment for a
Macintosh IIx running under the ANX operating
system. The product is hosted upon the Macintosh
IIx and targeted to the same system and includes
Host Compilation System, Language Tools, Ada
Profiler, Source Level Debugger, Global Optimizer,
Library Management and Tools and Ada Bindings to
the Macintosh Toolbox. TeleGen2 products are
specifically designed for production-quality support
of large scale, mission-critical programming
development projects. Support is included for large
programs, as well as large programming teams.
$3,750 retail
$560 to $1,500 retail; maintenance fee
TeleSoft; 5959 Cornerstone Ct. W; San Diego, CA
92121; 619-457-2700

Programming Tools/

APL
APL *Plus System For The Macintosh
APL language interpreter
5/2K or larger Macintash;.external disk drive.
The APL *Plus System for the Macintosh is a
full-featured APL language interpreter that is
compatible with the company's APL*Plus System
for IBM PCs and compatibles. This allows users
with existing applications to convert them to run on a
Macintosh.
The company provides its enhancements to the
APL language, along with component and native file
systems, error handling and extensive dataformatting facilities. A library of tutorial and utility
software is also provided, along with routines for
configuring the APL environment, accessing the
communications port and preparing custom menus.
Because the system is compatible with other
APL *Plus Systems across hardware architectures,
built-in terminal emulation, file-transfer facilities and
upload/download capabilities make it convenient to
move data and programs 10 and from other
APL *Plus Systems on minis, micros and
mainframes.
$395 retail
STSC, Inc.; 2115 E. Jefferson St.; Rockville,
MD 20852; 301-984-5123 or 800-592-0050
APL.68000 ForlThe Apple Macintosh
Programming
5/2K or larger Macintosh.
APL.68000 is a highly optimized assemblerbased APL interpreter.
Features include: buill-in full-screen function
editor; access to Macintosh native files; applications
can detect mouse position and slate; applications can
use standard ASCII keyboard; full Clipboard support
for text and graphics; common system commands as
pull-down menus; full Image Writer and LaserWriter
support; user-defined pull-down menus; user-defined
dialog and alert boxes; full interface to QuickDraw
graphics; arbitrary 1/0 via serial ports; session
manager allows editing of screen lines; and built-in
APL/ASCII terminal emulator.
Free Run-Time license is available for
developers and users utilizing APL.68000 as a
development tool.
$149 retail (upgrade $49)
$399 retail; Mac II (upgrade $279)
Spencer Organization; 24 Wampum Rd.; Park Ridge,
NJ 07656; 20 1-307-9099

Programming Tools/
Artificial Intelligence
AAIS Prolog Program Creator
Tums an AAIS Prolog-developed program into a
commercial application
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive.
AAIS Prolog Program Creator turns a program
developed with AAIS Prolog M-2.0 into a
commercial Macintosh-based application that can be
distributed without requiring the end user to
purchase AAIS Prolog.
AAIS Prolog, with the AAIS Prolog Program
Creator, allows developers to create applications
using rules, pattern matching and other AAIS Prolog
features, without having to convert the application to
t or Pascal for distribution. The Program Creator
hides the Prolog engine so that it is transparent to a
user. With an application created with the Program
Creator, an end user need not own or have
knowledge of AAIS Prolog.
Registered ownership of AAIS Prolog M-2.0 and
a signed license is required to purchase the Program
Creator.
$698 retail
Advanced A.I. Systems, Inc.; PO Box 39-0360;
Mountain View, CA 94039; 415-948-8658
Advanced A.I. Systems' Prolog Version M-2.0
Programming language; artificial intelligence
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; two BOOK
disk drives or hard disk drive.
Advanced A.I. Systems' Prolog is a
programming language that allows a user to create,
edit, evaluate, compile and run Prolog programs all
within the same interactive environment. Prolog
programs can be quickly saved and restored in
compiled form.
Features include: an interactive editor/compiler;
uses an extended Edinburgh syntax; allows dynamic
assertions and retractions; includes real database
reference pointers and real string manipulation
functions; access to all ROM traps; no limit on arity
or number of variables in asserted clauses; indexing
and a compiled internal format; the ability to call
code resources written in other languages, such as C
or Pascal; and extensive debugging facilities.
A run time package is available as a separate
product.
$298 retail
Advanced A.I. Systems, Inc.; PO Box 39-0360;
Mountain View, CA 94039; 415-948-8658
AIM Encode Module
Automatically produces royalty-free networks in
standard ANSI C code
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; System
6.0.2 or later.
The AIM Encode Module automatically
implements networks generated by AIM as standard
ANSI C source code. The royalty-free C code can be
readily integrated into production rule systems and
conventional software.
$495 retail
AbTech Corp.; 700 Harris St.; Charlottesville,
VA 22901; 804-977-0686 ·
AIM; AIM Problem Solver
Advanced machine learning tool
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; System
6.0.2 or later.
AIM is an advanced machine learning tool that
uses a unique combination of statistical and network
techniques. Given a numeric database of examples,
AIM automatically synthesizes networks of complex
functions to model relationships inherent in the data.
AIM has been used to solve difficult problems in
areas such as diagnostics, financial analysis, control,
forecasting, decision-aiding, sensor data fusion,
pattern recognition and data analysis.

AIM is both easy to learn and use, so that
applications can be fielded quickly and
inexpensively. Because AIM determines the network
structure, node types and coefficient values from the
data, a user does not have to be a neural scientist or
statistician to obtain excellent solutions. AIM 's
graphic interface leads a user through the problem
solving process.
$995 retail; AIM
$495 retail; AIM Problem Solver (limited to 25 input
variables)
AbTech Corp.; 700 Harris St.; Charlottesville,
VA 2290 1; 804-977-0686
Al Vision
End-user interface delivery solution for Nexpert
Object
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
AIVision is a complete end-user interface
delivery solution for Nexpert on the Macintosh, with
hypertext, graphics and script features.
Forms are custom screens consisting of mousesensitive zones and background pictures. Active cells
can be Hyperimage buttons, answer buttons, control
text fields or script buttons.
Key features include: is designed specifically for
Nexpert application interfaces; hypertext and color
support allow for sophisticated interfaces; fully
interactive with Nexpert for faster development of
screens; desk accessory can also be used with other
graphics programs; external scripts can be attached
to buttons for more control; custom screens can
include a combination of pictures, buttons, text fields
and scripts; run-time external functions allow the
display of various kinds of modal or non-modal
screens and control panels during a session; scripts
can be written in high-level languages "to display
dynamic objects; and includes a report facility.
$500 retail
Neuron Data, Inc.; 444 High St.; Palo Alto,
CA 94301; 415-321-4488
Allegro Common Lisp (A/UX)
Common Lisp implementation
Macintosh II; 2 MB of RAM (4 MB recommended);
A/UX operating system.
.
Allegro Common Lisp (A/UX) is an advanced
Common Lisp programming environment for·a
Macintosh II running A/UX. It is a complete
implementation of Common Lisp, the industry
standard for artificial intelligence and other complex
programming tasks. The program conforms to the
Common Lisp standard as defined in "Common
Lisp: the Language" by Guy Steele, Jr. , allowing
complete portability of Common Lisp programs.
Allegro CL includes an efficient compiler;
object-oriented programming extensions; an
inspector and stepper; a foreign-function interface to
C and Fortran; Flavors, the most commonly used
object-oriented programming paradigm; and
numerous programming aids.
$1,500 retail; academic and volume discounts are
available
Franz Inc.; 1995 University Ave.; Berkeley,
CA 94704; 415-548-3600 or 800-333-7260
ALS Prolog Version 1.0
Prolog system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; 12BK
ROMs; hard disk drive recommended.
ALS Prolog is a high-performance Prolog
system designed to meet the needs of programmers
building complex Al applications and expert
systems.
ALS Prolog replaces the traditional Prolog
interpreter/compiler combination with a single
incremental Prolog compiler.
ALS Prolog smoothly integrates a fast Prolog
implementation with the unique environment of the
Macintosh. All text 1/0 is done through complete
text-editor windows. In addition, a graphics window
and access to QuickDraw are provided.
Source code for the debugger and many built-in
predicates are provided. ALS Prolog uses Edinburgh
syntax and is compatible with most mainframe
Prologs in addition to other ALS products.

$349 retail
Applied Logic Systems, Inc.; PO Box 90; University
Station; Syracuse, NY 132 JO; 315-471-3900
Cognate
Knowledge-base development tool
512KE or larger Macintosh; external BOOK disk
drive or hard disk drive.
Cognate provides an environment and language
to facilitate the building of knowledge-based
systems.
Cognate is a forward-chaining rule-based system
that uses the fast Rete pattern matching algorithtn.
The environment includes an integrated editor that
can be used to construct the facts and rules that inake
up the knowledge base.
The knowledge base can then be compiled at the
click of a mouse or loaded from a text file. As the
knowledge base is exercised and tested, new facts
and rules can be added incrementally without the
need for recompilation.
To aid in debugging and testing, Cognate 's
browsing window and tracing functions allow the
knowledge base to be examined during program
execution.
$150 retail
Peridom, Inc.; PO Box 1812; Bowie, MD 20716;
301 -390-9570
Cognate Developer's Kit
Supplies the inference engine used in Cognate
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; 2 MB of
RAM.
The Cognate Developer's Kit supplies the
inference engine used in Peridom 's knowledge-base
development tool , Cognate. The inference engine is
provided in two formats: as a library of linkable
object cpde in Macintosh Programmer's Workshop
(MPW) format; and as C source code in ASCII text
file format.
Using the linkable-object libraries, the Cognate
environment may be extended to fit specific needs.
In addition, the library allows the Cognate inference
engine to be embedded in a stand-alone application
using MPW C and Pascal.
The Cognate inference engine may be ported to
other machines using the C source code.
No royalty fees are required to redistribute an
application that uses the inference engine.
To further aid in debugging the knowledge base
in an embedded application, object code for much of
the Cognate interface is also provided. Full use of
the Developer's Kit requires MPW Pascal, C and
MacApp. The Cognate Developer's Kit includes the
Cognate environment.
$250 retail
Peridom, Inc.; PO Box 1812; Bowie, MD 20716;
301-390-9570
ExperCommon Lisp
Common Lisp training and development
environment
Macintosh Plus or larger.
ExperCommon Lisp is a comprehensive version
of Common Lisp, a tool that offers language features
to ease the development of any application, as well
as sophisticated AI and symbolic processing
applications.
The program includes a memory-resident
Common Lisp compiler that generates 68000-native
code directly from Common Lisp source code.
It fully supports editing multiple documents
simultaneously; cutting, copying and pasting text
between windows; using the Clipboard and
Scrapbook; balancing Lisp expressions with blinking
parentheses that work both forward and backward;
editing in multiple font sizes; and interactively
compiling selections of code.
The symbolic debugger provides fast response
time so novices can quickly pinpoint problems and
create solutions. It uses dialog boxes to display error
messages and allows users to step back through the
sequence of operations, correct the error and resume
execution.
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More than 60 predefined Toolbox objects are
provided to improve upon the "records" associated
with Toolbox programming. This allows a user to
symbolically access the fields within an object and to
isolate the components of the program.
An optional File Compiler is available for stand
alone applications as well as.a Dead-Code Analyzer,
which reduces the memory required to run a user's
application.
$995 retail
ExperTelligence, Inc.; 5638 Hollister Ave.; Goleta,
CA 93117; 805-967-1797
ExperFacts
Expert systems shell
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
hard disk drive; ExperLisp.
ExperFacts is a rule-based expert system shell
that allows the representation of knowledge in
several forms. It incorporates a powerful control
language to both define rules and control the
behavior of the inference engine.
The program allows a user to partition
knowledge into logical parts that can limit search
during the matching process between rules and
relations. It also offers both forward and backward
chaining.
At any point while running the system, a user
may ask for justification for the line of reasoning and
the system will respond with a tree diagram
explaining the line of reasoning. From this point, a
user may select one of the leaves of the tree for more
information.
$495 retail
ExperTelligence, Inc.; 5638 Hollister Ave.; Goleta,
CA 93117; 805-967-1797
Experlnterface Builder
Al programming tool
Macintosh Plus or larger; ExperCommon Lisp.
.. Experlnterface Builder allows users to design
applications interface-first, using only the mouse.
The completed interface can then be given to a
programmer for generation of code.
It is a "smart" program with its own inference
engine that can call as well as link the various
objects needed to build the interface.
Completed applications can be delivered with
minimal overhead because the generic application
that provides the basic interface structure requires
only 32K of memory. Double-clickable applications
can be developed that do not require a user to own
Lisp.
$395 retail
ExperTelligence, Inc.; 5638 Hollister Ave.; Goleta,
CA 93117; 805-967-1797
ExperLink
Symbolic 3600 link to ExperLisp
512K or larger Macintosh.
ExperLink prov·ides text file transfer between a
Symbolics Lisp·machine and a Macintosh configured
with ExperLisp.
It transfers any command available under
program control and allows a Macintosh to remotely
invoke processes on a Symbolics. It also includes
commented source code for modification.
$500 retail
ExperTelligence, Inc.; 5638 Hollister Ave.; Goleta,
CA 93117; 805-967-1797
ExperLisp 1.5
Programming language
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive or
hard disk drive.
ExperLisp is a high performance, compiled
version of Lisp. Users have access to all of the
graphics routines, pull down menus, multiple
windows and operating system routines, as well as
the power and speed of Lisp code that is optimized
for the MC68000-based Macintosh.

It is a "modem" Lisp with modem control
structures, such as DoList, DoTimes, Case, Catch
and Throw, all of which are compiled inline.
Functions can have optional arguments with
initialization forms and a catch-all argument.
A break package allows a user to interrupt
execution, examine/change variables and functions
and then resume execution.
Features incluqe: compiler that optimizes code
for fast execution and list processing; sµpports large
program libraries; Load-On-Return, which allows a
user to run programs larger than the machine's
memory; editor windows on files can be
simultaneously displayed and text can be moved
among them; a graphics window and text window
can share the screen; provides several program
libraries, including a list structure editor and an
optimizing file compiler; includes a Load-Fas!
function , which allows a user to load ExperLisp
compiled files; scoping of variables; expanded Setf;
and more.
$495 retail
ExperTelligence, lnc.; 5638 Hollister Ave.; Goleta,
CA 93117; 805-967-1797
ExperLogo-Ph.is
Programming language
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
hard disk drive.
ExperLogo-Plus is an adaptation of Logo that
includes Turtle graphics at speeds of up to 100 times
that 1>f other Logos. It also includes Bunny graphics
which feature bunnies that can move in three
dimensional space by responding to Roll, Pitch and
Yaw and can also live on spheres.
The program also features a Load on Call
capability which stores procedures on disk then
automatically loads them when called.
$95 retail
ExperTelligence, Inc.; 5638 Hollister Ave.; Goleta,
CA 93117; 805-967-1797
ExperOPSS+
Expert systems shell
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
hard disk drive; ExperLisp.
ExperOPS5+ provides tools for customizing a
user interface for a user's expert systems.
This is done with customized dialog boxes that
can incorporate MacPaint or MacDraw graphics and
can receive responses through radio buttons, check
boxes, OK and yes/no buttons.
$495 retail
ExperTelligence, Inc.; 5638 Hollister Ave.; Goleta,
CA 93117; 805-967-1797
ExperPrplog II
Prolog programming language
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
hard disk drive.
ExperProlog II is an interpreter that allows a user
to interactively load, execute, extend and modify
Prolog programs, while taking advantage of all the
facilities of the Macintosh environment.
Features include: conditional deferred resolution
and unification, declared inequality of variables,
worlds manipulation, infinite trees and global
assignments.
A built-in editor is featured along with a trace
window, special graphic printing routines that
represent complex trees on the screen and access to
the host system environment through special calls.
$495 retail
ExperTelligence, Inc.; 5638 Hollister Ave.; Goleta,
CA 93117; 805-967-1797
Flex
Expert system tool kit
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
Flex is an expert system tool kit that combines
frames, objects and rules in a logic programming
environment with full access to MacProlog. Key
features include: If-Then-Because rules with easy to
understand KSL syntax; frame-based knowledge
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representation with multiple inheritance; powerful
slot-based objects with procedural attachment;
reasoning via integrate.d backward or forward
chaining; and access to underlying Prolog system to
supplement built-in features.
$495 retail
Logic Programming Associates, Ltd.; Studio 4, The
Royal Victoria Patriotic Bldg.; Trinity Rd.; London
SW18 3SX, England; +441-871-2016
GoldWorks II
Expert system shell
Macintosh 11; 8 MB of RAM; 15 MB free disk space.
GoldWorks II is a powerful expert system shell
for developing and delivering advanced applications.
It incorporates many advanced features to provide a
highly productive programming environment and is
designed to handle a wide range of knowledge-based
applications.
Significant featµres include: robust window
system supporting dynamic graphics and multiple
windows; graphics layout tool kit for building
graphical end-4ser interfaces with minimal
programming; high-productivity rule editor that
allows develppers to develop, debug and extend rulebased systems without using the underlying Lisp;
coml?rehensive implementation of object-oriented
programming paradigms, including handlers and
daemons; powerful inference engine offering
forward, backward and bi-directional chaining; full
Common Lisp available for writing procedural
extensions; and a comprehensive library of portable
window functions.
$4,995 retail
Gold Hill Computers, Inc.;. 26 Landsdowne St.;
Cambridge, MA 02139; 617-621-3300
Humble Expert System Shell V2.0
Expert system development tool for the Smalltalk-80
programming environment; can be used with or
without the Analyst .
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; ParcPlace Systems' Smalltalk-BO.
Humbl~ Expert System Shell is a Smalltalk-80based expert-system shell that allows the integration
of rule-based intelligence with Smalltalk-80
·
applications.
Humble includes an inference engine capable of
forward and backward chaining, reasoning under
uncertainty, multiple contexts and full explanation.
Also included are an integrated knowledge-base
editor, execution and debugging environments and a
programmer's interface.
Humble runs on all commercial Smalltalk-80
systems, including Macintosh Smalltalk-80 Version
0.4.
Humble contains a graphical rule browser, an
enhanced rule compiler and a graphics-based expertsystem demonstration.
$395 retail
Xerox Special Information Systems; 250 N. Halstead
St.; PO Box 5608; Pasadena, CA 91107;
818-351-2351
HyperX
HyperCard expert system and tutorial
Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives or
hard disk drive; HyperCard.
HyperX, which is written entirely in HyperTalk,
allows users to add the power of artificial
intelligence to their HyperCard stacks. Designed
with the novice in mind, HyperX includes a
complete tutorial that will teach the concepts and
terminology behind ex,pert systems and artificial
intelligence with visual examples. It also provides
powerful advanced features for users who are
looking for an intuitive graphic environment for
developing and delivering comp)ete expert systems.
Features include: graphic rule map; integrated
Help system and expanded tutorial; forward and
backward chaining inference engine; attribute-value
pairs; import and export rules as text; and fact
demons.

Programming Tools/
Artificial Intelligence
HyperX includes Quest, an integrated expert
system that helps build the user interface for
applications, HyperCard 1.2.2 and MacNet
communications software for access to online
HyperX forum and technical support service.
$49.95 retail; includes HyperCard
Millennium Software; 1970 S. Coast Hwy.; Laguna
Beach, CA 92651; 714-497-7439
Instant-Expert 2.0
Rule-based expert system development shell
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Instant-Expert is a rule-based expert system
development shell that allows a user to develop
applications in various expert domains.
A user enters an expert's knowledge in rule form
and the program provides advice, makes decisions,
solves problems and offers selections.
Features include an inference engine using
forward chaining and backward chaining techniques,
as well as a mixed strategy in which both forward
and backward reasoning are used; interactive
deduction; optional search strategies (depth first or
breadth first); uncertainty controls; and more.
$69.95 retail
Human Intellect Systems; 1670 S. Amphlett Blvd.,
Ste. 326; San Mateo, CA 94402; 415-571-5939 or
800-522-5939
Instant-Expert Plus 2.0
Rule-based expert systems shell with graphics,
variables and functions
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Instant-Expert Plus is a rule-based expert
systems shell that combines a full function Graphics
Manager, variables, complete search control and
more than 70 functions.
Features include: forward and backward
chaining; combination of both forward and backward
chaining; interactive deduction; ICP (Inference by
Continued Propagation); optional search strategies
(depth first or breadth first); probability control; and
certainty factors.
$498 retail
Human Intellect Systems; 1670 S. Amphlett Blvd.,
Ste. 326; San Mateo, CA 94402; 415-571-5939 or
800-522-5939
Intelligent Developer
Expert system development tool
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Intelligent Developer is a complete, stand-alone
expert system development tool that can deliver
expert systems as either stand-alone Macintosh
programs or embedded within HyperCard stacks.
The Intelligent Developer system consists of
three main modules: the program itself for managing
and storing knowledge, IntelliCard for embedding
expertise into HyperCard and IntelliHelp for
assisting non-programmers in creating their own
intelligent applications.
A special version of Intelligent Developer, called
Intelligent Developer/SQL, can automatically access
and update data from mini and mainframe database
management systems by generating appropriate
Structured Query Language statements, making it
possible to dynamically gather important information
while requiring no expertise from a user.
$395 retail
HyperPress Publishing Corp.; PO Box 8243; Foster
City, CA 94404; 415-3454620
LevelS/Macintosh
Expert system shell
512K or larger Macintosh; 2 MB of RAM
recommended.
Level5 is an expert system shell for developing
custom applications composed of rules and facts.
With Level5 's rule-based approach, the process' of
capturing, maintaining and distributing expert
knowledge and experience throughout a company is

greatly simplified for programmers and nonprogrammers alike.
Level5 takes advantage of the Macintosh user
interface, is MultiFinder compatible and supports
HyperCard. Special features include an English
syntax rule grammar, dynamic reporting capabilities,
engineering mathematic functions , confidence
weighting, debugging tools and the ability to sublaunch external programs via parameter passing.
$685 retail; one-time fee
$3,000 retail; unlimited usage site license
$150 retail; single run-time version
Information Builders, Inc.; 1250 Broadway; New
York, NY 10001; 212-736-4433 or800-444-4303
(Fla. office)
MacBrain 2.0 With HyperBrain
Simulates neural networks; users can access library
or create own arbitrary architectures
Macintosh Plus or larger; extra memory
recommended for Plus; accelerator board
recommended (but not essential) for Plus and SE.
MacBrain is designed for simulating neural
networks and other massively parallel models of
computation. Neural networks can be used for
pattern recognition, data fusion , making decisions
with fuzzy or incomplete data and solving
combinatorial optimization problems. MacBrain uses
an intuitive graphic interface to make neural network
creation, editing and training very simple. If offers
more than a dozen software hooks where users can
optimize various algorithms and other system
parameters.
MacBrain includes a run-time tool kit called
HyperBrain, which provides neural network
processing from within HyperCard or SuperCard.
This allows quick development of friendly front ends
to user applications.
$995 retail; educational discounts available
Neurix; l Kendall Sq., Ste. 2200; Cambridge,
MA 02139; 617-577-1202
Macintosh Allegro Common Lisp
Common Lisp implementation
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; 1.6 MB of
disk storage; 2 MB of RAM and hard disk drive
recommended.
Macintosh Allegro Common Lisp is a complete
implementation of the Common Lisp standard. It
provides numerous extensions to the Common Lisp
language that include a multiple-inheritance objectoriented programming system and a set of high-level
tools for the construction of a Macintosh interface.
The Macintosh Allegro Common Lisp compiler
produces efficient native 680x0 code. File
compilation and incremental compilation are both
supported. An evaluator is provided to support
expression by expression execution of programs. A
snapshot facility allows saving complete Lisp
environments for quick restarts.
Macintosh Allegro Common Lisp provides an
integrated programming environment that makes
extensive use of the Macintosh graphic interface. An
integrated, programmable editor is provided, as well
as a Lisp Listener and window-based debugging
tools.
Macintosh Allegro Common Lisp includes the
Foreign Function Interface for calling external
procedures and the Stand-Alone Application
Generator for creating double-clickable Macintosh
applications that do not require the presence of the
full development environment.
$495 retail
APDA - Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani
Ave., MS 33-G; Cupertino, CA 95014;
800-282-2732
MacObject
Generates and edits object hierarchies in terms of
Prolo_g++
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
MacObject is a graphical package for generating
and editing object hierarchies in terms of Pro log++,
an object-oriented extension to MacProlog.

$495 retail
Logic Programming Associates, Ltd.; Studio 4, The
Royal Victoria Patriotic Bldg.; Trinity Rd.; London
SW18 3SX, England; +441-871-2016
MacProlog
Applications development system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
MacProlog is a complete applications
development system built on a powerful Prolog
compiler with source-level debugging, high-level
toolbox access, interfaces to C and Pascal,
declarative graphics and a classical Macintosh
environment.
$595 retail
Logic Programming ·Associates, Ltd.; Studio 4, The
Royal Victoria Patriotic Bldg.; Trinity Rd. ; London
SW18 3SX, England; +441-871-2016
MacScheme
LISP programming
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
MacScheme is an implementation of the Scheme
programming language, an important modem dialect
of LISP. It is designed for use in university computer
· science courses ranging from the introductory level
to graduate courses in artificial intelligence.
MacScheme includes a native code compiler, a
fast interpreter, a source code debugger and a tracer.
Its integrated editor helps with Scheme syntax by
highlighting matching parentheses and by suggesting
proper indentation. MacScheme also includes a
Scheme-like subset of QuickDraw graphics
commands.
$150 retail
Lightship Software, Inc.; PO Box 1636; Beaverton,
OR 97075; 503-643-6909
MacScheme+ Toolsmith
LISP development system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
MacScheme+Toolsmith is a complete software
development system that features the Scheme
programming language, a modem dialect of Lisp.
The program provides the facilities needed to
write stand-alone applications entirely in Scheme.
These facilities include a selective linker, high-level
objects for interactive windows and menus, a
comprehensive library of Toolbox data definitions
and traps and extensive examples.
MacScheme+Toolsmith includes an optimizing
native code compiler that delivers up to 10 times the
speed of the MacScheme Version 1.2 byte code
interpreter.
Other features include multitasking, an interruptdriven event system and an improved ver5ion of the
MacScheme byte code interpreter. The multitasking
and interrupt system make it possible for
programmers to design applications in the manner
most appropriate to the problem they are trying to
solve.
Development tools, such as source code
debugger, tracer and integrated editor, are also part
of the system.
$395 retail
Lightship Software, Inc.; PO Box 1636; Beaverton,
OR 97075; 503-643-6909
MacSmarts 3.02
Expert system tool with Hypertext
512K or larger Macintosh.
MacSmarts is an expert system tool that uses
artificial intelligence techniques to communicate
expertise. It features Hypertext techniques for
creating integrated knowledge systems that combine
rules, graphics, databases, text, spreadsheets and
other forms of knowledge.
The program condenses the knowledge of
experts into a set of rules that can be communicated
to others in the form of interactive "knowledge
bases" that offer advice or solve problems.
MacSmarts features a spreadsheet-like interface that
uses fill-in-the-blank forms instead of requiring
complex programming languages.
·
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MacSmarts uses two methods of communicating
expert knowledge: rule-based and example-based.
MacSmarts allows multilevel linking to
HyperCard stacks, graphics (MacPaint or MacDraw),
text files, spreadsheets, databases and to other '
knowledge bases.
MacSmarts can handle up to 4,000 rules per
knowledge base and 1,000 examples per rule. By
linking knowledge bases, its capacity is limited only
by available hard disk capacity. Password protection
is also available.
$195 retail
Cognition Technology Corp.; 55 Wheeler St.;
Cambridge, MA 02138; 617-492-0246 or
800-622-2829

MacSmarts Professional
Hypermedia-based expert system tool
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacSmarts Professional is an advanced version
of the MacSmarts expert system tool. It can link to
databases and spreadsheets (via SYLK and other
files), HyperCard stacks, MacPaint and PICT images
and text files. It can perform calculations and logical
operations on variables and data, using built-in
functions and equations, and allows for hypermedia
exploration of knowledge.
MacSmarts Professional allows for the creation
of knowledge bases with complex computational
rules that include mathematical functions, relations,
logical operators, expressions, certainty factors and
variables. This allows a knowledge base to look up
values in a database or spreadsheet, use them in a
formula and, based on the outcome, offer specific
advice or create a custom report.
The program can create expert systems by
entering explicit rules, by entering examples of how
an expert makes decisions or both. Examples can be
imported from spreadsheets or databases: Rules can
read and write SYLK files and tab- and commadelimited text files. The SYLK interface also enables
Mac~marts to act as an inference server on a Tops or
other PC/Macintosh network.
MacSmarts Professional can handle up to 4,000
rules per knowledge base and 1,000 examples per
rule. By linking knowledge bases, expert systems of
very large size and power can be constructed, limited
only by available hard disk capacity.
$495 retail
Cognition Technology Corp.; 55 Wheeler St.;
Cambridge, MA 02138; 617-492-0246 or
800-622-2829
Mahogany
Expert system development tool
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Mahogany Introductory is a rule- and objectbased expt;rt system development tool designed to
make knowledge-base development easier for novice
users.
Mahogany Introductory uses a simple If-Then
rule format. Each rule can have multiple clauses in
the lf, Then, Else and Unknown parts. Graphic and
text files are easily integrated into Mahogany's
knowledge bases. Certainty factors may be assigned
to individual rule clauses, and both forward and
backward chaining inferenGe modes are included.
Knowledge bases developed with Mahogany
Introductory are compatible with Mahogany
Professional.
Mahogany Professional provides additional
features for the more experienced expert system
developer.
Mahogany Professional features full object
inheritance. Greater control over rules and the
inference process itself is available in Mahogany
Professional, including the ability to lock rules,
modify the knowledge engineering environment,
integrate info and inquiry files , user-definable
synonyms and more. Additional operators have been
added that enable Mahogany Professional to run

other software, get information from other software
utilities, put information back into other software and
to run XCMDs and XFCNs.
$149 retail; Introductory
$495 retail; Professional
Emerald Intelligence, Inc.; 3915-Al Research Park
Dr.; Ann Arbor, MI 48108; 313-663-8757

Moby Hyphenator
Words with embedded hyphenation points in plain
ASCII text
512K or larger Macintosh.
Moby Hyphenator is an unabridged list
(150,000+ entries) of words with embedded
hyphenation points in plain ASCH text. They are
used for correctly breaking text to be output, musical
lyrics or other syllabification. It may be used as the
basis of applications royalty free.
$129 retail
Illumind; 571 Belden St., Ste. A; Monterey,
CA 93940; 408-373-1 491

Moby Part-Of-Speech
Words and common phrases coded with their
prioritized part-of-speech in English
512K or larger Macintosh.
Moby Part-Of-Speech is an unabridged list
(200,000+ entries) of words and common phrases
coded with their prioritized part(s)-of-speech in
English (plain ASCII text). It is used for increasing
accuracy of OCR, English language parsing and
understanding. It may be used as the basis of
grammar checkers or other applications royalty free.
$149 retail
lllumind; 571 Belden St., Ste. A; Monterey,
CA 93940; 408-373-1491
Moby Pronunciator
Words and common phrases in English coded with
their International Phonetic Alphabet equivalence
512K or larger Macintosh.
Moby Pronunciator is an unabridged list
(150,000+ entries) of words and common phrases in
English coded with their International Phonetic
Alphabet equivalence. lt includes primary and
secondary emphasis points and syllabification, and is
in plain ASCH text. It can be used for exceptionally
good text-to-speech, and may be used as the basis of
text-to-speech programs or other applications royalty
free.
$199 retail
lllumind; 571 Belden St., Ste. A; Monterey,
CA 93940; 408-373-1491
MobyWords
English words and phrases in plain ASCH text
512K or larger Macintosh.
Moby Words is a mammoth list (530,000+) of
English words and phrases in plain ASCH text. It
contains 360,000+ single words, 160,000+ proverbs
and phrases and 24,000+ names of people. lt
includes words with diacriticals, 1,000 most
frequently used words in order and more. It also
contains the Bright Star Catalog of 9,000 stars by
magnitude and coordinate. Moby Words may be used
as the basis of spelling checkers or other applications
royalty free.
$79 retail
lllumind; 571 Belden St., Ste. A; Monterey,
CA 93940; 408-373-1491
Nexpert Object
Expert system development tool; rule and objectbased system; access to external programs and
databases
Macintosh SE or II.
Nexpert Object is a hybrid rule- and objectbased expert system development environment. It is
written fully in C, ensuring a high level of
performance and integration.
Features include: integrated forward and
backward chaining using the same symmetric rule
format; automatic goal generation; pattern matching;
user-defined multiple inheritance; procedural
attachments and method inheritance; dynamic
creation of objects; and non-monotonic evaluations.
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The program's comprehensive graphic interface
allows developers and domain experts to edit rules
and objects, as well as build control structures, with
the macroscopic knowledge structure available at all
times through a dynamic graphic browsing
mechanism. The open, event-driven architecture
permits the development of real-time, online
applications and full communication and interaction
with the task environment.
Nexpert rules can directly communicate with
databases. The Runtime system allows the delivery
of either graphic or line display applications.
$5,000 retail
Neuron Data, Inc.; 444 High St.; Palo Alto,
CA 94301 ; 415-321-4488

Nexpert Object Runtime Library Under MPW
Kernel of Nexpert provided as an MPW object file
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Nexpert Runtime Library under the
Macintosh Programmer's Workshop (MPW) is the
kernel of Nexpert provided as an MPW object file. lt
can be linked with any MPW program.
In addition to the features of Nexpert Object, the
library offers the following advantages: can be
embedded in custom applications; can be used to
customize the interface of the expert system
application; can be used as the Al module in an
existing MPW application; can be used as an MPW
tool running under the shell; can be interpreted with
conventional programming languages (complete C
and Pascal examples are provided); and knowledge
bases (KB) built with the Development System can
be used directly with the Runtime Library (the
Library also provides edition functions to create and
modify KBs).
Because the Library can be linked with any
MPW object file , users are not limited to C. Users
can program in Pascal, Object Pascal (Mac App),
Assembly or any MPW-compatible language.
$750 retail
Neuron Data, Inc.; 444 High St.; Palo Alto,
CA 94301; 415-321-4488

Nextra
Knowledge acquisition and transfer tool for expert
systems development
Macintosh II ; 2 MB of RAM.
Nextra is a high-end, knowledge acquisition and
transfer tool for expert systems development. It is
designed for knowledge engineers and domain
experts to ~llow them to transfer concepts, opinions
and facts to the computer.
Nextra elicits knowledge from a user through
interactive interviewing, structures it into logical
relationships and then provides graphical
representations and analysis of that knowledge.
Nextra provides two primary benefits to expert
systems developers: it provides structure and focus
to the expertise required in the particular system
being developed, and it automatically generates rules
and objects for Nexpert Object, an expert system
shell.
$4,000 retail
Neuron Data, Inc.; 444 High St.; Palo Alto,
CA 94301; 415-321-4488
Nexus
Expert system shell and language compiler
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive or
hard disk drive.
Nexus is a hybrid systems building tool
combining procedural programming with Artificial
Intelligence. It is comprised of Nexus-Expert, an
expert system handling predicates, variables and
actions; Nexus-Language, a specific Modula-2-like
language; and Nexus-Editor, an intelligent,
interactive rule editor.
It allows users to create and consult a cognitive
space capable of integrating declarative knowledge
into an enlarged production rules format and
procedural knowledge into actions (procedures and
functions). For each type of knowledge, the system
offers" the most suitable choice of problem
representation: rule or program.

Programming Tools/
Artificial Intelligence
$4,800 retail
Human Intellect Systems; 1670 S. Amphlett Blvd.,
Ste. 326; San Mateo, CA 94402; 415-571-5939 or
800-522-5939
Ourse Vl.O
Expert system production
Any Macintosh.
Ourse is a tool for the production of expert
systems that uses the following elements: a
knowledge representation model (clauses); a
reasoning model (SL-resolution); an interface
module that allows the expert to express its
knowledge of the domain; and an explanation model
that allows the system to be understood, its
objectives to be discovered and access to the general
state of the knowledge. lt also includes window
management.
$4,000 retail
Avenue Software, Inc.; 2162 Charest Blvd. W;
Sainte-Foy, Quebec, Canada GIN 2G3;
418-682-3088
Prolog II Version 2.4
Artificial intelligence language
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
hard disk drive.
Prolog II is a full Macintosh implementation of
the Prolog artificial-intelligence language, used for
developing expert systems and for natural language
processing.
The program supports pull-down menus,
windows and other Macintosh features. It also offers:
finite and infinite trees; equation on trees;
coprocessing; the freeze predicate; a tracing
mechanism (with or without tree drawing), tree
drawing of a term; and Prolog routines that can be
linked with MPW Pascal.
$495 U.S. retail
Avenue Software, Inc.; 2162 Charest Blvd. W;
Sainte-Foy, Quebec, Canada GIN 2G3; 418-6823088
Quintus Flex Toolkit
Expert systems toolkit
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; external
disk drive.
Quintus Flex Toolkit is a highly portable expert
systems toolkit that supports frame-based
programming on various hardware platforms.
Program features include: frames, procedures and
rules, multiple and specialized inheritance, forward
and backward chaining, English-like KSL language,
gateway to underlying Prolog and graphical frame
browser.
$495 retail
Quintus Computer Systems; 1310 Villa St.;
Mountain View, CA 94041; 415-965-7700 or
800-245-6442
Quintus MacObject
Object-oriented programming tool
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of JJ.AM; external
disk drive; Mac Prolog Compiler.
Quintus MacObject is packaged with Prolog++,
a graphical development environment for Prolog++
programmers. Program features include: dynamic
and static objects and instances, multiple inheritance
of attributes/methods, daemon objects for monitoring
slots, built-in window, graphics and GUis;
interactive incremental compilation and full sourcelevel debugging facilities. No special hardware is
required.
·
$495 retail; Quintus MacObject
$595 retail; Mac Prolog Compiler
Quintus Computer Systems; 1310 Villa St.;
Mountain View, CA 94041; 415-965-7700 or
800-245-6442

Quintus MacProlog
Programming language
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; external
disk drive.
Quintus MacProlog combines the power of the
Prolog programming language with the user friendly
interface and enhanced graphics of the Macintosh.
Program features include: window-oriented
incremental compiler, powerful optimising compiler,
flexible C and Pascal interfaces, declarative graphics
system, high-level Toolbox access and produces
stand-alone applications.
$595 retail
Quintus Computer Systems; 1310 Villa St.;
Mountain View, CA 94041 ; 415-965-7700 or
800-245-6442
Scheme Express
Implementation of Lisp
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
Scheme Express is a byte code interpreter
suitable for writing and debugging Scheme
programs. Functionally identical to MacScheme,
Scheme Express is an inexpensive way to learn Lisp.
Scheme Express includes an object system, a
simple graphics package, a non-deterministic
environment, a user's guide and a reference manual.
Programs written in Scheme Express are compatible
with MacScheme and MacScheme+Toolsmith.
$69.95 retail
Lightship Software, Inc.; PO Box 1636; Beaverton,
OR 97075; 503-643-6909
Super Expert
Example-based expert system development package
512KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
hard disk drive.
SuperExpert is a tool for creating and using
expert systems. It is designed to take every day
examples and, from these examples, create a rule
about how a decision is made. Once the rule is
getlerated, a user can go through the decision making
process to the correct solution.
A designer enters the examples using an
interface similar to that of a spreadsheet. The
program automatically generates the rules from these
examples. The rules determine the paths used to
make decisions. A user can then run through the
expert system, answering questions until a solution is
found.
Features of the program include: backward and
forward chaining; a full text editor; run time
versions; automatic induction; Macintalk;
importing/exporting capabilities; and more.
$199.95 retail
Softsync, Inc.; 162 Madison Ave.; New York,
NY 10016; 212-685-2080

Programming Tools/
Assembly Language ·
Consulair 68000 Development System
Complete, professional Macintosh assembly
language development system
512K or larger Macintosh ; external disk drive or
hard disk drive.
Formerly Apple 's Macintosh 68000
Development System, this collection of software
tools is designed for developing assembly language
programs on a Madntosh.
Features include a multiple-window editor with
undo, which allows a user to edit several files
simultaneously with standard Macintosh text-editing
features; a Motorola 68000 assembler with a macro
facility; a flexible linker/librarian that supports
libraries and modular programming; and more.
A Motorola 68000 manual is included with the
package, and site licenses and university discounts
are available.
$79.95 retail
Consulair Corp.; PO Box 2192; Ketchum, ID 83340;
208-726-5846

Consulair 68020/030 Assembler
Assembly language development system
Macintosh SE/30 or JI; or a11y Macintosh with a
68020 or 68030 processor.
The Consulair 68020/030 Assembler retains the
powerful and familiar user interface and operating
environment of the Consulair 68000 Development
System (CDS). The 68020/030 version allows users
to take full advantage of the extended addressing
modes and instruction sets of the 68020 and 68030
processors, the 68881 and 68882 math coprocessors
and the 68851 memory management unit. The
68020/030 assembler is fully compatible with the
CDS at both the source file and binary file levels,
and files may be used interchangably between the
two. A Motorola 68020 manual is included.
$130 retail
Consulair Corp.; PO Box 2192; Ketchum, ID 83340;
208-726-5846
Crossbow
Editor, cross-assembler and terminal emulator
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive.
Crossbow is an editor, cross-assembler and
terminal emulator. The multiscreen editor allows
eight open windows, with their file lengths limited
only by memory size. The assembler is optimized for
speed, running at the rate of 30,000 lines per minute
on a Mac II, and the fast terminal emulation allows
users to communicate with a program after it has
been downloaded to their object machine.
$295 retail
Onset Computer Corp.; 199 Main St.; N. Falmouth,
MA 02556; 508-563-2267
HeapShow Version 3.0
Graphically represents the contents of any
Macintosh's RAM while applications actually run
Any Macintosh.
HeapShow graphically represents the contents of
any Macintosh's RAM while applications actually
run. It is the only developer/hacker tool that shows
what's going on visually.
$79 retail
BIT Computing Corp.; PO Box 1465; Euless, TX
76039; 817-267-1415
MacAdvantage 68000 Assembler
32-bit macro assembler
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
hard disk drive ; MacAdvantage UCSD Pascal.
The MacAdvantage 68000 Assembler consists of
a group of program development tools designed to be
used with MacAdvantage: UCSD Pascal. Included
are an extended 68000 Assembler with 32-bit
support and ROM interfacing, a Linker, a Code
Mover utility for installing device drivers and desk
accessories and a low-level debugger.
$129.95 retail
Pecan Software Systems, Inc.; 1410 39th St.;
Brooklyn, NY 11218; 718-851-3100
N' SANE Desk Accessory
Number-> SANE type conversion DA
512KE or larger Macintosh .
N' SANE Desk Accessory is a utility written for
Macintosh programmers and technical users. It is
especially helpful to those who intend to use the
SANE (Standard Apple Numerics Environment)
package for scientific or engineering applications.
N' SANE takes numeric input (floating point,
decimal or integer) and converts it into the standard
SANE data types: single, double, comp and
extended. The result is displayed in hex. Any
exceptions generated by the SANE engine are
displayed (invalid, inexact, overflow and underflow).
$19.95 retail
Navaco; 420 Pasadena Dr.; Erie, PA 16505; 814833-2592
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Programming Tools/
Assembly Language
TMON2.8.4
Interactive, multiwindow monitor/debugger
512K or larger Macintosh .
TMON is a multiwindow monitor/debugger
designed to examine in detail the inner workings of a
Macintosh program.
Features include: functions accessible from
keyboard; illegal ROM calls caught by discipline;
ROM calls identified by name; heap blocks
recognized automatically;_addresses displayed with
user names; windows the move, scroll and resize;
ability to debug !NIT resources; options to disable
VBL tasks while in the program; mouse unfreeze; a
built-in programmer's calculator; customization
support; and more.
$149.95 retail
!com Simulations, Inc.; 648 S. Wheeling Rd.;
Wheeling, IL 60090; 708-520-4440
Universal Cross Assembler
Flexible, table-based cross-assembler
Macintosh Plus or large1:
The Universal Cross Assembler, Cross-16, is a
flexible, table-based cross-assembler. It frees an
emulator development system to be used strictly for
debugging while programmers assemble code on
personal computers.
Cross-16 reads an assembly language source file
and a corresponding sorted assembler instruction
table from a disk and writes an assembled listing file
and a hex object file to the specified drive(s). By
using a user definable instruction table, Cross-16 will
assemble machine code for virtually any
microprocessor or microcontroller with an address
word of 24 bits or less. Because output formats
include 8- and 16-bit Intel hex, Motorola S-record
and straight binary, Cross-16 can be used with
almost any EPROM programmer or in-circuit
emulator.
$349 retail
Macrochip Research, Inc.; 130 I Denton Dr., Ste.
204; Carrollton, TX 75006; 214-446-9906
µASM
Integrated cross macro assembler, text editor and
communications program
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 6.0 or later.
µASM is a complete development environment
for assembly language programming. Versions are
available that produce absolute object code for most
popular 8-bit microprocessors, at speeds up to
40,000 lines per minute on a Macintosh Ilci. Macros
with local labels, conditional assembly and
automatic labels are supported. A cross-referenced
symbol table may be generated. Source code may be
assembled and tested in modular form using source
code "include" files , which may be called by the
main application or other "include" files. An
"Autosave" feature automatically saves and backs up
files before assembly.
Source code may be written using any word
processor that can output a text-only file or the
integrated text editor. µASM will generally accept
the assembly directive syntax of the primary
microprocessor manufacturers. Error messages are in
plain English and are stored along with the offending
line, line number and file name for future correction.
Object files are generated in Motorola "S," Intel
"Hex," or Tektronix "Tek-Hex" record format, and
may be downloaded to emulator or EPROM
programmer connected to the Maci.ntosh printer or
modem port using the integrated terminal
emulation/communications program.
$149.95 retail
$49.95 retail; upgrades to registered users
Micro Dialects, Inc.; PO Box 30014; Cincinnati,
OH 45230; 513-271-9100

an

Programming Tools/Basic
Advanced String Library
String handling routines
512K or larger Macintosh; True Basic.
Advanced String Library is full of handy tools
that include source code.
Features include pattern matching routines,
expression scanning, associative memories, text
manipulation, character set manipulation, English
text and Roman numeral conversion, DO programs
that find and replace patterns in a current file, a
38,000-word dictionary and more.
$79.95 retail
True Basic, Inc.; 12 Commerce Ave.; West Lebanon,
NH 03784; 800-872-2742
Developer's Toolkit
Allows developers to access the computer's
hardware, ROM, System software and Toolbox
commands
512K or larger Macintosh; True Basic programming
language.
The Developer's Toolkit allows developers to
access the Macintosh computer's hardware, ROM,
System software and Toolbox commands without
leaving Basic. For instance, it allows users to
manipulate resizable, scrollable windows with a
single subroutine and use dialog boxes and alerts.
$79.95 retail
True Basic, Inc.; 12 Commerce Ave.; West Lebanon,
NH 03784; 800-872-2742
DS-Basic
Basic utilities
Any Macintosh; Basic.
DS-Basic is a utility that allows users to enhance
the Basic programming language by adding
trigonometric, hyperbolic trigonometric and
logarithmic functions. Easily included in programs,
these functions increase program efficiency and ·
decrease development time.
Functions available include: inverse cosine,
hyperbolic cosecant, hyperbolic cosine, hyperbolic
cotangent, hyperbolic secant, hyperbolic sin,
hyperbolic tangent, cosecant, cotangent, secant, log
base X, log base I0, inverse sin, inverse hyperbolic
cosecant, inverse hyperbolic cosine, inverse
hyperbolic cotangent, inverse hyperbolic secant,
inverse hyperbolic sin, inverse hyperbolic tangent,
inverse cosecant, inverse cotangent, inverse secant,
anti-log base X and anti-log base 10. These 24 DSBasic functions are supplied on one diskette with an
accompanying users manual.
$24.95 retail
Daystar Software, Inc.; 5906 NW Walnut Creek Dr.;
Kansas City, MO 64152; 816-741-4310
Macintosh Hands On Utility Pack
MS Basic programming aids
Any Macintosh.
The Macintosh Hands On Utility Pack is a
collection of powerful utilities for MS Basic
programmers.
Window Dresser makes window design
foolproof. A user draws the windows, selects the
button type and adds edit fields. The program writes
the corresponding MS Basic program code. Cursor
Editor lets a user design custom cursors. Pattern
Designer writes the data state~ents for the
background or fills patterns a user chooses. Wave
Editor lets a user create sound effects and music. List
Master formats Basic listings for easier reading.
Type lets a user examine text files.
$29.95 retail
MindCraft Publications Corp.; 52 Domino Dr.;
Concord, MA 01742; 508-371-1660
Microsoft QuickBasic 1.0
Basic development environment
Macintosh Plus or larger; SOOK double-sided disk
drive; hard disk drive or two SOOK double-sided disk
drives recommended.
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Microsoft QuickBasic is a complete Basic
development environment that combines the full
editing and debugging capabilities of the Basic
Interpreter with the fast execution of the Basic
Compiler and its ability to create stand-alone
applications.
Microsoft QuickBasic lets users compile and
execute programs with a simple click of the mouse.
It also allows easy access to the Macintosh Toolbox
and includes 150 of the most common Toolbox
routines built directly into the language. Its
debugging features include step execution, animated
tracing and breakpoints for source-level debugging.
Its immediate mode lets programmers print the
values of variables and expressions or execute
commands while the program is stopped at a
breakpoint.
$99 retail
Microsoft Corp.; One Microsoft Way; Redmond,
WA 98052-6399; 206-882-8080
NKR Basic Compiler
Produces efficient native code for fast execution of
Basic programs
Macintosh 11; A!UX.
The NKR Basic Compiler produces efficient
native code for fist execution of Basic programs and
is a companion product to the NKR Basic Interpreter.
A/UX integration is provided and programs in other
languages may be called without interfacing
subroutines. The NKR Basic Compiler conforms to
ANSI X3. I I3 (FIPS PUB 68-2), required for
government procurement, and the European ECMA116 standard.
Language features for engineering and scientific.
applications include matrix and string operations,
true subroutines and functions, built-in exception
handling features, structured programming
constructs and a variety of file and data types. The
compiler provides convenient portability to other
Unix and non-Unix systems that support ANSI
standard Basic.
$495 retail
NKR Research, Inc.; 4040 Moorpark Ave., Ste. 209;
San Jose, CA 95117; 408-249-2612
NKR Basic Interpreter
Provides an easy-to-use development environment
for Basic programs
Macintosh 11; AIUX.
The NKR Basic Interpreter provides an easy-touse development environment for Basic programs
and is a companion product to the NKR Basic
compiler. A powerful built-in debugger and Help
facility are included. Special features include a trace
mode that can be speeded up or slowed down, and
easily renamed Help commands to reflect a user
developed application. It allows dynamic linking of
Basic subprograms and includes a "make" facility
(as in Unix) to allow automatic scanning of changed
source files. The NKR Basic Interpreter conforms to
ANSI X3. l l 3 (FIPS PUB 68-2), required for
government procurement, and the European ECMA116 standard.
Language features include matrix and string
operations, true subroutines and functions, built-in
exception handling features , structured programming
constructs and a variety of file and data types. The
compiler provides convenient portability to other
Unix and non-Unix systems that support ANSI
standard Basic.
$495 retail ·
NKR Research, Inc.; 4040 Moorpark Ave., Ste. 209;
San Jose, CA 95117; 408-249-2612
NKR GW Converter
Translates MS OW Basic source code to NKR Basic
Macintosh 11; AIUX.
NKR OW Converter translates Microsoft OW
Basic source code to NKR Basic with a high degree
of automatic conversion (in excess of 90 percent) for
machine independent statements. It allows users to
port Microsoft Basic applications to platforms where
standard ANSI Basic is available.

Programming Tools/Basic

Programming Tools/ C

The Converter is user friendly by design.
Detailed and specific .error messages are provided;
the converted program is uniformly indented and
documented for easy reading; untranslatable
constructs are pin-pointed; a large support library is
provided so that GW Basic users can continue to use
many of the same statements; correct translation of
Boolean expressions; and correct name resolution of
different variables with the same identifiers. Correct
and complete translation of machine independent
statements is a key design goal. It is easily portable
to most environments where NKR Basic is available.
$195 retail; with purchase of NKR Basic Interpreter
or Compiler
NKR Research, Inc.; 4040 Moorpark Ave., Ste. 209;
San Jose, CA 951 17; 408-249-2612

Aztec C
C development system
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Aztec C is a software development system that
writes fast, compact code.
Aztec C includes: Aztec Shell, Compiler, 68000
Macro Assembler, Overlay Linker, Librarian, Run
Time Libraries, Profiler, full Macintosh Toolbox
Interface and Portable C Library Interface.
Aztec C +SOB includes: Source Level
Debugger, Aztec Shell, Compiler, 68000 Macro
Assembler, Overlay Linker, Librarian, Run Time
Libraries, Profiler, full Macintosh Toolbox Interface
and Portable C Library Interface.
Aztec C + MPW includes: MPW Shell, Aztec
Shell, Compiler, 68000 Macro Assembler, Overlay
Linker, Librarian, Run Time Libraries, Profiler, full
Macintosh Toolbox Interface, Portable C Library
Interface and MPW compatible headers.
Aztec SOB is an interactive source level
debugger that is designed for fast response and ease
in debugging. With SOB, users can: display all
active function names; display values of passed
parameters;·examine variables from any active
function; customize the debugging environment with
reusable command macros and procedures; use
function or line-by-line tracing; set breakpoints by
lines, functions or variables; see actual C source as it
executes; and more. Windows display C source and
command output separately, with a third window for
entering commands.
Aztec C UniTools includes the utilities z (vi
editor), make, diff and grep. All are compatible with
the Aztec Shell and the MPW Shell.
Aztec C Library Source includes the original
assembly and C source to all routines found in the
Aztec Run Time Libraries.
$125 retail; Aztec C ·
$189 retail; Aztec C + SDB
$189 retail; Aztec C + MPW
$125 retail; Aztec SDB
$125 retail; Aztec C UniTools
$250 retail; Aztec C Library Source
Manx Software Systems; PO Box 55; Shrewsbury,
NJ 07702; 201-542-2121or800-221 -0440

Sorting & Searching Library
Subroutines for sorting arrays in a True Basic
program
512K or larger Macintosh; True Basic.
.
The Sorting & Searching Library includes 14
subroutines for sorting arrays. ~II are "in-place"
sorts, which means that they require little memory
over and above that taken by me array and require no
disk access.
Features include fast, in-place "Quicksort"; the
ability to define customized comparison routines;
pointer sorts; binary search routines; heapsorts,
selection sorts and bubble sorts; sample programs;
source code; and more.
$79.95 retail
True Basic, Inc.; 12 Commerce Ave.; West Lebanon,
NH 03784; 800-872-2742
True Basic 2.02, Language & Runtime
Structured Basic programming language
512K or larger Macintosh.
True Basic combines the best features of an
interpreter and a compiler, and has support for color
graphics and the 68881 numeric coprocessor. This
structured, portable language includes matrix
algebra; support for separately compiled libraries;
enhanced access to windows, menus and other
Toolbox routines; modules (a-la Modula-2); and
"workspaces."
Additional features include online screen help;
extensive syntax-checking; errors pointed out in the
source code and reported in simple English; and a
full screen editor, which allows both the novice and
experienced programmer to develop and edit code.
$99.95 retail; True Basic
$79.95 each retail; supplemental tool kits
True Basic, Inc.; 12 Commerce Ave.; West Lebanon,
NH 03784; 800-872-2742
ZBasicS.O
Interactive Basic compiler with program generator
512K or larger Macintosh.
ZBasic is an intera~tive Basic compiler and
editor that creates true double-clickable applications.
Some of ZBasic 's features include complete toolbox
support, 256 colors, 1,000 digits of precision, an
MSBasic conversion utility, hundreds of example
programs and The Program Generator.
ZBasic provid~s access to all of the toolbox
routines, even for a Macintosh ll. With the ZMover
toolbox editor, users can add new toolbox routines as
they are introduced by Apple.
Included in the example programs are two
advanced applications, a complete MacPaint-like
program and an advanced B+tree utility program.
The Program Generator provides the ability to
write Macintosh applications with a Draw-type
editor. It even has the ability to insert often-used
subroutines.
$199.95 retail
Zedcor, Inc.; 4500 E. Speedway, Ste. 22; Tucson,
AZ 85712; 602-881-8101or800-482-4567

C Programmer's Toolbox/MPW
Tools that enhance programmer pr-0ductivity
Any Macintosh; MPW 3.0 or later.
The C Programmer's Toolbox/MPW consists of
20 tools for the professional programmer. The
primary tools include: CLint, a C syntax analyzer
(lint); CPrint, a C ~ource code beautifier/reformatter;
CXRef, a cross reference generator and symbol
µsage analyzer; CFlow, a program/function
organization analyzer; Cpp, an ANSI C preprocessor;
CDecl, a C declaration translator/interpreter; and
CHilite, a C source code highlighting/printing tool.
Other tools include: FileDiff, difference multiple
files; FileDump, dump file contents; FileList, locate
lost files , list directory contents, track storage
utilization; and Fill, automatically generate
text/source code.
The Toolbox works. with all popular C
compilers, including MPW C and Think C. The tools
work with programs of any size and number of
listings and include optional, interactive Commando
interfaces.
$295 retail
MMC AD Systems; PO Box 360845; Milpitas,
CA 95035; 408-263-078 1
C- Desk Accessories
File manipulation desk accessories
512K or larger Macintosh.
C- Desk Accessories is a complete set of file
manipulation desk accessories (delete, rename,
append, type, print, change case) written in
LightspeedC.
$25 retail; DA with documentation
$50 retail; source code loaded with comments
Coherent Cognition; PO Box 24114; San Diego,
CA 92124; 619-278-4141

C-tree File Handler/Server
Multikey ISAM plus high- and low-level B+Tree
utilities
Any Macintosh.
C-tree File Handler/Server is designed to be
integrated with a user 's application program. It
performs all functions needed to store, update and
retrieve fixed or variable-length data records. C-tree
saves development time and delivers fast data access.
The C-tree source code provides unparalleled
performance, code portability and reliability.
C-tree gives users unprecedented control over
file management. Low-level B+tree routines can be
used to implement any keyed access data structures;
or the high-level ISAM routines can be used to
greatly reduce a user's coding requirements. In either
case, C-tree optimizes a user's index files to provide
rapid random or sequential access.
When used in its client/server mode; C-iree
offers reduced disk l/O, less network traffic and true
multiuser performance in AppleTalk networks
without the use of AppleShare or Tops.
The package includes free technical support and
no royalties.
$395 retail
Faii:Com Corp.; 4006 W. Broadway; Columbia,
MO 65203; 800-234-8180
·
Codecheck
Analyzes C and C++ source code for portability,
maintainability and style
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; MPW
Codecheck performs three functions for
programmers writing C and C++ source code. It
analyzes the code for gortability, maintainability and
style, using expert-system lechniques for rule-based
source-code analysis.
Codecheck is designed to target code for
compatibility between PC DOS, OS/2, Unix, VMS
and Macintosh environments. Codecheck identifies
complex code as it is written, avoiding maintenance
problems throughout the life of the project. The
Codecheck rules can be modified for in-house
conformance standards, and Codecheck gives a
programmer a quantitative measure of readability.
Codecheck, which detects maintenance, style
and portability problems within a new project,
provides project management with quantitative
indicators of code quality, density ·and complexity.
$495 retail
Abraxas Software, Inc.; 7033 SW Macadam Ave.;
Portland, OR 97219; 503-244-5253
Consulair Mace 68.020/68881
C compiler for Macintosh ll and other 020 upgrades
Macintosh with 68020168881 boards.
The Consulair Mace 68020/68881 is a direct
access C compiler for a Macintosh II and for
68020/68881 upgrades on a Macintosh SE or any
Macintosh.
The compiler includes a complete built-in
68020/68881 assembler, and emits code that takes
advantage of the expanded 68020/68881 instruction
set. Floating point operations are compiled directly
to 68881 instructions and intermediate values are
kept in the in'ternal 68881 registers, resulting in
extremely fast floating point execution times. The
latest version is fully compatible with MultiFinder,
has a new Edit and includes a modified set of the
Apple MPW C include files.
$600 retail
$200 retail; upgrade
Consulair Corp.; PO Box 2192; Ketchum, ID 83340;
208-726-5846
Consulair MacC/MacC Toolkit Version 6.0
C compiler; development tools
512K or larger Macintosh.
Consulair MacC/MacC Toolkit is a proven HFScompatible C/Asm development system that includes
a complete K&R C compiler (including structure
a.ssignment and enumerated types) with IEEE/SANE
floating point.
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Programming Tools/C
Features include: a built-in Motbrola 68000
macro assembler; an optimizing linker/librarian;
extensive Macintosh support libraries; direct access
to Macintosh ROM traps; complete library source
code; and nu1IJerous example programs. Technical
support is provided. The latest version is fully
compatible with the Mac II and the extended ROM
of the Mac SE. It includes an upgraded Edit and runs
under MultiFinder.
$425 retail
Consulair Corp.; PO Box 2192; Ketchum, ID 83340;
208-726-5846
Informix-ESQL/C
Enables progralll1llers to embed SQL statements into
C programs ·
Macintosh II; AIUX operating system.
Informix-ESQL/C can be used stand alone as a C
programmer's development environment for
database applications, it can gather data generated
from other sources and apply database tools to the
data, and it complements Informix-SQL by
providing the capability for C program calls within
lnformix-SQL' reports and forms.
Informix-ESQL/C enables a programmer to
prepare simple or dynamic queries and to manipulate
SQL databases with .standard SQL statements
embedded in any C program.
Programs written with Informix-ESQL/C are
passed through a preprocessor that converts the
standard SQL statements into C code. At run time,
the lnformix-ESQL/C database agent processes the
code, retrieves the required information or performs
the required function and returns any results to the
program.
lnformix-ESQL/C also provides the ability to
call C subroutines from the report and form facilities
of Informix-SQL.
$1,09~ retail
Informix Software, Inc.; 4100 Bohannon Dr.; Menlo
Park, CA 94025; 415-322-4100
The Key OfC
C tutorial
512KE or larger Macintosh; Think C.
The Key Of C is a series of articles and
programs that constitute a C tutprial. The tutorial
takes users from their first program that illustrates
the basic principles of C programming to designing a
database in C, complete with file iqput and output.
$29.95 retail
MindCraft Publications Corp.; 52 Domino Dr.;
Concord, MA 01742; 508-371-1660
Lin<!a C Simulator For The Macinto~h
Allows MPW C programmers to develop code to run
on the Chorus Com1mteServer line of processors
Macintosh Plus or larger; MPW C Version 2 or later.
Linda C Simulator is a software-only product,
which allows MPW C programmers to develop code
that will run on the Chorus ComputeServer line of
high-speed processors. The simulator supports
standard Linda-syntax statements, which are used to
control interprocessor communications betw.een
Macs and Chorus on a network, and interprocessor
communications between Chorus' RISC FFPs.
Linda C MPW code can be linked to code from
other MPW-compatible languages, including Pascal
and Fortran; these languages can be executed on
Chorus with the company's Pascal and Fortran
compilers.
$450 retail
Chorus Supercomputer, Inc.; 100 Varick St.; New
York, NY 10013; 212-925-1715
MacDSP32CC-MPW
C compiler for the floating point processor on the
MacDSP processor cards
Macintosh SE/30 or II family; 1 MB of RAM.
The MacDSP32CC-MPW C Compiler is a full
standard C language compiler for DSP32C, the
floating-point processor on the MacDSP processor
cards. It runs under the MPW programming

environment to allow easy integration of DSP32 C
language code and assembler source into other
Macintosh programming languages, via common
Make facilities (no knowledge of DSP32 assembly
language is necessary).
The MacDSP32CC-MPW includes source
assembler, code linker, device simulator, code
resource generator and other software maintenance
tools. Math ~nd signal processing application
libraries are provided, as well as standard Unix (R)
System library support.
$1,500 retail
Spectral Innovations; 4633 Old Ironsides Dr., Ste.
450; Santa Clara, CA 95054; 408-727-1314
McCLint
C source-code semantic checking system (lint)
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM; hard disk drive ;
System 4.2 or later.
McCLint, a C source-code semantic checking
system, is a multiwindowed, menu-driven system
that conforms to the Macintosh user interface.
With it, either single source-code listings or
complete, multiple-source listing programs can be
semantically analyzed interactively or in a batch
fashion.
McCLint checks variable types, conditional and
assignment statement usage, arithmetic operations i!I
conditional expressions, misplaced semicolons,
pointer-type coercions, pointer indirection levels,
function argument passing and variable initialization.
The program concentrates on program/language
constructs that are typically compiled without
warning messages, but are not i!Jtended by the
programmer.
Support for ANSI, Think C and MPW C
function prototypes is included. Prototype files for
Volumes I through V of the Toolbox and the Unix
run-time library functions are also included.
McCLint provides an editing and search system
that allows C source-code creation and fllodification.
$99.95 retail
.
MMC AD Systems; PO Box 360845; Milpitas,
CA 95035; 408-263-078 l
McCPrint
C source code beautifier/reformatter
Any Macintosh.
McCPrint, a C source code
beautifier/reformatter, is the first in a series of C
programming tools entitled McTool Series. The
McTool Series is a family of tools designed to
enhance programmer productivity, while improving
program performance and quality.
McCPrint is multiwindowed and menu-driven,
fully conforming to the Macintosh user interface. It
allows easy, simultaneous manipulation of multiple,
large source code files. When
beautifying/reformatting C source code, McCPrint
provides options that control how braces are placed,
how comments are formatted and aligned, how
continuation lines are broken and aligned, where
spaces are placed and more.
McCPrint also incorporates a powerful editing
and search system that allows quick and easy C
source code creation and modifications. In addition
to standard editing features, it enables user selection
of tab sizes, font type and sizes; automatic
highlighting of C keywords, comments, functions
and/or Macintosh Toolbox calls; shifting left/right of
multiple statements; and assistance in determining
the beginning/end of code blocks, strings, comm( !ls,
quoted strings and constants and array indexes. The
search facility includes support for automatic,
multiple file searches, manual and automatic string
replacement and an optional Unix "grep" capability.
$59.95 retail
MMC AD Systems; PO Box 360845; Milpitas,
CA 95035; 408-263-0781
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R-tree Report Generator
Sophisticated report generator for applications using
C-tree File Handler
Any Macintosh .
R-tree provides a report generation utility for
applications built around the C-tree File Handler. It
is distributed in language C source code and is
designed for portability.
R-tree permits complex, multiline· reports to be
produced that depend on multiple C-tree data files,
bot~ fixed and variable length. It uses a data object
definition array (DODA) to specify the field
characteristics of the application data fjles. Once the
application's DODA is linked to the R-tree library,
users create new report scripts and modify existing
report scripts without any additional C programming,
compilation or linking.
R-tree handles virtually every aspect of report
generation. A user 's only programming requirement
is to call the R-tree report function that automatically
reads records from multiple C-tree data files;
computes arbitrarily complex virtual fields that may
be based on data fields and other virtual fields; joins
records from different files into comprehensive
logical records; selects logical records that satisfy an
arbitrarily complex Select expression; sorts selected
records with any number of nested sort fields;
monitors any number of nested control break fields;
· computes any number of report field accumulators;
and handles page layout with page headers and
footers, control break headers and footers and
pagination.
R-tree allows distribution of report scripts to a
user 's customers in either original text form
(modifiable) or special compiled form (nonmodifiable).
$295 retail
FairCom Corp.; 4006 W. Broadway; Columbia,
MO 65203; 800-234-8180
Think C V4.0
Professional C development environment
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Think C is a fully integrated C development
environment that fe~tures an extremely fast compiler,
an even faster linker, a multi window text editor and a
powerful source-level debugger. The editor,
compiler, linker and debugger all work together in an
integrated environment.
The project manager, with built-in auto-make,
keeps track of all related files.
$249 retail
Symantec Corp.; 1020 I Torre Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 800-441-7234 or 800-626-8847 in CA
Xtra
LightspeedC XCMD tool kit
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
Xtra is a tool kit for LightspeedC users who
want to develop HyperCard XCMDs. The Xtra shell
simplifies XCMD development by allowing
developers to rapidly switch between the
LightspeedC cjevelopment environment and
HyperCard and do the housekeeping to transfer
XCMD code resources to test stacks.
The Xtra library contains functions for
HyperCard call back, debugging, rectangle and point
parsing and QuickDraw card graphics. The calling
conventions are natural for C programs, unlike
Apple 's, which are a mixture of C and Pascal
conventions. The Apple conventions are also
supported for compatibility.
$95 retail
Fidcor USA; 1731 Francisco St.; Berkeley,
CA 94703; 800-247-7130

Programming Tools/
Computer-Aided Software
Engineering (CASE)
ACPVision
CASE tool for reaJ-time software design
512K or larger Macintosh .
ACPVision provi~es computer-assisted support
for the Mascot method of real-time software design.
With the program, users can inieractively create and
edit ACP diagrams, make simple gestures with the
mouse to create design objects on the diagram,
connect objects to one another and move objects to
improve the presentation. Objects may be grouped
and displayed in a separate window. This creates a
hierarchical diagram structure that simplifies the
presentation of complex designs.
The Mascot design method was developed as a
specification method for real-time embedded
software. It features a graphical representation for a
software system consisting of the functional tasks
and the dataflow required between those tasks. The
graphical notation of a Mascot design, called an ACP
diagram, is ideal for the presentation ahd explanation
of a system design. The Mascot method has proved
to be successful in the areas of system design, system
documentation, detailed software design, test
planning and project management.
Each ACPVision object may have an annotation
and an additional detailed description associated with
it. An annotation is a textual description of arbitrary
length. The basic objects (activities, channels and
pools) are further described by their program
interface (procedures and data structures). The
detailed description of a group object is a subsidiary
ACP diagram containing the design objects. All of
these views are presented in separate windows that
users can manage independently of one another.
ACPVision provides built-in design rules that
users can invoke to ensure consistency and
completeness of a design. A design report containing
the diagrammatic and textual information can be sent
directly to a printer or to a disk file for manipulation
by other Macintosh tools.
$495 retail
Andyne Computing, Ltd.; 544 Princess St., Ste. 202;
Kingston, Ontario, Canada K7L 1C7; 613-548-4355
or 800-267-0665 in U.S.
Anatool 3.1
Structured systems analysis; CASE tool
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive ;
Jmage\Vriter or LaserWriter.
Anatool is a computer aided software
engineering (CASE) tool for use by systems analysts,
software developers and management consultants. It
implements Structured Systems Analysis methods
(the analysis stage of software development) by
creating a document with hierarchical "data flow
diagrams," a "data dictionary" and "pseudo-code
specifications."
Anatool checks for consistency, syntax errors
and unfinished work throughout the document. It has
the ability to merge independently created
documents into one consistent master document for
large projects and multiple analysts working
together.
Each data flow diagram is drawn using a toolbox
of icons, and can utilize a multipage drawing area.
The "rubberbanding arrows" stay attached even after
complex modifications. The data dictionary is
created automatically from the information on the
diagrams, and changes in the dictionary will be
immediately reflected throughout all diagrams and
definitions. The dictionary import/export function
facilitates communication with other systems, such
as other CASE tools, database management systems,
mainframe applications or desktop publishing. The
specifications may be written in a free English style
or use the Structured English pseudo-code editor,
which can translate from free English into if-the-else,
repeat-until structures by recognizing key words and'
checking for proper syntax.

The consistency checks built into Anatool
implement the logic of the structured analysis
methodology. These checks can be viewed
interactively as on-screen messages (making instant
corrections possible), or printed out in a consistency
report.
$925 retail
Advanced Logical Software; 9903 Santa Monica
Blvd., Ste. 108; Beverly Hills, CA 90212;
213-653-5786
AppMaker, The Application Generator
Speeds development of Macintosh applications by
automatically programming the user interface
Macintosh Plus or larger; BOOK disk drive; System
5.0 or later; MPW or Think Pascal or C language
system required to compile the generated code.
AppMaker is a software tool for creating or
changing Macintosh applications quickly, directly
and consistently with a minimum of programming.
With AppMaker, a user creates or enhances the user
interface for an application (menus, windows,
dialogs, alerts and their cohtents) by choosing from
menus, clicking and dragging to arrange elements of
the user interface on the screen. AppMaker
automatically generates complete, ready-to-run
source code for the user interface in Pascal or C, for
MPW or Think environments.
AppMaker includes a library of more than 70
routines in source-code form. No licensing fees or
royalties are required for the generated applications.
$295 retail
Bowers Development Corp.; PO Box 9; Lincoln
Center, MA 01773; 508-369-8175
Blue/20, For System Flowcharts
·CASE tool
512K or larger Macintosh; JmageWriter or
LaserWriter.
Blue/20 is a stand-alone module used for
creating and maintaining system flows for computer
software development. System flows form the bridge
between logical analysis and technical design.
Because the system flow allows a user to define a
system at a very detailed level, Blue/20 is also often
used to create a basic data dictionary. All the objects
used to create diagrams are automatically classified
in the Blue/20 structured data dictionary background.
Blue/20 features descriptiorr windows for all the
objects used on the diagrams. Programs, screens,
files, records, attributes, reports - each object has
its own specification. Blue/20 uses ISO 1028
symbols, a standard recognized by every EDP
professional. Also included are the DIN 66.001 , DIS
5807 and NEN 3283 standards. When rearranging
diagrams, the connections stay connected, even after
complex modifications. Because symbols are named
from a single source - the dictionary - errors that
could be introduced with redundancy are eliminated.
Blue/20 shares dictionaries transparently with
Blue/60, the entry-relationship data modeling
module.
$1,875 retail
Advanced Logical Software; 9903 Santa Monica
Blvd., Ste. 108; Beverly Hills, CA 90212;
213-653-5786
Blue/60
Data modeling
5 l 2K or larger Macilllosh; Image Writer or
LaserWriter.
·
Blue/60 is a deveiopment and maintenance tool
for system designers, database administrators and
others involved in optimizing data processing.
Blue/60 is used to create and maintain data models, a
key element of information engineering.
Features of the program include the ability to
enter detailed information about entities and
attributes, and to make the link to the layout of a
physical database. A user can draw data model
(Bachman) diagrams and define the relationships
between all objects in the data dictionary. The
program can perform normalization to the third
normal form following the "Boyce-Codd" method,
and automatically generate new entities. The

program also assists a user with access path analysis,
and optimizing response times and disk space.
$1,875 retail
Advanced Logical Software; 9903 Santa Mollica
Blvd., Ste. 108; Beverly Hills, CA 90212;
213-653-5786
Deft
Computer-aided software engineering
Macilllosh Plus or larger; VAX/VMS/ULTRIX,
Tandem , Unix or IBM.
Deft is a Computer Aided Software Engineering
(CASE) workstat10n that boosts the productivity of
people who design and build complex information
management systems. It is a complete development
environment that understands various
methodologies.
Deft consists of two closely cooperating sets of
software, each of which can be easily learned: tlie
Deft Editor Set and the Gateway for specific
relational databases.
The Deft Editor Set allows users to draw data
flow diagrams, entity-relationship diagrams and
program structure diagrams. In addition, one of the
editors provides form or report layout support that
directly integrates to the relational patabase forms
package. All editors share a data dictionary that
allows data to be cross-referenced among the editors.
The Deft Gateways take the information from
the Editors and automatically create SQL schema
definitions and forms for the specific relational
database in the target host machine.
The Gateway Reverse Ehgineering capability
enables users to take an existing application at the
host and automatically create the corresponding Deft
Dictionary, entity-relationship diagrams and forms
on the Macintosh.
Host databases supported includes INGRES,
Oracle, Sybase, Rdb, Non-Stop SQL and others.
$2,900 to $30,000 retail; price depends on
configuration and functionality
Deft; 557 Dixon Rd. , Ste. 111; Toronto (Rexdale},
Ontario, Canada M9W 1H7; 416-249-2246
Design/IDE:F
Systems modeling and planning tool
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM;
ImageWriter or LaserWrite1:
Design/IDEF provides graphical and data
dictionary support for IDEF diagrams used in CIM,
CASE, system requirements and modeling and
process description. IDEFO/SADT, a top-down
design methodology for activity models, defines
complex systems through gradual, hierarchical
exposition of detail. IDEFl and IDEFlx support the
construction of data models and entity relationship
diagrams.
Design/IDEF's graphical features simplify the
design and editing of system models by eliminating
tedious redrawing, and an integrated dictionary
insures data and naming consistency. Data and
activity models can be Integrated within the same
document and dictionary, while IDEFO models including those with behavioral information - may
be exported to Design/CPN for simulation 'and
analysis.
$2,995 retail
Meta Software Corp.; 150 CambridgePark Dr.;
Cambridge, MA 02140; 617-576-6920 QI
800-227-4 106
Design/OA
Development tool for object-oriented graphical
applications
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM;
Image Writer or LaserWriter.
Design/OA is an innovative, open architecture
C-development tool for creating customized, objectoriented graphical applications and interfaces.
Design/OA's toolkit handles a software's graphical
needs, from creating the simplest objects to building
the most detailed hierarchy of diagrams, while a user
concentrates on solving problems with high-level
planning, design and implementation.
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Programming Tools/
Computer-Aided Software
Engineering (CASE)
The graphical interface within Design/QA is
easily customized.for CASE, CAD/CAE, CIM,
object-oriented programming or simulation software.
Databases, code generators, data processing systems
or communications networks can be tied to graphical
front ends, designed and implemented with the
Design/QA toolkit. Design/QA, with its flexible
tools, supports any graphical approach to system
design, analysis and simulation.
The company also offers custom contract work
for the development of Design/QA applications.
$7 ,500 retai l
Meta Software Corp.; 150 CambridgePark Dr.;
Cambridge, MA 02140; 617-576-6920 or
800-227-4106
ERVision
Database design tool .
512K or larger Macintosh .
ERVision is a CASE tool for database design.
Using the program, users can interactively create and
edit Entity-Relationship (ER) diagrams, make simple
gestures with the mouse to create design objects on
the diagram, connect objects to one another and
move objects to improve the layout for presentation
purposes. Objects may be grouped and displayed in a
separate window. This creates a hierarchical diagram
structure that simplifies the presentation of complex
designs.
The ER diagram features a graphical
representation of the primary data objects (entities)
and the important connections among these objects
(relationships). The graphical notation provided by
an ER design is ideal for presentation and
explanation of a database design. ER designs can be
translated into either relational or hierarchical data
models for direct manipulation from the design.
Each object created by ERVision may have an
annotation and an additional detailed description
associated with it. An annotation is a textual
description of arbitrary length. Each entity and
relationship can be opened to view its attribute table.
The attribute table consists of entries for each of the
data items associated with the object, as well as its
name and its type (character, integer, dollar, etc.).
The detailed description of a group object is a
subsidiary ER diagram containing the objects in that
group. All of these views are presented in separate
windows that designers manage independently of
one another.
ERVision provides·built-in design rules that
designers can invoke to ensure consistency and
completeness of a design. A design report containing
the diagrammatic and textual information can be sent
to a printer or to a disk file for manipulation by other
Macintosh tools.
$495 retai ~
Andyne Computing, Ltd.; 544 Princess St., Ste. 202;
Kingston, Ontario, Canada K7L IC7; 613-548-4355
or 800-267-0665 in U.S.
FormsProgrammer
Printer layout chart; programming utility
512K or larger Macintosh.
FormsProgrammer, an intelligent "printer layout
chart," is a programmer's utility that enables rapid
production of custom designed output, both to a
screen display and to a printer.
FormsProgrammer consists of two parts: a
graphics design program and a programming source
code generator. The graphics section permits a user
to draw the desired output onto the screen using
familiar Macintosh drawing tools. Special options
permit precise placement of output and easy
alignment of new objects. A programmer can specify
variable names from his or her own application that
will be merged as part of the output. Output can be
printed directly from FormsProgrammer to preview
the final result and make modifications.

Source code may be generated
versions of the Pascal and C langu
result is a source code file containi
required to draw the output as a sin
This file may be combined, linked
programmer's application to produ
output routine.
Graphics files created by Form
may be saved and used later to mo
FormsProgrammer can also be use
XCMDs to achieve custom printin
HyperCard.
$99 retail
OHM Software; 163 Richard Dr.;
RI 02878; 401-253-9354 or 800-3

n several
es. The end
gall of the code
le procedure.
d called from a
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Programmer
fy the output.
to create
from
verton,
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Foundation Vista
SQL-oriented CASE tool; automat structured
design methodologies
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM.
Foundation Vista is an SQL.-ori nted Computer
Assisted Software Engineering (C E) tool that
offers an advanced set of integrated tools for online
application analysis and design. Th system
automates the diagramming and do ilmentation
process, allowing designers to prod ce quality
system documentation, data flow di grams, database
design, program structure definitio , forms and
screen designs. Design integrity is rther assured
because Foundation Vista requires designer to
make unambiguous decisions about he behavior of
each component. Foundation Vista made up of the
following components:
Data Flow Diagrammer allows sers to visually
reflect the flow of information thro gh the proposed
system. The two most popular data ow
diagramming methodologies, Your n and GaneSarson, are supported. Modification are
automatically reflected on other lev ls of the design.
Data store and data flow attribute d mitions are
automatically stored in the central d ta dictionary.
Data Entity-Relationship Diagr mer models
static relationships between data en ties, including
key fields definitions. It supports re tional database
design, allowing users to specify S attributes.
Program Structure Chart Diagr mer enables
users to express program logic with e Jackson
program structure methodology. Co ditional and
unconditional components, looping rocesses, and
dependent and independent subrouti es can be
depicted. A multilevel decomposin feature layers a
drawing to any number of levels.
Screen/Form Designer allows u ers to design
application screens, forms and repo s using a point
and click interface. Screens can be r organized by
"dragging" a field to new locations. ideo attributes
can be applied by clicking on the ap ropriate
command. The central data diction stores designs
for future use.
Design Compiler ensures desi integrity by
analyzing design diagrams for synta tical and logical
correctness. Following analysis, the ompiler reports
on errors and warns of potential pro !ems. The
system stores compiled output in an bject file,
available for translation and transfer o the host
computer. Users may include as mu or as little of
the overall design as needed in the c mpile
operation.
Design Gateway forward and re erse engineers
designs data structure on-screen defi itions between
Vista and the Tandem environment.
Call for pricing
Menlo Business Systems, Inc.; 201 ain St.; Los
Altos, CA 94022; 415-948-7920
lconix PowerTools
Software productivity improvement
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Iconix PowerTools is an integral
set designed to span the entire softw
consists of six software packages: Fr
FastTask, SmartChart, PowerPDL,
AdaFlow, which can operate indepe
of the fully integrated PowerTools C
FreeFlow provides support for
structured analysis. Working with Fr
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d CASE tool
e life cycle. It
eFlow,
Cll Bridge and
ently or as part
SE suite.
Marco
eFlow's text

and-graphics editor, analysts create leveled sets of
data flow diagrams and process specifications
(minispecs). All input is stored in a data dictionary
that the editor references for consistency checking.
When the analysis stage is complete, the minispecs
are collected into a single file for use by PowerPDL
and SmartChart.
FastTask creates an abstract representation of a
finite state machine. It maps time dependent
behavior characteristics in four forms: as state
transition diagrams, state tables, state/event matrices
and from-state/to-state matrices. An analyst can
optionally switch back and forth among all
representations of the system instantaneously. The
program provides the essence of control
specifications as defined by both the Ward/Mellor
and Hatley methods.
·
SmartChart integrates software design and
implementation phases by combining languagesensitive editing with automatic structure chart
generation. At this stage, an engineer graphically
reviews and refines PDL output. The tool
automatically generates structure charts from the
information produced by the PDL processor. By
·
selecting different language templates, source code is
also generated.
PowerPDL generates formatted documentation
from a PDL file. Listings include table of contents,
design body, data cross-reference list, subprogram
cross-reference list and subprogram nesting tree.
ASCII Bridge is an import/export tool that
allows movement of FreeFlow and FastTask files out
of and into the Macintosh environment. The tool also
contains a merge dictionary routine for multiuser
support.
AdaFlow combines hierarchical Buhr diagram
editing with full dictionary and language-sensitive
editing support for Ada development. Requirements
analysis is performed with FreeFlow and FastTask,
and then objects are extracted from those
requirements. AdaFlow reads the dictionary
produced during requirements analysis, so all
analysis objects and their definitions are readily
available during design. The Buhr diagram editor
supports an object-oriented design approach from the
top-level architecture down through detailed
information on data and control flow. Ada code or
PDL can be added at any point during design by
"exploding" a graphical object from a Buhr diagram
into a code window, using the Ada language
templates available from pull-down menus.
$5,995 retail; PowerTools 3.0 (includes Freeflow,
FastTask, SmartChart, PowerPDL, ASCII Bridge and
AdaFlow)
$4,495 retail; PowerTools 2.0/00D Object-Oriented
Design (includes Freeflow, FastTask, ASCII Bridge
and AdaFlow)
$4,495 retail; PowerTools 2.0/SD Structured Design
(includes FreeFlow, FastTask, ASCII Bridge,
SmartChart and PowerPDL)
$3,495 retail; PowerTools 1.0 (includes FreeFlow,
SmartChart, PowerPDL and ASCII Bridge)
$995 each retail; FreeFiow, FastTask, SmartChart,
PowerPDL or ASCII Bridge
$1,995 retail; AdaFlow
.
Iconix Software Engineering, Inc.; 2800 28th St. ,
Ste. 320; Santa Monica, CA 90405; 213-458-0092
MacAnalyst 2.0
CASE tool
Macintosh with 2 MB of RAM; external disk drive or
hard disk drive.
MacAnalyst automates industry standard
analysis techniques for developing sofrware. Data
flow diagrams showing the flow of information in a
system can quickly be created and revised from a
palette of tools. These diagrams can contain
processes, flows, stores, external entities and
captions. Both data flow and control flow can be
represented on the diagrams. Diagram leveling is
fully supported where processes on higher level
diagrams are exploded to lower level diagrams or
process specifications with a double-click of the
mouse.

Programming Tools/
Computer-Aided Software
Engineering (CASE)
The data dictionary contains all data
relationships in the software system being modeled.
Diagrams are closely integrated with the data
dictionary, allowing quick dictionary access for data
named on a diagram or in a process specification.
Extensive verification reports check the
consistency and balance of data relationships and
diagrams.
$795 retail; MacAnalyst
$2,385 retail; Site license
$3,995 retail; MacAnalyst/MacDesigner
Combination Site License
Excel Software; PO Box 1414; Marshalltown,
IA 50158; 515-752-5359
MacBubbles
CASE tool for structured analysis
Macintosh Plus or larger; LaserWriter or HP 7475
plotte1:
MacBubbles is a CASE tool designed to support
Yourdon/DeMarco-style system analysis. This
simple tool creates high-quality data flow diagrams
(DFDs) and entity relationship diagrams (ERDs)
using the full capabilities of PostScript printers.
MacBubbles supports the concepts of Essential
Systems Analysis with cut and paste functions that
allow DFDs to be combined and leveled. Complex
DFDs containing hundreds of bubbles may be drawn
when necessary. Large diagrams may be scaled to fit
a single page or printed across multiple pages. The
real-time notational extensions of both Ward/Mellor
and Hatley/Boeing are also supported.
In addition to its graphics capabilities,
MacBubbles provides a data dictionary facility that
can perform balancing checks of both DFDs and
structured English mini-specs. Data dictionary
reports can include a variety of where-used crossreferences.
$779.99 retail
$25 retail; demo
StarSys, Inc.; 11113 Norlee Dr.; Silver Spring,
MD 20902; 301-946-0522
MacDesigner 3.b
Tool for automating structured design process or
documenting existing software systems
Macintosh with 2 MB of RAM; external disk drive or
hard disk drive.
MacDesigner is a CASE tool that reduces
development time and improves the quality of
software. It can be used to automate the structured
design process or document existing software
systems. MacDesigner provides the means of easily
capturing and communicating software design and
organization with structure charts, inheritance
diagrams, tree diagrams, module descriptions and a
complete data dictionary. It supports cross-reference
lists and verification of diagrams and data
relationships.
MacDesigner contains seven types of windows
and a complete set of graphic and text editing
features. It creates design, data dictionary and text
documents.
Structure charts showing the organization of
modules in a program can quickly be created and
revised from a palette of tools. Structure charts can
contain modules, stubs, links, data couples, control
couples, captions, polygons and user-defined
symbols.
MacDesigner has a text editor for creating
module specifications or pseudo code of software
modules.
The data dictionary contains all data
relationships in the software system being modeled.
A global data dictionary is supported where each
entry has fields for defining the entry name,
composition, definition and references to other
documents. Data on structure charts or in module
specifications can be quickly defined in the data

dictionary using features such as automatic
dictionary entry, merge and define.
A standard text editing window is provided for
displaying cross reference lists and verification
reports checking the consistency of data relationships
and diagrams. Structure charts or data dictionary
entries can be imported from a textual format.
Likewise, data in structure charts and data dictionary
entries can be listed to text window.
$795 retail; MacDesigner
$2,385 retail; Site License
$3,995 retail; MacDesigner/MacAnalyst
Combination Site License
Excel Software; PO Box 1414; Marshalltown,
IA 50158; 515-752-5359
MacStile
System design and schematic diagramming tool
512KE or larger Macintosh.
MacStile is a novel schematic diagramming and
system design tool. The generality of its underlying
system model makes MacStile a domain-independent
CAD tool. It can be used for design in virtually any
disciplines, but is especially useful for high-level
software architecture.
A system designer creates new systems or
components by linking together previously
developed reusable parts. MacStile automatically
maintains consistency between the structure of the
external interface of a component defined in its
"catalog page," and the part 's internal details
described in its "bJueprint" (as either schematic or
text). Complex hierarchies of components are
routinely supported. MacStile also assists multipleperson design efforts by allowing a manager to
control read and write access to individual catalog
pages and blueprints of the parts in a project.
$399 retail; site licenses available
$19.95 retail; full-working demo (goes towards
purchase of single copy)
Software Originals, Inc.; 5442 Monroe St.; Toledo,
OH 43623; 800-873-6873
MetaDesign
System modeling and flow-charting tool
Macilltosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM;
lmageWriter or LaserWriter; plotter with MacP/ot
drive1:
MetaDesign is a graphics and text processor that
helps a user design and keep track of complex
diagrams and system models. Featuring a
hierarchical structure, the ability to maintain
relationships in a diagram, high-resolution graphics,
hypertext and extensive text capabilities,
MetaDesign automates the design of systems, flow
charts, information networks, computer programs,
organizational charts, production line diagrams,
technical documentation and presentation graphics.
MetaDesign understands that objects in a
diagram are related, so once an object is connected to
another, it stays connected. If an object is moved or
resized, MetaDesign automatically recreates all
associated objects, arrows and subordinate objects.
MetaDesign supports standard objects
(rectangle, ellipse, polygon) and includes an
extensive library, offlow-charting symbols. All
objects, including a variety of connectors, are created
with two clicks of the mouse. In addition, users can
create or import their own collection of graphic
objects for specialized needs. A full range of
alignment features allow for the positioning and
rearranging of objects.
Text can be attached to any standard or custom
graphic object. When objects are moved, text moves
with it. Editing features provide the ability to
manipulate and stylize text inside any object.
Hypertext allows users to associate detaile.d
descriptions with an object without obscuring the
diagram. As a diagram or model evolves, detail can
be moved to subpages. MetaDesign manages
multilevel diagrams up to 9,999 pages, maintains all
underlying relationship and displays the hierarchy.
Graphics can be imported, and diagrams can be
saved and exported into desktop publishing systems
for creating presentation graphics for every stage of a
project.

$250 retail
Meta Software Corp.; 150 CambridgePark Dr.;
Cambridge, MA 02140; 617-576-6920 or
800-227-4 l06
Personal Deft
Computer-aided software engineering
Macintosh Plus or /arge1:
Personal Deft is a Computer-Aided Software
Engineering (CASE) workstation that boosts the
productivity of people who design and build
complex information management systems. It is a
complete development environment that understands
various methodologies. Deft rigorously follows the
Macintosh standards, providing an intuitive user
interface.
Personal Deft allows users to draw Data Flow
Diagrams, Entity-Relationship Diagrams and
Program Structure Diagrams. In addition, one of the
editors provides form and report layout support.
All editors share a Data Dictionary that allows
data to be cross-referenced among editors. Persorlal
Deft is upgradable to the full Deft, which allows
multiuser dictionary operation and direct
connectivity to RDBMS at the host.
Databases supported include INGRES, Oracle,
Sybase Rdb, Non-Stop SQL, Informix and DB2.
$2,900 retail
Deft; 557 Dixon Rd., Ste. 11 l; Toronto (Rexdale),
Ontario, Canada M9W 1H7; 416-249-2246
Silverrun-DFD
CASE tool for designing data flow diagrams
Macintosh Plus or large1:
Silverrun-DFD is a Computer Assisted Software
Engineering (CASE) tool designed to increase the
productivity of systems analysts. It is a powerful tool
that integrates the creation of data flow diagrams and
their documentation.
Silverrun-DFD does not place any limits on the
number of diagrams in a model or on the number of
objects (processes, external entities, data stores, data
flows, data items) in a diagram. Simple mouse
movements are all that is required to merge two
objects with an automatic redrawing of flows , to
reassign a flow from one object to another, to assign
data items or data structure flows, to copy data items
from one flow to another, to explode a process into
lower level processes, to list the description of all
objects in a model (or in any of its diagrams), to
switch from one diagram in a model to another, to
change zoom levels in a diagram, etc.
Models can be automatically saved periodically.
Objects may be protected from change or
destruction, and models may be split or merged
together. Integrity control mechanisms exist that
establish dynamically, or on a periodic basis, the
integrity of models to ensure that diagramming
standards are followed.
Model information may be exchanged with the
Silverrun-ERM data modeling tool to further
increase systems development team productivity and
intermodel integrity.
$2,000 retail; multiple discounts are available
XA Systems; 983 University Ave.; Los Gatos,
CA 95030; 408-395-1 800
Silverrun-ERM
CASE tool for designing entity-relationship data
models
512K or larger Macintosh.
Silverrun-ERM is a CASE tool for designing
entity-relationship data models. Data model objects,
such as entities, relationships, attributes or
relationship cardinalities, are either created in a
graphics window or in the dictionary windows. Any
changes made in the windows are instantly reflected
in the others, ensufmg the integrity of the graphics
with the dictionary. The dictionary is used to store
and display model information, to generate model
documentation reports and to exchange with other
CASE tools, dictionaries or other types of
applications on the same workstation or on other
computers.
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Computer-Aided Software
Engineering (CASE)
Data models may be split or merged. They may
contain hundreds of entities, relationships and
attributes, and may measure up to 6 by 12 feet in
size. Up to four models may be displayed at once.
Analysts may view and manipulate a model at any
zoom level. Links between objects are made with
simple mouse movements.
Up to 40 pages of documentation may be entered
into the dictionary for each entity, relationship or
attribute, in addition to the predefined.documentation
fields. Silverrun-Macintosh workstations are portable
and can be configured and networked to support
small or large system development projects.
$2,000 retail; multiple discounts are available
XA Systems; 983 University Ave.; Los Gatos,
CA 95030; 408-395-1800
Silverrun-LDM
CASE tool for building logical data models and
generating database schemas
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Silverrun-LDM is a Computer Assisted Software
Engineering (CASE) tool designed to help database
administrators produce logical data models. This is
accomplished either by automatically transforming
entity-relationship data models created with
Silverrun-ERM into corresponding logical data
model representations or by providing a graphical
tool palette to design LDM models directly. LDM
data models are independent of any database
management system, but are automatically
transformed into relational or network database
schemas or flat file specifications in the data
definition languages used by the major database
management systems.
Silverrun-LDM performs integrity checking that
points to logical design problems. It offers a view
definition mechanism used to facilitate the
specification of reports and input screens, and it can
exchange shared model information with other
CASE tools in the Silverrun family or with other
tools and dictionaries on the same workstation or.on
other computers.
..
As with the other Silverrun CASE tools, the
Silverrun-LDM dictionary is dynamically linked to
the graphics and contains all the information
associated with the graphical objects. For any LDM
graphical object, the dictionary contains predefined
information categories describing the object. It may
also record one or more user-defined information
categories in addition to storing a maximum of 40
pages of free-format text per object. Model
documentation can be automatically generated using
Silverrun-LDM's reporting facility.
·
$2,000 retail; multiple discounts are available
XA Systems; 983 University Ave.; Los Gatos,
CA 95030; 408-395-1800
Silverrun-SRL
Creates documented screen and report layouts
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Silverrun-SRL is designed to create documented
screen and report layouts.
All specification information is contained in an
integrated dictionary and can be exported to
mainframe dictionaries and application or code
~enerators . Report and screen objects specified
include screens, reports, repeating groups,
hierarchies of repeating groups and fields. The
screens and reports can be extensiyely documented,
including the specification of input formats, rules for
entry and update of data, headers and footers and
repeating groups. Field values may be simple or
derived; a derivation function can be specified.
Screens and reports can be of variable size
containing multiple pages.
Logical data model views, data element names
and types specified in Silverrun-LDM may be linked
to screens, reports and fields in Silverrun-SRL. The

Silverrun-SRL dictionary is extensi le, allowing for
the addition of user-defined descri ors for any of the
screen or report object types. In ad ·ti on, multiple
pages of text may be associated wi any screen or
report object with the built-in text iting feature.
The dictionary reporting function ows an analyst
or designer to specify what screen report objects
are to be automatically included in e
documentation reports. Similarly, alysts may
specify what objects are to be expo ted, based on the
constraints and characteristics of th receiving
application or code generator and/o mainframe
repository.
$2,000 retail
XA Systems; 983 University Ave.; s Gatos,
CA 95030;' 408-395-1800
XVT (Extensible Virtual Toolkit)
Allows development of application
"between MS-Windows, OS/2 PM,
Macintosh and character displays
512KE or larger Macintosh.
XVT (Extensible Virtual Tool
software developers to program ap
operate on either the Macintosh, P
running Microsoft Windows, OS/2
or character displays. With XVT, a lication source
code, written in the C language, can be identical for
all environments.
A unique feature of XVT is tha it makes
application portability possible wit ut sacrificing
the graphical user-interface features of the individual
window systems. XVT applications an easily
employ multiple windows, menus, i ons, graphics,
text fonts and the Clipboard. Modal d modeless
dialpg boxes can contain controls s h as buttons',
check boxes, editable text, list boxe and scroll bars.
XVT applications obey approp te user
interface guidelines for each system Furthermore,
it's not apparent to an end user that VT was used in
development - XVT applications pear and act as
if they were coded specially for a us r's machine.
$595 to $3,495 per platform retail
XVT Software, Inc.; PO Box 17665 oulder,
co 80308; 303-443-4223

Programming To ls/
Database Managem nt
4thRight! Vl.7 And 4thRight! Pro essional V2.0
User interface, application shell and evelopment
library for 4th Dimension
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of M; hard disk
drive ; 4th Dimension 2.0.10 or later faster
processor recommended for improve performance
with large and/or complex applicati s.
4thRight! is a developer's works op and library
for creating Macintosh applications sing 4th
Dimension. 4thRight! consists of a ~ ature-rich,
polished user interface containing pr pared menu
bars, button panels, a rich set of end ser features
(including keywords management, i tegrated
document creation and management ith mail
merge, custom import/export, archiv and recover,
global search and replace, multiple s arch options,
etc.) and additional resources for co tructing
custom interfaces.
The application shell manages th application's
backend, so a developer simply has t define
parameters to hook their files and la
4thRight! 's structure. The use of mai
architecture provides a non-modal o
environment that eliminates having t cancel out of
primary layouts before moving to an ther file or
layout using the menu bar.
The development library consist of a wide
variety of procedures, functions, use interface
building blocks, etc. Development to ls, such as the
WindowEditor, also significantly red ce the amount
of time required to produce finished plications.
4thRight! 's attention to detail enable a developer to
focus on the custom aspects of their plications and
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to create complex applications with a minimum of
custom coding.
4thRight! consists of the basic interface, code
and resources. It is provided without distribution
rights and is for the in-house developer with modest
needs who still requires a polished, feature-rich
environment.
4thRight! Professional extends the 4thRight!
environment with an integrated word processor, a
large library of external procedures (more than 150)
and limited distribution rights on finished
applications. 4thRight! Professional users may also
obtain a commercial resale license for unlimited
distribution of finished applications.
$195 retail; 4thRight!
$395 retail; 4thRight! Professional
Digital Concepts, Inc.; PO Box 69159; Portland,
OR 97201; 503-244-4460 or 800-338-4259, ext. 564
(orders)

B-Tree Helper 2.0
Set of code resources to insert, find and delete
records from a B-Tree file
512K or larger Macintosh.
B-Tree Helper is a set of code resources to
insert, find and delete records from a B-Tree file. It
can find records with a given key or the next key in
forward or backward sequence. Keys may be
nonunique. Records are independent of keys.
Multiple trees may exist in a file. B-Tree Helper may
be used with C or Pascal programs or HyperCard.
$75 retail
(M)agreeable Software, Inc.; 5925 Magnolia Ln.;
Plymouth, MN 55442; 612-559-1108
C-Data Manager V2.S
Object-oriented database development tool
Any Macintosh; C compiler.
C-Data Manager (CDM) is an object-oriented
database development tool. It supports persistent
storage and management of user-defined types of
objects and user-defined relationships between the
objects.
CDM is written in C and is easily portable to any
C programming environment. A program may also
use CDM as a "virtual memory" handler to
manipulate large amounts of program or application
data. The low-level part of this product is based on
B-tree algorithms to guarantee fast sequential and
random data access.
Features include: dynamic data definition, rich
entity-relationship model, network database model,
flexible and easy-to-use high-level programming
interface and implementation of complex queries.
CDM also supports variable length records, record
locking for multiuser applications and multiple keys.
Source code is available and run-time distribution is
royalty free.
$150 retail
$450 retail; with source
Database Technologies; 54 University Rd.;
Brookline, MA 02146; 617-739-3390
Credit Card Tools
External procedure for 4th Dimension and Omnis 5
Macintosh Plus or larger; Hayes or compatible
30011,200 baud modem.
Credit Card Tools is an external procedure for
4th Dimension V2 and Omnis 5 to perform
electronic credit card processing and bank
authorizations. This procedure allows registered 4th
Dimension and Omnis developers to integrated
Credit Card Tools into a custom application. It
operates on two bank standards: Electronic Draft
Capture (EDC) and Electronic Transfer Capture
(ETC). Credit Card Tools requires a Multi-Port Unit
(available from E.E.S.), Hayes or 100 percent Hayescompatible modem and a touch tone, pulse or mobile
phone.
$249 retail
E.E.S. Companies, Inc.; 2 Vernon St., Ste. 404;
Framingham, MA 01701; 508-653-6911

Programming Tools/
Database Management
DB-Library (For MPW C)
Allows MPW C-compatible object libraries to send
SQL commands to the SQL Server running on host
systems
Macilllosh SE or larger; J MB of RAM; Sybase SQL
Server DBMS running on host (VAX or Unix) system.
DB-Library is an application programming
interface (AP!) that allows custom MPW Ccompatible applications to communicate with the
Sybase SQL Server database server running on larger
host systems (VAX or Unix). DB-Library is an MPW
C library module that can interface to MPWcompatible object libraries. This product provides
the capability to query SQL Server databases,
process retrieved data a record at a time and set up
multiple sessions with a single SQL Server or ·
multiple servers. DB-Library is the companion
product to Hyper/DB-Library, a set of HyperCard
XFCNs that allow HyperCard scripts to send SQL
commands to the SQL Server running on host
systems.
$195 retail
Sybase, Inc.; 6475 Christie Ave.; Emeryville,
CA 94608; 800-879-2273
DB/Write
Adds word processing and mail merge capabilities to
4D applications
Macintosh Plus or larger; 4th Dimension .
DB/Write is a set of 4th Dimension External
Procedures that may be linked into any 4D database
application to add full word processing and mail
merge capabilities. The product provides a word
processor similar in features to Mac Write 4.5 with
the additional ability to merge data from a user's
database.
Some of the features of DB/Write include: full
control over font, point size and style; left, right,
c.enter and decimal tabs are provided, as well as left,
nght, centered and full text justification; variable line
spacing from 1 to 255 points; data can be merged
from any field or variable in a user's database; and
documents can be stored directly into database
picture fields, giving users the capability to maintain
a database of documents.
$179 retail
Metropolis Software, Inc.; 505 Hamilton Ave., Ste.
305; Palo Alto, CA 94301 ; 415-322-2001
Db Fast/Mac
Dbase language development environment
Macintosh Plus or larger; J MB of RAM; BOOK disk
drive; hard disk drive recommended.
DbFast/Mac is a stand-alone Dbase language
development environment featuring an interactive
editor, compiler, run-time system and other utilities.
It is designed for Dbase III Plus/IV/Clipper
developers who wish to port their applications to the
Macintosh and implement the Macintosh user
interface. Using DbFast/Mac, Dbase developers can
create applications using familiar Dbase commands
and syntax, plus add the Macintosh graphical
interface. The resulting application can then be run
in either the Macintosh environment or the MS-DOS
platform under Microsoft Windows (using
Bumblebee's Windows Dbase product,
DbFast/Windows) or MS-DOS (using DbFast/Plus).
$249 retail
Bumblebee Software, Inc.; 4122 !28th Ave. SE, Ste.
200; Bellevue, WA 98006; 206-562-1157
DBx/DBPort
Converts Dbase and dialect applications to C
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive;
Lightspeed C or Aztec C.
DBx/DBPort converts Dbase and dialect
applications to C source code for virtually any
hardware and operating system environment.
DBx/DBPort function calls map dependent functions
from the Dbase environment to the target
environment. Included are C function libraries for

DOS and other targets. Linking resulting object code
with library function code completes the process. By
including the appropriate library functions, the
application operates in other supported
environments. C provides security, efficiency and
transportability from microcomputer to mainframe.
Library source code, optionally available, is
recoinmended for non-PC DOS envfronments. The
converted application requires a standard C compiler.
C programming is unnecessary. Users can
maintain applications in Dbase, and then convert or
work directly in C. Support and consulting is
provided.
Call for pricing
Desktop AI; 303 Linwood Ave.; Fairfield,
CT 06430; 203-255-3400
DBxPort
Lets users run Dbase applications on mini and
mainframe computers
AIUX with C development system.
DBxPort lets users run Dbase applications on
mini and mainframe computers. It provides users
with the ability to run their applications on larger
machines using operating systems such as Unix and
VAXNMS.
Features include:.provides all of the software
components required to rehost a user's Dbase
application from the PC to a mini or mainframe
environment; based on DBx, a language translator,
DBxPort is an intelligent compiler-level product
capable of handling the most popular Dbase
constructs; tailored to the C compiler on a user 's
mini/mainframe, DBxPort provides a user-friendly
shell around C; and run-time, screen and database
libraries are customized to be compatible with a
user's machine, operating system and C compiler.
Call for pricing
Desktop AI; 303 Linwood Ave.; Fairfield,
CT 06430; 203-255-3400
DB Vista III
Database management system for C language
application development
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive
recommended.
DB_Vista is a database management system
designed for use by C language application
programmers. The program has multiuser capability
and supports simultaneous users in either
multitasking or local-area networking environments.
Entire C source code is available, and the program
offers royalty-free run time.
DB_Query is a C-linkable, SQL-based, ad-hoc
query and report writing companion to DB_Vista. It
provides a simple relational view of complex
network model databases. The program allows a
developer to create a customized query utility that
becomes part of a royalty-free DB_Vista application.
End user definable field name aliases, macros,
relations and batch fields allow a developer to tai lor
the user environment to specific needs. A report
forms generator is offered as well.
DB _Revise is a database restructure utility and
companion to DB_Vista. It is designed to overcome
the difficulty in changing a database structure due to
changing requirements or corrections. The program
allows such transformations as changing field types,
splitting records into two or more component
records, joining records along a path into one record
and initializing field contents. It consists of an
executable program that will perform database
revisions, as well as an object library that can be
used to link a special version of DB_Revise
containing a user 's specialized field transformations.
$395 starting price retail; DB_Vista (DBMS)
$395 starting price retail; DB_Query (SQL-based
query and report writer)
$395 starting price retail; DB_Revise (database
restructure program)
Raima Corp.; 3245 146th Pl. SE, #230; Bellevue,
WA 98007; 206-747-5570 or 800-327-2462

HOPS (Heuristic Optimized Processing System)
Speeds up indexing, sorting and algebra operations
in relational databases
Macintosh with 5 MB of RAM; appropriate storage.
HOPS features a series of breakthrough
alg~rithms that dramatically speed up indexing,
sortmg and algebra operations in relational databases
on the Macintosh. For example, I00,000 records can
be fully indexed in 25 seconds, or 1,000,000 records
in six minutes. Only one disk access is required per
seek, even when dealing with a billion or more
records. Sorts, Boolean scans, insertions, etc., are
equally as fast.
During coding, a "seed" is described via a
simplified definition module and inserted into a host
program (Pascal, C, etc.). Although this insertion is
somewhat analogous to the insertion of subroutine
the magnitude and complexity of tasks that can be'
accomplished with a single "seed" serves to
distinguish this tool.
Price varies upon complexity of task and assistance
required
Ebbars Microcomputing Co.; 800 West Ave.; Miami
Beach, FL 33139; 305-672-2361
HyBase; HyBase w/Reports
Database processing engine; report generator
Macintosh Plus or larger; J MB of RAM for
HyBase; 2 MB of RAM for HyBase wtReports; hard
disk drive.
·
Hy Base is a database management system that is
integrated into HyperCard. It allows users to create
modify and sort collections of data; relate data fro~
one collection to another; and display that
information via HyperCard.
HyBase w/Reports allows users to design and
print reports from data stored in Hy Base. HyBase
w/Reports takes full advantage of the font
capabilities of a user's printer by writing to defined
"regions" that represent positions on the page. Users
are not restricted to column numbers and
monospaced fonts.
$149 retail; HyBase
$224 retail; HyBase w/Reports
Answer Software Corp.; 20045 Stevens Creek Blvd.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-253-7515
Informix-4GL
SQL-based fourth-generation language for database
applications
Macintosh II; AIUX operating system.
Informix-4GL is an SQL-based fourthgeneration language designed specifically for
database applications. The power and flexibility of
the product allows a database developer to build
sophisticated applications, and to customize
applications extensively to meet the needs of end
users.
Informix-4GL offers a developer the following
features: a database language (RDSQL, an extension
of the Structured Query Language SQL); a screenbuilding utility allowing the generation of default
screens or the e~tensive customization of screens to
suit any application; a menu building facility
allowing user menus to be tailored to fit an end
user 's needs; customized online help; a report
generator allowing fast creation of customized
reports of any complexity; and a self-contained
programming environment.
$2,495 retail
Informix Software, Inc.; 4100 Bohannon Dr.; Menlo
Park, CA 94025; 415-322-4100
Informix-SQL
Relational database based on ANSI-standard
Structured Query Language (SQL)
Macintosh II; AIUX operating system·.
Informix-SQL, based on the industry-standard
query language SQL, includes a powerful set of
development tools designed to assist a programmer
in developing relational database applications,
quickly, and in customizing screen and report
formats.
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Informix-SQL features RDSQL, an English-like
SQL-based query language. Using RDSQL, a user
can access data by any criteria desired, regardless of
complexity. RDSQL allows a user to select subsets
of data tables using the relational project and select
and join operators. It also provides a syntax for rapid
and flexible application development. It can be used
to load and unload tables, create and delete tables
and indexes, modify the structure of databases and
perform system maintenance procedures.
Informix-SQL's custom screen design
capabilities allow the construction of sophisticated
forms with multiple relations and screens, advanced
data formatting options and mathematical calculation
capabilities. With the relational repon writer, both
technical and casual users can build complex or
simple repons to their exact specifications. Data can
be_ extracted from one or many tables and displayed,
usmg a variety of formatting options. ·
Informix-SQL's system menus, English prompts
and help facilities guide a user through all
procedures. User-defined menus, easily created
through interactive screens, provide additional
application customization capabilities.
$1,395 retail
Informix Software, Inc.; 4100 Bohannon Dr.; Menlo
Park, CA 94025; 415-322-4100
Inside Out 1.2.l
· Relational database engine for programmers of
conventional Pascal or C development systems
Macimosh with 1 MB of RAM; BOOK disk drive.
Inside Out is a comprehensive relational
database engine for Macintosh programmers of
conventional Pascal or C development systems.
Inside Out maintains every bit of information in
a database in one Macintosh file. A database can
grow as large as 256 GB and can contain up to 127
logical files. Multiple access methods provide
suppon for vinually any type of data, including
vanable length data. Database views allow
applications to efficiently process related data, while
guaranteeing data independence. The multiuser
version of the program adds funher to its list of
features with improved record lockout to extend
network efficiency.
Inside Out is supplied to a developer as a unit in
the form of linkable object code. Stand-alone ·
applications are complied using a user 's
.
development system so run time is not required.
$395 retail; single user
$595 retail; multiuser
Shana Corp.; #105, 9650 20th Ave.; Edmonton,
Albena, Canada T6N JG!; 403-463-3330
Layout Mover +
Allows users to incorporate two people's work into
one database
·
Macimosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; 4th
Dimension; System 6.0./ or Iara
Layout Mover+ is a utility for 4th Dimension
programmers. It is a stand-alone application that
allows a user to copy layouts, global procedures,
entire file structures and external procedures directly
from one database to another. It suppons
development in a multiple-programmer environment
by allowing files, layouts, procedures and externals
to be updated or copied quickly and easi ly. Each file
m the database becomes an individual object that can
be moved into another database with all of its layouts
and procedures, in one step.
$139 retail
After Hours Software; 5636 Van Nuys Blvd., Ste. B;
Van Nuys, CA 91401; 818-780-2220
Progress
Founh-generation language and relational database
management system
Macintosh running AIUX; 2 MB of RAM.

Progress is a founh-generation guage and
relational database management sys em. It allows
resellers, MIS professionals and go rnment
agencies to rapidly develop transact on-oriented
business applications.
In addition to A(UX, Progress i also available
on Unix, Xenix , Ultrix, AIX, MS-D S, VAX/VMS
and CTOS/BTOS operating system as well as
networks. With Progress, program rs can build ao
application on a Macintosh II and p n it to a
multiuser VAX/VMS-based system, or vice versa, ·
without changing a single line of co e.
Progress also features ANSI-sta dard SQL and
an automatic fault-tolerant, crash-pr of database
engine that ensures the integrity oft e database in
the event of power, hardware and so tware failures,
or operator errors.
A demonstration version of full unction
Progress is available for a nominal ~ e. Called the
Test Drive, it includes a working Pr gress
application, complete documentatio , a
demonstration video and allows a us r to quickly
prototype and application and modi it once
completed.
Call for pricing
Progress Software Corp.; 5 Oak Par ; Bedford,
MA 01730; 617-275-4500 or 800-3 7-8445

Programming To
MacForth 3-D Library
Graphics and animation extensions t MacFonh
programming language
A11y Macintosh ; MacForth .
MacFonh 3-D Library is a set o threedimensional graphics and animation xtensions for
MacFonh.
$25 retail
Creative Solutions, Inc.; 4701 Rand ph Rd., Ste. 12;
Rockville, MD 20852; 301-984-026 or
800-367-8465 (orders)
MacForth Plus 4.0
Multitasking programming environ nt with
integrated text editor
Any Macintosh.
MacFonh Plus is an interactive, ultitasking
programming environment.
Features include: assembler; text ditor; toolbox
suppon; turnkey compiler or creatin stand-alone
applications; multitasker; floating-po t; and an
extensive 500-page user manual. A)s included in
the package are Mac II Tools, which rovides color
graphics, a 68020 assembler and 688 J/68882
coprocessor suppon; and Online Glo ary Tool,
which gives programmers the capabil ty to see the
definition of any MacFonh word onli e.
The program combines all of the eatures of the
previous levels of MacFonh with ma y added
capabilities. Upgrades are available f m the older
versions, as well as from the student ersion.
$199 retail
Creative Solutions, Inc.; 4701 Randol h Rd., Ste. 12;
Rockville, MD 20852; 301-984-026 or
800-367-8465 (orders)
Mach2 Forth/Assembly Developme It System
Interactive, integrated programming d hardware
debugging environment
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Mach2 Fonh/Assembly Develop ent System
combines an interpreter/compiler, Mo orola-format
assembler, editor and debugger into a ingle
integrated shell.
In addition to the traditional inter tiveness of
Fonh, Mach2 creates stand-alone Ma ntosh
applications and includes an MC6800 /MC6888 I
assembler/disassembler, debugger, te editor,
complete suppon of Macintosh ROM outines,
Macintalk, floating point, vectored I/ , multitasking,
comprehensive documentation and na mn-wide
suppon on Genie.
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The Mach2 Fonh interpreter/compiler generates
direct , MC68000 machine-code instead of the usual
Fonh psuedo-code. This means Mach2 can be used
to create essentially any typ,e of code module and
execute at speeds comparable to Pascal and C. The
Mach2 assembler is ideal for interactive testing of
assembly subroutines, a feature that is useful for
hardware debugging and firmware development.
$99.95 retail
Palo Alto Shipping Co.; PO Box 7430; Menlo Park,
CA 94026; 415-688-1111
Master Forth
Implementation of the Fonh programming language
Any Macintosh .
MasterFonh is an implementation of the Fonh
programming language that provides a complete
programming environment for a Macintosh,
including a 68000 macro-assembler and suppon for
the mouse, Finder, menus and graphics toolbox.
Relocatable utilities and transient definitions
make it possible to run substantial software
packages, even on a I28K Macintosh. The string
package and resident debugger are standard features.
The program exactly matches the Fonh-83
standard dialect described in Mastering Fonh (Brady,
1984), which is included in the package.
Several optional extensions, including a target
compiler, are available.
$125 retail; MasterFonh
$60 each retail; Floating Point, Relocator
$350 retail; Target Compiler
MicroMotion; 8726 S. Sepulveda Blvd., #A 171; Los
Angeles, CA 90045; 213-82 1-4340

Programming Tools/
Fortran
Fortran Converter
Converts standard Fortran programs to True Basic
512K or larger Macimosh; True Basic programmi11g
language.
The Foruan Convener convens standard Foruan
programs to True Basic. Ttie Convener handles all
control structures, user-defined functions and ·
subroutines, all. numeric types (including complex),
nearly all standard Fonran functions and most
Common statements. Statements that cannot be
mechanically convened are left alone for later hand
conversion.
$79.95 retail
True Basic, Inc.; 12 Commerce Ave.; West Lebanon,
NH 03784; 800-872-2742
Freditor V1.5
Foruan text editor
512K or larger Macintosh.
Freditor is a text editor that has been optimized
for creating and modifying Foruan source code. In
addition to standard Macintosh editor features,
Fredi tor has extensive search and replace (GREPlike) capabilities; custom auto-wrap; on-screen
col umn markers; options for find and list; detabbing
and entabbing; on-screen display of line numbers;
indenting and outdenting blocks of text, tile, stack,
and cycle; and the capability to generate tables for
expon to spreadsheets.
Formatting options include ·commands to conven
selected text to uppercase or lowercase letters.
Freditor can control printing two columns on a
page and/or printing a page break after each Foruan
end statement.
$99.95 retail
Battelle, Pacific Nonhwest Laboratories; M/S K248; PO Box 999; Richland, WA 99352;
509-375-2360

Programming Tools/
Fortran
Hyper-XCall
lmplements the Fortran language "Call" statement as·
a HyperCard external command
Macintosh Plus or larger; Absoft MacFortran/020
or Microsoft Fortran compiler; HyperCard.
Hyper-XCall implements the Fortran language
"Call" statement as a HyperCard external command.
This enables Fortran subroutines, which have been
compiled with Absoft's MacFortran or
MacFortran/020, to be dynamically called, directly
by name, from HyperTalk scripts.
Data may be passed to Fortran by subroutine
augments referencing HyperCard fields, variables or
globals. lndependent subroutines can store and
exchange data across script calls via "Saved
Commons." Hyper-XCall provides 47 "Call Back"
subroutines, which pass data and HyperTalk
commands back to HyperCard.
Included in Hyper-XCall is a 150+ card manual
stack explaining and inter~ctively demonstrating the
Calls and Call Backs. Fortran source for test, demo
and Call Back routines is included.
$99 retail
Zone!, Inc.; 382 Nalley Dr., Ste. 101; Stone
Mountain, GA 30087; 404-381-8659
Language Systems Fortran V2.0
ANSI Fortran 77 compiler in MPW
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive.
Language Systems Fortran is a full-featured
optimizing compiler that operates in the MPW
environment. It accepts full ANSI standard Fortran
77, plus VAX and other extensions, such as Do
While, Select Case, Namelist, lmplicit None, Dump
and Trace.
The compiler generates optimized code for all
Macintoshes. It supports arrays or subroutines larger
than 32K and links with MacApp, Pascal, C and
Assembler. The runtime user interface includes a
scrollable output window with desk accessories, File,
Edit and user-defined menus. Compiler options
mclude SADE debugger support, execution tracking,
conditional compilation, range checking, symbol
table cross reference and assembler source listing.
$495 retail; with MPW
$400 retail; without MPW
Language Systems Corp.; 441 Carlisle Dr.; Herndon,
VA 22070; 703-478-0181
MacFortran For MPW Vl.l
Mainframe caliber optimizing ANSI Fortran 77
compiler with VAX/VMS extensions
Macintosh II or llx; MPW 3.0.
MacFortran For MPW is a mainframe caliber
optimizing full ANSI 77 compiler designed to
facilitate porting and developing mainframe
programs on a Macintosh.
Included are most VAX/VMS and many Fortran
8X extensions, as well as Complex*l6, Namelist,
full support for the MPW debugger, SANE and
interlanguage calling with other MPW languages and
MacApp.
Features include full support for the
68020/68030 and 68881/68882, full toolbox support,
no hmtt on code or data and is 100 percent source
compatible with all MacFortrans and MS Fortran.
$295 retail
Absoft Corp.; 2781 Bond St.; Rochester Hills,
MI 48309; 313-853-0050
MacFortran II For A/UX
ANSI 77 Fortran compiler
Macintosh II; A!UX.
MacFortran II for A/UX is a fully optimizing
ANSI 77 Fortran compiler for the Macintosh A/UX
family. Evolved from Absoft's Unix-based RISC
compilers, MacFortran II employs new register
allocation techniques, a new front end, new code
generators and several new optimizing techniques,
resulting in fast executing Fortran for A/UX.

It is fully ANSI X3.9-1978 , MlL-STD-175 3
validatable with most VAX/VMS, several IBM/VS
and Fortran 8X extensions, as well as support for
Fortran 66 conventions so mainframe and Sun,
Apollo and HP code can be ported with little or no
modification. Full support is provided for A/UX
system tools, interlanguage calling with C and
Absoft's Fx multilanguage debugger. Users can
easily create clickable applications (no runtime fee)
and have complete access to the Mac Toolbox.
Call for pricing
Absoft Corp.; 2781 Bond St.; Rochester Hills,
MI 48309; 313-853-0050

MacFortran II For MPW
ANSI 77 Fortran compiler
Macintosh II; 2 MB of RAM.
MacFortran II for MPW is a fully optimizing
ANSl 77 Fortran compiler for the Macintosh family
of 68020/030, 68881/882-based systems. Evolved
from Absoft's 88000 RISC compilers, MacFortran II
employs new register allocation techniques, a new
front end, new code generators and several new
optimizations for extremely high perfonnance. It
generates very fast, compact code.
It is fully LANSI X3.9-1978, MIL-STD-1753
validatable with most VAX/VMS , several IBM/VS
and Fortran 8X extensions, as well as support for
Fortran 66 conventions so mainframe and Sun,
Apollo and HP code can be ported with little or no
modification.
$695 retail
Absoft Corp.; 2781 Bond St.; Rochester Hills,
MI 48309; 313-853-0050
MacFortran II V2.l
ANSI 77 Fortran compiler
Macintosh II; 2 MB of RAM.
MacFortran 11 is a highly optimized ANSI 77
Fortran compiler for the Macintosh family of
68020/030, 68881/882-based systems. Evolved from
' Absoft's 88000 RISC compilers, MacFortran II
employs new register allocation techniques, a new
front end, new code generators and several new
optimizations for extremely high perfonnance.
It is fully ANSI X3.9-1978, MIL-STD-1753
validatable, incorporating most VAX/VMS , several
IBM/VS and Fortran 8X extensions, as well as
support for Fortran 66 conventions so mainframe
code can be ported with little or no modification.
Full support is provided for default scrollable
window, development of clickable applications (no
runtime fee) , Mac Toolbox and all MPW tools and
facilities.
$595 retail
Absoft Corp.; 2781 Bond St.; Rochester Hills,
MI 48309; 313-853-0050
MacFortran V2.4
ANSI 77 Fortran compiler with debugger; no limit
on code or data size
Macintosh Plus or large1:
MacFortran is a full ANSI 77, high-speed
mainframe-quality compiler with an interactive, full
screen source level symbolic debugger.
It includes VAX, HP and several extensions from
the proposed 8X standard. It generates directly
executable native object code for the 68000, and all
code produced is position independent and reentrant. All programs are 100 percent source
compatible with Microsoft Fortran for the
Macintosh.
MacFortran requires only 64K of RAM and
supports overlays and virtual arrays for large
program development in limited memory. Compile
speeds of up to 2,000 lpm plus dynamic linking at
run time increase programmer productivity. The
compiler has no limitation on code or data size.
Also included is a linker, library manager, lEEE
single and double precision floating point software,
complex number support, Fortran 66 support,
support of Macintosh II RO Ms, an option to generate
assembler source and a 400-page reference manual.
$295 retail
Absoft Corp.; 2781 Bond St:; Rochester Hills,
MI 48309; 313-853-0050

MacFortran/020 V2.4
68020/030, 68881/882 Fortran 77 compiler with
debugger and VAX/VMS extensions compatible with
Macintosh Plus to Macintosh Ilx
Macintosh Plus or larger.
. MacFortran/020 is a full ANSI 77, high-speed,
mainframe-quality compiler. It is completely
compatible with any Macintosh Plus and includes
code generators for both the 68000 and 68020
Macintosh II (including aftennarket accelerator
cards). Also included is a full screen source level
symbolic debugger.
VAX, HP and several extensions from the
proposed ANSI Fortran 8X standard facilitate
porting mainframe programs. Written in MC68000
assembler, it generates directly executable native
object code and stand-alone clickable applications.
Especially well suited for scientific/engineering
applications, the program ,is disk based and requires
only 46K of RAM. Support of overlays and virtual
arrays allow development of large programs on
machines with minimum memory configurations.
Code generated is position independent and reentrant.
Compile speeds of up to I0,000 !pm plus the
ability to link dynamically at runtime improve
programmer productivity. The compiler comes with
in-line MC6888 l support (68020 mode only), a
linker, library manager, lEEE single and double
precision floating point software, complex number
support, Fortran 66 support and has no limitation on
code or data size.
Also included is Macintosh II toolbox support,
an opllon to generate assembler source and a 300page user reference manual. Unix and MPW versions
for a Macintosh II are also available. Complex*16 is
supported.
$495 retail
Absoft Corp.; 2781 Bond St.; Rochester Hills,
MI 48309; 313-853-0050
Mactran Plus Version 3.0
Integrated Fortran 77 development system
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Mactran Plus is an integrated fortran
development system.
It consists of a Text Editor for creation and
modification of programs; a native code compiler·
with the option of generating inline 68020 and 6888 l
code; a linker for linking Mactran subroutines or
MOS .Rel files , as well as library facilities; and an
online symbolic debugger, which allows a user to
debug a program at source level with symbolic
references.
Based on ANSI '77 standards, it has VAX
Fortran extensions and extensions from the proposed
ANSI 8X standards, in addition to extensions for
program development using pull-down menus and
dialog boxes.
The program features optimized code
generation; generation of stand-alone applications;
IEEE 754 single and double precision real and
complex numbers; execution time array bound
checking option; program and data size limited only
by available memory; simplified interface to the
Macintosh Toolbox; and more.
$399 retail; Version 3.0
$149 retail; upgrade from Version 2.0
DCM Data Products; 610 One Tandy Center; Fort
Worth , TX 76102; 817-870-2202
McFace Package V3.2
Stand-alone set of code resources that rapidly adds a
Mac interface to programs written in Fortran
512K or larger Macintosh.
McFace Package provides Macintosh interface
to existing Fortran programs by converting only five
lines of code. Once the code is converted, the
program may be executed using a menu selection,
with input and output appearing in windows.
When the program has been executed, output
that would have been lost while scrolling is saved,
data can be transferred by cutting and pasting and
files can be saved or printed through a menu
selection.
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Programming Tools/
Fortran
$169 retail
Tensor Laboratories; PO Box 9723; Stanford,
CA 94309; 707-763-7873
NKR Fortran Compiler
Globally optimizing compiler
Macintosh II; AIUX; 4 MB of RAM; hard disk drive.
NKR Fortran Compiler is a high-performance
mainframe-quality production compiler that includes
VAXNMS Fortran and MlL-STD-1753 extensions
to ANSI 78 and is fully validated. A sophisticated
global optimizer built especially for the Fortran
language is included with two (fully optional)
optimization levels.
NKR Fortran provides seamless integration
within A/UX. Programs in other languages, such as
C, may be called without interfacing subroutines.
The compiler generates inline code to make full use
of the MC6888 I/2 math coprocessor. A true 32-bit
compiler, it has no 16-bit limits. NKR Fortran also
provides full run-time support for real-time
applications under the VxWorks real-time system.
This includes full Fortran 1/0. Most VAXNMS
Fortran extensions are supported.
$495 retail
NKR Research, Inc.; 4040 Moorpark Ave., Ste. 209;
San Jose, CA 95117; 408-249-2612

Programming Tools/
HyperCard
101 Scripts & Buttons For HyperCard
HyperCard development tools
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; HyperCard .•
IO 1 Scripts & Buttons For HyperCard is an
extensive collection of HyperCard development
tools.
Features include: 15 new HyperCard XCommands; scores of exciting buttons, cursors and
icons; a host of games, visual effects and pop-up
menus; full-featured tune and animation recorders;
browsing, painting and text-processing tools; pop-up
meta-documentation for each card; knob-turnable,
mouse-moveable sound and animation buttons; entry
and data validation cards; a moveable magnifying
glass; bold text in scrolling fields; tools to insert
headers into existing scripts; pages of helps, hints,
tips, tncks and traps for HyperCard users; and more.
$69.95 retail
Individual Software, Inc.; 125 Shoreway Rd., Ste.
3000; San Carlos, CA 94070; 415-595-8855 or
800-622-9986

3d Graphic Tools XCMD V2.0
XCMDs and sample scripts for three-dimensional
monochrome and color solids modeling and
rendering
Macintosh Phis or larger; 1 MB of RAM;
HyperCard.
3d Graphic Tools XCMD provides wireframe
and solid rendering capabilities, including: object
and viewer rotation, scaling and translation; clipping;
monochrome or color shading using multiple light
source reflection angles and distances; ambient light
effects; color windows; camera viewing; improv~d
hidden surface removal; solid generators; spline
curves ~d surfaces; matrix data representation;
three-d1mens10nal fonts and labels; general grids;
dithering; hierarchical structure; resource storage and
retneval; PICTs; and a free-standing script simulator
application.
The program contains one SOOK disk containing
resource file, documentation and demonstration
stacks.

$59.95 retail
$164.95 retail; if purchased with source code and 3d
Graphic Tools V2.0
Micro System Options; PO Box 95167; Seattle,
WA 98145; 206-868-5418
Adventure Design
Provides an easy interface for creating adventurestyle games and educational tools
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Adventure Design provides a medium for
developers of node event and travel environments,
often used in adventure-style games and educational
tools. It provides an easy interface for creating
adventures, according to a designer's specifications,
in a HyperCard stack.
The Adventure Design environment will import
graphics used in a scene, create buttons or allow text
input for commands. It will provide an evaluation of
the traveler's condition and provide the action to be
taken when a command is given.
Adventure Design generates a gaming
environment in which the adventurist can type and/or
click buttons to initiate commands at different nodes
in the path, and then type in objects and/or click ·
screen locations that receive the action. Results may
involve travel, collection of items, and/or changing
of values that determine the travelers condition.
$95 retail
The Information Group; PO Box 1356; Roseville,
CA 95661; 916-786-8893
AnalytX XCMD Stack
XCMDs and XFCNs
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM;
HyperCard.
The AnalytX XCMD Stack contains 50 XCMDs
and XFCNs available for use in HyperCard-based
products. The stack contains working demos of the
XCMDs, along with full documentation and
licerising information. The XCMDs and XFCNs
included in this stack give HyperCard developers
new capabilities in areas such as sorting, printing,
communications, user interface, mathematics and
disk and file manipulation.
$15 retail
AnalytX; PO Box 388; Southampton, PA 18966;
215-750-0792
Authenticate And Mutate
XFCN that allows users to do computer
authentication of fields with one function call;
XFCN used to format or transform field contents
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard J.0 or later;
System 4.1 or later.
Authenticate is an XFCN that makes it easy to
do computer authentication of fields with just one
function call. Because HyperCard lacks any inherent
field editing capability, a developer has to do
extensive, time-consuming HyperTalk coding to
check field validity. Authenticate provides a solution ..
The power of this product is evident when editing
complex identification strings. A 4th Dimension
version is included. It is compatible with both
Version 1.0.6 and 2.0.x.
Mutate is an additional XFCN that is used to
format or transform field contents. It may be used in
an openField handler to format a field prior to
display, or in a closeField to format a field before
saving a disk. Mutate can drastically reduce the
scripting code required to make fields display with a
consistent professional appearance.
$125 retail
Soft Stream Int~mational , Inc.; 19 White Chapel Dr.;
Mt. Laurel, NJ 08054; 609-866-1187
The Benchmarker
Compares the speed of different HyperTalk methods
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard 1.2 or /arer.
The Benchmarker is a tool for comparing the
speed of different HyperTalk methods. It also
includes 50 examples of HyperTalk programming
and provides insights on how to write faster scripts.
$12 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 800-888-7667
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CBT Development Stacks 1.1
Routines, tools, templates, demonstrations
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive ;
HyperCard.
The CBT Development Stacks consist of 3 MB
of routines, tools, templates and demonstrations
designed for users who wish to develop computer
based training (CBT) courses in HyperCard.
$135 retail
First Reference, Inc.; 516 5th Ave., #706; New York,
NY 10036; 212-730-8211
CLR HyperArrays V2.0
XCMDs and XFCNs for working efficiently with
numeric arrays
Macimosh Plus or larger.
CLR HyperArrays provides 24 XCMDs and
XFCNs for working efficiently with numeric arrays.
The routines are written in assembly language. In
general, they work from 10 to I00 times faster than
their HyperTalk equivalents.
Users typically start by converting the values in
a field to an array with the XFCN FieldToArray.
Once the array is created, it can be used in
conjunction with numerous XCMDs and XFCNs.
Array functions provided include: Sum, Sum of
Squares, Maximum of an Array, Minimum of an
Array, Matrix Addition, Matrix Subtraction, Matrix
Multiplication, Get a Specific Element, Set a
Specific Element and Transpose. Also included are
XCMDs for sorting fields of characters and for
sorting fields of integers; example scripts for
computing correlation matrices and for finding
eigenvectors and eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix;
and utility XCMDs and XFCNs for deleting blank
lines in a field, determining whether or not a value is
numeric and determining whether or not a value is an
integer.
$100 retail
Clear Lake Research; 2476 Bolsover, Ste. 343;
Houston, TX 77005; 713-523-7842
Compilelt!
HyperCard script compiler
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard 1.2 or late1:
Compilelt ! allows a user to create external
commands and functions with HyperTalk. The
program's documentation is included in a SO-page
manual.
Many commands (including repeat, it-then-else,
add, put and more) are converted into machine
language. Once compiled, commands that are not
convened to machine language will be sent back to
HyperCard for handling - providing protection for
a user's scripts.
Compiled scripts may be distributed freely; there
are no run-time fees or royalties involved.
$99 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasan! Hill,
CA 94523; 800-888-7667
Developer Stack
Development tools for HyperCard
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM;
HyperCard.
Developer S!llck is a library of useful resources
for HyperCard developers. It provides a centralized
location where developers can store all of their most
used HyperCard development tools, including
XCMDs, XFCNs, buttons, scripts and functions. All
items added by users are automatically indexed and
categorized for easy retrieval.
In addition to more than I00 cards of
development tools, Developer Stack has a quick
reference section, which gives users instant access to
all HyperTalk commands through Version 2.0.
$15 retail
AnalytX; PO Box 388; Southampton, PA 18966;
215-750-0792

Programming Tools/
HyperCard
Dialoger Professional 1.5
A complete environment for the design, creation and
control of any kind of dialog within HyperCard
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard 1.2.2
(included).
Dialoger consists of four stacks that provide a
complete environment for the design, creation and
control of any kind of dialog within HyperCard. By
supporting not only the Dialog Manager, but also
lists (of text, icons, pictures, etc.) pop-up menus and
more, Dialoger breaks through HyperCard's
limitations. With its ability to manipulate modeless
dialogs, Dialoger can transform stacks into
multi window, full-color experiences. Dialoger has a
vast array of sophisticated commands to allow a user
complete control over all aspects of the dialogs whi le
they are displayed.
Dialoger comes with an extensive tutorial, and
built-in design aids help users create dialogs quickly,
without writing a line of script. Or users can choose
from one of the provided scripts that expand on
HyperCard's Ask and Answer.
$125 retail
TheResult Software, Inc.; 111 Providence Rd.;
Chapel Hill, NC 27514; 919-490-3292 or
800-365-5034
Fusion
Stack management
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM;
HyperCard 1.2.
Fusion is a high-speed HyperCard stack merging
application.
By using any stacks the user chooses, Fusion
will merge all cards, or groups of cards, from one
stack to another. It also allows the deletion of a range
of cards or entire stacks.
$24.95 retail
All-American Software Development Corp.; 529 S.
7th St., #239; Minneapolis, MN 55415;
612-338-8871
Hyper/DB-Library
Programming interface that allows HyperCard
scripts to communicate with the Sybase SQL Server
Macintosh SE or larger; 2 MB of RAM; Sybase SQL
Server DBMS running on host (VAX or Unix) system.
Hyper/DB-Library is an application
programming interface (AP!) that provides
HyperCard stack scripts with the capability to
communicate with the Sybase SQL Server database
server running on larger host systems (VAX or
Unix). Hyper/DB-Library is a set of HyperCard
XFCNs that can be called from HyperCard stack
scripts. This product provides the capability to query
SQL Server databases, process retrieved data a
record at a time and set up multiple sessions with a
single SQL Server or multiple servers. Hyper/DBLibrary is the companion product to DB-Library (for
MPW C), a MPW C object library that allows MPW
C-compatible object libraries to send SQL
commands to the SQL Server running on host
systems.
$195 retail
Sybase, Inc.; 6475 Christie Ave.; Emeryville,
CA 94608; 800-879-2273
·
Hyper488
Software stack designed to simplify the interactive
development of IEEE-488 control applications with
IEEE-488 plug-in boards
·
Macillfosh SE or 11; NB-GPJB, NB-DMA-8-G,
GPJB-SE.
Hyper488 software includes a Hyper488 stack
for interactively developing an application, a
Template488 stack that includes the necessary code
to interface to the IEEE-488 handler software (NI488) from HyperTalk and HyperCard stacks that
control specific instruments. The Hyper488 stack
implements all the IEEE-488 bus management and
control fqnctions of the NI-488 handler software.

Utilities have been added to Hyper488 that perform
bit-wise logical operations and convert decimal to
hexadecimal numbers and hexadecimal to decimal
numbers.
Hyper488 software is provided on a separate
disk as part of the standard NI-488 Macintosh
handler software package (which is free with the
purchase of one of National Instruments' GPIB
interface boards for the SE or II computers).
No charge with purchase of GPIB board for
Macintosh SE or II
National Instruments Corp.; 6504 Bridge Point
Pkwy.; Austin, TX 78730; 512-794-0100 or
800-433-3488
Hyper Basic
XCMD generator using Basic
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive recommended; System 6.0.2 or later;
HyperCwd 1.2 .1 or later.
HyperBasic is a full-featured editor, fast Basic
compiler and resource mover the simplifies the
creation of XCMDs and XCFNs for HyperCard. It
eliminates the need for setting up project control
files , organizing the glue code and finding the right
libraries. Successful compiles require less than one
minute, which includes generating the XCMD and
automatically attaching it to a stack.
For the experienced Macintosh developer,
HyperBasic helps debugging by optionally
generating assembly language listings and MacsBug
symbols. It also provides easy access to the
Macintosh Toolbox and HyperCard callbacks. Thirty
diverse examples with source code are included.
Developers may incorporate their HyperBasic
routines into products without licensing restrictions.
HyperBasic also works with SuperCard,
MicroPhone II 3.0, Authorware Professional,
Mitem View and other packages that support the
XCMP interface.
·
$99 retail
Teknosys, Inc.; 3923 Coconut Palm Dr., Ste. 111;
Tampa, FL 33619; 800-873-3494
Hyper Engine
Developer tool that opens stacks within applications
512KE or larger Macintosh.
HyperEngine allows developers to add
HyperCard stack access to their applications.
Primary uses are expected to be online help,
demonstration and training.
HyperEngine adds 4 lK to the size of an
application and requires an average of 75K in
operation. Developers build standard HyperCard
stacks using the HyperTalk commands supported by
HyperEngine. Card format and size are at a
developer 's discretion. The HyperEngine code
module is then used to add stack access as a menu
item. A variety of programming environments are
supported, including MPW C, MPW Assembly,
MPW Pascal and LightspeedC.
Neither HyperCard nor HyperDA is required for
a user to open the stacks. Within stacks, card buttons
and fields operate. Users cannot change or add to a
stack.
$125 retail; distribution licenses available from
Symmetry for commercial products
Symmetry Software; 8603 E. Royal Palm Rd., #110;
Scottsdale, AZ 85258; 602-998-9106
HyperExternals I A.nd II
External commands and functions for HyperCard
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM;
HyperCard.
HyperExternals I And II are sets of external
commands and functions for HyperCard. The new
commands in HyperExternals I include a sort
container function capable of sorting any container
in alphabetic, numeric or date order; a find string
command capable of locating a string, word or item
within a container; a trim command for trimming
extra characters from a container; and a pair of
functions , getDate and getN um, for converting a
container into a legal HyperCard date or number.
Also included are several file related commands, two
volume related commands and two system
commands.

The new commands in HyperExternals II include
routines for text justification, deleting duplicate lines
within a list, changing the standard cursor and
reading and setting file attributes. Three commands
provide the means for working with columns. The
package is rounded. out. with routines for working
with numbers m scientific format, computing elapsed
ume, deletmg resources and an implementation of
the soundex algorithm for identifying like-sounding
names.
$25 each retail
Boojum Computer Systems, Inc.; 15004 Donna Dr:
Silver Spring, MD 20905; 301-989-9708
'
HyperExternals III
XCMDs and XFCNs
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM;
HyperCard.
HyperExtemals IlI includes 16 new and original
XCMDs and XFCNs. These commands include
improved fileName and newFileName; two folder
commands (defaultFolder and newFolder); and
several commands for checking lists (matchList and
Whichltemlsln). Also included is a fast and flexible
files command for creating catalogs; looking for
files , etc.
Three commands allow users to slow the
operation of HyperCard on accelerated machines
&!lowing users to write stacks that run at the sam~
speed on any Mac. Four separate resource commands
allow users to use resources from other fi les and list
strings from within a resource. SetColumns can be
used to convert a formatted table into an item
delimited list. No royalties are required.
$25 retail
Boojum Computer Systems, Inc.; 15004 Donna Dr.;
Silver Spring, MD 20905; 301-989-9708
HyperExternals IV
Numeric and array XFCNs for HyperCard
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM;
HyperCard.
HyperExtemals IV contains 14 new and original
XFCNs for manipulating arrays in HyperCard. These
routines make working with lists of numbers as easy
as working with single values. NumberFormat
provides a powerful number formatting facility like
that in Excel or 4th Dimension. A statistics function
computes simple statistics on an array of numbers
while fitLine will compute best line fits to a set of
data. Dozens of mathematical operations can be
applied to arrays using the trigArray, numArray,
expArray, arrayToConstant and arrayToArray
functions. The transpose function acts on arrays of
numbers or text to convert lines into items and vice
versa. Four functions support standard matrix
manipulations, including invert, multiply, create and
a linear equation solver. The final routine produces
high-quality random numbers suitable for simulation
work. No royalties are required.
$25 retail
Boojum Computer Systems, Inc.; 15004 Donna Dr.;
Silver Spring, MD 20905;. 301-989-9708
Hypergate Writer
Hypertext writing and presentation
Macintosh Plus or /arge1:
Hypergate Writer is a professional tool for
writing hypertext and hypermedia documents.
Hypergate is designed to support deeply intertwined
hypertext, not just stacks of cards or scrolling
documents. Hypergate includes key navigation tools,
such as thumb stacks, book marks and margin notes
and introduces true hypertext index tools.
$395 retail
Eastgate Systems, Inc.; PO Box 1307; Cambridge,
MA 02238; 617-924-9044
HyperGraph
XFCN that adds line, bar, pie and polar graphing
capabilities to HyperCard
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM;
HyperCard.
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Programming Tools/
HyperCard
HyperGraph is a set of professionally written
XFCNs that allow users to easily create business and
scientific charts and graphs within HyperCard or
SuperCard. The package creates high-quality
annotated graphs in line, bar, pie or polar form.
These can be pasted into a user's stack under script
control, allowing for the full integration of graphs
into a user's stacks. More than 35 options allow the
graphs to be easily customized to meet particular
reqmrements.
HyperGraph is a comprehensive package that
provides all the support for graphing in HyperCard a
user will need. Free telephone support and an
inexpensive upgrade policy is provided to registered
users. No royalties are required.
$79 retail
Boojum Computer Systems, Inc.; 150o4Donna Dr.;
Silver Spring, MD 20905; 301-989-9708
Hyper Lab
Software tool designed to simplify developing data
acquisition and control applications with the
company's NB Series plug-in boards
Macintosh II; NB Series Board; NB LabDriver.
HyperLab software includes the HyperLab
HyperCard stack for interactively developing an
application, HyperCard XFCNs to call NB
LabDriver from HyperTalk, a set of graphing
routmes and example program stacks.
The HyperLab stack implements the complete
set of data.acquisition functions of the NB
LabDriver. Data acquired from NB Series boards is
displayed in text fields, visual indicators or graphs.
A command log button of any HyperLab card
lets a user save a command and incorporate it into a
custom-built stack.
No charge with purchase of NB LabDrive·r
National Instruments Corp.; 6504 Bridge Point
Pkwy.; Austin, TX 78730; 512-794-0100 or
800-433-3488
HyperSmarts
Allows non-programmers to convert HyperCard
stacks into expert systems
512K or larger Macimosh; HyperCard.
HyperSmarts is a HyperCard stack version of the
MacSmarts expert-system tool for the Macintosh.
HyperSmarts allows non-programmers to convert
HyperCard stacks into expert systems.
A subset of MacSmarts, HyperSmarts contains a
built-in editor for constructing rules. Its embedded
MacSmarts inference engine can be called with an
XFCN (external function) in HyperCard.
HyperSmarts provides a delivery vehicle for
expert systems to more than 250,000 owners of
HyperCard. It allows for a fully customizable user
interface. Users of HyperSmarts-created expert
systems can query, enter data and browse
information, as well as get expert advice, using either
the HyperCard or HyperSmarts question/advice
interface.
$99.95 retail
Cognition Technology Corp.; 55 Wheeler St.;
Cambridge, MA 02138; 617-492-0246 or
800-622-2829
HyperTalk Language Toolkit
Allows HyperTalk to be embedded into software
application products
Macintosh Plus or large1:
The HyperTalk Language Toolkit allows the
Apple HyperTalk object-oriented language to be
embedded mto software application products.
The Toolkit runs in conjunction with Abraxas
Software's Mac YACC, which generates source code
for building object-oriented language products. The
HyperTalk Language Toolkit supplies example
programs and HyperTalk grammar in conjunction with
corresponding lexical analyzers. It provides a means
for companies to add HyperTalk support to existing or
11ew software applications and system tools.

$495 retail
Abrax~s Software, Inc.; 7033 SW Macadam Ave.;
Portland, OR 97219; 503-244-5253

$49.95 retail
HyperPress Publishing Corp.; PO Box 8243; Foster
City, CA 94404; 415-345-4620

HyperTMON 1.1
HyperCard interactive debugger
Macimosh Plus or larger.
HyperTMON is an interactive debugging tool for
use with HyperTalk. Its features include single step,
trace and breakpoints by statement or variable
conditions. HyperTMON also includes examination
and modification of variables while debugging and
an integrated editor.
$99.95 retail
!com Simulations, Inc.; 648 S. Wheeling Rd.;
Wheeling, IL 60090; 708-520-4440

MadPLC Communication Drivers
Enable HyperCard users to communicate with
industrial programmable controllers
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Mac/PLC Communication Drivers may be added
to HyperCard and HyperCard-compatibie software to
allow designers to access programmable controller
data and create operator interfaces or to perform data
acquisition tasks.
The driver allows source and destination
addressing and read/write operations at either the bit
or register level. Available drivers include Mac/D
Comm-Stack for Square D programmable controllers
and Mac/A Comm-Stack for Allen-Bradley
programmable controllers. Drivers for GE and
Modicon programmable controllers are scheduled for
release during the third quarter of 1989.
$500 each retail
Kleinhans Systems, Inc.; 178 Ramaker Ave.; Cedar
Grove, WI 53013; 414-668-6238

HyperTools #1; HyperTools #2
HyperCard development tools
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
HyperTools consists of two HyperCard tool kits,
each of which includes 16 tools that can be added to
most HyperCard stacks. The series adds versatility to
new and existing stacks with many timesaving and
automated capabilities.
HyperTools #·1 is a set of utilities intended for
developers of stackware that take the tedium out of
many design activities. HyperToois #2 is a set of
utilities intended for users and developers of
HyperCard stacks that extend display and data entry
capabilities. Both products are aimed at increasing
the functionality of HyperCard without having to be
a HyperTalk programmer to benefit from them.
HyperToois can be installed into most usercreated arid many commercially available stacks.
Individual tools can be added to an existing card in
the form of small windows that can be repositioned
and hidden as necessary, while other tools include ,
their own cards. Several HyperTooi functions
perform actions on multiple fields and/or buttons as a
group.
HyperTools # 1 includes a number of powerful
utilities: icon editor, radio button group, check box
group, scan cards, stack stats, align tools, info tools ,
edit script, create arrays of buttons and fields , get a
line# in scrollable field , button tools, free space, font
tools, XCMD tools, cursor tools and stack watch.
HyperToois #2 includes a number of useroriented features: group tools, choice lists for fields,
sort Imes, scan cards, free space, global number
format, order info for buttons and fields, hide & seek
tools, field validation, display formatting for fields,
reorder cards tool , view fonts tool, sound tools,
visual effects tools and stack watch.
$99.95 each retail; includes HyperCard
:rrendware Corp.; PO Box 2285; Huntington,
CT 06484; 203-926-1116
Hyper Video
Allows HyperCard to control video effects and
overlays
Macintosh II; J11/ia11 NTSC or Genlock Converters·
HyperCard.
'
HyperVideo allows HyperCard programmers to
completely control the NTSC Converter and Genlock
Converter from their own HyperTaik script. This
ability greatly enhances the flexibility of HyperCard
in multimedia.
Specific capabilities of the HyperVideo driver
set include: selecting overlay color; selecting source
of video overlay; turning on or off video overlays;
other complete functions of video output and effects;
and availability of code to allow developers to
include the drivers in non-HyperCard applications,
as well.
$49.95 retail
Specialized Computer Systems, Inc.; 827 Arnold Dr.,
Ste. 80; Martinez, CA 94553; 415-370-8200
Icon Factory
Predesigned icons
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; two BOOK
disk drives or hard disk drive; HyperCard.
Icon Factory contains more than 2,000 icons to
provide non-technical users with the ability to
customize their HyperCard stacks.
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MitemView
Developer's toolkit that produces a Macintosh
graphici!l interface to a mainframe without host code
modification
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM (2 MB for
development); hard disk drive; HyperCard 1.2.2 or
later; System 6.0.2 or later.
Mitem View is a developer 's toolkit for the
creation of "point and click" graphical user
interfaces to mainframe applications without host
system. modification. Mitem View achieves this by
prov1dmg a number of tools and proprietary
technologies that extend development platforms,
such as HyperCard. The heart of MitemView is its
sophisticated pattern-recognition engine, the
WHOOP (Watch HOst Operating Patterns), which
dramatically simplifies the process of developing
applications that enter, modify, extract and navigate
through information from the host.
From a user's standpoint, MitemView combines
the comfort of a Mac-style interface with the
expertise and efficiency of a power user. To the
mainframe, Mitem View looks like a terminal and
does not affect performance, security or the host
code.
$995 retail
Mitem Corp.; 2105 Hamilton Ave. , Ste. 190; San
Jose, CA 95125; 408-559-880 I
ScriptEdit
Script editor
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
ScriptEdit is designed to boost editing powers
for HyperCard users. Among ScriptEdit's many
advantages is the capability to open multiple script
windows simultaneously, with the number of
windows limited only by available memory.
Fe~tures include: ScriptEdit can open and edit
multiple scripts on screen simultaneously; Find and
Re~lace funct!ons can be used to search through an
md1v1dual scnpt, several open scripts or all scripts on
the current card; many HyperCard functions remain
available while ScriptEdit is open, including all
navigation commands; font, size and window
.position preferences are saved individually for each
script; script windows contain an index to all stack
objects and are updated instantly when changing
cards; the program can be opened with HyperTalk
commands for automatic object editing, allowing
detailed customization of the ScriptEdit
environment; and ScriptEdit can also be used to
display, edit and print any standard text information.
$79 retail
Somak Software, Inc.; 535 Encinitas Blvd., Ste. 113;
Encinitas, CA 92024; 619-942-2556 or
800-842-5020

Programming Tools/
HyperCard
Stack Cleaner
Utility kit for optimizing and extending the features
of HyperCard
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; two BOOK
disk drives or hard disk drive; HyperCard.
Stack Cleaner is a utility kit for optimizing and
extendmg the features of HyperCard. Among its
many features is a complete menu editing and
creation feature that allows users to add standard
menus to a HyperCard stack. Other utilities enhance
and optimize stacks for HyperCard.
Stack Cleaner's Menu Maker utility is a
complete menuing facility that lets users create and
modify menus for use with HyperCard stacks. Menus
can be added to the menu bar or as pop-up menus
associated with a field or button. Submenus are also
supported. Automated installation adds menuing
functions to a stack quickly and easily.
A Script Cleaner utility is also included that
allows users to make numerous code changes in a
selected stack automatically. These changes use
HyperCard's standard abbreviations to reduce the
overall size of most stacks.
The Stack Compactor utility allows users to
compact all of the stacks on a disk drive or folder at
one time to save valuable disk space.
Stack Cleaner includes utilities that eliminate
tedious manual operations associated with splitting,
merging and cloning stacks. The Split Stack utility
allows users to create a new stack from an existing
one. Users selectively choose which cards and
backgrounds are to be used to create the new stack.
The Merge Stack utility allows users to combine two
stacks together to form a new stack. The Clone Stack
utility allows users to dupli~ate an original stack and
then clear data from selected cards and backgrounds.
Users can also selectively delete unique cards and
duplicate cards for any background.
Stack Cleaner includes ResCopy, a program that
allows resources to be copied from one application
or stack to another, as well as the latest version of
HyperCard.
$49.95 retail; includes HyperCard
Trendware Corp.; PO Box 2285; Huntington,
CT 06484; 203-926-111 6
Stack Starter
Provides tools for stack creators
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM;
HyperCard.
Stack Starter contains collections of hundreds of
buttons, scripts, icons, sounds, XCMDs and XFCNs.
It is designed to make creating stacks fun and easy
for everyone from the novice to the expert. The main
functions of Stack Starter are to serve as a
foundation for creating new stacks and as a place to
catalog and store resources, techniques and solutions.
$5 retail
Industrial Stack and Hacking; PO Box 7828; San
Jose, CA 95150; 408-241-7986
SuperCard Exchange
Utilities and tutorials that support SuperCard users
and developers
Macintosh Plus or larger; SuperCard.
SuperCard Exchange is a clearinghouse
containing !lrograms tailored especially for
SuperCard owners. It provides a marketplace for
users in search of specific programs, as well as a
marketing outlet for authors of SuperCardcompatible programs.
$I 0 to $100 each program retail; a free catalog is
available
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 800-888-7667

Tabularium
Imports tab-delimited text files into HyperCard
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM;
HyperCard 1.2.
Tabularium, a HyperCard application for
database management, is a tool for importing data
from Macintosh, DOS and mainframe databases into
HyperCard. Once imported, the data can be
manipulated with HyperCard.
Tabularium
exports HyperCard data into tab-delimited format for
manipulation by other applications.
$49.95 retai l
All-American Software Development Corp.; 529 S.
7th St., #239; Minneapolis, MN 55415;
612-338-8871
Trendware XCAL
Adds spreadsheet capability to HyperCard stacks
Macimosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM (2 MB
recommended).
XCAL allows calculations to be added to new or
existing HyperCard stacks. It adds spreadsheet
capabilities to HyperCard with a transparent grid
window that displays over cards in a stack. Users can
create formulas for fields and buttons by clicking
objects in the grid window, and create formulas
similar to those available with most stand-alone
spreadsheet programs.
XCAL enhances stacks by allowing operations
to be performed automatically when data is entered
into a field or an object is clicked. Calculations can
be performed on groups of cards and subsets that
match a search criterion. Advanced capabilities can
be achieved with the macro editor.
$149.95 retail
Trendware Corp.; PO Box 2285; Huntington,
CT 06484; 203-926-1 116
The Voyager VideoStack 2.l
Tool kit for developing interactive videodisc
applications
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
The Voyager VideoStack is a tool kit for
developing interactive videodisc applications with
HyperCard.
Features include: customization of more than 35
control buttons; the ability to define events and then
make buttons to activate those events; a slide tray to
load still frames and play them back manually or
automatically; and automatic installation of video
drivers into any HyperCard stack.
The VideoStack 8000 Extension is a companion
to the Voyager VideoStack for owners of the Pioneer
model 8000 laserdisc player. The stack includes a
video driver for the Pioneer 8000 player and supports
special 8000 player functions, such as true CLV still
frame and CLV frame search, digital sound controls
and still frame with audio.
$99.95 retail
$49.95 retail; 8000 Extension (add-on to Voyager
VideoStack for Pioneer model 8000 videodisc
player)
.
The Voyager Co.; 1351 Pacific Coast Hwy.; Santa
Monica, CA 9040 l; 800-446-2001 or 800-443-200 l
in CA
.
Wild Things
Extends HyperCard with animation, mathematics
and statistics
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB. of RAM.
Wild Things extends HyperCard with animation,
mathematics and statistics. Forty working XCMDs
are ready to paste into stacks. Stacks demonstrate
techniques for using XCMDs to create more
interesting and more functional stacks.
XCMDs range from math and statistics functions
to animation techniques, such as an XCMD that
allows the simultaneous animation of many objects.
Tools include Wildlcons, ResCopy and
HyperCard. Source code in Pascal, Fortran and C
illustrates making callbacks to HyperCard, when to
use handles, how to get information in and out of
fields quickly and the use of mathematics to create
special effects.

~rogramming tools include templates and utility
routmes that illustrate advanced programming
techniques.
$150 retail
Language Systems Corp.; 441 Carlisle Dr.; Herndon,
VA 22070; 703-478-0181

WindowTalk
Allows users to build windows for use in HyperCard
stacks
Macintosh Plus or larger.
WindowTalk is a special extension to HyperTalk
that allows commercial to hobbyist HyperCard users
to build windows and windoids for use in individual
HyperCard stacks ur across the entire HyperCard
platform.
WindowTalk windows may contain font-specific
fields, line-selectable lists, buttons, PICTs, radio
buttons, check boxes and icons - with each item
assignable to a HyperCard handler. The windows
themselves are modeless, movable via a drag region
that may include title and close box and can be either
stack-specific, accessible between two or more
stacks, or accessible from anywhere in HyperCard.
$39 retail
·
Third Wave Computing, Inc.; 4412 Spicewood
Springs Rd., Ste. F-1000; Austin, TX 78759; 512343-8255
XPrint
Print engine for HyperCard
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
HyperCard; printer.
XPrint is an XFCN that adds more than 40 new
printing commands to HyperTalk. It features full
control over the appearance and positioning of text,
opttonal page numbenng for long documents, four
kinds of tabs (including decimal tabs), a full range of
graphics commands, plus the ability to mix text with
high-precision PICT graphics from external files.
Imported PICTs can also be individually scaled. A
companion function creates stylesheets.
XPrint comes with Stak-X, a package of new,
high-powered multifunction XFCNs and sample
implementations for HyperCard. Also included are
Strings, 40 text manipulation functions; XPopUp, a
pop-up menu XFCN that also generates nine custom
font menus and other resource menus; Oh! Script
Library, I00+ scripts for HyperCard; and an easy-rouse B-Tree database.
$49.95 retail
Stak-X Software; 508 Fairfield Ave.; Fairfield,
NE 68938; 402-726-?3 lO

Programming Tools/
Modula
MacLogimo Plus
Modula-2 programming environment
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
hard disk drive.
MacLogimo Plus is a Modula-2 programming
environment for the Macintosh. It includes a
compiler, linker, source-level debugger, libraries,
utilities, documentation and sample programs on five
disks.
The program can also be downloaded from
CompuServe or Genie.
$20 retail
Project Modu la; PO Box 2137; Provo, UT 84603;
801-222-0704
Mctrowerks Modula-2 MPW Edition
Optimizing compiler for Macintosh Programmer's
Workshop
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2.5 MB of RAM; hard disk
dri ve; System 5.0 or later.
Metrowerks Modula-2 MPW Edition is a onepass MPW-based Modula-2 optimizing compiler
generating MPW Linker format code for MC680x0
processors and offering full support of the Macintosh
Toolbox and operating system calls under MPW.
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Prograniming Tools/
Modula
The compiler generates applications, MPW tools
and drivers and offers support for XCMD
programming. Metrowerks Modula-2 MPW supports
both MacsBug and SADE symbol generation and is
source-code compatible with the SP and PSE
compilers.
$150 retail
$275 retail; with MPW V3. l
Metrowerks, Inc.; The Trimex Bldg., Rte. l l;
Mooers, NY 12958; 514-458-2018
Metrowerks Modula-2 PSE
Professional, stand-alone programming environment
Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives;
System 4.1 or later.
Metrowerks Modula-2 PSE is a completely
integrated programming environment comprised of a
specialized multiwindow text editor, a one-pass
Modula-2 optimizing compiler generating native
code for MC680x0 processors and a source-level
debugger. The multiwindow text editor supports
multiple fonts and offers automatic Modula-2
keyword capitalization. The editor displays
compiler-detected errors and highlights the erroneous
statements directly in the Modula-2 source-code text
window. The source-level debugger traps errors and
the state of the machine at run time and links up to
the source-code instruction that froze the machine.
Metrowerks is source-code compatible in
Macintosh Toolbox and OS calls with Metrowerks
Modula-2 MPW and in standard Modula-2 library
calls with Metrowerks Modula-2 SP.
$179 retail
Metrowerks, Inc.; The Trimex Bldg., Rte. l l ;
Mooers, NY 12958; 514-458-2018
Metrowerks Modula-2 SP
Introductory-level programming environment
Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives;
System 4.1 or later.
Metrowerks Modula-2 SP is an introductorylevel programming environment. It includes the
Modula-2 compiler for 68000 processors, the
multiwindow text editor and a source-level debugger.
$39 retail
Metrowerks, Inc.; The Trimex Bldg., Rte. 11;
Mooers, NY 12958; 514-458-2018
SemperSoft Modula-2 for MPW
Modula-2 compiler
Macintosh with 12BK ROM; 1 MB of RAM; hard
disk drive.
SemperSoft Modula-2 is a Modula-2 compiler
implementing the third edition of N. Wirth 's
Programming in Modula-2. SemperSoft Modula-2
has standard Modula-2 arrays of characters, whic!J,
hke C stnngs, have no length byte and are truncated
by a zero byte. But, because SemperSoft's is the first
Modula-2 developed specifically for the Macintosh,
Pascal style strings are included. The Pascal twobyte character type is also available.
In addition to Modula-2's generic pointer type,
Address, SemperSoft Modula-2 has the generic type,
Handle. Its use in InsideMac as the return value for
Ne~ Handle and GetResource and as the type of
vanous traps parameters, makes many type transfers
unnecessary.
In SemperSoft Modula-2, New distinguishes
handles from pointers. When its operand is a pointer
~o a pomter, New generates a call to Hallocate, which
issues the NewHandle trap. When its operand is a
pointer to something other than a pointer, it generates
a call to Allocate, which issues the NewPtr trap. In
future releases supporting object-oriented
programming New will continue to generate
appropriate code for its operand. Dispose works the
same way.

The enduring annoyances in Modula-2 are its
long Import lists. They are still there, but their use is
simplified in Macintosh programming. SemperSoft
has all of Inside Macintosh volumes I through Ill in
one library module, JnsideMac. Inside Macintosh
volumes IV and V are in two separate library
modules. Machine-independent standard Modula-2
libraries are also available.
$125 retail; SemperSoft Modula-2 for MPW
$195 retail; with MPW 3.0 development
environment
Semper Software; PO Box 225; Glen Ellyn,
lL 60138; 312-790-1253

Programming Tools/
Pascal
Color Window Workshop
Window manager
Macintosh ll; color card and monitor and
programmer's switch installed; MPW V2.0 or later;
MPW Pascal; MacsBug.
Color Window Workshop is a collection of
example programs that will help users use and avoid
the pitfalls of using color windows in their Pascal
application programs.
This SOOK disk is full of well-documented,
expandable applications programs, MPW tools and
MPW shell scripts to let users manage the Window
Manager quickly and painlessly. Also included is an
object-oriented custom ROM interface that will cut
compilation time of a user 's programs.
$49.95 retail
Amplified Intelligence; PO Box 189279;
Sacramento, CA 95818; 916-737-1550 or
916-451-8141
Desktop Plotter, Macintosh Turbo Pascal Edition
PostScript plotting software
512KE or larger Macintosh; Turbo Pascal For the
Macintosh 1.1; Adobe Illustrator and laserWriter
recommended.
Desktop Plotter, Macintosh Turbo Pascal
Edition, is a Turbo Pascal extension that implements
direct PostScript printing to a LaserWriter and output
as Adobe Illustrator files. It effectively converts a
LaserWriter into a high-resolution PostScript plotter
that is capable of much more than a pen plotter.
Desktop Plotter provides a gateway for data to
enter electronic publishing. Data in ASCII text files
can be converted to resolution-independent
PostScript charts with simple Pascal programs. And
because the output is an Adobe Illustrator file, the
chart can be easily edited with Illustrator and then
included in any page composition system that
supports Encapsulated PostScript files. A spline for
smooth through-the-points curves is provided. Charts
of any type can be created.
Desktop Plotter has the ability to create
publication-quality PostScript picture graphs. A
supplied translator program will convert an
Illustrator image into a single procedure of Desktop
Plotter commands. Anything that a user can draw
with Illustrator - logos, flowers , airplanes, etc. can be a part of the output.
Desktop Plotter makes PostScript graphics easily
accessible for a beginning programmer. Anyone
capable of simple textbook Pascal programs can
produce PostScript graphics without the complexities
associated with Macintosh programming, and still
have file compatibility with state-of-the-art graphics
and desktop publishing programs, such as Adobe
Illustrator, Aldus FreeHand, Digital Darkroom and
PageMaker.
$75 retail
Sequoia Aircraft Corp.; 2000 Tomlynn St.; PO Box
6861; Richmond, VA 23230; 804-353-1713
DS-Pascal
. Pascal utilities
Any Macintosh; Pascal compiler.
OS-Pascal is a utility that allows users to
enhance the Pascal programming language by adding
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trigonometric, hyperbolic trigonometric and
logarithmic functions. Easily included in programs,
these functions increase program efficiency and
decrease development time.
Functions available include: inverse cosine,
hyperbolic cosecant, hyperbolic cosine, hyperbolic
cotangent, hyperbolic secant, hyperbolic sin,
hyperbolic tangent, cosecant, cotangent, secant, _
tangent, log base X, log base l0, X root of Y, inverse
sin, inverse hyperbolic cosecant, inverse hyperbolic
cosine, inverse hyperbolic cotangent, inverse
hyperbolic secant, inverse hyperbolic sin, inverse
hyperbolic tangent, inverse cosecant, inverse
cotangent, inverse secant, factorial, anti-log base X,
anti-log base 10 and Y to the X. These 28 OS-Pascal
function s are supplied on one diskette with an
accompanying users manual.
$24.95 retaif
Daystar Software, Inc.; 5906 NW Walnut Creek Dr.;
Kansas City, MO 64152; 816-741-4310
Just Enough Pascal
Add-on learning tool for Think Pascal programming
environment
Macintosh Plus or larger; Think Pascal; hard disk
drive recommended.
Just Enough Pascal is a software program that
teaches users the fundamentals of Pascal
pro!lfamming using the Think Pascal environment by
lettmg them build a real application. All instructions
and explanations are online and interactive. The
online explanations are also provided in written form
for those users who want to study the information in
book form.
Just Enough Pascal makes the powerful graphics
of the Macintosh available to the novice user by
using QuickDraw to graphically illustrate the results
of various commands cut and pasted into an
animated application.
Just Enough Pascal is easy-to-use because
instructions and explanations appear on screen to
guide users as they learn. Users learns the main
concepts of programming on the Macintosh,
including the event loop, event handling, windows,
men.u bars and gr~phics.
$75 retail
Symantec Corp.; 10201 Torre Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 800-441-7234 or 800-626-8847 in CA
MacAdvantage UCSD Pascal
Programming language
Any Macintosh.
The MacAdvantage UCSD Pascal package is
comprised of the UCSD Pascal compiler, symbolic
debugger, editor and resource assembler. All of these
products are integrated under the direct control of the
Macintosh Operating System with access to virtually
all of the Macintosh features.
The resource assembler makes it possible to
define icons, windows and fonts within application
programs.
The UCSD Pascal compiler provides many
features, including 32-bit integers, bit manipulation,
extended pointer intrinsics and routines that generate
inline calls to ROM. These features, and compact
object code, give developers the ability to generate
large, fast desktop programs.
$129.95 retail
Pecan Software Systems, Inc.; 1410 39th St.;
Brooklyn, NY 11218; 718-851-3100
.PDQ Pascal
Version of UCSD Pascal designed for beginning
programmers
Any Macintosh.
PDQ Pascal is a version of UCSD Pascal
designed for the beginning programmer. It comes
with a tutorial-style guide and includes the Power
System, an integrated program development
environment. Users can upgrade from PDQ Pascal to
full UCSD Pascal when ready.
$79.95 retail
Pecan Software Systems, Inc.; 1410 39th St.;
Brooklyn, NY 11218; 718-851-3100

$195 retail; with MPW V3.1
$99.95 retail; without MPW V3. l
TML Systems, Inc.; SS37-B Goodbys Executive Dr.;
Jacksonville, FL 32217; 904-636-S592

Programming Tools/
Pascal
Simply-Done Charts And Graphs II
Programmer's object code library module
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; latest
version of System files; MPW linker; TML Pascal.
Simply-Done Charts and Graphs II is a compiled
object code module that can be linked into a user's
own application, providing a programmer with a
quick and easy way to present data in a variety of
formats. These formats include: three types of bar
charts, three types of min/max graphics, three types
of histograms (both horizontal and vertical), shaded
curve, pie chart, simple line graph, step graph and
scatter plot. Statistical and linear regression
calculations can be performed on the data for most of
the_se representations. Additionally, there are many
display options that can be used with each type of
chart or graph. All of this is accomplished with just
three routines and a new set of data structures that
can be considered extensions to the graphics routines
already available to the Macintosh programmer.
The program comes with a user 's manual,
software interface file (specific to TML Pascal
software object code module and demo program and
source code.
$49.95 retail
SouthWest Software Design and Consulting, Inc.;
PO Box 23795; Tempe, AZ S52S5

m.

Think Pascal V2.02
Professional Pascal development environment
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Think Pascal allows users to edit, compile, link
and debug programs, all within one environment. It
includes a fast, multipass optimizing compiler that
produces compact, commercial quality code, Object
Pascal support for object-oriented programming and
relaxed unit size limitations for virtually unlimited
program siz~.
The program features source-level debugging,
quick turnaround and in-line 6SSS I math ·
coprocessor and 6S020 support.
Its project management technology keeps track
of all the components of a program under
development, including source files, object modules
and libraries. It automatically recompiles and relinks
only those parts of a program affected by a change.
$149 retail
$49 retail; upgrade to Vl .11
Symantec Corp.; 10201 Torre Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; S00-441-7234 or S00-626-SS47 in CA
TML Pascal II V3.1
Native-code Pascal compiler
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; external
disk drive and hard disk drive.
TML Pascal II is a native-code Pascal compiler
designed for creating any type of Macintosh program
(desktop and textbook programs, MPW tool
applications, definition procedures, HyperCard
XCMDs and XFNCs, desk accessories and more).
Implemented within Apple's Macintosh
P~ogrammer 's Workshop (MPW) environment, TML
Pascal II offers a programmer greater flexibility, as
well as unlimited alternatives for creating
applications on a Macintosh.
TML Pascal II has the ability to: integrate code
with other MPW languages, including MPW
Assembler and MPW C; create both assembly source
code and object code output; support conditional
compilation; support Object Pascal; compile
MacApp; create both 6S020 and 6SSS l code; use
constant expression evaluation; and be compatible
with MultiFinder.
Included is the complete TML Pascal U compiler
and reference manual, MPW (V2.0.2) software and
documentation, a Pascal Pretty Printer Took, a Pascal
Cross Reference Tool and on-disk example
programs.

TML Source Code Library II Vl.1
Programming examples written in TML Pascal II
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive and
hard disk drive; TML Pascal II.
TML Source Code Library is a collection of
advanced programming examples written in TML
Pascal II. Virtually every type of Macintosh code is
d~monstrated with on-disk example programs.
Examples demonstrate techniques for
programming palette windows, tear-off menus,
sound, serial drivers, AppleTalk, custom menus,
window, control and list defProcs. Also included are
HyperCard XCMDs and XFNCs, color QuickDraw,
MultiFinder and more. Additionally, each example
program is completely documented to define exact
source code intentions.
$69.95 retail
TML Systems, Inc.; SS37-B Goodbys Executive Dr.;
Jacksonville, FL 32217; 904-636-S592
Turbo Pascal Database Toolbox
Allows users to build their own Turbo Pascal
database programs
512K or larger Macintosh .
The Turbo Pascal Database Toolbox allows users
to build their own Turbo Pascal database programs.
Included in the program, the Turbo Pascal
Access module locates, inserts or deletes records in a
database via B+ trees, which are a fast method of
finding and retrieving database information. The
module also provides two ways of handling a
database: low-level calls, which allow.a user to set
up any kind of database; and high-level calls, which
simplify common database tasks. The complete
source code for Turbo Pascal Access is included.
The Turbo Pascal Sort module, also included,
uses the Quicksort method to sort data on single
items or on multiple keys. Another feature of this
module is virtual memory management for sorting
large data files.
Users of the Turbo Pascal Database Toolbox can
search a database by key words or numbers. And
they can update, add or delete records as needed.
The program is designed to be used by Pascal
programmers who write software for databases, or
for other applications where search and sort
capabilities are important.
$99.95 retail
Borland International; ISOO Green Hills Rd.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 40S-43S-S400
Turbo Pascal For The Macintosh
Complete Pascal development environment
512K or larger Macintosh .
Turbo Pascal for the Macintosh is a full
implementation of the Pascal programming
language. The integrated development environment
allows a user to write, edit, run and compile
programs with speed and simplicity. Compiling
speed is more than 12,000 lines per minute.
The program fully supports the Macintosh
interface and toolbox and includes a large number of
predefined Macintosh routines, allowing users to
write stand alone, double-clickable programs with
their own menus, icons, windows, etc.
A number of predefined units and procedures
accompany the program, and runtime errors return a
user to the problem spot in the source code.
$99.95 retail
Borland International; 1SOO Green Hills Rd.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 40S-43S-S400
Turbo Pascal Numerical Methods Toolbox
Implements high-level mathematical methods to
solve common problems that arise in
scientific/engineering environments
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Turbo Pascal Numerical Methods Toolbox,
designed for scientists and engineers, implements
high,level mathematical methods to solve common
problems that arise in scientific and engineering
environments.

The package consists of 10 modules, most of
which are independent and can be implemented
without using - or understanding - the other
modules. Each module has generic procedures that
can be adapted to a user's own programs, as well as a
sample program that demonstrates the procedures
used in the module.
The source code is provided, and certain
procedures may be included in a user's own
programs without the need to pay royalties.
The 10 program modules that make up the Turbo
Pascal Numerical Methods Toolbox include: Zeros
On A Function, Interpolation, Differentiation,
Integration, Matrix Inversion, Matrix Eigenvalues,
Differential Equations, Least Squares, Fourier
Transforms and Graphics.
$99.95 retail
Borland International; 1SOO Green Hills Rd.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 40S-43S-S400

Programming Tools/
Other
1990 Macintosh Technical Notes
Technical notes
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Macintosh Technical Notes are written by
Apple's Macintosh Developer Technical Support
group. These notes expand on and clarify Apple
documentation, including errors found in Apple
software, hardware and documentation. Commonly
asked developer questions are also addressed.
Technical Notes are available in printed form or
on SOOK disks. Technical Notes for l 9S9 and 19S5 to
l 9SS are also available from APDA.
$25 retail
APDA - Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani
Ave., MS 33-G; Cupertino, CA 95014;
S00-2S2-2732
3d Graphic Tools V2.0
Three-dimensional monochrome and color solids
modeling and rendering functions
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; MPW C,
Think C or Think Pascal.
3d Graphic Tools provides wireframe and solid
rendering functions , including: vector and matrix
arithmetic; object ahd viewer rotation, scaling and
translation; clipping; linked lists, stacks and queues;
monochrome or color shading using multiple light
source reflection angles and distances; ambient light
effects; camera viewing; improved hidden surface
removal; solid generators; spline curves and
surfaces; matrix data representation; threedimensional fonts and labels; general grids; bit-map
to solid conversion; dithering; offscreen drawing;
animation facilities; hierarchical structure; resource
storage and retrieval; PICTs; and more.
The program includes demonstration programs
and complete source code and contains two SOOK
disks and a 120-page manual. It is not copy protected
and requires no licensing fees.
$149.95 retail
Micro System Options; PO Box 95167; Seattle,
WA 9Sl45; 206-S6S-541S
AutoDialog
Dialog-manager interface
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive.
AutoDialog is a set of routines and data types
that provide an easy way to run dialogs in a standard
way, specified largely by the resource editor instead
of by programming code.
The program cuts down code size if several
complicated dialogs are used in one program;
automatically handles common-item types lumped
together as "user items" by the Macintosh Dialog
Manager - these new types include gray lines
drawn in the dialog, outlining of the default button,
scrollable lists and groups of icons that behave like
radio buttons; allows the types and initial state of
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dialog items to be read in as a resource, facilitating
development through the Resource Editor of the
dialog 's appearance and a great deal of its behavior
- many dialogs can be run without writing a
special-purpose filter routine; provides automatic
centering of dialogs on screen; checks for command
keys and invokes appropriate editing responses; and
any item can be specified as the "Bold Item."
Development environments include TML, Aztec
C, MDS/Consulair, MPW, Lightspeed and others.
$79 retail (upgrades to registered users $10)
Jam Technologies; 685 Market St., Ste. 860; San
Francisco, CA 94105; 415-442-0795 or Int.+
612-799-1888 (Australia)
Cause
Allows users to create business applications without
the use of a programming language
Maci11tosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive and BOOK
disk drive; System 3.2 or later.
Cause is a complete personal programming tool
that allows users of both IBM-compatible and
Macintosh personal computers to create business
applications without the use of a programming
language. With Cause, applications may be created
on either the IBM or Mac and moved to the other
machine without any modifications.
Cause employs object-oriented design
techniques, using icons, graphics, windows and the
mouse to build user-friendly custom applications. It
contains a built-in relational database (B-tree/ISAM)
and tools for creating custom repons and color
windows containing push buttons, radio buttons,
check boxes, scroll boxes, title bars and graphics.
Data items may be variable-length text, number,
date, time or button types. Predefined functions
allow users to create complex applications with
calculations, data-type conversions and much more.
Program trace and automatic generation of end-user
documentation help decrease program development
time.
The_Professional version of Cause compiles
apphcatmns to a stand-alone executable and includes
an unlimited run-time system license for generated
application distribution.
$295 retail; Personal Programmer
$795 retail; Professional Ptogrammer
Maxem Corp.; 7855 S. River Pkwy., Ste. 217;
Tempe, AZ 85284; 602-491-2466 or 800-336-6296
The CD-ROM Developer's Lab
Multimedia production reference
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; CD-ROM
. drive with Apple-compatible SCSI inteiface; printer
(optional).
The CD-ROM Developer's Lab is a
comprehensive multimedia production reference for
Apple developers. It solves basic information needs
and lets a user experiment with demonstration
multimedia CD-ROM production tools and sample
applications.
Fully indexed and keyword searchable, The CD~OM Developer's.Lab provides proven production
mformanon, techmques and specifications on design,
project management, programming, imaging, sound,
data prep and assembly, premastering and
manufacturing.
. The CD-ROM Developer's Lab was produced
usmg Software Man 's Media-Mixer retrieval engine
and data preparation source tools. Complete
documentation for Media-Mixer is included on disc.
$795 retail
$845 retail; transponable version
Software Man, Inc.; 4131 Spicewood Springs Rd. ,
Ste. 1-3; Austin, TX 78759; 512-346-7887
The Debugger V2 & MacNosy
High-level, symbolic debugger
Macintosh Plus or larger.

The Debugger & MacNosy is a combination
package designed to monitor the execution of other
programs.
Its facilities include the ability to stop a program
at arbitrary points (breakpoints}, trace execution,
view the values of variables and structures, watch
memory for locations that are inadvenently set and
more.
Features include: animated trace mode to follow
the execution of a program; automatic display of
Macintosh trap parameters in their natural format;
intelligent "stack crawl" works its way out of ROM
to the place where a user's program entered it; fast
WatchPoint facility to find the place where memory
is clobbered; breakpoints may have action clauses
attached to them to selectively print the values of
expressions and/or control entry to The Debugger;
and more.
$170 retail; Plus and SE version
$350 retail; II veriion (universal)
(Both versions include MacNosy V2) ·
Jasik Designs; 343 Trenton Way; Menlo Park,
CA 94025; 415-322-1386

$100 retail
FaceWare; 1310 N. Broadway; Urbana, IL 61801;
217-328-5842

ExpressForm
Screen and forms manager
512K or larger Macintosh.
• ExpressForm is a software development tool that
allows a user to use forms to collect and display
information on a Macintosh. It can be used to handle
all data entry, screen and sophisticated form
management needs.
The program handles all data conversion to and
from text, input validation, automatic management of
controls, grouping of radio buttons and automatic
scrolling while tabbing or back tabbing to a field not
visible on screen. Printing and cut, copy, paste, clear
and undo menu commands are supponed. Item
attributes can be modified during execution.
ExpressForm suppons resources (PICT, ICON,
STR, STR#), controls, icon controls, SANE
numerics, pop-up menus, integers, long integers,
Pascal and C strings, user-defined items and text (up
to 32,000 characters).
The program comes with ExpressGen graphic
forms generator that allows users to design a form
just as they p_icture it. A user can assign individual
attributes to each field (font size, style, type or
justification, display only/editable, visible/invisible,
etc.}, graphically position fields and edit other
resources. ExpressGen saves each form as a resource
to be used by ExpressForm.
The ExpressForm library unit is available for use
with C (MPW, Lightspeed, Aztec, Consulair) or
Pascal (TML, MPW, Lightspeed). MacExpress
generic application is required to use ExpressForm.
$94.95 retail
Evolutionary Commercial Systems; PO Box 639;
Friendswood, TX 77546; 713-996-0061

Fx
Multilanguage debugger
Macintosh II; AIUX.
Fx is a h.igh-performance multilanguage
debugger for the A/UX environment. With full
debugging capabilities for C, assembler and Absoft
MacFonran II, Fx suppons multiple X-Window
displays using the Motif graphical interface, as well
as the standard curses mode.
Using Motif, disassemblies, variables,
breakpoints, etc., can each be assigned their own
window so that all elements of the program can be
observed simultaneously. Fx employs an intelligent
expression analyzer that recognizes intermixed C,
Fonran and assembler as it is encountered. Debugger
commands can be logged to a file and recalled at
will. Addresses and values may be specified in the
language syntax preferred by a user. Multiple process
control options, a flexible and informative user
interface and automatic language recognition
capabilities provide full control over the debugging
process, savmg ume and increasing productivity.
$295 retail
Absoft Corp.; 2781 Bond St.; Rochester Hills,
MI 48309; 313-853-0050

Facelt
Adds Macintosh interface to programs written in
Basic, C, Fonran, Pascal and others
Any Macintosh .
Facelt is a stand-alone set of code resources that
adds a complete Macintosh Interface to programs
written in Basic, C, Fonran, Pascal and other
languages. Facelt provides programs with rapid
access to DAs, file handling, text editing (without
32K limits), picture handling, dialogs and printing.
Text and graphical output can be moved into the
world of the Macintosh while minimizing changes to
existing programs .
Facelt provides high-level suppon for program
and data file icons, file types other than text or PICT,
opening and printing of text and PICT files from
Finder, printing to both the ImageWriter and
Lase~Writer, cut, copy and paste of text and pictures,
creation of both QuickDraw and bit-map picture
types, and alens and dialogs (including scrollable
lists, scroll bars linked to editable or static text, icons
and pictures as buttons, and filtering of text input).
Program-specific menus can be used, as well as
standard Apple, file, edit, and window menus.
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FreeForm For The Macintosh
Programming tool; interface between Macintosh and
Shared Database Systems (SDS) from Britton-Lee
5/2KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive;
Share Base Data Server; 1 MB of RAM.
FreeForm for the Macintosh is a programming
tool designed as an interface between a Macintosh
and a Britton Lee Shared Database System (SDS).
This interface to the SDS provides an automatic
screen and repon generator, as well as a full database
manipulation language. With it, a user can build
complex applications using FreeForm 's own code, or
build a simple screen using the automatic builder. A
user can also use a Macintosh to access databases
more than 8 GB in size with response times of under
one second.
$5,500 retail; starting price
Products Diversified, Inc.; 9720 Beechnut, #406;
Houston, TX 77036; 713-771-8357

Glockenspiel C++
Proprietary implementation of AT&T's C++
language
Macintosh II running A/UX.
Glockenspiel C++ is a proprietary
implementation of AT&T's C++ language VJ.2 and
2.0. Available for Apple's A/UX operating system,
Glockenspiel C++ enhances the C language by
providing extensive data abstraction, optional strong
type-checking, dynamic typing, operator and
function overloading and other object-oriented
programming facilities. In addition, Glockenspiel
C++ suppons all C constructs and directives.
Glockenspiel C++ brings strong type-checking
to C, addressing a major limitation of the language,
without increasing run-time overhead or altering C
code passed through it. The object-oriented nature of
Glockenspiel C++ permits more generalized
description of data and functions which, in tum,
yields more reusable code. In addition, it is
particularly well-suited to larger applications, such as
user interface design and graphics.
Other A/UX versions of the company's objectoriented programming tools for Mac A/UX will be
available. These include Screens++, a user-interface
class library for Glockenspiel C++; C++/Emacs, a
version of the popular editor Emacs, enhanced with
features specific to writing C++ programs; and
C2PS, a utility that translates C-language programs
into Postscript.
Call for pricing
Oasys, Inc.; 230 Second Ave.; Waltham, MA 02154;
617-890-7889

Programming Tools/
Other

Language Reference Manual.
$249 retail
Adobe Systems, Inc.; 1585 Charleston Rd.; PO Box
7900; Mountain View, CA 94039; 415-961-4400

Guidance
Provides developers with the tools to create contextsensitive help
512K or larger Macintosh.
Guidance provides developers of Macintosh
applications with the tools to create a contextsensitive HyperText help or online documentation
system that is accessible from their applications.
The help/on line documentation files are created
using the Guide HyperText authoring system, which
is included with Guidance. These files are then
linked to the application using a set of supplied
library routines.
$500 retail
Owl International, Inc.; 2800 156th Ave. SE;
Bellevue, WA 98007; 206-747-3203

Linear An~ Non-Linear Programming
Mathematical programming using Simplex and
Monte Carlo techniques
512K or larger Macintosh.
Linear and Non-Linear Programming contains
two linear programming packages; one based on the
Simplex algorithm, the other using a Monte Carlo
technique. General purpose quadratic and non-linear
programming programs are implemented using a
Monte Carlo technique.
Special problems handled include the
distribution and transportation problems, the
assignment problems and the travelling salesman
problem.
$145 retail
Lionheart Press, Inc.; PO Box 379; Alburg,
VT 05440; 514-933-4918

HCISnobol
Text programming language
512K or larger Macintosh .
HCI Snobol is a programming language
designed specifically for applications involving
string and text manipulation. It allows a user to
perform complex operations by expressing them as
s1mp~e. pattern-matching statements, cutting out the
repel!tlve stages of document preparation or textual
analysis prior to layout and typesetting.
The language imrpediately presents itself as a
fast and effective tool in areas such as desktop
publishing ancj text processing. For example, user
can quickly identify and correct inconsistent
spelling, punctuation and style, or check the structure
of highly organized documents, such as·catalogs and
price lists. Indexes, glossaries and concordances can
be generated automatically. The program is also used
for cryptography, compiler design and artificial
intelligence research.
HCI Snobol is a full implementation of the
Snobol4 standard. It includes a comprehensive
manual and several example programs illustrating
typical applications.
$295 retail
Human-Computer Interface, Ltd.; 25 City Rd.;
Cambridge CBI IDP, England; 44-223-314934
Hoops Graphics System
Interactive three-dimensional graphics development
system
Macimosh J/.
Hoops is a graphics toolkit for creating threedimensional interactive graphics applications. It is
written in system independent C and is callable from
C and Fortran.
Features include full three-dimensional graphics
hidden line/surface removal, multiple light source '
rendering, an input event queue manager and an
internal windowing system that allows quick
construction of user interfaces.
The system's independent design allows
graphics developed on one system to be ported,
y;ithout modification, to all supported platforms,
mcludmg Sun, DEC, Apollo, HP, Silicon Graphics
and 80386-based workstations. Hoops comes with
many device drivers, including PostScript, HP-GL
and X Windows.
$795 retail
Ithaca Software; 1001 Marina Village Pkwy.;
Alameda, CA 94501; 415-523-5900

0

Lasertalk
PostScript language development environment
Macintosh Plus or larger; LaserWriter or other
PostScript printer.
Lasertalk is an integrated PostScript
development environment for the Macintosh.
Features include: interactive access to the PostScript
exe.cutive, real-time display of PostScript stacks and
vanables, on:screen viewing .of PostScript images,
integrated editor/debugger without the 32K limit,
program tracing and breakpoints, dictionary browser
and on line access to Addison-Wesley's PostScript

MacApp2.0
Object-oriented application framework
Macintosh with 2 MB of RAM; hard disk drive;
MPW 3.1; MPW Object Pascal; MPW 3.1
Assembler.
MacApp, the second generation of Apple's
object-oriented Macintosh application framework,
helps users implement standard features common to
most Macintosh application programs.
MacApp automatically handles standard user
interface features, such as menus, desk accessories,
multiple windows, dialogs, scrolling and printing. It
provides a framework for using undoable commands;
Its memory management, exception handling and
error reporting mechanism make applications more
robust; and applications developed with MacApp
comply with Apple Human Interface and
Compatibility guidelines.
. MacApp includes a high-level debugger, object
inspector, a source code browser and a graphical
direct-manipulation window and dialog designer
called ViewEdit. Among the new features of
MacApp 2.0 are: a simpler TView structure, "view"
resources, optional 32-bit view coordinates,
spreadsheet-like GridViews, support for the toolbox
TextEdit and support for MultiFinder background
tasks.
·
$100 retail
APDA - Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani
Ave., MS 33-G; Cupertino, CA 95014;
800-282-2732
MacExpress
Instant application and user interface manager;
development tool
Macintosh P_lus or /arge1:
MacExpress is a generic application that creates
a complete and consistent user interface that will
reduce development time and provide application
enhancements.
Acting as an application manager, it provides
flow of control for events as well as the creation and
management of windows, panels and dialogs. This
includes menu handling, activation, resizing, autoresizing, scrolling, splitting and scaling (one to 2,000
percent).
The MacExpress main event loop implements
the flow of control for application and user events. A
filte~ procedure allows your application to process,
modify or pass through any events before
MacExpress can process them.
MacExpress is available for MPW Pascal, MPW
C, LightspeedC, Lightspeed Pascal and TML Pascal.
$195 retail
Alsoft, Inc.; PO Box 927; Spring, TX 77383;
713-353-4090
MacFlow 3.1
Flowchart design and documentation
512K or larger Macintosh .
MacFlow is a flowchart design and
documentation tool that provides a visual approach
to organizing project and logic flow.

The program offers MacDraw-like flowchart
objects and intelligently maintains flow connectivity,
even if the objects iire resized or moved. In addition,
it facilitates a structured representation of
information with the ability to zoom to any level of
detail. Custom symbols and multiple pages are
supported.
The program can be used for experimental
design, software flowcharting, expert system rule
generation, design of trouble shooting manuals and
more.
$245 retail
Mainstay; 5311-B Derry Ave.; Agoura Hills,
CA 91301; 818-991-6540
.
Macintosh DTS Sample Code Series
Source code examples
Any Macintosh; MPW recommended; MacApp
required for compiling some samples.
The Macintosh DTS Sample Code Series
consists of source code examples that show how to
perform standard application tasks.
$15 retail; February 1990
$20 retail; April 1989 and June 1989
$20 retail; August 1988 and November 1988
APDA - Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani
Ave., MS 33-G; Cupertino, CA 95014; 800-2822732
The Macintosh Power System
Development environment; compilers
5l 2K or larger Macintosh.
. The Macintosh Power System is a fully
integrated and portable development environment. In
addition to the compiler, the package includes a text
editor, librarian, print utility, remote file transfer and
online tutorial.
$249.95 retail; includes one free compiler
$129.95 each retail; additional compilers: UCSD
Pascal, Modula-2, Fortran-77, C, Basic
Pecan Software Systems, Inc.; 1410 39th St.;
Brooklyn, NY 11218; 718-851-3100
·
Macintosh Programmer's Workshop V3.1
Development system
Macintosh Plus or larger (SE/30or 11 family
recommended); 2 MB of RAM; hard disk drive ;
System 6.0.2 or later.
. The Macintosh Programmer's Workshop (MPW)
1s a development system that lets users program in
their favorite languages, including C, Pascal and
assembly. Users can even develop a single
application in more than one language. The basic
MPW environment consists of an integrated text
editor and command interpreter that provides more
than 120 built-in commands and 30 larger programs
called tools. Included are a project management
system, tools for automating the process of building
an application and interfaces and libraries to give
access to the Macintosh Toolbox.
Languages in the MPW family available from
Apple include a powerful macro assembler that
supports all current members of the MC68000
processor line, a C compiler, a C++ translator and an
object-oriented Pascal compiler. Additional
languages are available from independent vendors.
$150 retail; MPW Development Environment
$100 retail; MPW Assembler
$150 retail; MPW C
$150 retail; MPW Object Pascal
$175 retail; MPW C++
APDA - Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani
Ave., MS 33-G; Cupertino, CA 95014; 800-2822732
MacIRMAAPI
Application programming interface for the
Mac!RMA family of IBM 3270 emulation products
Macintosh SE or larger.
Mac!RMA AP! supports C and HyperCard and
offers a set of function calls that are called from
within an application running on the Macintosh.
These functions use Mac!RMA to access data and
functions in an IBM 3270 terminal emulation
environment.
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Programming Tools/
Other
Mac!RMA API allows users to generate ·
"programmed operator" applications to simulate
routine operator functions, such as logon procedures
and file transfer, as well as complicated data transfer
operations like moving information from a host
database to a Macintosh spreadsheet. Built-in file
transfer function calls offer direct support for IBM's
IND$FILE. '
Mac!RMA API is compatible with a subset of
IBM's EEHLLAPI Vl.2.0, has 29 functions for
advanced application program development, support
for Language Interface modules and comprehensive
documentation, including sample code.
$195 retail
Digital Communications Associates, lnc. (DCA);
1000 Alderman Dr.; Alpharetta, GA 30201;
404-442-4000
MacMainFrame Programmer's Toolkit
Allows custom applications development using the
Applications Programming Interface, HyperCard
AP! and TLPM (Transport Layer Protocol Module)
Macintosh Plus or larger; MacMainFrame
hardware.
The MacMainFrame Programmer's Toolkit is a
full complement of Applications Programming
Interface (AP!) software tools. The Toolkit is
comprised of software options working with the
MacMainFrame series of Macintosh to mainframe
3270 connectivity products.
. . MacMainFrame Programmer's Toolkit is
designed to provide Macintosh connectivity
programmers in IBM 3270 environments the ability
to choose from a range of AP! programming tools.
Using one of three options, Macintosh system
programmers and sophisticated end users can totally
customize the manner with which users interface
with the host application, using Avatar's AP!,
HyperCard AP! or Mac Workstation tools.
Free to qualified buyers
Avatar Corp.; 65 South St.; Hopkinton, MA 01748;
508-435-3000
MacMumps 4.30
Mumps programming language
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacMumps is the Macintosh version of the
Mumps programming language, used to create and
manage large filing systems on small computers. The
language is designed to create a systems
development environment in which a programmer
and user have almost complete flexibility in
designing and building systems within a selfimposed discipline.
The program supports multitasking for current
jobs. Multiple windows are available, so a user may
start several jobs in separate windows - or have
jobs running in the background - while working on
something else.
Other options include a set of utilities used to
facilitate the generation of various dialogs. This set
supports standard dialog elements such as radio
buttons, check boxes, picture elements and more. A
forms utility and menu bar support are also included.
$199.95 retail; Macintosh Plus, SE
$399 .95 retail; Macintosh II multiuser
MGlobal; 3618 Mt. Vernon, Ste. D; Houston,
TX 77006; 713-529-4858
MacNews Vl.1.10
NeWS Window system for Macintosh Unix;
supports 8-bit color and A/UX I. I
Macintosh II; A!UX; 4+ MB of RAM; hard disk
drive.
Based on N.eWS, the MacNews windpw system
provides a Macmtosh II A/UX user with a
multitasking networked environment for PostScript,
text and graphic imaging.

MacNews contains a full and complete
PostScript interpreter, which can be used to preview
PostScript documents before they are sent to a laser
printer or phototypesetter. All MacNews screen
output is done is PostScript, so it can be fully scaled,
rotated or masked without changing the application
program.
MacNews provides a slick user interface for
applications running on a Macintosh Il, or on any
computer connected to it through a TCP/IP network.
Heavily compute-bound applications, such as CAD
or computer modeling, can run on a fast machine
while being controlled from and displayed on a
Macintosh.
The user interface is written in PostScript, and
its full source is included so a user can customize it,
.or so that parts of it can be copied into application
code. The NeWS application program interface is
writt.en in C; source is included in the MacNews
product so it can be com pi led into applications on
any Unix machine.
For software developers, NeWS runs on many
machmes from any manufacturers, including Sun,
Silicon Graphics, 386 Xenix Systems, Whitechapel
and Acorn. Once a user's applications run through
MacNews, they will port, with the same user
interface, to today 's and tomorrow 's more powerful
Unix machines.
$300 retail
Grasshopper Group; 210 Clayton St.; San Francisco,
CA 94117; 415-668-5998
Macomo
Parametric pricing system for software development
based on the Cocomo model
512KE or larger Macintosh .
Macomo (Macintosh Constructive Cost Model)
is a software cost and schedule estimation tool based
on Cocomo.
Using the parametric software estimation model
accepted by state and federal agencies, Macomo
estimates a project, revises the estimates, documents
each set of assumptions and performs what-if
analyses to determine the impact of differing
assumptions.
An additional feature is the ability to select of
critical development parameters such as: deliverable
source lines of code; software complexity and
reliability; execution and storage schedule
constraints; database size; programmer experience;
and concurrent hardware development activities.
Spreadsheet templates are also provided for final
project pricing. Items included are labor and burden
rates, hardware costs, profit and more.
$185 retail
OITC, Inc.; PO Box 73; Melbourne Beach,
FL 32951; 407-984-3714
· MacsBug 6.2bl
Machine language debugger
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacsBug is a machine language debugger that is
optimal for debugging assembly language programs.
SADE, the Symbolic Application Debugging
Environment, is best for debugging applications
written in high-level languages.
Because MacsBug is very compact, it is useful in
tight memory situations, irregardless of the
language(s) used for the source code.
With MacsBug, users can display and set
memory registers; disassemble memory; set
execution breakpoints; step and trace through both
RAM and ROM; monitor system traps; and display
and check the system and application heaps. Users
can also extend MacsBug's features through the use
of external commands, called dcmds.
$35 retail
APDA - Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani
Ave., MS 33-G; Cupertino, CA 95014;
800-282-2732
MacSRMS
Revision management; source code control
512K or larger Macintosh .
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MacSRMS is a full-featured version control
system (also known as source code control) that can
be used by programmers and system developers to
effectively control the proliferation of the many
versions of source associated with programming
projects.
MacSRMS stores all versions of source (the
contents of any text file) in a single Macintosh
library file and provides a user with the ability to
retrieve any particular version from the library. It
supports all programming environments, compilers
and editors that store the source in the form of ASCII
char'acters. The library Check In and Check Out
facilities can be used in the form of a desk accessory,
an MPW tool or a stand-alone application. Historical
reporting, library status and calculation of file
differences are part of an integrated Macintosh
application.
Associated with each version of source in the
library is a unique Version Identifier, the date and
time of insenion of the version into the library and
unlimited user comments.
History (audit) reports may be generated for any
version in a library.
MacSRMS drastically reduces disk space
requirements by storing only the changes in the
library. Full branching is supported, allowing
multiple revisions to be created from one base
version.
MacSRMS is designed to handle the
requirements of larger programming environments
by identifying all library transactions with an
author 's name; incorporating a password mechanism
to restrict access to a library; and supporting the
storage of libraries on an AppleShare or Tops file
server.
Predefined keywords may be embedded in the
source and replaced by assigned values upon
retrieval of the source from the library.
MacSRMS offers a fully functional Macintosh
user interface, an integrated editor and compatibility
with MultiFinder and AppleShare.
$195 retail; single-user version
$495 retail; three-user version
$5 retail; demo
Quilt Computing; 7048 Stratford Rd.; Woodbury,
MN 55125; 612-739-4650
MacToP.ix CD-ROM Simulator
CD-ROM simulation system
Macintosh SE or large1:
The MacTopix CD-ROM Simulator lets users
simulate Cp-ROM size up to 74 minutes.
Features include: simulation accuracy is better
than 99 percent average (worse case is !Oms);
comP,rehensive session audit reports; useful to
optimize speed of CD program; automatic
contiguous file placement; accurately verifies CDROM program performance prior to disc production;
test multimedia data synchronization; HyperCard
graphics-audio sync testing; and MacroMind
Director multimedia development testing and
simulation.
$1,995 retail
Optical Media International; 485 Alberto Way; Los
Gatos, CA 95032; 408-395-4332 or 800-347-2664
MacYACC V2.0
Generates ANSI C source code for building
assemblers, compilers, interpreters, browsers, page
description languages, language translators, syntax
directed editors and query languages
512K or larger Macintosh; MPW
Mac YACC is a complete language development
environment that generates ANSI C source code
from input Language Description Grammars for
building assemblers, compilers, interpreters,
browsers, page description languages, language
translators, syntax directed editors and query
languages.
Complete grammars, lexical analyzers and
symbol table management are included for ANSI C,
K&R C, ISO Pascal, Dbase Ill/Plus and IV, SQL,
C++, Smalltalk-SO, Apple HyperTalk, C&M Prolog,
YACC, LEX, PostScript, Fortran-77, Cobol and
ADA.

Programming Tools/
Other
Example application sources are provided to be
used as skeletons for new programs. Examples
include a desktop calculator, an Infix to Postfix
translator, a Dbase and SQL syntax analyzer, an
implementation of the PIC[ture] language and a C++
to C translator.
$495 retail
Abraxas Software, Inc.; 7033 SW Macadam Ave.;
Portland, OR 97219; 503-244-5253
MaxSpitbol
Implementation of the Snobol4 programming
language
Maci111osh Plus or larger; System 4.2 or later.
. MaxSpit.bol is a high-performance
1mplementa1Ion of the Snobol4 programming
language, which is suited for processing nonnumerical data. Applications include the conversion,
reformatting and analysis of text, Al and expert
systems, symbolic mathematics, compiler
prototyping, literature and music analysis and
cryptography. It features an integrated text editor and
development environment; a rich vocabulary of
string manipulation primitives for complex pattern
matching; automatic type conversion and memory
management; a "table" data type for associative
programming; 68881 and MultiFinder support; and
1/0 redirection. MaxSpitbol contains numerous
extensions for binary direct-access files; built-in sort;
included files; and wi'ndow control. Ideal for rapid
prototyping and for throw-away data-laundry jobs,
the program includes a tutorial , reference manual and
more than 50 files of sample programs.
$195 retail
Catspaw, Inc.; PO Box 1123; Salida, CO 81201 ;
719-539-3884
MicroSlate
Multius~r computer-aided instruction authoring and
delivery application that stores and reports student
achievement and lesson effectiveness data
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
lmageWriter recommended.
MicroSlate is a computer-aided instruction (CAI)
authoring and delivery application built on ii
relational database. It is capable of storing, retrieving
and presenting a large amount of instructional
information, both textual and graphic.
Features include the ability to display sequences
of text and graphics; write lessons in a variety of
instructional form?ts; prepare instructional graphics
with standard applications; display drawings up to 30
by 40 inches m size; type lesson frames into standard
forms; present lessons through simple, page-like
form; access and make changes in any instructional
resource at any time; and export/import instructional
files.
$195 retail; single user
$395 retail; multiuser
$15 retail; demo
Preceptor Systems, Inc.; PO Box 3941; Frederick,
MD 21701 ; 301-662-6883
MPW IIGS Cross-Development Suite
For developers who are targeting their applications at
both the Macintosh and the Apple IIGS markets
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM; hard disk
. drive; System 6.0.2; MPW 3.0 or later; Apple JIGS.
The Macintosh Programmer's Workshop IIGS
Cross-Development Suite (MPW IIGS)-Apple's
own cross-development system - is ideal for
programmers who want to harness the power,
flexibility, expandability and speed of botjl MPW
and the Macintosh when developing Apple IIGS
applications.
MPW IIGS supports the most popular
programming languages (C, Pascal and assembly). A
single application can be written in more than one of
these languages. Finished applications run on the

Apple JIGS, and utilities are included that support
the creation of programs for the other members of
the Apple II family.
$50 retail; MPW IIGS Tools VI. l Bl
$100 retail; MPW IIGS Assembler Vl.O
$150 retail; MPW IIGS CV l.0. l
$150 retail; MWP IIGS Pascal VI.OBI
APDA - Apple Computer, ~nc.; 20525 Mariani
Ave., MS 33-G; Cupertino, CA 95014;
800-282-2732
Oasys 88000 Macro Assembler/Linker System
M~cro assembler, lin~er, librarian, cross-reference
utility and symbol file formatter utility
Macintosh JI; 2 MB of RAM; AIUX.
The Oasys 88000 Macro Assembler/Linker
consists of a macro assembler, linker, librarian,
cross-reference utility and symbol file formatter
utility. The Assembler/Linker system provides a
professional software developer with feature-rich,
Motorola-compatible tools for generating 88000
COFF object mod~les and BCS (Binary Compatible
Standard) compliant binaries. The Assembler System
supports macros, conditional assembly and can be
used as a "hands-on" assembler or to process the
output of 88000 compilers (e.g., Oasys C, Pascal and
Fortran).
The Assembler/Linker System is available in
cross or native versions. In cross mode, it runs on a
host system and generates S-Records, absolute or
relocatable COFF output which can be downline
loaded directly into a target 88000. As a native tool,
the Assembler can be used to replace less versatile
Unix assembler. This Assembler System is also
compatible with the Oasys 88000 Optimizing
Compilers (C, Pascal and Fortran) and the Oasys
Simulator.
Call for pricing
Oasys, jnc.; 230 Second Ave.; Waltham, MA 02154;
617-890-7889
Oasys 88000 Optimizing Compilers
C, Fortran and Pascal compilers
Macintosh ll; 2 MB of RAM; AIUX.
The Oasys Cross Compiler Family (C, Fortran
and Pascal) is based on the Green Hills Software
integrated family of compilers and produces
· optimized 88000 assembly code. The compilers are
constructed as a combination of language specific
"front ends" and target specific "code emitters"
(88000, 680x0, 80x86).
In cross mode, the compilers ha~e the capability
to cross from numerous Oasys supported hosts to
various target systems that either have no operating
system, use a real-time multitasking kernel (e.g.,
MTOS, pSOS) or use a Unix or Unix-like OS.
The C, Fortran and Pascal compilers emit 88000
assembly code and are compatible with the 88000
Binary Compatibility Standard. Each of these
compilers can be used as a native compiler on
88000-based systems and, more importantly, can be
used in "cross mode" on a host computer (such as
VAX) to generate code for a 88000-based system.
The compilers are fully integrated with the Oasys
88000 Assembler/Linker/Librarian, Universal
Remote Debugger (UDB) and 88000.Simulator. The
compilers can be used with host system debuggers or
with the Oasys UDB, which is designed for remote
dubbing of embedded systems.
Call for pricing
Oasys, Inc.; 230 Second Ave.; Waltham, MA 02154;
617-890-7889
Oasys 88000 Simulator
Allows users to create a complete 88000 RISC runtime environment on a non-88000 system
Macintosh JI; 2 MB of RAM; AIUX.
The Oasys 88000 Simulator allows users to
create a complete 88000 RISC nm-time environment
on a non-88000 system. The Simulator allows
developers to execute 88000 binary images, step
through programs instruction by instruction, collect
timing information and verify program accuracy. All
88000 instructions are handled. .
Full support is provided for 88000 CMU
simulation and COFF input files are accepted as

input. The Oasys Simulator is fully integrated with
all of the Oasys 88000 family of compilers (C,
Fortran, Pascal), and with the Oasys 88000
Assembler/Linker System.
Like Oasys' 68000 simulator, the Oasys 88000
Simulator increases productivity by decreasing
debugging time while still on the host computer. It
allows developers to debug single modules without
having to downline load a new executable. The
s.imu.lator also minimizes utilization of expensive inc1rcutt emulators (ICE), because most of the testing
can be done on the host system.
Call for pricing
Oasys, Inc.; 230 Second Ave.; Waltham, MA 02154;
617-890-7889
Oasys UDB
Universal remote debugger for Mac (A/UX)
Macintosh JI; 2 MB of RAM; AIUX.
Oasys UDB (Universal Remote Debugger) is a
window-oriented, remote debugging environment for
single and multiple embedded microprocessors. It is
designed for the software engineer who is
developing embedded systems or applications
software on a host computer that will execute on a
remote target. UDB provides a sophisticated
multiwindow debugging environment that is not
dependent on logic analyzers or in-circuit emulators.
UDB allows a programmer to debug applications
for multiple target CPUs at the same time by using
the multi window capabilities. The user interface can
be configured for the individual, providing a
consistent look and feel to debug multiple embedded
system environments. UDB displays critical
dia~nostic information, including register, memory,
variable, disassembly, source, text file and
application windows. There is full symbolic and
source level debugging with local and global
symbols. UDB supports the 680x0 and 88000 target
CPU environments. There is a complete macro
facility that allows any keystroke sequence to be
mapped to any command.
Call for pricing
Oasys, Inc.; 230 Second Ave.; Waltham, MA 02154;
617-890-7889
Object GrafPak
Full source code library of object classes for
implementing presentation-quality charts/graphs in a
user's application
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; System
6.0.2 or later.
Object GrafPak is a 100 percent source code
library of powerful object tools for crei!ting
presentation-quality color or black and white charts
and graphs. The _object-oriented nature of the product
allows complete flexibility and independence of each
aspect of a graph, including user-defined tick marks;
titles and labels in any font, size, style or color;
regular notation, scientific notation or both; and
cµstom grid lines, patterns and symbols.
Users can manipulate each aspect of a graph on a
low-level or use the CGraph object to orchestrate the
objects at a high level, allowing graphs to be
implemented 9uickly. GrafPak is compatible with
new System and QuickDraw eqhancements. Other
features include column plots; unlimited plot area
and number of data points; and mult'iple plots per
window.
$189.95 reiail
Invention Software Corp.; PO Box 3168; Ann Arbor,
MI 48 !06; 313-996-8 !08
Objectworks For Smalltalk-SO
Object-oriented programming
Macintosh Plus or larger; 4 MB of RAM; 10 MB
hard disk drive.
Objectworks For Smalltalk-80 is a system for the
development and delivery of object-oriented
software. It contains a complete implementation of
the Smalltalk-80 language, providing the full
capabilities of object-oriented programming
development and the delivery of run-time
applications.
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Programming Tools/
Other
A variety of tools are provided that support
programming: browsers for examining and
modifying code; inspectors for examining and
editing objects; symbolic debugger for examining
and modifying running programs; and explainers to
help a programmer in understanding code. Program
devejopment tools include: full dynamic cross
referencing and automatic formatting and spell
checking to assist a programmer.
$595 retail; educational pricing available
ParcPlace Systems; 1550 Plymouth St.; Mountain
View, CA 94043; 415-691-6700 or 800-822-7880
Omega Plot 2.0
Language-independent plotting tool
Any Macintosh; System 5.0 or later.
Omega_plot is a complete scientific-plotting tool
for presentation-quality color or black and white
plots. Compiler and language independent, it works
with C, Pascal and Fortran programs. Omega_plot
supports both low-level, programmer-oriented
plotting functions , as well as high-level, useroriented dialogs that are accessed by simple calls to
Omega_Plot. It can create linear, semi-log, log-log
and X-Y plots, and will automatically use the
68881/82 math coprocessor when available.
. Omega_Plot also includes a click-and-drag
interface that allows users to interactively move plot
labels or open dialogs to change the plotting formats.
Other features include: 20 data sets/plot; 30,000 data
pomts/set; overlay plots; PostScript-compatible thin
!ines and rotated text; support for all IEEE data
types; legends; control of title and label fonts , sizes,
styles and colors; tick labels in decimal or scientific
notatio~; plot armotation labels; dashed line patterns;
22 plotting symbols; and powerful demo programs in
C, Pascal and Fortran.
$75 retail
CompuDent Systems, distributed by FaceWare; 1310
N. Broadway; Urbana, IL 61801; 217-328-5842
P-tral
Basic-to-Pascal translation
Any Macintosh .
P-tral translates Applesoft Basic to Apple Pascal.
It 1s capable of translating commercial
applications including business graphics, scientific
and game software. The program is interactive and,
when necessary, allows a user to pick out or name
subroutmes as well as re-name variables not fitting
Pascal criteria.
The translation process consists of three phases
that execute in sequence. D4ring Phase I, each Basic
statement is checked to verify its correctness. Phase
II analyzes the struC!l!res of the Basic program and
Phase III allows a user to interact with the translator
to resolve variable naming problems and name
subroutines. At the end of this phase, the translated
program is displayed and written to disk.
$179 retail
Woodchuck Industries, Inc.; 340 W. 17th St., #2B;
New York, NY 10011 ; 212-924-0576 or
212-206-6490
PICT Detective V2.0
Gives a complete description of any valid
QuickDraw picture
5/2KE or larger Macintosh .
. PICT Detective is a symbolic decompiler for
Qu1ckDraw that turns any PICT file into its Rez, C
or Pascal source. It can be used as a stand-alone
program or as part of MPW.
PICT Detective analyzes any PICT document,
resource file or. the Scrapbook. It displays a complete
symbolic descnpllon of each picture element,
including shape, location, font, color and other
properties.
The program gives full Color QuickDraw
support, even on machines without Color
QuickDraw. It parses a user's own and standard
picture comments and includes partial analysis of

damaged pictures.
$125 retail
Palomar Software, Inc.; 2964 Oceanside Blvd., Ste.
D; Oceanside, CA 92054; 619-721-7000
PIRSourceMaker
Picture to picture resource translation tool
512K or larger Macintosh; resource compiler.
PIRSourceMaker is a program development tool
that allows a user to easily incorporate a picture into
a program resource source code file. Pictures up to
32,768 bytes in size may be accommodated.
Resource IDs, source file owner and source fil e
format are selectable. There is also an autoincrement feature on the generation of resource IDs.
The resultant resource source code file may be edited
and can be run through one of two standard resource
compilers to generate the resource that a program
linker will require. Such pictures can be used in
dialog boxes, windows, etc.
To use the program, a user creates a picture
using a standard graphics software package, copies
the picture to the Clipboard (or several to the
Scrapbook) and uses PlRSourceMaker to perform
the picture-to-text translation. A user will then have
documented resource source cOdes for all of their
pictures and graphics.
$49.95 retail
South West Software Design and Consulting, Inc.;
PO Box 23795; Tempe, AZ 85285
Preditor
Programming text editor
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Preditor is a programming text editor. It has a
fully programmable macro command language,
giving forth to limitless text processing capabilities.
With Preditor's language recognition feature, users
can describe any programming language they wish,
and have Preditor "recognize" that language. This
allows Preditor to insert and extract comments, insert
template constructs, bold reversed words, recognize
bracket and comment delimiters and more.
Other features include: unlimited undo and redo,
tags, complete online help, text collapsing, pattern
searchmg, rectangular editing, overstrike typing, split
windows, editable edit buffers, tab support and file
filtering. Preditor also integrates with MPW and is
fully MultiFinder compatible.
$90 retail
Evatac Software; PO Box 219093; Portland,
OR 97225; 503-297-6175
The Pro*lcon Programming Language
Icon programming language
Macintosh with I MB of RAM ; /28K or 256K
ROMs; System 4.1 or late1:
Pro*Icon is an enhanced version of Icon, a
modem high-level programming language with
extensive facilities for processing strings and
structures. Applications are diverse, with examples
that include rapid software prototyping, artificial
intelligence, file reformatting, linguistic analysis and
poetry generation. Icon is designed to make
programming quick and easy. It has goal-directed
evaluation that automatically searches for solutions,
automallc storage management for creating objects
of arbitrary size and high-lev~l string scanning that
avoids clerical detail. Icon's data structuring
faci lities are particularly powerful, including sets,
tables with associative lookup and lists that can be
manipulated as stacks and queues. Pro*Icon adds
many extra features to Icon. It provides an integrated
environment for program development and produces
royalty free applications. Pro*Icon is MultiFinder
friendly.
$175 retail
The Prolcon Group; PO Box 1123; Salida,
co 81201 ; 719-539-3884
Professional Extender DialogHandler
High-level routines to quickly implement modal and
modeless dialogs
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; System
6.0.2 or later; Think C compiler, MPW C, Think
Pascal or MPW Pascal.
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Extender DialogHandler contains more than 160
routines that significantly decrease the time required
to write support code for completely functional
modal and modeless dialogs. DialogHandler fully
supports the List Manager and builds in advanced
features, such as range checking; on-the-fly character
filtering to maintain number integrity; and full Cut,
Copy and Paste support with context checking.
DialogHandler comes with extensive documentation
and 4,000 lines of example code.
$189.95; with full source code
Invention Software Corp.; PO Box 3168; Ann Arbor,
MI 48106; 313-996-8108
Professional Extender GrafPak
Source code libraries for creating graphs and plots
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; 68881 coprocessor recommended.
Professional Extender GrafPak contains object
code libraries for creating high quality, completely
customizable color or black and white graphs and
plots for scientific and financial graphing. According
to its vendor, these packages are not typical software
programs, they are a set of library routines that can
be incorporated into a user's applications.
Compatible with large high-resolution displays,
Extender GrafPak graphics may be drawn directly or
saved in PICT format for incorporation into any page
layout or presentation graphics package. Some of the
program 's features include line, scatter, X-Y bar,
column, semilog, log-log and dB plots; titles and
labels in any font, size or style; regular notation,
scientific notation or both; multiple curves on one
plot; error bars and drop lines; custom grid patterns;
patterns under curves (area plots) and multiple plots
on one graph.
$159.95 retail
Invention Software Corp.; PO Box 3168; Ann Arbor,
MI 48106; 313-996-8108
Professional Programmer's Extender
Full source code routines for use in developing
complete Macintosh applications
Macintosh Plus or large1:
Programmer's Extender Tools simplify and
enhance Macintosh programming by fully
implementing the User Interface and substantially
reducing application development time.
$395 retail; Routines are available for Think C,
Think Pascal, MPW Pascal, TML Pascal and MPW
C compilers
Invention Software Corp.; PO Box 3168; Ann Arbor,
MI 48106; 313-996-8 108
Programmer's Extender Volumes I And 2
Subsets of the Professional Programmer's Extender
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Programmer's Extender Volume I is a mixture of
routines that implements the Macintosh User
interface for the developer. Areas supported include
windows, menus, dialogs, alerts, controls, text
editing and user hooks.
The program provides I00 percent of the source
code.with no secondary licensing fees, a 300-page
tutonal manual and numerous demonstration
programs.
Programmer's Extender Volume 2 is a library of
additional high-level routines that aid in the
development of Macintosh applications. Features
i~clude List Manager support, such as scrolling lists of
pictures or text, spreadsheet type lists and list editing;
graphics support, such as reading and writing MacPaint
or MacDraw pictures, creation and handling of offscreen bit maps and a picture grabber with marquee to
select and copy screen images; printing suppor!, such as
printing contents of graphics window, GrafPort or
QuickDraw pictures and text printing of multipage
documents; VO support, such as saving and recalling a
vanety of data types; pop-up menus; tiling and stacking
windows; and easy string manipulation in dialogs. The
program provides 25 percent source code with no
secondary licensing fees and a 320-page tutorial manual
with numerous demonstration programs.
At least l MB of memory and a hard disk drive
are recommended, but not required for use with these
products.

Programming Tools/
Other
$119.95 retail; per volume
Invention Software Corp.; PO Box 3168; Ann Arbor,
MI 48106; 313-996-8108
The Programmer's Online Companion,
Macintosh Version 2.1
Utility program that allows access to text material
from Inside Macintosh, Volumes 1-V and the Apple
Numerics Manual
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Programmer's Online Companion is a diskbased database reference to Inside Macintosh, Volumes
1-V and the Apple Numerics Manual. It is a utility
program that allows programmers quick and easy
access to essential bits of information from within any
language development system. Online reference ·
information is accessed directly from the editor screen.
The program is designed to be used while editing a
source file in any of the Macintosh editors.
The program is designed to complement Inside
Macintosh, Volumes I-V and the Apple Numerics
Manual and includes almost all of the system calls,
system globals and assembly equates found in those
volumes. In addition, it can be modified, added to
and reconfigured, so that it becomes a natural
extension of the programming process.
$49.95 retail
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.; Rte. 128; Reading,
MA 01867; 617-944-3700
Prograph 2.0
High-level, pictorial, object-oriented programming
language and development environment
Macintosh Plus or large1:
Prograph is a complete software development
system, including a pictorial language, editor, interpreter and compiler. The language and environment are
completely pictorial, object-oriented and dataflow. The
editor functions in a familiar Macintosh point-andclick fashion, allowing the creation of dataflow diagrams which are the code. The environment includes a
special WYSIWYG editor called Application Builder,
which allows quick and easy creation of menus, windows, dialogs and other components of an application's user interface. The interpreter provides for a visual animation of executing code and supports concurrent design, editing and debugging. The compiler
generates 680x0 code and can link Prograph object
code with resource, Think C and MPW C object files.
$450 retail; Prograph 2.0, the Complete
Development System (includes editor, interpreter
and compiler)
$249 retail; Prograph 2.0 Editor/Interpreter and .
Application Builder only
TGS Systems; 1127 Barrington St., Ste. 19; Halifax,
Nova Scotia, Canada B3H 2P8; 902-429-5642 or
800-565-1978
Prototyper V2. l
User interface builder
Macintosh Plus or large1:
Prototyper is a complete professional
prototyping tool for anyone involved in the software
development cycle. Designed for both programmers
and non-programmers, there is no coding necessary
to build a prototyped application.
Prototyper uses an icon-based environment with
features such as a Menu Editor, Icon Editor, Picture
Editor for manipulating graphics, extensive linking
facilities, graphical printing of windows and menus
and more. A simulator allows a user to run the
prototype at any time during development.
Programmers can generate Pascal code for
several top-selling compilers. Projects can be saved
as Pascal code, resources or as a Prototyper data file.
Resources can be incorporated or loaded from other
prot0types or applications.
$295 retail
SmethersBarnes; 520 SW Harrison, Ste. 435;
Portland, OR 97201; 503-274-2800 or
800-237-3611

Qued Quality Editor
Programming and text manipulating editor
512K or larger Macintosh .
Qued Quality Editor is a programming and text
manipulating editor that includes macros,
complicated search and replace, regular expressions,
search through unopened files, text folding
(outlining), custom key equivalents, virtually
unlimited depth of undos, sorting lines, change tabs
to spaces and back, and many more features.
$65 retail
Paragon Concepts, Inc.; 990 Highland Dr., Ste. 312;
Solana Beach, CA 92075; 619-481-1477
Qued-M2.07
Quality editor with macros
5 l 2K or larger Macintosh.
Qued-M is a program that is a combination of
macro editor, text database manager, appointment
calendar and general productiv ity tool.
The program includes 70 menu items plus
custom features and more than 50 common built-in
macros. It can open multiple files simultaneously as
well as copy file and folder lists to create a catalog. It
also performs complicated searches and
replacements, and searches through unopened fil es.
Additional features include setting invisible
markers in any number of files and gaining access to
them through the menu, automatically numbering
lines, stacking or tiling windows, unlimited undos,
hiding text for outlining and setting any key
equivalents.
With strong macro editing capabilities, the
program loads any macro file and shows macro
names on the menu. It will also search and replace
around the file, either forward or reverse, or will stop
at the end. Ideal for editing PostScript, the program
can show the unprintable characters in ASCII.
$ 11 9 retail
Paragon Concepts, Inc.; 990 Highland Dr., Ste. 312;
Solana Beach, CA 92075; 619-481-1477
RAMDump And ReAnimator Vl.O
Debugging tools
512KE or larger Macintosh.
RAMDump and ReAnimator are cooperating
debugging tools that allow developers to dump the
RAM of a Macintosh to a floppy disk for later postmortem analysis by ReAnimator. This is useful when
tracking bugs that are difficult to reproduce and
when working on bugs reported by beta sites.
ReAnimator can also be used as a two-machine
debugger, allowing developers to debug a target
Macintosh over a serial line from a host Macintosh.
This gives a dynamic, multiwindow, machine
debugger that only minimally disturbs the
environment of the target Macintosh.
$20 retail
APDA - Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani
Ave., MS 33-G; Cupertino, CA 95014;
800-282-2732
Rascal Version 3
Compiled language
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
hard disk drive.
Rascal is a compiled language developed at
Reed College, Portland, Oregon.
The intent of its developers was to create a
language for real-time applications. Instead, the
language grew into a general purpose development
system for the Macintosh.
Rascal's syntax is similar to Pascal and also
includes some features of the C language. It
compiles to 68000 code and is designed for fast
arithmetic, graphics and input/output.
$149 retail
Metaresearch, Inc.; 516 SE Morrison, Ste. M-1;
Portland, OR 972 14; 503-238-5728
ResEdit V2.0bl
Graphical resource editor
Macintosh Plus or larger.
ResEdit is a graphical resource editor for
creating and editing elements of the Macintosh user
interface, such as menus, windows, alerts, dialogs
and strings. It allows users to prototype a number of

different user interfaces quickly, as well as modify an
existing user interface.
ResEdit can also be extended to edit new
resource types, including those already defined.
$30 retail
APDA - Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani
Ave., MS 33-G; Cupertino, CA 95014;
800-282-2732
SADE (Symbolic Application Debugging
Environment) Vl.l
Source-level, symbolic debugging environment
Macintosh Plus or larger (SE/30 or II family
recommended); 2 MB of RAM; hard disk drive;
System 6.0.2 or later.
.SADE is·a source-level, symbolic debugging
environment that can be used to debug applications
and MPW tools written using programming
languages that support the MPW Object Module
Format and SADE symbols, such as MPW C, MPW
Pascal and MPW Assembler.
SADE provides a multi window editor for source
display and debugger command input and output. It
knows about variables, types, procedures, functions
and source statements in a user's program. SADE
provides a powerful scripting language that allows
users to automate repetitive or complex debugging
tasks and to customize SADE to meet a user's needs.
$75 retail
APDA - Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani
Ave., MS 33-G; Cupertino, CA 95014;
800-282-2732
SCSI Tool
Assists in the development of SCSI hardware and
software
Any Macintosh with SCSI port.
SCSI Tool is designed for both hardware and
software designers who are developing a SCSI
product for the Macintosh. SCSI Tool creates, edits
and executes SCSI commands and tests SCSI
devices. It is fully user programmable and capable of
creating complex procedures. SCSI Tool is also
useful for troubleshooting hardware/software
problems. For example, it will quickly provide users
with information on exactly what is being returned
by Mode Sense. It includes logging of errors to a text
file and is not copy protected.
$175 retail
Arborworks, Inc.; 43 1 Virginia Ave.; Ann Arbor,
MI 48103; 313-747-7087 or 800-346-6980
Serius Programmer And Serius Developer V2.0
Desktop programming
Macintosh with 2 MB of RAM; hard disk drive; 2
MB of available disk space.
. Serius is a .graphic programming environment using
Object Interacllon Protocol as the structural engine to
implement custom applications. Serius and OIP
combine to create the Serius Development System,
which is fully usable by both nonprogrammers and
professional developers. Developers can integrate their
own ideas through custom objects and/or functions that
nonprogrammers may then use to design their
applications. The applications created with Serius are
stand alone. Custom-developed objects and functions
appear to users exactly as if they had been original
components. New objects and functions can be integrated into Serius as easily as installing a font in the System.
$295 retail; Serius Programmer
$495 retail; Serius Developer
Serius Corp.; 1981 E. 4800 South; Salt Lake City,
UT 84117; 801-272-7788 or 800-876-6847
Smalltalk/V Mac
Implementation of the Smalltalk programming
language
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1.5 MB of RAM.
Smalltalk/V Mac is an implementation of the
Smalltalk programming language built specifically to
run on the Macintosh. The Smalltalk language is an
object-oriented programming tool used by scientists,
engmeers and programmers.
The product is fully integrated with all aspects of
the Macintosh environment and includes features
such as multitasking, a debugger, support of large
data structures and an extensive Smalltalk manual.
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Programming Tools/

Other
$199.95 retail
Digitalk, Inc.; 9841 Airport Blvd.; Los Angeles,
CA 90045; 213-645-1082 or 800-922-8255
Tags
Target application generation system
512K or larger Macintosh.
Tags is a complete MasterForth Target
Application Generation System that lets a user
produce optimized application programs for virtually
any programming environment.
The package includes the MasterForth development
system, the relocator and utility source files, the target
compiler and RAM and ROM dictionary source files.
AU unused comman_ds in the Forth dictionary
can be 1denllfied and stnpped away. Application
programs can be generated without headers to further
decrease their size and programs for one computer
can be created on another. The MasterForth target
compiler is capable of generating either RAM-based
or ROM-based applications.
$495 retail
MicroMotion; 8726 S. Sepulveda Blvd., #Al71 ; Los
Angeles, CA 90045; 213-821-4340
TCPort Developer's Kit
Macintosh development software for TCP/IP
network applications
,Macintosh Plus or larger.
TCPort Developers Kit provides a platform for
the-development of TCP/IP networking applications
for the Macintosh, allowing full Macintosh
participation in multivendor networks. Included in
the Developers Kit are TCPort and MacTCP
transport software for TCP, IP and UDP, as well as
4.3 BSD-compatible socket libraries for applications
development. Also included is the NetStat desk
accessory for displaying networking statistics.
Use of either TCPort or MacTCP transport
software will provide a Macintosh with transparent
TCP/IP connectivity to other hosts, workstations and
peripherals on the network. Applications using the
socket hbrary can be developed with either or both
transport software. The Developers Kit supports both
MPW C V3.0 and Think C V4.0, as well as the
HyperCard programming environment.
$2,500 retail; IO-user developer version with 24 free
support incidents
Novell, Inc.; 122 East 1700 South; Provo,
UT 84606; 801-379-5900 or 800-526-5463
Terrapin Logo For The Macintosh
Programming language
512K or larger Macintosh.
T~rrapin Logo is a programming language that
combmes the most popular features of Logo with the
power of a Macmtosh. It uses the standard Macintosh
windows interface and pull-down menus and creates
any number of graphics, text and edit windows.
Simpl~ commands for creating graphics and
man1pula11n~ text can .be combined into procedures,
thus promollng logical and structured program
design. In a problem-solving environment, students
can use the Logo turtle to explore mathematical
concepts through graphics and experiment with
language using word and list commands.
G!aphics windows support multiple turtles, each
of which may be given 1ts own pen size and pen
pattern much like a brush in MacPaint. Users also
have access to many Macintosh QuickDraw routines.
Additional features include: property lists;
mul11d1mens1onal arrays; strings;.stream l/0;
automatic load-on-call; and extended CATCH and
THROW primitives. Formatting of procedures and
mde~l!ng of command lines makes procedures clear,
conc!se and readable. It prints text or graphics on any
Macmtosh-compatible printer.
The program excels in easy-to-use graphics.
Mull!ple turtles inhabit graphics windows and direct
all graphics operations. A user can Stamp and Snap
shapes, use them to make rotating turtle shapes or to

create animation effects.
The package includes a tutorial and reference guide.
$99.95 retail; program
$299.95 retail; MacPak 10
$3.99.95 retail; MacPak 20
$399.95 retail; one-time site license fee
Terrapin Software, Inc.; 400 Riverside St.; Portland,
ME 04103; 207-878-8200
TopDown 2.0
Hierarchical design software
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive
recommended; System 6.02 or late1:
TopDown is productivity and management tool.
Some of its uses include flowcharts, organization
charts, structure charts, data flow diagrams,
operating procedures, training materials, project
designs and system documentation. TopDown allows
users to create designs in general terms, then show or
hide the details of each component.
Features added to this release include the
capability to create any symbol within TopDown
using a PICT, EPS or drawn symbol and place it on
the palette, the capability to bind text to connecting
lines, the capability to type descriptive text into
OffPage Connectors and the availability of structure
chart symbols as a custom font. Other features
include color support, multistyle text, text search,
extensive online help and the capability to create a
notecard for each symbol which can contain 32,000
characters of typed or pasted-in descriptive text.
The easy-to-use interface will be familiar to
anyone who has used Macintosh drawing programs.
TopDown uses the metaphor of a stack of drawings.
Each symbol on each drawing can be further detailed
on a lower-level drawing. Symbols can also be
connected with lines to show process or information
flow. When symbols are moved or resized, TopDown
reconnects them automatically. Users can let TopDown
route the lines, or they can control the routing
manually. TopDown even lets users connect symbols
·that •reside on different drawings by automatically
attaching an OffPage Connector to each symbol.
TopDown can generate an outline, a list of symbol
interconnections and a list of data inconsistencies.
These reports can be exported as text files.
$345 suggested retail
Kaetron Software Corp.; 12777 Jones Rd., Ste. 445;
Houston, TX 77070; 713-890.-3434
Touch OSI Macintosh Developer's Kit
Facilitates the development of OSI-based distributed
applications
Macintosh 'SE or II; 2 MB of RAM; any EtherTalk
compatible Ethernet (IEEE 802.3) controller; System
4.2; Finder 6.0.
The Touch OSI Macintosh Developer's Kit is a set
of software, tools and documentation that facilitates the
development of OSI-based distributed applications for .
the Macmtosh family of computers. The kit consists of
the Touch OSI protocol stack, the Touch Programmatic
Interface, a comprehensive programmer's reference
manual, source header files and a selection of
programming examples.
The development kit includes a set of end-user
utilities. The OSI Filing Utility allows developers to
transfer files between the Macintosh and any OSIcompliant server. The OSI Remote Print Utility
transparently prints text and·graphic files on PostScriptcompatible printers attached to any OSI server.
A key component of the developer's kit is the
Touch Programmatic Interface. With this interface,
applications can be written that access any desired
network service. The Programmatic Interface is
language and platform independent. It is based on the
standard file operations: Open, Close, Read and Write.
If a language can support these basic operations, it can
interact with the network services. The interface is
consistent across all Touch OSI platforms so that
application porting time is minimized.
$995 retail; single quantity
Touch Communications, Inc.; 250 E. Hacienda Ave.;
Campbell, CA 95008; 408-374-2500
Txxt
Text-only editor
512KE or larger Macintosh; Help facility requires
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HyperCard.
Txxt is a text-only editor that offers numerous
capabilities for situations where a word processor
would not be appropriate, such as extensive search
capabilities, including grep and multifile search. It has
an easy-to-use glossary facility and allows a user to
place named "markers" in the text to provide an easy
return to that point. There is even a user-extensible
facility for automatically scanning files and producing
appropriately named markers, such as at entry points of
subprograms in popular programming languages.
Included are scanners for Ada, C, Fortran, Pascal, Lisp
and PostScript. Txxt can handle large files, limited only
by memory. Online documentation consists of a
HyperCard-based help facility.
$55 retail
Sunflower Softworks; PO Box 780001; Wichita, KS
67278; 316-683-4045
V.I.P. (Visual Interactive Programming)
Visual programming language with accessory
translators and managers
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM.
. V.l.P. is a visual language where a graphic
mterface replaces a text editor. The program is
composed on graphic elements that can be cut, copied
and pasted., A program is developed by clicking on
logic form icons and procedure class icons to choose
desired procedures. The program provides more than
225 precompiled toolbox procedures and functions to
greatly simplify programming.
, The V.I.P. Translators automatically transform a
V.I.P. program into C or Pascal. They create a C or
Pascal source program that is ready for compilation into
a stand-alone application without any additional work.
The program normally runs two to six times faster. A
user can add in other C or Pascal routines or customize
the C or Pascal code for experimentation purposes. The
translators are available for LightspeedC, MPW C,
L1ghtspeed Pascal, MPW Pascal and Turbo Pascal.
The V.l.P. Speech Manager Procedure Set adds
Macintalk-compatible speech procedures to V.l.P.
These procedures can be selectively added to V.l.P.
and become part of the programming environment.
The V.I.P. Grid Manager Procedure Set adds grid
procedures to V.l.P. that can be selectively added to
the programming environment. These facilitate row
and column grids used in spreadsheet, database and
vertical applications.
·
$149.95 retail; V.l.P.
$89.95 each retail; V.l.P. Translators for
LightspeedC, Lightspeed Pascal, MPW C, MPW
Pascal, Turbo Pascal
$49 .95 retail; V.l.P. Speech Manager Procedure Set
$59.95 retail; V.l.P. Grid Manager Procedure Set
$95 retail; Advanced Manager I
$12.5 retail; Telecommunications Manager
Mamstay; 5311-B Derry Ave.; Agoura Hills, CA
91301; 818-991-6540
Verb um
Arabic object-oriented programming language; a
compiled language based on Lisp and Logo
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Verbum is a compiled programming language that is
fully integrated with the Macintosh ROM and interface.
Verbu.m provides a complete environment for exploring
the prmc~ples of computer programming in Arabic from basic concepts to the advanced exploration of
graphics, mathem~tics, symbolic processing, A.I.
techniques and obJect-onented programming.
Verbum features dynamic linking, which
pro~1de.s the speed of a compiled language without
sacnficmg the mteracnve features of an interpreter;
bnngs the power of object-oriented programming to
the Arabic Macmtosh user; has more than 750 builtin commands and operations - all used in consistent
syntax that is easy to learn and remember; listprocessin~ capabilities that make it suited for highlevel appl1cations, which go beyond numerical
processing and into the realm of symbolic
manipulation and artificial intelligence; and supports
speech synthesis and music synthesis.
$450 retail; Collegiate Edition
$350 retail; High School Edition
Paradigm Software, Inc.; PO Box 2995; Cambridge,
MA 02238; 617-576-7675

Project Management
AEC Information Manager
Project management
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM.
The AEC Infonnation Manager is a projectoriented database that provides a project manager
with the means to automate, schedule, organize and
track correspondence; transmittals, suppliers and
vendors, subcontractors, clients, equipment,
proposals and much more.
The program is designed to organize project
infonnation from start to finish, and on-screen status
and professional-looking reports can be created and
printed out at any time. User-defined reports .allow
unlimited content options, and all fields can be
searched and included in any order in any number of
reports.
In addition, program reports are dynamic; as data
or times and dates change, so do the reports.
Other program features include a project log,
work calendar, submittal log, note pad (mini word
processor), global alarm and more.
$695 retail
AEC Management Systems, Inc.; 22611 Markey Ct.,
Bldg. 113; Sterling, VA 22170; 703-450-1980 or
800-346-9413
CoCoPro
Estimates resources for software development
projects
Macintosh Plus or larger.
CoCoPro estimates resources needed to
complete a software development project. The
program uses exponential functions and attributes to
calculate development costs. The fonner provide the
basic fonnulae, the latter furnish the modifiers parameter settings pertinent to a specific project.
These modifiers cover personnel experience and
capabilities, project complexity, product factors and
hardware limitations.
To compute costs, a user enters salary/overhead
costs and code length infonnation into the system,
selects attribute and model levels and CoCoPro
provides the calculations.
Input includes personnel cost per month, code
• length, attribute levels and model selection. Output
includes cost per code line and entire project,
development time and time distribution over project
phrases.
$495 retail
Iconix Software Engineering, Inc.; 2800 28th St.,
Ste. 320; Santa Monica, CA 90405; 213-458-0092
Cost/Schedule Workshop (CSW)
Tools to manage a contract's cost and schedule
Macintosh SE; two disk drives; System 5.0.
The Cost/Schedule Workshop (CSW) is a
collection of tools designed specifically to meet the
needs of managing a contract's cost and schedule.
Each tool perfonns independently with the capability
to copy and paste infonnation with other tools.
CSW FEAC produces a schedule critical
Estimate at Completion for all data levels within a
project based on performance measurement data and
key schedule dates. CSW PMDA produces analysis
reports and charts based on performance
measurement data values for each WBS (Work
Breakdown Schedule) element within a project.
RAM produces project management matrices, .
dictionaries, indexes and contract budget baseline
information based on project data for each WBS,
OBS (Organization Breakdown Schedule) and cost
account element within a contract. CAP allows
technical managers/planners to describe the data
elements for the work scope, schedule and budget by
cost element at the work package level of the project.
It allows for planing the cost account, computing the
earned value, tracking the cost account progress and
reporting the status.
$295 retail; FEAC (Forecasted Estimate At
Completion)
$595 retail; PMDA (Perfonnance Measurement Data
Analysis)

$595 retail; RAM (Responsibility Assignment
Matrix)
$595 retail; CAP (Cost Account Plan)
Leckie Associates, Inc.; PO Box 160; Merrimack,
NH 03054; 603-424-7014
The DTP Advisor
Graphic arts advisor and project management system
Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK floppy disk
drives or hard disk drive.
The DTP Advisor is two products in one. The
first is a graphic arts advisor that is full of interactive
advice and demonstrations about the graphic arts. It
helps users with project plarming, project
management, graphic design, typography, art
production and printing.
The second product is a graphic arts proj~ct .
management system. Through a system of interactive
fonns and database, the DTP Advisor helps users
understand the target audiences, create schedules and
estimates, organize outside resources and production
and even obtain print estimates. Users may set up
individual files for each project and keep detailed
records.
$79 .95 suggested retail
Broderbund Software; 17 Paul Dr.; San Rafael,
CA 94903; 415-492-3500, 800-521-6263 or
415-492-3200 (dealers)
Endeavour Planner
Project planner based on the gantt chart
512K or larger Macintosh.
.
Endeavour Planner is a project planning and
tracking application that has a simple, ~nteractive,
fully graphical interface. Users work directly with a
gantt chart. Changing the ~osition or d.uration of.
items on the chart automatically and v1s1bly readjusts
the scheduling of items. Users also have the option
of locking tasks and deadlines on the gantt charts so
they cannot be automatically moved, but must be
specifically changed by a user.
Dependencies between tasks, milestones and
task duration can all be set and modified. Users can
also track actual project time vs. planned project
time. Each project has a calendar that can be used to
specify holidays, partial work days and working
hours for any day of the week. Any changes to the
calendar are incorporated into the project. Time
scales can be updated to display intervals from 15
minutes to four weeks.
$149.95 retail
Soft Stream International, Inc.; 19 White Chapel Dr.;
Mt. Laurel, NJ 08054; 609-866-1187
FastTrack Schedule Vl.02
Creates and updates presentation schedules
Macintosh Plus or larger.
FastTrack Schedule allows users to create and
update schedules for presentations. Object-oriented
time-line graphs allow completely user-definable
start points, end points and milestones. Users can.
mix descriptions, labels, legends and/or free-floating
text with pictures, symbols, logos and/or userdefinable polygons.
Time may be depicted as hours, days, weeks,
months, quarters, years or generic units. Graph grids
inay be re-sized both horizontally and vertically, and
all existing data will automatically confonn to the
new constraints or expansions.
A flexible outlining fonnat allows for any
number of levels of displayed information vs.
background information. Subactivity bars will
automatically summarize when activities are
collapsed.
FastTrack Schedule allows text files to be
imported/exported to and from spreadsheets,
databases and project management programs. PICT
files can be exported to drawing and page-layout
programs.
The program features close links with AEC
Infonnation Manager.
$195 retail
AEC Management Systems, Inc.; 22611 Markey Ct.,
Bldg. 113; Sterling, VA 22170; 703-450- 1980 or
800-346-9413

Front Desk Multiuser Version 6.10
Appointment scheduling and resource management
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Front Desk Multiuser is an appointment
scheduling and resource management program for up
to 30 users on an AppleShare or Tops file server vi-a
AppleTalk.
·
It allows scheduling of up to 30 resources, such
as people, facilities or equipment, and 30 services.
Features include screen printing of reports and a
powerful export capability so resource infonnation
can be manipulated or refonnatted in a spreadsheet
or graphics program. It is HFS and LaserWriter
compatible.
$99 per user node retail
$225 to $500 retail; three pack or 10 pack
Layered, Inc.; 529 Main St.; Boston, MA 02129;
617-242-7700
Great Gantt!
Gantt charting tool
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive
recommended.
.
Great Gantt! ·is a Gantt charting tool that features
an automatic MacProject reader. In just moments,
users can go from the most basic chart to
presentation-quality Gantt outputs for MacProject
data. Or, users can build Gantt charts from scratch,
using Great Gantt! 's powerful editing tools.
Great Gantt! goes beyond the basics to provide
flexibility, customization and creativity in Gantt
charts. Users can create their own symbols to show
critical path, progress, milestones, interfaces and
start and end dates, or use Great Gantt's own rich set
of symbols. Users can move the status line to do
what if scenarios, and charts can be sized.
$195 retail
Varcon Systems, Inc.; 10509 San Diego Mission Rd.,
Ste. K; San Diego, CA 92108; 619-563-6700
Key Plan
Project management
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
Key Plan is a project management program that
couples an intuitive outline with fully integrnted
professional project management tools and h1ghquality graphics reports. KeyPlan allows a user to
start with an outline, or to import an existing outline
created with Acta. By linking the tasks identified in
the outline, a network view is created and tasks are
automatically converted into the other three graphics
views: Bar Plan, Graph and List. All views are fully
integrated. KeyPlan provides graphics reporting
capabilities. A user is given total control over color
and fonts. Annotations allow a user to add
presentation-quality text to plans. For the advanced
manager, KeyPlan includes standard PERT and Gantt
charting, tracking, linked subplans and custom
reports. Templates may be created for repetitive tasks
and custom displays made for all views.
$395 retail
Symmetry Software; 8603 E. Royal Palm Rd., #110;
Scottsdale, AZ 85258; 602-998-9106
!\'facProject II V2.1
Project manager/planner
512KE or larger Macintosh.
MacProject II is a versatile management tool that
allows users to plan, control and present projects of
any size.
Key Enhancements include: hierarchical
subproject consolidation; planned and actual task
status; multiple resource calendars; resource
histogram; multiple task relationships (start-to-finish,
finish-to-start and lag time); display up to 16
attributes per task; extended search capabilities for
generating custom reports; customizable project
table; and color plotter output up to ''.E" size
(supports selected Hewlett-Packard and Houston
Instrument plotters).
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$189 retail; unlimited users
Generation Four, Inc.; 3232 San Mateo NE, #199;
Albuquerque, NM 87110; 505-294-3210

Other features include: unlimited customizable
resource calendars; eight resources per task; planned
and actual status displayed in Gantt charts and
Project Table; unlimited resources per project;
unlimited number of tasks using subproject
consolidation; color monitor and printer support;
single, multiple or partial resource assignments; and
multiuser data access through the AppleShare file
server.
$495 retail.
$65 retail; upgrade to MacProject II for registered
MacProject II V 1.0 users
$199 retail; upgrade for MacProject users
Claris Corp.; 5201 Patrick Henry Dr.; PO Box
58168; Santa Clara, CA 95052; 408-727-8227
(customer relations), 800-544-8554 (U.S. upgrades)
or 800-334-3535 (U.S. dealers)

Micro Planner
Project and resource management
512KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
hard disk drive; Image Writer or laserWrite1:
Micro Planner is a project and resource
management program that uses critical path and
powerful resource management capabilities to help
managers get projects done on time and on budget.
The program includes: critical path analysis;
resource management; progress management;
exception management reporting; graphics, which
provide customized Pert, Gantt and other
management reports; 10 special activity and event
types; six calendars; and data transfer.
$595 retail
Micro Planning International; 655 Redwood Hwy.,
Ste. 311; Mill Valley, CA 94941; 415-389-1420

MacSchedule 2.0
Visual schedule design and presentation
512K or larger Macintosh.
MacSchedule is a visual schedule design and
presentation application that automates the design
and creation of Gantt-type schedule charts.
The program facilitates status tracking; work
progress, early and late starts and schedule slips are
automatically handled. Schedules can be quarterly,
monthly, half monthly, weekly, daily or free form.
Standard stop, start and milestone symbols are
provided, or a user can create custom symbols.
Charts can be printed on a LaserWriter or
ImageWriter or exported to a desktop publishing
program, such as PageMaker or ReadySetGo! , for
inclusion in proposals and reports.
$245 retail
Mainstay; 5311-B Derry Ave.; Agoura Hills,
CA 91301; 818-991-6540

Micro Planner X-Pert
Project and resource management
Macintosh SE or larger; 2 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive.
Micro Planner X-Pert is a project and resource
management program designed for the department,
division or corporate manager to "put it all together."
The program reads MacProject II and Micro Planner
files to provide control over many simultaneous
projects. Resource leveling across multiple projects
allows for optimization of scarce resources across
the organization.
The latest in graphics allows for project
modifications to be made from Pert, Gantt, Table or
Outline format. Report Designer allows
supplementing the dozens of standard reports with
user-defined formats. The program includes earned
value costing and 1,000 levels of work breakdown. It
allows for 10,000 activities; 200 resource categories;
200 zone, responsibility and cost codes; 200
calendars; time units in minutes, hours, days or
weeks; and arrow and precedence.
$1,995 retail
Micro Planning International; 655 Redwood Hwy.,
Ste. 311; Mill Valley, CA 94941; 415-389-1420

Manage That!
Project management
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM (2 MB
recommended); hard disk drive; JmageWriter or
laserWriter.
Manage That! is a project scheduling and
tracking .system that allows users to enter scheduling
mformatlon m text or graphic format. The available
graphic formats are Work Breakdown Structure,
Gantt, PERT, Histogram and Cumulative Curve.
Users can also produce user-configured output in
each of these formats.
Everything in Manage That! , including text
reports, chart style sheets and calendars, can be
designed by managers to suit their purposes.
Mana~ers control all aspects of the scheduling,
allowmg them to always be in charge and up to date
on all their projects.
All date calculations done by the program are
rolled up to the project and subproject levels so that
managers can get a good overall view of what is
going on. Projects and subprojects can be arranged in
a hierarchical fashion, so that the different levels of
management can get the information they need at the
level of detail that they need it.
$695 retail
Varcon Systems, Inc.; 10509 San Diego Mission Rd.,
Ste. K; San Diego, CA 92108; 619-563-6700
MBA> Projects
Project and case management system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 4th Dimension.
MBA>Projects is a basic project and case
management system. It allows users to assign a
series of tasks to different projects and assign alarms
to get things done.
The program notifies users if they haven 't
·addressed a project recently and keeps track of what
they did and what they need to do each day.
MBA>Projects is a multiuser-ready, relational
database application with unlocked, open source
code and a license to modify the program to suit a
user 's needs.

Project Exchange
Merge, clone, edit; import/export projects and
subprojects
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
hard disk drive; Image Writer or LaserWriter.
Project Exchange is an extension to Micro
Planner project management software, which allows
a user to merge, clone and edit projects and import
and export project details.
The program allows a user to: transfer data
directly to and from Micro Planner and other
Macintosh applications; copy sections of network
from one project and plug them into another; merge
separately prepared sections into a final project;
clone sections within the same project; create library
modules for a rapid buildup of projects; import a
network created by MacProject and convert it into a
Micro Planner project; scale durations up and down; .
and import/export DlF files and text documents.
$100 retail
Micro Planning International; 655 Redwood Hwy.,
Ste. 311; Mill Valley, CA 94941; 415-389-1420
Project Planner (PERT & CPM)
Project planning, critical paths and gantt charts,
optimum assignments, job-shop scheduling
512K or larger Macintosh.
Project Planner (PERT & CPM) is designed to
handle the specific problems of job shop scheduling
and optimum assignments. The major project
planning programs are based on the PERT and
Critical Path Analysis techniques.
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A user must prepare the network of activities,
and the programs will analyze the network and
provide various results useful for scheduling
purposes. PERT produces the critical path and the
probability of finishing on time. CRJTPATH
produces the critical path and then provides a report
on all non-critical activities, giving the latest starting
times, the earliest finishing times and so forth. The
program allows full and selective crashing to see
whether or not an extra expenditure of money will
speed up completion of the project.
Planner is a full-featured project management
program that allows the inclusion of holidays in the
schedule, continual updates of activities, the
preparation of cash flow reports, the printing of
Gantt charts and more.
$145 retail
Lionheart Press, Inc.; PO Box 379; Alburg,
VT 05440; 514-933-4918
Project Tracker V2.0
Project management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; System
6.0.2 or later; Finder 6.1 or later.
Project Tracker is a streamlined project
management package designed for users involved
with any type of on-going development project.
The program tracks resources, task teams,
assigned hours, completed hours, hours left and total
costs, and automatically schedules completion dates.
Projects are arranged in a related hierarchical
structure with the uppermost level being the project
itself. Branching from the project are various tasks
and task resources.
Detail, summary, worksheet, assigned,
completed, scheduled, charting, graphing and custom
reports allow different perspectives of the project and
us progress.
$495 retail; single user
First Logistics, Inc.; 43-08 53rd St.; Woodside,
NY 11377; 718-397-5927
Spreadware Scheduler
Project management and scheduling
Macintosh Plus or larger; Excel or Wingz.
Spreadware Scheduling can be used for project
management and other types of scheduling. It charts
any project or other type of schedule by day, week,
month or year. Users can print the easy-to-read
schedule to better monitor and manage projects.
Project dates can be tied together so that a change in
one date will be automatically reflected in the
schedule of dependent items.
$18.95 retail
Spreadware; PO Box 4574; Hayward, CA 94540;
415-794-4388
Time&Money
Project management
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM.
Time&Money uses an innovative statistical
technique to help users estimate the resources that
will be required for any kind of project. Users break
the project down into phases and enter minimum and
maximum values for each phase. Time&Money
computes probability distributions for all phases and
a distnbuuon for the overall project. Users enter the
desired "confidence level" and Time&Money tells
the predicted resource requirements.
Users can create multiple resources, each with a
unit cost, allowing phase costs and total project costs
to be computed; graph probability distributions;
break phases down into subphases; and export text
and graphics to a word process or spreadsheet.
Online help is available.
Common Time&Money applications include
software development and other engineering
projects, repair estimation, bid preparation and all
types of construction planning.
$125 retail
Arborworks, Inc.; 431 Virginia Ave.; Ann Arbor,
MI 48103; 313-747-7087 or 800-346-6980

froject Management
ToDoList V2.0
Project activity and resource coordination tool
Macintosh Plus or larger; Omnis 5 or Runtime.
ToDoList is a resource management package that
helps with project coordination, resource tracking,
scheduling action items and reporting. It provides a
way to coordinate, prioritize and track activities of
individuals, groups and other resources. Activities
may be classified by status, coordinator, assigned
personnel and a miscellaneous reference. Start, target
and revised completion dates can be maintained.
Reports may be selected and sorted by any
classification and date range. Additional features
include pop-up wincjows, on-screen lists and
import/export capability. Customization and/or
source code is available.
$ l 99 retail; program (Omnis source code available)
$299 retail; with Omnis 5 Runtime
0 .Sage Consultants, Inc.; 2100 Tannehill, Ste. 1005;
Houston, TX 77008; 713-682-3201

Spreadsheets
101 Macros For Excel
Collection of l 0 l shortcuts, utilities and keystroke
savers for Excel
Any Macintosh; Microsoft Excel.
IOI Macros for Excel is a collection of IOI allpurpose, prewrinen, ready-to-run macros designed to
access Excel 's functions and eliminate mundane and
repetitive keystrokes and mousestrokes.
The program is packed with features, including
macros to automatically double-space and print a •
worksheet, set up databases with one command,
create slide show presentations, add menu-driven
financial functions , automatically overlay and clean
up all worksheets on the screen and recalculate
worksheets by range; as well as 95 more shortcuts,
utilities and keystroke savers.
$69.95 retail
Individual Software, Inc.; 125 Shoreway Rd., Ste.
3000; San Carlos, CA 94070; 4!5-595-8855 or
800-622-9986
101 Macros Plus For Excel
Expanded collection of macros
Macintosh Plus or larger; Microsoft Excel 1.5 or
later.
I 0I Macros Plus For Excel adds 30 new macros
to the l 0 I macros of the original version, and offers
a whole new look and feel to the execution of
macros. The macros range from simple keystroke
and mousestroke savers to more complicated looped
and interactive programs that automate worksheets,
increase recalculation speed, facilitate data entry and
add other features to Excel. A complete menu system
simplifies the identification and call-up of macros.
The Quick Pick Macr.o Launcher, another way to
locate and run macros, offers assistance when·a user
can't remember the name of a needed macro. I0 l
Macros Plus also offers several new macros for
financial, self-formatting, database and charting
functions.
$69 .95 retail
Individual Software, Inc.; 125 Shoreway Rd., Ste.
3000; San Carlos, CA 94070; 415-595-8855 or
800-622-9986
A Guide To Customizing Excel With Macros
Hands-on instruction on how to customize Excel
templates with macros
Macintosh Plus or larger; Microsoft Excel 1.5 or
later.
A Guide To Customizing Excel with Macros is a
book and accompanying disk that provides step-bystep, hands-on instruction on how to customize Excel
templates with macros. This 75-page guide discusses
how to use the Dialog Editor to create custom dialog
boxes. Examples are given on how to create edit
boxes, list boxes, check boxes and option buttons.

Full explanations and illustrations are given on how
to create and add custom commands and menus to a
spreadsheet. Many examples are given that show
users how to take advantage of Excel 's Macro
Programming Language. A basic understanding of
Excel's Macro Programming Language is required.
$49 .95 retail
B.H.C. Publishing; 619 Aspen Dr.; Plainsboro,
NJ 08536; 609-799-206!
Best Answer
Provides a spreadsheet user with linear optimization
for the next step beyond "what if' decision making
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Excel or
Works.
Best Answer provides a spreadsheet user with
linear optimization for the next step beyond "what
if' decision making. The Best Answer interface is
very similar to Excel, so a user need not learn a
substantially different application. Also, a user does
not need to understand linear optimization or
develop models in any unfamiliar format, as Best
Answer reads directly from spreadsheet files.
The program allows a user to set up to 250
variable cells and 250 constraint cells. After
optimization is complete, Best Answer can calculate
the amount of profit possible for each additional unit
of a constrained resource.
Several sample worksheets are included and can
be customized to meet a user 's needs.
Worksheet management functions al)ow a user to
change the value of any numeric cell on the Best
Answer worksheet without returning to Excel or
Works.
$99 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 800-888-7667
Desktop Help For Excel
Online manual and reference guide
Macintosh Plus or larger; Excel 1.5 or 2.2.
Desktop Help for Excel is a complete online
manual and reference guide for Microsoft Excel. It is
a 450-page book right on the screen. Users can go
back and forth between Excel and Help for Excel
with a click of the mouse.
The program is useful .for beginners and experts.
Beginners start with the basics and progresses to the
advanced subjects at their own pace, the Table of
Contents leading the way through hundreds of
examples and mini tutorials. Power users find the
information they need directly, using the powerful
Index. Desktop Help is dynamically cross
referenced, so users can explore areas of interest.
Every Excel feature is covered, including menus,
commands, charts, functions and macros.
$79.95 retail
Help Software, Inc.; !0659A Maplewood Rd.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-257-3815
Excellent Exchange Utilities
Excel macros; templates
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Excel.
Excellent Exchange Utilities is a collection of IO
Excel macros and templates designed to meet the
needs common to a wide range of Excel users.
The utilities include programs for generating
mailing labels, setting up custom databases and
accounting worksheets, timesaving toggle and
autosave macros, run-time macros for rapid program
execution, a macro to print an Excel worksheet in
double- or triple-space format and more.
$49 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 800-888-7667
Full Impact 2.0
Graphic spreadsheet
Macintosh Plus or larger; BOOK disk drive and hard
disk drive.
Full Impact is a fu ll-featured, multifunction
spreadsheet that combines analytical power with
presentation/business report capabilities. It includes
complete implementation of the standard Macintosh
graphics interface, a mini word processor. formatting
and graphics, extensive macro language support and
a wide range of import/export capabilities.

It has the ability to quickly merge text, data and
graphics on a single page without the support of
other applications; supports color and multiple fonts;
and provides navigational aids that allow users to
easily move around the spreadsheet using either a
mouse or keyboard.
Full Impact can open eight spreadsheets at once,
with eight different views for each spread~heet. It can
use virtual memory to go beyond available computer
RAM, enabling a spreadsheet size of up to 524,288
cells, plus text and graphics. The product has multiline
formulas that allow users to create spreadsheet
formulas up to 255 characters long within individual
cells, so tlrat complex functions can be defined using
very linle space within the spreadsheet.
Full Impact 2.0 reads and writes the native file
formats of all popular spreadsheets. New
presentation features include three-dimensional bar
charts, three-dimensional perspective on bar and pie
charts, borders and custom formats.
$295 retail
Ashton-Tate; 20101 Hamilton Ave.; Torrance,
CA 90509; 213-329-8000
GetHelp For Excel
Adds context-sensitive help capabilities
Macintosh Plus or larger; Excel 2.2.
GetHelp for Excel adds context-sensitive help
capabilities to Excel 2.2 spreadsheets. It's an external
code module that is called by the Register() macro.
Context-sensitivity is the preferred method of
delivering online help because it is direct, freeing
users from searches through long lists of irrelevant
topics. Desktop Help provides online help for any
Macintosn application without any additional
programming. However, to use it 's context-sensitive
capabilities, the application has to communicate with
the Help DA. In the case of Excel 2.2 spreadsheets,
this bridge is provided by the GetHelp for Excel
code module.
$30 retail
Help Software, Inc.; l0659A Maplewood Rd.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-257-3815
The HeadStart Collection 2.2
Spreadsheet templates for business and personal use
Macintosh Plus or larger; Microsoft Excel.
The HeadStart Collection includes 72
spreadsheet templates for business planning and
operations, financial analysis, personal finances and
investments, invoicing and inventory control and
energy usage analysis. The package contains the
entire contents of Business Management; Financial
Decisions; Personal Affairs; Invoices, Purchase
Orders And Inventory; and Energy Usage Analysis.
Every template is professionally prebuilt and
formatted. All a user does is add the raw data and the
templates do the rest. Every template is fully
customizable.
$129.95 retail
HeadStart Software; PO Box 51596; Durham,
NC 27717; 919-556-8792
Mac Cale
Spreadsheet
512K or larger Macintosh.
MacCalc is a stand-alone program designed to
fulfill a user 's basic spreadsheet needs. It provides a
worksheet area of 125 columns by 999 rows.
Key features include minimal recalculation
technology; easily accessible commands; built-in
financial functions; full fonts, styles, sizes by cell;
cell notes; reads and writes WKS models (from
Lotus 1-2-3 and Excel) and SYLK data; online help;
variable row height and column width; database sort,
search and fill commands; full desk accessory
support and Switcher compatibility; full undo for all
operations; and more.
The program is not copy protected.
$139 retail
Bravo Technologies, Inc.; PO Box 10078; Berkeley,
CA 94709; 415-841-8552
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Spreadsheets
Microsoft Excel 2.2
Complete spreadsheet with business graphics and
database
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; two SOOK
disk drives or one SOOK disk drive and hard disk
drive.
Microsoft Excel combines a spreadsheet with
business graphics and a database. It provides a
worksheet area of 16,384 rows by 256 columns.
Key features include: access to all 8 MB of
Macintosh memory; presentation tools, such as
multiple fonts (up to 256 per sheet), variable row
heights, shading, custom number formats, 44 built-in
chart types and more; point-and-click to link '
multiple spreadsheets; built-in auditing tools verify
input and alert users to potential errors, such as
circular references; extension macro functions and
the Dialog Editor let users create custom applications
with dialog boxes; support from hundreds of other
manufacturers ' products and templates; transfer
Microsoft Excel charts and worksheets into
Microsoft Word, then when data is updated in Excel,
choose Update Link in Word and data is
automatically updated in the Word document; choose
Microsoft Mail directly from within Excel to send
and receive charts and worksheets (use MS Mail
commands within Excel macros); share files with
other spreadsheets for the Mac and PC, including
Lotus 1-2-3 for the PC, Excel for Windows and
Excel for OS/2; support for CL/I and A/UX; easy to
learn and use with HyperCard tutorial and contextsensitive help; and more.
$395 retail
Microsoft Corp.; One Microsoft Way; Redmond,
WA 98052-6399; 206-882-8080
Microtemp Financial Calculators Vl.O
Customized financial formulas
Macintosh Plus or larger; Microsoft Excel or Works.
Microtemp Financial Calculators is a series of
customized applications for Microsoft Excel and
Works that offers 45 of the most commonly used
financial formulas in ready-to-use form.
Excel's four-way split windows permit single to
multiple formula screens to be seen at the same time.
Users can see the impact of any value on an entire
spreadsheet analysis. Reducible windows place the
calculators anywhere on the screen for convenience
of ?ata comparison. All computation figures are
v1s1ble at one lime. Also, when used with Switcher
or MultiFinder, it allows access to calculators while
working on other software programs. An extensive
Business and Financial Glossary provides definitions
for the most common business terms.
$79.95 retail
Microtemp; 318 Mendocino Ave., Ste. 22; Santa
Rosa, CA 95404; 707-575-1459
.
Plus+ Menu
Places a menu to the right of the standard menu
Macintosh Plus or larger; Microsoft Excel or
lnformix Wingz.
Plus+ Menu places a menu to the right of the
standard menu. From the Plus + Menu, formatting
commands can be chosen quickly without having to
go through. the. sel.ection process of using the regular
me.nu. It will significantly decrease formatting time,
as 1s as easy to use as pulling down a menu. Using
Plus+ Menu, us.ers can instantly place borders, select
styles, change displays and more.
$7 .95 retail
Spreadware; PO Box 4574; Hayward, CA 94540;
415-794-4388
Trapeze 2.1
Integrated presentation worksheet with spreadsheet
graphics, charting, database and text
'
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive or
hard disk drive .
Trapeze, an integrated presentation worksheet,
combines the power of a spreadsheet with
presentation-quality charts.

Trapeze features 144 financial, mathematical,
matrix modeling, statistical and transcendental
functions that can perform complex data analysis or
simple calculations. On the same worksheet, users
can add text, database, graphics or any of the I0
basic chart types.
Thousands of formatting options are possible,
and the entire worksheet is "live," which means data,
complete with related graphics, is instantly updated
when changes are made. Using MultiFinder, large
worksheets can be recalculated in the background.
$295 suggested retail
DeltaPoint, Inc.; 200G Heritage Harbor; Monterey,
CA 93940; 408-648-4000 or 800-367-4334
What'sBest!
Spreadsheet management tool
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 to 2 MB of RA.M; hard
disk drive; Microsoft Excel 1.5.
What'sBest! is a spreadsheet management tool
that uses the science of linear programming to solve
spreadsheet problems. The program works with
Microsoft Excel.
·
The program translates the logic of the userfriendly spreadsheet into the format required in
linear programming. It processes the problem and
then translates the results back into the spreadsheet
model for a user to understand.
$ 149 retail; personal version (requires I MB
of RAM)
$995 retail; professional version (requires I MB
of RAM)
$1,995 retail; industrial version (requires 2 MB
of RAM)
General Optimization, Inc.; 2251 N. Geneva Ter.;
Chicago, IL 60614; 312-248-7300
Wingz
Graphic spreadsheet
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; 2 MB of
RAM recommended; two disk drives; hard disk drive
recommended.
Wingz is a graphic spreadsheet that combines
numbers, words, graphs and graphic images on a
single worksheet and prints to a single page. It
features advanced charting with three-dimensional
graphics, desktop presentation capabilities and the
HyperScript application development language. Its
presentation text editor allows for an unlimited
selection of fonts, type styles and sizes. Wingz "live
data" links mean that changes in worksheet data are
automatically reflected in both graphics and text
references.
Wingz offers an array of spreadsheet features,
including: a 32,768-row by 32,768-column matrix;
more than 160 functions , including business,
scientific, financial and general purpose; userdefinable functions; sparse matrix memory
management; minimal, natural or background
recalculations; and import/export of Lotus (WKS,
WK!), SYLK, DIF and text files.
$399 retail
Informix Software, Inc.; Workstation Products Div ·
16011 College Blvd.; Lenexa, KS 66219;
"
913-599-7100

Time & Billing Software
Aatrix TimeCard 2.0
Allows automated "punch-in/out" of company-issued
time cards
Macintosh Plus or large1:
Aatrix TimeCard accumulates time per employee
or project. A variety of reports can be printed and
include both job costing and billing amounts. The
reports can be transferred to Aatrix Payroll or Aatrix
Payroll Plus for automatic employee paycheck
calculations or to Aatrix TimeMinder for time billing
purposes.
Aatrix TimeCard interfaces with bar-code
readers and employee ID card slot readers. When
combined with hardware, it allows automated
"punch-in" and "punch out" of company-issued time
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cards. The program also provides employee time
calculations for payroll, time billing or productivity
analysis. The software/hardware combination
includes an audio greeting and provides a warning of
improper ID card users.
$199 retail; Employee ID card slot reader or b&rcode reader are sold separately
Aatrix Software; PO Box 5359; Grand Forks,
ND 58206; 800-426-0854
Bill-It V2.0
Accounts Receivable, sales, billing, customer files,
invoicing, customer labels, custom invoice, auto
backup
Macintosh Plus or larger; external SOOK disk drive;
printe1:
Bill-It is an integrated accounting program for
small businesses consisting of Accounts Receivable,
Billing, Inventory Lisi, Invoicing and Sales. Any or
all of its parts can be implemented at the discretion
of a user. All data-entry screens look like the paper
forms the business is now using:
The design of the program makes it particularly
useful for both retail merchants and small service
firms. The Inventory section is set up so that items
need not be merchandise. Items could be hourly
labor charges, medical lab procedures, thesis pages
typed , golf lessons or anything else for which a unit
price can be set.
Bill-It is optimized for about 4,000 customers
and 4,000 inventory items. In practice, it is limited
primarily by memory .and disk storage space. All
transactions are immediately recorded to disk. If
there is a power failure, only the last transaction can
be lost. The program provides a compl~te audit trail,
and data files are stored as ASCII code that can be
accessed for reference or hard copy by a word
processing program.
$159 retail
ShopKeeper Software, Inc.; PO Box 38160;
Tallahassee, FL 32315; 904-222-8808
Hour Glass
Time and billing system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; dot matrix printe1:
Hour Glass is a complete, multiuser,
multicompany time and billing system that allows
the automation of hourly billings, as well as cost and
trust accounting.
System highlights include: multiple billing rates,
multiple client locations, multiple client
matters/projects, user-defined cost categories, flat
fee/cost billing, almost unlimited description entry,
single or multiple invoice processing, General
!.,edger summary reports, management reports and
statements. General Ledger integration is available.
$1, 795 retail
Micro VertiSoft; 1221 Roanwood Way; Concord,
CA 94521; 415-672-1166
Insight Expert Time Billing
Time and billing package that tracks billable time
and produces detailed invoices
Macintosh Plus or large1:
Insight Expert Time Billing is a full-featured
time and billing package that tracks billable time and
produces detailed invoices. It is intended for small
and medium-sized service firms.
Time Billing automatically posts records to other
modules in the Insight Expert Accounting series. It is
easy to use and provides the control to manage cash
flow.
Features include: Billing, in five different ways
with 30 rate classifications; Time Sheets and
Invoicing, with expanded text for more information
on invoices; Management Information, which
includes a Job Financial Summary Report with
complete information; and Integr,;nion of all
modules.
$695 retail
Layered, Inc.; 529 Main St.; Boston, MA 02129;
617-242-7700
.

Time ·& Billing Software
Polytime Reporting
.
Manages the day-to-day operation of a projectoriented department
·
Macintosh Plus or larger; 20 MB hard disk drive.
Polytime Reporting is designed to manage the
day-to-day operation of a project-oriented
department in a medium to large corporation.
When the program is set up, a user is allowed a
great deal of flexibility in deciding what criteria
should be used by the database to sort the entered
information. All aspects of each project are
organized in the database.
Reports include outlines of what projects are
being undertaken by whom, who is contributing to
their production and who is ordering the finished
product in what numbers and at what cost. There are
reports aimed specifically for the department
manager, the accounting department and the sales
force.
$3,495 U.S. retail; one to five users
Core Business Systems; 1943 Clarence Dr.;
Clearwater, Ontario, Canada N7X IE3;
519-542-3182
Project Billing V1.57
.
.
Time and project billing clesigned for graphics
designers, architects, engineers and other
professionals; integrates with Components General
Ledger
·
512K or larger Macintosh.
.
Project Billing is a full-featured, professional
time and project billing package.
The program features automatic expense markup and Work-In-Progress capabilities and employee
costs and billing rates. All information can be sorted
by project number, employee, date and type of
transaction to be sent to the necessary report.
A multiuser version allows for remote entry by
any employee using his or her own computer and a
file server. A security system and additional project
capacity are also included.
$595 retail; Project Billing
$995 retail; Project Billing Plus (multiuser)
Satori Software; 2815 2nd Ave., Ste. 560; Seattle,
WA 98121; 206-443-0765
Spreadware Invoicing
Invoicing system
Macintosh Plus or larger; Microsoft Excel or Works
or Informix Wingz.
· .
Spreadware Invoicing is designed toyrov1de a
complete invoicing system - from mvmce
generation to reports. The invoicing worksheet has
an invoice layout, which can be quickly completed
and printed. Information can be automatically loaded
into the invoice from inventory and customer
databases. Reports can be generated by invoice
number, customer number or item number.
$29.95 retail
Spreadware; PO Box 4574; Hayward, CA 94540;
415-794-4388
Time Analysis
Time/cost control sheet
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Excel.
Time Analysis is a time/cost control sheet
designed for small businesses. It can be used as a
time sheet for up to I0 employees. Tracking of up to
10 different jobs is accomplished, and weekly costs
per job and the hours spent on each are calculated.
Each employee's total of daily and weekly hours are
shown, as well as a weekly cost of each employ~e.
Time Analysis can be used as an employee time
sheet, a source for client billing, a cross-reference for
material/1abor usage and as a ready check of
excessive daily hours and a cost control sheet to
check against estimated labor costs.
$80 retail
Hewpact Limited; 734 Holgate Crescent; Kingston,
Ontario, Canada K7M 5A6; 613-389-3200

Time Billing 1.5
Time billing system
Macilltosh with 1 MB of RAM.
Time l:sillirig is a complete, fully configurable
system that tracks time, cost and billing data by
client, job and employee or contractor.
Time entries can be billed by rates for type of
work, employee or both. The program
accommodates any number of definable costs for
work, employees, fixed/specific charges, projec.ts,
invoicing, etc. It also includes powerful tracking,
reporting and comparative reporting functions for all
data, including prebilling analyses to track work m
progress.
The program can be customized to provide direct
invoicing, or can be interfaced to any or all of
EXceiver's integrated accounting modules.
$950 retail; program
.
$2,530 retail; with full-integrated accountmg.
Exceiver Corp.; 14688 County Rd. 79; Elk River,
MN 55330; 612-441-8166
Time Is Money
Billing and management program
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM; hard disk drive
recommended.
Time ls Money is a time billing program, as well
as a full-office and project-management program. It
keeps track of personal time, payroll, project
expenses, payments, profitability, progress, clients,
percentage complete,.percentage billed and more.
Versatile. customizable reports mclude: Hourly
Statements, Fixed Fee Statements, Hourly and Fixed
Fee Combined Statements, Payroll Hours, Aged
Accounts Receivable, Yearly Revenues, Project
Summaries, Project and Office Directories and more.
Users can bill for any percentage of a job, phase
or task and still have accurate progress reports. Users
can override the time sheets and adjust hourly and
percentage complete work. Time ls Money has a
capacity for an unlimited number of clients,
employees, phases, tasks and projects (limited only
by disk space).
.
$269 retail; Basic Professional Services
$399 retail; Architects and Engineers
.
Collier Software; 603 W. 13th, Ste. 281 ; Austm,
TX 78701; 512-476-1110
TimeBillingPlus 2.0
Total time billing resource; client and job detailing;
GL, A/R, A/P, Payroll and Inventory
Macintosh Plus or larger.
TimeBillingPlus maintains client and job
information details, General Ledger income accounts
and employee information. for direct-bill employees.
Features include: detailed accounting (CPA
certified); invoicing and statements; maintains work
in progress information -. printing)ob billin.g
progress reports for chem mfortnauon;. time mput
may be in actual hours and mmutes !Jr. m decimal;
each invoice relates to a JOb and each mvmce !me
item relates to an employee and income account;
flexible billing cycles; batch processing; selective
posting; import/export data; m~ltiuser; full queue
printing; and password protecuon. Custom
modifications are available.
$295 retail; multiuser (3) for T/B module
$49 each additional module retail; GL, A/R, A/P,
P/R, lnv.
$95 each additional user retail; up to 64 users
$50 retail; sample disk (refundable with purchase of
program)
.
.
Microsystems Consultmg, Inc.; 4772 Euchd Rd.;
Virginia Beach, VA 23462; 804-473-9621
TimeMinder Version 2.0
Time billing; employee productivity tracking;
invoicing system; comes with DA
Macilltosh Plus or larger.
TimeMinder is an automated time-recording
program designed to keep track of time spent on
projects or tasks. The mulufunctmnal pro~ram
allows a Macintosh to serve as a time-billmg
program, as a project-billing program, as a computerusage meter, as an employee product1v1ty tracking
device and as an accounting system. TimeMmder

files are capable of handling up to 255 projects per
file with up to 100 actions per project.
The desk accessory allows users to temporarily
halt time tracking during interruptions. The
AttachNote feature allows users to add up to a twopage note describing each wo.rk session. A Manual
Entry feature lets users include "out of office" time,
time logs and time sheets.
Time editing allows for reviewing or correcting
time records. Variable billing rates or costs are
allowed. TimeMinder prints invoices, ages
receivables and calculates sales taxes. Miscellaneous
itetns and constant fees may be included.
$299 retail
Aatrix Software; PO Box 5359; Grand Forks,
ND 58206; 800-426-0854
Timeslips III
Time/expense tracking, professional billing and
reporting system for client billing, project
management, department charge backs and employee
productivity reports
512KE or larger Macimosh; 1 MB of RAM; two
BOOK floppy disk drives or one BOOK floppy disk
drive and hard disk drive.
Timeslips Ill is a DA time and expense tracking
and professional billing system for up to 2,000
clients and 250 professionals. It is designed for
service professionals who bill by the hour (or flat
fee), including design firms, advertising/PR
agencies, lawyers, accountants and consultants.
As a desk accessory, a "dollar clock" appears in
the comer of the screen showing the elapsed time
and dollars.
Timeslips III is a complete accounts receivable
program with numerous professional bill formats.
Custom reports include: pre-bill worksheet,
trarisaction, client history, aged receivables and
productivity management (with graphs).
$299.95 retail
Timeslips Corp.; 239 Western Ave.; Essex,
MA 01929; 508-768-6100 or 800-338-5314

Time Management
Multi-User Appointment Diaries With Smart
Alarms
Personal reminder system; up to 1,600 users
(networkable on AppleShare or Tops)
512K or larger Macintosh.
Multi-User Appointment Diaries With Smart
Alarms offers a unique approach to time
management. Smart Alarms allows each user to set
a'nd store up to 1,600 reminders, with advance
warning times and recurring reminders as needed.
Appointment Diaries are multiuser and
multifunction; files can be set up for different
functions and projects, as well as for individuals, and
new files can be added any time.
Daily formats are easily customizable, and up to
32K of text can be entered per day.
$199 retail; one to four users ·
$299 retail; five to eight users
$399 retail; nine to 15 users
$599 retail; 16 to 25 users
Jam Software; PO Box 1345; Point Reyes Station,
CA 94956; 415-663-1041 or Int.+ 612-799-1888
(Australia)
Productivity Analysis System
Productivity tracker
Macintosh Plus or large1:
The Productivity Analysis System (PAS)
provides a complete and economical solution to
collecting and processmg employee time and
attendance, labor tracking and job tracking, as well
as monitoring company activity. PAS uses basic data
collection items, such as employee, job and task,
enabling the system to fit most businesses.
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PAS consists of four environments. PAS Setup is
a means of editing the department, employee and
task company files and producing ImageWriter barcode labels for data tracking and for creating barcode menus. PAS Data Collection uses bar-code
technology, to capture the raw data by employees
scanning bar-code menus or key entry. PAS Reports
is a generalized report writer that includes on-screen
editing and allows a user to select and arrange the
data in a variety of ways. PAS Job Status reports
accumulated data on all active jobs, department
activity on these jobs and dates that jobs have been
shipped.
$1,995 retail; software
Information Management Systems; 3684 Forest Park
Blvd.; St. Louis, MO 63i08; 314-652-6715
Rendezvous
Unified electronic appointment diary with automatic
reminder and automatic task forwarding
Any Macintosh.
. Rendezvous is a unified electronic appointment
diary that allows a user to record all appointments,
things to be done, special events and all kinds of
miscellaneous notes into a centralized database
called diary.
This diary is the basis for the functions provided
by the program, which include an automatic
appointment reminder; a special event reminder;
word processing capability; and a fast searching
process.
Consisting of a full-year 12-month perpetual
calendar, a 52-week weekly calendar in spreadsheet
format and a 24-hour two-pan split window called a
Day Page, Rendezvous provides a complete
electronic recording system for recording time
entries and filing miscellaneous information for each
day of the year.
$200 U.S. retail
PMC Telesystems, Inc.; PO Box 5127; Vancouver,
BC, Canada V6B 4A9; 604-255-9949
Schedule Maker 3.01
Personnel management system
512K or larger Macintosh ; hard disk drive.
Schedule Maker is a personnel management
system that combines an employee database with
graphic-controlled scheduling to produce
professional schedules.
Features include: schedule on hour, half-hour or
15 minute increments; controls scheduling to prevent
conflicts, such as double scheduling a worker on the
same day; constant update of financial statistics on .
screen as a user prepares a schedule worksheet; view
cost of labor as a percentage of (projected) sales or
percentage of budgeted labor dollar amount;
worksheet accommodates seven-day swing shift
schedules; mark workers for special days off,
vacallons, sick leave, training skill levels or any
other unique variable that would effect the
scheduling period; split shifts are as easy as clicking
a second drawbar. and adding the new hours; prints
profess10nal looking worker schedules for posting;
and export/import data for use in other Macintosh
programs.
$395 retail
Craig Systems, Inc.; 16717 Monitor Ave.; Baton
Rouge, LA 70817; 504-291-6348
Smart Alarms And Appointment Diary V2.9
Personal reminder system
512K or larger Macintosh.
Smart Alarms and Appointment Diary are two
integrated desk accessories that come bundled in one
package.
Smart Alarms is a personal reminder system. A
user can set one-time reminders, or set reminders to
appear daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly or yearly. A
user can set as many as 1,600 reminders at a time, to
as far as 50 years in the future.

Appointment Diary is a full-featured
appointment calendar. It lets a user write notes about
meetings and important events as they occur. It also
includes a formatted Note Page, allowing users to
schedule days, weeks and months. The program
displays two months at one time, highlighting days
that have entries. Clicking on any date displays the
Note Page for that day, where a user can record or
review up to 32K of text about that day. Week view,
month view and various print options are included.
$99 retail
Jam Software; PO Box 1345; Point Reyes Station,
CA 94956; 415-663-1041 or Int.+ 612-799-1888
(Australia)

Training
3d Graphic Tools Tutorial
Explores the fundamental concepts of 3D computer
graphics
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; two floppy
disk drives or hard disk drive; HyperCard; Jd
Graphic Tools; Think C or Pascal compiler:
The 3d Graphic Tools Tutorial explores the
fundamental concepts of 3D computer graphics as
implemented by the 3d Graphic Tools product. The
tutorial elaborates on the use of the 3d Graphic Tools
product, providing detailed usage instructions,
interactive illustrations and example programs,
cross-references and explanatory texts. The tutorial
consists of a pair of HyperCard stacks and six small,
stand-alone applications on one SOOK disk.
$29.95 retail
Micro System Options; PQ Box 95167; Seattle,
WA 98145; 206-868-5418
Aldus Advanced Classroom: Designing With
PageMaker 3.0 For The Macintosh
PageMaker training course
512KE or larger Macintosh; I MB of RAM; hard
disk drive.
Aldus Advanced Classroom is a two-day training
course for people who are already proficient with
PageMaker. The curriculum focuses on advanced
design techniques and includes the actual training
software, an instructor's manual, overhead
transparencies, a set of 35mm slides, and student
workbooks and data disks for a class of l 0.
$795 retail; quantity discounts available
Aldus Corp.; 41 l First Ave. S, Ste. 200; Seattle,
WA 98104; 206-622-5500
Aldus FreeHand Classroom
Aldus FreeHand training
Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives or
hard disk drive; PostScript-language printer or
imagesetter.
Aldus FreeHand Classroom is a training course
for a class of l 0 that teaches students how to draw
high·-quality graphics for real-life documents. The
materials include the actual training software, an
instructor's manual, overhead transparencies, student
workbooks and drawing kits, and student data disks.
$750 retail; quantity discounts available
Aldus Corp.; 41 l First Ave. S, Ste. 200; Seattle,
WA 98104; 206-622-5500
Aldus PageMaker Classroom 3.0 For The
Macintosh
PageMaker training
512KE or larger Macintosh ; I MB of RAM; hard
disk drive.
. Aldus PageMaker Classroom 3.0, for a class of
10, focuses on the design and layout of a variety of
business communications. The materials include the
actual training software, an instructor's manual,
overhead transparencies, student workbooks and
publishing kits, and student data disks.
$750 retail; quantity discounts available
Aldus Corp.; 41 l First Ave. S, Ste. 200; Seattle,
WA 98104; 206-622-5500
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Applied HyperCard
Developing and marketing stackware
Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives or
hard disk drive; HyperCard.
Applied HyperCard is an entertaining and unique
tutorial written specifically for non-programmers. It
offers an overview of the software and gives nonprogrammers an in-depth examination of stackware
design.
'
The book begins with an explanation and
overview of the stack ware market. The uses of
stackware are covered in detail and, as an example,
the authors show how to build stackware for a
videotape library - organizing videotape data by
title, rating, year, length, actor, etc.
Applied HyperCard contains a special disk with
modifiable files for guidance in the video stack
tutorial; a listing of stack ware markets; the
HyperTalk glossary; and graphic elements and
sample listings.
$39.95 retail
Simon & Schuster Software; 1 Gulf+ Western Plaza,
14th Fl.; New York, NY 10023; 212-373-8882 or
800-624-0023
BetterWorking - Typing Made Easy
Typing tutor
Any Macintosh.
BetterWorKing is a typing tutor that allows users
to start with simple drills and progress to more
difficult exercises. Progress is recorded for each drill
to measure day-to-day improvement. The progress
reports show "weak" keys or fingers. The program
then a.utomatically analyzes the progress and adjusts
the dnlls to give a user extra practice where it is
needed.
$49.95 retail
Spinnaker Software Corp.; 1 Kendall Sq.;
Cambridge, MA 02139; 617-494-1200,
800-826-0706 (customers) or 800-323-8088 (dealers)
Computer Based Training (CBT)
Provides a single platform for an organization's
training·needs
All current Tandem computer environments using
Macintosh workstations.
Foundation Computer Based Training (CBT)
allows organizations to favorably meet the demand
for .q.ualified, knowle.dga~le personnel by providing
fac1h1Ies for developing and deploying education and
training using the Macintosh and Tandem computer
platforms. Foundation CBT provides three major
facilities: Authoring Environment, Presentation
Environment and Administrative Environment.
The authoring system is created and maintained
by authors on the Mac workstation, which provides
an advanced easy-to-use interface and presentation
services. Functions are provided so an author can
design lesson flows and presentations and store and
retrieve lessons from the Tandem computer. A
comprehensive lesson authoring language is
provided. Authors creating lessons on the use of
Pathway systems may automatically include the
screen formats and characteristics.
Students may "take" lessons from any terminal
connected to the computer that stores the courses and
lessons. Functions provided to students include
Lesson Browse, Pause, Quit and Restart, Give-up on
a Quesllon, Challenge Quiz, Customized Menus and
Online Help.
Management and administrative facilities are
provided for extracting and analyzing data regarding
lesson usage, student notes, lesson design and
student identification, population and progress.
Foundation CBT provides a single effective
platform for the organization's training, delivers
training directly to any Pathway terminal, offers
training on demand, reduces training costs and time
for travel, etc., and minimizes the disruption of work
by giving students control over the scheduling, pace
and duration of training.
Call for pricing
Menlo Business Systems, Inc.; 201 Main St.; Los
Altos, CA 94022; 415-948-7920

Training

1

Continuing Professional Education Series
Helps users stay current in all accounting areas and
earn CPE credits
512K or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive.
The_ MicroMash CPE Series helps users to stay
current m all accountmg areas and earn CPE credits
on an hour-for-hour basis.
The courses that are available include: Ethics Code of Professional Conduct, Alternative Minimum
Tax, Passive Losses, Tax Update - Corporate, Tax
Update - Individual, Depreciation - Modified
ACRS, Tax Research Using Lexis/Nexis/Naars
Audit Sampling, Using Electronic Spreadsheet; in
Auditing, Tax Research Using Loose Leaf Services,
S Corporations, Accounting for ·Pensions, AMT for
Closely Held Corporations, Tax Planning for
Individuals - Basic I, Audits of State and Local
Government Units - I, Oil and Gas Taxation,
Researching Corporate Accounting and Audit
Problems on Naars, Travel and Entertainment,
Accounting for Income Taxes (FASB 96), Cash
Flows, Auditing Update, FASB Update and Interest
Deduction Rules: Tax Update.
$99.95 retail; single user ·
MicroMash; 14 lnvemess Dr. E, Ste. F-104;
Englewood, CO 80112; 303-799-0099 or
800-272-7277
The Course Builder Series
Authoring language to create stand-alone
teaching/training applications for any purpose
512K or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive.
The Course Builder Series is a family of
solutions for training applications where users need
to be in total control of their training environment.
Course Builder's easy to use visual language gives a
trainer the ability to create stand-alone training
applications for any purpose.
Via a map of a user's thoughts, Course Builder
converts a user 's ideas and knowledge into a
navigated interactive presentation for student. No
programming syntax is needed. The automatic report
generation feature provides a user with feedback on a
student 's progress. By using the built-in animation,
graphics and pixel editing systems, users can create
graphic animation to simulate real-world events.
Text parsing, number comparison, scoring functions,
timing function s and intelligent routing based on '
student performance are all supported by the "states"
in Course Builder. It also supports a HyperCard
browser so that a user can use available stacks to add
to the learning experience. Color can be added to
presentations on a Macintosh II with Course Builder
Color.
Video Builder adds Jhe capability to control a
laserdisc, videotape recorder or slide projector from
any point in the course. A complete line of computer
controllable video devices is supported. Video
Builder Color for a Macintosh II is also available.
$395 retail; Course Builder
$695 retail; Video Builder (includes required video
driver and interface cables)
$695 retail; Course Builder Color
$995 retail; Video Builder Color (includes required
video driver and interface cables)
$10 retail; Course Builder demo
TeleRobotics International, Inc.; 7325 Oak Ridge
Hwy., Ste. 104; Knoxville, TN 37921;
615-690-5600
CPA Review
Prepares students for CPA exam
512KE or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive.
The CPA Review is designed to teach students
what they will need to know to pass the CPA exam.
It uses more than 2,000 multiple-choice questions
and more than 50 interactive essay/problems from
recent CPA exams with referenced solutions to help
students prepare and includes a reference manual
that serves as an additional study aid.
The CPA Review comes with a "Pass or Refund"
guarantee. If a student does not pass the exam,
MicroMash will refund his or her money.

$650 retail; includes comprehensive reference
manual
MicroMash; 14 Inverness Dr. E, Ste. F-104;
Englewood,-CO 80112; 303-799-0099 or
800-272-7277
Excellent Exchange Introductory And Advanced
Tutorials
Excel training
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Excel.
Excellent Exchange Introductory Tutorials are
designed to get a new Microsoft Excel user up to
speed quickly. The tutorials and templates cover the
basics of Excel with self-guided, disk-based
programs.
Advanced Tutorials is designed for Excel users
who have mastered the basics of Excel. The IO
tutorials and templates cover advanced Excel topics
with self-guided •.disk-based programs.
$49 each retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 800-888-7667
The Fully Powered Mac
Explains how to make a Macintosh faster, more
efficient and better tailored to users' needs
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; two BOOK
disk drives or one BOOK disk drive and hard disk
drive.
The Fully Powered Mac is a book/disk package
that contains strategies and valuable software to
make a Macintosh faster, more efficient and better
tailored to a user's needs.
It starts users out with a section on Macintosh
basics and then covers the hardware needed for both
a minimum and an ideal setup. Users will then learn
about FKeys and desk accessories. In addition, there
is an entire section on fonts of all types. By this time,
users will be ready to customize their Macintosh by
creating windows, icons, scroll bars, dialog boxes
and menu shortcuts. There is also a section on speed
and how to get it.
The Fully Powered Mac contains 20
freeware/shareware programs.
$39.95 retail
Simon & Schuster Software; I Gulf+ Western Plaza,
14th Fl.; New York, NY 10023; 212-373-8882 or
800-624-0023
Guided Tour Of HyperCard
HyperCard tutorial
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
The Guided Tour Of HyperCard guides users
through virtually every Menu Bar option available in
HyperCard. Users will be introduced to the Home
stack, user levels, the painting.tools and much more.
This tour is designed to be interactive and new users
are encouraged to try the menu commands and
experiment.
$15 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 800-888-7667
How To Operate The Macintosh (Plus And SE)
Self-study course
Macintosh Plus or larger; second disk drive; hard
disk drive and printer optional; audiocassette playei·.
How to Operate the Macintosh (Plus and SE) is
an audiocassette course that provides step-by-step
hands-on instruction. In just a few hours a user can
learn start-up, on-screen features, initializing and
copying disks, and dragging icons. Instruction is
provided on using menus, the Chooser, the Control
Panel, Key Caps, desk accessories and ·the basic
editing commands used on the Macintosh. The
course also includes opening, closing, copying,
renaming and deleting files; scrolling and re-sizing
windows; and the care and feeding of a mouse.
$99 retail
FlipTrack Leaming Systems; 999 N. Main St., Ste.
200; Glen Ellyn, IL 60137; 708-790-1117 or
800-222-3547

How To Operate The Macintosh II
Self-study course
Macintosh II; printer; audiocassette player.
How To Operate The Macintosh II is an
audiocassette course that provides step-by-step,
hands-on i~struction. In just a few hours, a user can
learn_ start:up, on-screen features and initializing and
copymg disks. Instruction is provided on using
menus, basic editing commands, HyperCard,
MultiFinder and special Macintosh II features. The
course also.includes file management, scrolling and
re-smng wmdows and using a mouse.
$99 retail
FlipTrack Leaming Systems; 999 N. Main St., Ste.
200; Glen Ellyn, IL 60137; 708-790-1117 or
800-222-3547
How To Use Excel (Macintosh Version)
Self-study course for Microsoft Excel
5 ! 2K or larger Macintosh; printer; audiocassette
player; Excel V1.5.
How To Use Excel (Macintosh Version) is an
audiocassette course that provides step-by-step,
hands-on instruction. A user learns features of
Microsoft Excel, as well as spreadsheet principles,
from openmg and moving around on the spreadsheet
to entries and corrections, saving worksheets, file
management, formulas and ranges, alignment, SUM
functions , printing and more.
$119 retail
FlipTrack Leaming Systems; 999 N. Main St., Ste.
200; Glen Ellyn, IL 60137; 708-790-1117 or
800-222-3547
How To Use Microsoft Word (Version 4)
Self-study course for Microsoft Word
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive ;
standard cassette player; printer optional; Microsoft
Word4.0.
·
How To Use Microsoft Word (Version 4) is a set
of four audiocassettes, document disk alid User's
Guide for both beginners and advanced users of
Micmsoft Word. Th_e course covers creating and
ed1tmg documents, mcluding: moving the I-beam,
correcting errors, inserting and deleting text,
manipulating blocks of text, undo, margins and tabs,
columns, headers and footers, creating hanging
paragraphs, tables and charts.
Printing is also covered, with emphasis on
formatting text, choosing fonts, point sizes and
special print effects. Merge printing and document
assembly are covered, as are galley view, page view,
pnnt preview and outline view. Additional features
covered include: spell checking, thesaurus,
calculating math totals, glossaries, style sheets, hot
spots, keyboard commands, table of contents and
indexing.
$99 retail
FlipTrack Leaming Systems; 999 N. Main St., Ste.
200; Glen Ellyn, IL 60137;.708-790-1117 or
800-222-3547
How To Use Microsoft Word 3,0
Self-study course for Microsoft Word Version 3.0
5!2K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive;
standard cassette player; printer optional; Microsoft
WordV3.0 .
'
How To Use Microsoft Word is a set of four
audiocassettes for both beginners and advanced users
of Microsoft Word.
It covers creating and editing documents,
including: moving the I-beam; correcting errors;
inserting and deleting text; centering; moving,
copying and deleting blocks of text; undoing
deletions; indenting; setting margins and tabs; typing
text columns; creating headers and footers; creating
hanging and side-by-side paragraphs; printing
documents; merge printing; and more.
$99 retail
FlipTrack Leaming Systems; 999 N. Main St., Ste.
200; Glen Ellyn, IL 60137; 708-790-1117 or
800-222-3547
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How To Use Microsoft Works (Version 2.0)
Self-study course for Microsoft Works
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 6.0 or later;
standard cassette player; Microsoft Works 2.0.
How To Use Microsoft Works is an interactive
self-study course on four audiocassettes that includes
easy-to-follow instruction in Works four basic
functions - spreadsheet, database, word processing
and graphics. A learner masters creating, editing and
formatting spreadsheets and documents; usmg ranges
and extracting data; spell checking and form letters;
planning and constructing databases and reports;
using the drawing tools; and creating graphs and
charts. Document assembly, mailing labels and
communications are also covered. Included is a
document/data disk with practice files and a fully
indexed Quick Reference Guide.
$119 retail
FlipTrack Learning Systems; 999 N. Main St., Ste.
200; Glen Ellyn, IL 60137; 708-790-1117 or
800-222-3547
How To Use PageMaker 3.0 (Macintosh Version)
Self-study course for PageMaker 3.0
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive;
standard cassette player; printer optional;
PageMaker 3.0.
How to Use PageMaker is an audiocassette
course that provides step-by-step instruction in
working with PageMaker. A user will learn to drag,
place and format text, change fonts , create columns
and use the toolbox and various printing techniques.
A publication is planned with a grid, master pages,
resizing, hyphenation and bullets in the text. Lines,
shading, geometric shapes and advanced features
such as kerning, letter spacing, line spacing, drop
shadows, initial caps, and reverse line and type are
covered.
$195 retail
FlipTrack Learning Systems; 999 N. Main St., Ste.
200; Glen Ellyn, IL 60137; 708-790-1117 or
800-222-3547
How To Use QuarkXPress
Self-study course for QuarkXPress
Macintosh Plus or larger; audiocassette player.
How To Use QuarkXPress is an audiocassette
course that provides step-by-step instruction in
working with QuarkXPress. It gives users a thorough
introduction to QuarkXPress' desktop publishing
capabilities. Users can master the essentials of
planning and producing flyers , newsletters,
brochures, flow charts and more; and learn to import,
size and position graphics; link and unlink text
boxes; create and apply style sheets; work with
special characters; and more. It also includes tips on
planning and designing newsletters and other
publications. The course comes with five
audiocassettes, a data disk and quick reference guide.
$195 retail
FlipTrack Learning Systems; 999 N. Main St., Ste.
200; Glen Ellyn, IL 60137; 708-790-1117 or
800-222-3547
HyperSource Micro
SuperCard-based interactive training forum
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive
recommended.
HyperSource Micro is a SuperCard-based
interactive training forum. The first in a series of
modules features interactive training modules for
Aldus ·PageMaker 3.01, a Macintosh product
showcase and an interactive forum on desktop
presentations entitled Focus On.
The interactive training will teach and test a user
on the fundamentals of PageMaker. A user will also
examine in great detail desktop presentations and
learn how to take advantage of this market. The
product showcase will examine A11ple Computer's
entire product offering in an interactive forum.

HyperSource Micro modules will be released
three times a year. Future modules will cover
applications such as Word 4.0, Excel 2.2, FileMaker
II, Oracle, HyperCard, SuperCard and Illustrator '88.
$149 retail
.
Prism Technologies, Inc.; 151 Applegrove St.;
Sudbury, Ontario, Canada P3C 1N2; 705-674-8254
HyperTutor
HyperTalk tutorial
.
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; hard disk
drive ; Hype'rCard.
.HyperTutor is an interactive tutorial disk
designed to help Macintosh users learn HyperTalk.
With HyperTutor, users can qmckly learn to wnte
HyperCard scripts and modify the stackware they
buy.
HyperTutor's 41 lesson cards show each
HyperTalk command, examples of ~ow it.is used and
applications to try. Users actually work with
HyperCard as they learn.
In addition to teaching HyperTalk commands,
HyperTutor offers scripting tricks for making
decisions, performing calculations, sorting and
printing cards, creating charts, making pop-up
windows, moving between cards, usmg sounds and
visual effects and more.
$49.95 retail ,
Power Up Software Corp.; 2929 Campus Dr.; San
Mateo, CA 94403; 800-851-2917 or800-223-1479
in CA
Individual Training For PageMaker
PageMaker tutorial
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Individual Training For PageMaker, designed for
beginners or intermediate users, covers a broad range
of topics from PageMaker 2.0 and 3.0.
The on-screen tutorial runs side by side with
PageMaker under MultiFinder. This mode is required
for best use of exercises and quizzes: The program
can also be run stand alone for tutorial instruction on
5 l 2K machines without the side-by-side feature.
The tutorial covers a broad range of PageMaker
capabilities, from using cut, copy and paste through
drawing graphics, full type specing and autoflow. It
covers new PageMaker 3.0 features in depth. There
is a section, "Mac Basics for. Beginners," that also
includes an introduction to design topics and the
publishing process.
$69.95 retail
Individual Software, Inc.; 125 Shoreway Rd., Ste.
3000; San Carlos, CA 94070; 415-595-8855 or
800-622-9986
Introduction To Design For Desktop Publishing
Teaches basic design know-how to users of desktop
publishing equipment
Standard cassette player.
Introduction to Design for Desktop Publishing is
an audiocassette interactive course that teaches basic
design know-how to users of desktop publishing
equipment. While no specific hardware or software
is required, the concepts and principles taught
assume that the learner is using such a system to
produce publications.
The learner is introduced to the basic principles
of design, as well as to the specifics of designing a
variety of publications. The essentials of creating a
layout grid, selecting type and using photographs and
illustrations effectively are covered. Hands-on
practice is provided. The patented FlipTrack format
allows optional branching tailored to fit md1v1dual
needs.
$195 retail
FlipTrack Leaming Systems; 999 N. Main St., Ste.
200; Glen Ellyn, IL 60137; 708-790-1117 or
800-222-3547
Learn Graphic Design
Video-based graphic design training
VHS or VHS/PAL videotape player.
Learn Graphic Design is a video-based training
package that shows users how to create professionallooking documents to communicate messages clearly
and effectively.
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Learn Graphic Design includes six hours of
video instruction frollJ Jan V. White, an
internationally recognized lecturer and author and a
40-page course notebook.
$195 retail; per volume
.$340 retail; two-volume set
VideoTutor; 110 Wild Basin Rd., Ste. 280; Austin,
TX 78746; 800-252-1225
Learn PageMaker For The Macintosh
Video-based PageMaker training
Macintosh Plus or larger; PageMaker; VCR.
Learn PageMaker is designed to train users how
to use Aldus PageMaker. It teaches users all of the
commands with a 90-minute video, then has users
actually create the same document using the 68-page
workbook and exercise diskette. Topics covered
include: master pages; ruler guides; creating graphics
with the toolbox; placing text manually and
automatically; entering text; setting type and
paragraph specifications; editing text, create;
applying and editing styles; placing graphics; text
wrap; using tabs; working with layers; image
control; templates; and spot color.
$195 retail
VideoTutor; 110 Wild Basin Rd., Ste. 280; Austin,
TX 78746; 800-252-1225
Logical Operations
.
Instructor-led classroom training materials
\
Macintosh SE or II; hard disk drive.
Logical Operations' instructor-led classroom
training materials provide a complete course for both
instructors and students. An initial purchase of a
course is a Starter Package, which includes one
Instructor Kit, comprised on an Instructor's Manual
with data disk and color overhead transparencies,
and 12 sets of Student Manuals with data disks
containing the sample files, bac.kup files and
completed work for an entire course. Unlimited
instructor toll-free hotline support and free upgrades
for two years from date of purchase are also
·
included.
Courses available include: Excel Worksheet
Skills, Excel Database and Graphics Skills, Excel
Macro Programming, Excel 2.2 Worksheet Skills,
Excel 2.2 Database and Graphics Skills, Word 4.0
Skills, Intermediate Word Skills, Word 4.0:
Advanced Level l, Introduction to Microsoft Works,
PageMaker Skills: Leven , PageMaker Skills: Level
2, Introductory HyperCard Skills and Adv~nced
HyperCard Skills.
.
$900 retail; Starter Package (includes Instructor Kit
and 12 student manuals with disks)
$26 each retail; additional Student Manuals (quantity
discounts available)
Logical Operations, Inc.; 595 Blossom Rd.;
Rochester, NY 14610; 716-482-7700 or
800-456-4677
Macintosh Introductory Programming
Programming tutorial
512K or larger Macintosh.
Macintosh Introductory Programming is a 280page book/disk tutorial combination for a beginning
programmer. The book uses V.l.P. and explains basic
programming concepts that include the Toolbox and
resources.
Detailed examples of tutorial subjects, such as
graphics, animation and music, are given. Numerous
examples, as well as a demo version of V.I.P., are
included on disk.
$49.95 retail
Mainstay; 5311-B Derry Ave.; Agoura Hills,
CA 91301; 818-991-6540
Macintosh Orientation
Instructor-led classroom training materials
Macintosh SE or II; hard disk drive.
Logical Operations' Macintosh Orientation: The
Desktop and Macintosh Orientation: Applications
instructor-led classroom training materials are each
1/2 day courses that provide a complete course for
both instructors and students. The Desktop provides
students with an overview of the Macintosh desktop

Training
work environment. Applications provides students
with an overview of the business applications of
worksheet, graphics, word processing,
communications software and HyperCard's unique
environment.
An initial purchase of a course is a Starter
Package, which includes two Instructor Kits, each
comprised on an Instructor's Manual with data disk
and color overhead transparencies, and 24 sets of
Student Manuals with data disks containing the
sample files, backup files and completed work for an
entire course. Unlimited instructor toll-free hotline
support and free .upgrades for two years from date of
purchase are also included.
$1,500 retail; Starter Package (includes two
Instructor Kits and 24 student manuals with disks)
$20 each retail; additional Student Manuals (quantity
discounts available)
Logical Operations, Inc.; 595 Blossom Rd.;
Rochester, NY 14610; 716-482-7700 or
800-456-4677
The Macintosh Video Guide: Microsoft Word 4.0
Instructional video
Video tape player.
The Macintosh Video Guide is a self-help
instructional video series that teaches the
fundamentals and power of Microsoft Word 4.0. This
four-hour two-tape video walks a user through all of
the tools available in this word processing program.
A unique index system provides a user with the
capability to fast forward or rewind to a particular
section of the video. Also included is a small
reference booklet that allows quick review without
having to return to the VCR and TV.
$89.95 retail
TOG Enterprises, Inc.; 9427 S. Union Sq., Ste. 144;
Sandy, UT 84070; 800-779-0119
.
MacType
Typing instruction; Qwerty or Dvorak keyboard
Any Macintosh .
.
.
MacType is a complete touch-typmg tutonal
program that comes with standard Qwerty and
Dvorak keyboarding. The Dvorak keyboard produces
greater speed and less fatigue by minimizing finger
travel for the most common keystrokes. MacType
includes a utility program that allows the keyboard to
function as a Dvorak keyboard for all Macintosh
application programs. MacType can maintain
progress measurement on more than 100 students·
and print a Certificate of Achievement.
$59.95 retail
Palantir, Inc.; 4455 S. Padre Island Dr., Ste. 43;
Corpus Christi, TX 78411 ; 512-854-8787
Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing
Typing teacher
512K or larger Macintosh.
Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing is an artificial
intelligence software system that tailors a typing
course to meet the individual needs of users. It
checks the progress of the learner lesson by lesson.
When mistakes are made, Mavis Beacon explains
them to the learner in conversational sentences.
Custom practice exercises are created. Mavis even
selects quotes from history 's greatest writings,
countless riddles rhymes and jokes (for all age
groups) and fascinating facts from the Guinness
Book of World Records.
Practice tests used by employment agencies are
included. A user can practice in word processor or
typewriter mode. A complete typing textbook and
Resume Writer program are also included.
$49.95 retail
·
The Software Toolworks; 19808 Nordhoff Pl.;
Chatsworth, CA 91311 ; 818-885-9000

MocKingbird II
Multimedia learning workstation
Macintosh fix.
The MocKingbird II multimedia learning
workstation is a computerized imaging system based
on Macintosh technology. MocKingbird empowers
the industrial worker to create job-site perfonnance
support systems (electronic encyclopedias) for every
job. An integrated hardware package combined with
CreationStation software toolkit makes it easy to
incorporate and link hundreds of thousands of
flowing line diagrams, text files, scanned images,
motion video, digitized video, animations, digitized
sound tracks, CAD/CAM drawings, operation and
maintenance procedures and part-task simulators.
The object structured database and authoring tools
make it affordable and easy to add, at anytime, layers
of interactive training that incorporate the job
specific infonnation.
$38,000 retail; Control Room Workstation
$75,000 retail; Developers Workstation
Call for options
Warren-Forthought, Inc.; 1212 N. Velasco; Angleton,
TX 77515; 409-849-1239
Netware For Macintosh: User Orientation
Training materials
Macintosh SE or II; hard disk drive.
Logical Operations' Netware For Macintosh:
User Orientation training materials provide a 1/2 day
course for both instructors and students. An initial
purchase of a course is a Starter Package, which
includes one Instructor Kit, comprised on an
Instructor's Manual with data disk and color
overhead transparencies, and 12 sets of Student
Manuals with data disks containing the sample files,
backup files and completed work for an entire
course. Unlimited instructor toll-free hotline support
and free upgrades for two -years from date of
purchase are also included. .
.
$900 retail; Starter Package (includes Instructor KI!
and 12 student manuals with disks)
$20 each retail; additional Student Manuals (quantity
discounts available)
Logical Operations, Inc.; 595 Blossom Rd.;
Rochester, NY 1461 O; 716-482-7700 or
800-456-4677
OmniStart
Advanced tutorial for Omnis 5
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
OmniStart is a working Accounts Receivable
application that is completely unlocked open code. It
comes with six 90-minute cassette tapes narrated by
the programmer that explains the code line-by-line.
After the tutorial, users can go on to use the
program in their business or adapt it to fit others. It is
designed to help beginning Omnis 5 programmers
fill the gap between the tutorial and being ready for
real-world coding.
$199 retail
DataWindow Software; 1397B 38th Ave.; Santa
Cruz, CA 95062; 408-462-4628 .
PageMaker Live!
Video training series
Macintosh Plus or larger; VHS player; PageMaker
3.0.

PageMaker Live! is a video training series for
PageMaker 3.0 divided into three two-hour modules:
Introduction, lntennediate and Advanced.
Introduction examines the basic uses of
PageMaker, including importing _text and graphics,
drawing with PageMaker's drawmg tools, prmtmg,
the makeup of the document window and an in-depth
study of how PageMaker works with text.
Intennediate takes a user into a higher level of text
control, including kerning, word and letter spacing,
hyphenation control, paragraph setting and an indepth study of graphics. Advanced provi.d_es an indepth study of PageMaker's color capab1ht1es,
including color separations and PostScript
separations, as well as the use and creation of style
sheets.

$99 retail; Introduction
$149 each retail; Intennediate and Advanced
Image Express, Inc.; 2101 W. Chapman Ave.;
Orange, CA 92668; 714-938-1070
Personal Training For Excel
Interactive audio training for Microsoft Excel 2.2
Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives or
one BOOK disk drive and hard disk drive ; cassette
tape recorder; Microsoft Excel 2.2.
Personal Training For Excel is a set of training
products that combines audio instruction with handson experience to help users master Microsoft Excel.
Each 90-minute tutorial contains a cassette,
example files on disk and a quick-reference card.
Personal Training For Excel provides nine tutorials
to accommodate the different proficiency levels of
Excel users: Beginning, lntennediate and Advanced
Spreadsheets; Beginning and Advanced Macros;
Creating Business Graphs; Building Databases;
What's New for 2.2; and Macros for 2.2.
$49.95 per course retail
Personal Training Systems; 828 S. Bascom Ave., Ste.
100; San Jose, CA 95128; 408-559-8635 or
800-832-2499
Personal Training For FileMaker
Interactive audio training for FileMaker II and
FileMaker4
Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives or
one BOOK disk drive and hard disk drive; cassette
tape player; FileMaker II or FileMaker 4.
Personal Training For FileMaker is a set of
training products that combines audio instruction
with hands-on experience to help users master
FileMaker 11 and FileMaker 4.
Each 90-minute tutorial contains a cassette,
example files on disk and a quick-reference card.
Personal Training For FileMaker provides four
tutorials to accommodate the different proficiency
levels of FileMaker users: Beginning FileMaker,
lntennediate FileMaker, Advanced FileMaker and
Tips and Techniques.
$49.95 per course retail
.
Personal Training Systems; 828 S. Bascom Ave., Ste.
100; San Jose, CA 95.128; 408-559-8635 or
800-832-2499
Personal Training For FreeHand
Self-paced training for Aldus FreeHand 2.0
Macintosh Plus or larger; floppy disk drive or hard
disk drive ; cassette tape recorder.
.
The FreeHand 2.0 Training Series is a set of
interactive training products that combine audio
instruction with hands-on practice to help users
master Aldus FreeHand 2.0. Users can choose from
four 90-minute courses: Beginning, Intennediate,
Creating Special Effects and Precision Drawing
Techniques. Each course includes an audiocassette,
practice disk and command summary card.
$49.95 per tutorial retail
Personal Training Systems; 828 S. Bascom Ave., Ste.
100; San Jose, CA 95128; 408-559-8635 or
800-832-2499
Personal Training For HyperCard
Interactive audio training for HyperCard
Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives or
one BOOK disk drive and hard disk drive; cassette
tape recorder; HyperCard.
Personal Training For HyperCard consists of
training products that combine audio instruction with
hands-on experience to help users master
HyperCard.
Users can begin with Using HyperCard, or select
one of the more advanced courses: Creating Cards
and Stacks, Basic Scripting and Advanced Scripting.
Each take about 90 minutes to complete. All courses
include an audiocassette, practice disk and summary
card.
$49.95 per course retail
Personal Training Systems; 828 S. Bascom Ave., Ste.
100; San Jose, CA 95128; 408-559-8635 or
800-832-2499
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Training
Personal Training For Illustrator 88
Interactive audio training for Adobe Illustrator 88
Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives or
one BOOK disk drive and hard disk drive ; cassette
tape recorder; Adobe Illustrator BB.
Personal Training For Illustrator 88 is an
audiocassette and disk-based training series designed
to accommodate the different proficiency levels of
Illustrator 88 users. There are four modules:
Beginning Adobe Illustrator 88, Intermediate
Illustrator 88, Creating Special Effects and Precision
Drawing Techniques.
.
Each training module consists of an audio
cassette, a practice disk and a command summary
card.
$49.95 per course retail
Personal Training Systems; 828 S. Bascom Ave., Ste.
100; San Jose, CA 95128; 408-559-8635 or
800-832-2499
Personal Training For Macintosh
Interactive audio training for Macintosh
512K or larger Macintosh; cassette tape recorder.
Personal Training For Macintosh is a set of
training products that combines audio instruction
with hands-on experience to help users master ihe
Macintosh.
Each 90-minute tutorial contains a cassette,
example files on disk and a quick-reference card.
Personal Training For Macintosh provides two
tutonals to accommodate the different proficiency
levels of Macintosh users: The Basics and Beyond
the Basics.
$49.95 per course retail
Personal Training Systems; 828 S. Bascom Ave., Ste.
IOO; San Jose, CA 95128; 408-559-8635 or
800-832-2499
Personal Training For PageMaker
Interactive audio training for Aldus PageMaker 4.0
Macintosh Plus or larger; one BOOK disk drive and
hard disk drive; cassette tape recorder; Aldus
PageMaker 4.0.
Personal Training For PageMaker is a set of
training products that combines audio instruction
with hands-on experience to help users master Aldus
PageMaker.
Each 90-minute tutorial contains a cassette,
example files on disk and a quick-reference card.
Personal Training For Pag.eMaker provides four
tutonals to accommodate the different proficiency
levels of PageMaker users: Beginning PageMaker,
Intermediate PageMaker, Tips and Techniques,
Advanced Features, What's New For 4.0 - Part 1
and What's New For 4.0- Part 2.
$49.95 per course retail
Personal Training Systems; 828 S. Bascom Ave., Ste.
IOO; San Jose, CA 95128; 408-559-8635 or
800-832-2499
Personal Training For Persuasion
Interactive audio training for Aldus Persuasion 2.0
Macintosh Plus or larger; one BOOK disk drive and
hard disk drive ; LaserWriter; casselte tape recorder;
Aldus Persuasion 2.0.
Personal Training For Persuasion is an
audiocassette and disk-based training series designed
to accommodate the different proficiency levels of
Persuasmn users. There are four modules: Beginning
Persuasmn, Intermediate Persuasion, Creating
AutoTemplates and Creating Artwork.
Each training module consists of an
audiocassette, a practice disk, an extra practice card
and a command summary card.
$49.95 per course retail
Personal Training Systems; 828 S. Bascom Ave., Ste.
100; San Jose, CA 95128; 408-559-8635 or
800-832-2499

Personal Training For Word
Interactive audio training for Microsoft Word 4.0
512K or larger Macintosh ; two BOOK disk drives or
one BOOK disk drive and hard disk drive; cassette ·
tape recorder; Microsoft Word 4.0.
Personal Training For Word is a set of training
products that combines audio instruction with handson experience to help users master Microsoft Word.
Each 90-minute tutorial contains a cassette,
example files on disk and a quick-reference card.
Personal Training For Word provides four tutorials to
accommodate the different proficiency levels of
Word users: Beginning Level, Intermediate Level,
Advanced Level and Additional Features.
$49.95 per course retail
Personal Training Systems; 828 S. Bascom Ave., Ste.
100; San Jose, CA 95128; 408-559-8635 or
800-832-2499
Personal Training For Works
Interactive audio training for Microsoft Works 2.0
512K or larger Macintosh; two BOOK disk drives or
one BOOK disk drive and hard disk drive; cassette
tape recorder; Microsoft Works 2.0.
Personal Training For Works is a set of training
products that combines audio instruction with hands<in experience to help users master Microsoft Works.
Each course takes about 90 minutes to complete
and includes an audiocassette, practice disk and
command summary card. The four courses currently
available include: Database and Form Letters,
·
Advanced Database, Spreadsheets and Word
Processing.
$49.95 per course retail
Personal Training Systems; 828 S. Bascom Ave., Ste.
100; San Jose, CA 95128; 408-559-8635 or
800-832-2499
QuarkEd
QuarkXPress training
Macintosh Plus or larger.
QuarkEd offers comprehensive training and
hands-on experience with QuarkXPress. Each
classroom set comes complete with everything
needed to conduct a full eight hours of training: IO
learning guides, 11 training and evaluation demo
copies of QuarkXPress, 11 training sample disks, a
trainer's guide and a trainer 's resource disk.
Module I: Essential Techniques provides a
thorough introduction to QuarkXPress for users with
basic Macintosh skills.
Module II: Newsletter Technique covers such
topics as: using default pages, linking text boxes,
running text around graphics and document design
techniques, including decorative initial caps, pull
quotes, mastheads, nameplates, sidebars and more.
$995 retail
Quark, Inc.; 300 S. Jackson St., Ste. I00; Denver,
CO 80209; 303-934-2211 or 800-356-9363
Source Code Tutorial For Macintosh
Sample application to learn programming in C or
Pascal
·
Macintosh Plus or larger; MPW C or Think C or
MPW Pascal or Think Pascal.
The. Source Code Tutorial is a realistic sample
applicauon with more than 6,000 lines of source
code. on disk, structured and well-commented by
Macmtosh experts. The Source Code Tutorial
illustrates the typical program structure and
techniques of a professional-quality Macintosh
application. With Source Code Tutorial in C, users
get source code in C for MPW C rev 2.0.2 and
3.0/3. l and Think C rev 3.02/4.0. With Source Code
Tutorial in Pascal, users get source code in Pascal for
MPW Pascal rev 3.0/3.1 and Think Pascal rev 2.02.
With either version, users get technical
documentation explaining how it works. Several
exercises with solutions are also provided.
$125 each retail
Bear River Institute; PO Box 1900; Berkeley,
CA 94701; 415-644-0555
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Speed Reading . .. The Computer Course
Training
512K or larger Macinrosh.
Speed Reading ... The Computer Course is a
self-paced, personalized, interactive program that
teaches users to read faster and more efficiently
while providing a complete understanding of the
theory and basics of speed reading. Exercises
include: words and phrases flashed on-screen at
various speeds, scrolled reading selections at speeds
preset to meet individual needs, gradual acceleration
of reading selections to increase reading speeds, and
automatic computation of reading rates and
comprehension levels. The program also operates in
branches to emphasize areas that need more work.
$125 retail; program
$25 retail; backup disks
Bureau of Business Practice; 24 Rope Ferry Rd.;
Waterford, CT 06386; 203-442-4365 or
800-243-0876
Teach Yourself 4th Dimension
Disk/guide-based tutorial
Macinrosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
Teach Yourself 4th Dimension comes in two
modules. Module 1 is a hands-on introduction to
database concept and design. Users learn basic
features: how to create files, enter fo:lds and create
links between tpese different files. Users will design
mput and output layouts for the presentation of
information and learn about layouts with links.
Module 2 expands on the database created in the
first module and teaches the different types of
procedures. Users will write procedures to carry out
several tasks and customize menus , design advaneed
layouts .and write procedures to create user dialogs.
The Qmck Report feature is used for graphs, piecharts, picture graphs and histograms.
Modules 3 and 4 cover advanced database
design and programming concepts.
$49.95 retail; each module
$79.95 retail; Modules l and 2
$79.95 retail; Modules 3 and 4
Tutorland; PO Box 160429; Cupertino, CA 95016;
408-973-04 72 or 800-888-8689
Teach Yourself Essentials Of Accounting
Self-paced tutorial program that teaches fundamental
accounting concepts
512K or larger Macintosh.
. · Teach Yourself Essentials of Accounting is an
mstructtonal product that requires no previous
experience with either computers or accounting. It is
based on a proven text, Essential of Accounting. The
program is useful for people who need a basic
background in accounting principles, and for
professionals as a quick reference for accounting
concepts and terminology. It is also a good review
tool for students entering MBA programs.
The program is designed to teach users a wide
variety of accounting concepts. The course is
interactive, and, once many of the concepts have
been taught, users apply the principles in real-life
situations. The program may be used from beginning
to end or users may directly access any topic for .
immediate review.
$49.95 retail
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.; Rte. 128; Reading,
MA 01867; 617-944-3700
Teach Yourself HyperCard
Disk/guide-based tutorial
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
Teach Yourself HyperCard teaches a user how to
navigate through pre-existing HyperCard stacks;
create new stacks, buttons, fields and backgrounds;
program scripts for buttons and fields; link cards and
stacks with global variables; and animate pictures,
incorporate sound and link stacks.
$79.95 retail
'
Tutorland; PO Box 160429; Cupertino, CA 95016;
408-973-04 72 or 800-888-8689

Traiiling,
Teach Yourself Microsoft Excel
Disk/guide-based tutorial
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
Teach Yourself Microsoft Excel comes as two
modules. Module 1: Basic Spreadsheets And Charts
teaches users how to ~reate, edit and print an Excel
spreadsheet; create charts, graphs and fonnulas;
fonnat cells; link worksheets; do statistical
calculations; and perfonn business forecasting.
Module 2: Excel The PowerTool focuses on
Excel as a database and the power of macros. Users
le~ how to use Excel for data management; create
two mput tables; transpose arrays; use the built-in
functions; do a sales ledger; write and edit macros;
and create conditional macros.
Two macro modules for advanced Excel users
are also available. In Module 3, users become the
manager of a small company and develop a fully
functional spreadsheet.
.
In Module 4, users learn to use the Dialog Editor
to create personalized menus and integrate the macro
commands created in Module 3.
$49.95 retail; each module
$79.95 retail; Modules rand 2
$79.95 retail; Modules 3 and 4
Tutorland; PO Box 160429; Cupertino, CA 95016;
40S-973-0472 or SOO-SSS-S6S9
Teach Yourself Microsoft Word
Disk/guide-based tutorial
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
Module I is for users new to Word and those
with some familiarity. Users learn basic editing
features, and how to fonnat text and apply styles.
Users can use the spell checker and look up
synonyms in the Thesaurus; make Glossary entries
and learn the intricacies of working with tables; and
write a fonn letter, learn about layout and printing
and master the use of headers and footers.
In Module 2, users customize menus and learn
about the section concept. Users can create level I
and 2 subheadings; design a table of contents and
compile an index; learn more about outlining, styles
and the use of footnotes; and incorporate graphics
and use Word for publishing and page design.
$49.95 retail; each module
$79.95 retail; both modules
Tutorland; PO Box 160429; Cupertino, CA 95016;
40S-973-0472 or SOO-SSS-S6S9
Teach Yourself PageMaker
Disk/guide-based tutorial
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
Module I teaches the basics of desktop
publishing with PageMaker. Users learn how to lay
out pages and print graphics and text; edit text; set
tabs; indent and align text; juggle with fonts and
sizes; wrap text around graphics; set margins and
multiple columns; use the drawing tools; and make
their own newsletters
Module 2 teaches the advanced features of
PageMaker. Users learn how to set up master pages
and templates; fonnat simulated text, type and styles;
get the most from kerning, auto-hyphenation, image
control and Postscript and TIFF fonnat graphics;
superimpose images; use color; do overlays; and use
crop marks.
$49.95 retail; each module
$79.95 retail; both modules
Tutorland; PO Box 160429; Cupertino, CA 95016;
40S-973-0472 or SOO-SSS-S6S9
Templates Of Doom
Teaches how to use spreadsheets
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Templates Of Doom offers a unique way to
learn how to use spreadsheets. The program runs as a
series of interactive macro-driven templates on
Excel. In following the story line, users are
challenged to solve puzzles against a ticking clock
and piece together a story full of colorful characters,
wild events and exotic places, using a variety of
spreadsheet commands and fonnulas.

$69.95 retail
Solar Systems Software; Sl05 Shelter Creek; San
Bruno, CA 94066; 415-952-2375
Training Kits
Instructor kits for group presentations
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Training Kits, for instructors offering private or
company courses, come complete with
transparencies for overhead projection, instructor's
notes, one complete student training guide and a
practice disk.
$495 each module retail; PageMaker (2 modules),
Microsoft Excel (2 modules), Microsoft Word (2
m?dules), 4th Dimension (2 modules), HyperCard,
Microsoft Excel Advanced (2 modules), 4th
Dimension Advanced (2 modules)
Tutorland; PO Box 160429; Cupertino, CA 95016;
40S-973-0472 or SOO-SSS-S6S9
Turbo Pascal Tutor
Turbo Pascal training
512K or larger Macintosh; Turbo Pascal.
Turbo Pascal Tutor provides a user with .
everything needed to start programming in Turbo
Pascal on a Macintosh.
The package includes a 700-page manual that
teaches textbook Pascal and Macintosh
programming; a tutor program that interactively
demonstrates key Pascal concepts, taking a user from
basic to advanced programming concepts; and 30
sample programs with source code on disk.
Macintosh topics covered in the manual include:
memory management, resources , QuickDraw, events,
windows, controls, menus and desk accessory
support, dialogs, File Manager and debugging.
$69.95 retail
Borland International; lSOO Green Hills Rd.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 40S-43S-S400
Tutorial Works
Training for Microsoft Works
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Works.
Tutorial Works is a 12-step introduction to
Microsoft Works ' integration of word processing, a
database, a spreadsheet with graphics and
communications.
Tutorial programs include spreadsheet function ,
financial function, database, chart, word processing
expansion, communications, file import and export,
expanding on Works, statistical function , spreadsheet
tour, integrating Works and printing Works.
$50 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; SOO-SSS-7667
Typing Instructor Encore
Provides typing instruction and practice
512K or larger Macintosh.
Typing Instructor Encore is a program that
provides typing instruction and practice. An onscreen keyboard and graphic guide shows the correct
finger-to-key placement. The program uses double
keystroking and teaches techniques for typing, shift,
tab, backspace, space bar and return keys. The
numeric keypad is also included in the instruction.
Typing Instructor offers a variety of practice
samples, including phrases, sentences and
paragraphs of real English words.
Built-in, multiple-page typing tests and a menudriven system for creating customized tests are
provided. Progress is recorded and results are shown
both numerically and graphically. The program takes
users on a Lobster Sea Adventure, where speed and
accuracy can be developed while having fun.
$29.95 retail
Individual Software, Inc.; 125 Shoreway Rd. , Ste.
3000; San Carlos, CA 94070; 415-595-SS55 or
S00-622-99S6

Typing Made Easy VI.7
Typing tutorial
Any Macintosh.
Typing Made Easy is a computer-based tutorial
that teaches touch typing. By spending 30 minutes a
day, a user can learn to type 25 words a minute in 3.5
weeks.
The program creates practice lessons that allow a
user to strengthen weaknesses. A user can review his
progress at any time. The progress reports show
typing speed and percent of accuracy and the speed
and accuracy rates for each letter.
$49.95 retail
QED lnfonnation Sciences, Inc.; PO Box ISi ;
Wellesley, MA 021Sl; 617-237-5656 or
S00-343-4S4S
Typing Tutor IV
Typing instruction
512K or larger Macintosh.
Typing Tutor IV is a keyboard instruction
program that automatically adjusts to a user 's
abilities and progress, creating customized lessons.
The program shows a user's speed, accuracy,
strengths and weaknesses, and graphs progress along
the way.
A Goals Questionnaire asks a user about their
level of experience and goals. Responses allow the
program to tailor the lessons and tests to the proper
level.
The program has an Instructor Mode for
classroom or corporate trarning that accommodates
up to eight students.
$59.95 retail
Simon & Schuster Software; I Gulf+ Western Plaza
14th Fl.; New York, NY 10023; 212-373-SSS2 or '
S00-624-0023
Typography And Page Design
HyperCard-based training program
Macintosh Plus or larger; i' MB of RAM; two BOOK
disk drives or hard disk drive; HyperCard I .I.
Typography And Page Design is a HyperCardbased training program. More than 200 screens of
infonnation, in two modules, teach students the basic
principles of font, size and style selection; when to
use.serif type; when and how to mix type styles;
basic page layouts in columns and rows; sizing
headlines and body copy; and more.
The course takes about two hours to _complete
and includes question and answer sessions to ensure
that students have assimilated the infonnation before
moving on.
The program comes on an SOOK disk and
includes an online glossary and interactive in<lex. A
32-page booklet provides supplementary
typographical samples.
$49.95 retail; includes HyperCard I. I
PPT Ltd.; 4120 Sunny Park Ln.; Salt Lake City,
UT S4119; SOl-967-7969
Understanding PageMaker
Self-paced hypennedia training package for learning
PageMaker Versions 1.2, 2.0 and 3.0
512K or larger Macintosh.
Understanding PageMaker is a self-paced
training package for learning to use PageMaker
Versions 1.2, 2.0 and 3.0. It comes on four SOOK
disks: Novice, Novice Continued, Advanced and
Reference. Each lesson is opened with the
Hyperfonnance desk accessory and is viewed in a
window on the desktop. When lessons are in use, the
Hyperfonnance menu offers helpful commands. The
entire course assumes no knowledge of PageMaker
and little knowledge of the Macintosh. The
Understanding Series offers a solution to businesses
struggling with in-house training.
$95 retail; includes four disks
Techware, Inc.; PO Box 15lOS5; Altamonte Springs,
FL 32715; 407-695-9000
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Training
Video Instruction
Instructional videotape series for PageMaker 3.0,
HyperCard, Word 4.0 and Excel 2.2
VHS videotape p!aye1:
Voice & Video offers a series of instructional
videotapes for popular Macintosh software. Specific.
programs include tutorials for PageMaker 3.0,
HyperCard, Microsoft Word 4.0 and Excel 2.2. Both
PageMaker and Word offer two levels of instruction.
The first level is an introduction titled Getting
Started. The second, Advanced Techniques, is for
users who are already familiar with the programs.
The videotapes are designed to have users view
the tapes while having their Macintoshes in front of
them. The personal instructor on the screen has the
viewers work along with him as he walks them
through the basics of ihe software.
$49.95 each retail; Tutorial for PageMaker 3.0,
HyperCard, Word 4.0 or Excel.
Voice & Video; 5038 Ruffner St.; San Diego,
CA 92111; 800-621-5640 (tone) 353597
The Video Professor
Video training tape
Macintosh Plus or larger; VCR.
The Video Professor is a series of instructional
videotapes that teaches users how to use a variety of
Macintosh productivity software packages.
Introduction To PageMaker teaches the art of
page layout and design, how to import text from
word processing and graphics programs, how to set
up formats and how to print.
PageMaker Level II teaches users set up
procedures, how to create a newsletter, setting up a
tabloid newsletter, the drag place function , creating
blow-up quotes, special effects and more. 1
Introduction To Micr.osoft Word teaches users
set up procedures, short menus Gommand, saving a
document, the ruler, editing, moving text and more.
Getting To Know Your Macintosh teaches users
the components, assembly, disk care ahd basic
commands of the Macintosh.
Introduction To Excel teaches l!Sers set up
procedures, worksheets, editing cell entries, creating
formulas and more.
.
$29.95 each retail; Introduction To PageMaker,
PageMaker Level II, Getting To Know Your
Macintosh, Introduction To Microsoft Word,
Introduction To Excel
Video Professor Industries, Inc.; 165 S. Union, Ste.
1050; Lakewood, CO 80228; 800-225-7798

Utilities/ Backup Programs
AutoBack
Network-compatible backup utilities
Macintosh Plus or laigei:
AutoBack creaies and maintains a duplicate file
structure, or shadow, of doauments and folders on
any hard disk or network drive. The duplicates are
made at the time a user finishes working with a file.
AutoBack ensures that users always have a current
duplicate of their documents. It lets users choose
what application's documents will actually be
shadowed. Users also choose the folders to exclude
from shadowing. In the case of accidental file loss,
AutoBack lets users restore entire hard drives,
folders or individual files.
AutoBack Server provides the same automatic
backup for AppleShare servers that AutoBack
provides for individual workstations.
$99 retail; AutoBack
$250 retail; AutoBack Server
SoftTrends; 2243 Pacific Ave., Ste. BlO l; Costa
Mesa, CA 92627; 714-650-2158
Backmatic
Backup program
512KE or larger Macintosh; System 6.0 or later.

Backmatic will automatically backup new or
changed files at Shut Down to a floppy disk, hard
disk or network server. It can also backup at
preselected times: at 5:30 everyday, every hour .on
the hour or only Tuesday and Thursday at 4:00 m the
morning. Backmatic will also monitor the battery
level of the Macintosh Portable. When the battery
gets to low levels, Backmatic will backup the media
being used. Files that always need to backed up
regardless can be selected. Options for this include
"wild card" file selection that lets files be selected
for back up by name, starts with or ends with logic.
$99 .95 retail
$295 retail; five pack
$495 retail; l 0 pack
Magic Software, Inc.; 2206 Franklin St.; Bellevue,
NE 68005; 402-291-0670 or 800-342-6243
Bookmark/Mac
Disaster recovery software
Macintosh Plus or larger; internal or external hard
disk drive; System 4.0 or later; Finder 5.0 or later.
Bookmark/Mac is a desk accessory that
automatically stores unsaved work to the hard disk.
This "memory backup" prevents loss of data because
of power failure, accidental power down or reset,
system errors or a frozen keyboard. After reboot,
recovery takes just seconds and requires only a
single keystroke or mouse click.
After the one-time installation, Bookmark
automatically takes an image of the system's
memory and writes it to a hidden area of the hard
disk at user-defined intervals of minutes and/or
keystrokes.
In addition to automatic Bookmark placements,
a Bookmark can be manually invoked to mark one's
place much like a bookmark in a book, and thereby
facilitate easy resumption of the prior computer
session.
$99.95 retail
Intellisoft; PO Box 6069; Novato, CA 94948;
415-883-1188
Brutility
Backup/restore utility
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Brutility is a backup and restore utility that
copies, backs up and restores all HFS/MFS volumes,
including SCSI drives, cartridges, floppies and
network volumes.
The program allows a user to view and print
selected catalogs with icons and tree structures, and
provides the ability to print logs while copying.
$59.95 retail
.
Millennium Computer Corp.; 642 Kreag Rd.;
Pittsford, NY 14534; 716-248-0510
Cat•Back
Cataloging and backup program
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Cat•Back provides archival and mirror image
backup. It can purge obsolete backup files so users
can use the free space for subsequent backups, and
eliminates the need to start over. Cat•Back can allow
a modified file to be backed up to one mirror image
set, while keeping it from overwriting previous
versions ort other sets. It also allows users to select
which files are to be backed up. Cataloging features
include merge, sort, delete and more. It can catalog
1,970 files on 50 diskeites ih about six minutes
(including disk swapping time).
$39.95 retail
Master Manufacturing, Inc.; 118 N. Cypress St.; La
Habra, CA 90631; 213-694-6861
Copy II For The Macintosh V7.2
Disk backup utility
512KE or larger Macilllosh; external disk drive.
Copy II for the Macintosh is a disk backup and
utility package that backs up nearly all protected
software. It will also copy some protected software
directly to a hard disk, or from a 400K disk to a
SOOK disk.
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Utilities include: the ability to repair damaged
disks; protect/unprotect files; undelete files (even
after emptying the trash); copy files/disks; delete .
files/disks; make files visible/invisible; format/venfy
disks; rename files/disks; and view/edit any block on
a disk.
$39.95 retail
Central Point Software, Inc.; 15220 NW Greenbrier
Pkwy., #200; Beaverton, OR 97006; 503-690-8090
DiskFit
Hard disk backup utility
512KE or larger Macintosh.
DiskFit is a hard drive backup and restore utility
that saves data to standard and high-density floppies
(including the FDHD disk drives), Kodak/OTC or
Bernoulli cartridges, 3M DC 2000 tape drives and
other hard drives, so that users can maintain two or
more copies of any file on a wide selection of media.
DiskFit allows incremental saving of data by
deleting obsolete files on the storage media so that
space can be reused, and by adding only data that has
been changed since the last backup.
Network DiskFit backs up AppleShare servers
and mounted Tops volumes. It preserves access
privileges and folder hierarchies and allows every
workstation on a network to .back up their local
drives and files they own on the server.
$99. 95 retail; DiskFit
$395 retail; Network DiskFit
SuperMac Technology; 485 Potrero Ave.; Sunnyvale,
CA 94086; 408-245-2202
DS Backup 4.0
Backup utility
Any Macli1tosh.
.
DS Backup is a utility that allows users to copy
the contents of a Macintosh hard disk to a set of
floppy disks or to another hard drive. The program
can also back up data from one Macintosh to another
across an AppleTalk network.
Using standard Macintosh menus and icons, the
program enables users to back up and restore an
entire hard disk, selected directories and files or just
files that have been changed since the last backup
session. Users can automatically include or exclude
applications and invisible files.
DS Backup .includes an autoi:natic format facility
that formats new disks during th~ backup process,
and a verify option that ensures that a file has been
copied correctly.
$69.95 retail
Design Software, Inc.; 1275 W. Roosevelt Rd. ; West
Chicago, IL 60185; 312-231-4540
Fastback II Mac
Hard disk backup utility
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive.
Fastback Mac is a high-speed backup utility that
allows a user to back up a hard disk at more than I
MB per minute while simultaneously formatting the
backup disks.
The program uses advanced error detection and
correction so that data can be restored even if the
backup disks are damaged in storage. Up to 159 bad
sectors can be reconstructed.
A user can do complete, incremental or custom
back ups, and restore either the entire back up or
only selected files to any directory or even to a
floppy disk. Files and folders are graphically
displayed to aid in making backup or restore
selections. Labels can also be printed for a backup
disk set.
Fastback Mac is not copy protected.
$189 retail
Fifth Generation Systems, Inc.; 10049 N. Reiger Rd.;
Baton Rouge, LA 70809; 504-291-7221 or
800-873-4384
FastTape 3.0
Tape backup software
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 4.2; Finder 5.0.
FastTape is tape backup software that provides
for fast, reliable and convenient tape backup with a
user 's existing tape drive.

Utilities/~ackup

Programs

F~atures

ihclude: works with all popular tape
drives; multiple backups on each tape; unattended
backups of multiple volumes; password protection
for sensitive data; SuperScript files for automated
file selection; unlimited size backups using multiple
tapes; and online help.
$129 retail
Nuvo Labs; 245A Tank Farm Rd.; San Luis Obispo,
CA 93401; 805-544-5766
GigaSafe Utility Software
Backup and data interchange software

Macintosh SE or If; hard disk drive; System 4.2 or
later; Finder 6.0 or later.
GigaSafe is easy-to-use, menu-driven software
for backup and restore and data interchange between
computer systems.
$695 retail
Summus Computer Systems; PO Box 219270;
Houston, TX 77218; 713-492-6611
HFS Backup 3.0
Archive and restore utility

512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive.
HFS Backup is an enhanced version of PCPC's
archive and restore utility. It allows users to back up
to floppies or to any mounted volume visible on the
desktop, including hard disks. Users may choose to
backup and restore an entire hard disk, selected files
or changes made since the last backup.
HFS Backup features include a file "filter" that
allows files to be included or excluded from the
backup based on file classification, name, date last
modified and type; style inclusive backup procedures
that allow both incremental or overwrite backups;
the ability to print or save a list of files and folders;
macros to save a backup session for frequent
backups; and· virus detection that will alert a user to
any suspected files.
$99 retail; HFS Backup NCP
$35 retail; upgrade only
Personal Computer Peripherals Corp.; 4710
Eisenhower Blvd., Bldg. A4; Tampa, FL 33634;
813-884-3092 or 800-622-2888
MacBack
Backup and restore software
Macintosh Plus or larger; BOOK disk drive.
MacBack sofrware is a complete backup and
restore solution for either stand-alone or networked
Macintosh systems. MacBack"s scheduler operates
any time of the day or night, completely unattended,
and can back up by volume, file, folder or
application - executing full or incremental backups.
MacBack can back up numerous AppleShare file
servers over multiple zones, lets servers schedule
backups for other wor~stations and can even back up
network privileges. !>1acBa~k can back up to_a VAX
or any device mounted on a Mac desktop. It 1s
operational on AppleShare or Tops.
$99 retail
Advanced Digital Information Corp. (ADIC); PO
Box 2996; Redmond, WA 98073; 206-881-8004 or
800-336-1233
MacPeripheral TDTS
M4 Data 9800/9900 SCSI tape drive utility

Macintosh Plus; M4 bata 9800 SCSI tape drive. ·
MacPeripheral TOTS is a software utility
designed to read and write with mainframecompatible, nine-track, 1/2-inch magnetic tape.
The sofrware handles fixed or variable length
records on standard IBM-labeled tape in up to 48K
blocks. Data may be represented in either EBCDIC
or ASCII formats.
Release I .OB of the software handles M4 Data
Models 9800 and 9900 SCSI tape drives. Future
releases will handle Kennedy, Cipher and Pertee
SCSI tape drives.
$630 retail
Brauch Software, Inc.; 550 Alden Rd., Ste. 105;
Markham, Ontario, Canada L3R 6A8; 416-470-8550

NetStream
Network backup

TurboBack
Backup utility

512KE or larger Macintosh.
NetStream is designed to make the chore of
network backup auiomatic. It allows users to "set
and forget" network backup schedules, permitting
unattended operation. Unattended network backups
can be scheduled days, weeks and months in
advance. Features include virus checking, individual
data security and compatibility with AppleShare,
Tops and MultiFinder.
.
.
. .
$495 retail; five-user pack, mcludmg admm1strator
Personal Computer Peripherals Corp.; 4710
Eisenhower Blvd., Bldg. A4; Tampa, FL 33634;
813-g84-3092 or 800-622-2888

512K or larger Macintosh .
TurboBack is a versatile, easy-to-use backup
utility.
Features include: backs up to any device that
appears on the Desktop; backups are not coded files can be used from the backup disk and restored
by simply dragging icons on the Desktop; will make
incremental backups of new or changed material;
and allows users to stop a backup in progress and
then resume it later.
- $99 retail
Peripheral Land, Inc.; 47421 Bayside Pkwy.;
Fremont, CA 94538; 800-288-8754

OptiManager
WORM archiving application

Twins
High-speed automatic backup

Macintosh If family; Sony WORM drive and
control/er.
OptiManager Archival Software is designed to
allow archival data storage and retneval to and from
the Sony 12-inch WORM optical disc using the
Macintosh.
With OptiManager, individual files and folders
may be archived. OptiManager provides a standard
Macintosh file interface to the WORM dnve and has
the ability to read and write, as well as logically
change or delete (by index modification) any type of
Macintosh file.
OptiManager software ma~ be purchased alone
or bundled with the WORM dnve and controller as
the OptiManager Archival System.
$4,500 retail; software only
Conversion Dynamics, Inc.; 1200 Corporate Dr., Ste.
150; Birmingham, AL 35242; 205-991-8338 or
800-752-7058

Any Macintosh.
·
Twins provides fully automated mirror backup to
a dedicated hard disk drive. The program offers an
average backup transfer speed of 20 MB per minute.
Backups can be performed at different intervals of
time determined by a user, or at the end of the day
upon performing a shutdown. Once the program is
configured, it runs automatically in the background.
For the Macintosh II, !Ix and Ilcx, 1\vins offers
an "automatic backup upon shutdown" feature that
allows a user to automatically perform an unattended
incremental backup and system shutdown at the end
of the day.
$149 retail
ASD Software, Inc.; 4650 Arrow Hwy., Ste. G-21 ;
Montclair, CA 91763; 714-624-2594

Utilities/ Hard Disk Utilities

Retrospect 1.1
Archiving application

Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive or
hard disk drive; System 6.0 or later.
Retrospect is a full-featured storage management
program. It provides both incremental backup to
protect a user 's work and true arch1v1pg to remove
inactive files from a hard disk to the storage media.
Retrospect supports almost every storage media
used with the Macintosh, including 3.5-inch disks;
DC 600 and DC 2000 tapes; optical, removable hard
disk and WORM cartridges; and both DAT and video
8mm tape. It offers easy access to the stored fil~s
with an archive catalog that stays on the hard disk.
Features include: compression; encryption;
automatic file selection; full AppleTalk, MultiFinder
and Tops compatibility; data integrity verification;
hard disk management tools; and a complete
calendaring function for unauended archiving or
retrieving.
$249 retail
Dantz Development Corp.; 1510 Walnut St.;
Berkeley, CA 94709; 415-849-0293

Any Macintosh.
· Ist Aid Kit provides all of the software
necessary to recover data lost because of :nagnetic
media failure, software errors and user llllStakes.
In addition to data recovery, the program
provides help with everyday.operating prpblems
such as printing problems, d1fficul11es with
moving/copying files, non-functioning AppleTalk
networks and more.
The kit includes file recovery software; analysis
and cross referencing of all Macintosh errors;
diagnostic procedures; recovery instructions; and
tutorials with actual damaged disks and fi!es.
New to Version 2.5 is Quick Cure, which
substantially reduces the time ii takes to recover files
from a damaged disk.
$99-.95 retail
!st Aid Software; 42 Radnor Rd. ; Boston,
MA 02135; 617-783-7118

SoftBackup
Backup utility

CharisMac SCSI Commander
SCSI drive utility

5!2K or larger Macintosh.
SoftBackup enables a user to store information
to a tape or diskette drive directly connected to a
Macintosh, or to a tape drive cormected to the
AppleShare file server, permitting AppleTalk users
to share the cost of popular SCSI-tape drives.
SoftBackup features timed backups that can be
performed daily, weekly or monthly. After a
specified time delay, backup commences
automatically.
It also features backup at the volume, folder and
file levels. Any volume that is visible on the
Macintosh desktop can be backed up, including local
and remote volumes. Different scripts or previously
specified groups of files , folders and volumes may
be quickly selected for backup. Restores can occur
by volume or among selected files and folders.
$69.95 retail; single-user vers10n
$139.95 retail; network version
Diversified I/O, Inc.; 766 San Aleso; Sunnyvale,
CA 94086; 408-745-0344

1st Aid Kit V2.5
Trouble shooting including file and disk recovery

Macintosh Plus or larger.
CharisMac SCSI Commander is software that
allows users to format virtually any SCSI drive on
the market today. It includes an instruction manual to
aid in operation.
$69 retail
Micro-Voice Communication; 7250 Auburn Blvd.,
Ste. 191 ; Citrus Heights, CA 95610; 916-885-5586
DiskExpress II
Disk optimizer utility

Macintosh Plus or larger; Sy$tem 6.0 or later.
DiskExpress II is a hard disk optimize~. I_t
automatically starts to defragment and·op11m1ze hard
drives whenever the computer is idle or whenever a
user requests it. Because it's fully transparent,
DiskExpress II intuitively works around busy.
schedules in the background mode without tymg up
the computer. The program constantly logs all file
activity to determine the optimum priority for file
placement on each particular hard disk. It uses this
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Utilities/Hard Disk Utilities
priority to group frequently used files together for
maximum hard disk performance.
DiskExpress II uses safe Disk Optimatic
technology, which means it automatically optimizes
one file at a time. This way, it can be interrupted at
any time with no risk of scrambling any information
on the hard drive and requires virtually no free space
to work.
$89.95 retail
Also ft, Inc.; PO Box 927; Spring, TX 77383;
7 I 3-353-4090
Disk Quick
Catalogs hard drives and floppies
512K or larger Macintosh.
DiskQuick provides a user with a way of
assembling a catalog that accurately describes the
contents of each of his disks.
The program catalogs both floppy and hard
drives and makes subset lists from a user's catalogs.
It includes an option to show information-box
material; the ability to choose fonts for display or
printing; the ability to type a single letter for instant
scrolling; marks documents that need backup; and
marks superseded documents.
Additional features include: cancel processing of
an HFS disk by typing Command-Period; find-again
feature speeds searching, especially in a list that is
non-alphabetically sorted; print any saved catalog
directly from desktop; warning alerts user in the
event that memory is nearly used up; and more.
$49.95 retail; not copy protected ·
Ideaform Inc.; PO Box 1540; Fairfield, IA 52556; .
515-472-7256
Doc Monitor Vl.O
Checks all online volumes for old documents and
allows a user to delete or move these documents to
offline backup media
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Doc Monitor checks all online volumes,
including file servers, for old documents and allows
a user to selectively delete or move these documents
to offline backup media.
$219.95 retail
OITC, Inc.; PO Box 73; Melbourne Beach,
FL 32951; 407-984-3714
Hard Disk DeadBolt
Multilevel file encryption
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Hard Disk DeadBolt is a security program that
allows users to protect both applications and data
files from unauthorized tampering through
encryption. All file types can be encrypted by DES
or fWB 's QuickBolt algorithm. Applications can ·
also be secured with the AppLock routine, which
renders applications unusable until the correct
password is entered.
To maximize efficiency, single files , entire
folders or even partitions can be encrypted/decrypted
in a single operation. Files can also be assembled
into a "batch" that can then be quickly encrypted or
decrypted with a single password.
Hard Disk DeadBolt also includes BlackOut, a
feature thai disables the computer and prevents
tampering when the Macintosh is left unattended.
$89.95 retail
FWB, Inc.; 2040 Polk St., Ste. 215; San Francisco,
CA 94109; 415-474-8055
Hard Disk Jockey
Purges and organizes files and folders on a hard disk
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM.
Hard Disk Jockey offers a more effective
organization alternative to the Finder by displaying,
selecting, searching and manipulating files on a
global level.
Files can be displayed in the natural graphic
hierarchy of the volume, allowing a user to globally
manipulate files and folders. By displaying files in
various ways, Hard Disk Jqckey allows users to
easily select files , groups of files , folders or even

branches of files through standard Macintosh
selection commands. Files can also be selected
according to wild cards, or creation or modification
date. Once selected, these files can be copied,
moved, deleted, renamed, locked, etc.
While displaying files in their hierarchy, Hard
Disk Jockey can simultaneously display and compare
multiple text and/or graphics files so that users can
weed out redundant and older versions. Entire
branches of the volume can also be cut and pasted
graphically, offering a user a method of reorganizing
files.
$69.95 retail
·
FWB, Inc.; 2040 Polk St., Ste. 215; San Francisco,
CA 94109; 415-474-8055
Hard Disk Management For The Macintosh
Information on managing a hard disk
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
hard disk drive.
,
Hard Disk Management for the Macintosh
includes information on how to organize file systems
to minimize the risk of misplacing or losing files ,
how to back up a hard disk to prevent a crash and
what to do if a crash occurs.
Also discussed is how to prevent unauthorized
use and how to use a Jiard disk as a file server.
Instructions are given to help a user get the most of
of AppleTalk arid AppleShare.
The book includes a disk with three utilities:
Wherels, Locklt and BackUp.
$34.95 U.S. retail; $42.95 Canada retail
Bantam Books; 666 Fifth Ave.; New York,
NY 10103; 212-765-6500
Hard Disk Partition V3
Partitioning and password protection utility
. Any Macintosh.
.
Hard Disk Partition allows a user to structure
any HFS volume into smaller MFS or HFS volumes,
separating data files from program files. The
program features expandable partitions, encryption
and copy protection.
Each volume can be password protected, and
personal volumes may be set up, allowing multiple
users to share a hard disk without interference from
other user 's actions. Volumes can also be set as readonly.
The program also enhances hard disk
performance by grouping similar programs together.
$89.95 retail
.
.
FWB, Inc.; 2040 Polk St., Ste. 215; San Francisco,
CA 94109; 415-474-8055
Hard Disk Too!Kit
Hard disk formatter software
Macintosh Plus or larger; SCSI hard disk drive.
Hard Disk Too!Kit replaces a hard disk 's original
installer with a powerful SCSI utility that provides
advanced functionality and maximizes the
performance of hardware. The utility package
performs the standard hard disk_ utilit~ functions ,
including formattmg and mstallmg dnvers, but adds
sophisticated partitioning, diagnostics and
benchmarking features.
$199.95 retail
FWB, Inc.; 2040 Polk St., Ste. 215; San Francisco,
CA 94109; 415-474-8055
Hard Disk Util V3
Uploads protected software onto a hard disk
Any Macintosh.
Hard Disk Util is a software utility package that
allows users to upload protected softwl)fe to hard
drives, RAM disks and other floppies. Once
"uploaded," the program will no longer prompt for
the "master disk." BBS updates are available.
$149.95 retail
FWB, Inc.; 2040 Polk St., Ste. 215; San Francisco,
CA 94109; 415-474-8055
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HFSDirV3.0
Disk cataloging system; comes complete with
interfaces to popular database management systems
512KE or larger Macintosh.
. ·
.
HFSDir provides fast catalogmg of all hard disk
drives and disks. There is no limit to the number of
files that can be processed, and catalogs are either
printed or output to disk.
Features include: integrated catalog across
multiple volumes; display and processing filters to
catalog files of interest only; catalogs can be saved to
disk or printed out by entire catalog, volume or
folc!er; folder ordering is by volume, name or.in
waterfall format; volumes can be added to, replaced
in or deleted from the catalog at any time; and is
output compatible with popular database
applications.
$39.95 retail
OITC, Inc.; PO Box 73; Melbourne Beach,
FL 32951; 407-984-3714
MacTree Plus V2.0
Hard disk management system
512KE or larger Macintosh; System 3.2 or later;
Finder 5.0 or later for HFS.
MacTree Plus is a hard disk management system
for the Macintosh. By providing a graphic "tree," the
program displays exactly how .files and folders are
stored on a hard disk. With MacTree a user can find
and display any folder, file or group of files to
instantly copy, move, delete or rename anything on
the disk.
MacTree Plus allows the examination of the
entire structure of the hard disk at a glance. It also
shows a user at once where files are and sorts them
in any way specified. Disk statistics are available
whenever needed, and wasteful duplicate files can be
eliminated. Files and folders may be searched for by
name or by partial name. MacTree pehnits 255
sublevel branches, and the entire tree can be printed
out for viewing, if desired.
$69.95 retail
Go Technology, Inc.; PO Box 4535; 850 Tanager,
Ste. 4; Incline Village, NV 89450; 702-831-3100
MultiDisk
Hard disk partitioning
512KE or larger Macintosh ; System 4.2 or later;
System 6.0 and Finder 6.1 or later recommended. .
MultiDisk allows users to partitlon any hard disk
into multiple hard disks. Partitions can be created as
resizable, password protected and encrypted.
Grouping files into partitions increases overall disk
performance and locking partitions adds security
against viruses.
Features include: increases disk performance by
grouping files into separate partitions; password
protection; network users of AppleShare and Tops
can remotely mount partitions separately; partitions
are conveniently accessible through a desk
accessory; partitions can be individually set to
automatically appear on the desktop at start-up or
only when requested; add or delete partitlons at any
time without having to reinitialize the hard disk; files
in one partition will not be affected by directory
damage to another partition; and the ability to resize
a partition without having to recreate it.
$69.95 retail
Alsoft, Inc.; PO Box 927; Spring, TX 77383;
713-353-4090
Oasis 2.02
Finder replacement and utility program
Any HFS Macintosh.
Oasis is an ultrafast replacement for the Finder.
Using buttons in place of icons, the program allows a
user to crea(e a customized setup of all applications
and documents used on a regular basis and will
launch any of them with a single mouse click.
It eliminates most of the hassle of organizing a
hard disk efficiently, providing a user with instant
access to every application and document on disk
without having to search 1hrough folders. It also
accesses desk accessories , FKeys and macros.

Utilities/Hard Disk Utilities
The program requires HFS and is designed
primarily for hard disk users. It is fully MultiFinder
compatible.
$22.95 direct retail
Jan Eugenides; RR l, Box 9463; Waterbury Center,
VT 05677; 802-244-5946
Spot On
Drive fonnatting and caching software
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Spot On increases retrieval speed by as much as
20 times, with an average increase of two to four
times. It also speeds up disk write operations, writing
data to disk in the background while a user continues
working in other applications.
Spot On uses an historical caching algorithm to
learn and record disk access patterns, automatically
saving at shutdown and re-caching popular data on
startup. It also allows users to create multiple
partitions on larger drives, narrowing the search
areas to increase large drive perfonnance. In
addition, Spot On monitors all disk accesses, so it
can give early warning of proble~ns with aging media
- allowing users to take corrective action without
loss of data.
$99.95 retail
Workstation, Inc.; 3160 Bee Caves Rd.; Austin,
TX 78746; 512-327-3211
Symantec Utilities For Macintosh (SUM Il) V2.0
Comprel)ensive disk utilities package
·
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 4.2 or later;
Finder 6.0 or later.
Symantec Utilities For Macintosh is a collection
of six specialized utility programs designed to keep a
hard disk operating at peak perfonnance.
Utilities include: SUM Shield, which will restore
lost files and crashed hard disks; SUM TuneUp,
which optimizes a hard disk so it will run at peak
perfonnance; SUM Tools, which lets users view ~d
edit data and resource forks of any file or volume m
HEX or ASCII; SUM QuickCopy, which provides
for fast disk duplication or initialization; SUM
Partition, which allows users to separate a hard disk
into separate volumes and encrypt them; and SUM
Disk Clinic, which is an interface that allows users to
take advantage of all the utilities.
$149.95 retail
Symantec Corp.; 10201 Torre Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 800-441-7234 or 800-626-8847 in CA
TurboOptimizer
Disk optimizer
Any Macintosh.
TurboOptimizer offers enhanced disk
perfonnance. Features include:
data, speeds up retrieval and limits future
fragmentation; increases available disk space and
rearranges files; ignores selected files and files m
use; is compatible with all HFS floppy disks, hard
disks and removable cartridges; and is not copy
protected.
$79 retail
Peripheral Land, Inc.; 47421 Bayside Pkwy.;
Fremont, CA 94538; 800-288-8754

Utilities/Plotter Drivers
906 Driver
Electrostatic plotter driver
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The 906 Driver Clrives Versatec electrostatic
plotters with CalComp 906 controllers from
Macintosh CAD applications, including Beam Mac,
EZCad, Frame Mac, Mac3D, MacDraft, MacDraw,
MacProject, MGMStation, MiniCad, Pegasys and
Snap!, at 400 dpi up to 43-inches wide by any
reasonable length to 120-inches.

$2,500 retail; site license
Macroprint; North Beach Station; PO Box 330028;
San Francisco, CA 94133; 415-982-llll
MacPlot
Plotter utility
512K or larger Macintosh ; external disk drive.
MacPlot Professional is a printer driver that will
directly drive more than 50 different plotters.
MacPlot Standard is the equivalent of MacPlot
Professional, except that it supports only plotters
with a sheet size fonnat of 11 by 17-inches and
smaller. MacPlot Professional has a sheet size fonnat
of 8.5 by I I-inches through 36 by 48-inches.
Features include: plot thick lines with multiple
strokes of the pen; plot in color by using either
QuickDraw colors or fill patterns; select speed by
individual pen or by entire plot; plot in either
transparent or opaque modes; pl~t in draft or final
text modes; plot at 72 dp1 or at high resolution mode;
select up to 30 pens; choose to plot fills and text as
bit-mapped patterns or as hashed-style fills; plot
multiple plots with a single command; and more.
MacPlot can also create and plot a "command file."
MacPlot includes its own Geneva vector font with
international characters that are plotted more
accurately in any font size. Bit-mapped fonts are also
supported.
$399 retail; MacPlot Professional
$199 retail; MacPlot Standard
Microspot; 1921 Corporate Sq.; Slidell, LA 70458;
504-649-0484 or 0622-68777 l in U.K.
MacPlots II/Drafting Version
Plotter utility
512K or larger Macintosh ; external disk drive or
hard disk drive; plotter, drawing or drafting
software.
MacPlots II/Drafting Version is a package
designed to allow engineers the flexibility of using
plotters for their drawing.s, as well as printers.
Drawing files saved m PICT format, pamt files
or a Clipboard file can be plotted. Clipping (hidden
line removal) is supported for a WYSIWYG
drawing.
The program recognizes and plots fill patterns,
and allows a user to design unique fill patterns, such
as with sand or concrete. Variable line thicknesses
are supported and "line specification" makes specific
line widths possible, especially for circuit board
design.
Plotter text and bit image text can be plotted
together on a single document and character s.ets may
be designed for special needs, such as engmeenng
symbols, and plotted.
$250 retail
Engineered Software; PO Box 18344; Greensboro,
NC 27419; 919-299-4843
Macroprint-DMA Parallel Plotter Driver
Direct memory access rasterizing electrostatic plotter
driver
Macintosh II or larger.
$2,500 retail
Macroprint; North Beach Station; PO Box 330028;
San Francisco, CA 94133; 415-982-llll
Mesa Graphics Plotter Utility
Plotting application for Apple, Hewlett-Packard and
Houston Instruments plotters
512KE or larger Macintosh .
The Mesa Graphics Plotter Utility provides
professional fonts for exceptional results on HewlettPackard and Houston Instruments plotters for
professional drawings or business plots in .color.
The utility supports the PICT format, 1s
MultiFinder compatible, provides background
plotting and network access to plotters with Shiva
Corp.'s Net Serial hardware. A flexible color
interface is provided for monochrome or color
Macintoshes.

Mesa Graphics Plotter Utility supports HewlettPackard or HPGL-compatible plotters, Houston
Instruments or DMPL-compatible plotters and the
Apple color plotter. It provides accurate qmtrol of
output scaling for engineering drawings and
automatic sizing for business plots and supports sizes
A through E (8.5 by I I-inches through 35 by 48inches) if supported by the plotter.
$125 retail
Mesa Graphics; PO Box 600; Los Alamos,
NM 87544; 505-672-1998
PlotMaker
Plotter driver
Macintosh Plus or larger.
PlotMaker is a program for arranging and
plotting CAD files from almost any source in one
final layout. With PlotMaker, CAD users can
combine any number of files from ArchiCAD or
TopCAD, or files in the common DXF, HPGL and
PICT fonnats in one layout and scale, arrange, edit
and manipulate them as needed. CAD files can be
opened as editable drawings, and PlotMaker
provides tools for drawing freehand lines, line
segments and arcs, creating text and adding hot spots
or control points, either on an imported drawing or
on the layout itself. Once a drawing is placed on a
layout, it can be scaled, rotated and moved to any
position. PlotMaker supports all the popular pen and
electrostatic plotters and laser printers, and can even ·
create EPS files and can plot any Macintosh font.
$495 retail
Graphisoft; 400 Oyster Point Blvd., Ste. 517 A; So.
San Francisco, CA 94080; 415-266-8720 or
·
800-344-3468
Plottergeist
Chooser-level plotter driver
Macintosh Plus or larger (background printing
requires 2 MB of RAM and MultiFinder).
Plottergeist is a Macintosh Chooser-level plotter
driver that provides support for Hewlett-Packard and
Houston Instrument plotters.
It allows the connection of a Macintosh to
plotters to produce plotted output from CAD
software, presentation packages, drawing and
graphics programs. Compatible with virtually all
Macintosh applications, the plotter can be chosen
from within a software application. The background
printing feature allows users to work on the
Macintosh while their document is plotting. The
driver features a preview mode that allows users to
see their entire document before sending it to plot.
Arbitrary reduction and enlargement allows scaling
output to fit from a standard letter-size page to a 36
by 48-inch E-size drawing. It prints high-quality
smooth text in large sizes, or users can use the
plotter's built-in fonts for fast draft work. The
package includes disk, m~ual and an RS-232
interface cable.
$395 retail
Palomar Software, Inc.; 2964 Oceanside Blvd., Ste.
D; Oceanside, CA 92054; 619-721-7000 .
QuikPlot.PS
·
Sends Adobe Illustrator file fonnat to any HP-GL- or
DM/PL-compatible plotter, cutter or engraver
Any Macintosh.
QuikPlot.PS allows a user to plot or cut out
Adobe Illustrator files on any HP-GL- or DM/PLcompatible pen plotter. It reproduces all Bezier
curves with I00 percent accuracy and has complete
user control.
Features include: WYSIWYG images; select
any scale percentage; absolutely no scale limits;
position artwork anywhere; full multipen support;
full color pen support; plot FontLiner Fontlines; plot
text at any rotated angle; create logos, signs and
more; and is an easily configured setup.
$250 retail
Taylored Graphics; PO Box 1900; Freedom,
CA 95019; 408-761-2481
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Utilities/Printer Drivers
JetLink E~press
Printer driver
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
JetLink Express is a printer driver for the
Hewlett-Packard DeskJet, LaserJet and ~ompatible
laser printers. It uses outline fonts that allow users to
generate PostScript-like text quality in any font size
from 3 to 127 points. It includes four outline font
definitions for Times, Helvetica, Courier and
Symbol. Additional outline font definitions are
available.
Supported features include: outline font
technology; prints true bold, italic and bold italic
styles; image reduction and enlargement; text
smoothing; graphics smoothing; graph,ics or draft
output; prints portrait, landscape, horizontal, vertical
and inverted; and more.
$149 retail; includes cable
GDT Softworks, Inc.; PO Box 1865; Point Roberts,
WA 98281; 604-291-9121 (inquiries) qr
800-663-6222 (orders)
LaserDriver
Printer resource file
Any Macintosh; RS-232 cable to Monotype
Lasercomp rypesette1:
The LaserDriver provides a printer resource file
for the Macintosh to enable output to the Monotype
Lasercomp imagesetter. The software works to
convert QuickDraw files to Monotype Input
Command Language.
The software includes the Monotype FOND
Utility, which enables users to map the Lasercomp
fonts and width information on the Macintosh. Also
included is a desk accessory to insert picture calls for
graphics stored on Lasercomp.
Once the LaserDriver and fonts are installed, the
Chooser is used to select the Lasercomp and files are
sent on an RS-232 serial cable at 9,600 baud. Files
may contain text, rules, tints, boxes, round comers
and calls for graphics.
$2,500 retail
Monotype, Inc.; 2500 Brickvale Dr.; Elk Grove,
IL 60007; 312-350-5600
LaserLink
Laser printer utility that allows an IBM PC or
compatible to print to a LaserWriter via AppleTalk
IBM PC or compatible.
LaserLink allows an IBM PC or compatible to
print to an Apple LaserWriter or compatible laser
printer via an AppleTalk network. It works with both
Apple 's AppleTalk PC card and Tops eard.
With LaserLink, any application program on an
IBM PC or compatible can print directly to the
LaserWriter, even if the program does not support
PostScript. The LaserLink menu can be accessed
from within any application. When used with the
LaserWriter Plus, LaserLink will print in 35 different
font styles, each with 99 font sizes, for a total of
3,465 font/size combinations.
LaserLink will print any text or graphic screen
(MDA, CGA or EGA) with only one or two
keystrokes.
$79.95 retail
Diversified I/0, Inc.; 766 San Aleso; Sunnyvale,
CA 94086; 408-745-0344
Mac Daisy Link 1.U
Printer driver for daisywheel printers, typewriters
and laser printers with Qume or Diablo emulation
5I2KE or larger Macintosh.
Mac Daisy Link is a universal printer driver that
is user configurable and allows any daisywheel
printer or properly interfaced typewriter to function
with a Macintosh. It also allows text printing with
any dot matrix or ink jet printer.
Sheet feeders, two-color ribbons and foreign
language characters are supported, and cables are
optional.

$82 retail; program
$22.95 retail; cable
GDT Softworks, Inc.; PO Box 1865; Point Roberts,
WA 98281; 604-291-9121 (inquiries) or 800-6636222 (orders)
MacMatrix
Print driver for Toshiba P32 lSL, P341SL printers
Macimosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; hard disk
drive.
MacMatrix allows Macintosh owners to use
Toshiba's 24-pin letter-quality dot matrix printers.
The driver supports four scalable outline fonts in
point sizes from 6 to 127. Bit-map fonts and objectoriented graphics are also supported. The driver also
provides custom screen fonts (WYSIWYG) for three
of Toshiba's resident fonts. Mac Matrix supports both
sheet and envelope feeders and color printing. A full
range of graphics resolutions - 180 by 180, 180 by
360 and 360 by 360 - are supported.
$49 retail
Toshiba America Infonnation Systems, Inc.;
Computer Systems Div.; 9740 Irvine Blvd.; Irvine,
CA 92718; 714-583-3000 or 800-457-7777
MacPalette
Color printer driver for object-oriented documents
Any Macintosh.
MacPalette allows color printing of graphics and
text from most existing software including
MacDraw, MacDraft, MacProject, Jazz, Microsoft
Chart and Mac Write on the ImageWriter II or LQ
printer.
The utility consists of two parts, the first is the
MacPalette Program. This allows users to choose
the colors or colored pattern to print in place of the
monochrome patterns or lines in the document. In
this program, it is possible to mix colors in an almost
infinite variety of colored patterns using the seven
colors available.
MacPalette Printer Driver is the second part and
is used to print the document directly from within an
application after the defaults have 6een set using the
MacPalette Program.
$69 retail
$149 retail; for LQ
Microspot; 1921 Corporate Sq.; Slidell, LA 70458;
504-649-0484 or 0622-687771 in U.K.
MacPrint
LaserJet/DeskJet printer driver
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacPrint is capable of driving the LaserJet
Series !ID, LaserJet II, LaserJet 2000, LaserJet 500,
LaserJet Plus and DeskJet printer from the
Macintosh. The product will also run on any HPcompatible laser printer, such as those available from
Epson, Panasonic, Okidata, Everex and Ricoh.
MacPrint is installed as a Chooser-level device
using a supplied installer program. The MacPrint
Chooser shows each individual printer's features,
allowing a user to take full advantage of each
printer's capabilities. It also provides control for
duplex printing, binding margins and cover pages.
Mac Print uses the printer's resident fonts, when
possible, to create output. It has the additional
capability of creating a printable font based on the
Macintosh QuickDraw screen font in print
resolutions of 300, 150 or 75 dpi.
$149 retail
Insight Development Corp.; 2200 Powell St., Ste.
500; Emeryville, CA 94608; 415-652-4ll5
Printer Interface II V.1.0R
Serial printer interface
Any Macintosh.
Printer Interface II is an entirely software-based
serial printer interface. It allows users to interface the
Macintosh with any serial interface, letter-quality
printer and a number of dot matrix printers.
$95 retail
DataPak Software; 1401 l Ventura Blvd., Ste. 507;
Shennan Oaks, CA 91423; 818-905-6419
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Printer Interface Ill V3.0
Macintosh printer driver for the HP DeskJet
512K or larger Macintosh.
Printer Interface III is a software-based serial
printer interface. It has a preset driver for HewlettPackard 's DeskJet Professional Printer. It uses all
Macintosh fonts, but can optionally utilize HP's
built-in fonts or font cartridges for superior text
quality. Graphics are laser quality with resolutions of
75, 150 or 300 dpi.
$125 retail
DataPak Software; 1401 l Ventura Blvd., Ste. 507;
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423; 818-905-6419
PrintLink Collection
Dot matrix and Diconix ink-jet printer drivers
512KE or larger Macintosh .
PrintLink Collection is a series of 9- and 24-pin
dot matrix and Diconix ink-jet software printer
drivers. Each driver has been upgraded from their
original Print-Link version and includes support of
Adobe's Type Manager, HyperCard and significant
increases in speed. PrintLink Collection supports in
excess of l 00 different third-party dot matrix
printers. All drivers have the capability to support
text and graphics at specific printer resolutions, as
well as the internal draft and near-letter-quality fonts.
$99 retail; includes cable
GDT Softworks, Inc.; PO Box 1865; Point Roberts,
WA 98281; 604-291-9121 (inquiries) or
800-663-6222 (orders)
Tops NetPrint
Remote printing software with spooler that allows a
PC or compatible to print directly to an Apple
LaserWriter or other AppleTalk-compatible printer
over a network such as Tops
IBM PC or compatible.
Tops NetPrint is a spooler and remote printing
s~ftware package that enables DOS users to print
directly to an Apple LaserWriter or other PostScriptcompatible printer from within their DOS
applications. It allows DOS users to print with the
full IBM character set, all LaserWriter Plus fonts and
any other downloadable fonts.
$189 retail
Sun Microsystems, Tops Division; 950 Marina
Village Pkwy.; Alameda, CA 94501; 415-769-8700
or 800-445-8677

Utilities/ Print Spoolers
AppleShare Print Server .
LaserWriter print spooler
512K or larger Macintosh.
AppleShare Print Server offers concurrent
support of up to five printers. A single server can
handle combinations of networked LaserWriter,
Image Writer II and Image Writer LQ printers.
AppleShare Print Server runs concurrently with
AppleShare file service on the same Macintosh
server and lets users continue working instead of
waiting for documents to print. It provides
centralized print-queue management that lets
network administrators set high-priority documents
to print immediately, remove documents from the
queue or suspend printing. AppleShare Print Server
can be accessed from any Macintosh on a network..
$299 retail
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996-1010
LaserServe V2.l
LaserWriter print spooler; supports LocalTalk
printers
.
5I2K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive.
LaserServe is a "personal" print spooler for
LocalTalk printers. The program installs on the
Macintosh System disk, and gives users the choice of
floppy, hard disk or network storage for spool file
storage.

I

Utilities/Print Spoolers

Utilities/Security Software

When an application is sent to print, LaserServe
captures the output and saves it to disk. A user can
continue working while it "waits in line" to deliver
the output to the designated printer. A "priority
service" option is included and pop-up messages let
a user know when printing is complete.
If users change their mind about the order in
which documents are to print, it can be re-ordered
within the desk accessory using cut and paste, or can
be bypassed using the direct print option.
$95 retail; per workstation
$295 retail; Network 5 Pack
Infosphere, Inc.; 4730 SW Macadam Ave.; Portland,
OR 97201; 800-445-7085

Access Managed Environment (A.M.E.) 1.1
Security and virus program
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; Sysrem
6.02 or Iara
·
Access Manageq Environment (A.M.E.) is an
integrated security and virus program. The carefully
designed user interface makes it easy to set up a
Macintosh with just the kind of security required.
The program can maintain order on a Mac· that is
used by many people. Users can be given access to
on! y the tools they need to do their work. For
multiple users, access privileges can be set for files,
folders, programs and disks. Other features include:
Volume Lock, which prevents access to a hard disk
when someone tries to start up with another system
disk; Activities Log, which records the activities that
take place on a user's Mac; viral protection;
password options; auto sign off; auto sign on; true
file erase; alerts; online contextual help; and more.
$279 retail
$895 retail; five pack
$1,495 retai l; 10 pack
Casady & Greene, Inc.; PO Box 223779; Carmel,
CA 93922; 408-624-8716

PServe 3.0
Dedicated printer server
Any Macintosh; Loca/Talk.
PServe is a dedicated AppleTalk hardware
device that manages printer queues, as well as fonts,
prep files and documents. Any Macintosh or PC on
LocaITalk or EtherTalk can use PServe. It can
manage up to eight PostScript devices. Each may
have two input queues, an active queue and a hold
queue. PServe generates job accounting by User,
Job, Time to Print, Pages and Date{Time. Several
output priorities are available, including '.'Keep"
queue, which allows jobs to be re-printed directly
from the server.
$895 retail; software
$1, 125 retail; sof!Ware and LocaITalk card
$3,995 ret~il; complete system
CoOperative Printing Solutions, Inc.; I027 San fords
Walk; Tucker, GA 30084; 404-496-0864
SuperSpool; SuperLaserSpool
ImageWriter;,LaserWriter print spooler software
512KE or larger Macintosh .
SuperSpool is a full-featured Image Writer print
spooler that does all of its formatting in the
background. The software intercepts documents on
their way to the Image Writer and automatically
controls all printing operations. Users can continue
working in the same application, or even quit and use
other applications while a document is being printed.
SuperSpool also provides users with control over
their printer.
SuperLaserSpool is designed for use with the
LaserWriter or other PostScript devices connected to
a Macintosh via the AppleTalk network. It offers the
same background processing capabilities as
SuperSpool.
The multiuser version of SuperLaserSpool is
specifically designed to meet the needs of most
workgroups. This version allows up to five stations
on a network to spool concurrently, without requiring
each user to purchase a separate copy of the single
user version of SuperLaserSpool.
$99.95 retail; SuperSpool
$149.95; SuperLaserSpool
$499 retail; SuperLaserSpool 5-Pack
SuperMac Technology; 485 Potrero Ave.; Sunnyvale,
CA 94086; 408-245-2202
TurboSpool
Laser spooler
512K or larger Macintosh.
The TurboSpool is an easily customized laser
spooler that operates transparently, letting users go
back to work while their documents print.
Features include: prints to any LaserWriter on a
network and gives instant notification of printing
progress; loads automatically and is crash protected;
allows users to queue multiple documents and easily
prioritize them; and is not copy protected.
$129 retail
Peripheral Land, Inc.; 47421 Bayside Pkwy.;
Fremont, CA 94538; 800-288-8754

Advanced Security
Security software
512KE or larger Macinrosh.
Advanced Security is a stand-alone application
that keeps files, folders and entire applications safe
and secure from unauthorized access and viruses.
Advanced Security features a password alias
function allowing anyone to send documents
encrypted "for your eyes only," without knowing the
secret password. Therefore, it provides exceptional
security in any networking environment, including
AppleShare, MacServe and Tops.
Advanced Security protects against all known
viruses, effectively immunizing all encrypted files.
$149.95 retail; single user
$80 to $30 per user retail; five to I00 plus users
Advanced Gravis Computer Technology, Ltd.; 7033
Antrim Ave.; Burnaby, BC, Canada V5J 4M5;
800-937-0062
Anti-Virus Kit
Detects and prevents viral infections
512KE or larger Macintosh; Sysrem 5.0 or /arer.
The Anti-Virus Kit is a comprehensive set of
utilities for detecting and preventing viral infections.
VirusGuard provides automatic protection
against viral infections that damage disks and files. It
detects attempts to add or modify vulnerable
resources and "illegal" writes to files and directories.
It also lets users lock hard disks so that they cannot
be infected.
Inoculator lets users install virus protection onto
disks. Once inoculated, disks are automatically
checked for the presence of any internal alterations
that are caused by viruses.
Same/Di ff allows users to compare two files. If a
user suspects a viral infection, it is particularly
helpful to compare files against backups and
archives to help determine if (and how extensively) a
file has been infected.
$79.95 retail
1st Aid Software; 42 Radnor Rd.; Boston,
MA 02135; 617-783-7118
AntiToxin
Virus decontamination and protection
Macinrosh Plus or larger; Sysrem 4.1 or /ate1:
AntiToxin provides both decontamination and
protection from known viral strains. A
decontamination application rids a Macintosh of
these pests while a protection INlT prevents
recontamination. AntiToxin not only removes the
virus, but repairs contaminated files.
The program works especially well on a
network. It can protect a Macintosh from infected
applications on the server and remove a.virus from
the server remotely. Rapid, low-cost upgrades will be
provided for any newly discovered viruses.

$99.95 retail
Mainstay; 5311-B Derry Ave.; Agoura Hills,
CA 91301; 818-991-6540
Bullet Proof Vl.O
File and virus protection utility, global lock, invisible
and copy protection
Any Macintosh.
Bullet Proof. is a file-protection utility designed
to protect hard disks or floppies from piracy,
vandalism, viruses or accidental damage caused by
inexperienced users. It allows a user to prevent
illegal copying of any application or document.
Bullet Proof can work on one file , the contents
of a.folder or an entire hard disk with one simple
command.
$99 retail
Spectra Micro Development; PO Box 41795;
Tucson, AZ 85717; 602-795-7288
Camouflage
Security software system
512K or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive; System
3.2 or late1:
Camouflage protects sensitive, proprietary and
confidential data by using the NBS Data Encryption
Standard (DES) or optional, faster proprietary
method.
Camouflage incorporates standard Macintosh
interfaces with quick encryption/decryption (30 KJS
NBS DES and 300 K/S proprietary encryption, Mac
II).

•

An optional daughter program is included that
decrypts data on a Macintosh that does not have a
master disk. Files may be sent quickly and securely
over networks, and through mail and telephones, to
recipients not having security software.
Call)ouflage offers double encryption and true
variable password length (up to 16,384 characters)
for added security. Extensive online help is available
and full tutorial provided in a 72-page User's Guide.
$169.95 retail
UsrEZ Software, Inc.; 1206 E. Pike St., Ste. 588;
Seattle, WA 98122; 206-672-5387

Rx

Checkup
Vl.2
Analyzes Macintosh disks for viral infections
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Checkup Rx analyzes Macintosh disks for viral
infections. The program checks for known and yet to
be isolated infections.
$49.95 retail
OITC, Inc.; PO Box 73; Melbourne Beach,
FL 32951; 407-984-3714
De Class
Data processing support tool for classified data
processing
Macintosh Plus or large1:
DeCiass is a declassification tool designed for
the U.S. Department of Defense, the DOD contractor
community and other security-conscious
organizations interested in protecting national
security information, trade secrets and other sensitive
information.
With the program, all memories within a
Macintosh are cleaned and cleared, including main
memory, hard disk drives, micro diskettes and buffer
memories within attached peripherals, such as a
LaserWriter.
The procedures used comply with the
requirements of DOD 5200.28, DOD 5220.22 and
The Industrial Security Manual (ISM), as well as
associated specifications and regulations.
$275 retail
OITC, In~. ; PO Box 73; Melbourne Beach,
FL 32951; 407-984-3714
'
DiskLock
Password protection utility
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM.
DiskLock provides a virtually unbreakable
password security system to assure a user of the
confidentiality of data, whether it is stored on a hard
disk or diskette. It allows a user to temporarily lock
the hard disk, files or folders, any or all of which
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Utilities/Security Software
may be unlocked with the proper password. The
utility allows case sensitive passwords of up to 25
characters in length.
Features include: automatic hard disk locking on
shut down; DiskLock Desk Accessory, which allows
the temporary locking of the system without a
complete shut down or provides for the automatic
locking of the system after a user-defined idle
period; and FolderLock, which permits th.e locking
of individual files and folders on a hard disk or
diskette. FolderLock also provides for the optional
automatic relocking of unlocked files and folders at
shut down. DiskLock also includes a user log to
track the locking, unlocking and a!!empted entry of
all disks, and an alert to notify a user of previous
break-in attempts.
$189 retail
Fifth Generation Systems, Inc.; 10049 N. Reiger Rd.;
Baton Rouge, LA 70809; 504-291-7221 or
800-873-4384
Empower3.0
Security program
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 4.2.
Empower I is a "front line" security system that
offers a wide range of features to control and monitor
use of the Macintosh. Security administrators and
registered users are the only users who may access a
Mac, via a user name/password, protected by
Empower I. Features include: special privileges for
security administrators, including the capability to
change security options and add or delete users;
automatic timed lock-out, which doubles as a screen
saver; the capability to control the use of floppy
disks to help prevent unauthorized access and
contamination by viruses; access logging to provide
an audit trail of users' activities; project tracking to
monitor usage by project and total time spent on the
Mac; and complete hard disk protection. Empower I
is directly upgradable to Empower 11.
Empower II is a comprehensive, yet easy-to-use
security system. Powerful access controls ensure
only authorized use. Resource access controls at the
folder level limit who can see and/or change files
and folders. Passwords are defined for users rather
than files, so once the access privileges are set for a
folder, only empowered users can access the files.
Data encryption is optional. When enabled, it works
in the background to automatically encrypt and
decrypt files as they are being used, so productivity
is never affected.
Features include: multiuser privileges for
"guest," "registered users" and group access to
shared files; special privileges for security
administrators, including the capability to access
protected volumes if users inadvertently lock
themselves out; automatic timed lock-out; access
logging; project tracking; choice of encryption
methods, including DES for portability and high
security levels; the capability to disable floppy disk
drives; and complete hard disk protection.
$169 retail; Empower I
$296 retail; Empower II
Volume discounts available
Magna; 2540 N. First St., Ste. 302; San Jose,
CA 95131; 408-433-5467
Eve
Software execution control device
Macintosh SE or II.
Eve is an unobtrusive hardware "key" for
Macintosh software developers that protects
Macintosh software programs from unauthorized
access, without the operating problems usually
associated with copy protection.
Eve is comprised of a hardware key and a
software interface, which a software developer uses
to implement a security system for an application
program to be protected. About the same size as an
AppleTalk network connector, the hardware key is
attached to the Macintosh via the Apple Desktop
· Bus. The key challenges several security locks
embedded by the developer in the software

application program. If the challenge is not met with
an appropriate response, Eve detects a secunty
infraction and the program is halted.
Eve is user transparent and has no adverse
effects on the operation of the Mac or its application
program.
$50 in quantities
.
.
Rainbow Technologies; 180 11-A Mitchell S; Irvme,
CA 92714; 714-261-0228 or 800-852-8569
File Zero INIT V2.3
An addition to the Macintosh operating system that
transparently overwrites all files prior to an
application commanded delete
512KE or larger Macintosh.
File Zero !NIT is an addition to the Macintosh
operating system that completely overwrites all files,
transparently to a user, prior to an application
commanded delete. It is used to protect employee
information and other data under the privacy act,
company private, proposals, financial, prepatent data
and trade secrets.
$59.95 retail
OITC, Inc.; PO Box 73; Melbourne Beach,
FL 32951; 407-984-3714
File Zero Vl.O
Completely overwrites selected files prior to deleting
the file
512KE or larger Macilltosh.
File Zero completely overwrites selected files
prior to deleti.ng the file. It is used to protect private,
financial and other sensitive business information.
$35.95 retail
OITC, Inc.; PO Box 73; Melbourne Beach, FL
32951; 407-984-3714
FileGuard Extended Edition V2.S
File/folder, application and hard disk protection
Any Macintosh .
FileGuard provides automatic file encryption.
Totally user-transparent, the procedure of
encryption/decryption is similar to saving and
opening a normal document, and does not m any way
alter the habits of a user.
FileGuard lets a user manage multiuser access
via a password entry system that defaults to the
lowest level for persons not authorized to access a
specific hard drive, application, folder (including
System folder) or file. Users can protect their hard
drives from unauthorized access and/or intentional
copying or erasure. FileGuard allows authorized
users to password, time and copy protect
applications. It can even control the insertion of data
and/or System disks. It will also prevent
unauthorized modification to the desktop (including
the System folder) so that no one can illegally delete,
resize windows, drag files from ·respective folders or
rename files.
$249 retail
ASD Software, Inc.; 4650 Arrow Hwy., Ste. G-21;
Montclair, CA 91763; 714-624-2594
Folder Locker
Password protection for folders
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Folder Locker allows users to store secure
information in normal Macintosh folders locked with
a password. The contents of a locked folder can be
easily accessed by double-chckmg the folder while
depressing a user-selected key. A user 1s then
prompted for the password. If the correct password is
supplied, the folder is unlocked and remains
unlocked until explicitly relocked by a user or the
machine is restarted. Folders can also be locked/
unlocked from the Open ... and Save ... dialogs.
Folder Locker provides "execute-only"
applications via an option on a locked folder. This
prevents theft of licensed applications on public
access machines while sti ll allowing use of the
application.
$30 retail
Software Brewing Co.; 270 Apricot Ln.; Mountain
View, CA 94040; 415-940-1946
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Ft. Knox
Security program
512K or larger Macintosh.
Ft. Knox is a security program that offers
sanitization, file encryption and many other utilities.
Sanitization is the clearing out of data so that 1t
cannot be accessed by subsequent users. Ft. Knox
provides commands for S3!1itizin~ files, dis.ks,
Macintoshes and LaserWnters. Files and disks can
be overwrinen once or multiple times by the program
to meet national standards for declassifying disks
with up to Top Secret information. All Macintoshes
and LaserWriters include some form of permanent
memory into which user programs can write. Ft.
Knox provides commands for clearing out such
information. Ft. Knox provides file encryption and
decryption using either the full U.S. Standard Data
Encryption Algorithm (DES), or a faster propnetary
algorithm developed by the company.
For disk volumes, Ft. Knox provides the
capability to set and clear the software volume lock
bit to render a volume read-only for most purposes.
For files, it provides the capability to set and clear
the file lock and invisible bits. Other file and disk
attributes can also be changed. For SCSI disks, Ft.
Knox provides a facility to show the logical partition
structure of the drive.
$195 retail
Transfinite Systems Co., Inc.; PO Box N; MIT
Branch PO; Cambridge, MA 02139; 617-969-9570
MacSafe II
Password protection and encryption for files
512KE or larger Macintosh.
MacSafe II is desktop security tool that helps
protect valuables on a Macintosh 's desktop. A user
creates a password-protection safe and then moves
valuable files and applications into the safe for
protection. The files that have been moved in are
now protected and hidden from view. If needed, an
extra level of security can encrypt files using the
American National Standard for Data Encryption.
Features include: a "safety latch" to prevent
decryption using a different method than that used
for encryption; hard disk icon support for SCSI
drives; online Help; support for backing up and
restoring safe items; protection of desktop folders
originally containing safe items - these folders
cannot be trashed; and more.
$189.95 retail
Kent Marsh Ltd.; 1200 Post Oak Blvd., Ste. 210;
Houston, TX 77056; 713-623-8618 or
800-325-3587
The NightWatch
Security software for Macintosh hard disks
512K or larger Macintosh .
The NightWatch is password start-up software
that enables Macintosh owners to guard their hard
disks from unauthorized access. Once enabled with
The NightWatch, access will only be granted with
the proper user disk, user name and password.
Additional features include: unlimited number of
users and passwords allowed; audit trail of logon
a!!empts; protection from boot-up from another
drive; protection of names and passwords using DES
encryption (The American National Standard for
Data Encryption); and secured shutdown of the
NightWatch guarded hard disk.
$149.95 retail
Kent Marsh Ltd.; I200 Post Oak Blvd., Ste. 210;
Houston , TX 77056; 713-623-8618 or
800-325-3587
P/C Privacy
Encrypts and protects files for both local storage or
transmission
Any Macintosh.
PC/Privacy encrypts any type of file to provide
privacy and security for both local storage or
transmission over electronic mail systems.
The program encrypts files and then shifts them
into printable characters for telecommunications.
Any file can be protected and transmitted, and a

Utilities/Security Software
check-sum feature verifies file integrity. As part of a
site or corporate license, enhanced versions tha.t
include key recovery features and other supervisory
options are provided.
$95 retail
MCTel, Inc.; 5070 Parkside Ave., Ste. 1300;
Philadelphia, PA 19131; 215-879-3819
Packer
Document compression, encryption
Any Macintosh.
Packer is a utility program that performs two
functions simultaneously - document encryption
and document compression.
The program scrambles documents as they are
compressed. Its encryption option, Pack With
Password, prevents anyone, including other Packer
users, from restoring an original document without
the proper password . .
Packer compresses documents, allowing a disk
to hold more documents. It also gives hard disk
owners th~ chance to back up documents larger than
400K, and allows electronic mail users to reduce
Xmodem transmission costs by sending and
receiving compressed documents.
$29 retail
Bobbing Software; 67 Country Oaks Dr.; Buda,
TX 78610; 512-295-5045 or 800-688-6812
QuickLock
Automatic password screen protector
512K or larger Macintosh.
.
Quick.Lock off~rs users automatic password
privacy for their Macintosh screen and network
connections. Once installed, QuickLock locks up the
screen arid any network connections with a usersupplied password. The program can be activated by
a cursor "hot spot," a user-designated key
combination or a time-out locking mechanism. When
activated, Quick.Lock prevents the viewing or
altering of a user's work while protecting the screen
from phosphor "bum in." The program still .allows
important background processes, such as pnnting or
telecommunications to continue without interference.
By protecting the screen when a user walks away
from their Mac, Quick.Lock protects existing
connections to any network or host computer
accessed by that Macintosh.
$99.95 retail
Kent Marsh Ltd.; 1200 Post Oak Blvd., Ste. 210;
Houston, TX 77056; 713-623-8618 or
800-325-3587
Securelnit
Security software
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 6.0.1 or later.
Securelnit is made especially for the protection
and automatic maintenance of Macintoshes that are:
for administrative assistants to CEOs; for schools
and universities; in stores, shows, etc.; used by more
than one person; for courses; and for single users.
Functions and utilities of Secureinit include:
lock applications, hide System folder, lock System
files , refresh System files,, kill undeclared files, lock
tlie.disks after use, verify applications, close all
windows at startup, don't launch applications from
undeclared volumes, don't copy applications to
protected volumes, purge, erase empty folders"eject
alien system disks, protect the configuration with a
password and ask for a password at startup.
$99.95 retail
.
Direct Software, Inc.; 1032 Irving St., Ste. 513; San
Francisco, CA 94122; 415-347-1590
Sentinel
Security utility that protects files from unauthorized
access
512KE or larger Macintosh .
Sentinel is a data security program that protects
files from unauthorized access using SuperCrypt and
Data Encryption Standard (DES) methods.

Users click once on a Sentinel script macro of
their creation to lock all sensitive files from a
particular session. In addition, all files that have been
locked down the previous day can be automatically
unlocked the next day using the program's resume
feature. An auditory "thump" sound upon .file lockdown further assures users that their file is safe from
intrusion.
The program addresses the security issue at
several levels. Visually, locked files appear as locked
icons on the desktop- if users proceeds to double
click on a locked icon, they must type in a valid
password to open that file. Furthermore, Sentinel
encrypts each file so that even disk recovery
programs cannot reform a locked file.
$149.95 retail
SuperMac Technology; 485 Potrero Ave.; Sunnyvale,
CA 94086; 408-245-2202
SuperLock
Copy protection system with hard disk install
capability
512K or larger Macintosh.
SuperLock prevents the unauthorized duplication
and distribution of software.
The system allows a vendor-selected number of
authorized copies to be made. These authorize.ct
copies can be transferred to a floppy or har? disk
drive. No key disk is required when executing from
an authorized copy.
If the protected program is launched from a
floppy copy, SuperLock will search each drive for
the master disk to read the signature track. If 11 does
not find the master, it will eject the disk in the
internal drive and prompt a user for the master disk.
$285 and up retail; depending on number of diskettes
to be protected
Softguard Systems, Inc.; 710 Lakeway, Ste. 200;
Sunnyvale, CA 94086; 408-773-9680 or
800-842-9388 (sales)
Symantec AntiVirus For Macin.tosh (SAM) V2.0
Virus protection, detection and ehminat1on
512KE or larger Macintosh; System 6.0 or later;
Finder 6.J .or late1:
· Symantec Anti Virus For Macintosh .<SAM)
offers protection, detection and ehmmatlon of .
viruses. It works against the common known viruses,
such as nVir, Scores and ANTI, but also detects
irregularities that occur on a system .on t.he chance
that they might be some unknown vrral infection at
work.
Key features include: detection methods spot
viruses before they have a chance to infect a system;
the capability to scan any file, folder or vol.ume at
any time to determine if a virus is present; 1f a virus
is detected, SAM makes it easy for a user to delete
the file or repair it; optionally scans user-specified
volumes and folders at system startup and shutdown;
the option to automatically scan. every floppy disk
when it is inserted into the Macintosh; a wide range
of options that let a user control the way the program
operates; works on most networks just as it works on
a dedicated machine; and more.
$99.95 retail
Symantec Corp.; 1020 l Torre Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 95014; 800-441 -7234 or 800-626-8847 in CA
Virex 2.5
Comprehensive anti-virus software: prevention,
detection and treatment
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Virex is anti-virus software that detects the
presence of computer viruses and repairs appliCation
and system programs infected by computer v!ruses
by removing the viral coqe and restonng t.he infec.ted
program to its original state. The product 1s effective
against all Macintosh computer viruses know to HJC
Software. The company updates Virex with the
ability to detect new Macintosh computer viruses, if
and when they occur.
Virex is intended for use by organizations and
people who have an unusually high risk of exposure
to viral infections. These market segments include
Fortune 500 companies, small businesses, state and
federal government, colleges and universities and

desktop publishing firms. Virex is also useful for
individuals who use public domain software or share
software regularly with colleagues or friends.
$99.95 retail
HJC Software, Inc.; a subsidiary of Microcom, Inc.;
PO Box 51816; Durham, NC 27717; 919-490-1277
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4D, OS And HC LabelTools
Prints bar-code and text labels
Macintosh Plus or larger; 4th Dimension V2, Omnis
5 or HyperCard; CoStar Lobe/Writer printer.
Labe!Tools, a 4th Dimension (4D LabelTools),
Omnis 5 (05 Labe!Tools) or HyperCard (HC
Labe!Tools) procedure, prints bar-code and text
labels with the CoStar Label Writer printer. The
program will print up to six lines of text for product
descriptions and addresses on a l by 3.5-inch label.
Fonts provided include two types of bar-code 39
fonts. Text fonts include Courier, Monaco and
Geneva. A sample program is provided to assist
developers and users in quickly learning how to use
the program.
$75 retail; commercial users
$25 retail; non-commercial users
E.E.S. Companies, Inc.; 2 Vernon St., Ste. 404;
Framingham, MA 01701; 508-653-6911
After Dark
Screen savet
5 I 2KE or larger Macintosh.
After Dark is a comprehensive screen saver for
both .business and personal environments. Users may
select from a variety of entertaining screen-saving
modules, including a night sky with streaking
meteors, raindrops, lightning bolts, bouncing ball,
crawling worms, a dimmer or a jump to warp speed.
A Logo Module allows companies to scan their
corporate logo, which then drifts about the screen
when the screen saver engages. Users may adjust the
appearance of the displays, controlling such things as
the size and frequency of raindrops, worm wiggle
and logo drifting and dimming rates.
An anti-snoop feature may prevent the screen
from being reawakened without a password. For
programmers, the After Dark manual includes an _indepth technical section with instructions for creating
your own screen savers.
$39.95 retail
Berkeley Systems, Inc.; 1700 Shattuck Ave.;
Berkeley, CA 94709; 415-540-5536
AutoSaveDA
Desk accessory that automatically saves data from a
Macintosh application to the currently logged disk
512K or larger Macintosh.
AutoSave DA is a desk accessory that
automatically saves data from any Macintosh
application to the currently logged disk (RAM, hard
or floppy) by periodically envoking the Save
command from the File pull-down menu. A user can
set the frequency of saves from one minute to one
hour, as well as stop automaiic saves at any time.
The program is compatible with virtually all
Macintosh software and all versions of the System
and Finder, including MultiFinder.
$49.95 retail
Magic Software, Inc.; 2206 Franklin St.; Bellevue,
NE 68005; 402-291-0670 or 800-342-6243
AutoSave II
Saves work in progress using a preset time interval
512KE or larger Macintosh .
AutoSave II is an· INJT that automatically saves
work in progress using a preset time interval. The
save interval may be set from one to 99 minutes.
AutoSave II is active no matter what application is
being used. If there is a program in which autosaves
are not desired, that program may be added to
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AutoSave H's exclude list. AutoSave II will disable
itself while the excluded program is running.
Automatic saves can be excluded from up to 50
programs. When the time interval and program
exclude list are set, AutoSave II will do its job
without any service or thought from a user.
AutoSave II works with all major applications in
UniFinder or MultiFinder.
$49.95 retail
Magic Software, Inc.; 2206 Franklin St.; Bellevue,
NE 68005; 402-291-0670 or 800-342-6243
Brock Diskette Librarian
Disk utility that keeps track of files stored on 3.5inch disks
Any Macintosh.
The Brock Diskette Librarian is a utility program
that keeps track of files stored on 3.5-inch disks. The
data can be viewed on screen, which displays data
similar to the "Get Info" function of a Macintosh, or
printed out in a report using one of many possible
designs based on a user's preferences. Disk labels
can also be created from the data file. These can be
in either a standard label format or a customized
version with graphics from MacPaint.
$29.95 retail
Brock Software Products, Inc.; PO Box 799; Crystal
Lake, IL 60014; 815-459-4210
CanOpener
Information search and retrieval
512K or larger Macintosh; System 4.1 or later.
CanOpener allows !!Sers to open almost any
M&cintosh file and search !he contents for text, ·
pictures and sounds. A user can then copy what is
needed to the current application, or archive it for
future use in Can Opener's library.
CanOpener overrides file formats to give a user
access to almost anything, so a user may extract
information from any document without using the
application. Or they may get resources from
application and system files. CanOpener will even
retrieve information from damaged disks.
CanOpener will search disks, hard drives and
networks to find files bY. content. It comes as both a
desk accessory or MultiFinder application.
$125 retail
Abbott Systems, Inc.; 62 Mountain Rd.;
Pleasantville, NY 10570; 914-747-3116 or
800-552-9157
Capture 2.0
Snapshot utility
512K or larger Macintosh.
Capture is a snapshot utility that allows a user to
select an area of a Macintosh screen and save the
picture either on the Clipboard or in a PICT file. It
works on the standard Macintosh Plus or SE screen,
in addition to larger screens such as those from
Radius, SuperMac and MegaGraphics.
The snapshot can include pulled-down menus
and dialogs. Capture is Macintosh II compatible, and
color is preserved in snapshots.
$79.95 retail
Mainstay; 5311-B Derry Ave.; Agoura Hills,
CA 91301; 818-991-6540
CD•Star
Optical imaging system
Macintosh Plus or larger.
CD•Star (Conversion Dynamics System for
Transfer of Archival Records) is a document imaging
system designed to allow archival storage and
retrieval to and from WORM optical disks using the
Macintosh as the host platform. Client specified
custom indexing allows for rapid retrieval of any
document scanned into the system.
CD•Star comes in several configurations. Taking
into account the different levels of data management
and storage required by various users, single
workstation or network versions are available. Both

5.25- and 12-inch WORM drives are supported and
may be configured in a "jukebox." The system
includes print and fax c~pabilities .
.
Call for pricing; varies with configuration
Conversion Dynamics, Inc.; 1200 Corporate Dr., Ste.
150; Birmingham, AL 35242; 205-991-8338 or
800-752-7058
ClickPaste
Pop-up, hierarchically organized Scrapbook utility
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 6.0.2.
' ClickPaste provides a simple, convenient way to
store and retrieve frequently used text, graphics and
other objects. With a key press and a click of the
mouse, ClickPaste can save almost anything,
including text, any type of graphics and HyperCard.
buttons and scripts. ClickPaste stores these objects m
files and folders that can be reorganized through the
Finder.
To paste a saved object, users perform the same
simple command they did to paste to ClickPaste, '.1'1d
then choose their object from the pop-up h1erarch1cal
menu that appears. ClickPaste can be used anytime,
anywher~ and in any application.
$99.95 retail
Mainstay; 5311-B Derry Ave.; Agoura Hills,
CA 91301; 818-991-6540
ClipShare
Allows users on a network to instantly share
Clipboard contents
Macintosh Plus or larger; AppleTalk network.
CjipShare is an application that allows users on a
network to instantly share Clipboard contents,
allowing for real time Cut, Copy and Paste to any
Macintoshes on the network, with no need to copy or
send entire files.
Anything that can be copied and pasted can be
instantly transferred to the Clipboard or Scrapbook
of any user on the network. ClipShare is easy to use
and works transparently with all popular
applications.
.
ClipShare requires no extra file server or E-mail
software, is not copy protected and online help is
always available.
$295 retail; full network license
Olduvai Corp.; 7520 Red Rd., Ste. A; South Miami,
FL 33143; 305-665-4665
Colorizer
Color screen utilities for customizing the Macintosh
II cjesktop
Macintosh JI.
Colcirizer is a set of utility programs for a
Macintosh II. It includes four major components:
Colorizer, Color SaveScreen, Color PrintScreen and
Colors.
Colorizer enables users to add color to ex isting
PICT files created by other Macintosh programs.
Color SaveScreen saves a full-color screen image as
a color PICT file that can be read by color painting
and graphics programs, including colorizer. Color
PrintScreen prints a screen in color on an
ImageWriter II or other color printers. It will also
print a black and white screen image on an
Image Writer or a LaserWriter. Colors is a personal
preferences accessory within the standard control
panel that allows users to color windows, controls,
menus and text highlighting using preferred color
schemes.
$49.95 retail
Palomar Software, Inc.; 2964 Oceanside Blvd., Ste.
D; Oceanside, CA 92054; 619-721-7000
Comment2.l
Post-it note desk accessory
512KE or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive.
Comment is a time management and personal
productivity tool that can be used to .keep
.
appointments, post remmders and thmgs-to-do hsts,
create telephone directories and replace the note pad
and Scrapbook. Features include Time Notes, Posted
Notes and Note Manager.
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Time Notes keep track of up to 520
appointments and reminders (per note file)
automatically every time users tum on their
Macintosh. Posted Notes are electronic equivalents
of 3M's Post-It notes. Comment allows users to
"stick" these electronic notes to cells in a
spreadsheet, text in a word processor or desktop
publishing program, windows and documents. Note
Manager allows users to review and edit all Time
Notes or Posted Notes, import and export notes or
data to and from databases and word processors, use
the built-in find command to instantly locate
information and print all or just some of the notes in
a variety of formats.
$99 .95 retail
Deneba Software; 3305 NW 74th Ave.; Miami,
FL 33122; 305-594-6965 or 800-622-6827
The Curator
Tool used to catalog, convert and integrate art work
in MacPaint, TIFF, Glue, PICT, MacEPS, IBM EPSF
and PostScript formats
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive or
hard disk drive; image Writer or LaserWriter.
The Curator is a tool used by engineers,
architects and graphic artists to catalog and integrate
their art work.
The program files art where it is made, in folders
or on disks. Art is retrieved through the pictorial
table of contents made up of miniature pictures of all
the art in a certain folder, or by title or keyword. It
will catalog art done in several formats:
Encapsulated PostScript (IBM or Macintosh), TIFF,
MacPaint, Glue, PostScript or PICT.
Once retrieved , The Curator will convert the
format of the artwork to other formats. It will allow
Encapsulated PostScript files to be copied and pasted
into other programs, retaining the PostScript and
quality when printed from the new program.
$139.95 retail
Solutions Inc.; PO Box 783; Williston, VT 05495;
802-865-9220

I

Desk Toppers
.
Calendar, Little Black Book, Doodle Pad, Music
Maker, Scrapbook Library
Any Macintosh.
DeskToppers is a set of five practical desk
accessories for the Macintosh.
It includes a Calendar, which displays any month.
of any year from 1904 to 2003, can be used as a
complete datebook or have its contents printed out;
Little Black Book, which maintains up to 26 pages of
names and addresses with a complete search-andreplace function and phone dialer for use with a
modem; Doodle Pad, which lets users sketch and
save drawings in MacWrite documents; Music
Maker, a keyboard featuring four instruments on
which users can play back and record music; and
Scrapbook Library, which allows users to organize
scrapbook files by dividing them into smaller
scrapbook files without ever returning to the desktop.
$19.95 retail
Harvard Associates, Inc.; IO Holworthy St.;
Cambridge, MA 02138; 617-492-0660
Diamond
Compaction/backup
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Diamond compacts files 20 to 30 percent of their
original size. Three compaction speeds are provided.
Users can pack to multiple floppies quickly and
easily using simple commands. Users can backup
files, folders or even a complete hard disk in one
pass.
·
Diamond lets users unpack from floppie s to hard
disks. Files are restored in full detail , including
file/folder colors, desktop location and scroll bar
positions. Password protection is provided to deny
unwanted access. Diamond even allows users to
extract a single compacted file/folder from a packed
volume.
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$125 retail; single user(non-commercial)
$1()0 to $700 retail; unpacking license (100 to 1,000
unpacks)
Call for pricing; unpacking license (more than l ,000
unpacks)
Sextant Corp.; 3516 27th Pkwy.; Sarasota,
FL 34235; 813-954-5622 or 800-262-6665
Disk Ranger V4.2; Ranger Reader V4.0
Hard disk and floppy utilities, including disk
cataloging and labeling
5 /2KE or larger Macintosh.
Disk Ranger and Ranger Reader provide a
complete system for cataloging and labeling disks
and finding lost files.
New to Version 4.0 are routines for optimizing
hard drives, editing files on disk, encoding/decoding
files flJ!d new ways of removing or renaming files.
Disk Ranger catalogs hard disks and floppies.
Catalog features include: full path names for files;
sort disks/files by name, date, ~1ze, etc.; filter out
unwanted files; add or delete disks or files from
catalog; save catalog as text for use in other
programs; and make labels directly from catalog
entries.
Ranger Reader is a desk accessory that will find
files on a disk or search through a Disk Ranger
catalog. lliis allows a user to keep a master catalog
and quickly find any file on any disk in an entire
collection. If Ranger Reader finds a file on disk, the
next time a user chooses "Open," the dialog will
shciw the correct folder for opening the file just
found.
$59.95 retail; includes both programs and pin-feed
labels
Graham Software Co.; 8609 Ingalls Cir:; Arvada,
co 80003; 303-422-0757
Disk Tools Plus l.Q2
MultiFinder-compatible utility for file management
from within any application
5/2K or larger Macintosh.
Disk Tools Plus is a full-featured MultiFindercompatible utility that allows complete file
management from within any application. The
package is a sophisticated collection of seven desk
accessories.
The lead application in Disk Tools Plus is Disk
Tools II, which provides users with all the power of
the desktop, including the ability to copy, move,
rename and delete files without having to leave an
application. Disk Tools II remembers where files and
folders are hidden, even in a huge hierarchy of
information.
The remaining accessories in DiskTools Plus
include: a smart calendar for keeping track of
appointments, a 250-page phone pad, a test fi_le
printer that prints in the background, ~ scientific
calculator, an RPN calculator and a wmdowmg
utility that lets a user switch from one open window
to another with a simple menu selection.
$49.95 retail
Electronic Ans; 1820 Gateway Dr.; San Mateo,
CA 94404; 415-571-7171or800-245-4525
DiskFinder
Desk accessory, disk librarian, file finder
512KE or larger Macintosh.
DiskFinder is a desk accessory, disk librarian
and file finder that provides users with instant access
to all important disks and files. It allows users to
manage a library of more than l 0,800 volumes,
folders and files on one SOOK disk and even more on
a hard disk. DiskFinder will catalog an SOOK disk in
less than six seconds and a 20 MB hard disk drive in
under 30 seconds.
DiskFinder provides users with the ability to:
efficiently store a complete catalog of all disks;
quickly create or update the entry for an~ disk; create
separate libraries for different types of disks; share
common libraries in a network environment; create a
text file of any disk entry that can then be loaded and
manipulated by word processor, database and

spreadsheet programs; search a library or online disk
quickly by name or any part of a name; and instantly
locate volumes, folders and files whether they are in
a user 's drive, at a. user's office or across the country.
$49.95 retail
Williams & Macias, Inc.; South 3707 Godfrey Blvd.;
Spokane, WA 99204; 509-458-6312 or
800-752-4400
DiskTop 4.0
Desk accessories; application program
512KE or larger Macintosh.
DiskTop is a desk accessory that allows a user to
find, lisi, delete, rename, copy, move, size, launch,
shut down or set attributes of files on any disk
without leaving the current application. It also
includes DT Launch for launching files and
documents, and Gofer 2.0, a file searching utility that
looks through multiple files for key words.
$99.95 retail
CE Software. Inc.; PO Box 65580; West Des
Moines, !A 50265; 515-224-1995
The Duxbury Braille Translator
Produces braille from print, or vice versa
512KE or larger Macintosh; System 4.0 or late1:
The Duxbury Braille Translator features highly
accurate translation of the phonetically-based
English Braille literary code in either Am.erican or
British style, Computer Bnulle Code, braille to prmt
translation, textbook-style formatting, grade-one
transcription of embedded foreign languages,
preview of formatted braille docume~ts up to 30
pages in length and more. All of this 1s accessible
through a standard Macintosh-style user interface,
which is compatible with accessibility aids via
speech or enlargement.
$495 reiail
Duxbury Systems, Inc.; 435 King St.;.PO Box 1504;
Littleton, MA 01460; 508-486-9766
Eureka!
.
File finding desk accessory
512K or larger Macintosh.
Eureka! is a fast file-finding desk accessory that
helps users locate misplaced files on a hard disk.
With only the beginning, end or part of the file name,
Eureka! will locate a user 's file and show it in a
complete hierarchical display at the bottom of the
Eureka! window.
$24.95 retail
Personal Computer Peripherals Corp.; 47 lO
Eisenhower Blvd., Bldg. A4; Tampa, FL 33634;
813-884-3092 or 800-622-2888
The Evaluation System
Provides a standard methodology to evaluate
software
Macintosh II or larger.
The Evaluation System provides a standard
methodology to evaluate database, spreadsheet, word
processing and other software applications. It
standardizes a traditionally non-standard process,
provides all the guidelines .necessary to evaluate
applications and asks a senes of quesuons that probe
into the attributes of the application.
Areas of evaluation include: background
information (provides information about the
company and the product); goals and objectives of
evaluation; installation; documentation; usage
(general functionality, tools, .output and special
features); support; and secunty.
$995 retail
General Information Services, Inc.; 205 Bancroft
Bldg.; 341 l Silverside Rd. ; Wilmington, DE 198l0;
302-478-1000
FastLabel
Labeling software
512K or larger Macintosh; JmageWriter or
LaserWriter.
FastLabel is versatile labeling software that
allows users to manage a wide range of labeling
chores, from mailing lists to disk labels, from
envelopes and price tags to VCR labels.

FastLabel also has a built in batch disk labeler
that automatically creates disk labels as disks are
inserted in the drives, providing a quick way to label
an entire disk library.
The software provides users with the ability to:
print to any standard label sheet, including all Avery
products; add global text, icons and spine printing
for disks and VCR labels; complete font and style
control; mixed fonts and styles on one label; print
individual labels or multiple copies; create custom
labels of any size; enter text for labels from keyboard
or import from text files; auto-format text as it is
imported; and more.
$79.95 retail; FastLabel
$24.95 retail; 250 Laser Disk Labels
Vertical Solutions; PO Box 7535; Olympia,
WA 98507; 206-352-2097 or 800-942-4008
Fetchlt 2.0
Complete file management system within standard
Open and Save dialog boxes
512K or larger Macintosh; System 6.0.l or later.
Fetchlt is an !NIT that adds a powerful set of
commands from within the standard Open and Save
dialog boxes. Users can find files with ease by using
the Find File or the Look'fer command. Fetchlt is
targeted at those users who need to find files that
contain specified text strings but do not want to go
through the time to open and search each file.
Fetchlt's advanced feature will even allow users to
search for files containing either or both of two text
strings and see its context. In addition, Fetchlt can
find files by filename, create a new folder and
duplicate, rename or delete files. It also displays the
Get Info box with the Finder comment. Fetchlt
includes two other useful utilities, HD Mini-Icon and
HFS Apple Tree.
.
$25 retail
Cra Z Software; PO Box 6379; Haverhill,
MA 01831; 508-521-5262
FileMagic; MultiMagic; WindowMagic
System enhancements
512KE or larger Macintosh:
FileMagic is a Macintosh system enhancement
that speeds the selection of files and folders b.y
.
enhancing the Open and Save commands available m
most applications. It remembers the files and folders
that a user uses most, as well as the applications they
are used with. It also provides most of the features of
the Finder and Find File.
Multi Magic is a MultiFinder enhancement that
allows users to configure multiple sets of
applications and desk accessories.
WindowMagic is a Macintosh system
enhancement that provides users with control over
windows. By holding down the Option key and
clicking the Apple menu, the _program r~places the
standard list of desk accessones with a hst of
windows on the screen.
$99 retail
Magnus Corp.; 9025 6lst Pl. W; Mukilteo,
WA 98275; 206-828-1789
Findswell Version 2.0
Document locater, opener and path saver; remembers
the location of frequently used documents
512KE (requires HFS) or larger Macintosh.
Findswell is a document locater, opener and path
saver that offers improvements over file locators.
Documents and folders can be opened directly within
an application, and Findswell remembers the path to
documents and folders.
When placed in the System Folder, a
"Findswell" button is added to the "open box" of
every Macintosh program. A user types all or part of
. a document name and presses the "Find" button.
Documents matching the description are shown.
Remembered folders and documents are
accessible without having to perform a locate
operation. Additional features include: remembers
names of last several files opened; searches
comments field; and a "New Folder" button.
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$59.95 retail
.
Working Software, Inc.; PO Box 1844; Santa Cruz,
CA 9506 1; 408-423-5696
Font/DA Juggler Plus
Lets users access thousands of fonts, desk
accessories, FKeys and sounds simultaneously
512KE or larger Macintosh .
Font/DA Juggler Plus is a utility that lets a
Macintosh user access thousands of fonts, desk
accessories, FKeys and sounds simultaneously. ~P to
12 files containing these items can be opened with
the utility and the contents made available system
wide, just as if they had been installed on the System
file. One of the advanced features of the Font/DA
Juggler Plus is the ability to compress fonts.
Font/DA Juggler Plus maintains four lists to
manipulate fonts, DAs, FKeys and sounds. Each list
appears in a pop-up window that can be moved and
scrolled. The DA list allows for browsing of
available DAs and opening from the keyboard. The
unique FKey list displays FKeys so that they can be
opened by name with no numbering conflicts. Using
the sound list, any Macintosh can play most
Macintosh II sounds. Sounds can be played anytime,
and one can be selected as the system sound. Finally,
the font list allows a Macintosh user to view all of
the currently available font names, in their own font,
in each of nine styles. It also displays font
information, such as ascent, descent and leading, and
identifies fonts that are QuickDraw and Postscript.
Also included with Font/DA Juggler Plus is
FontShow, an advanced FKey alternative to the font
list. Several additional utilities are packaged with
font/DA Juggler Plus. FKey/Sound Mover can copy,
rename, renumber and remove FKeys and sounds.
Font Resolver will automatically resolve font
numbering conflicts, and Font/DA Utility allows
users to rename and renumber fonts and DAs
manually. More than 50 tested public domain fonts ,
DAs, FKeys and sounds are included.
$59.95 retail
Alsoft, Inc.; PO Box 927; Spring, TX 77383;
713-353-4090
Fontina
Improves font menus
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Fontina upgrades the Macintosh operating
system to replace conventional, scrolling font menus
with compact, efficient multicolumn menus that
show every installed font at a glance. It installs
effortlessly and can be customized from the Control
Panel. Fontina also automatically rearranges the font
menu to bring related fonts together (i.e., Helvetica,
N Helvetica Narrow). A few programs depend on the
conventional font sequence, so Fontina automatically
detects these non-standard programs and uses the
standard font ordering. All other Fontina features
remain available.
$69. 95 retail
Eastgate Systems, Inc.; PO Box 1307; Cambridge,
MA 02238; 617-924-9044
FontShare 2.0
Downloadable PostScript font printing utility that
allows users on a network to share laser fonts; also
includes a utility that keeps track of the number of
pages printed per workstation on a network
Macintosh Plus or larger; AppleTalk network.
FontShare is a utility that allows users to share
PostScript fonts that are residing on a network
server.
FontShare provides a transpareqt interface. A
user selects Print from any application and
FontShare will initially ask where the missing fonts
are. FontShare need only be told where the font file
is once; the next time Print is chosen. FontShare will
automatically find and download the font to the
PostScript printer.

$249 retail; full network license
Tactic Software; 11925 SW !28th St.; Miami,
FL 33186; 305-378-4110
GetMemo
Add-on for McMax database that enables users to
output memo fields
Macintosh Plus or larger.
GetMemo is a McMax procedure that makes it
possible to output memo fields. McMax, the Dbase
III Plus compatible for the Macintosh, does not
provide this capability. Memo fiel_ds can be created
with McMax, but cannot be used m reports.
GetMemo locates the memo field for the .
database and record number given to GetMemo. It
then proceeds to read the memo field and word wrap
it to the left and right margm specifications passed to
GetMemo. Programmers can place GetMemo and
Wordwrap into procedure or program files as
preferred.
$35 retail
JPL Associates; 18 Sequoia Way; San Francisco,
CA 94127; 415-469-8862
Hand Off
Eliminates "Application Not Found" alert
Macintosh Plus or target:
HandOff is a utility that allows users to open any
file from the Macintosh Finder. It eliminates the
"Application Not Found" alert that !lie Finder
displays when a user tries to open a document that
was created by an application that a user doesn 't
have, or a document that was created by another type
of computer. When the Finder can't find an
application to 9pen the selected document(s),
HandOff presents users with a friendly dialog to
select a substitute application. This substitute can
then be used for all documents created by the same
missing application. HandOff also provides the
capability to redirect files to Macintosh applications
based on the filename extension. This is useful for
users who borrow files from other computers.
$49.95 retail
Software Innovations, Inc.; PO Box 811 ; Allen,
TX 75002; 214-727-2329
Hyper Control Panel
Customizes the speed and accuracy of cursor control
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Hyper Control Panel is easy to install and fully
compatible with the Apple mouse .and System .
Control Panel. It provides users with a new selection:
Custom. The Custom selection calls a special
window that gives users eight motion thresholds.
Users can customize and calibrate the acceleration
velocity and tracking sensitivity of their input
device: mouse, trackball, tablet, etc.
$20 retail
·
Assist Electronics; PO Box 2023; Los Gatos,
CA 95030; 408-370-0949
HyperBase - Home V4.0
Replaces Home stack
·
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM;
HyperCard.
HyperBase - Home is a HyperCard stack that
completely replaces the Home stack that comes with
HyperCard.
It offers many advantages over the original
Home stack, including: simple option-click ~ser
installation of application or stack icons; launch
applications or stacks from HyperBase - Home;
applications and stacks return to HyperBase Home on quitting (even under MultiFmder);
unlimited number of stack and application icons can
be installed; fu lly MultiFinder-compatible with
"QuickSwitch" between HyperCard and
MultiFinder; copy, move, delete, rename, get file
info and create new folder from HyperBase Home; open and delete HyperCard stacks; built-in
text editor, screen saver, HyperHelp and Stack Map;
continuous·display of time, date and free disk space;
and Macintosh-style interface and error handling.
$29.95 retail
HyperBase Software; 58 Waverly St.; Belmont,
MA 02178; 617-484-0148
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HyperControl
Provides the ability to print selected cards by
selected buttons or conduct substring searches; faster
printing; field total calculation
512K or larger Macintosh; HyperCard.
HyperControl allows users of HyperCard to .Print
selected cards by selected buttons or by conducting
substring searches in data fields. When pnntmg, data
fields can also be moved to different lines, and
multiple fields can be put on the same line.
In addition, HyperControl provides faster
printing than HyperCard reports, calculates field
totals and allows data field layouts to be saved as
documents.
$59.95 retail
Nordic Software, Inc.; 3939 N. 48th St.; Lincoln,
NE 68504; 402-466-6502 or 800-228-0417
HyperDA
HyperCard desk accessory
512KE or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive
recommended.
HyperDA is a desk accessory installed under the
Apple menu that allows a user to open and browse a
HyperCard stack, copy text and graphics from a card
to the Clipboard, print cards and search a stack
without leaving the current application. HyperDA
even has a window mode allowing a stack to appear
in a scrollable, growable window.
HyperDA understands a full subset of the
HyperTalk language. That means it can run most
stacks just like HyperCard with buttons and fields.
$69 retail
Symmetry Software; 8603 E. Royal Palm Rd., #110;
Scottsdale, AZ 85258; 602-998-9106
HyperRacks
Brings patented rack metaphor to HyperCard
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; two BOOK
disk drives or hard disk drive; HyperCard.
HyperRacks allows HyperCard users to view and
navigate through stacks as if the cards are stored
racks, like those next to factory time clocks.
HyperRack's "rack mode" command displays a
window showing a "rack" containing the first line of
20 cards. The window covers the part of the card
covered by fields, leaving most buttons visible and
ready for use ..
HyperRacks brings more than a dozen
commands to HyperCard, including zoom and edit
any field, save and restore templates to view a single
stack in many different ways.
HyperRacks includes more than 100 templates
with important fields on the first line where they are
visible in rack mode.
$99.95 retail
HyperRacks, Inc.; 146 Main St., Ste. 404; Los Altos,
CA 94022; 415-965-0327
HyperSearch 1.1
Searching system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; two BOOK
disk drives or hard disk drive; HyperCard.
HyperSearch is a flexible searching system
designed specifically for use with HyperCard. It
consists of a set of XCMDs to be installed directly
into the Home stack. Once installed, HyperSearch
provides instant indexing and searching capabilities
for orie or more existing HyperCard stacks.
HyperSearch offers various search options,
including Boolean operators (And, But Not, Or), as
well as "Begins with ... " capabilities. A HyperTalk
interface is also available to users who want to
integrate HyperSearch's functionalitY more tightly
into their stacks.
$119.95 retail
Discovery Systems; 7001 Discovery Blvd.; Dublin,
OH 430 17; 614-76 1-4133
Icon-It! 2.0
Utility allowing users to place menu commands,
DAs, fonts and macros into a one-click, movable
icon bar
512KE or larger Macintosh.

Utilities/Other
Icon-It! allows users to create their own
personalized icons to represent frequently-used menu
functions, desk accessories, FKeys and macros, and
display the icons on an "icon bar" appearing
anywhere on the screen.
Users can install predesigned templates, sketch
their own icons from the Icon-It! program or import
their favorite bit-mapped pictures from any paint
program. Also, Excel or Tempo macros and FKeys
can be represented by familiar icons, so a user can
simply click on the corresponding icon instead of
having to remember the required keyboard
combination. More than 100 icon bars for popular
programs are included.
$89 retail
Tactic Software; 11925 SW !28th St.; Miami,
FL 33186; 305-378-4110
Image Grabber 2.0
Utility that allows users to "grab" images from the
screen, including pull-down menus
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Image Grabber is a desk accessory that can
capture partial-, full- or multiple-screen images,
complete with cursor, including 32-bit color. Once an
image is captured, Image Grabber presents a dialog
box that lets a user direct the image to the Clipboard,
printer or disk as a P!CT file, MacPaint file or PICT
resource.
Image Grabber provides two ways to grab
images: Standard Grab and Timed Grab. The
Standard Grab allows users to select any rectangular
image from screen. The Timed Grab allows users to
specify an amount of time that Image Grabber will
wait before grabbing the whole screen.
$49 retail
Sabastian Software; PO Box 70278; Bellevue,
WA 98007; 206-861-0602
InLarge
Image-enlarging software utility for the visually
impaired
512K or larger Macintosh, except SE/30and11
family.
InLarge is a large print display software utility
for the visually impaired that magnifies everything
on the screen - graphics, menu bars, spreadsheet
cells, dialog boxes, text, etc. - by 2 to 16 times. It
works with virtually all Macintosh software, and
follows typing and mouse movements without
conflicting with the program being used.
The magnified display can cover the whole
screen, or any portion of it, in which case the
unmagnified background can be displayed for
orientation or blanked out.
Features include automatic scanning (horizontal
and vertical); reverse video; optional crosshair
cursor; image "stretching"; ·shows where the
magnified area is on regular screen, while providing
a visual cue to that location in magnified display;
and more.
$95 retail
Berkeley Systems, Inc.; 1700 Shattuck Ave.;
Berkeley, CA 94709; 415-540-5536
In Touch
Provides screen access (text and graphics) to the
blind
512KE or larger Macintosh; System 4.1 or later;
Optacon 11.
InTouch, developed by Berkeley System Design,
is a Macintosh driver for TSI's Optacon II, a tactileimaging device for the blind. The Optacon hardware
consists of a pad of vibrating pins and a hand-held
camera, with which a user scans the material. The
pins are raised and lowered to simulate the outline of
each character, one letter at a time.
InTouch applies the same concept to the
Macintosh interface. Instead of a camera, the mouse
is used to scan the text or graphics on screen. The
area around the cursor is then simulated on the pin
touch pad.

$395 retail; software and cable
$3,395 retail; Optacon II
Telesensory Systems, Inc.; 455 N. Bernardo Ave.;
PO Box 7455; Mountain View, CA 94039;
415-960-0920 or 800-227-8418
MacDiskManager
Software that prints disk directories on either
NoLabelSystem inserts or Rolodex cards to organize
and identify disks
Any Macintosh .
MacDiskManager provides for the automatic
management of Macintosh disks without using any
adhesive labels. It reads the directory information
from floppy disks and formats, displays and prints
the editable information on either Rolodex file cards
or on Weber's NoLabelSystem tabbed insert cards,
which are made to fit into a plastic pocket that is
permanently affixed to the disk. In addition, the
software prints the date and a user's choice of
numbering methods.
MacDiskManager is bundled with the
NoLabelSystem kit. Each kit contains 100 clear
plastic pockets, 200 insert cards and 100 white
tractor-feed Rolodex file cards.
$29.95 retail; MacDiskManager only
$39.95 retail; bundled with NoLabelSystem
Weber & Sons, Inc.; PO Box 104-PR; Adelphia,
NJ 07710; 201-431-1128 or 800-225-0044
MacDOS II
Tandy portable (Models 100, 102, 200) to Macintosh
file transfers
512K or larger Macintosh.
MacDOS allows the transfer of files between a
Tandy portable 3.5-inch disk drive and a Macintosh.
The program contains both software and a hardware
cable adapter that connects a Macintosh modem port
directly to the portable disk drive, widely used by
owners of laptop computers.
In addition to exchanging files between a
Macintosh and the portable disk drive, MacDOS
allows a user to open, edit and print files on the
portable disk drive. It also allows the copying of all
files from the portable disk drive to a Macintosh in
one step. Up to four file windows may be open at
any time.
$129.95 retail
Traveling Software, Inc.; 18702 N. Creek Pkwy.;
Bothell, WA 98011; 206-483-8088 or 800-343-8080
Maclmage
Interface software for JetReader scanner
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive or
hard disk drive; SCSI interface.
Maclmage allows the Datacopy JetReader page
feed scanner and the Model 730 fl atbed scanner to
interface with a Macintosh Plus.
The software provides the capability to control
the scanner, manage image files and view images.
Picture element editing is also provided. The image
can be reduced to fit the screen, portions viewed at
full size or zoomed to various sizes in between. Any
portion·of an image can be viewed using a scroll
capability. The scanner resolution can be set, the
image contrast can be adjusted and line art or .one of
two picture (halftone) modes selected. The ongmal
document can be scanned as a full page, or a window
may be set, using line art, picture A or B modes.
Scanning can be done outside or inside the window.
Gray-scale processing software allows users to create
up to 256 levels of gray in images scanned on 6-bit
(64-level gray scale) scanners.
$695 retail
Xerox Imaging Systems/Datacopy Products; 1215
Terra Bella Ave.; Mountain View, CA 94043;
415-965-7900 or 800-821-2898
·
MaclnUse 3.0
Records usage of a user's Macintosh
Any Macintosh.
MacinUse is a utility program that tracks the
usage of a Macintosh by autmnatically recordi~g the
application name, date, start time and duration mto a
file each time an application is run. The recorded
information can be expanded to include any

additional information desired, such as comments,
user name, client or project name, etc. MacinUse is
fully network compatible.
The data file generated by MaclnUse is a
standard text file and can be read by most
spreadsheet, database and word processing programs
for printing and analysis. Templates and macros for a
number of popular programs are included to
facilitate this process.
MaclnUse can be used to collect data for client
billing, income tax records, hardware and software
utilization analysis and personal ,productivity
analysis.
$99 retail
Softview, Inc.; 1721 Pacific Ave., Ste. 100; Oxnard,
CA 93033; 805-388-5000 or 800-622-6829
MacKeymeleon Vl.60
Custom keyboard utility
Any Macintosh,.
MacKeymeleon allows a user to design custom
keyboard configurations for foreign languages and
other specialized needs such as Dvorak.
The program allows users to reassign any key
and gives full control over diacritical marks, dead
keys and "key board switching."
$69.95 retail
Avenue Software, Inc.; 2162 Charest Blvd. W;
Sainte-Foy, Quebec, Canada GIN 2G3;
418-682-3088
MacLabeler Plus, The Label Construction Set
Disk-labeling system
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacLabeler is a disk labeling utility that will
determine whether a disk is formatted according to
HFS or MFS and will display that information
automatically on the back of the label. An HFSformatted disk will also print a small plus (+) on the
skinny edge of the label, allowing a user to see at a
glance which disks in the library are HFS disks.
The disk directory window and the directory
printout will also show whether the disk was
formatted in MFS or HFS.
Enhanced features include a label construction
set that allows users to completely custom design
labels. Fields, which can be positioned at will, show
file and folder names, icons, fonts, desk accessories,
date, space, HFS or MFS indicator, serial number,
custom text and paint or draw-type graphics.
$79.95 retail
$19 retail; QuickLabels
$22.50 retail; Laser QuickLabels
Ideaform Inc.; PO Box 1540; Fairfield, IA 52556;
515-472-7256
MacMover
File transfer utility for use with Netway 1000
communication server (for BSC)
512K or larger Macintosh; Netway 1000.
MacMover is a file transfer utility for use with
the Netway 1000 communication server. It appears
as a Macintosh desk accessory on the Netway
software, supports both IND$FILE and proprietary
host file transfer software and allows entire files to
be transferred to and from the host. Files transferred
to the host in a text format allow a user to exchange
information between any IBM 3270 device and a
Macintosh emulating a 3278 terminal. Binary "Mac
Document" file transfer allows Macintosh data with
graphics and multiple fonts to be transferred to and
from the IBM host by any Macintosh connected to
the host through the Netway 1000. The format for
this file on the host is identical to the MacBinary
format used by many popular asynchronous terminal
emulators.
"Pure Binary" file transfer allows MS-DOS,
WKS spreadsheet, DCA text and IGES graphics file
to be sent to or received by a Macintosh connected to
a mainframe via the Netway 1000.
$995 retail; includes network license
Tri-Data Systems, Inc.; 3270 Scott Blvd.; Santa
Clara, CA 94054; 408-727-3270
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Mac Nest
.Electronic storage tray
Any Macintosh.
MacNest, an electronic storage tray, can function
either as a desk accessory or an application. It allows
users to pull or place information using a
straightforward filing system.
It features two editable screen windows: one for
graphics from MacPaint or MacDraw; and one for
text from Mac Write. Also included are keys that can
be defined by a user to cut information storage and
retrieval time in half. Documents created with
MacNest can be stored completely, or in part, and
later amended or removed. It allows use of a singleitem or multi-item Clipboard to hold both graphics
·and text.
$49 retail
Fortnum Software; 16742 Gothard St., Ste. 213;
Huntington Beach, CA 92647; 714,841-1562
MacPS - Power Scripts
Automates Macintosh Finder
Any Macintosh.
MacPS, which stands for Power
Scripts/Procedural Sequencer, is a macro language
that automates many of the Macintosh Finder and
other desktop functions.
Automation in MacPS is accomplished via a
script comman<j processing technique. The scripts
are playscript fi le(s) of commands that can be
double-clicked from the desktop or started every
time a user boots to cause MacPS to perform the
preprogrammed functions. Unlike mouse-tracking
methods of automation, MacPS scripts can be edited,
documented and changed at will - without having
to re-program the entire sequence or depend on
screen position of windows or icons. Sequences are
represented as words, which can be easily changed.
Playscript files may be created and changed with any
word processor or text editor. For the advanced user,
MacPS supports a robust procedural language with
IF and GOTO statements, programmed variables and
many built in functions. It can be a mini
programming tool for the desktop.
$27 retail
Neff Systems Group; 3286 Knights wood Way; San
Jose, CA 95148; 408-274-1110
MacQwerty
Dvorak and custom keyboard reconfiguration with
overlays
Any Macintosh.
MacQwerty reconfigures a keyboard to Dvorak
layout. It allows users to create custom keyboard
configurations by ftrst deciding the characters to be
moved. A user then types (into MacWrite or another
word processor document) the list of characters to be
changed and a replacement list.
$45 retail; includes overlays
Paragon Concepts, Inc.; 990 Highland Dr., Ste. 312;
Solana Beach, CA 92075; 619-481-1477
MacScan 1.6
Image scanner software
Macintosh Plus or large1:
MacScan is image scanner software for Canon,
Apple, Sharp, Fujitsu, Princeton, QMS and Spectrum
scanners. It allows compatibility with virtually any
desktop publishing software, including MultiFinder
software.
·
Features include a full 400 dpi editing toolbox,
10 different save formats, scans in both line art and
halftone modes, adjustable brightness and optional
OCR software.
$99 retail
Prism Enterprises, Inc.; 14703-E Baltimore Ave.,
Ste. 248; Laurel, MD 20707; 301-604-6611

MasterJuggler
Utility ihat allows users to juggle applications and
their windows, select from running and predefined
applications, play or convert most sounds and more
512KE or larger Macintosh; System 4.1 or later;
System 6.0 and Finder 6.1 or later recommended.
MasterJuggler contains all of the features m
Font/DA Juggler Plus and more. It greatly extends
the power of the Macintosh by giving users access to
unlimited numbers of fonts, DAs, FKeys and sounds.
Users can instantly open up to 120 of these resource
files. There is no need to install them in the System
file. MasterJuggler also lets users start applications
and their documents or switch between them from a
convenient pop-up window.
$89.95 retail
Alsoft, Inc.; PO Box 927; Spring, TX 77383;
713-353-4090
MenuFonts
Replaces pull-down Font menu with a custom Font
menu that displays font names in their own fonts
512KE or larger Macintosh.
MenuFonts replaces the pull-down Font menu
with a custom Font menu that displays each font
name in its own typeface. MenuFonts is installed by
dragging it into the System Folder and can be
configured via the Control Panel.
To speed font selection, MenuFonts includes a
feature called KeyScroll. Pulling down the Font
menu and typing the first letter of a font name
automatically scrolls the menu to select the font.
Moving the mouse into MenuFonts' optional
FontShow bar pops up examples of the selected font
in several sizes. MenuFonts can be configured to
display individual font names in their own typestyle
or in the Chicago font. This can be helpful when
displaying symbol fonts or on operating systems that
do not use the Latin alphabet, such as Arabic, Greek,
Hebrew and Russian.
$59.95 retail
Dubl-Click Software, Inc.; 9316 Deering Ave.;
Chatsworth, CA 91311; 818-700-9525
MockPackage Plus Utilities 4.4
Collection of 10 desk accessories and utilities
512KE or larger Macintosh.
MockPackage Plus Utilities is a collection of I0
desk accessories that include MockWrite,
MockChart, MockPrinter, MockTerminal, EZ-Menu,
Aask, Control-I, FolderShare, LaserStatus and
Widgets. ·
MockWrite lets users create, epit, read and print
text files. MockChart converts numbers into charts or
graphs 3 columns by I00 rows. MockPrinter prints in
the background on Image Writer printers and will
print text files of any length. MockTerminal is a
simple telecommunications desk accessory that
offers modem file transfer. EZ-Menu is a Control
Panel Device that allows keyboard control of menus.
Aask is a Control Panel Device that allows users to
selectively tum on and off startup utilities. Control-I
enables users to specify which Control Panel Device·
will appear upon opening the Control Panel.
FolderShare is a Control Panel Device for
AppleShare users that enables _users to specify .
default settings for access pnv1leges. LaserStatus ts a
desk accessory that monitors the use of LaserWriters
and other PostScript printers. Widgets is a potpourri
of utility functions that allows users to select special
paper sizes for the ImageWriter and Image Writer
LQ, create custom start-up screens and convert PICT
files to paint files.
$49.95 retail
CE Software, Inc.; PO Box 65580; West Des
Moines, IA 50265; 515-224-1995
MultiClip 2.0
Clipboard enhancement utility that allows multiple,
editable Clipboards and Scrapbooks
Macintosh Plus or large1:
MultiClip is a Clipboard and Scrapbook
enhancement utility. It allows a user to have multiple
Clipboard "ClipFrames," access them instantly,
Cut/Copy and Paste, edit or select parts of elements
cut or copied to the Clipboard, view Clipboard
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contents at different enlargement settings and
transfer multiple Clipboard contents to the
Scrapbook at any time. MultiClip is easy to use and
works transparently with all popular applications. It
is not copy protected, and online help is always
available.
$99 retail
Olduvai Corp.; 7520 Red Rd., Ste. A; South Miami,
FL 33143; 305-665-4665
MultiSet 3.0
Lets users create and run work sets for MultiFinder
or Finder
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MultiSet is a productivity tool that lets users
create and run "work sets" for MultiFinder or Finder.
Work sets are configuration documents that, when
double-clicked, will open a series of applications,
documents and/or desk accessories.
A user opens MultiSet, picks out the documents
and applications then saves the work set with a .
name. The work set then appears as a document icon
on a user's disk. From then on, a double-click on the
work set document icon wilJ launch the applications
and documents configured in the work set.
MultiSet can also be used as a "set-startup"
application along with or separate from other
MultiFinder startup applications. MultiSet offers
advantages over MultiFinder startup, such as starting
up docui:nents from different folders or disks.
$35 retail
Neff Systems Group; 3286 Knightswood Way; San
Jose. CA 95148;408-274-1110
MyDiskLabeler
Disk utility that lets users design and print removable
labels
Any Macintosh.
MyDiskLabeler allows users to design and print
removable labels for 3.5-inch disks. A variety of
formats, fonts, text sizes and styles are available to
choose from.
Seven windows allow editing of text or graphics,
disk name, edge title, back title, contents, picture,
owner and date. The program reads and sorts disk
directories, and labels can be saved for updates. It
also provides single or multiple printing qf labels and
three different print qualities are available.
$54.95 retail; Image Writer option
·
$64.95 retail; with ImageWriter/LaserWriter option
Williams & Macias, Inc.; South 3707 Godfrey Blvd.;
Spokane, WA 99204; 509-458-63 12 or
800-752-4400
.
NetCounter
Laser printer utility for networked printers
Macintosh Plus or /arge1:
NetCounter is a laser printer utility for
networked printers. It provides a variety of useful
accounting information and printer resources.
Features include: provides an accurate audit of
pages printed per individual workstation; provides an
easy option to reset the page count for a new
individual assigned to a workstation; provides a
Reset Printer function that effectively turns the
printer off and restarts it via software; provides a
special feature to tum off the LaserWriter's
automatic "Test Page" printed out each time the
printer is powered on; and supports IBM PC users
sharing a laser printer over Tops or a similar
network.
$59.95 retail
Prism Enterprises, Inc.; I4703-E Baltimore Ave.,
Ste. 248; Laurel, MD 20707; 301-604-6611
On Cue 1.3
File launching utility
512KE or larger Macintosh.
On Cue is a file launching utility that lets users
move from one pro!1fam to another without having to
return to the desktop. Compatible.with both the
Finder and MultiFinder, On Cue opens applications
and documents with a single click of the mouse and
moves from one to another instantly.

Utilities/Other
Features include: easy to configure to a user's
own specific needs; installs by simply dragging to
the System folder; can launch either applications or
documents; under MultiFinder, users may switch
easily to any application by pressing a command-key
combination; if using MultiFinder, it places
applications on top of the On Cue menu for easy
access; and more.
$59.95 retail
!com Simulations, Inc.; 648 S. Wheeling Rd.;
Wheeling, IL 60090; 708-520-4440
Open It!
Allows users with incompatible applications to share
information and files
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive;
System 5 .0 or later.
Open It! is a print-to-disk desk accessory that
allows users with incompatible applications to share
information and files.
Ideally designed for interoffice file sharing,
desktop publishing and telecommunications, Open
It! enables users to save files from any application in
a common format and transfer files without using the
creating application. While working in an
application, users can access Open It! and merge an
Open It! file into a document.
Open It! permits multiple Scrapbook files to be
created, graphic images or text to be scaled from one
to 1,000 percent, and graphics to be measured and
sized by on-screen rulers before pasting into the
document.
The Print It! utility of the program allows users
to print to disk any document that can then be .
accessed with Open It ! and place the document m
any application. A public-domain "viewer" included
with the program allows files to be shared with,
viewed and copied by others who don't have Open
It!.
$89.95 retail
TenPointO; 3885 Bohannon Dr.; Menlo Park,
CA 94025; 415-329-7630
Outspoken
Offers blind persons use of standard Macintosh
applications
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 6.0.2 or later.
OutSpoken uses Macintalk to transform the
Macintosh "visual" interface into an "audible"
interface accessible to the blind and visually
impaired. Navigation through text, dialog boxes and
menus is aided by key commands.
OutSpoken allows a user to read and edit textbased programs, such as word processors,
spreadsheets and databases, using simple
navigational key commands or the mouse. The
Macintalk voice can be made as fast or slow as a
user requires. A user can read by word, by line or
spell individual words. OutSpoken reads just about
anything on the screen, including window title~ .
menu selections, document names and folder titles. It
includes shortcuts for manipulating standard user
interface features, such as windows, menus and
dialog boxes. Dictionaries for customizing the
pronunciation of words and naming graphic objects
are provided. OutSpoken is highly responsive,
skipping words or lines, or breaking off in midword
as desired.
$395 retail
Berkeley Systems, Inc.; 1700 Shattuck Ave.;
Berkeley, CA 94709; 415-540-5536
Pathfinder
Automated stack mapper
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
PathFinder, the Automated Stack Mapper, sits in
the background during a HyperCard session
collecting information, and, when asked, draws a
map showing a user where they are (on which card
and in which stack) and where they may go from
there. A user may then explore HyperCard by
requesting a remap from different perspectives.
PathFinder will also let a user view a card

without activating any of the associated stack,
background or card scripts, or will let a user go
directly to a chosen card. It may be used for
orientation purposes, as a debugging tool to check
logic flow, or, by special license agreement, may be
incorporated within other HyperCard products to
provide a dynamic folll) of orientation help.
$59.95 retail
Silk City Software, Inc.; PO Box 488; Manchester,
CT 06040; 203-228-0091
Personality!
Interface utilities
512KE or larger Macintosh ; System 6.0 or later.
Personality! is a collection of interface utilities
for controlling sounds, windows, menus and colors.
Features include: Sounz! , assigns asynchronous
audio to many Mac events; Kol ors! , provides total
control of the Mac's colors (effects menus, windows,
controls and text highlighting); Menuz!, changes
fonts and sizes in menu graphics; Windowz!,
modifies the look and feel of windows; Kursor! ,
selects the color of a user's cursor (includes a
rainbow colored cursor); and Controlz!, sets the style
of a user's Mac interface and selects between normal
and three-dimensional graphics formats.
$89.95 retail
Preferred Publishers, Inc.; 5100 Poplar Ave., Ste.
617; Memphis, TN 38137; 901-683-3383
PICTure This
Graphics file conversion utility
Macintosh SE/30 or II family ; 1 MB of RAM; System
6.0 or latet:
PICTure This is an application/desk accessory
that converts a wide range of graphic file formats to
PICT2. The PICT files can be used as is, or edited by
most Macintosh software packages. In addition, the
program allows users to save the.converted PICT.
image into the Clipboard so that 1t can be pasted mto
another application.
File formats supported include: Targa, CGM, Dr.
Halo CUT, Gem IMG, Lotus PIC, Lotus BIT PCX,
Sun Raster, PixelPaint, IFF, GIF, RLE, TIFF, RIFF,
X11 bit maps and MacPaint.
$99 retail
FGM, Inc.; 131 Elden St., Ste. 108; Herndon,
VA 22070; 703-478-9881
PictureBook V3.2
Finder-like DA for managing multiple scrapbooks
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive
recommended.
PictureBook is a Finder-like desk accessory for
managing multiple scrapbooks. Users can
simultaneously open any number of scrapbook
windows and access their clippings. Users can move
clippings between windows by simple mouse
dragging. PictureBook can use clippings from any
application, allows annotations and automatically
tracks creator and date.
PictureBook provides a Clipboard Editor to
precisely crop, magnify, reduce or stretch any PICT.
Version 3.1 can also read image files m MacPaint,
PICT and EPS formats. PictureBook converts EPS
images to PICT; images paste like PICT, but print
like EPS. The program lets users pnnt concise
catalogs of entire scrapbooks, individual clippings or
the Clipboard.
$69.95 retail
Loop Software; PO Box 1249; Menlo Park,
CA 94026; 800-288-7631
PICTurePICTure
Converts Lotus 1-2-3 graph files into MacDraw
PICT files
Macintosh Plus or larger.
PICTurePICTure converts Lotus 1-2-3 graph
files into fully editable MacDraw PICT files.
Features include: converts files created by Lotus
1-2-3 or Symphony; PICT files are full editable
object files; is compatible with MacDraw, MacDraw
II, SuperPaint, PixelPaint and other similar
programs; is compatible with many presentation
graphics programs; and is compatible with many
word processing and desktop publishing programs.

$99.95 retail; site licenses available
$5 retail; demo
C. Carlson; PO Box 3669; Tucson, AZ 85722;
602-628-7389
Port Authority II
HyperCard file import/export utility
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
Port Authority II is a HyperCard file
import/export utility that uses a Font/DA Mover
interface to transfer data to and from stacks.
The program imports tab and comma delimited
files, Dbase II, FoxBase (including memo fields) and
SYLK files. It exports text to delimited, SYLK and
·mail merge (both Word and WordPerfect formats). It
also supports exporting to Word RTF and PageMaker
style sheets.
'
$25 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 800-888-7667
PowerChute
UPS monitoring
Macintosh Plus or larger; AppleShare 2.0 (or later)
file server; APC UPS with computer interface.
PowerChute is an uninterruptible power supply
monitoring program designed to protect an
AppleShare network from data corruption resulting
from power disturbances. It is installed in the·
Macintosh control panel and uses the computer
interface built into many American Power
Conversion UPS systems, including the models
l lOSE, 520ES, 800RT and 1200VX.
When utility power fails, PowerChute begins a
shutdown timer on the server. All users are notified
of impending server shutdown. If power returns, the
shutdown is canceled and users are notified the
server is no longer going down. If power does not
return, all users are automatically logged off and the
server is shutdown safely and properly.
$99 retail
American Power Conversion Corp.; 350 Columbia
St.; Peace Dale, RI 02883; 401-789-5135
Power Icons
Finder enhancement; makes a clone of any other
application's icon
512K or larger Macintosh.
Powerlcons enhances what the Finder cjoes,
rather than replace it completely. It will make a clone
· of any other application's icon. The new Powerlcon
remembers where the application is, so that no
matter where the Poweilcon is on the disk, it will
· find and launch the program it represents.
Powerlcons can have one or more documents
attached to them. This way a document can be
opened automatically when the application is open.
The attached documents do not have to be in the
same folder. Powerlcons also features the capability
to select a folder to be opened automatically for an
application.
$79.95 retail
Magic Software, Inc.; 2206 Franklin St.; Bellevue,
NE 68005; 402-291-0670 or 800-342-6243
Power Menus
Pops up the menus from any application wherever
the mouse is positioned
Macintosh Plus or larger.
PowerMenus pops up the menu bar from any
application wherever the mouse is positioned. .
PowerMenus is activated by using a command-chck
or by triple-clicking the mouse. When the menu is
displayed, any command that could be accessed from
a pull-down menu will be available in PowerMenus.
PowerMenus also includes eight utility programs
in the pop-up menu. These programs are called
PowerGadgets and include: PowerAlarms (a
reminder program that pops up a message, complete
with a snooze button); PowerControls (a fast way to
access and change items in the control panel);
PowerDAs (gives easy access to desk accessories);
PowerDialer (dials the phone through a modem from
an entered list of names and numbers); PowerNotes
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(pop-up notes); PowerTime (puts the time a_nd date
on the menu list); and PowerWmdows (a window
navigation aid.)
$79.95 retail
Magic Software, Inc.; 2206 Franklin St.; Bellevue,
NE 68005; 402-291-0670 or 800-342-6243
PowerStation
Desktop management
512K or larger Macintosh.
PowerStation is desktop management software
that provides organization and access to applications,
documents and desk accessories. The software
allows a user to move between applications and
arrange software tools on up to 16 "pages". for.
immediate access to any of numerous apphcatlons or
documents without hunting through folders.
The program allows a user to open or print
multiple documents of an application even if the
documents are not in the same folder or on the same
disk. The mouse or keyboard may be used to select
and open applications, documents or desk
accessories.
Included with the package is Pyw!, a separate
softwar~ utility used as a "screensaver" in all
applications.
$59.95 retail
Fifth Generation Systems, Inc.; 10049 N. Reiger Rd.;
Baton Rouge, LA 70809; 504-291-7221 or
800-873-4384
Preview 1.5
Replacement printer driver
Any Macintosh.
Preview is a replacement printer driver that
allows printed output to be viewed on the screen in
miniature, one page at a time. A user is also given
the option of viewing a normal-sized section of a
page and of scrolling around the page to look at its
different sections.
To optimize ease of use, Preview can be
accessed through the Chooser or through an FKey. A
user can also easily switch back and forth betwe"en
Preview and the normal printer driver.
$15 retail
Computer:Applications, Inc.; 12813 Lindley Dr.;
Raleigh, NC 27614; 919-846-1411
Pyro! 4.0
Protects the computer screen from burn-in damage
512K or larger Macintosh ; System 4.1 or later.
Pyro! is a software utility that is used as a
"screensaver" in all applications. Pyro! protects the
screen from bum-in damage. Pyro! goes in the
System folder and installs automatically when the
Macintosh is switched on. Whenever the system has
been idle for an interval selected by a user, Pyro!
darkens the screen and displays a fireworks ·show, in
color on a color-equipped Macintosh II. The work is
resumed by moving or clicking the mouse, pressing a
key or inserting a diskette. A user can choose
whether background tasks, such as print spoolers and ·
reminder alarms, are to be enabled or postponed
during screen-saver operation.
In addition to fireworks and clock displays,
Pyro! allows users to choose among Aquarium,
Blocks, Dimwit, Restless Picture, Slinky, Marquee,
Stars and Kaleidoscope. An optional password
protection assures privacy of the underlying screen
contents and prevents access to the Mac's disks and
network connections, even across restarts.
$39.95 retail
Fifth Generation Systems, Inc.; 10049 N. Reiger Rd.;
Baton Rouge, LA 70809; 504-291-7221 or
800-873-4384
QuickPaint
Clip art and pasteup utility
Any Macintosh.
·
QuickPaint is a clip-art and pasteup utility that is
installed as a desk accessory and provides fast
viewing of MacPaint drawings from whatever
application program a user may be working in.

A miniview feature allows a user to rapidly
browse through volumes of drawing~ from clip. art
products. Once the desired drawmg 1s located, it can
be expanded to fill the entire Macintosh ~creen. The
entire drawing or selected portions from n can then
be directly cut, copied or pasted into a MacWrite,
MacDraw or MacPaint file without using the
Clipboard or File and Edit menus. .
.
Composite drawmgs can be easily created with
QuickPaint for reports, documents and other creative
projects.
$49 retail
EnterSet; 2380 Ellsworth; Berkeley, CA 94704;
415-549-0539
RamSnap
RAM disk/disk cache utility
512K or larger Macintosh.
RamSnap is a RAM-disk/disk-cache utility that
is fully HFS compatible.
It easily configures (on screen) to: select files to
load, select RAM disk size, select cache size and set
up multiple, name load sets. The utility may be
loaded from anywhere on disk while still loading
files from any other folders. It can also launch
another application automatically.
Access to AppleTalk and the LaserWriter are
supported, and Switcher is included.
$30 retail
Dove Computer Corp.; 1200 N. 23rd St.;
Wilmington, t-iC 28405; 919-763-7918 or
800-622-7627
Reports!
Report generator for HyperCard
.
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive recommended; HyperCard.
Reports! is a flexible report generator that
increases the printing power and versatility of
HyperCard. The program uses a free-form , graphicsoriented report designer complete with drawing tools
to place lines, boxes, text and graphics anywhere on
a page. Users have total control over the appearance
and design of printed documents. It creates reports
with information extracted from any number of
stacks up to five sorting levels, complete with detail
lines and forced breaks.
In addition to graphics, Reports! allows easy
manipulation of data. The pro~am provides
unlimited card and data selection cntena so users can
choose only the cards and information they want to
print. It allows a user to print data using the
operators <, >, =, contains, does not contain, is
empty and contains anything. It also supports
complex calculations within individual reports,
including dates, totals, subtotals, averages, counts
and more.
Reports! features a built in mail-merge capability
that allows users to print form letters, with any font,
size and/or style, using data and text extracted from
HyperCard stacks. It also allows users to chain
frequently used reports together for convenient,
unattended printing.
$119.95 retail
TenPointO; 3885 Bohannon Dr.; Menlo Park,
CA 94025; 415-329-7630

*·

S.P.A.M.M.
Math speedup utility
512KE or larger Macintosh, except SE/30 and l/;
System 5.0 or later.
S.P.A.M.M. (System Program for Accelerated
Macintosh Mathematics) is an easy-to-install INIT
that can double the speed of calculation for
CAD/CAM, statistics, charting/graphics, accounting
or database work.
S.P.A.M.M. will speed up those applications that
properly call the Apple Numerics Package. It will
not speed up word processing programs, as these do
little or no math, or spreadsheets, as these do not
properly call Apple's numeric routines in the system.
Unlike a math coprocessor chip, S.P.A.M.M ..
does not require installation of an accelerator board.
However, in concert with an accelerator board, it will
produce even greater speed increases.
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$79 retail
Bravo Technologies, Inc.; PO Box 10078; Berkeley,
CA 94709; 415-841-8552
Shortcut
System enhancement that adds functionality to a
program's Open ... and Save As ... dialog
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 6.0.2 or later.
Shortcut is an easy-to-use system enhancement
that adds functionality to every program's Open ...
and Save As ... dialog.
Features include: Go To Folder and Open File
command allows users to specify frequently used
folders and/or files so that they can quickly jump to
them; Find command has the Macintosh search for a
user's lost files (a user may also search m Stuff!!
archives); UnStuff command allows a user to
decompress files (created by Stufflt or Stufflt
Deluxe); New Folder command will quickly create
folders; Get Info command gives a user the ability to
rename and delete files and folders; full keyboard
access; additional AppleShare support; and much
more.
$79.95 retail
Aladdin Systems, Inc.; Deer Park Center, Ste. 23A;
Aptos, CA 95003; 408-685-9175
Silicon Press
Printer utility for producing labels, envelopes and
forms
512K or larger Macintosh; lmageWriter or
LaserWriter.
Silicon Press is a printing utility that allows a
user to create, print and merge-print repetitive labels,
cards, envelopes, stickers, etc. A small dime-size
label can be printed IQ columns across by 30 rows
down; or a full page, up to 17 by 17-inches, is also
possible.
.
The Design Window is used to create the item to
be printed. Graphics are pasted in, and text is typed
anywhere within the window - even on top of
graphics. The Layout Window allows a user to
specify the number of rows and columns des1red on
the page, as well as the horizontal and vertical
spacing between labels. Layouts for irregularly
spaced labels can also be created. The program
merge prints from a text data file. This file can be
typed in the Data Window or created with most
popular database programs.
$79.95 retail
Silicon Beach Software; PO Box 261430; San Diego,
CA 92126; 619-695-6956
SmartCache
Hard disk accelerator
Macintosh Plus or larger.
SmartCache is a hard disk accelerator that uses
system memory to store the "most used" data from
hard disks to speed up system access. It features 64
different caching algorithms. SmartCache will
automatically test each algorithm in tum to select the
best one for each system it is installed on. It also
supports multiple drives and cartridge drives.
Caching on any drive can be disabled at anytime.
SmaitCache contains a verify mode that allows easy
testing of compatibility with new software packages.
The amount of memory reserved for the cache is
adjustable by a user, and versions are available that
will use motherboard memory above 4 MB on Novy
and MacProducts brands of 68020 accelerators.
$95 retail
NovaSoft; 1860 Fem Palm Dr.; Edgewater,
FL 32141; 904-423-5189
SmartScrap & The Clipper U
Desk accessories for clip art users: improved
Scrapbook; reduction or enlargement of graphics
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive or
hard disk drive; imageWriter or LaserWriter.
SmartScrap & The Clipper are a pair of desk
accessories designed for users who handle graphics.
They support full color on a Macintosh II.

Utilities/Other
SmartScrap is an improved Scrapbook. With it, a
user can easily find pictures by name or by picture
within multiple scrapbooks, see large pictures by
using horizontal and vertical scroll bars and select
any rectangle of a scrapbook picture for copying.
SmartScrap also includes a bit-map lasso.
The Clipper is a resizing tool designed for
proportionally or non-proportionally resizing a
picture on the Clipboard before it is pasted. It is also
a cropping tool.
$89.95 retail
Solutions Inc.; PO Box 783; Williston, VT 05495;
802-865-9220
SnapJot
Screen-capture and on-screen note-keeping utility
Any Macintosh.
SnapJot is a screen-capture desk tool for
documentation and desktop note keeping. SnapJot
copies any screen image, including menus, dialogs
and applications in action. It includes a multiwindow
desk accessory that automatically displays images as
they are captured. The DA enables a use~ to preview
images and instantly "jot" down information from
the screen for later reference.
SnapJot saves images in PICT and MacPaint
fortnats, or copies them directly to the Clipboard.
Images are printed with full printer options, and
color and multiple monitors are supported.
$49.95 retail
·
Wildflower Software; 21WI7 1 Coronet Rd.;
Lombard, IL 60148; 708-916-9360
SpeedDisk
Simulated disk drive (RAM disk)
512K or Larger Macintosh.
Speed Disk supercharges application programs,
such as MacWrite and Excel, so they work up to lO
times faster.
The program sets up simulated disk drives in
memory (also called RAM disks). A user can store
application programs there and start them or switch
between them with a double-click of the mouse.
Files can be copied to the RAM disk by dragging
their icons. Also, a user can save entire RAM disks
and re-install them automatically.
$29.95 retail
MindCraft Publications Corp.; 52 Domino Dr.;
Concord, MA 01742; 508-371-1660
Stepping Out
Macintosh screen extender
512K or larger Macintosh except II.
Stepping Out extends the capabilities of a
standard Macintosh screen display to give it the same
feel and features as a full-page display.
With Stepping Out, a user chooses the screen
size that is most comfortable for the task at hand.
The view of the page slides over when the cursor hits
the edge of the physical screen. When desirable, a
user can work with the entire screen at once via two
and four times reduction commands. Two to 16 times
enlargements are available for detail work.
$95 retail
Berkeley Systems, Inc.; 1700 Shattuck Ave.;
Berkeley, CA 94709; 415-540-5536
Stepping Out II: The Macintosh Screen Extender
Software alternative to a big screen
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Stepping Out II extends the capabilities of a
standard Macintosh screen display to give II the same
feel and features as a big screen.
With Stepping Out, a us~r chooses the screen
size that is most comfortable for the task at hand.
The view of the page slides over when the cursor hits
the edge of the physical screen. When desirable, a
user can work with the entire screen at once via two
and four times reduction commands. Two to 16 times
enlargements are available for detail work.
Stepping Out II features include: full
compatibility with a Macintosh II; 75 percent
reduction for wide word processing documents; a

fixed menu bar and tool palettes; and the ability to
lock the screen view. Stepping Out is compatible
with applications that work with big screens.
$95 retail
Berkeley Systems, Inc.; 1700 Shattuck Ave.;
Berkeley, CA 94709; 415-540-5536
Sticky Business
General-purpose labeling program
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 4.2 or later.
StickyBusiness is a versatile, easy-to-use
program for designing and printing professional
labels, cards, tags and envelopes. Predefiried
templates support hundreds of stocks (mailing,
shipping, file folder, serial number, audio and VHS
cassette labels; convention badges; rotary index; 3 by
5 cards; and post cards) from Avery, Moore, Inmac,
Nebs, Dennison, Rolodex and others. l{sers can
define their own templates for custom stocks. The
"draw" environment lets users quickly create text,
serial number and graphics objects with patterns and
colors. Users can import icons and graphics in bitmap, PICT, PICT2 and EPS formats; and print-merge
with data from spreadsheets and database programs.
$179.95 retail
Williams & Macias, Inc.; South 3707 Godfrey Blvd.;
Spokane, WA 99204; 509-458-6312 or
800- 752-4400
Stuffit Deluxe
File compression, encryption and archiving
512KE or larger Macintosh; System5.0 01: /atei:
Stufflt Deluxe is a new-generation of the
industry-standard file compression, encryption and
file archiving software. Stufflt Deluxe is designed to
compress files (or folders) of all types into compact
spaces, quickly and easily - potennally savmg. 50 to
75 percent of hard disk space. For highly sensitive
data, Stufflt Deluxe doubles as security software
(using DES algorithms) to allow a user to attach a
password to any archive.
.
In addition, Stufflt Deluxe is used for faster file
transmission.
$99.95 retail
Aladdin Systems, Inc.; Deer Park Center, Ste. 23A;
Aptos, CA 95003; 408-685-9175
Suitcase II
Font and desk accessory liberation
512K or larger Macintosh .
.
Suitcase is designed to make desk accessones
and fonts always available without having to install
them in a System file. Desk accessories and fonts in
Font/DA Mover document files - "suitcase files"
whose Finder icons look like suitcases - can be
used just as if they had been installed in the System
file. A user can select suitcase files to be
automatically opened when the Macintosh starts up,
and a user can open other suiicase files or close them
while using an application.
There is no limit on the number of desk
accessories; a user can have an unlimited amount
available within every application that supports desk
accessories. A choice of either the mouse or
keyboard is given to open any desk accessory.
$79 retail
Fifth Generation Systems, Inc.; l 0049 N. Reiger Rd.;
Baton Rouge, LA 70809; 504-29 1-722 1 or
800-873-4384
SuperGlue II
. .
.
Desktop publishing and commumca!IOns pnnt-todisk utility; creates an electromc pnntout of almost
any document, which can be viewed and annotated
without the original application
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive or
hard disk drive; ImageWriter or LaserWriter.
SuperGlue allows users to send formatted
documents electronically to other Macintosh users
who may not have the same software or fonts
available. It also allows for the transfer of text and
graphics between programs that may not have been
compatible.

The program is made up of three parts:
SuperimageSaver, SuperViewer and SuperViewDA.
SuperimageSaver is the printer driver that prints
text and graphics to disk as images. SuperViewer is
the application that allows a user to open
Super Image saved images or full-page MacPaint
documents and print or copy them for use in other
applications. SuperViewer can also be installed as a
desk accessory so that the images of spreadsheets,
charts and letters with fonts can be pasted into
another program.
SuperGlue II with GlueNotes creates an .
electronic printout of almost any document, which
can be viewed and annotated without the original
application.
$119.95 retail
Solutions Inc.; PO Box 783; Williston, VT 05495;
802-865-9220
SuperRuler
Ruler desk accessory
Any Macintosh.
SuperRuler is a desk accessory in the form of a
ruler that allows a user to measure objects on the
screen at different resolutions, accommodating both
the Macintosh's 72 dpi and the LaserWriter's 75 dpi.
SuperRuler can also be used to measure objects
that are being edited at two or four times their
normal size. It gives accurate size readings without a
user having to resort to calculations, and can be used
for both horizontal and vertical measurements.
$15 retail
Computer:Applications, Inc.; 12813 Lindley Dr.;
Raleigh, NC 27614; 919-846-141 1
Tablecloth
Screen utility that organizes work and hides screen
clutter
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM
recommended; System 6.0.J or later; MultiFinder
6.0.1 and 6.0.4.
Tablecloth clears screen clutter and speeds up
work under MultiFinder. A triple-click on the
desktop covers up all but the current program's
windows, allowing full concentration on the task at
hand. Programs can be uncovered with a second
triple-click. The program restores to th.e Mac the
simplicity and ease-of-use of the old Fmder, while
allowing instant access to all the sophisticated
features of Multi Finder when desired.
System benefits include: simplifies visual
environment; prevents misplaced clicks from ..
switching programs; speeds screen updates. by htdmg
complex windows; and protects background
information from alteration.
$49.95 retail
User-Tek; 4444 E. 66th St., Ste. C; Tulsa,
OK 74136; 800-888-7640
TexSys
Text-revision control system
512K or larger Macintosh.
TexSys is a software package that allows a user
to create a detailed record of everything in a backup
library, including why each file is there.
Text control is the process of recording all
changes to text files and assigning a version number
to each change. Once organized, TexSys can update
or retrieve any version easily. Typical files include
programs written in C, Pascal, Experlisp, etc.
TexSys shows when and why updates were made
to files. It compresses all of the changes together into
one file, yet can still recover any version of any
document at will.
Because of its internal operation, TexSys can
typically store 20 versions of a text file in less disk
space than is required for three backup copies.
$69 retail
ToolMasters, Ltd.; 600 Herndon Pkwy.; Herndon,
VA 22070; 703-4 78-9808
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Utilities/Other
Top Desk
Collection of seven timesaving desk accessories
Any Macintosh.
TopDesk is comprised of seven desk accessories:
BackPrjnt, Shorthand, MenuKey, View, Launch,
Encrypt and Blank.
BackPrint is a formatted print spooler that lets
users print high-quality text and graphics while they
continue workiQg. Shorthand provides a string macro
capability to any application.
View allows a user to display, from within any
application, up to eight text and Mac Write
documents from which text can be copied onto the
Clipboard. Launch lets a user move directly between
applications without having to return to tpe Finder.
Encrypt is an encryption program that allows a
user protect confidential files. Blank is designed to
protect a user's screen from permanent bum-in .
damage. It automatically blanks the screen after a
given time interval of inactivity has elapsed.
$59.95 retail
Cortland Computer, Inc.; PO Box 99 16; Berkeley,
CA 94709; 415-845-1142
Turbo View
Graphic utility
512KE or larger Macintosh ; 1 MB of RAM; hard
disk drive recommended.
Turbo View is a graphics viewing desk
accessory. It can open MacPaint, PICT, Startup
Screens, GIF (Graphic Format Interchange) and RLE
(Run Length Encoded) pictures. It can then save the
graphic in either MacPaint, PICT or Startup Screen
format. An eraser and pencil for minor touch-ups and
32 levels of FatBits for close-up work are provided.
Turbo View also allol;Ys copying and pasting to the
Clipboard for convenient placement of graphics into
other applications.
Because GIF pictures can contain up to 256
colors, t?ey are reproduced in black and white using
one of six user-selected dithering methods. Color is
not used on Macintoshes that support color.
$17 retail
Mi Concepts; PO Box 8822; Kentwood, MI 49508
TurboCache
Improves speed performance
512K or larger Macintosh.
TurboCache uses the high-speed RAM memory
resident in a user's computer to supplement disk
drives, eliminating data transfer bottlenecks.
Features include: offers easily customized
perform'!'lce and a pie-chart of memory use;
accomplishes near-zero access time; and is not copy
protected.
$129 retail
Peripheral Land, Inc.; 47421 Bayside Pkwy.;
Fremont, CA · 94538; 800-288-8754
·
1\velve-C
HP-l 2C financial calculator emulator
512K or larger Macintosh.
Twelve-C is a complete Hewlett-Packard 12C
financial calculator emuiator that replaces the
standard Apple Calculator.
It includes more than I00 preprogrammed
functJOns, as well as the ability _to enter a series of
keystrokes as a program, store it in memory and
execute it with a single command. ·
Banking functions include: present and future ·
loan value, interest rates, compounding frequency,
mortgages! balloon payments, periodic savings and
more. Busmess functions include: statistical mean,
standard deviation, linear estimates, weighted
average, periodic cash flow and other statistical and
planning functions. Investment functions include:
bond purchases, depreciation, purchase vs. lease
calculations, margins, discounts and other stock and
bond related functions.
$49.95 retail
Florida Marketing International, Inc.; 477 S. Nova
Rd.; Ormond Beach, FL 32174; 904-677-1918

The. Voyager Video DA
Desk accessory that runs laser disc players from a
Macin'tosh
Macintosh Plus or larger; videodisc player with RS232 interface.
The Voyager Video DA is a desk accessory that
allows a user to control a laser disc player while
working in any Macintosh applications. Besides still
frame, search, slow, scan, fast forward and reverse,
the DA features other capabilities, such as providing
text overlay where the player supports this and
allowing users to set and play sequences repeatedly,
even in reverse.
The Voyager Video DA inch1des three desk
accessories that are tailored specifically for the
following videodisc player sets: Pioneer 4200 and
4100, Pioneer 6000 Series and all Sony industrial
players.
$49.95 retail
The Voyager Co.; 1351 Pacific Coast Hwy.; Santa
Monica, CA 90401 ; 800-446-2001or800-443-2001
in CA
Watcher Vl.O
Protects a corporation from using illegal software

Features include: estimates; scheduling; client
tracking; time sheets; payables; receivables; the
ability to instantly review a job's details; print "work
due" and scheduling reports by job, date or by
employee; change estimate and mark-up figures
anytime; flexible percentage expense mark-up; print
vendor mailing labels, Rolodex cards and 1099
forms; flexible invoicing; open-item or balanceforward accounting; unlimited number of task
categories; print daily bank deposit tickets; print
targeted client and prospect mailing labels and
telemarketing lists; export business information to
Excel; print profit and loss statement; keep detailed
employee information; apply payments and credits to
multiple invoices; schedule deadlines, duration and
responsibility for each job task; print detailed
expense reports; analyze bidding and margins with a
job-by-job review of costs vs. estimates; predefine
eight custom jobs for making instant job tickets;
mclude up to 250 expense categories per job; print
estimates; and more.
$2,495 retail; single user
$3,795 retail; multiuser
Working Computer; PO Box 87; San Luis Rey,
CA 92068; 619-945-4334

512KE or larger Macintosh.

Watcher protects a corporation from using illegal
software by analyzing Macintosh disks for
unauthorized applications and files.
$99.95 retail; covers I0 Macintoshes
OITC, Inc.; PO Box 73; Melbourne Beach,
FL 32951; 407-984-3714
XPsort
Utility program for sorting Macintosh data files
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 4.1 or later;
Finder 5.5 or later.
XPson sons any size file (fixed or variablelength records) on one to six keys. It provides
multiple strategies for the fastest sort with available
resources. Each key may be case sensitive and
specified as an offset in a record or from a Tab.
Lightspeed Pascal programs may ~all XPsort using
the library provided. XPson supports background
processing with MultiFinder.
$35 retail
Stackhouse Software; 13 Sawin St.; Natick,
MA 01760; 508-65~-6949
][In A Mac
Runs, converts and develops Apple II software
512KE or larger Macintosh .
][ In A Mac facilitates a complete working
Apple Ile computer, all in software.
Thousands of Apple II programs can be run on a
Macintosh, with full use of desk accessories and cut
and paste to a Macintosh Clipboard. Apple II disks
can be transferred to and from a Macintosh by cable
or phone with special transfer software included.
Apple 3.5-inch UniDisks can be used directly in
Macintosh SOOK disk drives.
The program provides the solution for
converting AppleWorks files (or any other Apple II
data file) into standard Macintosh text files. These
text files can then be opened and used normally with
a Macintosh. ][ In A Mac will also convert
Macintosh files into an Apple II format for use with
Apple II software.
$149.95 retail;][ In A Mac
$49.95 retail; ][ In A Mac Library Pac (collection of
Apple II software)
Computer:Applications, Inc.; 12813 Lindley Dr.;
Raleigh, NC 27614; 919-846-1411

Vertical Markets/ Advertising
Clients & profits.For Advertising Agencies
Advertising agency management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive ;
Image Writer or LaserWrite1:
Clients & Profits is a complete job planning,
costing and billing system designed for advertising
agencies. It also keeps track of the day-to-day
functions of the small- to medium-sized agency.
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Easy•Pieces SA
Distributor order processing for advertising specialty
industry
Macintosh with I MB of RAM; external disk drive or
hard disk drive ; JmageWriter ll or LaserWriter.
Easy•Pieces SA is a fully integrated package for
use in the advertising specialty business. Included
are program modules that handle checking, payroll,
sales and accounting.
A database that includes a chart-of-accounts,
vendor/creditor lists and customer lists simplifies
data entry operations. The program eliminates thi:
need to stock standard seven-part ASI forms. All
form layouts are stored in the computer, and when an
order is taken from a customer, the program
generates all of the required paperwork, including
the vendor purchase order, invoice, packing slip, etc.
Generated reports and documents include:
quotation, acknowledgement, purchase order,
invoice, statement, transaction detail register, chart
of accounts, product summary report, vendor list,
employee list, customer list, invoice summary, item
s~mmary (rebate) report, delivery copy (packing
shp ), orders and quotes and checking reconciliation.
$3,995 retail
Technology with Ease, Inc.; PO Box 840355;
Pembroke Pines, FL 33084; 305-431-0364
Mac Promo
Public relations and advertising information system
512K or larger Macintosh ; 20 MB hard disk drive.
MacPromo is a complete public relations and
advertising information system written in Omnis 3
Plus.
MacPromo I is an information system. It
remembers and organizes information about the media
that a company uses, the magazines in which advertising and press releases appear, the editors, writer and
account executives working for those publications and
the editorial content of upcoming issues.
MacPromo II is a project manager for tracking
all phases of production and service fulfillment,
adaptable to a variety of businesses with their own
specific needs and specifications.
$95 retail; MacPromo I
$169 retail; MacPromo II
Abacus, Inc.; 543 Frederick St.; San Francisco,
CA 94117; 415-759-9508
MediaMind
Print media planning/buying database for advertising
applications
Macintosh with I MB of RAM; hard disk drive.
MediaMind is a database tool designed for
planning print media ad campaigns and for easy
creation of insertion orders. It allows users to input
media rate card data (rates, ad dimensions, contact
names, circulation, pass-along rates, etc.) and output
both frequency calendars/spreadsheets for media
planning and all insertion ordi:rs.

Vertical Markets/Advertising
$595 retail
The Right Brain, Inc.; 420 N. Fifth St., #970;
Minneapolis, MN 5540\; 612-334-5620
Van Winkle
Advertising agency accounting and traffic
management
Macintosh Plus or larger; 20 MB hard disk drive;
ImageWriter.
VanWinkle is a multiuser database program for
complete accounting and production traffic in an
advertising agency. It is a central filing system for all
client, job, employee, vendor and accounting
information. The program provides comprehensive
accounting functions and reports, payroll, .invoicing,
government reports, etc., and.protects against
unbilled charges, overpayments to vendors, etc. It
provides up-to-the-minute reports on charges yet to
be invoiced and allows bulk printing of accounts
payable cpecks by due/discount date. Sales reports
are provided by client, employee, type sale, etc.
$3,500 retail
ProActive Software, Inc.; 1901 S. Broadway; Little
Rock, AR 72206; 501-374-7652

Vertical Markets/
Architecture
ADS-MGMStation-Architecture
Architectural symbols
512K or larger Macintosh.
ADS-MGMStation-Architecture is a
comprehensive compilation of architectural symbols.
The 22 libraries containing more than 700
symbols are extremely versatile. The symbols are
designed in plan and elevation form in conformance
with ANSI standards and can be accessed by the
mouse to any position on a drawing. The symbols
can be altered to any scale, angle or dimension,
providing complete flexibility for manipulating all
components of a drawing.
The symbols are precise representations of the
most commonly used architectural templates for
plumbing, doors, windows, electrical, materials,
welding, graphics, etc. Included in the package are
libraries with complete bathrooms, kitchens,
furniture, symbols·, landscape symbols, fireplace and
stair systems.
$195 retail
Compu-Arch; 1954 Cotner Ave.; Los Angeles,
CA 90025; 213-312-6632
ADS-MGMStation-Interiors
Interior design symbols
512K or larger Macintosh.
ADS-MGMStation-Interiors is a compilation
of interior design symbols.
There are multiple libraries containing all key
symbols, and the program allows customizing of
symbOls that can be created by a user for his own
special applications. The symbols are designed in
plan and elevation form and are accessed by the
mouse to any position on a drawing. The symbols
can be altered to any scale, angle or dimension,
providing complete flexibility for manipulating all
components of a drawing.
The symbols are precise representations of the
most commonly used interior graphic templates and
are in conformance with ANSI Standards. The more
than 15 libraries include basic furniture, office
furniture, lighting and lighting plans, fixtures ,
kitchen, bathrooms, pools, outdoor equipment, wood
and tile patterns, appliances, parking and cabinets.
$195 retail
Compu-Arch; 1954 Cotner Ave.; Los Angeles,
CA 90025; 213-312-6632

ArchAccount
Billing and job costing for architectural firms
Any Macintosh; ImageWriter or LaserWriter.
ArchAccount provides billing and job costing for
small architectural firms.
Three billing methods are provided: percentage
of construction cost, professional fee and direct
personnel expenses. The program maihtains and
supports a complete project history of time and
expenses, from which two reports are generated: a
detailed report of each project and a summary report
of all projects.
$295 retail; program
$30 retail; demonstration package
The Gardner Partnership, Architects; PO Box 549;
Cedar City, UT 84720; 801-586-9494
ArchiCAD 3.4
Solid modeling architectural CAD program
Macintosh SE/30 or II family.
ArchiCAD is a high-end two- and threedimensional architectural building modeler that
optimizes the two-dimensional design process by
integrating any plan with a three-dimensional
database that can provide automatic elevations,
sections and three-dimensional visualizations. In
addition, the program can generate a bill of materials
and cost estimations. ArchiCAD makes the design
process more intuitive through the use of tools that
represent walls, slabs and roofs, with libraries for .
specific objects like windows, doors, furniture, stairs,
etc. Through its native GDL, a programming
language for creating 3D objects and macros,
additional object types are user definable.
$3,950 retail
Graphisoft; 400 Oyster Point Blvd., Ste. 517 A; So.
San Francisco, CA 94080; 415-266-8720 or
800-344-3468 '
Architect's Office
Desktop management for architects, engineers,
project managers and designers
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; 20 MB
hard disk drive ; BOOK disk drive; HyperCard.
Architect's Office is a central desktop
management system, in which a user can integrate all
future office and project management tasks.
The program manages: correspondence, contract
forms, client prospects, drawing files, standard
details, specifications, addresses, consultants files,
finance, job site reports, renderings, photo files,
building code, transmittals, memos, daily calendar,
technical library, construction costs, job costing, job
diary, project directory, checklists and more.
$49 retail
Guidelines; PO Box 456; Orinda, CA 94563;
415-254-9393
Art EPS "Architectural And Landscape
Graphics"
Architectural plan symbols
Any Macintosh; Adobe Illustrator. ,
Art EPS are PostScript architectural plan
symbols in Adobe Illustrator format for designing or
illustrating architectural and landscape plans,
elevations and visuals. A complete selection of
standard architectural symbols for plumbing,
electrical, furniture, fixtures, windows, doors, plan
symbols, trees, bushes, foliage and rocks are
included.
$49.95 retail
Freemyers Design; 575 Nelson Ave.; Oroville,
CA 95965; 916-533-9365
Clerk Of The Works
Integrated accounting software for architects; Time
and Expense, Billing and Accounts Receivable,
General Ledger, Accounts Payable, Payroll
Macintosh Plus or larger; 20 MB hard disk drive;
Image Writer or LaserWriter.
Clerk of the Works is an integrated accounting
system for architects that handles Time & Expense,
Billing & Accounts Receivable, Payroll, Accounts
Payable and General Ledger. The program is
customizable to fit a user's business.
Time & Expense maintains records on staff,
clients, projects, time, expenses and outside services.

Reports include Projects & Staff, Time Analysis,
Time Distribution, Project Summary, Project
Progress, Time Report, Expense Report and Earnings
Report.
Billing & Accounts Receivable automatically
invoices time and expense, fixed fee and percent of
construction projects. Reports include aged
receivables, billing register, cash journal and a
project ledger. Users need only input information
once, and it is automatically posted everywhere in
the system.
$2,495 retail
Samsara, Ltd.; PO Box 222; Spring House,
PA 19477; 215-628-3565
Contract Office Planning
Office and interior planning
512K or larger Macintosh.
Contract Office Planning is a set of graphic
templates that can be used by professional office
planners and designers for the layout and design of
offices.
The disk contains more than 2,000 graphic
elements that can be copied and pasted into
MacDraw or MacDraft applications. Some of thes~
elements include free-standing furniture, office
seating, lounge seating, grids, plants and modular
seating.
$199.95 each volume retail; Plan View Graphics,
Elevation Graphics, Isometric Graphics
$499.95 retail; all three volumes
ComPlan Software Systems, Inc.; 305 Plus Park
Blvd.; Nashville, TN 37217; 615-366-1789
Design Your Own Home: Architecture
Allows 4sers to draw floor plans, elevations and
structural details
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; Image Writer or LaserWriter optional.
Design Your Own Home: Architecture allows
users to draw floor plans, side view building plans
and structural details. Besides supporting all standard
drawing tools and features, the program shows
measurements related to real world sizes as a user
draws. The stud/beam repeater function calculates
lumber and does detail drawing in seconds, allowing
users to change stud orientations and lumber sizing
as they wish. Other features include: quick scanning
· all the plans on a user's disk; overlay (allowing
layering of details, such as electrical or plumbing
schematics, or second floors); rulers, grid snap and
grid poirits; measurements in feet/inches or
centimeters; auto-dimension lines; auto-scrolling;
and the capability to save new windows with default
configuration options for rulers, grid, scale and
others. The Macintosh version comes complete with
a library of predrawn architectural shapes to scale
and dozens of sample building plans that can be used
as is or customized.
$99.95 retail
Abracadata, Ltd.; PO Box 2440; Eugene, OR 97402;
503-342-3030
Desktop Architect 2.0
Professional detailing system
512K or larger Macintosh; SuperPaint.
Desktop Architect allows users to assemble new
drawings from predrawn components. Components
are organized in individual documents called Parts
Kits. Each Parts Kit is unique to detail type and
contains a work space along with a corresponding
note for each component.
Desktop Architect maximizes the advantage of
the Macintosh by providing a database, as well as a
vehicle for assembling details. It is versatile enough
to conform to any building type, including
residential, multifamily, light commercial and
commercial renovation.
Parts Kits include: wall sections, cross sections,
plan view details, structural steel detailing, door
details, window details, interior elevations, door
elevations, window elevations and roof truss
diagrams.
$399 retail; includes comprehensive detail library
Desktop Architect; 27 E. Russell St., Ste. B;
Columbus, OH 43215;.614-469-9906
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Guidelines Model Specifications' features
include: more than 300 pages of checklist
specification data, plus references and worksheets;
more than 3,000 checklist specification entries;
coordination guides to engineering specifications;
and no-frills specification entries written as
checklists of precise instructions to contractors.
Check.list specs are also construction punch lists,
which help to assure.that the work at a job site is
built as specified, and instructions for making master
specifications.
$298 retail
$18 retail; sample disk
Guidelines; PO Box 456; Orinda, CA 94563;
415-254-9393

for drawing rectangles, cuboid shapes, polygons and
prisms that can be shaded in 15 different patterns.
These shapes and surfaces can be utilized in any
size and angle and built into an object. When this
object is complete, it can be merged into one library
unit and stored in the database for future use. The
maximum number of surfaces in one object is 64. Up .
to 64 items can be created and stored in this manner.
Mac Interiors is accurate to better than I/16th of
an inch in a 52-foot square maximum floor area.
Both metric and imperial units are supported, and a
user can change instantly from one to the other.
$295 retail
Microspot; 1921 Corporate Sq.; Slidell, LA 70458;
504-649-0484 or 0622-68777 1 in U.K.

Fee Simple
Four spreadsheets and charts to accurately calculate
overhead rates, multipliers and professional service
fees
512K or larger Macin tosh; Microsoft Excel.
Fee Simple is a series of four spreadsheets and
extensive charts that provide architects and other
service-oriented professionals with the ability to
accurately calculate over-head rates, multipliers and
professional service fees.
The first spreadsheet calculates direct personnel
expense, direct salary expense, benefits factors,
overhead rates, multipliers, profit margins, employee
costs, breakeven billing rates, efficiency and
utilization rates.
Calculation results are linked to three other spreadsheets used to establish professional fees with various
levels of detail, including three alternate methods for
profit and contingencies, markups for consultant fees,
allocations for non-reimbursable expenses, employee
tech levels and pay rates, phase numbers and phase
names. These three spreadsheets make use of costbased, project estimating and phase compensation
approaches to establishing professional fees.
$225 retail
Creighton Nolte, AJA and Associates; 744 G St., Ste.
209; San Diego, CA 92101 ; 619-234- 1008

Housebuilder
Architectural graphics
Any Macintosh; external disk drive; MacPaint.
Housebuilder is an architectural graphics
package, designed by a building contractor that
enables a user to assemble accurately drawn images
of real-world building and landscape materials.
These images can be used to produce plans,
elevations and interiors in two different scales.
$55 retail
Alternative Enterprises; 2105 Arden Dr.; Fallston,
MD 21047; 30 1-879-3458

MacPerspective 4.0
Three-dimensional line drawings
512K or larger Macintosh ; hard disk drive.
MacPerspective is a program that allows
architects, draftspeople, artists and engineers to
construct accurate wire-frame perspective drawings
of houses, buildings or other objects from
dimensioned drawings.
Features include: input dimensions in feet and
inches or decimal; zoom in and out; click points to
draw lines to them; automatic completion of
rectangles; set up a secondary coordinate system;
move/duplicate/delete objects in 3-D; cut/copy/paste
objects in 3-D for transfer to other MacPerspective
drawings; print drawings in any desired size on an
ImageWriter or LaserWriter (up to 100 inches);
orthographic and axonometric views; draw circular
and elliptical arcs in 3-D; draw polygons in 3-D;
erase hidden line segments; and write Adobe
Illustrator files.
$295 retail
Knick Drafting, Inc.; 1275 S. Patrick Dr., Ste. P;
Satellite Beach, FL 32937; 407-777-0275

The Furniture File
Furn!ture database for large interior design projects
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
The Furniture File is a database that keeps detailed
information on all furniture used in a project (price and
discount, size, color and upholstery, manufacturer,
etc.). A user specifies quantities of each furniture item
for each room in a building and prints out reports,
including detailed listings and purchase orders.
The Furniture File can be customized to meet a
user's specific needs.
$1,485 retail; includes 4th Dimension Runtime
The Automation Group; 340 Townsend St., Ste. 432;
San Francisco, CA 94 107; 415-777-9167

Landscape Library
Plan and elevation view of landscape items, as well
as family, scientific and common names
Macintosh Plus or larger; PowerDraw.
Landscape Library contains plan and elevation
views of landscape items, as well as fami ly, scientific
and common names.
$79 retail
Engineered Software; PO Box 18344; Greensbom,
NC 27419; 919-299-4843

Vertical Markets/
Architecture
Drafting Fonts & DAs
Fonts and desk accessories for construction industry
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Drafting Fonts & DAs is a collection of fonts
and desk accessories for use by draftsmen and
designers in the construction industry.
$65 retail
Yeoman Technical Software; RFD #3, 629
Voluntown Rd.; Jewett City, CT 06351;
203-376-2952

Guidelines Master Detail Library
Standard construction detail components
Macintosh Plus or larger; 20 MB hard disk drive ;
BOOK disk drive; MacDraft, MiniCad or PowerDraw.
Guidelines Master Detail Library includes more
than 1,200 standard components, plus variations of
parts and connectors. It is a construction kit for
making thousands of original details, thousands of
detail notes - including the freedom to enl arge,
reduce and reshape details and components - and
periodic updates and additions.
Details are available as a complete set or as
separate modules: Detail Module I, site work; Detail
Module 2, roofs, walls, doors and windows; Detail
Module 3, interior construction; Detail Module 4,
foun.dations and light framing; and Detail Module 5,
architectural plan and elevation symbols.
$120 retail; per module
$600 retail; complete set
Guidelines; PO Box 456; Orinda, CA 94563;
415-254-9393
Guidelines Model Specifications
Specification checklists
.
512K or larger Macintosh; Macintosh Plus or larger
recommended; 20 MB hard disk drive ; BOOK disk
drive.

Irrigator's Pressure & Loss Calculator
Calculates pressure losses, sizes pipe and calculates
maximum flow through a given pipe
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard 1.2.
The Irrigator's Pressure & Loss Calculator is
designed to take the drudgery out of interpolating
piping tables. The stack will calculate pressure losses
due to friction (dynamic) and elevation (static) and will ·
size pipe and calculate the maximum flow through
given pipe. It takes full advantage of the Macintosh 's
graphical interface, making it easy to learn and use.
$35 retail
Landware; 13800 Parkcenter Ln., Ste. 236; Tustin,
CA 92680; 714-832-8046

a

LAPPIS
Landscape architectural plant and product
information system
Macintosh .Plus or larger; hard disk drive ;
HyperCard 1.2.
Landscape Architectural Plant and Product
Information System (LAPPIS) is a HyperCard
database that contains information on plant materials,
irrigation, lighting, site furni shings, paving/surfacing,
waterscapes, structures and vendors.
With LAPPIS, landscape professionals can
search for desired plant/product information cards
and quickly create bill of materials. Bill of materials
can be printed and exported through a text file to
other applications.
LAPPIS includes a help stack and example
stacks that contain approximately 500 different
plant-material information cards and approximately
1,000 different product information cards.
$250 retail
Landware; 13800 Parkcenter Ln., Ste. 236; Tustin,
CA 92680; 714-832-8046
Mac Interiors
Three-dimensional interior design tool
Macintosh Plus·or larger.
Mac Interiors is a three-dimensional interior
design tool for use in designing room layouts that
allows elevations, plans and perspectives to be
viewed and printed.
The items to be placed in the room can be
created using the drawing palette. This includes tools
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Masterformat Outline Specification
Rendition of the Master Format Outline
Specification
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Njasterformat Outline Specification is a complete
rend1uon of the Master Format Outline Specification,
including sections 00 through 16, with all subsections
prenumbered for use in specification writing.
$80 retail
Yeoman Technical Software; RFD #3, 629
Voluntown Rd. ; Jewett City, CT 06351 ;
203-376-2952
Masterspec AIA - A/SIC Edition
Library of master guide specifications for building
construction
Any Macintosh; two external disk drives or hard disk
drive; MacWrite 5.01 or compatible.
Masterspec AIA consists of a library of master
guide specifications for building construction. EPPS/
Architectonix is licensed by the American Institute of
Architects (AIA) to develop, maintain and distribute
disk library services to AiA hard copy subscribers on a
worldwide basis for the Macintosh computer.
An Architectural/Structural/Civil edition is
available now. A Mechanical/Electrical edition and
an Interior Design edition will become available.
$6 15 retail; Basic version (plus three quarterly
updates at $60 each)
$360 retail; Short version (plus three quarterly
updates at $45 each)
EPPS/Architectonix; 1950 Stemmons Fwy., Ste.
5001 Infomart; Dallas, TX 75207; 214-746-4346
ModelShop
Three-dimensional, sketch modeling program
Macintosh Plus or /arge1:
ModelShop is a software program intended to
permit architects, landscape architects and urban
designers to carry out three-dimensional sketch
modeling of buildings, sites or other structures.
Features include: create two- and threedi~ensional objects, including lines, cuboids, circles,
cylinders, regular and irregular polygons and polyhedra solids of revolution; use standard architectural
views; open multiple windows onto multiple models
simultaneously; orgartize models on up to 235 layers;

Vertical Markets/
Architecture
group objects and other groups hierarchically to create
subassemblies; cut, copy and paste any object(s) as 3D
library pans between layers or models; create window
and door openings with the Hole Punch command; work
with real-world units; find distances, angles and areas;
remove hidden surfaces; and more.
$595 retail
Paracomp, Inc.; 123 Townsend.st., Ste. 310; San
Francisco, CA 94107; 415-543-3848
Perspective For Architects
Architectural business management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; System
5.0 or later.
Perspective is a business management program
for small to medium-size architectural firms.
Perspective manages projects, project phases,
clients, outside services, time sheets, reunbursable
expenses and performs professional billing. The program also generates profit and loss analyses per_Pro-.
ject, time period and client, allowmg a firm to pmpomt
and document profitable work areas and methods.
Many contextual reports are a~ailable, ran_ging from
mailing labels to complete busmess overviews.
$995 retail; single user (multiuser available)
First Logistics, Inc.; 43-08 53rd St.; Woodside,
NY 11377; 718-397-5927
Planit
Computerized kitchen, bath, bedroom and furniture
design program
Macintosh Plus or large1:
Planit is a computerized kitchen, bath, bedroom
and furniture design program that produces plans,
elevations, perspectives and pricing. Graphics are
customized to portray any manufacturer's catalog,
exactly matching cabinet designs, framed or
frameless door styles and door colors. Standard
graphics include three-dimensional mitered
moldings, rounded cabinets, bathroom fixtures, . ,
bedroom furniture and entertainment centers. Plan1t s
colors accurately match those of a user's kitchen.
Custom cabinetry or other objects can be drawn
directly onto the screen, much as if sketching ~ith a
pencil. Autodesign, pop-down menus, modal d1al_og
boxes and drawing with the mouse all make Plan1t
easy to learn and use. It ~ill print a_ detailed p~ce
quotation, manufacturer s order, pnce compansons,
installation instructions and customer's invoice.
Planit also features a "Multi View" window.
$3,995 retail
.
Planit USA; 1921 Corporate Square Blvd.; Slidell,
LA 70458; 504-649-0484
Predesign And Planning Checkl!sts .
Checklists of every phase of bmldmg-des1gn
decision making
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; 20 MB
hard disk drive; BOOK disk drive; HyperCard.
Predesign And Planning C_hecklists. is a HyeerCard checklist on buildmg-des1gn dec1S1on making,
including site work, structure, exterior construction,
interior construction and fixtures and finishes.
Predesign And Planning Checklist also provides
the following reports: a checklist of contents for each
working drawing sheet; construcuon notes reqmred
for plans, elevations and sections; keynotes for each
working drawing sheet; a list of construction details
that will be required for a job; and an outline of
required specification sections.
.
.
The program is coded and coordmated with CSI
Masterformal.
$120 retail
Guidelines; PO Box 456; Orinda, CA 94563;
415-254-9393
Professional Series Drafting Symbols
Architectural drafting symbols in MiniCad/PICT format
512KE or larger Macintosh; MiniCad, MacDraft,
VersaCAD, MacDraw or any drafting application
that reads PICT format files.

Professional Series Drafting Symbols is a
collection of the most commonly used architectural
drafting symbols.
Three modules are available. Module I, Architectural, includes: kitchen appliances,
bathroom/toilet fixtures, windows (starter set}, doors
(starter set), utility room fixtures, HVAC symbols,
electrical/lighting fixtures, site/land.scape planning,_
dining/conference room furniture, hvmg room furniture, bedroom furniture, game room equipment and
office/commercial fixtures. Module 2, Cabinetwork,
includes: kitchen cabinets, bath cabinets and
bookcase cabinetwork. Module 3, Doors/Windows,
includes: window elevations and door elevations.
$95 retail; Module I - Architectural
$75 retail; Module 2 - Cabinetwork
$75 retail; Module 3 - Doors/Windows
$195 retail; all three modules
Williams AG Products; 9191 Towne Centre Dr., Ste.
175; San Diego, CA 92122; 619-558-9193
Project Management Task Modules
.
More than 1,000 administrative tasks for project
management
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; 20 MB
hard disk drive; BOOK disk drive; HyperCard.
Project Management Task Modules. is a h~per
stack checklist of more than 1,000 adm1mstrat1ve
tasks normally required in managing projects ....
The program includes client relations, feas_1b1hty
studies, predesign, EIR and code search~s , des1g~
development, working drawmg production, b1ddmg,
shop drawing checking, construcuon comract .
administration and postconstmct1on admm1strat10n.
All HyperCard tasks are coordinated with AJA
contract documents and procedures.
$120 retail
Guidelines; PO Box 456; Orinda, CA 94563;
415-254-9393
Proposa1Manager•254/255
Proposal writing
Macintosh Plus or larger; PageMaker 3.0 or
Ready!Set!Go! 4.5 (please specify); PostScriptcompatible laser printer.
ProposalManager•254/255 features an i_nteractive database generator. A user simply keys m resume, consultant and project listings one time, and then
places this information into later proposals with a
single mouse click. It includes all of the standard
254/255 pages, plus alternative layouts for expanded
narrative. All forms display in WYSIWYG and pnnt
out on blank paper.
The program preserves the page layout _interface
and offers seamless transition between pubhc and
private sector marketing. It was designed by a li~ensed
architect, is GSA acceptable and 1s fully customizable.
$279 retail
.
Wordscapes; 4546 B-10 El Camino Real , #177; Los
Altos, CA 94022; 415-968-8737
Residential Construction Symbols Library
More than 1,000 architectural and construction
symbols
Macintosh Plus or larger; PowerDraw.
The Residential Construction Symbols Library
contains more than 1,000 architectural symbols_ for
PowerDraw users. The use of the symbol libranes
saves hours on each set of construction drawings,
with each symbol an exact dupl~cate of the next.
Plan and elevation symbols mclude: mtenor/
exterior doors; garage doors; bi-fold and sliding glass
doors; double hung, awning casement and bow and
bay windows; toilets, lavatories, tubs and showers;
and kitchen appliances. Plan symbols mclude:
.
electrical symbols; and legends, matenals and detaJls.
$199 retail
Engineered Software; PO Box 18344; Greensboro,
NC 27419; 919-299-4843
The Treasure Chest Of Planting And Irrigation
Details
Planting and irrigation details
512K or larger Macintosh; MacDraw or MacDraft.
The Treasure Chest is a standard library of 50 planting and irrigation details. Documents can be customized
to a user's specific requirements. The Treasure Chest 1s
available in either MacDraw or MacDraft formats.

$75 retail
Landware; 13800 Parkcenter Ln., Ste. 236; Tustin,
CA 92680; 714-832-8046
Wood-Ease
Cut sheet calculations
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Wood-Ease calculates cabinet component sizes
with ease and accuracy. It can be used by itself or in
conjunction with Planit. Wood-Ease will take a
kitchen designed in Planit and quickly product cut
lists and assembly lists for the individual cabinets, as
well as master cut lists sorted in various ways.
Kitchens designed in Planit can be processed with
the Wood-Ease Cut Sheet Program without re-entry
of individual cabinet data, such as type, style and
size. Wood-Ease·allows users to tell the system how
the cabinets are being constructed, as well as the
materials involved. Wood-Ease allows for quick
entry of specifications by assuming user-definable
default values as a basis for each job requested.
$2,900 retail
Planit USA; 1921 Corporate Square Blvd.; Slidell,
LA 70458; 504-649-0484

Vertical Markets/
Banking, Fin~nce
MacLease
Accommodates a variety of equipment leasing
transactions
Macintosh /I; I MB of RAM; 40 MB hard disk drive.
MacLease is designed to accommodate a variety of
equipment leasing transactions, such as brokered, duect
finance and operating leases and conditional sales
contracts. The modules include General Ledger,
Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, Floating Rate,
Inventory Tracking and Impli~it Rate Calcul_ation.
Accounts Receivable mamtams lease history; creates automatic General Ledger entries by batch; offers
four choices of cash entry by lease or invoice number;
and provides immediate access to pay-off calculations.
Billing consolidates multiple leases; processes a vanety of cycles by monthly, quarterly, skip-pa¥ment, etc.;
calculates floating rate based on vanable pnme; and
assesses late charges. Income is on a cash or accrual
basis and amortizes by rule of78, FASB 13 or straJghtline. General Ledger entries automatically update on a
multicompany basis. Special features include: multiuser, modifiable programs; an easy-to-use rePort
generator; and AppleTalk network compatibility.
$9,500 retail
Turner Data Systems, Inc.; 17885 Sky Park N, Ste.
E; Irvine, CA 92714; 714-261-5094
P.P. Memo
Private placement memorandum template
512K or larger Macintosh ; MacWrite 4.5 or
Microsoft Word 3.0.
P.P. Memo, Private Placement Memorandum
(stock offering}, is used for prep~~ a private.offering of Regulation D Exempt Secuntles for raism~ up
to $1 million. It includes an annotated offenng circular, a sample subscription agreement, introductory
letter to investors and a spreadsheet for subscnber
administration - all on diskette for easy editing.
$149 retail
· HAN; 127 Second.St.; Los Altos, CA 94022;
415-941-9191or800-442-7373
PartnersLTD
Limited partnership agreement for raising capital and
protecting assets
5/2K or larger Macintosh; MacWrite 4.5 or
Microsoft Word 3.0.
.
PartnersLTD is a limited partnership agreement
for raising capital and protecting assets. It includes
offering circular, subscription application, purchaser
questionnaire, power of attorney, corporate buy/sell
agreement and financial projections.
$149 retail
HAN; 127 Second St.; Los Altos, CA 94022;
415-941-9191or800-442-7373
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Vertical Markets/CAD/CAM
Architrion II - Series 5
Architectural CAD
Macintosh SE/30 or II; 4 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; 8-bit color card with color monitor recommended.
Architrion II is professional integrated CAD
software developed for architects, interior designers,
urban planners and builders. While retaining the concept, ease of use and light and color capabilities of
Series 4, Architrion II - Series 5 introduces an
enhanced architectural interface and many new, powerful features. Designers can further explore their
most complex ideas with a minimum of drafting
effort, make intricate design modifications easily and
view the results almost immediately.
The most outstanding features of the program
include: a powerful graphics interface that allows the
use of tools in combination for intricate and accurate
positioning of building elements; the capacity to create, edit and modify a building in section or plan
view, and to explore the project from exterior to interior perspectives using several options (conical,
spheri.cal, exploded view, etc.); the capability to
specify the type and position of a light source to create accurate shades and shadows, and to produce sun
studies; design and production coordination (plans,
sections, elevations and perspectives are automatically transferred from Design to Drafting module to
serve as the basis for working drawings); a true
architectural drafting module (Series 5 delivers a
powerful production tool combining speed and accuracy for schematics, preliminaries and contract documents; and DXF input/output.
$3,400 retail
Gimeor, Inc.; 420 10th St. SE; Washington,
DC 20003; 202-546-8775
ASD Professional CAD Symbol Library
Comprehensive collection of symbols from many
disciplines
Macintosh Plus or.larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; Claris CAD , MacDraw If, PowerDraw,
Canvas or DXF-compatible CAD program.
The ASD Professional CAD Library is a comprehensive library of more than 3,000 symbols in
one all-inclusive package.
The General Architectural Library, for residential
and commercial designs, contains doors, windows,
appliances, plumbing fixtures, electrical, HVAC,
landscape, site plan symbols, interior design and furniture symbols. The "Plumbing & Heating Supply
House" includes piping, fittings, heating and air conditioning components, one and two line ductwork and
fire protection. The "Hardware Store" includes metal
and wood screws, nails, nuts, rivets, washers, cotter
pins, structural steel and keys and springs for detail
drawings or specification work. The "Electronic
Shack" includes electronic design symbols and printed circuit board aids, from components to connectors.
Welding Symbols include grooves, flanges, seams,
fillets and plugs. General Drawing Aids include a
variety of base sheets, title blocks, detail flags, section arrows, north arrows and various scale legends.
Also induded are geometric characteristic symbols,
cartographic symbols and more.
$119.95 retail; Claris CAD, MacDraw II,
PowerDraw or Canvas versions
Advanced System Design, Inc.; PO Box 3131;
Evergreen, CO 80439; 303-674-2222
Aura CAD
Computer-aided drafting
Macintosh Plus or larger.
AuraCAD is a high precision, full featured, twodimensional CAD program that can be used as a
drawing and design _tool for virtually any type of
desktop engineering application. It has a broad utilization, but is particularly well-suited for mechanical design applications.

The program offers more than 200 defined functions that are accessible to a user, including: unlimited layering with the ability to view layer contents
graphically; macro programming language for tool
customization; parametric design; variable grid definition of any size desired; automatic dimensioning to
four decimals in metric, feet or inches; continuous
zooming and scaling; autotrimming of lines and segments; automatic filleting, chamfering and tangent
options; user-selectable patterns and hatching; multiple rotation and mirroring of groups; variable offset
contours; an extensive on-screen symbols library;
full annotation and text-editing features; and a scientific calculator.
$999 retail; Version 2.5 I (B/W) supports Plus, SE
$1 ,399 retail; Version 2.5 II (color) supports SE/30,
II, IIcx, IIx
Aura CAD/CAM, Inc.; 2335 Alaska Ave.;
El Segundo, CA 90245; 213-536-9207
AuraCAD/CAM
Computer-aided drafting and manufacturing
Macintosh Plus or larger; BOOK floppy disk drive;
hard disk drive.
AuraCAD/CAM is a fully integrated system for
design and CNC programming that enables users to
produce actual parts with a variety of machine tools
and controllers.
A series of application modules is available for
specific types of machine todls. Each module provides the capability to simulate the actual tool path
and to compute process time. Built-in intelligence
automatically determines optimum tool path and/or
part location and generates efficient CNC programming code.
Modules include: AuraMill, AuraTurn,
AuraPunch, Aura Wire, AuraRouter, AuraLaser,
AuraFlame and AuraPost.
$7 ,000 retail
Aura CAD/CAM, Inc.; 2335 Alaska Ave.;
El Segundo, CA 90245; 213-536-9207
AuraIGES/DXF
Transfers data between CAD systems
Macintosh Plus or large1:
AuraIGES/DXF translates files in IGES and
DXF format to Aura internal file format and/or PICT
format. Similarly, Aura files may be translated.to _
IGES and DXF for export to other programs.
$500 retail
Aura CAD/CAM, Inc.; 2335 Alaska Ave.;
El Segundo, CA 90245; 213-536-9207
Auralntercam
Direct interface between AuraCAD/CAM and
Intergraph MicroStation drawing files
Macintosh Plus .or larger.
Auraintercam provides a direct interface
between AuraCAD/CAM and Intergraph
MicroStation drawing files for any networked
MicroStation platform, including Macintosh computers, PCs, Unix workstations and host computers. No
file translators, such as IGES or DXF, are needed.
$500 retail
Aura CAD/CAM, Inc.; 2335 Alaska Ave.;
El Segundo, CA 90245; 213-536-9207
AutoCAD Release IO
Universal design and drafting program with threedimensional modeling and surfacing
Macintosh If; 4 MB of RAM.
AutoCAD is a universal design and drafting program for desktop computers and workstations. Its
open architecture, embedded high-level programming language and provision for writing customized
drivers for input/output devices make it uniquely
flexible and versatile as a graphics standard for near!y every discipline. ·
AutoCAD Release I0 equips design professionals with a host of dynamic new features, including
full three-dimensional design capability.
Other features include: a user-defined coordinate
system that allows users to specify a construction
plane in three-dimensional space; Coordinate System
Icon that provides visual confirmation of the current
working construction plane; Plan Command that
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allows the specification of the current UCS (User
Coordinate System) as a plan view; a dynamic viewpoint option that allows users to rotate objects in
three-dimensional space on screen (interactively and
in real time); allows interactive zooming on selected
objects in real time; allows interactive panning of
selected objects in real time; allows users to cut sections through three-dimensional models instructively; perspective projections can be generated at any
time; users can perform hidden line removal on a
selection set; and a viewpoint capability that allows
up to four different views of a drawing on screen at
one time.
Drawing entities include: a three-dimensional
polyline that allows the construction of objects using
polylines in three-dimensional space; a three-dimensional surface patch with up to 256 by 256 vertices
that allows the creation of generalized surfaces; the
ability to create a surface of revolution by specifying
a path curve and rotation axis; the creation of tabulated cylinders by specifying a curve and a direction
vector; the creation of ruled surfaces by picking two
boundary curves that define the desired surface; the
creation of coons surfaces by picking four boundary
curves that define the desired surface; and each entity in the AutoCAD database has a unique numeric
identifier allowing the linkage of all entities to
external database information.
$3,000 retail
Autodesk, Inc.; 2320 Marinship Way; Sausalito,
CA 94965; 415-332-2344
Blueprint
Two-dimensional CAD package
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
Blueprint is a two-dimensional computer-aided
·design package that includes multiple layers; double
lines; dashed lines; fillets; editable fill patterns; cubic
and Bezier splines; and multiple keyboard, palette
and menu options for drafting, auto-dimensioning
and array duplication. Blueprint also offers a built-in
DXF translator; floating and constraint palettes;
Encapsulated PostScript; a hierarchical symbol
library; text that rotates by degrees, minutes and seconds; nine decimal-place precision; object-by-object
color; and more.
Blueprint directly reads the Kurta ADB 11 by
J.7-inch digitizing tablet for 1,000 dpi accuracy of
input.
$449 retail
Graphsoft, Inc.; 8370 Court Ave., Ste. 202; Ellicott
City, MD 21043; 301-461-9488
CADD Construction Details
Landscape construction details
Macintosh If or llx; 4 MB of RAM; hard disk drive
with 8 MB offree space; AutoCAD.
CADD Construction Details is a comprehensive
library of landscape construction details for use with
AutoCAD. The more than 500 details can be easily
modified for specific applications. Details are available by individual disk, in sets or as the complete set.
Topics include curbs, decks, bridges, drainage,
fences, handicap design, irrigation, lighting, parking,
paving, playgrounds, fountain s, pools, railings, shelters, signage, site furniture , steps and ramps, utilities
and walls.
$895 retail
LandCADD, Inc.; 7519 E. Hwy. 86; Franktown,
co 80116; 303-688-8160
CADMover 3.0
Vector graphics translator
Macin1osh Plus or large1:
CADMover is a vector graphics translation utility that creates connectivity between mainframes,
workstations, PCs and the Macintosh. The utility
imports, translates and exports both two- and threedimensional graphics using the fqllowing formats:
IGES 3.0, DXF releases (2.5 through I0), PICT (I
and 2), MacDraw I; Minicad (2D and 3D}, Super
3D, Snap! and MSC/pal.

Vertical Markets/CAD/CAM
CAD Mover 's precision transformation logic
maintains a high degree of accuracy for all calculations. Translation options include multiple layers and
levels, multiple drawings within a file, scaling
between most formats, unit measurement conversion
(metric to English standard, etc.), unlimited file size
with use of a hard disk and full color. Additional format modules can be added to the central processor,
including MacConcept, HPGL, Minicad+,
Dimensions, Hyperspace and SpaceEdit.
$495 retail
Kandu Software Corp.; 2305 N. Kentucky St.;
Arlington, VA 22205; 703-532-0213
Claris CAD
Design and drafting tool
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM (2 MB or
more of RAM recommended for large drawings or
for use under MultiFinder); hard disk drive recommended.
Claris CAD is a design and drafting tool for
engineers and architects. It integrates a wealth of
two-dimensional design and drafting features,
i11cluding mouse/keyboard entry, construction of fillets, tangents and perpendiculars and automatic
dimensioning, while fully utilizing the Macintosh
interface.
Features include: freehand, object-oriented
sketching; double-line construction lines; optional
keyboard entry of object size/locatio\I (absolute, relative, polar); area and perimeter calculations; tangents, perpendiculars and offsets; construction from
end points, centers, intersections, objects and other
geometry; fillets and chamfers; trim, divide and
extend; multiple duplication in linear or radial patterns; standard or custom hatching; regular polygon
tool; additional construction methods for rectangles,
ovals, circles and arcs; mirror with and without copy;
window and tiling arrangement; and the ability to
paste any symbol or drawing with flipping, individual X and Y scaling and rotation.
Dimensioning features include: automatic; linear, radial, diametrical and angular; chained, datum
(baseline) and standard; fully and easi)y editable;
custom arrowheads and tickmarks; toierancing; preset or custom settings for all aspects of dimension
appearance; and automatic circle centerlines.
Other features include: supports U.S. and international drawing standards for drawing and dimensioning; import/export IGES (optional}, DXF
(optional) and PICT images; customizable symbol
libraries; number of layers limited only by memory;
up to 16,000 preset or custom fill patterns; zoom
window; alignment; ability to load and trace scanned
images; undo/redo; 'and more.
$799 retail; Claris CAD
$399 retail; MacDraw Il owners
$299 retail; IGES and DXF translators
Claris Corp.; 5201 Patrick Henry Dr.; PO Box
58168; Santa Clara, CA 95052; 408-727-8227 (customer relations), 800-544-8554 (U.S. upgrades) or
800-334-3535 (U.S. dealers)
Computer Aided Design For Inductors And
Transformers Mark III
Increases the speed and analyzes existing magnetic
components; minimizes the design time of new magnetic components with Filegetter and FileMaker
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Basic.
Computer Aided Design for Inductors and
Transformers with Filemaker and Filegetter can be
used to increase the speed and analyze existing magnetic components and minimize the design time of
new magnetic components.
The program has full-screen editing for ease of
operation. It vastly simplifies the magnetic design
process making it possible for users to identify and
optimize, in a matter of minutes, the most effective
magnetic component in terms of number of turns;
copper loss, core loss, efficiency, size, weight, temperature rise and cost.

Programs available in the package include:
Transformer Design Using Iron Alloy and Ferrites;
AC Inductor Design Using Iron Alloy and Ferrites;
DC Inductor Design Using Iron Alloy and Ferrites,
DC Inductor Design MPP Powder Cores and Sample
Computer Printouts.
Computer Aided Design for Inductors and
Transformers Software has a stored database of more
than 35 combinations of magnetic materials and
thicknesses, including ferrites and molypermalloy
powder cores. Information provided by the program
can be output to a printer.
$169 retail; program (no charge for updates)
$75 retail; book (not required)
KG Magnetics, Inc.; PO Box 3703; 26504 Crestview
Dr.; Idyllwild, CA 92349; 714-659-4548
Computer Aided Transformer And Inductor
Analysis Mark III
Increases the speed of magnetic component analysis
with Filegetter
.
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Basic.
Computer Aided Transformers and Inductor
Analysis, with Filegetter, is used to increase th.e
speed of doing analyses of magnetic components.
The program was written primarily to assist an
analysis engineer working with magnetic components. It simplifies the analysis of such components
by taking into account all significant variables and
using design equations that have been theoretically
and empirically developed during the past few years.
The program is to be used in conjunction with
the book Magnetic Core Selection for Transformers
and Inductors. This book contains valuable data necessary for the successful functioning of the program
and will be used as a reference book throughout.
The program has a stored database of more than
35 combinations of magnetic materials and thicknesses, including ferrites , molypermalloy powder
cores and powered icon cores.
S119 retail; no charge for updates
KG Magnetics, Inc.; PO Box 3703; 26504 Crestview
Dr.; Idyllwild, CA 92349; 714-659-4548
Design Dimensions 2.0
Three-dimensional design, analysis, presentation and
surface modeling
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Design Dimensions offers advanced capabilities
for three-dimensional CAD, visualization, analysis
and surface modeling. It is sophisticated enough for
the design and presentation of real-world applications in the aerospace, automotive, marine, architectural and graphic industries. It provides a powerful
and flexible set of tools for conceptual design, analysis.• modification and presentation.
Features include: eight design windows and 16
viewing orientations; free-form curve and surface
tools; Clipboard and PICT file output capabilities;
compatibility with VersaCAD, AutoCAD and other
CAD programs; variable color level via RGB and
HSL controls; images or animations displayable
while in design phase; replay option for wireframe or
shaded objects in rotation; symbol libraries with
three-dimensional manipulation; on-screen help is
available for all tools and menu items; design palette
includes two- and three-dimensional tools; object
flipping; undo deletions; group structure similar to
the Macintosh Hierarchical Filing System; tracking
of elapsed design time and design cost; standard and
user-definable grids; and design via the keyboard and
mouse.
Interpreter Dimensions provides an easy, automatic and accurate way of transferring data between
Dimensions and other Macintosh and PC-based
applications. It is a bidirectional information translator for reading and writing VersaCAD, DXF, PICT
and Dimension files. This enables image data to be
exchanged easily and accurately between many
design, drafting, paint and publishing packages in
both the Macintosh and PC worlds.
Dimensions lnterpreter is packaged with Design
Dimensions, wliich allows PICT bidirectional transfers and automatic design upgrades from Design
Dimensions Version 1.18 to Versio11 2.0. Separate
DXF and VersaCAD modules provide access to most

of the popular Macintosh and PC-based two-dimensional CAD software. All modules are automatically
installed by the main Interpreter module to make
installation easy and efficient.
$1,595 retail; Design Dimensions
$495 retail; Interpreter Dimensions DXF
$295 retail; Interpreter Dimensions VersaCAD
Visual Information Development, Inc.; 16309
Doublegrove St.; La Puente, CA 91744;
818-918-8834
DesignCAD 2D/3D
Two- and three-dimensional geometric design and
drafting
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; BOOK disk
drive; hard disk drive and math coprocessor recommended.
DesignCAD is a computer-aided design and
drafting package that provides complete two- and
three-dimensional design power for engineering and
architecture. It provides the speed and accuracy necessary to manipulate complex two- and three-dimensional geometry in real time, and provides."Point
Orientation," which allows greater design freedom
and control over the geometry.
Features include: full automatic and associative
dimensioning; 256 design layers tied to associative
geometric editing; complete symbol libraries include
Architectural, Cabinet, Electronics, Electrical and
piping with automatic scaling export features; floating-point precision with math coprocessor support;
mirror; element grouping; support for rectangular
and polar coordinate systems; unlimited zoom; multiple extrusions; bi-cubic surface geometry; fillets
and chamfers; color text options; unlimited scaling
options; geometric primitive options; related and/or
auto update viewing with up to five independent
view options; user-controlled precision levels; and
more.
DesignCAD can communicate with all
Macintosh-compatible plotter drivers and includes a
two-way PICT and PICT2 file translator, and the
capability to import and export IGES, DXF, HP-GL,
XY or XYZ coordinates and ASCII text files.
$695 retail
Deltasoft, Inc.; 327 South Mill; Pryor, OK 74361;
918-825-4848
.
Dimensions Presenter
Three-dimensional rendering, presentation and walkthrough animation of solid surfaces with in-betweening
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM.
Dimensions Presenter offers a level of high-quality imaging and animation capabilities to CAD users.
This innovative set of graphic tools will accept files
from the most popular and powerful CAD programs
and then render or animate them in three dimensions.
Images created in Dimensions Presenter can be
exported to popular presentation software or sent to a
film recorder, color printer and video output devices.
Features include: key frame animation with inbetweening provides smooth frame sequencing;
images can be 24-bit, 8-bit, black and white or
dithered with variable image-size selection; single
frame controller allows exact transfer to high-quality
VCRs; multiple line of sight vectors can be defined
with smooth or linear interpolation; animation can be
created for walk-throughs, fly-bys and independent
object movements; 16 light sources can be defined
per image; includes option for anti-aliased imaging;
eight customizable viewing windows can be viewed
at one time; 16.8 million colors available for objects,
background, lights and ambient lighting; and more.
$595 retail
Visual Information Development, Inc.; 16309
Doublegrove St.; La Puente, CA 91744;
818-918-8834
Dreams 1.1
Computer-aided design
Ma cintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM (2 MB of
RAM with col01; large or very complex drawings);
hard disk drive; System 6.0.2 or later.
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Dreams is a precision drawing and drafting program. It features a broad range of geometric drawing
tools, including all MacDraft-like tools, Bezier and
spline curves, associative dimensioning, parallel
lines and freehand sketching. It also features highpowered zoom, color, rotation of text and objects in
fractional degrees, custom line styles, end marks for
lines and curves, fillets, line trim, layers and more.
Dreams provides users with many unusual and
advanced illustration features. Users can merge
shapes together, subtract one object from another or
glue lines and curves together to create unique
shapes that can be filled with custom color patterns
or one of 16.8 million colors. Users can store commonly used symbols, details and drawings in
libraries that come online with the program. New to
Version 1.1 is PictScript, which allows the transfer of
images between applications and the capability to
view and manipulate them on screen; A/UX and
future system compatibility; and full 32-bit
QuickDraw compatibility.
A series of add-on modules can be used with
Dreams. These include the !DD Symbol Library,
Architecture, Volume I Residential Construction;
Volume 2 Light Commercial Construction; and
Volume 3 Preliminary Design. The !DD Plotter
Driver is designed so users can plot or print directly
from Dreams, taking advantage of the program's full
resolution, unique shapes and custom line styles.
$500 retail; Dreams
$249 each retail; !DD Symbol Library, Architecture,
Vol. I, 2 or 3
$289 retail; !DD Plotter Driver
Innovative Data Design, Inc.; 2280 Bates Ave., Ste.
A; Concord, CA 94520; 415-680-6818
DW-2000
Integrated circuit, hybrid and printed circuit design
Macintosh II family; 4 MB of RAM; hard disk drive.
DW-2000 is a highly ergonomic design tool for
the realization of custom VLSI circuits and hybrids
in a wide range of technologies. Its features include
those of mainframe systems, as well as interactive,
two-point arc digitizing modes; add/sub poly commands; and fence cut/copy/delete commands. The
online Design Rule Check (DRC) command allows
interactive and incremental verification of structures
according to user-defined technologies. The program
offers full GDSII stream compatibility, Gerber
input/output and Cambridge EBMF output. Macro
graphics programming environment arid design-byrule construction capabilities will be included first
quarter 1990.
$12,500 U.S. retail; quantity discounts available
Design Workshop; 4226 St. John 's Blvd., Ste. 400;
Dollard Des Onneaux, Quebec, Canada H9G IX5;
514-696-4753
DynaCADD
Computer-aided design and drafting
Macintosh SE/30 or larger; 1 MB of RAM; math
coprocessor and hard disk drive recommended.
DynaCADD is a CADD software solution
designed to tum a Macintosh into a sophisticated and
powerful CADD workstation. With electrical,
mechanical, architectural or civil applications,
DynaCADD provides total design and drafting solutions. DynaCADD revises, designs and details drawings in two-dimensional or true three-dimensional
and reads and writes the industry-standard file formats.
·
DynaCADD combines an extensive collection of
features, such as fast display speed and seamless perfonnance with a powerful set of developer's tools to
easily customize the entire command structure and
user interface. Developer tools include CADDTalk
Programming Language, Compiler, Linker, Object
Analyzer, Text Editor, Interface Window Creator,
Icon Editor and Vector Font Editor.
$1,995 retail
Ditek International; 2651 John St., Unit 3; Markham,
Ontario, Canada L3R 2W5; 416-479- 1990

Easimap
Three-dimensional symbol library of manufacturers'
computing equipment
Macintosh II; 4 MB of RAM.
Easimap is a multilayered (service area, door
swing, cable holes, etc.), multicolored, three-dimensional symbol library of manufacturers' computing
equipment. Available are: Amdahl, Bull/Honeywell,
CDC, Cray, Dataswitch, DEC, HP, IBM, Memorex,
Misc, NAS, Prime, STK, Unisys, Wang and Xerox.
Others are available upon request.
The Easimap libraries contain thousands of manufacturers' equipment symbols and environmental
infonnation. Using the pull-down menu selection
system, it replaces the old plastic template method of
designing a computer facility. The Easimap database
provides a user with various customized reports on
each piece of equipment: weights, BTUs to air and
water, KVA 60 Hz and 400 Hz, plug, connector and
receptacle type, sorted serial number, unit address,
POU and CB locations, leasing and maintenance
infonnation.
$2,500.retail; Version 2.5
$2,750 retail; Version 3.0
21st Century Innovations, Inc.; 23861 El Toro Rd.,
Ste. 611; El Toro, CA 92653; 714-768-8060 or
800-327-4627
The Electric Custom VLSI Design System
VLSI design system
Macintosh 11; 5 MB of RAM; 20 MB hard disk drive;
8-bit color.
The Electric Design System delivers full custom
IC design functionality on a designer's desk. It provides a user with design entry, rules-driven layout,
synthesis and analysis tools, together with interfaces
to other design systems. The system is technology
independent and has many design technologies,
including: various MOS processes, Bipolar
Technology, Schematic Capture, Architecture and
Artwork. Layout technologies can be graphically
edited with the Technology Editor to meet proprietary processes. Interfaces exist for Spice and most
commercial switch, gate and behavioral simulators.
The Electric Design System also includes interactive DRC, a Lisp/Prolog interface, routers, a compactor and a LVS checker. Additional features can be
added through the Lisp/Prolog interface.
$4,900 retail
Electric Editor, Inc.; 1440 Koll Cir., Ste. 110; San
Jose, CA 95112; 408-441-0710
The Electric Semi-Custom VLSI Design System
VLSI design system
Macintosh II; 5 MB of RAM; 20 MB hard disk drive;
8-bit color.
The Electric Semi-Custom Design System delivers complete IC design functionality on an engineer's
desk. In addition to the JC design functionality, the
system includes a VHDL compiler and a standard
· cell, place and route system. Netlist extraction for
simulation can be perfonned from the VHDL compiler or from the layout. Supported libraries include
Northern Telecom and MOSJS Standard Cells. The
system is technology independent and has many
design environments, including: various MOS processes, Bipolar Technology, Schematic Capture,
Architecture and Artwork. Interfaces exist for a wide
variety of commercial and university simulators.
$9,500 retail
Electric Editor, Inc.; 1440 Koll Cir., Ste. 110; San
Jose, CA 95112; 408-441-0710
FlexiCAD 1.2
Two-dimensional CAD drafting software
Macintosh SE/30 or larger; 2 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive.
FlexiCAD is a high-end 2D CAD drafting program for mechanical drafting, architectural design,
process design, industrial design and interior design.
FlexiCAD makes full use of the user-friendly
Macintosh user interface while extending its functionality through pop-up and tear-off menus and dialog boxes. It offers unlimited undo command, three
spline types, macros, custom icon palettes and
menus, area calculations, nested symbol, associative
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dimensioning and more. Drawing file import and
export formats include DXF, PICT, PICT2 and
JGES.
FlexiCAD uses double floating-point drawing
database with 16 digits of precision. Tablet and plotter drivers are built into the software.
$1 ,495 retail
Amiable Technologies, Inc.; 3508 Market St., Ste.
210; Philadelphia, PA 19104; 215-222-9066
Flyback Converter Magnetics Design Software
Mark III
Enables a user to design buck converters, boost converters, inverting buck-boost converters and isolated
multioutput buck-boost converters with Filegetter
512K or larger Macintosh ; Microsoft Basic.
Flyback Convert.er Magnetics Design with
Filegetter vastly simplifies the design process by
allowing engineers to design continuous or discontinuous current flyback magnetic components in a
fraction of the time usually required. Using this program reduces design time by quickly picking up files
generated by FileMaker. The program can stand
alone or operate with Magnetic Core Data
Conversion with FileMaker.
Flyback Converter Magnetics Design enables a
user to design buck converters, boost converters,
inverting buck-boost converters and isolated multioutput buck-boost converters. With this software
tool, a user can optimize magnetic components
designs for efficiency, size, weight, copper loss, core
loss, number of turns, temperature rise and cost. The
program includes a working database of nine different materials and IO molyperrnalloy powder cores.
Programs available in the package.include:
Continuous Currents; Discontinuous Currents; Buck
Flyback Converter; Boost Flyback Converter; BuckBoost Flyback Converter; Inverting Buck-Boost
Converter and Sample Computer Printouts. It is recommended that users have access to a copy of the
book, Magnetic Core Selection for Transformers and
Inductors, to run this software.
$99 retail; program (no charge for updates)
$75 retail; book (not required)
KG Magnetics, Inc.; PO Box 3703; 26504 Crestview
Dr.; ldyllwild, CA 92349; 714-659-4548
Generic CADD Level 1, Version 1.1
Computer-aided design/drafting/drawing tool
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive and math coprocessor recommended.
Generic CADD Level I is a true computer-aided
design, drafting and drawing package. Drawings are
made from a complete set of simple objects, including points, lines, circles, arcs, ellipses and Bezier and
spline curves. Objects can be drawn in up to 256 layers and line types. In addition, they can be moved,
copied, erased or broken; rotated at any angle; and
their scale changed. Deleted entries can also be
retrieved.
The program allows objects to be grouped
together as symbols that can then be saved and used
repeatedly. It allows users to work in virtually any
unit of measure, including feet, feet/inches, fractions,
decimal feet, meters, centimeters, arc degrees and
angles.
Other features include: floating point precision
to 16 decimal places; rubber banding and point; grid
and tolerance snapping; numerical zoom magnification factors of I million to infinity; accurate measurements of distance, angles and area; the ability to
edit multiple drawings in separate windows simultaneously; the ability to cut and paste objects between
different windows and between other programs using
standard PICT fonnat; built-in support for the
PostScript page description language; and a Mac to
MS-DOS drawing file translator utility. Add-on symbols libraries containing predrawn standard symbols
ranging from home design to electronic components
are available.
$149.95 retail
Generic Software, Inc.; 11911 N. Creek Pkwy. S;
Bothell, WA 98011; 206-487-2233 or 800-228-3601

Vertical Markets/CAD/CAM
· The Gibbs System
Computer-aided design and manufacturing
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive recommended.
The Gibbs System is a comprehensive package
that includes all the programs necessary to take a
user from the initial design through the actual generation and downloading of a numerical control program for controlling NC/CNC machines.
ncCAD is a fully interactive, graphic threedimensional CAD system that defihes part shape and
geometry. It has complete milling and turning capabilities. Features include complete tangent and intersection calculations, direct math input, bolt circle
and matrix patterns, curve fitting and splines.
ncCAM is a three-axis application that creates a
machine program from user-defined operations.
Manufacturing operations can be cut, copied and
pasted to rearrange their sequence. Pocketing with
bosses and engraving is included.
ncPost translates a tool path program into specific CNC machine format.
ncSurfaces allows the definition and machining
of sculpted, swept, ruled and revolved three-axis surfaces. It is specifically developed for molds, tool and
die and aerospace machining.
.
ncExchange is a CAD data translator. It will convert CAD data from other CAD systems into ncCAD
for machining. It translates IGES, DXF, VersaCAD
and point list formats.
ncCommunication provides advanced full screen
editing of existing programs and upload/download
(DNC) capabilities for EIA or ASCII (ISO) codes.
ncSimulation runs existing NC programs on
screen with three-dimensional graphics and allows
for editing of the program and rapid playback.
$7 ,000 approximate retail; The Gibbs System
(includes ncCAD, ncCAM, ncPost, ncExchange,
ncCommunication, ncSimulation)
$1,985 retail; ncCAD
$3,385 retail; ncCAM
$4,000 retail; hcSurfaces
$500 retail; ncExchange
$500 retail; ncCommunication
$550 retail; ncSimulation
Gibbs & Associates; 9320 Deering Ave.;
Chatsworth, CA 91311; 818-700-8854 or
800-654-9399
HyperSpace
Three-dimensional modeling
Macintosh Plus or larger; 3D digitizer.
HyperSpace lets users create fast , accurate digitized models of complex three-dimensional objects.
With its unique, easy-to-use six-dimensional stylus
(x, y and z, plus pitch, yaw and roll), HyperSpace
lets users point and click to digitize physical objects
directly into a Macintosh.
HyperSpace allows users to quickly make the
transition from a physical model to finite element
analysis or manufacturing. Objects created in
Hyperspace can be translated into ASCII files for
use in CAD/CAM or many of the professional
turnkey animation systems.
$7,500 retail
Mira Imaging, Inc.; 793 Pharmacy Ave.;
Scarborough, Ontario, Canada MIL 3K2;
416-285-9766 or 800-263-9599
The !CAD System
Knowledge-based software for mechanical design
and manufacturing engineering automation
Macintosh II; 4 MB of RAM; 300 MB hard disk
drive.
The !CAD System is an interactive, knowledgebased software product for mechanical design and
manufacturing engineering automation. The !CAD
System extends the product design process beyond
graphic modeling, from conceptual design to engineering analysis, detailed design and manufacturing
process planning.

$25,000 to $100,000 retail; depending on options
!CAD, Inc.; 201 Broadway; Cambridge, MA 02139;
617-868-2800
In-CAD
Mechanical engineering design, drafting and solids
modeling package
Macintosh II.
In-CAD is a mechanical engineering design and
drafting software package that provides the ability to
do both two-dimensional drafting and three-dimensional solids modeling. It conforms to the Macintosh
user interface and offers users the flexibility of using
a mouse, tablet or text commands.
The design and drafting capabilities of the program include: flexible dimensioning, user-definable
text fonts and cross hatch patterns, full geometry creation and editing, subfigures for library parts and
components, user-definable attributes and grouping,
labeling with balloons and automatic incrementing,
variable width lines, powerful macro capability and a
user programming language. In-CAD's associative
dimensioning provides the ability to automatically
update dimensions that are related to a dimension
that has been changed. '
In-CAD is a true Constructive Solid Geometry
(CSG) based solids model ing program. It provides a
more complete object model than can be achieved
with wireframe or surfacing modelers. The program
can differentiate between material and voids.
Building block primitives and Boolean operaiions
are used to add and subtract material. The resulting
model may be viewed from any direction with hidden lines removed, shaded or sectioned.
Additionally, users can calculate area and mass/volume properties. Any portion of the model may be
modified, and the changes will automatically be
reflected throughout the model.
The software package also features an IGES
translator for importing and exporting files between
other CAD systems and a bi-directional translator
specifically for AutoCAD DXF fi les.
$2,495 retail
Infinite Graphics Incorporated; 4611 E. Lake St.;
Minneapolis, MN 55406; 612-721-6283
Irrigation Design
Helps designers lay out, design and perform calculations for irrigation systems
Macintosh II or IIx; 4 MB of RAM; hard disk drive
with 8 MB offree space; AutoCAD.
Irrigation Design, based on the AutoCAD drafting program, helps designm lay out, design and perform calculations for irrigation systems of any size
using any brand of irrigation equipment. The program duplicates heads with triangular or square spacing, totals gallons per minute and calculates pressure
loss and pipe sizing.
$595 retail
LandCADD, Inc.; 7519 E. Hwy. 86; Franktown, CO
80116; 303-688-8160
Layer Map
Creates sets of layers and classes that can be selected
with a single menu command
Macintosh Plus or larger; MiniCad Plus.
LayerMap creates sets of layers and classes, and
views selected sets with a single macro command.
With LayerMap, a user first establishes the
drawing 's layers and classes. Then, using a single
menu command, creates the number (and names) of
drawings only once by using the hot-linked spreadsheet in MiniCad Plus. When someone else needs to
view, modify or print a drawing, the right combination of drawing layers and classes are selected with a
single menu command.
$59.95 retail
Valle Interests, Inc.; 5177 Richmond Ave., Ste. 600;
Houston, TX 77056; 713-871-1313
LSI Pentagon CAD 1.2
Two-dimensional computer-aided design and drafting tool
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; two BOOK
disk drives.

LSI Pentagon CAD is an object-based, twodimensional computer-aided design and drafting tool
for the generation of graphic data for output to various pen plotters and printers.
The system allows users to create drawings with
accepted drafting techniques, including precise
placement and construction of drawings in a userdefined measurement system. Drawing objects
include points, lines, arcs, circles, rectangles, sym'
bols, regular polygons and free"foAll lines.
Each drawing object created can have a separate
set of display attributes. Attributes include layer,
color, line font and pen number.
Comprehensive editing functions, including rotation, scaling, mirroring, grouping, ungrouping, translation (moving) and drawing attribute modificatioh,
are included.
Up to 256 layers per drawing are fully supported. A sophisticated symbol system is also provided
that includes full nesting of symbols to _a maximum
of 256 nesting levels.
An optional status window can be selected by a
user. In this window, the program will prompt a user
for the next expected input ·or action. Also, important
information is shown in this window concerning the
way that drawing objects are created in the drawing.
Various export commands are available that
allow a user to interface drawings created with LSI
Pentagon CAD with other CAD systems, whether on
the Macintosh or not. Digital plotter support is
included for a variety of plotters.
Industry-specific modules are available to customize the program to an application. Currently
available are the Coordinate Geometry Addition, the
Programmer's Addition (programming language)
and Mapping Addition (interface to mapping applications).
.
$99 retail; LSI Pentagon CAD, including the
Coordinate Geometry Addition (requires I MB of
RAM)
$100 retail; Programmer's Addition (requires I MB
of RAM)
$1,495 retail; Mapping Addition (requires I MB of
RAM)
Lionshead Software, Inc.; 1911 Hollyhock Rd.; West
Palm Beach, FL 33414; 407-790-1157
Mac Architrion
Three-dimensional CAD design tool
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive.
.
Mac Architrion is an integrated professional
CAD package for architecture and building industries. It consists of three modules: 3D for design; 2D
for delineation and drafting; and the Quantifier for ·
extraction of tables of data for cost or other numerically based calculations.
A designer uses 3D elements and manipulation
tools to design a project in real-world dimensions.
Thirty-seven distinct tools provide, in combination,
total flexibility in creating any conceivable design element. 2D drawings consisting of sections, plans, elevations, perspectives and other graphic information
required to make presentation or contract documents
are automatically created for use in the 2D module.
Features of the 2D module include: automatic
dimension strings; vectorial text at any angle; bit-map,
vectorial and hatched patterns; multiple parallel lines;
and many other creation tools, each one controlled
numerically or by cursor displacement. Output can be
sent to dot-matrix, laser printers or plotters. A proprietary, universal plotter driver is built in.
The Quantifier module produces a space-byspace, as well as an overall listing of the project's
components. In addition to listing the space's individual components (walls, floors, roofs and frames) ,
the output includes volumes, areas, net to gross
ratios, areas of openings and net exposed surfaces.
This data can then be used in any word processor for
reports or in a spreadsheet program for cost, energy,
bill of materials and other calculations.
Mac Architrion is a true production and communication tool for architects, contractors, interior,
store, display and stage designers.
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$995 retail
Gimeor, Inc.; 420 10th St. SE; Washington,
DC 20003; 202-546-8775
Mac3D
Two- and three-dimensional graphics package for
free-form drawing, modeling and desktop publishing
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Mac3D is a two- and three-dimensional graphics
package that allows users to manipulate graphic
objects and assemble drawings by selecting basic
shapes that can be stretched, flipped and rotated horizontally or vertically from a palette.
Some of the key features are: lighting with six
independent light sources; shading with postscript
gray values across the objects, allowing continuously
variable gray values (limited only by printer resolution); a customized tool palette; and orthographic
projections.
The system also includes: a Pattern Editor that
allows users to specify details down to individual
pixels; Move Camera, which automatically redraws
objects after the viewpoint has been changed; 360
degree rotation in one-degree increments; and
dimensioning by standard or custom rulers with userdefined, custom-numbering increments.
Additional features include: color printing in
eight colors with all Macintosh computers; a full
palette of 256 colors on color screens; and a Help
command.
$249 retail
Challenger Software; 18350 S. Kedzie Ave.;
Homewpod, IL 60430; 312-957-3475
MacBravo! Detailer
20 design and drafting
Macintosh II.
MacBravo! Detailer is a drafting package that
can be used in conjunction with Modeler for detailing 30 models or alone for 20 design and drafting.
The package provides dimensioning in accordance to
ANSI and ISO standards; Geometric Dimensioning
and Tolerancing (GD&T); online HyperCard help; a
preview window to aid in the creation of 20 views
from a 30 model; and operations for automatic baseline dimensioning and extensions.
$1,995 retail
Schlumberger Technologies; CAD/CAM Division;
4251 Plymouth Rd.; Ann Arbor, MI 48106;
800-366-0060
MacBravo! Facilities
Facility design and management
Macintosh II.
MacBravo! Facilities offers workstation class
functions on the Macintosh for people involved with
the design, layout and management of facilities. An
integrated database manager tracks components for
Bills of Material. Overlay drafting with referencing
gives users complete control over how the project
tasks are managed and aµtomatic updates for components and project disciplines. The package includes
1,000 standard components for offices and plants.
$4,900 retail
,
$495 retail; PlanPrint component library
Schlumberger technologies; CAD/CAM Division;
4251 Plymouth Rd.; Ann Arbor, MI 48106;
800-366-0060
MacBravo! Modeler
30 mechanical design
Macintosh II.
MacBravo! Modeler is a three-dimensional wireframe and surfaces modeling package with a twodimensional work plane feature that enables a user to
define a plane in space and pegin designing as in 20;
combinations of these work planes are used to build
a 30 object. Additional capabilities include modeling of warped, swept, ruled and offset surfaces; surface shading; hidden line removal; computation of
surface intersections; parametric programming for
creating families of parts; associativity to easily
accommodate many engineering changes; and one

menu selection automatically updates all geometry,
views and dimensions. IGES, DXF and Network File
Access (NFA) software are also provided.
$1,495 retail
$495 retail; IGES translator
Schlumberger Technologies; CAD/CAM Division;
4251 Plymouth Rd. ; Ann Arbor, MI 48106;
800-366-0060
MacConcept 3.0
Three-dimensional conceptual design system
Macintosh Plus or larger; Macintosh SE/30 or II
recommended.
· MacConcept is a three-dimensional conceptual
design system that provides multidimensional spacial
design features, such as real-time dynamic rotl)tion
and perspective, multiple design levels, animation,
floating-point accuracy and compatibility with IGES
through CAD Mover, as well as other translators to
Ford and GM. Data output to Claris CAD is included.
$1,995 retail
$25 retail; demo
Klex Software, Inc.; 25633 Branchaster; Farmington
Hills, MI 48018; 313-477-6800
MacDraft l.2b
Computer-aided design
512K or larger Macintosh; I MB of RAM, external
disk drive or hard disk drive recommended.
MacDraft is a powerful precision drawing and
design program for a wide variety of users. It features a streamlined set of drawing tools, multiple
scales, zoom, automatic area calculation, dimensioning, custom fill patterns and more. The program is
ideal for technical illustrators, desktop publishers,
graphics artists, architects, engineers and drafters.
$269 retail
Innovative Data Design, Inc.; 2280 Bates Ave. , Ste.
A; Concord, CA 94520; 415-680-6818
MacSurf
Three-dimensional surface modeler
Macintosh Plus or larger; plotte1:
MacSurf is a three-dimensional surface modeling system for use in the fields of industrial, aircraft,
automotive or marine design. Sixteen independent
surfaces allow a designer to create a wide range of
shapes with great accuracy. With the built-in hydrostatic calculations, new designs may be generated
and analyzed.
MacHydro is a free to heel and trim hydrostatics
and stability program designed specifically for
MacSurf. Design files are analyzed directly, alleviating the need for time-consuming digitizing of drawings, or hand typing of offsets.
FullPlot is a plotter utility that directs precise
output of MacSurf designs to Apple printers and to a
range of industry standard plotters, allowing full-size
lofting of MacSurf designs.
MacRate is an !OR and Twelve-Meter rating calculation program. It allows a user to generate a rating
certificate that may be viewed and then edited on
screen.
Prefit provides an alternative means of input by
way of keyboard entry of existing offset data. The
.data is typed in from an offset table and formatted on
screen.
HydroLink is an offset file link to third party
software, including a variety of hydrostatics CFO
and FEM programs.
' MultiMesh is a surface paneller for preparation
of input to FEM or CFD codes.
$4,500 U.S. retail; MacSurf
$995 U.S. retail; MacSurf V4/S
$795 U.S. retail; MacHydro
$495 U.S. retail; Fullplot
$495 U.S. retail; MacRate
$495 U.S. retail; Prefit
$495 U.S. retail; Hydrolink
$4,500 U.S. retail; MultiMesh
Chance & Co., Inc.; 37 Pratt St.; Essex, CT 06246;
203-767-2161
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MacTracer 1.0
Three-dimensional ray tracing rendering tool
Macintosh II; 4 MB of RAM; hard disk drive; color
display card.
MacTracer is a three-dimensional rendering tool
that creates photo-realistic images on a user's desktop.
It allows a user to create a digital synthetic camera and generate realistic three-dimensional imagery
without having to build the actual model. Changes or
alterations can be made in a fraction of the time it
would take to alter a physical model.
MacTracer's image synthesis features include:
shadow casting, reflections, refractions, compositing,
multiple levels of anti-aliasing, multiple texture
maps, multiple colored light sources, spectral absorption, water simulation equations, user-friendly menudriven interface, arbitrary viewer location, arbitrary
center of view, variable lens length, input and variable output resolution.
MacTracer also includes a modeler with utilities
for hierarchical data structures, surfaces of revolution, extrusion, foreground and background facade
generation, wireframe preview, auto centering and
full menu-<)riven interface.
$895 retail
Ray Tracing Corp.; 7748 Hwy. 290 W, Ste. 210;
Austin, TX 78736;·512-288-6780
Magnetic Core Data Conversion Software
Mark III
Creates and stores core data files for use in future
designs with FileMaker
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Basic.
Magnetic Core Data Conversion software is
designed for use with the two other software programs, Flyback Converter Magnetics Design and
Specialty Design Magnetics. Magnetic Core Data
Conversion, which includes Filemaker, creates and
stores core data files for use in future designs. It was
created primarily to augment the other two programs
and to assist users in keeping up-to-date with the latest magnetic core conversion data, sµch as powerhandling capability, magnetic path length, core area,
window area, core weight, copper weight and surface
area, for all newly manufactured cores and special
cores that are not found in the book Magnetic Core
Selection for Transformers and Inductors.
The program can be used to design new core
configurations for applications that require odd
shapes or minimum space. This program guides the
user through the design process with step-by-step
instructions in a series of menus, prompts and error
messages making the program easy and flexible,
even for the inexperienced microcomputer user.
Programs available in this package include: EI &
EE Laminations; DU & L Laminations; MPP
Powder Toroids; UU & UI Ferrites; EI & EE
Ferrites; Toroid Ferrites; EC Ferrites; Cased Toroids;
Caseless Toroids; Pot Cores; C Cores; and Sample
Computer Printouts. It is recommended that users
have access to a copy of the book, Magnetic Core
Selection for Transformers aJ)d Inductors, to run this
software.
$119 retail; program (no charge for updates)
$75 retail; book (not required)
KG Magnetics, Inc.; PO Box 3703; 26504 Crestview
Dr.; ldyllwild,'CA 92349; 714-659-4548
Magnetic Core Nesting And Sorting Mark III
Consolidates similar cores into a single file
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Basic.
Magnetic Core Nesting and Sorting is used to
consolidate all similar cores into a single file. If
cores are saved as single files, most computers are
limited to about 50 files; if files are nested, the
capacity can be more than 1,000.
.
After the cores are nested, they are sorted for
core geometry (KG) in an ascending order. They can
be nested and sorted by manufacture and type. After
the cores are sorted, an engineer can use the Print
Program to obtain a hard copy of the data that is listed in that file. This data will contain the part number
and the core geometry listed in an ascending order.
The hari:t copy can be used for quick reference when
designing magnetic components.

Vertical Markets/ CAD/ CAM
$29 retail; no charge for updates
KG Magnetics, Inc.; PO Box 3703; 26504 Crestview
Dr.; Idyllwild, CA 92349; 714-659-4548
MicroStation Mac V3.S.l
Interactive CADD system

Macintosh SE/30 or II family; 2 MB of RAM (4 MB
recommended); 40 MB hard disk drive.
MicroStation Mac is an entry-level system that
offers a complete stand-alone interactive CADD system for the generation, manipulation, display and
output of graphics data. It offers full compatibility
with Intergraph 's VAX-based Interactive Graphics
Design System (!GOS) and other versions of
MicroStation. Files can be shared between different
platforms in a networked environment without translation.
MicroStation Mac includes many familiar features of the Macintosh interface, such as resizable
windows, dynamic tool palettes, dialog boxes and
Mac's Clipboard and selection sets specially
designed for the Macintosh. More than 500 viewing
and drawing functions are supported, including context-sensitive online help. For current MicroStation
users, MicroStation Mac gives users a choice
between the PC or Macintosh interface.
$3,300 retail
Intergraph Corp.; Huntsville, AL 35894-0001;
800-345-4856 or 800-345-0218 in AL
MiniCad+
Two- and three-dimensional CAD program

Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
MiniCad +is a high-end, professional level computer-aided design and analysis program that
includes two- and three-dimensions in the same window. A database/spreadsheet, also included in the
same window, allows a user to track and automatically calculate the cost of supplies and scheduling,
perform flow analysis, analyze power needs and
more. A programming language affords users the
opportunity tQ write their own routines for greater
efficiency and to create a custom program tailormade to suit individual preferences.
In addition to an extremely high-accuracy coordinate system of 976,562K by 976,562K, autodimensioning, auto-join, trim, filleting, layering,
completely accurate zoom, multiple line types and
arrowheads, and rotation by degrees, minutes and
seconds, the MiniCad 20 includes complex duplication with arrays, cubic and Bezier splines, new symbol editing capabilities, the ability to move objects
by precise intervals and the color capability to paint
object-by-object on any layer with a full palette.
MiniCad +offers a unified drawing database. In
the same document, users can print or plot a drawing
of a city block at !-inch =50-feet, a floor plan of a
city within that city block at 1/8-incti = !-foot, a tenant floor plan within that building at l/4-inch =!foot and a plan detail of a piece of cabinetry at
1/2-inch = !-foot.
Also availal:ile is the MiniCad Plotter Driver, a
menu-based program that allows both plotting a file
in MiniCad and saving the file in plotter format.
Features include parameter files for special formats,
plotting up to 1,060 dpi in' non-72 dpi mode, multiple
pen and color selection, single or double cross-hatching and continuity with future MiniCad updates.
$695 retail; MiniCad + 2.0
$ l 95 retail; upgrade to MiniCad + fOF registered
MiniCad users
$300 retail; MiniCad Plotter Driver (A-E size)
Graphsoft, Inc.; 8370 Court Ave., Ste. 202; Ellicott
City, MD 21043; 301-461-9488
MiniReporter
Creates a report on the symbols in a drawing and
exports this data to a text file

Macintosh Plus or larger; MiniCad Plus.
With MiniReporter, a user creates drawings by
using symbols in the normal manner. Then, with a
single menu command, MiniReporter will create a
report on all of the symbols and export this data to a

text file. The data reaches the text file sorted by symbol name and layer name.
The data file also includes class and name of
symbol, and the contents (if any) of the four symbol
fields. The text file may be edited with any standard
Macintosh text editor and exported to any word processor, database or spreadsheet application reading
standard text files.
$59.95 retail
Valle Interests, Inc.; 5177 Richmond Ave., Ste. 600;
Houston, TX 77056; 713-87 1-1313
Ovation CAD/CAM 5.0
Two-dimensional CAD package for package design

Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM.
Ovation CAD/CAM is an interactive, twodimensional CAD package originally designed for
the converting (packaging) industry. The system
includes automatic container designing, advanced
geometry features, line styles, rotation, duplication,
automatic arc blending and tangent circle generation.
Ovation can output to a variety of printing, plotting, routing and laser cutting machines. The system
will support a number of plotters ranging from standard (Hewlett-Packard) to high-resolution (±0.0004inches) large plotters (up to 66 by 100 inches). Its
software can also be interfaced to a full range of
NC/CNC controllers. Ovation fully supports outputting its design to graphic programs, such as
PageMaker, Adobe Illustrator and Ready!Set!Go!.
Ovation also imports Adobe Illustrator files that can
then be output to the pl_otter/sample cutters.
$8,000 to $30,000 retail; software only
$7,000 to $100,000 retail; high-speed plotter/sample
cutters
$300,000 retail; industrial laser systems
Innovative Design Systems Corp.; 150 N. Miller Rd. ,
Bldg. 250, Ste. "B"; Akron, OH 44313;
216-836-0006
Pegasys (Professional Engineering Graphics
Application System)
Two- and three-dimensional CAD systems

Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 or2 MB of RAM; hard
disk drive.
Pegasys I and Pegasys II are CAD packages for
the Macintosh. Pegasys II is the expert package written exclusively to take advantage of the Macintosh
II.

Pegasys I is a menu and icon-driven two-dimensional CAD system intended for a designer who
wants all the basic features necessary for producing
even the most complex drawings. It is best suited for
the mechanical, architectural, civil, piping and electrical disciplines. Drawings created on Pegasys I can
be used iri Pegasys IL
Features include: a full range of object tools,
including lines, double lines, rectangles, polygons,
circles, arcs, ellipses, fillets , chamfers, splines, text
and crosshatching; 12 view control options and 15
snap/locate functions; automatic dimensioning in
Engl isl) or metric units; nested groups and symbols
with dynamic "dragging," global changing and
replacing, symbol tagging and counting on screen;
calculations for area, perimeter and distance; four
coordinate input modes; eight line styles, 16 pens,
eight static colors, assignable line weights and 256
layers; and more.
Pegasys II is a high-level CAD package
designed for the high production design/drafting
office that requires a full -featured CAD system and
for those ready to migrate upward from Pegasys I.
Features include: integrated two and three
dimensions in one package; scaled digitizing using
Kurta and Summagraphics digitizers; command
input and macro language in addition to icons and
menus; bill of materials capability; full color control;
associative dimensioning with global unit changes;
three-dimensional wireframe extrusions, elevations,
isometrics, revolutions and perspectives; and more.
$695 retail; Pegasys I (Plus, SE, II) 20, color (l MB)
$1,795 retail; Pegasys II (SE/30, II) 20, 30, color (2
MB)
IGC Technology Corp.; 355 Jackson St., Ste. 2; San
Francisco, CA 94118; 415-563-3612

PictorDraft 1.0
Two-dimensional CAD package

Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive recommended.
PictorDraft is a high-performance, full-featured
two-dimensional production drafting (CAD) program
created solely for the Macintosh.
It is vector-based and features multiple drawing
"sheets" that can be open at one time, multiple drawing windows with independent scales on each sheet,
user-definable reference views that automatically
update in each view, associative dimensioning and
area fills , full precision floating point accuracy, support of construction entities (lines, circles, arcs, etc.),
an internal calculator for inputting equations, compass bearing and math functions during keyboard
input, a pop-up palette and tear-off menus.
$495 retail
Pictor Graphics, Inc.; 800 E. Campbell Rd., Ste. 199;
Richardson, TX 75081 ; 214-437-9043
PowerDraw 3.0
CAD drafting system

Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive or
hard disk drive ; ImageWriter, LaserWriter or ploller.
PowerDraw is a professional CAD
drafting/design system with built-in plotting.
Features include: no limit to number of layers;
WYSIWYG line weights or weights fixed when
zooming; colors may be edited; rotated bit maps;
parallel offset; four powerful trimming methods;
drawing capacity virtually unlimited (200,000
objects in an 8 MB computer); fully functional with
I MB hardware; nine user edits include arrows, line
weights, line dashing, hatch patterns, tile patterns,
colors and 8-, 16- and 32-bit patterns; advanced
dimension and tolerancing features include
plus/minus, plus or minus, PICT 2 support; multiple
styles, sizes, fonts and colors in the same text block
or line of text; circles by circumference through three
points, diameter or radius; continuous auto scroll;
interactive rotate; kill redraw for speed; multiple
scales for details, fillets , chamfer, trim; combirie,
attach, clip; area and perimeter calculation; time log
reset; curve smoothing by both B-splines and Bezier
curves; full tangent construction capability; user-programmable macros and custom functions; and supports MultiFinder.
$795 retail
Engineered Software; PO Box 18344; Greensboro,
NC. 27419; 919-299-4843
PowerDraw DXF Translator
Two-way file conversion between PowerDraw
andDXF

Macintosh Plus or larger; PowerDraw.
PowerDraw DXF Translator provides the interchange of files between PowerDraw format and the
AutoCAD Standard format, DXF. This allows drawings to be created in AutoCAD, transferred to
PowerDraw format, changetl/corrected or edited in
PowerDraw and transferred back to AutoCAD (and
vice versa). This allows for the coexistence of
Macintosh and MS-DOS machines in the same
office, with design and drawings being done at both
machines, knowing the information can be utilized
by both the Macintosh and the MS-DOS machine.
$195 retail
Engineered Software; PO Box 18344; Greensboro,
NC 27419; 919-299-4843
Precision
2 1/2 D CAD program

Macintosh II.
Precision is a 2 1(2 D CAD program featuring
extensive drawing, editing and crosshatch tools.
Other features include global replace symbols, userdefinable macro files and complete dimensioning
and analysis capabilities. Precision also includes
bidirectional DXF and IGES file translators.
$295 retail
Innovative Systems, Inc.; 171 Interstate Dr.; West
Springfield, MA 01089; 413-737-3993
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Quick Core Data For Laminations Mark III
Stores and modifies 75 standard laminations with
FileMaker
512K or larger Macintosh ; Microsoft Basic.
Quick Core Data for Laminations, with
FileMaker software, is used in conjunction with three
software programs: CADIT Computer Aided Design
Inductors and Transformers, Flyback Converter
Magneti~s Design and Specialty Design Magnetics.
The program has stored data for: 31 DU, Ul and
LL laminations; 33 EE and EI laminations; and 13
three-phase laminations. With this stored data, engineers are only required to enter the ratios of a square
stack, such as 0.5 for a half stack or 2.0 for a double
stack. Each of the three laminations has special
inputs for non-standard laminations. The data can be
entered in either English or metric units.
The program was written primarily to augment
Magnetic Core Data Conversion with Filemaker and
assist an engineer in keeping up to date wiJh the latest magnetic core conversiol) data, such as powerhandling capability, magnetic path length, core area,
window area, core weight, copper weight and surface
area for all newly manufactured cores and special
cores that are not found in the book Magnetic Core
Selection for Transformers and Inductors. The program can be used to design new core configurations
for applications that require odd shapes or minimum
space.
$49 retail; no charge for updates
KG Magnetics, Inc.; PO Box 3703; 26504 Crestview
Dr.; Idyllwild, CA 92349; 714-659-4548
RayTrace Dimensions
Image generation and presentation capabilities
Macintosh II; 2 MB of RAM (5 MB of RAM recommended); Dimensions Presenter.
RayTrace Dimensions offers a high level of
image generation and presentation, resulting in
photo-realistic renderings. Spectral highlights, shadows, reflections, patterns and transparent effects add
to the quality and reality of created images. By
manipulating up to 1,024 different light sources and
selecting Phong shading, a user may optimize the
effect of shadows and multiple shading effects.
Textures, such as marble and wood, add to the realism of imaging. RayTrace Dimensions enables users
to produce visual effects similar to the designs produced for television advertisements.
Features include: texture mapping; reflective
surfaces; translucent surfaces; luminated surfaces;
individual intensity and colpr selection for each light
source; object effects; 8- and 24-bit color output; and
variable image resolution.
$995 retail
Visual Information Development, Inc.; 16309
Doublegrove St.; La Puente, CA 91744;
818-918-8834
Sculpt 3D
Three-dimensional modeling and photorealistic rendering program
Macintosh SE/30 or II family; 4 MB of RAM; 40 MB
hard disk drive; Apple or compatible 418-bit video
card; System 6.0.3 or later.
Sculpt 3D allows users to create three-dimensional objects and then render them into visually
striking images, complete with reflections, refractions, shadows and highlights. A vector-based modeling system, Sculpt 3D allows users to precisely
modify objects at the vertex level.
Features include: interactive _object editor; cartesian, drafting or compass coordinate system; view up
to 16 documents at one time; spin, grab, extrude and
twist functions; full library of object primitives;
unslice command to link cross sections; grids and
snap-to grid; coordinate entry; hide/reveal of selected
vertices; tape measure tool; English/metric measurement; protractor tool; segmented and cubic splines;
hierarchical linking of objects; and more.
$1,500 retail
Byte by Byte; 9442 Capital of Texas Hwy. N, Ste.
150; Austin, TX 78759; 512-343-4357

Site Planning And Landscape Design
CADD tool for land planners
Macintosh JI or llx; 4 MB of RAM; hard.disk drive
with 8 MB offree space; AutoCAD.
Site Planning and Landscape Design, based on
the AutoCAD drafting program, is a CADD tool for
land planners. The program performs calculations
and draws complex symbols. Many time-saving features and an extensive symbols library are provided.
Routines are provided for coordinate geometry,
topography, parking lots, roads and walks and planting plans. Plant growth can be simulated in the drawing, giving a realistic view of the site after any
specified number of years.
$695 retail
LandCADD, Inc.; 7519 E. Hwy. 86; Franktown,
co 80116; 303-688-8160
Sizer And Adjacency Vl.9.6
Desk accessories that add CAD capabilities to
MacDraw
Any Macintosh; Image Writer or LaserWriter.
Sizer and Adjacency are desk accessories that
add computer-aided design capabilities to MacDraw.
Sizer lets a user accurately resize any selected
object or group (except imported MacPaint images)
by typing in desired values from the keyboard. It will
also read out the exact dimensions of an object,
which can then be copied and pasted into the drawing. Measurements are accurate to 0.0001 (inches or
centimeters), or 1/64-inch over 6,000 feet in architectural scale and are based on MacDraw's custom
rulers.
Adjacency aligns objects or groups so that their
nearest edges (or comers) touch coincidentally without overlapping (allows the bottom of one object to
butt aga.inst the top of another object, for example).
Features include: permanent keyboard equivalents for the desk accessory pull-down menus;
accepts desktop publishing dimensions in picas and
points; rapidly converts between uriits; finds sums of
abutting dimensions; controls which direction selected objects expanq, contract or move; complete keyboard control of dialog box·es; manipulates extremely
small objects, overcoming the need for zooming; is
Switcher and MultiFinder compatible; works with
any version of MacDraw; and more.
The product includes an installer.
$69 retail
Johnson & ·Johnson Design/Build; 677 Grove St.;
Newton, MA 02162; 617-253-5965
Snap! 3.1 .
Two-dimensional CAD system.
Macintosh with I MB of RAM.
Snap! is a full-featured, two-dimensional CAD
system. The one billion unit design plane, along with
user-definable units of measure, provide precision ·.
data input using key-ins or the mouse.
The program supports symb"ol libranes with
user-definable, fully nested symbols. On screen text
input provides annotation of drawings and the .special Snap! fonts allow placement of text at any angle.
A wide variety of element, fence and active
group transformations are included. An autodimensioning feature supports a variety of dimension
modes and display settings.
The program has built-in support for Houston
Instrument and Hewlett-Packard plotters and a custom PostScript generator for high quality output to
LaserWriters. PICT files, copy to the Clipboard, and
PostScript and plotter spool files allow transfer of
Snap! drawings to other applications. Color support
is included for Macintosh II users.
Custom symbol libraries are available for architectural and engineering disciplines.
Other major features of Snap! include crosshatching, user-definable icon menus, reference file
overlays, virtual screens for instant redraws, PICT
file input and support for HPGL and DMPL compatible plotters.
The Snap! Translator, a direct translator to and
from the Intergraph IGDS format, is available as a
separate application. It provides a high degree of
compatibility with two-dimensional IGDS files , providing a cost-effective enhancement of mainframe
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CAD productivity. All translation of files is accomplished on a Macintosh, and file transfer can be
accomplished using any protocol capable of binary
file transfer. An optional feature allows the scaling of
drawings during the translation process.
$395 retail; Snap! 3.1
$19.95 retail; demo disk
$195 retail; Snap!/lntergraph Translator
Forthought, Inc.; PO Box 32; Suns~!, SC 29685;
803-878-7484
Specialty Design Magnetics Software Mark III
Magnetic component design with Filegetter
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Basic.
Specialty Design Magnetics with Filegetter simplifies the design of such magnetic components as
forward converters, three-phase transformer~ , DC
inductors with a given DC _resistance and single
winding mag-amp design. Specialty Design
Magnetics with Filegetter can quickly pick up files
generated by FileMaker to.minimize design
turnaround time. The program can stand alone or be
used in conjunction with Magnetic Core Data
Conversion with FileMaker.
Specialty Design Magnetics software vastly simplifies the design process by allowing users to design
magnetic components in a fraction of the normal
time. A user can quickly optimize magnetic components in terms of efficiency, size, weight, cost and .
temperature rise. The program will provide the overall device size, weight, copper loss, core loss, number of turns, wire size and temperature rise: .
Programs available in the package include:
Single Ended Forward Converter Design; Single Coil
High Frequency Mag-Amp Design; DC Inductor
Design Using Iron Alloy and Ferrites; Three Phase
. Design Using Iron Alloy and Sample Computer
Printouts. It is recommended that users have access
to a copy of the book, Magnetic Core Selection for
Transformers and Inductors, to run this software.
$99 retail; program (no charge for updates)
$75 retail; book (not required)
KG Magnetics, Inc.; PO Box 3703; 26504 Crestview
Dr.; Idyllwild, CA 92349; 714-659-4548 Strata Vision 3d
Three-dimensional modeling, scene composition and
rendering
Macintosh SE/30 or larger; 2 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; System 6.0.3 or late1:
StrataVision 3d is a computer-aided illustration
program that allows users to create photo-realistic
three-dimensional scenes using Apple's 32-bit color
QuickDraw, included with the package.
Users can create objects using the program's
modeling tools or import and edit objects from
Strata Vision libraries and other three-dimensional
formats , including Super 3D, DXF and IGES. Twodimensional objects may be lathed and extruded.
_Users·can add unlimited light sources of varying
type, color, intensity and direction. Light sources can
also be used as image projectors.
Strata Vision 3d includes ray tracing, Phong,
Gouraud and flat-shaded rendering in one- to 32-bit
color. Rendering options include transparency,
refraction., shadows, transparent shadows, reflectivity, anti-aliasing, smooth shading, color halftoning,
image mapping, texture mapping and more.
The program supports color printers, film
recorders or video at full resolution. Images can be
saved in PICT or TIFF format. Users can export
models as DXF files for import to other software
packages.
$495 retail
Strata Inc.; 249 E. Tabernacle, Ste. 201 ; St. George,
UT 84770; 801-628-5218
Super 3D 2.0
Three-dimensional modeling and animation program
512KE or larger Macintosh; I MB of RAM and hard
disk drive recommended.
Super 3D is a three-dimensional modeling pro-·
gram featuring animation capabilities to enhance
visualization. Version 2.0 can display more than

Vertical Markets/CAD/CAM
16,000 shades and talces advantage of the 68881
math coprocessor found in a Macintosh II. Objects
may be created and viewed in both wire-frame and
solid forms.
Users start with a tool palette that offers 10 basic
tools for creating such graphic primitives as circles,
lines, rectangles and polygons. Complex threedimensional objects may be created using the
Revolve, Extrude, Connect Cross Sections and
Sweep Surface commands.
Rendering techniques, such as perspective, hidden surface removal, light-source shading and color,
round out the realistic object presentation capabilities
of the program.
Super 3D uses a unique set of integrated movie
camera-like tools that allow users to freely observe
their work from any three-dimensional viewpoint.
"Spin Wheels" replace the scroll liars of a Macintosh
and provide panning and spinning capabilities. A
Camera Control Window lets users "dolly" (physically move) an imaginary camera, as well as offers
infinite zooming.
The program allows for complex animations,
including those with color three-dimensional graphics. Animation sequences may be created in a frameby-frame manner or generated from text files created
by other software.
Exportation of PICT and EPS files is also provided.
$495 retail
Silicon Beach Software; PO Box 261430; San Diego,
CA 92126; 619-695-6956
Timdom
Computer-aided design package for control system
modeling, design and analysis
512K or larger Macintosh.
Timdom is a CAD package for control system
design and analysis. The package consists of menus
of programs that perform engineering mathematical
functions , system analysis, design, estimation and
filtering, and model reductions. The system will also
produce two-dimensional graphics of important relationships that can be displayed or printed.
The mathematics functions include: routines to
compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of matrices; calculate matrix inverse, rank and norm; find
roots of complex polynomials; perform Runge-Kulla
integration of differential equations; and perform
curve fits of data to polynomials. In addition,
Timdom solves Ricatti equations by calculating
inverse Z and LaPlace transforms and calculates linear equation solutions.
Analysis functions include routines to: convert
continuous systems to discrete form; construct controllability and observability matrices for
multivariable linear time-invariant systems; determine state equation solutions for continuous and discrete time systems; and calculate companion forms
of linear time invariant systems.
Three types of state regulator problem solvers
are included with the design functions , along with
routines to determine state feedback control laws
through pole placement.
Estimation functions include routines to determine full and reduced order observer state equations,
time scale separation and model aggregation by four
methods.
Timdom has the capability of plotting multiple
functions of a single variable that has been stored
from the computation routines. These plots can then
be copied to the Clipboard to be used by other
Macintosh application programs.
$295 retail
Puma Software, Inc.; PO Box 35373; Albuquerque,
NM 87176; 505-881-4967
TopCAD
Two-dimensional CAD system
Macintosh SE/30 or /I family.
TopCAD is a high-end two-dimensional CAD
system. It provides users with 110 different drawing
methods for constructing primitives. The command

set of TopCAD contains more than 500 drawing,
editing, attribute setting, selection and basic commands, and many more can be defined by a user.
Drawing elements can be created using any other
drawing elements. Several drawing aids simplify creating and editing drawings. Several methods can be
used to add precise dimensions.to any type of primitives, distances or intersection angles between them.
Other features include: fully associative dimensioning; nest procedures and commands; input and output capabilities; and more.
$4,800 retail; available in Europe only
Graphisoft; 400 Oyster Point Blvd., Ste. 517 A; So.
San Francisco, CA 94080; 415-266-8720 or
800-344-3468

specify the precise dimensions and have-the geometry update to match.
Vellum includes a complete set of CAD tools for
geometric construction and editing. It provides line,
arc, circle, ellipse, polygon and NURB spline tools;
fillets and chamfers with automatic trimming; trim,
relimit, segment and divide capabilities; transformations; linear and polar duplication; and full dimensioning capabilities. Vellum also offers a complete
· built-in DXF file format translator, ANSI Yl4.5
drawing standard and PICT support and laser printer
or plotter output.
$995 retail
Ashlar, Inc.; 1290 Oalcmead Pkwy., Ste. 218;
Sunnyvale, CA 94086; 408-746-3900

Touch Cad
Three-dimensional surface modeler
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
TouchCad is a three-dimensional surface modeler that can be used to convert screen images into
solid scale models and produce accurate production
drawings and assembly instructions. TouchCad uses
free-form defined, four-sided three-dimensional
polygons to draw models.
TouchCad exports DXF files, two- or threedimensional, seen from any view, rotated or unfolded. It calculates surface areas and center of gravity in
full 3-D. In addition to the front, top and side views,
TouchCad also has an unfold view. This means that
the program automatically calculates the flat unfolded shape of the model, which can be plotted on a
HPGL-compatible pen plotter. Users just plot the
model, cut it out and fold it.
$795 U.S. retail
Claes Lundstrom Yacht Design; Ekhagsvagen 7; 104
05 Stockholm, Sweden; (0)8-15 46 63

VersaCAD Drafter
Two-dimensional drafting program
Macintosh II or fix; 2 MB of RAM; Macintosh Plus
or SE; .I MB of RAM; math coprocessor recommended.
VersaCAD Drafter is designed for mechanical
and architectural designers needing professional,
two-dimensional drafting capabilities. The system
features all of the two-dimensional drafting tools
from the VersaCAD/Macintosh Edition system.
VersaCAD Drafter provides users with a variety
of drawing objects and attributes, floating-point
accuracy to 16-decimal digits and unlimited visual
symbol libraries. Full editing, grouping and dimensioning capabilities are included, as well as pan and
zoom, grid and snap, cut and paste, up to 250 drawing levels and I0 units of measurement.
For geometric construction, the program offers
extend and trim, parallels and perpendiculars, fillets,
tangents, ellipses, freehand sketching and Bezier
curves. Object information such as length, radius and
perimeter can be displayed at any time, along with
cross-sectional calculations. It also features
crosshatching of regular and irregular boundaries.
VersaCAD Drafter is compatible with .
VersaCAD/Macintosh Edition, which eliminates
extra file converting operations.
$995 retail
Versacad Corp.; 2124 Main St.; Huntington Beach,
CA 92648; 714-960-7720

TurboGeometry Library
Two- and three-dimensional geometric routines for
CAD/CAM/CAE programmers
Macintosh Plus or larger.
TurboGeometry Library is an extensive library
of device independent, two- and three-dimensional,
geometric routines that give programmers total flexibility in designing graphics/CAD/CAE/CAM applications.
The Library contains more than 200 geometric
routines written in Turbo Pascal Macintosh. Some of
the areas covered by the Library are: equations of
lines, circles and planes; intersection of lines, circles,
arcs and planes; decomposition of polygon; hidden
line removal; volume and ·area calculations; perspectives; line and polygon clipping; composite transformation matrices; two- and three-dimensional
transformations, such as scaling, rotation, translation,
reflection and shearing; and more.
The Library is supported by example programs,
a manual and a 30-day money-back guarantee. A
listing of all the routines, with a brief description of
each, is available upon request.
$149 .95 retail
$199.95 retail; with source code
Disk Software, Inc.; 2116 E. Arapaho Rd., Ste. 487;
Richardson, TX 75081; 214-423-7288
Vellum
Computer-aided design
Macintosh SE/30 or /I family ;4 MB of RAM; hard
disk drive.
Vellum is a professional-level CAD package that
offers a new class of drawing interfaces, called
Geometric Inference Engines, which enable technical
professionals to perform precision drafting as easily
as freehand sketching or drawing. Vellum's Drafting
Assistant is the first implementation of a geometric
inference engine. It automatically pinpoints and
aligns geometry ·on screen as a user draws. Its builtin intelligence identifies endpoints, midpoints, arc
and circle centerpoints, intersections, perpendiculars
and tangencies. Vellum 's use of Integrated
Parametrics gives users the capability to draw
designs on the screen without knowing the exact
dimensions. Once the basic shape and alignments are
sketched in, Integrated Parametrics enables users to

VersaCAD/Macintosh Edition, Version 2.1
Two-dimensional CAD system with three-dimensional visualization
Macintosh /I or fix; 2 MB of RAM; hard disk drive;
Macintosh Plus or SE; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; math coprocessor where possible.
VersaCAD/Macintosh Edition is a fully interactive CAD system that provides a variety of drawing
objects and attributes, floating point accuracy to 16.
decimal digits and unlimited visual symbol libraries.
The system provides full editing and grouping capabilities, as well as pan and zoom, grid and snap, cut
and paste, up to 250 drawing levels and 10 units of
measurement.
For geometric construction, the program
includes sophisticated tools featuring extend and
trim, parallels and perpendiculars, fillets, tange'nts,
ellipses, freehand sketching and Bezier curves.
Object information, such as length, radius and
perimeter, can be displayed at any time, along with
cross sectional calculations, such as center of gravity,
moment of inertia, etc. The system also provides
crosshatching of both regular and irregular boundaries.
The latest version of VersaCAD/Macintosh
Edition features three-dimensional visualization.
This allows two-dimensional designs to be easily
transferred into three diinensi.ons using automatic
extrusion. Version 2. 1 also supports three new
CAD-specific HyperCard stacks: Parametric Design,
Database and Drawing Manager. ,
$1 ,995 retail
Versacad Corp.; 2124 Main St.; Huntington Beach,
CA 92648; 714-960-7720
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Accounting 4 Construction Version 1.2
Integrated construction accounting system
512KE or larger Macintosh ; hard disk drive recommended; ImageWriter.
Accounting 4 Construction is an integrated construction accounting system that follows the guidelines established by the Construction Specification
Institute. The job is broken down first into divisions,
then into cost items and finally into Gost item types.
Job cost is central to Accounting 4 Construction, not
an add-on. Any accounts receivable, accounts
payable, cash receipt, cash disbursement or payroll
can be charged to job cost. The system is flexible
enough to handle either cash basis or accrual
accounting.
Basic accounting features include: general
ledger, accounts payable, cash disbursements, cash
receipts, payroll and job cost. Numerous reports can
be generated including financial statements payroll
reports, state and local tax reports, W2s, I 099s,
workman's comp reports, labor reports, job cost
detail reports and job cost summary reports.
Addition·a1 features of the package include: check
writing, estimates, audit trails, project cost tracking,
profit worksheets, automatic general ledger updates
and automatic job cost updates.
$2,000 retail
Software Constructors, Inc.; 2416 Hillsboro Rd., Ste.
200; Nashville, TN 37212; 615-383-4850
Bid Analysis
Template for any bidding situation that can be divided into labor, materials or subcontracts
5!2K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Excel.
Bid Analysis is a template designed to be used
for any bidding situation that can be divided into
labor, materials or subcontracts.
Features include: cost recovery probable on first
successful bid; division of the bid into components;
adjust portions of the bid; integrate last-minute subbids; risk exposure indicated by percentage of bid
components; and more.
·
The program allows a user to "massage" a bid. It
is here that the undefinable "what-if' process takes
place, where years of experience, gut feelings, tidbits
of knowledge and other imponderables are put
together and translated into a dollar figure that will
affect the final bid.
$80 retail
Hewpact Limited; 734 Holgate Crescent; Kingston,
Ontario, Canada K7M 5A6; 613-389-3200
Bookie
Bookkeeping system for contractors and design firms
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Bookie is a complete bookkeeping system for
small contractors.and design firms. It includes
Inventory, Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable
with Aging, General Ledger, lien waivers, billing,
statements and more. It is available as a Double
Helix lI template or with a HyperCard front end.
$475 retail
Yeoman Technical Software; RFD #3, 629
Voluntown Rd.; Jewett City, CT 06351 ;
203-376-2952
Builder's Apprentice
Construction accounting, estimating and job costing
system
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive ; printer.
Builder's Apprentice is a complete, integrated
construction accounting, estimating and job costing
system. Designed for the small to medium-sized
builder, it contains most of the functionality of
Exceiver's high-end product, Construction
Contractor Management, but is packaged as one selfcontained system at a lower price. Included are
Estimating/Job Costing, providing full estimate-toactual comparisons; subcontractor tracking; change

orders; draw request; retainage; etc. It has fully integrated accounting with Ledger, Receivables,
Payables and Payroll. Its fully user-configurable
database approach makes the system adaptable to
any type of contracting, not just GC.
$1 ,400 retail
Exceiver Corp.; 14688 County Rd. 79; Elk River,
MN 55330; 612-441-8166
CarpetEstimator
Carpet estimation
Macintosh Plus or larger.
CarpetEstimator will determine the number of
running yards needed and estimate the amount of
unused carpet.
A friendly and fast user interface is implemented
to reduce estimation time and allow quick bid proposals. Floor plans are input with right angles,
according to the relative direction of the wall and the
length of wall.
CarpetEstimator allows a bidder to explore different carpet laying directions to optimize floor
design and carpet usage. Printouts of carpet layout
plans are available to help communications between
estimators and installers. Graphic enhancements
(doors, utilities, windows, etc.) are supported.
$395 retail
The Information Group; PO Box 1356; Roseville,
CA 95661; 916-786-8893
Complete Construction Cost Estimator
Estimates the cost of construction
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Excel or
Works.
The Complete Construction Cost Estimator estimates the cost of house and apartment construction
using a square-foot calculation, along with a 600item unit cost estimate supplement. The program follows the chronological sequence of construction
from permits through completion.
A user enters actual dimensions from blueprints,
along with square-foot prices, and estimates are calculated. More than 22 areas are considered (concrete,
drywall , roofing, etc.).
The unit cost estimator supplements the areas
that cannot be accommodated by a square-footage
evaluation and/or allows the refinement of initial
square-foot estimates.
$79 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 800-888-7667
Constructimator II
Construction cost estimating/unit pricing
5!2KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
hard disk drive ; Microsoft Excel.
Constructimator Il is designed to develop both
complete cost estimates and unit price estimates of
commercial, industrial and/or residential construction projects.
The program provides the capability to estimate
project costs at the task level for developing bids and
simulating various construction cost alternatives.
The Unit Pricing feature allows a user to specify
the exact number of items for bidding and the system
will create a tailored unit price estimating worksheet.
Constructimator lI uses "unit costing" techniques for developing materials, supplies and labor
~osts at the task level, as well as providing for equipment costs and subcontractor costs by subcontractor,
indirect costs, contractor's fees and company overhead.
The program provides.complete detailed reporting of project costs at the task level, as well as summary reporting at the major category levels and
project total.
$195 retail
Softouch Software, Inc.; 5200 SW Macadam Ave. ,
Ste. 255; Portland, OR 97201 ; 503-241-1 841 or
800-829-1841
Construction Contractor Management 3.0
Management system for general contractors
Macintosh with I MB of RAM.
Construction Contractor Management is a comprehensive general contracting system that handles
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subcontractor bids, job costing, estimating, expense
tracking, cost-to-estimate comparison and more.
The program prints to an AIA Draw Request form or can be set up with other invoicing.
The program can be interfaced to any or all of
Exceiver's integrated accounting modules, inventory
module or CAD/Digitizer take-off module.
$1 ,200 retail; program
$2,780 retail; with full integrated accounting
Exceiver Corp.; 14688 County Rd. 79; Elk River,
MN 55330; 612-441-8166
Contract Tracking
Provides job costing for contractors
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive ; printer.
Contract Tracking is offered in two versions.
Version One is designed for the serv.ice-oriented
company that is primarily labor intensive. Version
Two is designed for the small to medium size general
or subcontractor.
Both versions provide for job cost tracking of
estimates to actuals and provides full integration
with Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable,
General Ledger and Payroll.
Version Two also offers a bid module that will
maintain master bid estimates that can be cloned
automatically to generate a specific job requirement
bid. After a bid is approved, it can be transferred by
the system to the job costing module for cost
tracking.
Full support and training are available.
Electronic communications via MacNet and future
upgrades are included. Modifications are quoted at
current prices.
$3,500 retail; single user
$6,000 retail; multiuser
Advanced Data Systems, Inc.; PO Box 5717; Winter
Park, FL 32793; 407-657-4805
CPMS II
Construction project cost management
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive;
Microsoft Excel.
CPMS lI (Construction Project Management) is
a set of three interlinking, Excel-based spreadsheets.
The program is designed to plan and control bids,
costs (invoices) and payables for construction projects.
The program consists of three interdependent
planning and control processes: Bid and Schedule,
which includes construction tasks, estimated costs,
subcontractors, submitted bids and task schedules;
Cost Control, which includes construction tasks, submitted bids, subcontractors, actual costs (invoices)
and task status; and Payment Control, which includes
construction tasks, actual costs (invoices), subcontractors, payment amounts and payment status.
CPMS lI permits general contractors, project
managers, architects and builder/owners to develop,
simulate and generate (print) various cost estimates,
bids and schedules,.as well as provides invoice and
payment-disbursement listings on construction projects.
It allows consistent comparisons and individual
task adjustments of subcontractor bids, actual costs
(invoices) and payment disbursement for each construction task during a construction project.
$95 retail
Softouch Software, Inc.; 5200 SW Macadam Ave.,
Ste. 255; Portland, OR 97201; 503-241-1841 or
800-829-1841
Estimating 4 Construction
Construction take-off and estimating system
Ma cintosh Plus or larger.
Estimating 4 Construction (E4C) is a complete
construction take-off and estimating system. E4C
allows users to "teach" the computer how they want
to estimate. Users first break an estimate into work
items (e.g., brick wall) , then develop a series of
questions related to the .work item (e.g., What size
brick?) and assign possible answers. By selecting a
specific answer, users will determine the cost items
needed for a job. Users then allow the program to

Vertical Markets/
Construction
calculate quantities needed, or may enter the quantity. In either case, users may edit the quantities at any
time. The result is an estimating system that most
resembles a company's method of estimating, while
exploiting the benefits of the Macintosh.
E4C also allows users to perform a number of
analyses that will provide an unprecedented number
of checks and balances for both them and their client.
$1,500 retail
Software Constructors, Inc.; 2416 Hillsboro Rd., Ste.
200; Nashville, TN 37212; 615-383-4850
Form Work
Construction-related forms
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Form Work contains construction-related forms
in MacDraw format. Forms include purchase orders,
bills, statements, schedule formats, contracts, etc.
$65 retail
Yeoman Technical Software; RFD #3, 629
Voluntown Rd.; Jewett City, CT 06351; 203-3762952
Hyper•Estimator 1.1
Approximates additions, new construction or rehabilitation costs; links to MacNail
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive ;
HyperCard.
Hyper•Estimator is intended for architects,
builders or homeowners who are planning residential
construction projects. The program finds the approximate cost of additions, new construction or total
rehabilitation work. It also links with MacNail to
create finished bids for construction professionals.
$95 retail
$145 retail; packaged with Hyper•Remodeler
Turtle Creek Software; 651 Halsey Valley Rd. ;
Spencer, NY 14883; 607-589-6858 or 607-589-4471
Hyper• Remodel er 1.1
Remodeling estimates on a room-by-room basis;
links to MacNail
Macilllosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
Hyper•Remodeler is intended for architects,
builders or homeowners who are planning residential
remodeling projects. It works on a room-by-room
basis. It also links with MacNail to create finished
bids for construction professionals.
$95 retail; Hyper•Remodeler
$145 retail; packaged with Hyper•Estimator
Turtle Creek Software; 651 Halsey Valley Rd.;
Spencer, NY 14883; 607-589-6858 or 607-589-4471
MacNail3.0
Construction estimating/scheduling/job cost accounting/material take-offs/payroll
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM; hard disk drive;
Microsoft Excel.
MacNail is a collection of Excel-compatible
spreadsheet templates that assist residential construction companies in submitting job bids and tracking
job progress.
.
To run a MacNail estimate, a user types in plus
or minus 40 job dimensions and specifications from
a blueprint - a detailed bid price is computed automatically.
The program contains carpenter/laborer manhours and material/subcontractor prices for more
than 1,000 construction items. Specifications are easily changed for custom work.
Other features include: Cost Control, which
automatically tracks job costs vs. bid price for each
section of a job; Job Scheduler, which sets up a project schedule and maintains an active reminder list;
and Material Take-offs, which creates detailed material lists.
$495 retail; separate modules also available
Turtle Creek Software; 651 Halsey Valley Rd.;
Spencer, NY 14883; 607-589-~858 or 607-589-4471

MateriaList
Generates material list
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MateriaList generates a complete material list for
residential construction projects based on size and
type inputs, with capabilities to acce.ss price and
inventory databases.
$575 retail
Yeoman Technical Software; RFD #3 , 629
Voluntown Rd.; Jewett City, CT 06351;
203-376-2952
Tool Art
Construction-related clip art
Macimosh Plus or larger.
ToolArt contains construction-related clip art in
MacPaint and MacDraw format. The clip art includes
building materials, tools, drawing aids, logos and
more.
$65 retail
Yeoman Technical Software; RFD #3, 629
Voluntown Rd.; Jewett City, CT 06351 ;
203-376-2952
Vale
Estimating software for any volume, area, length and
earth moving quantities on design and construction
projects
Macimosh Plus or larger; digitizing tablet; hard
disk drive recommended.
Vale automates the estimation process for bids or
budgets. It simplifies estimation into tracing graphics
and pressing a button, allowing a user to concentrate
on more important aspects of a project. Vale works at
any scale in U.S. or metric units. It excels in estimating earth moving and shows a user how to balance
site plans to minimize cost; taking into account overexcavation and sub-grade.
$1,995 retail
Earthware; 50 Academy Ave., Ste. 408; Pittsburgh,
PA 15228; 412-563-1920

Vertical Markets/ Education
Admissions Office
Integrated admissions/registration for higher educatign
512K or larger Macintosh.
Admissions Office is an integrated
admissions/registration software package for higher
education.
Call for pricing
Right Track Software, Inc.; 6037 Valley View Rd.;
Oakland, CA 94611 ; 415-339-2735
Authorware Professional
On-demand learning system
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive ;
lmageWriter or LaserWriter.
Authorware offers various products and services
for on-demand learning systems in industry and education. Its products are Macintosh-based authoring
and development platforms with full multimedia
capabilities. The company's professional services
include planning and implementing comprehensive
on-demand learning systems and designing and
developing client specified courseware.
$8,050 retail; includes training, graphics and sounds
libraries, online user group
Authorware, Inc.; 8500 Normandale Lake Blvd., 9th
Fl.; Minneapolis, MN .55437; 612-699-3095
Bobbing GradeBook
Allows educators to record, edit, average, plot and
report grades
512K or larger Macintosh.
Bobbing GradeBook allows educators to record,
edit, average, plot and report grades. The screen display looks like a paper grade book, including dogeared pages and spiral binding.
To tum the page, click on the dog-ear. To edit a
student name or grade, point to its cell and type.
Bobbing GradeBook perfo.rms all calculations in the
background, even as new grades are being entered ,

so averages are always up to date. A single click
instantly shows a trend line or histogram; doublec!ick for reports or statistics. Full undo is supported.
$99 retail
Bobbing Software; 67 Country Oaks Dr.; Buda,
TX 78610; 512-295-5045 or 800-688-6812
The Corporate Registrar
Business training registration
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Corporate Registrar enables a corporate education or training center to enroll and grade or certify
students in classes offered or required by a business.
All student, instructor and class information is maintained by the system.
Unique tasks required by an individual company
are fully available as custom applications and are
performed directly from pull-down menus. The program will generate reports ranging from class lists to
statistical analyses.
$4,995 retail
Right Track Software, Inc.; 6037 Valley View Rd.;
Oakland, CA 94611 ; 415-339-2735
DaPomaGB
Gr.ade-book manager
512K or larger Maci/l/osh ; external disk drive or
hard disk drive; lmageWriter l or JI.
Da Poma GB is a grade book management program that allows a teacher or professor to record and
calculate class grades.
All editions allow student scores to be weighted
by category or proportionally; up to three low scores
can be dropped for each student; any number of
scores to be excused; the final grades can be weighted by grading period; and grade break points can be
adjusted to fit the grading need or three optional
standard break points can be used.
The program also contains a report that displays
raw scores in a form similar to spiral-bound grade
books. Other reports include individual student
grade, individual raw score and class grade lists. The
transfer of reports to other programs via text documents is also provided.
The elementary edition handles up to 75 students, and the university edition handles up to 375
students.
$75 and $150 retail
Da Poma, Inc.; PO Drawer H; Hondo, TX 78861;
512-426-5932
Educational Budget Management System
School-based planning and budgeting program
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
hard disk drive ; lmageWriter or LaserWriter.
The Educational Budget Management System
allows scnool administrators to develop program
budgets.
Fund, Location, Function, Pr9gram and Object
reports can be generated to screen or to a printer.
Location budgets can be summarized and compared
with one another using a Summary, and Comparison
reports, major objects and subtotals can also be generated.
Features include support for three levels of management; the ability to create and modify program
plans in spreadsheet format; program plans can be
merged together to form larger budgets; automatic
fringe benefit calculations; alternate program plan
configurations may be entered, ranked and analyzed;
annual budget rollover option to create next year's
budget data files; total budget size up to $2 billion;
ability to play what-if scenarios with budgets; userdefined Chart of Accounts; and more.
$995 retail
Precision Computer Systems; 575 W. Riordan Rd.;
Flagstaff, AZ 8600 I; 602-779-5341
Edudisc, Inc.
Authoring software and systems, videodisc interface,
image database, videodisc time-lapse recording
Any Macimosh ; external disk drive.
MacAuthor is an interactive courseware development package into which educators/trainers can
plug their subject materials. Instructional formats
provide for text, art, sound, multiple choice, fill-in-
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Vertical Markets/Education
the-blank, relational, ready reference and integration
with other applications.
Mentor/Mac Video is a course ware authoring
· system for interactive videodisc presentations in educational/training settings.
Portfolio is a still store management program to
record, catalog and retrieve videodisc images for all
types of applications.
$395 retail; MacAuthor
$695 retail; Mentor/Mac Video
$750 retail; Portfolio
Edudisc, Inc.; 1400 Tyne Blvd.; Nashville,
TN 37215; 615-373-2506
Effective Management Systems - Special
Education
Assists public schools in meeting the requirements of
special education to handicapped students
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; printer.
Effective Management Series - Special
Education (EMS/SE) is designed to assist local and
regional public schools in meeting the massive and
intricate requirements mandated by state and federal
governments regarding the provision of special education to handicapped students. EMS/SE provides
the schools with an efficient, easy-to-use and
powerful means of meeting these government
requirements and provides meaningful information
for local use.
The system includes basic reports and the flexibility to produce other reports or formats as desired.
$2, 150 retail
MacKay Associates; 11 l N. 56th St., Ste. !02;
Lincoln, NE 68504; 402-466-6665 or 800-458-3463
EPS Records Management System
File and records management system
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard 1.21 or later.
EPS Records Management System is a standalone file and records management system for
schools and business. It insures that records, and the
information they contain, are automatically and
appropriately coded, organized and categorized.
$149 retail
Executive Productivity Systems; 2305 Miller Ct.;
Lakewood, CO 80215; 303-232-3939
EPS School Administrator's Assistant V2
Personal administrative manager
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard 1.21 or later.
The EPS School Administrator's Assistant is a
stand-alone personal administrative manager for
school executives. It includes the scheduling and ·
information shells from EPS Teacher's Assistant and
adds an administrative management shell that
includes personnel records, automates the staff evaluation process, automates "due process" procedures
in emergencies and discipline cases, links to mainframes and more.
$149 retail
Executive Productivity Systems; 2305 Miller Ct.;
Lakewood, CO 80215; 303-232-3939
EPS School Manager
Network and personal administrative manager
· Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard 1.21 or later.
EPS School Manager is a network and personal
administrative manager for school executives and
administrative staff. It includes everything found in
EPS School Administrator's Assistant and more,
including electronic mail and a master calendar.
$349 retail
Executive Productivity Systems; 2305 Miller Ct.;
Lakewood, CO 80215; 303-232-3939
EPS Teacher's Assistant
Classroom managemenf
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard 1.21 or later.
The EPS Teacher's Assistant is a dynamic set of
HyperCard stacks designed specifically as a personal
manager for school teachers. The program consists
of three shells.

The Scheduling shell includes an automated
daily, weekly and monthly appointment calendar system. The Information shell permits automated dialing and call tracking, memo and note preparation,
address book, secure password protection, direct
linkage to important programs and documents,
online help, cross-shell search capabilities and more.
The Classroom Management shell automates the
attendance, grading, learning plan paperwork, documents due process procedures and pupil record keeping; generates comprehensive reports; creates
eligibility lists; automates the pupil emergency process; and accesses and maintains the transportation
schedule. All EPS data can be uploaded or downloaded from mainframes or other computers.
$99 retail
Executive Productivity Systems; 2305 Miller Ct.;
Lakewood, CO 80215; 303-232-3939
Glatt Plagiarism Screening Program
Test against plagiarism
Any Macintosh .
Glatt Plagiarism Screening Program is a comprehensive software program designed to detect plagiarism. This program provides objective testing.
Writers are given two or more pages of their own
compositions with every fifth weird replaced by a
blank. The writer is then asked what words fit in the
blanks. The completed test is then subjected to a
number of statistical analyses. Inconsistent substitutions for the missing words suggests plagiarism.
$250 retail
Glatt Plagiarism Services, Inc.; PO Box 162033;
Sacramento, CA 95816; 916-483-8773
Glatt Plagiarism Self-Detection Test
Enables students to test their own writing for plagiarism
Any Macintosh.
Glatt Plagiarism St;lf-Detection Test software
enables students to test their own writing for plagiarism before turning in an assignment. The software
program offers complete confidentiality, exposes
inadvertent plagiarism without penalizing, helps
avoid accusations and/or embarrassing situations,
diagnostic tool for determining what passages need
to be rewritten, sensitizes students to their own writing style and encourages academic honesty.
$15 retail
Glatt Plagiarism Services, Inc.; PO Box 162033; •
Sacramento, CA 95816; 916-483-8773
Glatt Plagiarism Teaching Program
Computer-assisted instruction on plagiarism
Any Macintosh.
Glatt Plagiarism Teaching Program is a tutorial
that provides instruction to students about what constitutes plagiarism and how it can be avoided. The
program explains the difference between plagiarism
and paraphrasing, and provides guidelines regarding
when and how to provide proper attributes. The
program provides a Self Plagiarism Detection Test
for immediate feedback.
$250 retail
Glatt Plagiarism Services, Inc.; PO Box 162033;'
Sacramento, CA 95816; 916-483-8773
Gradebook Effect Vl.O
Gradebook management
512K or larger Macintosh.
Gradebook Effect is a comprehensive program
designed to make the preparation and maintenance of
a teacher's gradebook both simple and efficient. The
inherent flexibility of the Gradebook allows any
teacher, from primary school through college level,
to set-up a custom-tailored gradebook containing an
unlimited number of subjects and assignments, and
the capability to handle more than one database of
students, subjects and assignments. A traditional
"on-paper" gradebook, stud~nt progress reports,
class assignment grades and histograms of assignments, subject and final grades may be printed.
$59 retail
Maxem Corp.; 7855 S. River Pkwy., Ste. 217;
Tempe, AZ 85284; 602-491-2466 or 800-336-6296
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Graduate Student Manager
Tracks graduate student progress
Macintosh Plus or' larger; 4th Dimension or
Runtime.
Graduate Student Manager is a 4th Dimension
database for tracking graduate student progress. It
includes pertinent student demographic data and
links to faculty advisors, graduate committee members and funding sources. The program follows student progress from initial admission inquiry through
post-graduate employment. Example milestones
include the date a thesis proposal was submitted and
the date a dissertation was given final approval. The
database easily reports students falling behind and
individual progress. The program can be customized
to meet special needs.
$295 retail
Wasatch Micro Systems; 7630 Twin Lake Cir.; Salt
Lake City, UT 84121; 801-942-8232
HyperLingua
Basic skills; ESL HyperCard authoring program
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; external
disk drive (hard disk drive for teacher's stacks);
HyperCard 1.2 or later.
HyperLingua is an interactive program composed of a set of linked HyperCard stacks, aimed at
adult literacy, ESL and basic skills markets. It allows
teachers to create on-screen or printed language
drills in a variety of formats - multiple choice,
matching and sentence jumbles. The exercises help
develop facilities at sentence-level usage and provide
practice and reinforcement of recently studied materials across the curriculum.
HyperLingua 's icons graphically portray operations to aid low-reading-level users. For further support, users may access online notes, hints and
tutorials at any time.
HyperLingua has a utility stack for detailed
record keeping and operation instructions.
$69.95 retail; single user
$199 .95 retail; per academic laboratory
RDA Mind Builders; lO Blvd. Ave.; Greenlawn,
NY 11740; 800-654-8715
Interactive Teacher
Authoring tool for learning, marketing and courseware development; training, teaching and testing presentation
512K or larger Macintosh.
Interactive Teacher is a multifunction program
designed for education, audiovisual training, interactive publishing and general business applications that
require presentation graphics.
The system produces an interactive, programmable database of pictures and text information
that emulates the operation of an interactive
videodisc presentation on the Macintosh. A
videodisc is not required.
Features of the program include a complete
learning system for the development of audiovisual
teaching and training programs; runs a programmed
sequence of frames, images and/or text; prompts and
questions viewers interactively, with ability to
branch and offer reinforcement or corrective action
to viewers; grades responses to tests, collects market
response data; and can be "programmed" to the language or level of its users.
$295 retail
American Intelliware Corp.; PO Box 6980; Torrance,
CA 90504; 213-533-4040
Live Writer
Real-time monitoring and editing
Networked Macintoshes.
Live Writer allows instructors, as server administrators, to monitor student papers in progress,
rather than grade as products. It gives instructors the
capability to log on to a student's computer for live
interactive editing by means of a message window.
Instructors can "freeze" a work in progress and write
comments that appear simultaneously on a student's
screen. Students can reply, establishing a "real-time"
instructional d_ialog. Teachers actually edit the student text if necessary.

Vertical Markets/Education
$249 retail; per academic laboratory
RDA Mind Builders; lO Blvd. Ave.; Greenlawn,
NY 11740; 800-654-8715

LXR•Test 4.0
Complete testing system, including test generation,
scoring and analysis
Macintosh Plus or larger.
LXR•Test is an integrated family of testing software that includes comprehensive question banking
and test generation capabilities with optional automatic test scoring and item analysis features.
All types of questions may be entered with full
text stylizing and graphics placement. Questions are
primarily classified by an objective and may be additionally classified by type, difficulty, topic or other.
Tests may be rapidly constructed by specifying the
number of questions to be randomly chosen from
those that meet a user's selection criteria. Tests may
be reprinted with detailed solutions and references
following each questions.
LXR•Test is available in three "editions":
Personal, Basic and Scoring. Any edition may be
ordered under single or multiuser (site) licensing
terms. All editions support full character styling (tabular alignment, super/subscripting, etc.), precision
graphics placement (even over text), unlimited bank
size, multiple headers/footers, page break controls,
variable item weighting, computed administration
times, student response forms, instant question rearrangement, both alternative and question scrambling,
question import/export and more. Additional features
i!fe available, depending on which edition is ordered:
multicolumn page layout, student mastery requirements definition anq reporting, linking of question
groups, automatic scoring, item analysis and more.
Compatible question banks are avai lable from CTB
McGraw-Hill, The Psychological Corp. and major
textbook publishers. .
$149 retail; personal edition
$499 retail; basic edition
$799 retail; scoring edition
$25 retail; demo
Logic Extension Resources; 9651-C Business Center
Dr.; Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730; 714-980-0046

Mac School V3.0
School and district administration system
Macintosh SE/30 or II family (dependent on school
size and number of nodes on the network).
Mac School is a single or multiuser school and
district administration system for public and private
schools. Modules are available individually or as an
integrated solution: Student Demographics,
Scheduling, Attendance, Marks, Report Cards and
Transcripts, Library Cataloging and Circulation,
Health and Immunization, Guidance, Fund
Accounting and District Module.
Data is entered only once and is then available to
all Mac School Modules. All data is protected by a
multilevel password system. Optical scanners can
read in students' attendance, grades and course
requests. An import/export utility allows data to be
transferred to/from other mini , mainframe or micro
platforms. Immediate and easy access to all of a student's demographic, scheduling, report card and
attendance data is provided by the Query module.
Flexible reporting is an important feature of the Mac
School system. In addition to the wide varjety of
built-in reports, the report generator allows users to
control form and content of school-designed reports,
including report cards, student transcripts, disciplinary reports, honor rolls, attendance summaries,
library reports, letters and mailing labels. All reports
can be sent to the screen or printer.
The District Module compiles individual
sc)10ols' data at the district level, allowing comprehensive analysis and flexible reporting.
$3,250 retail; single user (district site licenses available)
$3,850 retail; multiuser (modules can be purchased
separately)

Chancery Software, Ltd.; 1122 Mainland St., 4th Fl.;
Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6B 2S2; 604-685-2041
or 800-937-0016 (orders)

$695 retail; software only
$1,490 retail; includes software and bar-code reader
T&M Systems, Inc.; Rte. I, Box 116; Birch Tree,
MO 65438; 314-292-3822

MacFiscal
Fund accounting
Macintosh II; I MB of RAM; 40 MB hard disk drive.
MacFiscal is a sophisticated budgetary fund
accounting system designed specifically to meet all
of the financial accounting requirements for district
administrators. A modifiable 24-digit account number satisfies each district's account number structure
and provides connectivity with purchase orders,
encumbrances, expenditures, payroll writing and
fringe benefits, stores inventory, income, general
ledger and reports.
.
Reports include daily transaction registers, random date sensitive reports by fund , object, etc. and
financial history. Special features include multiuser,
modifiable programs, an easy-to-use report generator
and AppleTalk network compatibility.
$6,500 to $14,500 retail
Turner Data Systems, Inc.; 17885 Sky Park N, Ste.
E; Irvine, CA 92714; 714-26 1-5094

MacLang3.3
Multilanguage authoring environment
512KE or larger Macintosh; System 4.2; Finder 6.0.
MacLang is a computer-assisted language learning authoring program. It is a versatile environment
·that allows language teachers to prepare interactive
lessons specifically tailored to their courses and the
needs of their students.
·
MacLang supports· the development of language
tutorials for English alone, or in combination with
French, Spanish, Italian, German, Greek, Russian
(Soviet or phonetic keyboards), Turkish, Romanian,
Portuguese and Japanese. Each lesson may have up
to five formats, including vocabulary drills, fill-inthe-blank exercises, multiple-choice questions, para. graphs (each may have questions supporting up to 19
blanks), and jumbles (scrambled sentences in which
students rearrange up to 15 words to create a logical
sentence).
·
$99.95 retail; single copy
$249 retail; per academic laboratory (unlimited
reproduction)
RDA Mind Builders; lO Blvd. Ave.; Greenlawn,
NY 11740; 800-654-8715

MacLunchroom V3.307c
School hot lunch record-keeping program
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM; 20 MB
hard disk drive; JmageWriter.
MacLunchroom is designed to fully automate a
school 's hot lunchroom program. The system provides a user with the ability to print bar-code labels
for each student in the school district and use these
bar codes to track lunches eaten by each student. The
program can automatically assign an ID number for
each student, or they can be manually assigned.
Parent letters are printed whenever a parent's
balance reaches an amount designated by a user.
These are sorted by the student's homeroom. When
required, another report will provide a list of the
lunches eaten by their children, dates the lunches
were eaten and the cost of each lunch. It automatically flags multiple charges for the same date.
Information for federal and state reporting are
provided, as well as the verification procedure for
reduced and free lunch recipients as required by federal regulations. Facilities are provided for combining information from each school in a district to give
districtwide reporting of the hot lunch program.
MacLunchroom allows for 10 user-definable lunch,
10 milk and IO breakfast categories. The system
keeps charges for each student confidential in accordance with federal regulations.
MacLunchroom provides for a multitude of
reports on the hot lunch programs, as well as the
ability to print mailing labels to parents for other
activities. Through the use of these reports, a school
can keep track of a host of information on their hot
lunch program and save a considerable amount of
time in record keeping tasks. The program also supports portable bar-code readers with memory.

MacRegistrar 1.03.8
Specialized database for managing course grades,
including interchange of data with University
Registrar
512KE or larger Macintosh .
MacRegistrar is a specialized database application that accepts machine readable class lists of up to
2,500 students from the Registrar, accepts manual or
machine generated data, computes grades and class
ranks, produces reports and exports term results in
machine-readable form to the Registrar.
$49.95 retail; site license available
Cooke Publications; 221 Langmuir Lab; Cornell
Business & Technology Park; Ithaca, NY 14850;
607-257-8148, 800-482-4438, ext. 15 or
800-435 -4438, ext. 15 in NY

MacTag 2.0-Teacher's Assistant Grader
Grade-book manager
512K or larger Macintosh.
MacTag-Teacher 's As~istant Grader helps a
teacher perform class recordkeepmg chores. Users
may either type in a class list or download it from a
mini or mainframe in standard ASCII text form.
The program will handle 1,000 students and
allows for more than 200 columns. It will calculate
weighted scores, grade on a curve and generate
report cards. Scores may be added to the list at any
time using a word processor.
.
MacTag will calculate student ranking by any
score, can produce histograms of all scores and will
display scores on screen and save them in files.
$65 retail
Paragon Concepts, Inc.; 990 Highland Dr., Ste. 312;
Solana Beach, CA 92075; 619-481-1477

MacWISC-R
Assists in analyzing the Wechsler Intelligence Scale
for Children-Revised
Macintosh Plus or larger; Microsoft Excel 1.5 or
later.
MacWISC-R assists school psychologists in analyzing and generating hypotheses about a student's
performance on the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for
Children-Revised.
The program automatically computes the underlying constructs and the student 's age and analyzes
the subtests. Once the scaled scores are entered, the
program will automatically look up the student's
Verbal IQ score, Performance IQ score and Full
Scale IQ score, as well as provide the psychologist
with percentile ranks and classifications for the individual subtest and Scale scores. The program also
allows users to automatically graph the student's
scores using custom pull-down menus.
$49.95 retail
B.H.C. Publishing; 619 Aspen Dr.; Plainsboro,
NJ 08536; 609-799-2061
The Main Office
Complete studeni records for grades K-12
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Main Office is a complete student recordkeeping, attendance and scheduling system for
grades K- 12.
It enables elementary and secondary schools to
record daily attendance and enroll and grade students. All student demographic, academic and health
records are kept immediately available. Full class
and teacher records are also maintained.
$2,495 retail
Right Track Software, Inc.; 6037 Valley View Rd.;
Oakland, CA 94611; 415-339-2735
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Make Test
Test-generation program
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; System
6.0.2 or later.
MakeTest is a test-generation program that conforms to and takes full advantage of standard
Macintosh user interface features.
Users can enter multiple-choice, true-false, fillin and free-form questions (essay, matching, etc.);
add, delete and edit questions; choose font, size,
bold, italic, underlining, subscript or superscript formatting; specify the number of lines to be left blank
after the question is printed; rank each question's difficulty level; create and assign a topic to each question; write and store notes about each question; paste
in graphics and equations from the Clipboard; use a
browser to select previously entered questions for
viewing or editing; and more.
$149 retail
Mountain Lake Software, Inc.; 258-B Laguna Honda
Blvd.; San Francisco, CA 94116; 415-665-5302 or
800-669-6574
MaxAm
Online testing and instruction
512KE or larg~r Macintosh.
MaxAm runs online multiple choice, true or
false, fill in the blank or diagram naming tests. These
tests are created with MaxPage by educators, instructors, courseware vendors or MaxAm users themselves. MaxAm may be used for actual online testing
and can display instructive text ancl graphics.
MaxAm has a password protection feature that
allows various options for concealing answers and
scores from students. Student scores and answers can
be saved for spreadsheet use.
$69 retail
Applied Systems & Technologies, Inc.; 227M
Hallenbeck Rd. ; Cleveland, NY 13042;
315-675-8584
MicroGrade

Grade~book application
512K or lar.ger Macintosh; lmageWriter or

LaserWriter recommended.
MicroGrade is a full-featured grade keeping program that is flexible enough to accommodate teacher's individual grading systems regardless of grade
level.
The program is a comprehensive teaching tool
designed to simplify student record keeping. Grades
can be recorded for 100 assignments in classes containing up to 400 students. Classes can be graded by
·weighted percent or total points. Optional features ·
allow rounding, dropping low scores and marking
incomplete or excused.
The program prints a variety of reports, including progress reports by class student or grade; class
rosters; assignment grade reports; and statistical
' analysis of class performance.
$95 retail
Chariot Software Group; 3659 India St., Ste. 100;
San Diego, CA 92103; 619-298-0202 or
800-242-7468
MicroTest III
Test generator
512KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
hard disk drive; lmageWriter or LaserWrite1:
MicroTest III is a test generation system
designed to simplify the tedious and time consuming
task of creating printed exams.
The question database is structured using a
Book/Chapter organization and can contain up to
10,000 questions per test bank. Questions can be
entered via preformatted screens for multiple choice,
matching and true/false questions. A free format
screen is available for other question types , including
essay and short answer. Questions can be added,
edited or deleted at any time. Graphics and multiple
fonts can be included in the databank.

$I 39 retail ·
Chariot Software Group; 3659 India St., Ste. 100;
San Diego, CA 92103; 619-298-0202 or
800-242-7468
MMS (Modular Management System For
Schools)
School administrative system
512K or larger Macintosh .
The Modular Management System for Schools
(MMS) is a school administrative software system
designed to handle all student record keeping and
course scheduling needs. The MMS is a totally integrated modular system built around a central Student
Master File. Additional modules handle Student
Scheduling, Grade, Attendance, Discipline reporting
ancl Tuition/Fee Accounting. The Master File System
must be present before any of the other modules can
be used.
Master File features include: up to 90 data fields
per student, record access by name or ID number,
sorting by one or several data fields , printed reports
specified to include all students or limited groups
and a Data Import/Export option for exchanging data
with various database or word processing programs
or transferring MMS data to other computer systems.
The Attendance Reporting System provides
daily and/or class (period-by-period) attendance
reports for up to 204 school days. Options include
Period-by-Period (Class) Attendance, a Scanner
Input Option, Letter Link that integrates with worp
processors and a Telephone .Auto-Call System for
immediate home-school communication.
The Student Scheduling System will schedule
any size·school for year long, semester, quarter or
six-term courses. Options include: Course Master
Builder which locates courses in optimum periods
with fewest conflicts, a Study Hall Scheduling option
and a Scanner input option for entry of course
requests and adds/drops.
The Grade Reporting System maintains letter
and/or numeric grades for up to 18 courses per student and cumulative transcript data for total years in
school. Honor Rolls and GPAs can also be computed. A Teacher Gradebook option transfers grades
automatically from the teacher gradebook system.
The Tuition/Fee Accounting ~ystem allows a
view of students' entire account history on the screen
at one time. It generates statements in triplicate, provides an aged accounts report and provides for entry
of standard fees for groups of students with one
entry. Fees associated with siblings can be integrated
into one statement.
The Discipline Reporting System maintains a
record of each student's behavior for the entire
school year. Reports can be printed by student or by
teacher using selection criteria such as start/stop
dates, disciplinary action taken , specified number of
infractions or particular infractions like cutting class.
$499 retail; Student Master File System
$549 retail; Attendance Reporting System
$1,399 retail; Student Scheduling System '
$1,199 retail; Grade Reporting System
$549 retail; Tuition/Fee Accounting System
$449 retail; Discipline Reporting System
Computer Resources, Inc.; Rte. 125; PO Box 60;
Barrington; NH 03825; 603-664-5811
Oyster
Courseware authoring system
512K or larger Macintosh .
Oyster is a courseware authoring system. Users
of the program can create a wide variety of educational experiences, from guided analyses to dialogues and role playing. Oyster's most important
feature is the ability to keep track of the architecture
of an exercise, the branching structure, by means of
an on-screen outline of the exercise, which is automatically generated by the program. This makes possible a richly branching structure that will explore
rather than drill.
Another interesting feature of the program is the
"Hot Dot," which is a button the author drags on
screen. When clicked it will take the author or student to another place in the exercise. Graphics can be
imported via the Scrapbook.
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$79.95 retail
Poseidon, Inc.; 200 W. Station St.; Barrington,
IL 60010; 312-382-7275
Precision Free/Reduced Lunch (i>FRL)
Processes applications for free/reduced meals
Macintosh Plus Qr larger; hard disk drive.
PFRL is designed to speed processing time of
free and reduced lunch applications. It will process
all applications, providing for the parent income to
be entered in a weekly, monthly or yearly figure,
instantly determining meal eligibility for students. It
also prints letters to parents regarding a child's eligibility, prints either random or focused income verification letters and prints mailing labels and Rolodex
cards.
$495 retail
$990 retail; site license
Precision Computer Systems; 575 W. Riordan Rd.;
Flagstaff, AZ 86001; 602-779-5341
Precision Handicapped Student System (PHSS)
Student database
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
PHSS is a comprehensive database with a wide
range of information about each student. It allows
demographics and emergency information to be
accessed quickly and reliably. It can generate a wide
variety of reports and mailing labels. User-defined
form letters can be created and modified with merg- 1
ing names and addresses to fit into windowed
envelopes. It makes updating, organizing and reporting on students quick and easy.
·
$195 retail
Precision Computer Systems; 575 W. Riordan Rd.;
Flagstaff, AZ 86001; 602-779-5341
Precision Inventory Management System (PIMS)
Inventory and fixed asset management system for
public and private school districts
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
PIMS provides a fast, comprehensive and organized method for maintaining current records relating to the management of inventory and fixed asset
operations. It provides for the tracking of inventory
items for an entire fiscal school year.
$995 retail
Precision Computer Systems; 575 W. Riordan Rd.;
Flagstaff, AZ 86001 ; 602-779-5341
Precision Personnel Management System
Employee and substitute record keeping for school
districts
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
lmageWrite1:
Precision Personnel Management System provides employee and substitute teacher record keeping.
It maintains information on certified, classified,
non-contract and substitute teachers. It also records
absences and maintains substitute work records.
The program utilizes a powerful criteria selection process tpat allows a user to look at any crosssection or particular aspect in the database. Criteria
available includes personnel demographics, locations, absence history and salary information.
$795 retail
Precision Computer Systems; 575 W. Riordan Rd.;
Flagstaff, AZ 86001; 602-779-5341
Precision School Management System
Student record keeping for elementary and secondary
schools
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
Image Writer.
Precision School Management System provides
a comprehensive database for keeping records of students, classes and personnel for K-12 schools.
Records include class scheduling, Federal
Free/Reduced Lunch programs and student attendance.
It allows users to select any number of criteria
for reports such as: student demographics; grading
standards; health records; standardized testing
scores; student eligibility for free or reduced meals;
and class scheduling.

Vertical Markets/Education
$995 retail
,
Precision Computer Systems; 575 W. Riordan Rd.;
Flagstaff, AZ 86001; 602-779-5341
Psych-Files
Converts, compares, graphs and reports the results of
psychoeducational tests
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Excel.
Psych-Files converts, compares, graphs and
reports the results of a battery of individual psychoeducational tests. Sixteen of the most commonly used
tests (Wechsler, Kaufman, Woodcock-Johnson,
Peabody, Battelle, etc.) are covered. Others can be
added. Any local criteria for special program eligibility can be inserted.
$60 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 800-888-7667
Registrar's Office
Integrated registration/admissions for higher education
512K or larg~r Macintosh .
The Registrar 's Office enables colleges, uttiversity departments and graduate institutions to schedule classes, enroll and grade students, and maintain
all student demographic information and student and
faculty records.
The program generates more than 50 reports
ranging from class lists and transcripts to financial
and higher education G.l.S. reports.
$4,995 retail
Right Track Software, Inc.; 6037 Valley View Rd.;
Oakland, CA 9461l;415-339-2735
Riddler-Tester
Test-making and test-taking software
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Riddler-Tester is test-making and test-taking
software. It combines ease, flexibility ill!d professional features, both in creating tests and in its formats for giving tests. The question layout mixes text
and graphics, click and drag formatting and a WYSIWYG interface. It allows simple questions and
answers to be created either with or without various
markers and filters for Tester special features.
Riddler 's files can be integrated with its upcoming
Course-Authoring software. Special features include:
all fonts and sizes supported, color graphics supported in questions and answers, 13 difficulty level tags,
unlimited key word and category tags, four userdefined markers, hints capability reference figures
and paper or on-screen test-taking.
$249 retail
Threshold; 192 l Corporate Square Blvd.; Slidell,
LA 70458; 504-649-0484
The S.A.M.S. Admissions M;mager
Admissions office management
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; BOOK disk drive.
The S.A.M.S. Admissions Manager is a multifaceted package that provides total automated support for the various functions provided by an
admissions office.
Features include: tracking and reporting of
admissions, inquiries, financial-aid information,
applicant's entrance and other exam scores; reports
mean and median of test scores; maintains contact
lists; generates mailing labels; and exports selected
data to a word processor for mail merges. ,
$3,250 retail; includes installation· and staff training
S.A.M.S. Development Group, Inc.; 8711 Crestmont
Ln.; Laurel, MD 20708; 202-639-6800 or
800-228-5014
The S.A.M.S. Billing Manager
Billing system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; BOOK disk drive.
The S.A.M.S. Billing Manager is a comprehensive and flexible transaction-based billing system
designed to handle the many possible billing stra1e-

gies and situations encountered by independent
schools. The program interfaces with the S.A.M.S.
Fund Accounting/General Ledger software.
Features include: flexible billing codes; automatic generation of transactions; multiple invoicing for
single student; handles tuition refund insurance and
scholarship and financial aid; in-depth reporting; and
interfaces with a spreadsheet.
$3,250 retail; includes installation and staff training
S.A.M.S. Development Group, Inc.; 87 l l Crestrnont
Ln.; Laurel, MD 20708; 202-639-6800 or
800-228-5014
The S.A.M.S. Development Manager
Contfibutions management
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; BOOK disk drive.
The S.A.M.S. Development Manager can report
on constituent data and on any and all giving information recorded for a constituent.
Features include: detailed historical giving information; flexible reporting capabilities; interfaces to
Fund Accounting Package; and a word processing
and spreadsheet interface.
$3,250 retail; includes installation and staff training
S.A.M.S. j)evelopment Group, Inc.; 8711 Crestmont
Ln.; Laurel, MD 20708; 202-639-6800 6r
800-228-5014
The S.A.M.S. Scheduling Manager
Student, class and instructor schedule management
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive ; BOOK disk drive.
The S.A.M.S. Scheduling Manager is a menudriven system designed to address student, class and
instructor scheduling. It can create class schedules
based on instructor and room availability.
Three options are available. The first option
defines the core schedule of classes and instructors,
including time frames for classes. The second option
is used to associate requests for classes with students. The third option assigns students to classes.
Features include: conflict matrix reports; class
rosters; student/instructor schedules; and time-block
scheduling.
$3,250 retail; includes installation and staff training
S.A.M.S. Development Group, Inc.; 87 l l Crestmont
Ln.; Laurel, MD 20708; 202-639-6800 or
800-228-5014
The S.A.M.S. Student Manager
Student record management
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; BOOK disk drive.
The S.A.M.S. Student Manager provides information management for student records.
Features include: student ID numbers; detailed
student information; report generation - mailing
labels, emergency medical cards, Rolodex cards;
mail merge/interface with word processing; report
card maintenance and generation; attendance maintenance; discipline maintenance and reporting; and a
central database designed for shared information.
$3,250 retail; includes installation and staff trainiqg
S.A.M.S. Development Group, Inc.; 87 l l Crestmont
Ln.; Laurel, MD 20708; 202-639-6800 or
800-228-50 14
School Administrator's Assistant
Personal administrative tool
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive ; HyperCard.
The School Administrator's Assistant is a
HyperCard stack that helps a user manage routine
tasks.
Features include: maintains staff information,
including job descriptions, certification, objectives
and appraisals; prints a variety of reports; documents
pupil behavior incidents and streamlines suspension
paperwork; plans daily, weekly and monthly activities with a reminder two weeks in advance of important events; maintains an address and telephone
directory; dials telephone numbers and keeps a
record of calls; links information to word processing
applications via mail merge capabilities; searches
and browses through data maintained in the stack;

maintains memos and notes; sets password access to
sensitive information; maintains a pool of pupil
information; searches, sorts, organizes and prints
transportation information; and launches frequently
used programs and documents from within the stack.
$79 retail
Chancery Software, Ltd.; 1122 Mainland St., 4th Fl.;
Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6B 2S2; 604-685-2041
or 800-937-0016 (orders)
The Signilp Sheet
Signup and registration manager
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
The Signup Sheet is designed for users who need
to sign people up for classes, activities, concerts or
any other events. A user enters information on
Events and People, and people can be signed up for
multiple events with one screen.
The Signup Sheet also provides reports and
form-letter capabilities. It may be customized for a
user's specific needs.
$985 retail; includes 4th Dimension Runtime
The Automation Group; 340 Townsend St., Ste. 432;
San Francisco, CA 94107; 415-777-9167
SIMS V2.0
Student information management system
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
SIMS, Student Information Management
System, is a complete information system designed
for managing student information and to assist
schools in making wise decisions. SIMS provides a
system for managing the master schedule, student
data, grades, attendance and discipline incident
records.
SIMS allows scheduling of students as individuals or groups while maintaining even class loads. It is
multi term, allowing schools to do future course planning for students into future terms.
There are many flexible reports, including: multiple formats for report cards, analysis of course
requests, student credits and goals, summary and statistical reporting of attendance, grades, enrollment
and student body profiles and more. There are multiple security levels.
SIMS can be customized to meet individual
school district needs. Ten hours of customization is
included in the retail price.
$3,495 retail; single user
$3,995 retail; multiuser (up to three users)
Computer Solutions; 7044 Mill Ct. SE; Olympia,
WA 98503; 206-456-1888
Spreadware Teacher's Assistant
Classroom management
Macintosh Plus or larger; Excel, Works or Wingz.
Spreadware Teachers Assistant provides numerous grading methods, any of which can be used at
any time. Tests can be weighted in any manner, and
weighting can be adjusted quickly. Detailed report
cards can be generated. Attendance reports can also
be kept and automatically tied into grading.
$29.95 retail
Spreadware; PO Box 4574; Hayward, CA 94540;
415-794-4388
Teacher's Rollbook 2.3
Complete classroom management tool
512K or larger Macintosh ; two BOOK disk drives or
hard disk drive.
Teacher's Rollbook is a full-featured roll-book
program that allows teachers to record and calculate
grades and more.
The program keeps accurate totals and the reasons for all absences and tardies.
Teacher's Rollbook keeps detailed accurate
records of a student's grades and provides reports
quickly and easily.
The program keeps track of actions a user takes
regarding behavior, reminds a user what was
assigned and keeps accurate records for later use.
Grade reports available include: grades in ID
number order, grades ran\ced from highest to lowest,
grades for an individual student and grades on a specific assignment. All reports except the individual
grade report give a user the option of printing the
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reports with student names included or with ID numbers only so grades may be posted without violating
a student's privacy.
.
Other reports available include: an alphabeucal
telephone list, birthdays, enrollment wunts by boys
and girls, follow-up report (for behav10r records),.
individual follow-up report and checked o~t items
report.
.
Jn addition, Teacher's Rollbook provides a
semester rollover feature that allows a user to transfer the students basic information into a new file for
a new semester without having to enter that information again.
Version 2.0 adds a parent conference.report,
three form letters, an assignment list, a check-out
report and faster printing of assignment reports.
$99 retail
·
Current Class Productions; 22824 Berendo Ave.;
Torrance, CA 90502; 213-326-4246
TestMaker
Test generator
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard 1.2 or later.
TestMaker is an examination generator stack that
allows specific questions to be marked, ordered
numerically and exported to a text file for final formatting in a word processor.
A user can generate an exam "key" with the correct answers highlighted. Questions are date-stamped
to indicate when they were last used. The program
also allows multiple choice, true/false or essay ques- ·
tions.
$12retail
.
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill, CA
94523; 800-888-7667
TestWright
Instructional test generation, management and analysis
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM (2 MB recommended); hard disk drive; ImageWriter. .
TestWright is an instructional test generauon,
management and analysis apphcauon that 1s built on
a relational database. It stores thousands of test
items, creates and prints tests, provides both internal
and spreadsheet entries of student answers, calculates scores, prints several types of test reports, does
item analysis and stores and monitors essenual test
management information.
TestWright provides security for tests and test
items through password protection and controlled
admission of users. Tests may mclude graphics and
may be administered online. Items may be typed into
simple forms or imported in several ways. Items may
also be weighted.
$545 retail; multiuser (software for host and three
g11ests)
$345 retail; single user
$25 retail; demo
.
Preceptor Systems, Inc.; PO Box 3941; Fredenck,
MD 21701; 301-662-6883
VersaText Vl.2
Reading and language skills development
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; System 6.0
or later; MacRecorder for sound (if desired).
VersaText is a reading and language skills development package that provides for the creation and
running of interactive lessons in a context-based,
text-centered environment. Graphics and sound can
also be incorporated to enhance comprehension. and
promote aural language skills. Emphasis 1s on. simplicity and comprehensive integration of readmg and
language activities.
.
.
VersaText 's Authoring System 1s a shell environment that allows automated lesson creation on any
subject. Minimal word processing skills are used to
input and manipulate the text (that may be directly
imported from ASCII files), annotate the text and
create comprehension exercises. The VersaText.
Instruction System is used to run the lessons. Five

types of learning activities are offered: leisure reading, speed reading, emphasized text, annotated text
and comprehens10n exercises.
$195 retail
JCD Corp.; 750 N. Freedom Blvd.; Provo,
UT 84601; 801 -373-3233 or 800-658-8567 (orders)

Vertical Markets/
Engineering
ACNAP3
AC circuit analysis program
512K or larger Macintosh.
.
. .
ACNAP3 is a general-purpose lmear circuit
analysis program that analyzes passive and active
circuits consisting of resistors, capacitors, mductors,
transistors, operational amplifiers, FETs, transformers, etc. Circuit information can be stored to disk for
later editing and/or further analysis.
ACNAP enables a user to create component
models or edit existing ones. Models may contain
other models and may be nested as deeply as desired.
ACNAP performs magnitude, phase and delay
calculations at any node. A user can direct ACNAP
to compute the complex input and output
.
impedances at any node over a range of frequencies.
ACNAP will compute component sens111v1t1es .and
uses tolerances to perform Monte Carlo analysis .and
calculate worst case outputs, savmg worst case circuit configurations for review.
$349.95 retail
BY Engineering; 2023 C!Jicago Ave., Ste. B13;
Riverside, CA 92507; 714-781 -0252
ACTFIL
Active filter design/realization program
512K or larger Macintosh.
.
ACTFIL is a stand-alone active transform synthesis and filter realization program that computes
detailed design parameters and •transfer-function
coefficients given the desired fiher requirements.
The program provides solutions for active lowpass, highpass, bandpass and band-reject filters.
Butterworth and Chebychev responses are selectable,
as is a choice of realizable circuits.
.
ACTFIL enables a user to design complex multiple-stage fiirers up to the 26th order as easily as simple filter configurations. It computes magmtude,
phase and delay .characteristics .of the filter a user
specifies. Both lmear and loganthm1c frequency
steps are selectable.
$124.95 retail
BY Engineering; 2023 Chicago Ave., Ste. Bl 3;
Riverside, CA 92507; 714-781-0252
ADS-MGMStation-Electronics
Symbols for schematics and drawings
512K or larger Macintosh .
ADS-MGMStation-Electronics is a comprehensive compilation of electronic, electro~mechani
cal and electrical symbols developed sp~c1fically to
allow the creation of complex electronic schematics
and drawings. There are more than 15 libraries covering all the primary ANSI .symbols. They are accessible by mouse to any pos1t10n on a drawmg. The
symbols can be altered to any. scale, angle o~ d1m~n
sion, providing complete flex1b1hty for man1pulatmg
all components of a drawmg.
The symbols are precise rep~esentations of the
most common analog, digital, solid state, microwave
and RF, logic and system templates. The package
also includes complete circuits, connectors and bussings, as well as a self-paced learning tutorial.
$195 retail
·
Compu-Arch; l 954 Cotner Ave.; Los Angeles,
CA 90025; 213-312-6632
ADS-MGMStation-Mechanical
Mechanical symbols
512K or larger Macintosh.
. .
.
ADS-MGMStation-Mechan1cal 1s an mtegrated
compilation of mechanical symbols stored in
.
libraries developed specifically for mechamcal eng1-
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neers, plumbing contractors, spe~ialists in HVAC
systems and other design profess10nals. hallows the
creation of complex schematics and drawmgs. Tuer~
are more than 20 librarieS', all to MIL STD and architectural standards.
'
The symbols aie precise representations of t~e
most commonly used templates for heating, vennlation, air conditioning, welding, piping, valves, duc.twork, gas, electrical, refrigeration systems, plumbmg
outlets and fixtures. Also included are comprehensive air flow design, heat power-systems equipment
and components, instrumentation in flow plants and
air-conditioning systems, as well as a self-paced
learning tutorial.
$195 retail
Compu-Arch; l 954 Cotner Ave.; Los Angeles,
CA 90025; 213-312-6632
AISC Code Check Version 2.0
Steel-member design program ·
512K or larger Macintosh.
AISC Code Check is a general-purpose steelmember design-database program that ~ses the elastic-design method of the Amencan Institute of Steel
Construction (AISC 8th edition) to design steel
beams, struts, columns and members subjected to
combinations of axial loads, shear forces and bending moments (uniaxial or biax ial).
The program is supplied with database files that
contain a library of standard W, M, S, HP, C, MC,
Tees, pipes and tubing-shaped steel cross sect10ns.
This library can be updated or appended by .a user.
A user selects a suitable steel cross secuon from
the library, manually inputs forces, moments and .
parameters, and then determines whether a member
profile meets the provision of structural code or not.
$99.95 retail
Micro-Besst, Jnc.; 98-01 67th Ave., Ste. l IB; Rego
Park, NY 11374; 718-896-7418
AISC DataBase
American Institute of Steel Construction shapes
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The AISC DataBase includes the complete
American Institute of Steel Construction shapes data
files. It is available in Dquble Helix II, Excel and
ASCII formats.
$75 retail
Yeoman Technical Software; RFD #3, 629
Voluntown Rd. ; Jewett City, CT 06351 ; 203-3762952
Analyst V3.0
.
Integrated set of application packag.es that !lr?~1des
information analysis and hypermedia capab1hues
Macintosh II; 5 MB of RAM; Pare Place Systems'
Smal/talk-80 for Mac fl.
. .
Analyst is an integrated set of apphcauon packages implemented in the Smalltalk-80 environment
that provide a wide range of mformatlon analysis
capabilities.
Analyst provides an integrated information management system th.at o.rganizes all data, resources and
applications. Apphcat10ns provided by An~lyst are
window-based and employ a umform user mterface.
Applications include: Information Center, Text
Editing, Document Layout, Report General:!on,
Business Graphics, Spreadsheets, Outlmes, Personal
Databases, Maps and Images, Printing .and
Communications. A complete and flexible system of
security-level designations is included.
$ l ,095 retail
Xerox Special Information Systems; 250 N. Halstead
St.; PO Box 5608; Pasadena, CA 91107;
818-351-2351
Ansys-PC/Linear 4.3
Finite element analysis
Macintosh fl ; 2 MB of RAM; 40 MB (minimum)
hard disk drive; 68020168030 processor;
68881168882 mathfloating-point coprocessor.
Ansys-PC/Linear handles a wide r~ge of analysis types including static, modal, dynamic response
and random vibration in one, two and three dupensions. These analyses are performed on models built
with the library that contains shell, sohd,.beam, pipe,
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gap and other elements. With all of these capabilities
and a wavefront of 800, users can model and analyze
large, complex systems.
The interactive preprocessor contains comprehensive routines for model building in two and three
dimensions. Once the finite element models are built,
analysts can specify boundary conditions of acceleration, force, nodal displacement, pres.sure load and
thermal load. Post-processing can be done via graphic displays or with tabular listings for both static and
dynamic analyses. Solution output can be sorted and
selected with a database language. Math operations
can be used to combine or scale results.
Call for pricing
Swanson Analysis Systems, Inc.; Johnson Rd., PO
Box 65; Houston, PA 15342; 412-746-3304
Assembly View 1.0
Design For Assembly (DFA) analysis tool
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; System
6.0.2 or later.
Assembly View is a Macintosh-based cost-estimating tool that enables mechanical designers, analysis engineers and project managers to perform
Design For Assembly (DFA) analyses during the
early stages of design, thus resolving manufacturing
problems and minimizing the cost for goods, assembly time and time-to-market for a product. Because
the design process can fix up to 85 percent of all Iifecycle costs of a product, DFA tools can have a dramatic impact on a company's bottom line.
Assembly View is a user friendly and customizable analysis tool, providing crucial manufacturing
feedback in a stimulating and interactive format.
Simple point-and-click procedures allow users to
describe an assembly quickly, using graphics icons
and answering multiple choice DFA questions.
Assembly time bar charts and DFA measurement
allow users to easily focus on problem areas and
immediately perform what-if analyses.
$1,500 retail
Sapphire Design Systems, Inc.; 845 Oak Grove Ave.,
Ste. 115; Menlo Park, CA 94025; 415-321-3595
The Assistant
Tool to help reorganize and expand information centers
Macintosh II; Analyst V3.0.
Users of the Xerox Analyst hypermedia system
have the means to organize data for rapid retrieval.
Adding The Assistant to the Analyst provides the
means to automatically reorganize previously filed
data based on new information. The Assistant is a
tool that reduces the time it takes to reclassify, refile
or simply browse through previously filed items.
The Assistant increases productivity by using the
power of links and keywords to determine the effect
of new data on previously stored items. It automatically creates new keywords, unlinks obsolete ones or
refiles data items into new folders. An elevation
report provided by The Assistant lists each new association and link found and made in the hypertext network according to a user's specifications.
The Assistant employs the same user interfaces
as the Analyst and comes with demonstration data
and a user guide.
·
$495 retail
Xerox Special Information Systems; 250 N. Halstead
St.; PO Box 5608; Pasadena, CA 91107;
818-351 -235 1
Beam Mac
Structural beam analysis and design
Macintosh Plus or larger; floppy disk drive or hard
disk drive ; imageWriter or laserWriter.
Beam Mac analyzes and helps design simple
beams. It allows any number of static loads, including node, element, sloped, moments, trapezoidal distributed, etc. (limited only by RAM).
A beam can consist of up to four nodes, each of
which may be supported or unrestrained. Each ele-

men! can have its own characteristics. Double-clicking on a node or element will allow a user to change
it; multiple nodes or elements may be changed all at
once or in a group.
Loads can be applied in groups with factors. The
analysis is done by the stiffness matrix method.
Nineteen-digit precision is used in all calculations. A
partial AISC section table, which can be expanded, is
included.
A main window shows the original and/or
deflected shape, loads, etc. A separate window
shows elements with loads, tension, shear, moment
and deflection. Another window shows any node as a
free body with all loads, forces and moments acting
on it. Four other windows show input text, output
text and section table.
$145 retail
Compuneering Inc.; 113 McCabe Crescent;
Thornhill, Ontario, Canada IAJ 2S6; 416-738-4601
Beam Mac2
Structural beam analysis and design
Macintosh Plus or larger; floppy disk drive or hard
disk drive; ImageWriter or laserWriter.
Beam Mac 2 analyzes and helps design any continuous or simple beam. It allows any number of
nodes, supports, elements, static loads, etc. (including node, element, sloped, moments and trapezoidal
distributed), and is limited only by RAM. There can
typically be up to 200 nodes per MB of RAM.
Each node may be supported or unrestrained,
rigid or hinged; each element can have its own characteristics. Double-clicking on a node or element
allows a user to type in a change, and multiple nodes
or elements can be changed in groups.
Loads can be applied in groups with factors.
Analysis is done by the stiffness matrix method.
Nineteen-digit precision is used in all calculations. A
partial AISC section table, which can be expanded, is
included.
A main window shows the original and/or
deflected shape, loads, etc. A separate window
shows elements with loads, tension, shear, moment
and deflection. Another window shows any node as a
free body with all loads, forces and moments acting
on it. Four other windows show input text, output
text and section table.
$345 retail
Compuneering Inc.; 113 McCabe Crescent;
Thornhill, Ontario, Canada IAJ 2S6; 416-738-4601
Benchmark Professional Survey System VS.Sa
Land surveying; subdivision design
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive.
The Benchmark Professional Survey System is a
collection of integrated calculation routines that
solve most problems encountered in land surveying
and subdivision design.
An AutoCAD-Benchmark Interface provides a
series of commands to create Drawing Interchange
Files for AutoCAD.
$795 retail
The Computersmith, Inc.; 141 Kimball Hill Rd.;
Hudson, NH 03051; 603-889-2670
CADSap
Structural form work design
Macintosh Plus or larger.
CADSap permits automatic drafting of the structural plans for reinforced concrete structures that
have been analyzed by MacSap.
MacSap has a complete three-dimensional CAD
system for the acquisition of three-dimensional wireframe geometry. With CADSap, it is possible to take
advantage of Mac Sap's simplicity in describing a
structure and to obtain a draft of the structural plans.
CADSap offers automation of the production for
a technical office, producing executive drawings
directly from the data used for the structural analysis.
In order to obtain the drawing of the structural plans,
CADSap transforms the wire-frame draft into a solid
drawing by using the cross section dimensions of the
pillars and beams. It performs a section at the elevation desired by a user and eliminates the superim

posed lines and adapts the drawing to the models
adopted for drafting structural plans. The drafts are
complete with the dimensions of the structural elements.
$1,200 U.S. retail
Softing s .~. l.; Via Reggio Calabria, 6; 00161 Rome,
Italy; 39-6-422531 or 39-6-426101
Chameleon
100 million-plus weights and measures conversion
Any Macintosh.
Chameleon is a general-purpose weights and
measures conversion program.
The program can perform more than 100 million
conversions in 16 different dimensions, including:
distance, mass, time, temperature, energy and work,
pressure, force, illumination, area, volume, speed,
density, power, flow rate, moment of inertia of area
and moment of inertia of volume. Within any dimension, the range of possible conversions generally
covers 36 orders of magnitude, ranging in distance,
for example, from the tiny attometer ( l .OE-18
meters) to the exameter (l.OE+l 8 meters).
Conversion factors are accurate to six significant
digits and are displayed in scientific notation, if necessary.
$69.95 retail
Spectrum Computing, Inc.; PO Box 141097; Coral
Gables, FL 33114; 305-665-0404
CircuitMaker 2.2
Digital logic design, simulation and schematic generation
512K or larger Macintosh.
CircuitMaker is a fully integrated schematic capture and digital simulation program. It enables users
to quickly draw any electronic circuit and then simulate the digital portion of the circuit. A library of·
common TTL and miscellaneous devices is provided. In addition, Option I enables users to define their
own fully functional symbols, and Option 2 provides
an additional device library. Editing features, such as
rubberband move of devices and wires, undo and
automatic wire snap, make circuit construction easy.
Operation of the circuit can be observed via a logic
analyzer timing display, by enabling a powerful trace
feature that shows the state of every node in the circuit simultaneously as the simulation runs, or by
connecting a variety of LED displays into the circuit.
$150 retail
$100 retail; Option 1, macro devices
$100 retail; Option 2, additional TTL device library
MicroCode Engineering; 1943 North 205 West;
Orem, UT 84057; 801-226-4470
Co-Geometry Excel Templates
Coordinate geometry
Macintosh Plus or larger; Microsoft Excel.
Co-Geometry is a set of 16 Excel templates that
perform five separate coordinate geometry functions.
They are designed for use by civil engineers, professional surveyors, land planners, architects and others
involved in mapping and/or land development, such
as subdivision layout, road layout, land division and
boundary reconstruction.
Co-Geometry can create new point locations and
assign point ID numbers; calculate area, closure and
point locations; calculate bearings, distances, areas,
curve angles, radii, tangents, chords and arc lengths;
adjust locations; and create text documents that can
be imported.
$300 retail
Planning & Engineering Resources, Inc.; P.O Box
2019; Ocala, FL 32678; 904-629-0211
CogoMaster
Surveying
512KE or larger Macilllosh , except SE/30, llx, /lex.
CogoMaster II is designed to aid surveyors and
other related professionals in the calculation and
manipulation of coordinate geometry.
Routines are included for traverse, inverse, curve
calculation, area, bearing-bearing intersect, bearingdistance intersect, distance-distance intersect, enter
and assign coordinates, compass rule adjustment,
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sideshot, stakeout and changes in file size. Bearings
may be entered using quadrants, cardinal directions
or by reference to other points, including adding or
subtracting angles from the reference line.
Users can determine the bearing and distance
between any of the assigned points, design curves
along traverses and determine the area lying within
traverse points, including curves.
$75 retail
Guenzi Surveys; Box 127, #38 CDR; Glendive,
MT 59330; 406-365-3527
Composite Wing Optimization
Structural design of composite aircraft wings
512K or larger Macintosh; two diskette drives.
Composite Wing Optimization is an engineering
package designed for engineers working in the
aerospace/aviation industry.
A user can design models of composite aircraft
wings by entering data into dialog boxes. After the
preliminary model is completed, a user can review
the data and modify the thicknesses by viewing the
stress distributions, material allowables and margins
of safety that are printed on one screen for each
structural part.
The program uses the Weissinger Discrete
Vortex Method for determining the airload distribution for any wing configuration. Matrix calculations
are used to determine loads, deflections, twist, tensile
stresses, compressive stresses and shear stresses in
the various components of the wing. A user can
change the wing planform shape, wing airfoil shape,
flight load conditions and material properties. The
program takes into account the stiffness in the different structural parts. The graphics output includes
stress plots, detl~ctions, geometric definition and
load distributions.
$125 retail
Aircraft Designs, Inc.; 25380 Boots Rd.; Monterey,
CA 93940; 408-649-6212
ConvertUnits
Unit conversion
512KE or larger Macintosh.
ConvertUnits is available as a powerful unit conversion desk accessory and as a HyperCard stack. It
has been designed for use in business, science and
education and provides conversion of any standard
unit of measure to any other compatible unit of measure.
Individually accessible databases (Basic
Conversions, Electricity, Heat, History, Light &
Radiation, Mechanics, Unit Costs & Quantities and
Whimsy) contain more than 1,500 different units
organized in 100 modes, including length, volume,
force, charge, heat capacity, mass and power.
There are more than 60,000 unit conversions
possible, with potential accuracy to 14 significant
figures. A hierarchical access method prevents accidental conversion.
Also included are 58 commonly used physical
constants, 13 compound units (such as feet, inches
and fractions), 170 units from ancient history and
world time conversions between more than 200 locations from around the globe.
Conversions can be recorded in journals (complete with unit names and values), and can be pasted
into documents in other applications or printed
directly from journal windows. The ConvertUnits
window can be zoomed down to display only the
values and the unit settings, to allow power-user conversions between the window and a user document.
On the lighter side, the Whimsy database provides general-interest facts about the world and the
solar system.
The program comes with a comprehensive, fully
illustrated manual, complete with a tutorial and
information on metric units and the process and history of measurement.

$59.95 each retail
$74.95 retail; both as a desk accessory and as a
HyperCard stack
GraphicText Applications, Inc.; 815 Princess Ave.;
Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6A 3E5; 604-255-8077
Cosmos/M
Finite element system
Macintosh 11; 4 MB of RAM; 40 MB hard disk drive ;
68882 math coprocessor; color monitor; color card.
Cosmos/M is a full-function finite element package consisting of a preprocessor, a mesh and model
generator, a postprocessor and color graphics. The
program performs linear and non-linear static and
dynamic, structural, thermal, fluid and electrical network analyses.
Cosmos/M determines stresses, strains, displacements, forces and temperature distribution in structures subjected to external loads, forces and imposed
boundary conditions.
·
Cosmos/M features an extensive element library,
load options and materials libraries with composites.
It has a straightforward CAD interface to allow any
IGES or DXF file to be analyzed.
$995 and up retail
Structural Research and Analysis Corp.; 1661
Lincoln Blvd., Ste. 200; Santa Monica, CA 90404;
213-452-2158
Daylite 2.0
Daylight analysis
512K or larger Macintosh.
Daylite is a daylighting analysis application
designed for architectural engineering.
It quantifies the effects of natural illumination
and calculates glare and contrast values. Hourly,
monthly or yearly studies can be performed for up to
49 points in a user-defined room, indicating absolute
illuminance, solar heat gains (to help determine peak
cooling periods) and point-specific internally reflected illuminance. Using this calculated data, Daylite
then determines the contribution natural illumination
makes to the building's total design lighting load
when any of five electric lighting control strategies
are employed.
The program analyzes the effects of vertical,
horizontal and tilted glazing, as well as overhangs,
fins, light shelves, skylights, Light wells, monitors
and sawtooths.
In addition, the program offers three-dimensional rotating building images that illustrate illumination
levels in a net-like pattern; produces isolumen contour plots on a scaled floor plan; and draws bar
graphs indicating the contributions of natural light to
the overall design load.
Daylite uses location-specific climate data, available on disk, for 244 locations in the United States.
$489 retail
Solarsoft; 12672 Skyline Blvd.; Woodside,
CA 94062; 415-851-4484
DCNAP2
DC circuit analysis program
512K or larger Macintosh.
DCNAP2 is a general purpose linear DC circuit
analysis program that analyzes passive and active
DC circuits consisting of resistors, voltage sources,
independent current sources, dependent current
sources, operational amplifiers, FETs, transistors,
etc.
The program's fast machine code is optimized
for speed, calculating all node and element voltages,
branch currents and component power dissipation of
a typical 5-node circuit in less than three seconds.
DCNAP performs sensitivity, Monte Carlo and
Worst Case analysis. In addition, a user may iterate
the value of a component while performing node
voltage, branch V, I and W or node impedance calculations, graphing the results to the screen,
ImageWriter or LaserWriter. Users may use the supplied component libraries, create their own models or
edit and save the existing models.
$199.95 retail
BV Engineering; 2023 Chicago Ave., Ste. B13;
Riverside, CA 92507; 714-781-0252
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Design/CPN
CPN analysis methods
Macintosh fl; 4 MB of RAM.
Design/CPN is a simulator that supports the
development of large hierarchical and executable
graphics models for complex concurrent systems,
such as communications protocols, telephone switching networks, distributed processing systems, flexible manufacturing systems, software designs and
hardware architectures. It combines the power of formal mathematical inscriptions based on Colored
Petri Nets (CPN) with the clarity of graphical models
to provide a concise representation of system behavior.
Meta Software offers tutorials, customized support and consulting services to help customers build
successful Design/CPN applications. Future
Design/CPN updates will include the inclusion of
formal CPN analysis methods other than simulation.
$20,000 retail
Meta Software Corp.; 150 CambridgePark Dr.;
Cambridge, MA 02140; 617-576-6920 or
800-227-4106
DesignScope
Electronic system design and analysis
512K or larger Macintosh.
DesignScope is an electronic design tool that
allows a user to simulate systems before designing a
component circuitry. It facilitates a "top-down"
approach, allowing a user to connect and specify
operational parameters for functional "blocks," such
as VCOs, VCFs, PLLs, differentiators, integrators,
comparators, clippers, rectifiers, ANDs, XORs,
mono-stable one-shots and more. DesignScope is not
a schematic capture design tool, but instead enables a
user to more quickly design and test circuits before
committing them to low-level design.
· Dual-trace oscilloscope views, as well as Fourier
transformations and filter response plots may be displayed on screen. Simulations may begin with programmable VCO blocks or waveforms imported in
numeric format from the Clipboard. Likewise, signals resulting from simulations can be exported to
spreadsheets for further analysis.
$250 retail
BrainPower, Inc.; 30497 Canwood St., Ste. 201 ;
Agoura Hills, CA 91301; 818-707-1712 or
800-345-0519
DesignWorks
Interactive electronic circuit design
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM; System
6.0.3 or later.
Design Works is an integrated schematic diagram
and digital logic simulation package for electronics
engineers.
Features include: completely interactive simulation; presents a "live" circuit on screen that responds
immediately to connection, input and parameter
changes; advanced schematic editing with bussing,
multipage drawings, integrated symbql editor, error
checking, cut/copy/paste, rubberbanding, etc.; full
libraries of hundreds of standard logic and analog
devices; PLD and PROM simulation support when
used with MacAbel; and net and component lists for
PCB layout, Spice analog simulation, etc.
$995 retail
Capilano Computing, Ltd.; #501-1168 Hamilton St.;
Vancouver, BC, Canada V6B 2S2; 604-669-6343
DetailsDetails
Structural steel connection design
Macintosh Plus or larger.
DetailsDetails provides structural steel connection design for steel detailers. It includes prying
action, moment connections, shear tabs, single angle
framing and others. It also includes the AISC
DataBase.
$475 retail
Yeoman Technical Software; RFD #3, 629
Voluntown Rd.; Jewett City, CT 06351;
203-376-2952
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Discsim
Six degree-of-freedom wave-frequency motion simulator for vessels with azimuthal symmetry
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive recommended.
Discsim is a comprehensive 6 degree-of-freedom
wave-frequency motion simulation for the special
case of azimuthal hull symmetry. This simulation is
thus suited for simulation of buoy motions and loads
in single-point mooring applications and for round
vessel geometries often associated with operations in
the presence of persistent ice.
Discsim utilizes an efficient algorithm for the
calculation of wave-frequency forces and moments
which permits accurate simulation using as input
only gross hydrostatic and mass properties, eliminating the need for tedious and error-prone input of vessel lines details. This typically permits
comprehensive simulations to be completed in one
hour or less. A wide range of environmental conditions is accommodated, including extensive built-in
wave spectral types, azimuthal spreading of wave
directions and an optional independent background
swell. Accelerations, velocities and displacements at
any point on the vessel can be computed. Effects of
finite water depth are fully simulated and either
English or metric units may be selected for vessel
specification and data output. Output is in the form
of amplitude and phase of vessel Response
Amplitude Operators (RAOs) and/or statistical characterizations of vessel response to irregular wave
conditions. Simulation is carried out in the frequency
domain , resulting in short execution times and unambiguous predictions of statistical response values.
$10,000 retail
SeaSoft Systems; 250 Ribera Dr., Ste. B; Santa
Barbara, CA 93111; 805-683-3002
Douglas CAD/CAM Layout Systems
Printed circuit-board design and manufacturing
5/2K or larger Macintosh.
Douglas CAD/CAM is a family of products for
electronic design and manufacturing. Conventional
assembly procedures and surface mount technology
(SMT) are supported in addition to solder masks and
silk-screen layers.
The software is particularly flexible, accommodating a variety of grids, pads, holes and trace
widths. User-definable parts are accepted 3!Jd include
opportunities for custom pads up to 0.400 by 0.400inches in size. A layout area of 32 by 32 inches, 50
levels of magnification and grid sizes down to 0.00 !inch are provided. Depending on a user 's output
needs, there are three programs available.
The Basic Layout allows users to complete all
design work, but requires that they send their files to
Douglas to generate photoplots and/or boards. No
other output is available with this package.
With Douglas CAD/CAM Print, users can generate dot matrix and LaserWriter output. Douglas
CAD/CAM Plot allows for both print output and pen
plot output on all popular plotters. The database created during layout is then used as the basis of the
fabrication process at the Douglas CAM facility,
controlling each step from layout through profile
routing.
$95 retail; layout system software
$395 retail; with print option
$525 retail; together with print and pen plot option
Douglas Electronics; 718 Marina Blvd.; San
Leandro, CA 94577; 4 l 5-483-8770
Douglas CAD/CAM Professional System
Integrated CAD/CAM for electronic design and
manufacturing
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Douglas CAD/CAM Professional System is
a fully integrated engineering tool that will take a
user from the schematic drawing to the final routed
board. This end-to-end system includes Schematic,
Professional Layout and AutoRouter.

Professional Layout has all the features of the
Douglas CAD/CAM Plot program, in addition to full
color support on the Macintosh II, unlimited multilayers and integration with Schematic and
AutoRouter via the parts list. Schematic includes
digital simulation, bussing, user-definable devices
and net list generation. AutoRouter is a commandfile driven, multipass router that will handle up to 16
layers.
Upon completing the board layout, users can
transfer their files directly to the Douglas CAM facility where photoplots 'and/or prototype boards can be
produced. Quick turnarounds of 24 hours for artwork
and three days for circuit boards are available. Other
add-ons to the Professional System include Gerber
conversion software (both in and out), drill tape creation software and an analog simulation package,
MacSpice.
$1,500 retail; Professional Layout
$700 retail; Schematic
$700 retail; AutoRouter
$250 retail; Gerber File Creator
$250 retail; Gerberln
$150 retail; Drill Tape Creator
$1,500 retail; MacSpice
$25 retail; Professional System demo
Douglas Electronics; 718 Marina Blvd.; San
Leandro, CA 94577; 415-483-8770
OS-Concrete
Concrete beam analysis and design
512K or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive or hard
disk drive; Microsoft Excel.
OS-Concrete allows a user to analyze and design
concrete beams, plot column interaction curves and
design spread footings. It consists of four programs:
Concrete Beam Analysis, Concrete Beam Design,
Rectangular Concrete Column Design and Spread
Footing Design.
The programs are designed to reduce the time
required to produce engineering calculations and
reduce the chance of error. Online help and numerous examples are provided in the manual to explain
the function of each program. The equations used to
produce the output can be viewed while in each program and are they also included in the printed copy
for supporting documentation.
$195 retail
$5 retail; HyperCard demo
Daystar Software, Inc.; 5906 NW Walnut Creek Dr.;
Kansas City, MO 64152; 816-741-4310
OS-Steel
Steel frame and truss design
512K or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive or hard
disk drive; Microsoft Excel.
The OS-Steel program designs steel frames and
trusses according to the 1980 AISC code. Design
information, such as loads and member lengths, may
be read from Frame Mac, text files or entered manually. In addition to the standard AISC shapes included in the program, users may create their own
shapes.
A complete AlSC stress check is calculated. This
includes allowable major and minor axis bending
stresses, and allowable tension or compression axial
stresses. Combined stresses that exceed code requirements are indicated, allowing changes to be made to
these members.
$195 retail
$5 retail; HyperCard demo
Daystar Software, Inc.; 5906 NW Walnut Creek Dr.;
Kansas City, MO 64152; 816-741-4310
OS-Wood
Wood frame and truss design
512K or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive or hard
disk drive ; Microsoft Excel.
The OS-Wood program designs wood frames
and trusses according to the 1985 AITC code.
Design information, such as loads and member
lengths, may be read from Frame Mac, text files or
entered manually.
A complete AITC stress check is calculated.
This includes major and minor axis bending stresses,
tension and compression stresses and horizontal

shear stresses. Combined stresses that exceed code
requirements are indicated, allowing changes to be
made to these members.
$195 retail
$5 retail; HyperCard demo
Daystar Software, Inc.; 5906 NW Walnut Creek Dr.;
Kansas City, MO 64152; 816-741-4310
DSP Designer
Digital signal processing
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM and floating-point coprocessor recommended; System 6.0.2
or later; MPW 3.0 or 3.1.
DSP Designer is an integrated design environment for developing Digital Signal Processing (DSP)
applications. DSP Designer features advanced
design, analysis, simulation and implementation
capabilities for digital filters. It also provides creation, manipulation and display of real and complex
test signals, filter code generation for the Motorola
DSP56000/l 24-bit digital signal processor and realtime evaluation of DSP56000/l programs on a
Digidesign Audiomedia or Sound Accelerator card.
$895 retail
$995 retail; bundled with MPW
Zola Technologies, Inc.; 6195 Heards Creek Dr. NW,
Ste. 201 ; Atlanta, GA 30328; 404-843-2972
OynaPerspective
Three-dimensional modeling and design presentation
Macintosh II family; 2 to B MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; high-resolution color or gray-scale monitor;
B-bit video card.·
DynaPerspective is a three-dimensional modeling and design presentation program that can stand
alone or enhance other CAD systems with its threedimensional innovations and unique features.
Highly flexible geometric primitives allow rapid
creation of designs, assigning such attributes as
color, transparency, line type, border display, etc.,
which can be edited at any stage of the construction.
A user can instantly change the color and perspective
of the rendered object(s) without recalculation.
Library parts, included with the program, can be
used and further edited and customized. Users can
create their own parts library as well.
Automatic or step-by-step walk-through presentations are easily created.
$1,495 retail
Dynaware Corp.; 1163 Chess Dr., Ste. J; Foster City,
CA 94404; 415-349-5700 or 800-444-3962
ECA-2
Analog circuit simulation program
5 l 2K or larger Macintosh,
ECA-2 is an analog circuit simulator that provides simulation times more than twice as fast as
Spice.
Graphics are plotted as the points are computed
in real time. Data can also be displayed in tabular
form. ECA-2 is fully intyractive, or a batch mode can
be used.
Other features include AC, DC, transient,
Fourier, temperature, worst-case and Monte Carlo
analyses. An analysis can be performed at a temperature while sweeping component values. Also included are extensive non-linear capabilities,
Spice-compatible models and sine, pulse, PWL,
SFFM and exponential function generators.
EC-Ace is a low-cost subset of ECA-2. It offers
the same interactive style; AC, DC and transient
analyses; and high-quality real-time graphic output.
It does not offer Fourier, worst-case, Monte Carlos
analyses, commands to sweep components and some
other advanced ECA-2 component functions. An
upgrade from EC-Ace to ECA-2 is available.
The ECA-2 Evaluation Kit includes the ECA-2
demo plus a complete 525-page ECA-2 user's manual.
$775 retail; ECA-2
$145 retail; EC-Ace
$45 retail; ECA-2 Evaluation Kit
Tatum Labs, Inc.; 3917 Research Park Dr., B-1; Ann
Arbor, Ml 48108; 313-663-8810
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Vertical Markets/
Engineering
Electro Bits
Circuit graphics
Any Macintosh; external disk drive or hard disk
drive; MacPaint, SuperPaint, Ful/Paint or compatible program.
Electro Bits is a collection of more than 200
electronic elements and more than 40 microcomputer
template symbols to draw circuit diagrams and flow
charts. All of the elements and symbols are indexed
into libraries.
The program is comprised of the following
libraries: Amplifiers, Audio, Capacitors, Filters,
Flip-Flops, Flow Charts, Gates, Integrated Circuits,
Miscellaneous, Resistors and Semiconductors.
Electro Bits can be used to create schematics and
circuit diagrams, generate flow charts .and assembly
drawings and more. It includes more than 50 24point schematic font symbols.
$24.95 retail U.S .; $35 retail non-U.S.
$5 retail U.S.; $7 retail non-U.S. Demo.
Medina Software, Inc.; PO Box 521917; Longwood,
FL 32752; 407-260-1676
Energy Usage Analysis 2.1
Analyzes electric energy usage
Macintosh Plus or larger; Microsoft Excel.
· Energy Usage Analysis includes eight templates
with seven charts that analyze electric energy usage
in a variety of ways. Every template is professionally
prebuilt and formatted. All a user does is add the raw
data and the templates do the rest.
Energy Usage Analysis includes: point in time
usage; home energy use; hourly energy log; daily
energy log; electricity bill analysis; home energy
index; and two monthly calendars.
$29.95 retail
HeadStart Software; PO Box 51596; Durham,
NC 27717; 919-556-8792
Engineer's Aide I: Process
Integrated package of nine programs for process
engineers
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Engineer's Aide is an integrated process engineering package designed for chemical and process
engineers.
Pipeline sizing determines pipeline diameter
based on a target pressure drop or gives pressure
drop for a given pipe diameter for gases or
liquids.Heat Exchanger sizing sizes shell and tube
heat exchangers for either liquid, gas, cpndensing or
boiling on either side without supplying thermal conductivity or heat transfer coefficients. Project
Financial Analysis and the Conversion Calculator
provide quick conversion of hundreds of engineering
units plus rate of return, net present value and payback period. The Specification Writer then provides
custom specifications for purchasing any of the
equipment sized in Engineer's Aide. An on line fluid
properties library determines·fluid properties at any
temperature or pressure and loads these values into
any equipment sizing module.
$695 retail; English or metric
$1, 195 retail; Professional version
Epcon; PO Box 270; Woodsfield, OH 43793;
614-472-5300 or 800-367-3585
Engineer's Aide II: Mechanical
Package of eight programs for engineers in manufacturing and process industries
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
Engineer's Aide II: Mechanical is comprised of
eight programs for engineers in manufacturing and
process industries.
Engineer's CAD does engineering drawings,
design specifications, unlimited custom engineering
calculations (handbook on disk) and more than 100
million unit conversions. Conveyor Sizing allows
users to size belt and screw conveyors with an extensive library of solid properties. Mechanical Drive
Sizing provides analysis of V-belts, flat belts and

roller chains for transmission of power. Mechanical
Shape Analysis calculates the geometric and structural characteristics of mechanical shapes drawn by a
user. Shaft Alignment Analysis makes recommendations for the specific movement of coupled equipment to provide precise alignment of rotating
equipment.
$695 retail
Epcon; PO Box 270; Woodsfield, OH 43793;
614-472-5300 or 800-367-3585
Engineer's CAD
Engineering tools
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
Engineer's CAD is a multifeatured product targeted for the specific needs of engineers.
Engineering Sketch Pad does scaled drawings with
localized smoothing and reshaping of objects.
Specification Processor is a full-featured word processor designed to do detailed engineering design
specifications with a built-in 120,000-word engineering/scientific dictionary/spelling checker. Equation
Solver allows for input of custom engineering formulas with multiple sub-formulas, including all
trigonometric and logarithmic functions. Once the
equation is defined, the program acts as a standalone application for each custom formula set. Unit
Conversions has the capability of more than 100 million unit conversions selected from menus of basic,
derived and combined units. When an engineering
calculation is performed, a specification and graphical display is automatically generated for development of the design specification. A library of
common engineering symbols is also included.
$495 retail
Epcon; PO Box 270; Woodsfield, OH 43793;
614-472-5300 or 800-367-3585
Engineering Symbols Library
Design and drafting symbols
Macintosh Plus or larger; Claris CAD or MacDraw
II.

Engineering Symbols Library is a design and
drafting symbols library that contains a wealth of
two-dimensional engineering symbols precisely
drawn to conform to ANSI standards. This two-disk
volume contains more than 1,500 symbols commonly used by mechanical, electrical and chemical engineers and designers.
Features include: graphical symbol libraries for
heating, ventilating and air conditioning; heat-power
apparatus; chemical process flow equipment; pipes,
pipe fittings and valves; chemical structures and elemental symbols; arrows; electrical and electronics
symbols; graphic symbols for electronic logic functions; welding symbols; surface texture symbols;
mechanical springs; machine screws, nuts and washers; square, socket, wood and miniature screws; hex
bolts; wing nuts; thumb screws; and rivets.
$49 retail; available in Claris CAD, MacDraw II or
PICT format
Northstar Engineering Design; 1704 Chatham Ave.;
Arden Hills, MN 55112; 612-636-1216
Engineering Tool Kit
Engineering data; graphics; statistics; regression
analysis
·
·
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Engineering Tool Kit records numeric engineering data, translates data into engineering graphics form, generates statistical reports and provides
best-fit curves.
$199 retail
Sof-Ware Tools; PO Box 8751 ; Boise, ID 83707;
208-343-1437
Fitting Analysis
Detailed analysis of fittings
512K or larger Macintosh.
Fitting Analysis is designed for engineers and
designers performing detailed analysis of fittings
with up to eight attach points.
Users enter data about a single applied load and
the coordinates of up to eight attachments. The
attach locations are entered in Cartesian coordinates
and a table of the attach forces in the X, Y and Z
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direction are then displayed. If desired, a user can
also display an isometric diagram of the attach forces
to see the magnitude and direction of each.
A Basic Interpreter listing is provided with the
program so a user can modify it. The program can be
run in the Interpreter or the. Compiled version.
$40 retail
Aircraft Designs, Inc.; 25380 Boots Rd.; Monterey,
CA 93940; 408-649-6212
Frame Mac
Structural frame analysis and design
Macintosh Plus or larger;jloppy disk drive or hard
disk drive; ImageWriter or LaserWriter.
Frame Mac analyzes and helps design twodimensional frames and trusses, as well as any beam.
The program allows any number of nodes, supports, elements and static loads, including node, element, sloped, moments and trapezoidal, to be
distributed. Each node may be rigid or partially or
fully hinged; each element can have its own characteristics. There can typically be up to about 200
nodes and 400 elements per MB of RAM.
A user can draw and change structures and loads
with the mouse and/or keyboard; change scale, units
and decimal format; apply loads in groups with factors using the stiffness matrix method; and more.
A main window shows the original and/or
deflected shape, loads, etc. A separate window
shows elements with loads, tension, shear, moment
and deflection. Another window shows any node as a
free body with all loads, forces and moments acting
on it. Four other windows show input text, output
text and section table.
$595 retail
Compuneering Inc.; 113 McCabe Crescent;
Thornhill, Ontario, Canada L4J 2S6; 416-738-4601
GeoView2.2
Contour mapping and analysis
512K or larger Macintosh .
Geo View is a contour mapping and analysis
application that creates contour maps from X, Y and
Z data. It features multiple dynamic windows, draggable maps and easy-to-use options.
Data input for Geo View is in standard ASCII
text format with tab delimiters and a carriage return
after each data set. The data field consists of site
name, X coordinate, Y coordinate and Z value. The
data may be generated with a text processor, spreadsheet or database program. It may also be downloaded from a mainframe database. Data point locations
can be either in latitude/longitude or UTM input with
one Z value per record and up to 5,000 records per
map.
Geo View draws contour maps, smoothed contour maps, overlay maps, three-dimensional maps,
base maps, residual maps, trend surface maps, total
volume and volume differential maps. Maps may be
saved as PNTG or PICT files for use with CAD systems, desktop publishing or plotting applications.
Geo View allows exporting of a map's grid data for
external analysis and importing of changed data for
remapping. It also gives users what-if capability by
saving the grid data in a file format that can be
opened, allowing redrawing of the map without the
need to recalculate raw data each time.
$595 retail; single-user license (multiuser site licensing and educational institution prices are available)
Computer Systemics; 806 Hill Wood Dr.; Austin,
TX 78745; 512-441-4583
HeatLoss
Calculates heat loss values
Macintosh Plus or large1:
HeatLoss calculates the heat loss values and
costs for residential construction.
$125 retail
Yeoman Technical Software; RFD #3, 629
Voluntown Rd.; Jewett City, CT 06351 ;
203-376-2952

I

Vertical Markets/
Engineering
HEC-1
Flood hydrograph computation and watershed modeling
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM (2 MB recommended); hard disk drive; math coprocessor supported, if available.
HEC-1 allows water resource engineers to simulate the surface runoff response of a river basin to
precipitation by representing the basin as an interconnected system of hydrologic and hydraulic components. The result of the modeling process is the
computation of stream flow hydrographs at desired
locations in the river basin. This is the 1990 version
of HEC-l with a greatly improved kinematic wave
technique. Features have been added to the original
Corps of Engineers program to make it more than
just another "port" to the Macintosh. In addition to a
complete Macintosh interface for basic run-time
options, this version provides an optional tab-delimited file for all sub-basin data suitable for direct
import to any spreadsheet or graphing program, and
runs in the background under MultiFinder. HEC Data
Storage System (DSS).capability is planned for a
future release.
$395 retail
Hydrotech Microsystems; PO Box 40184; Portland,
OR 97240; 503-257-6926
HEC-2
Water surface profiles
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; hard disk
drive ; math coprocessor supported, if available.
HEC-2 is an industry standard program that
allows water resource engineers to determine water
surface profiles for steady, gradually varied flow in
natural or man-made channels. Both subcritical and
supercritical flow profiles can be calculated. This is
the September 1988 version (updated September
1989). Features have been added to the original
Corps of Engineers program to make it more than
just another "port" to the Macintosh. In addition to a
complete Macintosh interface for basic run-time
options, this version provides an optional tab-delimited file of all summary table data (sorted by profile,
not cross section) suitable for direct import to any
spreadsheet or graphing program, and runs in the
background under MultiFinder. The EDIT-2 data
checking program is included, and has been
enhanced to allow change of run-time options on the
fly if the desired options are not present in the HEC2 data file. It also runs in the background under
MultiFinder. HEC Data Storage System (DSS) capability is planned for a future release.
$395 retail; includes EDIT-2 data checking program
Hydrotech Microsystems; PO Box 40184; Portland,
OR 97240; 503-257-6926

HECWRC
Flood flow frequency analysis
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; math coprocessor supported, if available.
HECWRC is an industry standard program that
allows water resource engineers to determine both
computed and expected probability flow s at a
streamgate according to WRC Guidelines Bulletin
l 7B methodology. Features have been added to the
original Corps of Engineers program to make it more
than just another "port" to the Macintosh. In addition
to a complete Macintosh interface for basic run-time
options, this version provides an optional summary
table format that displays flood flows as flow rate
per unit area (e.g., cfs per sq. mi.); an optional tabdelimited file of all flow data suitable for direct
import to any spreadsheet or graphing program; runs
in the background under MultiFinder; and more.
HEC Data Storage System (DSS) capability is
planned for a future release.
$295 retail
Hydrotech Microsystems; PO Box 40184; Portland,
OR 97240; 503-257-6926

I-CAT (Intelligent Computer Aided
Troubleshooting)
Artificial intelligence diagnostic system
Macintosh II or /lex.
I-CAT (Intelligent Computer Aided
Troubleshooting) is an expert-system environment
specifically designed for fault diagnosis of electrical,
mechanical or electromechanical systems.
Features include: schematic capture; an interactive expert rule editor; digitized instructional photographs; IEEE-488 (HP~B) bus support; an
interactive LISP interpreter (for user extensions); and
menus, windows and icons.
$18,000 and up retail; depends on platform and specific modules required
Automated Technology Systems Corp.; 25 Davids
Dr.; Hauppauge, NY 11788; 516-231-7777
Inertia
Engineering modeling, analysis and design system
Macintosh II family.
Inertia is many different software packages integrated under one multitasking shell to allow for
seamless integration of engineering tasks. Inertia
simulates testing and prototyping for ~utomotive,
aerospace, mechanical, structural, civil and architectural engineers. An engineer graphically builds a
model in one module, like InSolid (for Finite
Element Analysis) and Inertia automatically transfers
all of the information into the Kinematics, Dynamics
or Thermal packages for combination analysis.
Because engineers are required to do many tasks
simultaneously, Inertia allows for multioperations to
be carried out at the same time.
Multiple modules make up the Inertia product
for the following tasks: FEA (lnSolid), Heat Transfer
(lnThermal), Kinematics and Assembly (lnMotion),
Dynamic Analyses (InDynamic) and Structural
Design (lnFrame).
$2,000 to $5,000 per module retail
Modem Computer Aided Engineering, Inc.; 123 l
Cumberland Ave., Ste. A; W. Lafayette, IN 47906;
317-497-1550 or 800-444-6223
Instrument Archive V2.5
Instrumentation and control
Macintosh SE/30 or larger.
Instrument Archive is designed to serve instrument data management needs in the manufacturing
and process industries. The program meets the needs
of instrumentation and process control engineering
professionals who require instrument indexes and
data sheets, detailed report generation capabilities,
instrument maintenance management, quick data
entry and retrieval and minimal time learning curve.
Features include: entry fields are grouped
according to function; user control over the generation of instrument data sheets; more than 600 fields
per instrument; user-configurable process and equipment codes and tag number formats allow multiple
tag number styles within a single database; instrument entry options; batch data entry and modification; instrument loop data sheets; search editor;
maintenance activity log; preformatted reports,
including instrument indexes, loop data sheets,
instrument data sheets, calibration reports and controller I/0 reports; import/export function; and more.
$3,000 U.S. retail; single-user license
Desktop Engineering, Ltd.; 445 Mountain Hwy.; N.
Vancouver, BC, Canada V7J 2Ll; 604-980-9619
IPLab
Image processing
Macintosh II, llx or /lex; 8-bit graphics card.
IPLab is a versatile script-based image processing software package. It provides a large collection
of fundamental image processing operations, which
can be used either interactively or easily combined
into editable scripts. With scripts, users can implement a wide variety of existing algorithms or create
and experiment with their own.
Features include: process and display of images
in byte, integer and floating point formats; read/write
images having arbitrary formats or use PICT/TIFF;
complete control over Mac color lookup table; large
variety of point functions and binary operators; fast

linear and morphological filtering; FFT and Cosine
transforms; process both rectangular RO!s and arbitrary polygonal objects; and apply algorithms to multiple images in a batch mode. Optionally, users can
customize IPLab with user-written functions and
algorithms, and can capture video using a variety of
frame grabbers.
$499 retail; options priced separately
Signal Analytics Corp.; 374 Maple Ave. E, Ste. 200;
Vienna, VA 22180; 703-281-3277
Lap CAD
Finite element modeler
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; 20 MB
hard disk drive.
LapCAD simplifies finite element modeling for
MSC/pal and MSC/Nastran. Finite element specific
formatting and complex geometric computations are
replaced with simple manipulation of highly visible
graphics.
LapCAD has all of the built-in features that
allow construction of model geometry, similar to the
way three-dimensional objects are developed with a
CAD program. These features include copying, mirroring, rotation, translation, expansion, contraction,
deletion and snapping together, as well as linear and
circular extrusion. Built-in macros allow for easy
starting points for many objects.
Finite element features are implemented into
LapCAD, such as application of physical properties
and external forces and constraints. These quantities
can also be echoed back in a graphical manner that
allows for easy verification.
$295 retail
LapCAD Engineering; 1568 Diablo Point Ct.; Chula
Vista, CA 92011; 619-421-1236
LC FIL
Passive filter design/analysis program
512K or larger Macintosh.
LCFIL is a stand-alone program for electronic
engineers and technicians involved in the design,
synthesis and/or analysis of L-C filters.
The program expedites both the design and analysis of popular families and topologies. It provides
solutions for passive lowpass, highpass and bandpass
filters , and will design and analyze Butterworth,
Chebychev, Cauer and Bessel Filters. Any other L-C
filter may be analyzed.
LCFIL enables a user to design complex multiple stage filters up to 21 poles. A user can specify
input impedance, inductor Qs, etc. The program
computes the magnitude, phase and delay characteristics of the filter a user specifies. Both linear and
logarithmic frequency steps are selectable.
$149.95 retail
BV Engineering; 2023 Chicago Ave., Ste. B13;
Riverside, CA 92507; 714-781-0252
Least Squares Analysis
Curve fitting
512K or larger Macintosh.
Least Squares Analysis takes an interactive
approach to curve fitting. The data points are placed
directly onto the graph with the mouse or entered
into a text window using the keyboard. A scatter. plot
is created automatically. The Calculate menu is then
used to fit up to tenth-order polynomials and bell
curves. Additional statistics include mean and standard deviation. The resulting equations are displayed
in a panel below the graph window.
The software 11lso supports piecewise linear fitting and logarithmic transformations. It handles up to
l ,800 data points. Least Squares Analysis accepts
text files created with MacWrite and other applications. The graphs can be saved as MacPaint documents or pasted directly into reports.
$75 retail
Drews Programs; 3254 Sentinel Dr.; Boulder,
co 80301; 303-442-6957
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LogicWorks
Digital circuit design package
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive i:ecommended.
LogicWorks is an educational digital circuit
design package that features a fully interactive "live"
simulation, user-definable devices, logic-analyzer
timing diagram output and more.
Additional features include: an unlimited number of circuit windows can be opened at once; "stripchart" printing mode allows the simulated circuit
output to be printed continuously on an lmageWriter
or LasetWriter; PICT file output of circuit and timing diagrams; "autonaming" features allow automatic generation and positioning of sequential names
and piil numbers; arbitrary groups of devices and signals can be selected for Cut/Copy/Paste operations;
circuit simulation can be performed as a background
task concurrently with other applications; and more.
The package includes a set of 7400-series device
libraries (40 devices), analog and LSI symbol
libraries (no simulation) and net list utility. The full
7400 libraries (200 devices) are available separately.
$200 retail
Capilano Computing, Ltd.; #501-1168 Hamilton St.;
Vancouver, BC, Canada V6B 2S2; 604-669-6343
LSI Surveyor
Facility for solving coordinate geometry problems
Macintosh with I MB of RAM.
LSI Surveyor allows a user to operate on points
and figures, and calculates various quantities of
interest in surveying and engineering. The system
works on the basis of input commands that mimic (in
abbreviated English) their function. A user supplies
data to the system in a format that is equivalent to
those used in the surveying and engineering disciplines. A complete drawing CAD environment is
also included to augment the computation abilities.
$49 retail
Lionshead Software, lnc.; 1911 Hollyhock Rd.; West
Palm Beach, FL 334 14; 407-790-1157
LSP
Logic simulation program
512K or larger Macintosh.
LSP is a stand-alone digital logic simulation program. After describing a logic circuit and sequence
of binary input signals to the program, LSP will
compute the resulting binary output signals at any (or
all) nodes of the circuit at the specified times.
The program contains built-in models for combinatorial gates, such as AND, OR, NANO, etc.;
sequential devices, such as D, JK and toggle FlipFlops; as well as Tri-State devices.
Signals, inputs and output nodes may be defined
by common and easily remembered names. Each
device can be assigned a delay time ranging from 0
to 255 user-defined time units. The program handles
all time scheduling and accurately propagates the
input and computed output results through the
design, regardless of the complexity or nesting of
feedback loops.
$124.95 retail
BV Engineering; 2023 Chicago Ave., Ste. B 13;
Riverside, CA 92507; 714-781-0252
Mac EarthWorks V3.0
Earth work; calculates cut and fill volumes
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Mac Earth Works is a program to compute cut
and fill volumes by the average-end-area method for
earth moving applications.
A user enters cross-section data by keyboard,
taking measurements from the grading plan or from
field data. ln addition, Version 3.0 allows a user to
digitize data directly from the grading plan using any
standard digitizing tablet. Two data files are required
to calculate the cut and fill volumes: one for the
existing surface and one for the proposed surface.

Features include the ability to template a proposed roadway, swale or channel by entering the elevation of the center line, width, percent slope from
center to edge of road, width of shoulder, percent
slope of shoulder and ratio of side slope to existing
grade. Any combination of cut and fill side slopes
can be accommodated. Given the above information,
along with the stations offsets for defining the location of the sections, the program will automatically
generate the cross section data file.
Sections and contours may be displayed on
screen or plot printed. The program outputs to the
screen, printer or text file a table of cut and fill volumes between each pair of sections and the total cut
and fill volume.
Program capacity is for 12,000 data points and
120 sections per file. Mac Earthworks can accept
coordinate data from Compuneering 's Landesign and
contour data from AutoCAD.
$495 retail; program
$25 retail; demo disk
MFE Associates, lnc.; PO Box 851; Amherst,
MA 01004; 413-256-6155
MacAbel
Programmable logic device design
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM; Sys(em
6.0.3 or later.
MacAbel is the Macintosh version of the industry standard Abel PLD design software for creating,
modifying and simulating PLPs. Exclusively developed for the Macintosh, MacAbel provides all the
~igh-performance features and device support of
Abel on the PC.
The MacAbel PLD library supports many PLD
architectures. Designs can be entered using any combination of high-level language equations, state diagrams or truth tables. MacAbel includes the powerful
Abel Hardware Description Language and superior
logic reduction.
MacAbel creates programmer load files in the
JEDEC standard 3A and is compatible with any programmer supporting this standard. ln combination
with the Design Works schematic capture and digital
simulator interface, MacAbel provides a fully integrated PLD solution. Design Works will allow PLD
designs to be simulated interactively in their complete circuit environment.
$2,350 U.S. retail; single-unit price
$2,995 U.S. retail; combined DesignWorks/MacAbel
package
Capilano Computing, Ltd.; #501-1168 Hamilton St.;
Vancouver, BC, Canada V6B 2S2; 604-669-6343
MacAC
Linear circuit entry and simulation
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 6.0.2; Finder 6.1 .
MacAC is a fully integrated linear circuit entry
and simulation package that allows a user to graphically enter and edit analog circuits, perform analyses
to investigate circuit properties and display or print
the results in graphs or tables. It is designed to run on
numerically non-intensive machines (Macintosh Plus
and SE), as well as on the 020 and 030 machines
with math coprocessors.
MacAC performs AC (frequency), Monte Carlo
and time simulations on linear circuits. Circuits are
easily entered and edited through a schematic capture interface. When voltage and current probes are
placed in the circuit, MacAC automatically checks
connections and collects data corresponding to those
probes. The circuit may be quickly altered and the
simulation rerun at the click of a mouse.
$149.95 retail
San Juan Software Co.; PO Box 27620; Seattle,
WA 98125; 206-367-4188
MacAdam
Road design .
Macintosh II ; 2 MB of RAM; HD20 .
MacAdam is a graphic and interactive program
for road design and earthwork calculation.
MacAdam is organized in accordance with the
two methodologies of the ground data insertion: dotting or section mounting with further development of
the project (plan, longitudinal profile and cross sec-
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tions). The country survey of point coordinates can
be loaded into the calculator by numerical input or
by a wild electronic disastimeter by means of a GR3
field computer, or by ASCII text file. By means of an
interpolation of successive triangles, MacAdam creates a grid over the whole ground and checks the
presence of eventual errors. Once created, the program will work out the contour lines, their equidistance being user definable. The road planning is
performed at the same time on three views: plan, longitudinal profile and cross section. The program will
consider single stretches of road identified by three
vertexes. A user can also insert fixed radius curves
and Comu spirals. A grapl)ics editor allows the input
of topographic information into the plan. After the
road axis outline is inserted into the plan, MacAdam
calculates the ground profile. The final altimetric
section with its relative road bumps will be settled
over it. The cross sections are realized once axis
designing in plan and profile is achieved. The cross
section shape can be selected from a library. The
same procedures are taken for face walls, offlets and
fosses , which are available in an open-structure
library.
$6,200 (Italian Lire)
Cigraph s.r.l.; Via Brunacci, 9; 30175 Mestre (VE),
Italy; 041-932388
MacBeam
Reinforcement design
·
Macintosh Plus or large1:
Mac Beam carries out the automatic design of the
reinforcement of concrete beams.
The program carries out designs under axial
force and bending moment using the allowable stress
method (elastic design). MacBeam divides each span
into many elements for which the required reinforcement is determined both under bending moment and
shear. Reinforcements for all load cases are
enveloped.
Other features include: optimizes both the steel
quantity and the reinforcement layout; assures the
reinforcement continuity between adjacent spans;
designs beams made up of 15 spans; simultaneously
processes four load cases; uses a built-in expert system that processes both the technical needs and the
regulation requirements; allows graphic data to be
saved in IGES format; provides bar anchorage; and
more.
$1,500 U.S. retai l
Softing s.r.1.; Via Reggio Calabria, 6; 00161 Rome,
Italy; 39-6-42253 1or39-6-426101

I

MacBravo! Electronics Designer
Desktop electronics engineering
Macintosh fl.
MacBravo! Electronics Designer is task-optimized for desktop electronics engineering on the ·
Macintosh II. It combines workstation-class
schematics capture with "application connectivity"
to work with existing design automation tools.
Graphic waveform editing is used to create the input
to be analyzed. With its broad range of capabilities, it
is ideal for high-level conceptual design, detailed cir- 1
cuit design and final circuit documentation.
$1,950 retail
$495 retail; Electronics Component Library
$1,950 retail; Spice •
Schlumberger Technologies; CAD/CAM Division;
4251 Plymouth Rd.; Ann Arbor, MI 48106; 800366-0060
MacCad
Twelve separate drafting templates for engineers and
architects for use with MacDraw, MiniCad,
MacDraft. SuperPaint
5!2K or larger Macintosh.
MacCad is 12 separate drafting template libraries
for use with MacDraw, Minicad, MacDraft or
SuperPaint.
MacCad Architecture consists of three separate
symbol libraries: Residential Architectural Design,
Commercial Architectural Design and Layout

Vertical Markets/
Engineering
Planner. These libraries are shown in plan and elevation views and are offered in 1/8-, 1/4- and 1/2-inch.
The Drafting Toolkit contains ANSI border sheets in
sizes A to E to customize the title block.
MacCad Electrical and Electronic symbols are
vector graphics and are drawn to IEEE standards and
are supplied in three different sizes. Two-State
Logic, Analog & Digital Logic and Composite
Assemblies are covered in this package and in the
Flow Charts and Logic package.
MacCad Mechanical Design package symbols
are also vector graphics and drawn to ANSI standards. These include HVAC, valves, fasteners, etc.
MacCad Piping consists of three comprehensive
separate symbol libraries: Single Line Orthographic
Piping, Two-Line Orthographic Piping and Single
Line Isometric Piping. All symbols are vector graphics and drawn to ANSI standards. All valve and fitting symbols, drawn to Crane Co. standards, are
scaled (one inch equals one foot) and are shown in
three orthogonal views. A complete set of
Mechanical Flow symbols are included.
$69 to $249 per package retail; Architecture,
Electrical & Electronics, Mechanical Design, Piping
CompServCo; 1921 Corporate Sq.; Slidell,
LA 70458; 504-649-0484 or 800-272-5533
MacContour
Converts georeferenced point observations into an
interpolated plane
.
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 5.0 or later.
MacContour is a contouring software program
for geochemists, geophysicists and other scientists
who use geographically referenced data.
Features include: easy to use (follows the
Macintosh interface); grid size up to 1,024 by 1,024
(depending on available memory); grid up to 32,000
data points; maps may be created at any user-specified scale and contour interval; contour intervals may
be discrete or incremental; labeling of specific contour intervals is available; fast (1,000 data points,
250 by 250 grid in five minutes on a Macintosh II);
works hand-in-hand with MacGeos II; supports
printers and plotters; supports large screens and
color; and supports math coprocessor.
$950 U.S. retail
SIAL Geoscience, Inc.; 2327 boul. du Versant Nord,
Ste. 210; Ste-Foy, Quebec, Canada GIN 4C2;
418-687-4055
MacDSP-APL
Array processing libraries
Macintosh SE/30 or II family; 1 MB of RAM.
The MacDSP-APL is designed for algorithm
development, analog input and output from highlevel languages and acceleration of scientific programs. It contains more than 150 precoded vector,
matrix, math, filtering and DSP routines that let a
user take advantage of the MacDSP floating-point
coprocessor boards and data acquisition daughter
cards.
Routines are callable from LightspeedC,
Lightspeed Pascal, MPW C, MPW Pascal and Basic.
The MacDSP-APL memory manager optimizes use
of the MacDSP processor memory and makes hardware considerations transparent to programming.
$495 retail
Spectral Innovations; 4633 Old Ironsides Dr., Ste.
450; Santa Clara, CA 95054; 408-727-1314
MacDSPSW-002
Signal analysis software
Macintosh SE/30or11family;1 MB of RAM.
MacDSPSW-002 is an interactive signal processing package that enables real-time spectral and time
analysis, filtering, modulation and other signal processing techniques to be controlled with a mouse
click. This allows a user to immediately see the
effect on processed data.

Analog and digital signals are sampled at up to I
MHz using Spectral Innovations' data acquisition
daughter cards, and the sampled signals are instantly
processed by the MacDSP signal processing card,
with screen updates 30 times per second. Real-time
color displays include oscilloscope, spectrum analyzer, waterfall, spectrogram and three-dimensional
contour graphs.
$495 retail
Spectral Innovations; 4633 Old Ironsides Dr., Ste.
450; Santa Clara, CA 95054; 408-727-1314
MacElastic; MacPciisson
Instructional finite element analysis programs
512KE or larger Macintosh.
MacElastic and MacPoisson are instructional
finite element analysis programs that enable a user to
solve the partial differential equations governing
elasticity, steady state heat conduction, electrostatics,
ideal fluid flow, seepage in porous media and more.
Program specifications include: separate programs for biharmonic and Poisson's equations; twodimensional and axisymmetric elements of triangular
cross section; automatic graphical mesh generation;
automatic bandwidth reduction; graphical input of
properties and boundary conditions; Gaussian elimination for nodal values; consistent element smoothing for derived element and nodal values; tabular and
graphical output; full zoom and labeling capability;
plot mesh, displaced mesh, boundary conditions and
properties; and plot all computed quantities using
shading and contour lines.
$99 .95 each retail
Cooke Publications; 221 Langmuir Lab; Cornell
Business & Technology Park; Ithaca, NY 14850;
607-257-8148, 800-482-4438, ext. 15 or
800-435-4438, ext. 15 in NY
MacLocus
Linear control system analysis tool
512K or larger Macintosh .
MacLocus is a design tool used by engineers to
analyze linear control systems. The tools it mechanizes are Root Locus, Bode Plots and Inverse
LaPlace transformations. Using the Macintosh interface guidelines, it allows users to enter the system
description and then analyze it using the above mentioned tools.
MacLocus allows an engineer to: enter a forward
and feedback transfer function in either factored or
polynomial form; compute, print and display the
Root Locus of the system; select an operating point
gain; compute and print the residues and time function coefficients of the system; display impulse or
step response of the system; compute and display the
open and/or closed loop Bode Plot of the system;
analyze a system with up to a 20th order characteristic equation; save the system description in a data
file so that it and analysis parameters do not have to
be re-entered; analyze active or unity feedback systems; perform an impulse test at a selected gain
while viewing Root Locus using a test feature; and
more.
$75 retail
Riverdale Software, Inc.; 10501 Riverdale SE;
Middleville, Ml 49333; 616-891-1859
Mac Road
Road design
512K or larger Macintosh.
MacRoad is a program that lets an engineer
design a road graphically. It can be used without the
need to learn complicated commands or special formulas.
If a user changes any part of a design, the program instant! y recalculates these changes and
updates the screen views of the road. When satisfied
with the design, drawings and schedules of quantities
can be prepared using a pen plotter, laser printer or
dot matrix printer.
MacRoad provides a user with the ability to:
visually locate intersection points using the cursor;
draw typical sections from a palette of visual tools
representing curb and pavement types; choose from
standard curb dimensions or set custom dimensions;
specify any number of typical sections; specify mul-

tilayered pavements; view and plot at a range of
scales; switch instantly between views of cross sections, long sections and typical sections; view cross
sections, long sections and typical sections simultaneously; and ensure that batters stay within required
limits.
MacRoad lets a user concentrate on the design
while it handles the tedious details. MacRoad can:
plot long sections and cross sections as survey data is
entered; interpolate between surveyed sections;
recalculate and redraw cross sections immediately
and when gradings are changed; recalculate gradings
to pass through a point; recalculate quantities when
gradings or typical sections are changed; plot plan
views; display mass haul diagrams; generate 3D
drive through simulation; and transfer drawings in
PICT format.
$1,125 retail; Version 1.2
$1,350 retail; Version 2.0
Creative Engineering; 6 Antill St.; Wilston
Queensland 4051; Australia; +61-7-356-6271
MacroCircuits
Digital circuit design
Any Macintosh.
MacroCircuits transforms a Macintosh into a
complete engineering workstation for digital circuit
design, capable of producing a professional-quality
schematic and providing complete fault and logic
simulation of design.
The program provides nine primitive logic functions that are selected from a palette on the screen.
Each part is magnified so that connecting a pin is fast
and simple using a mouse. The primitive functions
can be labeled by a user to reflect an off-the-shelf
part. By providing the necessary graphic and labeling
capabilities to complete this function, the parts
library can be described as indefinite.
The MacroCircuits version for a 512K
Macintosh incorporates a macro library capability
that allows a designer to define custom or standard
packages to use repetitively as new primitive functions.
A logic analyzer feature uses a logic analyzerstyle display with triggering points and sampling
rates that are user-programmable. Using continuous
simulation of the circuit, this feature provides a more
accurate analysis of the circuit than the logic simuiators using selected trace simulation.
The waveforms produced by the logic analyzer
can be printed for inclusion in documentation, greatly assisting in prototype and testing stages.
$349.99 retail
SourceView Software International; 1601-F Sutter
St.; Concord, CA 94520; 415-685-3634
MacSap IV
Finite element system
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacSap IV is a linear elastic analysis program
for generalized three-dimensional structures using
the finite elements method. The program performs
static, modal and dynamic analysis using the
response spectrum technique (seismic analysis) and
dynamic analysis using the response history technique.
MacSap includes a vast library of finite elements. The program performs static analysis for four
distinct load cases, each can-consider fixed end
forces, uniform load in local and global coordinates,
dead weight, temperature change and specified displacements. The masses can be assigned to the elements either as mass density or as uniformly
distributed mass. Forces and concentrated masses
can be assigned to the nodes. Any type of internal
constraint between the beam elements can be
defined.
Other features include: permits numerical characteristics to be assigned to the graphic element
directly on screen, and the reading of the results concerning the individual elements Of the structure; permits direct solid modeling of three-dimensional
structures through the work planes method developed by the company; and provides many methods
of automatic mesh generation and cut-and-paste
functions.
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$4,300 U.S. retail
Softing s.r.l.; Via Reggio Calabria, 6; 00161 Rome,
Italy; 39-6-42253 l or 39-6-426101

MacSchematic
Electronic and electrical symbols library
Any Macintosh; any Draw or CAD program.
MacSchematic is a library of more than 800
electronic and electrical symbols for creating
schematic diagrams in PICT format and as MacDraw
II libraries.
The program includes symbols for analog components, gates and digital devices, residential and
industrial wiring, one-line drawings and ladder diagrams. Symbols conform to ANSI standard Y32.2.
Features include: exclusively object-oriented;
works will virtually all draw programs; symbols are
designed to automatically snap to grid; symbols can
be rotated and flipped and will still align to the grid
to interconnect "on-the-dot"; custom libraries can be
set up to contain the most used symbols; includes
"Microfont" for labeling components, pins, terminal
boards and connectors; and more.
The program is not copy protected.
$80 retail
$10 retail; demo
Thinking Tools; 241 l-E Linden Ave.; Baltimore,
MD 21217; 301-383-6490
MacShapes
Geometric and structural properties tool
Macintosh Plus or larger; floppy disk drive or hard
disk drive; lmageWriter or LaserWriter.
MacShapes allows a user to draw and change
any combination of rectangular and circular shapes
and to immediately see dozens of geometric and
structural properties.
Features include: use the mouse and/or keyboard
to change defaults, to draw, move, align, change or
resize shapes and more; the ability to change properties, shades or sizes of groups of shapes; the ability
to change colors or shades of gray with a Macintosh
II; change scale, ruler, units, decimal format, etc., by
clicking; choose what will appear in each of the three
windows from a list of nearly 40 properties (the diagram window shows shapes with optional text, the
list window shows infohTiation on each shape and
the summary window shows sum of areas, average
density and modulus of elasticity, total moment of
inertia, etc.); print anything directly on an
Image Writer or LaserWriter; save or copy information in a variety of formats for use by other programs, including spreadsheets; undo almost any
command; open multiple documents; compatible
with large screens, hard disks, networks,
MultiFinder, etc.; auto scrolling; choose from
English and metric units; seven decimal digit precision for all math; and more.
MacShapes is not copy protected and comes
with a money back guarantee and free support.
$145 U.S. retail
Compuneering Inc.; 113 McCabe Crescent;
Thornhill, Ontario, Canada L4J 2S6; 416-738-460 l
MacSpice
Electronic circuit simulation
Macintosh SE/30 or// family; 4 MB of RAM.
MacSpice is a full implementation of Spice and
can simulate circuits consisting of resistors, capacitors, inductors, mutual inductors, independent voltage and current sources, all four types of dependent
voltage and current sources, transmission lines,
switches, diodes, bipolar junction transistors (BJTs),
junction field effect transistors (JFETs) and MOS
field effect transistors (MOSFETS).
MacSpice simulates both linear and non-linear
circuits, and can provide DC analysis for power consumption and bias point information, AC analysis for
frequency response and non-linear time-domain transient analysis for impulse response and integrated
circuit design.

MacSpice provides a complete Macintosh interface, including pull-down menus, multiple windows
and mouse-based selection.
$2,000 retail
Deutsch Research; 761 De Soto Dr.; Palo Alto,
CA 94025; 415-327-8677

requirements. More demanding and difficult routing
requirements should be undertaken using the
McCAD Trail Blazer professional autorouter.
$395 retail
Vamp, Inc.; 6753 Selma Ave.; Los Angeles,
CA 90028; 213-466-5533

Mac VLSI
Integrated circuit design
512K or larger Macintosh.
Mac VLSI is a manual layout editor for the
design of integrated circuits at the mask level in a
Manhattan style. It is intended for electronic design
engineers who design application-specific integrated
circuits (ASICs) on a budget in the semiconductor,
computer and systems industries, as well as in
academia.
Mac VLSI is designed to make chip designing
accessible to individual programmers. It features a
proprietary graphics engine that is up to 200 times
faster than QuickDraw. The. program supports hierarchical design with 250 layers of drawing on four-colored drawing planes. It has tear-off iconic menus and
dialogs and up to eight selection tools on the mouse
to provide a fast user interface for more experienced
users. Mac VLSI inputs and outputs in CIF text format and LaserWriter draft plotting.
$3,000 retail
Paracomp, Inc.; 123 Townsend St., Ste. 310; San
Francisco, CA 94107; 415-543-3848

McCAD Software
Electronics and printed circuit-board design
Macintosh Plus or larger.
McCAD electronic design systems offer a choice
of design environments with a wide range of system
configurations tailored to the specific needs of a
designer. McCAD modules take a designer through
the complete design cycle - from Schematic Entry
to Printed Circuit Board design to Fabrication.
Software solutions such as EDS- I offer a single
integrated design environment for a Macintosh II.
Stand-alone systems, such as PCB-1 , PCB-ST and
Schematics, offer many of the features and capabilities of the EDS-! system and can be used on smaller
hardware configurations.
McCAD PCB-! is a stand-alone software tool
for designing, creating, editing and revising printed
circuit board artwork. It is an economical, easy-rouse package recommended for those generating circuit board artwork only. ·
McCAD PCB-ST is a high-end circuit board layout package that integrates with the McCAD
Schematics package. It is net list driven and has
autorouting capability.
McCAD Schematics is an online, multipaging
schematic capture package with libraries that integrates with the McCAD PCB-ST layout package.
McCAD Schematics-OS consists of the McCAD
Schematics (3.2) package with an integrated digital
function simulator. It also integrates with the
McCAD PCB-ST layout package.
McCAD Gerber Translator converts any of the
McCAD PCB databases into standard Gerber format
for photo-plotting.
McCAD Gerber View is a "Universal CAD
Bridge" that converts Gerber database files from
other CAD systems into the McCAD PCB- I printed
circuit design database. Gerber plot files may also be
viewed prior to actual photo-plotting.
McCAD EDS-! (Electronic Design System) is
an integrated bundle of software consisting of
McCAD Schematics, McCAD PCB-ST and McCAD
Gerber Translator.
McCAD EDS-2 is an integrated bundle of software consisting of McCAD EDS-1· with digital simulation added.
$395 retail; McCAD PCB-!
$995 retail; McCAD PCB-ST
$495 retail; McCAD Schematics
$895 retail; McCAD Schematics-OS
$175 retail; McCAD Gerber Translator
$895 retail; McCAD Gerber View
$1,495 retail; McCAD EDS-i (electronic design system)
$1,895 retail; McCAD EDS-2 (electronic design system)
Vamp, Inc.; 6753 Selma Ave.; Los Angeles,
CA 90028; 213-466-5533

Ma po
HPGL to EPSF file conversion
Macintosh Plus; HD20 .
Mapo converts HPGL files into EPSF files so
that CAD results can be printed instead of plotted. It
can be used for industrial, technical and scientific
manual use. Mapa.produces the output directly in
PostScript, so the definition of printed drawings
depends on the LaserWriter in use. Depending on a
user 's needs, the converted drawing can assume different dimensions from the original drawing. This
occurs by either specifying the reducing or enlarging
ratio in regards to the original drawing, or by defining in millimeters the maximum x or y dimensions of
the wished drawing (the other dimension will be pro. portionally determined).
$620 (Italian Lire)
Cigraph s.r.l.; Via Brunacci, 9; 30175 Mestre (VE),
Italy; 041-932388
McCAD Classic Spice
Analog analysis tool
Macintosh SE/30 or larger.
McCAD Classic Spice is an analog analysis tool
that provides a truly integrated environment. It has
six basic windows (source, output data table, Spice
output, graphics/schematics view, reduced view and
library view) that display input data and output
results, as well as editors that allow designers to
quick! y alter their design and re-simulate. Designers
can simulate the following devices: resistors, capacitors, inductors, mutual inductors, transmission lines,
diodes, bipolar transistors (BJTs), field effect iransistors (JFETs), MOSFETs (Metal Oxide JFETs), independent voltage sources, dependent voltage sources,
dependent current squrces, simple sources, pulse
sources, sinusoidal sources, piece-wise linear
sources, single frequency FM sources and subcircuits.
$745 retail
Vamp, Inc.; 6753 Selma Ave.; Los Angeles,
CA 90028; 213-466-5533
McCAD Jr. Scout
Optional batch autorouter
Macintosh SE or larger.
McCAD Jr. Scout is an optional low-cost batchoriented routing solution for design files created with
the PCB-ST design system. It employs the standard
Lee Maze algorithms. The percentage of completion
is dependent on the density, routing grid and track
widths used by a designer. The available RAM and
hard disk ·space will determine size and scope of projects that can be handled by this system. This system
may be used for simple to medium level-routing
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McCAD Trail Blazer
Professional autorouter
Macintosh SE/30 or// family ; 2 MB of RAM.
Trail Blazer uses the principals of PU sh, SHove
and Insert (PU SHI) to solve the difficult task of efficiently routing complex and dense printed circuit
boards. Trail Blazer's Sweep Router concentrates on
each routing area, individually, to find the optimum
path for each connection. Because it devotes its full
power to analyzing specific areas of the board in
meticulous detail , it can complete the routing for a
given area very quickly and then move onto the next
area. The Sweep Router is supported by two major
algorithms: Costed Wave Front and Shove. The
Costed Wave Front analyzes routing paths in waves,
from both the source and target of a connection.
Once the ideal path is determined, the Shove algorithm takes over and moves aside obstructing routes.
Other Trail Blazer algorithms include Multipass
Heuristics (for certain patterns), Tackclown (for
avoiding dense areas), Rip-Up and Re-Route and
Jump (for moving routes past obstacles).

Vertical Markets/
Engineering
$4,895 retail
Vamp, Inc.; 6753 Selma Ave.; Los Angeles,
CA 90028; 213-466-5533

Model-It!
Visual programming tool for dynamic systems modeling and simulation
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 4.2 or later.
Model-It! is a visual programming tool that can
be used to model and simulate systems, algorithms
and processes. Users can easily construct block diagrams, supply models with internally-generated or
imported data, set up a simulation clock and watch
the models run. Users can modify data and diagrams
and have those changes validated and results updated
as they work. Users can add plots and tables, formatted to their liking, and view the results.
Applications include: simulate dynamic systems,
solve diffc,rential equations, test algorithms, filter
data sets, analyze processes, test and optimize
designs, do what if analyses and perform general
numeric processing tasks.
$295 retail
Norris Software Systems, Inc.; 5201 Western Ave.,#
432; Knoxville, TN 37921; 615-588-5774
Moorsim
Comprehensive motion and load simulator for catenary-restored spread mooring systems
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive recommended.
Moorsim is a comprehensive simulation used for
design, evaluation, maintenance and line failure analysis of catenary-type spread mooring systems. It provides detailed mooring line and vessel performance
data under specifiable water depth and environmental conditions, including characteristic (r.m.s.) and
peak mooring line loads in the forecast maximum
storm.
A wide range of environmental conditions is
accommodated, including extensive built-in wave
spectral types, azimuthal spreading of wave directions, an optional independent background swell, and
steady or fluctuating wind and/or current. Spread
mooring systems are characterized by extreme nonlinearities at every phase of performance analysis;
Moorsim accommodates these non-linearities at all
levels, including system statics, quasi-statics and
dynamics. Moorsim is suitable for on-board use in an
advisory capacity during mooring setup or storm
preparation. The simulation is especially useful for
deep-water applications that are impossible to study
thoroughly using conventional model-scale tests.
Direct comparison of Moorsim 's nonlinear dynamic
load calculation with the quasi-static catenary calculation often used as an approximation is provided as
an output option. Simulation is carried out in the frequency domain, resulting in short execution times
and unambiguous predictions of statistical response
values.
$50,000 retail
SeaSoft Systems; 250 Ribera Dr., Ste. B; Santa
Barbara, CA 93111; 805-683-3002
MSC/pal2
Performs three-dimensional stress and vibration
analyses of structures, components and mechanical
systems
Macintosh Plus or SE; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; or Macintosh SE/30 or ll; 2 MB of RAM (3
MB with MultiFinder); hard disk drive ; math coprocessor.
MSC/pal 2 performs three-dimensional stress
and vibration analyses of structures, components and
mechanical systems. It allows an engineer or designer to reduce time in the design/analysis cycle through
rapid iteration. The program will also increase the
process or product's reliability while helping to
reduce material and manufacturing costs. MSC/pal 2
will help an engineer to identify potential problems
prior to fabrication and thus reduce the need for prototype testing.

Graphics and text windows may be repositioned
and resized. Graphics and text may be cut and pasted
into other Macintosh applications for report generation. Graphical output consists of undeformed geometry, deformed shape, deformed/undeformed
overlays, hidden lines, shaded stress and displacement contours and XY plots. In addition, the
deformed shape may be animated.
Features include: static and dynamic analysis for
models of up to 2,000 node points (12,000 degrees of
freedom); static nodal deflections and element stresses for any number of applied force and displ_acement
conditions; thermal stress analysis; natural frequencies and mode shapes via dynamic reduction and
subspace iteration; forced time response to arbitrary
force, moment, displacements or accelerations; and
forced frequency response to applied forces,
moments, displacements or accelerations.
MSC/pal 2's extensive element library includes:
s"traight and curved beams; stresses; triangular plate
elements; axisymmetric elements, 3-node ring and 4node ring; plane stress and plane strain membranes;
scalar springs, masses and dampers; and user-defined
generalized mass and stiffness elements.
$995 retail; Plus, SE
$2,495 retail; SE/30, II
$65 retail; demo
The MacNeal-Schwendler Corp.; 815 Colorado
Blvd.; Los Angeles, CA 90041 ; 213-258-9111

Pack-er II
Cushion packaging designer
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM.
Pack-er II comes with five programs that can
solve many packaging problems. The Curves program generates material cushion curves. The material names, density, cost per board foot, thickness of
material and peak Gs can be edited and stored in data
files. The Peak Acceleration program is used to evaluate the performance of an existing cushion design.
Total Encapsulation, Comer Pads and Face Pads are
programs that will find the least amount of cushion
material needed for a product. These programs will
calculate bearing areas, cushion thicknesses and
dimensions, total board and square feet of cushion,
cost of cushion, container inside dimensions, total
square feet of container, cube factors and total
weight of the package.
All programs can evaluate up to IO materials
from seven drop heights, and includes three container types (RSC, FTC, HFC) and five wall thicknesses.
The programs check for buckling and will flag all the
material that will work for a user 's design.
Several material data files come with Pack-er II,
such as the most common materials from MIL Spec
304-B and Dow Ethafoams.
$450 retail
Flight Engineering; 615 Forrest Dr., #206; Miami
Springs, FL 33166; 305-884-1475
Parameter Manager Plus For Strawberry Tree
Integrated time series analysis system
Macintosh SE or 11.
Parameter Manager Plus For Strawberry Tree is
a fully integrated time series analysis system.
Developed jointly by both Strawberry Tree
Computers and Rebus Development, the package
completely automates the data acquisition and control process while capturing data for further analysis
and reporting.
Parameter Manager Plus reads the analog inputs;
performs automatic zero and full-scale calibrations;
converts inputs to voltages, current or degrees; sets
analog outputs; calibrates analog outputs; reads and
sets digital I/Os; and many other functions.
The PMtalk communications command provides
for the creation of scripts that completely automate
the data a9quisition and control process and takes
data directly into the Parameter Manager Plus program for analysis, graphing and charting.
$995 retail
Strawberry Tree, Inc.; 160 S. Wolfe Rd.; Sunnyvale,
CA 94086; 408-736-8800

Parameter Manager Plus V3.0
Data collection, analysis and graphing
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive or
hard disk drive; lmageWriter or LaserWriter.
Parameter Manager Plus is a technical graphing
and analysis software program. It uses built-in routines to instantly produce trend plots, forecasts , strip
charts, hi-lo charts, histograms, scatter diagrams, linear, linear-log, log-log, statistical quality control
charts and more.
Some of the program's features include the ability to handle large data sets, speed that is unparalleled
in general-purpose graphing programs, high-resolution plotting of up to 32,000 data points per variable,
multiple Y axes, true non-linear curve fitting and
time-based trend plotting.
The program's worksheet can handle up to 256
columns and 32,767 rows. Users can manually enter
data or import it from any ASCII file and create
accurate professional graphs and charts instantly.
Built-in analysis routines are available to give users
an array of choices for quickly showing data trends
and comparisons. Users can analyze trends, forecast
future values or events, compress large databases
into understandable graphs and apply statistical process control charts to get a graphical picture of the
characteristics of their data.
Parameter Manager Plus has a unique database
feature that manages data by time, date or sample
order to facilitate powerful numerical data management. It provides for accurate management and display of unequal time increment data and sorts or
joins data with regard to chronological order. Users
can also define their own equations for data analysis,
choosing from more than 100 predefined functions
and an array of mathematical operators.
Optional integrated communication software,
PMtalk, is available for directly entering data into
the technical spreadsheet from other computer systems, data loggers and instruments for instant technical analysis. It includes comprehensive data import
features and a macro capability for setting up an
automated procedure.
$595 retail; Parameter Manager Plus
$795 retail; with communications software (PMtalk)
GenRad, Inc.; 510 Cottonwood Dr.; Milpitas,
CA 95035; 408-432-1000 or 800-443-6723
PSpice 4.03
Analog circuit simulator
Macintosh 11 or llx.
PSpice is a fully interactive circuit simulator with
menu-<lriven ~ontrol of all phases of setup and analysis, online help, stimulus waveform editing and graphical display of partial waveforms during simulation.
The program comes with analog model libraries of
more than 2,500 parts, the book SPICE: A Guide to
Circuit Simulation and Analysis Using PSpice and a
comprehensive 450-page reference manual.
PSpice has available true mixed-mode simulation, Digital Simulator option, which allows simulation of circuits containing both analog and digital
components with feedback between the digital and
analog sections. Included are digital model libraries
of more than 1,200 parts and the file-based transfer
capability of Digital Files.
.
Innovative options include: Probe, which provides interactive viewing of simulation results with
high-resolution graphics; Parts, which semi-automates the process of creating model libraries; Monte
Carlo statistical analysis, which allows the assignment of tolerances to component values; Analog
Behavioral Modeling, which allows users to describe
analog components or entire circuit blocks using a
formula or look-up table; and Device Equations,
which allows users to customize the semiconductor
device equations to suit their needs.
$1,450 retail; PSpice (quantity discounts available)
$550 each option retail; Monte Carlo, Analog
Behavioral Modeling, Device Equations, Digital
Files
·
$750 each option retail; Probe, Parts
$1,950 each option retail; Digital Simulator
MicroSim Corp.; 20 Fairbanks; Irvine, CA 92718;
714-770-3022 or 800-826-8603
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Pulley Designer
Mechanical engineering application
Macintosh Plus or larger; 4th Dimension Runtime
(included).
Pulley Designer is a mechanical engineering
application for the design and procurement of large
bulk material conveyor pulley assemblies. It employs
an easy-to-use graphics interface for entry of belt
tensions and dimensional data and permits user
selection of steel, lagging, journaling, etc. The program automatically creates bill of materials. It produces a fully dimensioned A-sized mechanical
assembly drawing with bill of materials suitable for
procurement and plant maintenance book use.
Special functions are included to optimize component commonality within a project or plan. It adheres
to CEMA and MPTA design standards.
$995 retail; single user
$1,495 retail; multi user
Footprints, Inc.; 2469 E. 7000 South, Ste. 207; Salt
Lake Cit)', UT 84121; 80 1-942- 1580 or
800-635-5280
QuickLog
Borehole logging system for geotechnical and environmental engineers, geologists
512K or larger Macintosh.
QuickLog enables a user to compose and create
an entire borehole log, including graphics, plotting,
depth scales, symbols, legends and text, all at once.
The completed log can be edited as new data
becomes available, and common data can be copied
between logs. Multiple plots, depth scales and type
sizes are supported.
QuickPlate is used to create and modify the log
format or page layout. There can be up to 28 different areas on a single log, including any combination
of text areas, plot areas, graphic areas, depth scales,
legends, headers and footers. Each log format can be
saved as a template to be used with QuickLog.
$495 retail
ESE Software, Ltd.; 14535-1 18 Ave.; Edmonton,
Alberta, Canada T5L 2M7; 403-454-541 1
Quik Circuit
PC board layout software program
512K or larger Macintosh .
Quik Circuit is a CAD/CAM program for printed
circuit board design.
The program includes a library that allows users
to create pads, patterns and traces and include~ a
selection of commonly used components and SMD
pads.
Also provided with the program are: multilayer
capabilities; surface mount technology; board sizes
up to 32 by 32 feet; finished artwork, fabrication and
assembly documentation at 1X, 2X and 4X; and
quick turnaround through a nationwide CAM network.
A Set Grid feature allows users to select any grid
size spacing from .001 inch to 1 inch which was
designed for placing components to unusual grip
spacing.
In addition, the program provides an up-to-thesecond reading on the amount of memory available
and a Memory Compaction feature that reduces the
size of the board file when elements in the layout are
cut or deleted.
$525 retail
Bishop Graphics, Inc.; 5388 Sterling Center Dr.;
Westlake Village, CA 91359; 818-991-2600
RFDesigner
RF/microwave design tool
Macintosh Plus or larger.
RFDesigner is a powerful RF/microwave design
tool for both professional and occasional users.
Physical and electrical microstrip/stripline structures,
all standard RF components and math models can
simulate almost any real circuit behavior. The program features effective analysis and optimization

with s-parameter interpolation and built-in parasitics
for all components. Gradient and random optimizers
and statistical "yield" prediction work simultaneously with any number of components, supporting highQ, crystal and SAW networks.
Other features include a context-sensitive online
manual, fu ll text editing, high-resolution graphics
and multitasking. Options include: full-featured
schematic capture; HP network analyzer interface;
ands-parameter library with more than I MB of
data.
$1,500 U.S. retail; RFDesigner
$850 U.S. retail; complete schematic capture
$250 U.S. retail; schematic capture interface
(Douglas/Capilano)
$250 U.S. retail; network analyzer interface
Ingsoft, Ltd.; 213 Dunview Ave.; Willowdale,
Ontario, Canada M2N 4H9; 416-730-9611
SALMsim
Comprehensive motion and load simulator for riserbuoy-yoke Single Anchor Leg Mooring systems
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive recommended.
SALMsim is a comprehensive simulation used
for design, evaluation, maintenance and failure analysis of riser-buoy-yoke type single-point mooring
systems (SALMs) with an attached storage vessel.
A wide range of environmental conditions is
accommodated, including extensive built-in wave
spectral types, azimuthal spreading of wave directions, an optional independent background swell and
steady or fluctuating wind and/or current. Integrated
simulation modules compute static, low-frequency
and wave-frequency behavior of the vessel and its
associated mooring structures. Emphasis is on estimation of characteristic (r.m.s.) and storm peak
motion and load values at any point in the system for
a particular wind, wave and current environment.
Effects of finite water depth are fu lly simulated and
either English or metric units may be selected for
vessel specification and data output.
Output is in the form of amplitude and phase of
Response Amplitude Operators (RAOs) and/or statistical characterizations of vessel and mooring system
motion and load response to irregular wave conditions.
Capabilities for analysis of free SALMs in arbitrary
environmental conditions are incorporated. Full
accommodation of square-law hydrodynamic driving
and damping forces acting on the mooring structure is
provided. Simulation is carried out in the frequency
domain, resulting in short execution times and unambiguous predictions of statistical response values.
$60,000 retail
SeaSoft Systems; 250 Ribera Dr., Ste. B; Santa
Barbara, CA 93 111; 805-683-3002
Sambas; Threads
Structural analysis
512K or larger Macintosh.
Sambas and Threads eliminate the massive data
input and validation of finite element-parameter
entry by allowing users to enter basic parameters of a
structure and then plot the resulting finite element
mesh on screen for immediate inspection and validation.
Sambas provides high-performance, finite element, structural analysis of multi body axial-symmetric objects. Features include up to six different
materials; non-isotropic materials; tensile, compressive and thermal properties; initial displacement;
pressure or force loading, normal or shear; and 1,999
nodal points.
Threads provides finite element analysis of many
standard threaded connector configurations, such as
for oil-well equipment, electrical conduit and process
piping. U.S. Standard Bolts are also analyzed. There
are five predefined tooth geometries that are selected
by radio button or the geometry of the teeth may be
custom specified.
One hundred nodal points are generated in 15
seconds. Nodal point mesh and deflected structure
appear on screen. Reports are produced that provide
engineering data that can be printed directly or
copied to a word processor: Element Report, Nodal
Point Report, Nodal Point Displacement Report,
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Stress Report, Strain Report, Material Report and
Boundary Pressure Report.
Screen plots that copy to the Clipboard in
MacDraw format include: Mesh, Deformed Mesh,
Radial Stress, Axial Stress, Hoop Stress, Angle to
Maximum Principal Stress, Maximum Principal
Stress, Minimum Principal Stress and Shear Stress.
Plots zoom for detailed examination.
$4,500 retail; Sambas
$745 retail: Threads
Microneering; 211 E. Culver Blvd. , Ste. Q; Play Del
Rey, CA 90293; 213-306-0878 or 800-423-0814
Sauna
Thermal modeling
Macintosh 11.
Sauna is designed for thermal modeling of electronic equipment. With the program, users can create
a sophisticated, accurate thermal model of an entire
electronic enclosure, circuit board or heat sink in just
a matter of minutes. Seconds later, using Sauna's
advanced solver, users will have predicted a complete set of temperatures.
Sauna can produce what if thermal design. Edit
commands make it easy to change a hosing from
ABS plastic to aluminum alloy. Moving heat sources
and repositioning circuit boards is equally simple.
After modification, users can obtain new temperature
results in a few seconds.
$995 retail; Sauna Standard
$2,995 retail; Sauna Modeling System
Tatum Labs, Inc.; 3917 Research Park Dr., B-1; Ann
Arbor, MI 48108; 313-663-8810
Schematic Construction Set Vl.8
Electronic/electric symbol collection
512K or larger Macintosh; MacDraw or MacDraft.
Schematic Construction Set is an electronic/electric symbol collection for use with standard
draw/draft packages. It includes more than 130 symbols in PICT format for generating schematic drawings using any standard draft or draw package. Using
the provided symbols, presentation-quality schematics can be generated in a short time. Also included
are paint and Scrapbook file formats.
Symbols include: logic gates, semiconductors,
dip packages, tubes, opto-electronic devices, passive
devices, transformers and miscellaneous components.
$79.95 retail
SSW Systems, Inc.; PO Box 152314; Irving,
TX 75062; 214-557 -4386
Science And Engineering Tools VS.O
Procedures and functions for solving common data
analysis and graphics problems
512K or larger Macintosh; Lightspeed Pascal or
Turbo Pascal.
Science And Engineering Tools, supplied in both
Lightspeed Pascal and Turbo Pascal source code, are
a collection of general purpose procedures and functions designed to interpret, analyze and graph scientific and engineering data by implementing simple
procedure calls.
The package includes procedures for general
statistics, multiple regression, curve fitting , integration, FFTs, solutions for differential and simultaneous equations, matrix math, complex math, data
smoothing, linear programming, root finding and
special functions.
Analytical data can be graphed as line plots, bar
graphs and scatter plots using the specific routines
included. Automatic axes and scaling procedures
scale, draw and label tic marks spacing for a given
set of data points. Graph axis can be scaled for linear, log and semilog scaling.
A 160-page manual describes the form, functi on
and parameters of each procedure and function.
Example programs demonstrate the use of the procedures and functions , including many of the graphics
routines.
$79.95 retail
Quinn-Curtis; 1191 Chestnut St., Ste. 2-5; Newton,
MA 02 164; 617-965-5660

Vertical Markets/
Engineering
Scientific Analysis Program
Scientific and numerical analysis
Macintosh Plus or large1:
The Scientific Analysis Program is a scientific
and numerical analysis program written in Microsoft
Basic. It solves almost any equation, including linear, non-linear, real or complex, matrices, integrals,
binomials, polynomials, differential equations and
sets of non-linear equations. It computes sample
mean, standard deviation and variance for a given set
of grouped or ungrouped data. It also features highresolution graphics, double precision and fast execution speed. The program selects the best curve to fit
experimental data by least squares. It can transform,
scale, average and smooth sets of data points. Users
can estimate a function by using interpolation and
evaluate unknowns from fitted curves.
$64.90 retail
PCA Software; PO Box 1231; Arlington, TX 76004;
817-460-2147
Semisim
Six degree-of-freedom wave-frequency semisubmersible motion simulator
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive recommended.
Semisim is a six degree-of-freedom wave-frequency motion simulation package for use with
semi-submersible vessels in the non-transit, hullssubmerged mode. Computed response characteristics
reflect the highly nonlinear nature of motion damping and excitation for this type of vessel.
Features include efficient input of column and
hull forms based on the use of simple geometrical
shapes, permitting quick specification and easy modification of the underwater configuration for comparative performance analysis and evaluation. A wide
range of environmental conditions is accommodated,
including extensive built-in wave spectral types,
azimuthal spreading of wave directions and an
optional independent background swell. The simulation provides for calculation of air gap clearances
between deck and water surface in addition to absolute displacements, velocities and accelerations at
any point on the vessel. Effects of finite water depth
are fully simulated and either English or metric units
may be selected for vessel specification and data output. Output is in the form of amplitude and phase of
vessel Response Amplitude Operators (RAOs)
and/or statistical characterizations of vessel response
to irregular wave conditions. Simulation is carried
out in the frequency domain, resulting in short execution times and unambiguous predictions of statistical response values.
$25,000 retail
SeaSoft Systems; 250 Ribera Dr., Ste. B; Santa
Barbara, CA 93111; 805-683-3002
Shaft Alignment 2.51
Determines how to correctly position shafts of industrial rotating machinery
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
Shaft Alignment helps users determine how to
correctly position the shafts of rotating machinery to
achieve a colinear axis of rotation when the machinery is running under normal operating conditions.
The program uses a variety of visual aids to
assist users in understanding the step-by-step process
required to align rotating machinery properly. Users
can enter names of the machinery, the axial dimensions of the drive train, data on how the machinery
moves from offline to running conditions and the
direction of this movement.
Other items that can be input include the selection of three different types of dial-indicator shaftmeasurement techniques and field readings taken
with one of these techniques. Users can then see how
two shafts are oriented with respect to each other,
choose from an infinite number of possible solutions
to achieve the required machinery position and print

any or all of the above information. Data from lasers
and other systems may also be entered.
The software program is an extension of the
principles found in the Shaft Alignment Handbook,
by Marcel Dekker, Inc., which will provide a user
with additional information on all aspects of aligning
rotating machinery.
'
$495 retail
Turvac Alignment Engineering Services; 12012
Elkwood Dr.; Cincinnati, OH 45240; 513-851-1439
Shipsim
Six degree-of-freedom wave-frequency motion simulator for displacement-hull vessels
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive recommended.
Shipsim is a general-purpose six degree-of-freedom wave' frequency vessel motions program specifically enhanced for displacement-hull vessels with
relatively large block coefficients. Vessels in this category include drillships, barges and tankers. Shipsim
utilizes an efficient algorithm for calculating wavefrequency forces and moments which permits accurate simulation using as input only gross hydrostatic
and mass properties, eliminating the need for tedious
and error-prone input of vessel lines details. This
typically permits comprehensi'<'e simulations to be
completed in one hour or less.
Non-linear effects, particularly in the roll degree
of freedom , are fully simulated, leading to realistic
roll response predictions that depend on details of
bilge geometry. A wide range of environmental conditions is accommodated, including extensive builtin wave spectral types, azimuthal spreading of wave
directions and an optional independent background
swell. Accelerations, velocities and displacements at
any point on the vessel can be computed. Effects of
finite water depth are fully simulated and either
English or metric units may be selected for vessel
specification and data output. Output is in the form
of amplitude and phase of vessel Response
Amplitude Operators (RAOs) and/or statistical characterizations of vessel response to irregular wave
conditions. Simulation is carried out in the frequency
domain, resulting in short execution times and unambiguous predictions of statistical response values.
$20,000 retail
SeaSoft Systems; 250 Ribera Dr., Ste. B; Santa
Barbara, CA 93111; 805-683-3002
SimpleSpan Utilities I
Beam analysis desk accessory package
512K or larger Macintosh.
SimpleSpan Utilities I is a disk containing two
structural design desk accessories for architects and
engineers.
SimpleSpan and BackSpan enable a user to analyze and select sizes of simply supported or cantilevered wood beams. Using framing lumber,
laminated veneer lumber or steel beams, the software
will analyze shear, deflection and bending, and calculate the required beam size. Features include the
ability to revise or delete individual loads, set user
options and review beam calculations.
New features of SimpleSpan 2.5 and BackSpan
2.0 include the ability to print a summary report of
the calculations in any font, or the same report can
be saved as a text file to be archived on disk or
imported into a spreadsheet. Steel stress values can
be entered by users using less common steel grades.
Joist spacing can be adjusted independent of the
loading conditions. In addition, SimpleSpan has been
upgraded to size rough-sawn lumber and draw shear
& moment diagrams in its analysis window.
$149 retail; includes SimpleSpan 2.5 and BackSpan
2.0
Arch Software, Inc.; 1642 Pullan Ave.; Cincinnati,
OH 45223; 513-681-1642
SINDA
General purpose thermal analyzer
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; Absoft's Fortran.

SINDA (Systems Improved Numerical
Differencing Analyzer) is a general purpose thermal
analyzer used by all NASA centers and many
aerospace companies. It can be used to create thermal models and predict temperatures and heat flows
for a wide range of problems encountered in industries, such as electronic, automotive and aerospace.
Through user-written Fortran subroutines, complex
phenomena can be modeled. A HyperCard graphics
interface is used to control the program. A comprehensive tutorial guide to thermal modeling is included, which teaches thermal modeling techniques using
numerous examples and comparisons with analytical
solutions. The Macintosh version is not a subset, but
the complete SINDA/1987/ANSI program.
$1,500 retail
Network Analysis Associates, Inc.; 9972 Sage Cir.;
PO Box 8007; Fountain Valley, CA 92708;
714-775-2052
Softgage
Software to replace Positional Functional (metal)
Gages and analyze N/C machine precision
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
hard disk drive; Microsoft Excel.
Softgage is a productional program that can be
used to verify feature locations in lieu of a (hard)
positional functional gage when used in conjunction
with an X, Y Coordinate Measuring Machine
(CMM).
The program is meant to be a workable solution
for the positional verification of holes or studs/pins.
Measurements taken from any origin may be translated to determine their acceptability by the computer.
Although designed for ease of use, Softgage contains many sophisticated transparent routines, such
as least squares, strategic decision making, vectorseeking optimization, slope/distance zone-envelope
testing, hand tweaking and more.
·
$99.95 retail
International Geometric Tolerancing Institute, Inc.;
2943 Cortina Dr.; San Jose, CA 95132;
408-251-7058
SPMsim
Comprehensive motion and load simulator for catenary-restored turret-moored vessels
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive recommended.
SPMsim is a comprehensive simulation used for
design, evaluation, maintenance and failure analysis
of catenary-based single-point mooring (SPM) systems, including vessel-fixed turret systems. It provides detailed mooring system and vessel
performance data under specifiable water depth and
environmental conditions, including characteristic
(r.m.s.) and peak mooring line loads in the forecast
maximum storm.
A wide range of environmental conditions is
accommodated, including extensive built-in wave
spectral types, azimuthal spreading of wave directions, an optional independent background swell, and
steady or fluctuating wind and/or current. Catenarybased mooring systems are characterized by extreme
non-linearities at every phase of performance analysis; SPMsim accommodates these non-linearities at
all levels, including system statics, quasi-statics and
dynamics. The simulation is especially useful for
deep-water applications that are difficult to study
thoroughly using conventional model-scale tests.
Direct comparison of SPMsim 's nonlinear dynamic
load calculation with the quasi-static catenary calculation often used as an approximation is provided as
an output option. Simulation is carried out in the frequency domain, resulting in short execution times
and unambiguous predictions of statistical response
values.
$50,000 retail
SeaSoft Systems; 250 Ribera Dr., Ste. B; Santa
Barbara, CA 93111; 805-683-3002
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Vertical Markets/
Engineering
STAP
Static thennal analysis program
512K or larger Macintosh.
STAP is a general-purpose two-dimensional
steady state heat transfer program with particular
emphasis placed on the analysis of heatsinks in the
electronic packaging field. After entering the
heatsink properties and heat input characteristics, the
steady state temperatures at all nodes are calculated,
displayed and saved to a disk file. In addition, junction, case and heatsink temperatures for each device
are displayed.
STAP is designed for electrical engineers who
are designing high-power electronic circuits.
However, it is a fully functional two-dimensional
thennal analysis program and can be used to solve
any two-dimensional thennal conduction problem.
The input to STAP allows for many defaults that are
common to the electrical engineering field. All
heatsink data can be easily saved/recalled and edited
from disk files. Heatsink size may even be changed
with STAP, automatically removing components
mounted on the de-selected part of the heatsink.
$125 retail
BV Engineering; 2023 Chicago Ave., Ste. Bl3;
Riverside, CA 92507; 714-781-0252
Statmoor
Comprehensive static catenary-elastic multileg
mooring system calculator
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive recommended.
Statrnoor is a comprehensive static mooring
analysis program for multileg catenary mooring systems. The program is used in design and analysis of
complex single-vessel multipoint mooring systems
and special applications including static response
characteristics of most elasto-gravitational lines of
importance to the offshore industry (towlines, reinforced coflex-type hoses, etc.).
An analytically exact solution to the elasto-gravitational static response of mooring line elements is
employed; these exact equations apply to arbitrary
degrees of non-linearity in the tension-elongation
characteristics for the mooring line elements, pennitting analysis of strongly non-linear materials such as
nylon and polypropylene. Extensive online default
values for weight, strength and elastic properties of
steel and synthetic mooring materials are provided to
enhance efficiency in preliminary parametric design
studies. The program supports spring buoys,
clumped weights, sloping seafloor conditions and
individually specifiable anchor depths. Output capabilities include both individual line characteristics
and net restoring forces and moments associated ·
with yaw offsets or lateral offsets in any direction.
$5,000 retail
SeaSoft Systems; 250 Ribera Dr., Ste. B; Santa
Barbara, CA 93111; 805-683-3002
·
StrucLumber
Wood framing structural design package
Macintosh Plus or larger.
StrucLumber is a structural design package for
wood framing. It computes floor joists, rafters, bearing walls and more. The program also includes a
database for most major wood species.
$425 retail
Yeoman Technical Software; RFD #3, 629
Voluntown Rd.; Jewett City, CT 06351; 203-3762952
StrucSteel
Structural steel design
Macintosh Plus or larger.
StrucSteel is a structural steel design package for
beams and columns using AISC procedures. It
includes the AISC DataBase.

$425 retail
Yeoman Technical Software; RFD #3, 629
Voluntown Rd.; Jewett City, CT 06351;
203-376-2952
Sunpas/Sunop 4.0
Energy analysis
512K or larger Macintosh.
Sunpas/Sunop calculates heating and cooling
loads in residential and light commercial buildings.
The calculation method involves the detennination
of monthly effective day and nighttime indoor temperatures. During the calculation, the program takes
into account the effects of natural ventilation, thermostat set points (for heating and cooling systems),
thennal mass, day and night internal gains and many
other factors.
The program uses two tested analysis methods:
variable base degree day and solar load ratio. It will
perfonn an analysis of the heat losses and gains for a
building and offers a bottom line yearly energy budget figure in BTUs per square foot of floor area.
Prompts are used extensively in the program. It
uses a minimal number of unfamiliar abbreviations
and codes, and can generate graphs of heating and
cooling loads.
$289 retail
Solarsoft; 12672 Skyline Blvd.; Woodside,
CA 94062; 415-851-4484
Swivel 30
Solid-object modeler
· Macintosh Plus or larger.
Swivel 3D is a three-dimensional color drawing/modeling program. It is intended for graphic
artists, engineers and designers to create complex
models for use in presentations, desktop publishing
and schematic designs.
Features include: a linked database with constraints that allows a user to lock the object's relative
movement and orientation; Z buffering, which solves
object intersections; a full range of rendering commands, such as shadowing, projecting images and
setting light source; and a tween panel for incremental animation and rendering.
$395 retail
Paracomp, Inc.; 123 Townsend St., Ste. 310; San
Francisco, CA 94107; 415-543-3848
TCL-Image
Image processing and analysis
Macintosh 11 or larger; 4 MB of RAM (5 MB recommended); 40 MB hard disk drive ; 8-bit video card.
TCL-Image is a software package for scientific
image processing and analysis on a Macintosh II. It
provides a complete command language for the
extraction of quantitative infonnation from grayscale images. These commands can be used interactively or combined in a script file.
Features include: image processing functions,
including contrast enhancements, spatial filtering
(convolutions), morphometric analyses and Fourier
transfonn (frequency domain) processing; images
are displayed in standard windows with gray-scale
and pseudo-color lookup tables and zooming; a complete command language for image processing and
analysis, including variables, looping and conditionals; extendable via scripts (command files), journaling and user-written procedures; and supports
capture of video images using plug-in NuBus frame
grabber boards.
$3,500 retail
Perceptics Corp.; 725 Pellissippi Pkwy.; Knox,ville,
TN 37933; 615-966-9200
Tech Fonts
Scientific and electronic symbols
512K or larger Macintosh.
TechFonts is a package of three technical writing
and drawing applications.
LogiFonts is a collection of scientific and engineering fonts that allows users to type equations and
logic circuits using MacPaint or any word processor.
The program includes an alphanumeric set of characters, subscripting, superscripting and more.
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SciFonts, used for typing equations, contains the
following individual fonts: scientific, sub-scientific,
super scientific and cursive. Each font contains the
English alphanumeric set of characters. All but the
cursive font also contain mathematical and Greek
character sets and can be used to create two levels of
subscripting anp superscripting and to type subscripts on superscripts and vice versa. They can also
be used to type summations, integrals, partial derivatives and other expressions.
ElectroFonts, used when typing electronic analog circuits, contains standard analog-circuit symbols, such as L, R, C; transistors of several types,
operational amplifiers, switches, diodes, transfonners, etc. This set of fonts comes in different orientations, and connectors joining all the program's
symbols in a circuit are provided.
Keyboard layouts for all three font sets are also
provided. A downloadable laser version is available.
$50 retail; SciFonts (mathematical/scientific symbols)
$99 retail; ElectroFonts (electronic symbols, includes
SciFonts, LogiFonts)
$40 retail; LogiFonts (analog and digital symbols)
Paragon Concepts, Inc.; 990 Highland Dr., Ste. 312;
Solana Beach, CA 92075; 619-481-1477
Tolculator
Geometric tolerance, design, inspection and mathematical analysis per ANSI for engineering,
manufacturing and inspection/quality personnel
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive or
hard disk drive ; Microsoft Excel.
Tolculator is designed to automate geometric tolerance analysis and mathematical analysis, such as
analytic geometry, trigonometry, mensurations, etc.,
per ANSI and ISO standards for design, inspection
and quality personnel.
It is used to design interchangeable parts and
gages, perfonn probability studies and tolerance circuit studies, make predictions on hardware tolerances and do all manner of conversions, including
metric. It also automates sampling, histograms and
limits and fits.
The program will analyze circularity (roundness); find the least squares center; analyze flatness,
parallelism, straightness of elements or axes; find the
center of a pattern; do shop math, sampling studies,
figure bonus tolerances and allowables based on
actuals vs. drawing requirements; provide international tolerance grades; pick standard drills and geometric tolerances based on feature size/machining
method; do thennal compensations; provide gage
sizes; convert screw sizes to diameters; and more.
$175 retail; program
$30 retail; computerized tolerancing practice workbook (CATA Computer Aided Tolerance Analysis)
$55 retail; 700-page Geometric Tolerancing manual
(AGTII)
International Geometric Tolerancing Institute, Inc.;
2943 Cortina Dr.; San Jose, CA 95132;
408-251-7058
Towsim
Comprehensive motion and load simulator for tugbarge-towline systems
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive recommended.
Towsim is a c~mprehensive simulation used for
design, evaluation, maintenance and failure analysis
of simple or composite towlines used in open-ocean
tug-barge-towline systems. It provides detailed towline and vessel perfonnance data for a particular tugbarge-towline combination under arbitrary water
depth and environmental conditions, including characteristic (r.m.s.) and peak towline loads in the forecast maximum stonn for a particular route. The
analysis can be used to optimize towline characteristics in trip planning for a specific route/environment
and is suitable for on-board real-time use in an advisory capacity for setting optimal towline scope
and/or optimal tug heading during stonn penetration
or survival preparations.

Vertical Markets/

Engineering
Characteristics of the towline, including mass
and elastic properties of each element of a multi-element towline, are fully specifiable. The tug-bargetowline system is characterized by extreme
nonlinearities at every phase of the performance
analysis; To~sim fully accommodates these nonlinearities at all levels, including system statics, quasistatics and dynamics. Direct comparison of
Towsim 's nonlinear dynamic load calculation with
the quasi-static catenary calculation often used as an
approximation is provided as an output option.
Simulation is carried out in the frequency domain,
resulting in short execution times and unambiguous
predictions of statistical response values.
$45,000 retail
SeaSoft Systems; 250 Ribera Dr., Ste. B; Santa
Barbara, CA 93111; 805-683-3002
UConMac
Unit conversion utility
512KE or larger Macintosh.
UConMac is a unit conversion utility designed
for engineers and scientists. It is available as a
MultiFinder-compatible stand-alone application, as
well as a desk accessory.
It has 38 categories built in, including length,
area, volume, plane angle, solid angle, time, linear
velocity, angular velocity, linear acceleration, angular acceleration, flow rate, mass and weight, density,
force, pressure, torque, moment of inertia, energywork-heat, power, dielectric flux, electric flux density, electric current, current density, electric potential,
potential gradient, electric resistance, electric conductance, electric resistivity, electric conductivity,
capacitance, inductance, magnetic flux, magnetic
flux density, magnetic potential, magnetic field
intensity, light, kenematic viscosity and absolute viscosity.
$39.95 retail
Navaco; 420 Pasadena Dr.; Erie, PA 16505;
814-833-2592
Unitize
Unit conversion application/DA
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Unitize is a linear unit conversion utility that is
distributed as both a desk accessory and an application. It is designed to assist any scientist or engineer.
Users can choose from more than 150 of the
most commonly converted "quantity sets." Users
also have the ability to customize Unitize to meet
their individual needs. The program allows users to
create additional quantity sets that may not be resident in the software. Users may tailor their version to
include only the quantity sets applicable to their specific needs. Unitize also allows the import and export
of quantity sets and provides complete online help.
$79.95 retail
Rainbow Bridge Software, Inc.; 4243 Hunt Rd., Ste.
210; Cincinnati, OH 45242; 800-548-8871
Universal Calculator
Solves the most common design calculations for
mechanical designers and engineers
Macilllosh Plus or larger.
The Universal Calculator is a package of several
programs that are useful for mechanical designers
and engineers. The programs are designed to solve
the most common design calculations.
Programs include: UnjCalc, which is a general
purpose calculator with right and oblique triangles;
Convert, which converts units of measurement;
Tolerances, which calculates geometric position and
coordinates, and root, sum and square; Sector, which
solves for circular sector and segments; Areas, which
calculates areas of common shapes; Volumes, which
calculates volumes of common shapes; Belt, which
finds pulley belt lengths and center distances;

Springs, which calculates properties for helical
compression springs; and Hardware, which is a list
of useful charts of common hardware, such as pan
head and flat head screws, washers, lock washers,
hex and clinch nuts, drill chart and more.
$98 retail
Flight Engineering; 615 Forrest Dr., #206; Miami
Springs, FL 33166; 305-884-1475
Vector
Engineering applications development toolbox
Macintosh SE/30 or larger; 2 MB of RAM (4 MB
recommended); digitizer pad and plotter optional.
Vector is a toolbox that enables development of
engineering applications quickly and easily. It allows
engineers and programmers to concentrate on the
engineering problem itself rather than the development of computer graphics and three-dimensional
database structure.
Vector is an open-architecture design to a threedimensional floating point database. The product
includes a full-featured macro programming language and "C" link library, as well as tools such as
entity definition; menu creation; icon creation; tools
creation; user-definable database primatives; associative dimensioning; associative symbolics; layers and
level control; spline curves; color; bit-mapped and
three-dimensional graphics routines; math and geometric tools; full two-way parametric operatives;
DXF, PICT and IGES input/output; HPGL and HI
plotting output; and more.
Vector allows for the development of complete
CAD packages and applications, and finite and thermal element modeling packages, as well as in-house
engineering applications or for the customization of
applications. The product provides an easy-to-use
and interactive programming environment for nonprogrammers and allows for sophisticated development under other "C" language.
Extensive support is provided.
$2,595 retail
Vector Systems, Inc.; 3700 Vanguard Dr.; Ft. Wayne,
IN 46809; 219-478-8088
Visualization Workbench
Application-oriented electronic imaging system
Macintosh II; B MB of RAM; 100 MB hard disk
drive; AIUX and X Windows.
The Visualization Workbench is an applicationoriented electronic imaging software system. It integrates image processing with graphics, visual
programming, automatic program generation and
graphical user interface tools. It enables application
developers and researchers to quickly analyze imaging problems, prototype solutions and develop application programs ..For OEM product designers, the
Visualization Workbench is a system on which to
build more competitive products and reduce product
development time.
Based on Unix and X Windows, the Workbench
is currently available on most of today 's workstation
systems, and insures that applications developed for
today's workstations will be highly portable to those
of tomorrow.
$4,000 and up retail; Visualization Workbench
$3,000 and up retail; Development Tools
Paragon Imaging, Inc.; 171 Lincoln St.; Lowell,
MA 01852; 508-441-2112
Xfer
Transfer function analysis and synthesis program
512K or larger Macintosh.
Xfer uses short circuit transfer impedance functions configured around an operational amplifier to
compute circui\ element values that synthesize a
"desired transfer function. Conversely, given a circuit
configuration and element values, Xfer will compute
the LaPlace transfer function for that circuit.
Multiple stages of short circuit transfer
impedance functions using forward and feedback
elements in operational amplifier configurations
enable users to synthesize and analyze most any
transfer function having real roots. Analysis includes
frequency response, sensitivities and Monte Carlo.
Xfer is interactive and menu driven with a free format input processor that understands common engi-

neering abbreviations. View and Review commands
provide a simple means by which a user can review
designs and make changes. Text files generated by
Xfer are compatible with other BYE software, such
as SPP, PCPlot and PDP.
$124.95 retail
BY Engineering; 2023 Chicago Ave. , Ste. B 13;
Riverside, CA 92507; 714-781-0252

Vertical Markets/ Farming
AG Count Extra
Farm accounting
512K or larger Macintosh; two floppy disk drives or
one floppy disk drive and hard disk drive.
AG Count Extra is a simple to learn farm
accounting program. Easy-to-read reports include tax
estimate, cash flow and management with numbers
and weights of livestock or grain.
AG Count is flexible. Users can change any category title; every check and deposit is saved automatically; users can add titles anytime during the
year; and users can put in their own name for crops
and livestock. The program includes financial statements (balance sheet, net worth), expanded payroll
and enterpris~ analysis. Demo disks are available.
$495 retail
AG Plus Software; 410 1/2 Second St.; Ida Grove,
IA 51445; 712-364-2885

Beef Profit Projection
Balances beef rations
512K or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive.
Beef Profit Projection uses least-cost formulation to balance beef rations. Current NRC requirements are built in. The program stores ingredients,
formulas , solutions, costs, animal data and nutrients.
It also has a batch mixer report, ration analysis and a
profit projection. The program has advanced features, such as para\lletrics, optimum density and factoring.
$195 retail
General Systems, Inc.; PO Box 342; Florissant,
MO 63032; 314-576-4766
.
Crop Production
Picker's payroll and crop management system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive ; dot matrix printer.
Crop Production is a complete multiuser, muliicompany payroll and crop management system.
Features include: calculation of picker's pay by the
pound; customizable to all produce agriculturalists;
picker's daily earnings report; multiple crop houses;
multiple production years; daily production reports;
online review of daily production; interfaces with
inventory for fresh pack report; annual vacation
accrual; report writer to create custom reports; integrates with payroll for actual processing; calculates
multiple L&I rates per employe~; and more.
$295 retail
Micro VertiSoft; 1221 Roanwood Way; Concord,
CA 94521 ; 415-672-1166
Dairy Ration Balancing
Balances dairy rations
512K or larger Macintosh ; BOOK disk drive.
Dairy Ration Balancing uses least-cost formulation to balance dairy rations. Current NRC requirements are built in. The program stores ingredients,
fonhulas, solutions, costs, animal data and nutrients.
It also has a batch mixer report, ration analysis and a
profit projection. The program has advanced features, such as parametrics, optimum density and factoring.
$195 retail
General Systems, Inc.; PO Box 342; Florissant,
MO 63032; 314-576-4766
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Vertical Markets/ Farming
EquiMac
Horse and horse farm management with complete
billing
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
EquiMac provides total record keeping for all
horse owners, trainers or any person involved in the
day to day operations pertaining to horses.
Along with extensive information on the horse
and the owner, EquiMac features sections on daily
activities, pedigrees, breeding, showing and racing.
Categories (accounts) are user modifiable. Activities
can be entered on a single or group basis. Pedigrees
are aesthetically designed and include up to three
comment lines per horse. The breeding records are
detailed with a daily calendar and allow new foals to
be entered directly into the system without leaving
the breeding area. Showing and racing areas provide
in-depth histories.
A user can choose from almost 20 different
reports, including detailed and comprehensive hilling
statements, pedigrees, financial statements and others.
As an added feature, EquiMac contains a mailing
list that is not restricted to those persons with horses
in the system.
$695 retail
Equine Computer Software; PO Box 96; Otwell,
IN 47564; 812-354-2223
Feed Formulation
Provides least-cost formulation
512K or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive.
Feed Formulation provipes least-cost formulation using a user's specifications, ingredient supply,
quality and market cost. It stores ingredients, formulas, solutions, costs and nutrients. The program also
has inventory, batch mixer report and ration analysis.
It has advanced features, such as pararnetrics, optimum density and factoring.
$195 retail
General Systems, Inc.; PO Box 342; Florissant,
MO 63032; 314-576-4766
Mac Mars
Farm accounting
512K or larger Macintosh; two disk drives.
Mac Mars is a single-entry farm accounting
package.
Features include: 160 chart of accounts, up to 36
enterprises and 18 different bank and fund accounts;
78 vendor file, 15 loan account and budget capabilities; allows eight "splits" per check or deposit; check
printing; 13 reports, including Journals, Monthly
Detail Reports, Check Registers, Enterprise Reports,
YTD Cashflow by Month, Labor Reports, Networth
and Loan Activity; and more.
$350 retail
$20 retail; demo
Iowa Farm Business Association; PO Box 1809; 226
SE 16th St.; Ames, IA 50010; 515-233-5802
Mac Horse
Horse management program for veterinarians, breeders and trainers
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
MacHorse is an information manager designed
for horse farms , stables, veterinarians, breeders and
trainers.
The program allows users to plan a work schedule for the day, the week or next year, and permits
looking back at last year 's experience to improve
performance. It also manages breeding information,
farm resources, expenses and billing.
$2,500 retail
Dapple Computers; Rattlesnake Mountain; Union
Mills, NC 28167; 704-287-8783
Vegetable Produce Tracker 1.5
Vegetable produce management
Macilllosh with I MB of RAM; BOOK disk drive;
hard disk drive ; Microsoft Excel.

The Vegetable Produce Tracker (VPT) is a system of spreadsheets and macros that allow farmers to
track vegetable shipments, sales and the balance of
payments between them and their sales broker. The
VPT spreadsheet will alert farmers when there is an
imbalance of payments, when their vegetable shipments are sold for less than promised or when part of
their shipments have been lost. VPT allows farmers
to file the receipts from their sales broker by date,
receiving tag number or lot number, enabling them to
quickly find the proper receipt and alert the broker of
any errors.
VPT allows farmers to put the data for each crop
on its own individual spreadsheet. Each spreadsheet
is accompanied by a totals sheet that allows quick
viewing of the crop's weekly totals. Farmers may
choose to place the crop data on a one-half or oneyear spreadsheet with their accompanying totals
sheet. Each spreadsheet will hold up to 44 payments.
VPT will track as many crops as can be held on a
hard disk - up to 140 crops on a 20 MB hard disk.
$94.34 retail (check or COD)
$10 retail; demo
The Corporate Originality Workshop (The C.0.W.);
530 Mehlschau Rd.; Nipomo, CA 93444;
805-929-3220
Yes! Seed Inventory Analysis Based Accounting
VJ.4
Point of purchase system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 20 MB hard disk drive.
Yes! is a point of purchase based system used in
accounting for inventory seed producers. The systems are customized for each application using terminology and present organizational style of a user's
firm.
Yes! includes a comprehe!]sive history 'of seed
production, cost analysis and germination. Complete
histories of treatments and coatings are also available. All fields are tied to sorts, allowing extensive
analysis. The program allows multiple invoicing per
sale/transaction for partial shipments and changes.
Purchase orders can also be edited or reviewed in
multiple sequence.
The system constantly updates what is in stock,
what is on order and what is booked on margins.
Prices can be held at multiple levels, by seed or by
whatever unit is selected. Ihformation on sales by
salesperson, customer, seed or periods is readily
available.
$6,500 retail; starting price for single-user package
including installation and training
$9,000 retail; starting price for multiuser version
AG Computerized Information; 17682 Beach Blvd.,
Ste. 201; Huntington Beach, CA 92646;
714-841-6966

Vertical Markets/ Film &
TV Production
Avid/1 Media Composer
.
Digital non-linear editing system combining film and
video editing techniques
Macintosh llx or !lex.
The Avid/I Media Composer is a real-time digital non-linear editing system that combines the flexibility of film editing with frame-accurate digital
video technology. The system uses advanced hardware and high-speed video compression algorithms
to provide two to six hours of storage capacity. The
Avid/I can simultaneously handle full -motion color
video at 30 FPS and two channels of 44 KHz, 16-bit •
CD-quality sound.
The Avid/I provides a range of integrated editing
tools. The main editing window features an intuitive
interface simulating the familiar source and record
monitors of a traditional editing system. A timeline
window displays a map of the edited sequence. Bins,
databases of clips and edited sequences, may be sorted, sifted and displayed as lists or as head or key
frames. The system enables output to work prints
and standard EDL formats.
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Under $50,000 retail; Avid/I system (includes Mac
!Ix CPU, 5 MB of RAM, higlj-speed disk, real-time
video processor, CD-quality audio processor and two
color display monitors)
Under $80,000 retail; maximum Avid/I configuration (includes more than 4 GB of high-speed disk
storage)
Avid Technology, Inc.; 3 Burlington Woods, Ste.
330; Burlington, MA 01803; 617-221-6789
Broadcast Scheduling Timeline
Allows television stations to schedule manpower for
use in their facilities
Macintosh SE/30 or larger.
Designed to allow television stations to quickly
and easily schedule manpower for use in their facilities, the Broadcast Scheduling Timeline gives a
graphical picture ·of daily and weekly schedules that
may be modified by using a MacDraw-style interface.
Broadcast Scheduling Timeline 's customized
reports help a user make the most of the manpower
and facilities, while minimizing union penalties. It
follows the rules of the basic NABET contract and
can track hours for payroll, overtime and penalties.
Each installation is customized to meet a user 's exact
needs.
Call for pricing
. After Hours Software; 5636 Van Nuys Blvd., Ste. B;
Van Nuys, CA 91401; 818-780-2220
CineWrite V2.5
Script processing that links three important phases of
film, video, television and advertising production:
writing, storyboarding and presenting; screenplay or
two-column formats
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive or
hard disk drive; lmageWriter or LaserWriter.
CineWrite is a word processor specifically
designed for the film, television and advertising
industries. It provides a way to write scripts, present
storyboards and keep production notes.
The program allows pictures to be partnered
with words, providing a rough animatic or shooting
board of a production before the real action starts.
The program offers users a choice of important
script formats. These include either screenplay or
two column, which can import scripts from other
word processors, including IBM products. The program also provides automatic layout of storyboards
with timed, animatic presentation. Storyboards can
be printed with the script or separately in many formats and screen ratios, with or without television
cutoff masks.
$495 retail
Frankie Corp.; 3021 Airport Ave., Ste. 112; Santa
Monica, CA 90405; 213-398-3771
Collaborator
Story analysis system
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive or
hard disk drive; Image Writer or LaserWriter.
Collaborator is a story analysis system for writers, producers, directors, story editors and actors. An
expert system based on Aristotle's Six Elements of
Drama, the program asks questions about a story and
generates further questions based on a user's
answers. It helps inspire the imagination with
insights into structure, conflicts, theme, premise, ·
character motivation and setting.
$399 retail
Frankie Corp.; 3021 Airport Ave., Ste. 112; Santa
Monica, CA 90405; 213-398-3771
Computer Bidding (AICP)
AICP TV commercial bidding
512K or larger Macintosh.
Computer Bidding is a complete AICP bidding
program. Used by many commercial production
houses and ad agencies, Computer Bidding is a flexible, menu-driven Excel template for bidding TV
commercials with features to make bidding accurate
and easy. The program can be customized to meet
specific needs and includes a separate production
scheduling calendar.

Vertical Markets/Film &
TV Production
$650 retail
Frankie Corp.; 3021 Airport Ave., Ste. 112; Santa
Monica, CA 90405; 213-398-3771
Edit Lister
Video editor
512K or larger Macintosh.
Edit Lister is a video editor that handles offline
edit list management. Features include: supports
three audio channels; the ability to re-edit with ripple; add and delete edits; include effects; change reel
numbers; renumber lists; highlight events; convert
drop frame to non-frame codes by reel; artd transfer
list to CMX-compatible format.
$900 n:tail
Frankie Corp.; 3021 Airport Ave., Ste. 112; Santa
Monica, CA 90405; 213-398-3771
Mac Movie Forms Version 2.0
Forms for film and video production; commercial
production; videotape production anci postproduction
Any Macintosh; MacPaint, Full Paint or SuperPaint.
Mac Movie Forms is designed to support preproduction, production and postproduction with such
forms as call sheets, production reports, talent and
location releases, casting information, story boards,
expense reports, film and videotape logs and more.
Mac Movie Forms Version 2.0 contains 27 of the
most used and useful film and video production
forms on one disk.
Mac Movie Forms - Commercials includes a
complete package of 24 production forms for all
areas of commercial production, including the standard A.l.C.P. and A.1.C.E. (Association of
Independent Producers & Editors) commercial budgeting forms.
Mac Video Fonils includes a compleie package
of 25 forms that are used for videotape production
and post production.
$39.95 retail; Mac Movie Forms Version 2.0
$39.95 retail; Mac Movie Forms - Commercials
$39.95 retail; Mac Video Forms
ABC Software; 2050 Stanley Hills Pl.; Los Angeles,
CA 90046; 213-654-2239
MacToolkit - Scheduling And Budgeting VS.O
Scheduling and budgeting for film and television
production
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
hard disk drive; Image Writer or.LaserWriter.
MacToolkit - Scheduling and Budgeting provides producers, directors, assistant directors and
production managers with a means of breaking down
scripts,, adjusting strip boards, scheduling shoots and
budgeting productions.
Scheduling is specifically designed for script
breakdowns. It includes breakdowns, day out of days
chart, shooting schedules, one-liners, cast lists and
on-screen strip board manipulation.
Budgeting is specifically designed for creating
film budgets. It includes zooming in to detail
accounts, automatic re-calculation, comparison budgets, foreign currencies, fringes, taxes and studio
budget templates.
$695 retail; Schedule
$695 retail; Budget
Frankie Corp.; 3021 Airport Ave. , Ste. 112; Santa
Monica, CA 90405; 213-398-3771
Movie Magic Budgeting
Film and television budgeting ptogram
512K or larger Macintosh ; two diskette drives or
hard disk drive.
Movie Magic is a project-oriented estimating
program that provides a budgeter with a method to
create budgets. It is flexible enough to handle tnost
any chart-of-accounts, as well ll$ manage fringe benefits, foreign currencies and global changes. A
library feature allows a user to build customized ratebooks. Entire accounts can be predesigned and stored
in the library for instant recall.

Movie Magic interfaces with several production
accounting programs and can export entire budgets
to Excel.
$595 retail
Screenplay Systems, Inc.; 150 E. Olive Ave., Ste.
305; Burbank, CA 91502; 818-843-6557
Movie Magic Scheduling/Breakdown
Movie scheduling and breakdown program
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; two disk
drives or hard disk drive.
The Movie Magic Scheduling/Breakdown program allows users to display all of their information for
a single breakdown sheet on screen simultaneously.
Standard breakdown categories contained in the
program include: Animal Handler, Cast, Costume,
Extra Labor, Extras, Greenery, Livestock, Locations,
Makeup, Mechanical FX, Miscellaneous, Music,
Notes, Optical FX, Props, Security, Sequences, Set
Dressing, Sets, Sound, Special Equipment, Special
FX, Stunts and Vehicles.
The program also features vertical or horizontal
stripboard modes, color selection of on-screen stripboards, an optional bar code that can be printed at the
bottom of each strip, sorting and printing of scheduling
functions, viewable on screen or printed reports, an
Auto-Save function , crash protection and more.
$695 retail
Screenplay Systems, Inc.; 150 E. Olive Ave., Ste.
305; Burbank, CA 91502; 818-843-6557
PostCardffajle Vault
Postproduction facility management system; videotape tracking and management system
Macintosh Plus or large1:
PostCard is a HyperCard-based facility management system for film, music or postproduction businesses.
The program provides hourly scheduling of
equipment and rooms, an Edit Worksheet that can be
used to print schedules for each job, and a Master
Schedule, which allows for wall posting of information.
Tape Vault, which is also HyperCard based, is a
video-tracking and management system that numbers
tapes semiautomatically, numerically or alphanumerically. All tape formats and international standards
are available, and all tapes not assigned to owners
are listed as In-House.
$2,999 retail
$549 retail; Tape Vault only
Frankie Corp.; 3021 Airport Ave., Ste. 112; Santa
Monica, CA 90405; 213-398-3771
Scrip tor
Motion picture screenplay formatting program
512K or larger Macintosh ; two diskette drives or
hard disk drive.
Scriptor is a text formatting program that takes a
Microsoft Word document and formats it according
to the standard motion picture format.
Features of the program include intelligent page
breaking, automatic breaking of dialog including
(more) and (Cont'd), scene and page numbering,
remargination, top and bottom Contimieds, A & B
pages and scenes and more.
$295 retail
Screenplay Systems, Inc.; 150 E. Olive Ave., Ste.
305; Burbank, CA 91502; 818-843-6557
Scriptwriter
Screen play and dual column writing with intelligent
page breaking; script formatting; teleprompting
512K or larger Macintosh .
Scriptwriter is a complete, stand-alone word processor specifically designed to answer the needs of
the film, television and advertising writer.
Features include: single or dual-column, onscreen formatting; intelligent page breaking for
screenplay formatting; glossary of repeated character
names and scene settings; and Storyboarder interface.
$495 retail
American Intelliware Corp.; PO Box 6980; Torrance,
CA 90504; 213-533-4040

Smart Desk
Desktop video/multimedia workstation
Macintosh II or llx; 4 MB of RAM (8 MB recommended); 40 MB hard disk drive (80 MB recommended); external removable cartridge or optical
magnetic system for large video, graphics, sound
and slide files.
The Smart Desk is a turnkey, multisource, integrated, multimedia workstation for desktop video
and sound production, post production, editing,
broadcast transmission (with codec and fiber or
satellite), live video teleconferencing, video or compact disc, interactives for training, desktop publishing and desktop presentation.
.
Sold with or without equipment, the Smart
Desk's appeal has been the capability of users to
integrate and automate within the desk all media useful to the art of video production, and all tasks
(graphic, sound, titling, animation) in one place,
enabling users to do online editing Wfth exceptional
cost savings (incorporates proprietary software and
custom system design).
Call for pricing
Joan D. Tierney Enterprises, Inc.; PO Box 15550;
Washington, DC 20003; 202-554-2020

Vertical Markets/ Financial
Planning & Analysis
Analyzing Tenders
What if analysis
5!2K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Excel.
Analyzing Tenders is designed for professional
purchasing agents and others who need to see the
results of what-if analysis.
$80 retail
Hewpact Limited; 734 Holgate Crescent; Kingston,
Ontario, Canada K7M 5A6; 613-389-3200
BizPlanBuilder 4.0
Business and marketing plan template for raising
capital or launching new products or services
512K or larger Macintosh; MacWrite 4.5 or
Microsoft Word 3.01; Microsoft Works , Mu/tip/an or
Excel (SYLKJ.
BizPlanBuilder is a contains 33 word processing
and spreadsheet files for preparing business and marketing plans. The 90+ page template follows standard business plan formats and provides outlines,
headlines, started sentences, paragraphs, charts with
built-in tabs, lists, financial statements, suggestions
and other pertinent information that can be edited
into a custom and comprehensive business plan.
Users simply edit and reformat any of the text or layout. Linked financial spreadsheets have preformatted
cells and automatically calculate totals. An indexed
manual and completed sample plan are included.
$99 retail
HAN; 127 Second St.; Los Altos, CA 94022; 415941-9191 or 800-442-7373
Bottomline Professional Tax Solutions
Tax preparation
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard 1.22 or later;
Excel 2.2 or later.
Bottomline Professional Tax Solutions combines
the Client Services Manager for client tracking and
the Billing Manager for billing and time control with
a comprehensive set of tax forms in the Tax Services
Manager to provide a complete tax services package.
The Client Services Manager tracks time spent
on phone calls, letters, workpapers, tax forms , meetings or any Macintosh software. Client relationships
are maintained for family and business relationships.
The Billing Manager incorporates the all-important
capability of invoicing. The Tax Services Manager
provides a comprehensive set of tax forms for individual taxes corporate taxes (including multiple K-ls
for associated businesses and individuals), partnership returns and estate taxes.
$349 retail
CompuCraft; PO Box 3155; Englewood, CO 80155;
303-791-2077
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Vertical Markets/Financial
Planning & Analysis
Bottomline-V
Business financial planning, budgeting, modeling
and analysis system
512K or larger; Excel, Mu/tip/an or equivalent
spreadsheet; printer recommended.
Bottomline-V is a business financial planning,
budgeting and analysis system that gives a user fast,
accurate results. It generates all of the financial
reports necessary to manage a business.
A user simply completes a 12-month
budget/cash flow program using the forms provided.
A user then has the option of a one-year monthly
model, two-year quarterly model or five-year annual
model, each consisting of eight integrated financial
statements. All equations, logic and formats are provided. There's a historical analysis model and one
that projects five years based on historical data.
$399 retail; special offer
$595 suggested retail
$59 retail; demo/documentation
ILAR Systems, Inc.; 334 Baywood Dr.; Newport
Beach, CA 92660; 714-759-8987 or 800-777-4920
Business Bundle 2.2
Business planning, operations and financial analysis
·templates
Macintosh Plus or larger; Microsoft Excel.
Business Bundle includes 51 templates for business planning, operation and financial analysis. It
contains the entire contents of the HeadStart packages - Business Management and Financial
Decisions. Every template is professionally prebuilt
and formatted. All a user does is add the raw data
and the templates do the rest. Every template is fully
customizable.
·
Business Bundle includes; two income statements;· two balance sheets; cash flow analysis; two
basic ledgers; two quote forms; three quote analyses;
price list; cash drawer balancer; two monthly calendars; loan amortization; three depreciation calculators; computerized accounting payback;
cost-sales-profit analysis (w/breakeven); 14 interest
calculators; return on deposit; and four loan calculators.
$69.95 retail
HeadStart Software; PO Box 51596; Durham,
NC 27717; 919-556-8792 ,
Business Management 2.1
Business planning and operations
Macintosh Plus or larger; Microsoft Excel.
Business Management includes 20 spreadsheet
templates for business planning and operations.
Every template is professionally prebuilt and formatted. All a user does is add the raw data and the templates do the rest. Every template is fully
customizable.
· Business Management includes: income statement; income statement projected; balance sheet;
balance sheet short from; cash flow analysis; two
basic ledgers; quote form, automatic lookup; quote
form manual; quote analyses (retail down, cost up
and fixed price, all with profitability and commission); price list (retail and three discounts, cost up);
cash drawer balancer; two monthly calendars; payroll register (no checks or tax tables); and three time
cards.
$39.95 retail
HeadStart Software; PO Box 51596; Durham,
NC 27717; 919-556-8792
Business Plan Toolkit
Business plan preparation
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Excel,
Mu/tip/an or Works (Excel recommended).
Business Plan Toolkit is a set of spreadsheet
worksheets, macros, graphs and a workbook
designed to assist in the development of a business
plan. It includes a practical and useful workbook
with suggested outline, sample plan and chapter-bychapter instructions for preparing a professional

business plan. Software includes spreadshe~t files for
pro forma statements, financial analysis, sales forecasts and market forecasts. Spreadsheets can be customized or used as is. A HyperCard text file manager
and sample plans on disk are included.
The Business Plan Toolkit can be easily modi fied to suit any business. Even though the package
will work with any spreadsheet that reads SYLK
files, the company recommends Microsoft Excel
because it includes macros and charts that will not
work with the other spreadsheets.
$99.95 retail
.
Palo Alto Software; 260 Sheridan Ave. , Ste. 219;
Palo Alto, CA 94306; 415-325-3190 or
800-336-5544

Analysis capabilities include moving averages,
volume indicators, trend lines, least squares fit and
horizontal lines; Welles Wilder relative strength indicator; and oscillator charts.
Features of th~ product include multiple chart
viewing; stores historical data on 72 stocks for 264
days per 400K disk or per folder for SOOK disk or
Apple Hard Disk 20; automatically updates daily
data on stocks, bonds, mutual funds, options,
Treasury issues and Dow Jones Averages; and
includes support through the Dow Jones software
support representatives.
$299 retail
Dow Jones & Company, Inc.; PO Box 300;
Princeton, NJ 08543; 609-520-4641

Compare-A-Loan
Compares several aspects of up to five different loan
types
,
512K or larger Macintosh.
Compare-A-Loan allows users to compare several aspects of up to five different types of loans on a
single report. Most types of loans can be compared
using the following features: fixed or variable interest rates, graduated payments, extra principal payments, skipped payments, odd day interest, 360 or
365 day interest, negative amortization, balloons,
seven payment intervals and Canadian mortgages.
Compare-A-Loan compares annual principal
paid, annual interest paid, cumulative principal paid,
cumulative interest paid and annual principal balance
for up to five loans at once. Compare-A-Loan II will
generate complete or partial customized amortization
schedules for any of the loans entered, and display
several reports on-screen at the same time.
$59.95 retail; Compare-A-Loan I
$129.95 retail; Compare-A-Loan II
Softflair, Inc.; 8753 Park View; Milwaukee,
WI 53226; 414-797-4490

Dow Jones Market Manager Plus
Portfolio management
Macintosh Plus or larger; modem.
The Dow Jones Market Manager Plus allows a
user to account for security transactions while providing printed reports for review and tax records. It
also gives a user the ability to preview the consequences of matching sell transactions against existing positions before actually executing them, helping
a user determine the profitability of the potential
transaction.
The software maintains accounting information
for up to 256 different portfolios and 1,800 holdings;
automatically dials Dow Jones News/Retrieval at
user-specified time for the latest security prices;
prices automatically most types of securities, including stocks, bonds, options, mutual funds and treasuries; accommodates buy, sell, short-sell and
buy-to-cover transactions; contains a calendar of
financial activity that notes when dividends are due,
interest is due, bonds mature and options expire; values portfolios for a date in the past trading year; and
generates a wide variety of reports to show the value
and status of a portfolio. In addition, Market
Manager Plus graphically represents gain/loss, return
on equity, yield and diversification.
$299 retail (Version 2.0)
Dow Jones & Company, Inc.; PO Box 300:
Princeton, NJ 08543; 609-520-4641

Complete Bond Analyzer
Precise yield calculations, spot rates, duration and
more
Any Macintosh.
The Complete Bond Analyzer is a bond investment package that performs several functions.
The program can find purchase price given yield
to maturity; yield to maturity given purchase price;
calculate yield-to-call and find results for precise
time periods and accrued interest at purchase or sale;
determine duration and revised duration; theoretical
spot rates; results for taxables or tax-exempts; and
results for government, agencies, conventional or
zero coupon bonds. ·
$89 retail
Larry Rosen Co.; 7008 Springdale Rd.; Louisville,
KY 40241 ; 502-228-4343
CompuTrac/M
Trend analysis program
Macintosh Plus or larger.
CompuTrac/M is a trend analysis program used
to support trading decisions. It provides an analytical
look at the buying and selling forces in the market,
such as trend, momentum and cycles. The three market indicators analyzed are price, volume and, in the
case of contracts, open interest. Data on stocks, commodities, funds and other exchange traded items are
available by modem from Track Data Corp. directly
and from QFS, Inc. through CompuServe. With practice, traders or investors can identify the signs of
over-bought/over-sold markets and position themselves accordingly.
$695 retail
Compu Trac Software, Inc.; PO Box 1595 l; New
Orleans, LA 70175; 800-535-7990
Dow Jones Market Analyzer
Technical analysis
512K or larger Macintosh ; two 400K disk drives;
one BOOK disk drive or Apple Hard Disk 20; modem.
The Dow Jones Market Analyzer automatically
gathers historical stock and Dow Jones Average
quotes from Dow Jones News/Retrieval and then
generates individual price and volume charts, relative strength charts and comparison charts.
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Enhanced Chartist
Charting and technical analysis
Macintosh SE/30or11 family; 20 MB hard disk
drive.
Enhanced Chartist includes ali of the features of
Master Chartist, a reai-time charting and technical
analysis program. Enhanced Chartist can track and
chart commodities, options, stocks and indices. More
than 50 popular technical indicators are available.
Options analysis and advanced trendline analysis are
also standard features.
·
Enhanced Chartist takes full advantage of multiple windows and multiple monitors. Each monitor
can contain a unique display that may include charts,
quotes, portfolio management and/or most
MultiFinder applications. Enhanced Chartist displays
1,024 live quotes, 22 live windows and can store two
years of daily history and nine years of weekly history. A user may also chart 168 items on an intraday
and tick by tick basis.
$2,590 retail
Roberts-Slade, Inc.; 750 N. Freedom Blvd., Ste.
301B; Provo, UT 84601; 801-375-6847 or
800-433-4276
EZTax-Plan Business Edition
Individual, corporate tax planning using Excel
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
hard disk drive ; imageWriter or LaserWriter; Excel.
EZTax-Plan Business Edition is a professional
tax planning package that uses the Excel spreadsheet
to develop a comprehensive present and future tax
plan for individuals or corporations. It computes
taxes (parallels Forms 1040, 6251 , 8582, 8615 and
Schedules A, D, R, SE plus corporate Fann 1120 and
Schedules A, C, D and J). It projects taxes for future
years, compares different strategies and prints
reports. EZTax-Pfan is fully adjustable to allow comparison of any combination of assumptions.

I

Vertical Markets/Financial
Planning & Analysis
Powerful tax planning features include depreciation under both ACRS and MACRS rules for all
classes of property; ACRS and MACRS tax preference; automatic alert when midquarter convention
applies under MACRS, ACRS and MACRS tax preference; minimum tax and minimum tax credit; fiscal
year provisions for transition year; old rates, blended
rates and new rates; automatic carryover of unused
credits, capital loss and net operating loss; and more.
$295 retail
EZWare Corp.; 29 Bala Ave., Ste. 206; Bala
Cynwyd, PA 19004; 215-667-4064 or 800-543-1040
Financial Decisions 2.2
Financial analysis
Macintosh Plus or larger; Microsoft Excel.
Financial Decisions includes 31 calculator template& to make complex financial decisions easy. All
a user does is add the raw data and the templates do
the rest. Every template is fully customizable.
Financial Decisions includes: three depreciation
calculators; computerized accounting payback; costsales-profit.analysis (w/breakeven); 14 interest calculators (annuities, time deposits, percent and future
values, etc.); return on deposit; four loan calculators
(find payment, rate, number of payments, loan
amount); two lease IRR analyses; loan payoff; and
risk analysis.
$49.95 retail
HeadStart Software; PO Box 51596; Durham,
NC 27717; 919-556-8792
Financial Decisions 3.0
Excel templates
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Financial Decisions is comprised of 115 standalone Excel templates grouped into eight primary
modules. They are designed to provide the solutions
to virtually every type of financial decision encountered by a financial manager and investor. This
encompasses the mortgage and commercial banking
fields with specific emphasis on real estate investments. The disk includes the Appraisals, Bonds,
Depreciation, Investments, Lending, Mortgages,
Sales and Savings modules. All current versions of
Excel are compatible with the templates.
Mortgage schedules with partial first-year calculations, balloon payments, rates, terms, mortgages
with adjustable rates and terms, fixed rate and graduated payment mortgages are calculated. Refinancings
by second mortgages and "wrap around" mortgages
are compared. True annual percentage rates are computed when points and front-end fees are added to
mortgages.
Almost all conceivable situations involving present and future values are computed, as well as compound interest on investments. Businesses and
families can compute how much has to be saved
periodically to reach a certain value in the future,
even when there are to be periodic future withdrawals.
Calculations related to appraisal and depreciation
schedules, including partial first year, are included.
After-tax cash flows resulting from purchases of
income producing properties that are depreciating, as
well as differential cash flow analysis are calculated.
Additionally, Financial Management Rates of
Return, a variation of the Internal Rate of Return,
can be found.
$65 per disk retail
GenMicronics; 5900 Shore Blvd., Ste. 401 ; St.
Petersburg, FL 33707; 8 I3-345-5020 or
603-664-9020
Financial Genius
Calculates present and future value, net present value
and internal rate of return
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Financial Genius calculates present and future
value, net present value and internal rate of return
with mixed or constant cash flows and fixed for vari-

able rates. It performs extensive what-if analysis, as
it solves for the unknown variable, including payment amounts for normal and deferred annuities.
There are options for both beginning or end of period
and positive or negative cash flows.
Financial Genius also generates detailed present
value, future value, net present value and annuity
statements, so a user can verify the calculations or
present to a client. It also has extensive loan amortization capabilities. Detailed amortization schedules
and APR disclosure statements may be generated.
All reports may be customized by a user and sent to
the Clipboard to be pasted into spreadsheets and
word processors.
$195 retail
Softflair, Inc.; 8753 Park View; Milwaukee,
WI 53226; 414-797-4490
Financial Master 3.1
Financial planning system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 20 MB hard disk drive.
Financial Master offers a full financial analysis
and generates up to a I00-page financial plan for
users and their clients to evaluate. Users can customize the plan for each individual clients' needs.
Multiple charts and graphs help clients visualize
data. Also featured is a complete tax analysis with
full 10-year tax projections, alternative minimum tax
calculations, IO-year averaging, five-year averaging
and IRA and pension rollover comparison.
Additional tools include: risk analysis, estate
analysis, cash flow analysis, financial statements and
education goal analysis. One-step entry of all data
provides a completely integrated planning system.
Full multiuser support is provided and demonstration
disks are available.
$950 retail; single-user license
$250 retail; each additional user
Demonstration disks are available
Strategic Planning Systems, Inc.; 21021 Soledad
Canyon Rd., Ste. 504; Santa Clarita, CA 91351 ;
805-254-5897
Financial Master Client/Office Manager 3.21
Portfolio management
Macintosh Plus or larger; 20 MB hard disk drive.
Financial Master Client/Office Manager is a
complete computerized solution for client management and portfolio analysis/management.
Financial Master also features reminders, an
appointment calendar, complete mail merge and
form letter production, commission tracking, lead
tracking, client meetings and records management
and a completely integrated time and billing system.
A large variety of reports can be generated with multiple levels of sort.
The portfolio management is fully integrated
with one-time entry. Complete multiuser support is
provided and demonstration disks are available.
$950 retail; single-user license
$250 retail; each additional user
Demonstration disks are available
Strategic Planning Systems, Inc.; 21021 Soledad
Canyon Rd., Ste. 504; Santa Clarita, CA 91351;
805-254-5897
Forecaster
Business forecasts
512K or larger Macintosh .
With Forecaster, users draw a line or curve and
the program turns it into spreadsheet numbers. It
rounds project numbers automatically, shows growth
rates and works with spreadsheets. Forecaster can be
used to project sales and markets, make pudgets,
watch cash flow and more.
$69.95 retail
Palo Alto Software; 260 Sheridan Ave., Ste. 219;
Palo Alto, CA 94306; 415-325-3190 or
800-336-5544
How To Write A Business Plan
Business plan preparation
512K or larger Macintosh; word processing software.
How To Write A Business Plan provides a user
with a complete narrative for a business plan and
includes all of the necessary financial statements,

such as income statements, balance sheet and cash
flow. Every part of a business plan, such as the
objectives, marketing plan, production plan, finance
plan, key officers and personnel is provided for.
Using a template system, a user simp)y chooses
the narrative description provided and inserts his or
her own company information and data. Using a
word processing program, a user can print out the
entire business plan. The package has a series of
options so that any type of business plan can be constructed.
$125 retail
American Institute of Small Business; 7515 Wayzata
Blvd., Ste. 201; Minneapolis, MN 55426;
612-545-7001or800-328-2906
Investment IRR Analysis (After Taxes) For
Stocks, Bonds And Real Estate
Detailed cash flow analysis of investments
Any Macintosh; Microsoft Excel or Mu/tip/an.
The Investment IRR Analysis (after tax) for
Stocks, Bonds And Real Estate is an investment
package that evaluates existing and proposed real
estate, stock and bond investments by after-tax internal-rate-of-return analysis.
The program computes and displays a complete
year-by-year detailed pretax and after-tax cash flow
analysis, as well as the internal rate of return for the
existing or proposed investment. It also calculates
the revised IRR and shows the results, with reinvestment of after-tax cash flow, at a user-specified earnings rate for reinvestment.
$89 retail
Larry Rosen Co.; 7008 Springdale Rd.; Louisville,
KY 40241; 502-228-4343
The Investor
Portfolio management
512K or larger Macintosh; modem and printer recommended.
The Investor is a portfolio management system
designed for the sophisticated investor who manages
a portfolio of financial securities, such as stocks,
bonds, options, funds and treasury issues.
The program accommodates both cash and margin accounts. Dividends, interest and sold records are
maintained to track past performance and support tax
preparation. It also handles short selling, stock splits
and other less common transactions. A dozen different reports and graphs describe portfolio performance. Quotes can be manually updated or
automatically updated via Dow Jones
News/Retrieval. An auto-update timer is included to
set the Macintosh to update quotes while unattended.
$150 retail
P3 Software; 246 Nottingham Ave.; Glenview,
IL' 60025; 312-729-2555
Loan Portfolio I
Tracks payments for groups of loans
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive recommended.
Loan Portfolio is designed to track payments for
groups of loans. It keeps track of principal and interest distribution, various penalties associated with late
payments, due dates, receipt dates, principal only
payments and principal balance.
Loan Portfolio generates several repprts, including individuaI detailed client amortizations, entire
portfolio summary reports, daily transaction entry
reports, delinquency reports and mailing labels. The
program is intended for use by government institutions, mortgage lending companies, private lenders
or any group that must manage large volumes of
loans.
$149.95 retail
Softflair, Inc.; 8753 Park View; Milwaukee,
WI 53226; 414-797-4490
Master Chartist
Real-time charting and technical analysis
Macintosh Plus or larger; 20 MB hard disk drive.
Master Chartist is a real-time market charting
and trend analysis program. By supporting several
data vendors, Master Chartist can track and chart
commodities, options and stocks. More than 30 of
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the popular technical indicators are available, including market profile, options analysis and advanced
trendline analysis.
Features include: daily and weekly charts on 256
contracts; one-year daily history; four-year weekly
history; chart 80 intraday items; user-defined interval
lengths; the ability to display up to seven windows;
unlimited chart and quote window combinations; the
ability to view tabular data and system values with
status cursor; manual data entry; edit capability;
zoom in/out functions; user-defined layouts; custom
layouts saved for function key recall; and more.
$1,590 retail
Roberts-Slade, Inc.; 750 N. Freedom Blvd., Ste.
301B; Provo, UT 84601; 801-375-6847 or
800-433-4276
MaxiLoan
Loan prequalifier and loan generator
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 4,J or later.
MaxiLoan is a loan prequalifier and loan generator software program. It can handle normal fixed rate
amortization loans, as well as any combination of
variable interest and variable payment rate loans.
The program also shows users how to save substantial money by rearranging payment schedules with
banks.
MaxiLoan asks questions of a loan applicant that
will determine whether or not he or she can prequalify for any type of loan in question. MaxiLoan will
produce a graph and print complete amortization
tables that allow quick review of interest deductions
and equity on a yearly or monthly basis.
$395 suggested retail
Tronsoft, Inc.; 133 W. De La Guerra St.; Santa
Barbara, CA 93101 ; 805-564-3386
Options-SOA: Advanced Stock Option Analyzer
Helps increase returns from stock market
512K or larger Macintosh.
Options-80A is designed to help increase returns
from the stock market. The program analyzes Calls,
Puts and Spreads, does Black-Scholes modeling and
calculates market-implied volatility. It plots annualized return on investment against expiration price of
underlying stock, guiding a user to optimum investment.
Unique algorithms account for future payments,
as well as buying and selling costs and time value of
money. It presents tables and charts for choosing
transactions to give the highest yield for price acti9n
a user thinks most likely.
$170 retail; program
$10 retail; demo
Options-80; PO Box 471; Concord, MA 01742;
508-369-1589
Pro Forma
Generates pro forma financial statements
Macintosh Plus or larger; Microsoft Excel or
lnformix Wingz.
Pro Forma is a set of linked worksheets for generating pro forma (projected) financial statements. A
user can forecast and evaluate a company's financial
condition, estimate financing requirements, perform
What-If analysis on alternative courses of action and
provide a standard evaluation of actual performance.
Pro Forma is completely automated. After a user
sets the parameters, the pro forma financial statements are quickly generated.
$69 retail
Spreadware; PO Box 4574; Hayward, CA 94540;
415-794-4388
The Profit Center
Small business analysis for both new and existing
businesses
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 4.1 or later.
The Profit Center is an analysis program that
works as a modeling tool for start-up, newly formed
and existing businesses. Its purpose is to find out if,

when and how companies can operate at the most
profitable levels of sales and service.
The program prompts users through a series of
questions regarding sales, expenses, financial needs
and projections. The Profit Center, using Fondler
graphs, then allows users to play what-if games by
moving graph points and adjusting profit centers to
meet company objectives. The program then allows
users to dynamically graph cash flow and profitability of various options. While giving a break-even
analysis, The Profit Center will also compare the
company to industry standards.
$695 suggested retail
Tronsoft, Inc.; 133 W. De La Guerra St.; Santa
Barbara, CA 93101; 805-564-3386
Quote Master 1.0
Real-time stock monitoring system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 20 MB hard disk drive.
Quote Master allows users to monitor security
prices as they happen, 24 hours a day. Users can
track and follow any valid stock, future, option or
index that is desired. The system uses a low-cost FM
receiver for current price, high and low, net change
and volume. User-set alarms signal price limits, volume changes, limit orders and more. Instantaneous
news retrieval gives users pertinent information that
will affect buying and selling decisions.
Quote Master graphs intra-day prices for any
monitored security and graphs inter-day prices for
any archived security. Ticker information can be
copied or transferred to spreadsheets and databases
for further manipulation. Direct links and macros are
available for transferring data to Microsoft Excel.
$395 retail; demo disks available
Strategic Planning Systems, Inc.; 21021 Soledad
Canyon Rd., Ste. 504; Santa Clarita, CA 91351;
805-254-5897
Rental·Property Net Worth
Helps users decide whether to keep or sell their property or where cash flow problems exist
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Excel.
Rental Property Net Worth integrates fair market
value with cash flow and is tie(I into up to LO mortgages to show users their cash flow, equity build up
and inflationary increase each month as their mortgage is paid off.
A one-page print out shows how much and
where users are making their profits. It also includes
set up with mortgage amortization.
$80 retail
Hewpact Limited; 734 Holgate Crescent; Kingston,
Ontario, Canada K7M 5A6; 613-389-3200
Sales And Market Forecasting Toolkit V2.0
Explains and illustrates sales and market forecasting
techniques
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Excel,
Mu/tip/an or Works (Excel recommended) .
The Sales and Market Forecasting Toolkit is a
set of spreadsheet worksheets, macros, graphs and a
workbook designed to assist in sales and market
forecasting.
The complete package includes a disk and a
practical, easy-to-use workbook that explains all of
the formulas and the forecasting methodologies used.
It provides detailed, comprehensive coverage of
practical forecasting techniques, such as customer
poll, market share model, product life cycle, linear
regression and others. It also includes dozens of sample spreadsheet models, graphs and special forecasting macro commands (Excel version) and charts.
Even though the package will work with any
spreadsheet that reads SYLK files , the company recommends Microsoft Excel because it includes
macros and charts that will not work with the other
spreadsheets.
$129.95 retail
Palo Alto Software; 260 Sheridan Ave., Ste. 219;
Palo Alto, CA 94306; 415-325-3190 or
800-336-5544
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Spreadware Budgeting
Creates a variety of simple and complex budgets
Macintosh Plus or larger; Microsoft Excel or
lnformix Wingz.
Spreadware Budgeting allows a variety of simple
and complex budgets to be created for companies
and/or departments and divisions. Standard accounts
may be established, and a budget can be based on
actual figures, growth rate, previous years and previous reporting periods.
Spreadware Budgeting is designed to facilitate
the consolidation of multiple budgets. Revisions may
be made before and after consolidation.
When the budget is completed, an analysis can
be made when the actl!al data becomes available. A
forecast option is also provided, which allows for an
analysis of projected results based on actual data.
$59 retail
Spreadware; PO Box 4574; Hayward, CA 94540;
415-794-4388
Spreadware Cash Requirements Scheduler
Cash management tool
Macintosh Plus or larger; Microsoft Excel, Full
Impact, Trapeze, Microsoft Works or Wingz.
Spreadware Cash Requirements Scheduler is a
simple and valuable cash-management tool. After
entering information regarding financial obligations,
including the amount and frequency of payment, a
six-week schedule of cash requirements is produced
for a period a user specifies. The schedule provides a
total amount required each week , and the day of the
week an obligation is due. This cash-management
tool allows upcoming financial obligations to be
planned for, thereby decreasing the chance of missing an obligation.
$12.95 retail
Spreadware; PO Box 4574; Hayward, CA 94540;
415-794-4388
Spreadware Option Pricing Module
Estimates an option's theoretical price
Macintosh Plus or larger; Microsoft Excel, Full
Impact, Trapeze, Microsoft Works or Wingz.
Spreadware Option Pricing Model is designed to
estimate an option's theoretical price, based on the
Black-Scholes Option Pricing Model. After the price
has been determined, up to five comparative analyses
can be simultaneously conducted to determine the
effects of a change in any of the variables.
$18.95 retail
Spreadware; PO Box 4574; Hayward, CA 94540;
415-794-4388
Spreadware Portfolio Management
Manages secu.rity transactions and analyzes investments and portfolio performance
Macintosh Plus or larger; Microsoft Excel or
lnformix Wingz.
Spreadware Portfolio Management is designed
to manage security transactions. The portfolio management program will record routine security transactions and analyze the performance of the portfolio.
Individual securities can be analyzed to determine
the break-even price and required rate-of-return
price, taking transaction fees into account.
Spreadware Portfolio Management is also capable of
handling partial transactions, short selling and more.
$24.95 retail
Spreadware; PO Box 4574; Hayward, CA 94540;
415-794-4388
Spreadware Technical Analysis
Technical analysis charting tool
Macintosh Plus or larger; Microsoft Excel.
Spreadware Technical Analysis is a charting tool
that allows users to monitor and quickly chart investments. Daily bar, high-low-close, moving average,
open interest and many other technical analysis
charts can be automatically created. Charts can be
overlaid to facilitate further analysis.
$89 retail
Spreadware; PO Box 4574; Hayward, CA 94540;
415-794-4388

Vertical Markets/Financial
Planning & Analysis
Stock Watcher
Financial market technical analysis program
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Stock Watcher is a technical analysis program
for financial markets. The program uses the
Macintosh's interface to offer advanced tools that
analyze stocks, commodities, mutual funds and market indices.
Features include: cycle and trendline analysis;
high-resolution graphics; rapid generation of graphs
and summary reports; four graph sizes display any of
the dozens of built-in technical indicators, such as
stochastics, MACO, moving averages, oscillators, on
balance volume, advance/decline line, retrieve
strength, TRIN, etc.; and automatic current day and
historical quote retrieval from CompuServe and Dow
Jones.
$195 retail; demo is available
Micro Trading Software, Ltd.; PO Box 175; Wilton,
CT 06897; 203-762-7820
TaxSmith.Pro
Tax preparation
512K or larger Macintosh; Excel 1.5 or later.
TaxSmith.Pro is a low-cost tax software alternative for professional tax preparers with a variety of
client tax preparation needs. It is a collection of
Excel templates that contains TaxSmith.Quick,
TaxSmith.Family and TaxSmith.Full versions, along
with five more smaller, commonly-used configurations. It also contains Forms 1040, 2106, 2119, 2441 ,
3903, 4562, 6251, 8582, 8615 and 8814, along with
Schedules A, B, C, D, D-1 , E, R and SE. Features
include: automatic tax calculation, IRS limitations,
earned income credit, capital gains, child care credit,
moving expenses, home sales, rental property, passive loss limitations, business forms, AMT, kiddie
tax , W-4 withholding analysis, macros, modified
menus, easy to use and customize, linked forms, IRS
acceptable printouts, personalization macros and
more.
$75 retail
Double Scorpio Software/Island Computer Services;
· 3501 E. Yacht Dr.; Long Beach, NC 28465;
919-278-7444 or 800-826-7146
Taxview 1040 1989 Professional Edition
Tax preparation
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive ; 1,200 or
2,400 baud modem.
Taxview 1040 is a full-featured individual
income tax preparation program. It displays IRS
Forms and Schedules on screen in the actual IRS format, along with specially-designed statements and
worksheets. Taxview's proprietary "forms-based"
technology allows users to enter data directly in displayed forms , while the program prompt! y makes all
tax calculations and checks all input to prevent
inconsistent and incomplete entries. Data is automatically linked between the appropriate forms and
schedules.
The program allows users to accumulate information for certain key tax items by entering data into
specially-designed worksheets and statements.
Taxview's Itemization function enables users to
organize supporting tax data and minimize the risk of
error for complex returns. Supporting statements can
be created and printed at anytime.
$495 retail
Softview, Inc.; 1721 Pacific Ave., Ste. !00; Oxnard,
CA 93033; 805-388-5000 or 800-622-6829
Taxview 1065, 1120, 1120-S Professional Edition
Tax preparation
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; 1,200 or
2,400 baud modem.
The Taxview 1065, 1120 and 1120-S products
display all IRS Forms and Schedules on screen in the
actual IRS format, along with specially-designed
statements and worksheets. Data is entered directly
into displayed forms, while the program makes all

tax calculations and checks all input to prevent
inconsistent and incomplete entries. Data is automatically linked between the appropriate forms. For easy
reference, the program features the IRS instructions
for each form online by line item and topic. All
printouts are exact replicas of the official IRS forms
and are approved for signature and submission.
$395 each retail
Softview, Inc.; 1721 Pacific Ave., Ste. !00; Oxnard,
CA 93033; 805-388-5000 or 800-622-6829

more than 100 financial facts on more than 12,000
publicly owned companies.
The Prospector feature of the program allows a
user to select investments the same way mutual fund
and professional investment managers make their
selections - by searching and screening securities
based on specific investment criteria.
$695 retail
Pro Plus Software, Inc.; 2150 E. Brown Rd.; Mesa,
AZ 85203; 602-461-3296

Taxview Integrated Electronic Filing
Supplement to Taxview 1040 Professional Edition
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; 1,200 or
2,400 baud modem.
Taxview Integrated Electronic Filing is a supplement to the Taxview !040 Professional tax preparation program. It allows users to prepare clients' taxes
with Taxview !040 Professional and electronically
file them, directly from the Macintosh over standard
telephone lines to the IRS computers via Softview's
IRS-accepted national electronic delivery network.
$149 retail
Softview, Inc.; 1721 Pacific Ave., Ste. !00; Oxnard,
CA 93033; 805-388-5000 or 800-622-6829

Wall Street Watcher
Stocks and commodities technical analysis program
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Wall Street Watcher is a stock and commodities
technical analysis program. Features include: cycle
and trend-line analysis; four graph sizes display 15
indicators, including relative strength stochastics,
MACO, moving averages, TRIN, advance/decline
line, etc.; and automatic quote retrieval from Dow
Jones, CompuServe and CS!, Inc.
$495 retail; demo is available
Micro Trading Software, Ltd.; PO Box 175; Wilton,
CT 06897; 203-762-7820

Taxview Planner 1989 Professional Edition
Tax preparation
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive ; 1,200 or
2,400 baud modem.
Taxview Planner is a full-featured, powerful tax
planning program that provides a fast and easy way
of comparing various tax strategies for clients. The
program allows users to explore the five-year cumulative results of up to five different tax scenarios
within a single study.
Features include: maximum flexibility is provided by Softview's proprietary "forms based" data
entry worksheets; a separate summary accumulates
the results of each alternative; automatic flow of data
to subsequent years and other alternatives; reports;
and state income tax calculations.
$295 retail
Softview, Inc.; 1721 Pacific Ave., Ste. 100; Oxnard,
CA 93033; 805-388-5000 or 800-622-6829
Wall Street Commodities Vl.S
Commodities management
Macintosh Plus or larger; lmageWriter or
LaserWriter; Hayes-compatible modem.
Wall Street Commodities is a commodities management and analysis program that allows a user to
access all major commodities on all of the major
U.S. and Canadian exchanges, as well as the London,
Paris and Amsterdam exchanges.
With the detailed bar charts showing volume,
high, low, close and open interest, a user can draw
trend lines, chart up to 250 days and update the
charts automatically or manually.
The program includes 11 trend studies; three
moving averages (simple, weighted or exponential);
overbought/oversold indicator; advance/decline line;
performance to index; resistance index; momentum
rate of change; average daily volume; relative
strength; and on-balance volume.
$195 retail
Pro Plus Software, Inc.; 2150 E. Brown Rd.; Mesa,
AZ 85203; 602-461-3296
Wall Street Investor V3.0
Investment management
Macintosh Plus or larger; lmageWriter or
LaserWriter; Hayes-compatible modem.
Wall Street Investor is a fully integrated investment management and analysis program that enables
a user to manage a stock portfolio and perform both
technical and fundamental analysis within one program.
·
The Multi-account Manager allows a user to
keep detailed records of securities and transactions,
as well as offering 17 detailed portfolio reports. The
program accesses more than 17 ,000 stocks, options,
mutual funds and bonds on the LP. Sharp Database.
It can be used to study securities on all the major
U.S. and Canadian exchanges. With the Fundamental
Analysis portion of the program, a user can access

Warmachine
Real-time stock, commodity and options trading program and expert system
Macintosh Plus; I MB of RAM; or Macintosh II; 2
MB of RAM; up to three monitors; Lotus Signal ·
quote receiver.
Warmachine is a real-time stock, commodity and
options trading program for use with the Lotus
Signal quote receiver. It offers numerous technical
analysis tools to· aid in the interpretation of the direction of market movement and trading systems, which
is useful in finding buy and sell points.
Up to six different graphs can be viewed simultaneously on a Macintosh II or four on a Macintosh
Plus. Moving averages and indicators can be plotted
on the charts of the various markets. Warmachine
scans all market,s for volatile breakouts and alerts the
user.
$595; Macintosh version
$995; Macintosh II version
$395; Lotus Signal Receiver
Warmachine; 1700 Taylor N, #301 ; Seattle,
WA 98109; 206-283-3708

Vertical Markets/

Health Care
AirMed/NBICU Reporting System
Medical air transport management '
Macintosh Plus or larger; 4th Dimension Runtime
(included).
AirMed/NBICU Reporting System is a multiuser
application for managing medical air transport and
related services. It provides entry of flight and
patient specific data and generates reports for
mileage and mission details by aircraft and medical
team, plus referral reports and mechanical problem
analyses. The program permits 24-hour histograms
of calls during the month for peak load analysis and
free-form report and graph generation. It includes a
New Born Intensive Care Unit interface for entry and
reporting of NBICU patient statistics and NBICU
team analysis and reporting. Custom user-definable
report/chart generation and automatic online transmission of monthly reports to state agencies is
included.
$1,995 retail
Footprints, Inc.; 2469 E. 7000 South, Ste. 207; Salt
Lake City, UT 84121; 801-942-1580 or
800-635-5280
AminoPath Laboratory System
Information management of an Anatomic Pathology
laboratory making tissue and cytology diagnoses
Macintosh SE or II ; hard disk drive; printer.
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The AminoPath Laboratory System (APLS) is a
Double Helix II application designed for complete
information management of an Anatomic Pathology
laboratory making tissue and cytology diagnoses. It
is available as a turnkey system complete with hardware, software, on-site installation, training and telephone support.
Features of APLS include: instant retrieval of all
diagnoses, both tissue and cytology, made on any
patient and indexed by date of diagnosis; instant listing of all specimens for any diagnosis category and
for any range of dates; files of "canned" text maintained for diagnosis and microscopic descriptions,
which can be used "as is" or edited; a similar file of
"canned" notes to be appended to reports; all entries
are variable length; and three users are programmed
as a standard feature ("Chairman," "Pathologist" and
"Secretary"). Additional users or other custom features can be added. Custom letterhead paper is supported by the software.
$9,995 retail; software
$14,225 retail; Macintosh SE package
$19 ,995 retail; Macintosh II package
Small Business Computers of New England, Inc.;·
PO Box 397; Amherst, NH 03031; 603-673-0228
CMA Dental For The Macintosh; CMA Medical
For The Macintosh
Dental; medical office management
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive.
CMA Dental and CMA Medical are office management programs designed to work as single-user
applications or to be used in multiuser environments.
The programs actually consist of six applications
in one program. The packages include an appointment scheduling system, a patient billing/receivables
element, an electronic or paper claim form preparation module, a patient diagnostic database, a full featured word processor and a continuous financial
history system.
$1,995 each retail
CMA Micro Computer Division; 55888 Yucca Trail;
Yucca Valley, CA 92284; 619-365-9718
D.C. Plus
Accounting/billing system for chiropractic professionals
Macintosh Plus or larger; 20 MB hard disk drive ;
JmageWriter 11 or equivalent.
D.C. Plus is a fully integrated accounting/billing
system for chiropractic professionals. It will support
a chiropractic organization with multiple clinics or
the single clinic with multiple practitioners. Thus,
practitioners may establish the accounts to which
they wish the income and receivables to be posted
and let the normal billing process accurately and
automatically maintain the receivables and cash. A
daily billing function provides a report of all charges
and cash receipts by practitioner, as well as maintaining a record of deposits.
D.C. Plus tracks multiple cases for each guarantor. Version 3.0 supports batch input of charges as
well. Each case record is maintained in standard
ledger card format. HCFA-1500 billing is provided,
as well as a variety of statements. Other forms may
be added at a user's request. .Bills may be produced
individually at the time of billing or selected by a
number of criteria and batch printed.
Multiple printers are supported, allowing special
forms to be directed to one printer and management
reports to be directed to a separate printer.
Management reports are protected via password, and
directing reports to one of the printers, the screen or
a file is a click of a button.
A complete set of utilities for archiving transactions and records, loading initial balances, etc., is
also provided. Frequently used tables are available
immediately through the use of pop-up windows. A
start-of-day and end-of-day macro is available and
may be customized to individual users. Password
security for up to nine levels is provided.

$3,995 retail; single user
$4,295 retail; multiuser for three users
$99 retail; each additional user
Hamilton Computerized Business Solutions, Inc.; PO
Box 1805; Longview, WA 98632; 206-577-5369 or
800-342-9716
DB Med/Mac
Complete medical office management system
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
hard disk drive.
DB Med/Mac is a complete medical office management system for the moderri medical practice.
The program retrieves patient records instantly;
reduces administrative demands with an automatic
ledger system; provides open item accounting for
easy adjustments; produces itemized statements to
simplify billing; includes House and CPT-ICDA
codes and chart history; maintains a complete history
of all transactions; tracks aged accounts receivable to
speed collectiqn process; schedules appointments;
automatically generates recall history and appointment reminders to improve recall revenue; speeds
payment turnaround time to improve cash flow; and
generates powerful financial reports for performance
evaluation.
$2,995 retail
Unicom; 297 Elmwood Ave.; Providence, RI 02907;
401-785-3232, 401-785-3636 or 401-467-5600, ext.
124
Delta Patient Management/Billing System
Medical management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; Omnis 5.
The Delta System is an integrated program that
performs medical appointment keeping, record storage, epidemiology, case management and billing.
The medical billing section allows two third-party
payers per invoice, sliding-fee scales, multiple insurance billing schedules, CPT modifier codes and
prints on HCFA-1500 forms. Amount due on invoices is automatically carried over and billed to secondary insurance carriers. Payment analyses include:
age accounting of invoices by patient, clinic doctor
and insurance company; and the calculation of the
percentage of payment by different carriers. The
patient management section can generate a wide
range of reports, including analysis of the number of
referred patients, generation of clinic reminder
labels, calculation of clinic attendance ratios, calculation of patient attendance ratios and the automatic
rescheduling of failed appointments.
$750 retail
$35 retail; demo
Delta Medical Shareware, Inc.; 9170 Ellen Davies
Dr.; Bartlett, TN 38133; 901-372-4789
DentalMac 3.0; MediMac 3.0; ChiroMac 2.0 ;
OpticMac 2.0; OrthoMac 2.0
Health-care management
Macintosh SE or larger; 2 MB of RAM; 40 MB hard
disk drive; ImageWriter 11, LQ or laserWriter.
· The MacHealth Series, which consists of
DentalMac, MediMac, ChiroMac, OpticMac and
OrthoMac, are complete office management systems
that can be used in a single or multiuser environment
and are designed to automate patient data, account
information, billing and insurance claims. They can
also produce a number of informative reports to help
analyze and manage a practice. The programs' useful
merge feature allows users to merge files into
Microsoft Word, Works and Excel. A new feature,
the Letter Processor, creates personalized letters that
improve communications with patients.
$3,995 each retail; single user
$5,495 each retail; multiuser
$4,495 retail; OrthoMac single user
$5,995 retail; OrthoMac multiuser
Various support plans are available
HealthCare Communications, Inc.; 301 S. 68th St.,
Ste. 500; Lincoln, NE 685 l O; 402-489-039 l or
800-888-4344
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DentalSoft Dental Computer Program
Dental management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; two
JmageWriter printers; A-B printer box.
DentalSoft is a complete dental management
program for one and two-dentist offices.
Features include: walkout statements; aged
billing statements; insurance processing; treatment
plan/estimate; recall; mail and chart labels; provider
totals (dentist/hygienist); practice analysis; and
numerous reports.
Other features include: cumulative, single-line
posting of procedures; transaction screen informs
user whether all insurance is paid and whether the
account should be billed; automatic update of recall
date whenever a prophylaxis is completed; and the
ability to use customized codes to enter procedures
for services done on a patient.
$2,495 retail
Ziptech, Inc.; 1813 25th St.; Colm:nbus, IN 47201 ;
812-372-0123 or 812-372-0102
DentalStack 1.0
Replaces a standard chart for chairside use by a dentist; stand alone, it produces a list of procedures
done; clinical data is saved for each patient between
appointments
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard 1.2.2.
DentalStack is a HyperCard stack that replaces a
standard chart for chairside use by a dentist.
Information that is entered into the stack can be
transferred to other programs through a text file produced by the stack. This allows users to still use any
other post-processing programs that they may have,
or do simple post-processing with a spreadsheet program. However, DentalStack can function on its own
as a simple system, generating a "superbill" in standalone mode.
$495 retail; single-user license
$75 retail; demo (applied to stack purchase)
PBC Enterprises; PO Box 925; Wallingford,
CT 06492; 203-269-6903
DLMS 3+ Version 4.7
Dental laboratory management system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 20 MB hard disk drive;
lmageWrite1:
DLMS 3+ is designed for the management of
dental laboratories of any size. Its straightforward,
intuitive layout can be customized to meet the needs
of individual users.
Case data need only be entered once to generate
work tickets, schedules, invoices and statements. The
system keeps precious metals inventory, prints quality evaluation forms , identalloy certificates and form
letters, and includes many concise business reports.
Doctor preferences, which can be entered for each
dentist, appear automatically on the work tickets.
$2,395 U.S. retail
$4,995 U.S. retail; multiuser
Core Business Systems; 1943 Clarence Dr.;
Clearwater, Ontario, Canada N7X 1E3;
519-542-3182
Domars V2.5
Dental office management and Accounts Receivable
system
Macintosh Plus or larger (SE/30 or 11 family recommended); 20 MB hard disk drive; lmageWriter 11 or
laserWrite1:
Domars is a dental office management and
Accounts Receivable system. A patient's/guarantor's
entire record and account history is kept live.
Comprehensive practice management reports, recall
and referral tracking and multiple fee schedules with
user-defined defaults are included. The program provides.complete automation of insurance billings and
generates statements when desired. Up to 64 terminals, ADA codes, unlimited doctors, patients, guarantors and insurance companies, etc., are
accommodated, limited only by the size of a user's
hard drive.
$3,495 retail; single user (multiuser available)
AAlied Support; 801 "B" St., Ste. 402; Anchorage,
AK 99501; 907-258-2272

Vertical Markets/

Health Care
DVMac3.0
Veterinary practice management system
Macintosh SE or larger; 40 MB hard disk drive;
printer.
DVMac is a veterinary practice management
system designed for majority small animal practices.
The major sections of DVMac include:
reminders, recalls and targeted mailings; invoicing
and billing tied' to inventory; inventory control; and
practice management.
DVMac tracks how many times a patient has
been sent a reminder, and can select patients for a
particular reminder or for all reminders. The system
also handles receipting for clients. The invoicing
function allows for any number of items per invoice,
compilation of daily services for hospitalized
patients and client discounts where desired. The
inventory sec'tion allows users to enter any sort of
inventory item to be tracked. DVMac also provides
extensive practice management features, including
information on inventory sales and purchases, gross
income estimates, daily summaries, income analysis
by doctor and more.
$3,995 retail; single user
$4,995 retail; multiuser
$24.95 retail; demo
Sneakers Software, Inc.; 1032 Willow Ave., Ste. 3;
Hoboken, NJ 07030; 201-798-3102
Dynacath Critical Care & Hemodynamic
Monitoring Training System
Provides "hands-on" experience in patient management
Macinrosh Plus or larger; 20 MB hard disk drive;
Kuna input tablet.
The Dynacath Critical ·Care & Hemodynamic
Monitoring Training System consists of software
than runs on a Macintosh computer and a portable
replica of a human torso that may undergo actual
right-heart catheterization. A real-time cardiac monitor, histories, studies and treatment options are displayed, allowing for total patient management
simulation.
The Trainer allows users to create all aspects of
the simulation, including entry of rhythm and pressure tracings from the CCU or cardiac laboratory.
$4,985 retail
Dynacath Corp.; 570 Ford Centre; 420 N. 5th St.;
Minneapolis, MN 55401; 612-333-4298
Eyecare 3.0
Eye-care management
Macimosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
. Eyecare is a comprehensive software package
for eye-care professionals. It prepares monthly statements, financial reports. patient history and market
information.
Eyecare maintains a comprehensive database of
accounts· and patients. This information can be
retrieved in numerous ways and can be used for various purposes by an office staff. Charges & Receipts
allows users to enter transactions into the billing system. Transactions can be sent to a file for insurance
billing and are automatically coded for use in the
Doctor and Practice Analysis reports.
The Doctor and Practice Analysis report provides the means to observe the activity of a practice,
doctors and offices for the month-to-date and yearto-date. Numerous financial reports are available,
including Accounts Receivable, daily transactions,
delinquent account reports, bank deposit slips and
summary of all transactions. Patient files can be
searched and organized by a number of criteria.
Eyecare also produces personalized letters and
reminders, as well as mailing labels.
$3,400 retail; multiuser
Medical Software, !pc.; 215 2nd Ave. NE; Waseca,
MN 56093; 507-835-7677

The Food Processor U
Nutrition/diet analysis
512K or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive (400K
version available); printer (optional).
The Food Processor II features a database that is
99 percent complete for 2,400 foods and 30 nutrients, including dietary fiber and cholesterol. The
database is compiled from more than 400 sources of
information and is user expandable.
The system analyzes foods, menus and recipes.
Food entry is by name, partial name or code. Portion
sizes can be household measures or weight. The program analyzes up to 45 foods per run and daily
intakes are automatically averaged. Intake is compared to the RDA or the Canadian dietary standard.
Profiles are automatically personalized. A user can
modify the profile further for special dietary needs.
The program identifies diet deficiencies and
excesses and can calculate eight nutrient ratios.
Results are shown with bar graphs, percentages,
numeric values and a spreadsheet. A user can export
analysis to a word processor.
$295 retail; educator discount
$25 to $99 each retail; food databases
ESHA Research; PO Box 13028; Salem, OR 97309;
503-585-6242
Forensic Provider
Forensic billing system
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; printer.
The Forensic Provider is an accounts receivable
and billing package designed for small- to mediumsize medical practices specializing in forensic
medicine. It can also be used by psychologists and
other allied health professionals.
This flexible program allows users to establish
their own set of referring attorney and insurance
files. The total number of records is limited only by
the size of the hard disk. The Forensic Provider completes the California Workers' Compensation Lien
forms, the California Workers ' Compensation DIA76 forms and industry-accepted statements.
Accounting features include account aging ,
account aging by insurance carriers. account aging
by referral source and charge and payment summaries for total practice control. Monthly summaries
list all services provided by client name and date.
$950 retail; single user (multiuser on request)
$25 retail; demo disk
Mark A. Kalish, MD; 7717 Friars Rd., Ste. 200; San
Diego, CA 92108; 619-298-9701
Front Office
Billing and claim management for all medical practices
'
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
Front Office is a practice management system
designed to maintain the scheduling and billing operations of a medical office.
,
Line item accounts receivable and claim management are backed up with extensive practice and
financial analysis reports, a recall tickler module
with custom letters, scheduling for multiple
providers with time analysis and conflict reporting.
Front Office supports muliiple locations, multiple
providers and revenue centers, inpatient and recurring billing, appointment billing, bar-code readers
and more. It prints walkout superbills, Medicare,
HCFA 1500 and HCFA 1450 (UB-82) and supports
OCR and electronic claims.
Financial data is exported in a variety of formats
supporting MDA and most other General Ledger
accounting packages. Configurations for optometric,
nursing and inpatient and outpatient clinics are available.
$2,895 retail; single user
$3,495 retail; multiuser (site licenses are available)
Systec Computer Services; PO Box 7533; San Jose,
CA 95150; 408-255-9477
Goal Optometric Computer Software
Optometric office management
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; 20 MB
hard disk drive; fmageWriter I or ff.

Goal Optometric Computer Software is a modular system designed exclusively for the optometric
office. The Starter Package provides the complete
patient information database with automatic patient
recalling, personalized communications, target marketing, word processing (Microsoft Word or
Mac Write II) with mail merge, backup programs and
utilities. Additional modules can be added as desired.
The additional modules that make up the
Complete Package include: Accounting, Billing,
Insurance Billing (generates HCFA-1500 forms),
Electronic Billing (paperless claims), Patient Rx
Records and Rx Telephone Transmission. All modules were designed with the help and feedback from
various optometrists. With any purchase, the company provides 35 sample letters for use with the word
processor, such as recall letters and postcards, contact lens service agreements, welcome and referral
letters and much more.
$2,500 to $4,400 retail; starter package to complete
package
Global Optics, Inc.; PO Box 8008; Green Bay,
WI 54308; 414-432-1502 or 800-289-5367
Grease Pencil
Medical imaging workstation
Macintosh ff; 4 MB of RAM; 8-bit video card; 40
MB hard disk drive.
Grease Pencil is a desktop medical imaging
workstation that allows radiologists, surgeons and
imaging technologists to quickly process Computed
Tomography (CT or "cat" scans), Magnetic
Resonance (MR) and other medical images.
The workstation is designed to reduce the time
needed by both referring physicians and radiologists
to deliver and review imaging exams. Diagnosticians
and referring physicians are also able to converse
electronically with arrows and annotations while
viewing identical images in remote locations.
Grease Pencil has the ability to perform multiplanar reformatting on CT scans. It is an instrument
usable for viewing, annotating and filming all forms
of CT and MR exams from Picker, General Electric,
Fonar, Imatron and Diasonics scanners. An interface
board allows the Macintosh to produce radiology
films on the 3M Laser Imager.
Call for pricing
Glenn-Marx Associates, Inc.; 2422 Ardmore Ave.;
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266; 213-546-5974
HealthTalk For The MacHealth Series
Provides MacHealth Series users access to the people and products of HealthCare Communications
Macintosh SE or larger; hard disk drive; 1,200 baud
modem.
HealthTalk is a forum sponsored and administered by HealthCare Communications (HCC) and is
available from Connect, Inc. With this service, users
can receive information about the latest products
from HCC, get answers to a variety of questions and
communicate via electronic mail with personnel at
HCC and others who use MacNet.
With this electronic mail service, HCC clients
can communicate with the support department, sales
department, marketing department or their local marketing consultant. Clients can access information
about upcoming seminars, training sessions, product
and enhancement releases and current network news.
Graphics and text documents can be transported
to any address on the system to enhance visual communication.
$74.95 retail
HealthCare Communications, Inc.; 301 S. 68th St.,
Ste. 500; Lincoln, NE 6851 O; 402-489-0391 or
800-888-4344
Horse Vet
Large animal veterinary practice management system
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
Horse Vet is a veterinary practice management
system. Features include: maintains health procedure
history on each animal; produces an invoice per animal every nine seconds; keeps track of each vet's
work in multiple vet.practices; recalls all procedures
to be done each day, week, month, etc.; user creates
own procedure table, cost and recall time; creates
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Health Care
and maintains records for liability cases; automatic
billing for multiple ownership; automatic past due
letter generation; and a full refund guarantee.
$1,500 retail
Dapple Computers; Rattlesnake Mountain; Union
Mills, NC 28167; 704-287-8783
Iliad
Computer-based diagnostic tools for general
medicine
Macintosh with 2 MB of RAM and 68020 processor
(SE/30 or equivalent strongly recommended); 10 MB
hard disk drive.
Iliad is a microprocessor-based expert system
designed to teach and test the problem-solving skills
required of a good physician. Iliad operates in two
modes: as an expert consultant to teach differential
diagnosis and as a knowledge-based patient case
simulator to teach and test medical problem solving.
ln the consultation mode, Iliad allows free text
entry of observations made by clinicians during a
patient workup, can provide a differential diagnosis
and can educate the student on the most appropriate
observation to make next. Iliad 's knowledge base
covers a broad spectrutTuof diseases within internal
medicine, including Cardiology, Pulmonary, GI,
Endocrinology, Nephrology, Neurology, Infectious
Disease, Rheumatology and Hematology. In the simulation mode, a wide variety of statistically appropriate simulated cases can be generated automatically.
This mode is especially valuable in providing experience with diseases that students otherwise are unlikely to see during their medical training.
$1, 150 retail; Physician single-user fee
$450 retail; Medical Student/Resident single-user fee
$2,500 retail; one-unit license fee
$1,750 each retail; two to 10-unit license fee
$1,500 each retail; 10-unit and up license fee
Applied Informatics; 295 Chipeta Way; Salt Lake
City, UT 84108; 801-584-3060
Internist Plus
Medical differential diagnosis
512K or larger Macintosh .
Internist Plus allows a physician to perform the
differential diagnosis of any combination of 537
symptoms, signs and laboratory tests for 337 diseases and disorders contained in the program's general medicine database.
The differential diagnostic analyses are accomplished in seconds, displaying the different possible
diagnoses in ranking order to their levels of support.
The program includes complete database editing
capabilities permitting a physician to modify the
existing database to his own specific needs. The general medicine database may be expanded up to 1,200
diseases and 1,200 attributes.
$295 retail
N-Squared Computing; 3040 Commercial St. SE,
Ste. 240; Salem, OR 97302; 503-364-9118
Joey Software For Dental Office Management 3.3
Dental office management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
lmageWriter II.
Joey Software For Dental Office Management
brings big-system features to any size office. Onetime entry of charges, payments and adjustments will
generate more than 80 reports and practice analysis
profiles.
The program automatically tracks treatment,
referrals, insurance and recall. It handles multiple
interest options, fee schedules and treatment plans.
There are complete audit trails and data verification
for all files and system totals.
Responsible party billing allows a user to connect a patient file to more than one account for accurate accounting of capitation and government
assistance programs. It is able to distinguish different
types of third-party carriers, submit and track forms
and assign payment responsibility on the basis of

carrier type. Submitted claims are tracked and aged
by date, patient and carrier. Benefits are automatically pre-estimated and coordinated.
$3,295 retail
$125 retail; monthly rental
$4,295 retail; multiuser
CompuDent, Inc.; 4954 Lincoln Dr.; Edina,
MN 55436; 612-926-0238
Knowledge Finder For Medline And Cancerlit
Searches tfle National Library of Medicine's (NLM)
Medline and Cancerlit databases (distributed on CDROM optical disc), specialty databases for pathology
and radiology
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive or
hard disk drive; Apple, Philips or Toshiba CD-ROM
drive; lmageWriter or LaserWriter.
The Knowledge Finder searches the National
Library of Medicine's (NLM) Medline and Cancerlit
databases using a sophisticated, end-user bibliographic retrieval system. Searches can be constructed
using sentence-sty le, natural language input and
search results are ranked by likelihood of relevance.
The Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) thesaurus
provides a hypertext tool for identifying medical terminology useful in searching.
A single Knowledge Finder CD-ROM disc contains up to 300,000 fully indexed citations, many
with abstracts. The citations reflect articles published
in approximately 3,400 international biomedical
journals. Databases are available for both clinical
and academic/research use, with up to five years of
citation data on a single disk. Specialty discs are
available for pathology and radiology.
$595 to $2,895 retail; annual subscription
Aries Systenis Corp.; One Dundee Park; Andover,
MA 01810; 508-475-7200
.
Knowledge Server For Medline And Cancerlit
Biomedical literature search system for network
access
Macintosh Plus or larger; AppleShare 2.0.
Medline is a database of citations to the biomedical literature and is maintained by the National
Library of Medicine, U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services.. The complete database contains
citations to approximately 3,400 medical journals.
Portions of the database are selectively extracted for
publication on CD-ROM by Aries Systems.
Knowledge Server uses Aries' Knowledge
Finder software to provide access to the Medline
CD-ROM databases across local-area networks. In
addition to using the AppleShare network manager,
Knowledge Server uses the AppleCD SC CD-ROM
player.
$2,295 to $5,995 retail; annual subscription
Aries Systems Corp.; One Dundee Park; Andover,
MA 01810; 508-475-7200
Lung Cancer Staging: A Tutorial
Lung cancer staging tutorials
512K or larger Macintosh.
Lung Cancer Staging: A Tutorial is designed for
radiologists, chest physicians, surgeons and oncologists concerned with the diagnosis or treatment of
lung cancer. It provides a visual introduction to the
International TNM classification for Staging Lung
Cancer and the American Thoracic Society's Lymph
Node classification. It is ideal for trainees in these
fields, as well as for practitioners who have not yet
learned these important classifications in detail or
wish to review these important concepts. The program is divided into three major parts: Tutorials,
Quizzes and Management.
$50 retail; single user
$300 retail; educational site license
Chariot Software Group; 3659 India St., Ste. 100;
San Diego, CA 92103; 619-298-0202 or
800-242-7468
M.D.Plus
Accounting/billing system for physicians
Macintosh Plus or larger; 20 MB hard disk drive;
Image Writer II or compatible.
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M.D. Plus is a fully integrated accounting/billing
system for physicians. Menu windows present
·important information immediately. M.D. Plus supports multiple clinics or the single clinic with multiple practitioners and tracks multiple cases for each
guarantor. Each guarantor may have multiple cases,
but each is billed using one window. Version 3.0 supports batch input of charges as well.
Multiple printers are supported, allowing special
forms to be directed to one printer and management
reports to a separate printer.
$3,995 retail; single user
$4,295 retail; multiuser (for three users)
$99 retail; each additional user
Hamilton Computerized Business Solutions, Inc. ; PO
Box 1805; Longview, WA 98632; 206-577-5369 or
800-342-9716 .
Mac 'N Med II Medical Office Management
System
Medical office management system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; Image Writer or LQ printer.
The Mac 'N Med Medical Office Management
System is designed for one or more practitioners. It
can be used to register patients, including insurance
and dental information; post charges and payments
on an open-item basis; print HCFA 1500 insurance
forms according to Medicare and Blue Cross requirements; and generate patient fiqancial statements and
deposit slips.
The program performs 30, 60 and 90-qay aged
account tracking, as well as financial analysis procedures performed according to CPT codes, practitioner or other parameters. A detailed record of account
payments, adjustments and receivables may be produced by month or year-to-date or for any specified
time period.
$899.95 retail; si~gle or multiuser
$25 retail; demo
Somerville Associates; 1093 S. Governors Ave.;
Dover, DE 19901; 302-678-2131
Mac 'N Med Spelling Checker
Medical spelling checker
Macintosh Plus or larger; Microsoft Word 4.0 or
Microsoft Write.
Mac ' N Med Spelling Checker is a 30,000-word
medical dictionary that can be used with the spelling
checker incorporated in Word 4.0.
The program can be used to find and correct the
spelling errors in a variety of medical documents,
letters, medical office martagement systems and
databases. The dictionary can be expanded, changed
or updated.
$29.95 retail
Somerville Associates; 1093 S. Governors Ave.;
Dover, DE 19901; 302-678-2131
Mac On-Call
Diagnostic expert system/program generator
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; scanner optional.
Mac On-Call is a problem analysis tool for
health care providers that parallels the approach to
problem solving ihstilled in medical training. Not
intended to supplant medical judgement, the program
facilitates the diagnostic process.
Featuring intuitive graphic displays and mousepointing device, the package invites use, bringing
patient and provider closer. The program quickly and
dynamically integrates knowledge into relational
structures to assist comprehensive clinical assessment. It does not change the method of investigation,
rather helps to focus on probable causes and costcontained studies for effective evaluation.
The application is excellent for reviews, rapid
recall and discovery during exam. It is a good referencing and teaching device, enabling free exploration of differentials. Innovative schemes signify
studies and diagnoses for findings. Therapeutics can ·
be installed.
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The program offers solutions for many types of
medical and paramedical practitioners. The database
can easily be customized to fit any specialty and link
scanned documents. Its modification mode is safety
protected and patient files can be password encrypted. It is expandable to the capacity of storage media.
$795 retail; references and demo disk available
IatroCom; 7159 Navajo Rd., Ste. E; San Diego,
CA 92119; 619-698-6927
Mac Med
Medical office management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard 1lisk drive;
Image Writer or LaserWriter.
MacMed is a medical office management program designed for practices with one to 12 physicians.
Features include: patients, procedure codes,
diagnostic codes and insurance information limited
only by hard disk size; diagnosis tracking on
patients; multiple insurance carriers for each patient;
user-defined codes for procedures and diagnoses;
prints most standard health insurance claims forms;
electronic submission of claims (depending on location); automated printing of monthly bills; accounts
receivable and aging accounts; appointment scheduling with double booking; patient recalls and chart
checks; mail merge capability with Microsoft Word;
and more.
$2,250 retail; single user
$3,450 retail; multiuser up to three stations ($250 per
station over three)
NewHouse Medical Systems; 50 S. 18th St.; Easton,
PA 18042; 215-252-0548 or 800-323-3002
MacNurse
Admission/plan of care system for nursing homes
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
hard disk drive; Multiuser Omnis 3 Plus (if multiuser system).
MacNurse is an admissions and plan of care system for nursing homes that is designed to make efficient use of the data input by a facility 's office staff,
as well as accommodate personnel data management.
Users can enter physicians' orders and notes and
can update or chart the progress of these. The system
will write standard orders automatically and contains
an option to change the orders at any time.
The package includes customization and training
of two office personnel.
$500 retail; single user with run time
$1,500 retail; multiuser
H&D Leasing; PO Box 1137; Clovis, NM 88101;
505-769-3711
Mac Nursing
Patient database, care plan generator, hospital unit
manager and nursing resource controller
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; printe1:
MacNursing is a database system that is customized for a s111all hospital or nursing unit.
MacNursing comes with care plans for more than
60 nursing problems. These plans may be modified to
meet specific needs and siandards.
MacNursing not only prints out in\fividualized
treatment care plans, which identify the patient on
admission, the patient's nursing problems, goals and
interventions, but it also prints out the initial forms for
the admitting office and chart. These include a nursing
information base, a graphic, a notification form and for
Psychiatric units in the State of California, it prints out
72-hour and 14-day legal holds.
The base package comes with approximately 69
sortable and searchable data fields in which to store
patient information. MacNursing is also a unit manager. It produces hourly rounds boards and report
sheets on which shift-to-shift reports may be wrinen.
$2,000 retail; single user (includes 4D Runtime)
$750 retail; each additional terminal (multiuser)
MacNursing; 465 Waller St.; San Francisco,
CA 94117; 415-621-5912

Macnutriplan - Professional
Diet/nutrition analysis
512K or larger Macintosh.
Macnutriplan - Professional allows health professionals to compare foods for nutritional content
by referring to a built-in directory of more than 400
common foods. The analysis includes 21 nutrients
consisting of protein, carbohydrates, saturated and
polyunsaturated fats, cholesterol, fibre , vitamins and
minerals.
Each listing in the directory or database includes
caloric and nutritional content information obtained
from official USDA literature and other publications.
An additional 200 foods can be added to the
database.
The program provides a running tally on screen
of a planned meal 's caloric content. Maximum val. ues may be set that sound an alarm when values are
exceeded of calories and a user's choice of any two
nutrients, such as cholesterol, saturated fat , vitamin
B-6, potassium, etc.
$95 retail
Micromedx Computer Software Corp.; 187
Gardiners Ave.; Levittown, NY l 1756;
800-535-3438
MacRepertory
Integrated medical program for homeopathic practitioners
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacRepertory is an integrated medical program
for homeopathic practitioners that allows a user to
quickly collect and analyze dozens of symptoms,
check the built-in Materia Medica to confirm and
evaluate the most likely remedies and then save the
case for research or to share with a colleague. In its
deductive mode, the program analyzes the symptoms
as they are eniered and suggests questions to confirm
the likely remedies.
$1,580 retail
Kent Homeopathic Associates; 1386 San Anselmo
Ave.; San Anselmo, CA 94960; 415-457-0678
Mac Vet
Veterinary practice management
Macintosh Plus or larger; 20 MB hard disk drive;
/mageWriter 11.
Mac Vet is a fully integrated veterinary clinic
management system for practices with any percentage of large and small animal mix. The system handles client and animal records, provides for inventory
and procedure management and handles invoicing,
billing, reminders and reports. Mac Vet provides an
extensive client profile and financial information for
an unlimited number of clients, aging of accounts,
aged account status by client or clinic, unlimited animals per client, animal diagnosis and treatment history, and unlimited recall/reminders per animal and a
variety of reporting methods.
Mac Vet supports multiple inventory locations,
provides detailed information on inventory, accounts
for controlled substances, flags non-taxable inventory items and allows each clinic to customize procedure management through the use of user-defined
procedure codes. Invoicing operations include client
discounting, automatic client or animal lookup, validation of procedures and inventory codes, and an
optional unit price override. A detailed payment history appears on each invoice, and payments are made
directly to the client account. The system updates
rabies information, records tag numbers and prints
rabies certifica\es along with invoices. MacVet
allows automatic monthly billing, uses multiple
billing groups and allows income to be distributed
equally over a month. It provides up-to-the-minute
accounts receivables information, adds interest
charges to overdue accounts automatically, and generates reminders, recall letters, telephone lists, post
cards or mailing labels. Data may be analyzed using
any of the more than 35 standard reports available, or
customized reports may be created.
$3,995 retail; single user
· $4,995 retail; multiuser
Next Byte; 4635 Norfolk Dr.; Bettendorf, IA 52722;
319-332-6523

Med Cale
Medical calculation programs that aid in clinical
decisions
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MedCalc is the medical calculation section of
MedDesk, an evolving program designed to bring
microcomputer efficiency to the medical office and
professional computing to physicians and other
healthcare professionals.
MedCalc 1 (Convert Traditional to or from
System International Units) allows the conversion of
values in traditional U.S. or Systeme Internationale
(S.I.) units for about 350 substances. The user can
start or complete the conversion process with a limitless number of clinically relevant units. Expected
normal values are displayed for both sets of values.
MedCalc 2 (Nephrology) consists of more than
20 preprogrammed nephrologic calculations that are
explained and effortlessly completed. Included are
calculations of creatinine clearance, estimates of creatinine clearance from a stable or changing serum
creatinine, creatinine clearance expected for a given
age, fractional excretion of sodium and other solutes,
prediction of a given solute's concentration from an
increased osmolal gap, determination of the disturbance in simple and complex acid-base disorders,
estimates of salt and/or water disorders in hyponatremic and hypematremic states, plus other calculations. Results are immediately displayed and may be
printed.
MedCalc 3 (Cardiovascular Risk Assessment)
consists of six preprogrammed calculations that are
explained and easily completed. Calculations will
allow a user to predict the probability of a patient
(with given characteristics) developing coronary
heart disease or atherosclerotic vascular disease
based on the Framingham Heart Disease study, the
probability of finding significant coronary artery disease on cardiac catheterization in patients with chest
pain and the probability of myocardial infarction in
patients complaining of chest pain. All results are
immediately displayed and may be printed.
$69 retail; MedCalc I (Convert Traditional to or
from S.I. Units)
$99 retail; MedCalc 2 (Nephrology)
$99 retail; MedCalc 3 (Cardiovascular Risk
Assessment)
MedCompute, Inc.; 830 Grants Trail; Centerville,
OH 45459; 513-434-0207
Medformation
Physicians' office management system
Macintosh with 2 MB of RAM; 40 MB hard disk
drive.
Medformation, based on the 4th Dimension
database environment, is a comprehensive business
management package for use in physicians' offices.
It emphasizes insurance form preparation, billing and
collections, procedure analyses, aged account analyses and HMO analyses. It is easy to learn, because
the staff uses plain English rather than cryptic abbreviations to communicate with the computer.
The system supports multiple sites, multiple
patients per account and multiple fee schedules,
making it at home in private, HMO or PPO settings.
A standard insurance form may be generated at the
time of each patient visit. An electronic filing module is optional. Claims may be refiled automatically.
Automatic patient recall notices are provided.
Medformation is compatible with 4th
Dimension-based general ledger, payroll and other
general business packages from other vendors.
$2,000 retail; first year of use, first user
$500 retail; first year of use, each additional user
$1 ,500 retail; per year of use thereafter, first user
$332 retail; per year of use thereafter, each
additional user
$600 retail; Elect Filing Module, first year of use,
first user
•
$150 retail; Elect Filing Module, first year of use,
each additional user
Medformatics, Inc.; 1306 Ft. Bragg Rd.; Fayeneville,
NC 28305; 919-323-1748
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Medic 1.0
Medical infonnation center
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
Medic is an application program for organizing
and inter-relating clinical data and medical infonnation.
Using Medic, patient-specific clinical infonnation, such as diagnostic tests, treatments and procedures, can be recorded and s.aved as CliniFacts.
Similarly, medical infonnation, such as abstracts
from journals , phannacological data, protocol treatment reports or passages from medical text books,
may be entered and saved as MedFacts.
Medic allows,for patient registration to established protocol standards, with subsequent individualization of the protocol for ihat patient. Infonnation
in the.CliniFacts, MedFacts and Protocols modules
are linked to specific patients and/or to each other.
These special relationships can be readily added,
removed or modified as necessary.
$695 retail; single-user run time (multiuser prices
available on request)
$25 retail; demo
AlgoMed Software, Inc.; 119 Hillcrest Dr., RR I;
Newmarket, Ontario, Canada L3Y 4V8;
416-853-0835 or 416-898-2422
Medical Electronic Desktop (MED Patient)
Patient clinical records management system that supports a physician in all areas of patient care
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 4.1 or later; hard
disk drive.
The Medical Electronic Desktop incorporates
two major applications: MED Patient and MED
Maker, MED Patient provides a physician with a
wide variety of tools for creating and maintaining an
electronic medical chart. Point-and-click ease of use,
instant retrieval of infonnation and the graphics possible on the Macintosh mean that MED Patient can
be used interactively, with patients actively contributing to the infonnation in their records and benefitting from clear instructions.
·
MED Maker is a companion application that
allows each physician (or staff) to modify the fonns
provided in MED Patient, create new fonns, add
graphics templates and add medical knowledge to a
database.
Also included are Multi-User Appointment
Diaries with Smart Alanns, time management tools
that are incorporated into MED Patient's recall and
reminder system and can also be used for personal
calendars and reminders.
Call for pricing; dealer inquiries welcome
Jam Technologies; 685 Market St., Ste. 860; San
Francisco, CA 94105; 415-442-0795 or Int. +
612-799-1888 (Australia)
Medical Office Manager
Office management
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2.5 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; System 6.0.3 or latet:
Medical Office Manager is designed to serve
medical practitioners in all areas of their practice,
from patient scheduling to producing research statistics, for both single and multiple practitioner offices.
Single and multiuser versions are available.
Features include: full patient demographic
recordkeeping; individual visit recordkeeping; multiple insurers; automated health insurance claim processing; records and graphs patient lab infonnation;
user-definable appointment scheduler; patient
accounts receivable and statements; referring physician database; CPI.and ICD9 code management; and
more.
$3,000 retail
McKeever 's Software Wizardry Limited; 6464
Sunset Blvd., Ste. 790; Hollywood, CA 90028;
800-663-5178

Medical Tracker
Medical claim tracker
Macintosh Plus or larger; lmageWriter 1, 11 or LQ
or laser primer.
Medical Tracker tracks the trail of where and
what medical claims have been filed and how much
has been paid by each insurer and user.
Features include provider, address, patient,
phone, codes, invoice numbers, obligation, unpaid
total, amounts paid, dates of payment, EOB numbers
for up to three insurers, individual amounts paid,
date of payment, check number and up to 28 userdefinable status reports.
$20 retail
A.H. Nussel Sr.; 1606 NW 21st St.; Gainesville,
FL 32605; 904-372-0066
Medisoft
Patient simulators
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Medisoft Baby and Respi-Baby are flight simuIaior-like patient simulations that require user intervention to diagnose and treat a variety of dynamic
c)inical conditions. Scoring that is built imo Medisoft
simulations evaluates a user's perfonnance after each
patient case. An explanation of score offers indi vidual feedback.
· Medisoft simulations have an advantage of offering scoring capabilities to users. And, because the
programs work in an accelerated time frame, it gives
a reallife sense of urgency to the patient's treatment.
$295 retail; Baby
$295 tp $595 retail; Respi-Baby (Newport, Sechrist
or Siemens)
Newport Medical Instruments, Inc.; 300 N. Newport
Blvd.; Newport Beach, CA 92663; 714-642-3910
MedQuest
Medical office automation and management
Macintosh SE or larger; hard disk drive;
lmageWriter 11 or LQ.
MedQuest is a medical office management system designed and programmed for a single or multiphysician office. The program hamjles the traditional
medical office tasks of patient billing, insurance
fonn preparation, daily reconciliation and appointments, as well as helps a user manage IPA patients
and referral pool usage.
MedQuest tracks all charges, receipts, billings,
discounts, adj ustments, capitation and expenses by
doctor, carrier and procedure. This provides an analysis of the practice by quarter, including a suspense
list of pending insurance payments by date and
patient.
The program provides unlimited patient problem
list management and procedure tracking with recall
for patients needing periodic procedures. It allows a
user to list all patients with certain diagnoses, those
needing specific procedures, those on any medication or combination of the above. Selected patients
can also be sent a letter from the MedQuest letter
file, which is user created and maintained.
$2,795 retail; single user
$3,495 retail; multiuser
$50 retail; full-featured demo with manual
The Program Workshop, Inc.; 30 I Health Park Blvd.,
Ste. 328; St. Augustine, FL 32086; 904-829-6500
Model 310 Digital Impedance System
Multiple frequency tympanometry and acoustic
reflex testing
512K or larger Macintosh.
_
The Model 310 Digital Impedance System,
designed for the hearing health care market, provides
single and multiple frequency tympanometry;
advanced acoustic reflex testing, including adaptation; eustachian tube functions; and more. It al5o
provides a Test on Seal feature that significantly
reduces re-tests arising from lost seals.
The Model 310 provides ·all test data in a fonnat
that clearly distinguishes a user's professional diagnoses: easy-to-interpret, high-resolution wavefonns
and digital test data on 8.5 by I I-inch printouts;
phase and magnitude measurements; tympanogram
·and acoustic reflex averaging; latency calculations;
gradient calculations; susceptance and conductance
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plots; and more.
$4,995 retail; Model 310 only
$6,995 retail; with Macintosh Plus and ImageWriter
Virtual Corp.; 521 SW 11th, #400; Portland,
OR 97205; 503-226-3000
Model 320 Clinical Audiometer
Two-channel clinical audiometer
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Model 320 is a two-channel audiometer
with internal power amplifiers and high-frequency
testing capability. It uses two digital wavefonn generators (DWGs), each of which can produce either
pure tone or masking signals. Accuracy 9f intensity
levels is maintained by internal self-calibration circuitry.
·
Control of the Model 320 is via a Macintosh
computer. The computer perfonns calculations and
records test results while testing is in progress.
Patient records can be stored on disk or printed as
test reports.
Stimulus and masking signal may be selected for
either or both channels from the two DWGs or from
the following external sources: microphone; tape
inputs (A and B); or auxiliary inputs (A and B).
Output to the patient is via earphones, bone vibrator,
inse~ phone or sound field speakers.
Equipment supplied includes: standard patient
earphones, bone vibrator, patient talk-back microphone with mounting bracket, patient response dual
push-button switches, operator's manual, system
software, computer interface, sound field power
amplifiers (internal), accessory cables and gooseneck
microphone (operator earphone/microphone headset
may be substituted).
Optional accessories include: operator earphone/microphone headset, sound field output attenuators (reduces output signal level from speaker
connectors for input into an external power amplifier), high-frequency (HF) patient earphones, insert
earphones and sound field speakers (pair).
$4,695 retail; Model 320 only
Virtual Corp.; 521 SW 11th, #400; Portland,
OR 97205; 503-226-3000
Model 340 Probe-Microphone Instrument
Everything needed to characterize and fit hearing
aids, print test results, etc.
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Model 340 Proble-Microphone Instrument
integrates everything needed to characterize and fit
hearing aids, print test results and store data for
future use, all in one convenient and simple-to-use
system. The Model 340 computer screen displays a
complete and immediate picture of all the infonnatian necessary for hearing aid adjustment within a
patient's ear. It provides immediate,, real-time wavefonn updates based on Fast Fourier Transfonn calculations.
Other features include: storage of measurements
on hard disk or floppy disk for later retrieval and
analysis; an ANSI test-box option, which allows
complete analysis of the el~ctroacoustic characteristics of the hearing aid; a probe-microphone test that
uses a reference microphone to ensure 'lll accurate
presentation in SPL of the pure tone or composite
signal; ani:I hard copy .output.
$9,995 retail
Virtual Corp.; 521 SW 11th, #400; Portland,
OR 97205; 503-226-3000
Molarbyte Manager
Dental office management system
Macinwsh Plus; 20 MB hard disk drive.
The Molarbyte Manager is a complete dental
office management system.
All of the daily transactions are entered using a
single menu option. The infonnation entered provides reports that have coded password protection
customized at a user 's request.
Features include: insurance bills are printed on
standard ADA fonns; all procedures are tracked
showing number of procedures, fee, percent of total
fees and percent of total procedures for every ADA
code; recall system generates labels for mailing
recall cards or letters; a complete patient directory
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including address, home and business telephone
numbers; a list of a user's UCR fees and three alternate fees.for each ADA code facilitates, billing and
estimates for PPO and HMO providers; and more.
$850 retail; program
$35 retail; sample disk
Molarbyte Data Systems; 92 Old Brook Rd.; Dix
Hills, NY 11746; 516-586-0962
.
Momars V3.l
Medical office management and Accounts
Receivable system
Macintosh Plus or larger (SE/30 or Mac II family
recommended); 20 MB hard disk drive; lmageWriter
II, LQ and/or LaserWriter.
Momars is a medical office.management and
Accounts Receivables system. It provides complete
automation of a user 's insurance billing to generate
statements when desired. Comprehensive practice
management reports, as well as recall and referral
tracking are featured.
Features include: live balance and aging of
accounts on screen; number of patients/guarantors
limited only by disk space (2.5 GB maximum);
tracking for follow-up visits and future work to be
performed; interest may be charged and/or statements printed on a case-by-case basis; prescription
tracking; form letters; single or batched billing to any
insurance company; electronic claims processing
using General Electric's nationwide EMC*Express
System; and more.
$3,495 retail; single user (multiuser available)
AAlied Support; 801 "B" St., Ste. 402; Anchorage,
AK 99501; 907-258-2272
My Voice
For use with non-verbal patients; provides a verbal
link to the world around them
512KE or larger Macintosh.
My Voice was designed to help the patient who
will be intubated for a long time or has other sp~ech
difficulties. Using MaclnTalk speech synthesis capability, My Voice actually speaks for the patient. The
Mac is mounted on a stand and brought to the
patient's bedside. MyVoice provides eight screens of
messages, each covering a wide range of topics relevant to ICU patients. The patient simply points to a
message on the screen with the mouse or joystick
and the Mac says it. If none of the messages are relevant, the patient can spell out his/her own message.
$250 retail
Newport Medical Instruments, Inc.; 300 N. Newport
Blvd.; Newport Beach, CA 92663; 714-642-3910
Nutri-Calc Plus
Nutrition; diet analysis
512K or larger Macintosh.
Nutri-Calc Plus is a nutritional program that
allows diets to be analyzed, measuring the content of
32 nutrients. It provides a comparison of the nutrients in a diet to the government Recommended
Dietary Allowances (RDAs). It also allows alternate
guidelines to be set for each patient or individual.
Food data can be entered for a week or daily.
Individual meals can also have targets assigned and
measured.
The program includes a food database of more
than 1,700 foods, with most data obtained from the
USDA Handbook #8. It also includes fast foods,
frozen and brand name foods. Users can add to or
change the food data, and recipes or menus can be
analyzed. The program also includes an Energy
Sources Analysis, showing how many calories are
derived from protein, fats and carbohydrates. The
Expanded Foods Database contains more than 3,000
foods.
$225 retail; program
$35 retail; Optional Expanded Foods Database
Camde Corp.; 4435 S. Rural Rd., Ste. 331 ; Tempe,
AZ 85282; 602-821-2310

Nutrition 2.0
Allows users to monitor their diets and evaluate their
nutritional habits; contains data for more than 2,000
foods
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard 1.2.
Nutrition automatically calculates a user 's daily
totals of proteins, carbohydrates, fats , fiber, cholesterol, sodium, eight vitamins and seven minerals. It
features data for more than 2,000 foods from the latest release of the USDA Handbook 8 database; data
for types of fat (saturated, monounsaturated and
polyunsaturated); data for 18 amino acids and the
percentage of RDA of the essential amino acids;
Food Exchange Group calculator for use by diabetics; report writing capabilities; and more.
$79 retail; POs accepted
Big Byte Software; 25 Blake St.; Needham,
MA 02192; 617-444-3028
Omni-Med
Medical management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive ;
lmageWriter or LaserWriter; Omnis 5.
Omni-Med is a medical-management system that
contains a large office database for keeping track of
patients, charges, payments, insurance companies,
appointments and will also generate physician productivity reports and bills.
The program handles as many doctors, patients,
insurance companies, charges and payments as the
user's disk will allow. It keeps all the practitioners
separate on a single system, making cost sharing a
possibility. Paid out accounts can be removed, making room for new ones. It will allow a user to choose
overdue patient and insurance accounts for timely
billing.
Practice management categories are subdivided
into functional groups. For example, the Patients
menu is for entering new patients or adjusting old
patient information. The Charges & Payments menu
is used to add new charges or patient and insurance
information.
Users can produce patient correspondence and
can track patients by appointment dates, two different medications or treatments. The program will also
print insurance and patient mailing labels and will
generate informative practice reports. When used
with Cricket Graph, information can be presented in
graphic form.
$3,495 retail; single user
$4,495 and up; multiuser
$10 retail; limited working demo
Synapse Software; PO Box 1385; Rockingham,
NC 28379; 919-895-6302
'

Omni Vet
Veterinary management system
511KE or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive;
lmageWriter or LaserWriter.
OmniVet is a veterinary practice management
system.
OmniVet I is the basic program, supporting
client records, animal records and the reminder/recall
system. Its features include: unlimited number of
client records; unlimited number of animals per
client; unlimited reminder/recall types; unlimited
number of reminders per animal; flexible
reminder/recall formats; reminder/recall statistics;
letter/label generation; on screen alerts to identify
animals overdue for vaccinations/procedures; rabies,
health and spay/neuter certificates; customized client
discharge instructions; search capabilities; and more.
Omni Vet 2 adds the following capabilities: inventmy; receipting; billing; daily/monthly/yearly income
reporting; and interface to most popular accounting
programs for full Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable, General Ledger and Payroll functions.
OmniVet 3 adds the following capabilities: complete practice analysis functions supporting multiple
doctors; income analysis by doctor; income analysis by
service/product; and income analysi.s by practice area.
$795 retail; includes Runtime Omnis 3 Plus
$20 retail; demo disk
Commonwealth Veterinary Consultants; 23 St. James
Blvd.; Springfield, MA 01104; 413-543-2772

Optical Momars V2.8
Optical medical office management and Accounts
Receivable system
Macintosh Plus or larger (SE/30 or II family recommended); 20 MB hard disk drive; lmageWriter II,
LQ or LaserWriter.
Optical Momars is an opticai medical office
management and Accounts Receivable system. A
patient's/guarantor's entire record and account history is kept live. Glasses and contact prescriptions are
entered on a per patient basis and accommodate both
the optometrist and optician alike. The program provides complete automation of insurance billings and
generates statements when desired. Up to 64 terminals, !CD and CPT codes and unlimited doctors,
patients, guarantors and insurance companies are
accommodated, limited only by the size of a user's
hard disk driye.
$3,495 retail; single user (multiuser available)
AA!ied Support; 801 "B" St., Ste. 402; Anchorage,
AK 99501 ; 907-258-2272
OR-D Health-Care Management
Medical, dental, physiotherapy, chiropractic, opto~
metric and podiatric management
512K or larger Macintosh.
OR-D Health-Care Management is comprised of
six health care software packages: medical, dental,
physiotherapy, chiropractic, optometric and podiatric
management.
The programs feature patient data, billing, insurance claims, co-payments, referrals, prescriptions,
statistics, accounting, monthly statements, aging
reports, insurance monitoring and daily reconciliation of all treatments, charges, cash, checks and
insurance payments. The system also provides for
extended recall and integrated letter writing. A user
has the option to select a number of database items,
create a file with them and later merge them into a
standard letter or report.
The systems can maintain up to 5,000 active
accounts and provide information on up to 30,000
patients, 300 codes, 500 insurance companies and 35
providers.
·
$3,500 each retail; Medical, Dent;tl, Physiotherapy,
Chiropractic, Optometric, Podiatric
$3,500 retail; OR-D College Training Course
OR-D Systems; 1414 Brace Rd.; Cherry Hill,
NJ 08034; 609-795-8300
Orion.Chiropractic
Chiropractic management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
lmageWriter II.
Orion.Chiropractic is a comprehensive office
management system. It includes a billing program,
along with word processing, payables/checkwriter,
electronic appointment calendar and electronic
billing. It also generates management reports to provide total automation for the office. Other features
include: generates real-time patient bills and receipts
for immediate in-office payment collection; batch
processing; electronic claims submission; direct
patient billing; complex insurance billing; patient
information management; mail merge; and Accounts'
Payable module. Available options include Payroll
and Inventory modules.
$3,495 retail; single user
$5,995 retail; multiuser
Orion Computer Systems, Inc.; 2591 S. Queen St.;
York, PA 17402; 717-741-4536
Orion.Dental
Dental management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
ImageWriter II.
The Orion.Dental program, with electronic
patient appointment scheduling, supports the large
patient volume dental practice.
Features include: automatically prints recall
cards; high-speed real-time processing capability
supports ADA claim form format in both real-time
and batch processing; supports insurance predetermination; supports complex insurance billing requirements; Accounts Payable module; allows for
extensive patient information management;
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integrated word processing/mail merge; and reports
module prints more than 30 managerial reports.
Available options include payroll, inventory and
disease screening.
$3,495 retail; single user
$5 ,995 retail; multiuser
Orion Computer Systems, ·Inc.; 259 l S. Queen St.;
York, PA 17402; 717-741-4536
Orion.Family Practice
Pediatrician/general and family practitioner management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
lmageWriter II.
The Orion.Family Practice is an interactive relational database program with fast real-time processing capability. This allows it to handle a heavy
patient volume of family practices by generating
real-time patient bills and receipts for immediate inoffice payment collection.
Features include: provides batch processing and
electronic claims submission; supports direct patient
billing, as well as complex insurance billing requirements; more than 30 management reports; extensive
patient information management; integrated word
processing/mail merge; automated electronic claims
submission option into the Blue Shield computer
system; Accounts Payable module; patient scheduling; and more.
Available options include payroll, inventory and
disease screening.
$3,495 retail; single user
$5,995 retail; multiuser
Orion Computer Systems, Inc.; 259 l S. Queen St.;
York, PA 17402; 717-741-4536
Orion.Optometric
Optometry management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
lmageWriter II.
Orion.Optometric is designed to automate the
high-volume patient practice. The billing process is
expedited by such things as a dispensing module
with a point and click, scrollable online list of eyewear products that automatically generates a patient
bill or claim form.
Features include: handles all complex insurance
and patient billing requirements; allows for batch
processing and real-time processing of insurance
claims, patient bills and receipts and electronic
claims submission; provides reporting and tracking
capabilities; extensive patient information management; integrated word processing/mail merge;
Accounts Payable module; patient scheduling; and
more.
Available options include payroll, inventory and
disease screening.
$3,495 retail; single user
$5,995 retail; multiuser
Orion Computer Systems, Inc.; 259 l S. Queen St.;
York, PA 17402; 717-741-4536
Orion.Psychiatric
Psychiatric management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
lmageWriter II.
Orion.Psychiatric is an office automation system
that will also support a practice that submits claims
to Blue Shield and Medicare insurance programs. It
provides batch processing and electronic claims submission and, in addition to direct patient billing, will
support the most complex insurance billing requirements, including patient prepayment, balance bill to
co-insurance, balance bill to patient, automatic writeoff of non-allowable fees , third-party insurance companies, Medicaid, Medicare, Blue Shield, automatic
write-off for physicians accepting assignment, professional courtesy adjustment and multiple fee
schedules.

Other features include: patient information management, electronic claims submission option into
the Blue Shield computer system, Accounts Payable
module, patient scheduling and a full-featured word
processor. Available options include Payroll,
Inventory and Disease Screening modules.
$3,495 retail; single user
$5,995 retail; multiuser
Orion Computer Systems, Inc.; 2591 S. Queen St.;
York, PA 17402; 717-741-4536
Orion.Radiology Information Management
Radiology management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
lmageWriter II.
The Patient Registration Module is the heart of
the Radiology Information Management system
because it allows entering, storing and retrieving of
three important groups of patient information: patient
personal information, patient medical information
and patient insurance and billing information.
The Film Tracking Module allows monitoring of
film retrieval and return transactions and includes
film loan status reporting. The Transcription Module
allows processing of physician's notes and an electronic signature within the database. Other modules
include: Accounts Receivable, which provides the
capability to print claim forms and generate direct
patient billing invoices; Accounts Payable, which
prints checks and automatically shows accounts that
are due; Reports; Word Processing; Scheduling; and
Telecommunications, which utilizes a high-speed
modem to transmit claims to Blue Shield over ordinary telephone lines.
$3,495 retail; single user
$5,995 retail; multiuser
Orion Computer Systems, Inc.; 259 l S. Queen St.;
York, PA 17402; 717-741-4536
Orion.Surgical
Office management for surgeons, ophthalmologists,
otolaryngologists, podiatrists, obstetricians and urologists
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
lmageWriter ll.
Orion.Surgical is an office management program
for surgeons, ophthalmologists, obstetricians and
more.
Features include: handles all complex insurance
and patient billing requirements; allows batch processing and real-time processing of insurance claims,
patient bills and receipts, as well as electronic claims
submission; extensive patient information management; integrated word processing/mail merge; fully
automated electronic claims submission option into
the Blue Shield computer system; Accounts Payable
module; reports module prints more than 30 managerial reports; and more.
.
Available options include payroll, inventory and
disease screening.
$3,495 retail; single user
$5,995 retail; multiuser
Orion Computer Systems, Inc.; 2591 S. Queen St.;
York, PA 17402; 717-741-4536
Ort ho Rad
Spinal X-ray analysis program
Macimosh SE or larger; hard disk drive; HCC
Numonics graphics tablet.
OrthoRad gives orthopedic and chiropractic .
physicians the ability to analyze X-rays and track
patients. Using a graphics tablet, X-rays can be digitized and saved to a patient's file. After the X-ray is
digitized, a doctor can select any of the more than 40
analysis categories to make his final diagnosis.
The program also provides valuable information
that can be used to discuss the analysis with a patient
or provide evidence to be used in a personal injury or
workmen's compensation cases. Patient information,
analyses and digitized X-rays can be printed.
$2,995 retail
$1 ,995 retail; digitizer
HealthCare Communications, Inc.; 301 S. 68th St.,
Ste. 500; Lincoln, NE 6851 O; 402-489-0391 or
800-888-4344
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Ovation Dental
Dental management
Macintosh Plus or larger; LaserWriter Plus or
lmageWriter II.
Ovation Dental is a full multi provider dental
office, dental management package that provides features such as patient information, recall mailings,
insurance billings, provider reports, aging statements
and all basic ADA code processing.
$595 to $1, I00 retail; standard to customized version
Innovative Design Systems Corp.; 150 N. Miller Rd.,
Bldg. 250, Ste. "B"; Akron, OH 44313;
216-836-0006
P.T. Plus
Accounting/billing system for physical therapists
Macintosh Plus or larger; 20 MB hard disk drive;
lmageWriter II or compatible.
P.T. Plus is a fully integrated accounting/billing
system for physical therapists. Menu windows present important information immediately. P.T. Plus
supports multiple clinics or the single clinic with
multiple practitioners and tracks multiple cases for
each guarantor. Each guarantor may have multiple
cases, but each is billed using one window. Version
3.0 supports batch input of charges as well.
Multiple printers are supported, allowing special
forms to be directed to one printer and management
reports to a separate printer.
$3,995 retail; single user
$4,295 retail; multiuser (for three users)
$99 retail; each additional user
Hamilton Computerized Business Solutions, Inc.; PO
Box 1805; Longview, WA 98632; 206-577,5369 or
800-342-9716
The Patient File
Medical office management database
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
The Patient File provides a solution to the problems of medical office billing. Patient records are
maintained with multiple insurance providers.
Charges and payments are entered on a simple, fast
screen, including user-defined coding for charges
and !CD codes. Insurance statements and monthly
patient bills are printed, as are a variety of daily and
monthly management reports. Custom modifications
are available.
$2,485 retail; includes 4th Dimension 2.0 Runtime
The Automation Group; 340 Townsend St., Ste. 432;
San Francisco, CA 94107; 415-777-9167

I

Payroll For The MacHealth Series
Provides accurate and complete transaction records
through a detailed employee list
Macintosh SE or larger; hard disk drive ;
lmageWriter II or LQ.
Payroll For The MacHealth Series provides
accurate and complete transaction records through a
detailed employee list. An entire payroll history for
each employee can be viewed, including running
totals of gross and net pay. In one setup, every taxed
and fixed deduction that applies to an employee can
be stored. Federal tax tables and numbers are also
included.
With a click of the mouse, transactions are posted and net pay is calculated. The program also tracks
and calculates employee sick time, vacation time and
overtime according to user specifications.
The program performs every task required to
generate and record payroll. It produces paychecks,
payroll history reports, custom reports and W-2 and
1099 forms.
$395 retail
HealthCare Communications, Inc.; 301 S. 68th St.,
Ste. 500; Lincoln, NE 685 lO; 402-489-0391 or
800-888-4344
Pharmacy
Pharmacy management
512K or larger Macintosh ; 20 MB hard disk drive;
Image Writer.
Pharmacy is a management system designed for
use in pharmacies.

Vertical Markets/
Health Care
Features include: tracking of prescription drugs
and refills; patient profiles and doctor files; thirdparty claims and universal claim form reporting;
patient counseling information; availability of
monthly price updates (by disk or modem); 99 pricing charts with drug usage reporting; generic drug
availability indicator; Rx transfer history reporting;
multiple refills from patient profile; special comments on each Rx and patient; last label repeat function; daily control drug report; view refill history on
e'ach refill; and choice of I0 standard label formats.
· $995 retail
Pharmacy Management Systems, Inc.; 6297
Westover Rd.; West Palm Beach, FL 33417;
407-697-3911

Accounting features include account aging,
account aging by insurance carriers and charge and
payment summaries for total practice control.
Monthly summaries list all services provided by
patient name and date.
$950 retail; single user (multiuser on request)
$25 retail; demo
Mark A. Kalish , MD; 7717 Friars Rd., Ste. 200; San
Diego, CA 92108; 619-298-9701

Physician's Medical Database III
Medical office management
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive.
Physician's Medical Database III is a comprehensive package designed to handle the general medical office management aspects of a solo practitioner
or small group practice. PMD III manages patient
and family records, payments, service transactions,
insurance tracking and accounting.
Features include: patient and payment daysheets,
30-60-90 day billing, referral tracking, medication
and prescription tracking, monthly and YTD trends,
CPT and MAAC coding, ICDM-9 Ox tracking, custom mail merge, complete and YTD patient records
and surgery tracking. PMD III can print Medicare,
Medi-Cal, GHI, BC/BS, disability, etc., information
directly onto their respective HCFA-1500 forms.
Automatic mailings include welcome letters, recall
letters and labels and delinquency letters. PMD III
also offers financial reports by doctors , insurance
and month. Multiuser capability is built in.
$1,450 retail
$60 retail; complete demo
Datadyne Systems; 218 Beach Ave.; Mamaroneck,
NY 10543; 914-381-5704

Psych•Log
Office management for mental health-care professionals
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 5.0 or later; printer.
Psych•Log is a computerized office-management
system for mental health-care professionals. The program prints out monthly bills and standard insurance
claim forms; maintains patient files; keeps a user's
schedule in an electronic "Day-at-a-Glance"; allows
a user to establish and keep track of individualized
fee structures; calculates balance due less payments;
supports optional interest charges on unpaid balances; keeps a user's books and produces income
and expense reports; and does letter writing and mail
merge.
The program is available in three different versions, depending on the features needed and the size
of a user's practice.
Entry-Level Psych•Log is a billing system only.
Single Provider Psych•Log is a full practice
management system that provides scheduling,
monthly statements, review of current month's client
transactions, insurance form production and balance
forward Accounts Receivable for a single provider.
Multiprovider Psych•Log is identical to the
Single Provider version, except configured for up to
30 serv ice providers. It also includes appropriate
multi provider reports to assess individual provider
productivity and payment record.
$995 retail; entry level version
$2,395 retail; single-provider version
$3,495 retail; multiprovider version
$20 retail; demo
Mission Accomplished Software Services, Inc.;
10615 Bradbury Rd.; Los Angeles, CA 90064;
213-870-2441

Plains & Simple Healthcare Accounting
Specialized health care accounting system
Macintosh SE or larger; hard disk drive;
lmageWriter 11 or LQ; DentalMac, MediMac,
ChiroMac, OpticMac or OrthoMac.
Plains & Simple Healthcare Accounting is a specialized accounting system, developed by Great
Plains Software, for users of the MacHealth Series.
The program prints monthly, quarterly, semiannual or annual financial reports at any time during
the year for a quick review and analysis of a practice's financial situation. It also provides an audit
trail, restricts posting if entries are out of balance and
allows for review of all transactions on screen.
The flexibility of the program gives each practice the ability to tailor it to their needs. The program
adapts to a practice using cash or accrual basis
accounting. It also includes sample charts of
accounts for medical, dental, chiropractic, optometric
and orthodontic offices.
$695 retail
HealthCare Communications, Inc.; 301S.68th St.,
Ste. 500; Lincoln, NE 6851 O; 402-489-0391 or
800-888-4344

Quick Ceph I And Quick Ceph II
Cephalometric analysis and treatment planning for
dental/orthodontic profession
Macintosh Plus or SE (Q uick Ceph I); Macintosh II
family (Quick Ceph II) ; lmageWriter or LaserWriter.
Quick Ceph is a cephalometric (science of measuring the human head) tracing and treatment simulation program that is useful for orthodontists and
maxillo-facial surgeons to develop a treatment plan,
as well as for communicating with patients and colleagues and making presentations.
Analysis styles available include Ricketts,
Steiner/Tweed, McNamara, Downs, Jarabak, Iowa,
Roth, Frontal, Bunstone, Sossouni and
Submentoventex.
Quick Ceph uses a transparent digitizer. No
intermediate pencil tracing is necessary.
Different superimpositions allow for the comparison of initial tracing and VTO (visual treatment
objectives) or initial tracing and final tracing.
$1,500 retail; Quick Ceph I license
$2,500 retail; Quick Ceph II license
Orthodontic Processing; 386 E. "H" St., Ste. 209404; Chula Vista, CA 92010; 619-691-1280

Provider
Medical billing system
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; printer.
The Provider is an accounts receivable and
billing package designed for a small- to medium-size
medical office.
The program allows users to establish their own
CPT codes, payment codes, referral files and ICD-9
diagnosis files. The Provider completes the standard
insurance and Medicaid forms, as well as prints
statements and speed mailers.

RD Aide
Professional nutrient analysis
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; two BOOK
disk drives; hard disk drive recommended;
HyperCard.
RDAide is a nutrient analysis program with
many features used by nutrition professionals to create and evaluate diets. RD Aide will help users in
meeting the RDA by tracking daily meals and snacks
for 18 nutrients. It compares a user's intake with
dietary goals specifically calculated for a user, taking
into account a user 's activity level and vital statistics.

Features include: more than 700 different foods
with complete nutrient data for 18 nutrients and food
components; records food records for six meals and
snacks per day; ability to enter personal information
to find individual calorie and nutrient needs; calculates and graphs the percentage of calories from carbohydrate, protein, fat and alcohol, as well as the
percentage of RDA for vitamins, minerals and protein based on individual requirements; compares the
diet to the U.S. Dietary Guidelines; includes a feature for comparing food lists; and much more.
$84.95 retail
Print And Graphics Educational Systems (PAGES);
450 Taraval St., #235; San Francisco, CA 94116;
415-665-3924
ShrinkRapt
Mental health management
- Macintosh Plus or larger; 4th Dimension Runtime
(included).
Shrink.Rapt is practice management software for
mental health practitioners. It can be used in a solo
or multipractitioner practice.
The program handles billing statements. The session fee can be billed to one account or split among
multiple accounts. Insurance statements include
DSM-III-Rand CPT codes and the program will
even sign a digitized signature. Users have the option
of addressing the statement to the client or to his or
her insurance company.
Other features include: income reports by therapist and for the entire practice; demographics on
clients and information about who is referring them;
termination reports and mailing labels; and clients'
records are grouped by family unit for better case
management.
$495; Solo Practitioner
$795; Multipractitioner
$1 ,395; Site license/Multiuser (plus $59 per workstation)
$20; demo
Saner Software; 311 N. Second St., Ste. 303; St.
Charles, IL 60174; 312-513-5599 or 800-448-6899
(orders)
Simplicity Dental Software Version 8
Complete dental office management software; multiuser capable
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
lmageWriter l or /I.
Simplicity Dental Software is a complete multidoctor and multi terminal-capable dental office management package designed to automate and
streamline dental office work.
The program consists of relational files allowing
automatic call-up of patient and insurance information, co-payments and fees on the same screen during transactions, automatic preparation of insurance
forms and recall cards. The software prepares and
prints referral letters, insurance forms, mailing
labels, envelopes and chart labels. It produces
numerous reports showing balances, office production, outstanding insurance claims and unpaid bills;
prints/displays total production and collection for
each doctor or hygienist; tracks procedures performed during any date period; automatically tells a
user when all insurance is paid and whether the
patient should be billed; prepares insurance forms for
secondary carriers; supports multiple fee schedules
and cash discounts; and entry of an ADA code automatically calls up fees and calculates anticipated
approximate partial insurance payments and allows
for instant discounts. Pop-up windows allow instant
access to codes and fees.
Other features include: prints receipts and statements and has several billing formats with alternate
address merges; prints birthday cards; tracks inactive
and lost patients; limited word processing for letters
and postcards built in; and tracks specialist referrals
by doctor and shows patients and production generated by referring doctors. Built-in, multiterminal
expandability is included.
$2,850 retail; multiuser version, includes one to three
terminal multiuser Omnis 3.3, 200-page manual and
60 days telephone support
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Vertical Markets/
Health Care
$2,150 retail; single-user version, includes Omnis
single runtime, 200-page manual and 60 days telephone support
$65 retail; limited working demo and abbreviated
manual
Simplicity Dental Software Systems, Inc.; Attn:
Glenn F. Schreiber, DMD; 9 S. Ridge Ave.; Ambler,
PA 19002; 215-646-3382
Starx
Pharmacy management
Macintosh II; AIUX operating system; dot matrix
printer.
Starx is a pharmacy package designed to serve
both large chains and small independent pharmacies.
Designed like an operating system, it is able to adjust
to constant changes in the modem day pharmacy.
User-set parameters adjust the size of the system to
any size store. In this way, features not used can be
turned off. It is a fully functional multiuser system
with a high-speed, self-correctable database.
Application features included are: third-party
formulary validation, automatic batch refilling,
workman's compensation claims processing, all state
and federal regulations, multiple label formats , fullscreen editing of RXs, complete detailed patient profiles, drug recall reporting, a full set of management
reports, nursing home interface, accounts receivable
interface, generic pricing and Xref, HMO and recap
interface, universal interface for updates, drug interactions and warnings, multistore configurations,
modem controlled updates, multilingual sig file, POS
interface, Alpha key access, automatic purge control
and tape-to-tape claims processing.
$2,500 retail
Starx Technology, Inc.; 120 I Flower St.; Bakersfield,
CA 93305; 805-324-6041
Super Vet
Veterinarian management system for small animal
hospitals or clinics
Macintosh SE or larger (SE/30 recommended); 2
MB of RAM; 40 MB hard disk drive; Omnis 3; multiuser system requires Tops or AppleShare file server; lmageWriter II; backup system is recommended.
SuperVet is a complete practice management
system for veterinarian clinics and hospitals.
The program manages clients, pets, health status
dates, Accounts Receivable, invoicing, procedure
and inventory control and purchasing. Flexible
invoicing allows discounts and multiple payment
types, including a separate American Express
account. Invoicing automatically updates inventory,
health status and Accounts Receivable data.
Inventory items are linked to procedures, and inventory control generates detailed status reports,
reordering lists and purchase orders per supplier. The
purchasing system automatically updates inventory
when purchase order shipments are received.
SuperVet provides inventory and doctor revenue
. analysis, daily activity reports and automatically
generates deposit slips, monthly billing and
reminders. The system keeps historical data for analysis and provides more than 30 different reports.
SuperVet is available in three versions. Level I is
the health status reminder system, with client and pet
master files , mailing labels and phone lists. Level Il
is the complete SuperVet system described above.
Level Ill is the complete SuperVet system plus a
scheduling module for doctor appointments, kennels,
runs, cages and grooming.
$1,495 to $5,995 retail; priced per functional level
and per module
Mac Management Systems; 620 Congress Ave., Ste.
200; Austin, TX 78701; 512-477-4747
T&M Optometric Plus V3.307e
Optometric office management program
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive ; lmageWriter.

T&M Optometric Plus is a complete optometric
office management system. Guarantor file/records
maintain information on family members, transactions, last exam dates, recall dates and reasons.
Patient file/records include automatic display of
guaraptor information, including balance and credit
status. Patient charts are accessible from patient
records. The program tracks insurance company
information and submitted claims. Fee schedules
provide for flexibility, and each CPT code may be
entered under multiple fee schedules.
Accounts receivable provides for invoicing statements, account aging and audit trails. Extensive
reports are available. Other features of the program
include: nine levels of password protection, a full
office management system, preprinted three-part
invoice and two-part statement forms and operator
entry codes that provide a further audit trail.
$3,250 retail; single user
$4,750 retail; multiuser
T&M Systems; 6317 NE Antioch Rd.; Kansas City,
MO 64119; 800-729-2983
TessSystem
Medical office management
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; 20 MB
hard disk drive.
TessSystem is front-office software designed to
streamline the administrative processes in a medical
practice. All patients are registered to a patient
database. Billing statements and insurance claims are
created automatically during each patient transaction.
TessSystem One is designed for single-physician
offices. The program includes an appointment system, the capability to generate reminder messages for
patients, and tracks referring doctors. Users may create a fee list that will automatically apply charges to
a patient's account for diagnoses and office procedures.
TessSystem Two is designed for single and multiple physicians in a single practice. In addition to all
of the features available in TessSystem One,
TessSystem Two offers electronic insurance claims
and multispecialty practice capabilities.
TessSystem Three is designed to provide the
same powerful office management functions as other
TessSystem products, while offering multiuser capability. It will operate on both Tops and AppleShare
networks.
$1,295 and up retail
Wabash Medical Resources, Inc.; 6865 Parkdale Pl.,
Ste. A; Indianapolis, IN 46254; 317-299-7800
ToothPics 2.1
Dental patient management system; accounting;
odontograms and treatment plans available chair side
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
Image Writer II for color or LaserWriter.
ToothPics is a dental patient management system
that provides a graphic on-screen dental chart for
each patient and records the existing conditions, the
work performed and billed and the treatment plan.
Entries are made using the mouse to select teeth and
procedures from the chart. Personalized dental charts
are printed in color as part of the comprehensive
patient statement.
ToothPics is a multidoctor system. All forms are
self-generated on plain paper. Reports include: walkout statement with dental education information and
dentai chart, standard ADA insurance billing and
pre-authorization forms, monthly billing, accounts
receivable, accounts aging, recall and a variety of
other productivity and financial reports.
$2,750 retail; single workstation
$750 retail; each additional networked workstation
Class One Ltd.; 431 E. Ellis Dr.; Tempe, AZ 85282;
602-820-3696
Wellness In Pregnancy
Obstetrical clinical information system
Macintosh SE or larger; laser printer.
Wellness In Pregnancy is a comprehensive
obstetrical clinical information system designed to
improve the quality of personalized patient care,
minimize the risk of malpractice and reduce physician and patient stress.
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Wellness In Pregnancy reminds a physician
when appropriate lab tests should be performed and
brings any abnormal values to his/her attention
immediately. It also produces charts for weight gain
and uterine growth, risk assessment, pelvic anatomy,
breathing techniques, graphic displays of fetal development, animated exercise instructions and information on all the commonly asked questions related to
pregnancy. Charting starts with the first visit and
continues through the delivery, discharge and postpartum visit.
Call for pricing; bundled with hardware
Wellness In Medicine, Inc.; PO Box 4229; Ocala,
FL 32678; 800-527-83 19

Vertical Markets/
Hotel, Motel
InnSpect
Property inspection and maintenance system
designed to increases quality control and employee
productivity
Macimosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; printer.
InnSpect is a unique property inspection and
maintenance system designed to increase quality
control and employee productivity. It provides management with current information about the status
and readiness of the property by taking advantage of
the normal movement of employees to collect information. Designed for the hospitality industry,
InnSpect may be adapted to any business that has
inspection and maintenance functions, such as
restaurants, nursing homes, cleaning services, rental
businesses, cafeterias, vending machines, apart- .
ments, etc.
Employees carry portable bar-code readers and
record any problems encountered. Each reading is
date and time stamped. Bar-coded maintenance work
orders may be generated, detailing the problem. The
work orders may be used to track the repairs as they
are performed and later billed. Summary reports are
produced.
$3,995 retail
Barcode Technology; PO Box 705; Portsmouth,
NH 03801; 207-439-9361
Mac Hotel
Complete lodging management software
Macinrosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
Image Writer II or LaserWriter; modem optional.
MacHotel, written in Omnis 5, is a front desk
reservations system with back office reporting.
Through multiple windows, users can create, view,
change and perform other reservation and normal
functions needed to effectively operate a hotel or
other lodging property. The capacity of MacHotel is
unlimited. It can run a 500-room hotel as efficiently
as a 10-room hotel without sacrifice.
Through multiple auto-find fields and lists,
MacHotel requires very little data entry and eliminates many of the common mistakes found in normal
hotel operations. Little or no training time is
required, and the system can be installed in minutes.
. MacHotel will perform availability, demographics, arnvals and departures, housekeeping, payments,
invoicing, automatic night audit and much more.
Walk-ins can be done swiftly and easily, and the
unique "no posting" feature lets users view information for as long as needed. Users can also create
reservations as far in advanced as desired.
$1, 195 retail; single user (includes run-time version
Omnis5)
$300 retail; each additional user
$30 retail; demo
Lone Oak Software, Ltd.; 602 1st Ave., Ste. 202;
Two Harbors, MN 55616; 218-834-5649

Vertical Markets/
Hotel, Motel
Maclnn
Lodging and property management software for inns,
hotels, tinie-share condominiums, conference centers, etc.
Macintosh flus or larger; hard disk drive;
Image Writer or LaserWriter.
Maclnn is a package designed for the lodging
and hospitality industries. It consists of both front
desk and back office functions for inns, motels,
hotels, conference centers, campgrounds, etc.
The program includes reservations, check-in and
check-outs, automatic posting of charges and payments, night audit, accounts receivable and payable
and a variety of financial and management reports.
The program is.available in a single-user version, whiGh can be used by very small inns or bed
and brel!kfasts, as well as serve any establishment
with up to 150 rooms. The remote reservation module allows reservations to be taken at other
Macintoshes.
$1 ,495 retail; single user
$I, 795 and up reiail; remote reservation module
Eliot Software Co.; PO Box 337; Eliot, ME 03903;
207-439-9361
.

Vertical Markets/
Insurance
AgentBase ·
Insurance agency marketing and office management
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive;
JmageWrite1:
AgentBase is a fully integrated insurance agency
office management system for the small- to mediumsize·independent agency. It is designed to automate a
user's marketing anq customer service functions.
Features include: full integration of customer
accounts, their families and all policies and claims;
the ability to retrieve information based on the value
of any one field in the database, as well ~s many
combinations of fields; printed reports, mailing
labels and disk file output are created from menu
choices; interfaces with any word processor that
accepts "comma delimited" text files for !Jlail merge;
data is required as they are sold; a full function diary
reminds a user of each person to call and why; and
more.
$1,600 retail
Business Systems Group/Merry Maid, Inc.; 25
.Mes.singer St.; Bangor, PA 18013; 215-588-0927
Brokers' Case, Client And Time Management
Geared toward companies that provide marketing
services for financial institutions, with emphasis on
single-premium group annuities for insurance carriers
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; Omnis 3
Plus.
Case, Client and Time Management Software is
geared toward companies that provide marketing services for financial institutions, with emphasis on single-premium group annuities for insurance carriers.
The program provides complete staff, cliem and
case management, with a complete library of all the
insurance carriers and their product offerings.
Comparison reports between actual case data and the
bids offered by carriers are also included. A historical report of the winning bids and carriers is automatically compiled for effective evaluation of the
competition. The time management module provides
ticklers and open commitment reports by a specific
date (or week) and by staff member.
$3 ,500 retail
Stanford Business Systems, Inc.; 5250 W. Century
Blvd., Ste. 407; Los Angeles, CA 90045;
213-417-4940

The Power P&C Agency V2.04
Property/casualty insurance agency management
Macintosh Plus or larger; 20 MB hard disk drive;
4th Dimension Runtime.
The Power P&C Agency is an insurance agency
management program that tracks auto, home, fire
and commercial insurance accounts. Through the
report generator, users can determine sales by the
type of policy, time period, insurance carrier or any
combination of these factors. Reports are generated
daily, giving net sales the previous day and net sales
month-to-date.
The program also tracks thousands of
prospects/clients. Letters can be generated based on
specified criteria_.
The majority of power in Power P&C revolves
around its collection system. This system is designed
to be primarily a postal collection system. Collection
tools available include: payment schedules, statements of accounts, reminder notices, follow-up
notices, pre-cancellation notices, cancellation
notices, renewal notices and account histories. The
program also provides rate quote customization, customization of company forms and ad hoc reporting.
$3,995 retail
Power Software, Inc.; Ada's Commercial Complex;
130 E. Marine Dr., Bldg. C, Ste. 107; Agana, Guam
96910; 671-477-7781

Vertical Markets/ Law
Enforcement & Fire Service
CAD-Map/CAD-Trak/MDT/Linx
Computer-aided mapping and tracking
Macintosh Plus or large1:
CAD-Map, CAD-Trak, MDT and Linx are
designed to enhance departmental efficiency, dispatching, crime analysis and safety.
.
Integrated with the computer-aided dispatcn system, CAD-Map p.rovides on-screen mapping of calls
for service location, hazardous locations and landmarks.
CAD-Trak is a vehicle location system that provides a dispatcher with or-screen real-time information as to unit location, status and speed to further
. enhance dispatch efficiency.
Mobile Data Terminals (MDT) provide voicefree communications to the unit with full access the
base computer system.
The Linx, or Law Enforcement Information
Network Exchange, is a communications product
that allows separate agencies to access each otner 's
databases.
$5,800 to $25,000 retail
Data91 l/Public Safety Data Systems; Tower II; 2200
Powell St., Ste. 865; Emeryville, CA 94608;
415-653-591 I
Compusketch
Composite sketch software
512KE or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive;
image Writer.
Compusketch creates composite sketches of
criminal suspects using a standardized interview process.
The interview is standardized to assure uniform
interpretatiop of descriptions. Questions are
sequenced to assist the witness in remembering critical information and giving objective answers.
The system contains a wide variety of traits for:
face shape, eyes, noses, ears, mouths, necks, hair,
mustaches, goatees, beards, eyebrows and sideburns.
These traits can produce mo~e than 40,000 different
features.
A preliminary sketch is produced and a user can
then make modifications to features until an accurate
sketch is generated.
$5,000 retail
Visatex Corp.; 1745 Dell Ave.; Campbell,
CA 95008; 408-866-6562

Crimeaid
Computer-assisted crime analysis, preincident planning, tactical response
Macintosh Plus or larger; 20 MB hard disk drive ;
I ,200-baud modem; ImageWriter JI.
Crimeaid provides.computer-assisted crime analysis through mapping, matrixing, link analysis diagramming, flow charting, etc. It is designed for use
by local, state and federal law enforcement agencies,
as well as private sector equivalents.
Specialized applications include: Visual
Investigative Analysis (VIA); crime and accident
scene reconstruction; preincident planning; and
Integrated Emergency Management System (IEMS)
and Incident Commijnd Center (ICC) operational
control and planning.
Features include: special fonts , templates and
databases, as well as a calculator that automatically
interprets skid length and other pre-collision data;
automated construction of link analysis charts; storage, revision and transmission to other agencies of
mug shots, surveillance photos, ID cards, fingerprints, questioned documents; management of complex investigations and security operations; produces
composite suspect drawings; any type of matrix can
be constructed; ; and more.
$1 ,800 retail
Crimeaid, Inc.; 2032 Peach Dr.; Modesto,
CA 95350; 209-523-8966
Drill Report
Fire service database
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; HyperCard.
Drill Report is a fire service database that is fully
integrated with FirePlan, but also functions as a
stand-alone application. Drill Report will keep track
of training and drill schedules for all fire department
personnel. Grading and training needs .can be documented for each firefighter in a department, and
records can be generated for each individual or as a.
whole.
The database is fully customizable and
lesson/training plans may be added as needed. All
upgrades are free of charge to registered users.
$95 retail
Sound Advice, Inc. ; PO Box 278; Cazadero,
CA 95421; 707-632-5911
Fire Fighter Training Tracker
Tracks the training history and future training
requirements of firefighters
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
Fire Fighter Training Tracker is a software program designed to tra~k the training history and future
training requirements of firefighter personnel. The
program features easy data entry with potential class
rosters made automatically by station number.
Defaults and pop-up standard choice windows
are used throughout, and class descriptions are
entered by using standard NFPA class descriptions.
Full personnel records are maintained, including firefighters who have left the department.
Reports available include individual records,
classes taken, classes needed, rank history, pension
hours, inventory issued, current and past department
members and a quick report to allow operators to
format the reports.
$295 retail; introductory
$495 re)ail; regular
DataNet; 1752 W. 2nd Ave.; Durango, CO 81301 ;
303-259-4181
Fireaid
Fire systems management, mapping, !EMS and hazmat response software
Macintosh Plus or larger; 20 MB hard disk drive;
1,200-baud modem; lmageWriter ll.
Fireaid provides computer-assisted mapping,
matrixing, link analysis diagramming, flow charting
and more. It allows company officers to better plan
and respond to fire prevention and suppression activities for their territories, while giving a manager the
ability to monitor the status of any given territory.
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Vertical Markets/Law
Enforcement & Fire Service
Specialized applications include: Arson
Investigative Management; scene reconstruction;
preincident planning; and Integrated Emergency
Management System (IEMS) and Incident Command
System (!CS) operational control and planning.
Mapping of an entire district or city can be
accomplished. Data regarding hydrants, water mains
and target hazards can be overlayed on those map
pages. Up to four pages can be linked to each object
on each map and overlay.
$ l ,800 retail
Crimeaid, Inc.; 2032 Peach Dr.; Modesto,
CA 95350; 209-523-8966
FireLink
Fire service management
Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives or
hard disk drive.
FireLink provides fire service officers with tools
to streamline information management and improve
overall operating efficiency within their departments.
Features include: fire index scoring, hazardous
use permit, fund raising, vehicle efficiency model,
budget planning, EMS supply inventory, hydrant
testing and personnel hours.
Additional fire service applications include: Sara
Title III HazMat tracking, certificates of
promotion/appreciation, payroll, apparatus maintenal]ce, radio inventory, fire prevention violation
tracking, hazardous materials information exchange
and more.
$245 retail
International Association of Fire Chiefs; 1329 18th
St. NW; Washington, DC 20036; 202-833-3420
FirePlan Vl.3
Database for fire prevention, preplanning and incident management
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; HyperCard.
FirePlan is a comprehensive fire prevention, preplanning and incident management database that can
be customized to fit any fire department's specific
needs.
Data can be stored both in a text and graphics
format. Concurrent with the preplan database is a fire
prevention database that may be integrated recordby-record with the preplans.
FirePlan provides a search capability that allows
hazardous materials to be looked up in an external
database, such as the D.0.T. Hazardous Materials
database.
FirePlan can be used as the backbone of a computer-automated dispatching system with first, incremental alarms and mutual aid tracking.
$385 retail
Sound Advice, Inc.; PO Box 278; Cazadero,
CA 95421; 707-632-5911
FirePoint
Fire incident reporting package
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
FirePoint is a fire incident reporting package that
has been tested and approved by the National Fire
Information Council. It is designed to meet all state
incident reporting requirements and provide fire service managers with valuable analytical information.
FirePoint handles fire incident and fire fighter
and civilian casualty forms. A built-in mapping function tracks fire incidents geographically and can be
used to generate hundreds of geographical models.
Customization is available.
$695 retail
$995 retail; with mapping option
Advanced Command Systems; 41 Park St.;
Medfield, MA 02052; 508-359-2895

!Chiefs is an electronic mail service and bulletin
board system for the fire service. !Chiefs provides
users with access to information on training and education, hazardous-materials operations, computer
software applications, legislative updates and more.
In addition to the IAFC, the National Fire
Academy, NOAA, ISFSI, rFSTA, IMSA and a number of state fire marshals' offices are also connected
to the system.
$74.95 retail
International Association of Fire Chiefs; 1329 18th
St. NW; Washington, DC 20036; 202-833-3420
Mac-A-M.ug Pro
Composite human faces
512K or larger Macintosh; externa(disk drive or

hard disk drive; Image Writer or LaserWrite1:
Mac-a-Mug Pro is a complete system for generating composite human faces. It provides a means for
non-artist, law enforcement personnel to assemble
realistic composites based on eyewitness descriptions.
Features include the ability to scroll through various facial features. A user may also save and
reassemble faces to and from the disk. A variety of
pencils, brushes and erasers are provided to allow
immediate editing of the faces before printing. A
user may also cut and paste faces into MacPaint for
"lineup" portraits.
The print function allows a user to optionally
date stamp each poster; print each session's start, finish and elapsed time; enter, edit and print a suspecr's
description; and print the feature ID numbers for
transmission to other departments.
$495 retail
Shaherazam; PO Box 26731 ; Milwaukee,
WI 53226; 414-442-7503
Mac-CFIRS
California fire incident reporting system
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; HyperCard; FileMaker II.
Mac-CFIRS is a fully automated version of the
California Fire Incident Reporting System. The program consists of a data entry module with full validity checking for code type and formatting, in
accordance with the California State Marshall 's
requirements. No code manual is required to enter
data; all codes are accessed by pop-up menus. Error
messages and automatic correction assure that entries
will always be valid. Additionally, a FileMaker II
module is provided to manipulate and create userdefinable reports. Standard hard copy printouts
match the State Fire Marshall 's forms and data may
be transferred by 3.5-inch disk directly to the
California SFM Office. Future modem support will
be provided whep that feature is implemented by the
California SFM Office.
$295 retail
Sound Advice, Inc.; PO Box 278; Cazadero,
CA 95421; 707-632-591 l
Police/Fjre Records Management System
Records management
Macintosh Plus or large1:
Police/Fire Records Management System delivers critical data to every level of a user's force to
reduce clerical effort, increase officer safety, improve
service to the public and assure better decisions.
Features include: single-point entry from call for
service, case report, etc.; updates the central
database, which is accessible by all users for dispatch advice; user-defined inquiries, reports, investigations, management information, etc.; collects
person, vehicle and property descriptions; allows ·
searches by single items or combinations; prims
directly on official forms for UCR reports and other
mandated reports; and more.
$5,800 to $25,000 retail
Data9 l I/Public Safety Data Systems; Tower 11; 2200
Powell St., Ste. 865; Emeryville, CA 94608;
415-653-591 l

IChiefs
Electronic mail system for the fire service
512K or larger Macintosh ; modem.
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Police/Fire/EMS/Commercial Computer-Aided
Dispatch
Placi:s instant information at a dispatcher's fingertips
Macimosh Plus or larger.
Computer-Aided Dispatch (CAD) addresses officer safety and department efficiency by placing
instant information at a dispatcher's fingertips.
CAD offers automatic time stamping of calls and
events. It provides address verification and unit
selection, address history and hazards, map coordinates and primary and backup units for dispatching.
CAD monitors the status of every unit and flashes on
those overdue for updates. Split screens provide status information.
CAD also provides daily log/bulletin reports and
online access to emergency instructions.
$5,800 to $25,000 retail
Data9 l l/Public Safety Data Systems; Tower II; 2200
Powell St., Ste. 865; Emeryville,.CA 94608;
415-653-59 l l

Vertical Markets/Legal
Business Power Of Attorney
Creates, edits and prints legal documents; contains
more than l 00 legal documents
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 4.1 or later.
Business Power Of Attorney is a dedicated word
processor designed specifically for the legal profession and sophisticated investors. It creates, edits and
prints legal documents, either from its own library of
more than 140 business documents, or documents
may be modified to fit particular needs. The documents range from the most common to very specific
situations.
Using the Structured Data Input method,
Business Power Of Attorney reads through the legal
documents, finds all locations where customized
information is needed and prompts users for an
appropriate response. The responses are then merged
into the form and a final document, specific to the
current client, is created.
$1,495 suggested retail
Tronsoft, Inc.; 133 W. De La duerra St.; Santa
Barbara, CA 93101; 805-564-3386
Cadence With PPM
Attorney 's office management manual
5/2K or larger Macintosh; word processing application reading MacWritefiles.
Cadence with PPM is an online, or offline, manual for managing a law office. It is designed for the
solo practitioner and small to medium-size firm
using microcompurers. Cadence integrates efficient
information and computer management techniques,
today's marketing practices and traditional manage- .
ment concerns. It makes current procedures available
to everyone facilitating smooth operation of the
office.
Cadence with PPM consists of several manuals.
There is a standard manual for reference, a manual
used for training a new staff, and a brief manual used
for training temporary employees.
$49.50 retail
GreenLight Software, Division of Elan Associates;
79 W. Monroe, # 1320; Chicago, IL 60603;
312-782-6496
CalendarEye
Docket, registration and file monitoring system
Macintosh Plus; hard disk drive recommended;
Double Helix II.
CalendarEye is a docket and file management
system for intellectual property attorneys and others
concerned with patents, trademarks, copyrights, customs and licenses - both within the United States
and foreign countries. It provides for autot11atic
determination of major actions for U.S. and foreign
countries. Data entry verification is available at several levels.
Features include: a full range of tickler dates;
integrated design with Client Portrait client information, marketing and conflicts system and with

Vertical Markets/Legal
Cadence model law office manual; accommodates
foreign and domestic matters, trademark logos and
other graphics and dates after 1999; helps monitor a
firm 's critical responsibilities; quickly generates
reports by dates, associate, country, client, attorney
and more; turnkey mode with convenient ready-touse templates for quick access to frequently used
menus; and more.
$395 and up retail
GreenLight Software, Division of Elan Associates;
79 W. Monroe, #1320; Chicago, IL 60603;
312-782-6496
California CourtFinder
Helps attorneys find their way to the courthouse
Macintosh Plus or larger; BOOK disk drive and hard
disk drive; HyperCard. ·
California CourtFinder is a legal HyperCard
stack designed to help attorneys find their way to the
courthouse. It contains all the relevant information
about the California Federal alid State courts, such as
addresses of the courts, names and phone numbers of
judges, clerks and other court officials. The program
even contains maps of the major cities, which can be
printed out with the courts and parking lots clearly
marked.
Other features include: dial any phone number
with a single click of the phone icon; identify the
correct court with appellate jurisdiction for each
court in the state; find the statutory filing fees of the
courts; see the court holidays for the entire year; and
more.
$129 retail
Legisoft, Inc.; 3430 Noriega; San Francisco,
CA 94122; 415-566-9136
California Nonprofit Corporation Handbook
Tells how to form a non-profit corporation in
California
Any Macintosh ; BOOK disk drive.
This is the standard work on how to form a nonprofit corporation in California. Included on the disk
are the forms for the Articles, Bylaws and Minutes a
user will need, as well as regular and special director
apd member minute forms. Also included are several
chapters with line-by-line instructions explaining
how to apply for and obtain the federal 50l(c)(3) tax
exempt status. This is a critical step in the incorporation of any non-profit organization and applies to
incorporating in any state.
$69.95 retail
Nolo Press; 950 Parker St.; Berkeley, CA 9471 O;
415-549-1976, 800-992-6656 (orders) or
800-445-6656 (orders) in CA
The CIA World Factbook
Describes facts and figures of 248 countries and territories worldwide
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; CD-ROM
player.
The CIA World Factbook is produced annually
by the Directorate of the Central Intelligence
Agency. It includes extensive examinations of territories and countries world wide. Socio-economic,
geo-political, demographic and other country specific data is included. The Bureau of Census, Defense
Intelligence Agency, Defense Nuclear Agency,
Department of State, Department of the Interior and
the United States Coast Guard have also contributed
data to the Factbook. Information in the Factbook for
the U.S. and U.S. dependencies was compiled from
material in the public domain and does not represent
Intelligence Community estimates.
$129 retail
Wayzata Technology, Inc.; PO Box 87; 16221 Main
Ave. SE; Prior Lake, MN 55372; 612-447-7321 or
800-735-7321
Cudgel
Litigation companion with docketing
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive ; Double
Helix; 6B030 chip preferred.

Cudgel comprehensively coordinates evidence,
graphics, witnesses, facts, laws, papers, notes, costs
and more - key litigation information from complaint througll discovery to trial and appeal. Users
can easily set up key word searches for text, dates,
tiines and numbers; searches can be exact hits or
simple logical relationships.
Not simply "litigation support" nor "case management," the fully relational Cudgel optimizes
menus and privileges for Trial, Docket, Clerical
Support, Archiving and Full Access. Cudgel's integrated Dockei shows deadlines by period; person and
case. It supports multiple cases; multiuser and site
licenses are available.
$650 retail
GreenLight Software, Division of Elan Associates;
79 W. Monroe, #1320; Chicago, IL 60603;
312-782-6496
How To Form Your Own New York/Texas
Corporation
Contains instructions, tax information and forms
needed to incorporate a small business
Any Macintosh.
How To Form Your Own Corporation contains
all of the instructions, tax information and forms
needed to incorporate a small business, including the
Certificate of Incorporation, bylaws, minutes and
stock certificates; full instructions on how to incorporate a new or existing business; tax, corporation
and securities law information; complete information
on electing S Corporation tax status; Federal Tax
Reform Act rates and rules; and the !~test procedures
to protect directors under state law.
$69.95 each retail
Nolo Press; 950 Parker St.; Berkeley, CA 947 IO;
415-549-1976, 800-992-6656 (orders) or
800-445-6656 (orders) in CA ·

Law~er's WillWriter
Computer-generated will program
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Lawyer's WillWriter is a comprehensive program that helps users prepare clients' wills. A user
simply supplies the information and the program
puts the information into standard will clauses and
prints the will. If a will needs to be updated, a user
reruns the program.
Lawyer's WillWriter produces a simple will with
either a spousal trust or children's trust. It accepts up
to 16 gifts of real or personal property and has the
following optional clauses: alternates for the executor, guardian, trustee and beneficiaries; powers of the
executor clause; notarization clause; token gift
clause; attestation clause; bond requirement for fiduciaries; anti-contest clause; uniform gift to minors
clause; uniform distribution clause; and presumption
of survivorship.
$250 retail
Legisoft, Inc.; 3430 Noriega; San Francisco,
CA 94122; 415-566-9136 .
Legal Billing V2.56
.
Time billing package for attorneys; integrates with
Components General Ledger
512K or larger Macintosh.
Legal Billing is a time billing package specifically designed for attorneys. It has also been
approved by the American Bar Association (ABA).
Legal )3illing has a built-in Trust Account capability, Work-In-Progress option and handles multiple
matters per client. The program will print detailed
clierit statements in a variety of formats and features
numerous management and productivity reports.
$595 retail; Legal Billing II
$995 retail; Legal Billing II Plus (multiuser)
Satori Software; 2815 2nd Ave., Ste. 560; Seattle,
WA 98121 ; 206-443-0765
The Legal Eagle
Customizable time cost/disbursement billing and
accounting package
512KE or larger Macintosh; I MB of RAM for multiuser version.

The Legal Eagle is a law office time and disbursements management program written for single
or multiuser environments.
As a full one-entry system, disbursements are
auto-posted to accounting. Profit and loss statements
for office and each attorney give management control over internal activity. Users can maneuver
through the Client Matters file to overview outstanding bills, payment history and current activity on any
account.
Features include: the ability to track client matters and their billings automatically for each attorney
and officewide; setup rate structures for all employees to maximize productivity and control; billing
method can vary; client file, matters anc! employees
are limited by disk space; time entries can be input
manually or though the automatic timekeeping
mode; minimum billing period is adjustable from 1
to 99 minutes; accounting features include checkbook record keeping and expense reports for userdefined periods; and support for mon!lily and
year-end accounting summaries.
$995 retail; single user
$1 ,295 retail; multiuser
Syscom, Inc.; 230 Hilton Ave., Ste. 217; Hempstead,
NY 11550; 516-481 -8201
Legal Text Analysis Tool
Assists in the preparation and trial phase of a law
suit; document management, organization, searching
and summarization
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM.
Legal Text Analysis Tool (LTAT) assists in the
preparation and trial phase of a law suit. LTAT uses
the HyperCard user interface and allows users to
search and analyze large volumes of text data.
LTAT allows attorneys to track, search and report
on many documents involved with litigation simultaneously. The program features Note-It and
Document Summary subsystems, which provide a
time-stamped log of each attorney 's thoughts, ideas
and action items as the case develops and is brought
to trial. LTAT keeps track of a document name, type,
location and date. Each document also has an issues
field, which allows users to categorize each document into the area of the law suit that it is valuable.
Up to eight different issues per document may be
assigned.
Data can be imported into LTAT from most
sources, but is especially valuable when used with
Discovery Master, a full relational database designed
for litigation support.
$595 retail
Products Diversified, Inc.; 9720 Beechnut, #406;
Houston, TX 77036; 713-771-8357
Legal Tickler Plus V2.0
Perpetual calendar
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
JmageWriter or LaserWrita
Legal Tickler Plus is a perpetual calendar that
keeps track of dates on which an unlimited number
of tasks or deadlines are to be accomplished.
Information is cross-referenced by client, deadline
date, person responsible for performing the task and
level of priority (three options). The program will
print reports for five different calendar periods and
will customize reports by priority, client and responsible person.
Legal Tickler Plus handles client and case management. It tracks personal data on clients, important
dates, docket numbers, unlimited numbers of defendants, addfesses, phone numbers, insurance companies and claim representatives.
$695 retail
·
Riggs Consulting, Inc.; 602 S. Gay St., Ste. 502;
Knoxville, TN 37902; 615-523-6005
LexaFile l.S
Legal information management system with customized report templates
Macin(osh with I MB of RAM; hard disk drive;
HyperCard (LexaFile 1.5 includes HyperCard).
· LexaFile is a fully integrated and relational case
management system. Accessing information is as
simple as pointing and clicking with the mouse. No
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Vertical Markets/Legal

Vertical Markets/

typing is required to access the information available
in the LexaFile system, making it ideal for retrieving
vital information during telephone conversations.
Data input is guided and checked by an integrated
"intelligence" to assure quick and correct information entry. An online help system is also available in
every module.
LexaFile not only provides in-depth litigation
support, but is designed to perform any and all routine tasks in the practice of law. Because diverse
practice needs mandate specialized computer software, LexaFile is constructed using HyperCard, an
easily modifiable information management tool. This
assures a legal software solution regardless of the
type of practice being served. Quick and low cost
customization of LexaFile can be easily arranged
with its developer.
$.300 retail; LexaFile VI.I
$400 retail; LexaFile V 1.5 (includes numerous report
templates)
Upgrades and onsite licensing are available
Xram Xpert Systems; Ronald Marx, J.D.; 344 W.
23rd St., Ste. 7C; New York, NY 10011;
212-989-8356

Manufacturing

Real Estate Power Of Attorney
Creates, edits and prints legal documents with more
than 100 legal forms
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 4.1 or later.
Real Estate Power Of Attorney is a: dedicated
word processor designed specifically for sophisticated investors and real estate leasing and sales firms. It
creates, edits and prints legal documents, either from
its own library of more than 100 real estate documents, or documents may be modified to fit particular needs. The documents range from the most
common to very specific situations.
Using the Structured Data Input method, Real
Estate Power Of Attorney reads through the legal
documents, finds all locations where customized
information is needed and prompts users for 'an
appropriate response. The responses are then merged
into the form, and a final document, specific to the
current client, is created.
$1,495 retail
Tronsoft, Inc.; 133 W. De La Guerra St.; Santa
Barbara, CA 93101; 805-564-3386
U.S. Civics/Citizenship
Designed for persons seeking U.S. citizenship
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; CD-ROM
player.
The U.S. Civics/Citizenship disc is designed
especially for persons seeking U.S. citizenship,
researching the origins of the U.S. and teaching
American history. The datapase was acquired from
the U.S. Department of Justice Immigration and
Naturalization Service series known as the Federal
Citizenship Texts. These texts include: a reference
manual for citizenship instructors, citizenship education and naturalization information, United States
history 1600-1987 level I and II and U.S. government structure level I and IL
$129 retail
Wayzata Technology, Inc.; PO Box 87; 16221 Main
Ave. SE; Prior Lake, MN 55372; 612-447-7321 or
800-735-7321
Wi11Maker3.l
Self-help, legal software
Any Macintosh.
WillMaker allows a user to draw up a valid will,
make bequests of personal property and/or real
estate, appoint an executor and guardian for children
and include a simple trust.
A 200-page manual includes estate planning
infomiation and an overview of probate avoidance. It
is programmed (by Legisoft, Inc.) for all states
except Louisiana.
$59.95 retail
Nolo Press; 950 Parker St.; Berkeley, CA 94710;
415-549-1976, 800-992-6656 (orders) or 800-4456656 (orders) in CA

AutoVision 90
Industrial machine vision system
Macintosh II, llx or I/ex; 5 MB of RAM.
Auto Vision 90 is an industrial machine vision
system for automatic inspection of manufactured
parts. The system measures more than 50 geometric
quantities, such as distances, angles, areas, roundness, part count and part registration, as well as luminance base features , such as average and standard
deviation of the gray values in a part. The measurements can be calibrated to real world units. The system acquires images from standard video sources,
analyzes images using processing techniques that
include pixel counting, connectivity, gray scale, normalized correlation, Hough transform, mathematical
morphology and local convolution operators, and
interfaces to factory using digital, analog or serial
I/0.
A programming environment is also available
for customizing (scripting) the application in an
interpretive language or in C. Application areas
include gauging, assembly verification, flaw detection and product identification.
$22,000 to $38,000 retail
Automatix, Inc.; 755 Middlesex Turnpike; Billerica,
MA 0!821 ; 508-667-7900
Bill Of Material
Bill of material package
Macintosh SE or larger; hard disk drive; 2 MB of
RAM and accelerator board or Macintosh II highly
recommended; Double Helix II.
Bill Of Material is a complete bill of material
package designed for users of Odes ta 's Double Helix
II DBMS. It can handle an unlimited number of
ingredients per formu la, or parts per item and an
unlimited number of subassemblies or subformulas
with no restriction on the number of structure levels.
The program will handle multilevel costing, costing
from purchased items up each level to the finished
product and multilevel production capability working from the end product down through subassemblies to purchased raw materials. Inventory is kept
track of by Stock on hand, quantity ordered and
quantity reserved.
A consolidation module is provided that gives a
consolidated picture of the total amount of each
material needed to complete a finished product,
along with its usage distribution in the various subformulas or subassemblies. Also provided is a
where-used capability to show all products using a
specified raw material.
$2,500 retail; Base price (custom modifications upon
request)
$395 retail; Customer and Order Entry Skeleton
$395 retail; Vendor and Purchase Order Skeleton
MacintosH Business Systems; 3 Country Ln.;
Mamaroneck, NY 10543; 914-698-7215
Data V Bill Of Materials
Allows users to control the movement of raw materials and sub-assemblies
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; Omnis 5
or Runtime; lmageWriter II.
Data V Bill of Materials allows users to control
the movement of raw materials and sub-assemblies
just by working with the assembly itself. For example, by issuing a job for an assembly, the system will
adjust the available and allocated balances in the
inventory stock file to reflect all the pans listed in
the Bill of Materials.
Features include: provides costed Bill of
Materials on demand; unlimited number of assemblies, limited to 36,000 items per fini shed product;
prints single level or exploded Bill of Materials
based on standard cost or average cost and can
exclude non-raw material items (e.g., labor and process cost); inventory report; and requirements report.
$1 ,295 retail
Coeur De Pomme Logiciel Enr.; 236 Beaumont;
Granby, Quebec, Canada J2G 8A3; 514-378-9264
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Data V Inventory
Inventory control system
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; Omnis 5
or Runtime; lmageWriter II.
Data V Inventory is a completely flexible inventory control system. Features include: 15-digit
alphanumeric field for item numbers (PINI) and vendor number (P/N2) and 50-digit description field;
inventory items can be classified by class, type and
category; user-definable inventory breakdown by
type and category; uses average cost and standard
cost as costing method; valuation report; reorder
report; physical inventory worksheet; sales and cost
activity reports; and manufacturing and sales analysis. The inventory adjustment module allows miscellaneous, allocate, sale (non mfg), fill (mfg use),
order, receipt and physical adjustments, so the module can be used stand alone without the other Data V
modules ano still keep track of transactions and produce adequate reports.
$1,295 retail
Coeur De Pomme Logiciel Enr.; 236 Beaumont;
Granby, Quebec, Canada J2G 8A3; 514-378-9264
Extend Manufacturing Library
Used for modeling the performance of a manufacturing plant
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; Extend
I .I.

The Extend Manufacturing Library is an add-on
for the Extend simulation application. The Library is
used for modeling the performance of a manufacturing plant, so users can analyze equipment options,
predict throughputs and bottlenecks, document operating procedures, model scheduling changes and
qowntimes, etc.
The Manufacturing Lil>rary contains discrete
event blocks that correspond to factory processes, so
model~ can bes.et up quickly and easily. Blocks are
included that represent labor, equipment, tools and
fixtures, transportation and routing and storage.
Items passing through the simulation can have
attributes and priorities assigned to them. No programming is required; yet because Extend is extensible, users can create their own blocks to further
enhance the models.
$297 retail
Imagine That, Inc.; 151 Bernal Rd., Ste. 5; San Jose,
CA 95119; 408-365-0305
.
Job Cost U
Designed for manufacturers who build products to
order
Macintosh SE or larger; hard disk drive ; printer.
Job Cost II is designed for manufacturers who
build products to order rather than as a discrete product. The system allows for cost estimates for labor,
material and subcontract services to be entered for
each job. If estimates are entered, the system will
track the estimate to the actual costs and compute
any variance for each operation, material and subcontract service as the job progresses through the
production cycle.
Jobs are tracked in terms of process time to
assure that delivery schedules are met and uncompleted jobs are not lost. The system is fully integrated and offered as single or multiuser solution.
Features include: Order Entry/Invoicing,
Production Control and Costing, Scheduling,
Inventory Control, Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable, Payroll and General Ledger. Direct and
indirect labor is maintained for job costing and payroll generation.
Electronic communications via MacNet for support, training and future upgrades are included.
Modifications are quoted at current prices.
$6,000 retail; single user
$9,000 retail; multiuser
Advanced Data Systems, Inc.; PO Box 5717; Winter
Park, FL 32793; 407-657-4805
MacEZ-CAM
Computer-aided manufacturing system
Macintosh Plus; external disk drive.

Vertical Markets/
Manufacturing
MacEZ-CAM is a computer-aided manufacturing system that creates programs for CNC milling,
turning centers and wirecut EDM.
Features include: hundreds of ways to define
geometric elements with concurrent explicit and
implicit point definition icons; cubic (tabulated
cylinder) and circular fitting routines; algebraic,
polar or parametric expression of points; concurrent
commands for panning and zooming; horizontal, vertical, parallel, radial and angular dimensioning
options are standard for annotating all part programs;
and three-dimensional viewing from any orientation.
It contains a library of postprocessors for
Bridgeport BOSS, General Electric, Allen-Bradley,
Heidenhain, Fanuc and others. Users can also modify
custom postprocessors with the EZBuild module.
Additional communications utilities, such as EZLink and EZ-Com, enable users to load and upload
directly to CNC machines.
$2,500 retail; per application
Bridgeport Machines; 500 Lindley St.; Bridgeport,
CT 06606; 203-367-3651or800-243-4292
Maclnventory
Inventory program for manufacturing and retailing
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM (2 MB recommended); hard disk drive recommended.
Maclnventory is a program that not only tracks
physical·inventory count and value, but is specifically geared for cost analysis and manufacturing inventory requirements.
The program allows users to compare their current price level with the lowest and highest price an
item has cost during any time period they choose;
automatically recalculate selling prices based on a
flat markup return in relation to current costs; calculate the difference between physical count and book
count to determine any differences; and more.
Maclnventory templates are available for
database and spreadsheet programs, as well as for
linking programs that are not truly relational as
announced. Customized template programs, designed
to a user's particular industry or requirements, are
also available.
$495 retail; FileMaker Template Version (requires
512K, FileMaker Plus)
$1, 195 retail; Stand-alone Version (requires Plus or
larger)
Customized versions are available
Computer Systems Co./Michael Ehrman &
Associates; 3628 Lynoak Dr., Ste. IOOB; Claremont,
CA 91711; 714-621-4456
MacMSDS
Personalized database for "Right to Know" compliance
Macintosh Plus or /arger;jloppy disk drive and hard
disk drive; HyperCard 1.2.1 or later.
MacMSDS is a system of interconnected
HyperCard stacks that help manufacturers adhere to
OSHA's Hazard Communication standard 1910.1200
(Right to Know). MacMSDS allows users to quickly
and intuitively retrieve MSDS information using
icons to navigate within the database. Users can
search for information based on any number of criteria, such as the chemical's formal name, common
name, manufacturer, symptom of exposure or any
portion of the above. The program provides a standard format into which the MSDS information
important to a user's company is entered.
$75 retail
-BrookeHaven; 939 Hillcrest; Seward, NE 68434;
402-643-2790
The Maintenance Authority - Facility
Maintenance/Management
Facility maintenance management
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Maintenance Authority is a facility maintenance management system for large facilities. It
includes: work order entry, preventive maintenance,

stockroom control, asset management and project
management. More than 50 reports, including graphs
are available. Options include adding digitized floor
plans with HyperCard-like buttons that generate
work-requests, etc., and laser-based bar-code asset
tracking.
$3,995 retail; single user
$6,095 retail; three users (additional users available)
TMA Systems; #17 Oakridge Dr.; Maumelle,
AR 72118; 501-851-3864
Manufacturing 9-Pack
Spreadsheet models for manufacturing models
Macintosh Plus or larger; Microsoft Works,
Mu/tip/an or Excel (SYLK).
Manufacturing 9-Pack includes nine Excel
spreadsheet models for manufacturing managers:
Master Schedule, Labor Cost Report, QA Forms, Job
and Project Tracking, Fiscal Calendar, two Inventory
Models and Costed Bill of Materials. It helps managers to quickly interpret many manufacturing situations and plan for changes.
$99 retail
JIAN; 127 Second St.; Los Altos, CA 94022;
415-941-9191or800-442-7373
The Manufacturing Controller 3.2
Integrated accounting package for manufacturers
Macintosh SE; 2 MB of RAM; hard disk drive.
The Manufacturing Controller is an integrated
accounting package for manufacturers, including
Order Entry, Accounts Receivable,
Purchasing/Payables, Inventory Control, Job
Costing, M.R.P., Shop Floor Scheduling and General
Ledger.
In Accounts Receivable, amounts may be
applied to open invoices, uninvoiced sales orders
(customer deposits) and as non-accounts receivable
related deposits to any other GIL account. In Order
Entry, both stock and non-stock items can be entered.
Inventory records levels at up to 994 locations.
M.R.P. calculates manufacturing requirements based
on scheduled delivery quantities, stock on hand and
the amounts expected to be received through outstanding POs. In Shop Floor Scheduling, reports
show day-to-day changes in the expected level of all
inventory items because of production requirements
and expected PO receipts. In Job Costing, reports
show profitability by job, by customer and by salesperson. In Purchasing/Payables, purchase requisitions can be created and, if approved, automatically
converted to POs. In Employee Information, screens
are available to record pay rate and commission rate,
as well as keeping track of vacation time. General
Ledger offers both sub-accounts and cost centers.
More than 250 reports are available.
$1,595 to $7,990 retail; depending on modules purchased
Qube Software, Inc.; 300 I Redhill Ave. , Ste. 5-205;
Costa Mesa, CA 92626; 714-549-8033
Manufacturing/Job Cost II
Designed for manufacturers of discrete products
and/or build to order products
Macintosh SE or larger; hard disk drive; printer.
Manufacturing/Job Cost II is an integrated multiuser system designed for manufacturers of discrete
and/or build to order products. The system contains
finished goods, subassembly and raw materials
inventory. It allows for sales orders from either
inventory. A multilevel bill of materials maintains all
material and operation requirements.
The system tracks jobs in production in terms of
schedule, estimate to actual cost and efficiency and
provides capacity requirement information by
department and operation. Jobs are scheduled for
production or rescheduled from any place in the production cycle.
For those )NhO require, a full MRP module is
available to integrate with the package.
Module features include: Order Entry, Invoicing,
Production Control, Job Costing, Scheduling,
Inventory Control/Bill of Material, Purchase Orders,
Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable, Payroll and
General Ledger.

$9,500 retail; single user
$14,250 retail; multiuser
Advanced Data Systems, Inc.; PO Box 5717; Winter
Park, FL 32793; 407-657-4805
· The Master Series
Integrated shop management control package
Macintosh SE or larger; 2 MB of RAM.
The Master Series is an integrated shop management control package. Current modules include
JobMaster, RouterMaster and ToolMaster.
JobMaster is a historical data maintenance program for the manufacturing environment. Created
especially for small to medium-size shops, the program can stand alone or fully integrate with other
Master Series manufacturing control programs.
JobMaster tracks employees, customers, workcenters, jobs, lots and shipments. Job histories can be
found and manipulated by job number, customer,
part, PO number or date. Jobs can be split into lots
and shipment against those lots can be tracked
through backlog and shiplog reporting. Part drawings
can be drawn, scanned or imported into the program
and are accessible on screen or in printed formats.
Simple estimates can be generated and archived in
the system. This provides the capability to compare
estimated costs against actual costs in a detailed job
cost efficiency report. If the JobMaster module is
linked to ToolMaster, scrap and adjustment transactions costs for tooling inventory can be posted and
tracked to employees.
RouterMaster allows for the creation, modification and printing of operation routers to track a job
through each detail of the manufacturing process.
The Router output supports bar codes for operation,
job and router numbers. RouterMaster interfaces
with ToolMaster for a special version of the router
that supports pictures of the tool and bar coding of
the bin number. Individual inspection and tooling
detail prints out on the router.
$1,000 retail; JobMaster
$800 retail; RouterMaster
White Tree Software; 9320 Deering Ave.;
Chatsworth, CA 91311; 818-700-8854 or
800-654-9399
Operations <-> Integrator
Spreadsheet to structure, evaluate and balance the
financial impact of sales demands for a variety of
manufacturing and service opportunities
Macintosh Plus or larger; Microsoft Works,
Mu/tip/an or Excel (SYLK).
Operations <-> Integrator is a large Excel
spreadsheet model to structure, modify, evaluate and
balance the financial impact of sales forecasts with a
variety of manufacturing and service opportunities.
The program enters components, services, pricing and usage on a master table. It calculates inventory requirements, manpower loading and costs, plus
many useful financial figures (gross/net profits and
cash flow) and ratios (return on investment and
assets).
$149 retail
JIAN; 127 Second St.; Los Altos, CA 94022;
415-941-9191 or 800-442-7373
ShopKeeper-5
Wholesale, mail order, billing, Accounts Receivable
and Inventory system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; printer.
ShopKeeper-5 consists of Sales, Point of Sale,
Invoicing, Inventory, Billing, Accounts Receivable
and Customer Files, integrated together as a single
stand-alone compiled program. It was developed to
provide a Macintosh front end for VARs and dealers
putting together billing or point of sale programs for
wholesalers, small manufacturers or mail order companies. It allows dealers or VARs to provide almost a
custom solution at a very low cost to customers.
In addition to maintaining a complete inventory,
accounts receivable and customer sales histories, the
program will automatically create export files for
remote or local pick up by any other computer. This
allows low training cost Macintosh computers on the
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front end of the system and anything from a mainframe on down in the back of the house or at a
remote location.
$595 retail; single user
$795 retail; multiuser
ShopKeeper Software, Inc.; PO Box 38160;
Tallahassee, FL 32315; 904-222-8808

Atlas*MapMaker 4.0
Map making system
512K or larger Macintosh.
Atlas*MapMaker includes everything needed to
produce publication-quality maps. It is entirely
object oriented for maximum clarity on any output
device, including pen plotters and PostScript printers. The package is a four-disk set that includes maps
for every country in the world and for every state and
county in the United States and a database of many
U.S. Census reports and world population statistics.
Additional boundary files (such as five-digit Zip
codes, census tracts, AD!s, telephone area codes,
etc.) and data files are also available. Users can also
import data from spreadsheets and create boundary
files in either X-Y or latitude-longitude formats. Th~
software can zoom a user's map from 1 to 400 percent and display a user's data as cross hatching, dot
densities, cartograms, etc., all in a wide array of userdefined colors and styles. Maps can be saved as
PICT or Paint files for further modification and used
in drawing, painting, presentation and word processing programs. The simplified user interface allows
mapping techniques to be used by non-computer or
cartographically-oriented professionals.
$395 retail
Strategic Mapping, Inc.; 4030 MoorPark Ave., Ste.
250; San Jose, CA 95117; 408-985-7400

TDS-PROlOl Production Control
Creates and tracks shop orders
Macintosh Plus or large1:
TDS-PRO I01 Production Control creates and
tracks shop orders. The program's features include a
bill of materials to 10 levels, parts and subassemblies, and scheduling. A tooling control system
tracks daily tool issues and receipts. Integrated files
include departments, bill of materials, parts anµ subassemblies, department assets and shop orders.
By using Production Control with the Flexware
Inventory Control module, a set of options allow
automatic pulling of parts and subassemblies, plus
the movements of finished goods in stock.
The program interfaces with other Flex ware general-accounting modules'.
$795 retail; plus $100 run time
Turner Data Systems, Inc.; 17885 Sky Park N, Ste.
E; Irvine, CA 92714; 714-261-5094
ToolCribMaster
Tooling inventory. control program
Macintosh SE or larger; 2 MB of RAM.
ToolCribMaster is a tooling inventory control
program designed for the manufacturing environment. Created especially for small to medium-sized
shops, the program can stand alone or fully integrate
with other Master Series manufacturing control programs:
ToolCribMaster tracks the status of all tools by
employee and bin transactions". Tools must be
accounted for at all times, so they cannot get lost or
fall through cracks. Tool status options include being
issued to an employee ("on the floor"), in a bin (in
stock}, scrapped or adjusted out of the system. This
provides an excellent audit trail for all transactions.
The Bin Master Record provides an inventory of all
tools. Tools can be located by category, size or type.
Tool drawings can be drawn, scanned or imported
into the program and are accessible on screen or in
printed formats. Reports can be generated by many
user-defined constraints. Five "families" of reports
are include: On Floor, Transactions, Bin Master
Lists, Bin Minimum Lists and Employee Reports.
If the Job Control and Router modules are linked
to ToolCribMaster, scrap and adjustment transaction
costs can be posted and tracked to employees, and
the tool list is available in the router editor.
$1,000 retail
White Tree Software; 9320 Deering Ave.;
Chatsworth, CA 91311; 818-700-8854 or 800-6549399
Warehouse Control
Warehouse management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
lmageWriter II; Omnis 3 Plus.
Warehouse Control is designed to handle large
warehouses with thousands of items. It includes
complete invoicing, inventory control, supplier, customer and Accounts Receivable modules.
Features include: 100,000 products coded into
10 groups and 100 subgroups; alphabetic find if
codes unknown; stock status; three price levels;
quoted prices; automatic ordering; reports; and more.
$1,400 approximate U.S. retail
Info-Mac Enr.; 24084 Chemin de la Batture; Ville de
la Baie, Quebec, Canada G7B 3P6; 418-545-5511 or
418-544-8018

Azimuth
Allows a user to draw global views of the world's
countries and states in the United States
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
Azimuth allows a user to draw global views of
all the countries in the world and all the states in the
United States with perfect accuracy from any distance and any angle.
Azimuth combines the power of a full-featured
two-dimensional drafting system with the ease of the
Macintosh interface. A high-accuracy coordinate
system allows a user to draw high-quality maps with
perfectly meshed country borders. A user can rotate
and crop the maps, and text can be entered and edited at any scale. A symbol library allows a user to
create symbols that can be placed in a drawing with
the click of a mouse. A user may change scale while
text, symbols and line weights remain constant.
Sixty-eight fill patterns (32 editable) can be used to
fill a map. Drop shadows may be easily created by
duping an object and filling it with black.
Azimuth maps may be saved as PICT files and
ported into any program that reads PICT. Azimuth
outputs to ImageWriters, LaserWriters, Linotronics
and, with a plot driver, can be plotted out on almost
any plotter from A through E sizes.
$395 retail
Graphsoft, Inc.; 8370 Court Ave., Ste. 202; Ellicott
City, MD 21043; 301-461-9488
Digitize For The Mac
Digitizing interface software
Macintosh with ADB port.
Digitize is a digitizing interface program for
communicating with digitizing tablets running over
the ADB port_The Digitize program allows a user to
input x,y values in any coordinate system. Entities
may be digitized in the form of points, lines, polygons and polylines. Line lengths and polygon areas
are automatically calculated and displayed. A continuous readout of the stylus location is echoed on the
screen in the chosen coordinate system. Point coordinates input from the digitizer appear in a text editing
window adjacent to the graphic display. This data
may be edited at any time during the digitizing session using the typical Macintosh text editing routines. Digitized data may be saved in several
formats: ASCII - Digitize format, ASCII - x,y,z,
ASCII- MacGridzo Base Map, Tab Delimited (for
spreadsheets) or Scaled PICT. Currently supported
digitizers include: Summagraphics Bit Pad,
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Summasketch II and Microgrid Series ADB, GTCO
Macintizer and.DigiPad ADB, Kurta IS/ADB and
CalComp WIZ.
$250 retail
RockWare, Inc.; 4251 Kipling St., Ste. 595; Wheat
Ridge, CO 80033; 303-423-5645
Electronic Map Cabinet
Map of the United States
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; CD-ROM
drive.
The Electronic Map Cabinet allows users to
begin with an overview of the United States, to select
only those features that they want to show and go all
the way down to street corner level. Maps are stored
in vector format so that each map can be totally customized down to one meter per pixel shown. It is
available in color on color monitors.
$199.95 retail
Highlighted Data, Inc.; 6628 Midhill Pl.; Falls
Church, VA 22043; 703-533-1939
GeoQuery 2.0
Business mapping for sales and marketing professionals
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM; two BOOK disks or
hard disk drive.
GeoQuery is a product for the geographic analysis of computer-based information. Using its own
built-in geographic knowledge, GeoQuery automati- ,
cally creates "smart maps" that accurately classify
and pinpoint the location of real-world data. Through
these maps, users can access and manipulate information from their databases in a geographic context.
GeoQuery is designed to be used in conjunction
with database, statistical and spreadsheet software. In
addition, using MultiFinder, GeoQuery can run on
the same Macintosh as a Helix VMX network client
and use information from DEC VAX computers.
Also, an interface to HyperCard is included, providing users with a business-oriented, geographic context for their HyperCard information.
GeoQuery includes the maps for the entire
United States with state boundaries, major cities and
all Zip code locations. High-resolution regional and
state maps are also available, which include county
and major metropolitan area boundaries, as are maps
indicating AD!s (areas of dominant influence) for
specific marketing-oriented applications.
$395 retail
Odesta Corp.; 4084 Commercial Ave.; Northbrook,
IL 60062; 708-498-5615 or 800-323-5423 ·
HyperAtlas
Graphic interface for geographically based data
Macintosh Plus or larger; Hype1;Card.
HyperAtlas provides a graphic interface for geographically based data. It consists of a set of maps
that cover the entire world. Country names on the
maps are linked to information stacks containing
cards for each country. Users click on a geographic
area and the information card associated with that
area will appear on screen.
HyperAtlas comes with three information stacks
that are linked to the world maps. The Economic
Info and Population Info stacks contain basic information about each country. The third stack, User's
World Info, contains a card for each country that is
linked to the map of that country. With this stack,
users can enter their own geographically based data
into HyperAtlas, then conveniently access the data
through the map interface.
$99 retail
MicroMaps Software, Inc.; PO Box 757;
Lambertville, NJ 08530; 609-397-1611 or
800-334-4291
Landesign
Surveying and land, road and subdivision layout tool
Macintosh Plus or larger; floppy disk drive or hard
disk drive ; lmageWriter or laserWriter; System 6.0
or later.
Landesign is surveying software designed for
professional land surveyors, developers, planners
and civil engineers.
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Mapping
It provides interactive graphics (the ability to set
and move points, lines, curves, etc. by pointing and
clicking), and all conventional Cogo features are
supported. The program supports bearing-bearing,
bearing-distance and distance-distance intersections,
as well as offset intersections and line-curve intersections. Field traverses and side-shots can be computed
and balanced with numerous options.
All objects and traverses can be cut, duplicated,
copied and pasted into the same or other documents,
as well as into other programs. Landesign supports
import and export of points in a text file format for
inclusion in spreadsheets or for bringing data into
and out of other programs.
Landesign allows the use of three-dimensional
coordinates. These points can then be exported to a
terrain modeling program to produce a contour map.
Landesign allows data to be saved in its native
file format and in PICT file format for import to any
other CAD package that supports this standard file
format. Drawings can be produced at virtually any
scale, and even in a distorted scale (different scales
horizontally and vertically).
Graphics and text can be printed directly on an
ImageWriter or LaserWriter. Drawings can be plotted
on most popular pen plotters with the aid of such
packages as MacPlot or Plot-It. The program is not
copy protected.
$595 retail
Compuneering Inc.; 113 McCabe Crescent;
Thornhill, Ontario, Canada L4J 2S6; 416-738-4601
MacChoro II With Map Animation
Statistical mapping and map animation program
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacChoro II with Map Animation is a data classification and map-animation program for the analysis of spatial data and the creation of
publication-quality maps. Shadings are used to
depict statistical data by area. The program includes
six methods of data classification: Standard
Deviation, Equal Interval, Quantiles, Natural Breaks,
user-defined ranges and an Unclassed option with 16
shadings.
Maps are normally updated in five to 10 seconds. A map animation is created by placing a series
of maps in memory that depict different variables
and/or different classifications of the same variable.
These animation sequences can be played back at
speeds ranging from 60 frames per second to 60 seconds per frame. They can also be saved to disk and
later replayed. These animations can be used to
examine the effect of data classification or the
change in the distribution of a variable over time.
The program includes four separate windows: a
graphics drawing window that can be expanded to 39
by 49 pages, a fully functional reduced-view graphics window, a spreadsheet window that displays area
names in the first column and variable titles in the
first row and a text-edit window for output of classification statistics. Four editable text fields are included with each column of data. A variety of legend
styles are available, including a histogram option
where the width of each shading box is proportional
to the number of observations in that class. A barscale can also be drawn with the map.
Outline maps can be imported from a variety of
formats, including PICT documents with polygons.
Maps can be scaled and rotated. Step-by-step instructions are provided, as well as online help. The program includes a U.S. by state map file and selected
data sets. A V.S. by county data file with more than
32,000 points is available separately. Additional map
files , including the world by country, Africa, Asia,
Europe and South America by country are also available.
$295 retail; MacChoro II with Map Animation and
United States by state digital map
$100 retail; U.S. Counties map file with more than
32,000 x,y coordinates
$50 each retail; additional map files

Image Mapping Systems; 516 S. 5 lst St.; Omaha,
NE 68 106; 402-553-2246
MacGeos II
Mapping/analysis tool for geographic information
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 5.0 or lare1:
MacGeos II is a mapping/analysis tool for geochemists and other scientists who use geographically
referenced data.
Features include: easy to use (follows the
Macintosh interface); up to 64 variables and 32,000
samples; import/export (Text, StatView 512+ and
others); logical subset selection (using S~ =#not or
and); graphical subset selection on scatter and
ternary plots (using polygons); statistics, histograms,
cumulative frequency curves, correlation; scatter
plots (any scale) with symbol and/or value posting;
tenary plots with symbol and/or value posting
(optional); supports printers and plotters; supports
large screens and color; and supports math coprocessor.
$950 U.S. retail
SlAL Geoscience, Inc.; 2327 boul. du Versant Nord,
Ste. 21 O; Ste-Foy, Quebec, Canada GIN 4C2;
418-687-4055
MacGrass
Geographical resources analysis support system
Macintosh II, Ilci or IIx running AIUX; 5 MB of
RAM; 8-bit video card; PMMU; two 80 MB hard
disk drives; high-resolution color mo11it01:
MacGrass is a geographic information and image
processing system - a computer-based analysis and
display tool that lets planners and land managers
locate development and schedule land use in ways
that best protect the land.
MacGrass rapidly analyzes, displays and prints
mapped'inforrnation compiled from many sources. It
integrates data from paper maps, aerial photographs,
satellite images and other sources into a common
cartographic database to describe vegetation, topography, boundaries, training areas, roads and trails,
slope, aspect and elevation.
The information is compiled in layers, each with
a different theme, any of which can be overlaid without having to adjust scales or map coordinates. This
enables users to combine maps automatically, despite
different scales and produce entirely new maps from
existing map data.
MacGrass lets users update the database continually, producing current map printouts with little
effort. It also tracks changes over time, generating
comparison maps.
$950 retail
Space Remote Sensing Center; Bldg. 1103, Ste. 118;
Stennis Space Center, MS 39529; 601-688-2509
MacGridzo 3.0
Contour mapping and basemap plotting program
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
MacGridzo employs two different algorithms for
reducing irregularly spaced x,y,z coordinates into
grid/matrix files - inverse distance and moving
weighted least squares. A user can select the dimensions and density of the grid models, as well as variables specific to each gridding algorithm. More than
I0,000 initial points can be processed. Statistics can
be calculated on grid files that list dimensions , minimum and maximum values, mean, standard deviation, volume and surface area. Cross-sectional
profiles can be created along any slice through a grid
or grids. Contour maps can be plotted using any contour interval and can be smoothed and labeled
according to their value. Different colors and line
thicknesses can be assigned to labeled and unlabeled
contour lines and contour labels. Contour maps can
be automatically annotated to include titles, x,y axes
with tick marks and borders. A Delunay triangulation
routine is also avai lable for creating contour maps
directly from x,y,z data. MacGridzo can create two
types of 3D perspective plots; mesh diagrams or
raised contour maps. For both of these plots, a user
can choose between north, south, east or west views,
variable vertical exaggeration and skew. These plots
can be color-coded by elevation. Control point maps
using any of 20 different symbols can be automati-

cally crea\ed from the initial data set. The size, color
and label offsets can be determined by a user. These
maps can be overlaid onto existing maps and/or automatically annotated. Plots created within the program can be output at variable x and y scales.
$400 retail
RockWare, Inc.; 4251 Kipling St., Ste. 595; Wheat
Ridge, CO 80033; 303-423-5645
.
MapGrafix Mapping System
Geographic information system
Macintosh SE; 1 MB of RAM; o,. Macintosh II; 2 MB
of RAM; hard disk drive; math coprocessor recommended where possible.
The MapGrafix Mapping System combines computer-aided mapping capabilities with a relational
database management system.
Attribute data can be linked to the graphic components of maps or drawings. The ability to link a
map's locational data to corresponding descriptive
records provides the real power of the system.
Spatial (absolute) coordinates of point, line and
polygon features , including symbols and annotation,
are digitized and edited interactively with double
precision accuracy. An extensive set of editing tools,
drawing aids and map manipulation functions
(including overlays) are available.
File translators are available to translate existing
digital files to MapGrafix. At the present time, DLG
3 files (U.S. Geographical Survey) and DXF files
(AutoCAD) are supported. Support for standard
coordinate systems, cartographic projections and latitude/longitude is provided.
$8,500 retail
ComGrafix, Inc.; 620 E St.; Clearwater, FL 34616;
813-443-6807
MapStar
Fixed-end application software for automatic vehicle
location in trucking, aviation, railroad and marine;
supports one-way position and data, and two-way
communications formats and real-time following
Macintosh II family; 4 MB of RAM; hard disk drive.
MapStar is a graphic display and report generating program with a communications front end
designed to interface with positioning and messaging
devices of Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) services.
MapStar resides at the dispatch headquarters
workstation and receives position/location packets
from remote units and displays their positions on an
electronic road network or chart. This current information is merged with attribute data, such as driver
name, trailer number, cargo, customer and destination that a user enters using the Datamanager. The
graphic map display, with vehicle locations and ·
detailed customer and cargo information, allows dispatchers to make those mental associations necessary
for real-time dispatch decision making.
$4,000 retail; MapStar one-way, batch download
$6,000 retail; MapStar two-way, real time and batch
$7 ,000 retail; with Datamanager and templates
$2,500 to $10,000 retail; mainframe connectivity
package
ComGrafix, Inc.; 620 E St.; Clearwater, FL 34616;
813-443-6807
NavGrafix
Electronic charting and navigation program for land
mobile and fixed-base operations
Macintosh II or la,.ge1:
NavGrafix is a navigation program for land
mobile and fixed-base operations.
The program receives location coordinates
online from a source (Loran, GPS , modem) and plots
the position on a stored map. The map or chart
moves in the background behind the symbol representing the vehicle for on-board navigation needs
and fi xed-base tracking and teaching situations.
$5,000 retail
ComGrafix, Inc.; 620 E St.; Clearwater, FL 34616;
813-443-6807
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NavPlus
Electronic charting and navigation
Macintosh Plus or large1:
NavPlus is a computerized charting and navigation software package that provides an interactive
combination of detailed charts; Loran, SAT NAY or
GPS positioning; and a full array of automatic navigational functions, including charting, plotting, logging, course planning, printing, chan editing, scale
clianging, auto scrolling and tracking.
Features include: display charts with land mass
and all water and land aids to navigation and their
description; display depths; capability for adding
"personal" navigational landmarks; a flashing indicator showing current position on chan; flexible scale
changing capability; automatic or manual scroll;
pointer position gives pinpoint latitude and longitude
of any point on the chan, land or water; draws lines
of position (LOPs) from any p\)int on the chan to any
other point and gives range and bearing in both
directions; automatically logs a user's position on the
chan and draws a line between each fix; displays
roster of logged points; instantaneously reverses any
course; latitude, longitude grid can be overlaid on
chan; displays legend and description of all symbols
for aids to navigation; displays chan identification
with chart name, number, base size, base scale, zoom
size, zoom scale and zoom capability; and more.
Call for pricing
ComGrafix, Inc.; 620 E St.; Clearwater, FL 34616;
813-443-6807

Client Portrait
Client information, marketing, conflicts-of-interest
system
512K or larger Macintosh ; BOOK disk drive; Double
Helix.
Client Portrait is a Double Helix database that
allows a user to track prospective clients, ex-clients,
referrals, vendors, associates and others. It also creates personalized letters, mailing and billing labels
and facilitates firm marketing and conflict-of-interest
prevention.
The program features a "turnkey" mode that
allows it to operate from three custom menus: Enter
Data, Report and Letters. On screen help is available,
including suggested formats to ensure accurate and
consistent data entry.
As users become more experienced, the full set
of Double Helix's six structural icons and 100 programming calculation tiles are available to personalize the client information system to a user 's unique
needs.
$69.50 retail
GreenLight Software, Division of Elan Associates;
79 W. Monroe, #1320; Chicago, IL 60603;
312-782-6496

Quick Map
Geographic analysis and mapping program .
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
QuickMap is a geographic analysis tool that
allows users to represent data on a map. It includes a
system for analyzing and·mapping data on the 50
U.S. states. The program also allows users to build a
geographic analysis and mapping system customized
for their area of interest.
To use QuickMap, users enter or import one or
two data sets from a spreadsheet or database. A variety of calculations that explore the relationship
between the data sets can then be performed. Users
can calculate totals, differences, ratios, algorithms or
percentages.
When the calculations are completed, users
choose classification ranges and fill patterns.
QuickMap draws a map with patterns designating the
value for each area. The map can be saved in
MacPaint format or incorporated into documents and
slides.
$99 retail
MicroMaps Software, Inc.; PO Box 757;
Lambertville, NJ 08530; 609-397-1611 or
800-334-4291
Satellite Pro
Satellite tracking software
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 6.0 or later.
Satellite Pro is a comprehensive tracking program. Using parameters avail.able free from NASA,
Satellite Pro will show the position, ground track and
coverage area of any satellite on a variety of map
projections, including rectangular, polar and great
circle. In addition, a "View from Space" can be
obtained that will show the earth as seen from the
satellite.
Data such as the latitude, longitude, altitude,
azimuth, elevation and range from the observer can
be obtained at specified intervals or in a real-time
mode, and can be saved to disk for use by other programs or reformatting with word processors.
Complete details are furnished for obtaining the free
NASA orbital data.
$79.95 retail
MacTrak Software; PO Box 1590; Port Orchard,
WA 98366; 206-871-1700

Computer Telemarketing
Handles phone-room type sales efforts with multiple
operators
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
Computer Telemarketing is designed to handle a
phone-room type of sales effort with multiply operators working from the same database of phone numbers. The operator is automatically fed a new phone
number, which the computer dials when the operator
is ready. A multiple-page two-level script window is
presented for the operator to read. Depending on the
results of the sales pitch, the next screen presented
will be an order-entry screen, a call-back screen or a
not interested reason screen'. A specially designed
call-back system places designated phone numbers in
a call-back file and the number is pulled out at the
appropriate time, rather thl!fl a new number.
Operator tracking is also a pan of this software.
From the point an operator signs on, the time, number of contacts, number of sales and callbacks are
tracked.
$1,500 and up retail
DataNet; 1752 W. 2nd Ave.; Durango, CO 81301;
303-259-4181
Control II
Orders and invoice management system
Macintosh SE or larger; 2.5 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; 68020 processor recommended.
Control II is designed for'manufactures, manufacturer 's reps or wholesalers who need to track the
sales and shipment of merchandise.
The system offers: extensive customer/prospect
lead tracking features; multiple contacts per customer; keyword searches; memo and event tracking
with alerts; mailing and shipping lapels; mail-merge
data export; tracks commissions due on orders (manufacturer's reps) and commissions payable to salespeople; invoice amounts are automatically posted
against orders and order detail; tracks backorder status of every item on every order; automatically looks
up pricing from Products file; 16 level pricing matrix
for quantity level pricing; tracks customer payments
on invoices (supports credit card payments); prints
charts and graphs; custom report editor allows user
to design and save report formats (more than 35 predefined reports are included); and flexible searching
and sorting.
$ i ,495 retail; single user, includes 4th Dimension
Runtime
$2,795 retail; multiuser, includes three 4th
Dimension Runtimes
Diamante Software; 11651 Plano Rd., Ste. 160, LB
10; Dallas, TX 75243; 214-341-6711 or
800-223-2165
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MaCATI
Macintosh-assisted telephone interviewing
512KE or larger Macintosh.
MaCATI is a full-featured telephone interviewing package. It consists of three integrated programs:
Editor, Utilities and Fielder.
Editor features include: easy entry and editing of
questionnaire; merging of separate questionnaires;
creation and storage of often-used response categories in user-created menus; standard demographic,
attitudinal and geographic/miscellaneous response
categories built into the system; and more. Utility
features include: automatically loads telephone samples purchased from Survey Sampling, Inc. via
modem; maintains call records, appointments and
call status reports for entire phone sample; simple to
use routines provide univariate distributions and
statistics on all yariables; and more. Fielder features
include: automatically loads and dials phone numbers; maintains appointments; interviewers pointand-click on the appropriate response category and
the system automatically scrolls to next question;
interviewers can scroll backwards to amend selected
responses; date, time, phone number, interviewer's
ID and number of minutes to completion are automatically recorded for each use; and more.
$795 retail; one to two stations
$2, 195 retail; three to IO stations
$3,795 retail; 11 to 20 stations
$5,000 retail; 21 +stations
PSRC Software; 302 Hayes Hall; Bowling Green,
OH 43403; 419-372-8648
Maclnterview Release l.7
Questionnaire analysis program
512K or larger Macintosh.
Maclnterview is a variable questionnaire analysis program designed for marketing or marketing
research people. Results are presented in tabular
form as bar chans or polarity profiles. The program
allows a user to classify, concentrate and compare a
large number of questionnaire data.
$950 retail
Erich Breitschwerdt and Partner; Paulsmuhlenstrasse
41; 4000Dusseldorf13; West Germany;
0211-7182232
MacSurvey
Program for conducting survey projects
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; 20 MB
hard disk drive.
MacSurvey is an Omnis 5-based package, available in single or multiuser versions, designed for
conducting survey projects. It enables users to get
feedback, via a questionnaire, from any kind of population - customers, clients, employees, patients,
guests, voters - whose options are vital for decision
making.
Using MacSurvey, users can: plan a survey project; design and print questionnaires and answer
sheets; enter response data easily; process an unlimited number of responses; perform statistical analysis
on the data, such as frequency counts, mean values,
standard deviations, percentages and ratings; and
print a report of the survey 's results. MacSurvey 's
users .manual contains an indepth guide to writing
questionnaires, including establishing the projects'
objectives, sampling advice and suggestions, question formulation and questionnaire construction.
$395 retail
Peer Associates; PO Box 2142; Boone, NC 28607;
704-295-3337
NamePower
Creates corporate or product names
Macintosh Plus or larger.
NamePower creates corporate or product names.
There are two modes for creating potential names.
The first is Alphabetic with random letter generation.
This allows a user to select the number of letters to
be generated for possible names, vowel/consonant
placement and the placement of particular letters.
The other mode is Noun/Adjective-based, with a
huge database of words and word pans that are
matched in possible combinations for potential
names.

Vertical Markets/
Marketing
$195 retail
Decathlon Corp.; 4100 Executive Park Dr., #16;
Cincinnati, OH 45241; 513-421-1938 or
800-648-5646
NewsTrack
Public relations/publicity program database
Macintosh with I MB of RAM; hard disk drive.
NewsTrack is a database tool for public relations
firms and in-house marketing communications
departments.
The program provides a relational database for
management of media lists, news clippings, broadcast exposure, billing information, client information
and special-event tracking that facilitates successful
single projects and/or entire publicity programs.
NewsTrack allows a user to analyze publicity
results in a quantitative form, and generates highquality reports and summaries.
$495 retail
The Right Brain, Inc.; 420 N. Fifth St., #970;
Minneapolis, MN 55401; 612-334-5620
Order Distribution
Designed for wholesale distributors
Macintosh SE or larger; hard disk drive; printer.
Order Distribution is designed for wholesale distributors of products selling from and maintained in a
single warehouse.
·
Multiple price discounts are available by product
and/or customer, as well as special sale discounis by
date range. Orders are taken against cash, credit card
or invoice sales. Display screens in order entry provide visibility on-hand, on-order and on-reserve
inventory while orders are being entered.
The system is fully integrated and is available as
a single or multiuser solution. The system includes
Order Entry/Invoicing, Inventory Control, Purchase
Orders, Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable,
Payroll and General Ledger. The system can be purchased as a complete package or on a modular base.
Electronic communications via MacNet for support, training and future upgrades are included.
Modifications are quoted at current prices.
$6,000 retail; single user
$9,000 retail; multiuser
Advanced Data Systems, Inc.; PO Box 5717; Winter
Park, FL 32793; 407-657-4805
PR/Works
Application for PR practitioners that combines contact management, database and activity tracking into
an integrated workday management package
Macintosh Plus or larger; harq disk drive.
PR/Works is software for the management of
public relations activities that combines on-screen
call and task management, relational database and
activity tracking into an automated work environment that supports most facets of the public relations
practitioner's normal workday. Features of the system include: unlimited-length notepad areas throughout the database; on-screen editorial calendar item
capture and tracking; subscription and editorial calendar processing; mailing list and mail-merge capabilities; import/export access to external media
directories; and a call and task management system
that is linked to the database for two-way transfer of
contact and daily activity information.
$1,295 retail
Desktop Innovations, Inc.; 742 Gilman St.; Berkeley,
CA 947 IO; 415-525-9688
Tactician
Executive information management s9ftware
Macintosh II family; 4 MB of RAM (Mac /Ix with 8
MB recommended).
Tactician uses a geographic interface through
which users can access large sales and retail information databases. It provides analysis capabilities for
site location, merchandise mix analysis, sales territory planning, consumer product promotion activity

and advertising resource allocation. Data is converted into simple, easily implemented solutions to maximize profitability. Tactician supports Apple
Computer's CL/I connectivity language, which provides high-quality access to remote corporate
databases. CL/I allows Tactician users to access
host-based information from major VAX ands IBM
databases, such as Oracle, Informix, DB/2, Sybase,
Ingres and RDB.
Call for pricing
Tactics International Ltd.; 16 Haverhill St., 3rd Fl.;
Andover, MA 01810; 508-475-4475
TeleMac Vl.O
Telemarketing and sales
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM.
TeleMac, designed for telemarketing and sales
professionals, includes a Customer Records database
with unlimited contacts and products per customer.
The program supports incoming Call Tracking for
follow-up activity, has outbound Call Prospecting
and supports telemarketing with branchable scripts.
TeleMac has a Purchase Order entry and tracking system, and its Technical Reports database
allows users to look up answers to questions for
Technical Support groups. TeleMac also has mail
merge, label printing and a Report Generator.
$295 retail
Tess; 21075 Bank Mill Ln.; Saratoga, CA 95070;
408-741- 1519
Traid-Names
Generates product, service or business names
512K or larger Macintosh; lmageWriter or
LaserWrite1:
Traid-Names is designed to help users come up
with unique names for products, services or businesses.
· The program is capable of generating hundreds
of possible names from syllables taken from descriptive words.
The program provides single screen interactivity.
One window provides five scrollable lists; three for
the entry and selection of building block syllables,
one for the names (or words) that the program creates and one for the names that the user wants to
save for final consideration. Each list can be edited
· and provides instant data "pop up" into any of six
starter text cells.
$159 retail
Applied Systems & Technologies, Inc.; 227M
Hallenbeck Rd.; Cleveland, NY 13042;
315-675-8584

Vertical Markets/
Mathematics
Calculator Construction Set 2.0
Application that creates calculators (saved as appli cations or desk accessories)
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Calculator Construction Set allows users to
design and build their own calculator desk accessories by dragging predefined part shapes onto a calculator case and selecting the functions.
Included are a host of mathematical, scientific,
business, date/time and conversion function keys. Or
users may define their own programmable keys.
The Calculator Construction Set can emulate
many popular hand-helds, including HewlettPackard calculators. Calculators can be either stackbased Reverse Polish or Standard Algebraic notation.
$89.95 retail
Dubl-Click Software, Inc.; 9316 Deering Ave.;
Chatsworth, CA 91311; 818-700-9525
Cellula Vl.01
One-dimensional dynamical system simulation
(color or black and white)
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Cellula allows users to generate thousands of
different high-resolution one-dimensional cellular
automata plots with four user-definable rule sets:

Modulo-2 rule, Monte Carlo, Boolean 2-state rules
and Additive 3-state rules. High-resolution plots are
generated in color for the Macintosh II series and are
compatible with the LaserWriter. The program features a user 's choice of propagation rules, incl.uding
probabilities; single seeds or random seeds; online
help screens; and a bibliography.
$49.95 retail
Atlantic Software; PO Box 299; Wenham,
MA 01984; 508-922-4352
Cluster Analysis
Cluster analysis algorithms, including K-means,
divisive and agglomerative techniques, dendrograms
and classification
512K or larger Macintosh.
Cluster Analysis contains a collection of all the
major cluster analysis algorithms.
Data entry programs allow the entry of data
directly or the transfer of data from and to popular
spreadsheets. Scaling of metric data is also provided.
Cluster analysis programs include procedures
based on arbitrary clustering criteria, sums-ofsquares of distance criteria, H-means and K-means,
criteria involving invariants, W-means, the multiplelocation allocation problem, the sum of absolute distance criterion, divisive and agglomerative
procedures and some miscellaneous procedures, such
as the bond energy criterion technique.
$145 retai l'
Lionheart Press, Inc.; PO Box 379; Alburg,
VT 05440; 514-933-49 18
Convert
Metric to imperial conversion calculator
Any Macintosh.
Convert is a desk accessory that allows conversions between metric and imperial units (feet to
meters, grams to ounces, etc.).
It fully supports all of the standard multiples and
submultiples and can deal with linear, square or
cubic measures.
Convert can be run from the keyboard, keypad
or mouse and supports the Clipboard.
$15 retail
Jam Technologies; 685 Market St., Ste. 860; San
Francisco, CA 94105; 415-442-0795 or Int.+
612-799-1888 (Australia)
Cube & Tess
Three- and four-dimensional group theory training
Any Macintosh.
Based on the famous six-colored cube puzzle,
Cube is a computer puzzle for training in the mathematical concepts of group theory. A player points
and clicks to enter moves. Single moves can be combined into sequences called processes, which can be
played back in forward or reverse motion.
Tess is a four-dimensional version of Cube,
which is a bit more challenging, though understandable. Like Cube, Tess is activated by the mouse and
users can record, save and play back their moves.
The manual includes a discussion of group theory applied to the puzzle's solution and the action of
symmetry operations in three and four dimensions. It
includes examples and exercises with solutions.
$34.95 retail
Atlantic Software; PO Box 299; Wenham,
MA 01984; 508-922-4352
DAMath
Mathematical expression evaluation, plotting and
table generation
Macintosh Plus or larger.
DAMath is a desk accessory that evaluates, plots
and tabulates mathematical expressions.
From any application, DAMath appears at the
click of a mouse and allows users to: evaluate mathematical expressions in up to three variables, building
on a library of functions from simple arithmetic to
trigonometric, hyperbolic, gamma and Bessel functions; make line graphs of these expressions over any
range of X values with automatic or manual scaling .
of the Y-axis, even overlays multiple plots; make
tables of function values, which can be viewed and
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edited in a spreadsheet-like window; and make
graphs from tables produced by DAMath or imported from other applications.
Because DAMath supports cut and paste via the
Clipboard, users are able to: paste a graph of a function into a document and, if using a page layout or
drawing application, use the application's graphic
tools to enhance or modify DAMath's graphs; paste a
table of function values into a spreadsheet, word processor, graphing or statistical application and then
use the application to transform or analyze the data
or generate fancier graphs; or paste a table of data
into DAMath from a spreadsheet or word processor
and then plot the data.
$50 retail
Spectra Blue, Inc.; 7739 E. Broadway, Ste. 248;
Tucson, AZ 857 10; 602-269-3899
Data Desk 3.0
Data analysis; statistics; graphics
Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives or
hard disk drive ; uses math coprocessor if available.
Data Desk is a desktop data analysis environment that computes statistics and produces advanced
graphics. It is designed to support the process of analyzing data where a user may not know what is in the
data at the start.
Among the features of Data Desk are multidimensional rotating plots (display any three dimension from among 10 or more); plot brushing (select
points in one plot and see them highlighted in all others immediately); a fu ll integration of graphics and
statistics; and HyperView links among windows
(parts of each analysis suggest related plots and analyses). HyperViews.are hypertext-like links that suggest additional analysis and provide expert
suggestions.
$595 retail
Odesta Corp.; 4084 Commercial Ave.; Northbrook,
IL 60062; 708-498-5615 or 800-323-5423
Decision Trees And Tabies
Allows a user to make decisions under uncertainty
according to logical and statistically correct principles; employs Bayesian probability and utility theory
512K or larger Macintosh.
Decision Trees and Tables allows a user to make
decisions under uncertainty according to logical and
statistically correct principles. Utility analysis and
Bayesian probability analysis is treated.
The decision table program allows the entry of
prior and posterior probability information. The decision tree programs allow ranking the hierarchy of
decision for optimum results. No graphic layout of
the decision tree is included.
$125 retail
Lionheart Press, Inc.; PO Box 379; Alburg,
VT 05440; 514-933-4918
Eureka: The Solver
Complex equation solver
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Eureka: .The Solver is designed for anyone who
works routinely with equations. It will solve any
problem that can be expressed as a linear or non-linear equation.
Users enter the equation into the text editor input
window, then use the Solve command to solve for
variables in the equation. Eureka evaluates the solution and plots a graph of it, then generates a report.
Eureka wi ll plot graphs of functions when a user
specifies the function and range to be plotted. It will
also display the functions with the coordinate axes
scaled appropriately. A user can then drag the mouse
to select an area and zoom in on specific parts of the
graph. Values of points on the graph can be displayed
and copied to the Clipboard and the equation file;
solutions and graphs can be printed in report form .
The Verify command checks the equation or
Eureka can continue searching for a satisfactory
solution. Users can also change active variables or

constants and the program will search for a different
solution.
Eureka will solve simple linear equations in one
variable, systems of linear equations, or non-linear,
equations and systems of equations and will also
maximize or minimize variables in equations.
Built-in functions include trigonometric, logarithmic, exponential, statistical and financial.
$195 retail
Borland International; 1800 Green Hills Rd.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 408-438-8400
Expressionist
Equation editor
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Expressionist is an equation editor that generates
typeset-quality pictures of mathematical expressions
for use in technical word processing. Generated pictures can be pasted into Mac Write, WriteNow, Word,
PageMaker, QuarkXPress and other word processors
and page-layout programs. Pictures can be copied
back to Expressionist for re-editing.
The program, which includes both a desk accessory and an application, allows a user to edit an
equation by pointing, clicking and typing; equation
structures reshape automatically on screen in
response to changes. Greek letters and special symbols and structures are available on a palette or
through the keyboard.
A user can select character strings or subexpressions and enlarge, shrink, cut, paste or enclose them
inside any equation structure. A Tweak feature
allows a user to drag subexpressions into special
alignment for fine tuning.
Expressionist comes with the usual structures
needed to make equations. Also included are more
uncommon structures to make matrices, loop integrals, superscripts over subscripts, vectors, overbars,
overstrike characters, diagonal fractions , cube and
other roots, etc. Matrix selections allow copying and
pasting of rectangular submatrices.
Other features include a HypetCard-like online
heip system, a customizable symbol palette, customizable macros, a custom izable two-way TeX
interface, new polymorphic equation structures and
new variants of old structures.
$129.95 retail; educational site licenses available
Prescience Corp.; 814 Castro St.; San Francisco,
CA 94 11 4; 415-282-5864
Formulator
Equation processor
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Formulator is a WYSIWYG equation processor
that allow's users to integrate mathematical expressions with text. A built-in text editor features commands for saving and printing oocuments.
Formulator incorporates the rules of mathematical typesetting to automatically italicize variables,
change type sizes, insert spaces between operations
and alter the position of delimiters depending on
context.
The program's icons offer a variety of options,
including a magnifying glass; Greek character set;
and lef!, center and right justify. Other available
options include a complete library of symbols and
control over them. The program also outputs TeX.
$149.95 retail
Jcom Simulations, Inc.; 648 S. Wheeling Rd.;
Wheeling, lL 60090; 708-520-4440
Fractals VJ.O
Fractal graphics program (color or black and white)
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Fractals is a program that allows the visualization of the Mandelbrot Set by computer graphics. It
is an artistic endeavor and a useful tool in examining
some mathematical constructs in the field of complex variables. Users can plot the Mandelbrot and
Julia sets of simple nonlinear functions or create
their own polynomial function.
Fractal objects are objects in which smaller elements have a characteristic shape similar to that of
the parent object. While nature only exhibits about
three l eve l ~ of fracticality in most cases, the magnification of the boundaries of the Mandelbrot Set can
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be examined over tens of orders of magnitude, while
retaining the characteristic traits of the original.
$49.95 retail
Atlantic Software; PO Box 299; Wenham,
MA 01984; 508-922-4352
Loci pro
Root locus analysis program
512K or larger Macintosh.
Locipro is a stand-alone general purpose root
locus analysis program that provides a user with a
simple means to quickly determine closed loop system stability from a description of the open loop
LaPlace transfer functions.
The program quickly solves the locus of roots
for systems up to the 26th order numerator, up to JO
loops with up to 10 elements per loop. Version 2
handles multiple nested loops automatically. Output
data may be vectored to the display, line printer and
ASCII data files. A complete system editor enables a
user to quickly modify input data, including nested
loop elements. Inputs may be specified by integers,
floating point or scientific notation in any mix without regard.
The program's output files are compatible with
SPP to aid in transient analysis and PDP or PCPlot to
plot graphs of the results.
$149.95 retail
BV Engineering; 2023 Chicago Ave., Ste. Bl3;
Riverside, CA 92507; 714-78 1-0252
MacFunction
Multivariate function graphing
512K or larger Macintosh.
MacFunction is a flexible tool to draw and
examine three-dimensional graphs. It is designed-to
be used as a supplement to a course in multivariable
Calculus, as well as by anyone interested in graphing
three-dimensional functions.
Opiions include the ability to adjust eye level for
viewing graphs; show or remove hidden surfaces;
plot partial derivatives; show two dimensional contour plots; adjust grid resolution in the display;
change the domain of a function; and more.
$79.95 retail
True Basic, Inc.; 12 Commerce Ave.; West Lebanon,
NH 03784; 800-872-2742
MacMathPascal
Numerical procedures written in Pascal
Macintosh Plus or larger; Pascal compiler;
HyperCard.
MacMathPascal is a set of routines written in
Pascal for anyone who routinely needs to solve
mathematical equations.
It includes source code for routines to perform ·
Fourier analysis, integration, differentiation, curve
fitting, interpolation, linear equations and Eigenvalue
problems.
$25 retail
Coherent Cognition; PO Box 24 114; San Diego,
CA 92 124; 619-278-4141
Maciqn
Equation processor
512KE or larger Macintosh; JmageWriter or
LaserWriter
Maciqn is a desk accessory that provides an
environment for generating equations for inclusion
into technical documents written with Macintosh
word processing programs. It understands the format
of technical equations and provides a user with the
ability to include such constructs as integrals, summations, products, fractions, super-subscripts, etc.,
into docµments ·without having to ex.it a word processor.
These constructs can be nested, such as a subscript with a subscript with a subscript. An equation
can be created by merely activating the program and
typing into the computer. A user can format the
equation by using a wide variety of menu and command-key selections. To include an equation in a
document, a user copies the equation to the
Clipboard and pastes it into the text.

Vertical Markets/
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Equations are stored in the standard Macintosh
picture format and can be pasted into any Macintosh
program that understands pictures.
$44.95 retail; educational discounts and site licenses
are available
Software for Recognition Technologies; 55 Academy
Dr.; Rochester, NY 14623; 716-359-3024
MapleV4.2
Symbolic computation
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM; hard disk drive.
Maple is an interactive mathematical processing
system that includes more than 1,500 algebraic functions for use at all mathematical levels. Maple can be
used to solve problems involving symbolic and
numeric approximation, polynomials, Taylor series
functions, indefinite integration, differential equations, linear optimization and tensor manipulation.
Maple is extensible - source code is supplied for
customization of routines.
Maple command syntax is one-dimensional and
very mathematical. Maple displays mathematical
expressions and in a two-dimensional format for ease
of reading. Maple plots two-dimensional graphics of
single and multiple functions, allowing automatic or
manually-controlled scaling.
$395 retail; site licensing available
Brooks/Cole Publishing Co.; 511 Forest Lodge Rd.;
Pacific Grove, CA 93950; 408-373-0728
MathCAD
Advanced mathematics package
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
MathCAD is an advanced mathematics package
that allows technical professionals to calculate interactively on a Macintosh as they would on a scratch
pad. Math CAD integrates mathematical equations,·
text and graphics together in a single, live document.
The program features dynamic evaluation of
expressions. As equations are entered, MathCAD
quickly calculates results and displays them. Special
MathCAD Macintosh palettes make it simple for
users to enter operators and Greek letters into equations. They also allow for easy, fast man\pulation of
mathematical expressions. If variable values and
expressions are changed, affected calculations are
automatically updated and new results presented.
$495 retail
MathSoft; 201 Broadway; Cambridge, MA 02139;
617-577-1017 or 800-628-4223
Mathematica
Mathematical computation system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 4 MB of RAM recommended.
Mathematica is a general system for mathematical computation that can be used by researchers, students, engineers, analysts and others, both as an
interactive calculation tool and as a programming
language. Mathematica does numerical, graphical
and symbolic calculations. Its numerical capabilities
include arbitrary precision arithmetic and matrix
manipulation. It can also do symbolic computation: it
can manipulate formulae directly in algebraic form,
performing such operations as symbolic equation
solving, integration, differentiation and power series
expansion.
The Mathematica system runs on a range of
machines, from personal computers to supercomputers. The kernel of Mathematica works the same on
all computers. Mathematica can produce input for C,
Fortran, Tex and a number of other standard systems.
A sophisticated front end for Mathematica on a
Macintosh takes advantage of the Macintosh graphical·user interface. This front end can be used even
when the kernel is running on a remote computer.
The front end supports "Notebooks" that mix text,
graphics and Mathematica input.
Mathematica's extensive graphics capabilities
allow it to generate two-dimensional plots, contour
plots and shaded color three-dimensional pictures. It
generates all graphics in PostScript, which the front

end renders on the Macintosh screen. The graphics
can be converted to PICT or bit-map form, as well as
Encapsulated or Embedded PostScript.
$495 retail; Standard Version
$795 retail; Enhanced Version (requires numeric
coprocessor; SE/30, II family and accelerator cards)
Wolfram Research, Inc.; PO Box 6059; Champaign,
IL 61826; 217-398-0700 or 800-44,1-6284 (orders)
Mathematician's Toolkit
Extends the power of the True Basic programming
language to include areas of special interest to mathematicians
512K or larger Macintosh; True Basic Language
Version 2.0 or higher.
The Mathematician 's Toolkit extends the power
of the True Basic programming language to include
areas of special interest to mathematicians. It can be
used for high-precision arithmetic, complex number
arithmetic, extended precision matrix arithmetic and
matrices and vectors of complex numbers. A library
for compiling and evaluating formulas is also included.
Mathematician's Toolkit includes: HUGELIB,
for extended precision arithmetic, which calculates
up to 100,000 places; MATLIB, which uses
HUGELIB to extend the precision of matrix operations and includes operations for transpose, matrix
inversion and determinants; CMPLXLIB, which provides complex number arithmetic in True Basic and
includes arithmetic operations and complex valued
functions; CMATLIB, which extends the capabilities
of complex number arithmetic to vectors and matrices of complex numbers; and FNLIB, which allows
users to compile and evaluate formulas supplied as
input while a program is running. FNLIB accepts
formulas with up to three unknowns.
$79.95 retail
True Basic, Inc.; 12 Commerce Ave.; West Lebanon,
NH 03784; 800-872-2742
MathLab V2.0
Algebra, calculus, three-dimensional plotting
512K or larger Macintosh.
MathLab is a symbolic algebra program
designed to solve multivariate polynomial calculus
problems.
The program adds, subtracts, multiplies, divides,
factors, expands, substitutes, differentiates, integrates, performs summations and determines pi products.
The program also provides linear, semilog, loglog and three-dimensional plotting functions.
$49.95 retail
E&M Software Co.; 95 Richardson Rd.; N.
Chelmsford, MA 01863; 508-251-7451
MathType 2.0
Mathematics for word processing
512K or larger Macintosh; lmageWriter or
laserWriter.
MathType allows mathematical equations to be
entered into word processing or page-layout documents. It runs as a desk accessory or .as an application for use with Switcher or MultiFinder. The
program can be used by educators to create classroom materials or by scientists and engineers for
technical documentation and publication-quality
reports.
Equations are entered in a completely WYSIWYG manner. The program has built-in mathematical typesetting knowledge - it automatically
recognizes function abbreviations and operators (e.g.
sin, cos,+, -) and sets character spacing and style
accordingly. Equations are built up by clicking on
any of 62 templates, including automatically expanding brackets and braces, fractions, roots, summations
and integrals. Mathematical symbols and Greek letters can be entered by clicking in scrolling palettes.
Virtually all branches of mathematics are handled
with ease from mixed fractions to set theory.
Editing of an equation is accomplished with
word processor-style Cut, Copy, Paste, backspace
and undo/redo operations. Any part of an equation
can be moved in any direction for fine adjustments.
An equation created with MathType may be copied

from a document for editing or used in a
new document.
Equation formatting may be optimized for
Image Writer or LaserWriter printing. For the
LaserWriter, or any other PostScript printer, special
instructions are used to obtain textbook-quality output.
$149 retail
Design Science, Inc.; 6475-B E. Pacific Coast Hwy.,
Ste. 392; Long Beach, CA 90803; 213-433-0685
Math View Professional
Numeric analysis
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Math View Professional is a numeric analysis
package designed for serious users of mathematics:
scientists, engineers, teachers and students who use
math everyday.
·
Math View Professional handles a wide range of
mathematical problems in the following areas: statistics, graphing and plotting (two and three dimensions), matrices, algebraic systems, integration,
differentiation, partial differentiation, roots and
zeros, complex powers and roots, fast Fourier transformations, optimization, series operations, evaluation of functions and more.
Data may be imported from the Clipboard or
entered into Math View's own data windows.
Analysis parameters and functions are established
through a series of dialog boxes. Functions and data
may be saved and reused.
$250 retail
BrainPower, Inc.; 30497 Canwood St., Ste. 20 I;
Agoura Hills, CA 91301; 818-707-1712 or
800-345-0519
Math Writer l.4
Mathematical typesetting editor
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Math Writer is an elegant mathematical typesetting editor that creates and edits mathematical
expressions of any complexity with a word processor.
It handles a great mixture of fonts, styles, sizes
and special symbols typical of mathematical typesetting. It automatically manages mathematical typographic conventions, such as placement and sizing of
fraction bars; parentheses, brackets and braces; multiple levels of subscripts and superscripts; integral
and summation symbols; and the limits of integration
and summation.
Math Writer offers an on-screen palette menu that
includes the Greek alphabet and some of the most
common mathematical structures. A user can add a
user-selected alphabet and any of the symbols in the
LaserWriter Symbol font, as well as a few unique
additions.
Other features include: the ability to prescribe
defaults for symbol placeme.nt; locally lengthen or
shorten parts of an expression; adjust vertical placement of diacritical marks; align the rows and
columns in matrices; center matrices in an equation;
vertically stretch or shrink certain symbols; stretch or
shrink an entire equation after it is pasted into another application; superimpose multiple characters; and
align equations wit(\ horizontal and vertical tabs.
MW2Tex automatically translates Math Writer
expressions into Tex, a page description language
widely used in the mathematical and physical sciences.
$79.95 retail; MathWriter
$49.95 retail; MW2Tex (translates MathWriter
expressions into Tex)
Cooke Publications; 221 Langmuir Lab; Cornell
Business & Technology Park; Ithaca, NY 14850;
607-257-8148, 800-482-4438, ext. 15 or
800-435-4438, ext. 15 in NY
Matlab 1.2
Matrix computation, numeric computation, signal
processing, graphics
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; BOOK disk
drive; Finder 3.0 or later; System 3.0 or later.
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Matlab is an interactive system for high-performance numeric computation in scientific and engineering applications. It combines numeric analysis,
matrix computation, signal processing and graphics
with a user interface that allows users to express
problems and solutions in standard math notation.
Computational abilities include matrix computation, polynomi'a! operations, statistics and complete
arithmetic. The program's graphics feature twodimensional linear, log, semi-log and polar plots and
three-dimensional "mesh" and contour graphs.
Optional Toolboxes extend Matlab by providing
application-specific functionality for digital signal
processing and time series analysis; the analysis and
synthesis of automatic control systems; parametric
modeling; and multivariant calibration and prediction in analytical chemistry.
$795 retail; academic and quantity discounts available
The Math Works, Inc.; 21 Eliot St.; S. Natick,
MA 01760; 508-653-1415
Matrix Operations
Matrix entry routines, addition, multiplication, transposition, inversion, eigenvalues and eigenfunctions
of symmetric and non-symmetric matrices
512K or larger Macintosh.
Matrix Operations includes matrix entry routines, addition, multiplication, transposition, inversion, eigenvalues and eigenfunctions.
More complex routines involve finding the
eigenvalues of symmetric and non-symmetric matrices and the Cholesky decomposition of matrices.
The solution of sets of similar equations is provided. Also provided are data transfer programs for
the moving of files to and from popular spreadsheet
programs.
$125 retail
Lionheart Press, Inc.; PO Box 379; Alburg,
VT 05440; 514-933-4918
Matrix Workshop
Programmable environment for numerical calculations, including linear algebra, signal processing,
polynomials, graphic display
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Matrix Workshop is a command driven, interactive program for matrix analysis and linear algebra
solutions.
The program consists of tnore than 80 functions,
such as matrix inversion, determinant, norm, rank
and eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The program has
the capability to calculate transcendental functions of
a scalar, vector or matrix. It can also determine roots
of polynomials, perform a Fast Fourier Transform,
convert polar to rectangular (and rectangular to
polar) and create linear and logarithmic plots of data.
Gaussian elimination and singular value decomposition functions are also provided for system solutions
and curve fitting.
The program provides the option of writing
"EXEC" files and user functions. "EXEC" files are
files containing Matrix Workshop commands that are
executed as a batch. Looping and conditional statements, such as FOR, IF and WHILE, provide the
flexibility to write Matrix Workshop "programs" to
solve specific problems. "EXEC" files may be created with any text editor or word processor and saved
for future sessions.
User functions are Fortran subroutines that are
written and compiled by a user. User functions are
automatically liilked and executed by the program at
run time.
The two-dimensional graphics routines of the
program have the capability of plotting multiple
functions of a single variable. Plots may be printed
or saved to disk.
$295 retail
Puma Software, Inc.; PO Box 35373; Albuquerque,
NM 87176; 505-881-4967

Milo
Mathematics processor
5 J2K or larger Macimosh.
Milo is a WYSIWYG problem-solver that can
combine mathematical calculations with graphing
and word processing.
Milo creates mathematical expressions that can
be easily manipulated and simplified with a click of
the mouse. It use's a pattern matcher to automatically
apply formulas that a user selects. A table of formulas are provided, including integrals, trigonometric
identities, determinants and more. New formulas can
also be created and added.
Milo supports algebra, trigonometry, calculus,
vectors, matrices' and more. It works with most popular word processing applications and can graph functions of one variable, parameterized curves and
allows a user to zoom in on a region of the graph.
Milo can.solve and perform all of these functions on
one document.
$249.95 retail
Paracomp, Inc.; 123 Townsend St., Ste. 310; San
Francisco, CA 94107; 415-543-3848
PolyMath
Symbolic algebra program for univariate polynomials
512K or larger Macintosh.
Poly Math is a symbolic-algebra program
designed to solve univariate polynomial calculus
problems.
The program adds, subtracts, multiplies, divides,
factors, expands, differentiates, integrates, performs
summations and pi products,.extracts roots and produces linear, semilog and log-log plots.
$19.95 retail
E&M Software Co.; 95 Richardson Rd.; N.
Chelmsford, MA 01863; 508-251-7451
PowerMath II
Symbolic mathematical manipulation program; plots
expressions; unlimited number size; for students to
scientists
Any Macintosh.
Po)"erMath II solves problems from the most
simple arithmetic·to symbolic and polynomial calculus problems.
PowerMath II is designed to be a productivity
tool for students, scientists, engineers and numerical
analysts. The problems can be expressed on the
screen in conventional mathematical terms, and there
is no limit to size of numbers, length of variables or
the form of an expression. Standard symbolic notation is used throughout.
There are a variety of built-in functions including transcendental and logarithmic functions stored
on disk. Users may store custom-built functions as
well.
$149.95 retail
Central Products Corp.; PO Box 980305; Houston,
TX 77098; 713-529- 1080
ProType Math
Professional publishing software; typesets mathematical and scientific equations
Macintosh 11 or larger; A/UX; 4 MB of RAM; ·
SuperMac monochrome or color monitor; SCSI disk
controller with 80 MB disk; Apple 40 MB SC
Streamer.
ProType Math combines all of Bedford's professional publishing text handling and
mathematical/scientific capabilities into one package
using PostScript as tne page description language.
ProType Math sets complex mathematical and
scientific equations. When setting fractions, the
underbar automatically adjusts with the addition or
subtraction of characters. Special Bedford math
spacing is set at the beginning of a page file. Math
spacing saves time by eliminating the need for
adding additional space between equations. An operator always maintains complete control over all math
defaults, such as point size and set size, which may
be changed to fit a particular job. Complex mathematical and scientific equations can easily be
dropped into text blocks - the leading adjusts itself
to accommodate multiple line equations. The pro-
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gram supports pi characters when setting math.
Characters are represented in true width and sizes.
$9,995 retail
Bedford Computer Corp.; 23 Industrial Dr.;
Londonderry, NH 03053; 603-668-3400 or
800-431-1403
SPP
Signal processing program
512K or larger Macintosh.
SPP is a general purpose signal processing program containing an integrated set of routines that
analyze linear and non-linear systems and circuits
and their effects on user specified time domain
waveforms.
The basis or much of SPP is a 512 point Fast
Fourier Transform and its inverse. Linear processing
is conducted in the frequency domain and non-linear
processing is performed in the time domain. Inputs
are buffered through an input processor that looks for
input errors and understands common abbreviations.
The program contains built-in windowing functions, provides for unlimited length keystroke
macros and Auto execute features. The utility of this
program is enhanced by its ability to switch rapidly
between the time domain and the frequency domain.
SPP handles feedback.loops computing the
closed loop transfer function from open loop equations.
The program is compatible with ACNAP, PDP,
PCPlot, Xfer, ACTFIL, LCFIL and Locipro.
$349.95 retail
BV Engineering; 2023 Chicago Ave., Ste. B13;
Riverside, CA 92507; 714-781-0252
Tech
Scientific and mathematical fonts
Any Macintosh; imageWriter or laserWriter.
Tech has six major font families: Tech,
Tech+Text, Hi Tech (half superscript), Lo Tech (half
subscript), Tech+Text I, Tech-Equation, available in
9; IO, 12, 18, 20, 24, 36 and 48 point.
Two other micro height fonts, Fraction bar and
Fraction bar+ assist in complex fractions. Each fami ly has more than 1,300 iqdividually designed scientific symbols including the English and Greek
alphabets and all of the standard symbols needed for
scientific equations in mathematics, engineering,
physics, economics, astronomy, chemistry, etc.
Features include nine baseline levels at which
text can be typed within the same line; more than 20
overstrike keys have automatic non-deleting
backspacing for fast typing; extendible square and
cube root signs in sizes up to 48 points; a minus level
fraction bar and a micro space bar for exact positioning; and integral signs, parentheses, brackets, braces
and absolure value bars are extendable to any number of lines in height.
LaserTech is comprised of four PostScript fonts
for math and science equation symbols: Tech
Equation, which has the standard equation form of
ihe English alphabet, Tech Text, which Jias both text
and equation symbols and Times based Tech Text
and Tech Equation T.
More than 20 overstrike keys have automatic ·
non-deleting backspacing and can be typed over any
letter in the font (and over letters from other fonts
such as Times and Times Italic).
$79.95 retail; Tech
$99.95 retail; LaserTech
Linguist's Software; PO Box 580; Edmonds,
WA 98020; 206-775-11 30
Ternary Plot 3.0
Ternary plotting (triangular diagrams)
512K or larger Macintosh.
Ternary Plot is a graphic plotting package that
normalizes and plots three values on a triangular diagram. This stand-alone application creates
MacDraw-like objects and allows users to paste them
into MacDraw, Pa&eMaker, SuperPaint or similar
programs to be resized or graphically enhanced.
Diagrams can be plotted at three sizes, (1.3-inch, 2.6inch and 4.2-inch sides).• or any comer of the triangle
can be enlarged to fill the screen.

I

Vertical Markets/
Mathematics
Data can be entered into the program in four
ways. It can be read from text files, imported via the
Clipboard, entered from the keyboard or entered by
clicking the mouse in the triangular area. Data interactively created using the keyboard or mouse can be
saved to a file. Data entries from all sources are error
checked.
An unlimited number of data sets can be plotted
on the same diagram. Eleven plot symbols (circle,
square, +, x, dot, diamond, triangle, etc.), as well as
sample numbers, tie lines and line segments can be
plotted. The same dataset can be plotted on top with
a second symbol, producing a combined symbol.
$ lOO U.S. retail
Pierre Zippi, PAZ Graphics; 60 Mountview Ave.,
#4 10; Toronto, Ontario, Canada M6P 21A;
416-766-4077
Theorist
Symbolic algebra and graphing program
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
Theorist is a WYSIWYG symbolic algebra and
graphing program that makes mathematics easy and
more productive. It lets users manipulate equations
more easily and accurately than by hand. Theorist is
interactive; users see the equations and manipulate
them on screen with the mouse. There is no complex
programming language to learn.
Math capabilities include: symbolic and numeric
integration and differentiation; matrix and linear
algebra; real and complex trigonometry and hyperbolic functions; complex arithmetic and algebra;
Chebyshev, Legendre and Taylor series; spherical
harmonics; matrix powers, inversions, adjoints and
determinants; and symbolic polynomial expansion,
collection and factoring.
Graphing capabilities include: polar, linear,
semi-log, parametric, density and contour plots; rectangular, cylindrical and spherical coordinates; multiple line and surface plots; animation; and save as
PICT, EPS and PICS files.
$379.95 retail
Prescience Corp.; 814 Castro St.; San Francisco,
CA 94114; 415-2~2-5864

Vertical Markets/
Non-Profit Agencies
The Associateur
Membership management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; 4th
Dimension Runtime; LaserWriter.
·The Associateur is a 4D multiuser database
designed for organizations requiring control of their
membership. It provides a built-in mail merge, various mailing label formats, conference labels, committee management, invoicing, statements, accounts
receivables with 30-, 60-, 90-day balances, exports to
general ledger, exports for publishing, online help,
ad hoc reporting and many fixed reports induding
dues forecast in graphic form.
Each member (company) is assigned from one to
many representatives that are responsible for dues,
cm;respondence, invoices, voting and more.
Members may be assigned to committees with no
limitations to their participation, and the program
allows up to 32,000 characters of comments per
member, representative and committee.
$3,400 retail; includes one copy of 4th Dimension
Runtime
$35 retail; demo
Orea Enterprises; 3385 Rancho Vista Ct.; Gilroy,
CA 95020; 408-848-3046

Campaign Booster
Campaign management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
Campaign Booster allows users to produce targeted mailing labels, calling lists and form letters for
any subgroup. Users can produc~ fully "personalized" form letters that will automatically fill in name,
address, city, number of contributions, amount last
contributed, total contributed, etc.
Users can easily get complete listings of all
receipts by date, amount and name. It provides
instant breakdowns to allow users to compare
regions, sources, weeks, etc. Campaign Booster also
provides context-sensitive help, interactive error
messages and in-depth data protection routines,
including customizable automatic saving.
$89 retail
Software Development Group; PO Box 18027;
Boulder, CO 80308; 303-444-8789
Community Contact System; Commtact 2.2
Turnkey fund-raising, public relations and marketing
systems for non-profit organizations
Macintosh Plus or larger (SE or larger recommended); hard disk drive; lmageWriter or LaserWriter.
The Community Contact System (CCS) enables
non-profit organizations to increase public relations,
marketing and fund-raising activities within its community. It is aimed at hospitals, schools, museums,
political groups and other non-profit organizations.
Benefits from using CCS include better managed
fund-raising campaigns, a centralized mailing
database for better communication in increasing public awareness and tools to be more effective when
marketing their goods and services.
The CCS is a multiple software product solution.
The core product, Commtact, provides for maintaining a community database to be used in retrieving
multiple mailing lists and market demographics, as
well as processing and analyzing pledge and donation information. Sharing Commtact's database is
Microsoft Word and Excel. Database retrieval and
contribution acknowledgements can be merged
through Word with the shell letters provided. Excel
permits contribution information to be further analyzed. CCS provides Excel macro sheets to assist in
the spreadsheet analysis. Key to the idea of a communications solution, CCS incorporates PageMaker
and SuperPaint as desktop publishing tools.
The complete Community Contact System
includes a single-user version of Commtact. Singleuser Commtact can also be purchased separately.
Multiuser, installation, training, extended service and
support are available.
$3,990 retail; Community Contact System
(single user)
$4,990 retail; Community Contact System
(multiuser, 2 to 5 users)
$2,990 retail; Commtact (single user)
$3,990 retail; Commtact (multiuser, 2 to 5 users)
Call for pricing on larger multiuser systems
Campagne Associates, Ltd.; 491 Amherst St.;
Nashua, NH 03063; 603-595-8774
Community Contact System; Commtact/ELS
Mail list, membership and fund-raising management
software
Macintosh Plus or larger (SE or larger recommended); hard disk drive; lmageWriter or LaserWriter.
Commtact/ELS is a mail list, membership and
fund-raising management system designed for the
small- to medium-size development office. It allows
a non-profit organization to perform mass mailings,
enter and track gifts, send thank-you letters and create reports on fund -raising information.
$795 retail; single user
$1,495 retail; multiuser
Campagne Associates, Ltd.; 491 Amherst St.;
Nashua, NH 03063; 603-595-8774
Jubilee! V2.4
Fund raising management system including pledge
and volunteer information
Macintosh Plus or larger.

Jubilee! is a management system for handling
the activities of not-for-profit organizations, including fund raising/tracking, marketing, pledge tracking
and volunteers management.
System components include: address file management, donor tracking, pledge management,
memorial/tribute listing, history tracking, report generation (both prewritten and report writing capabilities), label printing, text editing and mail merge. Any
data entered into the system can be selected for
reports or mailings.
$1,500 retail
Millhon Software Associates, Inc.; 3222 W. Sylvania
Ave.; Toledo, OH 43613; 419-473-0383
MacTrac
Fund raising software
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
MacTrac is a full-featured fund raising program
designed to meet the needs and budgets of the
nation 's many midsized to smaller non-profit organizations.
The program is well documented and easy to
use, making it suitable for use by organizations that
cannot devote extensive resources to computer training and maintenance.
$895 retail
The Technology Resource Assistance Center; 124
University Ave., Ste. 310; Palo Alto, CA 94301;
415-321-0662
Pro-File
Professional fund raising administration/accounting
Macintosh Plus; hard disk drive; lmageWriter.
Pro-File allows a professional fund raiser to
instantly access donor information in virtually any
combination of biographical and/or geographical
donor detail.
Gifts are recorded by donor. honored or memorialized individual, gift type, source or event and
application fund. Analysis of gifts can be generated
for any classification for any period of time desired
by a user.
Pro-File monitors pledge activity, maintaining
the total pledge amount, total number of payments,
donor, date of pledge, payments to date, balance of
payments, past due amount and reminder date. Cash
receipts based on current pledges can be forecast to
assist in planning expenses.
Pro-File includes batching controls to assist a
user in verifying the dollar amounts entered. There is
no need to sort pledge payments from other types of
gift entries or to sort by account, type, etc.
The program was designed to be used in conjunction with Microsoft Word for the generation of
personalized direct mail. Pro-File will, however, generate gift receipts, acknowledgements, mailing labels
and pledge reminders without the use of a word processor.
$1 ,250 retail
ProActive Software, Inc.; 190 I S. Broadway; Little
Rock, AR 72206; 501-374-7652
Weather Report
Weatherization contract management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
Weather Report, programmed in 4th Dimension,
manages client tracking, demographics, job costing,
inventory control and reporting requirements for
state and federal weatherization contractors.
Client Tracking stores demographic information
about each client and the residence. Job Costing
tracks each weatherization job performed for a client.
The Inventory component keeps track of all in-stock
materials used for weatherization.
Included are reports for each of the above grant
contracts, intake forms, a client list by street and job
list by client. Contract reports may be generated at
any time. Contract data, including labor and material
reimbursements may also be modified.
$1,495 retail; single user
$1 ,995 retail; multiuser
Computers and Communications; 1103 Sun Rd.;
McKinleyville, CA 95521 ; 707-839-3737
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Vertical Markets/ Oil & Gas
Fin-Al
Oil and gas economic analysis
512K or larger Macintosh; Mu/tip/an or Excel;
Image Writer or LaserWriter.
. Fin-Al is an oi l and gas cashflow program
designed to work in conjunction wilh Microsoft
Excel or Multiplan. The program accepls variable
before and after reversionary working and nel-revenue interests. Production may be en1ered as an initial monthly figure , then declined exponentially or
entered annually.
The program allows up to three different exponential declme rates over the production life, the
number of years can be varied. Lease operating costs
and 011 and gas pnces may be adjusled for inflation
or entered annually. Fin-Al recognizes economic
limit, stops calculations and returns cash-flow and
NPV sums to that point.
. The program has a variable NPV profile and uses
mid-year net present value discounl rates. The linking
capabthty of Excel and Multiplan can be utilized to
expand one-well analysis to field or corporate analysis. By usmg Excel's graphing capabilities, graphs of
product10n can be produced. Fin-Al has easy data
entry and does rapid what-if calculations.
$339 retail
Rock Ware, Inc.; 4251 Kipling St., S1e. 595; Wheat
Ridge, CO 80033; 303-423-5645
Finder
Decision-support system for exploration, production
and land management
Macintosh SE or 11; Prime or VAX host computei:
Fmder 1s a complete computerized decision-support system for geosc1entists working in oil and gas
exploration, production and land management.
. The Fmder kernel applications include: an applicauon manager that manages and controls the
database managemen1, user interface, all input and
output functions, software applicalion bus and workstation interface; a powerful and versatile Oracle
relational database, which allows efficient storage of
and access to all th.e data required by a customer; a
user-fnendly, consistent and cohesive user interface·
global functions that include database access win- '
dow control and online help facil ity; and mapping
funcuons provide a faci lity for quick graphical presentauon of data.
Optional application modules available for
Finder include: Geologk Interpretation, Gridding
and C~ntounng, Se1sm1c Interprelation, Seismic
Modelmg, Well Log Analysis and Dara Loaders.
Call for pricing
Exploration Systems, Inc.; 579 Market St.; San
Francisco, CA 94105; 415-974-1600
Fluid Cale
Computes fluid parameters
512K or larger Macintosh.
· Fluid Cale computes properties for gas, oil and
water based on commonly used correlations. The
equations and references used for calcu lations are
provided in the program's documentation. Fluid Cale
lets a user perform particular calculations, such as "z
factor," or all properties for a particular fluid , such as
all gas properues. Property calculations include z
factors, densities, compressibilities, viscosities, formation volume factors, m(p) funclions , bubble point
pressures, GORs and GWRs. Different correlations
are also available for an additional fee.
$85 retail
The Logic Group; PO Box 50499; Austin,
TX 78763; 512-474-4641
Independent Oil Producer
Manages the distribution of oil- and gas-well
receipts, expenses and laxes to investors in oil wells
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
lmageWriter or LaserWriter; Omnis 5.
. The Independent Oil Producer manages the distnbuuon of 011- and gas-well receipts, expenses and
laxes to investors in oil wells, as well as produces all
related primary and secondary reports and checks.

The program has a file capacity of 2,560 MB. It
contains an end-of-year cleanup procedure to conserve
disk space and error checking routines are built in.
The company will customize the program to an
individual client's needs, and ins1allation and training services are available.
$2,495 relail
Diversified Computer Applications; PO Box 1142;
Du Quoin, IL 62832; 618-357-3619
MacDigi
Well log digitizing
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive; digitizing tablet.
MacDigi provides an interface between a
Macintosh computer and a digitizing tablet to lei a
user quickly and simply trace well log curves.
A user specifies which curve to digitize and the log
scale, then traces the curves in a continuous fashion.
Portions of a curve can be redigitized if errors occur.
On and off scales can be toggled as needed, and
either linear or logarithmic scales can be chosen. Data
is processed according to a user-specified increment
(e.g., 0.5 feet), and created output files are column
ASCII files that are easily imported into other programs.
MacDigi offers a one- or two-curve display of
digitized data and limited priming to aid in quality
control.
$500 retail
The Logic Group; PO Box 50499; Austin,
TX 78763; 512-474-4641
MacLog
Wireline log evaluation application
Macintosh Plus or larger.
. MacLog is a wireline log evaluation application.
W1relme logs measure subsurface rock characteris1ics, such as resistivity and bulk density in oil wells.
MacLog processes the subsurface measurements and
transforms them into values of porosity and hydrocarbon saturation, which help geologists locate oil
and gas-bearing zones within the rocks.
MacLog graphics plots can be saved as PICT
and pain1 files. Data input is available in several
ways. They include digitized logs using the Kurta
IS/ADB tablet, keyboard entry with values read from
the logs, Wiltshire Geological Services ASCII files
downloaded from logging company tapes and word
processor and spreadsheel files saved in ASCII.
MacLog also reads QC Data LGMOUT ASCII files
Energy System ANSI ASCII file~ and LogScan
'
ASCII files. LogScan is a semiautomatic means of
using a fax and a PC to digitize logs.
$4,000 retail
$500 retail; digitizing software
$2,500 retail; MacLog LIS Read application
Bowler Petrophysics, Inc.; 243 E. 19th Ave., Sle.
204; Denver, CO 80203; 303-860-164 1
MacLog LIS Read
Decodes wireline log digital data
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Mac~og LIS Read decodes wireline log digital
data that 1s wnlten m the Log Information Standard
(LIS) format. LIS data on floppy disk is now becoming available from major wireline service companies
and can be delivered in the field or at computer centers. MacLog LIS Read will read data in LIS format
and transform it into 4-byte real number files for
input to .the MacLog wireline log evaluation application. This means that users do not need to digitize or
enter data by keyword when LIS data is avai lable on
floppy. MacLog LIS Read will also read LIS.TIF,
PC.DAT and ASCII.DAT files.
$2,500 retail
Bowler Petrophysics, Inc.; 243 E. 19th Ave., Ste.
204; Denver, CO 80203; 303-860-1641
Oil Well Blowout
Relief well proposal program
512K or larger Macintosh.
Oil Well Blowout is a relief well proposal program that calculates a path that will be parallel to the
blowing well where it is intersected. Proposal may be
re-drawn at the site using MWD or other survey data.
$4,500 retail
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Houston Directional Software; 7127 Mobud Dr.;
Hous1on, TX 77074; 713-776-8835 or
800-835-0213
Oil Well Directional Package
Oil well planning and drilling
Any Macintosh.
The Oil Well Directional Package is comprised
of two programs: Survey Calculation and Proposal.
The Survey Calculation Program calculates and
prints directional well surveys.
The Proposal Program plans simple and complex
directional wells, including multiple targets, threedimensional plans from non-vertical kickoff, correction runs and relief wells.
The Complete Directional Well Package includes
page size to 36-inch plots, collision avoidance, analysis of uncertainty and three-dimensional views.
$2,500 retail; Survey Calculalion Program
$4,500 retail; Proposal Program
$18,000 retail; Complete Directional Well Package
Houston Directional Software; 7127 Mobud Dr.;
Houslon, TX 77074; 713-776-8835 or
800-835-0213
Oil Well Screen Plot
Scaled plan and section views of well palhs
Any Macintosh. ·
Oil Well Screen Plot is designed 10 display separa1ely scaled plan and section views of one or two
well paths on a Macintosh screen.
The views are initially scaled to show the compiele path, but the scale and centering may be adjusted by a user.
The screen plot is available from within the HOS
proposal program so that a proposed path may be
viewed, or as a stand-alone program.
$2,000 retail
Houston Directional Software; 7127 Mobud Dr.;
Houston, TX 77074; 713-776-8835 or
800-835-02 13
Unit Convert
Performs unit conversions
512K or larger Macintosh.
Unit Convert performs unit conversions and displays conversion factors commonly needed by
petroleum professionals., Program categories include:
distance, area, volume, ume, mass, force, viscosity,
density, permeab1hty and flow rate. Users can also
· add. unit categories or specific units to existing categories.
An equation mode allows multiple step conversions based on conversion faclors or conslants stored
in a stack. On-screen instruclions and documentation
describe program features and examples.
$45 retail
The Logic Group; PO Box 50499; Auslin,
TX 78763; 512-474-4641

Vertical Markets/
Personnel Management
Abra 2000 Mac V7.0
Human resource management system
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Abra 2000 Mac is a computerized human
resource system that provides the storage and management of information needed to respond 10 management, employee and government needs.
Abra 2000 Mac allows the tracking of personal
data about employees. Available information
includes: personal details, job review dates, unlimited JOb and salary histories, compensation statistics,
EEO reports, skills retrieval, bonuses, attendance
tracking, vacation/sick accrual, benefits administrati~n, .insuranc.e reports, Cobra billing, dependents,
IDJunes, trammg'. licenses, educational background
and 1-9 c1t1zensh1p trackmg. Data entry and updating
is done by using fill-in-the-blank forms on screen.
Dara is automatically checked for errors as it is
entered.

Vertical Markets/
Personnel Management
An optional Attendance Tracking module calculates accrued hours for vacation, sick and personal
benefits. It also tracks ab~ences and provides absence
statistics reports. Users have the flexibility to define
their own rules for calculating accrued benefits and
their own table of absence reasons.
Abra 2000 Mac provides more than 50 standard
reports, most with sort and select options.
$995 retail; Base System
$495 retail; Attendance tracking module
$1 ,990 retail; Multiuser version
Abra MacDabra Software Co.; 485 Pala Ave.;
Sunnyvale, CA 94086; 408-737-9454
AbraTrak Mac
Applicant tracking system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive.
AbraTrak Mac is an applicant tracking system
that generates standard letters, produces EEO reports
and analyzes the costs and statistics of recruiting and
retrieves qualified applicants. The program provides
information on skills; school and past employer
retrieval; standard and custom letters; routing status;
EEO applicant flow; source, activity and recruiter
statistics; applicant profiles; custom reports; and
more.
AbraTrak Mac provides more than 40 built-in
standard reports and letters, most with sort and select
options. A built-in custom report generator and a
custom letter generator are also included.
$995 retail
$1,990 retail; multiuser version
Abra MacDabra Software Co.; 485 Pala Ave.;
Sunnyvale, CA 94086; 408-737-9454
EmployeeHandbookBuilder
Employee manual
512K or larger Macintosh; MacWrite 4.5 or
Microsoft Word 3.0.
EmployeeHandbookBuilder is a ready-made
employee manual with policies, guidelines, procedures and benefits. Users can set expectations and
establish ground rules for employees. It advises
employees on how to advance their careers and what
to expect from co-workers and managers. It provides
employees a deeper understanding and appreciation·
of a company. It is annotated and easily edited.
$99 retail
JIAN; 127 Second St.; Los Altos, CA 94022;
415-941-9191 or 800-442-7373
ESP - Executive Search & Placement
Tracks client and contact communications for
recruiters, headhunters and personnel agents
Macintosh SE; 2 MB of RAM; hard disk drive.
ESP- Executive Search & Placement is
designed for management recruiters to track client
companies, contacts and individual communications
and account for all receivables, job orders and
invoices. ESP allows a user to identify and communicate with every contact made with a particular job
skill, and ESP can acknowledge all candidate referrals.
Features include: detailed candidate records can
be searched instantaneously for prospective job
placement; candidates can be searched against
numerous criteria for immediate placement contact;
up to four different fees can be recorded per placement; and more.
Available reports include: client/contact list, job
order list and job order aging, speed memos, hot candidates/candidate records, short/long form resume,
placement list, new candidate and candidate search,
Accounts Receivable aging report, prospect "pump"
list, client/contact mailing labels, skill code list,
interview and referral send out, account executive
activity, Accounts Receivable by office and client,
invoice batch and calendar and fiscal year-to-date.
$1,795 retail; Single-user version
$2,495 retail; Office Master version

$5,995 retail; Multiuser version
Kevin J. Doyle Computer Systems Consulting; 27
Congress St.; Salem, MA 01970; 508-745-2679
Human Resource Solutions 2.0
Personnel management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
Human Resource Solutions is a comprehensive
personnel management system that tracks detailed
information about employees and generates management reports for all phases of their working environment.
The Employee Status File includes all general
information on an employee, such as home address,
emergency contact, dependent information and
supervisor. Entry layout screens track information on
vacation time, absenteeism (sick days), LOA, disciplinary actions, terminations, grievances and garnishments.
The Applicant File tracks information obtained
from the employee application and pre-employment
interview. A personnel director is able to match the
most suitable applicant for a specific job need
through a skills search. This module also provides a
summary of hiring information to be used in EEOC
reporting.
The Job Tracking module accumulates and
reports all actions related to an employee and the
current job, as well as previous positions. Included
are education, specific skills and on the job training.
Reports track job performance, reviews, job and
salary history and job bids. Start dates and seniority
are also accessed in this section.
The Safety module provides for the prevention
and the accurate reporting of accidents that have
occurred. Information on a job-related injury or illness is used in OSHA reporting. Accident details can
be directly related to specific departments in tracking
potential problem areas or need for additional training. Fields for employee testing, such as hearing,
pulmonary functions and other tests, keep a personnel manager informed of employee status in these
areas. A screen for medical statistics, such as allergies, is maintained on each employee to aid in the
prevention and tracking of safety incidences.
The Benefits module aids employers in tracking
and summarizing dollars spent on employees and
their dependents. It iJ:icludes information on cafeteria-style benefits, workers compensation, profit sharing and health claims administration.
The Government Compliance module tracks
EEOC, OSHA log, COBRA and hazardous communications (MSDS) in accordance with federal rules
and regulations pertaining to employers.
$995 retail; includes one year of phone support
Vertical Software Development; PO Box 3064;
Marietta, GA 30061; 404-295-1499
MacHunter RMS
Recruitment management system
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB ofRAM; hard disk
drive ; Omnis.
MacHunter is an information management system for personnel placement professionals. In addition to being a relational database for clients,
candidates and job orders, it is also an interactive
planning, tracking and reporting system for all daily
activities.
MacHunter allows recruiters to spend more profitable time on the phone recruiting and making
placements. It organizes every resume, client company and job requisition in a user's files into permanent, accessible records.
A search function allows a user to match any
number of criteria or skills to find a fit for any job
order or applicant. A reports capability allows the
monitoring of daily activities and overall performance of employees. It also creates resumes, invoices and other documents directly from a user's
records. A security feature provides password protection for sensitive files and records, and backup
facilities to protect against data Joss.
$1 ,895 retail; single user
$995 per additional user retail
MacHunter; 228 Santa Monica Blvd.; Santa Monica,
CA 90401; 213-393-7006

MBA> Personnel
.
Recruitment and personnel history manager
Macintosh Plus or larger; 4th Dimension.
MBA>Personnel is a recruitment and personnel
history manager designed to help comply with the
new equal opportunity quotas and discrimination
Jaws. It assigns key words to personnel for quick
cross-reference by specialty, position level, etc., and
maintains a series of records describing personnel
actions.
MBA>Personnel is a multiuser-ready, relational
database application with unlocked, open source
code and a license to modify the program to suit a
user's needs.
$I 89 retail; unlimited users
Generation Four, Inc.; 3232 San Mateo NE, #199;
Albuquerque, NM 87110; 505-294-3210
Salary Magic V2.0
Salary negotiations/office management
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Salary Magic is a salary negotiations and office
management package.
The program uses a tightly integrated spreadsheet and database for calculating, recording and
printing virtually any information that might be
needed at the negotiation table.
Salaries, fri.nge benefit packages, changes (an
increase or decrease) or completely new schedules
can be generated using dollars, percentages or both.
A user can define limits on experience, change any
cell or add cells at will. Any change in information is
automatically added and totals recalculated in the
database.
Schedules may be constructed using Scattergram
information. The schedules can also be compared
using the Comparison option. The Comparison
report shows both the dollar and percentage difference of summaries. Other proposal or industry guidelines can also be generated. Any screen can be
printed and identified.
On the negotiation management side, the program is designed to tum any recorded data into useful records. Personnel information can be recorded
and printed. Mailing labels, address lists, education,
training, certification, job assignments, supervisors
and job evaluations are a few examples of the
detailed information that can be stored and printed.
Useful reports, such as RIF lists, personnel data and
fringe benefits, can also be generated and printed.
$495 retail
Magic Software, Inc.; 2206 Franklin St.; Bellevue,
NE 68005; 402-291-0670 or 800-342-6243
TempPersonnel
Custom database package for temporary services
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive recommended.
TempPersonnel is comprised o~ three parts:
Personnel Information Management includes
application and interview information, activity status, assignment records and performance records,
monitoring of refusals and excuses, avoidance information and searches through employee records for
qualified candidates.
Customer Account Management supports
address, contacts, billing rates, credit status, potential
business, history of orders that have been filled and
mailing-label generation.
Orders Information Management -involves order
specifications and searches for qualified candidates
to fill requests, report generators for profit projections, income analysis and employee production.
All three parts incorporate Single Effort
methodology, which involves near effortless access
and e~sy-to-leam environments. These can be bo~ght
integrated or in parts, depending on a user's need.
Upgrades are supported, and customization is available at an additional cost.
$495 retail; Personnel Information Management
$345 retail; Customer Account Management
$995 retail; Orders Information Management (must
have the above two)
$I ,495 retail; entire system
The Information Group; PO Box I356; Roseville,
CA 9566 I; 9 I6-786-8893
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Vertical Markets/
Photography
In View
Photography management
Macintosh Plus or larger; Panorama.
InView, designed for professional photographers,
features a contacts file to handle clients, vendors and
associates with form letters, mailing labels and
scheduled event reminders. It dials phone numbers
and calculates the duration and charges. Menu selections open a job file or a financial history of a client.
In View generates customizable estimates,
assignment confirmations, job repons with daily
subtotals and itemized or summarized invoices.
Invoices post automatically to the Receivables file,
which analyzes them and issues statements to those
that are late.
In View's equipment file calculates values, depreciation and warranty expiration dates and prints
insurance lists with replacement or actual values.
$695 retail; with Panorama
$400 retail; without Panorama
HindSight; PO Box 11608; Denver, CO 80211;
303-458-6372
MacPhoto WorkStation
Software for wedding and pomait studios
Macintosh Plus or larger; external BOOK disk drive
or hard disk drive; lmageWrite1:
The MacPhoto WorkStation is composed of several integrated applications.
MacPhoto provides a system for automating a
wedding and ponrait studio. It allows users to enter
print orders directly from the data a client gives after
reviewing the proofs of a photographed event. It will
automatically keep track of how many prints are
required for package specials, as well as using proofs
that were not purchased. After print orders have been
captured, the program will compute the number of
prints required from each negative and will produce
labels that can be attached to negative glassines for
submittal to a color lab. After a user has fini shed
capturing and verifying a print order, the program
will generate client billing information directly from
the print orders.
HyperStudio provides access to client information and other WorkStation applications.
HyperAppointment provides an organized system for making appointments and tracking a client
from the initial referral through consulting, pomait
sitting and reviewing of proofs.
$125 retail; HyperStudio
$595 retail; MacPhoto
$125 retail; HyperAppointment
$795 retail; entire package
Bit Image Software; 12119 London Grove Ct.;
Moorpark, CA 93021; 805-523-3414
MacPhotography Workshop
Teaches basic 35mm photography
Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives or
hard disk drive; System 4.2 or later.
MacPhotography Workshop teaches basic 35mm
photography and black and white darkroom skills
using advanced interactive simulations. Users learn
by practicing in simulations, using the mouse to
grasp and operate photographic equipment: camera
controls, film developing tanks, enlargers, dodging
and burning tools, etc. Other animated sections
explain lenses, camera mechanics, film behavior and
correct exposure. Text sections explain how to equip
a darkroom
MacPhotography incorporates MaclntheDark, a
program that lets the Macintosh talk to users in the
darkroom as they work. Users write a script to help it
guide them as they work; it also keeps track of the
time for each developing step. Users can create and
reuse an entire library of scripts.
$83 retail; seven-disk set (academic site licensing
available)
Joseph Ciaglia, Photographer; 2036 Spruce St.;
Philadelphia, PA 19103; 215-985-1092

MacStock 3.0
Stock photography management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; Double,
Multiuser or Runtime Helix; additional memory
and/or accelerator boards recommended.
MacStock is a stock photography management
program.
Features include: word processing, form letters,
chans and invoices; tracking submissions, clients
and photos; records of sales, photos held and models
released; photo categorizing/searches; printing of
addresses, mailing and slide/print labels; organization of upcoming/ongoing photo needs; forms for
shoot/job/estimates; inventories, statistics and lists;
and self-customization of terms and conditions,
photo categories, credit lines, etc.
$850 retail; Locked Version
$1,050 retail; Open Version
.
$20 retail; Demo (applies to purchase)
Call for prices that include Helix
Photo Agora; Hidden Meadow Farm; Keezletown,
VA 22832; 703-269-8283
MacStock x 3.0
Photo collection organization
Macintosh Plus or larger; }lard disk drive; Double,
Multiuser or Runtime Helix.
MacStock x 3.0 is a photo collection organization program.
Features include: adapts to any existing filing
system or uses a recommended system with or without an existing filing system; categories, searches
and prints lists; records models/releases and links
them to photos and labels (captions); prints labels for
slides and larger formats, including captions, copyright notice, credit line, etc.; and is compatible and
upgradable to MacStock 3.0.
$195 retail; Locked Version
$350 retail; Open Version
$20 retail; Demo (applies to purchase)
Call for prices that include Helix
Photo Agora; Hidden Meadow Farm; Keezletown,
VA 22832; 703-269-8283
SilentPartner 2.0
Studio management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
SilentPanner is a complete data management and
accounting package for commercial advertising and
location photographers. The program is written to
handle every aspect of a photographer's business
needs from marketing, estimating, scheduling,
money management and invoicing through collection
and disbursements.
Features include client and company information, address, phone numbers and extensions; client
quality, position, mailing group, type, region and
class codes; archives contacts that move, keeping
history of jobs and quotes intact; date of last quote,
job and invoice; dates of last contact' and reason for
contact; and prints quick lists, Rolodex cards, 5 by 8inch index cards, mailing labels and mail merge files.
Vendor information includes vendor, address,
phone numbers, contact, etc.; account number with
vendor or their social security number; terms with
vendor and discounts offered; sales to date; aging of
payables; products or services offered; key index of
primary service for personal phone book; and prints
1099 forms.
Other features include Accounts Receivable;
General Ledger; Accounts Payable; Purchase Orders;
suppons 100 bank accounts with any combination of
checking, savings, etc.; fixed assets and equipment
(interfaces with General Ledger); inventory; job
jacket details; maintains details about models, rates,
last date used and allows searches for needed characteristics; password security; expons data to word
processing and graphing programs; online help; and
more.
$1,200 retail; unlimited suppon
$795 retail; limited suppon
SilentPartner, Inc.; 32 N. Third St.; Philadelphia,
PA 19106; 215-829-0911
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Stock View
Stock photography captioning and management
Macintosh Plus or larger; Panorama.
StockView provides on-screen displays of one or
several sizes of caption labels, demonstrating how
the caption will fit the label as it is written. Labels
are selected by clicking a button that resembles the
appropriate label. Five preset labels are provided that
can be altered slightly or completely overhauled.
StockView maintains and updates extensive
information about photos, where they are, when they
are due back and how they have been used. Eight
numbering systems and numerous search modes are
provided. Digitized photographs can also be stored.
Stock View generates submission forms and invoices
and optionally links to In View 's contacts and receivables files.
$545 retail; with Panorama
$250 retail; without Panorama
$100 retail; purchased with In View
HindSight; PO Box 11608; Denver, CO 80211;
303-458-6372

Vertical Markets/
Publishing
AdNet II
Comprehensive ad order entry and management system
Macintosh II, Ilx or I/ex; 4 MB of RAM.
AdNet II is a comprehensive ad order entry and
management system for the Macintosh II. Features
include: scheduling, tracking, automatic pricing and
invoicing, sales analysis, account history, call reponing, credit history and control, dispatch/tear sheets,
mailing lists and labels, ad sorting by catalogs, salesperson database with optional Accounts Receivable
and page dummy programs.
$2,495 retail
Concept Publishing Systems; 809 Park Ave.; Beaver
Dam, WI 53916; 414-887-3731
AdPlanner
Ad dummying program for all Macintosh page-layout programs
Macintosh Plus or larger.
AdPlanner provides computer-assisted dummying for all publications that.carry advenising. Users
can plan and reserve ad space on up ro 999 pages per
press run, following ad stacking rules. Each step in J
ad placement is visual. Users can actually see the
space reserved and all peninent information about
each ad. Users can view a single page, section or the
whole press run at one time, as well as plan color and
coupon placement to avoid misplaced ads or back-toback coupons. Once all ad space is reserved, page
dummy template files can be imponed into any
Macintosh page-layout program. Hard copies of the
templates can also be printed on a LaserWriter to
guide page makeup.
$795 retail
Digital Technology International; 500 West 1200
South; Orem, UT 84058; 801-226-2984
AdSpeed 2.0
Display ad makeup
Macintosh II or SE/30; 4 MB of RAM.
AdSpeed allows users to quickly produce complex four-color, graphics-filled display ads, with ink
trapping on output for tightly registered process
color separations.
Features include: auto copyfit, which automatically adjusts size and leading to fit text to available
space; blends screen tints from top to bottoin or left
to right with instantly created color separations;
floating toolbox that expands to display item
attributes and actions; resizable and movable layout
window; improved text handling with text window
visible during layout functions; tags for imbedded
text code to change font, size, set width and leading
within the same text measure; improved user interface with the addition of fast key commands to all

Vertical Markets/

Publishing
dialog boxes; programmable functions keys; and
polygons, ovals and circles, and the capability to
place a graphic in any of them.
$4,995 retail; monochrome
Digital Technology International; 500 West 1200
South; Orem, UT 84058; 801-226-2984
Advertise!
Print sales and billing system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 20 MB hard disk drive.
Advertise! manages advertising space sales and
generates customized letters direct to a targeted market segment. All reports are available by sales reps
for easy evaluation of each representative 's success.
The program produces invoices and statements at
any time during the month and prints sales messages
targeted to a customer's markets.
Advertise! generates monthly income summaries
and weekly accounts receivable reports. It generates
reactivity and billings reports by representative. The
program manages distribution lists, including complementary subscriptions.
$2,895 retail; (for use with Double Helix V2.0)
includes two days of customization/training, source
code, User 's Guide, telephone and onsite support (a
run-time version will be available)
Eclipse Services; A Division of Quadrivium, Inc.; 34
Copley Rd.; Upper Darby, PA 19082; 215-352-6800
Ad Works
Ad composition and page makeup
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM of RAM
recommended; 20 MB hard disk drive.
AdWorks is ad composition software with comprehensive text editing, formatting, graphics manipulation and composition features, yet maintains a
simple user interface.
Features include: multiple formatting functions,
global search and replace, global spell checker, point
sizes from 4 to 900, full leading control, point to
point kerning, tracking, hyphenation dictionary and
five levels of hyphenation, tabbing, automatic paragraphs and indents, custom grids and rulers and the
capability to embed and create commands for exporting of text into AdWorks.
AdWorks has a full array of graphics capabilities, including assignment of color to any graphics or
text object. The color table is resource-driven to
allow users to match any existing color charts
presently being used. Other features include a fUll
array of drawing tools; the capability to accept EPS,
TIFF, PICT or PICT2 graphics; cropping and resizing capabilities; and rotation of text and graphics.
$99 per month for a period of three years
Concept Publishing Systems; 809 Park Ave.; Beaver
Darn, _WI 53916; 414-887-3731
AdWriter 2.2
Ad make-up tool
Macintosh II; hard disk drive.
AdWriter is an ad make-up tool designed for display ad production.
Features include: a 17 by 22-inch broadsheet
work area; column guides are independently configurable in inches, picas or millimeters across the top
and left side of the work area; the ability to flow
copy inside or outside of guides;·discontinuous
selection; familiar Apple mouse and Mycro-Comp
command key equivalents; pull-down help menus
include file, edit, compose, format and window;
major open window selections include text attribute,
graphics, status, fine tune, search/replace and tool
box; multiple windows open on display; ASCII files
can be importec! from Mycro-Comp system or other
word processors; insert leaders; superior and inferior
characters remain automatically proportional to copy
when copy point size is changed; "fit text" expands
or reduces copy to fill measure; unlimited formats
can be created, stored and called up for use by name;
circles, ovals, rounded-comer rectangles, pies, boxes
and border lines; pen height and width control; shade

from 0 to 100 percent; color separations; a divide
function that permits equal division of a selected
box; PostScript output; and more.
$2,295 retail
Mycro-Tek, Inc.; 9229 E. 37th St. N; Wichita,
KS 67226; 316-636-5000
CAMS II
Classified and display ad management software
Macintosh SE or larger; hard disk dri ve; laser printer.
CAMS II is a complete production and account ing system for classified, classified display and display ads for newspapers and magazines. It can
handle nine major publishing cycles, including daily,
weekly, biweekly, monthly and yearly. It has WYSIWYG ad entry, with complete control of fonts, sizes,
styles, leading, justifications and borders. The program creates ads and pages in QuarkXPress and
automatically prims only those ads placed in the current issue.
•
CAMS II can handle up to 14 separate publications simultaneously, each with their own classifications, price tables, publishing cycle, display rates,
formatting appearance, etc. Each ad type can have its
own billing cycle and format. TFNs and billing after
each issue can be produced. Online help is available
with keyboard searching and links to related topics.
Measure systems are offered for calculating column
unit sales include inches, picas, centimeters and
ciceros. The program actually dials the phone during
resolicitation.
Complete Accounts Receivable features include:
customer credit, agings, billing, statements, general
ledger batch posting, audit trail, commissions, performance statistics, unlimited chart of accounts, customizable reports and more.
$1,995 and tip retail
DataWindow Software; 1397B 38th Ave.; Santa
Cruz, CA 95062; 408-462-4628
Classified Ad Tracking System
Classified ad production
Macintosh Plus or larger; 20 MB hard disk drive.
The Classified Ad Tracking System allows for
the automatic production of classified ads in carneraready form, when used with most typesetting or
desktop publishing programs.
. The Ad Tracking System outputs the correct ads
for each issue, in the correct order, and under the
correct heading, whether the ads were placed yesterday or six months ago. A user never has to retype ads
and can control the frequency and placement of ads.
The System also tracks income and receivables
and allows a user to pay sales reps based on ad payments. It produces accurate, descriptive invoices and
statements, so that customers can see exactly what
their bills cover.
The Classified Ad Tracking System also
includes summary reports showing what ads ran in
each issue, wor~ and letter count, and total ad
income.
$2,445 retail; (for use with Double Helix V2.0)
includes one day of cu.stomization/training, source
code, User 's Guide, telephone and onsite support (a
run-time version will be available)
Eclipse Services; A Division of Quadrivium, Inc.; 34
Copley Rd.; Upper Darby, PA 19082; 215-352-6800
Classified! II
Classified ad management system for medium-size
newspapers
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Word; any
draw or paint program.
Classified! is a classified ad management system
for medium-size newspapers.
The disk contains all the usual classified ad
headings, and a user is shown how to create additional headings as they are needed. When a classified ad
is submitted, a user goes to the proper heading and
types in the ad, complete with an expiration code. A
user then opens the billing files and enters the billing
information. The complete galley of classified ads
can be printed out anytime. A current classified
billing can be printed out anytime, whether a user
decides to bill weekly, monthly or whatever. The

invoice forms are included on disk, so a user need
only enter the customer name, address and pertinent
information for each ad.
The Classified! system also enables a user to
search and delete all expired ads as soon as he is
through with the current issue. The search system
makes it simple to locate and post each account as
payment is made.
·
Also included is a provision, with complete
instructions, for integrating all small (one- and twoinch) display ads into the same system.
Enhanced versions of Classified II include:
offers all of the word processing capabilities of
Microsoft Word; supports postcard billing; and provides provisions for credit checks on classified customers.
Included with the program is a chapter from
"Selling More Advertising" that provides helpful
suggestions on how to sell more classified ads.
$295 retail
Nick Murray; 608 W. Colorado St.; Hammond,
LA 70401; 504-345-2332
Class Works
Integrated classified ad management system
Macintosh II, llx or llcx; 4 MB of RAM.
Class Works is an integrated classified ad system
that enters, prices, schedules, tracks, sorts and bills
classified ads for one or multiple publications.
Features include: account identification, credit
checking, complex ad runs, simplified ad scheduling,
billing, rate calculation, modifications and sales
reports with optional accounts receivable program.
$2,495 retail
Concept Publishing Systems; 809 Park Ave.; Beaver
Dam, WI 53916; 414-887-3731
Color AdSpeed 2.0
Full on-screen color display ad makeup
Macintosh 11 or SE/30; 4 MB of RAM.
Color AdSpeed allows users to produce complex
four-color display ads, with ink trapping on output
for tightly registered process color separations.
Features include: all of the features of Ad.Speed,
plus DTI's unique user-definable Color Table Utility,
which allows users to build their own color tables for
each press/paper combination.they use. AdSpeed
aperators may then select colors on the screen that
will match the outpµt and switch to another color
table whenever a job requires, with a click of the
mouse.
$6,995 retail
Digital Technology International; 500 West 1200
South; Orem, UT 84058; 801-226-2984
Distributor
Outlet distribution for weekly publications
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive,; printer.
Distributor manages the distribution of weekly
publications to outlets, stops or stands. This method
of distribution is most often used by free newspapers
or magazines. The program allows a user to enter the
number of copies left at each stop that a delivery personnel picks up dtiring rounds. From this data, it calculates and prints next week's delivery sheets.
By constantly adjusting·each stop's average, the
program trims a user's waste down to the lowest possible without increasing zero outs. It also provides
complete statistics. A user will know how many
papers were delivered in each city, Zip code, map
grid key, etc. Distribution can be cross-examined.
Distributor handles multiple area editions and multiple papers. It features configurable waste
allowances; standard and customizable reporting;
data conversion and importation; and more.
$1,495 retail
DataWindow Software; 1397B 38th Ave.; Santa
Cruz, CA 95062; 408-462-4628
EG Word And Book Bundle
Publishing
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM.
EG Book is a Japanese desktop publishing program designed to complement the EG Word Japanese
word processor. The program supports text and
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graphics, arid writes horizontally or vertically. More
than 6,000 Kanji characters are available, and conversion to tlie desired Kanji/Hiragana mix is accomplished via the standard KanjiTalk system.
Any installed Japanese or English font can be
accessed, styled and resizeq according to a user 's
needs. Other features include a page preview function and an object-oriented toolbox.
$799 retail
Qualitas Trading Co.; 6907 Norfolk Rd.; Berkeley,
CA 94705; 415-848-8080
Events Listing System
Tracks upcoming events for weekly newspapers
Macintosh Plus or larger; 20 MB hard disk drive.
The Events Listing System is designed for weekly newspapers. It tracks upcoming event listings and
prints them in the correct order, in the correct
issue(s). The·program eliminates retyping venue
information, such as address and phone number.
Users can group listings into the headings they
choose. A Preview screen allows proof reading on
screen before printing.
The Events Listing System will output an issue's
listings to PageMaker, JustText, Textures,
QuarkXPress and almost any typesetter.
$1 ,445 retail; (for use with Double Helix V2.0)
includes one day of customization/training, source
code, User's Guide, telephone and online support (a
run-time version will be available)
Eclipse Services; A Division of Quadrivium, Inc.; 34
Copley Rd.; Upper Darby, PA 19082; 215-352-6800
EzAd Classified Advantage
Classified advertising management and accounting
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
EzAd Classified Advantage is a complete classified advertising management and accounting package. Features include: order entry done entirely on
one simple screen; designate schedule, rate, class and
style with a click of the mouse; ads priced automatically according to a user's rates (up to 32,000 different rates); automatic production - ads for an edition
are automatically selected, sorted, formatted and
billed; Microsoft Word, QuarkXPress, PageMaker or
JustText file format; up to 32,000 different styles;
display classified in single or multicolumns; up to
32,000 categories, individually sorted; complete
accounts receivable package; invoices and statements created and printed automatically; automatic
aging; postcard output available; 127 preformatted
management reports; user-definable reports; form
letter generation; label generator; and more.
$2, 195 retail; single user
$2,895 retail; multiuser
$3,395 retail; multiuser, multiple publications
SkySail Software; 2 South Gate Rd.; Myrtle Beach,
SC 29572; 803-272-2365
MacClassAds
Classified advertising system
Macintosh SE or larger.
MacClassAds is a HyperCard-based classified
adverting system. It increases revenues by providing
call back lists, specialized styling of copy quickly
and easily and sales prompts. It cuts bookkeeping
time by providing bills, statements and invoices,
along with an array of reports. MacClassAds reduces
production costs through complete pagination with
output to a laser printer.
$995 retail; single-user basic
$2,895 retail; single-user expanded
Publisher's Services, Inc.; PO Box 8010; Federal
Way, WA 98003; 206-859-8232
MacSub
Subscription fulfillment; circulation management
Macintosh SE or II; 2 MB of RAM; 45 MB hard disk
drive.
MacSub is a software package designed specifically to maintain and manage the name and address

files and pertinent information about subscribers to
periodical publications. By setting parameters and
manipulating menus, users can produce mailing
labels, renewal notices, invoices, reports and statistics.
The program operates as a single or multipublication system capable of servicing from 5,000 to
100,000 subscribers in one common database. It can
also operate in single or multiuser mode where several operators access the database simultaneously.
The program supports mainframe line printers
with speeds ranging from 300 to 1,000 lines per
minute. It also supports a 1/2-inch magnetic tape
drive capable of reading and writing magnetic tapes
compatible with mainframes. Both peripherals connect to the SCSI port of a Macintosh.
$3,600 U.S. retail; starting price for a 10,000 subscriber system (MacSub.Micro)
Brauch Software, Inc.; 550 Alden Rd., Ste. 105;
Markham, Ontario, Canada L3R 6A8; 416-470-8550
Multi-Ad Creator
Display ad layout
Macintosh Plus or larger; l MB of RAM; hard disk
drive.
Multi-Ad Creator is designed for fast ad layout
and precise typographic control of single-page, artintensive documents created by newspapers, ad
agencies, graphic designers, retailers, Yellow Page
advertisers and others.
The program's ad makeup capabilities include
free rotation of grouped graphics and text, copyfitting, suggested layouts, advanced object drawing and
manipulation, controlled duplication of objects, customizable ad layout environments, high-resolution
PICT borders, "design sheets" with standard ad
attributes and the ability to export PICT files for use
in page-layout programs.
$995 suggested retail
Multi-Ad Services, Inc.; 1720 W. Detweiller Dr.;
Peoria, IL 61615; 309-692-1530
NewsSpeed
Code-free text entry
Macintosh SE.
NewsSpeed provides code-free text entry for
reports arid editors to eliminate cumbersome technical requirements while preserving ~II the best features of traditional editing temJinals. Features
include: multiwindow editing with up to 20 windows
open at one time; intelligent editing keys; spell
checker; thesaurus; dictionary hyphenation; automatic word count and galley depth count; cut, copy,
paste, search and replace; capability to import copy;
dual-write option; freedom in copy fitting means a
user needs only to get a close fit, not an exact fit; and
galley proof output.
$995 retail
Digital Technology International; 500 West 1200
South; Orem, UT 84058; 801-226-2984
PageSpeed 2.0
Page layout
Macintosh ll or SE/30; 4 MB of RAM.
PageSpeed allows users to produce complex
page layouts, with new tools for faster page layout.
Features include: auto copyfit, which adjusts size
and leading in one-thousandths-of-a-point to automatically fit text to available space for headlines,
bylines, etc. (when flowing story text into a layout,
the automatic story copyfit feature makes adjustments to tum a close fit into a perfect fit); imports
page templates created in SpeedPlanner to perfectly
layout stories in the space that has been preplanned
for them; imports ads created in AdSpeed as EPSF
graphics to complete the page layout; full page output; floating toolbox that expands to display item
attributes and actions; resizable and movable layout
window; improved text handling, with text window
visible during layout functions; tags for imbedded
text code to change font, size, set width and leading
within the same text measure; improved user interface with the addition of fast key commands to all
dialog boxes; and programmable function keys, plus
most of the layout features in AdSpeed.
$5,995 retail; monochrome
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$6,996 retail; color (includes Color Table Utility)
Digital Technology International; 500 West 1200
South; Orem, UT 84058; 801-226-2984
Precision Circulation Systems (PCS)
Newspaper management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
PCS is a database to assist newspaper personnel
in managing customer information relating to the circulation activity of a newspaper. It allows management of subscriber and non-subscriber information,
along with route and carrier information. It can generate client mailing labels, subscriber renewal
notices arid reports using selected criteria. Form letters can be created, which can merge in client names
and other information.
$395 retail
Precision Computer Systems; 575 W. Riordan Rd .;
Flagstaff, AZ 86001; fi02-779-5341
PriniSpec
Printing specifications program
Macintosh Plus or larger; l MB of RAM; hard disk
drive.
PrintSpec is a printing specifications program
designed to ease the task of specification writing for
everyone involved in the design, purchase and production of printing, in both the private and public
sectors.
PrintSpec addresses and solves the most significant issues associated with specification writing, bid
management and expense control. It reminds a user
to include all pertinent aspects of the printed piece in
the original specifications; adapts to the most simple
or the most complex job specifications and permits a
wide range of user modifications for specific requirements; and creates a uniform vocabulary for all participants in the job.
Specification categories include: stock, including
alternatives; ptesswork, includipg alternatives, second side and inks; artwork, including separations,
maps and diagrams, tritones, duotones and halftones
and other art; mechanicals; and proofs.
Post press specifications include: engraving,
embossing and debossing, die cuts, tip-ans and layons, silk screening and foil stamping; scoring anq
perforations; flaps and pockets; folding and binding;
binders; hardcovers; and shipping schedules.
Also included are notices for third-party billing,
ownership, use and storage, and the ability to list artwork by type, quantity and value.
Jobs with a single component, such as a bound
book, are defined by page sets that can be specified
in a range from single pages, a set of pages, to all
pages. Jobs having multiple components can'be specified by a single component, sets of components or a
range of components.
Built into specific data-entry fields are pop-up
lists that contain choices relevant to the selection. A
user can use the mouse or keyboard to make a selection and can modify the contents of the lists at the
point of data entry.
·
On a larger scale, specification templates can be
developed that contain information common to all
jobs of a specific type. Stock, presswork, artwork,
mechanicals and proofs can all be pre-specified.
Information is then either added or deleted to suit the
particular job.
$795 retail
StraightEdge Software; 1219 Spruce St.;
Philadelphia, PA 19107; 215-732-1250
PSI Classified Ad System
Classified advertising system
Macintosh SE/30 or larger; 3 MB of RAM.
PSI Classified Advertising System interfaces a
SuperCard 1.5 user screen with virtually any
database manager. In addition to handling all production and bookkeeping chores quickly and easily, the
system features a fast classified-specific spell checker and extensive sales prompts. New phoneroom
employees can get a list of additional categories into
which the ad could be sold, a list of essentials to produce effective ad copy, instant help in every field and
unlimited information concerning a publication's
readership and market research.

Vertical Markets/

Publishing
PSI Classifieds is for publications that are serious about maximizing classified department efficiency and revenue. It requires little training and
installation is simple.
$4,995 retail; single user
Publisher's Services, Inc.; PO Box 8010; Federal
Way, WA 98003; 206-859-8232
·
Qu•est
Complete print management software providing
quotes, estimates, invoices, billing, cost center and
management reports for small- to medium-size printer
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive or
hard disk drive ; lmageWriter or LaserWriter.
Qu•est is a quoting and estimating software
package for the quick-print industry, the mediumsized printer and the in-plant printing department.
The system simplifies the problems of developing
and maintaining a plant costing systel)l, without the
time involved in a manual system.
Features of the system include: quoting and estimating; invoicing/billing; job costing; reports; directories; summaries; inventory scheduling; company
databases; inventories; press database limited only .
by storage device; a "Force Input" feature that prevents costly omissions in quotes; and more.
$900 retail; complete system
Franklin Estimating Systems; 2750 Birchcrest Dr.
SE; Grand Rapids, Ml 49506; 616-956-9474
SpeedPlanner
Prepublication planning and pagination
Macintosh II; 8 MB of RAM; 19-inch monitor and 8bit color recommended.
SpeedPlanner is a prepublication planning and
production tracking system that yields full pagination. lt makes fast work of every prepublication planning phase, from importing an ad list for use in
dummying the pages, placing ads and assigning
space for editorial text (complete with headlines,
photos, captions, etc.) to tracking ads and stories for
full completion and output of pages with separate
color overlays. Each step is visual. Users can actually see the ad and editorial contents of each page and
view one page or a whole section at a time. Last
minute changes are easily handled, as well :is hot
new stories, ad kills and insertions.
$8,995 retail
Digital Technology International; 500 West 1200
South; Orem, UT 84058; 801-226-2984

Vertical Markets/

Real Estate
AmPackPlus
Loan analysis and comparison
512K or larger Macintosh .
AmPack Plus performs loan analysis and comparison and generates professional customized loan
amortization schedules for internal or client use. It
solves for any unknown variable. The program supports adjustable rates; graduated payments; extra and
skipped payments; 360, 365, 365/360 and odd-day
interest options; A'PR disclosure statements; negative
amortization; straight-line amortization; fiscal years;
and weekly, biweekly, semi-monthly, monthly, quarterly, semi-annual and annual payment intervals. It
also transfers reports to word processors, spreadsheets, disks and printers.
$89.95 retail
Softflair, Inc.; 8753 Park View; Milwaukee,
WI 53226; 414-797-4490
Commercial Leasing Edge
Manages detailed information on tenants and commercial buildings, brokers and space availability
Macintosh SE or larger (SE/30 recommended); 40

MB hard disk drive; Omnis 3 or runtime;
ImageWriter or LaserWriter; backup system is recommended.
Commercial Leasing Edge goes beyond a typical
client/prospect tracking database. It is a comprehensive package that manages detailed information on
tenants and commercial buildings, brokers and space
availability. It was specifically written to fully automate the research and data processing activities of
the independent leasing broker, leasing agency or a
building owner's leasing/marketing staff.
The building database includes detailed building
profiles with ihe capability to search, sort and print
square footage, rates, expenses, location, expiration
dates, available space, etc. The tenant database
includes detailed tenant profiles with multiple locations per tenant, and provides prospecting tickle card
generation. An active client status report tracks
multiple clients involved in new lease negotiations,
renewals or expansions. The broker database
includes broker company profiles with agent lists,
broker building lists, form letters and labels. An electronic Rolodex is available for quick search or entry
of phone numbers and other contact information. In
addition, there are single key connections to word
processors, drafting programs and spreadsheets. An
optional custom reporting module enables a user to
search, sort, extract and calculate multiple variables
on any information set within the database to generate focused reports in a variety of user-defined formats.
$995 retail; single user (discounts are available for
additional users per site license)
$500 retail; custom reporting module
Mac Management Systems; 620 Congress Ave., Ste.
200; Austin, TX 78701 ; 512-477-4747
Commercial Property Management Call
Reporting
High-rise building maintenance
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive.
Commercial Property Management Call
Reporting is a system designed to handle the maintenance of high-rise buildings in major metropolitan
areas. It is custom designed to fit the needs at each
installation.
The program receives trouble reports from tenants and tracks each report through its disposition,
including charging costs either to the tenant or to
cost centers that are the responsibility of the management company or owner. A9tual costs of maintenance are compared to projected/budgeted costs to
give the management company or owner an accurate
indication of the financial status.
The program also tracks information necessary
to maintain union standards when dealing with union
personnel. Hours of labor used or projected, rates
and labor contracts can be tracked.
Commercial Property Management also accounts
for tenant monies designated for maintenance or renovation, and maintains a current tenant roster.
$3,500 to $7,000 retail
Zephyrus, Inc.; 371 Nevada St., MIC 5226; Auburn,
CA 95604; 916-885-5065
Commercial/Industrial Real Estate Applications
Project cost, expense analysis for new development
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Excel or
Works.
Commercial/Industrial Real Estate Applications
is a spreadsheet model for commercial real estate
developers that can be used to produce pro forma
budgets. It's intended to produce reports that demonstrate the viability of proposed projects and support
for developers ' requests for financing.
All program data is entered into an Assumptions
screen. From this information the program produces
a three-page report. The first page states general
information about a project and its financing. The
second page summarizes architectural and engineering information, land, development, construction,
lease-up and total project costs. The third page presents a projected income-and-expense statement for
the first full year of operation after lease-up. This
page also includes estimated resale, with cap-rate
calculation.

A developer may specify the lender's debt coverage ratio, and the model provides the maximum loan
a project will support. Similarly, a user may specify a
required rate of return, and the program estimates
gross rental income needed.
$100 retail
RealData, Inc.; 78 N. Main St.; South Norwalk,
CT 06854; 203-857-4310 or 800-899-6060
Financial Analysis 4.0
Financial functions; analysis
512K or larger Macintosh ; Microsoft Excel or
Works.
Financial Analysis is a collection of power tools
for business and personal use that offers 18 financial
models.
Financial models include: Personal Financial
Statement, Financial Calculator, 1-R-V Calculator,
Financial Ratio Analysis, Mortgage-Ecjuity
Capitalization and Present Value/Reversion.
The program also includes The Six Functions of
$1 , Lease vs. Buy for equipment and calculators for
Modified Internal Rate of Return, Modified
Financial Management Rate of Return and Yield on a
Wraparound Mortgage. Applications added to
Version 4.0 include Comparative Market Analysis,
Rent vs. Buy, Qualification, Payment Charts and Biweekly and Monthly Amortization Schedules.
$195 retail
RealData, Inc.; 78 N. Main St.; South Norwalk, CT
06854; 203-857-4310 or 800-899-6060
The Financial Analyzer
Real estate financial functions
Macintosh Plus or larger; 4th Dimension or 4D
Runtime.
The Financial Analyzer contains an assortment
of real estate financial functions designed to help
increase sales by providing clients with investment
analysis and mortgage information.
Key features of the program include: a comparison of the financial considerations for home ownership vs. rent; feasibility reports and payinent
schedules for adjustable rate mortgages; loan amortization schedules for conventional, variable-rate and
multiple-asset mortgages; and a depreciation schedule using six different depreciation methods.
The program allows users to perform investment
analysis functions such as: net present value; capitalization rate; future and present value of a single sum
or an annuity; internal rate of return; and proration.
In addition, the user can prepare buyer financial
statements and buyer/seller sheets on company letterhead.
$295 retail
Trendware Corp.; PO Box 2285; Huntington,
CT 06484; 203-926-1116
Land ca le
Deed plotting and land calculation program
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 6.0 or later.
Landcalc is .a deed plotting and land calculation
program for real estate lawyers, appraisers and other
professionals who need to see a graphical representation of deed descriptions. All information appears
both graphically and numerically as it is input. It
plots as users enter or edit metes and bounds data.
Users can enter data in a variety of different ways:
draw with the mouse, import from another program,
fill in a spreadsheet, enter a series of bearings and
distances or enter curves in a dozen different ways.
Users can choose exactly which information
should appear for each point, line, curve, boundary
and field traverse. Complete closure information can
be shown, including direction, length and relative
accuracy.
$195 retail
Compuneering Inc.; 113 McCabe Crescent;
Thornhill, Ontario, Canada L4J 2S6; 416-738-4601
Lease Portfolio I
Tracks rental receipts
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive recommended.
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Vertical Markets/

Real Estate
Lease Portfolio is designed to track rental
receipts for groups of leases. It keeps track of rents
received and owed, various penalties associated with
late payments, due dates, receipt dates, other charges
and balances due.
Lease Portfolio generates several reports, including individual detailed lease activity reports, entire
portfolio summary reports, daily transaction entry
reports, delinquency reports and client mailing
labels. The program is intended for use by landlords,
leasing companies, property management companies
or any group that must manage large volumes of
leases.
$149.95 retail
Softflair, Inc.; 8753 Park View; Milwaukee,
WI 53226; 414-797-4490
Loan Qualifier
Assists in qualifying mortgage prospects, calculates
all loan costs and generates a closing and qualification report
Any Macintosh.
Loan Qualifier assists in qualifying mortgage
prospects, calculates all of the costs associated with
the loan and generates an accurate loan estimate
report.
Purchases and refinan.ces can be handled with:
typical first mortgages; second mortgages; assumptions; seller carrybacks; and fixed , variable, equity or
blended rate loans. It will support single-family,
PUDs and multiunit real estate transactions.
The program calculates whether the client qualifies and details the following: income required and
maximum loan that will qualify; tax and insurance
impounds; first and second mortgage principal and
interest; property taxes and insurance; transfer taxes;
and homeowners association dues.
It reports application fees, such as appraisal,
credit report, document stamps, escrow, notary, title,
recording, processing and inspection. The tool also
calculates pro rated taxes, pre-paid interest, qualifying ratios, total down payment, total monthly payment and all costs.
$99 retail
Financial Microware; PO Box 40; Cupertino,
CA 95015; 408-446-5639
LoanLease Library
Loan tracking software
512K or larger Macintosh.
LoanLease Library will generate custom amortization schedules for both normal and unique loan situations. It is designed to handle loans with varied
payment amounts and sporadic dates. An automatic
date increment feature allows for quick entry of payment dates. It can assess penalties for late payments
'by using a variety of methods, such as per-day penalties, one-time charges, late interest and grace-day
periods. Payment intervals supported include: weekly, biweekly, semimonthly, monthly, quarterly, semiannual or annual. Several types of schedules may be
compared on screen simultaneously, based on the
options selected from the pull-down menus.
For leases, LoanLease Library keeps track of
rental receipts, rent due, several penalty options,
other miscellaneous charges, the balance due and
payment dates vs. due dates. A detailed activity summary statement may be generate for leases.
All reports may be customized with user-supplied headers. In addition, a user may print any specified portion of the report or the entire report at
anytime. A statistics option is also available to provide detailed summary information for both loans
and leases.
$69.95 retail
Softflair, Inc.; 8753 Park View; Milwaukee,
WI 53226; 414-797-4490

MacAppraiser
Residential/commercial appraisal software
512KE or larger Macintosh; lmageWriter or
LaserWriter.
MacAppraiser is a stand-alone program for real
estate appraisers. It is an integrated package for processing a 15-page residential appraisal report.
The program includes the residential appraisal
form, extra comparables form, extra comments form
and photo and sketch addendum forms, as well as a
customizable invoice, letter of transmittal and cover
sheet. All forms are shown to scale on screen, and
the completed report is stored as one file.
The program has a sketch tool; a layout tool; six
databases for comparables, lenders, neighborhoods,
etc.; and the ability to access more than 1,040 standard responses for easy data entry.
With the sketch tool, which works like
MacDraw, an appraiser can complete a full-page or
half-page sketch addendum. Sketch dimensions can
be entered from the keyboard or mouse, and the living area is automatically calculated. It includes bathroom fixtures , fireplaces and staircases for dressing
up the sketch. Even the location map can be pasted
into the sketch.
With the layout tool, the invoice, transmittal letter and cover sheet can be customized to include the
business logo and other graphic objects, as well as all
key information from the appraisal form.
The program will print the report data onto
preprinted appraisal forms or print the forms and
data using the LaserWriter NT or NTX. When printing with an ImageWriter, special form aligning has
been incorporated to allow easy alignment of the
legal size forms.
$100 retail; MacAppraiser (3 in l) URAR, Condo,
Income
$195 retail; MacAppraiser Sketch-a-Lot Real Estate
Sketch Processor
$495 retail; MacAppraiser URAR Report Processor
$125 retail; MacAppraiser Land Form Processor
$125 retail; MacAppraiser 704 Form Processor
$175 retail; MacAppraiser Condo Form Processor
$295 retail; MacAppraiser ERC Form Processor
Bradford and Robbins; 4894 Pebble Glen Dr.; San
Jose, CA 95129; 408-996-2331
MacAppraiser Office Manager
Office management for real estate appraisers
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 6.0 or /ate1:
MacAppraiser Office Manager is designed to
help real estate appraisers manage their office work.
Developed for the single or multiappraiser office, the
program keeps track of lenders and clients, services
provided, appraisers and their commissions, payments and outstanding balances. Records for
appraisal requests, invoices, bank deposits and customer statements can be printed. Reports for income,
commissions, check register. collections, work due
and work completed can also be printed for easy
tracking. Report information is selected on a date
range, so users see only the data that is really needed.
The Office Manager is multiuser for easy use in larger offices.
$395 retail
Bradford and Robbins; 4894 Pebble Glen Dr.; San
Jose, CA 95129; 408-996-2331
Maclmmeubles
Property management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive recommended; Image Writer or LaserWriter.
Maclmmeubles is a complete property management system that allows users to manage, administer
and perform all of the basic accounting chores relating to property management.
Maclmmeui;>les is available in three configurations. At the low end, a configuration enables a user to
manage 0ne property at a time with an unlimited number of rental units. At the high end, there is a configuration that allows a property manager to
simultaneously handle an unlimited number of customers, properties and rental units. All configurations
offer service and parking space administrations, as
well as the ability to generate addressed form letters.
A key feature of the system is its ability to notify
users of important tasks that must be done, such as
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repairs to be made, letters to be sent, lease renewals,
late payments and more.
Maclmmeubles' accounting system, in addition
to handling its five main journals, issues deposit
slips, manages postdated and returned checks and
produces all of the necessary reports.
$495 to $1,495 Canada retail
Logiciel duParc, Inc.; 10000 Lajeuenesse, Rm. 210;
Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3L 2El; 514-385-1620
Mac Property
Property management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive recommended; ImageWriter or LaserWrite1:
MacProperty is a complete property management system that allows users to manage, administer
and perform all the basic accounting chores relating
to property management. The program was designed
on Omnis 3 Plus for businesspeople who either manage their own properties or other people's properties.
MacProperty is available in three configurations.
At the low end, a configuration enables a user to
manage one property at a time with an unlimited
number of rental units. At the high end, there is a
configuration that allows a property manager to handle simultaneously an unlimited number of customers, properties and rental units. All
configurations offer service and parking space
administration and generate addressed form letters.
A key feature of the system is its capability to
notify users of important tasks that must be done,
such as repairs to be made, letter's to be sent, lease
renewals, late payments and more.
Mac Property's accounting system, in addition to
handling its five main journals, issues deposit slips,
manages postdated and returned checks and produces
all of the necessary reports.
$395 to $1,195 Canada retail
ConnecTalk, Inc.; 988 Sauve East; Montreal,
Quebec, Canada. H2C 1Z3; 514-381-3060
Manage-U-Store V4.5
Self-serve storage management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive recommended; lmageWrite1:
Manage-U-Store is a program for managing selfstorage facilities.
Features include: tracks up to 15 units rented to
any one client; complete financial history of all
transactions occurring for each client; ability to send
invoices prior to due date; reserve or hold a particular unit for a client; lists of all clients available sorted
by client name or postal code; mailing labels; alternate addresses for each client; find any particular
client on either last name or company name; automatically posts rent and late charges on the day they
are due; automatically prints late letters and invoices
during posting; computes any tax.automatically at
preset rate; automatically calculates any pro rated
rental amounts; monthly statement and billing can
include monthly insurance; system can be configured
to anniversary date, first of the month or any combination of up to three default dates per month; permits
post-dated checks or pre-authorized credit card slips;
automatic numbering of contracts; welcome letter
printed to clarify payment obligations of client; complete record of all correspondence and dates sent;
delinquent account information; payments are easily
split over numerous units; receipt automatically
printed, if requested; transaction numbers assigned
for complete audit trail; NFS (returned) checks easily
entered and service charge automatically assigned;
easy cash drawer reconciliation report; unit maintenance status and last inspection dates avai lable; more
than 24 comprehensive reports; listing of all
deposits; vacant unit list and delinquent account list
printed every day upon start up; nine levels of password security; and more.
The program can be customized to fit individual
needs and allows users to adjust the configurations at
any time.
$1,995 U.S. retail
The Write Hand, Inc.; 100 Elworthy Ave.; London,
Ontario, Canada N6C 2M4; 519-672-9271 or
501-253-8025 (in U.S.)

I·

Vertical Markets/
Real Estate
Mortgage Loan Calculator Plus
Qualifies buyers by loan type; for mortgage bankers,
realtors and home builders
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Mortgage Loan Calculator is a series of programs designed to qualify buyers by five loan types.
The system graphically displays a large calculator on screen with displays for loan type, annual
income, loan amount, term, rate, long term debt,
other monthly expenses, monthly P/I payment and
home price.
There are two basic methods for qualification:
enter the annual income to compute the maximum
loan amount, or enter the requested loan amount or
home price to compute the required annual income.
Results are instantly displayed for all categories and
will be redisplayed if any new factor is entered to
answer a buyer's what-if questions.
The system utilizes maintainable default values
for qualification, including ratios by loan type, closing costs, mortgage discount, loan rate, loan term,
minimum down payment, federal and state tax rates,
monthly housing expenses, expected appreciation,
disclaimers and more.
A selected loan-type worksheet can be printed,
as well as an amortization schedule with options for
annual or monthly detail, fixed and ARM loans with
monthly or bi-weekly payments.
$139 retail
HMS Computer Co.; 2401 Pilot Knob Rd., Ste. 108;
Mendota Heights, MN 55120; 612-452-5928
The Mortgage Office
Loan processing and office automation system
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM; hard disk drive.
The Mortgage Office is a complete loan processing and office automation system for originating
FNMA/FHLMC loans.
Features include: fully integrates three functional
modules (Agent Prospecting, Loan Processing and
Management Reporting) into one cohesive solution;
processes on screen all of the necessary
FNMA/FHLMC loan forms; reduces training time
and increases processor efficiency by presenting
actual loan forms on screen exactly as they appear on
paper; provides a consistent way of qualifying
prospects; helps keep tight management controls
with easily created monthly production and pipeline
reports; makes extensive use of Macintosh features;
and provides a complete solution for all aspects of
the mortgage brokerage process.
$1,495 retail; Loan Processing Module
$2,495 retail; Loan Processing, Agent Prospecting
and Management Reporting Modules (single user)
$3,995 retail; Loan Processing, Agent Prospecting
and Management Reporting Modules (multiuser)
Metropolis Software, Inc.; 505 Hamilton Ave., Ste.
305; Palo Alto, CA 94301; 415-322-2001
The Mortgage Qualifier
Residential mortgage database and qualifier for brokers, lenders, home builders
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Excel.
The Mortgage Qualifier is a system intended for
real estate agents, lenders and builders. In addition to
being a back-office analysis program, it is designed
for use in sales or interviewing situations.
The program's database contains facts about type
of loan, interest rate, points, fees, maximum and
minimum amounts, qualifying and debt ratios and
more. The program allows a user to qualify prospects
for FHA, VA and most types of conventional home
mortgages. It will display and print list loans, loan
qualifications and loan detail reports to help a user
choose, qualify and explain suitable loans for a
prospect.
$195 retail
RealData, Inc.; 78 N. Main St.; South Norwalk,
CT 06854; 203-857-4310 or 800-899-6060

On Schedule Version 2.0
Cash-flow planning for subdivisions and condominiums
Macintosh Plus or larger; Microsoft Excel or Works.
On Schedule is designed to help real estate
developers produce month-by-month plans for drawing down, using and repaying development loans.
Users enter all cash inflow and outflow assumptions about their projects in one area of this spreadsheet model. They can specify the amount for certain
expenses in any or all of the report function's 60
available months, fine-tune construction costs and
vary their selling schedules to compare best-case and
worst-case projections.
Based on the given assumptions, the program
forecasts projected absorption and cash inflows and
outflows for each month. It also calculates how
much of a development loan must be drawn each
month to meet expenses. In addition, the program
monitors loan status and identifies when a project
will be sold and the lender repaid.
$195 retail
Rea!Data, Inc.; 78 N. Main St.; South Norwalk,
CT 06854; 203-857-4310 or 800-899-6060
The Power Listor
Real estate agency management
Macintosh Plus or larger; 20 MB hard disk drive ;
4th Dimension Runtime.
. The Power Listor keeps track of every property
that was entered into the Multiple Listing Service
(MLS) over the past two years. Date listed, price,
MLS number, village, subdivision, terms of sale and
every other fact that was provided to the MLS is
available. For in-house listings, users can print out
appropriate MLS forms directly from the computer.
Additional information may be input, included on a
fact sheet and distributed to potential buyers.
The program provides users with the capability
of creating and printing reports on any information,
in any order and with any subtotals or totals needed.
There is built in multiuser capability.
$1,995 retail
Power Software, Inc.; Ada's Commercial Complex;
130 E. Marine Dr., Bldg. C, Ste. 107; Agana, Guam
96910; 671-477-7781
Pro Report Writer
Generates narrative-style building inspection reports
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
Pro Report Writer, Real Estate Version, generates narrative-style building inspection reports by
allowing users to enter pertinent information about
buildings and choosing standardized, pre-written text
selections to build the required documents. The program uses the point-and-click technology of the
Macintosh to allow users to produce reports with little or no typing.
While Pro Report Writer comes with standardized text, all text may be edited on screen before or
after incorporation into a report. Additional sections
may be written and added to the text file. The program also permits users to make multiple selections
for unusual situations where the inspected house has
multiple roof types or additions of different construction.
Customized, expanded upgrades of the program
are available.
$500 retail
Shaman Software; 12708 Foxton Rd. ; Foxton,
CO 80441; 303-674-9784 or 800-624-8597
ProAnalysis Vl.1
Real estate investment analysis
512K or larger Macintosh; lmageWriter or
LaserWriter.
ProAnalysis is a tool for analyzing any type of
investment property. It allows investors to forecast
the income, expense, depreciation, tax and resale
value of the property to produce a detailed analysis
reflecting the property's worth.
As a stand alone program, ProAnalysis takes full
advantage of the Macintosh interface by providing
easy to use entry screens that offer multiple options
for forecasting investment variables. A built-in comparison analysis allows users to perform sensitivity

analysis and property comparisons and print up to 15
years in the analysis.
Included in the package is a 100-page manual
with a tutorial and an extensive glossary and index.
Online help is available.
$295 retail
Metropolis Software, Inc.; 505 Hamilton Ave., Ste.
305; Palo Alto, CA 94301; 415-322-2001
Pro Class
Prospect closing assistant; prepares home estimate,
proposal and purchase agreement
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM.
ProClass is an interactive sales tool designed to
be used by marketing personnel of a builder or
development firm.
The system allows a prospective buy.er and sales
agent to "build" a home purchase price, determine
the buyer's qualifications and calculate monthly
costs and cash requirements.
The system contains three databases: a file of
loan types, which includes loan rates, loan term,
closing costs, mortgage discounts and qualification
ratios; a file of basic models, which includes price,
estimated taxes, insurance, utilities, association dues
and expected appreciation; and a file of model construction options and selling prices.
Modules include prospect maintenance, model
home maintenance, option maintenance, loan maintenance, model home selection, built home estimate,
financial work space, print home estimate and/or
purchase agreement.
$495 retail; includes application software and Omnis
3 run-time software
HMS Computer Co.; 2401 Pilot Knob Rd., Ste. 108;
Mendota Heights, MN 55120; 612-452-5928
Property Management ID
Accounting and management system
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
Property Management III is a full-featured
accounting and management package, ideally suited
to both the private owner and professional manager.
It offers property and unit profiles, Accounts
Receivable, Accounts Payable and General Ledger,
all combined into one seamlessly integrated package.
Features include: open-item accrual-based
accounting, with detail retained past the monthly
close out; automatic billing of monthly rent, common
area charges and other user-defined charges; tenant
statements, with aging; complete Accounts Payable
system, with cash management and discount
scheduling; automatic posting of recurring monthly
expenses; cash requirements report, check printing
and vendor 1099s; integrated General Ledger that
updates immediately as AIR and A/P transaejions are
posted (separate chart of accounts and financial
statement for every property); service/maintenance
history and tracking; lease abstract facility; collection letters and notices; management and financial
reports; online documentation; and more.
$1,495 retail; unlimited number of units and properties
$995 retail; limited to 500 units
$695 retail; limited to 200 units
$395 retail; limited to 50 units
(all smaller versions are upgradable to any larger
capacity version without any lost data)
$45 retail; fully-functional evaluation system
Rea!Data, Inc.; 78 N. Main St.; South Norwalk,
CT 06854; 203-857-4310 or 800-899-6060
Property Management, Level 2
Real estate management system for tracking information about rental properties
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; Microsoft
Excel.
Property Management, Level 2 is a property
management system designed to track information
about rental properties.
The program uses a balance-forward type of
record ke~ping system with simple commands available to close out each month and year.
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Vertical Markets/
Real Estate
Key features include: aproperty profile with

detailed infonnation about each rental unit; a cash
receipts journal; a cash disbursements journal (with
check writing), operating from a single checkbook
(even for multiple properties); a rents receivable
ledger with automatic posting of late charges and
annual pass-throughs; a billing system that produces
statements or late notices on plain white paper (base
rent, additional rent, parking fee, late fee and common area charges are all itemized); a comprehensive
chart of accounts; a vendor list; a critical dates calendar; and monthly financial statements for as many as
10 separate properties.
Level 2 can keep records on up to 250 rental
units. These units may be all in one property or
spread out over as many as 10 properties. The system
will handle up to 300 disbursements per month, with
each disbursement distributed to one or two general
ledger accounts. The Chart of Accounts contains 10
asset, eight liability, six income and 29 expense categories. The program's macro code is accessible so
that customization of the program by a knowledgeable Excel user or consultant is possible.
$295 retail
RealData, Inc.; 78 N. Main St.; South Norwalk,
CT 06854; 203-857-4310 or 800-899-6060
Property Manager
Property management system
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; dot marrix printer.
Property Manager is a complete, multiuser, multicompany property management system that allows
the automation of tenant billing, work orders and
expense accounting.
System highlights include: pro-rated billings,
multiple unit types, multiple deposit accounts,
monthly invoicing for tenants, late charge percent
and flat rate billing, print tenant receipts for payments, prints work orders for maintenance, additional charge billings, alternate tenant billing,
management reports, recurring invoice and recurring
entries. General Ledger integration, Accounts
Payable and Payroll interface is available.
$795 retail
Micro VertiSoft; 1221 Roanwood Way; Concord,
CA 94521; 415-672-1166
The Property Manager
Residential, commercial and ministorage property
management
Macinrosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
The Property Manager is a residential and commercial property management system that helps
users manage scarce resources - time and capital to increase their bottom line through better control
and increased productivity.
The system automates such tasks as automatic
rent increase notices and profit and loss statements,
along with complete ledger reports.
A unique feature of the program, Note Pad,
allows users to manage virtually any type of information. Each tenant, rental unit and vendor has their
own Note Pad that is up to 1,500 lines. Through the
use of the Note Pad users may track lease abstracts,
legal infonnation, maintenance histories, delinquency histories and more.
Additional features include: complete tenant
ledger with histories and delinquency, lease expiration and deposit refund notices; rental unit infonnation, including vacancy analysis; multiowner trust
account management; check writing, automatic mortgage payment and amortization; General Ledger with
automatic posting of all activity; up to 1,500 properties with 1,500 units per property; mailing lists; and
more.
$495 retail; Tenant Control Module
$995 retail; Professional System (single user)
$1,795 retail; Professional System (multiuser)
MPM Computing; 41530 Big Sage Ct.; Temecula,
CA 92390; 714-694-4460

Property Master
Small to medium rental property management
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 4.1 or larer;
FileMake1:
Property Master is designed to manage new or
existing rental property, whether it is a duplex or an
apartment complex with many units. The purpose of
the program is to cut down on the paperwork and
management problems ownership brings.
Once initial input is completed, which Property
Master prompts users to enter, the program will print
rental notices, building reports, tenant lists, work
orders and expense reports. Property Master tracks
rental payments and those moving in or out. It calculates pro rata shares of fees on a monthly or weekly
basis. At the end of the month, Property Master provides a complete operating statement.
Another feature of Property Master is its ability
to tabulate a year-end general ledger on every property. This yearly tax infonnation is easily stored on a
disk in the event of an audit. Property Master also
allows users to print the following forms: building
reports, unit reports, tenant reports, rent notices,
three- or five-day notices to pay or vacate, proof of
service report and work orders.
$1,295 suggested retail
Tronsoft, Inc.; 133 W. De La Guerra St.; Santa
Barbara, CA 93101; 805-564-3386
Property Place, Residential
Residential rental property management
Macilirosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
Property Place is a full-featured residential rental
property management system that provides accounting and administrative services for an unlimited
number of companies, properties, rental units and
tenants. The system automatically bills tenants, and
there is no requirement to close the books prior to
entering payments, expenditures or creating reports.
Property Place also processes parking space and condominium leases, returned checks, fees and damages,
lease extensions and renewals, property sales and
transfers, tenant subsidized rent and tenant transfers.
A manager can automatically generate addressed
fonn letters, including warning (5-day), 14-day and
30-day notices and many ad hoc reports.
This base version is intended for managers who
require summary (monthly) expenditure tracking
capabilities. Balance sheets, profit and loss statements and various accounting ratios can be reported
by building, complex, company or consolidated corporate entity. Payments can also be reported by tenant in either summary or detail rent ledger fonn. A
manager can request these financial reports for any
time period desired.
$395 retail; single user
$575 retail; multiuser
Call for VAX infonnation
Pinehill Software Corp.; 19 Pine Hill Cir.; Waltham,
MA 02154;617-891-9711
Property Tracker
Accounts Receivable/Accounts Payable system for
commercial properties
Maci/l/osh Plus or larger; 4th Dimension Rulllime
(included) .
Property Tracker is an Accounts Receivable and
Accounts Payable program for managing commercial properties, including retail space, office space
and residential properties. It pennits user-defined
chart of accounts with budget, multiple checking
accounts per property and selectable cash or accrual
accounting method. It tracks vendors, vendor invoices, creates and prints checks, vendor I099s, tracks
tenants, creates and prints tenant invoices and generates CAM (Common Area Maintenance) charges.
The program provides rent roll, CAM, A/Paging,
A/R aging, check reconciliation and actual vs. budget reporting.
$4,995 retail
Footprints, Inc.; 2469 E. 7000 South, Ste. 207; Salt
Lake City, UT 84121; 801-942-1580 or
800-635-5280
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Prospect Tracking System
Prospect database; sales tool for builders and realtors
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive.
The Prospect Tracking System is an interactive
sales tool that provides for tracking prospects
through a series of buying decisions until making an
actual sale.
At the time of data entry, key infonnation is captured to profile prospects, their needs and to establish
steps to complete a sale.
The system is interfaced to a word processing
program to facilitate the preparation of mailings to
prospects based on selectable requirements, such as
buying range, product preference, location preference and level of buying interest.
Management reporting includes the ability to
analyze prospects by advertising (how they heard of
you), prospect grade, buying range and buying interest, whether they currently own or rent, type of current housing, number of bedrooms, specific product
interest, district analysis and family type.
Management sales reports include prospect status reports by project and sales representative; sales
by salesperson by project, with contingent and noncontingent sales dates; referral reports by salesperson
showing prospect, who referred to and why prospect
was referred; and purge reports showing prospects
dropped from system and why they were removed.
$395 retail; includes application software and Omnis
3 run-time software
HMS Computer Co.; 2401 Pilot Knob Rd., Ste. 108;
Mendota Heights, MN 55120; 612-452-5928
Real Estate Edge
Prospecting system for real estate salespeople; creates mail merge letters, labels and envelopes
Macintosh with I MB of RAM; hard disk drive.
Real Estate Edge is a prospecting system
designed for real estate salespeople interested in generating more listings by farming a region through
mass mailings of sales letters and newsletters. Real
estate professionals can write and store multiple letters and send these letters, along with envelopes,
mailing labels or shipping labels, to hundreds of contacts with the click of a mouse.
Features include: generates a significant number
of new listings by greatly simplifying mass mailing
campaigns; efficiently manages a contact list;
instantly recalls the history of mailings sent to any
contact by viewing the automatically programmed
activity list; finds any contact by first or last name,
address, company name or category; imports and
exports farming list to other applications and
databases; and more.
$395 retail
Metropolis Software, Inc.; 505 Hamilton Ave., Ste.
305; Palo Alto, CA 94301; 415-322-2001
Real Estate Investment Analysis Version 6.0
Income-property investment analysis incorporating
Tax Refonn rules
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Excel or
Works.
Real Estate Investment Analysis is a comprehensive real estate investment package, the core of
which is a IO-year cash flow projection for any type
of commercial or residential income-producing property.
It allows a user to project the before and after-tax
consequences of ownership and resale, all on a yearby-year basis. A user can construct anything from a
simple and straightforward analysis to a complex and
sophisticated investment scenario. Among the factors
that can be included are purchase price, capital
improvements, adjustable or fi xed-rate mortgages,
vacancy and credit loss, projected income and
expenses and more. This infonnation will be correlated into a detailed year-by-year report.
The program also handles the major revisions of
the Tax Refonn Act. Linked directly to the cash flow
model is a commercial lease analysis that allows a
user to project the total gross rent that will be collected from an investment property each year.

Vertical Markets/

Real Estate
Also included in the program are several utility
programs, such as an amortization program for fixedrate loans, an annual income-and-expense statement
for real estate and an internal rate-of-return calculator.
In addition to tax-related changes, new features
to Version 6.0 include the ability to generate summary, as well as detailed reports; the capacity to make
projections about an increased number of operating
expenses; an option to refinance all mortgages at the
end of any year; and the capability to use available
cash reserves automatically to absorb negative cash
flows.
$250 retail
Rea!Data, Inc.; 78 N. Main St.; South Norwalk,
CT 06854; 203-857-43 IO or 800-899-6060
Real Estate Master
Produces cash flow and profit analysis reports of
potential commercial/residential property investments
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 4.1 or lata
Real Estate Master is a program that produces a
13- to 15-page report showing cash flow and a profit
analysis of a potential investment, with both pre- and
post-tax results displayed in numbers and graphs.
This report and a9alysis can be created for new and
existing single-family homes, multifamily units and
commercial or industrial propertiys.
Real Estate Master allows users to analyze existing buildings for remodel ing, raising rents, lease-up
options, interior and exterior improvements, occupancy rates, loan options, operating costs and partnership scenarios.
Real Estate Master features an art graphing tool ,
called the Fondler, which allows users to play whatif games by moving graph points for top-down and
bottom-up modeling. An optional interactive voice
generator warns users when the project enters a negative cash flow position.
Real Estate Master was designed to help
investors, architects, contractors and developers.
$1,495 suggested retail .
Tronsoft, Inc.; 133 W. De La Guerra St.; Santa
Barbara, CA 93101; 805-564-3386
Real Estate Partners
Business development; syndication analysis; real
estate analysis
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive;
lmageWriter.
Real Estate Partners contains both businessdevelopment information and a computer program
that will assist investors and business people with
structuring small-scale real estate partnerships.
It is designed to help generate income through
management fees, organizational fees and long-term
appreciation of partnership property.
The program helps investors analyze properties
from two strategic viewpoints.
Buy-Hold is used to help buy a property and
hold it for the long term. It performs the cash-flow
projections necessary for correctly analyzing the
investment potential of a property; calculates what
each partner's s~are will be; generates a seven-page
report; and calculates all of the financial consequences of an investment.
Wrap-Sell analyzes the income potential of purchasing a property, wrapping the financing and
reselling it for a profit.
The internal Financial Calculator can be used to
calculate monthly payments, remaining balances,
amortizations, APR for add-on-interest, add-on-interest for APR, leasehold amortizations, present value
and annuities.
A help menu for general information and individual topics is included, as well as online help
screens.
$295 retail; program
$10 retail; demo
Meta Venture Technology; 247 E. Colorado Blvd.,
Ste. 253; Pasadena, CA 91101; 818-796-5479

Real Estate Partnership Plus
Income property analysis
Macintosh Plus or larger; Microsoft Excel or Works.
Real Estate Partnership Plus is a IO-year income
property analysis designed for investments structured
as limited or general partnerships. It performs a complete before-tax property analysis, detailing income,
expenses, financing, cash flows, reserves, improvements and potential resale. It also allows users to
allocate individual percentages of cash flow, taxable
income and profit from sale to the limited and general partners, as well as a preferential return to the limited partners. The program then produces a capital
account analysis for the general and limited partners,
showing their investment, cash flow, taxable income
and ultimate profit, all on a year-by-year basis.
Finally, it produces a straightforward property
overview and partner's overview, suitable for presentation to a potential investor.
The program includes a powerful statistical
mode for the projection of future income and expenses of a particular property. It also provides a new
advanced lease analysis capable of handling percentage or fixed escalations, tenant concessions and percentage rents.
$295 retail
Rea!Data, Inc.; 78 N. Main St.; South Norwalk,
CT 06854; 203-857-4310 or 800-899-6060
Real Prospects
For commercial real estate brokers tracking properties, people, agents, leases and expenses
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
Real Prospects tracks commercial people,
properties agents, contact histories and mailings. It
matches buyers and sellers and features 54 searchable, user-definable data fields for flexible searching.
Features include: tracks advertising expenses
and agent productivity; supports commercial
prospecting, farming, listings and comparables;
increases productivity; calculates simple mortgages
and investor returns; and creates form letters and
labels.
Real Prospects includes Omnis runtime or multiuser. A demo is available.
$600 retail; single user
$1,500 retail; multiuser
$40 retail; demo
Data Workshop; 935 Main St., Ste. H-9; Manchester,
CT 06040; 203-647-8625
RealScan System III
Real estate market information system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 45 MB hard disk drive per
county; CD-ROM drive.
RealScan is a real estate market information system that allows access to millions of property information records for major metropolitan areas in South
Florida.
Using a Macintosh and a CD-ROM disc drive,
the system provides instant access to accurate and
comprehensive information about ownership,
addresses, prices paid for properties, mortgage
amounts, assessed values, real estate taxes and legal
descriptions of property boundaries, as well as
detailed information about buildings and features,
including bedrooms, bathrooms, living square feet,
pools, patios, tennis courts and other amenities that
effect property values. Commercial property features, such as loading docks, elevators and sprinkler
systems, are also displayed.
Users can find any property by address, owner or
legal description and "List Comparables." In a matter
of seconds, the RealScan system will estimate the
market value of a property, along with a list of comparable property sales used in the estimate. The system provides absolute control over how to search for
properties and what information is displayed, including calculated fields to analyze data.
Information provided includes: property address,
tax folio number and legal description; owner(s)
name and address with Zip code; land use, zoning
and building types; assessed values, exemptions and
taxes; sales history with sale date, sale price and OR
book and page; mortgages with date, amount, mortgagee and type; land features with lot size and loca-

tion; and building features with dimensions, room
counts and amenities.
$500 retail; software licensing fee
$495 retail; per county
$345 per month retail; for weekly sales and mortgage
updates
$275 retail; monthly updates
LaserScan Systems, Inc.; 5310 NW 33rd Ave. , Ste.
115; Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309; 305-739-7715
Rems Investor Series
Real estate analysis
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive;
ImageWriter or laserWriter.
Rems Investor Series performs a detailed, multiyear analysis of the before- and after-tax cash flows
and rates of return from any type of real estate
investment.
The program offers 11 different types of loans,
17 variable parameters and 17 different depreciation
types. It has been updated to comply with the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986. The program can
compute return on investment, return on equity,
internal rate of return and financial management rate
of return. It also performs a detailed sales analysis,
including sensitivity analysis and produces a multipage report.
$195 retail; Rems Investor 1000
$395 retail; Rems Investor 2000
$795 retail; Rems Investor 3000
Good Software; 1360 I Preston Rd.; Dallas,
TX 75240; 214-239-6085 or 800-272-4663 (sales)
The Ten-Minute Property Manager Vl.01
Accounting system for multiple properties
Macintosh with I MB of RAM; hard disk drive; 4th
Dimension or4D Runtime.
The Ten-Minute Property Manager is an
accounting system designed for investors who manage their own rental properties. Data input is as
straightforward as recording a checkbook entry, yet
the program provides sophisticated reporting capabilities that allow an owner/manager to track all cash
flows and easily prepare end of the year taxes.
Features include: income tracking, expenses and
deposits, a user-defined chart of accounts and
advanced lookup procedures for specifying tenants,
vendors, properties and accounts.
$195 retail
Metropolis Software, Inc.; 505 Hamilton Ave., Ste.
305; Palo Alto, CA 94301; 415-322-2001
Yardi Property Management
Real Estate
Macintosh Plus or larger; internal disk drive and
hard disk drive; lmageWriter or laserWriter.
The Yardi Property Management program,
developed specifically for property owners and professional property managers, provides a fast way to
automate and organize the management of residential
and commercial properties, as well as condominium
associations and storage units.
$I, 195 retail; Deluxe Property Management
Yardi Systems, Inc.; 813 Reddick St.; Santa Barbara,
CA 93103; 805-966-3666

Vertical Markets/

Religion
Church Business Manager Plus
Church member management with groups, contribution, attendance, mail merge, reports and
budget/actual finance
512KE or larger Macintosh ; external disk drive or
hard disk drive.
The Church Business Manager Plus enables any
size church to manage all of their administrative and
financial management tasks. Integrated modules
include Member Records, Contributions, Attendance
Tracking, Group Tracking, Budget Tracking and
Member Communications.
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Religion
Member Records keeps track of people by family and giving units , special care groups and important demographic information. Contributions allows
users to post and keep track of contributions quickly.
Attendance Tracking keeps track of all member's
attendance patterns and will provide repons reflecting potential problem patterns divided into subgroups. Group Tracking allows a user co place people
in a labeled group, such as carpenters, teachers or
trained workers. Budget Tracking looks at budget to
actuals during a requested period and provides
churches with fund accounting capabilities. Member
Communications provides ready to expon fields to
Microsoft Word and allows sorting by demographics
or any field desired from membership records.
$599 retail; includes Omnis 3 Plus
CP Software; 1501 Adams Ave.; Milpitas,
CA 95035; 408-262-5182
Church Data Master Plus
Allows large or small local congregations to maintain membership, financial and pastoral records
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; modules
run on dual BOOK disk drives.
Church Data Master Plus (COM+) allows large
or small local congregations to maintain membership, financial, pastoral records and more. More than
80 repons are available.
Membership features include: address records;
individual records; church groups; committees; officers and leaders; multiple worship service and meeting attendance; visitors; multiple worship service
- attendance statistics; and year-end statistics on additions, losses, attendance and membership.
Accounting features include: daily ledger
entries; accounts payable; check writing; bank
deposit repons; chan of accounts; fund accounting;
automatic audit trail repons; income-to-expenditure
repon; budget; expenditures-to-budget comparisons;
and year-to-date statistics and averages.
Payroll features include: employee information;
payroll and W2s; accrued taxes; and quanerly and
year-end tax liability.
Contributions features include: memorial gifts
given and used; offerings; detailed and composite
repons of special offerings; estimates of giving; estimates to actual giving comparisons; individual's
five-year history of giving; individual giving statements at any time; and weekly and year-end statistics
on offerings.
Pastoral Records features include: worship scriptures, resources, sermons, themes and staff responsibilities; Sunday planning reference and guide; data
entry of pastoral visits; and tickler reminders of pastoral calls to be made.
Tape Ministry features include: cassette labels;
cross-referenced library lists; and mailing labels.
Custom or preset repons are provided to transfer
data from COM+ to other programs, such as Excel or
Microsoft Word, for complete integration. A multiuser version is available.
$265 retail; Membership, Visitor Records, Tape
Ministry
$265 retail; Contributions, Worship Statistics,
Memorial Gifts
$265 retail; Fund Accounting, Payroll
,
$795 retail; Single User (all modules integrated)
$995 retail; Multiuser (up to three users)
$ l ,395 retail; Multiuser (four to I0 users)
Computer Helper Publishing; 5898 Cleveland Ave.;
Columbus, OH 43231; 800-533-5227
The Church Office
Church management
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; System 4.3 or later.
The Church Office (TCO) is specifically
designed for the first-time computer user, yet is powerful enough to satisfy experienced users. Based on
HyperCard, TCO contains many on-screen graphics
and easily recognized symbols. A filing cabinet con-

tains family and personal information, such as committees, service projects and church school activities.
A safe contains individual contribution statements
with a streamlined weekly entry procedure. Messages
can be sent to users and online help files are readily
available. TCO can be linked to a word processor and
graphics programs. A run-time version of Repons
contains more than 30 ready-to-run repons.
Only pre-approved users can access TCO with
their personal password. Access levels are individually assigned so that only authorized users can
view/change selected records.
$395 retail; includes HyperCard
$20 retail; demo
TLC Software; PO Box 232; Osseo, MN 55369;
612-424-5798
Church Stewardship Program
Keeps track of various member information
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Church Stewardship Program is designed to
keep track of various member information, including
name, address, phone number, spouse, children, date
joined, binh date, Sunday school class, study groups,
membership number, visitors and prospective members.
Stewardship information tracked includes how
much was donated to each fund. Printed repons
include Rolodex cards, mailing labels, visitor list,
member list, prospective member list and a combined list of visitors, members and prospective members.
$295 retail; single user with Omnis 3 Plus Runtime
$495 retail; multiuser (requires Multiuser Omnis 3
Plus)
H&D Leasing; PO Box 1137; Clovis, NM 88101;
505-769-3711
ChurchMaster
User friendly church management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
ChurchMaster provides church, fund and group
management. Features include: selects mailing labels
and calling lists by 24 imponant criteria; produces
distinguished family directories; finds members by
panial names; displays complete member information; tracks unlimited number of groups and memberships; selects mailing labels and calling lists by
user-specified criteria; generates several handsome
group directories; uses fund-based accounting so
users can maintain one account and still keep track
of multiple funds; includes a complete pledging system; prints a professional contributions repon; displays audit trails and several types of summaries; and
generates a three-year trends analysis.
ChurchMaster includes context sensitive help,
interactive error messages, in-depth protection routines and a full-featured manual.
$299 retail
Software Development Group; PO Box 18027;
Boulder, CO 80308; 303-444-8789
ChurchMaster Professional
Church management
Macintosh Plus or larger.
· ChurchMaster Professional provides church,
fund and group management. Features include: complete fund-based accounting system; in-depth contributions management; form letters let users specify
up to eight different fill-ins; calling lists, labels and
form letters are selectable by any combination of 50
criteria; users can set up criteria specific to their
church; use by family or individual; potent group
management, including Sunday School section;
attendance for any activity; easy-to-use resource
scheduler; pastoral, family and individual notes;
counseling, tickler files and inventory; and more. All
sections include statistics to help users keep in couch
with their church.
Other features include: expons data in more than
10,000 formats and features; context-sensitive help;
interactive error messages; and data protection routines, including auto save.
$999 retail
Software Development Group; PO Box 18027;
Boulder, CO 80308; 303-444-8789
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ConCensus 2.0
Provides management of contribution and census
information for churches
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; Image Writer, LaserWriter or compatible
ConCensus provides management of contribution and census information for churches. Records on
families and individual members are used to maintain detailed information on each member, including
sacraments, church activities and special talents and
skills. It features contribution and fee tracking functions and allows for sophisticated financial record
keeping.
Batch entry speeds up the entering of weekly
financial data. Contribution, Fee and Journal
inquiries provide online information by member ID,
envelope, account and dollar amounts. Pledged
amounts can be matched to actual contributions by
both member and account. Services provided can be
matched to fees collected in the same manner. A
five-year financial history is maintained online.
Listings, mailing labels, summaries and expon
files can be extracted from both contributions and
census data. A user-defined repon function enables
the generation of customized listings, labels, summaries and expons files. A multiuser version allows
l 0 users to simultaneously maintain a single
database.
$695 retail; single user
Liturgical Publications, Inc.; 2875 S. James Dr.; New
Berlin, WI 53151; 414-785-1188
Lexegete: Matthew, Mark & Luke
Lectionary sermon planning
512K or larger Macintosh; MacWrite or Microsoft
Word.
Lexegete is a three-disk collection of theological
documents by 35 preachers and Bible scholars.
Using a built-in Greek font, users are guided through
60 passages from the Gospel of Matthew and Luke.
Clergy can use the program as the core of a continually growing library of scriptural study tools.
Future volumes will cover the Gospels of Mark and
John, as well as other New and Old Testament
books.
$59.95 per volume retail
Tischrede Software; PO Box 9594; N. Dartmouth,
MA 02747; 508-994-7907
Mac Church Assistant
Church member management with groups, contribution, attendance and repons
512KE or larger Macintosh .
The Mac Church Assistant is designed to meet
the needs of a small church (those with 200 or less
members). It has all of the benefits of the Church
Business Manager Plus, except for the following:
donation is restricted to 10 funds and mail merge is
not provided (only mailing labels).
$199 retail; includes Omnis 3 Plus
CP Software; 1501 Adams Ave.; Milpitas,
CA 95035; 408-262-5182
Mac Minister
Communications and expense-management tool for
ministers
512KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
.hard disk drive.
Mac Minister is a communications and expensemanagement tool developed for ministers.
Features include: maintains imponant information about a user 's personal and ministry contacts;
records call activity for each contact; generates a
comment list for any day; prints a list of unfulfilled
comments or a call history; sends letters to one or
more contacts; saves form letters; selects any subset
of contacts list for mailing; prints labels in several
formats; tracks expenses for a user or an organization; creates repons with up to 1,000 expenses per
repon; automatic currency conversion; and prints
end-of-month and year-end summaries.
$99 retail
CP Software; 1501 Adams Ave.; Milpitas,
CA 95035; 408-262-5182

Vertical Markets/
Religion
MacChurch Data II
Church management, funds, contributions; database;
forms
512K or larger Macintosh; lmageWriter or LaserWriter.
MacChurch Data II is a church database and
funds management program. Predesigned templates
cover church members, Sunday school attendance,
fund raising, church contributions and Sunday school
contributions.
$199 retail
Encycloware; 712 Washington St.; Ayden,
NC 28513; 919-746-4961or800-422-8591
MacShammes Plus
Synagogue management system
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacShammes Plus is a complete, customized synagogue management system that can be used to maintain
membership records, Yahrtzeit (Hebrew data of death)
records, convert Hebrew to Englis)l dates, prepare
Yahrtzeit records, mailing lists and do word processing
in Hebrew, English or in a combination of both.
$1 ,195 retail
$1,495 retail; multiuser
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843;
Chicago, IL 60611; 31.2-944-4070
Parish Letters
Prepared letters for church pastors
Any Macintosh.
Parish Letters is a collection of professionally
prepared letters for church pastors to use with or
without modification. The package contains 55 categories of more than 300 letters, some of which are
designed for use in a specific church program.
The material in Parish Letters is original and was
written by a church pastor with local church experience. It provides valuable tools for church communications by addressing many of the needs of church
correspondence. Among the standard church letters
are a number of letters for more difficult situations.
$39 retail; includes free collection of church clip art
Schaefer Associates; 304 Orrs Bridge Rd.; Camp
Hill, PA 170!!; 717-761-7284
Safran Davka
Database for maintaining Hebrew libraries
Macimosh Plus or larger.
Safran Davka is a custom-designed
Hebrew/English database program that will create and
maintain a computer catalog for Hebrew libraries, personal or institutional, of any size. With the program,
users can record, in either Hebrew or English, such
pertinent data as author, title, publisher and subject,
with up to nine codes of a user's choosing.
$399 retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Mic)ligan Ave., Ste. 843;
Chicago, IL 60611; 312-944-4070

Vertical Markets/
Resta~rant Management
RestaurantC0"1P
Restaurant Management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
The Food & Beverage Inventory, Recipe Profit
Analyzer, Sales & Food Cost Analyzer and 13 Period
History are four programs for controlling food costs.
The Food & Beverage Inventory can stand alone
or be integrated with the Recipe Profit Analyzer and
the Sales & Food Cost Analyzer programs. The
Inventory program handles food, beverage, beer, wine,
liquor and supplies. It organize5, calculates and writes
inventory reporis. It totals inventory quantities and
calculates inventory usage and values. Purchase
prices, price changes and vendors are reported in
detail. Special reporting is provided for wine and
liquor. Printed audit trails confirm accurate entries.

The Recipe Profit Analyzer, which shows how
ingredient prices affect recipe costs and profits, works
with the Food & Beverage Inventory program. Recipe
costs are calculated using the latest inventory item
prices. The program can be used to control recipe
costs or to profitably plan new menus. Target food
cost percentages can be set for each recipe. The program then compares latest recipe costs to target costs
and reports the differences. The results can be reported in summary or in detail. Another report shows just
the recipes that exceed target costs. The Recipe Profit
Analyzer can be used to plan special recipes for specials, seasonal items or banquets and catering.
Sales & Food Cost Analyzer works along with the
Food & Beverage Inventory and Recipe Profit
Analyzer programs. The program uses the sales quantity of each menu item to calculate profit contribution
and theoretical food cost. By comparing percentage
sales to percentage profit contribution for each item,
good and bad performers can be identified. Ideal
recipe ingredient usage is calculated using sales quantities and recipes. Comparing this theoretical ingredient usage to actual usage reveals problems caused by
overportioning or theft. Sales and recipes are used to
deplete inventory for calculating perpetual inventory.
The Sales and Food Cost Analyzer program compare
perpetual with actual inventory quantities 10 spot
potential inventory problems. The perpetual inventory
is also used to produce reorder reporting when inventory items fall below minimum levels.
13 Period Inventory/Food Cost/Sales History
tracks past inventory, food costs and sales. The historical data captured in database files can be graphed
using graphics software.
$1,195 retail; Food & Beverage Inventory
$495 retail; Recipe Profit Analyzer
$195 retail; Sales & Food Cost Analyzer
$295 retail; 13 Period Inventory/Food Cost/Sales
History
RestaurantComp; 5 Echo Pl.; Larkspur, CA 94939;
415-924-6300
RMS Plus Restaurant Management System
Integrated accounting system for restaurant industry;
Inventory Control, Menu Management, Purchase
Order, Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable,
Restaurant Payroll, General Ledger
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; lmageWriter.
RMS Plus Restaurant Management System is a
fully integrated general-purpose accounting system
designed for the restaurant industry.
The system consists of the following integrated
modules: Inventory Control, Menu Management,
Purchase Order, Accounts Payable, Accounts
Receivable, Restaurant Payroll and General Ledger.
Reports may be printed on scree!! or on letter
sized paper. The system includes multilevel password control to insure data security for all functions.
$1,995 retail
·
Sextant Corp.; 3516 27th Pkwy.; Sarasota, FL
34235; 813-954-5622 or 800-262-6665
Touch'n Go
Touch screen point of sale system; permits rapid and
accurate entry of orders
Macintosh SE; touch screen; Image Writer or
LaserWriter; network software; ticket printers, cash
drawers and credit card scanners optional.
Touch ' n Go is a point of sale system designed to
permit rapid and accurate entry of orde.rs into a computer system using touch screen technology. It is
completely integrated with the RMS Plus Restaurant
Management System, which is a complete backoffice accounting system. Touch'n Go features userdefined screens with quick, easy installation, and
allows orders to be modified and printed at any station. A special version is available for customer
order entry in fast-food operations.
A manager has lock-out capability and easy
transfer to the back-office system, including personnel time cards. Reports are printed to the back office
on letter-size format. Turnkey installations are available.
$995 per terminal retail; call for configuration
Sextant Corp.; 3516 27th Pkwy1; Sarasota, FL
34235; 813-954-5622 or 800-262-6665

Vertical Markets/
Retail
Bar Code Labeler
Label program
Any Macintosh ; lmageWriter or LaserWriter.
Bar Code Labeler allows labels to be printed by
referencing a data file to a template created by a user.
The template defines the placement and style of each
field.
Any or all fields can be of the same style or Bar
Code 3 of 9 style, allowing a user to print mailing
labels, bar-code labels or virtually any other type of
label or bar-coded document.
$89 retail
Videx, Inc.; 11OS NE Circle Blvd.; Corvallis,
OR 97330; 503-758-0521
Credit Card DA
Credit card processing and bank authorization DA
Macintosh Plus or larger; Hayes or compatible
30011,200 baud modem.
Credit Card DA is an automated credit card processing and bank authorization desk accessory for
merchants who accept major credit cards. This tool
takes the place of a credit card terminal and allows
merchants to complete a credit card sale with authorization using the Macintosh. Credit Card DA offers
fast ticket processing and operates with two bank
standards: Electronic Data Capture (EDC) and
Electronic Transfer Capture (ETC). With Credit Card ·
DA, credit card information is sent to the processing
·center for verification and authorization and, at the
end of the day, a batch deposit can be made for all
transactions. An audit trail is built in to record all
transactions and confirm card account balances.
Credit Card DA requires a Multi-Port Unit (available
from E.E.S.), Hayes or 100 percent compatible
modem and a touch tone, pulse or mobile phone.
$249 retail
E.E.S. Companies, Inc.; 2 Vernon St., Ste. 404;
Framingham, MA 01701 ; 508-653-6911
DB:$ Retailer's Advantage
Multiuser, multistore point-of-sale system
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
DB:$ Retailer's Advantage has been developed
to meet retailers needs for up to the moment information on what their customers are buying and their
ability to provide it. The system has the flexibility to
meet the different needs of each retailer, including
multiple cash drawer and multiple store operations.
An unlimited variety of online sales and inventory information, including full audit trail with error
tracking, are provided. A single cash drawer can handle more than 600 transactions each day while maintaining full inventory, sales and credit histories. Bar
coding is included and there are many help screens
that support rapid entry. Networked cash drawers can
be operated independently, such as one dedicated to
cash transactions only.
·
Available options include: a completely automated interstore information transfer system; a smart
key utility that subdivides the inventory ID number
for the fashion industry; serial numbers for products
can be added with a keystroke; five levels of price
and quantity discounts allow for complex pricing
policies; and credit customers (Receivables) are
maintained, including flexible terms and aging
reports.
$2,495 retail
DB:Solutions, Inc.; 230 Link Rd., Ste. C-300;
Fairfield, CA 94585; 800-888-2640
Dealerwerks
Showroom management system for retailers
Macintosh SE; 2 MB of RAM; 40 MB hard disk
drive; lmageWriter II.
The Dealerwerks showroom management system
is based on a relational database manag~ment system
that maintains separate files for different classes of
data. The different files are accessible to one another
either as a resource file or as a storage file for new
information.
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Vertical Markets/

Retail
Three modules are available: Magicquote,
Modelwerks and Prospectwerks. These are essentially three files. The model files contains data specific
to the models a user sells. The prospect file is for
customers, and the quote file uses the other two with
some additional input for quotes and negotiation. If a
sale is made, the information in the quote file is all
that is needed to print the bill of sale. If a sale is not
concluded, the quote can be saved for reference and
follow-up.
Magicquote features include: calculates the numbers with taxes and DMV fees , etc.; calculates
monthly payment; provides a real-time display of
front-end profits, back-end profits, sales commission
and how a deal can be constructed to maximize profit; and prints the bill of sale.
Modelwerks features include: tracks model sales
performance; monitors rebates and incentive programs; maintains current price lists for salespeople;
and reports comparative profitability of models.
Features of Prospectwerks, the customer
database file, include: provides pending deal
progress tracking; prospecting and lead followthrough; and a sales follow-up program.
Input is done by completing forms on the computer that closely resemble normal paper forms. It
offers quick retrieval of data or reorganization in a
report format. Data confidentiality and security is
password protected.
$1,995 retail; single user
$2,995 retail; multiuser, up to four stations
Dealership Systems; 11225 Midlothian Pike;
Richmond, VA 23235; 804-379-2465
Flexware Point Of Sale
Records sales in a retail, wholesale or seivice environment
Macintosh Plus or larger; l MB of RAM; Flexware
General Ledger, Receivables and l nventory.
Flex ware Point Of Sale is a fast, simple and
straightforward system to record sales in a retail,
wholesale or seivice environment. It is fully integrated to Flex ware's line of accounting modules.
Features include: cash, credit and on-account
sales; price lookup or full perpetual inventory; multiple cash drawer control; sales on four-inch receipt
printer or full-sized invoices bar-code compatibility;
multilevel pricing; discounts; tax calculation; (ull
inventory management; extensive security; daily
sales report; daily credit report; sales report by date,
product categories and salesperson; price lists; stock
status; reorder reports; and price lists.
$695 per module retail; for up to five users
Flexware; 15404 E. Valley Blvd.; Industry, CA
91746; 818-961-0237 or 800-527-6587
Mac Business Engine
Integrated business operations management system
Macintosh SE with accelerator or Mac fl family; l
MB of RAM; hard disk drive; Double Helix 3.0.
Mac Business Engine is a complete integrated
business management package that can be used as is,
or as the basic skeleton for expansion into a complex
business operations management system.
The base system contains data relations for
Customers, Vendors, Products, Sales Orders and
Purchase Orders. An optional Parts relation will
incorporate a bill of material to update parent product costs and that can be expanded to do multilevel
inventory control. The customer file is set up to handle unlimited ship-to addresses. Both sales and purchase orders will handle multiple line items and any
line item can reference a product on file for inventory control or be entered manually. The system handles inventory control for On Order, Stock on Hand
and Allocated amounts. Extensive sales analysis
reports and order history analysis are included (customer by product, product by customer and the same
by ship-to location). A label making module is also
included.

$695 retail; Base System, including source code
(additional modules available)
Macintosh Business Systems; 3 Country Ln.;
Mamaroneck, NY 10543; 914-698-7215

$4,099 retail
$75 retail; demo (applied to purchase of system)
Marketech, Inc.; 111 W. 19th St., 2nd Fl.; New York,
NY 10011; 212-463-9060 or 800-327-9737

Mac-Pos4.0
Retail point-of-sale software
Macintosh Pl11s or larger; external disk drive or
hard disk drive.
Mac-Posis a point-of-sale software program
designed for retail or wholesale businesses for the
purpose of inventory control, sales analysis, order
entry, invoicing, purchase order entry, purchase analysis and billing.
Key features include: automatic pricing based on
the customer; manual price overrides; automatic
price checking based on cost or markup; new customers or inventory items can be added at the time of
sale; fast item lookup and scroll listings to assist in
searching for inventory/customer information and
inquiries on inventory stock-levels and prices; all
information is based on real-time events and is not
batch processed; and cash drawer and bar-code interface and label generation.
$495 and up retail
Select Computer Systems, Inc.; 3707 West Lake Rd. ;
Erie, PA 16505; 814-838-7587

Match Maker Express
Matches people who are looking for something with
people who have that something to provide; prints
mailing labels and catalog of items or seivices
512KE or larger Macintosh ; external disk drive or
hard disk drive; Omnis 3 Plus.
Match Maker Express is designed for those who
need to keep track of and match up people ivho want
something with people who have that something.
Ideal for sales representatives, brokers, dealers,
distributors and non-profit organizations/associations, the program creates a catalog that prints all
items available for sale or use. It keeps track of calls
and generates mailing labels for both domestic and
international use.
$199 retail; includes Omnis 3 Plus
CP Software; 1501 Adams Ave.; Milpitas,
CA 95035; 408-262-5 I 82

Mac Detail
Retail and wholesale management
Macintosh Pl11s or larger; hard disk drive; Omnis 5
or Runtime; lmageWriter 11.
MacDetail is aimed at retailers and wholesalers.
Features include: 15-digit alphanumeric field for
item numbers (P/N I) and vendor number (P/N2) and
50-digit description field; inventory items can be
classified by manufacturer and department; userdefinable inventory breakdown by department; uses
average cost and standard cost as costing method;
history of customer purchases; and activities on
products.
Reports include: monthly invoice journal;
monthly Provincial sales tax remittance; sales by
departments; inventory by department, manufacturer
and vendors; customers by type, categories and all;
vendors list; reorder report based on on-hand and onorder or on-hand only; and products on-order.
$795 retail
Coeur De Pomme Logiciel Enr.; 236 Beaumont;
Granby, Quebec, Canada J2G 8A3; 514-378-9264
MacRegister
Point of sale, order entry, accounting and inventory
control database management system
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive .
MacRegister is a fully integrated point of sale,
accounting and inventory control database management system for use by wholesale or retail sales and
seivice businesses.
Features include: point of sale functions;
accounts receivable and customer functions; purchasing, accounts payable and vendor functions;
inventory control functions; control functions (endof-period and end-of-day updates, system setup
parameters, employee information and mailing
labels); general ledger functions; and more than 80
reports.
$1,599.99 retail; single user
$1,999.99 retail; multiuser
Software for Less; 950 Taraval St.; San Francisco,
CA 94116; 415-753-1066
Marketech Easy Retailing V3.0
Point-of-sale inventory control system
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; printer.
Marketech Easy Retailing is a point-of-sale
inventory control system for independent specialty
retailers with one to I0 stores doing $250,000 to
more than $ 10,000,000 in sales.
Features include: up to 160,000 models/styles;
tracks color/size; one- to four-digit SK Us; bar coding; prints price tickets, receipts, purchase orders and
reports; more than 65 reports, including inventory,
open-to-buy, price and margin maintenance, best
sellers/top profit contributors, color/size merchandising, daily and salesperson; and more.
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Omnitrax
Video store business management, development,
accounting
512K or larger Macintosh; l MB of RAM recommended; external disk drive or hard disk drive;
printer.
The Omnitrax system is a comprehensive management product for video club businesses, offering
support of all rental, sales, inyoicing and inventory
tracking operations, in addition to management features such as targeted mailings and trends tracking.
Designed modularly, it allows a small video club
access to tight inventory control and revenue tracki!)g. The system can be upgraded with additional
reporting, accounting and custom features a user may
wish to incorporate. An example would be upgrading
from a keyboard-based system to accommodate barcode reader equipment.
$2,795 retail; single-user run-time system (includes
bar-coqe reader equipment, bar-code printing program, updates and modem support seivice); multiuser is available
Essex Systems; PO Box 1818; Bloomfield,
NJ 07003; 201-743-1818
Order Express
Order entry system
512KE or larger Macintosh ; external disk drive or
hard disk drive; Omnis 3 Pl11s.
Order Express is a general-purpose order entry
system ideally suited for mail order houses, fulfillment centers or any business that takes credit card
purchases. Modules include: Order Entry, Invoicing,
Inventory, Customer Configuration, Financial
Reports and Freight Information.
The Inventory module keeps a perpetual inventory and reports the status. Back orders are automatically calculated and kept tr;ick of. Financials
calculate the invoiced dollars, taxes and freight by
product type.
$199 retail; includes Omnis 3 Plus
CP Software; 1501 Adams Ave.; Milpitas,
CA 95035; 408-262-5182
PhraseMaker
Cross referencing
512K or larger Macintosh; TimeWand bar-code
reader.
PhraseMaker is designed to work as a background desk accessory for the TimeWand bar-code
reader. Once installed on a user's start-up disk, he or
she is ready to begin.
The first step is to create a cross-reference file
within the program. This cross-reference file, or
Phrase File, is where a user associates bar-code numbers with instructions. For any given bar code, a user
can assign a phrase containing text, commands or ·
mouse selections.
The program can be used with virtually any
word processor, database or spreadsheet. Special
operations and commands can also be incorporated
into the Phrase File. As a time-saving feature, the

Vertical Markets/
Retail
"Literal" command automatically enters all modifier
keys into the Phrase File as the proper code.
The program is used as a tool in creating repons,
entering standard phrases into word processors,
entering stock numbers and descriptions into an
inventory repon, and alleviating the tedious and
time-consuming task of keyboard entry.
$299 retail
Videx, Inc.; 1105 NE Circle Blvd.; Corvallis,
OR 97330; 503-758-0521
POS Register
Point-of-sale, accounting and inventory control system
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
ImageWriter II.
POS Register is a fully integrated point-of-sale,
order entry and inventory control system designed
for use in wholesale or retail businesses.
Point-of-sale functions include: order entry, back
order tracking and sales invoicing with automatic
calculation of customer or quantity discount prices;
adjustment of inventory quantities and calculation of
salesperson commissions; sales invoice types; customer ledgers, customer comments, Accounts
Receivable, serial numbered item tracking, finance
charges and gift certificate sales; and more. Purchase
functions include: Accounts Payable; Vendor
Ledgers; Vendor Comments; Purchase Orders; and
Purchase Receipts. The Inventory Control System
provides fields to record the item description, vendor, vendor pan number, taxable item indicator, serial numbered item indicator, warranty period, color, ·
size, weight, style, current quantity on hand and
more. The General Ledger is a double-entry, accrual
accounting system that is fully integrated with all
other ponions of POS Register.
$1,599.95 retail; single user
$1 ,999.95 retail; multiuser
Pacific Software Engineering; 109 Minna St., Ste.
273; San Francisco, CA 94105; 415-665-4838
POS-IM 2.0
Point-of-sale inventory management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
ImageWriter; optional equipment includes: table-top
bar-code scanner, portable bar-code reader, cash
. drawer, cash register, laserWriter, receipt printer,
bar-code printer and point-of-sale display.
POS-IM provides complete control of all facets ·
of inventory management and sales tracking, as well
as seamless integration with popular full-featured
accounting software. Macintoshes, or up to eight
cash registers connected to a Macintosh, may be
used at sales points.
The program easily interfaces to various barcode printers, receipt printers, cash drawers and barcode scanners. POS-IM combines unlimited capacity
for clients, vendors, items and transaction records
with immediate database response and an intuitive .
user interface to create an elegant solution.
POS-IM features standard predefined reports and
invoices and a powerful user-definable repon generator. Through standard tab-delimited text file impons
and expons, information may be loaded into POSIM, and critical data extracted out for funher analy·
sis.
Call for pricing
AnaMatrix, Inc.; 26 N. Main, Ste. B; Layton,
UT 84041 ; 801-546-1616
POS/OE4Mac
Point of sale/order entry/merchant inventory system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM; 20 MB
hard disk drive; 4th Dimension V2.
POS/OE 4 Mac is designed to meet the needs of
retail merchants, mail/phone order companies and
small manufacturers. It is written in 4th Dimension
and incorporates many exclusive features, including
electronic credit card processing. The program operates in single or multiuser mode and entry modes are

user-configurable to allow either online perpetual
inventory updating or batch-mode processing and
updating. POS/OE 4 Mac includes password control,
open to buy repons, multiple price levels, data
impon/expon, standard and custom repons and
more. Credit oard merchants can requce their bank
percentage charge by I to 2 percent, depending on
sales volume and average ticket size. A UPS shipping manifest program is available as an option.
$2,500 retail; single user
$2,995 retail; multiuser (I to 5 users)
E.E.S. Companies, Inc.; 2 Vernon St., Ste. 404;
Framingham, MA 01701; 508-653-6911
Premiere Video Rental Management System
Manages video rental store operations
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive ;
JmageWrite1:
The Premiere Video Rental Management System
allows video rental store owners and employees to
track and manage the rental and sales of videocassettes. It also helps protect videos from being stolen
before they are rented.
During peak periods, the program allows more
customers to be served in less time, and overdue
movie returns that used to go undetected become a
source of previously lost revenue.
$995 retail; single user (includes Runtime Omnis 3)
$1 ,795 retail; multiuser (requires Multiuser Omnis 3)
$15 retail; demo
Graftech; 993 Shon St.; Pacific Grove, CA 93950;
408-373-5273
Price Machine
Prepares merchandise price labels
512KE or larger Macintosh; ImageWriter.
Price Machine is for businesses needing merchandise price labels. Features include: user-defined
multipliers for various product categories; discount
calculations; quantity divisions; handles freight as
percent or dollars; three degrees of sell-price rounding; and nested set calculations.
Price Machine prints tags I-inch square through
bin-label size. They include header, description, miscellaneous information, vendor, coded cost, register
key and coded date received. It works with names or
numbers. Retail catalog sheets, cost sheets and files
for other applications may also be prpduced.
$79.95 retail
Appleseed Distributing; PO Box 577; Hunt,
TX 78024; 512-238-4883
P•O•S/Mac Version 1.2
Point-of-sale system
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive ;
Image Writer.
P•O•S/Mac is designed for the small to medium
retail and mail order business in need of invoice
preparation, inventory control, accounts receivable
and customer tracking.
Invoice preparation includes multiple payment
types, deposits, multiple sales tax jurisdictions, automatic credit/debit tracking, no-charge items and revenue tracking.
Inventory control provides flexible commissions,
floor planning and serial number tracking, bundles,
non-stock (service) items, one-of-a-kind items and
four price levels per item.
Accounts receivable includes credit limit check,
age trail balances and statements. Customer tracking
includes mailing labels and more. Other features
include: seven levels of security; user-modifiable
repons; extensive reporting; optional bar-code and/or
credit card reader, cash drawer, preprinted invoices
and/or statements and receipt printer. A multiuser
version is optional.
$1,150 retail
Software Complement; 8 Pennsylvania Ave.;
Matamoras, PA 18336; 717-491-2492 or
717-491-2495
Retail Engine Sales Recorder
Records sales information in a back-office setting
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive .

Retail Engine Sales Recorder is a back-office
solution for retailers who want to enter transactions
at the end of the day. It records sales quickly in a
back-office setting for one or more stores. An optional bar-code reader can be used to scan tags with SKU
or UPC information, greatly increasing speed and.
accuracy. Repon searches and sons are user defined
and provide information for any one store or all
stores consolidated. Repons include Sales and Stock,
Flash Repon and Open To Buy. Grids are used to
enter and display inventory and sizes. A single size
chan handles up to 40 sizes.
$1 ,690 retail
Houlberg Development; PO Box 15150 I; San Diego,
CA 92115; 619-287-7444 ·
Retail Engine V3.0
Point of sale/management/accounting system for
apparel retailers
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
Retail Engine is a complete software system for
small apparel retailers with a single loc~tion or
many.
A Macintosh on the sales counter is used to enter
sales and produce sales receipts. Retail Engine Sales
Recorder is also available for a back office setting.
The system handles sales on account, on deposit,
resale, gift cenificates, payments, voids and multiple
sales tax jurisdictions.
Repon searches and sons are user defined and
provide information for any one store or all stores
consolidated. Repons include sales and stock, flash
repon and open to buy. Grids-are used to enter and
display inventory and sizes. A single size chan handles up to 40 sizes.
.
Bar-code hang tags with SKUs are printed by the
system to mark merchandise. UPC is also supponed.
A bar-code reader and cash drawer are available. A
complete General Ledger accounting package is also
available.
$1 ,690 to $3,145 retail; depending on options
Houlberg Development; PO Box 151501; San Diego,
CA 92115; 619-287-7444
Retail Tracker
Point-of-sale for print shop franchises
Macintosh Plus or larger; 4th Dimension Runtime
(included) .
Retail Tracker is a point-of-sale application for a
major print shop franchise operation with 10 stores
located in tnree states. It drives an intelligent cash
drawer and ImageWriter, and includes inventory
management and Find-a-Print functions. The program generates purchase recommendation repons
based on stocking level vs. current inventory, repons
best and worst selling and most profitable prints, best
customers, produces employee commission repons.,
creates daily sales analysis by product category and
prints daily deposit repons.
$1,895 retail
Footprints, Inc.; 2469 E. 7000 South, Ste. 207; Salt
Lake City, UT 84121 ; 801-942-1580or
800-635-5280
SalePoint 4
Industrial-quality, Macintosh-based multiuser pointof-sale, inventory and accounting system
Macintosh SE or SE/30.
SalePoint 4 is designed for environmentally
demanding retail businesses that desire to fully integrate POS, inventory and accounting functions.
Retail Inventory Control is enhanced by an in-store
merchandise database. Enclosure is spill resistant,
RFl/EMI shielded and has positive pressure and
removable filters.
The system includes: electronic cash drawer, 144
DPI receipt/journal/validation (checks and credit
card slips) printer with two-ply paper rolls, polemounted customer display bar with 20-character
alphanumeric display (item price, total sale, cash tendered, change and clock), ADB magnetic strip reader
(for credit cards), ADB bar-code wand (auto-discriminates UPC and Code 3 of 9), 14-inch screen, 40
MB internal hard drive, a 40 MB removable cartridge drive and a sealed keyboard and joystick.
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Vertical Markets/
Retail
Options include: magnetic stripe encoder/verifier
(creation of store cards), non-impact laser bar-code
scanners, invoice printer, integrated electronic scale,
membrane keyboard and UPS.
$6,700 retail; SalePoint 4
$4,200 to $14,000 retail; other models·
Vertical Arts, Inc.; A Subsidiary of Graphic
Solutions, Inc.; 23 Pleasant St.; Northampton,
MA 01060; 4"13-586-9251or800-544-7274
ShopKeeper-M
Sales, point-of-sale, invoicing, inventory, billing,
Accounts Receivable and customer files program,
custom invoice, auto backup
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM; hard disk drive;
printer.
ShopKeeper-M is a sales, point-of-sale, invoicing, inventory, billing, Accounts Receivable and customer files program. It also includes mailing labels,
floor planning, bids, price labels, packing slips, cash
drawer control, bundles bar-code readers and labels
and more.
Features include: handles up to 32,000 customers and 32,000 inventory line items; provides
cashier's reports for each remote computer; handles
multiple taxing authorities; up to five levels of
scheduled pricing or five levels of quantity pricing;
15-character item number allows for full support of a
bar-code reader; short receipts for cash sales or full
invoices on plain paper. or pre~rinted forms; and
more.
$495 retail
ShopKeeper Software, Inc.; PO·Box 38160;
Tallahassee, FL 32315; 904-222-8808
Small Business Retailer
Nine business tools for retailers
' Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
Small Business Retailer contains nine business
tools, each designed to manage a specific function.
Employees File helps users with all kinds of
employee-related calculations and analysis. The
Names File collects, sorts, organizes, compares and
stores complete information on who a user is buying
from, selling to or would like to sell to. Inventory
instantly tells users what they are buying from who
and for how much, what they sell and charge, what
departments use what materials and more. Sale
Order/Sale Detail is a two-file system that lets users
sort, organize, retrieve and compare sales-related
data in countless, useful combinations, as well as
print regular and detailed invoices and quotes, packing slips and work orders. Purchase Order/Purchase
Detail is a two-file system that lets users instantly
find out what is on order from who and when, and
use the turnaround feature to see which vendors are
doing their jobs. Receivables prints statements,
reports and more, tracks payments, dates and invoices and tells users who is paying late. Payable keeps
track of what has been paid and what is due.
$295 retail
Packer Software; 12 Roosevelt Ave.; Mystic,
CT 06355; 800-782-9955

Vertical Markets/
. Sales
AgreeMentor
Business agreements
512K or larger Macintosh; MacWrite 4.5 or
Microsoft Word 3.0.
AgreeMentor includes nine business agreements,
written like business letters and translated from
legalese into everyday language, to help a user make
better deals. It includes dealer resale, independent
sales rep, manufacturer's rep, ad/design agency policies, business consultant, partnership, sale of assets
(business), promissory noie, personal guarantee,

sales order policies, equipment lease, referral agreement and letter, employment and non-disclosure. It
can be used as a guide for establishing relationships
and making deals.
$99 retail
JIAN; 127 Second St.; Los Altos, CA 94022;
415-941-9191or800-442-7373
Client
Client and sales management
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive; hard
disk drive; HyperCard.
Client is a customizable client and prospect management system for all types of businesses. The program maintains customer address, telephone, product
or business interests, financial information, contact
history and other information about vendors, suppliers, customers and prospective clients.
Client maintains sales, financial and business
interests for any client or prospect. It allows users to
create as many "contact history," "interests" or
"financial" cards as needed for each client. Users can
track financial information, buyer interests, order
dates and buyer demographics, as well as change
fields to meet specific needs. Client can be customized to meet the needs of many vertical market
businesses. No programming experience is required
for customization.
Client allows searching on any combination of
fields to match products to buyers; find customers
with specific interests; track sales leads and follow up; and perform direct mail activities. Powerful mail
label features allow users to create their own label
formats for printing or saving to disk for use with
word processing and other programs.
Other features include: allows users to create a
list of multiple choices for any field (which they can
select from) to speed data entry; an autodialer feature
that allows users to dial a client from any information screen with the click of the mouse; and built-in
help.
Client indudes a user manual, an automated
tutorial showing the various features of the program
and three versions of the program customized for
general sales, insurance and stock management.
$19~ retail; includes HyperCard
Trendware Corp.; PO Box 2285; Huntington,
CT 06484; 203m6-lll6
Client/Mac
Sales and marketing
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive ; lmageWriter or LaserWrite1:
Clieqt/Mac is a sales and marketing system
specifically designed to help salespeople develop the
interpersonal relationships that tum leads into customers and one time customers into long-term
clients. Its features support lead management, territory and marketing data analysis, management reporting, service and customer support, telemarketing and
multiuser processing. Client/Mac offers sales representatives one organized place to store important
details. An unlimited number of follow-up records
can be defined as ticklers and to keep contact history
information. One powerful feature unique to
Client/Mac is the Keyword capability to assign
attributes to each client, allowing for unlimited filters
on the client base. Client/Mac also provides built in
mailmerge, automatic s\rategy based contacts, time
tracking, a multiwindow, palette driven interface and
more.
$595 retail; single user
$995 retail; two to five users
$ l ,395 retail; six to lO users
Software Complement; 8 Pennsylvania Ave.;
Matamoras, PA 18336; 717-491-2492 or
717-491-2495
Contact Ease
Contact management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; S:ystem
6.0 or later.
Contact Ease is a contact management tool that
automates the chore of keeping in touch with contacts. It supports both direct mail and telemarketing,
and also tracks and manages personal activity items.
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The program can be used to enter contacts, print letters and keep track of scheduled activities. Mail
merge is built in to generate personalized letters.
Built into Contact Ease is a word processor that
lets users apply fonts , sizes and styles on a characterby-character basis. Graphics, such as logos and letterheads, can be placed anywhere in the document.
Multiple-page letters can be completely customized,
personalized and automatically printed. Contact Ease
has dialing capabilities for automatic phone dialing
using either a mode or the HyperDialer. Having a
modem is useful because Contact Ease can import
data retrieved from online sources. The entire U.S.
Zip Code directory is available. Users enter a contact's Zip, and city and state are automatically filled
in. To reduce first class mailing costs and improve
speed through the U.S. postal system, envelopes are
printed with USPS Postnet bar codes.
$395 retail
WestWare, Inc.; 10148 Diamond Head Ct.; Spring
Valley, CA 92077; 619-660-0356 or 800-869-0871
Direct Mail
Mailing list management
512K or larger Macintosh.
Direct Mail allows users to enter mailing lists
under an unlimited number of categories.
It prints mailing, shipping and filing labels and
merges them into letters. Users cap then print correspondence to all or any portion of the list. The program will print labels in four columns on a page and
will print a list of postal and Zip codes.
Direct Mail can also be customized to support
color printing on an Image Writer II.
$79.95 retail; single user with Omnis 3 Plus Runtime
H&D Leasing; PO Box !137; Clovis, NM 88101;
505.-769-3711
Market Master For The Macintosh Version II+
Sales and marketing follow-up software
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; lmageWriter or LaserWrite1:
Market Master for the Macintosh is for sales and
marketing professionals, entrepreneurs and anyone
who needs to do systematic follow-through.
The software processes sales leads and creates
automatic follow-up at regular intervals, even if the
names are entered into the system at different times.
It generates personalized form letters, complete with
letterhead, call schedules and scripts, and has an'
override capability for special mailings and telemarketing. It also produces envelopes and/or labels for
mailings and provides full activity reporting.
The program automatically provides reports of
all activity and a complete history of any or all contacts.
The system can handle a marketing cycle of any
length, and the size of a file is limited only by disk
sp~ce. It can also exchange data with all popular
Macintosh and IBM database, spreadsheet and word
processing software.
$295 retail
Breakthrough Productions; 210 Park Ave.; Nevada
City, CA 95959; 916-265-091 l
Market Master Manager Version II+
Sales and marketing follow-up software; standardizes the sales approach for an entire office
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive.
Market Master Manager performs all of the automatic follow-up functions of the regular Market
Master and allows users to standardize the sales
approach for an entire office and to spot possible
problems early. The program provides information
on how salespeople are doing and produces a host of
result analysis and activity reports, so the combined
activities are available to the manager in several
ways for extensive analysis.
Market Master Manager automatically assigns
. sales territories by Zip code, product line or rotation.
It prints all letters in one pass and groups them by
sales representative. It also prints separate call lists
for each salesperson. The program can be ordered to
handle any size office. As business grows, it is easy
to add more salespeople and to adjust territories.

Vertical Markets/
Sales
$595 retail; up to three salespeople
$895 retail; up to JO salespeople
$1 ,295 retail; up to 20 salespeople
$1,995 retail; unlimited salespeople
Breakthrough Productions; 210 Park Ave.; Nevada
City, CA 95959; 916-265-0911

Market Master RIA Version II+ (Results
Analysis)
Sales and marketing follow-up software
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB RAM; hard disk
drive.
Market Master R/A (Results Analysis) serves the
same function as Market Master For The Macintosh
Version II, as well as allows users to see which of
their marketing efforts are working well and which
are not. Market Master R/A can provide information
on which letters get the best response, which phone
calls are most productive, what isn't working, what
lead sources really pay off, the best places to apply
the marketing budget and where to get the most
results for the advertising dollar.
The program provides information in a simple,
easy-to-use format and allows a user to spot potential
problem areas early and strengthen the efforts that
get the best results.
$395 retail
Breakthrough Productions; 210 Par!\ Ave.; Nevada
City, CA 95959; 916-265-0911
MBA>Clients
Client and prospect management system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 4th Dimension .
MBA>Clients is a client and prospect management system for professionals and sales organizations.
The program's features include: store's name,
address, telephone, cellular phone, private phone,
network IDs, etc.; provides a list of key words for
each entry; a list of mailings (literature, etc.) is sent
out for each entry; a separate file for contact log
entries; and a built-in custom letter generator.
MBA>Clients is a multiuser-ready, relational
database application with unlocked, open source
code and a license to modify the program to suit a
user's needs.
$189 retail; unlimited users
Generation Four, Inc.; 3232 San Mateo NE, #199;
Albuquerque, NM 871JO;505-294-32JO
MBA>TeleSell
Sales scripting/telephone support system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 4th Dimension.
MBA>TeleSell is a sales scripting or t~lephone
support system. A user can build scripts from an
included screen manager. An order-entry system and
literature mailings manager are included.
The program stores and maintilins client and
prospect lists, as well as current inventory. A customer-support section allows a user to store and
retrieve common questions.
MBA>TeleSell is a multiuser-ready, relational
database application with unlocked, open source
code and a license to modify the program to suit a
user 's needs.
$189 retail; unlimited users
Generation Four, Inc.; 3232 San Mateo NE, # 199;
Albuquerque, NM 87110; 505-294-3210
ProTrakAR System
Prospect tracking, reporting and analysis system
ideal for telemarketing sales
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive recommended; lmageWriter or LaserWriter.
The ProTrakAR System allows users to track
prospects, schedule call times, record phone time,
print mailings and print prospect analyses.
Features include prospect notes, on-screen
prompted or printed format prospect contact schedule, recording of phone times for audit purposes, production information with pop-up windows for easy

product retrieval while speaking to prospects, sales
recording, letters and labels with automatic recording
when sent to prospects, and information exchange to
other programs. Recording and analysis of questionnaire information is also inclutled.
Customization for specific market requirements
is available.
$395 retail; single user
$25 retail; demo (refundable upon purchase of product)
Micor Systems; 8959 Hillside Tr.; Cottage Grove,
MN 55016; 612-459-0154
S.T.A.T. Sales '.fracking & Analysis Tool
Tracks sales contacts and activity, performance of
salespeople; provides extensive sales reporting
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive .
S.T.A.T. is intended for professional salespeople
who need to track and manage the details of their
leads and prospects.
While salespeople conduct the usual day to day
activities with the prospects, the transactions are also
recorded using this program. The information can be
entered in real-time or batch processed at a later
time. The program will generate reminders for follow-up dates and other due dates for actions that
were promised. In addition, a daily and weekly
appointment schedule is created for the salespeople.
The software tracks the information on each
salesperson and the sales managers. At any time,
users can get a detailed report providing a break
down of the prospects by their current status. A user
can create additional customized reports for more
indepth analysis. The summary of the performance
of the sales people are reflected to the file for their
respective sales managers.
S.T.A.T. tracks all of the information related to
the prospect, company or employer, full history of
contact, the financial readiness and other ratings,
products of interest to the prospect, their existing
products, information sent, personal interests and
attributes, family details, etc. A general rating can be
given to each lead to reflect the level of interest
shown in a user 's products.
There are separate files for holding information
on the standard products and services that an organization is marketing and the promotional items that
are available to be sent to prospects. A listing of all
requests for the promotional material can be compiled at the end of each day and then batch
processed.
The program generates mailing labels and mailing lists by Zip code, city, state and area code. It also
generates 30-, 60- and 90-day sales forecasts and
detailed reports on the effectiveness of lead sources.
A multiuser version and customization are available.
$795 retail; single user
$895 retail; with built-in word processor
Stanford Business Systems, Inc.; 5250 W. Century
Blvd., Ste. 407; Los Angeles, CA 90045;
213-417-4940
The Sales Center
Automated sales administrative center
Macintosh SE or larger, including Macintosh
Portable; I MB of RAM.
The Sales Center is a Macintosh Portable software package for providing automation capabilities
to salespeople who require online technical assistance, ordering information and a completely personalized sales administrative center. It automates every
aspect of the sales function , including the customized
development of presentation slides for clients.
Written in SuperCard, The Sales·Center incorporates
the following modules: Price Lists, Configurator
(available in customized version only), Sales Order
Form, Customer File, Sales Forms and Reports,
Technical File, Marketing Presentation File and Desk
Items.
Accompanied by an easy-to-follow manual, the
package customizes standard windows with company name, salesperson 's name, as well as commission
earnings, etc. As a standard package, The Sales
Center is priced for a single-user license. For companies who require more than 50 licenses, the Group

will customize the formats, price lists, reports, slide
shows, etc., load the data and provide quarterly
updates to the users.
$495 retail; single-user license
The Chandler Group; 4400 N. Federal Hwy,, Ste.
210; Boca Raton, FL 33431 ; 407-392-9220
Sales Express
Communications and expense-management tool for
salespeople
512KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
hard disk drive .
Sales Express is a communications and expensemanagement tool developed for salespeople.
Features include: maintains important information about a user's personal and business contacts;
records call activity for each contact; generates a
commitment list for any day; prints a list of unfulfilled commitments or call histories; sends letters to
one or more contacts; saves form letters; selects any
subset of contacts for mailing; prints labels in several
formats; tracks expenses for a user or an entire company; creates reports with up to 1,000 expenses per
report; automatic currency conversion; and prints
end-of-month and year-end summaries.
$89 retail
CP Software; 1501 Adams Ave.; Milpitas,
CA 95035; 408-262-5182
Sales Lead Effect Vl.O
Customer/contact management
512K or larger Macintosh.
Sales Lead Effect is useful for anyone who corresponds with a number of different customers or
contacts. It allows users to enter an unlimited number of contacts with conversations and action items
for each. Finding a specific contact 'can be done by
name, company name, city or state or by userdefined classification. Users can even request to see
a list of customers who need to have a call returned
or have an unfinished action item. For written correspondence, a complete facility for writing, storing ·
and mailing group letters is provided with mail
merge and label printing options. ASCII files can be
imported and exported.
$79 retail
Maxem Corp.; 7855 S. River Pkwy., Ste. 217;
Tempe, AZ 85284; 602-491 -2466 or 800-336-6296
Sales Lead Tracking
Tracks sales leads
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive ; dot matrix printer.
Sales Lead Tracking is designed for businesses
that source and follow their sales leads from initial
contact to closing the sale. It tracks leads by source,
product and sales rep.
While not being a telemarketing program or a
sales representative's database, Sales Lead Tracking
is ideal for collecting data to evaluate effectiveness
of advertising, product popularity and sales rep
effectiveness. In addition, it will maintain lead information for future mailings, provide lead sheets and
printed quotes, record follow-up activity, handle
multiple quotations per lead, upload lead information
and create customers when the sale is made.
Integration with Flexware's.lnventory and Accounts
Receivable modules is possible.
$795 retail
Micro VertiSoft; 1221 Roanwood Way; Concord,
CA 94521 ; 415-672-1166
Sales Force
Sales manage·ment system
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive ; Double
Helix 3 or Runtime Helix (available from MBA
Solutions).
SalesForce is a territory management system for
professional salespeople or organizations. It increases productivity by allowing more time to sell and
keeping more accurate records. SalesForce provides
order and invoice entry and monitors open and backorders. Sales can be analyzed in numerous ways.
Historical data can be accessed for any customer,
manufacturer or salesperson for any period. The program tracks commissions receivable and payable.
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Vertical Markets/
Sales
SalesForce SMS, ideal for factory salespeople,
monitors open and backorders and provides history
on customers, manufacturers and salespeople.
SalesForce Repbase, for the multi line commissioned
sales rep, packs all of the power of SMS, plus tracks
commissions receivable. SalesForce Manager is the
full package written especially for professional sales
organizations. It also tracks commissions receivable
and payable and allows unlimited customers, manufacturers and sales reps.
$149.95 to $349.95 retail
MBA Solutions; 3902 Newport Way; Arlington
Heights, IL 60004; 708-577-0576
Super Rep
Business management system for sales-oriented
agencies
Macintosh SE or larger (SE/30 recommended); 2
MB of RAM; 40 MB hard disk drive; Omnis 3 or
runtime; multiuser system requires Tops or
App/eShare file server; Image Writer or LaserWriter;
backup system is recommended.
SuperRep is a complete business management
system for manufacturer representatives, independent agencies or any sales-oriented agency.
The program manages multiple customers and
agents, multiple manufacturers, multiple stores, customer tickle cards and a tickle card control system.
Other features include: comprehensive Accounts
Receivable control, monitoring and reporting, purchase orders and automated links between orders and
invoices. Flexible invoicing allows multiple orders to
be.shipped on one invoice, multiple invoices to be
·shipped on a single order and invoices to have multiple commission splits for agents, cash receipts and
inventory.
SuperRep provides three levels of detailed sales
and commission analysis, inventory item break-down .
and analysis, history recaps and the capability to
generate mailing labels and Rolodex cards. The system provides more than 60 different reports, such as
agent sales breakdown by customer, customer sales
breakdown by manufacturer, unpaid invoice breakdown and more.
SuperRep is available in three versions. Level I
is the sales management system , with customer and
prospect master files , tickle file management, electronic Rolodex and mailing labels. Level II is the
basic sales agency automation system, which
includes the_sales management system with manufacturer tracking, invoicing, inventory and purchase
orders. Two additional modules can be added to
Level II, including an automated cash receipts management system and end-of-period processing with
management inquiry and reporting. Level III is the
complete system with all modules, also available in a
multiuser version.
$395 to $2,495 retail; single user (priced per function
level and per module)
$3,495 retail; multiuser
Mac Management Systems; 620 Congress Ave. , Ste.
200; Austin , TX 78701;.512-477-4747
TeleMagic
Client/sales management database
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
TeleMagic is designed for sales professionals,
telemarketers, entrepreneurs, secretaries, brokers or
anyone who deals with a large number of contacts.
The program adapts to a user's methods and contains user-modifiable fields to streamline every sales
activity. At the touch of a button, users are able to
make calls, place orders, plan meetings, write follow-ups, produce reports and more.
$495 retail
$1,995 retail; LAN version (unlimited users)
MaxSolutions; 5928 Pascal Ct.; Carlsbad,
CA 92008; 619-431-4043

Telemarketing Sales
Sales and lead tracking
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
Image Writer or LaserWriter.
Telemarketing Sales, designed for large and
small companies selling products and services
through the mail and over the phone, tracks and manages telephone sales activity.
Sales representative screens display customers
and prospects and a record of previous contact with
them. Users can update these records each time contact is made or scheduled to be made with a customer
or prospect. Up to two pages of comments on the
customer or prospect can be accommodated.
The program will print a number of custom letters. It can also be interfaced with a word processing
program.
Reports generated by the program include sales
journal, call journal for management, call journal
from management, pitch journal and a commission
journal.
$745 retail
Bailey & Associates; 18340 Ginavale Ln.; Eden
Prairie, MN 55346; 612-937-5722
Works For Small Businesses
Sales and service aids for Microsoft Works
5/2K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Works.
Works for Small Businesses contains 12 tools to
assist small businesses in sales and service.
Programs include income statement, balance
sheet, financial ratios, sales commission record, costestimating forms, travel expense record, auto
expense record, customer database, sales/receivables
database, purchase/payables database, depreciation,
break-even analysis and time billing log and invoice.
$50 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 800-888-7667

Vertical Markets/
Science
AcqKnowledge
Waveform data analysis
512KE or larger Macintosh.
AcqKnowledge is a waveform data analysis software package that transforms the Macintosh into a
digital signal processing workstation. It employs a
completely interactive waveform display with cut,
copy and paste functions. Included are measurement
and transformation functions, filtering and spectral
analysis functions and printing and file handling
capabilities.
Waveform processing capabilities include: digital filtering (lowpass, bandpass, highpass, notch);
selected waveform editing with multiple windows;
spectral analysis (FFT); waveform integration, differentiation and smoothing; amplitude and time,
measurements (scalar and delta); and waveform
arithmetic.
$495 retail
Biopac Systems; 5960 Mandarin Dr., Ste. D5;
Goleta, CA 93117; 805-967-6615
ADControl
Data acquisition and control software with graphical
displays and If...Then ... conditional control
512K or larger Macintosh.
ADControl is a comprehensive monitoring and
control software package for use with the ADC- I
Data Acquisition and Control Peripheral. From
menus, a user can define input labels, sensor types,
calibration equations and sampling frequency, as
well as output labels and default states. Users can
choose from three modes: a simple list of measured
values; a plan view in which sensor labels and values
can be positioned on a user-produced MacPaint or
MacDraw floor plan; or a graphical plot of acquired
data.
ADControl permits easy data logging to a disk
file for later analysis. A powerful control feature is
the ability of ADControl to continuously evaluate as
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many as 40 user-specified'lf... Then ... rules. Rules
are quickly defined through menu and dialog activity. This feature enables virtually anyone to setup a
system to monitor and control temperatures or energy consumption, perform product testing, automate
laboratory experiments, monitor security, etc.
ADControl can be run in simulated mode without ADC-I hardware, but is designed to enhance the
operation of the ADC-I Data Acquisition and
Control System.
$279 'retail
Remote Measurement Systems, Inc.; 2633 Eastlake
Ave. E, Ste. 200; Seattle, WA 98102; 206-328-2255
Assay Zap
Universal assay calculator
512K or larger Macintosh.
AssayZap is a universal assay calculator. It
offers regression fit to the logistic equation for calculating RIAs, ELISAs and IRMAs. It also includes a
unique interactive curve fitting technique that permits all standard curves to be fitted , whatever their
shape.
Least squares minimization routines for twoparameter log-logit fitting, plus unweighted and
weighted four-parameter fit are included. All data
may be printed, stored on disk or passed onto other
programs for further processing.
$249 U.S. retail; $25 demo
125£ U.K. retail; 15£ demo
Biosoft; PO Box 580; Milltown, NJ 08850;
201-613-9013 or 0223-68622 in U.K.
Astronomy, Version 3.0
Astronomical plots
512K or larger Macintosh.
Astronomy produces two astronomical plots in
two separate windows.
The fi~st window, called Solar System, plots a
Pole Star's eye view of the solar system for a given
date and time.
The second window, called Sky View, plots an
image of the heavens as seen by an Earth-bound
observer for a given date, time, longitude and latitude. This window also locates the sun, moon, planets, comets and major constellations.
Both windows can be "thrown away," recalled,
repositioned or resized. Users can also generate
detailed enlargements of either window plot by using
the program's zoom feature.
Accompanying parameter files used in the calculations of planet and star positions can be modified
with Mac Write, allowing users to customize the program to suit their own preferences,
$19.95 retail
E&M Software Co.; 95 Richardson Rd.; N.
Chelmsford, MA 01863; 508-251-7451
Asymptote
Graph processor
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 6.0 or Iara
Asymptote is a graph processor that gives users
complete control over graph making and i,s designed
to meet the demanding needs of scientists and engineers. Asymptote lets users produce publicationquality plots easily and reads data from ordinary tex\
files. Data can be manipulated with a built-in vector
calculator, and the program 's advanced scripting language can be used to automate the plotting process.
Sophisticated memory management lets users open
huge data file s and plot as many points as memory
allows.
$295 retail; educational discounts and site licenses
available
Brains Software; PO Box 1013; Cambridge,
MA 02140; 617-471-7328
Ball & Stick
Molecular graphics program
512KE or larger Macimosh; System 6.02 or later.
Ball & Stick is a three-dimensional molecular
graphics program for manipulating, displaying and
presenting chemical structures. It interfaces with
databases and computational chemistry programs o
the input side, and can transfer object-oriented
graphics to virtually all Macintosh drawing, page
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Vertical Markets/
Science
layout, word processing and animation programs via
the Clipboard or through standard PICT files. Other
features include: Ball & Stick, wire frame and space
filling models; interactive structure manipulation;
rotation; full color compatibility; and up to 32,000
atoms. A fast Macintosh II version is available.
$299 U.S. retail
$359 U.S. retail; Mac II only version
N. Muller; Michael Hainischstr. 2/12; A-4040 Linz,
Austria; Int. +732-2468-746
Beaker Vl.O: An Expert System For The Organic
Chemistry Student
Helps students study and solve problems in organic
chemistry
Macintosh Plus or larger; one disk drive.
Beaker is an expert system ,for students studying
organic chemistry. The program allows students to
explore the structure, naming and reactivity of organic molecules; sketch a chemical compound; and, with
a few clicks of the mouse, transform a rough sketch
into a well-formed, accurate drawing.
Analyses of the compound may be made to
determine bond lengths and much more. Reagents
may be added and chemical reactions observed,
including intermediate and final products.
Connectivity isomers and absolute stereochemistry at
chiral bonds may be determined. Beaker is openended to allow students the capability to explore
sophisticated problems.
$29.95 retail
Brooks/Cole Publishing Co.; 511 Forest Lodge Rd. ;
Pacific Grove, CA 93950; 408-373-0728
BioCalc
Data acquisition and analysis
Macintosh Plus or larger.
BioCalc allows biomedical research and clinical
laboratories to create page layouts to provide customized laboratory printouts.
The program provides spreadsheet-like formula
functions and the capability to create custom functions. Both single microplate and multiple microplate
setups allow standard, kinetic or quality-control analyses to be performed. Views of text or graphics can
be copied or cut to the Clipboard for copying into
other programs. Because it supports MultiFinder,
BioCalc can operate with a user's favorite software.
$2,000 retail
Dynatech Laboratories, Inc.; 14340 Sullyfield Cir.;
Chantilly, VA 22021; 703-631-7800 or
800-336-4543
Biomedical Research Chart Tool Kit
Statistics; biomedical charts
Macintosh Plus or larga
Biomedical Research Chart Tool Kit is a package used for recording numeric research data, translating this data into meaningful graphics forms and
statistics, and allows generation of random number
files for experimentation and simulation purposes.
The program provides scatter plots with standard
error bars plotted (with optional best fit curves: linear, exponential, power and logarithmic}, three-part
trend chart overlays, trend charts with standard error
bars plotted, histograms (with optional normal distribution overlay) and bar charts with standard error
bars plotted.
$199 retail
Sof-Ware Tools; PO Box 8751; Boise, ID 83707;
208-343-1437
Biometrics
Comprehensive stats package for the life sciences,
including EDA, inference, regressions, Anova, classification and more
512K or larger Macintosh.
Biometrics is intended to serve the needs of people engaged in the biological and life sciences. The
program set covers the materials in the reference
Biometry by R.R. Sokal and F. James Rohlf, with a
few exceptions and considerable additions.

For descriptive statistics, various EDA techniques
are adapted, including stem-and-leaf displays, boxplots and coded tables, as well as standard techniques,
such as histograms, simple data entry and t-test analyses. Statistical distributions and statistical inferences
are covered in detail as is hypothesis testing.
A set of programs for the analysis of variance of
experiments includes factorials with replications,
unbalanced factorials, nested designs and repeated
measures. Data analyses for experiments include the
Duncan multiple range test. Multilinear regression
and correlation analyses include the factor and principal component analysis and the "partial components" analysis to study the relative influence of
variables in the regression process. For the purposes
of classification, cluster analysis programs are
included.
The title contains a full set of file transfer programs that allow for the transfer of data to and from
popular spreadsheets.
$145 retail
Lionheart Press, Inc.; PO Box 379; Alburg,
VT 05440; 514-933-4918
Chem3D
Molecular modeling system
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Chem3D is a modeling package that allows a
user to build and view any chemical structure in
three dimensions, as well as to create real-time animation of structures.
The program maintains a set of parameters to
help build chemical structures most common to a
user 's research, as well as allow a user to supply his
own internal measurements and functional groups.
Chem3D·is designed to understand input from
several sources. In addition to translating ChemDraw
structures into three dimensions, the program can
read and write text files for use with other computer
programs.
Other features include viewing a number of
atoms and bonds, limited only by computer memory;
rotation of structures into any view; a minimization
function; and more.
$595 retail
$396 retail; academic
Cambridge Scientific Computing; 875 Massachusetts
Ave., Ste. 41; Cambridge, MA 02139;
617-491-6862
Chem3D Plus
Molecular modeling system
Macintosh Plus or larger; color firmware required
for color; 68020 and 68881 or 68030 and 68882
processors required for energy minimization.
Chem3D Plus is an extension of Chem3D, a
molecular modeling system. Both programs contain
flexible parameter, model building and substructure
definition capabilities. Standard text file formats
include Cambridge Crystal Data Bank and Protein
Data Bank.
Complex models of up to 2,000 or more atoms
can be viewed. Users can rotate a model into any
view and play back several views to create real-time
animation. Display formats include wire frame , ball
and stick and space-filling (CPK) models. Users can
also display models in stereo.
·
In addition to the mahy features of Chem3D,
Chem3D Plus includes color modeling for the
Macintosh II product line, as well as energy minimization using the MM2 potential function with a Pi
System calculation.
$895 retail
,
$595 retail; academic
Cambridge Scientific Computing; 875 Massachusetts
Ave., Ste. 41; Cambridge, MA 02139;
617-491-6862
ChemConnection Desk Accessory Vl.42
Simplifies the building of a chemical structure or
substructure search query for Chemical Abstracts
Service Online
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive.
ChemConnection DA is a desk accessory that is
designed to simplify the building of a chemical structure or substructure search query for Chemical

Abstracts Service (CAS) Online. It allows a chemist
to construct a query structure offline using the same
drawing capabilities as in Chemlntosh Desk
Accessory.
ChemConnection is helpful to both experienced
and inexperienced users of CAS. Because all structure building is conducted offline, savings of both
time and money are realized by all users. For inexperienced users, creation of the search term in the form
of a chemical structure is simplified, because no
knowledge of the structure generation commands
used by CAS is required.
ChemConnection includes all of the features of
Chemlntosh DA for creating publication-quality
structures in word processing documents and presentation materials.
$395 retail
SoftShell International, Ltd.; 2754 Compass Dr., Ste.
375; Grand Junction, CO 81506; 303-242-7502
ChemDraw
Structural formulas
Macintosh Plus or larger.
ChemDraw is a scientific package that allows
scientists and chemists to communicate using chemical structures.
The program allows a user to create structures by
selecting from a wide choice of chemical notations.
These include normal, dashed, hashed, wedged,
squiggled and multiple bonds; a variety of different
arrow types; saturated and unsaturated rings of size
4-8; and cyclohexane chair conformations. It also
includes text for labels and captions, ellipses,
orbitals, brackets and a number of other general-purpose drawing tools.
High-quality output is available with any printer
for which Macintosh printer drivers are available. A
user can also integrate ChemDraw structures into
any package that understands standard Macintosh
pictures.
$595 retail
$396 retai l; academic
Cambridge Scientific Computing; 875 Massachusetts
Ave., Ste. 41; Cambridge, MA 02139;
617-491-6862
Chemical Critical Properties Stack
Critical properties for organic compounds
Macintosh with I MB of RAM; BOOK disk drive ;
HyperCard.
Chemical Critical Properties Stack contains critical properties for 700 organic compounds, which are
often required to estimate other properties, such as
density, viscosity, heat capacity or thermal conductivity. Included information consists of critical temperature, volume and pressure, freezing point,
boiling temperature and critical compressibility and
acentric factors. This information may be exported to
other programs, including most popular spreadsheets
and word processors.
$25 retail
SanSoft; 892 E. Quail Pl.; Highlands Ranch,
co 80126
Chemlntosh Desk Accessory
Chemical structures
512K or larger Macintosh.
Chemlntosh Desk Accessory is a drawing tool
for.chemists that simplifies the creation of chemical
structure diagrams. It can be used with word processors and other applications for drawing. With a word
processor, a user draws a diagram in Chemlntosh DA
and copies it into a document. Graphics produced by
this desk accessory can be combined with other
object-oriented drawing programs, such as MacDraw
or SuperPaint, and be used to include structural diagrams in complex figures for later inclusion in word
processing documents.
Features include: the ability to undo mistakes;
print on an Image Writer or LaserWriter; save and
open documents; view a full document page while
working at actual size; use rulers for page layout;
align objects as in MacDraw; include pictures from
and copy to MacDraw, MacDraft, SuperPaint and
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others; draw chemical symbol strings, including substituents in a single step; use any font, style or size
for chemical symbol strings; draw rings, including
polygons and others; draw single, double and triple
bonds; draw straight arrows; draw circles, ovals and
arcs, as well as dashed versions of these; draw
curved arrows for mechanisms as well as dashed versions; place text for labels in any font, size or style;
draw brackets to show repeating groups; place and
remove a stereochemistry dot on atoms with a click;
and more.
$295 retail
SoftShell International, Ltd.; 2754 Compass Dr., Ste.
375; Grand Junction , CO 81506; 303-242-7502
ChemStack
Used to design and index chemical structure graphics
Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK drives or hard
disk drive.
ChemStack is a HyperCard application consisting of several HyperCard stacks and instructions for
installing the stacks for use with HyperCard. It is
used to design and index chemical structure graphics.
The main stack contains an extensive library of
chemical structures, including pharmaceuticals,
organic compounds, biochemicals, complex ring systems, vitamins and more. The library encompasses
all major ring systems and compound types. The
ChemStack library is fully indexed by compound
type and name, making rapid searches possible.
Also included are a set of chemical structure
building blocks. These building blocks may be used
to construct new structures; structure construction is
facilitated by using completed structures in the
library as templates.
ChemStack may also be used in combination
with DrawStructures, which contains the same structure library and building blocks as ChemStack, but in
PICT format documents.
A "Sleeper" screen saver is included, as well as
an online manual.
$79 retail; ChemStack (educational discounts available)
$40 retail; for registered owners of DrawStructures
SoftShell International, Ltd.; 2754 Compass Dr., Ste.
375; Grand Junction , CO 81506; 303-242-7502
Counter
Point counter emulation
Any Macintosh.
Counter uses the Macintosh keyboard to emulate
a mechanical point counter. It can be used by scientists and technicians to count anything from blood
cells to mineral grains. Counter has up to 190 slots
anq saves data as a text file for later import into
spreadsheet or statistical packages.
Features include: unlimited number of counts;
totals automatically; audible click indicates count
registered; additional audible tone at each 100
counts; subtracts erroneous counts from any key;
resets to zero with a button click; and six keyboard
configurations for counting.
$100 retail
Pierre Zippi, PAZ Graphics; 60 Mountv iew Ave.,
#410; Toronto, Ontario, Canada M6P 2L4;
416-766-4077
D.C. Resistivity
Earth resistivity modeling
512K or larger Macintosh; lmageWriter.
D.C. Resistivity is a program that allows a user
to model resistivity data acquired using the Wenner,
Lee or Schlumberger electrode configurations. Its
intended application is in the area of shallow engineering scale resistivity investigations (hazardous
waste site studies, foundation surveys, hydrogeologic
studies, etc.).
Up to 30 apparent resistivity observations per
sounding can be modeled using electrode spacings
from 1to1 ,000 feet (or meters).
$100 retail

RockWare, Inc.; 4251 Kipling St., Ste. 595; Wheat
Ridge, CO 80033; 303-423-5645
Data Scan
Converts graphs to numeric data
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Data Scan is an image processing utility that
converts bit-mapped graphics to coordinate data.
With the help of a scanner, Data Scan may be used to
extract numeric data from graphics in newspapers,
journals or any hard copy source when the original
numeric data is not available. Bar charts, line charts,
area charts, log/log, log/linear and linear plots may
all be converted. Data Scan analyzes bit maps in
MacPaint, TIFF, uncompressed FOTO (PageMaker
1.2) or ThunderScan format.
Data Scan allows efficient data recovery from
graphs with multiple data sets or scatter charts with
point symbols, and allows smoothing and/or compression of the output data file. In addition, it can
remove vertical or horizontal grids, and identify and
remove lines from combination line/point charts.
$195 retail
BrainPower, Inc.; 30497 Can wood St., Ste. 20 l;
Agoura Hills, CA 91301 ; 818-707-1712 or
800-345-05 19
Diffract Vl.2
Aids the analysis of crystallographic data
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Diffract is designed to aid the crystallographer in
interpreting diffraction patterns of inorganic crystals
and help beginning and advanced students learn the
intricacies of electron or x-ray diffraction theory.
Diffract can plot SAD and CBED diffraction patterns, HOLZ patterns, kikuchi maps, stereographic
projections and two- and three-dimensional representations of the real lattice. In addition, Diffract can
determine quantitative data such as extinction conditions, ct-spacings, angle between planes and angle
between directions. It can also determine the thickness of a thin foil using convergent beam patterns.
Diffraction patterns from four different crystals
and 12 orientations for each crystal can be plotted.
Diffracted intensities are calculated using the atom
positions, the accelerating voltage of the microscope
and the scattering angle. Individual diffracting spots
can be labelled and their d-spacings, extinction distances and structure factors can be determined directly from the pattern. Kikuchi maps are plotted to any
indices and can be rotated or expanded.
The stereographic projection section of the program is a highly interactive problem solving tool.
Plane pole and direction stereograms for any system
can be plotted. Specific plane poles, directions or
plane traces can be added singly or by type. Crystals
can be rotated individually or as a unit. Trace and
dislocation analysis is included and is designed for
easy and accurate determination of dislocation directions.
The real lattice subsection plots two- and threedimensional representations of any unit cell. The
crystal can be rotated to any orientation and unit
cells of up to four different crystals can be plotted
with specific orientations. Quantitative information
obtained from the plotted crystal includes: directions
between atoms, atomic planes, distance between
atoms, the atomic radius and the angle between
atoms.
'
Diffract is useful for anyone needing to under.stand the structure and properties of inorganic materials.
$499 retail; education single user
$999 retail; education site license
$900 retail; corporate single user
$1 ,800 retail; corporate site license
Microdev, Inc.; PO Box 2302; Evergreen,
co 80439; 303-674-8363
The DNA Inspector Ile
Molecular biology
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive or
hard disk drive.
The DNA Inspector Ile gives a molecular biologist a complete set of tools for analyzing and manipulating DNA sequences. The. program incorporates
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speech, allowing a single person to rapidly confirm a
sequence,
Available analysis routines include:
enter/edit/confirm DNA sequences and comments;
automatically convert downloaded text sequences;
recombine up to I0 different DNA fragments with
optional inversion; completely customizable restriction enzyme table; search for inverted or direct
repeats; search DNA with sequence entered at keyboard or with a fragment of another DNA; complete
restriction enzyme analysis of both linear and circular DNAs; base composition analysis, including sliding base composition; homology matrix analysis;
extensive open reading frame analysis; M13 shotgun
sequence reconstruction; search restriction enzyme
database; and works in color on a Mac II and prints
in color on an ImageWriter II with a four-color ribbon.
$345 retail
Textco; 27 Gilson Rd. ; W. Lebanon, NH 03784;
603-643-1471
DNA/RNA Builder Vl.03
Molecular modeling and graphics software (color or
black and white)
Macintosh Plus or larger.
DNA/RNA Builder is·a molecular modeling and
graphics software package. Users can create models
of double- and single-stranded DNA and RNA starting with a simple listing of the base sequence. Razorsharp laser images may be output directly to the
LaserWriter or pasted into draw- or paint-type programs for further manipulation. The program allows
the use of a 7- by 9-inch window, even on the smallest screens.
Features include: simple character string input
(e.g., GGCGAGTC, etc.); color or monochrome output; dreiding .or ball and stick models; variable scale
and rotation; use standard sets of helix dihedrals,
sugar ring puckers and base dihedrals (or userdefined); handles up to 50 bases or 1,200 atoms; and
create coordinate data file for use with other programs.
$199 retail
Atlantic Software; PO Box 299; Wenham,
MA 01984; 508-922-4352
DrawStructures For Chemists
Chemical-structure graphics
Any Macintosh.
DrawStructures for Chemists is designed for use
by chemists, chemistry students and instructors,
microbiologists or anyone who needs chemicalstructure graphics.
The structures were constructed using object-oriented polygons and lines from the DrawRings portion of the company's Organic· Fonts package.
As PICT format files, the structures may be
opened from within a drawing program, such as
MacDraft, MacDraw or SuperPaint. Within these
programs, they may be edited, resized without distortion or loss of resolution, copied and pasted into
word-processing or page-layout packages and printed. As object-oriented graphics, they print in the best
possible quality that an Image Writer or LaserWriter
can produce.
The structures are divided into classes, such as
amino acids, nucleic acids , sterols, sugars, organic
acids and bases, including all major compounds and
ring systems.
The manual contains an index of these structures
and provides information on using drawing programs
and object-oriented images effectively. Also included
is a discussion of outputting these structures to a
LaserWriter and to color plotters.
$79 retail; educational discounts available
SoftShell International, Ltd.; 2754 Compass Dr., Ste.
375; Grand Junction, CO 81506; 303-242-7502

I

DScience 1.0
Scientific data reduction
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; hard disk
drive recommended.
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DScience is a professional scientific data reduction program that allows analysis of existing (and
created) dat~ files with interactive graphical, mathematical and numerical procedures.
Graphics include multiple plots per page, twodimensional, contour and surface plotting, with the
capability to overlay and combine plots. More than
40 mathematical operations are available for data-set
transfonnations, including Bessel, Gamma and Error
functions. Numerical operations include Fourier
methods, statistics and modeling. Modeling includes
non-linear fitting to user-defined functions with the
option to fix coefficients.
Spectra Blue, as an Apple authorized ValueAdded Reseller, provides customized "extensions" of
DScience for specific scientific/data reduction needs.
In addition to the DScience "core," modules for various scientific spheres will be available (Image
Processing, Finite Math, Matrix Analysis, etc.).
DScience su.pports color; 68000, 68020/68881
and 68030/68882 Macintosh systems; MultiFinder
with background tasking; and the ImageWriter II,
LaserWriter Plus, i.,aserWriter !INT and LaserWriter
IINTX.
$495 retail
Spectra Blue, Inc.; 7739 E. Broadway, Ste. 248;
Tucson, AZ 857 IO; 602-269-3899
Equilibrium
Chemical equilibrium calculation program
512K or larger Macintosh ; Microsoft Basic Version
2.0.
Equilibrium calculates the equilibrium concentrations for up to 18 species involved in up to 18
reaction equations.
The program also calculates the equilibriumreaqion temperature; the heat of reaction (Enthalpy)
and the specific heat.
The program outputs a list of species names and
their equilibrium-molar concentrations. A before and
after-reaction pie chart that displays the molar percentages of the mixture can also be produced.
$28 retail
E&M Software Co.; 95 Richardson Rd.; N.
Chelmsford, MA 01863; 508-251-7451
ESR
First-order isotropic ESR spectrum simulation program
512KE or larger Macintosh.
ESR is a first-order isotropic electron spin resonance spectral simulation application.
All naturally occurring isotopes for the first I 03
elements are supported. The program permits a user
to define nuclear abundances, spectrometer frequency, line width, spectral width, "g", hyperfine coupling constants and spectral resolution.
The on-screen spectrum may be copied to the
Clipboard for use with other applications or printed
directly via the Image Writer or LaserWriter. Spectra
may be saved in PICT files, and ESR has the ability
to read and write spectral datasets in ASCII files.
ESR can simulate up to 24 nuclear spin sets. The
program comes with a comprehensive manual that
includes a tutorial, a reference section and a chapter
describing the methodology used.
$175 retail; 5 l 2KE or larger
$245 retail; II, SE/30
Calleo Scientific Software Publishers; 1300
Miramont Dr.; Ft. Collins, CO 80524; 303-493-8573
ES Ra
First-order powder ESR spectrum simulation program
512KE or larger Macintosh .
ESRa is a first-order powder electron spin resonance spectral simulation application.
All naturally occurring isotopes for the first 103
elements are supported. The program pennits a user
to define nuclear abundances, spectrometer frequency, line width, spectral width, "g", hyperfine cou-

piing constants and spectral resolution.
ESRa allows a user to simulate anisotropic "g"
and "A" tensors, only anisotropic "g" tensor, or only
anisotropic "A" tensors. Powder spectra may be
simulated with either Gaussian or Lorentzian line
shapes. A user defines the number of integration
steps in the solid angle surface integration.
The on-screen spectrum may be copied to the
Clipboard for use with other applications or printed
directly via the Image Writer or LaserWriter. Spectra
may be saved in PICT files, and ESRa has the capability to read and write spectral datasets in ASCII
files.
ESR a can simulate up to 24 nuclear spin sets.
The program comes with a comprehensive manual
that includes a tutorial, a reference section and a
chapter describing the methodology used.
$225 retail; 512KE or larger
$295 retail; II, SE/30
Calleo Scientific Software Publishers; 1300
Miramont Dr.; Ft. Collins, CO 80524; 303-493-8573
Fault!
Fold and fault cross-section modeling
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; System
4.0/Finder 5.0 or later.
Fault! is an interactive cross-section modeling
program. It allows a geologist to quickly create and
evaluate balanced cross sections of folds, which fonn
as a result of displacement above faults with a rampand-flat geometry. Faults may be drawn as either planar or listric with either reverse or nonnal sense of
displacement. The defonnational model employed is
that of unifonn lateral displacement. Cross sections
are automatically restorable and may contain several
faulting episodes, allowing the construction of
duplexes. Beds may be entered in either their original or defonned states. Up to 25 beds/faults may be
entered. Large cross sections are easily accommodated. High-resolution graphics show the cross section
at every step in the modeling process.
$495 retail
$195 retail; academic
RockWare, Inc.; 4251 Kipling St., Ste. 595; Wheat
Ridge, CO 80033; 303-423-5645
Gene Construction Kit
Plasmid drawing and DNA manipulation tool
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Gene Construction Kit allows graphic
manipulation of DNA sequences and has plasmid
drawing capabilities.
DNA sequences'can be manipulated and represented graphically or as text. SegmtllltS can be cut
and pasted in either mode and displayed as linear or
circular, with user-definable thickness, pattern and
color. Cutting and pasting operations monitor staggered ends and will not allow incompatible ends to
be joined. Restriction enzyme sites can be marked
and coding regions or other regions of interest can be
indicated. Complete or partial digest gel electrophoresis patterns may be generated and viewed as
a gel or as a table. Zoomin~ allows a construct to be
viewed at any detail level.
The program keeps track of segment history and
can display any generation for any segment.
Different views of the construct can be stored with
the construct itself and viewed when desired.
Comments may be attached to any segment, site,
region or whole construct. In the illustration window,
multiple constructs, gels or sequence listings can be
displayed simultaneoµsly and can be connected with
arrows or lines. Text labels, rectangles, round rectangles and circles can be added at any location in an
illustration. A file searching accessory is available
that enables the Gene Construction Kit to function as
a simple database.
$895 retail
$495 retail; Academic discount
Textco; 27 Gilson Rd.; W. Lebanon, NH 03784;
603-643-1471
Global Data Manager 2.0
Tool to study, explore and research the vital statistics
of the world
Any Macintosh.

Global Data Manager is a tool to help users
study, explore and research the vital statistics of the
world. It integrates into one system the world 's most
complete inventory of global data and makes that
data accessible to researchers, policy makers, corporate executives, students, teachers, media and the
general public.
More than 2,000 variables for each country can
be found on Global Data Manager - population,
food production and consumption, energy production
and consumption, health, education, military, natural
resources, environment, economics and more from tapes provided by the U.N., World Bank, World
Resources Institute and others. Global Data Manager
allows users to easily manipulate this data in a wide
variety of ways.
$125 retail
World Game Institute; University City Science
Center; 3508 Market St.; Philadelphia, PA 19104;
215-387-0220
Grant Tracker
Research grant management
512K or larger Macintosh.
Grant Tracker is a common-sense bookkeeping
program for non-accountants to keep track of
research grant funds, expenses and personnel. The
manual teaches a user how to set up the accounts,
and how to reconcile these accounts with expenditure statements. Users may also do what-if calculations and make projections.
$249 retail
KCS Software; 927 Mears Ct.; Stanford, CA 94305;
415-493-7210
GraphPack
Fortran plotting package for scientific and technical
work
Any Macintosh ; Absoft MacFortran, DCM Mactran
or Language Systems Fortran.
GraphPack is a subroutine package that includes
standard plotting calls such as plot, axis, line and
symbol, frequently used on mainframes for pen plotters, such as Nicolet/Zeta and Calcomp.
Program features include two-dimensional,
semilog, log-log and three-dimensional hidden-line
graphs; linear and logarithmic graphs; annotated
axes; precise positioning of text and numbers; access
to any printing device; compatibility with the
LaserWriter; a Clipboard interface, which allows
pasting plots into other applications at full resolution; complete source code and documentation;
example programs; and more.
$70 retail
Lipa Software; 125 La Sandra Way; Portola Valley,
CA 94028; 415-324-7728
Grav2D
Two-dimensional gravity modeling program
512K or larger Maci11tosh.
Grav2D is a two-dimensional gravity modeling
program. It calculates the gravity along a traverse
perpendicular to horizontal regular polgonally-sided
cylinders of infinite extent.
Features include: MacDraw-like interface for
drawing, reshaping, selecting and dragging bodies
(polygons); split a vertex into two vertices at anytime; automatic scrolling during dragging and
reshaping; assign patterns (and colors - Mac II)
individually to bodies from palette menus; zoom in
up to four times in the body view; fast recalculation
of gravity anomaly; scaling of data and results to
page size is automatic, but may be overridden manually; text and graphics windows for viewing body or
gravity station data; models and gravity station data
may also be entered from text files or through the
Clipboard; choose units of meters, kilometers, miles
or kilofeet; remove or add a linear regional gradient;
vertical exaggeration up to I0 times; models and
results may be saved to a PICT file; and more.
$100 retail
RockWare, Inc.; 4251 Kipling St., Ste. 595; Wheat
Ridge, CO 80033; 303-423-5645
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HyperADC-1
HyperCard data acquisition software for use with the
ADC-I peripheral hardware unit
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; two BOOK
disk drives or hard disk drive; HyperCard; ADC-I.
HyperADC-1 is a HyperCard stack for data
acquisition and control tasks that is designed to work
with the ADC-I , a peripheral data collection unit.
Using HyperADC-1, programmers can create
sophisticated application-specific stacks for a broad
range of data acquisition areas. Any application that
can be enhanced by knowing the current temperature, humidity, river level, pressure, energy consumption, etc., can benefit from the addition of an
ADC-I.
The HyperADC-I stack can be operated either
with an ADC-I attached or in a simulated mode. The
stack script includes the XCMDs and functions that
allow communication with the ADC-I through the
modem port. Control of all ADC-I features is illustrated within the scripts of cards, buttons and the
stack.
$45 retail; HyperADC-1
$489 retail; ADC- I
Remote Measurement Systems, Inc.; 2633 Eastlake
Ave. E, Ste. 200; Seattle, WA 98102; 206-328-2255
IDAC-A-Stac
Data acquisition
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; two BOOK
disk drives or hard disk drive; IDAC/1000
Peripheral; HyperCard.
IDAC-A-Stac is a HyperCard-based data acquisition system that uses an almost universal metaphor
for organizing information, the index card. Users
select the data acquisition function for execution, and
IDAC-A-Stac puts all the information at their fingertips. Users can collect and explore large amounts of
information very quickly. Users simply add a card .
for each data acquisition task and click on a button.
The program puts the type of data acquisition function performed into the card, collects the data, puts it
into the results portion of the card and then allows
users to enter a description for that particular card.
For each data acquisition exercise, users start a new
card in'the stack.
IDAC-A-Stac can be used to start a long data
acquisition run, exit HyperCard and do other work
for several hours and then come back into
HyperCard and retrieve all the data that was collected by the IDAC/1000 data acquisition peripheral.
Users can then search through the HyperCard stack
for specific data on cards, print the results, move the
data to other programs for analysis, etc.
IDAC-A-Stac is based on the IDAC/1000 RS232C data acquisition peripheral. The IDAC/1000
stand-alone peripheral will capture eight channels of
single-ended or four channels of differential analog,
input. Up to 16 channels of digital input/otiiput are
jumper-selectable for input or output in groups of
eight. The procluct offers 12-bit analog/digital resolution and features a maximum sampling rate of 3,600
conversions per second (aggregate) within voltage
ranges of +/-10, +/-5, +/-2.5, 0-IO and 0-5 volts.
$75 retail
IDAC, Inc.; PO Box 397; Amherst, NH 03031;
603-673-0765
IDAC-Chrome
Chromatography system
512K or larger Macintosh.
IDAC-Chrome is a chromatography system that
includes the IDAC/I 000 RS-232C data acquisition
peripheral, Macontrol software for collecting data
from a chromatograph and Chrome software for data
analysis. Users are not limited to chromatography.
The IDAC/1000 with Macontrol can be used for
other laboratory applications.

ID AC-Chrome provides five methods of analyzing integrated data, and within each method there is a
choice of single point, mean of single points and
multipoint calibration. Each calibration is presented
graphically and is statistically assessed for quality.
Points can be withdrawn and refitted to find optimum calibration. Calibration can be performed using
both internal and external standards. Integration
parameters are programmable. Peak recognition,
detector noise rejection and compensation for partially resofved and training edge peaks can all be selected.
Chrome software will.search for the base line,
draw it and integrate the peaj<s, either positive or
negative, recognizing and excluding plateaus. This
controlled method of automatic baseline seeking
compensates for drifting baselines and provides for
greater precision in the final results. A printed report
follows each analysis. A total report is available, or
select areas of data may be chosen. Data and results
are transferable to other programs.
$2,495 retail
IDAC, Inc.; PO Box 397; Amherst, NH 03031;
603-673-0765

Igor
Graphing aqd data analysis
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Igor is an interactive environment for experimentation with scientific and engineering data and
for the production of publication-quality graphs and
page layouts.
Igor allows multiple data sets of any length to be
displayed in any number of graphs and tables. In
graphs, each curve has its own color, line size and
style. Page layouts present graphs, tables, text annotation and PICTs. Fonts, type sizes and styles can be
mixed in axis labels and annotation.
Analysis includes Fourier transforms, curve fittings to built-in and user-defined functions, histograms, integrations, differentiations and a
mathematical expression evaluation.
· Igor includes a structured macro language that
allows automation of importing, analysis, printing
and other operations.
$295 retail
WaveMetrics; PO Box 2088; Lake Oswego,
OR 97035; 503-646-2180
Image Analyst
Scientific image processing and analysis
Macintosh JI; 5 MB of RAM; video card expansion .
Image Analyst is designed for scientific users
who need to ext&act quantitative data from video
images. Image Analyst allows a user to compute
number and size of cells in images P.rojected by
video cameras attached to microscopes, or enhance
and measure distances in radiographs.
Images can be filtered and manipulated either
interactively or by running "sequences" containing
series of commands that have previously been
entered and saved. Image Analyst is capable of
"thresholding," which allows a user to divide objects
[nto two groups according to their intensity or gray
level. "Convolution," or spatial filtering, permits the
outlines of an object to be sharpened for better quantitative analysis. And, for poor contrast images, grayscale edge detection can precisely define hard to find
borders.
With Image Analyst, a user can easily assemble
a sequence of instructions to automatically enhance
feature appear~nce; count objects; determine density,
· shape, size, position, movement; perform object feature extraction; conduct textural analysis; and much
more.
Image Analyst works with either a frame grabber
board and any standard video camera or a disk stored
image.
$1 ,500 retail; in OEM quantities
Automatix, Inc.; 755 Middlesex Turnpike; Billerica,
MA 01821; 508-667-7900
Immunosoft
Data acquisition.and analysis
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 3.2 or later;
Finder 4.1 or later.
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Immunosoft is a system used in research and
clinical laboratories. Its main function is to analyze
patient test samples leading to either ac!vances in
medicine or to definition of disease states as in
Hepatitis or AIDS. The program provides data acquisition, storage, analysis, data manipulation and
retrieval. Data may also be exported.
The software is designed to interface with any of
Dynatech's limited photometers to automatically collect absorbance (optical density) data as read using
chemical reagents in plastic reaction vessels (96 well
Microtiter plates) in EL.ISA (Enzyme Linked
Immunosorbent Assays) or FIA (Fluorescent
Immuno Assays). On-board data analyses include
regression analysis, four powers of fit plus Rodbarc!'s
four-parameter Logistic Fit, simple statistics and
mathematical manipulations. Data collection modes
include single plate readings, multiple (Kinetic) plate
readings and controlled plate readings.
$1,500 retail
Dynatech Laboratories, Inc.; 14340 Sullyfield Cir.;
Chantilly, VA 22021; 703-631-7800 or
800-336-4543

Kinetic Collector/Macintosh
j(inetic data analysis software
Macimosh Plus or larger; Bio-Rad Model 3550
Microplate Reade1:
The Kinetic Collector software meets the high
stanqards of the Model 3550 Microplate Reader by
providing total control over all the processes of
kinetic data collection and analysis. A user sets the
plate mixing intervals, the times between readings
and the number of repeated plate readings. Up to five
different sets of these variables may be set and executed in a single plate analysis.
A user commands the range of absorbance and
time to select the data to be used in the determination
of kinetic velocities. The Kinetic Collector software
will recalculate the velocities and standard errors of
all the wells and redisplay the kinetic plots for
inspection.
·
The Kinetic Collector software saves the raw
data in spreadsheet-compatible files in three different
formats. The time stamps and absorbance readings
may be saved as rows, columns or 8 by 12 matrices
in tab-delineated ASCII files, which are readily
accepted by Excel, Cricket Graph, Stat View and others.
$765 retail
Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc.; 3300 Regatta Blvd.;
Richmon~ , CA 94804;
Km ax
Data acquisition and analysis
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 6.0 or later.
Kmax features event-triggered data acquisition
and event-by-event data recording with advanced
tools for replay, sorting and two-dimensional histogramming. A user needs no formal programming
experienc~ to setup and execute a data acquisition
task. The "Command Sequence Language" provides
complete control over the data acquisition process,
including CAMAC module 1/0. Command
sequences can be written in a robust, compiled
scripting language, and the XCMDs and XFCNs
allow a user to install special analysis and data
acquisition routines. Special "Module Description
Resources" contain detailed information about each
CAMAC module in the data acquisition system.
Kmax has full support for the following CAMAC
controllers: CERN Mac Vee system, Mac-CC, Jorway
73 SCSI, DSP-CC-SCSI, DSP-CC-488, KSC 3988,
KSC 3922 and LRS 8901A.
$1,495 retail
Sparrow; PO Box 6 !02; Mississippi State,
MS 39762; 601-324-0982
Lab-NB LabDriver
'
Software designed to simplify data acquisition control functions with the Lab-NB multifunction board
Macintosh JI; Lab-NB.
The Lab-NB LabDriver has a high-level programming interface that allows a user to develop
applications quickly and easily. The package contains a set of routines, callable from any language,

I
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that supports Macintosh Device Manager calls.
Language interfaces for MPW C, Think C and MS
Basic are provided.
$95 retail
National Instruments Corp.; 6504 Bridge Point
Pkwy.; Austin, TX 78730; 512-794-0100 or
800-433-3488
Lab-SE LabDriver
Software designed to simplify data acquisition application programming with the Lab-SE multifunction
board
Macintosh SE; Lab-SE.
The Lab-SE LabDriver offers a high-level programming interface to a user so that applications can
be developed quickly and easily. The package contains a set of routines callable from any language that
supports system toolbox device manager calls.
Language interfaces from MPW C, Think C and MS
Basic are provided.
$95 retail
National Instruments Corp.; 6504 Bridge Point
Pkwy.; Austin, TX 78730; 512-794-0100 or
800-433-3488
LabView 2
Complete graphical instrumentation software system
with built-in compiler for data acquisition, analysis,
presentation and instrument control
512K or larger Macintosh; 4 MB of RAM; hdrd disk
drive.
LabView is a software system for building highperformance instrumentation and analysis applications. It features a unique icon-based graphical
programming language and graphical cqmpiler that
provides an integrated environment for engineering
and scientific applications. Data can pe acquired from
GPIB, RS-232 instruments or from National
Instruments' plug-in data acquisition boards for the
Macintosh SE or II. More than 100 instruments can
be controlled by the ready-to-use icons in the
Instrument Library. Analysis includes-statistical functions, array functions and digital signal processing.
Presentations include color graphics with special pan
and zbom features and picture import capabilities.
Application areas include instrument control,
process control, laboratory automation, automated
test, signal processing, simulation, design and classroom instruction.
$1,995 retail
National Instruments Corp.; 6504 Bridge Point
Pkwy.; Austin, TX 78730; 512-794-0100 or
800-433-3488
Mac-Tally
White blood cell differential counts
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM.
Mac-Tally is designed for the Hematology
Laboratory. It is used to maintain Leukocyte differential counts. By using the keypad (or any userdefined keys on the keyboard}, the technologist can
tally blood cells while viewing them through the
microscope.
,
After completing the counts, the program can
produce differential reports, final patient reports
and/or departmental log sheets. .
If the technologist enters the blood count into the
Macintosh, the report will include an absolute cell
count based upon the patient's total cell count and .
differential.
$129.95 retail
Resolve; PO Box 907; Vails Gate, NY 12584;
914-565-6262
MacAdios Manager II
General-purpose data acquisition software package
Macintosh Plus or larger; MacAdios hardware.
MacAdios Manager II is general-purpose data
acquisition software that performs FFTs and inverse
FFTs, spectrum analysis, statistical analysis, integration, differentiation, histograms and convolutions on

acquired data. It is compatible with the MacAdios II,
MacAdios II fr, MacAdios II SE Expansion System
and the MacAdios SCSI Product family.
$890 retail
GW Instruments; 35 Medford St.; Somerville,
MA 02143; 617-625-4096
MacChemistry
Templates; electronic storage tray; lab set; periodic
table
Any Macintosh .
MacChemistry consists of four programs
designed to enhance chemistry reports and experiments.
·
MacChemistry: Templates give a user access to
more than 300 high-quality chemistry graphic
objects. It includes everything from crystal lattices to
quick-fit glassware to stoppers in assorted sizes.
More than 160 pieces of chemistry apparatus, with
quick-fit capabilities, permit easy assembly into
experiments sµitable for inclusiop in word processing.
MacChemistry: Nest is a Nifty Electronic
Storage Tray that lets user create their own annotated
indexing system.
MacChemistry: ChemLab is a specialized lab set
that provides acids and bases for multiple and complex online titration experiments.
MacChemistry: Periodic Table contains volumes
of reference material condensed on screen.
$145 retail; site license available
Fortnum Software; 16742 Gothard St., Ste. 213;
Huntington Beach, CA 92647; 714-841-1562
Maclnstrain
Strain analysis
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Maclnstrain is a flexible, menu-driven research
l!lld teaching tool using center-to-center strain analysis. The program creates publication-quality Rf/phi
and Fry diagrams.
Data files can be input in the following five formats: center coordinates of objects; center and radius
end point coordinates of objects; three points on the
margin of inscribed circles; four points at the end
points of major and minor axes of ellipses; and five
spaced points on the margin of ellipses.
$200 retail
RockWare, Inc.; 4251 Kipling St., Ste. 595; Wheat
Ridge, CO 80033; 303-423-5645
Maclnstruments
Allows Macintosh to emulate popular laborafory ·
instruments
Macintosh SE or 11; MacAdips hardware.
Maclnstruments is a software package that
enables Macintosh SE and II computers to emulate
popular laboratory instruments. This software provides high-performance four-channel emulations of
oscilloscopes, chart recorders, scrolling strip chart
recorders and scan line recorders:
Each instrument emulation functions like its laboratory counterpart, but provides several additional
benefits. These include easy mouse/menu control,
printing the Maclnstrumen.ts window, saving a waveform to disk, sending data to Excel, sending a waveform to the Clipboard or sending a waveform to a
programming environment for analysis. With
Maclnstruments, users can zoom scroll or pan
through waveform data after it has been sampled or
obtain simple statistics.
Macinstruments is compatible with MacAdios II,
MacAdios II Jr, MacAdios II SE Exparisioli,
MacAdios Sain and MacAdios adio hardware.
$790 retail
GW Instruments; 35 Medford St.; Somerville,
MA 02143; 617-625-4096
Mac Mohr
Siress analysis and Mohr diagram plotting
Any Macintosh; lmageWrit~r or LaserWrite1:
MacMohr is a Mohr circle calculation program
that produces graphic displays of Mohr 's circles and
analytical information concerning various stress
parameters from triaxial compression test values.

The program has three modes of operation:
Interactive, Linear fit and Curvilinear fit. The
Interactive mode allows a user to plot a Mohr's circle
by inputting the compressive stress and the confining
pressure. The Linear fit option reads a series of triaxial compression test values from a file, plots the
appropriate circles and finds the best fit solution for
the Mohr's envelope. The Curvilinear fit option
works in a similar way, except that the best fit curvilinear solution for Mohr's envelope is calculated for
the data set.
$100 retail
RockWare, Inc.; 4251 Kipling St., Ste. 595; Wheat
Ridge, CO 80033; 303-423-5645
Macontrol
Data acquisition; laboratory control
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive.
Macontrol is a software tool for collecting data
and controlling laboratory instruments or industrial
sensors.
A user can define an application using a simple
spreadsheet template, automatically collect the data
and then reduce the data for reports or charts. The
program also provides the ability to set up complete
control logic with decision criteria for an experiment
or process, all within a standard spreadsheet.
The System Package includes: IDAC/1000 Data
Acquisition Peripheral, Macontrol software,
IDAC/I 000 to Macintosh cable and a 32K data
buffer for high-speed analog acquisition.
$695 retail; program
$1 ,795 retail; System Pack~ge
IDAC, Inc.; PO Box 397; Amherst, NH 03031;
603-673-0765
MacQCv
Clinical laboratory quality control manager
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM.
MacQCv is a clinical laboratory control manager
for hospital laboratories, doctor offices and animal
laboratories.
The program allows a user to log, monitor,
update and calculate all the necessary statistics for
laboratory quality control testing. It also assists a
user in calculating the statistics mandated by various
regulatory agencies throughout the country.
Besides calculating routine statistics, it provides
a graphic analysis of the data in the form of a Levey
Jennings chart, a cumulative sum chart and a frequency distribution histogram. It will do this for up
to three levels of controls either individually or in
user definable combinations.
$999.95 retail
Resolve; PO Box 907; Vails Gate, NY 12584;
914-565-6262
MacSection
Strip-log, cross-section and fence diagram plotting
program
Macintosh Plus or larger; BOOK disk drive ;
Image Writer or LaserWriter.
MacSection is a strip-log, cross-section and
fence diagram plotting program designed to read text
files of borehole data listing well name, location and
formations or rock-types found over a given interval.
Each formation name or rock-type is keyed in
wi1h a specific pattern that is then plotted within the
interval. A user can choose frorrt 50 different editable
patterns to represent different lithologies. The program includes a pattern editor that allows a user to
modify existing patterns or create new patterns.
The three available options are: Strip Logs, plots
rock name and patterns; Cross Sections, plots correlated cross-sections from multiple well log files with
either linear or spline fit; and Fence Diagrams, plots
correlated fence diagrams as either individual strips
or complete pattern fills, with or without background
grid panels.
The graphic plots can be viewed at any vertical
or horizontal scale on the screen and output at any
scale to an ImageWriter, LaserWriter or PICT file
format.
$300 retail
Rock Ware, Inc.; 4251 Kipling St., Ste. 595; Wheat
Ridge, CO 80033; 303-423-5645
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MacSpeech Lab I
Speech analysis
512K or larger Macintosh, except SE/30or 11;
MacAdios411.
MacSpeech Lab is a software package that turns
a Macintosh into a speech workstation. It works in
conjunction with the MacAdios 4 l l data acquisition
system, which is required to digitize and transfer
voice waveforms to a Macintosh.
MacSpeech Lab is a waveform-oriented speech
·analysis program that allows a user to capture, analyze, edit and play back sound waveforms. The
"Multiple Window" allows a user to simultaneously
view the time waveform with spectrograms and
spectrum (OFT) curves. The "Spectrum Window"
produces either a wide-band or narrow-band spectrum across the full length of the screen. The
"Spectrogram Window" generates a full screen spectrogram with the associated time waveform view
below it.
Also included is a "Fundamental Frequency
Window," which shows the variation of the vibration
of the Larynx with time(= 0 to 500 Hz). All captured
utterances can be printed and saved to disk for later
analysis.
$3,550 retai l
GW Instruments; 35 Medford St.; Somerville,
MA 02143; 617-625-4096
MacSpeech Lab II
Speech analysis
Macintosh 11.
MacSpeech Lab II turns a Macintosh II into a
powerful speech analysis workstation. The system
hardware includes a general-purpose data acquisition
board for digitizing sound waveforms, a set of antialiasing filters for eliminating high-frequency noise
on both input and output utterances, a microphone
with amp, a speaker with amp and all of the necessary cables to connect the system to a Macintosh II.
MacSpeech Lab II is a powerful software package that allows a user to display, edit, analyze, save
to_disk and play back sound wave~orms. Control and
editing is ·performed through the mouse. A user puts
the arrow on a point in the time waveform to be analyzed; selects sections to be deleted, saved to disk or
analyzed; and appends or inserts waveforms saved
on disk to the current waveform being viewed on
screen. Utterances can also be normalized or scaled.
A complete Fourier analysis can be implemented, including wide-band and narrow-band FFTs and
full gray-scale spectrograms. Fundamental frequency
plots can be generated across the whole time waveform or a selected segment. LPC curves can be generated at any point on the time waveform and the
coefficients viewed.
$4,990 retail
GW Instruments; 35 Medford St.; Somerville,
MA 02143; 617-625-4096
MacStronomy 1.28
Astronomical displays; expandable database
Any Macintosh; external disk drive or hard disk
drive (required for large database) ; lmageWriter or
LaserWriter.
MacStronomy maps the stars, moon and planets
in their correct locations for any given date and time.
A user can sel~ct any region of the sky to be
mapped by choosing any locati9n on Earth from
where an observation is to be made. A user can also
select any direction for observation, as well as any
field-of-view diameter.
To identify a star or planet, a user points the
mouse at an object and clicks. Its name and coordinates appear on screen automatically.
The program will also search its database.of
celestial objects for the name of a specific object,
displays the coordinates and description of the object
and centers it on the sky map.
·

The Planet Map displays the planets in their orientation around the sun for any date. More than
1,700 objects are contained in the database, including all stars to magnitude 5.0, 110 Messier objects,
the moon, nine planets and the sun. Stars, galaxies,
nebulae and solar orbiting objects can be added to
the database, and the symbols that represent objects
can be changed. Constellation lines can also be
shown.
An optional database is available that contains
more than 9,000 objects, including all stars to magnitude 6.5.
$75 retail; program
$15 retail; large database
Etlon Software; 1936 Quail Cir.; Louisville,
co 80027; 303-665-3444
MacThrustramp! .
Cross-section modeling
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; System
4.1 /Finder5.1 or latet:
MacThrustramp! is an interactive cross-section
modeling program. It allows a geologist to quickly
create and evaluate balanced cross sections of folds,
~hich form as a resuit of reverse displacement above
faults. Any one of three deformational models may
be employed in the cross section repeatedly to
achieve the desired section. All models maintain
both constant bed length and thickness, creating
area-balanced sections. Cross sections are automati~ally restorable and may contain several faulting
episodes, allowing the construction of duplexes and
imbricate fans. up to 25 beds/faults may be entered.
Input consists of a scale, horizontal and vertical
coordinates of the ramp base, ramp cutoff angle,
ramp height, displacement and bed thicknesses.
Large cross sections are easily accommodated. High
resolution graphics show the cross section at every
step in the modeling process.
$495 retail
$ l 95 retail; academic
RockWare, Inc.; 425 l Kipling St., Ste. 595; Wheat
Ridge, CO 80033; 303-423-5645
MicroChem 2.5
Molecular modeling system
Macintosh Plus or larger; external BOOK disk drive.
MicroChem is a professional molecular modeling system with specialized capabilities for organic,
inorganic and polymer chemistry applications.
MicroChem/XP contains all of the featu res found in
MicrqChem, but is designed to take advantage of the
68020 coprocessor in a Macintosh II.
The Organic Unit contains complete facilities for
inpµttin g, building, analyzing and displaying
molecules containing up to 500 atoms. Fe&tures
include two-dimensional sketching with robust
molecular mechanics energy minimization to create
reasonable three-dimensional structures; fragment
joining; fractional to Cartesian coordinate conversion; configuration inversion; and fixed-valencegeometry molecular mechanics conformational
energy searching.
The Inorganic Unit is tai lo.red for building zeolite molecules containing up to 500 atoms by assembling three-dimensional subunits supplied in a
library. The program automatically inserts oxygens
and hydroxyls, and assigns partial atomic charges. A
user can control the Si:AI composition.
The Macromolecular Unit provides highly specialized capabilities for building synthetic polymer
molecules containing up to 500 atoms, including
addition, condensation, spiro and ladder varieties.
Tacticity, copolymer composition and monomer orientation are user-selectable. The chain conformation
can be automatically set to a number of common
helical states. The molecule display program can
draw stereo or mono stick, ball-stick, space-filling
and Newman projection representations; rotate
bonds; measure bond angles, dihedral angles and
bond lengths; and perform near real-time quality animations.
The Group Additive Properties (GAP) Unit can
search for chemical substituents whose properties are
similar to. those of a template group. Alternatively,
pairs of properties can be graphically plotted. The
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plots can be used to automatically select substituents
displaying systematically varying properties. A
database including the properties pi, sigma, molar
refractivity and volume is supplied for more than 80
chemical substituents. The database can be augmented with additional groups and properties.
$495 each retail; industry (50 percent discount for
more than one purchase)
$295 each retail; academic
$990 retail; 10 copies of one unit
Chemlab, Inc.; 1780 Wilson Dr.; Lake Forest,
IL 60045; 312-996-48 16
Microplate Manager/Macintosh
Microtitration ELISA data analysis
Macintosh Plus or larger; lmageWriter; Bio-Rad's
Model 2550, 3550 and 450 Microplate Readers.
Microplate Manager software eliminates all of
the manual calculations involved in ELISA screening
and quantitation ..
It allows for customized microtitration plate formatting, editing of plate formats, multiple
chemistries per plate, flagging of outliers, standard
curve graphics, sample extrapolations, four graphical
transformations, linear and quadratic regression analysis, export of data to other sofiware applications,
self-adjusting graph axes, dual wavelength subtraction, format options, curve fit evaluations, data
reports, mean and standard deviation, coefficient of
variation, correlation coefficient and standard error
of estimate.
.
The program can produce &even different hard 1
copy reports including standard curve graphics, sample extrapolations and complete statistical analysis of
E,IA data.
Advanced command menus allow access to all
command functions.
$1,000 retail
Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc.; 3300 Regatta Blvd.;
Richmond, CA 94804;
Mineral Data Bases For The Macintosh
Thin section and hand specimen mineral databases
512K or larger Macintosh; two disk drives;
Microsoft File or FileMaker Plus.
. The Mineral Data Bases are composed of two
separate files: the Thin Section Data File and the
Hand Specimen Data File.
The Thin Section Data File includes optical orientation diagrams for over 2/3 of the minerals. A
user can sort on relief, birefringence, elongation and
other optical properties. Diagrams include the X, Y
and Z orientations and the corresponding colors to
the orientations. The data.file contains approximately
l 80 minerals and will be updated in the future.
The Hand Specimen Data File includes physical
properties, such as color, luster, streak, hardness and
habit for the common minerals. It contains approximately 250 minerals and will be updated in the
future.
$75 retail; Thin Section Data File
$50 retail; Hand Specimen Data File
Rock Ware, Inc.; 425 l Kipling St., Ste. 595; Wheat
Ridge, CO 80033; 303-423-5645
Molecules V6.0
Molecular modeling and graphics (color or black and
white)
Macintosh Plus or large1:
Molecules allows for molecular modeling and
graphics. It is a productivity tool for visualizing
stereochemistry of compounds using standard angles
and distances. Coordinates calculated on a mainframe, crystallography data or structures from the literature may also be used.
Users can prepare graphics for publications or
presentations and conformational analysis on new
compounds. It fills the gap between expensive graphics workstations and snap-together physical models.
New features include the ability to perform relative non-bonded energy calculations with various
standard or user-defined parameter sets and the ability to rotate the structure to any arbitrary viewing
angle.

Vertical Markets/
Science
Users can generate space filling atom or
Dreiding model representations, shaded and "billiard
ball" solid atoms, variable scale and origin and inter.nal- or cru:tesian-coordinate input. They can create,
edit and save molecular data files, user-defined wildcard atoms and 1,000 atom capability, as well as
compute van der Waals non-bonded interaction energy. Graphical output may be printed on a
LaserWriter or pasted into draw- and paint-type programs.
$249 retail
Atlantic Software; PO Box 299; Wenham,
MA 01984; 508-922-4352
MSDSDb
Database of common chemica!'compounds and their
hazards
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive (optional); LaserWriter; Claris FileMaker ll.
With the passage of the Freedom of Information
Act, employers were consigned the responsibility to
inform their employees of any hazardous or dangerous compounds they may come in contact with in
pursuit of their job responsibilities. The MSDS Db
provides a means for employers to meet this requirement.
The database includes a listing of more than 100
user-modifiable common chemical compounds and
their hazards in the OSHA approved format. Wlien
printed via a LaserWriter or similar device, the output is identical to the government-issued form. It is
also possible for a user to enter other compounds.
MSDS Db has full find and sort capabilities
using any of the form's information as the key for
these commands. Capacity is limited only by the
amount of disk space available.
$695 retail
NeoMac; 855 Lively Blvd.; Wood Dale, IL 60191;
312-595-1900
NB LabDriver
Conventional programming language support for
National Instruments NB Series data acquisition
boards
Macintosh//; NB Series Boards.
NB LabDriver provides high-level software
modules for developing data acquisition applications
with the NB Series Boards in a Macintosh II.
Functions of these boards include analog-to-digital
(A/D) andoigital-to-analog (D/A) conversion, digital
input and output (Dl/0) and timing input and output
(TMI/0).
With one or more of the NB Series personal
instrumentation boards installed, a Macintosh II can
become a personal laboratory, with the capability for
real-world analog and digital measurement and control. The NB LabDriver software package is an
essential ingredient for this system because it eliminates the low-level programming task and integrates,
in a user-friendly fashion, the hardware capabilities
with the high-level application programming environment of a user. A user can begin developing
application software immediately since the package
contains a set of routines callable from any language
that supports system toolbox device manager calls.
Language interfaces for MPW C, Think C, MS
Basic, Think Pascal, HyperCard and HyperTalk are
provided.
NB LabDriver is not required for use with
LabYiew 2.
$295 retail
National Instruments Corp.; 6504 Bridge Point
Pkwy.; Austin, TX 78730; 512-794-0100 or
800-433-3488
NMR"
Second-order isotropic NMR spectrum simulation
program
512KE or larger Macintosh .
NMR" is a second-order nuclear magnetic resonance spectral simulation application.

All naturally occurring isotopes for the first 103
elements are supported. NMR" permits a user to
define nuclear abundances, spectrometer frequency,
resonating nucleus, line widths, spectral width, tickmark spacing and both scalar and dipolar coupling
constants.
The on-screen spectrum may be copied to the
Clipboard for use with other applications or printed
directly via the Image Writer or LaserWriter. Spectra
may be saved in PICT files , and NMR" has the capability to read and write spectral datasets in ASCII
files.
NMR" can simulate up to six nuclear spins
(5 l 2KE) or up to eight nuclear spins (2 MB memory). The program comes with a comprehensive manual that includes a tutorial, a reference section and a
chapter describing the methodology used.
$275 retail; 5 l 2KE or larger
$375 retail; II, SE/30
Calleo Scientific Software Publishers; 1300
Miramont Dr.; Ft. Collins, CO 80524; 303-493-8573 .
Numerical Recipes
Scientific computations
Any Macintosh.
Numerical Recipes software contains more than
200 routines in all areas of scientific computing.
They are designed for incorporation into a user's
programs. Operation of the programs is described in
"Numerical Recipes: The Art of Scientific
Computing," published by Cambridge University
Press.
Numerical Recipes Examples are demonstration
programs that illustrate the use of all subroutines on
the Numerical Recipes disks.
$39.95 each retail; Numerical Recipes (specify
Fortran, Pascal or C)
$29.95 each retail; Numerical Recipes Examples
(specify Fortran, Pascal or C)
Cambridge University Press; l IO Midland Ave.; Port
Chester, NY 10573; 914-937-9600 or 800-872-7423
Passage
Data analysis and plotting program
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Passage is a complete X,Y plotting and numerical analysis program that takes a user from data
input, through data analysis and on-screen plotting to
publication-quality output quickly and effortlessly.
Numerical analysis routines include Fourier
transforms, polynomial fitting, smoothing, differentiation and integration. A built-in function parser can
evaluate algebraic expressions and can "operate" on
existing data.
Passage uses the printer's full resolution to produce finely detailed output.
$200 retail
Passage Software, Inc.; PO Box 8874; Ft. Collins,
co 80525; 303-490-1380
Passage II
Data analysis and plotting program
Macintosh// ; 900K of RAM; two disk drives or hard
disk drive.
Passage II is a powerful X,Y plotting and numerical analysis program for the Macintosh II, which
seamlessly integrates data input, data analysis, onscreen plotting and publication-quality output.
Passage II makes direct calls to the MC6888 l
floating-point hardware and fully supports the color
capabilities of the Mac IL Additional features
include legends, histograms and support for up to
9,999 X,Y pairs per data window.
$395 retail
Passage Software, Inc.; PO Box 8874; Ft. Collins,
co 80525; 303-490-1380
PC Plot
High-resolution graphics program
512K or larger Macintosh ; LaserWriter or
lmageWriter.
PCPlot is a high-resolution scientific and financial graphics program that makes pixel resolution
screen and printer graphs.
The program creates line graphs, bar charts, stacked bar charts, stock market-type charts and

graphs with error bars. All plot types can be mixed
on a single graph.
Axes can be scaled to linear and/or logarithmic
scales enabling a user to create linear, semi-log and
full log graphs. A user can place alphanumeric labels
anywhere on the plotting surface and have the graph
dated and time stamped.
Points can be connected by dotted, dashed or
solid lines. Distinct .legends can be superimposed on
individual points.
The program will plot data written in Basic,
Pascal, Fortran, etc., or data entered manually from
the keyboard.
$125 retail
BY Engineering; 2023 Chicago Ave., Ste. B f3;
Riverside, CA 92507; 714-781-0252
PDP2
Scientific/financial graph plotting program
512K or larger Macintosh ; serial pen plotter.
PDP2 is a stand-alone program that makes multicolor scientific and financial graphs on pen plotters.
Data may be.entered manually or come from previously generated data files.
Data files can originate from Basic, Fortran and
Pascal programs, word processors, text editors or
other BY Engineering products, such as ACNAP or
SPP. Data from different files may be plotted on the
same graph.
The program is menu driven and interactive, but
it also supports an Auto mode whereby the program
plots graphs without user intervention. The program
will draw up to six plots per graph and 1,000
point/plot.
Multiple Y-axes can be linearly or logarithmically scaled. A user can plot line graphs, bar charts,
stacked bar charts and line plots with error bars.
Dotted, dashed or solid lines may be specified.
$95 retail
BY Engineering; 2023 Chicago Ave., Ste. B 13;
Riverside, CA 92507; 714-781-0252
Piper/Stiff
Piper and :;tiff diagram plotting program
512K or larger Macintosh ; lmageWriter or
LaserWriter.
Piper/Stiff is a Piper and Stiff diagram plotting
program that enabl!!S a user to quickly enter chemical
assay values, calculate the ion balance and then plot
Piper-trilinear or Stiff diagrams from the data set.
Both the Piper and Stiff option of the program
plot trilinear diagrams of chemical values entered as
mg/I. These values are converted and plotted as %
meq/l by the Piper option and as meq/l by the Stiff
option.
The program contains its own data input form
for entering ion val.ues and calculating the ion balance. Files created via this option are then used to
create the Piper and Stiff diagrams. Simple reports
can be generated from these files or the data can be
exported for use in other Macintosh applications.
$225 retail
RockWare, Inc.; 425 l Kipling St., Ste. 595; Wheat
Ridge, CO 80033; 303-423-5645
Plasmid Artist Vl.2
Creates and produces publication-quality plasmid
diagrams
512KE or larger Macintosh; second disk drive recommended; System 4.1 or later.
Plasmid Artist is a graphic program designed for
biologists that creates and produces desktop publication-quality plasmid diagrams (graphical representations of recombinant DNA molecules used in the
design and publication of experimental results).
Plasmid Artist uses a simple, MacDraw-like user
interface that allows biologists to construct diagrams
detailing their recombinant DNA molecule-building
strategies and results. The program automatically
keeps track of the size of the molecule as one
"clones" in new gene fragments by using mouseactivated tools. It shows the map with correct scaling
on screen and prints a high-quality image to any
PostScript printer.
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Plasmid Artist also exports the publication-quality image as an Encapsulated PostScript file so that
the diagrams may be pasted up with a page-layout
program.
$395 retail
GeneSystems Computer Software; 755B Loma
Verde Ave.; Palo Alto, CA 94303; 415-493-0972
Protein Predictor Vl.l
Protein secondary structure prediction software
(color or black and white)
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Protein Predictor is a protein seconaary structure
prediction software package based on the new neural-net method. Users can analyze and predict the
secondary structure domains of any polypeptide
starting with a simple listing of the residue sequence,
using the IUB I-letter amino acid designations.
Predictions based on alpha helix, beta sheet, tum and
hydropathy indexes may be computed and displayed
as point values or a moving average over a userdefinable window. In addition, users can highlight
the occurrence of a particular residue and set prediction thresholds. Graphical output includes 50 or I00
residue index charts, starting at any residue number.
The program generates numerical or graphical
reports; display inline or bar-chart format; and create
hard copy on a LaserWriter or ImageWriter.
$299 retail
Atlantic Software; PO Box 299; Wenham,
MA 01984; 508-922-4352
Reactions
Chemical-reaction rate program
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Basic Version
2.0.
Reactions is a chemical-reaction rate program
that calculates the time varying species concentrations for up to 18 species involved in up to 18 reaction equations.
The program also calculates the reaction temperature and the heat of reaction (Enthalpy). The final
product of the calculation is a semi-log plot of concentration vs. time.
$28 retail
E&M Software Co.; 95 Richardson Rd.; N.
Chelmsford, MA 01863; 508-251-7451
Rosy
Two-dimensional orientation analysis program; full
rose, half rose and histogram plots with statistics
512K or larger Macintosh.
Rosy is a two-dimensional orientation analysis
program that will produce graphics displaying fullrose and half-rose diagrams and histograms from
Azimuth data. All of these images can be interactively scaled by a user to obtain the optimum size for a
particular data set.
The program will read undirectional or bidirectional data from a user-created text file. Any of the
three graph-types mentioned above can be viewed
once the data has been read into the program. Data
can be plotted using 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 or 40-degree
cell widths. Rosy can also calculate various statistical parameters for the data, such as vector mean,
vector magnitude and standard error of the mean.
$175 retail
.RockWare, Inc.; 4251 Kipling St., Ste. 595; Wheat
Ridge, CO 80033; 303-423-5645
Scan Analysis 2.1
Tums a Macintosh and scanner into a densitometry
•workstation
512KE or larger Macintosh; acquisition device, such
·as ThunderScan, MacVision 2.0, QuickCapture,
Apple Scanner, etc.
Scan Analysis turns a Macintosh and scanner
into a complete densitometry workstation. It uses
off-the-shelf scanners and digitizers, such as the

ThunderScan scanner, a video camera and
Mac Vision 2.0 or any scanner that can produce a true
gray-scale image in the SCAN or TIFF format, and
allows a user to do densitometry (determine optical
or photographic density) on these images.
Features include: integration of user-selected
regions on polyacrylarnide and agarose gels, autoradiograms, TLC plates and any other media that ,can
be digitized with ThunderScan or a video camera;
both automatic peak sensing and manual integration
modes; full control over the way a selection is integrated, including data smoothing, integration of
white on black densities and peak rejection; data files
can be directly imported into word processing and
spreadsheet programs; full control over the way a
densitometer plot is presented; and plots can be
imported into popular graphics programs.
The base version of Scan Analysis supports only
the ThunderScan scanner. Another version also
includes support of TIFF gray-scale images. A later
version will include support for all of the above documents, as well as frame-grabber boards and
advanced image processing tools.
$399 U.S. retail
199£ U.K. retail
Biosoft; PO Box 580; Milltown, NJ 08850;
201-613-9013 or0223-68622 in U.K.
Scientific Graphics Toolkit
Produces mathematical and scientific graphs from
data and functions in programs
512K or larger Macintosh ; True Basic Language
Version 2.0 or higher.
The Scientific Graphics Toolkit produces mathematical and scientific graphs from data and functions. It works in any True Basic graphics mode and
allows full access to the features of each mode.
Users may draw normal XY graphs, log graphs,
log-log graphs or polar graphs. Functions may be
plotted, least-squares fits for multiple data sets
shown, or topographic maps and vector graphs created. The program can also produce data graphs, function and parametric function graphs and Bezier and
spline interpolations. It provides automatic scaling.
and selects axes labels and legends. In addition, 13
point styles, four line styles and full color support is
provided. A manual and a disk sample of programs
are included.
$79.95 retail
True Basic, Inc.; 12 Commerce Ave.; West Lebanon,
NH 03784; 800-872-2742
Shape·
Draws crystal shapes
5I2K or larger Macintosh.
Shape is a software package for drawing any
crystal shape. A user inputs the crystal class, the
unit-cell parameters and the Miller indices of one
face of each form. The program then draws the crystal.
Other features include: the ability to rotate and
rescale the crystal at wi ll; the capability to use
almost any conceivable type of contact or interpretation twin; and a stereonet that can be displayed with
the crystal.
$150 retail
RockWare, Inc.; 425 l Kipling St., Ste. 595; Wheat
Ridge, CO 80033; 303-423-5645
SoftPanels
Front-panel software packages
MacAdios II, II Jr or l//I6; MacAdios SCSI products.
SoftPanels is a series of five, easy-to-use frontpanel software packages. Designed to help scientists
and engineers quickly measure and control laboratory
experiments directly from a Macintosh, SoftPanels
are equivalent to instrument front-panels for the computer screen. They can be used to debug 1/0 hardware, cables and sensors before implementing more
sophisticated applications software. When used with
GW Instruments' MacAdios family of data acquisition and control hardware, they are ideally suited for
such applications as medical research, product test
stands and manufacturing quality control.
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Free
GW Instruments; 35 Medford St.; Somerville,
MA 02143; 617-625-4096
Spectrum
Frequency domain analysis
512K or larger Macintosh (Mac II preferred).
Spectrum is designed for users who perform frequency analyses of data. It provides an analyst with
an easy access to the data through the Macintosh
interface. Spectrum features a fast implementation of
the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm (a 4,096-point
real FFT is performed in 1.25 seconds with a Mac
II). Spectrum has all of the necessary features ,
including plotting, to quickly and easily analyze the
necessary data. It has the capability to present to an
analyst a variety of displays and formats.
Features include: can perform analysis on either
a text file or a file C01T1posed of real numbers in the
Mac format; has the capability of taking an FFT of
various sizes, from 8 to 32,768 points; can perform
forward and inverse FFTs; can read data from a multicolumn file; can write and output file in either a
fixed or scientific notation; can simultaneously display the magnitude and phase of the data or just the
magnitude; has the capability to average any number
of FFTs from the same data file; can perform windowing of data; can display data in linear or logarithmic manner; and more.
$124.98 retail ·
Equinox Technologies; 7230 Oliver St.; Lanham,
MD 20706; 301-577-9207
Stereo 5.0
Three-dimensional orientation analysis and stereonet
plotting
5I2K or larger Macintosh.
Stereo allows users to plot an unlimited number
of data sets on a stereonet plot showing lineations,
poles to planes and great circles. Seven different
symbols are available for point plotting. Individual
points or great circles can be interactively added to
any plot. Different colors can be assigned to each
symbol , pattern and great circle. Attractive legends
are added to the graphs that include data set names,
symbols and statistical information. Users can also
create pattern-coded density plots using Schmidt,
Kamb or spherical Gaussian functions to calculate
density values. Stereo includes a powerful eigenvector analysis routine for calculating mean directional
vectors. Various statistical parameters are also calculated.
$275 retail
RockWare, Inc.; 4251 Kipling St., Ste. 595; Wheat
Ridge, CO 80033; 303-423-5645
Stereochemica V2.0
Interactive graphics templates (paint and PICT format)
Any Macintosh; paint or PICT-compatible draw or
paint program.
Stereochemica Interactive Graphics Templates
for MacPaint is a new software product that utilizes
the graphics capability of the Macintosh to generate
illustrations for papers and talks in the chemical and
life sciences areas.
Stereochemica includes pre-drawn Newman,
Fischer, flying wedge and sawhorse diagrams and
rings, chairs, boats, space-filling models, porphyrins
and heterocycles. Using the templates, users may
modify and customize basic figures to generate the
desired diagrams and illustrations. Diagrams produced are compatible with Macintosh word processing and desktop publishing software.
$49.95 retail
Atlantic Software; PO Box 299; Wenham,
MA 01984; 508-922-4352
Strain-Graph
Two-dimensional strain analysis program
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Basic;
MacPaint; ImageWriter.
Strain-Graph is a strain-graphics program that
will deform a square and a set of interactively input
lines, as well as a circle by simple shear or pure
shear.

Vertical Markets/
Science
Initially, the program presents a user with a
square into which any number of lines of various
angles can be input. A circle may be included in the
square to simulate the strain ellipse in the deformed
state. The image is then deformed by simple or pure
shear. Once the image has been deformed, it is displayed on the screen with a message indicating the
type and amount of strain.
$125 retail
RockWare, Inc.; 4251 Kipling St., Ste. 595; Wheat
Ridge, CO 80033; 303-423-5645
Subside!
Basin analysis program
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; System
4.0/Finder 5.1 or later.
Subside! is created to do backstripping operations with decompaction and sediment removal corrections. Its algorithms are based on equations
derived and published by Sclater and Christie (1980).
A user must specify age and depth of the top and
bottom of each bed, as well as its lithology. Up to 40
beds/unconformities may be entered for analysis.
Plots are produced for uncompacted stratigraphy vs.
time, basement subsidence vs. time, basement subsidence vs. square root of time and subsidence rate vs.
time. The plots may then be printed and/or saved to
disk.
$99 retail
RockWare, Inc.; 4251 Kipling St., Ste. 595; Wheat
Ridge, CO 80033; 303-423-5645
SuperScope
Integrates laboratory data acquisition, control, analysis, presentation, editing and management capabi lities
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; MacAdios hardware.
SuperScope is an advanced waveform acquisition, analysis, presentation and data management
software package. It provides real-time oscilloscope,
XY recorder, strip chart recorder and spectrum ana-·
lyzer capabilities in one comprehensive package.
Able to generate and display up to 50 waveforms
(acquires eight simultaneously), SuperScope allows
users to define their own instruments in minutes. It
also features an internal spreadsheet-like environment and text editor. When used with GW
Instruments' MacAdios family of Macintosh-compatible data acquisition and control hardware,
SuperScope is ideal for such applications as biomedical research, chromatography, speech research and
product design and test stands.
$990 retail
GW Instruments; 35 Medford St.; Somerville,
MA 02143; 617-625-4096
TellStar
Astronomy
512K or larger Macintosh.
TellStar's graphic display allows users to locate
and identify constellations, stars, planets and other
stellar objects. Views are presented for all compass
points as well as overhead.
A special utility section allows users to perform
equatorial, ecliptic, horizontal and precession conversions.
TellStar is controlled entirely by mouse, and
users may locate and identify objects, change viewing direction and access utilities via its pull-down
menus. In addition, the program contains information
on Halley's Comet and various other solar bodies,
star clusters, galaxies, nebulae and constellations.
$19.95 retail
Spectrum HoloByte; 2061 Challenger Dr.; Alameda,
CA 94501; 415-522-3584

Terra Mobilis
Three-dimensional plate tectonic program
512K or larger Macintosh.
Terra Mobilis is a program that allows a user to
manipulate the world 's continents in three-dimensions to keep the world map cartographically correct.
The time of the plate tectonic reconstruction can
be set interactively, or a computer animation named ·
the "movie option" can be run that will automatically
draw a series of maps. A user has the option to select
from a list of more than 50 independently movable
plates. Also included are sea floor spreading
isochrons and an optional 5 degree latitude/longitude
grid. The plates are reconstructed using the plate
rotation parameters provided with the program, animated using the "movie option" or interactively positioned using the mouse.
$999 retail; Industry
$345 retail; A~ademic
Earth In Motion Technologies; 6.601 Kirby Dr., Ste.
529; Houston, TX 77005; 713-664-2904
Tide Guide
Application to predict ocean tides for a five-year
period at more than 2,000 locations
512K or larger Macintosh.
Tide Guide shows the tides at a location and time
selected by a user. This information enables the
surfer, boater, fisherman or marine researcher to plan
activities by predicting future tides.
Tide Guide predicts ocean tides on any day of
the year for a five-year period at more than 2,000
locations in the continental U.S., Hawaii and Alaska.
It draws a graph showing tide height and annotates
the higl)s and lows. A vertical scale shows the number of feet above or below "mean low water," and a
horizontal axis shows time of day.
The program also shows the moon phase and
sunrise/sunset times. Data can be displayed in text
mode for transfer to a spreadsheet or word processor.
$49.95 retail
Zihua; PO Box 51601 ; Pacific Grove, CA 93950;
408-372-0155
Ult image
Image processing and analysis software for scientific
applications
Macintosh 11 family; 2 MB of RAM; 8-bit video card.
Ultimage is scientific image processing and analysis software for the Macintosh II. Image enhancement functions feature contrast adjustment, spatial
and frequency filtering, arithmetic/logic/geometric
operations, etc. Morphology manipulations include
threshold, erosion, dilation, opening, closing, hole
filling, object separation, labeling, extraction of
skeletons, etc. Quantitative analysis functions prov.ide for object detection, counting, measurement and
distribution statistics. Measures include area, perimeter, center of gravity, orientation, length of relevant
chords, shape factors, etc. Standard formats are 8-bit
TIFF and PICT. Single-plane 8-, 16- or 32-bit graylevel formats can be imported. It also provides for
integration of extension modules. Ultimage comes
with a macro utility and 'Developer Toolkit. Optional
DSP support is provided.
$2,990 retail; Ultimage
$2,090 retail; Ultimage/S
$2,000 retail; Image Accelerator, DSP board
(options)
GTFS , Inc.; 2455 Bennett Valley Rd. , #lOOC; Santa
Rosa, CA 95404; 707-579-1733
Unke!Scope For The Mac
Data acquisition
512K or larger Macintosh; data acquisition interfa ce; serial line interface.
UnkelScope is a data acquisition package
designed for engineering anti scientific research,
teaching and development applications. Together
with a separate hardware interface, UnkelScope and
the Macintosh allow recording, displaying and printing of data from a variety of sensors. UnkelScope
provides scrolling, zooming and cursor readouts
from the sampled data. In addition, UnkelScope

Level 2+ allows data manipulation by arbitrary algebraic transformation, frequency analysis and digital
filtering. Data from the program can be ported to
other programs for additional analysis.
$149 to $549 retail
Unkel Software, Inc.; 442 Marrett Rd., Ste. 4;
Lexington, MA 02173; 617-861-0181
Voyager, The Interactive Desktop Planetarium
Vl.2
Astronomy program
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; BOOK disk
drive.
Voyager, The Interactive Desktop Planetarium is
an astronomy program that recreates the capabilities
of a planetarium on the Macintosh, but with far more
freedom , accuracy and flexibility.
Voyager has a database of 14,000 objects that
can be displayed in Local View from anyplace on
Earth, in Star Atlas format or as a hemisphere of the
sky. Each of these Views also allows users to display
constellations, grid lines, planets and deep sky
objects.
Users can move around the sky with scroll bars,
zoom in on an area by drawing a box around it or get
information on any object by clicking on it. Other
features include: planet tracking, observing from any
place in the solar system, a three-dimensional view
of the solar neighborhood, an orrery, user data files,
user-defined orbits and printing capabilities.
$124.50 retail
Carina Software; 830 Williams St.; San Leandro,
CA 94577; 415-352-7328
WavEdit
Waveform editor
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; large screen monitor recommended.
Wav Edit is a program for reviewing and editing
massive files of experimental data. It makes it easy
to review data recorded with a variety of acquisition
programs and equipment, identify regions of interest
and then cut, copy and paste those selections to a
new file for display and analysis.
WavEdit allows an almost unlimited number of
different data recordings to be opened and reviewed
simultaneously. It automatically opens files created
by WP! data acquisition systems, but can also open
any 12-bit data file that can be saved in simple text
or binary format. Each recording appears as a chartrecorder style display in a separate window on the
Mac screen. WavEdit cannot delete or modify the
raw data file, so the original data for every expenment will always be safe.
$395 retail
$5 retail; demo
World Precision Instruments, Inc.; 375 Quinnipiac
Ave.; New Haven, CT 06513; 203-469-8281
Zoep II
Seismic modeling application program
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Zoep II is a second-generation, fully compiled,
·stand-alone seismic modeling application program.
Special features include: generate a variable area
wiggle trace display of waveform vs. incident angle
for any reflected or transmitted wave; in addition to
the elastic theory solution, the program has an option
to generate the acoustic theory solution for the
reflected p-wave, and the corresponding line plot of
amplitude and phase vs. incident angle; and for
quantitative comparison of elastic vs. acoustic theory, a "difference" line plot of amplitude and phase vs.
incident angle is offered as an option.
$200 retail
RockWare, Inc.; 4251 Kipling St., Ste. 595; Wheat
Ridge, CO 80033; 303-423-5645
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Statistical Analysis
An ova
20 different programs covering factorials, repeated
measures, orthogonal arrays, response surfaces and
more
512K or larger Macintosh:
Anova is comprised of a complete set of analysis
of variance algorithms for the following experimental types: replicated factorials; unbalanced factorials;
nested factorials; repeated measures; randomized
block experiments; balanced incomplete blocks;
Latin, Greek and Youden squares; response surface
designs; Plackett-Burman experiments; and orthogonal arrays.
Analysis of covariance is also included, and the
Duncan multiple range test is used for the comparison of means.
$125 retail
Lionheart Press, Inc.; PO Box 379; Alburg,
VT 05440; 514-933-4918
Applied Stats
Integrated statistical process control workstations
and factory networking
Macintosh Plus or large1:
Applied Statistics, Inc. provides integrated SPC
workstations and factory networking. The system
includes gauges and sensors for measuring parts and
processes, Statistical Process Control that evaluates
.the manufacturing processes and the computer interface that graphically displays the process information. Networks are used to support the allocation of
resources and communicate between manufacturing
workstations.
The gaging and sensor arrays may be as simple
as hand gaging and CMM input, or as intricate as
multigaging.
Applied Statistics produces its own line of multigaging (EGGS) and provides communications and
electronics for a wide variety of other sensors and
gages. The networking capability provides an interactive network. When a problem arises at a manufacturing site, details of the problem and the equipment
necessary to correct it can be communicated to those
responsible.
The operator can control the process with powerful SPC tools. Management can respond to problems
with improved efficiency, reducing downtime, scrap
and other costs.
· $6,000 to $18,000 retail
Applied Statistics, Inc.; 3080 Centerville Rd. ; St.
Paul, MN 55117; 612-481-0202
Arima Techniques
Analysis of time series and forecasting using BoxJenkins techniques
512K or larger Macintosh.
Arima Techniques contains the essential elements for the Box-Jenkins analysis of time series.
The data entry program allows the transformation and differencing of time series. Time series analysis program calculates the coefficients of
correlation suitable for the drawing of correlograms.
Autoregression analysis is provided along with a
program to evaluate the significance of the DurbinWatson statistic. The Cochran-Orcutt correction is
provided for series with serial correlation of residuals.
Two independent Box-Jenkins programs are
included: an Arima (2, 1, 2) model for stationary
time series and a three parameter model that can handle time series with trends.
A number of time series examples are included
with worked solutions.
$125 retail
Lionheart Press, Inc.; PO Box 379; Alburg,
VT 05440; 514-933-4918
CLR Anova
Statistical analysis
512K or larger Macintosh .
CLR Anova can compute an analysis of variance
for designs with any factorial combination of up to 5

between- and 5 within-subject variables. Plots of
interactions can be drawn by clicking the interaction
term on the Analysis of Variance Summary Table
and choosing "Graph means" from the menu.
Advanced features include thee correction for possible violations of multisample sphericity and choices
of error terms for simple effects and specific contrasts among means. Designs with unequal group
sizes can be analyzed.
The Macintosh's interface with windows, menus
and dialog boxes is used throughout.
Two editors are included. One is a desk accessory that allows data to be entered or modified even
after CLR Anova has been started. This makes data
entry interactive and convenient. Data entered using
Mac Write, Microsoft File, Microsoft Word,
Multiplan, Excel, MacTerminal and other applications can also be analyzed. Several sample data files
are included.
Graphs, Anova Summary Table and marginal
means can be copied to the clipboard so they can be
pasted into other applications.
$100 retail
Clear Lake Research; 2476 Bolsover, Ste. 343;
Houston, TX 77005; 713-523-7842
CLR StatCalculator
Solves small to medium statistical problems
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM;
HyperCard.
CLR StatCalculator is a HyperCard stack
designed for solving small to medium statistical
problems. It simulates a statistical calculator with a
calculator display, seven standard functions, 13 statistical functions and three memories. Statistical
functions provided include: mean, standard deviation, standard error of the mean, correlation, regression, single sample I-test, independent groups t-test,
correlated t-test, probability of z, probability oft and
probability of F.
Data can be entered in scrollable fields or can be
read from text files. Because CLR StatCalculator is a
HyperCard stack, it can·be customized or modified
as needed. Functions can be copied from the stack
and·used in other HyperCard stacks. CLR
StatCalculator works quickly because it uses
XCMDs and XFCNs for many of its calculations.
$35 retail
$150 retail; one-year site license for educational
institutions
Clear Lake Research; 2476 Bolsover, Ste. 343;
Houston, TX 77005; 713-523-7842
Design
Provides sample size estimation, tables of expected
mean squares for balanced experiments and randomization plans
Macintosh Plus or larger; Systat.
Design provides three distinct capabilities:
Sample Size Estimation, Tables of Expected Mean
Squares for Balanced Experiments and
Randomization Plans.
The program can estimate sample sizes needed
to obtain desired statistical power given an effect
size and significance levels. Design can also be used
to estimate statistical power at specific sample sizes.
Design uses the algorithm of Cornfield and
Tukey ( 1956) to calculate tables of Expected Mean
Squares for hier<!fchical models in balanced
experiments.
The program also generates r.andomization plans
in a form that can be easily edited with a word processor for incorporation into memos and reports. The
randomization plan is generated by specifying the
details of the experiment through a series of
commands.
$90 retail
Systat, Inc.; 1800 Sherman Ave.; Evanston,
IL 60201; 708-864-5670
Econometrics
Econometric methods, including regression models,
forecasting and linear equation models
'
512K or larger Macintosh.
Econometrics covers the material (with some
exceptions and additions) in the text Econometric
Methods by J. Johnson.
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Topics covered include: statistical distributions
and statistical inference; multilinear regression,
including weighted regression models, ridge regression, splines and logit analysis; models using sets of
simultaneous equations; models based on time series,
including autocorrelation, seasonal models, lagged
variables, the Cochran-Orcutt correction for autocorrelation in residuals and the Durbin-Watson statistic.
A full set of file transfer programs is included so
that data can be transferred to and from popular
spreadsheets.
$145 retail
Lionheart Press, Inc.; PO Box 379; Alburg,
VT 05440; 514-933-4918
Exstatix 1.0
Data analysis package
512K or larger Macintosh.
Exstatix is a data analysis package that combines
advanced statistical analysis with presentation graphics. Advanced functions include extensive regression
analysis, correlation, Anova, cross-tabulations, time
series analyses, significance testing and more. The
program also includes two- and three-dimensional
presentation-quality color graphics that feature a
rotating 3-D scatter plot and 3-D bar chart. Data values can be exchanged as text files with other
Macintosh applications. Both data and graphics can
be copied to the Macintosh Clipboard for transfer to
other programs as well. The system can accommodate user-programmed extensions, called "Custom
Packets," to add new functions and commands to me
program.
$295 retail
Strategic Mapping, Inc.; 4030 MoorPark Ave., Ste.
250; San Jose, CA 95117; 408-985-7400
Fastat - Fast Statistics For The Mac
Statistics and graphics package
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; BOOK floppy disk drive; hard disk drive.
Fastat is a statistics and graphics package that is
easy to use, inexpensive and accurate.
Fastat's point-and-click interface lets a user do
all of the work without ever switching modules. An
optional command window can keep track of the
work, or run batch.es while you are away from the
computer.
With Fastat, a user can do summary statistics,
one-way and multi way tables, chi-square, Person and
Spearman correlations, regression,.non-parametric
tests, ANOVA, ANOCOVA, series transformation '
and smoothing, forecasting, principal components
and common factor analysis, and traveling salesman
problems.
Fastat can perform two-and three-dimensional
full-color scatter plots, line plots, bubble plots,
regression and confidence intervals, influence plots,
probability plots, scatterplot matrices (sploms), boxand-whisker plots, histograms and cumulative histograms with smoothing, stem-and-le.af diagrams,
time-series plots, auto-correlation and partial autocorrelation plots, and factor-loading plots.
Fastat also offers editing and help functions, an
easy-to-understand user 's manual and free telephone
support.
$195 retail
Systat, Inc.; 1800 Sherman Ave.; Evanston,
IL 60201; .708-864-5670
Histogram 1.5
Allows online recording of Time-Interval, PeriStimulus or Voltage-Amplitude Histograms
512K or larger Macintosh ; two disk drives ; Maclab
Data Acquisitor.
Histogram allows online recording of Timelnterval, Peri-Stimulus or Voltage-Amplitude
Histograms. It is useful for neurophysiologists and
others wishing to obtain peak-height or amplitudedistribution data. It can also perform statistical analyses on recorded signals.
The Time-Interval Histogram allows users to
specify the time resolution of the system and the
number of bins. Up to 1,000 spikes can be recorded
in any one run and the scaling of the display can be
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varied during the recording and for later analysis.
During analysis, any portion of the record can be
enlarged using the zoom window, and a cursor is
available that displays both the time interval and
spike count for any selected bin. A statistics window
is available, which displays the mean, SD and SEM
of the selected area.
In the Peri-Stimulus Histogram, a second voltage
input, derived from the external stimulator each time
it stimulates the preparation, is fed into channel I.
Thts is used to signal the start of each sweep. The
time delay between the stimulus ·and resulting action
potentials is displayed and accumulated. Again, bin
width and total bins can be preset. Up to 1,000 consecutive sweeps· can be accumulated and bin height
can be adjusted during sampling and analysis.
During analysis, a cursor is available, as well as the
zoom and statistic facilities.
In both of these programs, the data processing is
carried out in the hardware unit. The display on the
Macintosh is continuously updated throughout the
sampling.
The Voltage-Amplitude Histogram builds an
amplitude histogram from analog data fed into the
selected analog input. The system can be arranged in
a free-running mode where samples are taken at a
selected rate and various trigging options are available to synchronize the sampling of external events.
A peak amplitude mode is also available.
$250 retail
World Precision Instruments, Inc.; 375 Quinnipiac
Ave.; New Haven, CT 06513; 203-469-8281
!PSS And !PSS+
Statistical and simulation tool for projecting populations and related phenomena

Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives;
hard disk drive; /PSS+ requires the 68020168030
processor and 68881168882 math coprocess01:
!PSS (Interactive Population Statistical System)
is a sophisticated statistical and simulation tool for
projecting populations and related phenomena.
Users may plot changing demographics in market areas, study the demographic implications of
growing or declining population in a region, or forecast that portion of product demand driven by changing population composition.
!PSS' user interface allows models to be input
by changing the graphs with the mouse where the
numbers are automatically calculated. Or, where data
values are known, the numbers may be input and the
graph will be created. The output may be exported to
MacDraw.
$295 retail; !PSS
$395 retail; IPSS+
(educational discount available)
PSRC Software; 302 Hayes Hall; Bowling Green,
OH 43403; 419-372-8648
JMP And JMP In
Statistical visualization tool
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
JMP is a statistical visualization and exploratory
program. More than just a powerful statistical system, JMP presents statistics in a graphical way so
that they can be·visually understood and can give the
most insight. The software has a simple, yet powerful data table (in spreadsheet form) for managing
data. JMP uses a unified approach to statistics,. so it
is complete, compact and well organized.
JMP In offers the same statistical capabilities as
JMP, but can only import/export data tables of up to
500 cells. It is ideal for students learning statistics.
$695 retail; JMP for corporate users
$347.50 retail; JMP for academic users (volume discounts available)
$89 retail; JMP In for corporate users
$48.95 retail; JMP In for academic users
SAS Institute, Inc.; SAS Circle, Box 8000; Cary,
NC 27512; 919-677-8000

Lab Partner
Experimental design and analysis

Monte Carlo Simulations (Advanced Version) 2.1
Statistical analysis, simulation and long-term projection

Macintosh Plus or larger.
Lab Partner is a user-friendly software package
that offers a systematic approach to experimental
design and analysis based on the techniques and philosophy of Dr. Genichi Taguchi.
Lab Partner is designed to provide an efficient
means to attack the problem of poor quality due to
excessive variation. By using the analysis and design
techniques provided in this program, users can
uncover the source of variability and reduce or control this variability. The program provides an easy
means of improving efficiency and decreasing the
costs associated with experimental design and analysis.
Features include: generation of experimental
design for multiple facto(s; analysis of experimental
results by means of Main Effects, Anova, Signal to
Noise Ratio and SIN Anova; Anova 2 Factor design
and analysis; Chi Square Test for single factor analysis; and Loss Function{folerance reports.
$500 retail
Sof-Ware Tools; PO Box 8751; Boise, ID 83707;
208-343-1437

Macintosh Plus or larger.
Monte Carlo is a statistical software package that
consists of three fully integrated modules.
The Statistical Analysis Module allows a user to
analyze a set of raw data by calculating various
statistics, creating a histogram, comparing the
"observed" distribution to one of 13 "expected" distributions and testing the goodness of fit (using the
Chi-square and Kolmogorov-Smimov Tests).
The Simulation Module allows a user to construct a probability model of a situation to be analyzed. Each model consists of up to I 00 variables,
each of which is either random, logical, functional ,
compound or dependent. Random variables are
based on one of 13 available probability distributions.
The Long Term Projection Module provides the
means for a user to create and analyze a true longterm model of a situation, involving random events
in each of a series of time periods. Inflation and
other adjustment factors can be applied as desired.
$495 retail
$ 10 retai l; demo disk
Actuarial Micro Software; PO Box 5435; WinstonSalem, NC 27113; 919-773-1 313

Logit
Logistic regression for binary and multi nominal
dependent variables

Macintosh Plus or larger; Systat.
Logit offers logistic regression for binary and
multinominal dependent variables estimated by maximum likelihood.
The program allows observations to be weighted, analysis to be conducted by group, interactions to
be 'entered directly on the model statement and
dummy variables to be generated automatically using
the Category command.
A table is printed giving the estimated effect of
changes in the independent variables on the probability of each level of. the dependent variable. In addition, predicted probabilities may be saved to Systat
datasets.
$90 retail
Systat, Inc.; 1800 Sherman Ave.; Evanston,
IL 6020 l; 708-864-5670
MacFourier
Fourier analysis
512K or larger Macintosh.
MacFourier is an integrated Fourier analysis
package. It includes a mixed radix FFT routine with
up to 2,048 points.
Data can be read from disk, plotted, transformed,
inverse transformed, convoluted and saved to disk. It
supports data in polar and rectangular forms.
$75 retail
Coherent Cognition; PO Box 24114; San Diego,
CA 92124; 619-278-4141
MacSpiri 2.0
Data tool for viewing numerical information in a
dynamic three-dimensional manner
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or

hard disk drive.
MacSpin is a tool that helps analyze data by
plotting it on three axes. It is designed for users who
need to visualize and interact with simple or complex
data.
The program allows a user to highlight categorical data; bring background information to the screen;
use transformation windows with algebraic, trigonometric and exponential functions; identify any data
points; zoom-in, edit and transform data downloaded
from mainframes or other software programs; and
more-.
Viewing data with MacSpin enables a user to
find relationships and patterns and to gain insights
not possible using traditional numeric summaries,
two-dimensional plots or lengthy printouts.
The program includes 15 example data sets.
$300 retail
D2 Software, Inc.; PO Box 50052; Austin,
TX 78763; 512-478-2393

MultiStat
Statistics with graphics

Macintosh Plus or /arge1:
MultiStat offers a range of analytical statistics
tests (parametric and non-parametric) and graphics
capabilities to help a user visualize data and the relationships within the data. Up to 10 graphs may be
displayed on screen simultaneously. Statistical
results may be printed out for future reference, and
graphics may be printed or saved on disk as
MacPaint files for inclusion in documents.
$199 U.S. retail
99£ U.K. retail
Biosoft; PO Box 580; Milltown, NJ 08850;
201-613-9013 or 0223-68622 in U.K.
Prob it
Provides a method for estimating a multiple regression model or analysis of covariance when the
dependent variable is categorical and can take only
one of two values

Macintosh Plus or larger; Systat.
Probit provides an appropriate method for estimating a multiple regression model or analysis of
covariance when the dependent variable is categorical and can take only one of two values.
It produces parameter estimates and standard
errors by: the maximum likelihood, variance-covariance matrices, log-likelihood values, z-scores and
Mill 's ratios.
The last two items may be optionally Saved to
Systat datasets.
Probit is a full-featured maximum likelihood
program with automatic generation of dummy variables and interactions.
$90 retail
Systat, Inc.; 1800 Sherman Ave.; Evanston,
IL 60201; 708-864-5670
Process Control Chart Tool Kit
Statistical graphing, charting, quality control analysis
and graphs

Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Process Control Chart Tool Kit can be used
to record numeric sample data and translate this data
into graphs and charts.
Features mclude: a method of entenng and modifying numencal data; scatter plots; trend charts; histograms; P, NP, U and C control charts; Pareto
charts; X bar R chart; standard deviation and mean
capability; and a method of generating files of random numbers.
$199 retail
Sof-Ware Tools; PO Box 8751; Boise, ID 83707;
208-343-1437
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Vertical Markets/
Statistical Analysis
Quality Control And Industrial Experiments
Quality control methods; a full implementation
including all chans, Taguchi techniques and traditional techniques
512K or larger Macintosh.
Quality Control and Industrial Experiments
cover the standard quality control methods. All popular types of quality control chans have been implemented and the chart presentations conform to the
ASQC standards.
The statistical background of statistical quality
control is discussed in detail, and all information relevant to lhe prepar~tion of the chans is provided. A
large section on the analysis of variance and the
design of experiments is included; in panicular, the
Taguchi methods applying orthogonal arrays are
described, as is the use of experiments in parameter
design and tolerance design.
The topics of the software cover all of the traditional methods of quality control, as well as the latest
and most sophisticated techniques.
Programs include QC chans; data entry and tabulation; distributions, inference and sampling;
regression; analysis of variance; file transfers; and
graphics and utilities.
$145 retail
Lionhean Press, Inc.; PO Box 379; Alburg,
VT 05440; 514-933-4918
Regression
Simple linear regression, four multilinear regression
programs, ridge regression and regression using
orthogonal polynomials; a full implementation of
regression methods
512K or larger Macintosh.
Regression is comprised of procedures based on
the least squares technique. The program set includes
simple linear regression, four multi linear regression
programs, ridge regression and regression using
orthogonal polynomials.
The simple linear regression program provides
the analysis of variance, confidence intervals on
regression estimates and on data points, etc.
.Multilinear regression programs include a fast and
accurate algorithm that does not use a matrix inversion routine, multi linear regression for weighted data
points, a general multilinear regression program that
provides the correlariorl matrix, beta weights, t-values and so forth , and a mill ti linear program that uses
the Cholesky decomposition techniques and is capable of handling interrelationships between independent values.
A Durbin-Watson program is provided for the
study of correlations among the residuals.
Interdependence among the independent variables
can be studied with programs that carry out principal
component analysis, and that study pan and panial
correlations between segments of the data set.
Also included are data entry programs, file transfer programs, uiility programs and a curve fitting
program.
·
$125 retail
Lionhean Press, Inc.; PO Box 379; Alburg,
VT 05440; 514-933-4918
The Scientific Desk
Problem-solving environment in mathematics and
statistics
Macintosh Plus or SE; hard disk (!rive ; Microsoft
Fortran.
The Scientific Desk contains a large library of
routines for use in science, mathematics and engineering.
Functions and subroutines provided in the package cover the areas of arithmetic, error analysis, elementary and special functions of mathematical
physics, linear algebra, interpolation, solution of
non-linear equations and optimization.
Other areas covered in The Scientific Desk are
differentiation and integration, differential equations,
integral transforms, approximation, statistics and

probability, data handling and service routines. ln
some environments, problem solvers that require no
programming are included.
A number of tutorials are included on various
topics, including linear algebra and eigensystem
analysis.
$750 annual fee; Site License (unlimited copies)
$300 retail; Limitecj License (one machine)
C. Abaci, Inc.; 208 St. Mary 's St.; Raleigh,
NC 27605; 919-832-4847
SPSS For The Macintosh
Data analysis software
Macintosh SE or larger; 2 MB of RAM.
SPSS For The Macintosh is a sophisticated data
analysis software package. Statistical routines
include descriptive statistics, cross-tabulations, frequencies, analysis of variance, non-parametric tests,
regression tests, multidimensional scaling, reliability
and cluster analysis. The program will generate a
variety of plots including histograms, bar charts,
scatter plots, contour plots, box plots and stem-andleaf plots. Data management facilities allow.a user to
reorganize, clean and transform data. Other facilities
allow for labeling, weighting and formatting data for
display.
SPSS For The Macintosh enables a user to read
data in avariety of formats including: fixed and
comma delimited files; and hierarchical, grouped and
mixed files. The program allows a user to aggregate,
sort and merge files and write flat files to share with
other software programs.
Call for pricing; quantity and educational discounts
and site licenses available
SPSS, Inc.; 444 N. Michigan Ave.; Chicago,
IL 60611 ; 312-329-3500
St:italyzer
Statistical analysis and curve fitting
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Statalyzer includes the standard array of univariate and bivariate statistics, as well as logistic regressions, measurements of agreement, signal processing
(including FFT), survival curves, curve fitting and
user-defined function and range libraries.
Statalyzer 's interface allows for the immediate storage and recall of complica\ed analyses and variable
assignments, eliminating the need to rebuild analyses
each time a document is opened. Using the mouse,
users can draw their own data into a graph window,
or modify an existing graph or variable.
Graphic.displays include line, column and pie
charts; scatter plots; box and whisker charts; and
Venn diagrams. The color, size, legend, annotation
and axis boundaries/scaling (including all log/linear
combinations) of graphic displays are user controlled. Graphics may be viewed in superimposed or
juxtaposed form.
$350 retail
BrainPower, Inc.; 30497 Canwood St., Ste. 20 I;
Agoura Hills, CA 91301 ; 818-707-1712 or
800-345-0519
Statistica
Statistical and graphics package
Macintosh Plus or'larger; 1 MB of RAM.
Statistica is a comprehensive statistical and
graphics package with database management. lt
includes a very large selection of analytic, exploratory and presentation graphics.
All three-dimensional graphs can be dynamically
rotated and customized on screen, and include
advanced implementations of scatterplots, box-histograms, smoothed histograms, range plots, axis
graphs, spectral graphs, line/sequence graphs, surface plots with color shading and data smoothing and
others. Two-dimensional graphs feature a large spectrum of scatterplots, histograms, bar graphs, line
graphs, trend graphs, box and whisker plots, range
plots, frequency scattergrams, pie charts and multiple
plots. Statistica features a full range of basic statistics, crosstabulations, nonparametrics, stepwise multiple regression methods, comprehensive
implementation of Anova/Ancova/Manova,
Mancova, discriminant function , contrast, cluster and
log-linear analyses and more.
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$245 retail
StatSoft, Inc.; 2325 E. 13th St.; Tulsa, OK 74104;
91 8.-583-4149
Statistical Analysis
Experimental statistics, business statistics, multivariate analysis, descriptive statistics, marketing statistics
512K or larger Macintosh.
Experimental Statistics is a general purpose
statistics package that covers distributions and sampling, statistical inference, regression analysis, the
design of experiments and the analysis of variance.
Business Statistics contains the statistical tools
likely to be of use in a business setting. The coverage
is similar to that of Experimental Statistics, but less
emphasis is placed on the variety of design experiments and analysis of variance; instead, a concentration is made on those types of experiments that are
most applicable in a business ambience.
Multivariate Analysis covers tlie major topics of
the discipline, including multilinear regression, cor·relation analysis (including part and partial correlation between data sets), factor analysis (with
Varimax and Quartimax rotations), principal component analysis, discriminant analysis, canonical component analysis and residual analysis. Multiple
populatiO(I topics include MANOVA with and without a covariate. A full cross-tabulation program is
included, as well as probit analysis programs.
Descriptive Statistics is devoted to the various
techniques based on the median of data sets developed by Professor Tukey for preliminary examination of data. Topics covered include letter-value and
stem- and leaf-diagrams, boxplots, rootograms, condensed plots, coded tables and median polish, resistant lines, froots and flogs , and product-ratio
calculations.
Marketing Statistics contains topics that are useful in market research and marketing situations.
Statistical technitjues for market research include
data collection and sampling, the tabulation of questionnaire data and its analysis and the application of
statistical inference. The use of experiment in market
research is discussed, and various programs are provided for carrying out the analysis of variance of
experimental data.
$145 retail; Experimental Statistics
$145 retail; Business Statistics
$145 retail; Multivariate Analysis
$145 retail; Descriptive Statistics
$145 retail; Marketing Statistics
$200 retail; package of Experimental and Business
Statistics
Lionheart Press, Inc.; PO Box 379; Alburg,
VT 05440; 514-933-4918
Stiitistical Macro Package
Collection of 12 statistical analysis tools
.512K or larger Ma cintosh; Microsoft Excel.
The Statistical Macro Package is a collection of
12 powerful statistical analysis tools. These include:
Linear & Nth Degree Regression , Equal Proporation
Test, Normal Distribution, Binomial Distribution,
Chi-Square Distribution, F-Distribution, !Distribution, Repeated Measures, Mann Whitney,
Correlations, Anova I and (-test.
$79 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 800-888-7667
.
Stats Tool Kit
Statistical analysis
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Stats Tool Kit is a software package used for
recording sample data and generating various statistical-analysis reports.
The program provides a method of entering and
modifying numerical data; chi-square test; student's
T-Test; Mann-Whitney test; one-way analysis of
variation; two-way, no-repetitions analysis of variation; two-way, repejlted-observation analysis of variation; kurtosis, moment and skewness; random data
files; and more.

I

Vertical Markets/
Statistical Analysis
A variety of statistical report types can be produced with the program and either printed out or displayed on screen, and data can also be created and
edited using Mac Write.
$99 retail
Sof-Ware Tools; PO Box 8751; Boise, ID 83707;
208-343-1437
StatView Il
Statistical data analysis and presentation color graphics
Macintosh SE/30 or larger; 1 MB of RAM; System
4.2 or later.
StatView II is a statistical analysis and presentation graphics package that allows a user to combine
text and presentation graphics.
The program creates color charts using all 16
million colors available on the Macintosh II and Ilx.
The graphics are designed to eliminate the need for a
separate presentation graphics package. Graphs
include: scanergrams; line, pie and bar charts; histograms; box plots; and error bars. Graphs can be'
customized by resizing, adding text, drawing arrows
and shapes, changing point types and sizes, filling
bars and changing patterns. Text can be inserted
directly on the screen and font, style, size and color
of each character can be controlled. A user can
change the color of every object on the chart including the backgrouna.
The package includes a range of statistics, such
as complete descriptive statistics; t-tests (one/two
group, paired); Pearson correlations (listwise, pairwise); simple, multiple (unlimited predictors), polynomial (up to 9th order) and stepwise regression;
1-16 factor Anova with factorial and repeated measure designs (balanced/unbalanced models); contingency tables; exploratory factor analysis (principal
components, Harris image, Kaiser image or iterated
principal axes procedures); and complete non-parametric tests.
Stat View II is MultiFinder compatible and will
run under A/UX.
$495 retail
Abacus Concepts, Inc.; 1984 Bonita Ave.; Berkeley,
CA 94704; 415-540-1949 or 800-666-7828
Stat View SE+Graphics
Statistical data analysis and presentation color graphics
Macintosh Plus or SE; 1 MB of RAM; System 4.2 or
later.
StatView SE+Graphics is a statistical data analysis and presentation graphics package engineered for
the Macintosh Plus and SE.
Graphs produced include: scattergrams; line, pie
and bar charts; histograms; box plots; and error bars.
Graphs can be customized by resizing, adding text,
drawing arrows and shapes, changing point types and
sizes, filling bars and changing panems. Text can be
inserted directly on screen. The font, style, size and
color of each character can be controlled. A user can
change the color of every object on the chart, including the background.
Statistics available include: complete descriptive
statistics; t-tests (one/two group, paired); Pearson
correlations (listwise/pairwise); simple, multiple
(unlimited predictors), polynomial (up to 9th order)
and stepwise regression; 1-16 factor Anova with factorial and repeated measure designs (balanced/unbalanced models); Contingency tables; Exploratory
factor analysis (principal components, Harris image,
Kaiser image extraction methods); and complete
Non-parametric tests.
Data management techniques available include:
transformations; creation of new variables by formula; recoding; sorting; data selection by criteria; and
column splitting by category.
Text files created by other Macintosh applications or downloaded from mainframe computers can
be quickly imported.

Stat View SE+Graphics is MultiFinder compatible.
$350 retail
Abacus Concepts, Inc.; 1984 Bonita Ave.; Berkeley,
CA 94704; 4!5-540-1949 or 800-666-.7828
StatView Vl.l; StatView512+ Vl.2
Statistical analysis
512K or larger Macintosh.
Stat View is an interactive graphics statistical
analysis package that offers all the common descriptive statistics, as well as regressions (simple, multiple and polynomial), Anova, !-tests, non-parametrics,
chi-square (contingency cross-tab tables), correlations and more. These analyses are complemented by
scattergrams, bar charts, pie charts and line charts.
The program offers the ability to transform variables, recode variables, perform arithmetic operations on variables and create subsets within variables
for analyses.
.
Stat View 512+ has all the power and features of
Stat View, plus numerous enhancements in its scope
of analyses, graphics and data handling capabilities.
Added analyses include: stepwise regression;
factor analysis (principal components, Harris image,
Kaiser image and iterated principal axis); 3-16 way
Anovas (repeated measure and factorial designs ·with
Dunnett-t, Scheffe and Fisher's PLSD tests for one
way models); Durbin-Watson; and correlation matrices. Graphic enhancements include: full screen,
PICT graphics; comparison graphics; box plots; axis
control; point selection (size and style); and display
of overlapping points using sunflower points to geometrically enlarged points.
Data handling capacity offers the ability to use
words in coding variables ('male' and 'female'
instead of ' 1' and '2 '); enhanced transformations
(including moving averages, lag); and enhanced ability to create new variables by combining existing
variables.
$49.95 retail; StatView
$300 retail; StatView 512+
Abacus Concepts, Inc.; 1984 Bonita Ave.; Berkeley,
CA 94704; 415-540-1949 or 800-666-7828
SuperAnova
General linear modeling; Anova, Ancova, Manova,
Mancova, Repeated Measures and Post Hoc tests
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; System 6.0.2 or later.
·
SuperAnova analyzes a wide selection of general
linear models used by researchers and engineers who
perform Anova, Ancova, Manova, Mancova and
multiple regression on their experimental data.
SuperAnova allows users to create, modify and
save model designs, as well as annotate and document these designs in a MacDraw-like environment.
Once created, the documents that combine analysis
and presentation layout can be saved and applied to
any data of interest.
SuperAnova handles balanced, unbalanced and
missing cell designs. Repeated measures are solved
by using univariate or multivariate models.
Additional output includes a wide array of post-hoc
tests, contrasts, interaction plots, residual plats and
means tables. A comprehensive set of canned model
designs are shipped with SuperAnova.
$495 retail
Abacus Concepts, Inc.; 1984 Bonita Ave.; Berkeley,
CA 94704; 415-540-1949 or 800-666-7828
Systat 5.0
Comprehensive statistical analysis and scientific
graphics package
Macintosh Plus or larger; 4 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive.
Systat is a comprehensive statistical analysis and
scientific graphics package that provides solutions
from exploratory analysis to presentation graphics.
It 's advanced system includes pull-down, tear-off,
graphical and hierarchical menus, which enable users
to perform sophisticated statistical techniques easily
and quickly.

Systat's powerfui statistical analysis and data
management capabilities are complemented by threedimensional rotation, brushing and drawing tools,
dynamic color graphics and movies.
$795 retail
Systat, Inc.; 1800 Sherman Ave.; Evanston,
IL 60201 ; 708-864-5670
Testa!
Test summary statistics, reliability coefficients, standard errors of measurement and item analysis statistics
Macintosh Plus or larger; Systat.
Testa! provides test summary statistics, reliability coefficients, standard errors of measurement for
selected score intervals and item analysis statistics
for multiple item tests. It will also provide summary
statistics for individual respondents.
The program features graphic displays of test
and item/scale cumulative histograms and a Key
command which allows a user to input scoring keys
for multiple choice tests or bipolar scales.
Additional features include save, by group and
by subgroup for Systat datasets.
$90 retail
Systat, Inc.; 1800 Sherman Ave.; Evanston,
IL 60201; 708-864-5670
Vector Rose 1.0
Orientation analysis and rose diagram plotting package
512K or larger Maci/1/osh .
Vector Rose is a directional plotting program
that calculates vec!Or (circular) statistics and plots a
circular histogram for any set of directional data or
any data with a circular distribution. The statistics
available include mode, mean, standard deviation,
resultant amplitude, vector magnitude, Rayleigh test
and F test.
Program features include plots scaled to relative
area, length or scaled to 100 percent and full (360
degrees) or half (180 degrees) rose histograms.
Vector Rose enters data by reading text files , such as
Excel, Word, Multiplan ot MacWrite. All data is
error checked before plotting. Arc width for modal
classes is variable from 5 degrees to 30 degrees in 5
degree increments. Axis scale may be represented as
concentric circles or as a vertical line with tic marks.
The position of North or zero degrees can be rotated
to any desired position.
Vector Rose prints high-quality output to a
LaserWriter or Image Writer. Plots can be resized or
graphically enhanced .by pasting the image into a
Draw or Paint application that accepts graphics,
including Microsoft Word.
'
$100 U.S. retail
Pierre Zippi, PAZ Graphics; 60 Mountview Ave.,
#410; Toronto, Ontario, Canada M6P 2L4;
416-766-4077
WormStat
Statistical analysis
Any Macintosh.
WormStat is designed as a general purpose statistical package and as a tool for helping students
learn statistics.
The program uses a MacPaint-like format. Data
can be stored in rows and columns, entered from the
keyboard or from a data file, randomly generated and
transferred from a variety of other applications
including most spreadsheet and word-processing
packages.
·
.
Once data is available various analyses can be
carried out by clicking the appropriate tool from the
MacPaint-like palette. Data can be saved, printed and
transformed using various available menu options:
A list of the program's statistical functions
includes arithmetic mean, standard deviation, histograms, median, range, box-and-whisker plots, analysis of variance and more.
$19.95 retail
Small Business Computers of New England, Inc.;
PO Box 397; Amherst, NH 03031; 603-673-0228
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Vertical Markets/

Textile Industry ·
Design & Weave
Textile design tool
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive or
hard disk drive; Image Writer or LaserWriter.
Design & Weave provides a textile design environment, offering a user a wide selection of tools and
options to produce exquisite and complex fabrics.
Features include: allows a user to view and
revise finished patterns on screen; prints out a pattern
copy plus all of the technical information necessary
to weave it; automatically computes plain weaves,
twills and satins; combines two designs into one for
the creation of extremely complex structures; performs repeats, symmetries and picking motions;
designs up to 64 harnesses, 750 ends and 750 picks;
zooms in and out to four different thread sizes; creates drawdowns and patterns for any loom; interfaces
with the AVL Compu-Dobby System; and more.
$300 retail
AVL Looms; 601 Orange St.; Chico, CA 95928;
916-893-4915 or 800-626-9615
Design & Weave/Color
Textile design tool
Macintosh fl; 2 MB of RAM; 19-inch color monitor
with standard monochrome monito1:
Design & Weave/Color allows users to do
detailed woven design work with more than 16. 7
million colors to work with. A "weave painting"
option allows users to paint weaves on the screen
with a simple click and drag.
Color hard copy output is available to either the
Canon FP-510 or H-P PaintJet. Design & Weave
interfaces to the AVL Compu-Dobby and Staubli
Electronic Dobby systems.
$10,000 retail
AVL Looms; 601 Orange St.; Chico, CA 95928;
916-893-4915 or 800-626-9615 ·
Embroidery Expert
Embroidery package
Macintosh fl or larger; 2 MB of RAM; Designer's
Edge.
Embroidery Expert is a computerized embroidery software package. Color stitch display, rapid
stitch generation and new stitch fills enable an
embroidery designer to produce quality work.
Thread and background colors can be changed within the software to match the specifications of the
desired finished product.
Any single group of stitches within the design
can be inserted, deleted, repositioned, mirrored or
duplicated with the use of a lasso tool. The actual
size and <jensity of stitches created as objects can be
increased or decreased within the software.
Embroidery Expert enables a designer to read,
translate and punch between Barudan, Eltac, Tajima,
Marco, Meleo and Ultramatic tape formats. The
Macintosh Universal Receiver (MUR) provides a
direct connection to all Barudan equipment so that
designs can be combined with letters from the keyboard and directly downloaded to the embroidery
equipment, eliminating the need for paper tape.
Artwork for the design process can be created
using the Designer's Edge software package and a
digitizing tablet, or by using a desktop scanner.
$28,550 starting price retail; includes varying hardware and software configurations, support and five
days of computer and software training
Graphic Applications, Inc.; 616D Guilford College
Rd. ; Greensboro, NC 27409; 919-852-1608 or
800-365-7883
Embroidery Plus
Embroidery package
Macintosh Plus or larger; Designer's Edge.
Embroidery Plus is a computerized ,embroidery
software package. It allows a user to insert, delete,
reposition, mirror or duplicate a single or group of
stitches from anywhere within a design. A user can
also generate and display stitches automatically.
Embroidery Plus .allows a user to read, translate

and punch between Barudan, Eltac, Tajima, Marco,
Meleo and Ultramatic tape formats. The MUR
(Macintosh Universal Receiver) can be added, which
allows a direct connection to all Barudan equipment.
Designs can be combined with letters from the keyboard and directly downloaded to the embroidery
equipment, eliminating the need for paper tape.
The artwork can be transferred into a Macintosh
via a digitizing tablet. The digitizing tablet and
Designer's Edge make it possible to trace the design
into the computer.
$8,200 retail; includes Embroidery Plus software,
technical support and three days of computer and
software training
$10,550 starting price retail; complete systems,
including varying hardware and software configurations, support and training
Graphic Applications, Inc.; 6 l 6D Guilford College
Rd.; Greensboro, NC 27409; 919-852-1608 or
800.-365-7883
JacqWeave
Woven Jacquard design tool
Macintosh fl family; 5 MB of RAM; 19-inch color
monitor and standard monochrome monitor.
Jacq Weave uses the power of the Macintosh to
help users design, preview and print out versions of a
Jacquard fabric. It allows a user to place weaves
according to color in an overall design, then view the
fabric with the weaves implanted. A weave library of
up to JOO (30 preprogrammed) weaves is always visible to a user.
JacqWeave also provides for control of both the
Bonas and Staubli-Verdol electronic Jacquard system
viaEPROM.
$10,000 retail
AVL Looms; 601 Orange St.; Chico, CA 95928;
916-893-4915 or 800-626-9615
ModaCAD
Computer-aided design and manufacturing system
for apparel and textile industry
Macintosh fl, flx ar flex.
ModaCAD is a computer-aided design and manufacturing system for fashion designers, pattern makers and manufacturers. It is an integrated
productivity tool that allows designers and manufacturers to automate design sketching and pattern making, grading and marking, project management and
manufacturing.
Features include: links all phases of design and
manufacturing for increased productivity; extensive
library of block patterns and templates; online project management and business tools; full compatibility with existing CAD/CAM systems; a palette of
16.8 million colors; supports all familiar Macintosh
icon drawing tools, pattern fills , pull-down menus
and multiple window views; supports scanners, digitizers and plotters, allowing importing and alteration
of graphic images; automatic grading and pattern
making using industry familiar tools; and automatic
grading and marking and design/implementation in
production of weaving and knitting textiles.
Modeling and manipulation capabilities include:
three-dimensional contour texture mapping; total
auto-dimensioning; and an extensive library of historical designers, materials and trims.
ModaCAD supports standard plotters, knitting
and weaving machinery, color printers, scanners,
video, film and robotic equipment.
$6,000 retail; Data Management and ModaPlan
$10,000 retail; ModaCAD Design
$5,000 retail; ModaCAD Textile Design
$10,000 retail; ModaCAD Textile Manufacturing
$15,000 retail; ModaCAD PAD (Pattern Making,
Grading, Marking)
~odaCAD, Inc.; 1954 Cotner Ave.; Los Angeles,
CA 90025; 213-312-6632
ModaPlan
Production scheduling and resource allocation for
apparel and textile industry
Macintosh fl family.
ModaPlan schedules production effectively and
allocates resources, ·including cutting, sewing,
assembly and distribution. It provides efficient production line loading sequence of work and cut
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orders. This powerful graphics system represents
visual data, providing schedulers with concise and
easily accessible information regarding product,
materials, customer sales order, cutting or work order
information, etc. ModaPlan allows operators to classify production tasks and automatically maps out
production schedules to allow just-in-time or madeto-order manufacturing. ModaPlan 's critical path
analysis makes the entire production line visible at a
glance, allowing schedulers to avoid any bottlenecks
in the schedule. ModaPlan provides sophisticated cut
order planning and monitors manufacturing and costing information.
,
$6,000 retail; with ModaCAD Data Management
ModaCAD, Inc.; 1954 Cotner Ave.; Los Angeles,
CA 90025; 213-312-6632
Multi Color
Design tool for printed textiles
Macintosh fl or larger; 5 MB of RAM; color monitor
with 1,024 by 768 resolution.
MultiColor is a program specifically oriented for
the design of printed textiles. It works with commonly used color scanners, throws designs into repeats
(all "drops" - half, quarters, etc.) and prints out separations for all colors. Its most outstanding feature is
the capability to reduce the number of colors in a
scanned image.
$I 0,000 retail
AVL Looms; 601 Orange St.; Chico, CA 95928;
916-893-4915 or 800-626-9615
SewSoft Bodice Vl.62
Prints custom-fitted clothing patterns
512K or larger Macintosh; lmageWriter or
LaserWriter.
SewSoft Bodice is designed to bring speed and
simplicity to the business of making custom-fitted
shirts and blouses for sewing 'professionals and garment makers.
The program uses ten personal body measurements to tailor clothing. These measurements specify
a basic bodice, sloper or master pattern, which is
printed onto six or more pages of standard printer
paper. These pages are joined to form a full-size, precise pattern from which garments can be cut and
sewn.
The program can be modified to produce a new
sloper whenever there is a significant weight loss or
gain.
SewSoft Bodice accommodates any adult body
size or shape for blouses, tops or shirts. It also facilitates the adjustment of commercial patterns to individual shapes and can be used to modify styles and
copy the design of a ready-made garment.
An illustrated users' manual explains the measurement-taking system and a variety of screen displays guide a user through the operation of the
system. ~xtra measurement forms are also provided,
and centimeters or inches can be chosen.
$79.95 retail; demo disk available
Andros SoftWear; 434 State St.; San Mateo,
CA 94401; 415-340-1040
Se.wSoft Skirt V1.07
Prints skirt patterns
512K or larger Macintosh; lmageWriter or
LaserWrite1:
SewSoft Skirt is a companion to SewSoft
Bodice. Three different styles of skirts are provided:
straight, circular and panel. The Straight Skirt program will calculate and plot side-seam curves, two
darts each for front and back (if needed) and length.
As illustrated in the manual, I0 measurements are
required and may be saved to disk under the person's
name. Output is to either the LaserWriter or
ImageWriter, with clearly marked page numbers and
crosshairs to overlap separate pages.
SewSgft Skirt is compatible with plotter output
if an extra driver program is purchased.
The manual gives clear instructions for easy use
by computer novices, and sewing design tips show
how to modify the basic sloper for finished fashions.
$59.95 retail
Andros SoftWear; 434 State St.; San Mateo, CA
94401; 415-340-1040

Vertical Markets/

Vehicle Management
Fuel Tax Specialist
Calculates fuel taxes for trucking businesses
512K or larger Macintosh.
Fuel Tax Specialist is a program for trucking
businesses that calculates fuel taxes in 48 states.
· Taxes owed or credits are distributed among the
trucks in the business according to each truck 's
mileage and fuel purchases in each state.
The program will print reports by state or by truck.
$1,400 retail; single user with Omnis 3 Plus Runtime
$2,900 retail; multiuser (requires Multiuser Omnis 3
Plus)
H&D Leasing; PO Box 1137; Clovis, NM 88101;
505-769-3711
Keep On Trucking
Maintains accounts receivable, payroll and settlement records for interstate trucking businesses
512K or larger Macintosh.
Keep On Trucking maintains accounts receivable, payroll and settlement records for interstate
trucking businesses.
Users enter deadhead and loaded mileage codes
and the program retrieves the codes for each trip
with the same shipping and destination cities.
The program bills the trip, load/unload charges
and stop charges and automatically deducts an
advance and brokerage fee from the amount billed. It
also records advances and expenses for each trip.
Drivers may be paid a wage, per diem and a drop
pay. Paychecks are calculated using a cents-per-mile
scale or a percentage of the load. Any amount owed
to the business from the previous pay period is automatically withheld. The system will also calculate
weekly settlements to owner/operators leased to the
business' authority.
$1,400 retail; single user with Omnis 3 Plus Runtime
$2,490 retail; multiuser (requires Multiuser Omnis 3
Plus)
H&D Leasing; PO Box 1137; Clovis, NM 88101 ;
505-769-3711
MacFleet; MacFleet Plus
Vehicle and trip management for vehicle fleet control
system
·
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacFleet is a multiuser, fleet vehicle control
system package.
It tracks vehicles (whether owned or leased) and
provides preventative maintenance scheduling by
mileage, hours or days into ten different user-defined
PM intervals set up for each type of vehicle. The
program tracks repair orders from an internal shop or
outside vendors into 12 different cost subgroups for
analysis; records and reports all fuel purchases from
company fuel tanks or from outside vendors by state;
and tracks tire life through the entire life cycle, from
original purchase through up to three cappings.
MacFleet Plus is an expanded version of
MacFleet. It includes all of the capabilities of
MacF!eet, and also tracks the various trips made by
drivers and internally distributes the costs associated
with each trip.
$1,450 retail; MacF!eet (includes Omnis 3 Plus
Runtime)
$2,950 retail; MacFleet Plus (includes Omnis 3 Plus
Runtime)
WestWare, Inc.; 10148 Diamond Head Ct.; Spring
Valley, CA 92077; 619-660-0356 or 800-869-0871
MacLimo
Limousine service management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; Double
Helix II (run-time versions available).
MacLimo is a full-featured limousine service
management package.
Features include: easy entry of reservations and
automatic generation of trip tickets for each vehicle;
vehicle maintenance history; Accounts Receivable
(balance forward method); flexible billing by specific period or individual customer; mailing label printing; easy tracking of client reservation history and

accounting trail; entry of customer payments;
. reports, such as reservations, Accounts Receivable,
driver payroll, etc.; storage of customer and passenger information; and more.
MacLimo is a flexible package that can be customized for a user. The program will also work in a
multiuser environment, as well as with Helix VMX
for connection to minicomputers. ·
$1,495 and up retail; MacLimo (FoxBase+/Mac version will be available)
$1,000 retail; run-time version
$2,000 retail; open version (source code)
Creative Computer Consultants; 4162 Sluga Dr.;
Newburgh, NY 12550; 914-564-3983
MainStreet Automotive Systems V2.3
Automotive repair shop management
Macintosh Plus or larger; 20 MB hard disk drive;
JmageWriter II.
MainStreet Automotive is a complete automotive repair shop management system. The program
produces repair orders and estimates, keeps complete
records on past repairs and recommendations, manages inventory, gives detailed profit and loss reports,
handles payables and receivables, maintains complete financial accounting to general ledger standards
and computes commissions and mark-ups.
The MainStreet Automotive System sends notices
to customers by make, model, year, mileage, season,
dollars spent, scheduled maintenance, recommended
repair and date last seen. It will flag any RO (repair
order) by both Scheduled Maintenance and
Recommended Repairs when a user is seeing a customer for any reason, allowing the user to substantially
increase revenue and take better'care of the client.
The program allows a user to quote accurate and
competitive estimates almost instantly. It also allows
a user to stock the most need parts by proven profit
records.
Optional MainStreet enhancements include a
fully integrated General Ledger and UPS Shipper
module.
$2,995 starting price retail
RIX Service Industries; 2999 Teagarden St.; San
Leandro, CA 94577; 415-357-0971
Smart Automotive Manager
Automotive repair shop management and marketing
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
JmageWriter II.
Smart Automotive Manager is a complete management and marketing system for automotive repair
shops and many other types of repair and service
.businesses.
Smart Automotive Manager writes repair orders
and estimates. When opening a new repair order; it
prompts the service writer when service is needed. It
recalls years of detailed service history on any car
and shows profit as the order is written.
Smart Automotive Manager has a point-of-sale
module to allow for fast and easy parts sales. The system has full inventory control with multiple pricing and
unlimited vendors per part. It has integrated purchase
orders, accounts payable and accounts receivable. It
prints postcards, mailing labels and mail merge documents for customer and vehicle follow-up. It reports
RIO profit, mechanic productivity, daily sales and more.
An integrated general ledger is also available.
$2,995 retail; single user (call for multiuser pricing)
Integra Management Systems; 2525 Law.ndale Rd.,
Ste. C; Kenwood, CA 95452; 707-833-1 823
Transportation Brokerage Management 1.0
Transportation broker operations management
Macihtosh with I MB of RAM.
Developed for transportation .broker operations
management, Transportation Brokerage Management
records and tracks shipment loads and provides weekly reports of all loads performed for representative
commissions, agent and brokerage fee percentages.
The program can be interfaced to any or all of
Exceiver's integrated accounting modules.
$480 retail; program
$2,060 retail; with full integrated accounting
Exceiver Corp.; 14688 County Rd. 79; Elk River,
MN 55330; 612-441-8166

Truck Tracker
Trucking company management
Macintosh Plus or larger; 4th Dimension Runtime
(included).
Truck Tracker assists the small trucking company in managing the business, including tracking
expenses, payroll, vehicle maintenance records,
assignment of loads to drivers/vehicles or brokering
loads to other carriers. It generates and prints freight
bills and payroll and vendor checks. Built-in reports
and charts include vehicle maintenance, payroll,
income and load ledger reports, plus driver statistics
and vehicle statistics charts. It includes an on-screen
memo calendar and user-definable report and chart
capabilities for shippers, carriers, loads, invoices and
vehicle maintenance.
$1,995 retail
Footprints, Inc.; 2469 E. 7000 South, Ste. 207; Salt
Lake City, UT 84121; 801-942-1580 or
800-635-5280
Turbo-Mac I
Entry-level automotive repair shop system
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
Image Writer.II.
Turbo-Mac I is an entry-level automotive repair
shop management system that provides a range of
management tools designed to improve shop efficiency, productivity and profitability.
Program functions include: complete tracking of
both customer and vehicle information, as well as the
ability to make notes, comments and reminders; produces mailing labels and service reminders for mail
merging; generation of estimates and repair orders;
parts inventory and purchase management, including
complete vendor records, pricing detail and order
tracking; automatically applies parts to customer
invoicing and picks up shop supply charges, sublet
labor and other details; complete financial accounting, including management reports and accounts
receivable tracking; and scheduling for both work
flow control and personnel management.
$7,550 retail; complete single-user system
Micron Computer Co., Inc.; 401 Mobil Ave., Ste. 8;
Camarillo, CA 93010; 805-482-0702
Turbo-Mac II
Complete automotive repair shop system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; lmageWriter 11.
Turbo-Mac II is a comprehensive automotive
repair shop management system that provides a
range of management tools designed to improve
shop efficiency, productivity and profitability.
Program functions include: complete tracking of
both customer and vehicle information, as well as the
ability to detail comments regarding recommended services; produces mailing labels and service reminders
· for mail merging; generation of estimates and repair
orders; parts inventory and purchase management,
including complete vendor records, pricing detail and
order tracking; automatically applies parts and labor
charges to customer invoices and provides for shop
supply charges, sublet labor, parts kits, library of labor
functions and other details; complete financial accounting, including extensive management reports and
accounts receivable tracking; and scheduling for both
work flow control and personnel management.
$11,200 retail; complete single-user system
$21,750 retail; complete three-user system
Micron Computer Co., Inc.; 401 Mobil Ave., Ste. 8;
Camarillo, CA 9301 O; 805-482-0702
Vehicle Manager
Vehicle management
Macintosh SE/30 or II family; 2.5 MB of RAM; hard
· disk drive; printer.
Vehicle Manager, created using 4th Dimension,
maintains the fuel, scheduled maintenance and repair
records of any number of vehicles up to the limit of
memory and disk storage space. Additional customization and site licensing is available.
$795 retrul
Donald W. Larson Software and Consulting; 820
Foxworth Blvd., #215; Lombard, IL 60148;
708-953-1376
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A Byte Of Art 2.0
Art gallery management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
A Byte Of Art is designed to increase the sales
and efficiency of a professional art gallery. It enables
galleries to automate all of their functions, including
client, artist, inventory and expense management
tasks; point of sale; and accounts receivable.
Demonstration diskettes, extensive user references and complete technicai"information on the
product are available.
$2,500 retail
Software Creations, Inc.; 5410 Wilshire Blvd., Ste.
234; Los Angeles, CA 90036; 213-932-1837
Accession
Museum management
Macimosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive recommended.
Accession is a specialized database designed to
catalog, access and retrieve museum collections data
for history, biology (natural history), archaeology,
geology, naleontology, etc. Specialized museum-specific fields are used to provide maximum flexibility
and accuracy of data organization and rapid data
entry and retrieval.
A search window showing all data fields permits
direct entry of the criteria for any set of records. In
the "Report" mode, users can also specify details,
such as the sorting and grouping order. The resultant
report can be printed directly or exported to a word
processor. Accession can be customized for any type
of collection and can handle several collections of
the same type. Major groups of data, such as donor
information and catalog entries can be linked.
$795 retail; base price
OakTree Software Specialists; 515 E. Altamonte Dr.,
Ste. 250-9A; Altamonte Springs, FL 32701 ;
407-339-5855
Accounts Receivable For Print Shops
Client file, invoicing (debit) file , payments (credit)
file and complete audit trail
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; Omnis 3
Plus.
Accounts Receivable is a system that features a
client file, invoicing (debit) file, payments (credit)
file and complete audit trail.
As invoice data is entered, customer information
such as balances, complete aging, finance charges
and over the credit·limit situations are updated.
Payments are linked to invoices and customers as
well , so that any payment automatically results in the
reduction of invoice and customer balances.
Features include: instant inquiry and update of
account status, partial payments, extensive error handling capability and an accurate audit trail. Reports
range from simple customer mailing labels to singleline aging and client tatements.
A multiuser version and customization are
available.
$299 retail
Stanford Business Systems, Inc.; 5250 W. Century
Blvd., Ste. 407; Los Angeles, CA 90045;
213-417-4940
Archie 2.0
Recording studio management system
512KE or larger Macintosh; 2 MB of RAM; hard
disk drive.
Archie is a complete recording studio information management system. It creates tracksheets,
including setup, microphones, track allocation up to
48 tracks, start and stop cues on titles (tape or
SMPTE), artist, producer, engineers, master tape ID
and outboard equipment. Archie produces rhythmcompatible digital delay options from beats per
minute.
Archie also prepares timesheets, invoices and
statements automatically, using negotiated or book
rates, including user-definable sales tax calculations.
The program maintains payable and receivable
ledgers and checkbook. Reports include monthly

totals updated each month and earnings and usage
ratios for each room in the studio. Archie manages a
master tape library and an inventory of equipment
and supplies, as well as equipment maintenance
scheduling.
The program creates and maintains mailing lists
of clients, producers and vendors; prints mailing
labels and Rolodex cards; prepares name and address
lists for use with word processing programs; and has
a sophisticated search capability. Archie provides six
access levels with passwords, autosave for data protection and an unlimited number of records.
Archie is not copy protected. It can be customized with a company logo for printing invoices,
form letters and other documents on plain paper.
$995 retail
Words & Deeds, Inc.; 4480 Sunnycrest Dr.; Los
Angeles, CA 90065; 213-255-2887
Bid Control System
Bid analyses
Macintosh Plus or la1ger; hard disk drive.
The Bid Control System allows businesses that
sell to government agencies through a bidding process to analyze prices from previous bids for each
article. This allows a bidder to quote the right price
for each line item after considering all of the prices
that other suppliers have quoted. The database can be
questioned by items, agencies or vendors.
The program is available in English and Spanish.
$5,000 retail
Business Management Sciences, Inc.; 1152
Roosevelt Ave.; Puerto Nuevo, Rio Piedra,
PR 00920; 809-782-9495
Capital Ideas
Venture capitalist database
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 4.1 or later;
HyperCard.
Capital ideas is a database program written in
HyperCard. The program lists more than 200 venture
capitalists throughout the United States and Canada.
The program provides information on the types
of funding in which a particular venture capitalist
specializes. Some of the-funding preferences listed
are: start-ups, seed funding, first and second round
funding, stock purchases and loans with equity kickers.
Capital Ideas also lists the investment amounts
with which particular venture firms like to deal.
Other information contained in the program includes:
industry preferences, regional preferences, contact
persons and company profiles.
Capital Ideas allows users to choose criteria and
search the database for venture capitalists matching
that criteria. Tronsoft will update this information
annually to ensure that it is as accurate as possible.
Capital Ideas provides the ability to mail merge
specific information into predesigned business inquiry
letters written on most word processing programs.
$295 suggested retail
Tronsoft, Inc.; 133 W. De La Guerra St.; Santa
Barbara, CA 93101; 805-564-3386
Club Management System
Keeps club or association membership information
Macintosh Plus or la1ger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; open versions require Double Helix II.
Club Management System is designed to keep
membership information for clubs or associations.
Included is a dues structure file to produce annual
billing statements. Also included are set-ups to handle committee assignments and produce committee
mailing lists.
The membership file includes areas for storing
information about family members and includes provisions for a summer and winter mailing address, which
is triggered automatically on the basis of date on an
individual basis. Mailing list capability is provided.
A Yacht Club Module is available that keeps
track of boats, slip assignments and winter and summer storage costs.
$395 retail; Club Management System (run-time
version)
$750 retail; Club Management System (requires
Double Helix II)
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$I00 retail; Yacht Club Module (run-time version)
$250 retail; Yacht Club Module (requires Double
Helix 11)
Macintosh Business Systems; 3 Country Ln.;
Mamaroneck, NY 10543; 914-698-7215
Constituent Manager
Campaign management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
Constituent Manager is a customized database
that handles information that targets and tracks constituents for political campaigners and office holders.
The program handles voter information, such as
party, voting history and reliability, along with
addresses and telephone numbers. Users may search
or sort any field or combination of fields, to a nearly
infinite number of levels. Data may be imported and
exported to and from Constituent Manager in SYLK,
DlF and text formats. Data may also be exported to
interface specifically with Microsoft Word, FullWrite
Professional, WordPerfect and Merge Write. Graphs
may be created from within the program to produce
charts of demographic data. A series of templates
allows the performance of statistical analysis of data.
A wide range of predefined reports, including two
contribution.reports, is available. Constituent
Manager also provides a letter writing feature and
mailing labels.
$895 retail; Version 1.0
$1,500 retail; Version 1.5
$2,000 retail; FEC Schedule A
$2,500 retail; FEC Schedule A and B
Peripheral Visions, Inc.; 111 Great Neck Rd., Ste.
300; Great Neck, NY II 021; 516-48,7-7032
DB Media
Complete film library manager
512K or larger Macintosh ; LaserWrite1:
DBMedia is a film library manager designed to
improve film circulation.
The program retrieves records instantly by call
number, subject, title or Dewey number; reduces
printing costs by producing an entire catalog of
films , including subject listings, cross reference lists
and film to subject cross reference lists; records a
detailed description of each film for comprehensive
files; maintains a complete history of fi lm usage;
quick and easy monitoring of film loans; and allows
users to catalog each film under-an unlimited number
of subject headings.
Customization is available.
$1,995 retail; Catalog Production Module
$1,995 retail; Film Circulation Module
Unicom; 297 Elmwood Ave.; Providence, RI 02907;
401-785-3232, 401-785-3636 or 401-467-5600, ext.
124
Equipment Rental Management System
Rental management
512K or larger Macintosh.
Equipment Rental Management System is
designed for use by any company that rents any type
of equipment. The program tracks reservations,
equipment repair costs, equipment rental income history and more. It also tracks customer information,
such as number of rentals, amount spent on rentals,
etc.
The program generates invoices, delivery tickets,
pickup tickets, customer mailing labels and more.
Several versions are available to meet specific
requirements.
$250 retail
$25 retail; demo
S&J Enterprises; PO Box 1134; Bettendorf,
IA 52722; 319-332-4166
Exchange Calculator
Calculates diabetic exchanges
Macintosh Plus or /arge1:
Exchange Calculator is a program that calculates
diabetic exchanges from analysis information such as
product labels. The program displays the number of
exchanges and a bar chart so that users can visually
assess residues not explained by the exchange choices. The 1986 ADA exchange table is available at any
time during the operation.

I
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The algorithm used for calculations can be
examined or modified. Calculation is automatic once
exchange categories are selected.
Operation of Exchange Calculator requires no
special training for anyone familiar with Macintosh
applications. However, users must "understand the
basics of the diabetic exchange system.
Call for pricing
MFE Associates, Inc.; PO Box 851; Amherst,
MA 01004; 413-256-6155
Flight Plan 2.5
Flight-planning software including airport and
navaid database
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive;
Image Writer or laserWriter; Microsoft Excel.
Flight Plan is a complete flight planning package
that allows a user to prepare VFR, IFR, LORAN and
RNAV flight plans.
The program includes regional airport and
navaid information and is available with regional
direc.tories to cover every U.S. (in three regions:
Eastern, Central and Western), Caribbean, Latin
American (Caribbean, Mexico and Central America),
South American and Australian civil use airport with
at least one paved runway and every civil navaid in
the region.
The program also includes weight and balance
and pilot logbook features.
Other features include: designation of the optimum altitude for minimum fuel consumption, minimum time en route or maximum efficiency;
calculation of Jlressure and density altitudes at the
departure and destination airports; determination of
true airspeed at the planned cruising altitude; and
computation of other useful information on fuel
usag·e and en route times.
$99.95 retail
IGS International; 130 Redwood Pl.; Scotts Valley,
CA 95066; 408-438-2276
Franchise Finder
Franchise database
Macintosh Plus or la~ger; System 4.1 or later;
HyperCard.
Franchise Finder is a database program written
in HyperCard. It lists more than 1,000 franchises
throughout the United States and Canada. It provides
information on the number of units now operating,
the year it was founded, contract terms, funding
available, cash requirements, initial license fees, royalties and capital requirements.
Franchise Finder allows users to specify an
industry, an amount of cash to be invested and a
location. A listing then appears on the screen of franchises that meet those specifications, including contact names and phone numbers. If a modem is
attached, the program will automatically dial the
number.
The database is updated once a year. Franchise
Finder provides the ability to mail merge specific
information into pre-designed business inquiry letters written on most word processors.
$99 suggested retail
Tronsoft, Inc.; 133 W. De La Guerra St.; Santa
Barbara, CA 93101; 805-564-3386
Fuel-Air
Billing system for Fixed Base Operations (FBOs)
Macintosh SE/30 or larger; hard disk drive; printer.
Fuel-Air is a multiuser billing system for Fixed
Base Operations (FBOs) on airports. FBOs are companies that sell fuel at airports, as well as provide
basic maintenance (LAV, wash, catering, etc.) on aircraft. This billing system offers a wide range of discount options that may be specified on a customer to
customer basis. Fuel-Air is an Omnis 5 application.
The optional multiuser integrated accounting
package offers an extended General Ledger and
Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable and
Inventory Control functions. The Inventory includes
its own billing for operations providing repair and
maintenance work on aircraft.

The two systems are separate applications that
easily exchange data through automatic data transfer.
$5,995 retail
$9,995 retail; with integrated accounting (G/L, A/P,
A/R, Inventory)
·
Logisoft, Inc.; 1291 E. Hillsdale Blvd., #205; Foster
City, CA 94404; 415-570-7811
Hard Assets
Tracks and manages sales records, shipping and payment activity for coin and precious metals dealers
and telemarketers
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
ImageWriter or LaserWriter.
Hard Assets tracks and manages sales records,
shipping and payment activity for coin and precious
metals dealers and telemarketers.
The program contains more than 4,000 nationally accepted coin and metals product codes and
descriptions, and allows a user to enter their own
company products.
Features include a sales representative screen,
which allows users to enter sales calls, comments
and client status. Company screens allow for entering new customers, transactions and items purchased
and locking in vendor prices. They also permit batch
entering of incoming and outgoing shipments and
payments, product costs and lock dates with vendors.
The program allows for 90-day payment plans and
will flag open orders.
Reports generated include: sales, cash receipt
and payment journals; mailing, shipping and lead
sheet labels; sales representative activity; sales and
use tax; and various product and price reports.
$745 retail
'
·
Bailey & Associates; 18340 Ginavale Ln.; Eden
Prairie, MN 55346; 612-937-5722
Harmony
Supervisory control and data acquisition
Macintosh Plus or larger; second external disk drive
or hard disk drive.
Harmony is a SCADA (Supervisory Control And
Data Acquisition) software package that provides an
industrial user with advanced functionalities, such as
reai-time process monitoring, trending, alarm monitoring, report generation and control. This product
finds many uses in areas such as water/waste, gas
and oil, electrical utilities, food processing, etc.
Harmony turns a Macintosh into a central monitoring station capable of gathering data from different industrial 1/0 devices, such as RTUs or PLCs.
Many such devices can be employed via a variety of
communication links, such as telephone lines, radios,
RS-422/232 or a combination of these. There is no
limit to the number of process points, except for the
available RAM. Each megabyte will handle up to
1,000 points, such as analog, digital or pulse
input/output.
Features include: online configuration mode,
software-based communication tracer, easy procedures for setting up large systems, an ability to create
functional groups and exporting of information to
other packages (such as spreadsheets).
Darvish Systems will provide-users with custommade software, dynamic graphical displays and control loops on an individual basis.
$5,495 retail
Darvish Systems; 2000 Dwight Way, Ste. D;
Berkeley, CA 94704; 415-843-4341
Information Control
Information/membership management
512K or larger Macintosh; two 800K disk drives or
hard disk drive (recommended); ImageWriter or
LaserWriter; Omnis 3 Plus.
Information Control is a membership manager
th.at provides a mailing list and maintenance of subscriptions. It can be used to handle registrations at a
convention or to manage camper enrollment in a
summer camp. The program is able to personalize an
entire paragraph in each of the chain letters, select a
group of people based on as many as 50 search criteria at the same time or find a related record instantly.
Features include: selective search and replace
functions; selective transfer of data from one field to

another; automatic import/export of any subset of
data; standard reports for mailing labels, phone
books, address books, evaluation history, outstanding
loaned items, statistics, duplicate addresses and
more; customized reports; customized chain letters;
modifiable screens; and invoicing.
$275 approximate U.S. retail
Info-Mac Enr.; 24084 Chemin de la Batture; Ville de
la Baie, Quebec, Canada G7B 3P6; 418-545-5511 or
418-544-8018
The League Secretary - Professional Edition
Bowling league record keeping
512K or larger Macintosh; two BOOK disk drives or
one BOOK disk drive and hard disk drive.
The League Secretary - Professional Edition is
a full-featured bowling league record keeping software package. It can handle any number of leagues,
up to 300 bowlers per league and up to 48 teams on a
league.
Teams can be comprised of one to JO bowlers in
up to five divisions. The system allows 99 roving
substitutes and two, three or four game series.
Reports include: league standing sheet, recap
sheets, current and final average, high game/series
over averages and more.
Related software is also available for locker rent
control, league finance, association yearbook and
league directory.
$145 retail; up to 12 teams
$245 retail; up to 48 teams
$15 retail; demo
Bowling Computer Systems, Inc.; 824 Indiana Ave.,
Dept. M; Wichita Falls, TX 76301; 817-761-2018
LibrA
Multilingual library and information management
system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
LibrA is an integrated multilingual, multiuser
library and information management system. The
library's functions are divided into six sections.
Acquisition handles all aspects of library material
acquisition, including user recommendations,
approval, ordering and receiving material and payments. Serials deals with the subscription, renewal,
receipt, cataloging, binding and routing of serials of
various periodicity. Cataloging handles cataloging
and analytical entries and generates catalog cards in
AACR II format. -Circulation handles issue, reissue
and return of library materials, overdue reminders
and selective dissemination of information. Online
Retrieval provides Boolean search capabilities on
various access points, such as title, author, keywords,
subjects, etc. Administration provides password protection to each section and can be used to customize
LibrA according to specific library requirements.
LibrA runs on 4th Dimension and is compatible with
existing library standards, such as MARC, SMARC,
etc., and supports bar-code and magnetic card
readers.
$1 ,000 U.S. retail
Ivy Systems Limited; E-5, Qutab Hotel; New Delhi
-110 016, India; 11-686-3901
MacLawnMan
Lawn care management and accounting
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
ImageWriter or LaserWriter.
Mac L~wnMan is a complete lawn management
and accounting package designed for companies specializing in lawn care.
Features include an unlimited database size;
complete customer file in detail; automatic cost calculation during order entry, including applicable discounts; confirmation letters for orders and statements
for uncollected accounts; daily optimum truck and
service scheduling; full invoice printed out with the
customer, technician and office copies on one perforated sheet including notes to customers, instructions
to driver, etc.; accounts receivable reports for pastdue accounts with full aging; detailed salesman file
and automatic commission calculation; inventory
control; scrollable full price list; prospective customer list; personalized appointments calendar,
address/phone organizer; searches and sorts
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algorithms; LaserWriter support and mail merge
capability; data and report interchange with other
business programs; and more.
A payroll program is optional.
$1,495 retail
Nova Electronics & Software; 3564 Central Ave.,
#2G; Riverside, CA 92506; 714-781-7332
MacPumpMan
Business management program for the liquid waste
industry
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive ;
Image Writer or LaserWriter.
Mac PumpMan is a business-management system designed for companies specializing in liquid
waste pumping, installation and servicing.
Features include an unlimited database size;
automatic routing, service scheduling, estimating,
invoicing, billing and posting; a wide variety of
reports, such as customer status, open and completed
orders, daily income, weekly income and monthly
income; Accounts Receivables with full aging;
detailed salesman file and automatic commission calculation; scrollable price list; unlimited form and letter writing capability; mail merge; Help screens for
each Menu item; multiuser and LaserWriter support;
data and report interchange with other business programs; and more.
A payroll program is optional.
$1,495 retail
Nova Electronics & Software; 3564 Central Ave.,
#2G; Riverside, CA 92506; 714-781-7332
Mac The Librarian
Library management system
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Mac The Librarian is a fully integrated library
management system available in two modules:
OPAC (Online Public Access Catalog) and OPAC
with circulation. The OPAC module stores the equivalent of a full MARC record and contains authority
files for authors, series and subjects. Unlimited numbers of authors, series and subjects may be entered,
and each item may contain up to 10 subject headings
and four author references. Extensive bibliographies
may be produced and Boolean-type searching is
available.
The Circulation module uses a bar-code scanner
that is capable of reading most bar-code formats.
Code-39 is used for Patron and Staff bar codes, but a
user may program any of the other major bar-code
formats. An inventory sub-module is included, and
hand-held scanning devices may be used in gathering
data. There is no limit on the number of overdues,
reserves or circulations that may be recorded annually. Statistical reports on circulation are available.
$1 ,995 to $3,495 retail; single and multiuser versions
available
Richmond Software Corp.; 935 Brooksglen Dr.;
Roswell, GA 30075; 800-222-6063 or
800-331-4017 (Canada)
MacBook
Library management
Macintosh Plus or larger; 20 MB hard disk drive;
ImageWriter or LaserWriter.
The MacBook Series are fully upgradable and
upwardly compatible library management systems.
Each library is able to design circulation policies to
fit individual needs. Optional equipment includes
bar-code readers, bar-code/label printing programs,
portable and bar-code readers for inventory and collection management.
MacBook contains the basic elements of library
management, including patron control, collection
control, fines, basic reports, overdue notices and
printing of catalog cards and bar-code labels.
MacBook Il Plus contains all the elements of
MacBook, as well as patron access online catalog,
extensive reporting capabilities, extensive
import/export capabilities, extensive statistics reports
with output to file and business graphics programs
and inventory management facilities.

An option offered is Inventory, which provides
the capability to run an accurate and efficient inventory utilizing a portable bar-code reader and1he
MacBook software.
$1,095 to $3,495 retail; MacBook (single user to five
multiuser)
$2,995 to $8,995 retail; MacBook II Plus (single user
to 30 multiuser)
$99 retail; Fast Item Entry program
$199 retail; Bibliographic Converter for MARC and
MicroLIF to MacBook
LISI; 7900 International Dr., Ste. 632; Bloomington,
MN 55425; 612-854-2189

gets cleaned and the quality of each item and days
per week it gets cleaned. The program then automatically calculates the labor cost for each item per
week, per month and per year, as well as adding the
total of all items for that area in time and labor per
day, per week, per year and per square foot. It can
also total all of the areas to determine time and labor
costs for an entire building or any group of areas,
plus the number of full-time equivalent employees
required to do the cleaning. Other reports include
task per day, work schedule and quality control.
$1,700 retail; software and training only
Cleaning Management Institute; 15550-D Rockfield
Blvd.; Irvine, CA 92718; 714-770-5008

MacFlorist Order Management
Keeps track of local and wire service floral orders
512K or larger Macintosh ; hard disk drive ;
ImageWriter.
MacFlorist Order Management is designed for
use in any florist shop that accepts orders for flower
arrangements to be delivered locally or through a
wire service.
Complete customer history is available for
billing purposes, as well as for order history, etc. As
an order is being taken, complete billing, arrangement and delivery information is entered. At the
completion of the entry, a work order is printed out
that lists all of the details of what needs to be made.
It also includes a delivery ticket.
Other reports include taxable sales, orders to be
delivered in the future, customer invoices on letterheads, customer historical .reports, wire service
reports on provided forms and more.
A complete Accounts Payable module is available.
·
$250 retail; program
$150 retail; Accounts Payable module
$25 retail; demo
S&J Enterprises; PO Box 1134; Bettendorf,
IA 52722; 319-332-4166

MacNametag
Nametag, registration and database program
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; hard disk
drive recommended.
MacNametag is a nametag, registration and
database program. Typeset-quality nametags and certificates can be produced on any Macintosh,supported laser printer and bold, readable nametags and
certificates can be generated on any Macintosh-supported dot matrix printer. Nametags may contain up
to six lines of information, which is automatically
centered. For long names and organizations, the program automatically goes to a condensed typeface. In
addition to MacNametag Helvetica-style fonts , any
Macintosh font or printing feature (bold, shadow,
underline) may be used.
Users may also enter I 2 additional fields of
information (total of 18 fields) to generate reports
and mailing labels. Information may be sorted alphabetically or numerically, on one to 18 fields of information.
$299 retail
PC/Nametag; 6401 Odana Rd.; Madison, WI 53719;
800-233-9767

Macintosh Bar Code Printing Program
Bar-code label and form generation on the Apple .
Image Writer and LaserWriter
512K or larger Macintosh; lmageWriter or
LaserWrite1:
The Bar Code Printing Program provides an
inexpensive means of on-site generation of Code 39
(3-of-9) bar codes using an ImageWriter or
LaserWriter.
The program uses pull-down menus and dialog
boxes to allow the creation of bar codes in a wide
range of sizes, with maximum flexibility for entering
and adjusting bar-code length, height and content.
The program also prints alphanumeric text under the
bars.
Data cari be input from any text file or from the
keyboard.
$200 retail; free with first purchase·of bar-code reader ($50 thereafter)
TPS Electronics; 4047 Transport St.; Palo Alto,
CA 94303; 415-856-6833
Maclean
Building cleaning-maintenance management
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive recommended; FileMaker Plus.
Maclean is a building cleaning-maintenance
package that contains three basic files: cleaning
inventory file, personnel data file and building-area
data file.
The cleaning inventory file contains more than
400 records of all items and surfaces in any building
that get cleaned, plus a choice of cleaning tasks for
each item, as well as a choice of equipment, materials and supplies used for each task. It also provides
the standard time for completion of the task based on
the procedure and equipment used.
The personnel data file provides a user with a
data-entry screen for entering all data about each
employee, including hourly pay rate, and will automatically calculate the burdened labor rate.
The building-area data file provides an entry
screen to define each area of a building by typing the
ID number for the employee assigned for that area,
the item ID number for each item in that area that
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MacScape
Account and inventory management for
interiorscapers
Macintosh SE or larger: 2.5 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive ; 68020 processor recommended.
MacScape is specifically designed for interiorscapers who provide leased plant material to commercial and residential accounts.
The system has five basic modules: Accounts,
for basic account information; Inventory, tracks the
material installed in accounts; Transactions, tracks
the monthly charges and payments received and prepares invqices; Job Costs, tracks the regular maintenance and replacement of material; and Proposals,
can be used to prepare bid proposals.
A custom report editor allows a user to design
and save report formats and comes with more than
15 predefined reports. Mailing labels, charts and
graphs and ASCII data export are all included.
$1,295 retail; single user, includes 4th Dimension
Runtime
Diamante Software; 11651 Plano Rd. ,.Ste. 160, LB
10; Dallas, TX 75243; 214-341-6711 or
800-223-2165
MacShip Vl.0.1
United Parcel Service shipping automation; UPS
approved
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
MacShip is an easy to use United Parcel Service
(UPS) shipping program that features automatic rate
calculations for all areas serviced by UPS; automatic
customer look-ups; and automatic creation and printing of shipping labels, C.0.D. tags and the UPS
Manifests. MacShip automatically prints the numbers of boxes in shipments (#of#) on the shipping
label, as well as the UPS shipper number, package
ID number and the shipper's name and address.
MacShip includes a custom report generator for
daily, weekly, monthly or random user-defined
reports by invoice number, customer, date, zone and
more. It also provides complete tracking of all UPS
shipments.
I
· A custom setup is provided for waving shipping/
charges for customers with orders over the userdefined amount.

I

Vertical Markets/Other
$595 retail; includes one year free updates and UPS
rate changes
$75 retail; demo (credited against purchase of
MacShip)
DIP Data Systems, Inc.; 3383 Ocean Dr.; Vero
Beach, FL 32963; 407-231-3355
MacTides 2.0
Hard-copy plots and tables of tide current and height
512KE or larger Macintosh; imageWriter or
LaserWriter.
MacTides is designed for a recreational marine
enthusiast who needs a fast, accurate way to obtain
information on tidal current and height. It also provides managers of commercial marine operations
with a unique tool for planning harbor and marine
activities. The mathematical formula and data used
are identical to those used by the U.S. Dept. of
Commerce and are valid until the yeilr 2010.
Numbers representing local current and tide stations are entered and stored in files created by a user.
Selection of the file, date, elapsed number of days
and the daylight savings option initiates a complex
calculation procedure. Astronomical relationships
between the sun, moon and earth, together with primary and local station data, are ail resolved to give
the needed tidal events. Output is in the form of
tables and unique day and month plots printed on an
ImageWriter. A feature to plot rotary currents is also
available.
Alternately, a unique latitude/longitude search
option is available. A user now creates a file for the
latitude/longitude coordinates of a box that encloses
the cruising area. Calling up this file and entering the
data initiates a search for ail stations that lie in that
box. Tabulated and graphical plots are output to an
ImageWriter.
Five regional disks are available: Maine, New
Hampshire, Massachusetts and Rhode Island; Rhode
Island, Connecticut, New York and New Jersey;
C&D Bays and rivers, DelMarVa; Virginia to Florida
to Texas; and the West Coast.
$99 retail
Nautasoft, Inc.; PO Box 282; Rockland, DE 19732;
800-441-0360, ext. 1009
Maintenance Management System
Maintenance management for anyone who supervises the mainten'ance of either equipment or buildings
Macintosh Plus or larger.
,
The Maintenance Management System is
designed for use by an maintenance department. It
tracks materials and time used in scheduled and
unscheduled maintenance. It tracks when maintenance is required on a particular piece of equipment
by run time or date; who it is assigned to, when it
was completed, etc. It also tracks normal work order
requests, capital improvement requests, etc. Some of
its many reports include parts or material usage,
man-hours, work orders, incomplete work orders,
etc.
Customization is available.
$1,250 retail
$25 retail; demo
S&J Enterprises; PO Box 1134; Bettendorf,
IA 52722; 319-332-4166

MdB - Music Master
Radio station music scheduler
512KE or larger Macihtosh .
MdB - Music Master allows a radio station to
enter the station's music library into the database,
build programming format clocks, slot the clocks
into specified hours and schedule songs in a specific
order for disc jockeys to play.
As the program does the scheduling, it observes
and obeys format rules determined by a user, such as
separation and flow of song styles, gender and tempo
considerations.
Call for pricing; lease rates scaled to market size
The Programming Co-Op; Rte. 1, Box 400E;
Fayetteville, AR 72703; 501-521-1435

MiniWareHouse Manager
Mini-storage facility management
Macintosh Plus or larger; 20 MB hard disk drive ;
lmageWriter, LaserWriter or compatible printer.
MiniWareHouse Manager handles the rent,
billing and receivables of mini-storage facilities.
Monthly billing is automatic, and receipts are entered
with a click of the mouse. The program produces
invoices, payments due, receivables aging, notices,
contracts, availaliles and more, and features a 2,560
MB file capacity.
$299.95 retail
Diversified Computer Applications; PO Box 1142;
Du Quoin, IL 62832; 618-357-3619
Mum's The Word
Garden design and planning
5!2KE or larger Macintosh.
Mum's The Word is a garden design program
that integrates an object-oriented drawing tool with a
plant database. A user can use the drawing tool to lay
out a garden and then link areas in the garden to
plants in the database. Plant areas are automatically
labeled by botanical name, common name or number. A garden key lists ail the plants in the garden by
name and number.
The database provides horticultural information
on more than 300 plants. A user can search for plants
in the database - and for plant areas in the garden
- by flower, color, season of bloom, height, plant
uses, light and soil requirements and more. New
entries can be added to the database.
$125 retail
Terrace Software; PO Box 1236; Cambridge,
MA 02238; 617-491-4725
Navigate!
Digital chart navigation system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; two disk
drives.
Navigate! is a digital chart navigation system.
The program contains digitally encoded nautical
charts that can be zoomed to display offshore waters
and coastlines or highly detailed harbors, complete
with buoys, lights and navigational hazards. Each
chart disk contains chart data for a 2,500-square-mile
area.
Using the Macintosh, a navigator selects the area
in which the boat will be sailing and plans the route
to be taken graphically on screen. The program automatically calculates the distance and compass headings between each series of waypoints created on the
screen. Each waypoint is a specific latitude/longitude
position on the chart that typically defines a location
where the vessel will change direction. Through an
interface between a navigation radio receiver like
Loran and the Macintosh, the program displays the
actual vessel position graphically in relation to the
chart information.
·
Navigate! is intended to be used aboard power
.and sailing yachts from 30 feet and above in length.
New chart diskettes are distributed to customers
quarterly for a nominal fee. The updated chart
diskettes also contain the latest positions of navigation aids that are changed periodically by the Coast
Guard.
Charts are available for all U.S. waters, the
Bahamas and Caribbean area.
$395 retail; monochrome version
$695 retail; color version
$95 each retail; additional retail digital charts (quantity discounts available)
Fair Tide Technologies, Inc.; 18 Ray Ave.;
Burlington, MA 01803; 617-229-6409
Printers Inc.
Pricing, invoicing and scheduling system for small
commercial and quick printers
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; 20 MB
hard disk drive.
Printers Inc. is a software package designed to
help small commercial and quick printers estimate,
schedule and track the progress of print jobs.
Printers Inc. uses the variable factors entered,
such as paper and ink, and automatically takes into
account factors, such as labor and waste costs, to calculate quick, accurate estimates. It prints a Work in

Process report and keeps track' of sales. In can also
be used on a network with several workstations when
used with Great Plains Network Manager.
Printers Inc. can be used alone or as part of the
Great Plains Accounting Series, a full-featured, multimodule line of accounting products, including
General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable, Payroll, Inventory, Purchase Order, Order
Entry with Point of Sale, Job Cost, Executive
Advisor and Network Manager. When integrated
with other modules of the Accounting Series,
Printers Inc. provides a complete business management solution for small commercial and quick printers.
$1,495 retail
Great Plains Software; 1701 38th St. SW; Fargo,
ND 58103; 701-281-0550 or 800-345-3276
ProSport Ticketing Management
Tracks season tickets for professional sports teams
Macintosh Plus or large1: ·
ProSport Ticketing Management is designed to
track season tickets for professional sports teams.
This system can run either on a stand-alone
Macintosh network or a Macintosh to Oracle on a
DEC VAX integrated system.
ProSport Ticketing Management tracks all customer accounts, seats owned, amounts due, parking,
billing information and more. Information can be
tracked for a customer or a seat. It generates
renewals automatically at the beginning of each season, and can track both regular and play-off seasons.
ProSport Ticketing Management is customized
for each installation.
Call for pricing
After Hours Software; 5636 Van Nuys Blvd., Ste. B;
Van Nuys, CA 91401; 818-780-2220
QuoteMaster
Automated proposal system
Macintosh Plus or larger; Microsoft Excel 1.5.
QuoteMaster is a stand-alone Microsoft Excel
macro program that automates the production of line
quotes. Its main function is to quickly provide clients
with accurate quotes while monitoring important factors such as cost, retail and profit.
QuoteMaster features the capability to import
existing databases (in ASCII format) and use multiple databases for the basis of each line item. The
Apple Corporation dealer price list will convert
directly from the AppleLink text file. It also incorporates a "dynamic" lease table that provides leasing
rates for different periods. Lease tables are user customizable, and lease factors are user editable.
QuoteMaster uses list dialog boxes to provide
easy selection of items, and has an intelligent search
and insert feature that allows for multiple item entry
and instant recall of last criteria.
After entering items, QuoteMaster will produce
a high-quality printed proposal for a client and a
summary report of cost, retail, discounts and profit.
$600 retail; includes one MasterControl and 10 user
units
·
Craig Systems, Inc.; 16717 Monitor Ave.; Baton
Rouge, LA 70817; 504-291-6348
Radio View
Broadcast management system
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Radio View is a broadcast management system
designed to meet the needs of station management
and staff and corporate management. Systems are
available to serve the needs of any size operation.
RadioView provides Accounts Receivable, traffic scheduling and logging, and sales management
for broadcasters. It takes full advantage of the
Macintosh and offers the power to meet eve,ry standard that serious broadcasters demand, such as
breakneck scheduling speed; flexibility; more thah
100 reports that can be sorted any way needed;
extensive graphing and analysis capabilities; and the
capability to process and make sense of the most
intimidating mountain of information. Optional features include networking and integration with a general accounting package.
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Vertical Markets/Other
$8,600 starting price retail; complete turnkey systems
Nordic Software, Inc.; 3939 N. 48th St.; Lincoln,
NE 68504; 402-466-6502 or 800-228-0417
Reference Control
Bibliographical reference system for summer camp
documents or libraries
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive;
lmageWriter or LaserWriter.
Reference Control is a bibliographical reference
system specially designed to handle summer camp
documents or libraries. Users enter the document's
data, such as reference code, author, title, sourc~ of
article, pul.>lisher, year, month, volume number, type
of document, pages, etc. They then enter an unlimited number of descriptors for each document, and
even a resume if desired. The program permits users
to hav.e access to all of the camp's historical or
research data and to print it out as the need arises.
$275 approximate U.S. retail
Info-Mac Enr.; 24084 Chemin de la Batture; Ville de
la Baie, Quebec, Canada G7B 3P6; 418-545-5511 or
418-544-8018
Reliable Salon System
Beauty salon management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive ; printer;
optional cash drawer is available.
The Reliable Salon System is a point-of-sale
beauty salon management system that provides sales
analysis and inventory control, maintains client
records, calculates payroll (including commissions)
and handles Accounts Payable. Each function
updates the General Ledger to provide a profit and
loss statement, balance sheet and trial balance.
Business is analyzed for the month and year by
stylist and category of service, including retail sales.
Clients are accessed by any of more than.20 pieces
of information, including comments. Lists and mailing labels are available for almost any selection of
clients. Referrals can be tracked and rewarded.
Client history and inventory are updated at the
time of sale. Complete inventory control is provided
through status, margin, price and reorder reports.
Each stylist has his or her own commission structure
for payroll with commission sales accumulated each
day. Both manual and computer checks can be handled by Accounts Payable. General Ledger provides
manual entries, as well as the automatic entries from
the system. Detailed analysis of the accounts is available.
$1,800 retail
Reliable Software & Consulting; PO Box 335; Ft.
Calhoun, NE 68023; 402-468-5700
Savvy Courier
Courier management
Macintosh SE or larger; 2 MB of RAM; 40 MB hard
disk drive; lmageWriter II.
Savvy Courier is a courier management system.
It features fast and intuitive entry of information; dispatching (available drivers list, open order list by
age, assigning driver "updates" order); semi-automatic pricing (fast and consistent using presets, modifiable for special situations); update (new
information easily adqed to order, changes made
quickly, incomplete orders finished); and summary
(manager's day-end review and analysis, "post" to
receivables). The program retains order information
for billing, and produces statements with the current
job listing and old balance/new balance. Online monitoring is provided to monitor employee performance, spoi "trouble" flags and watch the business
day develop. Reports include: job performance by
driver, client and market area; client source analysis;
client performance (frequency, dollar volume and
account status); and time period performance (compare by day, week, month, etc., and trend analysis).
$1 ,995 retail; single user
$2,995 retail; network up to four stations
Dealership Systems; 11225 Midlothian Pike;
Richmond, VA 23235; 804-379-2465

Service Warranty
Warranty tracking
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; dot matrix printer.
Service Warranty is designed for businesses that
manufacture, assemble or sell and service products. It
tracks products after the sale that are under warranty.
The system produces RMAs for the end user and
management accounting. It schedules when, where,
who and under what conditions service will be done.
It also provides complete documentation for engineers who design products to enable then to evaluate
product performance and reliability. The system also
does complete client, part, tech and problem tracking. It is also a management/accounting tool to procure products as required. Full integration with
Flex ware's Inventory and Accounts Receivable modules is possible.
$695 retail
Micro VertiSoft; 1221 Roanwood Way; Concord,
CA 94521;415-672-1166
ServiceWorks
Field service management
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Service Works is a package designed for the management and control of field service organizations.
Available modules include distributiop inventory,
order entry, purchasing, automated billing, payroll
processing, full accounting support, depot repair,
automated dispatch and contract administrati"on.
Features include: vital customer information is
safely maintained, quickly accessed and clearly displayed; complete equipment/contract information is
provided for each account; the ability to ~reate as
many stocking locations as needed; the ability to
capture the details of each and every dispatch call,
including parts used and travel/labor hours; complete
equipment history is always online and available;
multiple pricing levels, automatic warranty lookup
and serial number tracking for depot repair; a process
order function that allows partial shipmerts with
invoice control; the ability to browse repair orders by
customer; the ability to capture all costs, parts and
labor for each repair; management reports; the ability
to integrate qata with spreadsheet and grapl)ing programs; and more.
$7,995 retail
Xcel Computer Systems, Inc.; 10 Mechanic St.;
Worcester, MA 01608; 508-799:9494 or
800-242-9494
The Shipper Plus
Totally automated manifest system for the United
Parcel Service
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Shipper Plus handles UPS shipments in a
precise and orderly manner. It contaiqs the complete
UPS domestic, Canadian and International pricing
schedule. Once a user enters the zone chart one time,
the.program does the rest. This basic version also
contains a database for 200 customers, prints both
shipping labels and COD tags, prints the complete
UPS manifest and zone·summary aqd lets users
import from POS or accounting software through an
import text file procedure. An unlimited client base
version with multiple pac~age shipment pricing,
LaserWritet compatibility and multiuser i;apabilities
will be available 2nd quarter, 1990.
$80 retail
$10 retail; demo
LMM Productions; Drawer P; Lake Grove,
NY' 11755; 516-736-8303
ShipShape
Compµterized package shipping
Macintosh SE or II; 2.5 MB of RAM; hard disk drive.
Shipshape is a shipping system with a complete
approvable UPS transaction and report set, Federal
Express and U.S. Mail rates and tables. ShipShape
interfaces with electronic scales, reads bar code and
controls automatic switching between multiple printers for different forms.
Features include: full people database; worldwide automatic UPS shipping; Federal Express rates
and airliill form printing; U.S. Mail Priority, First
and Fourth class rates; generic zip/zone and freight
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rate tables let users enter unlimited carriers and rate
tables; step-by-step entry validations; records will
not enter if a known error or omission is detected,
and the error is shown on screen; on-screen help and
tutorials instantly available with a click of the
mouse; rate shopping between all entered carriers;
ship with other goods (SWOG); extensive querying
and reporting capabilities; load text files from other
programs; mail-merge letters, labels and envelopes;
fully integrates with Order House 3.0 business software; mujtiuser capacity; and more.
$1,995 retail
Elefunt Software; 724 Allston Way; Berkeley,
CA 94710; 415-843-7725
SkinTite Bidding
Job shop estimating in Excel and Double Helix
512K or larger Macintosh.
SkinTite Bidding is a pre-job costing bidding
package that allows machine shop users to make bids
to determine costs for parts and l~bor.
Features include estimating multiple quantities
simultaneously; storing and retrieving records by
part number or by a user's choice; calculation of
cost, markup and commission; total hours required
on each machine to plan shop loading; estimated
work days required to complete each quantity; speed
and feed calculator and run-tithe estimator; material
requirement and cost estimator; and others.
The program also provides instructional framework for those just beginning the machine shop
trade.
$450 retail
MacEntire; 452 I Campus Dr., Ste. 298; Irvine,
CA !!2715; 714-725-0444
SSTSystemS
Salon management/marketing
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive ;
lmageWriter; cash drawe1; La~erWriter, HP
DeskWriter, RemoteScan optional.
SST System 5 is a complete management system
for salons. This true, integrated, single-entry system
includes inventory, employee and client record
database managers, payroll, POS, export capability,
client retention/referral tracking and more. SST
System 5 supports bar-code scanners, laser and jnk
jet printers, appointment book and credit verification.
A unique feature of the program, Computerized
Product Prescriptions, analyzes hair and scalp conditions and prescribes in-salon services and retail products for each client. Combined with the system's
advertising and direct-mail functions, it affords a
salon a comprehensive marketing capability.
$4,995 retail; includes 16 hours on-site training, free
hotline technical support and free software updates
for one year
$7,995 retail; with hardware and one-year service
contract
Sebastian Salon Transcripts, Inc.; PO Box 4117;
Woodland Hills, CA 91365; 818c718-0062
Tess Vl.04
Technical support system
Macimosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
Tess is a software system for use by organizations that provide technical support to customers. It
is designed for online technical support transactions.
Features include: a customer records database; free
form text records to document customer problems and
solutions, indexed for high-speed search and sort;
attached customer contact and product purchase
records for instant access without complex queries;
technical reports database to find solutions to problems; electronic mail communication via network and
modem; technical support accounting functions to
track technical support usage by products and by customers; report generator with table an<! graph output;
mail merge facility mixes form letters and database
fields; telecommunications support for remote access
to technical reports and electronic mail via modem;
network support for distributed access to all databases; I
and MultiFinder compatibility.
$395 retail
Tess; 21075 Bank Mill Ln.; Saratoga, CA 95070;
408-741-1519

Vertical Markets/Other
TMA Bar Code Asset Management System
Automated asset control system for facility managers
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
TMA Bar Code Asset Management System is an
accurate, efficient, cost-effective, automated asset
control system for facility managers (universities,
government and industry). It provides accurate
accounting of material assets, such as furniture and
office equipment, while controlling loss, damage and
location information. It provides a paper-less inven- .
tory using state-of-the-art intelligent laser-based barcode scanners. The program can be interfaced with
TMA's maintenance software to provide stockroom
inventory control and automated work order generation after area inspections. Assets are tracked by
department, building and room. Data can be automatically downloaded to the Macintosh, and laserbased scanning provides no contact with bar-code
labels (longevity). Multiuser versions are available.
$6,995 retail; with one laser scanner
$2,950 retail; each additional laser scanner
TMA Systems; # 17 Oakridge Dr.; Maumelle,
AR 72118; 501-851-3864
Tour Dimensions
Tour agency management
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Tour Dimensions is a database for the management, booking ancj !Jacking of activity in a tour agency office. It allows operators to quickly and easily
book, confirm and bill tours. Special emphasis is
placed on the ease df making arty changes to agenda
and transportation schedules. The base configuration
consists of two or.more workstations networked
together, a file server and installed software.
$24,995 retail
CPSA; 166 South J St.; Livermore, CA 94550;
415-449-7744
TrialDisc
Allows developers to make full-function evaluation
copies of their software
512K or larger Macintosh; two floppy disk drives.
TrialDisc is software that allows developers to
create full-function 'evaluation copies of theii software in minutes. No changes to the source code are
required and each Tria!Disc disables after a preset
number of executions.
Customizable status windows display upon
launching and can inform users of the number of
remaining executions. TrialDisc uses proven copy
protection technology to prevent duplication of the
software or alteration of the count meter.
$385 and up retail; prices vary based on the number
of Tria!Discs to be made
Softguard Systems, Inc.; 710 Lakeway, Ste. 200;
Sunnyvale, CA 94086; 408-773-9680 or
800-842-9388 (sales)
Tuxedo Tracker
Rental management
Macintosh Plus or larger; 4th Dimension Runtime
(included) .
Tuxedo Tracker is a specialized rental management application capable of real-time management of
more than 30,000 inventory items and more than
30,000 retail and wholesale rentals per year. It permits users to define and identify inventory items by
type, style, color and size. The program finds and
confirms each article of clothing at the time the
rental order is taken and provides a nearest match
feature if an exact match is not available. Tuxedo
Tracker prints order tickets and generates pick lists.
It schedules up to five months in advance with
graphic schedule display. The program is furnished
with a custom button interface for easy use, and
. maintains retail and wholesale customer databases,
including clothing sizes and mail-merge capabilities.
User-definable reporting features are available.
$4,995 retail
Footprints, Inc.; 2469 E. 7000 South, Ste. 207; Salt
Lake City, UT 84121; 801-942-1580 or
800-635-5280

Vintage Production
Wine production
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; 20 MB
hard disk drive; Flexware Runtime.
Vintage Production monitors and controls every
aspect of wine production, from crushing through
bottling, freeing winemakers from repetitive bookkeeping tasks.
All wine movements, additions and analyses are
recorded and can be called up at any time.
Information can be cross-referenced by vintage, varietal, vineyard and so forth to help winemakers
become more familiar with all elements that go into
making their wine great.
Vintage Production can optionally interface with
the Flex ware family of accounting software, including Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, General
Ledger, Inventory, Payroll, Order Processing, Job
Costing and/or Estimating. Like Vintage Production,
these accounting modules can be modified to take
into account any special problems or circumstances
particular to a winery.
.
The main components of the program are: Code
Files, which describe tanks, wines, treatments, analyses, vineyards and bottled products; Daily Log,
which records the arrival of grapes and the arrival ,
movement, treatment, fermentation, analysis, blending and bottling of bulk wine, as well as the transfer
of bottled products; Workorders, which can be used
to initiate and track the various steps in the production process; Reports, which include lists of tanks,
wines, analyses, vineyards and products; Special
Processes, which include hypothetical blending to
check percent varietal and percent appellation, plotting time vs. brix, time temperature during fermentation and posting daily log entries; and Forecasting,
which is used for verifying the capacity of available
tanks and equipment is sufficient to handle the coming crush season.
$2,400 retail
Pickering Winery Supply; 1300 22nd St.; San
Francisco, CA 94107; 415-821 -2400

Work Request & Asset Management
Facilities management with preventative maintenance
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive
recommended.
Work Request & Asset Management is used by
educational institutions, property managers and company maintenance departments to track work request
with actual and projected costs, scheduled preventative maintenance and asset management.
The Work Request Management module tracks
the status of work requests (complete, open, cancelled, parts hold, requester hold), in-house and vendor work assignments, start dates and completion
dates, in-house work hours per work reque'st and
vendor costs per request. The program provides automatic generation of requisition orders, year-to-date
costs broken down by building and work location,
year-to-date amounts paid to individual vendors,
work hours and jobs performed by in-house employees and various related management reports for the
analysis of performance, costs and projections.
The Maintenance and Asset Management module is fully integrated with the Work Request
Management module. This system provides equipment and asset management information by tracking
scheduled preventative maintenance, warranty and
install dates, and work and cost histories. It generates
several management reports for the analysis of performance and costs. Up-to-date information on
equipment specifications and repair history is available. The program helps reduce down time by allowing a user to use a scheduled maintenance approach
vs. reactive maintenance.
$1,890 to $3,280 retail
Mac AD/C; 1445 Grant Rd.; Los Altos, CA 94022;
415-969-3979

Water & Utility Billing
Billing program for small towns and water districts
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
Water & Utility Billing is designed for small
towns and water districts. The billing process is configured for minimum data entry and input error
checking. Customer's Account History will appear
on the screen just as it does on a ledger card. A scrollable account history can retain as many entries as
required. Adjustments may be made immediately to
an account, and customer histories may be reviewed
and modified at the same time.
Printed reports range from monthly post card
bills to route slips for field meter readers. Also
included are fund balance reports, daily transactions
. and customer lists by alpha, customer ID and route
sequence. Specialty reports include aging summary
and customers with usage greater than expected.
$995 retail
DataNet; 1752 W. 2nd Ave.; Durango, CO 81301;
303-259-4181
Water/Sewer/Trash Billing System
Water, sewer and trash billing system
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive;
lmageWriter recommended.
Water/Sewer/Trash Billing System is designed
for use by any company or city that must bill for
water, sewer or trash services (one or all). The program keeps track of historical information that is
available on a customer ledger form, as well as prints
out the bills on postcard-type forms , unpaid bills, etc.
Several versions of the program are available.
Some have several rate structures, others allow for
multjple water meters, etc.
$500 retail
$25 retail; demo
S&J Enterprises; PO Box 1134; Bettendorf,
IA 52722; 319-332-4166
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\VordProcessing/
Outline Processors
Acta Advantage
Outliner, organizer and planner
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Acta Advantage is an outliner that includes both
a stand-alone application and a desk accessory.
Multiple-line text or graphics can be entered as individual topics in an outline - then arranged and rearranged by dragging them into place. Search and sort
functions allow the program to serve as a planner,
organizer and simple online fi ling system.
Key features include: unlimited multiple fonts
within topics; on-screen outline labels; search and
replace; page preview; print to disk as PICT; page
breaks; centers printing on page; and custom headers
and footers.
$129 retail
Symmetry Software; 8603 E. Royal Palm Rd. , #1 10;
Scottsdale, AZ 85258; 602-998-9106
Calliope Plus MP2.l
Idea processor
512K or larger Macintosh ; ImageWriter or
LaserWriter.
Calliope Plus is an idea processor that serves as
a tool to quickly capture a variety of related ideas
and structure the relationships among them.
A user arbitrarily places each idea on screen as
an icon with a label. By pointing at the icon and
clicking with the mouse, a user can move to a deeper
Calliope level. A second screen permits a user to edit
text as if working with a word processor, and jump
back and forth from the icon screen to the text
screen. On the icon screen, linkages can be drawn
between any two points in any order and then
instantly recombined by redrawing the arrows that
connect the idea icons.
$99 retail
Innovision; PO Box 1317; Los Altos, CA 94023;
415-964-2885
Inspiration 2.0
Thought processor that combines visual diagrams
and iextual outlines
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Inspiration is fully integrated diagramming and
outlining software to capture, organize, refine and
communicate ideas and information in professional
documents.
Inspiration covers the complete spectrum of idea
development, from conception to communication. It
gives users both diagramming and outlining for a
fully integrated, seamless way of thinking and plannin~
·
The program has a specialized drawing technology that is especially designed for diagramming ideas
and relationships. These visual diagrams help unlock
new thoughts and associations. Inspiration's outliner
and notes windows make organizing ideas and information into reports, proposals and action items fast
and easy.
$249 retail
Ceres Software, Inc.; 2520 SW Hamilton St.;
Portland, OR 9720 l; 503-245-9011
More II
Outlining, writing and desktop presentations
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; BOOK disk
drive and hard disk drive.
More II features advanced outlining for organizing ideas and information; professional writing with
a powerful, easy-to-use word processor; and instant
and enhanced presentation capabilities, including full
drawing capability, customized color overhead transparencies, 35mm slides and on-screen slide shows.
More Il's presentation capabilities begin with a
full-color drawing package that can also import from
Paint, PICT, PICT Il and EPSF files. Its open architecture drivers also import and export from word
processors. Live, on-screen presentations can be produced on the Macintosh or with other devices. Visual
effects include more than two dozen builds, dissolves
and wipes.

Advanced outlining features give users the flexibility to gather, sort, organize and reorganize information in virtually limitless ways. Outlining in More
II is integrated with a full-featured professional writing tool.
$395 retail
Symantec Corp.; l020 I Torre Ave.; Cupertino,
CA 950 14; 800-441 -7234 or 800-626-8847 in CA
Win View
Hebrew/English outlining program
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Win View is a Hebrew/English outlining program
that presents ideas and concepts in a hierarchic structure. Document outlines created in text format can
easily be changed into "tree" diagrams, self-running
slide shows and overheads. Win View features
advanced word processing functions, such as search
and replace, headers and footers and complete choice
of fon ts, styles, sizes and colors.
$229 retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave. , Ste. 843;
Chicago, IL 606 l l; 312-944-4070

\Vord Processing/
Text Search & Retrieval
ArchiText 2.0
Text organization, analysis and presentation
Macintosh Plus or larger.
ArchiText is a powerful hypertext processor and
text organization, retrieval, analysis and presentation
tool. It is often referred to as a "freeform database,"
and can be used to organize interrelated documents,
such as business correspondence, magazine articles,
legal briefs, research notes and information downloaded from online databases.
ArchiText 's features include fast boolean searches, keyword indexing (including modifiable stop
lists) and network compatibili!Y· Microsoft Word or
ASCII text documents may be imported and semiautomatically divided into logical units of information. Built-in presentation tools allow the creation of
hypertext documents, which may be distributed free
of charge.
Included with ArchiText is DocuComp, a utility
that allows a user to compare or "redline" any two
documents, identifying the similarities or differences
between them. DocuComp is indispensable for the
management of document revisions.
$395 retail
.
BrainPower, Inc.; 30497 Canwood St., Ste. 20 l;
Agoura Hills, CA 9130 1; 818-707-1712 or
800-345-0519
Gofer V2.0
Text search and retrieval
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Gofer is a high-speed text search and retrieval
program that finds and displays text inside of files
without prior indexing or text preparation. It enables
users to initiate searches from within an application
program and continue the search in the background
with or without MultiFinder.
Gofer will begin a search with a single word or
phrase, or perform complex searches using Boolean ·
And/Or/Not logic. An on-screen, real-time summary
of search progress is provided, even during background searches.
· Gofer also expands the capabilities of the
Macintosh Clipboard by allowing users to copy
many times to the Clipboard without losing previously copied text. Users also have the option to write
all fou nd text to any application program, create a
disk file of found text or print the text.
$79 .95 retail
Microlytics, Int.; I Tobey Village Office Park;
Pittsford, NY 14534; 716-248-9620 or
800-828-6293
HyperKRS And Hyperindexer
Full-text retrieval and indexing software to improve
HyperCard performance
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Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM for
HyperKRS; 2 MB of RAM for Hyperlndexer;
HyperCard.
HyperKRS is a full-text retrieval engine for
HyperCard stacks that allows users to create complex search queries, including and, or, but not, exact
order search, proximity search, field specific search,
right truncation and multiple stack searching. In
addition, an online help system is available.
Hyperlndexer is used to index every word in a stack
or stacks. The HyperKRS retrieval engine is then linked
to the user interface via an external function command.
A sample search card is included or a HyperCard application developer may create their own interface and
scripts for integrating HyperKRS as desired.
$195 retail; starter package (includes one copy each
of HyperKRS and Hyperindexer)
$JO retail; additional copies of HyperKRS (volume
discounts and alternate pricing structures available)
KnowledgeSet Corp.; 888 Villa St., Ste. 500;
Mountain View, CA 94041; 415-968-9888
Marco Polo
Archival, retrieval and display software
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 6.0 or later.
Marco Polo is archival, retrieval and display
software. Users archive their documents in a document center on their hard drive or on a network.
Documents are highly compressed and preprocessed
to minimize storage and enable high-speed search
and retrieval. Users can search documents based on
title, author, creation date or content. Users simply
type an English language query statement and click
to locate and"display the information they need.
$299 retail; single user
$499 retail; two users
$999 retail; five users
Mainstay; 5311-B Derry Ave.; Agoura Hills,
CA 91301; 818-99 1-6540
Sonar Professional V6.0
Text-retrieval software with automatic hypertext
linking
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Sonar Professional is a text-retrieval program with
"automatic hypertext linking" capabilities. It is
designed for sophisticated retrieval and analysis of
massive amounts of text. Sonar Professional searches
freeform text in multiple files without requiring a user
to setup a database. It differs from simple multifile text
retrieval utilities by using high-speed dictionary techniques that reduce search time from hours to seconds.
A key feature of the program, automatic hypertext, allows a user to interrupt a search at any point
to add a note or perform other searches. The program
can find and link specified words or phrases to
"related" text.
Sonar Profess ional allows for explorations at an
infinite number of levels, limited only by available
memory and disk space. It marks words or phrases
that are discovered to be related and records exploration paths for future analysis.
$795 retai l
Virginia Systems, Inc.; 5509 W. Bay Ct.; Midlothian,
VA 23112; 804-739-3200
Sonar Text Retrieval System V6.0
Text retrieval system/indexer
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
The Sonar Text Retrieval System is designed to
search, index and analyze documents, letters, manuals, reference books, depositions, etc.
The program can search hundreds of documents at
a time for single or multiple phrases. Documents containing a desired phrase are displayed, with the phrase
circled for easy visibility. The document name, page
number and paragraph number are also displayed.
The system can also create an index or a table of
contents for a document.
Selected words, phrases or paragraphs, along
with arty additional comments entered from the keyboard can be appended to the clipboard for later integration into a letter or report.
$295 retail
Virginia Systems, Inc.; 5509 W. Bay Ct.; Midlothian,
VA 23 11 2;804-739-3200

I

Word Processing/
Word Processors
AIKaatib
Arabic and Persian language word processor
512K or larger Macintosh.
AIKaatib is a stand-alone, full-functioning rightto-left Arabic/Persian word processor.
It features full vowelling capability, automatic
ligatures, displayable keyboards, WYSIWYG formatting, columns, multiple font styles and more.
The program is compatible with Macintosh software through the System Clipboard and text only
(ASCII) documents for dual language page layout,
graphics, databases, etc.
$199 retail; A!Kaatib
$199 retail; A!Kaatib Laser Font (PostScript)
$299 retail; Tawfig Laser Font Family (PostScript)
$199 retail; Ferdosi Laser Font (PostScript)
Eastern Language Systems; 39 West 300 North;
Provo, UT 84601; 801 -377-4558
AllScript
Hebrew/English word processor; compatible with all
Apple Script Manager Systems (e.g., Arabic,
Chinese)
512KE or larger Macintosh.
AllScript is a full-featured, bidirectional
Hebrew/English word processor for the Macintosh. It
supports multiple document windows and fully supports both English and Hebrew. Document size is
limited only by available memory, and additional
font disks are available.
$350 retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843;
Chicago, IL 60611; 312-944-4070
By Word
Japanese word processing program
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM.
By Word is a Japanese word processing program
that contains an extensive Japanese library and
allows the importation of graphics. Other features
include search and replace; document information
(total character/word count and breakdown of the
number of English characters, kanji, hiragana and
katakana characters, plus punctuation); multiple documents; page preview; headers and footers; tabs;
document margins; document setup; variable line,
paragraph and character spacing; and more. By Word
can display pull-down menus in English and can also
act as a fully-functional English word processor.
$299 retail
Qualitas Trading Co.; 6907 Norfolk Rd.; Berkeley,
CA 94705; 415-848-8080
EG Word4.0
Japanese word processor
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM.
EG Word is a Japanese word.processor that runs
under Kanji Talk 2.0. Any available Japanese or
English font can be used. Characters can be any size
up to 127 points and can be styled as bold, italic,
shadow, etc. For Japanese input, characters are converted automatically to Kanji/Hiragana as a user
types in either the Romaji or Kana keyboard layout.
The program supports more than 6,000 Kanji
characters and has a 49,000-word dictionary. Other
features include a page preview, multiple window
function and chan-creating function.
$499 retail
Qualitas Trading Co.; 6907 Norfolk Rd.; Berkeley,
CA 94705; 415-848-8080
FeiMa-P
Chinese word processing system
Macintosh Plus or SE; external disk drive or hard
disk drive.
FeiMa-P is a Chinese word processing system
designed for users who know the Chinese language.
Knowledge of English is not needed. Once the disk
is inserted into the hardware, that hardware becomes
a Chinese system, supplying all menus and menu
choices in Chinese. For those just learning Chinese,

the user manual contains appendices written in
English that correspond to software menus.
All standard word processing features are available. A unique feature is the FeiMa Phrased Pinyin
Input System with the choice of Pinyin or Zhuyin
(Bopomofo) input. Users simply type phonetics, and
the Phrased Pinyin System converts them into
Chinese phrases. This system includes the Chinese
National Standard GB I and GB 2 dictionary.
FeiMa-P offers both traditional and simplified
Chinese characters; Hiragana and Katakana Japanese
character sets; multisound features; and a compact
print out of English characters.
$595 retail
Wu Corp.; PO Box 699; Avon, CT 06001;
203-677- 1528
FullWrite Professional
Word proc'essor with text processing, page layout,
outlining, graphics editing
Macintosh Plus or larger; BOOK disk drive and hard
disk drive.
FullWrite Professional combines word processing and selective page layout capabilities in a true
WYSIWYG environment.
The program's word-processing features include
footnotes, endnotes, table of contents and index generation, spelling checking, thesaurus, hyphenation,
outlining, style sheets, multiple documents and a
browser.
Page layout
features include automatic text-wrapping around
irregularly _shaped graphics, guttering, kerning and
flexible leading.
FullWrite Professional includes a built-in
MacDraw-like environment, that allows users to create and edit graphics directly within a document.
$395 retail
Ashton-Tate; 20101 Hamilton Ave.; Torrance,
CA 90509; 213-329-8000
Letter Writer Plus
Desk accessory for writing letters, memos and
envelopes
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 6.0 or later;
Image Writer or LaserWriter.
Letter Writer Plus is a handy desk accessory that
puts powerful, easy-to-use letter writing and mailmerge tools at a user's immediate disposal. Users can
quickly compose and print letters, memos and
envelopes while using any Macintosh program.
Letter Writer Plus also complements Power Up 's
Address Book Plus to form a complete solution for
everyday correspondence. Paste a single recipient for
a letter from any Address Book Plus file, or send
correspondence to the entire Address Book Plus list.
Features include: provides quick and easy access
to all commonly-used commands; stores frequentlyused letter and memo formats as Stationery Files,
which can be quickly recalled when needed; places
headers - including graphics from other software
- on the first page of any letter or memo; prints
envelopes in three popular, preformatted sizes, or in
any custom format; imports tab-delimited text files
for mail-merging; uses files from Power Up's
Address Book Plus for convenient data selection and
fast mailings; and includes 50 professionally-written
sample letters from LetterWorks.
$89.95 retail
Power Up Software Corp.; 2929 Campus Dr.; San
Mateo, CA 94403; 800-851 -2917 or 800-223-1479
in CA
MacWrite II Vl.l
Writing; word processing
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacWrite is an applications software program
for word processing that provides a variety of typefaces, sizes and styles. It allows a user to mix text
with graphics from other applications to produce
illustrations that can be used.for presentations, etc.
Features include: built-in spelling checker with
100,000-word dictionary and a user dictionary for
creating specialized word lists; keyboard shortcuts;
cursor control arrow keys; headers and footers with
automatic time, date and/or page numbering; search
and replace; page-break view and control;
MultiFinder compatible; Select All command; cut

and paste text editing; incorporates graphics from
MacPaint or MacDraw; and decimal tabs for aligning
columns of numbers.
$249 retail
$65 retail; upgrade to Mac Write II for registered
Mac Write 5.0 users
$75 retail; upgrade to MacWrite II for registered
users of previous versions of Mac Write and other
Macintosh word processors
Claris Corp.; 5201 Patrick Henry Dr.; PO Box
58168; Santa Clara, CA 95052; 408-727-8227 (customer relations), 800-544-8554 (U.S. upgrades) or
800-334-3535 (U.S. dealers)
Microsoft Word 4.0
Writing; word processing
512KE or larger Macintosh; two BOOK disk drives or
hard disk drive.
. Microsoft Word is a full-featured word processing program.
Features include: full WYSIWYG editing display; enhanced table support; improved style sheets;
integrated outlining; glossaries; menu and keyboard
customizability; easy combining of text and graphics, including the capability to lock a graphic into
place so that text wraps around it; 130,000-word
spelling checker; programmable mail-merge for form
letters and other document assembly; strong support
of long documents; integration with Microsoft Excel,
Mail, File and PowerPoint; extensive file sharing
capability with leading products in the Mac and IBM
PC environments; and more.
$395 retail
Microsoft Corp.; One Microsoft Way; Redmond,
WA 98052-6399; 206-882-8080
Microsoft Write 1.0
Writing; word processing
512K or larger Macintosh ; two BOOK disk drives.
Microsoft Write is a WYSIWYG word processor
that includes an 80,000-word spelling corrector.
Features include: a context-sensitive on-screen
Help menu; automatic footnotes; a formatting option;
Page Preview; optional keyboard commands; the
abi lity to add vertical lines to text for creating attractive tables and chans; the ability to mix text with
graphics; full formatting capability; the ability to
share information with other Microsoft programs; the
ability to transfer Microsoft Write documents to
Microsoft Word; and more.
$125 retail
$220 retail; upgrade path to Microsoft Word
Microsoft Corp.; One Microsoft Way; Redmond,
WA 98052-6399; 206-882-8080
MindWrite 2.1
Word processor with integrated outlining capabilities
512KE or larger Macintosh.
MindWrite is a word processor with integrated
outlining. With the program, a user can tum outlining features on and off in·any document, in any window, in any paragraph - wherever and whenever
they are needed.
Features of the program include: allows outline
structure anywhere in a document; renumbers sections and lists automatically; tracks revisions; selects
and acts on multiple text blocks at once; accumulates
cut and copied text in the Clipboard; counts
characters, words and paragraphs; creates table of
contents; displays as many windows as memory
allows; 93,000+ word dictionary; zooms windows to
convenient sizes; opens Mac Write, ThinkTank, Acta,
Word 3.0 and text only documents; and saves in
Mac Write, Acta, Word 3.0 or text-only format.
$195 suggested retail
DeltaPoint, Inc.; 2000 Heritage Harbor; Monterey,
CA 93940; 408-648-4000 or 800-367-4334
MindWriteExpress
Provides a word processing connectivity solution for
workgroups using different types of computers
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Based on MindWrite, a word processor with
integrated outliqing, MindWriteExpres~ provides a
word processing connectivity solution for workgroups that use many types of computers, ~ncluding
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Macintoshes, PCs, VAXs, minicomputers and mainframes.
It extends MindWrite's document management
capabilities by reading and writing documents created in WordStar, MultiMate, WordPerfect, VAX
WPS+, DCA-RFT and other standard formats.
Other features include: improved performance
with faster scrolling and pagination; selection and
navigation through outlines with arrow keys and
additional command-key equivalents; user-defined
labels; ability to open as many windows as a user's
Macintosh allows; automatic revision tracking;
sophisticated word count; selection of multiple headings or text; an accumulating Clipboard; and more.
$250 retail
DeltaPoint, Inc.; 200G Heritage Harbor; Monterey,
CA 93940; 408-648-4000 or 800-367-4334
Nisus 2.1
Word processor
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Nisus is a word processor that incorporates the
features of Qued/M, Paragon's text editor with
macros.
Ten Clipboards are available. Each can be edited, saved or printed. Any number of files can be
opened at once. Windows can be tiled or stacked
split horizontally and vertically. Synchronized '
scrolling, line numbers and invisible characters can
be shown. Search and Replace includes a pattern
matching facility that allows users to specify a literal
or more general search pattern. The Find/Replace
facility can be style- and font-sensitive. Copied text
can be pasted into the Find/Replace dialog.
Clicking on the graphics icon changes the ruler to
a graphics palette that provides graphic tools, including
text in graphics mode. Graphics may be drawn or pasted from the Clipboard or another ftle and moved anywhere on the page, overlapping or wrapping around
text. Text will wrap around graphics and graphics can
be pasted into text as characters. A built-in thesaurus
and spelling checker are included. Foreign language
and professional dictionaries are available.
$395 retail
Paragon Concepts, Inc.; 990 Highland Dr., Ste. 312;
Solana Beach, CA 92075; 619-481-1477
QuickLetter 1.02
Convenient desk accessory word processor designed
for writing letters and printing envelopes; includes
Spells well
512KE or larger Macintosh.
QuickLetter is a word processor with special features for writing letters. It can be used as an application or as a desk accessory, allowing instant access
from within any program.
Features include: places a name, address and salutation directly into a user's letter from a built-in
address book; places an address and return address on
an envelope of any size and shape; page preview with
automatic vertical centering of the letter on the page;
complete font control; configurable keyboard commands; the ability to have several document windows
open at one time; and the ability to predefine stationery
documents with room for a graphic letterhead.
$124.95 retail
Working Software, Inc.; PO Box 1844; Santa Cruz,
CA 95061; 408-423-5696
SoftQuad Author/Editor
Text editor that conforms to Standard Generalized
Markup Language (SGML)
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM; 1.2 MB of disk space.
SoftQuad Author/Editor is a context-sensitive
text entry system that meets the requirements of the
Standard Generali.zed Markup Language (SGML).
The software separates a document's structure
from its contents so that a user can create information
- whether it is to be published in prin ed form or in
some other form, such as CD-ROM or database - and
mark the components of that information (headings,

paragraphs, diagrams, etc.) with codes that can be
understood by virtually any hardware. This means
.
organizations can ensure that employees adhere to official design guidelines, as well as ensuring the consistency of information in databases shared among many
sites. The software's features include rules files with
formats for books, articles, memos, technical documents, conference proceedings and reports.
$495 to $995 retail
SoftQuad, Inc.; 720 Spadina Ave., #200; Toronto,
Ontario, Canada M5S 2T9; 416-963-8337

Word Typer
Word processor
5'12K or larger Macintosh ; !mageWriter or
LaserWrite1:
Word Typer is a word processing package that
includes complete word processing capabilities plus
a spelling checker, a thesaurus and word processing
utilities.
$79 retail
Encycloware; 712 Washington St.; Ayden,
NC 28513; 919-746-4961or800-422-8591

SoftQuad Author/Editor CALS
Text entry system
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM; 1.2 MB of disk space.
SoftQuad Author/Editor CALS is a text entry
system that provides easy access to the power of
structured editing based on SGML, the U.S.
Government's publishing standard for the ComputerAided Acquisition and Logistics Support Initiative
(CALS). It allows users to mark compound document components - headings, captions, paragraphs,
diagrams, etc. - with codes that can be understood
by any production publishing system or optical storage database technology. It comes with "rule files"
that conform to the requirements of MIL-M-28001,
the Defense Department specification for electronic
delivery of all technical documentation. SoftQuad
includes a manual and tutorial and guarantees conformance to both CALS and U.S. Government
Federal Information Processing Standard # 152.
$695 to $4,500 retail
SoftQuad, Inc.; 720 Spadina Ave., #200; Toronto,
Ontario, Canada M5S 2T9; 416-963-8337

Word Maker
Word processor
512KE or larger Macintosh; System 4.1 or later.
WordMaker is a word processor that has all the
features most needed iii a simple intuitive environment. It has a fast WYSIWYG display, print merge,
multiple line headers and footers for both left and right
pages, color capability, multiple document support, a
100,000-word spelling checker and more. WordMaker
has powerful graphics handling. It allows users to wrap
multiple lines of text around irregularly-shaped graphics or place graphics on top of text; it will move graphics as text moves. It also reads and writes MacWrite
files for compatibility with other programs.
$124.95 retail
New Horizons Software, Inc.; 206 Wild Basin Rd.,
Ste. 109; Austin, TX 78746; 512-328-6650

Turbo Writer
Bilingual word processor to create Japanese/English
documents
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM; 20 MB
hard disk drive.
TurboWriter is a fast, reliable, bilingual word
processor. The package includes everything needed
to compose bilingual Japanese/English documents:
KanjiTalk, TurboJip and TurboWriter. KanjiTalk is
the Japanese operating system used to transform a
Macintosh into a Japanese computer - no special
hardware is needed. TurboJip is a Japanese input
method that allows users to enter Romaji, Hiragana,
Katakana and Kanji from the U.S. keyboard.
Major features of TurboWriter include: multiple
columns, a table editor; stationery pads, full
undo/redo support, more than a quarter million
Japanese styles, Rubi (Furigana) and Kinsoku punctuation. TurboWriter uses TurboJip to support "inline
conversion," allowing Kanji characters to be entered
directly into a document. TurboWriter 1.5 will add
additional functionality, including support for
Chinese and vertical text.
$495 retail
TransPac Software; 4340 Stevens Creek Blvd., Ste.
203; San Jose, CA 95129; 408-984-8475
WinText V2.04
Multilingual word processing program; works with
all Apple International Systems
Macintosh Plus or larger.
WinText is a multilingual word processing program that produces text in both Arabic and Roman
scripts when used in conjunction with Apple's
Interface System (provided with the package). It has a
built-in spreadsheet and mathematical equation editor.
Features include: WYSIWYG text; open multiple documents at the same time; work with all
Macintosh fonts including the numerous Arabicscript laser fonts; incorporate drawings; search and
replace text functions; work with any-combination of
language scripts installed in the system; use right,
left and center tabs; control the line and inter-paragraph spacing; right, left and centered or full-justified text; use headers and footers, including or
excluding the first page; and use ruler measurements
in centimeters, inches, picas or pixels.
$250 retail
$75 retail; upgrade from V1.4 to V2.0
Paradigm Computer Services; PO Box 1607;
Cambridge, MA 02238; 617-661-7979
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WordPerfect For The Macintosh 1.0.3
Word processor
Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives or
hard disk drive recommended.
WordPerfect is a word processor that includes
features such as automatic pagination, on-screen
columns, file manageinent capabilities, macros,
merge, footnotes/endnotes, automatic outlining, table
of contents/index generation, a 115,000-word
spelling checker and a thesaurus.
WordPerfect can import and export files from
WordPerfect for the IBM, VAX and Data General
machines. It also accepts files created in Microsoft
Word and MacWrite.
$395 retail
WordPerfect Corp.; 1555 N. Technology Way; Orem,
UT 84057; 801-225-5000
WriteNow 2.2 For Macintosh
Word processing
512KE or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive.
WriteNow for Macintosh is a WYSIWYG word
processor that contains an extensive online dictionary and spelling checker.
Features of Version 2.2 include: WordMaster
thesaurus, which contains 1.4 million synonyms,
antonyms, compared, contrasted and related word
responses; 135,000-word spelling checker; direct
Microsoft Word 3.0 and 4.0 compatibility; predesigned mailing label templates for popular label
sizes; a variety of tiling and stacking options for easy
window organization; ruler guides; date formatting;
format accelerators; direct input of font size; and
more. WriteNow also features mail merge, multiple
headers and footers , footnotes and multiple columns.
$195 retail
T/Maker Co.; 1390 Villa St.; Mountain View,
CA 94041; 415-962-0195

Word Processing/
Word Processing Tools
2001 Quotes
Database of 2,00 I quotations for writers and speakers
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard, Microsoft
Excel, Microsoft Works.
200 I Quotes is a database of 2,00 I quotations
for writers and speakers. Sources range from
Aristotle to Mae West. Key words let users find the
right quote for speeches, letters, flyers, advertisements or articles.

Word Processing!
Word Processing Tools
$25 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 800-888-7667
American English Writing Guide
Complete writing guide
Maci111osh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives or
hard disk drive (recommended).
The American English Writing Guide is a complete software reference to style, punctuation and
better writing. The Guide is idelil for any writing
project, including memos, proposals, papers and
even novels.
The Guide contains hundreds of pages of writing
guidelines, arranged like a book for easy use. Users
can consult the Guide on a wide variety of topics,
from capitalization to punctuation, footnotes to bibliographies and difficult spellings to compound words.
The Guide can help users abbreviate words, use
Roman numerals and decide whether common terms
are one word, two words or hyphenated.
The American English Writing Guide also has an
electronic index for instant access to topics and can be
used in conjunction with all Macintosh word processors.
$49.95 retail
Nova Development Corp.; 23801 Calabasas Rd., Ste.
2005; Calabasas, CA 91302; 800-950-6682
AutoBiblio
Bibliographic storage and retrieval system
Macintosh Plus or larger; two 400K disk drives or
one BOOK disk drive ; hard disk drive recommended.
AutoBiblio is a bibliographic storage and
retrieval system. It stores references, enables their
selection, recall and printing in required formats. A
user may create databases of literature references and
automatically incorporate those cited into a bibliography listing.
$199 U.S. retail; $25 demo
99£ U.K. retail; 15£ demo
Biosoft; PO Box 580; Milltown, NJ 08850;
201-613-9013 or 0223-68622 in U.K.
BiblioStax
Bibliography management
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive recommended; Microsoft Word; HyperCard I .2 or later.
. BiblioStax is a HyperCard stack for bibliographic databasing that maintains bibliographies and formats them for printing in APA, MLA, Chicago,
Turabian and many other formats. Using the
Selection function, users can create views based on
any of the more than 40 fields and print these views
to a disk file (BiblioStax can currently create a formatted Microsoft Word disk file) in any of the many
bibliographic styles. BiblioStax also enables users to
create a bibliography from citations in a text file that
have already been entered onto data cards in the
stack.
$119 retail
Pro{fem Software, Inc.; 814 Tolman Dr.; Stanford,
CA 94305; 415-947-1024
BigThesaurus Vl.Oc
Electronic thesaurus
512KE or larger Macintosh.
The BigThesaurus is an interactive thesaurus
desk accessory that·can display more than 1.4 million combinations of synonyms, antonyms, related,
compared and contrasted words. It contains more
than 100,000 root words based on the MerriamWebster thesaurus.
Features include: organization by meaning
instead of parts of speech, with a separate definition
for every group; inserts replacement words directly
into a word processor without loss of font or format
information; allows unlimited cross-referencing and
remembers the last 20 words that were looked up;
supports multiple lookup windows open at the same
time; windows can be resized and positioned anywhere on the screen; user selectable command and

function keys; and more.
$99.95 retail
Deneba Software; 3305 NW 74th Ave.; Miami,
FL 33122; 305-594-6965 or 800-622-6827

Medina Software, Inc.; PO Box 521917; Longwood,
FL 32752; 407-260-1 676

Book Builder
Knowledge building tool
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive ;
HyperCard I .2 or later.
Book Builder is a tool used to personalize information and tum it into knowledge. User can build an
electronic library, use the program as a notebook or a
filing system, link ideas together, manage knowledge
threads across a library or search the entire library.
Three external indexes, the Library Index, Thread
Index and Keyword Index, help users retrieve the
knowledge stored. Users can disconnect and remove
books from the library, make their own individual
book indexes and attach hundreds of secondary documents, video clips or sounds.
Book Builder is arranged like any other book. It
has a cover, table of contents, index and the text portion. Users can insert bookmarks, write margin notes,
look up words in the index, browse through the book
page by page or, using a bookmark or knowledge
thread, go directly to a certain page.
$99 Canada retail; license to share books granted
with purchase
Create, Design, Construct; PO Box 975; Waterloo,
Ontario, Canada N2J 4Sl; 519-746-4048
Click Writers
Writing stacks
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM.
ClickWriters are prewriting tools for all types of
writing. With a Click Writer, users no longer have to
begin writing with a blank page - users simply click
on prewritten segments of text (words, sentences or
paragraphs) and then modify the text to create customized text in a fraction of the time. Each
ClickWriter also servers as a database of saved letters.
Click Writers cover the following topics:
Recommendation Letters, Complaint Letters,
Secretary's Letters, Teacher's Letters and Children's
Letters.
$24.95 each retail
StackWorks, Inc.; PO Box 426; Urbana, IL 61801;
217-328-5257
Collaborative Writer
Professional writing environment
512K or larger Macintosh; Multilaunch ; System 4.2
or later; Finder 6.0 or latei:
Collaborative Writer teaches writers how to
work collaboratively on real-world tasks - memos,
proposals, instructions and both short and formal
reports. Users easily move from planning, drafting
and revising documents by using tutorials that model
ways to analyze audience, purpose and content for
particular documents.
Collaborative Writer includes documentation
that teaches writers how to use a network server to
send and receive messages, other documents and
feedback between their group and/or teacher or
supervisor.
·It has an online word processor with basic editing capabilities. All documents are transferable to
any Macintosh word processor for final processing.
$349 retail; per commercial network
$249 retail; per academic laboratory
RDA Mind Builders; 10 Blvd. Ave.; Greenlawn,
. NY 11740; 800-654-8715
Correctamente
Spanish spelling dictionary
Any Macintosh; external disk drive; Microsoft Word.
Correctamente is a set of 100,000-word Spanish
dictionaries that feature the most common misspelled
words, including those with written accents, Tilde
and Umlaut. In addition, it contains the major electronics, computer, data processing and telecommunications terms, along with the major accounting,
medical, legal and tax law terms. The dictionary can
be updated from existing text documents whi le a user
is working.
$32.95 retail U.S.; $43 retail non-U.S.
$5 retail U.S.; $7 retail non-U.S. ; Demo

Dashes DA
Hyphenation DA for multilingual word processing
and publishing
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Dashes is a hyphenation DA that inserts discretionary hyphens throughout text. In all of the languages offered, it is more than 99.5 percent accurate.
Unusual words, such as proper names, can be entered
into a user-exception dictionary. Dashes features a
reliable algorithm to break compound words in the
Germanic languages.
Languages include: Danish, Dutch, English
(British and American), French, Finnish, German,
Greek, Italian, Norwegian (Nynorsk and Bokmil.l),
Portuguese, Russian, Serbo-Croatian, Spanish and
Swedish.
$95 per language retail
Circle Noetics; 5 Pine Knoll Dr.; Mont Vernon,
NH 03057; 603-672-6151
DocuComp
Compares different versions of word processing documents and source code listings
512KE or larger Macintosh.
DocuComp gives users the ability to automatically compare or "redline" documents of any size or
complexity. The program finds and highlights insertions, deletions, moves and replacements with 100
percent accuracy, and notes changes as small as an
added comma and as large as a complete rearrangement of text.
Users can see their changes in a two-paned window or in a comparison file printed from DocuComp
or sa~ed to disk. Features include on-screen help,
rev1S1on bars, strike out or carets for deletions, customizable displays and line numbering. The program
reads Microsoft Word, Mac Write II, WordPerfect,
FullWrite, WriteNow, Nisus and ASCII text, and can
compare files in different formats. DocuComp also
compares programmer's source code and is
MultiFinder compatible.
$159.95 retail
Advanced Software, Inc.; 1095 E. Duane Ave., Ste.
100; Sunnyvale, CA 94086; 408-733-0745 or
800-346-5392
Dragoman
Converts AlKaatib Arabic files to a format compatible with Apple's Arabic Interface System
Macintosh Plus or large1:
Dragoman is a utility program that converts Arabic
files created in AlKaatib (an Arabic word processor by
Eastern Language Systems for the Mac) to a format
compatible with Apple's Arabic Interface System.
$49 retail
Paradigm Computer Services; PO Box 1607;
Cambridge, MA 02238; 617-661 -7979 ·
EndLink
Allows users to import references from online services directly into EndNote
512KE or larger Macintosh ; EndNote.
EndLink is a companion product to EndNote, a
bibliographic database. It allows users to import references from online services directly into EndNote.
EndLink works with Medline, BIOSIS, Chem
Abstracts and other databases available on Dialog
and BRS Colleague.
To import references from online databases, a user
needs to follow three steps: log on to the online service
using a modem and a communications program; capture the references to a disk file as the service lists
them on the Macintosh screen; and read the captured
file into EndNote directly by selecting Import from
EndNote's file menu, selecting the EndLink import
format and then opening the captured file.
$99 retail
Niles & Associates, Inc.; 2000 Hearst St.; Berkeley,
CA 94709; 415-655-6666
EndNote
Bibliographic database
512KE or larger Macintosh .
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\VordProcessing/
Word Processing Tools
EndNote is a bibliographic database accessible
a desk accessory or as a stand-alone applicat:Ion. It automates the building of bibliographies and
fonnatting of in-text citations.
EndNote maintains databases of up to 32,000
references. Users paste citations into their text as
they write. Laier, the finished paper can be scanned
by EndNote to build a bibliography of cited works.
The program adds this bibliography to the end of the
paper and refonnats the in-text citations.
EndNote supports all major bibliographic styles
and lets users specify their own styles through a simple user interface. All aspects of the bibliographic
style are configurable.
$129 retail
Niles & Associates, Inc.; 2000 Hearst St.; Berkeley,
CA 94709; 415-655-6666
!~rough

Graham Speller Vl.1
Spelling checker and thesaurus
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Graham Speller is a desk accessory that is a
"real-time" spelling checker and thesaurus.
Features include: checks spelling as a user types;
the main dictionary contains more than 75,000
words; words can be added to or deleted from !he
dictionary; thesaurus contains more than 25,000 total
words (4,500 root words); a Guess feature finds the
correct spelling and replaces the misspelled word;
Check Selection will check the spelling of words in a
selected portion of text, as well as count the number
of words; a Macro feature expands a key word into
as many words as desired; and more.
$44.95 retail
Graham Software Co.; 8609 Ingalls Cir.; Arvada,
co 80003; 303-422-0757
Grammatik Mac
Electronic proofreader
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Gramniatik Mac is an expert system grammar
checker for word processing documents and desktop
publishing: n uses artificial intelligence techniques
and a soph1st1cated rule dictionary to identify writing
errors overlooked by grammar and style checkers.
Grammatik Mac thoroughly proofreads files created by Microsoft Word, Mac Write II, WriteNow,
WordPerfect and other programs for errors in grammar, style, usage, punctuation and spelling. When the
program identifies a writing error, it offers advice
and allo':"s users to correct the error immediately. If
more wnung help ts needed, Grammatik Mac's help
screens explain the writing problem, give examples
and offer useful writing tips.
$99 retail
Reference Software International; 330 Townsend,
Ste. 123; San Francisco, CA 94107; 415-541-0222
Guide2.0
Hypertext system
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive.
Guide is a hypertext system that incorporates
many of the features of popular word processors and
outhne processors, as well as additional facilities for
infonnation ll}anagement and presentation, such as
cross-referencing and annotation.
Guide is based on the hypertext concept. It
allows a user to create "live" areas in a document
called "buttons." When clicked, they can open up
new areas of the document that were previously hidden in much the same manner as an outline processor. They can also open up special "pop-up"
wmdows for notes, comments, footnotes or definitions, or they can be used to find and display crossreferenced information in the same document or
even in another document.
$295 retail; educational discounts available
Owl International, Inc.; 2800 156th Ave. SE;
Bellevue, WA 98007; 206-747-3203

HyperLibrary 2.0.3
Reference tool
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; printer;
word processor; HyperCard 1.2 or later.
HyperLibrary is a reference tool for any student
or professional researcher. With the program, a user
can easily and efficiently complete a biographical
search that, by traditional methods, would be tedious
and cumbersome. The stack can be customized to
suit a user's particular needs.
HyperLibrary features include: online help, a precise description of the Dewey Decimal System,
unprecedented online notes section that allows a user
to "clip" certain information and deal with it later, a
large and diverse library of biographical sources, a
date/time stamping feature for the online note cards
section, a standard keyword search function and more.
$15 retail
Friedman Computing & Publishing; 2347 Pine Ter.;
Sarasota, FL 34231; 813-924-3238
IT
Interlinear text processing system
Macintosh Plus or larger.
IT is a system for developing a corpus of annotated interlinear text.
Features include: keeps words and morpheme
annotations aligned vertically with base fonn; saves
words and morpheme annotations in online lexical
database; retrieves previous annotations to ensure
consistency; inserts annotations automatically when
ambiguous; asks for user input when annotation is
unknown or has multiple options; adds new annotations automatically to lexical database; allows user to
specify organization and type of annotations; and up
to 22 kinds of annotations per analyzed text.
$199.95 retail
Linguist's Software; PO Box 580; Edmonds,
WA 98020; 206-775-1130
KeyNotes Associated Press Stylebook
Reference guide for writers
Any Macintosh; hard disk drive.
KeyNotes Associated Press Stylebook, intended
for professional-level writers, is a memory-resident
reference guide that provides online access to the
entire text of the Associated Press Stylebook.
Available as a desk accessory, it includes such
infonnation as an A to Z listing of guides to capitalization, abbreviation, punctuation, spelling and
usage; business guidelines and style; sports guidelines and style; a guide to punctuation; and a guide to
computer terms.
$59.95 retail
Digital Leaming Systems; 4 Century Dr.; Parsippany,
NJ 07054; 800-992-0264
KeyNotes Writer's Handbook
Reference guide for writers
Any Macintosh.
Key Notes Writer 's Handbook is a reference
guide offering pointers on grammar, punctuation and
correct word usage and advice on acceptable fonns
for business correspondence.
Designed for use with word processing programs, the guide is accessed by a single keystroke.
$39.95 retail
Digital Leaming Systems; 4 Century Dr.; Parsippany,
NJ 07054; 800-992-0264
Language Master
Dictionary and thesaurus
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; System
and Finder 6.0 or later.
Language Master provides dictionary definitions
for 80,000 entries and returns 470,000 synonym
responses for 40,000 thesaurus entries. The dictionary contains definitions, usage notes and hyphenation points. The thesaurus contains synonyms
separated into groups sharing a common meaning,
part of speech and properly inflects all responses.
This automatic inflection makes all synonyms direct
replacements into text with no retyping.
$99 retail
Franklin Software; 3511 NE 22nd Ave.; Ft.
Lauderdale, FL 33308; 305-566-3511 or
800-323-0023
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LaserTransliterator
LaserWriter transliteration software and 130 languages
5l 2KE or larger Macintosh.
LaserTransliterator is transliteration software for
LaserWriter printing in Mac Write, Microsoft Word,
etc. It contains two PostScript fonts: Semitica and
Roman.
The program features 50 overstrike accents and
diacritical mark keys with automatic non-deleting
backspacing for typing over any letter or symbol
(even of other fonts such as Times) and in any combination. The transliteration &ymbols of Hebrew,
Arabic, Coptic, Greek (SBL system, etc.) and most
other languages, plus the complete character sets of
80 other languages, are included.
The complete character sets of all European
Roman, many American Indian and African languages are also included.
$99.95 retail
Linguist 's Software; PO Box 580; Edmonds,
WA 98020; 206-775-1130
Le Conjugueur
.
Desk accessory supplying correct conjugation of
French verbs
Any Macintosh.
Le Conjugueur is a desk accessory that supplies
the correct conjugation of all French verbs. It is
designed for those who use French in their work or
study. A click-on installation program is included.
$49.95 retail
Les Editions Ad Lib, Inc.; 220 Grande Allee est, Ste.
960; Quebec (Quebec), Canada GlR 2JJ;
418-529-9676 or 800-463-2686
Liberty Spell II V.1.3
Spell checker
512K or larger Macintosh.
Liberty Spell II is a time-saving accessory that
checks a user's spelling instantly as he or she types or
after documents have been completed. It includes a
55,000-word dictionary, as well as an empty one so thai
users may create their own specialized dictionary. Words
can be added or deleted with a click of the mouse.
Liberty Spell II works with word processors,
graphic programs, spreadsheets, etc. It will also perfonn search and replace.
$49 retail
DataPak Software; 14011 Ventura Blvd., Ste. 507;
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423; 818-905-6419
Lookup 2.0
Desk accessory that checks a user 's spelling as they
type in applications that allow text
Macintosh Plus or large1:
Lookup works with applications that allow text.
It can operate interactively and.check the spelling of
a word as a user types, or a user can select a typed
word and check its spelling against the Lof>kup dictionary.
When Lookup checks a questioned word, the
Lookup dialog appears showing the questioned word
and the spelling dictionary. A user can replace the
questioned word in the text automatically by using a
word selected from the spelling dictionary, a word
typed by a user into the "unknown" text box or a
word selected by a user after using Lookup to guess
the correct spelling of the word.
Lookup comes with 60,000- and 93,000-word
spelling dictionaries and is MultiFinder compatible.
$59.95 retail
Working Software, Inc.; PO Box 1844; Santa Cruz,
CA 95061; 408-423-5696
MacVJE
Character conversion engine for use with Japanese
Macintosh programs
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM.
Mac VJE is a Japanese front-end processor
designed to be an alternative character conversion
engine for use with Japanese Macintosh programs,
such as EG Word, EG Book and Kanji PageMaker.
The sophistication of the conversion capabilities is
intended to bring users to a level higher than the
standard KanjiTalk function.

I

Word Processing/
Word Processing Tools
$249 retail
Qualitas Trading Co.; 6907 Norfolk Rd. ; Berkeley,
CA 94 705; 415-848-8080
MacGas
Spelling checker, thesaurus, glossary
Any Macintosh.
MacGas is an interactive, online spell checker,
dictionary, thesaurus and glossary. It is modular in
~esign allowing grouping of the features to suit particular uses and hardware capabilities.
Features include an 80,000+ word dictionary as
well as a smaller 30,000 word dictionary for use
when space !s at a premium. User dictionaries can be
built for specific disciplines such as medicine or law.
The thesaurus gives synonyms and antonyms for
5,000 frequently used words grouped in an easy to
use format. The Glossary expands user's abbreviations on the fly. Word Lookup finds correct spelling
of single words whenever needed, even from the
DeskTop.
$99 retail
EnterSet; 2380 Ellsworth; Berkeley, CA 94704;
415-549-0539
MacHebrew Scriptures Converter
Creates 20 optional text formats
512K or larger Macintosh .
MacHebrew Scriptures Converter creates 20
optional text formats: non-accented or
consonantal/Hebrew or transliterated
(Massoretic+SBL)/±morphological divisions (dashes
separate prefixes and suffixes) in either the English
or Hebrew operating systems. It also includes the
Semitica transliteration font.
$79.95 retail
Linguist's Software; PO Box 580; Edmonds,
WA 98020; 206-775-1130
Mac Phonetics
Transliteration software, IPA, SIL and 130 languages
Any Macintosh.
MacPhonetics contains seven fonts in many sizes:
the complete IPA in three styles (International llhonetic
Alphabet, including all of its diacritical marks), SIL
(Summer Institute of Linguistics symbol set), Semitica
and Roman with 130 languages in one font.
Overstrike keys with automatic non-deleting
backspacing allow insertion of accents, umlauts and a
wide variety of other diacritical marks. All of these can
be joined with any letter, lower or uppercase. A mini
space bar that advances the insertion point a single
pixel facilitates fine tuning of diacritical marks.
The program provides high-quality printing of
the transliteration symbols of Hebrew, Arabic,
Coptic, Greek (SBL system, etc.) and most other languages, including the complete character sets of 130
other languages.
$79.95 retail
Linguist's Software; PO Box 580; Edmonds,
WA 98020; 206-775-1130
MacProof 3.2.1
Proofreading and revision software
Macintosh Plus or /arge1:
MacProof is a text review software package that provides feedback for revision of written documents. It allows writers to be aware of choices made in writing and
to see writing as a revision process. The program provides four categories of review and analysis programs.
The Mechanics Review includes programs for
checking spelling, punctuation, capitalization and
double words. The Usage Review programs identify
soundalikes, redundancy, formality, vagueness, pseudosynonyms and strong verbs. The Style Review
programs help a writer to eliminate unnecessary passive construction, alert a writer to wordiness and sentences lacking action verbs and highlight words that
have probably been invented by a writer. The
Structure Review programs help writers focus on
overall organization and structure.

ln addition to troubleshooting for writing errors,
MacProof can give word, sentence and paragraph
counts in a document. Another feature lets a user create usage categories so that the program will review
a user's particular problem areas in writing.
$195 retail; MacProof
$229 retail; European MacProof for French-native
speakers
$229 retail; European MacProof for German-native
speakers
Lexpertise USA; 9 Exchange Pl., Ste. 900; Salt Lake
City, UT 84111; 801-350-9100

Mark Up
Workgroup editing and review
Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives.
Mark Up is an application for workgroup editing
and review. It permits group members to edit any
type of Macintosh document, without having the
application that created it. All members of a group
can edit the same document at the same time.
Mark Up is based on a metaphor of markups on a
set of transparent overlays of an original document.
Images of the original document are entered into a
multiuser database where access privileges are established. Tools are provided for each group member to
edit and mark up a separate layer over the document.
All overlays can be reviewed , subject to access privileges, and the master reviewer can collect comments
from all overlays. The original document is revised
using MultiFinder or a pri'nted copy.
Users who do not own a copy of.MarkUp may
review documents with a run-time version of the program called MiniMarkUp. MarkUp provides several
document management features, including a log of
editing activity and the ability for reviewers to "sign
off' their approval of documents.
$495 retail; two-user pack
$995 retail; five-user pack
$245 retail; Personal version of Mark Up
Mainstay; 5311-B Derry Ave.; Agoura Hills,
CA 91301; 818-991-6540
Medina Spelling Dictionary
Medical, religious and technical spelling dictionary
Any Macintosh; external disk drive; Microsoft Word.
The Medina Spelling Dictionary is a 20,000word religious, technical and legal spelling dictionary that features all of the u'nique words, names,
places, abbreviations and topics of the Old and New
Christian Testaments, including the obsolete
spellings in the King James 1lible. In addition, it contains the major electronics, computer, data processing and telecommunications terms, along with the
major accounting, medical, legal, tax law, weights,
measurements, monetary units and most commonly
used abbreviations.
The dictionary can be expanded or updated from
existing text documents. Documentation is available
in both English and Spanish.
$24.95 retail U.S.; $35 retail non-U.S.
$5 retail U.S.; $7 non-U.S. demo
Medina Software, Inc.; PO Box 521917; Longwood,
FL 32752; 407-260-1676
MiniWriter Vl.6
Text processor desk accessory (shareware)
512K or larger Macintosh.
Mini Writer is a text processor desk accessory
offered as shareware. It allows users to open and edit
text-only files created by many other Macintosh programs, as well as by Red Ryder procedures.
Features include: Undo, a choice of screen and
font size, opening of files up to 30K or any 30K segment of a larger file, character, word and line count,
inserting text files into the file being edited, printing
by either ImageWriter or LaserWriter and complete
documentation.
$12 payment from satisfied customers
Maitreya Design; PO Box 1480; Goleta, CA 93116
NW Semitic
Eight interchangable Hebrew system fonts
Macintosh Plus or larger.
NW Semitic contains eight right-to-left Hebrew
system fonts: Arad Level VI (with PostScript font) ,

Arad, Hebrew, SuperHebrew, Hieratic, Phonetics,
Ugaritic and MUgaritic (Masoretic right-to-left order
Ugaritic ). Each is interchangable, so users can convert Hebrew into Ugaritic, transli!eration, etc., by
simply highlighting the text and changing the font
bemg used. Any of these fonts can be input by three
different keybo4rd entry systems: SuperHebrew, NW ·
Semitic or the Israeli keyboard layout. Use requires
MacHebrew, LaserHebrew or MacGreek Hebrew
and Phonetics.
$79.95 retail
Linguist's Software; PO Box 580; Edmonds,
WA 98020; 206-775-1130
The Phrase Thesaurus (Report Pad)
HyperCard writing tool
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM.
The Phrase Thesaurus address the problems of
organization, ideas and writer's block in report writing for any discipline or profession. The stack allows
students and professionals to access advice, models
and a thesaurus of phrases while composing their
report. It provides writers with the power of phrases
- phrases that accurately and clearly convey the
writer's message to the intended audience. The
"report pad" allows writers to be aware of the writing product without disturbing the creative writing
process.
$69.95 retail; single copy
$249 retail; per academic laboratory
RDA Mind Builders; 10 Blvd. Ave.; Greenlawn,
NY 11740; 800-654-8715
Pro-Cite For The Macintosh; Biblio-Links
Specialized database and text management systems;
bibliographic system
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive or
hard disk drive.
. Pro-Cite is a specialized database and text management system that enables users to compile and
maintain bibliographic information using 20 predefined and six user-defined document types.
Additionally, the program allows users to automatically output formatted bibliographies in any one of
26 standard styles.
·
Searching, sorting and indexing is possible on all
fields. Other features include: variable length fields
and records, detection of duplicate records, a full
screen editor and context sensitive help. Each ProCite database can hold up to 32,500 records. It is
MultiFinder compatible.
Biblio-Links are companion programs to ProCite. They are designed to convert downloaded
records obtained from online searches of BRS,
Dialog and Medlars to Pro-Cite database format.
$395 retail; Pro-Cite
$95 retail; upgrades
$75 retail; demo disks
$19.95 retail; sample disk
$195 retail; Biblio-Links (BRS, Dialog or Medlars)
Personal Bibliographic Software, Inc.; PO Box 4250;
Ann Arbor, Ml 48106; 313-996-1580
Publish Or Perish
Prepares bibliographies
5/-2KE or laiger Macintosh.
Publish or Perish is designed to take the
drudgery out of preparing bibliographies. It can be
used to keep notes as a user does research for an article or report. A user can look up references that have
already been entered by author, title, publication or
keywords. When finished, a user selects the references to be included in a bibliography and the program automatically prints them out or saves them as
a text file. The latest version of the program also
allows references to be imported from text files.
$74.95 retail
·
Park Row Software; 4640 Jewell St., #232; San
Diego, CA 92109; 619-581-6778
'

QuickRhyme Plus
Rhyming dictionary
Macintosh Plus or laige1:
QuickRhyme Plus is a DA-based online rhyming
dictionary that contains more than 26,000 root
words. It also includes a built-in suffix processor that
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\VordProcessing/
Word Processing Tools
responds to common suffixes, plurals, verb conjugations and superlatives, raising the total number of
available rhymes to more than l million.
QuickRhyme Plus includes slang expressions
and idioms, as well as ordering its rhyme suggestions
thesaurus-style, rather than alphabetically. It is compatible with most popular word processors.
$69.95 retail
Apriori, Inc.; 859 Hollywood Way, Ste. 401;
Burbank, CA 91510; 818-955-9638
QuickWord II
Glossary/abbreviation expander
Macintosh Plus or larger.
QuickWord II is a desk accessory that reduces
the time it takes to type documents, enter information into databases, put formulas into spreadsheets
and more.
It lets a user create abbreviations for words,
paragraphs, customer names, formulas , etc., of any
length. Whether speed typed or carefully entered,
QuickWord will translate these abbreviations as a
user types in their full meaning within an application.
$59 retail
EnterSet; 2380 Ellsworth; Berkeley, CA 94704;
415-549-0539
RefMaker 2.0
Bibliographic software
512K or larger Macintosh ; Macintosh Plus or larger
for HyperCard; hard disk drive recommended.
RefMaker is a manuscript preparation tool. It
reduces the tedium of typing reference lists by helping users build a database of literature references and
then automating the process of including them in a
manuscript.
References can be downloaded from
BRS/Medline, BRS/Biosis, Medlars or CAS Online
directly into a database, then into the bibliography of
a user's manuscript in any of the most commonly
required formats for research journals and theses.
If using Microsoft Word and HyperCard or a
relational database manager, RefMaker can be used
to store, sort and access the references needed. When
writing a manuscript for publication, RefMaker takes
the references cited in the body of the text and
assembles a reference list so that Word's own Print
Merge function can print the list in any format
required.
$75 retail
Cat's Cradle Software; PO Box 684; Ann Arbor,
MI 48106; 313-665-6152
Resume Master
Resume creation
512K or larger Macintosh .
Resume Master allows job hunters to present
themselves to potential employers in the best possible light. The program lists users' education and
work e~perience clearly and succinctly, with the goal
of making each user look as professional as possible.
The book Resumes That Get Jobs, from Arco is
included with the program.
'
$39.95 retail
Simon & Schuster Software; l Gulf+ Western Plaza,
14th Fl.; New York, NY 10023; 212-373-8882 or
800-624-0023
Resume Writer
Desktop publishing tool for personal resumes
512KE or larger Macintosh ; external disk drive.
Resume Writer allows a user to create typesetquality resumes that can be customized to personal
s~ecifications . Using !he S<IJTie information, several
different types of resumes can be generated, each
wi1h a unique appearance and style.
A user types resume infomlation into the custom-designed windows and the program completes
the rest. It gives a user the ability to choose which
information should be included or excluded for each

resume without having to change any information in
the database.
Resumes can be customized by choosing different formats, titles and font styles and sizes. A user is.
allowed access to all information for additions,
changes or deletions to the resume database.
$100 retail; Professional ResumeWriter (multiple
resumes)
$30 retail; Student Resume Writer (one name only)
Bootware Software Co., Inc.; 28024 Dorothy Dr.;
Agoura Hills, CA 91301; 818-706-3887
ResumExpert
Resume templates
512KE or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Word or
Microsoft Works 2.0.
ResumExpert is a collection of professionalquality resume and cover letter templates. Each of
the 10 current editions features contemporary formats that are quick and easy to use. The 40+ eyecatching layouts are completely formatted for users
- they just highlight the existing text and replace it
with their own information. The informative manuals
provide expert guidance for quickly composing distinctive resumes and cover letters.
Contemporary formats target special career situations, such as employment gaps, frequent job
changes, entry-level, temporary employment, career
changes, sparse experience, curriculum vitae and
non-specific career objective.
$75 each retail; ResumExpert; Cover Letters; For
Managers; For Sales & Marketing Pros; For
Students; Computer Science & Engineering;
Education Edition; Health Care; Finance & Banking;
Glamour Professions
A Lasting Impression; 49 Thornberry Rd. ;
Winchester, MA 01890; 617-721-2037
The Rhyming Notebook
Rhyming dictionary
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Rhyming Notebook is an easy-to-use tool
for anyone who writes with words that rhyme. Its
simple formats make it a practical solution for writers, poets and songwriters who need quick access to
an extensive rhyming dictionary. Its search and find
capabilities allow a writer to concentrate on the creative process by letting the computer do the mechanical work of presenting rhyming word options.
The Rhyming Notebook includes an easy-to-use
word processor with note pad, unlimited voice-like
speech to hear all text and a 30,000-word rhyming
dictionary.
$39 .95 retail
First Byte, Inc.; 3100 S. Harbor Blvd., Ste. 150;
Santa Ana, CA 92704; 714-432-1740 or
800-523-8070
Russian Word List
Russian/English online glossary; 5,500 entries
512K or larger Macintosh; 1 MB of RAM recommended; Vocabulaiy Creator DL and the Bilingual
Solution for Russian.
Russian Word List is a 5,500-word
Russian/English online glossary compiled from the
glossaries of eight popular Russian-language textbooks. Each entry includes stress marks, definitions,
grammatical information and a list of texts in which
it is found. Inflected verbs show their infinitives, and
verbs are paired by aspect where possible. Sublists of
entries for any textbook or any word function can
easily be created.
$44.95 retail
glps Products; PO Box 3454; Chapel Hill,
NC 27515; 800-869-9567
Sensible Grammar For The Macintosh
Proofreading program
512K or !arger Macintosh.
Sensible Grammar is a proofreading program
designed to check word processing and desktop publishing files for common writing errors. It uses a
library of more than 4,000 commonly misused phrases to identify overly formal, cliche, vague, wordy,
repetitive, sexist and other faulty phrases.
Sensible Grammar shows errors in context, automatically suggests replacement wording and allows
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for immediate correction of errors. It checks for
many grammar and punctuation mistakes including:
pronoun usage, verb/subject agreement, comma
usage and repeated words. In addition, the program
analyzes writing for readability and interest level and
excessive sentences and paragraphs.
$99.95 retail
Sensible Software, Inc.; 335 E. Big Beaver, Ste. 207;
Troy, Ml 48083; 313-528-1950
SoftQuad Publishing Software
Full-featured automated text and graphics formatter
Macintosh running AIUX; 1 ¥B of RAM; 3 MB of
disk space.
'
SoftQuad Publishing Software provides device
independent text and graphics processing for laser
printers, typesetters and impact printers. It is a powerful and economical way to format documents, such
as manuals, reports, books, proposals, price lists,
newsletters and memos. as well as create equations,
tables, graphs and charts in those documents. The
software can format and print text files from any
source - including word processor, database and
spreadsheet applications. It runs alone or invisibly
behind other applications to create fine quality,
reproducible laser printer output or inexpensive
proofs that emulate the line and page breaks of highcost typeset galleys. SoftQuad offers telephone support for end users, dealers and distributors. Manuals
are included with the software and updates are <\Vailable as needed.
$995 retail
SoftQuad, Inc.; 720 Spadina Ave., #200; Toronto,
Ontario, Canada M5S 2T9; 416-963-8337
SoftQuad RulesBuilder
Interactive editor for creating SGML DTDs, which
also act as SoftQuad Author/Editor rules files
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM; 1 MB of disk space.
SoftQuad RulesBuilder is an interactive editor
for the creation of Standard Generalized Markup
Language (SGML) Document Type Definitions
(DTDs). which, when compiled, also act a SoftQuad
Author/Editor rules files. The software is equally
useful for adapting existing DTDs, such as those of
the U.S. Government's CALS Initiative, for example,
or the ANSI/AAP (Association of American
Publishers) interchange standards for books, articles
and serials. It features include Macintosh screen
fonts, styles and sizes; and full search and replacement of text using wild card characters, inverse
searches and advanced pattern matching. Full cut,
copy and paste capabilities between multiple files is
included. Parsing and checking mechanisms in the
software ensure the complete SGML conformance of
the rules files created.
$995 retail
SoftQuad, Inc.; 720 Spadina Ave., #200; Toronto,
Ontario, Canada M5S 2T9; 416-963-8337
Sonar Bookends
Creates an index and table of contents
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Sonar Bookends creates an index and a table of
contents for reports, proposals, manuals, booklets or
just about anything. With Sonar Bookends, there is
no need to "mark" the words or phrases to be
indexed. It automatically creates a list of every word
with corresponding page numbers. It can be set to
ignore common words, or users can provide their
own list of words and phrases to be indexed. Index
depth is unlimited. By adding a table of contents and
an index, Sonar Bookends turns ordinary reports into
professional-quality documents in minutes.
$79.95 retail
Virginia Systems, Inc.; 5509 W. Bay Ct.; Midlothian,
VA 23112;804-739-3200
Spelling Champion
Spell checker for MacWrite 4.5, Microsoft Word and text
Any Macintosh ; external disk drive or hard disk
drive; JmageWriter or LaserWriter.
Spelling Champion is a batch-type spelling checker that corrects Microsoft Word, as well as MacWrite
4.5 and text documents. Its 125,000-word dictionary is
accessible at any time and words may be removed as
well as added.

Word Processing/
Word Processing Tools
An Undo command allows users to change their
mind about any changes made to a document, in
stages backward from the most recent change, until
the corrected document is saved to disk. The program fe~tures command keys for users who prefer to
work with the keyboard instead of switching
between it l!lld the mouse.
$39.95 retail; Version 2.3
$49.95 retail; Version 3.1
Champion Swiftware; 6617 Gettysburg Dr.;
Madison, WI 53705; 608-833-1777
Spelling Coach Professional VJ.1
Interactive spelling checker
512KE or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive; hard
disk drive recommended.
Spelling Coach is an interactive spelling checker
and reference system. It comes complete with a
95,000-word Merriam-Webster dictionary, 85,000
complete definitions, a 28,000-word legal dictionary,
a 35,000-word medical dictionary, a 25,000-word
technical engineering dictionary and a 1,400,000word synonym thesaurus.
Features include: the ability to check spelling and
grammar as a user types; single key corrections of
misspelled words; single misspelled word detection or
display errors in list; suggests correct spelling; built-in
accurate interactive and batch hyphenation; checks for
double words, abbreviations and capitalization; and
the ability to add any words, technical symbols or foreign characters to the dictionary.
$195 retail; site licenses and network versions are
available
Deneba Software; 3305 NW 74th Ave.; Miami,
FL 33122; 305-594-6965 or 800-622-6827
Spellswell 2.2
Spelling checker and proofreader; checks documents
created by Word, MacWrite II, WriteNow,
WordPerfect, Acta, Quickl..etter, MacWrite and Works
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Spellswell is a spelling checker and proofreader
that checks documents created by Word, MacWrite II,
WriteNow, WordPerfect, Acta, Quickl..etter, MacWrite
and Works, preserving all font and style changes. The
program also checks any text-orily document.
Its dictionary contains more than 93,000 words
and includes abbreviations and contractions.
. Proofreading features include: checks typographical errors, checks for capitalizatipn of proper nouns,
checks for double word errors, checRs to be sure a
sentence begins with capital letters, allows a user to
choose whether periods should be followed by one or
two spaces and checks word usage.
$74.95 retail; Spellswell
$99.95 each retail; Spellswell Medical Dictionary or
Legal Dictionary
.
$59.95 each retail; Spellswell Science Dictionary or
Geographical Dictionary
Working Software, Inc.; PO Box 1844; Santa Cruz,
CA 95061 ; 408-423-5696
Sweet Jam Version 4.5
Japanese language interfaces
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
Sweet Jam allows the input of Japanese into ordinary English programs. It features conversion to Japanese characters from phonemic input of English letters and
multiple fonts and sizes. Sweet Jam includes more than
6,000 Kanji character:S and a 35,000-word dictionary.
$249 retail
Qualitas Trading Co.; 6907 Norfolk Rd.; Berkeley,
CA 94705; 415-848-8080
Vantage
Text processor desk accessory
512KE or larger Macintosh; System 5.0 or later.
Vantage is a word processor that provides a wide
variety of commands for manipulating text. Using unique
tool-box bypass code, the program goes beyond the Macintosh's 32K file limitation and permits one or more

500K files to be opened (memory permitting) and edited.
Features include: online spell checking and macro
control; opens up to 16 documents simultaneously;
allows for labor intensive functions; forward and backward alphabetical line sorting; multiple spaces can be
converted to tabs or vice versa; line feeds can be added
or removed; carriage return can be stripped to create
paragraphs; assenting numbers can be added to each
line in a document; the ability to create a text list of all
files and folders on a disk; and more.
$99.95 retail
Preferred Publishers, Inc.; 5100 Poplar Ave., Ste.
617; Memphis, TN 38137; 901-683-3383
Vocabulary. Creator DL
Multiwindow text editor that automates the creation,
use and maintenance of bilingual documents, vocabularies and glossaries; uses bilingual fonts
512K or larger Macintosh; any Bilingual Solution.
Vocabulary Creator DL is a full-featured, multiwindow text editor that automates the creation, use and
maintenance of bilingual documents, vocabularies and
glossaries. Vocabularies may be created.from any text
produced by this application or by any word processor.
Any glossary may be used to gloss any other, automati. cally..Glossaries of up to 32,766 entries may be created, printed, merged, corrected and instantly searched.
A user may create sublists by word function (verb,
noun, etc.}, and spell checking is supported.
$99.95 retail; site licenses available
glps Products; PO Box 3454; Chapel Hill,
NC 27515; 800-869-9567
Vocabulary Creator SL
Multi window text editor that automates the creation,
use and maintenance of text documents, vocabularies
and glossaries; uses standard fonts
512K or larger Macintosh .
Vocabulary Creator SL (Western/European .languages) is a full-featured, multi window text editor
that also automates the creation, use and maintenance of text documents, vocabularies and glossaries. Vocabularies may be created from any text
produced by this application or by any word processor. Any glossary may be used to gloss any other,
automatically. Glossaries of up to 32,766 entries may
be created, printed, merged, corrected and instantly
searched. A user may create sublists by word function (verb, noun, etc.). All the foreign-language letters and diacritics in Apple's standard fonts ·are
recognized. Words spelled with these letters and cjiacritics are sorted alphabetically.
$99.95 retail; site licenses available
glps Products; PO Box 3454; Chapel Hill, NC
27515; 800-869-9567
Webster Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary By
Merriam·Webster
Dictionary on CD-ROM
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive; CD-ROM
drive.
The Webster Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary is
a college-level dictionary, not spell checker, that
talks. Available on CD-ROM, the dictionary has
everything found in the hard cover edition, plus the
spoken word. Each of the almost 160,000 entry
words has been recorded and then digitized and
included with each definition. Illustrations have been
resized to fill a user's screen.
$199.95 retail
Highlighted Data, Inc.; 6628 Midhill Pl.; Falls
Church, VA 22043; 703-533-1939
Word Finder V2.0
Electronic thesaurus
512K or larger Macintosh.
Word Finder, installed as a desk accessory, gives a
user access to a 220,000-synonym thesaurus. When the
program is activated, with the mouse, synonyms for a
highlighted word are instantly displayed. Replacing a
highlighted word with a synonym is also mouse activated, and a user has the option to look up synonyms of
synonyms and review previous synonym requests. ·
Archaic word meanings have been culled to
make word choice more precise and up to date. An
average of 15 synonyms per word is provided, but
some words display more than 100 synonyms. The

program also helps confirm both word meaning and
spelling. A smaller database is provided for users
with limited disk space.
$59.95 retail
Microlytics, Inc.; 1 Tobey Village Office Park;
Pittsford, NY 14534; 716-248-9620 or 800-8286293
Word Wrapper
Word processing utility
Macintosh Plus; System 4.2 or later; Finder 6.0 or
later.
Word Wrapper replaces "hard" returns (or carriage return/line feed combination) with a space so
that a word processor can easily reformat the text. It
has opti.ons to replace any number of spaces with a
tab ancj to remove leading white space (for cases
where received e-mail messages were all indented
five spaces). It will recognize paragraphs in three
ways: more than one carriage return; a carriage
return followed by a user-specified number of
spaces; or a line shorter than a user-specified length.
$39 .95 retail
International Technology Development Corp.; 1653
Lombard St.; San Francisco, CA 94123; 415-9290924
WorksPlus Spell
Spell checker for Microsoft Works
Any Macintosh; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk drive;
Microsoft Works.
WorksPlus Spell is an integrated spelling checker for Microsoft Works. It allows a user to write,
check and print a document without leaving th~
Works program.
The program can check an entire document or
any selection for spelling, spacing arid capitalization.
It can also check during typing or look up a word in
the dictionary and insert it directly into a document.
When an unknown word is found, the program highli~h~ it and displays it in context while performing a
d1ct1onary search for possible alternatives, including
phonetic substitutions.
Spelling is checked using a 70,000-word dictionary that includes plurals, verb tenses, adverbs and
adjectives. WorksPlus Spell also supports automatic
hyphenation and a glossary feature.
$99 .95 retail
Lundeen & Associates; PO Box 30038; Oakland, CA
946b4; 415-769-7701or800-233-6851
Writer's Dreamtools
HyperCard stacks for writers
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
Writer's Dreamtools is a three-disk set of HyperCard stacks that includes: a dictionary of Clich~ and
Catch Phrases (761K) with more than 12,500 entries,
particularly useful for advertising copywijters; a Slang
Thesaurus (733K) with more than 20,000 entries that
are not suitable for family viewing; and Events Day-byDay (525K), a daily calendar of historical events dating
back to the pre-Christian era that also includes the
births and deaths of the most famous people in history,
feast days of saints and holidays around the world.
$35 per disk retail
$79 retail; all three disks
$219 retail; site licenses for all three disks
Slippery Disks; PO Box 1126; Los Angeles,
CA 90069
Writer's Helper 3.0
Prewriting and advising software for students
512K or larger Macintosh; System 6.0.2 or later.
Writer's Helper Stage II helps students improve
their writing skills. Included are 19 activities that
encourage students to prewrite. These activities help
students find a writing topic, explore that topic, develop
material on it and then organize the information into a
coherent composition. Eighteen aids guide a student to
revise their writ ing as the program makes suggestions.
Students may choose the activities they need, and
teachers guide them by assigning activities and customizing menus and activities.
$120 retail
Conduit; The University of Iowa Oakdale Campus;
Iowa City, IA · 52242; 319-335-4100 or
800-365-9774
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Personal And Home Software

Personal & Home/
Education
$Foresal 29 - Hindsight
Financial simulation model of U.S. stock market
crash of 1929 and the Great Depression
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive.
$Foresal 29 - Hindsight is a financial and economic simulation of the Great Depression that allows
users to simulate the conditions that appear to have
caused the Depression. It allows users to observe the
changes in economic conditions that occurred during
the early stages. In addition, users may pit their
financial, accounting and economic knowledge and
skill against the tide of history by changing monetary
policy, government spending, employment or other
variables. Users may try to determine how they may
have intervened in the economy to reduce the impact
'of the Depression on the U.S. economy.
$59 retail
J.P. Consulting, lnc.; PO Box 3053; Duluth,
MN 55803; 218-722-2602
$Foresal 89
Financial forecasting simulation model of U.S. economy for 1988 and the future
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive.
$Foresal 89 is a financial and economic simulation program of the U.S. economy for 1989 and the
future. A user has control over an unlimited variety
of policy and economic hypotheses in the economy
and financial markets for 1989 and beyond. The program can accurately adjust the economic sector balance sheets immediately after new data has been
entered. The program includes printing capabilities
of all screens, an easy to follow procedures manual
and a support system.
$99 retail
J.P. Consulting, lnc.; PO Box 3053;. Duluth,
MN 55803; 218-722-2602

1912
Hypertext document
512KE or larger Macintosh.
1912 is a hypertext book that surveys the U.S.
political scene at the tum of the century. Focusing on
the Progressive reform movement and the presidential race to which it led, 1912 recounts the contest in
which ex-President Theodore Roosevelt campaigned
against Woodrow Wilson and against William
Howard Taft. 1912 contains a detailed survey of the
political scene, replete with original speeches and
letters of the major figures , actual newspaper headlines and campaign posters, and even baseball
scores. It also contains a sophisticated simulation of
the presidential election.
$45 retail
Eastgate Systems, Inc.; PO Box 1307; Cambridge,
MA 02238; 617-924-9044
Achievement Test
Six-module study and evaluation program
Any Macintosh.
Achievement Test is a six-module study and
evaluation program. All information, questions,
graphs and scoring appear on screen, as do instructions for moving from one part of the program to
another. A Tutorrnode option provides explanations
of the correct answers to questions or just the ones
that users .answer incorrectly. A Power Testing portion offers strategies and tips to help users attain their
highest possible score on the actual exams.
$99.95 retail
Spinnaker Software Corp.; I Kendall Sq.;
Cambridge, MA 02139; 617-494-1200,
,
800-826-0706 (customers) or 800-323-8088 (dealers)

The Algebraic Proposer
Tool for creating models
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Algebraic Proposer is a tool for creating
models. Students in any discipline can use it to dissect "word problems" into models built from equations, approximations and inequalities, and get
answers in graphs and numbers. While building
models, they can switch between several approaches
- frorri spreadsheet entries to graphic approximations. Students can ask for a schematic "plan" of
their model at anytime. Students can build models
from scratch or work with problems stored on disk.
Features include sample models in arithmetic, estimations, algebra, physics, chemistry and economics;
and a uniqu~ "tutorial generator."
$79.95 retail
True Basic, Inc.; 12 Commerce Ave.; West Lebanon,
NH 03784; 800-872-2742
Alphabet Blocks
Reading education software that teaches.letter names
and sou11ds to young learners through a friendly, ever
patient elf
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
Alphabet Blocks is a reading education product
that incorporates HyperAnimation technology. The
programs create an interactive talking "elf' character
whose facial motions are coordinated with real
speech sounds to teach phonics and letter names. The
program allows children to touch, w.atch, listen and
explore letters and sounds, the basic building blocks
of reading. No previous reading skills are required.
There are no commands or menus to learn, little or
no adult assistance is needed, and it works with the
mouse or the keyboard. The lifelike Elf asks questions, tracks progress, adapts the questions and
guides a child to the correct answer.
$59.95 retail
Bright Star Technology, Inc.; 1450 !14th Ave. SE,
Ste. 200; Bellevue, WA 98004; 206-451-3697
.AmandaStories Vol. 1, 2 & 3
Children's stories
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
AmandaStories Vol. I and Vol. 2 are children's
stories that combine the art of the storyteller with the .
interactjve potential of HyperCard. Volume I contains four stories that enable children to lead the
main character, Indigo the cat, through many adventures. Volumes 2 and 3 include similar interactive
stories.
$24.95 each retail
The Voyager Co.; 1351 Pacific Coast Hwy.; Santa
Monica, CA 90401; 800-446-2001or800-443-2001
in CA
American Discovery
Interactive United States geography and history program
512K or larger Macintosh.
American Discovery is an interactive geography
program for learning geography, trivia and the history of the United States. Discovery Maker allows
users to create specialized questions or·edit the existing questions. American Discovery asks many types
of questions about various subjects, including:
States, State Capitals, Locations, Neighbors and
Rivers and Lakes. It includes 17 subject files with
more than 400 questions. Discovery Maker allows
the design of new questions. It also allows for the
creation of new subject files.
$49.95 retail
Great Wave Software; 5353 Scotts Valley Dr.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 408-438-1990
American Social Problems: Introduction To
Chipendale
.
Workbook and disk that leads students through a
series of projects with a simplified version of
Chipendale
512K or larger Macintosh.
American Social Problems: Introduction To
Chipendale is a workbook and disk that leads students through a series of projects with a simplified
version of Chipendale. Data sets include studies on
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federal spending, drugs, crime, prejudice and other
topics taught in the standard Social Problems course.
All data sets are compatible with the full Chipendale
package.
$29.95 retail
True Basic, Inc.; 12 Commerce Ave.; West Lebanon,
NH 03784; 800-872-2742
Ari tho
Math adventure game
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard 1.2 or later.
Aritho teaches young children math by letting
them fight dragons, swim a mote, battle with guards
and rescue a princess. A child must correctly answer
math question to win. The questions can be customized to a child's skill level. The game can also be
printed for use as coloring books. Macintalk is
included.
$15 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 800-888-7667
Atlas Explorer
Word geography drill and practice program
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; BOOK disk
drive or hard disk drive.
Atlas Explorer is a complete world geography
drill and practice program that challenges students
and provides an incentive for them to learn locations
and general facts about those locations in a stimulating and visually interesting way. Features include: 37
detailed maps show all continents, countries and
major cities in the world; state or province boundaries are shown for USA, USSR, China, Canada,
United Kingdom and Mexico; user can choose to be
quizzed on either locations or general facts about a
location; user can choose to be presented with a tutorial on any location; the scoring potential per question decreases with the length of time it takes a user
to respond; several review options are available to
reinforce learning; and class record keeping gives
teachers an alphabetical listing of students and a
detailed performance analysis for each student.
$49.95 retail
Springboard Software; 7808 Creekridge Cir.;
Minneapolis, MN 55435; 612-944-3915 or
800-445-4780
Barron's Computer Study Program For The SAT
SAT study program
512K or larger Macintosh.
Barron's Computer Study Program provides a
diagnostic SAT containing a verbal and math review
with 2,500 practice exercises and a 3,000-word vocabulary builder. A timed diagnostic test and two timed
model exams include score analysis. Weaknesses and
strengths are identified in more than 40 vital skill
areas. Answers to all questions aJ"e explained and a
'.'second try" feature is included. Students may select
the untimed Leaming Mode or the timed Testing
Mode to simulate actual test conditions.
$49.95 retail
Barron's Educational Series; 250 Wireless Blvd.;
Mauppauge, NY 11788; 800-645-3476
Biblical Hebrew Grammar
Used for lectures, text and teaching aids
512KE or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Word;
MacHebrew, LaserHebrew or MacG'reek Hebrew &
Phonetics.
Biblical Hebrew Grammar contains 50 lectures,
typically with grammar, vocabulary, exercises and
vocabulary tests. It was originally designed as class
sheets for distribution to students. It then became the
basis for lectures, text and teaching aids. Biblical
Hebrew Grammar contains verb parsing charts, a
subject index, Hebrew-English and English-Hebrew
glossaries, vocabularies, word lists and translation
materials. The accompanying exercises are designed
for testing vocabulary and correcting the exercises
given with each lecture.
$49.95 retail
Linguist's Software; PO Box 580; Edmonds,
WA 98020; 206-775-1130

Personal & Home/
Education
BottomlineCapitalist
Business simulation challenge
512K or large Macintosh; printer recommended.
BottomlineCapitalist is a business simulation .
whereby four individuals (or teams) can play against
each other; or one person can challenge the computer
(the marketplace). The challenge is to maintain a balance between market share, return on investment and
company growth, while maintaining positive cash
flow and building a management team against an
unpredictable real-world economy.
$125 retail; quantity discounts available
ILAR Systems, Inc.; 334 Baywood Dr.; Newport
Beach, CA 92660; 714-759-8987 or 800-777-4920
Business Week's Business Advantage
Business simulation for building better business
skills
512KE or larger Macintosh; two BOOK drives; or
one BOOK drive and hard disk drive.
Business Week's Business Advantage is designed
to sharpen a user's business skills through interactive
case studies based on feature articles straight from the
pages of Business Week magazine. Each month a user
will experience the toughest challenges faced by
America's business leaders, gaining invaluable
insights into how and why they make their decisions.
The program will take a user's business through a
simulated year and post the results for review. A user
will see how strategy affects sales, return on investment and profits. A built-in Expert's Insight feature
)¥ill show a user why, for example, the net income
went down even though revenues might have gone up.
$69.95 retail
Strategic Management Group, Inc.; Products
Division; 3624 Market St.; Philadelphia, PA 19104;
215-387-4000 or 800-445-7089
Calculus
Mathematics
512K or larger Macintosh.
Calculus is a mathematical program that includes
more than 300 problems and is compatible with
major textbooks. The program includes an entire
year of coursework. A special module in the program
animates, demonstrates and explains the sequence of
operations required to solve basic calculus problems.
$99.95 suggested retail
$109.95 retail; school edition
$219.95 retail; lab pack
Broderbund Software; 17 Paul Dr.; San Rafael,
CA 94903; 415-492-3500, 800-521-6263 or415492-3200 (dealers)
CAV-ASL
Computerized animated vocabulary of American
Sign Language
512K or larger Macintosh except 11; dual floppy disk
drives.
CAY-ASL is the acronym for Computer
Animated Vocabulary of American Sign Language. It
is an interactive educational tool that communicates,
tests and challenges a user to learn American Sign
Language. It provides animated graphics and an
interactive format for easier comprehension. It
includes more than 2,600 signed words developed
from actual photographs of a human signer. All
words are categorized in specific groups and are
stored on 15 different disks. A talking version provides digitized voice output and requires no additional hardware.
$695 retail; silent version
$995 retail; talking version
Microtech Consulting Co., Inc.; 909 W. 23rd St.; PO
Box 521; Cedar Falls, IA 50613; 319-277-6648 or
800-383-7446
Chipendale: A System For Sociological TableBuilding
Allows students to build and analyze contingency
table~

512K or larger Macintosh.
Chipendale: A System For Sociological Table- ·
Building features a simple, menu-driven approach to
allow students to build and analyze contingency
tables. They learn how to interpret a chi-square, percentage differences and adjusted residuals, as well as
use direct standardization to ask what-if questions.
The package includes more than 300 data sets, or
users can create their own. Students can save sessions on disk in simple text files and then incorporate
the results with narratives using any word processor.
$79.95 retail
True Basic, Inc.; 12 Commerce Ave.; West Lebanon,
NH 03784; 800-872-2742
Computer Science Press
Books and disks
512K or larger Macintosh.
MacAlgebra: Basic Algebra on the Macintosh
contains the standard mathematical material usually
found in a one-quarter introductory course covering
college algebra, including material on sets, number
systems, functions, graphing, lines and distance, elementary combinatorics and finite probability.
Macintosh Pascal is a complete introduction to
the Pascal progr,amrning language for a Macintosh. It
stresses the importance of structured programming
and, through a wide range of examples, tries to show
a student that problem solving, not language syntax,
is the objective of the book. All of the main topics
included in a first programming course are covered.
$29.95 (book), $20 (disk) retail; MacAlgebra: Basic
Algebra on the Macintosh
$28.95 (book), $20 (disk) retail; Macintosh Pascal
Computer Science Press, Inc.; 1803 Research Blvd.,
Ste. 500; Rockville, MD 20850; 301 -251-9050
Computerized Grammar Series
Foreign language instruction
Any Macintosh; hard disk drive.
The Computerized Grammar Series is a collection of grammar programs designed for the language
enthusiast. The languages featured are German,
Latin, Spanish, Italian, French and Russian. Each
language has its own series of computerized programs, broken down into different levels of achievement and presentations.
Using the German language set as an example, a
student would start with the program, German
Grammar Computerized I, which provides brief
review lessons followed by extensive drills and practice on 14 different topics. Once a student has mastered this program, he or she may then continue to
the German Grammar Computerized II program.
The format is the same as Part I, but more rules are
introduced.
The next recommended program is The German
Contest, Levels l and 2. This package presents multiple-choice questions on German grammar and culture, with explanatory comments in English on each
question. A student may continue to use other programs that are more involved with the language. All
programs are sold separately.
$49.95 each retail; French, German, Italian, Latin,
Spanish, Russian
$150 each retail; network version
$39.95 each retail; French, German, Spanish
Contests
Lingo Fun, Inc.; PO Box 486; Westerville,
OH 43081 ; 614-882-8258
•
Cotton Tales
Introduces children (preschool to third grade) to
word processing and desktop publishing
Macintosh Plus or SE.
Cotton, the bunny cursor, guides children to
enter pictures and words, insert, erase, copy and
scroll. It is a flexible program that offers Challenge
Upgrade, a you-control feature, plus 192 graphics, a
616-word dictionary, space for 168 custom words,
optional typing, color printing and worksheet layouts. An expanded picture library, containing an
additional 160 graphics, is also availablefor use with
Cotton Tales.
$49.99 retail; Cotton Tales

$29.99 retail; expanded picture library
MindPlay; 3130 N. Dodge Blvd.; Tucson,
AZ 85716; 602-322-6163 or 800-221-7911
Culture 1.0, The Hypermedia Guide To Western
Civilization
Western culture
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive ; HyperCard 1.2 or later.
Culture is a set of HyperCard_stacks that provide
an overview of more than 3,700 years of Western
culture and is the culmination of more than two
decades of research in the humanities. The 5 MB
program includes more than 200 graphics, 75 signature melodies of famous composers, l ,850 cards,
2,000 hypertext links and 90 essays on topics ranging from the Black Plague to Impressionism. Unique
to the product are the 21 cultural grids that organize
more than 5,000 people, places and events by country, discipline and generation. A 285-page, complementary workbook of interdisciplinary lessons and
worksheets is also available.
$175 retail
Cultural Resources, Inc.; 30 Iroquois Rd.; Cranford,
NJ 07016; 201-709-1574
The Dinosaur Discovery Kit
Helps children build reading skills; ages 3 to 8
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Dinosaur Discovery Kit presents young children with a multimedia world full of realistic and
imaginative dinosaurs. Zug is a delightful talking
Megasaur who helps children learn about dinosaurs
and build early reading skills. With the aid of an
unlimited voice-like technology, children may work
independently to learn picture word combinations,
create stories by selecting picture icons, read simple
sentences, read short stories and practice visual discrimination.
$39.95 retail
First Byte, Inc.; 3100 S. Harbor Blvd., Ste. 150;
Santa Ana, CA 92704; 714-432-1740 or
800-523-8070
The Dream Called Storm; My First Book Of
Poetry
Interactive stories for children
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; two BOOK
disk drives or hard disk drive; HyperCard 1.2 or
later.
The Dream Called Storm is an entertaining
HyperCard story that allows children to become
familiar with computers in a non-threatening environment. The story revolves around a poem written
by Sharon Newby when she was 9 years old, and
contains buttons and animated icons, including a
wind-up mouse and a music box.
My First Book of Poetry features a collection of
poetry for children written by Sharon Newby (who is
currently 14 years old). These two selections are
designed to encourage children to write stories and
poems in which they can incorporate into their own
stacks.
$29.95 retail
B&B Soundworks; PO Box 7828; San Jose,
CA 95150; 408-241-7986
Dream Machine Laserguide
Interactive videodisc
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
Dream Machine Laserguide indexes the motionpicture sequences on the Dream Machine videodisc
by title, source, type, purpose and motion, rendering
and modeling techniques used. It also defines and
explains important computer graphics terms.
$59.95 retail
The Voyager Co.; 1351 Pacific Coast Hwy.; Santa
Monica, CA 90401 ; 800-446-2001 or 800-443-2001
in CA
Elementary Data
Periodic table
Any Macintosh.
Elementary Data is a menu-driven program that
yields chemical and geological data on all of the
known elements in the Periodic Table. There are
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three views of the Periodic Table available. A user
clicks on the element of choice and a window full of
information is provided. Some of the information
available includes: atomic radius, ionic radii,
valences, boiling pqint, heat capacity, amount of element in sea water, continental crust, solar system,
meteorites and more. A user may also plot a variety
of graphs, including solar system abundances, atomic
radii and electronegativities.
$100 retail
RockWare, Inc.; 425 l Kipling St., Ste. 595; Wheat
Ridge, CO 80033; 303-423-5645
Elementary Signer
Introduces elementary level hearing or hearingimpaired students to American Sign Language
512K or larger Macintosh.
Elementary Signer is a software package
designed to introduce elementary level hearing or
hearing-impaired students, who are not familiar with
sign language, to the American Sign Language
(ASL). The program contains more than 160 signed
words specifically selected for a child's world.
Elementary Signer is recommended as an educational and entertaining instructional tool for general
classroom use with either hearing or hearingimpaired children.
$79.95 retail; silent version
$99.95 retail; talking version
Microtech Consulting Co., Inc.; 909 W. 23rd St.; PO
Box 521; Cedar Falls, IA 50613; 319-277-6648 or
800-383-7446
Elements Plus Stack
· Periodic chart of the elements
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Elements is a periodic chart of the elements. The
complete version lists density; melting and boiling
points; valences; color and element descriptions;
atomic number and weight; chemical symbol; and
electron shells. It also includes a SuperPaint file that
prints a periodic chart in color and a MacPaint file for
black and white. The program also includes a graphic
description of crystal symmetry in MacPaint format.
$20 retail
Flight Engineering; 615 Forrest Dr., #206; Miami
Springs, FL 33166; 305-884-1475
Facts & Faces Of U.S. Presidents
Education
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; BOOK disk
drive; HyperCard.
- Facts & Faces Of U.S. Presidents is designed to
provide a user with an entertaining way to get general information about U.S. presidents. Especially suitable for high school and college students, the
information contains major facts of historical significance, as well as interesting trivia about the presidents. The information is provided in a game format,
where a user can accumulate points by correctly
answering multiple-choice questions. Upon having
enough points, a·user can then go to another screen
that shows a hidden image of a president. A user can
then remove "tiles" from the image by "spending"
the points to reveal the image with the goal of identifying the president. Facts & Faces has control and
reporting ability for an instructor.
$49 .50 retail
Visatex Corp.; 1745 Dell Ave.; Campbell,
CA 95008; 408-866-6562
FeiMa-S
Chinese word processing system
Macintosh Plus or SE; extemal disk drive or hard
disk drive.
FeiMa-S is a Chinese word processing system
designed specifically for students who are learning
Chinese. The program offers all standard word processing functions, such as delete, cut, save, copy, ·
paste, etc. It features a comprehensive Pinyin Input
method designed for the convenience of a user. A

user simply types in phonetics and the system
searches the dictionary for all Chinese characters
having that Pinyin sound. The Pinyin Input System is
user-interactive and a user has the flexibility of
entering sounds with or without tone specifications.
FeiMa-S is especially user friendly because it uses
graphics rather than system commands. It offers multisound features, GB I dictionary, simplified characters, Pinyin Input and a comprehensive English
manual.
$295 retail
Wu Corp.; PO Box 699; Avon, CT 06001;
203-677-1528
FingerSpeller
Converts Macintosh keyboard to an American Sign
Language keyboard
512K or larger Macintosh.
FingerSpeller is a program that converts the
~acintosh keyboard to an American Sign Language
alphabet keyboard. Any letter or word entered on the
keyboard is then converted to a hand shape. An
instant word conversion mode is available to finger
spell words of up to 30 letters at user-selected
speeds. The learning comprehension function allows
a user to test receptive skills with words selected at
random or in order. Customized word files can be
created to store names of family members, cities,
states, etc. Words from a user 's word file can then be
used for learning comprehension purposes or finger
spelled on cue.
$29.95 retail; silent version
$39 .95 retail; talking version
Microtech Consulting Co., Inc.; 909 W. 23rd St.; PO
Box 521; Cedar Falls, IA 50613; 319-277-6648 or
800-383-7446
FingerZoids
Sign language program; modified game program
512K or larger Macintosh.
FingerZoids is an arcade-type interactive game
that teaches the American Sign Language (ASL) fingerspelling alphabet. Alien invaders in the shape of
letters from the ASL alphabet descend from the top
of the screen. A player shoots them down by pressing the corresponding English letter key. The program keeps score and posts high scores.
$49.95 retail
Mic.rotech Consulting Co., Inc.; 909 W. 23rd St.; PO
Box 521; Cedar Falls, IA 50613; 319-277-6648 or
800-383-7446
.
First Letters And Words
Teaches basic letters and words for young readers;
ages 3 to 8
512K or larger Macintosh, except//; ImageWriter.
First Letters and Words is an educational program in which Ted E. Bear introduces children, ages
3 to 8 to a world of letters and words. Aided by Ted
and carefully designed activities, young children
learn the upper and lowercase letters of the alphabet
as well as a beginning vocabulary for early reading
activities. The program's speech capabilities help
children independently solve problems by hearing,
seeing and reading words and simple·sentences.
Adults can customize the learning activities for each
child, including setting spoken reward messages,
learning modules and speech controls.
$49.95 retail
.
First Bytt!', Inc.; 3100 S. Harbor Blvd., Ste. 150;
Santa Ana, CA 92704; 714-432-1740 or
800-523-8070
First Shapes
Basic geometric shapes for preschool children
5/2K or larger Macintosh, except//; lmageWriter.
First Shapes teaches young children, ages 3 to 8,
beginning concepts about shape and form through a
talking friend, Ted E. Bear. It.helps to increase a
child's readiness for mathematics, reading, writing
and problem solving. Learning .modules include
Shapes, which teaches five basic shapes; The Toy
Factory, which allows a child to !mild toys with
shapes; The Toy Boxes, to store created toys; The
Toy Fair, which teaches shape recognition; and
Make-a-Match, which matches shapes and toys.
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$49.95 retail·
First Byte, Inc.; 3100 S. Harbor Blvd., Ste. 150;
Santa Ana, CA 92704; 714-432-1740 or
800-523-8070
Flash & Match
Electronic flash cards
512K or larger Macintosh.
Flash & Match ·is an illustrated flash card program that helps learners master facts and concepts. It
takes user-chosen facts and concepts and runs drills
using either a mastery learning technique or more
standard testing methods. There are also a number of
variations on the mastery learning technique. Flash
cards can be set up so that answers are multiple
choice or fill -in-the-blanks, as well as words, substrings or spelling matches. The program will print
reports of student progress, information from a deck
of up to 100 cards or a review list containing only
those items missed by a particular learner.
Performance records can be stored for any number of
learners. Flash & Match publishes three language
databases, each containing more than 1,500 word
pairs, designed to cover most vocabulary from a first
year high school course in the language.
$39.95 retail; program only
$59.95 retail; program plus any one language
database (French, Spanish or German)
Individual Software, Inc.; 125 Shoreway Rd., Ste.
3000; San Carlos, CA 94070; 415-595-8855 or
800-622-9986
Flash Card French, Spanish And German
French and Spanish vocabulary
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
Flash Card French contains more than l ,700
vocabulary words for use by stuc\ents, tourists or businesspeople. It features three different uses: French to
English, English to French or as a dictionary for
meanings. Cards can be accessed randomly as fl ash
cards or sequentially to look up words. Flash Card
Spanish and German have all of the features of Flash
Card French, but with a l ,500-word vocabulary.
$15 each retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 800-888-7667
Foresight
Provides drill and testing on educational subjects
512K or larger Macintosh.
Foresight is a software package that provides
drill and testing on educational subjects and keeps
and reports a running record of the results. Foresight
offers such subjects as Capital City/State or Foreign
Phrase/English and more trivial subjects such as
Movie/Star or Athlete/Team. Subjects and use
options can be varied to suit all ages and interests.
Users may choose Learn, Test or Games modes.
Individuals may use Foresight alone, or teams can
compete with one another. The pace, or time interval
between displays, can be set at various levels. The
duration of play or the number of pairs to be processed in a given sequence can be set, or a time period can be selected. Scores that reflect both the speed
and accuracy of a user are reported on the screen
after each display.
$49.95 retail
The Learning Curve; PO Box 980576; Houston,
TX 77098; 713-520-8545 or 800-873-2300
Geometry
Mathematical theories
512K or larger Macintosh.
Geometry is an interactive software program that
is compatible with all major geometry textbooks, and
covers requirements for a full year's geometry curriculum. Because Geometry takes advantage of the
computer's graphic capabilities, users can actively
experiment with the basic concepts of geometry. For
example, they can prove that the sum of the angles of
a triangle is 180 degrees by creating and moving
angles. The program includes more than 450 problems and emphasizes solving proofs. Users can learn
at their own pace - reviewing, practicing and solving the kinds of problems they find in their texts,
homework and exams. Help is available in the form
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of hints, further explanation or answers to problems.
$99.95 suggested retail
$109.95 retail; school edition
$219.95 retail; lab pack
Broderbund Software; 17 Paul Dr.; San Rafael,
CA 94903; 415-492-3500, 800-521-6263 or
415-492-3200 (dealers)
German The Easy Way
Covers first year German grammar
512K or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive.
German The Easy Way is a comprehensive exercise program that covers first year German grammar,
including dative and accusative cases, prepositions,
imperatives, modals, etc. It uses vocabulary equivalency drills, fill-in-the-blanks, multiple choice, reading comprehension and scrambled sentence exercise
formats and includes an on-screen German-English
glossary.
$39.95 retail
Gessler Educational Software; 55 W. 13th St.; New
York, NY 10011 ; 212-627-0099
Gerry Giraffasaurus Goes Shopping
Teaches young children how to count money
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard 1.2 or later.
Gerry Giraffasaurus Goes Shopping teaches
young childrell' how to count money. Twinkle-Toes
the elf helps Gerry find enough money to buy a bicycle. A child must correctly answer math question to
win. The questions can be customized to a child's
skill level. The game can also be printed for use as·
coloring books. Macintalk is included.
$15 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 800-888-7667
Global Recall
Global studies
Macintosh Plus or larger; one or two floppy drives;
HyperCard.
Global Recall serves as a comprehensive atlas
program, featuring a world map, regional maps and
165 country maps (showing major cities). A search
function allows users to locate and zoom in on countries. Global Recall goes beyond the capabilities of
the standard atlas programs by enabling users to see
countries and their resources individually and in their
global context. More than 175 important variables
can be accessed for each country in areas such as
population, health, education, energy, military, food,
government, economics, environment, foreign
affairs, transportation and communications. Other
features include data plots, vital statistics for the
planet and continents and more.
$85 retail
World Game Institute; University City Science
Center; 3508 Market St.; Philadelphia, PA 19104;
215-387-0220
Grand Tour Of The Solar System
Education
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
In Grand Tour Of The Solar System, users can
view the titanic volcanos of Mars and the interior of
Jupiter, compare the relative sizes of all the moons in
the solar system and see the orbits of the comets.
Data for planets include: mean distance from the
Sun, sidereal period, diameter, density, surface gravity and much more. The program is based on information from NASA.
$30 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 800-888-7667
Guitar Wizard
Helps guitarists learn and analyze the fingerings and
fret board patterns for all types of chords and scales
512K or larger Macintosh .
Guitar Wizard is designed to help guitarists learn
and analyze the fingerings and fret board patterns for

all types of chords and scales. The fret board, notes
and finger positions are shown in clear graphic displays that can be printed out for study away from the
computer. The program can be used with all types of
fretted stringed instruments in both standard and
non-standard tunings.
$34.95 retail
Baudville; 5380 52nd St. SE; Grand Rapids,
MI 49512; 616-698-0888
Hagar The Polyglot
French, Span'ish or German tutor
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
Users can learn French, Spanish or German from
Hagar and his friends. In a HyperMedia format, users
encounter contextual, authentic language. The program contains a grammar analysis for each word,
grammatical exploration of each cartoon, a glossary
for each word and an English translation of the
comic strip. HyperCard allows rapid access to the
different types of available information in any order
a user wishes. Through the use of cartoons, users see
multiple examples of the same kinds of language
used and gradually become familiar enough with the
language to create personal responses and interact
with Hagar and other characters.
$59.95 each retail; French, Spanish or German
$159 retail; three-language set
Gessler Educational Software; 55 W. 13th St.; New
York, NY 10011; 212-627-0099
HomeworkTutor Series
Math tutorial
512K or larger Macimosh.
The HomeworkTutor Series lets a student solve
and check their own algebra problems. Each program
covers several months of instruction, and provides
hints and step-by-step correction while a student
works. A student may choose from an unlimited supply of randomly generated practice problems, or
watch as HomeworkTutor solves them and explains
its work graphically or in words. Algebra I/Simplify
covers topics, such as arithmetic, combining like
terms, multiplying monomials, distributive property
and monomials and laws of exponents. For this title,
HomeworkTutor teaches at an introductory pace.
Algebra I/Solve & Factor covers additional topics,
such as solving equations and inequalities, factoring
polynomials and algebraic fractions. In this title,
HomeworkTutor assumes mastery of the algebra
basics and concentrates on the new topics.
$49.95 retail; Algebra I/Simplify
$49.95 retail; Algebra I/Solve & Factor
Missing Link Software; PO Box 3280; South
Amboy, NJ 08879; 201-721-2569
House/At The Zoo
Interactive picture book
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
In House/At The Zoo, users make a voyage of
discovery in an interactive picture book. These two
language programs (ESL Monlingual and Bilingual
Spanish) combine spelling, visualization and pronunciation by native speakers. Users click on an object
to see it spelled and hear it pronounced. The viewer
learns the vocabulary evolving around animals and
objects at the zoo. The House teaches about objects
in a home. With a second disk, students can test
themselves to see if they have mastered the material.
$39.95 retail; ESL Monlingual or Bilingual Spanish
versions
Gessler Educational Software; 55 W. 13th St.; New
York, NY 1001 l; 212-627-0099
The HyperGlot Software Co. Foreign-Language'
Stacks
German, French, Spanish and Russian courseware
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; external
BOOK disk drive; HyperCard VI .2.x.
German, Spanish and French Word Torture are
automated vocabulary drills that come with more
than l ,600 verbs, nouns , adjectives, adverbs, comparatives and function words.
German, Spanish and French Verb Tutor are
extensive drills in verbs. Two hundred sentences drill
users on 20 verbs.

Spanish and French Pronunciation Tutor contain
more than 2 MB of high-quality, digitized, nativespeaker voice reproduction.
Russian Word Torture is an automated Russian
vocabulary drill that comes with more than l ,400
accented verbs, nouns, adjectives, adverbs, comparatives and function words.
Russian Noun Tutor is a complete tutorial and
series of drills on Russian noun declensions.
Russian Verbal Aspect is an extensive drill in
Russian verbal aspect. Two hundred sentences drill
users on 40 verbs (20 aspectual pair).
Introduction To Russian teaches users the sounds
of Russian (with extensive digitized sound recorded
by native speakers of Russian) and how to read
Russian words. It also gives users an introduction to
Russian grammar with exercises.
$29.95 each retail; German, Spanish, French or
Russian Word Torture V2.0
$29.95 each retail; German Spanish or French Verb
Tutor
$49.95 each retail; Spanish or French Pronunciation
Tutor
$29.95 retail; Russian Noun Tutor
$29.95 retail; Russian Verbal Aspect
$39.95 retail; Introduction To Russian
The HyperGlot Software Co.; 505 Forest Hills Blvd.;
Knoxville, TN 37919; 615-558-8270 or
800-726-5087
HyperHebrew
Introduces Hebrew fanguage basics with digitized
speech
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
HyperHebrew is a beginner's program that introduces Hebrew language basics - from Alef to Tav
- with digitized Hebrew speech. The program
teaches identification and pronunciation of the
Hebrew letters, both individually and in words, and
also includes a variety of reading exercises.
$39.95 retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843;
Chicago, IL 606 l l; 312-944-4070
Japanese Engineer
Language instruction
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard I .I or later.
The Japanese Engineer stack contains more than
1,000 Japanese words typically taught in first-year
Japanese classes. Each word is displayed in English,
Japanese and Kanji. When accent is important, the
words also have digitized sound associated with
them so a user can hear the proper accent and pronunciation. The program allows a user to search for
any word in either Japanese or English or move
through a stack card by card.
$30 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 800-888-7667
Japanese Language Instruction: Kanji Exercises
No. l
Kanji instruction
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; HyperCard.
Kanji Exercises No. 1 contains 319 characters
and a word list of more than 900. Three integrated
programs are used to study Kanji: Reading Exercises
provides three readings for each character and a special text field for users to make notes; character generation provides animated stroke order and stroke count,
radical number and definition and sound resources for
certain readings; and quizzes reinforce and test knowledge of single and compound characters. The exercises are broken down by word usage. They also provide
the Hiragana and Katakana syllabaries if needed; a
word list that is alphabetized by ON, Kun and English
readings or by character number; and a find option
that facilitates a search capability.
$65 retail
Anonae Software; PO Box 7629; Berkeley,
CA 94707; 415-527-8006
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Japanese Language Instruction;
Hiragana/Katakana Exercises
Assists in the reading, writing and comprehension of
the Japanese language
Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives or
hard disk drive ; HyperCard.
Japanese Language Instruction is designed to
assist in the reading, writing and comprehension of
the Japanese language. Japanese uses three character
sets for written communication: Hiragana, Katakana
and Kanji. Purely Japanese words and phrases are
Hiragana and Kanji; whereas Katakana is normally
used for words of foreign origin. These particular
programs stress the Hiragana and Katakana portions
of Japanese. A third program, currently in development, will assist in the learning of Kanji.
The Hiragana/Katakana Exercises should prove
useful to beginning, intermediate and advanced students of Japanese. Beginning students are advised to
use exercises given in the Syllabary parts of the programs, in which indi','.idual character recognition is
the objective. This includes the writing of each character, as well as the phonetic pronunciation using
common English words as examples. Intermediate
and advanced students will benefit most from the
Reading and Writing exercises. Complete word
recognition is stressed in these parts of the programs,
as well as vocabulary building. The word list is
approximately 1,600 for the two-program set.
$45 retail
Anonae Software; PO Box 7629; Berkeley,
CA 94707; 415-527-8006
Jigsaw! The Ultimate Electronic Puzzle
Helps children develop better shape recognition
skills; helps adults enhance their visual memory
512K or larger Macintosh; System 4.1 ; Finder 5.3.
Jigsaw! The Ultimate Electronic Puzzle has a
select number of eye-catching and complex picture
images to choose from, including famous sites
around the world, art masterpieces, animals and
landscapes. Players can select from four game levels.
Players can also try the mind-boggling Hard Way
option, which causes the next picture opened to
come up pre-scrambled, so players won't know what
the picture looks like until it is fully completed.
Jigsaw! can be played alone or with multiple partners, in ages ranging from six to adult.
$39.95 retail
Britannica Software; 345 4th St.; San Francisco,
CA 94107; 415-597-5555
Joshua's Reading Machine
Reading
512K or larger Macintosh.
In Joshua's Reading Machine, for ages four to
seven, Joshua the giraffe introduces his exciting new
reading machine with 37 Mother Goose Rhymes,
Children's Songs and Aesop's Fables. Each section
of Joshua's Reading Machine has nine separate levels and easy-to-read text to develop word-recognition
skills by matching words and pictures. Older children can develop vocabulary and sentence context
skills while improving their reading comprehension.
$39.95 retail
$79.95 retail; classroom edition
Compu-Teach, Inc.; 78 Olive St.; New Haven,
CT 06511; 800-448-3224
The Kemeny/Kurtz Math Series
Lets students explore the fundamental concepts of
mathematics
512K or larger Macintosh .
The Kemeny/Kurtz Math Series lets students
explore the fundamental concepts of mathematics
without getting bogged down in the mechanics.
The menu-driven, interactive programs do not
include question-and-answer sections. Instead, they
prompt students to enter their own problems or select
from several samples. The steps to the right answer
are shown graphically. Working alone or with any

text, these stand-alone applications help students
organize thoughts, understand key concepts, step
through examples and solve real problems. Examples
introduce key concepts; glossaries and help panels
explain important phrases; and windows, menus and
dialog boxes make the packages easy to use.
Enhanced documentation includes a user's guide,
suggestions for self-study, suggested problems and
topic listing for integration into a lesson plan.
$79.95 each retail; Algebra, Pre-Calculus with
Trigonometry, Calculus, Discrete Math, Probability
Theory, TrueStat
True Basic, Inc.; 12 Commerce Ave.; West Lebanon,
NH 03784; 800-872-2742

KidsMath
Basic math concepts; ages 3 to 8
512K or larger Macintosh.
KidsMath includes eight games that teach and
reinforce basic math concepts. These games start at
the simplest levels (using the mouse) to more
advanced concepts (learning about multiplication and
fractions). Mouse Practice helps children learn and
practice using the mouse; Counting encourages children to count objects; Tractors and Trucks introduces
multiplication and division; Rain Games lets children
control the weather as they learn about beginning
fractions; Frog Race helps children develop sequencing and memory skills; Balloons introduces children
to "greater than" and "lesser than"; Paddle Ball is a
fun and simple addition and subtraction game; and
Shuffleboard lets children learn about place value.
$49.95 retail
Great Wave Software; 5353 Scotts Valley Dr.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 408-438-1990
KidsTime Vl.2
Five educational games for young children
(ages 3 to 8)
512K or larger Macintosh.
KidsTime is an educational package that includes
five different games for young children ages three to
eight. With KidsNotes, musical skills are developed
by learning note names, note and rest durations and
basic key and time signatures. Story Writer develops
typing skills. In addition, a special picture font allows
a child to create his or her own picture stories instead
of writing stories with words. AB Key will assist in
developing a child's letter recognition skills, and
includes many levels of challenge. Match-It includes
cards wherein a child matches letters, words, pictures
and puzzles. As a child moves the pointer in Dot-toDot (by numbers or letters), lines connecting the dots
appear. When the puzzle is completed, a picture
appears to fill in the details.
$49.95 retail
Great Wave Software; 5353 Scotts Valley Dr.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 408-438-1990
KidTalk
Talking word processor that teaches reading and
writing skills; ages 4 to 10
512K or larger Macintosh, except II; Image Writer.
KidTalk is a talking notebook for children, ages
4 to 10, that allows them to write, hear and read stories, reports, plays, poems and secret messages.
$49.95 retail
First Byte, Inc.; 3100 S. Harbor Blvd., Ste. 150;
Santa Ana, CA 92704; 714-432-1740 or
800-523-8070

Kieran
Eight educational learning games for preschoolers
Any Macintosh.
Kieran is an interactive program designed for
teaching preschool children basic learning skills. The
program communicates with a child with voice-synthesized speech and uses simple iconic pictures a
child can manipulate. A separate program may be
used to personalize a child's name into the program.
Kieran will then refer to the child by name, both in
its voice directions and in its graphic display.
Features include: Alphabet Training in which all
of the letters of the alphabet have corresponding
graphic images; Lowercase-Uppercase teaches
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children to associate a lowercase letter with its
uppercase equivalent; Matching Shapes; Addition;
Time Telling; Counting Skills; and Fun, which presents children with a closed door and gives them
the opportunity to determine what is behind
the door.
$39.95 retail
OHM Software; 163 Richard Dr.; Tiverton,
RI 02878; 401-253-9354 or 800-346-9034

Know Your World
World geography
512K or larger Macintosh .
Know Your World is a world geography program
that teaches countries, capitals and major cities of the
world, usingJTiap-quality graphics and challenging
learning activities. Each continent of the world can
be mastered using learning activities such as Build a
Continent, Name the Country, Name the Capital,
Find the Country and Travel the World. A help map
is instantly available in all activities, and a complete
Know the USA program is included.
$39.95 retail
Soft Horizon; PO Box 2115; Harker Heights,
TX 76543; ~17-699 -0493

Laserguides
Tums the still photos and motion pictures stored on a
videodisc into a vast visual database
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard; laser
videodisc player.
The National Gallery of Art is a comprehensive
index to the National Gallery of Art videodisc, which
includes more than 1,500 images from the museum's
collection.
Vincent van Gogh is an index and guide to the
Vincent van Gogh videodisc.
Bio-Sci Laserguide is a comprehensive index to
the 6,000-plus slide images and nine motion
sequences on the Bio-Sci Videodisc from
Videodiscovery.
The Louvre is a videodisc ~atalog of masterpieces from one of the world's great museums.
Salamandre, Chateux of the Loire features architecture, art and history of 18 French chateaux in the
scenic Loire Valley.
$59.95 retail; The National Gallery of Art
$59.95 retail; Vincent van Gogh
$99.95 retail; Bio-Sci
$99.95 each retail; The Louvre, Vols. I to 3
$59 .95 retail; Salamandre, Chateaux of the Loire
The Voyager Co.; 1351 Pacific Coast Hwy.; Santa
Monica, CA 90401; 800-446-2001or800-443-2001
in CA

Le Coq Branche
Interactive French language instruction prepared in
France as a series of mini-courses on disk
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Le Coq Branche is a series of mini-courses in
French with interactive keyboard exercises for learners at intermediate or advanced levels. Lessons are
based on texts drawn from current French periodicals, and are accompanied by original drawings, clip
art, animation and sound. Experienced teachers of
French as a second language select the texts and prepare related exercises on comprehension, vocabulary
and grammar. Exercise types include multiple
choice, completion, fill-in-the-blank, jumbles and
open textual responses.
$40 or 200 francs; La Chanson Francaise
$45 or 225 francs; Le Cinema Francais
$50 or 250 francs; Le Bicentennaire de la Revolution
La Ferme; La Petite Eguille; 17600 Saujon, France;
33-46-22-84-31
Learning To Read Hebrew
Beginner's guide to the reading of Hebrew
512K or larger Macintosh.
Learning to Read Hebrew is a beginner's guide
to the reading of Hebrew for those who have no prior
knowledge of the Hebrew alphabet and/or those who
are building their basic reading skills. A special feature of the program is the built-in sound option,
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which enables the student to hear the proper pronunciation of letters and words.
$39.95 retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843;
Chicago, IL 60611; 312-944-4070
Lingua ROM
Foreign-language CD-ROM with sound
Macintosh P(us or larger; hard disk drive;
HyperCard; CD-ROM.
Lingua-ROM is a CD-ROM that contains the
HyperGlot language tutor lessons for learning
Spanish, Russian. Japanese, French and German.
These language tutors include introductory lessons,
as well as noun, verb and grammar tutors. The "word
tortures" drill users on what they've learned. The
digitized sounds make it easy for users to learn proper pronunciation.
$499 retail
Educorp; 531 Stevens Ave., Ste. B; Solana Beach,
CA 92075; 619-259-0255 or 800-843-9497 (orders)
Linkword Languages
French, Spanish and German language aid
512K or larger Macintosh.
Linkword Languages is designed to help users
learn a foreign language. Sold as separate programs,
languages include French, Spanish and German.
Each program comes with an audiocassette tape to
assist in pronunciations. The program uses a system
based on imagery, linking foreign words to acoustically similar English words to provide a visual association. According to the vendor, a user can expect to
learn a basic 400-word vocabulary, grammar and
pronunciation in about 10 hours.
$29.95 retail
Artworx Software Co.; 1844 Penfield Rd.; Penfield,
NY 14526; 716-385-6120 or 800-828-6573
List Learner
Builds lists of items and matches each item with its
association
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
List Leamer provides an easy way to build lists
of items and match each item with its association.
For example, a user comes home with a list of
important vocabulary words to learn. In a few minutes, these words are entered in the computer. The
words and their meanings can be accessed and
drilled from then on. Users can build lists of their
current classroom topics, whatever they may be.
Features include: list maintenance (adding and
subtracting items, changing items, copying and
removing lists, reordering lists and alphabetizing and
randomizing lists); reverse association; online help;
find feature; math table generator (multiplication,
division, addition, subtraction) to create math tables
as lists; and practice drills for items and their associatiqns (flash card or multiple choice style quiz can be
used witli any list).
$59.95 retail
Selective Memory; 1901 S. Bascom Ave.; Campbell,
CA 95008; 408-371-5595
MacAnatomy Volumes 1, 2, 3 & 4
Anatomical diagrams
Any Macintosh.
MacAnatomy provides users with an atlas of clip
art anatomical drawings in MacPaint format. The program disks contain anatomical drawings covering the
whole body. Individual illustrations are sized to fit into
one screen so they can be isolated,.copied and moved.
Details are presented in a line-drawing format.
$95 each retail
MacMedic Publications, Inc.; 7530 Harwin Dr.;
Houston, TX 77036; 713-977-2655
MacEdge II
Eight complete math and reading programs that
explore counting, addition, subtraction, multiplication,
division, phonetics, matching and more (ages 4 to 12)

Any Macintosh.
MacEdge II is comprised of eight math and reading programs for children ages 4 to 12. The programs
include: counting, numerical recognition and cardinality; vocabulary and phonetic skills; word recognitiQn, antonyms, synonyms, homophones,
contractions, sight and compound words; alphabet
and single digit numbers; principles and methodology
of multiplication; principles and methodology of long
division; addition and multiplication of single digit
numbers in a horizontal fashion; and vertical format
for addition and subtraction.
$49.95 retail
Think Educational Software, Inc.; 16 Market St.; PO
Box 5077; Potsdam, NY 13676; 315-265-5636
MacEdge Plus
Five educational programs containing spelling, reading comprehension and math (ages 6 to 13)
Any Macintosh.
MacEdge Plus is comprised of five educational
programs for children ages 6 to 13. The programs
include spelling, reading comprehension, fractions ,
decimals and sets.
$49.95 retail
Think Educational Software, Inc.; 16 Market St.; PO
Box 5077; Potsdam, NY 13676; 315-265-5636
The MacKids Series
Education
Any Macintosh.
Alphabetizer, ages 7 to adult, teaches children to
sort different types of lists alphabetically, numerically
and chronologically. Many aspects of sorting lists are
covered by the program, including sorting single lists,
combining two lists, sorting in reverse order and sorting large and small lists.
Body Works, ages 10 to adult, teaches children to
identify different parts of the human anatomy by
working with detailed pictures of the skeletal and circulatory systems. Requires a 5l 2K Mac.
Clock.Works, ages 4 to 10, is designed to help kids
learn to tell time on both analog and digital clock
faces, convert from one form of time to another and
learn the vocabulary associated with telling time.
Coin Works, ages 4 to 12, teaches a child how to
count coins, make change, know if there is enough
money to buy an item, decide which pile has more
money in it and more.
Turbo Math Facts allows children to practice
addition, subtraction, multiplication and division problems. It also includes Simac and Boxes.
Earth Works, ages 10 to adult, teaches geography
and related topics of the United States.
Flash Works, ages 6 to adult, is a computerized
flashcard system that utilizes both visual and verbal
stimuli.
Lemonade Stand, ages 6 to 16, helps children
learn to make business decisions by setting up a simulated lemonade stand and allowing the child to decide
about production, advertising and price.
Naval Battle, ages 6 to adult, teaches children the
fundamentals of coordinate geometry and strategy.
Preschool Disk 1, ages 3 to 7, contains three programs designed to give a Macintosh's youngest users
a head start. The programs teach letter recognition,
keyboard layout, counting skills and more.
Preschool Disk 2, ages 3 to 7, contains three programs to help children with shape and pattern recognition, the concept of numbers and short term memory.
Word Search, ages 6 to adult, is a disk filled with
word puzzles. New puzzles can also be created using
the built-in puzzle editor. Requires a 512K Mac.
$39.95 each retail; Alphabetizer, BodyWorks,
ClockWorks, CoinWorks, Turbo Math Facts,
EarthWorks, Flash Works, Lemonade Stand, Naval
Battle, Preschool Disk I & 2, Word Search
Nordic Software, Inc.; 3939 N. 48th St.; Lincoln,
NE 68504; 402-466-6502 or 800-228-0417
MacSurgery Volumes 1 & 2
Self-educational program in general surgery
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM recommended; hard disk drive; HyperCard.
MacSurgery is an interactive 'program that presents a user with commonly encountered clinical situ-

ations and provides a user with answers and references. The format is that of multiple-choice questions
and answers.
$100 each retail
MacMedic Publications, Inc.; 7530 Harwin Dr.;
Houston, TX 77036; 713-977-2655
Marklin Train-ing
Uses digitally operated model trains to teach a variety
of subjects in a classroom setting
512K or larger Macintosh.
.
The Marklin Train-ing program uses digitally
operated model trains to teach a variety of subjects in
a classroom setting, including physics, math, history,
social studies and science. Trains used in the program
can be operated with the Central Control Unit that
accompanies the program, or the unit will interface
with a Macintosh for computer control of the models.
The digital trains act as robots connected to th!! computer, reading output and sending input for evaluation
by the computer. When used in this manner, the trains
offer a reasonably priced external output and input
device. Thus, they can be used to teach computer programming in a recreational setting that an average
learner may find more conductive to learning.
The company also produces the Marklin Digital
Starter Set, a combination of model trains and electronics in a condensed package that offers users a chance to
create a complete layout assembly, wire it and then
write programs to control a multiple number of trains.
$745 retail
.
Marklin, Inc.; PO Box 319; New Berlin, WI 53151;
414-784-8854
Match-On-A-Mac
Educational software to help develop and improve
recognition and association skills
Any Macintosh.
Match-On-A-Mac includes 11 different matching
games designed to help children develop and improve
their recognition and association skills. Children from
preschool through second grade will enjoy the challenge of matching shapes, pictures, numbers, letters
and quantities. The program al.so allows parents to
plan each session and to keep track of their child's
progress. A complete manual with recommended procedures is included in the package.
$39.95 retail
Teach Yourself By Computer Software, Inc.; 349 W.
Commercial St., Ste. 1000; E. Rochester, NY 14445;
716-381-5450
Math Blaster Mystery
Math and problem-solving skills; ages 10 and up
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; System 6.0 or later.
Math Blaster Mystery features four learning activities that cover such skills as solving word problems
and working with positive/negative numbers, fractions, decimals and percents. The program also develops inductive and deductive reasoning skills to help
students determine the best strategy to solve a problem. Other features include: "hint" screens; positive
reinforcement and a printed certificate of excellence;
an editor that leis teachers and parents add their own
math problems; and student recordkeeping. '
$49.95 retail
Davidson & Associates, Inc.; 3135 Kashiwa St.;
Torrance, CA 90505; 213-534-2250 or 800-556-6141
Math Blaster!
Math skill-building for grades 1 to 6; covers addition,
subtraction, multiplication, division, fractions, decimals and percents
·
512K or larger Macintosh, except SE/30 and JI family.
Math Blaster contains more than 600 problems in
addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, fractions, decimals and percents for students ages 6
through 12. The problems, grouped in families of
facts, can be used with four different learning activities including a fast-action arcade game. The program
features an easy-to-use editor that allows parents and
teachers to enter additional problems.
$49.95 retail
Davidson & Associates, Inc.; 3135 Kashiwa St.;
Torrance, CA 90505; 213-534-2250 or 800-556-61 41
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Math Magic
Elementary math skills: counting, addition and subtraction
Macintosh Plus or SE.
Math Magic players (grades Pre-K to 4) catch the
monsters hiding behind the walls in this game that
combines arcade action with counting, addition and
subtraction. Beginners' lessons feature counting
objects with the space bar and progress in steps to
adcling and subtracting numbers as they collect their
monsters or presents. Users choose from six automatic
settings or use "Challenge Upgrade," a You-Control
feature to specify the difficulty of questions: with or
without graphics, carrying, borrowing, number range
(1 to 99), vertical or horizontal presentation and working with two or three component questions. Math
Magic incl4des a complete mouse user interface with
easy-to-use pull-down menus and on-screen buttons.
$49.99 retail
Mindl'lay; 3130 N. Dodge Blvd.; Tucson, AZ 85716;
602-322-6163 or 800-221-7911
Math Rabbit
Teaches early math skills to children ages 3 to 7
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Math Rabbit teaches important early math skills
to children ages 3 to 7. The charming Math Rabbit
character helps children discover the fun of numbers
in a series of four imaginative games under the circus
big top. As they play the games, children will develop
skills in counting, adding, subtracting and recognizing
number relationships and patterns. Complex number
series concepts, such as skip couniing (5, IO, 15, 20),
will additionally stimulate children's thinking skills.
The program includes more than 30 options so that the
games can be made easy or difficult and provide practice on many different math skills.
$59 .95 retail
The Leaming Co.; 6493 Kaiser Dr.; Fremont,
CA 94555; 415-792-2101 or 800-852-2255
The Math Teacher's Workstation
Integrated package of resources for learning mathematics at the secondary or college level
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM.
The Math Teacher's Workstation gives teachers
the capability of drawing "live" in the classroom with
the l\id of a Macintosh and an LCD device. Users can
draw graphing functions and geometric figures, get
dynamic or static presentations, save and reproduce
slides and more.
$149.95 retail
Sterling Swift Software; PO Box 43325; Austin,
TX 78745; 512-280-2431
Math Talk
Talking math program that teaches+,-, x, +functions;
allows students to receive tutorials on their math problems
512K or larger Macintosh, except 11; JmageWrite1:
MathTalk is a mathematics learning program with
built-in speech that helps increase a child's (ages 5 to
13) ability to solve basic addition, subtraction, multiplication and division problems. Leanring modules
include Math Book, which allows a child to enter his
own problems and receive individualized tutorial help;
Talking Calculator, which helps a child solve problems and learn calculator skills; Scores, which keeps a
record of each child's test and game scores; Tabletalk,
which teaches math tables; and Mystery Number,
which allows a child to solve simple math equations
with missing numbers.
$49.95 retail
First Byte, Inc.; 3100 S. Harbor Blvd., Ste. 150; Santa
Ana, CA 92704; 714-432-1740 or 800-523-8070
MathTalk Fractions
Talking math program that teaches fractions, percents
and decimals
512K or larger Macintosh, except 11; JmageWriter.
MathTalk Fractions is a mathematics program in

which Professor Matt A. Matics introduces children,
ages 8 to 15, to the world of fractions, decimals and
percents. Students can enter their own problems as
well as play a variety of games that test their skill and
reinforce the relationship between the three mathematic functions.
$49.95 retail
First Byte, Inc.; 3100 S. Harbor Blvd., Ste. 150; Santa
Ana, CA 92704; 714-432-1740 or 800-523-8070
McGee
Independent exploration
512KE or lwger Macintosh.
McGee is an independent exploration designed
especially for children ages 2 to 4. Rising with the
sun, McGee goes exploring while mom is sleeping.
Because the program contains no words, children can
run the completely mouse-qriven program all by
themselves. Colorful rooms and animated sequences
are drawn from a child's perspective. McGee feeds the
dog, watches TV, bounces a ball, plays with a puppet
and much more - all accompanied by realistic
sounds. Along with knowledge of the computer and a
sense of control over the machine, came confidence, a
sense of discovery and learning for the sheer fun of it. .
$39.95 retail
· Lawrence Productions, Inc.; 1800 S. 35th St.;
Galesburg, MI 49053; 800-421-4157
The Mentor Vl.22
French language teacher
Any Macintosh.
The Mentor checks French words being typed to
see if they conform to the rules of the language and pertain to the program's word banks. If mistakes are made,
\!Sers are shown correct examples and corresponding
niles. The program comes with its own editor. Its word
banks, designed by language specialists, detect common errors encountered in French. Teachers can add
words and explanations to the banks as needed.
$195 to $995 U.S. retail for a complete school license
(average cost is $295)
Avenue Software, Inc.; 2162 Charest Blvd. W; SainteFoy, Quebec, Canada GIN 203; 418-682-3088
Millionaire 1.2; Tycoon; Baron
Stock market, commodities market, real estate
simulations
•
Any Macintosh; external disk drive.
Millionaire allows users to gain introductory
knowledge of the stock market in an entertaining multiplayer simulatjon. The program has all new ·company
and market data. It can be used by one player against
the market or by two players competing against each
other. It also has graphing capabilities, allows players
to "short sell," buy on margin and earn interest on
cash. Tycoon allows user to speculate on future values
of crude oil, gold, pork bellies and more. It provides
comprehensive charts plus vital background on the
commodities market. Baron is a real estate simulation
software program that assists a user in learning the ins
and outs of investing in commercial, residential or
undeveloped property.
$49.95 each retail
Britannica Software; 345 4th St.; San Francisco,
CA 94107; 415-597-5555
Milton On Disk
The complete text of John Milton's poetic works
Any Macintosh; word processing program.
Milton On Disk contains the complete text of
John Milton's poetic works in English, including
Paradise Lost, Paradise Regained and Samson
Agonistes. Users may scan text to find important
words and phrases; print out passages or entire works;
or make their own annotations to the text.
$97 retail
Shakespeare On Disk; Hollow Rd., PO Box 299M;
Clinton Comers, NY 12514; 914-266-5705
Mind Over Mac
Five educational games modeled after popular board
games
Any Macintosh.
Mind Over Mac is comprised of five educational
games, modeled after popular board games, designed
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to encourage skill building and full famijy participation. Programs include: Destroyer, Trivial Intrigue,
Master Code, Third Dimension and On-The-Contrary.
$49.95 retail; Trivial Intrigue, MasterCode, Destroyer,
Third Dimension, On-The-Contrary
Think Educational Software, Inc.; 16 Market St.; PO
Box 5077; Potsdam, NY 13676; 315-265-5636
Musical Words Game
Visual/audio note placement training
Macintosh with I MB of RAM; hard disk drive;
HyperCard.
Musical Words Game, fpr ages 6 to 13, provides a
fun way to learn the names of the lines and spaces on
a musical staff. Students are presented with a series of
notes on a staff. They write in the letter names underneath the notes usijlg the tab' key and the keyboard.
The notes are designed to spell a word. If the students
get the word right, they are rewarded with a pictorial
representation of the word and a tune. If they get it
wrong, the letters in the fields tum into question marks
and they try again.
$5 per staff retail; Treble Clef, Bass Clef
$8 retail; both staves
Sara R. Nussel; 1606 NW 21st St.; Gainesville,
FL 32605; 904-372-0066
The New Electronic Encyclopedia
Comprises all 21 volumes of The Academic American
Encyclopedia
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; Apple or
compatible CD-ROM·drive.
The New Electronic Encyclopedia comprises all
21 volumes, more than 33,000 articles and more than
9 million words of Grolier's 1990 edition of the
Academic American Encyclopedia. It also includes
hundreds of digitized pictures. Articles represent the
full spectrum of general knowledge and are enhanced
by fact boxes, bibliographies and extensive cross
references. The retrieval software, developed by
Online Computer Systems, uses the Macintosh interface to manipulate data and give all users the ability to
stack, sort, size or resize windows.
The New Electronic Encyclopedia features
include: search and retrieval software, which allows
users to ·move easily within the database from one article to another; electronic bookmark, which saves a
user's place for quick access and reference at a later
time; search techniques that are simple to learn and
execute; help screens; and an easy-to-read, step-bystep manual.
$395 retail
$495 retail; special school edition
Grolier Electronic Publishing; Sherman Turnpike;
Danbury, CT 06816; 203-797-3365 or 800-356-5590
NumberMaze
Combines math and mazes; ages 5 to 12
512K or larger Macintosh.
NumberMaze combines the fun of solving mazes
with the task of solving math ~uations. It includes
math levels from simple counting for the youngest
users to multiple digit multiplication and division for
more advanced users. NumberMaze also includes an
innovative word prpplem generator to provide a large
variety of word problems. NumberMaze includes
many different math levels, each may be customized
by a parent or ieacher. Statistics are kept for each student. These reports may be viewed at any time and
'include such facts as percentage of correct answers,
quantity of problems needed to complete a level and
identification of any difficulties.
$49.95 retail
Great Wave Software; 5353 Scotts Valley Dr.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 408-438-1990
Nuts & HyperBolts
Remediates grammar skills; 10th grade and above
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive recommended; HyperCard I .2.2.
Nuts & HyperBolts is designed to remediate
grammar skills that students should have learned in
high school. Using humorous graphics and colloquial
diction, the program contains review lessons for parts
of speech and parts of sentences, and substantial
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tutorials on subject/verb agreement, sentence fragments, comma splices and pronoun reference.
$189.95 retail
Sterling Swift Software; PO Box 43325; Austin,
TX 78745; 512-280-243 1
Once Upon A Time ...
· Desktop publishing for 6 to 12 year olds
512K or larger Macintosh.
Once Upon A Time ... is a desktop publishing program for 6 to 12 year ol(ls. Child(en can design, print
and publish their own illustrated books. This interactive program contains hundreds of graphic images
designed for limitless possibilities for original stories.
Children choose from Main Street, Farm and Safari
settings as they design three-dimensional illustrations
to accompany their own words. While authoring
books from one to 100 pages, chi ldren learn the
important concept of story creation, perspective and
spatial analysis while building important vocabulary,
reading and spelling skills.
$39.95 retail
$79.95 retail; classroom edition
Compu-Teach, Inc.; 78 Olive St.; New Haven,
CT 06511; 800-448-3224
Once Upon A Time... U
Story creation and illustration; ages 6 to 12
512K or larger Macintosh .
Children can design and publish their very own ·
illustrated books using Once Upon A Time ... II. This
program has three new settings that bring fami liar
objects associated with underwater, dinosaurs and forest to a young writer's fingertips. With imagination as
their only guide, learning the importartt concepts of
story creation and illustration become fu n and easy. In
building their illustrations, children learn to deal with
perspective and other spatial relationships. While writing their stories, vocabulary, reading and spelling
skills are enhanced.
$39.95 retail; single edition
$79.95 retail; classroom edition ·
Compu-Teach, Inc.; 78 Olive St.; New Haven,
CT 06511; 800-448-3224
Physics
.
Complements an introductory course in classical
mechanics·
512K or larger Macintosh.
Physics is an innovative "private tutor" that follows a classic curriculum and includes rhore than 300
problems that cover a complete course in classical
mechanics. Using interactive graphics, users can
explore and investigate the basic concepts of physics.
Users can learn how to manipulate vectors, interpret
graphs, answer problems, experiment with velocity
and force and work with kinetic and potential energy
simulations.
$109.95 retail; School Edition
$2 19.95 retail; Lab Pack
$99.95 retail; Consumer
Broderbund Software; 17 Paul Dr.; San Rafael,
CA 94903; 415-492-3500, 800-52 1-6263 or
415-492-3200 (dealers)
Preschool Pack
Color preschool program

Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Preschool Pack teaches children their ABCs
and l 23s in a light and enthusiastic manner by using
color, animation and graphics. Six different lessons
include AlphaWorks, Bar Math, Concentration,
Connect the Dots, Counting 1,2,3 and Shape Works.
$69.95 retail
Nordic Software, Inc.; 3939 N. 48th St.; Lincoln,
NE 68504; 402-466-6502 or 800-228-0417
Pronunciation Tutor With Sound
Teaches correct pronunciation and intonation

Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
HyperCard.

Pronunciation Tutor uses high-quality digitized
sound to help students learn correct pronunciation and
intonation. The programs offer additional information
on what is being demonstrated, including explaining
unusual aspects of pronunciation. It has vowel sounds,
consonants, words and phrases. Languages include
French, Spanish, German and Russian.
$59.95 retail
Gessler Educational Software; 55 W. 13th St.; New
York, NY 1001 I;21'2-627-0099
Puppy Love
Interactive education that teaches beginning level programming concepts
512KE or Macintosh Plus.
Puppy Love is an interactive training program in
which a .u.ser rescues a puppy from a junkyard and
trains it to perform in a national dog show. Once the
puppy learns a variety of tricks, a user can choreograph routines for it to use in competition. While
training the puppy, a user is actually learning some of
the fundamental concepts of computer programming,
such as writing routines and subroutines, debugging
and creating loops.
$29.95 retail
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.; Rte. 128; Reading,
MA 01867; 617-944-3700
The Puzzle Storybook
Helps children build early problem-solving skills;
ages 3 to 8
512K or larger Macintosh.
Zug the Megasaur is back with The Puzzle
Storybook for young children. Combining language
arts activities with geometric shapes and visual discrimination projects, Zug leads children through a
graphic playground presenting many learning opportunities. A child learns to build scenes from Zug's
Picture Library, solve tile and geometric shaped puzzles, write stories and hear them spoken, decode
unknown words, practice visual discrimination skills
and solve problems.
$39.95 retail
First Byte, Inc.; 3100 S. Harbor Bl,;d., Ste. 150; Santa
Ana, CA 92704; 714-432- 1740 or 800-523-8070
Queue Educational Software
Reading, spelling, vocabulary, grammar and usage,
creative writing, foreign languages, world geography
and history, law and government, economics and sociology, math, health education, test preparation, business skills

Any Macintosh .
Queue offers more than I00 educational programs
in a number of categories, such as Reading Readiness,
Reading Comprehension, Reading in the Content
Area, Reading and Spelling, Spelling and Vocabulary,
Grammar and Usage, Creative Writing, Foreign
Languages, World Geography and History, Law and
Government, Economics and Sociology, Math
Readiness, Algebra, Advanced Math, Health
Education, Test Preparation and Business Skills.
$24.95 to $395 retail
Queue, Inc.; 338 Commerce Dr.; Fairfield, CT 06430;
203-335-0908 or 800-232-2224
Reader Rabbit
Builds early reading and thinking skills; ages 3 to 7

Macintosh Plus or large1:
Reader Rabbit teaches children, ages 3 to 7, how
to recognize, remember and spell more than 200 threeletter words with four carefully sequenced games. .
High-quality graphics with entertaining sound and
music effects reinforce reading, spelling and vocabulary skills. To use Reader Rabbit, children use the
mouse to point and click at words, letters and pictures.
Picture menus assist in game selection and pull-down
menus offer help and alternative game options at any
time during play. The program includes a speech
option that allows children to hear a computer-generated voice pronounce words as they appear on the
screen. Reader Rabbit is customizable so readers can
learn at their own pace.
$59.95 retail
The Learning Co.; 6493 Kaiser Dr.; Fremont,
CA 94555; 415-792-2101or800-852-2255

RoboMath
Mathematics

Macintosh Plus or SE.
RoboMath uses arcade-style action to inspire
"robo-mathematicians" (3rd to 8th grade) to practice
multiplication and division as they close down trashbot
factories. Players choose from quick answer methods
or use the screen to work out more difficult problems.
Challenge Upgrade, a you-control feature, includes
performance summaries and options for customizing
math questions: number of digits, number range,
regrouping, remainders, decimals and times table. The
program includes a complete mouse user interface with
easy-to-use pull-down menus and on-screen buttons.
$49.99 retail
·
MindPlay; 3130 N. Dodge Blvd.; Tucson, AZ 857 16;
602-322-6163 or 800-221-7911
Safaree Stan
Math adventure game

Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard 1.2 or later.
Safaree Stan teaches young children math by letting them play with wild animals and restless natives
that block Stall's way as he searches for King
Solomon's lost gold. A child must correctly answer
math question to win. The questions can be customized to a child's skill level. The game can also be
printed for use as coloring books. Macintalk is included.
$15 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 2320 I 9; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 800-888-7667
SAT Complete
Test-score improvement

Any Macintosh.
SAT Complete is a comprehensive computeraided preparation for the SAT. It includes three sections: Math, Verbal and Practice Exam. Subject areas
range from algebraic and geometric problems, to reading comprehension and vocabulary. All material is
displayed on.screen. A tutorial section explains each
answer and the best way to arrive at it. Simulated test
scores on the 800 scale indicate how a user would
liave done on the actual exams.
$99.95 retail
Spinnaker Software Corp.; 1 Kendall Sq.; Cambridge,
MA 02139; 617-494-1200, 800-826-0706 (customers) or 800-323-8088 (dealers)
Say & See
Speech processing software
512K or larger Macintosh ; digitizing peripheral for

speech input; microphone or audiotape deck.
Say & See is real-time, speaker independent
speech processing software that is intended for use in
speech therapy, language training or other articulation
therapy settings. It displays an animated cross-section
of the vocal tract so users can see how they have pronounced a word or phrase and compare that to a correctly produced image. The program shows the
movement of the tongue, teeth and lips of the speaker
as a word is pronounced.
Call for ordering information
Interactive Leaming Materials; PO Drawer S;
Katonah, NY 10536; 914-232-4682
Search For Your Israeli Cousin
Provides information about the history and geography
of the land of Israel
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; HyperCard.
Search For Your Israeli Cousin is a HyperCard
stack that provides useful and important information
about the history and geography of the land of Israel
with detailed graphics, digitized sound and helpful
text. The program features information about the
major cities and towns of Israel, and is designed for
the entire family. Included with the program is a guide
book that provides additional information, maps and
travel tips about visiting the Holy Land.
$49.95 retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843;
Chicago, IL 60611; 312-944-4070
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Shakespeare On Disk
Includes the plays and sonnets of William
Shakespeare
Any Macintosh; word processing program.
Shakespeare On Disk contains the complete text of
Wtlliam Shakespeare's plays and sonnets. Users may
scan text to find important words and phrases, prepare
and print out dramatic scripts with their own alterations
and stage directions, perfonn analyses, compare
vocabulary and speeches among several plays, print
copies of plays or collections of passages and intersperse their own comments in Shakespeare's text or
intersperse Shakespeare's comments into their text.
$350 retail; Complete Set (37 plays plus sonnets)
$175 retail; Twenty Favorite Plays
·
$75 retail; Seven Great Tragedies
Shakespeare On Disk; Hollow Rd., PO Box 299M;
Clinton Corners, NY 12514; 914-266-5705
Sky Travel
Educational tool that lets users explore the universe
512K or larger Macintosh.
Sky Travel is an astrology program for the novice
or expert star finder. The program allows a user to
view any portion of the night sky and move the view,
view skies from l 2,000 years in the past to 8,000
years in the future, set the program's clock and
observe how the stars react to changes in time, plot
star maps and trace constellations and emulate solar
and lunar eclipses and all phases of the moon.
$69.95 retail
Microlliusions; 17408 Chatsworth St.; Granada Hills,
CA 91344; 818-360-3715
SI)lart Eyes
Speed reading
512K, 512KE or Macintosh Plus.
Smart Eyes is an exercise program for fast reading. It is designed to increase comprehension while
increasing speed.
$49.95 retail
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.; Rte. 128; Reading,
MA 01867; 617-944-3700
Smart Words
Vocabulary building
512K, 512KE or Macintosh Plus.
Smart Words are designed to build vocabulary.
Each menu-driven program contains 300 selected
words and a variety of exercises. College Prep
Vocabulary includes many words that are found on
standardized college placement examinations to give a
student an edge in the competitive college admissions
process. Essential Business Vocabulary includes some
of the most common! y used and misused words at the
professional level.
$49.95 each retail; College Prep Vocabulary, Essential
Business Vocabulary
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.; Rte. 128; Reading,
MA 01867; 617-944-3700
Spanish The Easy Way
Computer-assisted language learning program
512K or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive.
Spanish The Easy Way is a computer-assisted language learning program that emphasizes basic first
year Spanish grammar points and uses vocabulary
equivalency drills, fill-in-the-blanks, multiple choice,
reading comprehension and scrambled sentence exercise fonnats.
$39.95 retail
Gessler Educational Software; 55 W. 13th St.; New
York, NY 10011; 212-627-0099
Speed Learning
Improves reading and typing skills
512KE or larger Macintosh .
Speed Learning contains four programs to help
improve a user's reading and typing skills. MacSprint
helps users increase reading speed and comprehension. Flaming Fingers helps to increase typing skills.

Two other bonus programs are for fun and enjoyment.
$29.95 retail
MindCraft Publications Corp.; 52 Domino Dr.;
Concord, MA 01742; 508-371-1660
Speed Reader
Improves reading speed and comprehension
512K or larger Macintosh, except SE/30 and II family.
Speed Reader is a reading development course
designed by reading.specialists. It contains six activities designed to sharpen perception, increase eye span
and improve peripheral vision. Speed Reader features
35 reading selections, comprehension tests, optional
sound effects and color. A built-in editor pennits entry
and grade-level analysis of additional reading material.
Additional data disks are available for upper elementary, intennediate, high school and college/adult levels.
$49.95 retail
Davidson & Associates, Inc.; 3135 Kashiwa St.;
Torrance, CA 90505; 213-534-2250 or 800-556-6141
Speed Spanish
Language instruction
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard 1.2 or later.
The Speed Spanish course covers six strategies to
improve a user 's Spanish skills.
$20 retail
·
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 800-888-7667
Speller Bee
Talking spelling tool; students can receive a complete
tutorial on their own spelling lists
512K or larger Macintosh, except II; 1mageWriter.
Speller Bee uses SmoothTalker speech technology
to provide children, ages 5 to 12, with a talking
spelling tool. The program contains pre-entered
spelling lists that also allow for user-defined words.
The program assists a user until they have successfully spelled each word correctly. It then provides a practice spelling bee to test a user's skill. In addition, a
user can use the spelling lists to play three games that
hide, scramble and change words until they are spelled
correctly.
$49.95 retail
First Byte, Inc.; 3100 S. Harbor Blvd., Ste. 150; Santa
Ana, CA 92704; 714-432-1740 or 800-523-8070
Springboard Educational Software
Learning games
512KE or larger Macintosh .
Early Games for Young Children, ages 2 to 6, is a
collection of eight different learning games that teach
a child a variety of basic skills and provide a fun introduction to computer learning. Children learn to distinguish shapes, recognize letters, say the alphabet,
count, add and subtract. A picture menu allows children to use the program without adult supervision.
Easy as ABC, ages 3 to 6, is comprised of five games
that introduce the alphabet in a variety of fun and
engaging ways. Children learn to recognize letters, put
them in alphabetical order and match upper and lower
case. Increasingly helpful hints gradually lead children
to the right answer. A picture menu allows children to
select any of the five games and play without adult
supervision.
$29.95 each retail; Early Games for Young Children
(ages 2 to 6), Easy as ABC (ages 3 to 6)
Springboard Software; 7808 Creekridge Cir.;
Minneapolis, MN 55435; 612-944-3915 or
800-445-4780
Star Finder
HyperCard window on the stars
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
HyperCard 1.2.2.
StarFinder is a personal HyperCard window on the
stars. It is a data-packed stack with more than 9,000
cards - one for each of the naked-eye visible stars.
With StarFinder, users can probe the massive collection of infonnation (more than 3.1 MB) with ease.
Users simply click on a star in one of the 32 detailed
star charts and, in less than a second, StarFinder will
locate it in the catalog. Stars can be searched by name
or constellations and StarFinder will show them on
the sky.
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$79 retail
Brains Software; PO Box 1013; Cambridge,
MA 02140; 617-471-7328
State-Smart HyperCard Stack V2.0
Graphic U.S. geography database
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; two BOOK
disk drive~; hard disk drive recommended.
State-Smart HyperCard Stack is a feature-packed
electronic U.S. atlas that includes more than 170
national, regional and state maps. For each state, users
get a linked infonnation card listing capital, area, population, counties and more, a beautiful rendering of
the topographical features of that state, major city
locations and insets of densely populated areas and
elevation contours. Navigation is easy- a click of
the mouse zooms in or out, or moves to a neighboring
state or a different type of map. Version 2.0 includes a
teachers' project guide and an automatic quiz.
Customization is easy - users just select a menu item
and a blank map appears. State-Smart features animated buttons and sound effects. It is not copy protected.
$75 retail
HyPerFonnance; PO Box 1591; Corvallis,
OR 97339; 503-758-3429
Stepping Stones Bonus Pack (Levels I & II)
Fundamental math and reading
512K or larger Macintosh.
Stepping Stones is a set of two programs that
offer the fundamentals of learning in an entertaining
way. Level I, for ages 2 to 4, includes three multilevel
programs to teach children the alphabet, number and
word recognition and counting and spelling skills.
This section familiarizes children with basic concepts
through animated graphics and interaction.
Level II, for ages 5 to 7, includes three multilevel
programs to teach children word recognition, reading
context and addition and sentence construction skills.
This level also includes animated graphics and
interaction.
$49.95 retail
$99.95 retail; classroom edition
Compu-Teach, Inc.; 78 Olive St.; New Haven,
CT 06511; 800-448-3224
StomateTutor
HyperCard tutorial on gas exchange in plants
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
StomateTutor is a HyperCard tutorial on gas
exchange in plants. This program uses hypertext and
animation to present original biological engineering
research in a manner suitable for both lower and upper
division courses. The instructional module discusses
the structural aspects of guard cell defonnation, the
relation of diffusion rate to pore size and spacing, the
dynamics of transient pore opening and the physical
basis for an endogenous rhythm of the stomates (i.e., a
periodic pore oscillation in a completely non-varying
environment). Implications for water use efficiency in
crop production are discussed.
$19.95 retail
Cooke Publications; 221 Langmuir Lab; Cornell
Business & Technology Park; Ithaca, NY 14850;
607-257-8148, 800-482-4438, ext. 15 or ·
800-435-4438, ext. 15 in NY
Swift Math Knowledge
Remediates mathematics.that all high school graduates should know
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive recommended; HyperCard 1.2.2.
Swift Math Knowledge is an extensive
HyperCard program designed to remediate the mathematics that all high school graduates should know. It
covers the concepts of fundamentals of mathematics,
algebra and geometry that should have been accomplished in high school. Features include: diagnostic
and mastery based testing with the score being set by
the instructor (if desired); tutorial lessons; map and
calendar enable students to know where they have
been and where they are going; glossary for hard to
remember tenns; immediate feedback;
animation/sound; reference for hard to remember formulas and facts; and objectives for all lessons.

Personal & Home/
Education
Volume I, Computational Programs for the Mind,
is a four-disk set that covers digits and nwnbers, four
concepts{+,-, x, +),grouping symbols, primes and
factors, powers and roots, representing fractions, relating fractions, fraction operations, decimal representations, decimal operations, word problems/strategies
and practice problems, ratio, proportion and percent
and area and volume formulas.
·
. Volume Il, Geometry Concepts, is a two-disk set
that.covers parallel lines, congruence, similarity,
deductive reasoning, etc.
Volume Ill, Algebra Concepts, is a two-disk set
that covers linear equations and inequalities, quadratics, graphing, etc.
$139.95 retail; Volwne I
Sterling Swift Software; PO Box 43325; Austin,
TX 78745; 512-280-2431
SwiftNotes
Research notes
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; HyperCard
1.2.2 or later.
SwiftNotes gives users the capability of taking
research notes on the Macintosh, collecting them, sorting them and generally messaging them any way
desired. It also gives users the capability of copying
these notes to the Clipboard, opening up a word processor and pasting the selections into a paper.
$44.95 retail
Sterling Swift Software; PO Box 43325; Austin,
TX 78745; 512-280-2431
Talking Tiles
Talking tutor spells, sounds out and pronounces words
with perfect lip articulation
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
Talking Tiles, with its endlessly patient, friendly
Talking Tutor, offers an engrossing, fun way to learn
reading and spelling. The lifelike speech, lip movements and facial expressions of the Tutor encourage
learners to imitate what they see and to experiment
with phonics, inventing their own words or spelling
out favorites - then having the Tutor say or sound
out the words. When a letter tile is moved to the
spelling surface, the Tutor pronounces the letter name
or sound. Letters glow or are underlined to show
which letters correspond to certain sounds and why.
This intuitive program lets students play with letters
and words without intensive training or supervision. It
also includes selecting options the Tutor will use to
meet individual student needs.
$49.95 retail
Bright Star Technology, Inc.; 1450 114th Ave. SE, Ste.
200; Bellevue, WA 98004; 206-451-3697
Ted Bear Discovers Rainy Day Games
Educational games that help develop the ability to
concentrate, use strategy and read
Any Macintosh, except JI.
Rainy Day Garnes includes three classic card
games, Concentration, Old Maid and Go Fish, to help
a child develop the ability to concentrate and use strategy. Colorful, action-oriented graphics make words
interesting and reinforce their meaning, encouraging a
child's desire to read. Three skill levels are included.
$34.95 retail
Baudville; 5380 52nd St. SE; Grand Rapids,
MI 49512; 616-698-0888
ThinkFast
Memory improvement
Any Macintosh, except SE/30 and II.
ThinkFast is designed to improve short- and longterm memory. Students can strengthen their ability to
retain verbal and numeric information, as well as
abstract and visual information.
$39.95 retail
BrainPower, Inc.; 30497 Canwood St., Ste. 201;
Agoura Hills, CA 91301; 818-707-1712 or
800-345-0519

Time Table Of Science And Innovation
History of scientific development
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM (2 MB recommended); CD-ROM drive; HyperCard 1.2.2.
Time Table Of Science And Innovation, a
HyperCard stack designed for K-12 schools and higher education (as well as the Mac enthusiast), includes
more than 6,000 stories that trace the events that led to
the high technology society enjoyed by users today.
The stories are linked with special graphics
enhancements,"animations and sound. Special graphics features include a zoom-in map, the periodic table,
geological and archaeological timelines, a notable
quotes link, an illustration of the electromagnetic
spectrum, a Schumpeter economic cycles graph and a
dynamic illustration of achievements in aviation.
$185 retail
$165 retail; educational discount
$35 retail; update for 1988 subscribers
Xiphias; 8758 Venice Blvd.; Los Angeles, CA 90034;
213-841-2790
TimeMasters
Teaches clock, calendar and time concepts to children
ages 6 to 10
512K or larger Macintosh.
TimeMasters is an educational program that
allows young children, ages 6 to 10, to explore time in
different ways, learning and progressing at their own
speed. Children can manipulate clocks and calendars
on the screen or review different lessons about time
and calendars. Tests and rewards are provided for
motivation. Time of day and seasons are emphasized
by entertaining graphics. The program teaches about
clocks and calendars, hours and minutes, days and
weeks, months and years. Some holidays are included
on the calendar and children can add their own birthdays.
$39.95 retail
Great Wave Software; 5353 Scotts Valley Dr.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 408-438-1990
Ulpan Davka
Hebrew vocabulary with digitized sound
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive; hard
disk drive; HyperCard.
Ulpan Davka is a Hebrew vocabulary program
that works with HyperCard. The program features digitized sound and allows a user to view 500 different
Hebrew words, with or without Hebrew vowels, translation and transliteration. New word sets can be added,
and the program features a special testing mode.
$39.95 retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843;
Chicago, IL 60611; 312-944-4070
Unicorn Educational Software
Mathematics, language arts, reading comprehension,
memory skills, letter recognition
Any Macintosh.
Decimal Dungeon is an arcade-style decimal
game that includes tutorials covering addition, subtraction, multiplication, division of decimals, conversion of decimals to fractions and vice versa and
conversion of decimals to percents and vice versa.
Fraction Action is an arcade-style fraction game
that includes tutorials covering addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division of fractions on three difficulty levels.
The Wonderful World of the Animal Kingdom
teaches children about the animal kingdom while
developing their language arts, reading comprehension, discrimination and memory skills. Graphics
depict animals from the various zoological species.
Six educational activities are included.
MacRobots contains five talking learning games
with animated graphics. They are designed to teach
children upper and lowercase letter recognition, introduce the concept of subtraction, counting, adding
sums to nine and use of the mouse in a robot construction set. An interactive nursery tale is included.
Math Wizard lets children practice addition, subtraction, multiplication and division on three difficulty
levels. It includes four math activities with animated
graphics, as well as word problems.
Read-A-Rama is a two-disk talking program that

includes five learning activities. The program teaches
word recognition and includes a spelling builder system that allows parents to enter their own lists of 10
words each. A concentration-type memory game and
reading game are included.
$49.95 each retail; Decimal Dungeon (ages 9 and up),
Fraction Action (ages 8 and up), Animal Kingdom
(ages 6 to 12), MacRobots (ages preschool to 6), Math
Wizard (ages 5 to 13)
$59.95 retail; Read-A-Rama (ages 5 to 8)
Unicom Software Co.; 2950 E. Flamingo Rd., #B; Las
Vegas, NV 89121; 702-737-8862
Venture Magazine's Business Simulator
Business simulation for building better business skills
512KE or larger Macintosh; two disk drives; or one
BOOK disk drive and hard disk drive.
Venture Magazine's Business Simulator is a
sophisticated business simulation software product that
teaches a user the business of business. By making
yearly decisions as the CEO of a manufacturing company, a user develops a strategy to beat competitors
while learning about finance, marketing and operations. The game pits five companies against each other .
in the manufacturing and marketing of up to three new
products. One or two people can play, with the computer calling the shots for the remaining companies.
$69. 95 retail
Strategic Management Group, Inc.; Products Division;
3624 Market St.; Philadelphia, PA 19104;
215-387·-4000 or 800-445-7089
Verb Tutor With Sound
Conversational-type sentences drill users on 20 verbs
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive ;
HyperCard.
Verb Tutor contains 200 real-life conversationaltype sentences that drill users on 20 verbs. Using
Hypertext capability, users can check the conjugation
of all tenses for the verb they are working on, see a
translation of the sentences, go to a reference on the
rule for aspectual and tense usage, check their answer,
request a grammar explanation of the correct answer
and hear the sentence pronounced. The program is
ideal for working on oral comprehension, as well as
verb conjugation. Languages available include French,
Spanish, German and Russian.
$59.95 retail
Gessler Educational Software; 55 W. 13th St.; New
York, NY 10011; 212-627-0099
VideoCards Release 2.0
Videodisc-based science education database
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM; hard disk drive;
Pioneer W-V4200 videodisc player; LaserTalk interface cable; video monitor; HyperCard.
VideoCards is a multimedia database that accesses thousands of still frames and hundreds of motion
clips from videodiscs in biology, earth science (geology and meteorology), physical science (physics and
chemistry) and astronomy.
With the program a user can: control videodisc
player functions directly from a Macintosh via an animated "control panel"; instantly access thousands of
data cards, each paired with a photograph, diagram,
text frame or movie clip on the videodisc; perform
rapid, full-text searches and follow or create links
between related terms and concepts; explore or plot
entirely new paths through the visual and textual
information; and create custom stacks, such as tours,
learning activities or games, which utilize visuals from
the videodisc.
Call for pricing; part of "The Living Textbook" multimedia library
optical Data Corp.; 30 Technology Dr.; Warren,
NJ 07060; 201-668-0022 or 800-524-2481
Vietnam Remembered
Vietnam history
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; CD-ROM
player.
.
Vietnam Remembered features facts, figures and
color images that bring history to life. The disc
includes the entire Vietnam Memorial database (the
Wall in Washington, D.C.), sequence of battles, special and general operation orders, major unit histories
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Education
and medals and awards.
$99 retail
Wayzata Technology, Inc.; PO Box .87; 16221 Main
Ave. SE; Prior Lake, MN 55372; 612-447-7321 or
800-735-7321
Whodunit
Improves French, Spanish, German language skills
512K or larger Macimosh .
Whodunit is an educational program designed to
improve French, Spanish or German language skills
while inviting a user to solve a mystery. Intended for
use by beginning and intermediate language students,
the program presents a student with a scenario in a target language. To solve the mystery, a player must
select the correct responses to questions posed by the
program, in the foreign language they are studying.
$39.95 retail; French, Spanish or German version
Oessler Educational Software; 55 W. 13th St.; New
York, NY 10011; 212-627-0099
Word Attack!
Vocabulary building program with synthesized speech
capability
512K or larger Macintosh , except SE/30 and II family.
Word Attack is a vocabulary building program
with five graphic activities including an exciting
arcade-style game to reinforce learning. Six hundred
seventy-five words with sentences illustrating usage
are presented on nine different levels for students frorri
grades 4 through 12. There are 27 word lists that
include adjectives, verbs and nouns. The program
takes advantage of the Macintosh's capability for synthesized speech. As each word is displayed on the
screen, a student hears the correct pronunciation.
Other program features include help screens, optional
mouse or keyboard control, positive reinforcement,
record keeping and printout capability for data files
and scores.
$49 .95 retail
Davidson & Associates, Inc.; 3135 Kashiwa St.;
Torrance, CA 90505; 213-534-2250 or 800-556-6141
Word Quest
Animated HyperCard spelling adventure
Macintosh Plus or largef.
Word Quest is an animated spelling adventure
"game." It teaches children to spell by guiding them
through a series of castles, caves and passages in the
quest to find the five enchanted words that will free
the love!y maiden from the hands of the evil Ice
Witch. As children explore the passages in search of
the enchanted words, fiery dragons, ice demons and
other fanciful characters add unexpected turns of
events and delights that make spelling practice fun.
Three levels of spelling lists are included.
$59.95 retail
Nordic Software, Inc.; 3939 N. 48th St.; Lincoln,
NE 68504; 402-466-6502 or 800-228-0417
Word Torture
Vocabulary drill
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
HyperCard.
Word Torture is a randomized vocabulary drill
with 1,400 to 1,600 verbs, nouns, adjectives, adverbs,
etc. It can be used as a drill (users can type in translations from a target language to English or vice versa)
or as flash cards. The program can keep score and
quiz users on missed words. Users can create drill sets
of different sizes. An editor is included. Languages
include French, Spanish, German and Russian.
$39 .95 retail
Gessler Educational Software; 55 W. 13th St.; New
York, NY 10011; 212-627-0099
WordPlay
Educational crossword puzzle construction and play
Any Macintosh .
WordPlay is an educational crossword puzzle construction and playing application that comes with

more than 70 crossword puzzles. The furnished puzzles have varying degrees or levels of difficulty, from
kids puzzles to advanced Sunday Best puzzles. Users
can construct puzzles of any size from 4 by 4 to 23 by
23 squares, and they need not be square. Users can
also print a puzzle they are creating at any stage in its
construction, with or without the clues. WordPlay also
lets users save the solution of the puzzle they have in
progress to disk, so they can complete it later.
$49.95 retail
Palantir, Inc.; 4455 S. Padre Island Dr., Ste. 43;
Corpus Christi, TX 78411; 512-854-8787
Zihua Morse 2.0
Morse code instruction
512K or larger Macintosh .
Zihua Morse is designed to teach the Morse code
to beginners and to improve the accuracy and speed of
advanced users. Characters are sent at a high rate with
longer than normal pauses between characters. As a
user becomes more familiar with the Morse code, the
spaces between the characters can be shortened. As
characters are generated, a listener can transcribe the
characters on paper. Alternatively, characters may be
typed at the keyboard and the program will keep track
of the accuracy and timing statistics for each session.
Users who purchase the speech version can use the
speech synthesizer to read the characters back for an
accuracy check.
$39.95 retail; non-speech version
$65 retail; speech version
Zihua; PO Box 51601; Pacific Grove, CA 93950;
408-372-0155

Personal & Home/
Genealogy
Family Heritage File
Full-featured genealogy management system
512K or larger Macintosh ; external disk drive or
hard disk drive recommended.
Family Heritage File is a full-featured genealogical management system for professional or personal
use.
.
The program records vital statistics (names: surname and three given names, plus title; dates: day,
month and year fields that allow year duals and
approximate dates; and places: four place levels
allowed for each place entry), historical information
and documentation sources and unlimited history
notes for each individual entered into the system. The
system also groups families, allowing a researcher to
link related individuals. A genealogist can search
pedigree lines and display or print graphic family
group records and pedigree charts. FHF can also sort
and print numerous lists of information, such as the
names of individuals who have been entered in the
system, in alphabetical order or in the order \)f the
index number automatically assigned to them by the
system.
Family Heritage File includes comprehensive
documentation and a thorough index. It is fully relational and is not copy protected.
$149 retail; dealer prices available
Starcom Microsystems; 25 West 1480 North; Orem,
UT 84057; 801-225-1480
Family Roots Version 1.5
Genealogy
512K or larger Macintosh.
Family Roots is a genealogy research program
that maintains a detailed history of any family and
prints descendant charts, pedigree charts and other
forms.
The database stores birth, death, address, parents,
children, spouses and notes, as well as custom information. It will search under any criteria, which
enables users to pinpoint family movements during
certain time periods or from one location to another.
$180 retail
Quinsept, Inc.; PO Box 216; Lexington, MA 02173;
617-641-2930 or 800-637-7668
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HeartWood
Genealogical software
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard 1.2.1 or later.
HeartWood is genealogical software for both the
serious researcher and the novice. The program draws
real interactive graphical family trees; not confusing
lists of names, but easily understood icons of people
and their relationships. HeartWood transparently creates and maintains all links among family members. It
handles multiple spouses and an unlimited number of
children. With HeartWood and HyperCard, users can
maintain valuable information on a family, including
text, pictures and voice.
$65 retail; information and free demo available
HeartWood Software, Inc.; PO Box 5190; BayView
Station; Bridgeport, CT 06610; 203-374-7481
HyperGene
Genealogy
Macintosh Plus or larger.
HyperGene is a genealogy program that keeps
track of relatives by bloodline or marriage. The program enables a user to maintain, store and display
information such as alias, spellings, landholdings, military history, artifacts, documentation, bibliographies
and family antidotes. Ancestors and descendents can
be viewed or printed in a tree format from the point of
view of any subject.
·
$89 retail
CompServCo; 1921 Corporate Sq.; Slidell,
LA 70458; 504-649-0484 or 800-272-5533
Life History Disk
Produces significant life histories
Any Macintosh; MacWrite, Microsoft Word or other
word processor.
Life History includes a professional life history
format that lists all the areas in life where a user may
have had life experiences, and is designed to help a
person prepare a significant life history. The life history format was specifically designed for people from
all religions, ethnic and cultural walks of life. It uses a
combination of chronological and subject format.
Major subject headings include: My Ancestry and
Heritage (four generations), Early Childhood,
Elementary School Years, Junior High School Years,
High School Years, College Years, Special Service,
Military Service, My Marriage and Family, Adult
Years and Life Lessons/Religious.
Also included on the disk are instructions on how
to keep a personal journal and numerous decorative
fonts.
$19.95 retail (dealer prices available)
Starcom Microsystems; 25 West 1480 North; Orem,
UT 84057; 801-225-1480
MacGene
Genealogy; family history
512K or larger Macintosh .
Users can automate their family album with
charts, statistics and folklore. MacGene combines the
speed of a genealogical database with the flexibility of
a word processor and the graphics of a drawing pack. age. Users can use the records contained in MacGene,
or design their own fields, searches, reports, etc.
Features include: auto linkage, generation, external
files and is publish ready.
$145 retail
$25 retail; demo
Applied Ideas, Inc.; PO Box 3225; Manhattan Beach,
CA 90266; 213-545-2996
MacGenogram
Graphic utility for producing genograms
Any Macintosh .
MacGenogram is a specialized family tree used
by psychologists and family therapists for mapping
family patterns. It was designed to help mental health
professionals diagram the patterns of the families they
treat, based on symbols and conventions used in
Monica McGoldrick and Randy Gerson 's book,
Genograms In Family Assessment.
A MacDraw-like toolbox contains all the conventional genogram symbols. By using these symbols, a
user can construct genograms that go back as far as
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wanted. Genograms may be of any size and printed
out over multiple pag~ .
MacGenogram also allows a user to add text to
the genogram, label relationships and triangles, and
designate who lives in whose household. The
genograms can also be exported to MacDraw and
many other graphic programs.
$80 retail
Humanware; 2908 Nancy Creek Rd. NW; Atlanta,
GA 30327; 404-352-3871

Personal & ,H ome/
Nutritional & Health Software
The 8-Week Cholesterol Cure
Helps users create reduced-cholesterol menus
512K or larger Macintosh; two 400K disk drives or
one 400K disk drive and hard disk drive.
The 8-Week Cholesterol Cure, based on a book of
the same name by Robert Kowalski, allows users to
develop daily menus that meet their individual goals
for cholesterol, fat, protein, carbohydrate and calorie
intake.
Besides dietary information on more than 300
foods, including brand-name products, the program
can be customized with additional items. After entering foods into the daily menu, software users receive a
nutritional breakdown of each item, along with a total
for any given period.
$39.95 retail; includes book
Disk-Count Software, Inc.; 1751 W. County Rd. B,
Ste. 107; St. Paul, MN 55113; 612-633-0730
Dietician
Nutritional information
512K or larger Macintosh .
Dietician is a program that puts valuable nutritional information at a user's fingertips and allows the
playing of nutritional what-if by food, meal, menu and
recipe.
Users may examine 23 nutrient values of 778
foods, expandable to 1,500 foods. As many as five
meals per menu, seven menus per diet and unlimited
diets can be composed. A food database can be
searched by nine food exchange groups; seven meal
names; nine meal courses; 24 types of food; or by low,
medium or high values of calories, carbohydrates, proteins, fats, cholesterol and sodium.
Dietician will print a detailed menu, with nutrient
totals calculated by food, meal and menu.
$94.95 retail
Alsoft, Inc.; PO Box 927; Spring, TX 77383;
713-353-4090
FamilyCare Software
Medical diagnostic aid that helps parents pinpoint and
treat their children's medical problems
512K or larger Macintosh; one 400K disk drive.
FamilyCare Software is a comprehensive medical
diagnostic program that gives parents and teachers
peace of mind when dealing with the health problems
of newborns through teenagers.
The program questions a user the same way a
physician would, ruling out serious problems first,
then moving to less severe problems. Based on a
child's complaint or an index of 650 items, a user
selects one of 46 medical areas of interest. The computer begins asking yes/no questions about symptoms
and, depending on how these questions. are answered,
it will give recommendations on whether to seek a
physician's care or to provide specified treatment and
medications right in a user 's home or school.
More than 1,500 questions and recommendations
are provided.
$99 retail
Lundin Laboratories, Inc.; 29451 Greenfield Rd., Ste.
216; Southfield, MI 48076; 313-559-4560 or
800-426-8426

Fast Food Calculator
Fast food nutrition education stack
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; two BOOK
floppy disk drives; hard disk drive recommended;
HyperCard.
The Fast Food Calculator provides nutrient information for foods from fast food restaurants and compares the content of the foods with individual nutrient
requirements.
The program takes a user to seven different fast
food restaurants. Nutrient information is provided for
the meal or for single food items. The nutrient content
of the foods or meal is compared with a user 's requirements based on the RDA for both sexes and different
age groups. A bar graph makes interpretation of the
nutrient data easy. Clearly written information on each
nutrient and its functions in the body is included for
comprehensive nutrition education.
$15 retail
Print And Graphics Educational Systems (PAGES);
450 Taraval St., #235; San Francisco, CA 94116;
415-665-3924
The Healthy Home CookStack
Recipes designed to establish healthy eating habits
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM; BOOK disk drive;
HyperCard.
The Healthy Home CookStack is a HyperCard
stack that has been prepared to assist Macintosh users
in establishing healthy eating habits. Each of the 70
recipes included in the stack has been taste tested, and
full nutritional information is listed for each. This
information includes calories, fat, protein, cholesterol
and sodium per serving. All of the recipes include full
ingredient lists and detailed cooking instructions.
$30 retail
SanSoft; 892 E. Quail Pl.; Highlands Ranch, .
co 80126
Jewish Computer Cookbook
Kosher recipes
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; HyperCard.
The Jewish Computer Cookbook features hundreds of tasty, exotic Kosher recipes in a HyperCard
stack. The program contains a wide variety of recipes,
ranging from traditional Jewish holiday fare to exotic,
gourmet recipes from around the world. The program
automatically calculates recipe amounts and recipes
can be searched by categories or ingredients. Recipes
can be printed out and users may add their own
recipes.
$39.95 retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843;
Chicago, IL 60611 ; 312-944-4070
Macnutriplan
Diel/nutrition analysis
512K or larger Macintosh.
Macnutriplan allows users to compare foods for
nutritional content by referring to a built-in directory .
of more than 400 common foods. The analysis
includes 21 nutrients consisting of protein, carbohydrates, fats, cholesterol, fibre, vitamins and minerals.
Each listing in the directory or database includes
caloric and nutritional content information obtained
from official USDA literature and other publications.
An additional 200 foods can be added to the database.
The program provides a running tally on screen of
a planned meal's caloric content. Maximum values
may be set that sound an alarm when values are
exceeded of calories and a user's choice of any two
nutrients, such as cholesterol, saturated fat, vitamin B6, potassium, etc.
$75 retail
Micromedx Computer Software Corp.; 187 Gardiners
Ave.; Levittown, NY 11756; 800-535-3438
Nutri-Calc
Diet and nutritional analysis
Any Macintosh, except 11.
Nutri-Calc is a nutritional analysis program that
tracks and analyzes eight nutrients and has a database
of more than 900 foods. The program compares the
nutrients in a diet to the most recent government
guidelines.

The foods database includes a wide variety of
items from the USDA's Handbook #8. It also has fast
foods. The program may be modified to meet an individual's needs. The program has space for 983 foods.
Other features include: history plotting, energy
sources window, quantity adjustments, user help feature, one to seven day averaging and sorting by
nutrient.
$65 retail
Camde Corp.; 4435 S. Rural Rd., Ste. 331; Tempe,
AZ 85282; 602-821-2310
Nutritionist U; Nutritionist ill
Diet and exercise analysis
.
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; hard disk
drive or dual floppy drive.
Nutritionist II and Nutritionist III are diet and
exercise analysis programs that graphically display
analyses of foods, recipes and diets for 40 and 58
nutrients, respectively, including weight and percent
of Recommended Daily Allowance. They come with a
documented 900 (II) and 1,900 (III) food USDA
database with unlimited expandability.
In addition, the programs include costing, diabetic
food exchanges, nutrient densities and ratios, spreadsheet analyses and a word processor for personalized
analyses and patient data files.
Foods may be entered by food name or code number. Portions may be entered by any unit of measure,
including grams, ounces and household measures.
$295 retail; Nutritionist II
$495 retail; Nutritionist III
N-Squared Computing; 3040 Commercial St. SE, Ste.
240; Salem, OR 97302; 503-364-9118
Two-Minute Nutrition Manager
Nutrition planning, tracking and reporting
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
The Two-Minute Nutrition Manager is a nutrition
planfli:ng, tracking and reporting system for health
care professionals and health conscience consumers. It
provides nutritional analysis of food items, recipes,
meals, menus and dietary journals. The system's
database is derived from the USDA's Agriculture
Handbook #8 and includes 4,500 food items, which
the program analyzes for up to 66 nutrients. The system's Food Management, Menu Planning, Preferred
Meals, Food Exchanges and Daily Journal modules
provide users with both flexibility and control.
Performance graphs compare actual food intake to
planned goals, and a custom shopping list of recommended foods can be generated.
$99 retail; 22 nutrients
$129 retail; 44 nutrients
Dpex, Inc.; 1410 California Ave., Ste. B; Escalon,
CA 95320; 209-838-8066 or 800-727-3438

Personal & Home/
Personal & Home Finance
1988 And 1989 Tax Templates
Forms and schedules
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM; Microsoft Excel or
Works.
The Tax Templates are available in both
Microsoft Excel- and Microsoft Works-compatible
versions. The templates are also fully compatible with
the new tax law and approved for submission to the
IRS when printed on either an ImageWriter or
LaserWriter.
Approximately 35 forms and schedules, serving
the tax needs of most individual taxpayers, are provided. The Excel version is macro driven with all forms
and schedules linked to the Form l040. The Works
version allows a user to put needed forms on a single
spreadsheet and "link" them to allow for automatic
calculation of all forms at once.
$35 retail
$15 retail; NY and CA state supplements
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 800-888-7667
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Aatrix CheckWriter II
Home budgeting
512K or larger Macintosh .
Aatrix CheckWriter II is home budgeting software
that operates as a desk accessory and keeps track of an
unlimited number of checking accounts. Users can
print checks on any check form using standard·
Macintosh click and drag functions to align the different fields. Users enter recurring charges or deposits,
and the program will automatically remind users when
they are due. CheckWriter can be used to print
detailed reports and graphs on budget types (income
vs. expense), balance sheets, recurring charges, cash
flow, tax summaries and more.
$59.95 retail
Aatrix Software; PO Box 5359; Grand Forks,
ND 58206; 800-426-0854
Andrew Tobias Managing Your Money V3.0
Personal financial software
Macintosh Plus or large1:
Andrew Tobias Managing Your Money is personal financial software that includes powerful financial
"chapters" that provide everything from basic budget
and checkbook management to life insurance and tax
planning, and even complex portfolio management.
These integrated chapters allow transactions made in
one part of the program to be automatically recorded
in the other chapters.
The program allows a user to balance a checkbook, devise a budget, manage charge cards, track
savings accounts and money-market funds, chart
income and expenses, do double-entry accounting,
write and print out checks, do tax planning, do life
insurance and retirement planning, record and analyze
investments and calculate net worth.
$219.98 retail
Meca Ventures, Inc.; 327D Riverside Ave.; Westport,
CT 06881; 203-226-2400
Bond Portfolio Manager
Portfolio management
Any Macintosh; Microsoft Excel.
Bond Portfolio Manager keeps track of the market
value of each bond and the entire portfolio (priced to
the lesser value of call or maturity); month and day
each interest payment is due so that as interest is
received or coupons clipped, they can be checked off
on the list for that month of receivables expected (and
so that interest receipts can be balanced by month
throughout the year); unrealized gain or loss for each
bond ranked in order of magnitude from largest loss to
largest gain (calculations are made using taxable basis
adjusted for amortization); portfolio evaluations and
reports by credit worthiness of the bond issuers (e.g.,
25 percent of the portfolio is rated AAA, etc.), issues
maturing or expected to be called by calendar year (45
percent of the portfolio matures or is expected to be
called in 1998, etc.); and housekeeping information,
such as b6nd location, serial number, whether registered or coupon, broker from whom purchased, call
dates and put dates in chronological order.
Users need only enter less than IO numbers and
the current date before letting Bond Portfolio Manager
take over and make all the calculations automatically.
$89 retail
Larry Rosen Co.; 7008 Springdale Rd.; Louisville,
KY 40241; 502-228-4343
Bottomline Personal 10401
IRS personal long forms for individuals
Macintosh Plus or larger; Microsoft Excel 2.2.
Bottomline Personal 10401 includes the 1040
form and associated schedules in an easy-to-use
Microsoft Excel format.
$49.95 retail
CompuCraft; PO Box 3155; Englewood, CO 80155;
303-791-2077

Bottomline Personal 1040S
IRS personal short forms for individuals
Macintosh Plus or larger; Microsoft Excel 2.2.
Bottomline Personal 1040S includes 1040EZ and
IRS 1040A forms and associated schedules in an easyto-use Microsoft Excel format.
$39.95 retail
CompuCraft; PO Box 3155; Englewood, CO 80155;
303-791-2077
Dollars And Sense 4.lc
Personal and small business financial management
package
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive.
Dollars And Sense is a financial management program designed for personal and small business use.
Features include: multiple windowing; two levels
of help; password security; Descriptors, which is a
means of saving recurring transactions; support of discontinuous selection, dragging and extended selection;
a "flag" field for use in every transaction, allowing
users to perform job costing or other kinds of custom
sorts; a custom query capability; archive and dearchive with customized selection for past transactions; reconciliation for any type of account; multiple
distributions to the same account can be made within
one transaction; description line for every line of a
transaction; account definitions can be made inline for
ease of data entry; up to 9,999 different accounts can
be defined; export via text file format; and more.
$149 retail
Monogram Software, Inc.; 21821 Plummer St.;
Chatsworth, CA 91311; 818-700-6200
Easy Checks 2.0
Checkbook management
512K or larger Macintosh.
Easy Checks is a desk accessory designed to automate and simplify the process of checkbook and cash
account management.
Features include: a built-in tracking feature for
automatic tracking of tax-sensitive transactions; automatic end-of-period reconciliation with maximum
entry numbers up to $999,999.99; numerous sort
options; a criteria window allows a user to define
unique filters for viewing, printing or exporting data;
the ability to customize check formats; a note feature;
the ability to define "Automatics" for automatic posting and printing of routine transactions; the ability to
export to spreadsheets and word processors; the ability
to select multiple entries by batch highlighting; custom check and report designs can be cut, copied and
pasted to and from any account; and "Smart Cale,"
which enables a user to calculate the sum of selected
entries without using a calculator.
$99.95 retail
Professional Automation Resources, Inc.; PO Box
1309; Vancouver, WA 98666; 206-694-1539
Excellent Exchange Personal Resources
Excel macros; templates for personal use
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Excel.
Excellent Exchange Personal Resources is a
collection of I0 Excel macros and templates designed
to address the personal needs of all Excel users.
The collection includes programs for a checkbook, check printer, personal budgeting, expense logs
for autos and travel, a mortgage calculator, net-worth
calculation and a vacation planner.
$49 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 800-888-7667
EZTax-Plan Personal Edition
Tax planning for individuals
512K or larger Macintosh ; eXJernal disk drive or
hard disk drive; ImageWriter or LaserWriter; Excel.
EZTax-Plan is an individual tax planning package
that uses Excel spreadsheets to develop a comprehensive present and future tax plan for individuals.
The program parallels Forms I040, 6251, 8582
and 8615 and schedules A, D, Rand SE. All income
adjustments, deductions and credits can be entered
and projected. The program incorporates new tax laws
(TRA). It includes a section for family tax planning.
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EZTax-Plan is fully adjustable to allow a comparison of any combination of assumptions for the current or future years. In addition, it is fully integrated
with EZWare's EZTax-Prep 1040 package.
$95 retail
EZWare Corp.; 29 Bala Ave., Ste. 206; Bala Cynwyd,
PA 19004; 215-667-4064 or 800-543-1040
EZTax-Prep 1040
Tax preparation and planning
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
hard disk drive; lmageWriter or LaserWriter; Excel.
EZTax-Prep 1040 uses the Excel spreadsheet to
prepare and print IRS-ready individual income tax
returns. It can also be used (or quick tax planning.
The complete system includes a manual with tutorial and separate instructions for each of 26 IRS forms
and schedules. It also includes the company's Audit
Alert feature to warn a user when a return has an
increased chance of being audited. EZTax-Prep 1040
will generate an invoice and client letter.
The program uses easy spreadsheet commands.
All tax tables and computations are built in and the
schedules are linked resulting in a minimum of data
entry. All logic and programming is accessible to a
user. It prints all forms and schedules in IRS-approved
format.
$99.95 retail
EZWare Corp.; 29 Bala Ave., Ste. 206; Bala Cynwyd,
PA 19004; 215-667-4064 or 800-543-1040
EZTax-Prep 1065
Preparation and printing of partnership income tax
returns using Excel
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
hard disk drive; lmageWriter or LaserWriter; Excel.
EZTax-Prep 1065 uses the Excel spreadsheet for
complete preparation and printing of partnership
income tax returns for tax professionals. All forms and
schedules are in IRS-approved format, ready for signing and delivery.
The program prepares Form 1065, 4562, 4797
and 6252; and Schedules A, D, F, H, K, K-1, Land M.
The package also includes extensive pop-up detail
schedules for long or complicated returns and a warning screen to alert a user to inconsistencies in a return.
The program generates partner instruction letters,
mailing labels, K-ls and invoices. It includes a complete partner database that can be used year after year.
All schedules are fully linked.
$250 retail
EZWare Corp.; 29 Bala Ave., Ste. 206; Bala Cynwyd,
PA 19004; 215-667-4064 or 800-543-1040
EZTax-Prep State Supplements
New York, California, Pennsylvania and
Massachusetts state supplements
512K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
hard disk drive; ImageWriter or LaserWriter; Excel;
EZici-Prep 1040.
The EZTax-Prep California, New York,
Pennsylvania and Massachusetts State Supplements
use the Excel spreadsheet to prepare and print state
individual income tax returns.
Data is transferred automatically from the EZTaxPrep 1040 federal return. All tax tables and ·computations are built in and the schedules are linked. All
forms and schedules print in an approved format.
$69 each retail
EZWare Corp.; 29 Bala Ave., Ste. 206; Bala Cynwyd,
PA 19004; 215-667-4064 or 800-543-1040
Family Matters
HyperCard household organization database
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; HyperCard
1.1 or later.
Family Matters is an intuitive database program
that keeps track of and organi~es important family
records and information using HyperCard.
Features include: stores and re,trieves hundreds of
pieces of important information about family members, household, financial matters, vehicles and pets;
data is organized in a tree-like classification structure
branching from five main categories to dozens of subcategories, allowing efficient organization of information; in addition to the five main categories, a
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miscellaneous category is available for storing any
other infomiation, such as vacations, gardening or collectiorts; ah address book: a directory for storing information on occasionally used companies and services;
a calendar for keeping track of important dates; and
the ability to print any record at any time for paper
files.
$49 .95 retail
Springboard Software; 7808 Creekridge Cir.;
Minneapolis, MN 55435; 612-944-3915 or
800-445-4780
Financial And Interest Calculator
Retirement plan IRR, loan-amortization schedules,
etc.
Any Macintosh .
The Financial And Interest Calculator is an
investment software package designed to help a user
with several investment possibilities.
.
The program can study the following: IRRs for
retirement plans; loan amortization schedules; variable-rate mortgage loan-amortization schedules; mortgage points; the future value of single investments; the
future value of a series of investments (annuity); the
present value of a single future payment; the present
value of an annuity; and the IRR given a series of cash
flows.
$89 retail
Larry Rosen Co.; 7008 Springdale Rd.; Louisville,
KY 40241 ; 502-228-4343
For The Record
Maintains personal, financial and legal information
512KE or larger Macintosh .
For The Record provides a single place to keel a
complete inventory of all important legal, financia ,
personal and family records. The detailed manual
offers an overview of how to reduce estate taxes and
avoid probate.
$49.95 retail
Nolo Press; 950 Parker St.; Berkeley, CA 94710;
415-549-1976, 800-992-6656 (orders) or 800-4456656 (orders) in CA
Home Inventory Effect
Personal inventory system
512K or larger Macintosh.
Home Inventory Effect is a personal inventory
system that keeps a history on all major purchases for
the home and personal use. It will keep track of purchase dates, location and value of personal assets.
Home Inventory allows users to print out reports, listing belongings in a number of ways. These reports are
useful in locating items and providing insurance companies and banks with inventory valuation.
$29 retail
Maxem Corp.; 7855 S. River Pkwy., Ste. 217; Tempe,
AZ 85284; 602-491-2466 or 800-336-6296
Hyper Home Office
Stock tracking, graphics and time management
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB ofRAM; HyperCard.
.Hyper Home Office contains three HyperCard
stacks. Hyperlnvestor is a stock tracking stack that
charts high, low and close figures, as well as 13- and
15-week moving averages. HyperChart is a graphics
package that produces line, area, pie and stack charts.
TuneMaster is a time management program that interrupts users' work to remind them of important
appointments.
$29.95 retail
MindCraft Publications Corp.; 52 Domino Dr.;
Concord, MA 01742; 508-371-1660
MaclnTax Federal 1989
Tax preparation and planning
Any Macintosh.
MaclnTax Federal 1989 is an income tax program
that displays exact IRS forms and schedules on screen
in full graphic detail and prints entire IRS forms and
schedules onto blank paper. All print-outs, including

Form 1040, are formally approved by the IRS for signature and submission.
The program provides unlimited itemization windows for itemizing arty amount. All data entered into
an itemization window is automatically totaled and
transferred onto the main form. All forms and schedules are interlinked. All taxes are calculated instantly
based on data entered.
Additionally, text files from most major
accounting programs, spreadsheets and databases can
be imported directly into any MaclnTax window for
use in preparing the tax return.
$99 retail
Sofrview, Inc.; 1721 Pacific Ave., Ste. 100; Oxnard,
CA 93033; 805-388-5000 or 800-622-6829 ·
MaclnTax State Supplements 1989
Print state tax forms
512K or larger Macintosh; MaclnTax Federal 1989.
The MaclnTax State Supplements contain state
tax forms for California, New York, Vrrginia, Ohio,
Illinois, New Jersey, Connecticut or Massachusetts
with all the same features of MaclnTax Federal,
including the ability to display forms on screen and to
print on an ImageWriter or LaserWriter exact forms
and schedules approved by the State Franchise Tax
Board.
A user can link federal tax data to the supplement.
$79 each retail; California, New York, Vrrginia, Ohio,
Illinois, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Connecticut
Softview, Inc.; 172 l Pacific Ave., Ste. 100; Oxnard,
CA 93033; 805-388-5000 or 800-622-6829
Multiple Checkbook System
Financial management
512K or larger Macintosh.
Multiple Checkbook System is a check accounting system that can be used by an individual or a small
business.
The program's major functions can be controlled
by either the mouse or keyboard. These functions
include: add, view, change, post and delete records
and display balances and expenses by expense category. Screen reports include sequential list and individual category list. Printer reports available are sequential
list, individual category list and a report by categories
showing percentage of total expenditures.
$29.95 retail
Disk-Count Software, Inc.; 1751 W. County Rd. B,
Ste. 107; St. Paul, MN 55113; 612-633-0730
Personal Accountant 2.5
General Ledger double-entry, bookkeeping system
. 512KE or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
hard disk drive; ImageWriter or LaserWriter.
Personal Accountant is designed for personal and
small business use. The program uses the double-entry
bookkeeping method of accounting. The program
determines which account to debit and credit so no
accounting knowledge is needed.
The program tracks checkbooks, income, expenses, loan.s and deposits. Any number of checking
accounts can be set up, linlited only by disk capacity.
Making entries or corrections are made by clicking on
the account names and entering the amount. Entries
can be marked as tax deductible and a report can be
generated for tax preparation.
·
Version 3.0 prints checks and provides check reconciliation. Financial reports ate available anytime. A
detailed expense report can also be generated. Two
bonus programs are included. One calculates the cost
of loans and determines the monthly payments and
interest costs. The other shows how much a deposit
account will be worth in the future and how much
interest will be earned.
$49.95 retail
Softsync, Inc.; 162 Madison Ave.; New York,
NY 10016; 212-685-2080
Personal Affairs 2.1
Personal finances, investments and financial analysis
Macintosh Plus or larger; Microsoft Excel.
Personal Affairs includes 13 templates for personal finances, investments and financial analysis. Every
template is professionally prebuilt and formatted. All a

user does is add the raw data and the templates do
the rest.
Personal Affairs includes: personal. net worth; personal income statement; budget; loan amortization;
loan calculator; stock manager; portfolio valuation;
car comparison; personal inventory; checkbook balancer; two monthly calendars; metric conversion calculator; and a nutrition calculator (diet analysis).
$39.95 retail
HeadStart Software; PO Box 51596; Durham,
NC 27717; 919-556-8792
Personal Financial Planning Set
Asset management, insurance analysis, education
financing analysis, tax/cash flow and estate analysis
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Excel or Works.
The Personal Financial Planning Set includes five
programs.
Asset Management and Financia,l Independence
coordinates a user's assets into a personal balance
sheet, analyzes the portfolio, calculates the weighted
average rate of return, and projects what is needed to
achieve financial independence and a user's retirement
plans.
Insurance Analysis provides a summary of all
insurance contracts, for the purpose of determining
their adequacy anq cost-effectiveness.
Education Financing Analysis projects the cost of
a college education.
Tax/Cash Flow analyzes federal and state taxes
and cash flow and provides the basis for determining
the best ways to minimize taxes and maximize cash
flows.
•
Estate Analysis provides current and proposed
estimates of estate settlement costs and cash liquidity
needs.
$96 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 800-888-7667
Personal Productivity Works
Personal and home finance for Microsoft Works
512K or larger Macintosh; Microsoft Works.
Personal Productivity Works allows a user to
bring business methods into the hom.e with calculators
for loans and mortgages, databases for tracking checkbooks, personal budgets and more. Applications
include personal budget, personal net worth, moitgage
calculator, loan calculator, checkbook, daily income
and expense log, home inventory, biorhythm calculator, portfolio, vacation planner, auto-expense log and
air mileage record.
$50 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 800-888-7667
Portfolio Manager
Portfolio management
512K or larger Macintosh; 400K disk drive; Hayescompatible modem opriona/. .
Portfolio Manager helps users update and manage
their securities portfolio (stocks, bonds, options, mutual funds and treasury notes).
Its many features let users easily track and record
all buy and sell transactions. A detailed tax report is
created to support income tax calculations and filings.
Other printed reports provide a clear history of all
transactions and changes for the portfolio, with virtually an unlimited number of securities. Using the
optional modem feature, Portfolio Manager provides
for updating portfolio prices using the Dow Jones
News Retrieval Service or Warner Financial Access.
$34.95 retail
Disk-Count Software, Inc.; 175 l W. County Rd. B,
Ste. 107; St. Paul, MN 55113; 612-633-0730
Soft Start-Personal Finance
Twelve financial analysis templates
Any Macintosh; Multiplan or Excel.
Soft Start-Personal Finance is a collection of 12
worksheet templates divided into four separate areas:
Investmenis, Budgeting, Property and Cash
Management.
The Investments group has a net-worth sheet, a
bond portfolio worksheet and three linked stock portfolio worksheets. The Budgeting group contains three
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linked worksheets that let a user plan and analyze a
comprehensive annual budget. The Property group has
a basic rental property analysis and a mortgage analysis worksheet. The Cash Management group allows a
user to track checkbook and credit-card information.
$49.95 retail
Allegro Software; 4 Temple St.; Framingham,
MA 01701; 508-879-7048
Stock Portfolio System
.
Portfolio management; tracks stocks, bonds, options,
uhlimited capital accounts; retrieves quotes from Dow
Jones
512KE or larger Macintosh.
The Stock Portfolio System is an investmentaccounting, record keeping and control system. The
program calculates total investment net worth by combining security market values and cash account balances, and it can be used to produce a number of
reports covering stocks; bonds; options; CDs; and
bank, capital and money-market accounts.
Users may also retrieve stock quotes from Dow
Jones News/Retrieval.
$225 retail; includes free account to Dow Jones
Smith Micro Software, Inc.; PO Box 7137;
Huntington Beach, CA 92615; 714-964-0412
Stock Watch II
Investment management
Any Macintosh; 1mageWriter or LaserWrite1:
Stock Watch Il is a stock market, bond and mutual
fund portfolio management package that tracks weekly, monthly and yearly investment activities. Features
include data entry and manipulation, buy files, sale
files, reporting in data form or graphics, gains/losses,
commission, summaries and printing options.
$59 retail
Encycloware; 712 Washington St.; Ayden, NC 28513;
919-746-4961or800-422-8591
Tax Database Manager
Tax planning.
512K or larger Macintosh; 1mageWrirer.
Tax Database Manager is a program designed to
manage the tax record problem throughout the year.
The program stores tax receipts and other tax data in
files created and formatted by a user. Files can be·
established for interest income, medical bills, rental
property income and expenses, etc. New data is verified "not on file," and then organized by date. One
master file tracks deductions; a second tracks income.
$8 rethll
Gary Holmes; 525 E. 72nd St., #6B; New York,
NY 10027; 212-861-3609
Tax Pro 1990
Tax planning and preparation
512K or larger Macintosh; Excel.
Tax Pro is designed to assist individuals and small
businesses in preparing federal taxes. All tax tables
are included, and tax forms are linked for easy recalculation. The program prints IRS-approved forms for
including Form 1040. It includes numerous worksheets for record keeping and submitting required
information to the IRS. Forms include 1040, 2106,
2441 and 3903. Schedules include A, B, C, D, E and
SE.
$49.95 retail
Chesapeake Softw.are (MBG); 303 7th St. NE;
Washington, DC 20002; 202-546-9479
TaxCalc Multi· Year Tax Planner
Tax planning; financial analysis
512K or larger Macintosh; Excel.
The TaxCalc Multi-Year Tax Planner is a tax planning template that is updated to reflect the Tax Reform
Act of 1986, 1987 and TMRA ( 1988). The program
automatically computes the Rate Adjustment Tax,
phase out of Personal Exemptions, maximum Capital
Gains tax, phase out of Alternative Minimum Tax
exemption, the limitation on employee business

expenses, investment expenses and miscellaneous
deductions.
Calculations follow actual IRS forms. The data
table allows a user to perform i2 what-if calculations.
The results show the effect, in table format, on taxable
income, Alternative Minimum Tax, total tax and net
tax due.
$395 retail
TaxCalc Software, Inc.; 4210 W. Vickery Blvd.; Fort
Worth, TX 76107; 817-738-3122 or 800-527-2669
TaxSmith.Family
Tax preparation
512K or larger Macintosh; Excel 1.5 or later.
TaxSmith.Family is a low-cost tax software alternative for users with more CO/llplicated tax preparation needs. It is an Excel template that contains Forms
1040, 2119, 2441and3903, along with Schedules A,
B, D and DOI. Features include: automatic tax calculation, IRA limitations, earned income credit, capital
gains, child care credit, moving expenses, home sales,
W-4 withholding analysis, macros, modified menus,
easy to use and customize, linked forms, IRS acceptable printouts and more.
$20 retail
Double Scorpio Software/Island Computer Services;
3501 E. Yacht Dr.; Long Beach, NC 28465;
919-278-7444 or 800-826-7146
TaxSmith.Full
Tax preparation
512K or larger Macintosh; Excel 1.5 or later.
TaxSmith.Full is a low-cost tax software alternative for users with very complicated tax preparation
needs. It is an Excel template that contains Forms
1040, 2106, 2119, 2441, 3903, 4562, 62.51, 8582,
8615 and 8814, along with Schedules A, B, C, D, D-1,
E, R and SE. Features include: automatic tax calculation, IRS limitations, earned income credit, capital
gains, child care credit, moving expenses, home sales,
rental property, passive loss limitations, business
forms, AMT, kiddie tax, W-4 withhoiding analysis,
macros, modified menus, easy to use and customize, .
linked forms, IRS acceptable printouts and more.
$50 n;tail
.
Double Scorpio Software/Island Computer Services;
3501 E. Yacht Dr.; Long Beach, NC 28465;
919-278-7444 or 800-826-7146
TaxSmith.Quick
Tax preparation
512K or larger Macintosh ; Excel 1.5 or later.
TaxSmith.Quick is a low-cost tax software alternative for users with simple tax preparation needs. It is
an Excel template that contains a Form l 040, along
with Schedules A and B. Features include: automatic
tax calculation, IRA limitations, earned income credit,
W-4 withholding analysis, macros, modified menus,
easy to use and customize, linked forms, IRS
acceptable printouts and more.
$10 retail
Double Scorpio Software/Island Computer Services;
3501 E. Yacht Dr.; Long Beach, NC 28465;
919-278-7444 or 800-826-7146
Taxview Planner 1988-1992
Tax planning
512K or larger Macintosh .
Taxview Planner is a five-year income tax planning program that forecasts income taxes using the
new tables and IRS rules under the Tax Reform Act. It
allows a user to project income taxes from 1988
through 1992 and/or display up to five alternative
income scenarios allowing a user to optimize tax and
investment decisions.
Taxview Planner also includes IRS Form W-4 for
calculating the proper number of withholding exemptions.
$119 retail
Softview, Inc.; 1721 Pacific Ave., Ste. I00; Oxnard,
CA 93033; 805-388-5000 or 800-622-6829
Value/Screen II
Helps users find and monitor top-performing stocks
512K or larger Macintosh.
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Value/Screen Il is designed to help a user find and
monitor top-performing stocks. The program offers a
database update weekly, monthly or quarterly. This
data is then used with Value/Screen II to select stocks
and manage a portfolio. A user loads the data, determines the strategy and learns which stocks meet the
specified tests.
$49 retail; two-month introductory offer
$281 retail; annual subscription with quarterly data
disks
$396 retail; annual subscription with monthly updates
$1,500 retail; annual subscription with weekly updates
Value Line, Inc.; 711 Third Ave.; New York,
NY 10017; 212-687-3965 or 800-654-0508

Personal & Home/
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ASCII Textfile Bible
Entire text of NIV or King James Version
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
,
The ASCil Textfile Bibles contain the entire text
of the New International Version or King James
Version of the Bible.
$60 retail; New International Version
$30 retail; King James Version
Holy Mountain Software; 2775 Fountain Cir.;
Sarasota, FL 34235; 813-951-0246
Bible-Stack
Kings James and NJ. V. versions of the New and Old
Testament
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; HyperCard.
Bible-Stack contains the Kings James and N.1.V.
versions of the New and Old Testament. It comes on
either one 4,422K stack to be installed on a hard disk
drive, or seven SOOK stacks.
The seven stacks include: Genesis, Exodus,
l.:.eviticus and Numbers; Deuteronomy, Joshua,
Judges, Ruth, I Samuel, 2 Samuel and 1 Kings; 2
Kings; I Chronicles, 2 Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah,
Esther and Job; Psalms and Proverbs; Ecclesiastes,
Song of Solomon, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Lamentations and
Ezekiel; Daniel, Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah,
Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai,
Zechariah, Malachi, Matthew, Mark and Luke; and
John, Acts, Romans, 1 Corinthians, 2 Corinthians,
Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, I
Thessalonians, 2 Thessalonians, 1 Timothy, 2
Timothy, Titus, Philemon, Hebrews, James, I Peter, 2
Peter, I John, 2 John, 3 John, Jude and Revelation.
$120 retail; U.S.
$149 retail; Canada
Alpha & Omega; PO Box 1057, Station A; Surrey,
BC, Canada V3S 4P5; 604-576-1617
Gems Of The Word
Most popular and useful passages of the Bible
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; BOOK disk
drive.
Gems of the Word is a collection of more than
2,000 of the most popular and useful passages of the
Bible, organized by contemporary topic. The product
includes a desk accessory that allows it to be run from
within any program. It also has a·startup program
called "Gem of the Day" that displays a new passage
each day, based on a user's own topical interests.
More than 150 topics are provided and accessed with
a simple "point-and-shoot" interface. Both printing
and text export via the Clipboard are included.
$39.95 retail
Beacon Technology, Inc.; 5369 Camden Ave., Ste.
230; San Jose, CA 95124; 408-723-4884 or
800-777-1841 (orders)
HaYom Online Hebrew Calendar
Hebrew calendar program
512K or larger Macintosh .
HaYorn is an online Hebrew calendar. When
launched, it shows the day's date with sunset and sunrise times and gives a it of Jewish wisdom for the day.
There are attractive special displays on the day before
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each Jewish holiday and each Hebrew month. The
application can also print lists of Jewish holidays for
any year, convert between Hebrew and civil dates, list
Hebrew birthdays and death anniversaries (Yahrzeits)
and report Omer counts. Ha Yorn, which means
"Today" in Hebrew, can be customized to various levels of observance and comes with a detailed instruction manual. An optional version plays music
appropriate to the various Jewish holidays.
$36 retail
A.G. Reinhold; 14 Fresh Pond Pl.; Cambridge,
MA 02138; 617-491-4937
Holy Bible
Complete text of the Bible
Any Macintosh; BOOK disk drive.
Bible-NIV contains the complete text of the New
International Version Old and New Testaments.
Bible-RSV contains the complete text of the
Revised Standard Version of the Holy Bible, Old and
New Testaments and Apocrypha.
Bible-KJV contains the complete text of the King
James Version of the Holy Bible, Old and New
Testamel)tS and Apocrypha.
Bible-Vulgate contains the complete text of the
Holy Bible in Latin, UBS edition edited by Robert
Weber, Old and New Testaments and Apocrypha.
$59.95 each retail
Linguist's Software; PO Box 580; Edmonds,
WA 98020; 206-775-1130
Holy BibleStack
Computer-based Bible reference tools
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
HyperCard 1.2x.
The Holy BibleStacks are computer-based Bible
reference tools containing the entire New International
Version or King James Version of the Bible and related graphics and maps. The programs are written in
HyperCard, and an online user manual is available.
Containing more than 500 cards, these stacks fulfill the function of an electronic Bible, an exhaustive
concordance, topical reference Bible and mini atlas.
$65 retail; New International Version
$35 retail; King James Version
Holy Mountain Software; 2775 Fountain Cir.;
Sarasota, FL 34235; 813-951-0246
HyperBible: The Computerized Chain Reference
Tool
Computerized Bible study
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
lirive; HyperCard.
HyperBible: The Computerized Chain Reference ·
Tool is a computerized adaptation of the popular
Thompson Chain-Reference Bible.
It has many of the features of the book it is based
upon, including: topical cross-referencing with more
than I00,000 topical references; preselected topics for
Bible studies, etc.; general index of more than 7,000
topics and names; archaeology information; Harmony
of the Gospels; outline studies of each book of the
Bible; character studies; and more.
Other features include: allows worcl or phrase
searches of both scripture and Thompson topical
information; weights and measures calculator; digital
sound pronunciation aids; electronic atlas and journey
maps; uses Macintosh point and click for access to
information; easy interface to word processing arid
desktop publishing programs; speed reading mode at a
user's own speed; "hands off'' text searching; electronic "placemarks''. ; and more.
HyperBible includes Version l.2 of HyperCard
and is available in either the King James Version or
New International Version.
$229.95 retail; King James Version
$279.95 retail; New International Version
Beacon Technology, Inc.; 5369 Camden Ave. , Ste.
230; San Jose, CA 95124; 408-723-4884 or
800-777-1841 (orders)

HyperHanukkah
Ancient traditions of Hanukkah
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive recommended; HyperCard.
HyperHanukkah is a HyperCard program that
brings the ancient traditions of Hanukkah to life with
graphics, digitized sound and animation. It enables
users to understand the essence of the holiday. An
online glossary can instantly explain hard-to-understand words, and will return a user back to the original
text being studied. HyperHanukkah depicts other
aspects of Hanukkah lore with special sections on the
Art of Hanukkah, the traditional songs and a minicookbook section with special recipes.
$39.95 retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave. , Ste. 843;
Chicago, IL 60611; 312-944-4070
HyperSeder
Jewish knowledge
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
HyperSeder takes user through the steps of the
Passover Seder, explaining the reasons behind the various Seder customs and showing how easy it is to conduct their own Passover Seder. The program contains
explanatory drawings and pictures, digitized sound for
the various Seder songs and the Festival Kiddush, all
accompanied by helpful, concise text.
$39.95 retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843;
Chicago, IL 60611; 312-944-4070
MacBible
Bible study and research
Macilllosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; two BOOK
disk drives; hard disk drive recommended.
MacBible is a powerful Bible study tool. This
multilingual Bible concording program is available in
the following modules: New International Version,
Revised Standard Version, King James Version, Biblia
Hebraica Stuttgartensia and The Greek New
Testament UBS Third Edition (corrected). MacBible's
three modes of operation include a flexible word-andphrase search mode, a verse mode for displaying any
range of verses and a count mode for showing statistical information about words. Boolean operators (And,
Or, Not), wild card, sequence specific and proximity
searches are supported.
$99.95 each retail; English modules (NIV, RSV, KJV)
$169.96 each retail; Hebrew and Greek modules
Zondervan Electronic Publishing; 1415 Lake Dr. SE;
Grand Rapids, Ml 49506; 616-698-3222
MacBible NIV Or King James
Twenty-five disk volume of the King James Bible or
the International version
Any Macintosh; JmageWriter or LaserWrite1:
MacBible is a 25-disk volume of the King James
Bible or International Version with chapter and verse
search. Bible graphics, maps and charts are included.
$129 retail
Encycloware; 712 Washington St.; Ayden, NC 285 13;
919-746-4961or800-422-8591
MacBible: Hebrew Version
Bible study and research
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
MacBible: Hebrew Version is a Hebrew-only version of MacBible by Star Software. The program provides rapid word and phrase search, verse text display
and word count statistics of the entire Tanach. The
program includes a special manual designed for the
Hebrew-only version.
$399.95 retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843;
Chicago, IL 60611; 312-944-4070
MacConcord I (KJV)
New Testament Concordance
Any Macintosh ; extemal disk drive or hard disk drive;
MacWrite, Microsoft Word or compatible word processor.
MacConcord I is a Concordance of the New
Testament. It features a series of MacWrite documents
containing a library of more than 10,000 references
from the King James Bible. It has most theological

topics and other subjects pertaining to the average life.
The Concordance I disk provides the book, chapter, the verse number and the highlight of the references from Abase to Ivory. The Concordance IT disk
holds the book, the chapter, the verse number and the
highlight of the references from Jealous to Zion.
$24.95 retail U.S.; $35 retail non-U.S.
$5 retail U.S.; $7 retail non-U.S.; Demo
Medina Software, Inc.; PO Box 521917; Longwood,
FL 32752; 407-260-1676
MacGospel (KJV)
Gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke and John
Any Macintosh; external disk drive or hard disk drive;
Mac Write, Microsoft Word or compatible word processor.
MacGospel (KJV) is a disk volume of the Gospels
according to Matthew, Mark, Luke and John.
It features a series of Mac Write documents containing the first four books of the new Testament.
The program allows a user to look up any word or
phrase in the Gospels, to create one's own concordance or to print any desired sentence or verse from
any of the first four books of the New Testament. A
HyperCard stack version is also available.
$24.95 retail U.S.; $35 retail non-U.S.; available in
HyperCard version (HyperGospel)
$5 retail U.S.; $7 retail non-U.S.; Demo
Medina Software, Inc.; PO Box 521917; Longwood,
FL 32752; 407-260-1676
MacGreek New And Old Testaments; MacHebrew
Scriptures
Greek New Testament; text of the Alfred Rahlfs edition of the LXX; entire text of the Biblia Hebraica
Stuttgartensia
Any Macintosh; any word processing program;
MacGreek or LaserGreek.
MacGreek New Testament is a two-disk volume
of the Greek New Testament, United Bible Societies
3rd (corrected) edition.
MacGreek Old Testament is a seven-disk volume
of all the text of the Alfred Rahlfs edition of the LXX,
including full text of codex Alexandrinus and
Vaticanus. The text is formatted in S4perGreek, a
Greek typing system with automatic non-deleting
backspacing built into a single keystroke for each
overstrike breathing mark, accent, iota subscript,
diaresis and combinations of these.
MacHebrew Old Testament is the entire text of
the Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia in a four-disk volume.
$99.95 each retail; specify Mac Write, WriteNow or
Microsoft Word formatting when ordering
Linguist's Software; PO Box 580; Edmonds,
WA 98020; 206-775-1130
MacGreek New Testament And MacHebrew
Scriptures Dictionary
Spell checking in Microsoft Word
Any Macintosh; BOOK disk drive.
MacGreek New Testament Dictionary and
MacHebrew Scriptures Dictionary are designed for
use in Microsoft Word 3.0, 3.01 , 3.02 and 4.0, and
many other word processors. They include every form
of every word occurring in the United Bible Society's
The Greek New Testament, 3rd Edition Corrected and
Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia.
Users start spell checking as normal. If the text
contains Greek or Hebrew words not found in the
. New or Old Testament, these may be added either to
its dictionary or any other dictionary.
The disk includes a text-only file listing all of the
words in these dictionaries so th~t they can be imported into spell checking programs other than the one
included with Microsoft Word.
$49.95 each retail; specify Word 3.0 or 4.0
Linguist's Software; PO Box 580; Edmonds,
WA 98020; 206-775-1130
MacScripture (KJV)
Old and New Testament
Any Macintosh; external disk drive or hard disk drive;
MacWrite , Microsoft Word or compatible word processor.
MacScripture is a nine-disk volume of the King
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James Bible. It features a series of MacWrite documents containing all 39 books of the Old Testament
and all 27 books of the New Testament.
A user can look up any word or phrase in the
Bible by using the word processor's search function,
create their own concordance and sermons or print
any desired sentence or verse from any of the 66
books.
MacScripture I is a two-disk volume of the King
James Version of the New Testament with the words
of Jesus in italic.
MacScripture II is a seven-disk volume of the
King James Version of the Old Testament.
MacScripture ill is a two-disk volume containing
Psalms, Prov'erbs, Ecclesiastes and Song of Solomon.
$99.95 retail U.S.; $120 retail non-U.S.; entire Bible
(KJV)

$39.95 retail U.S.; $50 retail non-U.S.; MacScripture I
(New: KJV)
$79.95 retail U.S.; $100 retail non-U.S.; MacScripture
II (Old: KJV)
$24.95 retail U.S.; $35 retail non-U.S.; MacScripture
m(Psalms - Song of Solomon: KJV)
$24.95 retail U.S.; $35 retail non-U.S.; MacScripture
IV (Acts - Rev.)
$32.95 retail U.S.; $43 retail; non-U.S.;
MacPentateuch (Genesis - Deuteronomy)
$S retail U.S.; $7 retail non-U.S.; Demo
Medina Software, Inc.; PO Box 521917; Longwood,
FL 32752; 407-260-1676

NIV/KJV Parallel Holy BibleStack
Bible reference tool
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard 1.2 or later.
The NIV/KN Parallel Holy BibleStack is a computer-based Bible reference tool containing the best of
two worlds. It has the King James English with the
New International Version's recent scholarship and
contemporary language on the same screen for easy .
comparison and serious study. It also includes book
introductory reference sheets, graphics, maps, tables,
charts and an online user manual.
$135 retail
Holy Mountain Software; 2775 Fountain Cir.;
Sarasota, Fi 34235; 813-951-0246
Otzar Plus
A collection of Jewish wit and wisdom
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive recommended; HyperCard.
Otzar Plus is a collection of Jewish wit and wisdom in HyperCard format for use by students, rabbis,
professors and scholars. The program represents a
wide variety of topics, including classical Jewish quotations and stories taken from many sources - from
Talmudic sayings to Hasidic tales and modem-day
quotations.
Users of Otzar Plus may look for citations by key
words, category, source or any word or phrase.
Otzar Plus also contains biographies and background information about authors of the quotations,
all accessible from the HyperCard stack.
$39.95 retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843;
Chicago, IL 60611 ; 312-944-4070
Passover Talking Coloring Book.
Passover scenes for youngsters to color
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
The Passover Talking Coloring Book is a
HyperCard stack that includes 25 exciting Passover
scenes for youngsters to color - either on screen or on
paper. Pictures range from scenes of the Exodus to pictures about the Seder. At the bonom of each card is a
bunon that brings the picture to life. Each picture has
sounds and text associated with it that can be played
with a touch of a HyperCard bunon. A description of
each picture is also shown in large, easy-to-read leners.
$29. 95 retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843;
Chicago, IL 60611; 312-944-4070

ThePerfectWord 2.0
Bible study and research
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
ThePerfectWord is a self-contained program
designed for bible study and research that provides
rapid word and phrase search, verse text display and
word count statistics.
ThePerfectWord can be used with different text
modules that are available in popular English translations, such as the King James, the New International
or the Revised Standard versions. Special text modules with the original Greek New Testament UBS
Third Edition (corrected) and the Hebrew Bible
(Biblia Hebraica Stungartensia) are also available.
Any combination of verse references can be
entered using the same familiar format used in standard textbooks, to give an immediate display of text.
The exact number of occurrences of one or more
words can be obtained. Users may specify precise
word search and count ranges, from the entire bible to
a specific chapter or verse. One or more windows can
be on the screen simultaneously. Users may also build
their own personal files of verse references.
$224 retail; ThePerfectWord
$75 each retail; English modules
$150 retail; Greek New Testament
$180 retail; Hebrew Bible
$5 retail; full functioning demo
Star Software, Inc.; 229 Live Oaks Blvd.; Casselberry,
FL 32707; 407-831-8050
Scripture Bits
Bible reference and calendar
Any Macintosh; external disk drive or hard disk drive;
MacWrite, Microsoft Word or compatible word processo1:
Scripture Bits is a series of MacWrite documents
contairting more than 350 Bible references with an
index to more than 200 Scripture subjects from the
Old and New Testaments.
This release is comprised of four sections:
Calendar, Topics, Quotations and Religious Charts.
The Calendar section provides the book, the chapter
and the verse number for each month qnd day of the
year. The Topics section holds the subjects and themes
from "Acceptance" to "Youth" arranged alphabetically. The Quotations section is an alphabetical listing of
selected quotes from the book of Acts to l.ephaniah.
The Religious Charts section holds Old and New
Testament chronology charts.
The program is available in English or Spanish.
$22 retail U.S.; $32 retail non-U.S.
$5 retail; evaluation diskette; $7 retail non-U.S.
Medina Software, Inc.; PO Box 521917; Longwood,
FL 32752; 407-260-1676
TLGEngine
Converter
Macintosh with 2 MB of RAM.
· TLG Engine requires access to the Thesaurus
Linguae Graecae of U.C. Irvine, a 58.5 million-word
database of Greek literature before 600 A.O. It
includes all the major Classics, Church Fathers, Philo,
Josephus, etc. The TLG Engine will convert any part
of this database into SuperGreek ASCII code conveniently formatted for reading. It also convens mainframe tape texts into SuperGreek ASCII format, the
text editing software Edit. Either SuperGreek or
LaserGreek is required to see and print Greek. Both
have automatic non-deleting backspacing for all
accents and diacritics. The Browser portion of the
TLG Engine pelT!lits users to browse through the TLG
files, seeing the texts in fully accented SuperGreek
and designate which portions of which works users
wish to expon in SuperGreek format.
$99.95 retail
Linguist's Software; PO Box 580; Edmonds,
WA 98020; 206-775-1130
Torah Scholar
Bible research and study program
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
Torah Scholar is a Bible research and study program that contains the complete Hebrew text and
English translation of the Chumash - the Five Books
of Moses. Torah Scholar can rapidly find and display
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text on the screen - in Hebrew or English - and
allows users to create their own personal notes and
commeniary, including illustrative graphics, and link
them to any point in the Hebrew and English text on
screen. This "hypertext-style" feature makes Torah
Scholar a truly personal research and study tool for
students and scholars alike. Using the program's
search function, users can easily create concordances
of word searches that can be saved for later study. All
information - text, notes and pictures - can be
printed.
$295 retail
Davka·Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843;
Chicago, IL 60611; 312-944-4070

Torah Teacher
Bible research and study program
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
Torah Teacher is a less powerful version of Torah
Scholar that does not include word interval searches
andgema~a.

$195 retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843;
Chicago, IL 60611 ; 312-944-4070

Verse Search V4.2
Complete Old and New Testament Bible with programs for searching the text
512K or larger Macintosh.
· Verse Search is the entire text of the Bible with
programs for searching the text for any English words
.or phrases, creating permanent cross-references useful
for personal study of the scriptures and printing any
portion of the text. It is available in the King James
version, New International versions, New King James
version or Revised Standard version (with
Apocrypha).
Topics is a reference library of indexes to the
Bible text for more than 200 of the most prominent
scripture subjects.
People is a reference library of indexes to the
Bible text for more than 140 of the characters most
prominently ·addressed in scripture.
Personal Commentary is a feature of The Word
Processor ihat allows each users to add personal commentary to any verse in the Bible.
Instant Access is an additional feature that finds
any word in the Bible instantly, with no delays for
searching the text.
The Greek Transliterator allows access to the text
of the King James New Testament with Strong's reference numbers assigned to the English words. It contains programs searchjng for Greek words to show
their English translations or English words to show
their Greek origins.
The Hebrew Transliterator allows access to the
text of the King James Old Testament with Strong's
reference numbers assigned to the English words. It
contains programs for searching Hebrew words to
show their English translations or English words to
show their Hebrew origins.
Chain Reference is an add-on product that allows
Bible verses to be tied directly to any word within a
verse. It allows a similar effect of a "center column"
bible.
Verse Typist is a desk accessory that will automatically copy and paste bible verses directly into a user 's
word processing document.
$99.95 retail; Verse Search (includes one translation of
Bible text: King James Version, New International
Version, Revised Standard Version with Apocrypha or
New King James Version)
$49.95 retail; Topics
$49.95 retail; People
$49.95 retail; Personal Commentary
free; Instant Access
$99.95 retail; Greek Transliterator
$99.95 retail; Hebrew Transliterator
$49.95 retail; Chain Reference
$49.95 retail; Verse Typist
Bible Research Systems; 2013 Wells Branch Pkwy.,
#304; Austin, TX 78728; 512-251-7541 or
800-423-1228

Personal & Home/
Religion
VeZot HaTorah
Jewish knowledge
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
VeZot HaTorah reveals the reasons behind the
sacred traditions of the Torah reading service and
teaches the Torah and Haftarah blessings, complete
with graphics, digitized sound and helpful text. The
program also contains helpful information about the
history and customs of the entire Torah reading service.
$39.95 retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843;
Chicago, IL 60611; 312-944-4070

Personal & Home/
Other Software
A Country Christmas
Stories, activities and carols
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; HyperCard 1.2 or later.
A Country Christmas is filled with stories, activities, carols and the Christmas story. An advent calendar with 24 activities and many surprises makes
navigation easy. Instructions for homemade ornaments
and gifts offer activities outside of the computer, as
wellas recipes for Christmas cookies and fudge.
$34.95 retail
B&B Soundworks; PO Box 7828; San Jose,
CA 95150; 408-241-7986
The Athlete's Diary
Multisport training log
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Athlete's Diary is a stand-alone program that
allows athletes to record activity in eight different
sports. It maintains a log consisting of date, sport,
time, distance, route and comment. Pace (speed) is
automatically calculated. Races are highlighted. Units
of distance and pace for each sport are user selectable.
Selection is by sport, date, distance, route, comment or any combination. Weekly, monthly and yearto-date time and distance totals can be displayed or
graphed. Graphs can be saved as PICT files.
Special features include: automatic display of personal records and the evolution of a particular P.R.,
race prediction for single or rnultisport races and
"Equipment Use," which searches for a key phrase
like "New Running Shoes" and calculates the time
and mileage accumulated on the current and previous
equipment. Data is stored as a text file to facilitate
export and import.
$39 .95 retail
Stevens Creek Software; 21346 Rumford Dr.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-725-0424
Audio Cassette Labeler
Organizes audio cassettes
512K or larger Macintosh.
Audio Cassette Labeler is designed to organize a
user 's cassette library. The program shows a user an
information window where the artist, title, company,
recording year and up to 12 songs for each cassette
side may be entered. Source and noise reduction used
in the recording may also be included. Print preview
and the capability to use any font are featured.
Audio Cassette Labeler allows a user to maintain
several databases so that recordings can be filed by
music type. Instant recall by artist and title is included.
$49.95 retail
Baudville; 5380 52nd St. SE; Grand Rapids,
MI 49512; 616-698-0888
BirdBrain
Bird database
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive ;
JmageWriter or laserWriter.

BirdBrain is a birding database that generates
many kinds of reports, including life lists, state lists,
year lists, seasonal reports and documentations of rare
sightings. There is also room for extensive scientific
notes.
The database includes common and scientific
names of all birds on the American Birding
Association list. Ii is keyed to six major field guides.
$125 retail
Ideaform Inc.; PO Box 1540; Fairfield, IA 52556;
515-472-7256
Brackets & Schedules
Helps users to develop and outline team or player
schedules and tournament brackets
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Brackets & Schedules allows users to develop and
outline different combinations of team or player
schedules and tournament brackets.
The software package includes 31 different tournament bracket templates, 10 league-type schedules,
plus additional worksheets. Bracket templates include
single-elimination tournaments, two-game guarantee
tournaments, double elimination-type tournaments
and many others.
$99.50 retail
JGR Sports Software; 510 N. 100 West; Richfield,
UT 84701 ; 801-896-9292
Budgetbytes CD-ROM
Contains more than 350 MB of Public Domain and
Shareware software
Macintosh Plus or larger; CD-ROM player.
The Budgetbytes CD-ROM contains more than
350 MB of Public Domain and Shareware software.
The CD-ROM disc encompasses all subject areas of
Macintosh software, including more than 600 utilities,
380 graphics programs, 125 education programs, 200
business programs, 250 sound resources, 300 games,
1,300 clip art files, 350 desk accessories, 580 fonts
and more than 800 HyperCard stacks. Another 30 MB
of Macintosh II specific software, including many
color images, is also on the disc.
To help users quickly locate any file, Budgetbytes
also includes a 2 MB Master Index in HyperCard format that details the location, title, category, creation
date, file type and size of every program on the disc.
$149.95 retail
Budgetbytes, Inc.; 1647 SW 4lst St.; Topeka,
KS 66609; 913-26.:6-2200 or 800-356-3551
Budgetbytes Public Domain And Shareware
More than 10,000 different titles
Any Macintosh.
Budgetbytes offers a 300-page catalog that features more than 10,000 different titles on nearly 800
disks. Included in the catalog is a section devoted
entirely to more than 750 HyperCard stacks. In addition to the stacks, more than 500 disks of general
Public Domain and Shareware are described.
The software is categorized into areas of utilities,
graphics, education, business, sights and sounds,
games, clip art, desk accessories, fonts , miscellaneous
and HyperCard stacks.
$5.99 retail; each double-sided disk
$2 retail; catalog
Budgetbytes, Inc.; 1647 SW 4lst St.; Topeka,
KS 66609; 913-266-2200 or 800-356-3551
Card/Fax
Sports card collection inventory and evaluation program with built-in prices for 26,000 Topps baseball
cards; updated annually
512K or larger Macintosh .
Card/Fax is designed specifically for the inventory and evaluation of sports card collections. It permits
users to record data pertaining to the collection and
then reports on the extent and value of holdings. A
version is available that covers all of the issues of
Topps. Each of the 24,671 cards produced since 1951
is identified by the program. Common Player cards
and those portraying stars and other less popular ball
players are listed. The latest market prices for all items
in each of three conditions is listed. Other versions
featuring the cards of Donruss, Fleer, Bowan, Goudey,
Upper Deck, Proset, Football and Score are available.

$95 retail
Compu-Quote; 6914 Berquist Ave.; Canoga Park,
CA 91307; 818-348-3662 or 800-782-6775
City To City
U.S. travel guide
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; HyperCard.
City to City is a customizable travel guide to the
United States. It provides a frequent traveler with
instant access to thousands of business and personal
travel facts in 12 categories for more than 30 U.S. destinations in graphic and textural form.
City to City consolidates information from many
popular travel sources into an easy-to-locate and customizable application. Travel information categories
include: Business Services, Dining, Entertainment,
Late Night, Lodgings, Market Data, Media, Shopping,
Ground Transportation and more.
The program also features an interactive itinerary
builder that allows a user to plan and print daily hotel,
airline, rental car and appointment arrangements.
$49.95 retail
HyperWare from Activision; 3885 Bohannon Dr.;
Menlo Park, CA 94025; 415-329-7630
Classical Compact Disc Guide
Lists and reviews classical compact discs
Macintosh Plus or larger; printer optional.
The Classical Compact Disc Guide has more than
2,000 CDs listed that have all received excellent
reviews in one of 12 major publications.
The listings for each disc include composer, title
of the piece, any other pieces of music included on the
disc, performers, length of time on the disc, number of
discs, label name and order number. A recommendation as to whether or not it is part of a basic library and
a place for comments is also included for each disc.
A hard disk version is available that includes all
of the information, as well as more indices. There is
also a demo disc available with the Bach and
Beethoven files.
$29.95 retail; basic version
$39.95 retail; hard disk version
$ 10 retail; demo
Somerville Associates; 1093 S. Governors Ave.;
Dover, DE 19901; 302-678-2131
ClubMac, Vol. 1 No. 3
586+ MB of virus-free public domain/shareware software, clip art, fonts, developer tools and much more
Macintosh Plus or larger; CD-ROM drive.
ClubMac is an extensive collection of 586+ MB
of Macintosh files on CD-ROM that features file
retrieval through HyperCard.
Available on an annual subscription or singlecopy basis, ClubMac provides users with an ongoing
library of public domain software, shareware, clip art,
fonts and HyperCard stacks and databases.
HyperCard is included on the ClubMac disk. Each
ClubMac "card" provides the capability to search and
launch applications and documents directly from
HyperCard. Each card also provides descriptive information about each file.
$199 retail; single issue
$350 retail; subscription (four quarterly updates)
Quantum Access, Inc.; 1700 W. Loop S, Ste. 1460;
Houston, TX 77027; 713-622-3211
Coin Collection V.l
Stackware for coin collectors
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; external
disk drive or hard disk drive; HyperCard.
Coin Collection is a program for organizing and
listing coin collections. Each major coin category has
its own separate listing area, along with the appropriate subcategory headings. Notation space is also provided to keep track of purchases, special information
and other details regarding a particular coin or set. A
"finder" function within the program lets users quickly scan their lists to search for a particular coin, type
or description.
Coin Collection contains 20 HyperCard stacks
and an instruction sheet.
$14.95 retail
JS Graphics; 2472 N. Bartlett Ave.; Milwaukee,
WI 53211
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Personal & Home/ Other Software
Coins/Plus
U.S. coin inventory program with built-in prices;
updated annually
512K or larger Macintosh; ImageWriter or
LaserWriter.
Coins/Plus is a coin inventory program that contains the descriptions and latest market value price
information on more than 2,300 United States coins. ·
The program uses convenient standard coin numbers and shows current market values; provides written records for investing, tax, insurance and estate
planning purposes; and tracks the value of a user's
investment, automatically updating prices each year.
Comprehensive reports are provided.
$95 retail
Compu-Quote; 6914 Berquist Ave.; Canoga Park,
CA 91307; 818-348-3662 or 800-782-6775
Compact Disc
Public Domain, shareware, stackware
Macintosh with CD-ROM drive.
The Compact Disc is a CD-ROM disc for a
Macintosh that provides 100 MB of public domain
shareware software plus about 10 MB of HyperCard
stacks.
$300 retail
Laser Optical Technology (LOT); 1803 Mission St.,
Ste. 403; Santa Cruz, CA 95060; 408-426-7171
Congress Stack
Congressional directory
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
HyperCard.
Congress Stack is an electronic Congressional
directory designed for lobbyists, associations, PACs,
business leaders and federal and local officials who
frequently deal with Congress.
It uses 19 linked stacks to organize more than I0
MB of information about the IOOth Congress, including pictures and biographies of all members, district
maps and descriptions, committee and subcommittee
assignments, complete staff listings for members,
committees and subcommittees, and more than 12,000
individual address and phone listings.
$159.95 retail; single-user license
Highlighted Data, Inc.; 6628 Midhill Pl.; Falls
Church, VA 22043; 703-533-1939
Copyrights, Trademarks & Patents
How-To guide for users interested in the actual government regulations concerning copyrights, trademarks and patents
Macintosh Plus or larger; BOOK disk drive;
HyperCwd.
Copyrights, Trademarks & Patents is a "How-To"
guide for anyone interested in the actual government
regulations concerning these subjects.
Information is compiled directly from current
government publications. The guide provides clear,
concise information on such aspects as: when, where
and how to register; needed documentation; contacts
that can answer questions; time needed; types of protection; the need for an attorney; and costs.
Important terms are defined and cross-referenced
in a "Hypertext" format. All necessary applications
forms are included.
$49.95 retail
Aardvark Development Labs, Inc.; Ste. 4, Red Bud
Cove; Austin, TX 78746; 512-327-2255 or
800-336-8002
The Couch .Potato's Handbook
Classic films and made-for-TV movies
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; BOOK disk
drive; HyperCard.
The Couch Potato's Handbook contains more than
1,000 classic films and made-for-TV movies. Each
listing includes a critic's rating and review, MPAA rating and de.tails on the running time, actors, year of
release and type of film. A built-in help file allows
users to search through the stack with ease.

$25 retail
SanSoft; 892 E. Quail Pl.; Highlands Ranch,
co 80126
Dinner At Eight; Encore Edition
Recipe collection; filing system
Any Macintosh.
Dinner at Eight contains a collection of recipes
from chefs of restaurants across the country, as well as
a wine tutorial and listing of suggested wines. It is
also a personal recipe filing system.
The program automatically calculates ingredients
required for any number of servings, prints out stepby-step directions and will combine any number of
selected recipes into a combined grocery list.
The Encore Edition is an add-on disk that contains more than I00 of the original recipes from the
Silver Palate Cookbook. Recipes can be "processed"
electronically once they are in the computer. The program prints out recipes or custom shopping lists on
demand, recommends a wine, simplifies menu planning and performs other time saving chores.
$49.95 retail; Dinner At Eight
$29.95 retail; Encore Edition
$69.95 retail; both programs
$14.95 retail; Weeknight Gourmet (add-on for Dinner
At Eight)
Rubicon Publishing; 4030 W. Braker Ln., #350;
Austin, TX 78759; 512-794-8533 or 800-622-2210
DiscMinder
Audio media library management tool
Macintosh with I MB of RAM; BOOK disk drive;
HyperCard.
DiscMinder is an audio media,library management tool for use by home audio enthusiasts or operators of small radio stations. It keeps track of compact
discs, record albums, cassettes and reel-to-reel or digital audio tapes by storing detailed artist, label and
individual-trackinforrnation. DiscMinder lets a user
use HyperCard to search for a single track on any
audio recording cataloged in the stack, print inventory
lists and sort the catalog by artist or album title.
$20 retail
SanSoft; 892 E. Quail Pl.; Highlands Ranch,
co 80126
Diskworld For The Macintosh
Monthly software collection
512KE or larger Macintosh; BOOK disk drive.
Diskworld ·is a monthly collection of Macintosh
software. Each month, subscribers receive one SOOK
disk packed with productivity programs, utilities,
games aiid educational tools. All programs on
Diskworld are original software; Diskworld does not
publish shareware or public domain software. Users
are guaranteed a virus-free disk of never-seen-before
programs and graphics.
$19.95 retail; three-month trial subscription
$69 .95 retail; one-year subscription
Softdisk Publishing, Inc.; 606 Common St.; PO Box
30008; Shreveport, LA 71130; 318-221-8718 or
800-831-2694 '
Educorp CD-ROM 4.0
Virus-free public domain and shareware software
Macintosh Plus or larger; CD-ROM.
Educorp CD-ROM contains more than 625 MB of
public domain and shareware software accessible
through a HyperCard interface. Software categories
include: utilities, DAs, games, clip art, business, education, fonts, sounds, graphics, programming, communications, productivity, HyperCard stacks and more.
The interface allows users to view pictures and fonts,
read instructions, hear sounds and see a description of
the file before choosing it. A click of the mouse will
launch the program or copy the program to a hard disk
drive or floppy.
$199 retail
Educorp; 531 Stevens Ave., Ste. B; Solana Beach,
CA 92075; 619-259-0255 or 800-843-9497 (orders)
Educorp Stacks CD-ROM
150 MB of stackware
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive or hard
disk drive; HyperCard.
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The Educorp Stacks CD-ROM contains more
than 150 MB of stackware from Educorp's library of
public domain and shareware software. The disc
includes a HyperCard interface for locating fil~.
Examples of included software include HyperTalk
utilities, XCMDs, XFCNs and games.
$59.95 retail
Educorp; 531 Stevens Ave., Ste. B; Solana Beach,
CA 92075; 619-259-0255 or 800-843-9497 (orders)
Electronic Whole Earth Catalog
CD-ROM that provides access to tools and ideas on a
v'ast array of subjects
Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives or
hard disk drive; CD-ROM player; HyperCard.
The Electronic Whole Earth Catalog is a CDROM version of the Whole Earth Catalog. Containing
more than 2,500 entries, it provides access to tools and
ideas on a vast array of subjects from psychological
self-care, building your own home, managing and
operating a small business, beekeeping and grasslands
preservation to desktop publishing, mysticism, ultralight aircraft, blacksmithing and city restoration.
$149.95 retail
Broderbund Software; 17 Paul Dr.; San Rafael,
CA 94903; 415-492-3500, 800-521-6263 or
415-492-3200 (dealers)
Events Day-By-Day
Database that provides access to the dotes of birth and
death of more than 3,000 famous people
Macintosh Plus or larger; HyperCard.
Events Day-By-Day is a unique database that provides users with virtually immediate access to the
dates of birth and death of more than 3,000 of the
most famous people who ever lived. It also provides
users with the major events in history, holidays, feast
day of the saints, etc.
$35 retail
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 800-888-7667
Exporting Guide For Business Vl.O
Exporting guide
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; HyperCard.
Exporting Guide For Business provides actual
government guidelines for business exporting in a
stackware database.
Topics covered include: export strategies, export
advice, market research, methods of exporting and
channels of distribution, export product preparation,
the export of services, making contacts, business travel abroad, selling overseas, pricing, quotations and
terms, financing the sale, export regulations, customs
benefits, tax incentives, documentation, shipping, getting paid, after sales services and beyond exporting.
The program includes forms that can be filled out
on screen and appendices.
$159.95 retail
Aardvark Development Labs, Inc.; Ste. 4, Red Bud
Cove; Austin, TX 78746; 512-327-2255 or
800-336-8002
Eye Chart Generator
Displays and prints standard eye charts
Any Macintosh.
Eye Chart Generator is a program that displays
and prints standard eye charts. Each chart is somewhat
different, although the first few lines on every chart
are always the same. On start-up, the program looks at
screen resolution and suggests a viewing distance.
This figure appears both in the help screen and in the
startup screen and differs from monitor to monitor.
Users can print anything and everything, and the
program adds borders and insauctions automatically.
The program checks distance vision only. It is not
the same as taking a comprehensive eye examination
and should not be used as a substitute.
$14.95 retail
Sher-Mark Products, Inc.; 11 Ramleh Rd., RFD 4; Mt.
Kisco, NY 10549; 914-241-6262

Personal & Home/
Other Software
Frequent Flyer Calculator
Used to plan trips to maximize flight and bonus
mileage; keeps track of accumulated flight and bonus
mileage
Macintosh with I MB of RAM; Excel.
Frequent Flyer Calculator is an Excel-based product that can be used to plan trips to maximize flight
and bonus mileage, as well as to keep track of accumulated flight and bonus mileage.
Features include: automatic mileage calculation
between airports; can be customized to include a
user 's airlines and frequent flyer programs; information is checked as it is entered; dynamic information
messages change on-screen as information is entered
to prompt a user through the entry process; status messages; information for flights already shown on a
user's frequent flyer statement can be entered in the
flight summary form; contains virtually all domestic
and international airports that a user is likely to use;
rental car, hotel and other non-flight bonus miles may
be entered; and the ability to summarize flights.
$44.95 retail
IGS International; 130 Redwood Pl.; Scotts Valley,
CA 95066; 408-438-2276
Graphic Astrology
Horoscope forecasting
512K or larger Macintosh; Charter Interpreter
requires external disk drive or hard disk drive;
ImageWriter.
Graphic Astrology calculates natal charts using
the Placidus House System. The program produces
three documents for each individual: the chart itself; a
data page that has an "aspectarian" and a table of
numerical values including Declinations and right
Ascenscions; and an interpretation page that gives a
brief interpretation of each planetary position. The
program stores longitudes and latitudes for 100 charts
and 500 cities.
Advanced Graphic Astrology calculates natal
charts, three types of progressions including
Secondary and Solar Arc, and Solar and Lunar
Returns. A user has a choice of three house systems
and a choice of Tropical or Heliocentric Astrology.
Graphic Astrology, Gamma Edition calculates
natal charts and three types of progressions including
Lunar and Solar Returns. A user has a choice of nine
house systems.
Gamma Basic Graphic Astrology is closely related to the Graphic Astrology program. However, it will
print to a LaserWriter and is recommended for users
with a Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Natal Interpreter will generate a 15-page
report of any natal chart.
$39 .50 retail; Graphic Astrology (5 l 2K)
$59.50 retail; Gamma Basic Graphic Astrology
$129.50 retail; Advanced Graphic Astrology (5 12K)
$199.50 retail; Graphic Astrology, Gamma Edition
$199.50 retail; Chart Interpreter
$325 retail; Gamma Edition and Chart Interpreter
Tune Cycles Research; 27 Dimmock Rd.; Waterford,
CT 06385; 203-444-6641
Ham Radio Station Logbook
Storage and retrieval of amateur radio contact information
Macintosh with I MB of RAM; BOOK disk drive;
HyperCard.
The Ham Radio Station Logbook is a HyperCard
stack designed for amateur radio operators. The stack
allows for easy storage and retrieval of radio contact
information and features automatic time and datestamping of entries.
Contacts may be sorted by frequency, call sign or
date of contact. Many report formats are available for
printing out the data. A "Q-code" reference list and
online help are included.
$15 retail
SanSoft; 892 E. Quail Pl.; Highlands Ranch,
co 80126

Handwriting Analyst V3.0
Constructs personality profiles
512K or larger Macintosh.
Handwriting Analyst is a program that allows the
construction of a personality profile based on a handwriting sample.
Handwriting Analyst leads users through a series
. of 57 multiple-choice questions about the shapes and
formations found in the signature or handwriting sample. Responses are then used to construct the profile.
After the sample has been analyzed, a written report is
generated. Users may choose between a quick report
and a more detailed report.
$69.95 retail
Ciasa, Inc.; 2017 Cedar St.; Berkeley, CA 94704;
415-644-2771
HebrewDate DA
Displays the current English and Hebrew date
512K or larger Macintosh.
HebrewDate DA automatically displays the current English and Hebrew date and is a handy, useful
aid for personal reference, as well as organizational
scheduling. Users enter an English date (1904 to
2041) and will instantly see the equivalent date in the
Hebrew calendar. Or, users can type in the Hebrew
date and the English equivalent.will appear.
Hebrew Date DA also includes a variety of Judaic
start-up screens that can be installed.
$29.95 retail
Davka Corp.; 845 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 843;
Chicago, IL 60611; 312-944-4070
Hyper Christmas Card
Advent Calendar; carols; original King James version
of the Christmas Story; 'Twas the Night Before
Christmas
Macintosh with I MB of RAM; HyperCard.
Hyper Christmas Card takes full advantage of the
power of HyperCard and captures Christmas sights
and sounds in an interactive multimedia display. The
stack includes an Advent Calendar with different buttons that appear for each day of December until
Christmas; carols that may be printed; the original
King James version of the Christmas Story; 'Twas the
Night Before Christmas, with sights and sounds of the
season; and more.
$39.95 retail
Bright Ideas, Inc.; 87 A Ocean St.; S. Portland,
ME 04106; 207-767-6031
HyperChef
Gourmet cookbook
Macintosh with I MB of RAM; HyperCard.
HyperChef is a gourmet cookbook that contains a
wide variety of New England recipes, with additional
recipe stacks under development. Users can tell
HyperChef what ingredients they have in their cupboard or refrigerator, and the program will show what
recipes they can make. It will also print a complete
grocery list after selecting recipes and telling
HyperChef how many people to plan for. More than
250 recipes come with the program, from seafood to
poultry and from preserves to desserts.
$49.95 retail
Bright Ideas, Inc.; 87 A Ocean St.; S. Portland,
ME 04106; 207-767-6031
HyperShopper
Database that lists products from more than 1,000
mail order companies
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; two BOOK
disk drives or hard disk drive; HyperCard.
HyperShopper lists more than 1,000 discount mail
order companies and factory outlets, along with the
products they sell and the brands of merchandise they
carry. To qualify for a listing in HyperShopper, the
company must sell its products at least 30 percent
below retail or sell truly unique, hard to find merchandise.
HyperShopper not only directs users to the companies that sell the product, but it also tells users some
things they can expect when dealing with them (such
as which credit cards they accept). Users will also
know at a glance whether the company offers a catalog or a brochure.

If a modem or tone dialer is used, HyperShopper
can dial the company for a user. If a user should
decide to request a catalog, a simple push of a button
will date-stamp and flag the card to keep track of catalogs ordered and received.
$19.95 retail
Camtronics Software; PO Box 1; Camas Valley,
OR 97416; 503-445-2824

Hypertext '87 Digest
Hypertext document
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Hypertext '87 Digest is a hypertext document presenting a detailed and comprehensive view of the first
international Hypertext Workshop. It reviews more
than 100 position papers written by the world's leading authorities.
Because it is a hypertext document, the Hypertext
'87 Digest helps readers locate information, discover
new connections and learn about new aspects.
Readers can read and write margin notes and can
copy paragraphs into their personal notebooks. Thumb
tabs let users tum the page instantly to landmark sections such as "hypertext systems" and "index of applications," while bread crumbs help readers keep track
of their path through the forest of information. Index
and search functions help readers locate topics of
immediate interest.
$10 retail
Eastgate Systems, Inc.; PO Box 1307; Cambridge,
MA 02238; 617-924-9044
lnnServ B&B HyperGuide Version 2.0
Two-disk Bed & Breakfast and country inn database
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive;
HyperCard.
lnnServ B&B HyperGuide includes detailed
descriptions and line drawings or sketches of more
than 650 selected Bed & Breakfast and country inns
nationwide, as well as acts as a B&B database that is
updated daily and supported by lnnServ via computer
modem or floppy disk.
The lnnServ B&B HyperGuide provides detailed
descriptions for each of the accommodations the company represents, including up-to-date room rates,
restrictions at the B&B or inn, many of the amenities,
plus phone numbers for the B&B or inn and lnnServ
and an exclusive toll-free 800 reservation line that registered users may use to place reservations at any of '
the B&Bs and inns listed on the software at no charge.
Also included are state maps showing the location
of each small town and city where the accommodations are.located.
$19.95 retail; includes one-year subscription to quarterly Inn Touch newsletter
lnnServ Co.; Rte. 1, Box 68; Redkey, IN 47373;
317-369-2797
LottoLyzer
Provides statistics about the Pick 6 lottery
Any Macintosh.
LottoLyzer is a full-featured analysis tool
designed to provide statistics about the common Pick
6 lottery. The application will sift through past history
and provide "Hot/Cold" information, such as the number of drawings since last picked, the number of times
picked, how often each number has paired with every
other number, number patterns and more. The period
of analysis is variable. Additionally, the program
allows users to assign weights to factors of frequency
and time for what-if analysis of past drawings. A
"Wheeling" feature combines a user's favorite numbers. The built-in random "Fortune Generator" can
also pick numbers for a user. LottoLyzer is available
for all Pick 6 lotteries, 6/33 through 6/54.
$25 retail
J.R. Lando S/W; 1253 W. Kilarea Cir.; Mesa,
AZ 85202; 602-820-1716
MacAstrologer
Chart-design program
Any Macintosh.
MacAstrologer is a chart-design program. Users
can create a library of designs and then.choose the
design wanted for each chart calculated. Charts in
another design can be viewed on the screen. Users
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choose the design name, and the chart is transfonned
into that fonnat. The client and program calculated
infonnation will automatically update according to a
user's design.
Features include: Charts, Zodiacs, Coordinate
Systems and House Systems. Chart designs can
include single-to-triple chart wheels. Connecting
aspect lines between the planets are an option, and text
of any kind may be added. There are four pages to a
MacAslrologer design document, and users may
decide how many of these will be used.
MacAslrologer calculates aspect grids, declinations,
right ascension, ecliptic and heliocentric longitude and
latitude. The change from the Gregorian to the Julian
calendar is automatically incorporated. MacAslrologer
also provides batch loading. Client files may be prepared with the chart specifications wanted, and
MacAslrologer will calculate and print the charts in
succession. Up to 50 charts can be stored in a file.
$179.95 retail
Full Phase Software; PO Box 17045; Seattle,
WA 98107; 206-325-2112
MacAuto3.0
Automotive logbook
5I 2K or larger Macintosh.
MacAuto is an automotive logbook that stores
fuel mileage, maintenance and repair infonnation. The
gasoline log records gasoline purchases and calculates
miles per gallon and average miles per gallon and provides statistics. The maintenance and repair log keeps
track of work perfonned and calculates total cost of
work done·for repairs and maintenance.
An alert feature reminds the user of regular maintenance work. The program also allows for the printing of comprehensive reports on data that has been
input. MacAuto 3.0 features the storage of up to 999
entries per log, storage of business miles and up to 99
custom alarms. It also contains enhanced error checking and has quicker recalculation times.
$40 retail
Cra Z Software; PO Box 6379; Haverhill, MA 01831;
508-521-5262
MacCarols
Chrislrnas disk
512K or larger Macintosh.
MacCarols uses speech synthesis to sing 20 popular Chrislrnas carols in English and foreign lang_uages,
including French, Gennan, Spanish, Latin, Norwegian
and Czech. A synthesized organ-like sound provides
an alternative for those who prefer the inslrllmental
versions.
The "juke.box" feature allows users to select,
organize and continually play the carols of choice.
Users can also con1rol pitch and speed. The screen
displays the lyrics and music for each song, which can
be printed and handed out for sing-alongs.
Also included is a free decorative clip art
Chrislrnas alphabet that can be used to create gift tags,
Chrislrnas cards or line art for children to color.
$19.95 retail
Park Row Software; 4640 Jewell St., #232; San
Diego, CA 92109; 619-581-6778
MacMundo
Spanish magazine on disk
Any Macintosh; external disk drive or hard disk drive;
MacWrite, MacPaint or compatible programs.
MacMundo is a quarterly magazine on disk
designed for the Spanish speaking Macintosh users in
the United States and the world.
The magazine offers news, questions and
answers, inside tips, valuable hints, software files and
templates; and infonnation on new fonts, programming help, public domain software (including
HyperCard stacks) and classifieds.
As well as comments about the Macintosh computer and how to get the most out of it, each issue
includes articles about product reviews and the newest
in hardware and software.

$10 retail U.S.; $13 retail non-U.S.; one-disk issue
$36 retail U.S.; $46 retail non-U.S.; four-disk issues
(annual subscription)
·
.
Medina Software, Inc.; PO Box 521917; Longwood,
FL 32752; 407-260-1676
MacPDS
Public domain software, Hyperstacks
Any Macintosh.
MacPDS is a catalog dealing with Macintosh public domain software that includes more than 8,000
titles on more than 200 disks. MacPDS also publishes
a periodic newsletter dealing with current and up-Iodate news for the Macintosh.
$49.95 retail; each volume (includes manual, free
membership to MacPDS, subscription to newsletter)
$5 to $10 retail; each double-sided disk
$2 retail; catalog
MacPDS; PO Box 85097; Seattle, WA 98105;
206-364-8071
MacPoint
Macintosh-interest magazine featuring comparative
reviews
Any Macintosh.
MacPaint is a Macintosh interest magazine that
specializes in comparative reviews of specific categories of products, accompanied by charts and analysis of concepts and tenninology.
$15 retail; six issues
MacPoint Publications; 1374 E. 57th St., #3; Chicago,
IL 60637; 312-955-1954
MacPoint Shareware Collection 1.0
Graphics, productivity aids and a font
Any Macintosh.
MacPaint Shareware Collection contains unconventional and highly useful desk accessories, utilities
and fonts for use in desktop/database publishing,
design and productivity.
It includes PaintScroll, CopyClip9, Nominal DA,
Show Clipboard DA, Lines font and Alexandria font.
$10 retail; postpaid on disk
MacPoint Publications; 1374 E. 57th St., #3; Chicago,
IL 60637; 312-955-1954
MacRun
Runner's !raining log
512K or larger Macintosh; BOOK floppy disk drive or
external disk drive; Microsoft Excel.
MacRun is a runner's !raining log that charts distance, time, pace of daily runs, and shoe mileage. It
records these details on a daily basis and provides a
weekly summary.
The program generates automatic charts showing:
weekly mileage; eight-week average mileage; weekly
pace; eight-week average pace; and weight. It also
stores a record of the top three personal perfonnances
at each common competitive distance and a race time
predictor based on prior perfonnances. A search feature identifies daily entries meeting specified criteria.
Criteria can include any combination of mileage, time,
pace, shoes and comments.
$49.95 retail
Run Soft Products; 16223 NE Tillamook Ct.;
Portland, OR 97230; 503-256-4806

drive (recommended); AppleCD SC or Toshiba SCSI
interface CD-ROM drives; System 6.0.2 or later.
MacSpirs, SilverPlatter's search and retrieval software for the Macintosh, combines the easy-to-use
Macintosh interface with SilverPlatter's CD-ROM
search software.
SilverPlatter 's library of CD-ROM products
offers multiple databases within a single topic, or
users can choose databases on multiple topics. These
topics include health sciences, safety and health, education, social sciences, agriculture, business and technology and more. Because SilverPlatter's search and
retrieval software is used for all its databases, the software functions and search techniques used for one
database can be used for all databases.
Call for pricing
SilverPlatter Infonnation, Inc.; One Newton Executive
Park; Newton Lower Falls; Boston, MA 02162;
617-969-2332 or 800-343-0064
MBA>DocuTrak
Keeps a cenlral record of documents, books and other
items that are stored in different places
Macintosh Plus or larger; 4th Dimension.
MBA>DocuTrak allows a user to keep a cenlral
record of documents, videotapes, books and other
items that are stored in many different places, without
the need to reorganize a storage area to fit a system.
MBA>DocuTrak stores titles, authors, abstracts,
comments and a list of key words. It also includes barcode label printing.
$189 retail; unlimited users
Generation Four, Inc.; 3232 San Mateo NE, #199;
Albuquerque, NM 87110; 505-294-3210
McEditscope
Editable chart interpreter
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
McEditscope is an editable chart interpreter. Users
will be able to apply their own knowledge of aslrology
to create interpretations of Natal Horoscopes. The program reads text files that can be generated from any
word processing program. The text is assembled by
the program automatically. McEditscope can calculate
and create a chart from a time, date and place input.
The charts use bold, easy-to-read planet and sign
glyphs.
$119.50 retail
Time Cycles Research; 27 Dimmock Rd.; Waterford,
CT 06385; 203-444-6641
Mega-ROM
Public domain and shareware
Macintosh Plus or larger; CD-ROM drive.
The Mega-ROM Library contains more than 357
MB of Macintosh public domain and shareware files
on a single unerasable disc. The disc appears on the
Macintosh desktop as a locked hard disk containing
14 primary folders , each containing hundreds or thousands of files and folders: Audio, Applications, DAs,
Demos, Fonts, Games, Graphics, HyperCard, !nits,
Mac II, Modem, System Files, Text Files, Utilities and
New Files.
$49 retail
Quantum Leap Technologies, Inc.; 314 Romano Ave.;
Coral Gables, FL 33134; 305-446-2477 or
800-762-2877 (orders)

MacRun-HyperCard
HyperCard runner's !raining log
Macintosh with I MB of RAM; BOOK floppy disk drive
or hard disk drive; HyperCard.
MacRun incorporates HyperCard data storage and
retrieval capabilities to provide a detailed runner's
!raining log. Features include daily mileage, pace and
comments; weekly mileage and average pace; year-Iodate mileage; shoe mileage; chart of weekly and daily
mileage; and a competition and race time prediction
section.
$49.95 retail
Run Soft Products; 16223 NE Tillamook Ct.;
Portland, OR 97230; 503-256-4806

Membership List
Tracks organizational memberships
Macintosh Plus or larger; lmageWriter /, fl or LQ or
laser printer.
Membership List is designed to track organizational memberships ..The program allows for search
and retrieval by up to 28 simultaneous criteria with
mail merge capability, labeling, financial assessment
tracking and many other features. It is ideal for a
church or an organization.
$20 retail
A.H. Nussel Sr.; 1606 NW 21st St.; Gainesville,
FL 32605; 904-372-0066

MacSpirs
CD-ROM databases
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM (2 MB recommended); two BOOK floppy drives or hard disk

Mexoft Belgium
Monthly disks
Macintosh with I MB of RAM; BOOK floppy disk
drive; hard disk drive; HyperCard.
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Personal & Home/
Other Software
Mexoft Belgium offers a series of monthly disks
with HyperCard stacks of advice, clip art, ideas and
general information on the Macintosh.
$99 U.S. retail; one-year subscription (French and
Dutch versions available)
Mexoft Belgium; 140 Wutzfeld Valley; B-4761
Bullingen; Belgium; 32-80-647713
MovieMinder
Videocassette library management
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM; BOOK floppy disk
drive ; HyperCard.
MovieMinder is a specialized database manageJllent program designed to keep track of large home or
business videocassette libraries.
It assists users in finding their favorite movies by
tape number and location, actor names, length of film,
rating or film lype. Customized slip-in labels for standard videocassette storage boxes can be produced, as
well as complete library listings.
The program features online help screens, sorting
and printing functions, and eqiting of existing movie
listings.
$20 retail
SanSoft; 892 E. Quail Pl.; Highlands Ranch,
co 80126
Movies, Movies, Movies
Movie indexing
Any Macintosh; database program.
Movies, Movies, Movies is a computerized guide
of more than 2,000 movies available on videocassette.
It works with a general database program, such as
HyperCard, Excel, File, Works, OverVue, FileMaker,
Helix, Reflex and Record Holder and is designed to
give a computer user, who is also a movies buff, fast
access to finding home entertainment.
Listings are from 1918 to 1986 and include title,
cast, type of movie, year, Motion Picture Association
ratings, quality ratings and a brief description.
$59 retail; available from local dealers
MacKay Associates; 111 N. 56th St., Ste. 102;
Lincoln, NE 68504; 402-466-6665 or 800-458-3463
Music Librarian
Music classification, inventory, search and retrieval
Macintosh Plus or larger; Image Writer l, ll or LQ or
laser printer.
Music Librarian is a music (sheet, volume,
records, tapes, etc.) classification, inventory and
search and retrieval program. A user can enter, edit,
list and search by up to 15 user-selected criteria based
on band/orchestra or sacred/secular.
The program will also search records by an
optional 28 user-defined descriptive criteria. A user
can define up to :30 definitions for each of the following: sacred secular medium, band medium, sacred secular season, barid season, sacred secular voice, band
rating, sacred secular theme, band form, sacred secular accompaniment, band accompaniment, sacred secular style and band style.
$20 retail
A.H. Nussel Sr.; 1606 NW 21st St.; Gainesville,
FL 32605; 904-372-0066
Orlando A La Carte!
Central Florida restaurant database
Any Macintosh; exiernal disk drive or hard disk drive;
MacWrite, Microsoft Word or compatible word processor.
Orlando A La Carte! gives an up-to-date, alphabetical listing of hundreds of Central Florida's restaurants arranged according to cuisine: American,
Barbecue, Beef, Breakfast, Burgers, f!runch, Coffee,
Chicken, Continental, Country Cooking, Cuban,
Delicatessens, French, German, Gourmet, Greek,
Indian, Italian, Mexican, Natural Foods, Open 24
Hours, Oriental, Oyster Bars, Pizza, Polynesian, Salad
Bars and Seafood.
Each entry includes information regarding house
specialty, price range, dress code, address, phone

number, credit card information, business hours,
wheelchair acc~s and children's menus.
$19.95 retail U.S.; $30 retail non-U.S.
$5 retail; evaluation diskette; $7 retail non-U.S.
Medina Sofrware, Inc.; PO Box 521917; Longwood,
FL 32752; 407-260-167()
PD ROM II
Public domain software and shareware from BMUG
Macintosh Plus or larger; CD-ROM drive.
PD ROM, Public Domain CD-ROM, contains
several hundred megabytes of public domain software, shareware, clip art and technical information
and documentation for the Macintosh from users
around the world.
PD ROM includes more than 7,000 individual
files totaling more than 350 MB of information and
features HyperCard Version 1.2. l.
PD-ROM offers more than 50 educational programs, 100 Fkeys, 250 games, 500 HyperCard stacks,
1,000 pictures, 30 telecom programs, 250 desk accessories, 500 fonts, l 00 graphic packages, 200 Mac II
programs, l00 sounds, 200 utilities and combined
messages from thousands of national and international
Mac users.
$99.95 retail
Discovery Systems; 7001 Discovery Blvd.; Dublin,
OH 43017; 614-761-4133

The Righi Stuffed contains more than 600 MB of
predominately public domain and shareware files
archived and compressed with Raymond Lau's Stuff!!
utility. Included in the collection are the complete set
of Adobe Systems' NFNT screen fonts for the
Macintosh and the entire Macintosh library from the
National Apple Users Group Conference '89.
$99 retail
Quantum Leap Technologies, Inc.; 314 Romano Ave.;
Coral Gables, FL 33134; 305-446-2477 or
800-762-2877 (orders)
Showcase
Demonstrates the wide range of applications addressable by CD-ROM technology
Macintosh Plus or larger; CD-ROM drive.
With several multimedia HyperCard stacks, the
Showcase CD-ROM disc is a full-featured demonstration of CD-ROM technology in the Macintosh environment.
Showcase includes an interview with Bill
Atkinson, a tutorial on CD,ROM technology and
many other items of interest to a prospect evaluating
CD-ROM.
Showcase contains a fully functional version of
Discovery Systems' HyperSearch, a full text search
and retrieval engine for HyperCard information. It
also contains the full text of messages on the CDROM Forum, which is available on the CompuServe
Information Service.
$19.95 retail
Discovery Systems; 7001 Discovery Blvd.; Dublin,
OH 43017; 614-761-4133

The Public Domain Exchange
Public domain software and shareware
Any Macintosh.
The Best Mac Deal, Edition II is a complete
library of public domain and shareware software.
Categories include utilities, desk accessories, desktop
fonts, programming aids, business, communications,
games, paintings, music and more.
A free 40-page magazine describing the latest
software releases is also available.
$9.95 retail; The Best Mac Deal, Edition Il (210-page
book)
$25 retail; yearly membership (includes quarterly
update magazines, 210-page book and many special
discounts)
P.D.E.; 2074C Walsh Ave., Dept. 70; Santa Clara,
CA 95050; 408-496-0624 or 800-331-8125

SportsLog
Keeps records about fitness training
Macintosh with I MB of RAM; BOOK disk drive;
HyperCard.
SportsLog is a HyperCard stack for those who
want to keep detailed records about fitness training.
Featuring online help, SportsLog can be used by runners, walkers, cyclists 3J1d swimmers to track personal
fitness growth.
$10 retail
SanSoft; 892 E. Quail Pl.; Highlands Ranch,
co 80126

Public Domain Software
More than 500 disks of public software
Macintosh Plus or larger.
More than 500 disks of public software are available. Users can choose from fonts, desk accessories,
number crunching and statistical programs, Multiplan
!llld Excel worksheets for business and real estate, picrures, music, games, educational programs, speed-up
utilities, copy utilities, disk editors and other utilities.
$6.99 per disk retail
Educorp; 531 Stevens Ave., Ste. B; Solana Beach,
CA 92075; 619-259-0255 or 800-843-9497 (orders)

Stl!ck Exchange
HyperCard program clearinghouse
Macintosh with 1 MB of RAM; BOOK floppy disk
drive ; hard disk drive; HyperCard.
Stack Exchange is a clearinghouse containing
programs tailored especially for HyperCard owners. It
provides a marketplace for HyperCard users in search
of specific programs, as well as a marketing outlet for
authors of HyperCard-compatible programs.
$4 retail; catalog and sample disk
Heizer Software; PO Box 232019; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; 800-888-7667

The Reporter
Supplement program for Coins/Plus, Stamps or
Card/Fax programs that allows users to design any
type of report desired
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Reporter is for owners of Compu-Quote 's
Coins/Plus, Stamps or Card/Fax programs. This supplemental program allows a user to customize collection reports. It lets a user select specific items in a
collection according to whatever criteria is chosen.
$45 retail
Compu-Quote; 6914 Berquist Ave.; Canoga Park,
CA 91307; 818-348-3662 or 800-782-6775

Stamps
U.S. stamp inventory program with built-in prices;
updated annually
512K or larger Macintosh; lmageWriter or
LaserWriter. ·
Stamps generates reports to keep track of every
U.S. stamp a collector owns, sells or plans to purchase. It also summarizes the value of a collection.
The program covers more than 2,500 U.S. postage
stamp issues in nine different grades; uses Scott's
Catalogue numbers and shows current stamp values;
provides written letters for investing, tax, insurance
and estate planning purposes; and tracks the value of
an investment, automatically updating prices each
year.
Comprehensive reports include: Value Report,
Collection Summary Report, Stamps Sold Report and
Want List.
$95 retail; Stamps
$45 each· retail (after initial $95); Additional countries: Canada, Germany, Great Britain, United
Nations, U.S. Plate Blocks, Israel
Compu-Quote; 6914 Berquist Ave.; Canoga Park,
CA 91307; 818-348-3662 or 800-782-6775

The Right Stuffed
600 MB of predominately public domain and shareware files
Macintosh Plus or larger; CD-ROM drive.
The Right Stuffed is a "super library" of
Macintosh software designed specifically for User
Groups and Bulletin Board System Operators to be
compatible with popular BBS host software programs.
The unique file structure allows the disc to be installed
as the principal file section of a Macintosh bulletin
board system.
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Personal & Home/
Other Software
Stamps World
Worldwide and topical stamp inventory
512K or larger Macintosh; lmageV(riter or
LaserWriter.
Stamps World is designed to inventory and evaluate a user's Worldwide or Topical stamp collectio11.
Comprehensive reports include: Value Report,
which lists all stamps in a user's collection, what a
user paid for each, current value and resulting profit or
loss to date; Collection Summary Report, which provides bottom line figures such as total number of
stamps in a collection, total amount pai<! for them and
total present value; Stamps Sold Report, which de1ails
cost and profit figures on stamps sold; and Want List,
which is a buyer's guide that shows stamps needed to
complete a collection.
$65 retail
Compu-Quote; 6914 Berquist Ave.; Canoga Park,
CA 91307; 818-348-3662 or 800-782-6775
Sun Clock Vl.4
Graphically displays where the sun is and isn't shining
on a map of the world
Any Macintosh.
Sun Clock is a desk accessory that graphically
displays where the sup is shining and where it isn't, on
a map of the world.
Sun Clock displays areas of day and night for the
current date and time, or for any other date and time.
The shape dividing day from night changes with the
seasons. Users can actually see the days lengthen and
shorten as the year progresses. Sun Clock provides an
intuitive display of the constantly changing relationship between the earth and the sun.
Sun Clock can be displayed in a large window, the
size of a Macintosh screen, or a small window for
convenience while running other applications. If Sun
Clock is kept running for an extended period of time,
the shape dividing day from night will slowly move
across the face of the map, keeping time with the actual motion of the sun. Sun Clock can also be used to
tell the approximate time anywhere in the world.
$17 retail
MLT Software; PO Box 98041; 6325 SW Capitol
Hwy.; Portland, OR 97201; 503-245-7093
SuperMasterFile
5,500-card stack containing Mac-related product cards
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive; HyperCard 1.2.1.
SuperMasterFile is a mediaware package for
HyperCard designed for users, dealers and consultants
who need fast access to the latest information about
services, products, programs and peripherals.
S11perMasterFile is a stack with more than 5,000
Macintosh-related product cards. The cards consist of
such information as product name, pricing, company
information and a brief description, and contain many
interesting buttons, icons, sounds and scripts.
$99.95 retail
New Edge, Inc.; Noone Falls; Peterborough,
Nii 03458; 603-924-9100
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Hardware & Peripherals/
Accelerators
68030 Accelerators
Accelerator cards
Macintosh II, IIx and IIcx.
The 68030 Accelerators substantially increase the
Macintosh's system speed and responsiveness, allowing users to increase productivity.
Features include: Motorola 68030; 32K two-way
set associative cache that allows the CPU to run at
zero wait states; DayStar's XCI port, which provides
high-speed NuBus connections to fast SCSI, video
and RAM cards; SANE software; and optional 68882
floating-point math coprocessor. The 25/030, 33/030
and 40/030 are upgradable to 50 MHz.
Call for pricing; 25/030 (25 MHz), 33/030 (33 MHz),
40/030 (40 MHz), 50/030 (50 MHz)
DayStar Digital, Inc.; 5556 Atlanta Hwy.; Flowery
Branch, GA 30542; 404-967-2077 or 800-962-2077
ComputeServer
Networked high-speed processors for 3D graphics and
simulation
Macintosh Plus or larger.
ComputeServer is a supercomputer for the networked Macintosh environment. It is a floor-standing
unit containing up to 16 high-speed floating-point processors (FPPs) and is designed to connect to networked Macintosh computers to form a multiuser
desktop computing environment with 8 to 32 Mflops
performance.
ComputeServer provides high-level extensions to
the standard MPW C, Pascal and Fortran development
environments, which transparently handles parallel
· processing tasks over the network. The
ComputeServer system software handles all the development chores normally associated with parallel processing and networking.
$9,700 retail; ComputeServer 1
$13,900 retail; ComputeServer 2
$25,500 retail; ComputeServer 4
$16,800 retail; additional 4 FPP processor boards
Chorus Stipercomputer, Inc.; I00 Varick St.; New
York, NY 10013; 212-925-1715
DoubleTjme-16
Low-cost accelerator card
Macintosh SE.
DoubleTime-16 is an accelerator card that
increases the speed of a Macintosh SE by a factor of
two. It installs easily into the option card slot, with no
chips to pull or cables to connect.
Doubleiune-16 contains a 16 MHz 68000 microprocessor, high-speed no-wait-state cache mellJory, a
connector for a large screen monitor and a socket for
an optional 68881 math coprocessor.
System software turns the card on after boot up,
and it can be \emporarily turned off for speed sensitive
applications. Double Time-16 will not interfere with
self-booting games. It is simple to operate, and allows
a user to switch between the 16 MHz mode and the
native 8 MHz mode using the control panel.
$395 retail
Aox, Inc.; 486 Totten Pond Rd.; Waltham,
MA 02154; 617-890-4402
Fast Cache Ilci
Static RAM cache
Macintosh IIci.
Fast Cache IIci plugs into the cache connector slot
on the Macintosh IIci to boost processing speed from
30 to 70 percept. Using 25 nanosecond static RAM,
Fast Cache IIci eliminates wait states from the IIci 's
68030 processor to deliver maximum performance.
$995 retail
DayStar Digital, Inc.; 5556 Atlanta Hwy.; Flowery
Branch, GA 30542; 404-967-2077 or 800-962-2077

FasTrack
Accelerator board
Macintosh Plus or SE.
FasTrack is an accelerator board for Macintosh
Pl!!s and SE users whose primary applications include
CAD, three-dimensional solid modeling, animations,
spreadsheets and other "number crunching" routines.
While other Macintosh accelerators are promoting
faster 68020 processors running at 16 to 25 MHz,
FasTrack uses a less expensive 8 MHz 68020 design,
yet takes full advantage of Motorola's new 68882
math coprocessor at speeds up to 33 MHz.
Although FasTrack requires removal of the 68000
in the Macintosh Plus or SE, CSA will install a socket
and the FasTrack board free of charge when purc!Jased
with a 20 or 25 MHz 68882. FasTrack also makes full
use of the Macintosh's internal memory and should
not require the addition of a fan or power supply. ·
Users are advised to contact CSA for more informa-tion on this.
$895 retail; includes 20 MHz 68882, 12 MHz 68020
and free installation
Computer System Associates, Inc.; 7564 Trade St.;
San Diego, CA 92121; 619-566-3911
Gemini 020/030 Accelerator Card
68030 accelerator card for Mac 128K/512K/Plus/SE
Any Macintosh, except SE/30 and II.
The Gemini 020/030 accelerator card offers either
a 68020 or 68030 (with PMMU) processor, optional
68881/68882, I or 4 MB of 32-bit RAM or 2 MB of
16/32-bit RAM. It runs a 16, 20 or 25 MHz and equals
or exceeds the performance of a Macintosh II or Ilx.
The Gemini features built-in .high-speed SCSI,
runs E-Machines and MegaGraphics large-screen displays, are bundled with software and come with a oneyear warranty. A special version of Virtual software is·
available.
$995 starting price retail
Total Systems; 99 W. 10th Ave., Ste. 333; Eugene,
OR 97401; 503-345-7395 or 800-874-2288
Hummingbird
Math coprocessor
Macintosh l/ or fix.
The Hummingbird math coprocessor is a 68882based unit for the Macintosh II or IIx and is available
at speeds of 33, 36 and 40 MHz. This floating point
accelerator plugs into the same coprocessor socket as
the 15.7 MHz units that come with the stock machines,
and take only a few minutes \o install. Speed-up factors
of up to 2.4 times have been achieved on some floating
point-intensive codes with a Hummingbird unit
installed into a stock Macintosh II.
The Hummingbird is geared towards users who
utilize applications that are floating point intensive .
and wish 10 accelerate these codes at the lowest possible cost. These applications include CAD/CAM, finite
element, three-dimensional modeling/ray !racking, animation/graphics, fractals/Mandelbrot sets, scientific simulations·and others.
$1,495 retail; 33 MHz
$1,595 retail; 36 MHz
$1,695 retail; 40 MHz
Shodan; PO Box 4456; Berkeley, CA 94704;
415-6ol-7500
Mac20MX
68020/68881 upgrade
512KE or larger Macintosh .
The Mac20MX is a 68020 upgrade for a 5 l 2KE,
Plus or Macintosh SE, that improves operating speed
from 400 to 1,000 percent. Options include a 68881
math coprocessor and 1 MB or 4 MB of RAM.
There are two options available for mounting the
accelerator board. A clip-on version is available that is
user installable and does not require any soldering or
cutting of traces. A plug-on version is also available
that requires soldering pins to the side of the 68000 JC
on the computer board. This modification is provided
as a free service by Novy Systems or may be done by
any qualified technician.
·
Complete support software is included which provides control of the 68020 features, SANE traps to the
6888 1, Mac Write traps, Microsoft Fortran and

Basic run-time library patches, a RAM disk program,
a generic SCSI disk formatter and other utilities and
patches.
$695 retail
Novy Systems, Inc.; 1862 Fem Palm Dr.; Edgewater,
FL 32141; 904-427-235&
MacCa¢he
Memory caching card
Macintosh II.
MacCa¢he is a memory caching care! that allows
the Macintosh II to run applications with a performance gain of 14 to 30 percent. This is accomplished
by eliminating the "2-Wait States" approximately 85
to 90 percent of the time.
No cables or soldering are required. A user
removes the 68020 processor chip from its socket on
the Macintosh II motherboard. Once the 68020 chip
has been removed, the MacCa¢he card plugs easily
into place. 'fhe 68020 is then plugged into a socket on
the MacCa¢he card.
$275 retail
Newer Technology; 1117 S. Rock Rd., Ste. 4; Wichita,
KS 67207; 316-685-4904 or 800-678-3726
Maccelerator
Floating-point accelerator with QuickSane
512K or larger Macintosh.
Maccelerator is a floati!)g point accelerator that
uses the National 32081 floating point chip on a 2 by
4-inch printed circuit board. The board fits onto a
Macintosh's 68000 microprocessor with a solderless
64-pin clip-on connector.
·It also includes QuickSane tjtility software for
speeding up applic&tions that use a Macintosh's S;me
routines for floating-point calculations.
Assembly language routines are also provided,
enabling a user to directly access the 32081 coprocessor using Consulair 's Mace development system.
Call for pricing
Quesse Computer Co., Inc.; PO Box 922; Issaquah,
WA 98027; 206-392-7701
MacDSP64KC
Signal processing cards
Macintosh II or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
This 25 MFLOP 32-bit floating point accelerator
is based on AT&T's DSP32C digital signal processor.
The board has two 16 Mbit/sec serial 1/0 ports and
comes with up to 4 MB of zero-wait state SRAM for
signal, jmage and graphics processing. A direct processor interface is provided for data acquisition
daughter cards, enabling real-time spectral analysis
and process control, and allowing users to create systems with multiple boards. Internal and external interrupts and zero overhead instruction looping are
featured. Real-time spectrum analyzer and oscilloscope software provides FFTs, digital filters, modulation and other sign&l processing functions. Libraries
are available for programming the board in C, Pascal
or Basic. There is also a C compiler with an assembler, linker and debugger..
$2,995 retail; with 64K SRAM
$3,995 retail; with 256K SRAM
$8,995 retail; with 2 MB SRAM
$12,995 retail; with 4 MB SRAM
Spectral Innovations; 4633 O]d Ironsides Dr., Ste.
450; Santa Clara, CA 95054; 408-727-1314
MacDSPAPIM
Floating point accelerator card
Macintosh SE/30 or IIfx.
The MacQ~PAPIM is a 25 MFLOP floating point
accelerator card that boosts the performance of a
Macintosh SE/30 and Ilfx up to 50 times and includes
up to I MB of zero-wait-state static RAM. The card
·can do a 1,024-point FFT in under 2ms, and takes
advantage of the processor direct slot to achieve data
transfer rates up to 8 MB/sec. A C compiler and Array
Processor Libraries in C, Pascal and Basic simplify
software development. Complete software compatibility between Spectral Innovations' SE/30 and
Macintosh II product line allows developed applications to run on either platform and takes advantage of
-an established software base. The card is
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ideal for signal, image and graphics processing, as
well as general purpose floating point acceleration.
$1 ,995 retail; 256K SRAM
$5,995 retail; l MB SRAM
Spectral Innovations; 4633 Old Ironsides Dr., Ste.
450; Santa Clara, CA 95054; 408-727-1314
MacSElerator
Accelerator
Macintosh SE.
MacSElerator doubles the speed of a Macintosh
SE by adding a 68000 microprocessor operating at 16
MHz and a Zero Wait-State cache for ROM, RAM
memory and video RAM memory.
MacSElerator installs into the options card slot of
the Macintosh SE. It has a socket for a 16 MHz 68881
FPU (math coprocessor), and a connector is provided
for a large screen monitor.
$345 retail
Newer Technology; 1117 S. Rock Rd., Ste. 4; Wichita,
KS 67207; 316-685-4904 or 800-678-3726
MacSprint II
Cache card accelerator
Macintosh II.
MacSprint II is a cache card accelerator that maximizes the Macintosh !I's performance by providing a
32K cache between the system's main memory and
the 68020 processor. The speed increases range from
19 to 30 percent, with the maximum gained in computation-bound applications.
Additional features include a Control Panel
Device (CDEV) that allows cache on/off and auto-on
at start-up, and RAM cache enhancement with large
database applications.
$299 retail
Orchid Technology; 45365 Northport Loop W;
Fremont, CA 94538; 415-683-0300
MaraThon 020
Accelerator board
Macintosh SE.
The MaraThon 020 is a 68020 accelerator board
for a Macintosh SE. It is equipped with a full 32-bit
microprocessor operating at 16 MHz.
$699 starting price retail; options available for additional l or 4 MB of memory and a 68881 math
coprocessor
Dove Computer Corp.; 1200 N. 23rd St.; Wilmington,
NC 28405; 919-763-7918 or 800-622-7627
MaraThon 030
68030 accelerator
Macintosh II.
The MaraThon 030 is a 68030 accelerator for the
Macintosh II. Equipped with a 32-bit microprocessor
operating at 32 MHz, a 256K internal data cache and
256 bytes of instruction cache, the MaraThon 030 is
compatible with existing hardware and software.
$1,599 starting price retail; options available for
68882 math coprocessor
.
Dove Computer Corp.; 1200 N. 23rd St.; Wilmington,
NC 28405; 919-763-7918 or 800-622-7627
MaraThon 030 SE/30
Accelerator
Macintosh SE/30.
The MaraThon 030 SE/30 replaces the existing
68030 processor with Dove's 32 MHz accelerator,
doubling the processor's clock speed in a Macintosh
SE/30. Average performance increase is 25 percent;
100 percent with processor-intensive applications.
$1,599 retail
Dove Computer Corp.; 1200 N. 23rd St.; Wilmington,
NC 28405; 919-763-7918 or 800-622-7627

the processor's clock speed in a Macintosh !Ix.
Average performance increase is 25 percent; 100 percent with processor-intensive applications.
$1,599 retail
Dove Computer Corp.; 1200 N. 23rd St.; Wilmington,
NC 28405; 919-763-7918 or 800-622-7627
MaraThon Racer
High-speed cache card
Macintosh II; System 6.0 or later.
The MaraThon Racer is a high-speed cache card
that acts like an accelerator. Users remove the 68020
chip from the motherboard, place it on the Racer
board and plug the assembly back into the 020 socket.
The Racer board is equipped with a 32K bank of
static RAM. External CPU caching and more efficient
processing are responsible for the significant increase
in speed and performance. Installer software is included with the Racer, and a Control Panel device allows
the internal instruction cache to be turned on and off.
$259 retail
Dove Computer Corp.; 1200 N. 23rd St.; Wilmington,
NC 28405; 919-763-79 18 or 800-622-7627
MC3200NU
20 MFLOP/l 0 MIP floating point attached processor
Macintosh II or /Ix; 1 MB of RAM (requires 2 MB of
RAM for development); MPW 3.0; System 6.0.2.
The MC3200NU is a 20 MFLOP, 10 MIP
attached processor that executes computation-intensive vector and scalar operations for applications such
as simulation, modeling, signal processing, image processing and PostScript. The MC3200NU is programmable in C, Fortran, Assembler and Microcode.
A large collection of microcoded algorithm routines
makes programming the MC3200NU for maximum
speed relatively easy in many popular application
areas.
The single-slot MC3200NU is based on Weitek's
XL-8032 RISC processor chip set, which includes
Weitek's impressive WTL-3132 32-bit floating-point
unit. The three-chip set is supported by up to 8 MB of
two-way interleaved memory on a 40 MB per second
internal bus.
The MC3200NU can be both master and slave on
the Macintosh II. Mastership capability allows the
MC3200NU to transfer data independently of the host
at up to 30 MB per second, anywhere in the 4 GB
address space of the NuBus.
$10,920 retail; single quantity with 2 MB system (4
and 8 MB configurations availaple; C and Fortran
development and optimization packages offered)
Mercury Computer Systems, Inc.; 600 Suffolk St.;
Lowell, MA 01854; 508-458-3100
Mercury 030/SE And 0301Plus
68030 accelerator cards
Macintosh 128K through SE.
The Mercury 030/SE and 030/Plus are 16 MHz
68030 accelerator cards with an optional 16 MHz to
33 MHz 68882 coprocessor driven by its own oscillator and feature easy clip-on installation. They come
with two optional add-on expansion modules: a 32-bit
RAM card and a high-speed SCSI card. They are
compatible with Galileo, enabling the addition of a
large screen display and feature a one-year warranty.
$795 retail; Mercury 030/SE
$995 retail; Mercury 030/Plus
$395 retail; 32-bit RAM card
$295 retail; high-speed SCSI card
Total Systems; 99 W. 10th Ave., Ste. 333; Eugene,
OR 97401; 503-345-7395 or 800-874-2288
Micro-Voice Accelerators
33 and 50 MHz accelerators
Macintosh II or fix.
The 33 and 50 MHz accelerators speed the
Macintosh II or !Ix to the fastest available processors.
Call for pricing
Micro-Voice Communication; 7250 Auburn Blvd.,
Ste. 191 ; Ci_trus Heights, CA 95610; 916-885-5586

MaraThon 030x
Accelerator
Macintosh fix.
The MaraThon 030x replaces the 16 MHz 68030
processor with Dove's 32 MHz accelerator, doubling
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Microtech 68020 Accelerator
Accelerator
Macintosh Plus or SE.
The Microtech 68020 Accelerator is ideally suited
for processor intensive applications, such as computer-aided design, three-dimensional solid modeling,
animation, desktop presentation and spreadsheets.
CPU benchmark tests indicate better than a 40 percent
speed increase without 32-bit memory.
The accelerator provides direct support for a math
coprocessor at speeds up to 33 MHz. An optional
256K static RAM module is also available.
$299 to $1,499 retail; price depends on type and clock
speed
Microtech International, Inc.; 158 Commerce St.; East
Haven, CT 06512; 203-468-6223 or 800-626-4276
Microtech 68882 Accelerator
MC68882 coprocessor
Macintosh II or fix.
Designed for Macintosh II and IIx users whose
primary applications include desktop presentations
and video, animation, CAD and other number-crunching routines, the Microtech 68882 Accelerator
replaces the 16 MHz 68881 in the Mac II or the 16
MHz 68882 in the Mac !Ix with a more powerful 25
or 33 MHz math chip.
The accelerator can be easily installed into the
existing 68881/68882 socket of the Mac II or !Ix in
less than 15 minutes and both accelerators are complete with processors installed.
$1,299 retail; 25 MHz
$1,799 retail; 33 MHz
Microtech International, Inc.; 158 Commerce St.; East
Haven, CT 06512; 203-468-6223 or 800-626-4276
Microtech Static RAM Expansion Board
RAM expansion module; increases performance of
Macintosh
Macintosh Plus or SE; Microtech 68020 accelerator.
The 32-bit static RAM expansion module, when
attached to the Microtech 68020 accelerator board,
can increase the processing performance of the Mac
Plus or SE by as much as 200 percent.
$699 retail
Microtech International, Inc.; 158 Commerce St.; East
Haven, CT 06512; 203-468-6223 or 800-626-4276
NµSuper
Macintosh II RISC coprocessor system
Macintosh II or llx; hard disk drive.
The NuSuper uses an AMO 29000 RISC CPU to
achieve 17 Mips and greater than 31 ,000 dhrystones,
almost twice the speed of the Sun 4/200 SPARCbased workstation. It contains 2 MB of instruction
RAM and from 256K to 4 MB of data RAM. An
optional floating-point processor, the AM29027, is
available to achieve performance of more than 3
mega-Linpacks.
Available software products include: familiar
Macintosh user interface; assembler, linker aild
debugger; Metaware "High C" native compiler; and
demonstration source codes.
$4,295 to $5,295 retail; depending on data RAM configuration (4 or 6 MB)
$700 retail; AM29027 floating-point option
Yarc Systems Corp.; 5655 Lindero Canyon Rd., Ste.
721; Westlake Village, CA 91362; 818-889-4388
NXMac-XSE
Accelerator
Macintosh SE.
The NXMac-XSE is a 16 MHz 68020 accelerator
for the Macintosh SE.
$403 retail
Nemonix, Inc.; 106 South St.; Hopkinton, MA 01748;
508'-435-9087
ProBoard
Memory expansion, accelerator card, big-screen display, SCSI port
Macintosh 512KE, Plus or SE.
The ProBoard is an enhanceJllent kit designed
to make a Macintosh more useful. It combines a
large-screen driver (l ,024 by 768 resolution) with a
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16 MHz 68020 processor and 68881 coprocessor to
give users a bigger workspace and more speed, all on
one board.
The processor has full 32-bit access to video
memory for fast screen updates, along with dedicated
32-bit memory for a faster copy of the ROM code.
The ProBoard can access both on-board memory
(up to 4,096K) and Macintosh RAM, allowing users
to expand their current system without discarding or
replacing memory they've already paid for. ProBoard
memory and Macintosh memory are contiguous, so
the Finder sees all of the memory, all of the time.
An external 19-inch display can be readily attached
to the ProBoard's video connector at the rear of the
Macintosh, giving users a 14 by I I-inch workspace,
and keeping the standard 72 dpi resolution.
$I,295 to $1,495 U.S. retail
SuperAdd Computer Products, Inc.; 2 St. Clair Ave.
W, Ste. 1700; Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4V IL5;
4I6-925-2739
Pronto
SCSI host adapter
Macintosh /I family.
Pronto is a SCSI host adapter for the Macintosh II
that speeds data transfer between a Mac and any SCSI
device up to 300 percent. Pronto works with any internal or external SCSI device, including hard disks, tape
drives, optical discs and scanners.
Pronto is easy to install and use as a video card. A
user can enable or disable Pronto from the Control
Panel, as well as divide its read-ahead cache to maximize its performance for an application.
The SCSI host adapter features a high-speed SCSI
port, a special "byte-packing" scheme to use the full
32-bit capacity of the NuBus and read-ahead cache.
Call for pricing
Golden Triangle Computers, Inc.; 4849 Ronson Ct.;
SanDiego,CA 92111 ; 619-279-2IOO
Radius Accelerator 16 And Radius Accelerator 25
· 68020 accelerator with optional 68881 and 68882
math coprocessors
Macintosh Plus or SE.
The Radius Accelerator 16 is a powerful enhancement for a Macintosh Plus or SE that effectively
quadruples the computer's processing speed. It is
based on the MC68020 microprocessor. An optional
MC6888 I math coprocessor is available.
The Radius Accelerator 25 is a state-of-the-art
enhancement for a Macintosh SE that increases the
computer's speed up to six times. It is based on the
MC68020 microprocessor and uses a write•through
hardware cache that consists of 32K of static RAM.
An optional MC6888 l math coprocessor is available.
$795 retail; Accelerator I6 (Plus or-SE)
·
$1 ,395 retail; Accelerator 25 (SE only)
Radius Inc.; 1710 Fortune Dr.; San Jose, CA 9513 I;
408-434-I010
SCSIXCI
SCSI accelerator
Macintosh /I, /Ix, llcx or l/ci.
The SCSI XCI is a SCSI accelerator that, on the
average, increases hard disk performance by a factor
of 4. A dedicated on-board 68000 processor offloads
work from the Macintosh 68030. A memory buffer,
expandable to 4 MB, puts disk reads and writes into
high-speed memory, enabling users to work faster. It is
ideal for large files and powerful database performance.
$1,995 retail
DayStar Digital, Inc.; 5556 Atlanta Hwy.; Rowery
Branch, GA 30542; 404-967-2077 or 800-962-2077
Si3033
33 MHz accelerator
Macintosh II or llx.
The Si3033 uses the Motorola 68030 processor
and allows the Macintosh II to run most applications

more than 200 percent faster than before. The accelerator operates at a clock rate of 33.3 MHz, more than
twice that of the Macintosh II and IIx.
Specifications include: Motorola 68030 CISC
microprocessor; optional Motorola 33 MHz 68882
math coprocessor; 64K instruction and data cache; and
uses Burst Mode memory access, a unique feature of
the 68030.
$2,495 retail; Si3033
$2,995 retail; with 68882 math coprocessor
Siclone Sales & Engineering Corp.; 107 Bonaventura
Dr.; San Jose, CA 95134; 408-263-8207 or
800-727-8207
Si3040
Accelerator
Macintosh II or fix.
The Si3040 features a 40 MHz Motorola 68030
processor to run Macintosh II or IIx applications more
than 250 percent faster. It features a 64K static RAM
cache, Burst Mode memory access, the capability to
return to 16 MHz mode and an optional 40 MHz
68882 math coprocessor.
$3,495 retail
$4,495 retail; with 68882
Si clone Sales & Engineering Corp.; I07 Bonaventura
Dr.; San Jose, CA 95134; 408-263-8207 or
800-727-8207
Si3050
Accelerator
Macintosh II or llx.
The Si3050 uses a 50 MHz Motorola 68030 processor and features a 64K static RAM cache, Burst
Mode memory access, the capability to return to 16
MHz mode and an optional 50 MHz 68882 math
coprocessor.
$4,995 retail
$5,995 retail; with 68882
Siclone Sales & Engineering Corp.; 107 Bonaventura
Dr.; San Jose, CA 95134; 408-263-8207 or
800-727-8207
Speed Card
Plug-in accelerator card
Macintosh SE.
SpeedCard doubles 'the speed of a Macintosh SE
with a 16 MHz 68000 processor and a I6K hardware
RAM cache mounted on a plug-in card.
An optional 16 MHz Motorola 6888I math processor speeds math applications up to 10 times faster
than a stock Macintosh SE, and an on-board expansion port is provided to attach other Macintosh SE
add-on cards internally.
$399 retail; SpeedCard
$699 retail; SpeedCard with 68881 coprocessor
$399 retail; 68881 coprocessor
$149 retail; Bus Transfer
SuperMac Technology; 485 Potrero Ave.; Sunnyvale,
CA 94086; 408-245-2202
SuperSCSI Card
Provides a high-speed link between the Mac II and
SCSI devices
Macintosh II family.
The SuperSCSI Card provides a high-speed link
between the Macintosh II and SCSI devices. The
existing Macintosh II SCSI port is limited to about I
MB/second, and requires the full attention of the
motherboard CPU to transfer each byte of data.
SuperSCSI operates as an independent bus master,
using OMA transfers over the NuBus to and from
motherboard memory at rates up to 5 MB/second. The
host CPU is relieved from actual data transfer because
SuperSCSI transparently intercepts all SCSI Manager
calls.
SuperSCSI is plug compatible with existing
devices and does not require special software or
drivers. Existing internal drives may be accessed at
higher speeds by simply disconnecting the 50-pin ribbon cable from the motherboard and moving it to the
50-pin ribbon cable header on the SuperSCSI card.
$989 retail
Creative Solutions, Inc.; 470I Randolph Rd. , Ste. 12;
Rockville, MD 20852; 301-984-0262 or
800-367-8465 (orders)

TransLink
Parallel processor
Macintosh SE or larger.
TransLink is a high-speed 32-bit parallel processor that increases the speed of a Macintosh to that of a
super-mini or mainframe computer. A starter kit
includes a 15 MHz processor and l MB of RAM,
offering a throughput of IO million instructions per
second (MIPS), or the performance of a mainframe
computer. With additional "transputer" modules, a
Macintosh II could achieve a throughput of up to
IOOMIPS.
Transputers are credit card sized modules that are
plugged into TransLink cards. These cards act as modular building blocks, allowing the construction of
large parallel processing systems. Transputers include
additional RAM, faster clock speed and math and
other coprocessors.
$2,097 retail; starter kit for Macintosh SE
$2,59.7 retail; starter kit for Macintosh SE/30 or II
$1 ,299 to $3,499 retail; additional modules
Levco Sales; 61 81 Cornerstone Ct. E, Ste. IO I; San
Diego, CA 92121; 619-457-2011
Turbo SE
16 MHz, 68000-based accelerator board
Macintosh SE.
The Turbo SE is a I6 MHz, 68000-based accelerator board for a Macintosh SE. It offers a minimum
speed increase of I00 percent for all Macintosh SE
operations, while the addition of an optional Motorola
6888 I math coprocessor further increases speed of
numerical operations by up to 40 times that of the
standard SE.
Each of the Macintosh SE RAM modules is
unplugged and moved to the Turbo SE board to speed
up all available RAM. Owners also have the option of
moving the SE ROMs to the Turbo SE board to double the speed of all ROM operations.
$398 retail; Turbo SE
$298 retail; math coprocessor
Siclone Sales & Engineering Corp.; I07 Bonaventura
Dr.; San Jose, CA 95134; 408-263-8207 or
800-727-8207
Voyager 030/33 And 030/50
68030 accelerator cards
Maci111osh II or fix.
The Voyager 030/33 (33 MHz) and 030/50 (50
MHz) are 68030 accelerator cards with built-in
PMMU and an optional 68882 coprocessor. They are
64K "burst-mode" RAM cache cards that take advantage of available motherboard RAM. Installation does
not use up a NuBus slot. Bundled software includes
special enhancement of SANE and control over 68030
data and instruction caches. They are fully compatible
with most peripherals, including 32-bit color monitors, full-height internal drives and A/UX, Virtual and
System 7.
$2,495 retail; 33 MHz 68030
$2,995 retail; with 33 MHz 68882 coprocessor
$4,995 retail; 50 MHz 68030
$5,995 retail; with 50 MHz 68882 coprocessor
Total Systems; 99 W. I0th Ave., Ste. 333; Eugene,
OR 97401; 503-345-7395 or 800-874-2288
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Al 90 Factory Mac
Macintosh II industrial computer
The AI 90 FactoryMac is an industrially hardened
Macintosh II targeted at any Mac application installed
in·a harsh environment, such as a manufacturing facility. It runs all Macintosh II software and has optional
support for MS-DOS and Unix programs. A variety of
standard application programs are available, and it can
be programmed in most high-level languages.
The Al 90 is available as a I9-inch rack, panel or
·desktop stand-mountable unit housed in a NEMA-2
drip-proof enclosure for factory use.
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The AI 90 auto-boots on power up and includes a
"beefier" power supply and voltage monitoring indicators for easier trouble-shooting. It has an expandable
architecture that includes six NuBus slots that provide
synchronous I0 MHz speeds and full 32-bit addressing. Boards can also be added for coprocessing, communications, video, analog and digital 1/0 and
graphics.
The unit features RF! shielding for noise immunity and filtered ventilation. It can operate in altitudes
up to I0,000 feet with an operating range between IO
and 50 degrees centigrade.
$9,600 to $16,000 retail
Automatix, Inc.; 755 Middlesex Turnpike; Billerica,
MA 01821; 508-667-7900
Cambridge Z88
Portable computer that imports/exports data from/to
the Macintosh
The Cambridge Z88 is a slim, lightweight
portable that imports/exports files to and from the
Macintosh. It's built-in productivity sofrware includes
a spreadsheet, word processor, personal calendar and
daily organizer and other applications.
The size of a piece of paper (8.25 by 11.5-inches),
the Cambridge Z88 is less than one inch thick. It operates for 20 hours on four AA batteries, weighs less
than two pounds, features a quiet, full-size keyboard '
and works with almost any printer or modem.
The Z88 provides up to 1 MB of memory using
interchangeable solid-state Memory Cartridges of up
to 512K that slide into three easy-to-access slots under
the keyboard.
$699 and up retail
Cambridge North America; 424 Cumberland Ave.;
Portland, ME 04101; 800-888-3723 or 800-366-0088
CNC Organiser
Battery-powered, hand-held computer
The CNC Organiser is a battery-operated, handheld computer that edits, saves, sends and receives
CNC programs. It sends to and receives from all CNC
controls, Macintosh computer programming systems,
printers or modems using RS-232 serial communications. Users can store one or hundreds of jobs indefinitely in removable tamper-proof, non-magnetic
electronic memory modules. The Organiser displays
an index of files and shows amount of available
unused memory. It includes 64K of memory, a 36-key
keyboard, interface cable and a two-line by 16 charac- ·
ter dot matrix LCD display.
An optional AC adaptor, modem, printer, extra
interface connectors, carrying case and the CNC
Organiser with 512K of RAM is also available.
$795 retail
Computer Tech; 4521 Campus Dr., Ste. 298; Irvine,
CA 92715; 714-725-0444
Colby Mobile Mac
Repackaged Macintosh
The Colby Mobile Mac is a modular repackaged
Macintosh system made suitable for mounting in
mobile applications for police, fire, ambulance, civil
defense and other vehicles. The CPU can be transported in a standard briefcase, because it measures 11 3/8
by 12 1/8 by 2 1/4-inches and weighs only 6.5 pounds.
The mobile application utilizes a 7-inch CRT.
The desktop application requires the use of the
Colby 115V AC power adapter and a Colby 12-inch
CRT BigTop Monitor. Purchasing an extra keyboard
would eliminate the need to transport the keyboard
between the vehicle and desktop.

$1,690 retail; plus options
Colby Systems Corp.; 299 l Alexis Dr.; Palo Alto,
CA 94304; 415-941-9090
Colby WalkMac SE
Portable flat Macintosh
The Colby WalkMac SE is a versatile and
portable flat battery-operated Macintosh that weighs
12 pounds.and measures l l 7/8 by 15 3/4 by 3 l/2inches. The total package includes an internal SOOK
floppy disk drive, a built-in full-size travel keyboard
and an optional 40 or 80 MB hard disk drive.
The display is a backlit, supertwist, dark blue with
white background LCD. The unit is upgradable to 8
MB of RAM and can accommodate an accelerator
board with a 68020 or 68030 option with math coprocessor. An optional dual-page high-resolution video
board for an external 19-inch CRT is available.
The unit is powered by 110/220V AC or l2V DC.
$5,499 (base price) retail; plus options
Colby Systems Corp.; 2991 Alexis Dr.; Palo Alto,
CA 94304; 415-941-9090
Dash 30 Workstation
Mac II high-end workstation
The Dash 30 Workstation is designed for professionals who want maximum performance from a
Macintosh. It provides more than three times the computational speed of a Mac !lei. The Workstation is
built with a genuine Apple motherboard. The performance increase derives from the full 32-bit 68030
microprocessor. The 40 MHz 68030 runs at more than
twice the clock speed of the microprocessors found in
any other Macintosh. Nearly three times as much data
can be moved at a time because of the accelerated
SCSI circuitry design. It includes an accelerated 40
MHz 68882 floating point coprocessor for processing
of complex math functions.
For storage intensive applications, the Dash 30
Workstation's IO half-height drive slots can incorporate as much as 5 GB of storage. The workstation
design permits enclosure of tape drives, removable
cartridge drives, optical drives and numerous other
SCSI and storage solutions. It offers the capability to
integrate additional specialized RISC and parallel processing boards.
$17 ,500 retail
Sixty Eight Thousand, Inc.; IO Victor Sq.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 408-438-1777
Dynamac SE, SE/30 And Macintosh Portable
Portable Macintosh computers
Dynamac SE and SE/30 are portable Macintoshes
that feature an internal surge protector; 1.44 HD
Floppy Drive; fully light emitting 640 by 400 display
(electroluminescent); 40 MB hard disk drive; A/C
Power (DC option) 110/220 volt switchable power;
carrying case (with two other models available); Sharp
Wizard and connecting cable; and MindShare management software.
Standard features of the Dynamac SE include:
Macintosh SE motherboard; 68000 processor; 1,200baud internal modem; video refresh rate slightly faster
than Mac SE; 2.5 MB RAM (up to 4 MB available);
and a video interface for 1,024 by 808 17-inch EMachines monitor. It is upgradable to the Dynamac
SE/30.
Standard features .of the Dynamac SE/30 include:
Macintosh SE/30 motherboard; 16 MHz 68030 processor; 68882 math coprocessor; 2,400-baud internal
data modem; 4,800-baud internal fax modem; 2 MB
RAM (up to 8 MB available); video support for all
Apple color monitors; and an SE/30 DirectSlot for
other monitors or expandable functions.
Standard features of the Macintosh Portable
include: 16 MHz 68000 processor; 2,400-baud internal data modem; 4,800-baud internal fax modem;
internal surge protector; 1.44 HD Floppy Drive; crisp
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640 by 400 active matrix LCD display; 2 MB of
RAM; 40 MB hard disk drive; AC/DC Power; extra
battery and external recharger; carrying case; Sharp
Wizard and connecting cable; MindShare management sofrware; and video support for all Apple monitors is available.
All of the portables come with a one-year parts
and labor warranty and a 30-day money-back guarantee. A variety of options are available.
$6,995 retail; Dynamac SE Portable (trade-in pricing
available)
$8,995 retail; Dynamac SE/30 Portable (trade-in pricing available)
$6,995 starting price retail; Macintosh Portable
Dynamac Computer Products, Inc.; 555 17th St., Ste.
1850; Denver, CO 80202; 303-296-0606 or
800-234-2349
ImageSetter Workstation
Turnkey desktop publishing solution
The ImageSetter Workstation is a turnkey desktop
publishing solution based on a Macintosh !Ix or !lex.
The fully integrated system includes word processing,
graphics and page layout packages, a comprehensive
help program and online order entry, linking clients to
Composing Room's service bureau. The package
includes extensive training and support and free
modem service.
$16,000 to $24,400 retail
Composing Room; 841 Chestnut St.; Philadelphia,
PA 19107; 215-829-961 1
lndustrialMac
High-performance workstation
The IndustrialMac is a complete turnkey solution
consisting of a sophisticated file server, advanced
workstation, unlimited access to other computers and
a true paralle~ design.
The IndustrialMac Network utilizes a third-generation file server that permits advanced interactive networking capabilities, including diskless operation
from each workstation, sharing of files , random access
backup and retrieval, password protection, the ability
to mount volumes at any time and sharing of a wide
range of resources.
Workstations are based on the Apple Macintosh
line of computers, which are remanufactured to
enhance performance in key areas of memory, speed
and network communications. Various technologies
are integrated to produce a "universal workstation"
capable of operating in multiple environments, running over Ethernet or twisted pair, performing interactive file transfers from VAX, Cyber, IBM and other
computer systems.
Configuration of a system is dependent on the
individual needs of each company. File server memory ranges from 70 MB to 1.2 GB. LANs are bridged to
Ethernet and use AppleTalk, DECnet and TCP/IP protocols. Workstations are equipped with 2 MB of memory, an enhanced operating system, monitor, two SOOK
disk drives, keyboard, mouse, trackball, Ethernet terminal server connector and tilt base. Available configurations include SCSI, NuBus, high-speed serial 1/0,
ADB Bus and stereo sound. Options include 16 MHz
processor, floating point coprocessor, expandable
memory (up to 2 GB), special purpose monitors (9inch to 21-inch; black and white or color), graphics
tablet, optical scanner and optical character reader,
video digitizer, DMP printers, laser printers, plotters,
color slide maker, bar-code reader, controllers, scientific sensors and a wide range of bridges and gateways
to other computer systems and networks.
$2,995 starting price retail
JMES; 6791 Skyview Dr.; Huntington Beach,
CA 92647; 714-898-2050

Hardware & Peripherals/
Computers
Macintosh Ilci
High-perfonnance version of Macintosh !Icx
The Macintosh !Ici offers high perfonnance and
enhanced functionality. A 25 MHz 6S030 microprocessor enables the system to perfonn up to 45 percent
faster than the Macintosh Hex and !Ix. To speed the
processing of complex mathematical functions, a
6SSS2 math coprocessor comes standard. It also
comes with built-in video capability that enables the
system to display up to 256 colors or shades of gray
simultaneously on a variety of Apple color and grayscale monitors.
The Macintosh !Ici includes three internal NuBus
expansion slots, space for a 3.5-inch internal hard
drive, seven standard external ports to accommodate
peripherals and the capability of expanding RAM up
to S MB. It uses the l.4 MB Apple FDHD SuperDrive
and comes standard with MultiFinder and HyperCard.
$6,269 retail; with 1 MB of RAM and SuperDrive
(other configurations available)
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 40S-996- IO IO
Macintosh Ilcx
Personal computer
The Macintosh Hex has a full 32-bit 6S030 microprocessor, a 6SSS2 floating-point coprocessor, three
NuBus expansion slots and a small, modular design.
Other features include: compatibility with
Macintosh II and !Ix software; Apple FDHD internal
1.4 MB floppy drive reads from and writes to MSDOS, OS/2 and ProDOS disks; built-in Paged
Memory Management Unit to support multitasking
operating systems; small footprint and mounting flexibility (base, side or from a bracket); auto-restart,
which allows the system to restart itself after a power
outage; and easy disassembly (critical components,
such as RAM, ROM and disk drives, can be accessed
by removing a single screw).
$4,669 retail; Macintosh !Icx CPU
$5,369 retail; Macintosh !Icx Hard Disk 40 CPU
$6,569 retail; Macintosh Hex Hard Disk SO CPU
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996-IOlO
Macintosh Ilfx
High-perfonnance Macintosh
The Macintosh !Ifx is the fastest Macintosh yet
developed. It runs up to twice as fast as the 25 MHz
Macintosh !Ici. This increase in perfonnance derives
from the careful integration of powerful new technologies, including: a 40 MHz 6S030 processor/6SSS2
coprocessor combination, a built-in 32K Static RAM
Cache and a new design called "latched wires";
employs dedicated input/output processors and a
Small Computer System Interface/Direct Memory
Access Controller; and includes an expansion slot tied
directly to the processor in addition to its six industrystandard NuBus slots.
The Macintosh IIfx has an improved Macintosh II
product design. These improvements include a quieter,
variable speed fan and an ergonomically-designed
extended keyboard that is fully adjustable.
$S,969 retail; 4 MB/SuperDrive
$9,S69 retail; 4 MB/SO MB internal hard drive
$ I0,969 retail; 4 MB/160 MB internal hard drive
$2,999 retail; Macintosh IIfx logic board upgrade
$999 retail; Macintosh IIfx 4 MB memory expansion
kit
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 40S-996- l_OIO

Macintosh IIx
6S030 Macintosh
The Macintosh Ilx, designed to provide the perfonnance and flexibility to serve a variety of demanding applications, uses Motorola's 6S030
microprocessor and its 6SSS2 math coprocessor. It
also provides a 3.5-inch floppy disk drive that can
read and write to MS-DOS and Apple II fonnats.
The combination of the 6S030 microprocessor and
6S8S2 math coprocessor running at 16 MHz provides
useis with an additional IO to l 5 percent perfonnance
improvement over the Macintosh II. In addition, virtually all Macintosh II-compatible software runs without
modification on the Macintosh !Ix.
The Macintosh !Ix incorporates Apple's new l.44
MB floppy disk drive (FDHD - Floppy Drive High
Density). The drive's capability to read and write MSDOS, OS/2 and ProDOS files in conjunction with the
Apple File Exchange utility enable Macintosh !Ix
users a convenient means of exchanging infonnation
between different computeis.
The Macintosh !Ix comes standard with a 1.44
MB floppy disk drive and its support circuitry. The
system also comes standard with 4 MB of RAM.
The Macintosh !Ix continues to use the features of
the Macintosh II, including its 256K ROM, high-resolution.color, graphics, sound and NuBus. It also uses
the SCSI interface.
The microprocessor is a Motorola 6S030 along
with an SO-bit-precision 6SSS2 math coprocessor, both
running with a 16 MHz clock. The 6S030 has separate
256-byte caches for data and instructions plus a builtin Page Memory Management Unit (PMMU) used by
advanced multitasking. The two caches speed up system operations by providing rapid access to the most
recently used data and instructions. The new Motorola
6SSS2 coprocessor shares the same instructional set as
the 6SSS l and is capable of performing up to two
times the speed of the 6SSS2.
System ROMs have been mounted in SIMMs,
making the new system easier to service and
configure.
The FDHD floppy disk drive can store 1.44 MB
of data on a 3.5-inch floppy disk. Along with the new
controller chip, SWIM (Super Wozniak Integrated
Machine), the drive can also read, write and fonnat
400K and SOOK disks from existing Macintosh computeis and read files created under the Apple II
ProDOS operating system.
The FDHD can also read and write 3.5-inch MSDOS or OS/2 diskettes and, with the help of Apple
File Exchange, can transfer files to Macintosh disks.
The drive supports both 720K and l .44 MB fonnats.
Four upgrade levels are available for Macintosh II
owneis.
$5,269 retail; Macintosh !Ix CPU
$5,969 retail; Macintosh !Ix Hard Disk 40 CPU
$7 ,699 retail; Macintosh !Ix Hard Disk SO CPU
(4MB)
$S,569 retail; Macintosh lix Hard Disk 160 CPU (4
MB)
$2,199 retail; Logic Board Upgrade Kit
$599 retail; FDHD Upgrade Kit
$499 retail; PMMU Chip
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 40S-996-1010
Macintosh Plus, SE And II
Peisonal computeis
The Macintosh Plus is an entry-level personal
computer for business professionals, students and educatois. It features 1 MB of RAM, expandable to 4
MB; SOOK floppy disk drive; SCSI port; 12SK ROM;
standard typewriter-style keyboard with numeric keypad and cuisor keys; high-resolution 9-in.ch bitmapped graphic display; two RS-422 senal ports;
sound port; and a CMOS custom chip with a 4.5-volt
user-replaceable battery backup.

The Macintosh SE is an expandable, general purpose computer for broad-based business and higher
education applications. Its basic hard disk configuration includes 1 MB of RAM expandable to 4 MB;
256K ROM; external ports for SCSI connection; two
RS-422 serial ports; external disk drive interface;
sound port; Apple Desktop Bus (ADB) standard interface for input peripherals; a SOOK floppy disk drive
and a 20 MB internal SCSI hard disk drive.
The Macintosh Il is an open-architecture, highperfonnance, 32-bit, 6S020-based peisonal computer
for advanced applications in business, higher education
and engineering environments. Its basic hard disk configuration includes I MB of RAM expandable to S MB
on the logic board and 4 gigabytes on the motherboard;
6SSS l floating point arithmetic chip; SCSI ports; two
RS-422 serial ports; external SCSI disk drive interface;
sound port; six slots that use NuBus protocols; SOOK
floppy disk drive; and 40 MB internal SCSI hard disk
drive. An optional 6SS5 l PMMU (Programmable
Memory Management Unit) is required for NUX
applications (UNIX).
$1,799 retail; Macintosh Plus
$2,569 retail; Macintosh SE CPU
$2,969 retail; Macintosh SE Hard Disk 20 CPU
$3,369 retail; Macintosh SE Hard Disk 40 CPU (2
MB)
$4,S69 retail; Macintosh Il CPU
$6, 169 retail; Macintosh Il Hard Disk 40 CPU
$7,369 retail; Macintosh Il Hard Disk 40 CPU (4 MB)
(Apple Keyboards are sold separately)
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 40S-996- IO IO
Macintosh Portable
Full-function Macintosh in a portable design
The Macintosh Portable offeis complete
Macintosh functionality in a portable design.
Everything a user needs - CPU, screen, keyboard,
pointing device, battery and disk storage - is integrated into a single, easy-to-carry package. Its highcontrast Active Matrix Liquid Crystal Display has a
fast response rate and displays the full width of a letter-size page. Featuring a long battery life, the
Portable can provide six to 12 hoUIS of operation,
depending on the system configuration and usage. To
conserve power and extend battery life, it includes a
special microprocessor that manages power user. A
battery desk accessory monitois and displays battery
power levels.
.
The Macintosh Portables comes standard with 1
MB of RAM and is available in two configurations:
with a built-in Apple FDHD SuperDrive, or with an
Apple FDHD SuperDrive and an internal 40 MB hard
disk drive.
$5,799 retail; with 1 MB of RAM and SuperDrive
(other configurations available)
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 40S-996- IO IO
Macintosh SE/30
Personal computer
The Macintosh SE/30 operates at up to four times
the speed of the Macintosh SE and provides MS-DOS
and OS/2 disk compatibility. The Macintosh SE/30 is
compact and transportable; it uses the 32-bit Motorola
6S030 microprocessor and 6SSS2 math coprocessor;
and provides RAM expansion up to S MB.
The Motorola 6SSS2 floating-point coprocessor
perfonns certain complex mathematical calculations
more than 100 times faster than the Macintosh SE,
dramatically improving the perfonnance of some
spreadsheets, statistical and numeric-based graphics
programs.
·
The Apple FDHD, an internal high-capacity 1.4
MB floppy drive, provides almost twice the storage
capacity of SOOK disks. It also has the capability to
read from and write to MS-DOS, OS/2 and ProDOS
disks.
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Computers
The 030 Direct Slot allows the Macintosh SF,130
with video cards supporting standalone gray-scale and color monitors, high-performance parity memory cards and digital signal
processing cards. The 030 Direct Slot also supports
cards for communications protocols, such as
EtherTalk.
The Macintosh SF,130 also includes an Apple custom chip on the motherboard that provides four-voice
stereo sound capability and compatibility with sound
applications.
$3,S69 retail; Macintosh SF,130 CPU
$4,369 retail; Macintosh SE/30 Hard Disk 40 CPU
$5,569 retail; Macintosh SE/30 Hard Disk SO CPU
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 40S-996-1010

to be upgraded

MicroExplorer
Desktop computer for artifiCial intelligence
The MicroExplorer incorporates a specially developed coprocessor board that includes Tl's Lisp microprocessor and the Explorer software environment for
development and delivery of AI applications. The
MicroExplorer processor supports up to 12 MB of
memory and plugs into a single NuBus slot in a
Ma~intosh II. Explorer and Macintosh II operating
envrronments execute concurrently and are closely
coupled with multiprocessor software developed
by TI.
The MicroExplorer runs the same extensive software environment as other Explorer family members,
so applications developed on larger Explorer systems
can be installed on the MicroExplorer for wide-spread
deployment.
TI's multiprocessor software integrates the
Explorer environment with the Macintosh II system,
allowing applications that run on both processors to
cooperate or exchange data as needed.
The base configuration includes a Macintosh II
with 2 MB of RAM, a 40 MB disk, MicroExplorer
processor with 4 MB of RAM and Explorer run-time
software environment. A large configuration with a
21-inch monochrome monitor, 4 MB of Explorer
memory, three SO MB disks and Explorer development software is available. Upgrade kits, including
Mi~roExplorer process board and system software, are
available for customers who already have Macintosh
II systems. These can be purchased at end-users volume discounts.
$16,645 retail; starting price
Texas Instruments; PO Box 202230; Austin,
TX 7S720; S00-527-3500
Model650T
Tempest Macintosh IIx
The Model 650T is a Tempest version of the
'.'iacint~sh llx. The 650T is adaptable to diverse physical envrronments. The CPU cabinet is ideal for the
desktop, while option kits support upright "tower"
operation or mounting in standard 19-inch racks. All
base systems include 650T Macintosh IIx CPU with
6S030 and 6SSS2 processors; one FDHD diskette
drive; mouse; extended keyboard; SCSI port; two
desktop bus ports; two serial RS-232/RS-422 ports for
AppleTalk, modem and printer interface; power lock;
system software; and manuals. Memory, monitor, storage and networking/communications options are
available.
$11,445 retail; base unit price
Mitek Systems, Inc.; 6225 Nancy Ridge Dr.; San
Diego, CA 92121; 619-5S7-9157 or S00-367-5660

Odyssey 2000
Portable Macintosh kit
Macintosh Plus, SE or SE/30.
The Odyssey 2000 converts a Macintosh Plus, SE
or SE/30 into a portable Macintosh. Highlighting its
features are an LCD display, optional internal hard
drive and custom carrying case. The display is backlit
and removable for overhead projection viewing.
The only tools required other than those included
in the kit are a Phillips and Standard screwdriver.
Complete installation takes about 15 minutes. The
Odyssey 2000 comes with a one-year warranty.
$2, 195 retail
Odyssey Systems; 2711 S. Fry; Boise, ID S3709;
20S-362-0023
PIR'APSII
Patron information retrieval and processing station
Macintosh II or larger; 2 MB of RAM.
PIR' APS II is a patron interaction/promotional
floor unit designed to familiarize customers with store
orientation and layout, merchandise specifications and
availability and order placement (if integrated with
SalePoint POS systems).
The system includes: 15-inch S-bit color touch
screen, keyboard and trackball, 40 MB removable cartridge hard drive, integrated Boise stereo speakers and
a custom graphical (color, HyperText and animation)
database.
Options include: 600 MB hard drive, interactive
videotape player, 24-bit 19-inch touch screen, sealed
keyboard and joystick, printer, coin-operated timer
and credit card reader.
$11,500 retail; PIR'APS II
$7,500 to $26,000 retail; other models
Vertical Arts, Inc.; A Subsidiary of Graphic Solutions,
Inc.; 23 Pleasant St.; Northampton, MA 01060;
413-5S6-9251 or S00-544-7274
Rackll
Rack-mounted Mac II for studio, mobile vehicle and
industrial use
Rack II is a rack-mounted Macintosh II. It allows
for complete control of digital recording using the
Macintosh as the computing engine, with convenience and timesavings of a rack-mount casing.
It is available alone or as part of a complete
system.
Call for pricing
Specialized Computer Systems, Inc.; S27 Arnold Dr.,
Ste. SO; Martinez, CA 94553; 4 l 5-370-S200
RackMac 1200/1210
Industrial computers
The RackMac Models 1200 and 1210 are rugged,
industrially-packaged Apple Macintosh II computers.
They are provided with fast 40 MB (SO MB in Model
1210) 3.5-inch disk drives that can tolerate 60 G
shocks.
The computer units come equipped with
GreenSpring's color video controller, which supports
1-, 2-, 4-.and S-bit per pixel displays at 640 by 4SO
pixels, selecting from a palette of 16 million colors.
Industry standard 19-inch rack mounting,
enhanced cooling, air filtration and a positive
on/off/restart key switch make the 1200/1210 will
suited for the industrial environment. The enclosure is
built of durable steel and cast aluminum. The aluminum front bezel rotates downward to expose operator controls and floppy access. While the bezel is
closed, an airtight seal is maintained at the floppy
drive opening.
Call for pricing; depends on options
GreenSpring Computers; 1204 O'Brien Dr.; Menlo
Park, CA 94025; 415-327-1200
Telefolders Host
6SOOO-based desktop multiuser time-sharing computer
5 l 2K or larger Macintosh.
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Telefolders Host is a 6SOOO-based desktop multiuser time-sharing computer with multiple ports for
plugging in any combination of serial terminals,
modems, printers or Macintoshes with all simultaneously active. All Macintoshes share a centralized
database of Macintosh files using an iconic, Finderlike interface.
The Host includes a demand-paged virtual memory 0/S with compiler, editors, spooler, utilities, plotter
package, communications and networking software,
spreadsheet and built-in database capabilities.
Hardware configurations start with 512K memory, 20 MB disk, 1/4-inch cartridge tape and six serial
ports.
$S,300 starting price retail
Semaphore Corp.; 207 Granada Dr.; Aptos,
CA 95<!<>3; 40S-6SS-9200
Tempest Macintosh U T5270
NACS IM 51 DOA version of Macintosh II
The Tempest Macintosh II is a NACSIM 5100A
version of a Macintosh II designed for advanced
applications, such as desktop publishing, science and
engineering. It comes standard with a full 32-bit
6S020 microprocessor and a 6SSS l floating point
coprocessor. It can be configured for up to S MB of
RAM and can support Apple's A/UX.
It is available with one of three Tempest monitors:
Apple 12-inch black and white monitor (up to 256
shades of gray); Apple 13-inch color monitor (256
colors out of a palette of 16 million colors); or a 19inch high-resolution color monitor and SuperMac
Spectrum Card '(resolution 1,024 by 76S pixels).
The Tempest Macintosh II comes with two SOOK
3.5-inch diskette drives and a choice of either a 40 or
SO MB removable disk. The Apple Extended
Keyboard is standard.
·
Orange Micro's Mac2S6 card and Apple's PC
5.25 drive are available as options for MS-DOS
applications.
Call for pricing
Atlantic Research Corp. - Tempest Division; 5390
Cherokee Ave.; Alexandria, VA 22312;
703-642-42SO or S00-542-5323
Tempest Macintosh SE T5240
NACSIM 5100A version of Macintosh SE
The Tempest Macintosh SE is a NACSIM 51 OOA
version of Macintosh SE. It comes with up to 4 MB
of RAM, two SOOK 3.5-inch diskette drives and can
be configured with an additional 40 MB removable
external hard disk drive. It also comes with the Apple
Extended Keyboard and mouse.
The Tempest Macintosh SE retains the compact
desktop design of the original Macintosh SE.
Call for pricing
Atlantic Research Corp. - Tempest Division; 5390
Cherokee Ave.; Alexandria, VA 22312;
703-642-42SOor S00-542-5323

a

Hardware & Peripherals/
Data Acquisition & Control
The ADC-1 Data Acquisition And Control System
RS-232 periph.eral unit offering 16 analog input channels with 13-bit resolution and 3S control points
512K or larger Macintosh.
The ADC- I Data Acquisition and Control System
allows a user to gather and analyze data and utilize the
results to control a variety of external devices and
affect environmental changes.
The system is an RS-232 peripheral product that
combmes analog and digital inputs with hardwired,
controlled outputs and a transmitter. It allows a user to
operate AC devices using the BSR/Leviton series of
line carrier, remote-<:ontrol modules.

Hardware & Peripherals/
Data Acquisition & Control
Features include 16 analog inputs, four digital
inputs, six controlled outputs, 38 control points, RS232 serial communications and low-power CMOS
components.
$489 retail; The ADC- I
$45 retail; Macintosh source-code program software
Remote Measurement Systems, Inc.; 2633 Eastlake
Ave. E, Ste. 200; Seattle, WA 98102; 206-328-2255
AMUX-64T
General purpose analog multiplexer with temperature
sensor for use with an NB-Ml0- I6/l 6X to increase
the number of analog input channels to 64, and for
cold-junction compensation
Macintosh II.
The AMUX-64T is a front-end analog multiplexer
that expands the number of analog input signals that
can be measured with an NB-Ml0-16116X. It provides 16 separate 4 to 1 analog multiplexer circuits.
One AMUX-64T board can multiplex up to 64 analog
input signals. Four AMUX-64 boards can be cascaded
to permit up to 256 single-ended ( 128 differential) signals to be acquired by one NB-MIO- I6 l I6X. This
multiplexer also has a built-in integrated circuiJ
temperature sensor for low-cost cold-junction
compensation.
The AMUX-64T is a circuit card assembly that is
external to a Macintosh JI. Standoffs are provided
with the card so that it can sit on a workbench next to
the Macintosh JI or be mounted in a rack mount chassis. The AMUX-64T can be configured to draw power
from either the NB-MI0-16 or NB-MID-16X board,
or from an external +5 V supply. Input signal leads are
attached at screw terminals.
$695 retail
National Instruments Corp.; 6504 Bridge Point Pkwy.;
Austin, TX 78730; 5!2-794-0100 or 800-433-3488
Analog Connection Series
Laboratory and factory data acquisition and control
Macintosh SE or II.
The Analog Connection Series are laboratory and
factory data acquisition and control boards designed
for application in materials testing, chromatography
data acquisition, environmental monjtoring, weighing,
industrial control and general laboratory use.
Analog Connection Workbench is the application
software that ties them all together. It offers an easyto-use graphical interface to configure data acquisition
and control applications.
Plug-in boards for a Macintosh JI include: ACM212-8, which featu~s eight differential 12-bit analog
inputs and eighrdigital 1/0 lines; ACM2-12-8A,
which features eight differential 12-bit analog inputs,
eight digital 1/0 lines and two 12-bit anafog outputs;
ACM2-12-16, which features 16 differential 12,bit
analog inputs and 16 digital 1/0 lines; ACM2- I6-8,
which features eight differential 16-bit analog inputs
and 16 digital 1/0 lines; ACM2- I6-8A, which features
eight differential 16-bit analog inputs, 16 digital 1/0
lines and two 12-bit analog outputs; and ACM2-1616, which features 16 differential 16-bit analog inputs
and 16 digital 1/0 lines.
Plug in boards for a Macintosh SE include:
l\CSE-12-8, which features eight differential 12-bit
analog inputs and eight digital 1/0 lines; and ACSE16-8, which features 16 differential 16-bit analog
inputs and 16 digital 1/0 lines.
$695 retail; ACSE-12-8 (SE)
$1, 145 retail; ACSE-16-8 (SE)
$795 retail; ACM2-12-8 (JI)
$1,190 retail; ACM2-12-8A (II)
$1,145 retail; ACM2-12-16 (JI)
$1,490 retail; ACM2-16-8 (m
$1,790 retail; ACM2-16-8A (JI)
$1,845 retail; ACM2-16-16 (m
$995 retail; Analog Connection Workbench V3.0 (SE
and JI)
Strawberry Tree, Inc.; 160 S. Wolfe Rd.; Sunnyvale,
CA 94086; 408-736-8800

Bench Top
Data acquisition peripherals
Any Macintosh.
.
BenchTop peripherals are data acquisition and
control instruments for the Macintosh. The basic
BenchTop features its own microcontroller, 28 I/0
bits, an operating system ROM, 2K of RAM, a power
supply, case and card cage. Additional plug-in cards
perform analog to digital conversion, digital to analog
conversion and relay control outputs. These peripherals are intended for scientific, industrial, energy management and home control applications.
$632 to $1,700 retail; depending on options
Metaresearch, Inc.; 516 SE Morrison, Ste. M-1;
Portland, OR 97214; 503-238-5728
Daiquiri .1208
12-bit, 8-channel analog to digital converter
Macintosh II.
Daiquiri 1208 is a 12-bit, 8-channel analog to digital converter NuBus card. It can be used in laboratories, industrial production lines, acadelljic training or
other data gathering environments. Seven parallel
inputs and five parallel outputs are provided on the
card. Eight single-ended channels of the multiplexer
on the front end can be changed to four different
inputs; or any combination pf single-ended or differential input, such as one differential input and six single-ended inputs. Built-in sample and hold circuitry is
provided for all single-ended inputs. The eight channels can be divided, in any combination, between single-ended and differential inputs. Application notes
and example code are included for users who wish to
write programs for the card.
$299.95 retail
MacSema; 29383 Lamb Dr.; Albany, OR 97321;
503-757-1520 or 800-344-7228
DataFlash
SCSI-based data acquisition system
512KE or larger Macintosh.
DataFlash provides a cost-effective, expandable
system for data acquisition and control. It combines
the power of two industry-standard bus structures with
the Macintosh user interface, allowing for a true distributed multiprocessor system.
The use of the STD BUS provides hundreds of
available cards to choose from. The use of the SCSI
bus provides a high-speed data channel with a standardized command protocol and the capability to easily daisy chain systems.
Multiple systems may be networked over extended distances.
Features include: card frames from two to 24
slots; support for up to six frames plus a hard disk;
data transfer rates to 1.5 MB/sec.; multiuser networking capability; support for Forth, Pascal, C and Basic;
easy upload/download for development; and a graphic
interface for monitor/control.
$995 starting price retail
CPSA; 166 South J St.; Livermore, CA 94550;
415-449-7744
ForeRunner
Data acquisition board and software
Macintosh II; System 4.2; Finder 6.0.
ForeRunner is an analog and digital 1/0 board and
software package for data acquisition on a Macintosh
JI. It includes a comprehensive set of features that provide 12-bit resolution for 16 single-ended or eight
differential channels. ForeRunner can fit a variety of
laboratory, industrial or control applications. A 1K
FIFO on-board memory buffer eases host processing
dependency and enhances throughput capability.
Software selectable gains of 1, 2, 4 and 8or1,10,100
and 500 allow accommodation of a wide range of input
signal levels. Gain on every channel can be different.
ForeRunner has two independent 12-bit digital to analog converters which operate simultaneously to control
different output devices. Each is capable of operating
at a throughput rate of up to.50 KHz.
ForeRunner includes an automated configuration
and calibration setup facility. An on-screen display of
the ForeRunner board provides visual instructions to
configure board jumpers. Install the board in the
Macintosh, and another display guides users through

the process of calibrating the board.
ForeRunner's menu bar provides options for a
variety of procedures including: setup, analog input,
analog output, digital 1/0 and display of acquired data. .
Optional interface expansion kits provide high-level
programming power to users who need to customize
their data acquisition environment.
$895 retail
Data Translation, Inc.; 100 Locke Dr.; Marlboro,
MA 01752; 508-481-3700
GPIB-422CT
Full-function RS-422 to GPIB controller
512K or larger Macintosh.
The GPIB-422CT can turn any computer or terminal with an RS-422 port into a GPIB controller or,
by the flip of a switch, can make any RS-422 device
look like a GPIB device. The GPIB-422CT is jumpercompatible with Macintosh serial ports. The controller
offers great flexibility to a user by allowing remote
programming functions in three different modes of
operation.
It includes a RAM buffer in 64K or 256K.
$795 to $995 retail
National Instruments Corp.; 6504 Bridge Point Pkwy.;
Austin, TX 78730; 512-794-0100 or 800-433-3488
GPIB-SCSI
Full-function GPIB to SCSI controller
512K or larger Macintosh.
The GPIB-SCSI transparently converts data
between IEEE-488 and SCSJ protocols. It has an 8-bit
microcomputer for use as a full-function IEEE-488
controller, and a built-in 64K or 256K RAM buffer
spools data for maximum throughput.
The GPJB-SCSI turns any computer or terminal
with an SCSI port into a GPIB controller, or it can
make any device on the SCSI bus look like a GPIB
device.
The GPJB-SCSI uses the full range of GPIB controller functions and all the standard SCSI bus phases.
It has a built-in OMA controller for high-speed data
transfers and can communicate with up to seven SCSI
devices from one GPIB controller or control up to 14
GPIJ3 devices from the SCSI port.
$795 to $995 retail
National Instruments Corp.; 6504 Bridge Point Pkwy.;
Austin, TX 78730; 512-794-0100 or 800-433-3488
GPIB-SE
IEEE-488 interface board and software with Hyper488
Macintosh SE.
The GPIB-SE is a plug-in board that enables a
Macintosh SE to be a full function IEEE-488 (GPIB)
controller for applications in laboratory testing, production testing and process monitoring and control.
The GPIB-SE makes the SE a controller of thousands of IEEE-488 compatible instruments. The board
includes a custom gate array named Turbo488 that
increases data transfer rates and minimizes software
overhead. Turbo488 contains high speed bidirectional
FIFO buffers, special last byte handling circuitry and
byte-to-word packing and unpacking circuitry. The
following two options are available: an 8 MHz 68440
OMA controller that provides data transfer rates as
high as 500 kilobytes per second and a 12 MHz 68881
math coprocessor for scientific computation and data
an.alysis.
,
The card mounts inside a Macintosh SE using the
single expansion slot and the internal cable connects
the card to an IEEE-488 connector on the back panel.
Included with the board is the NI-488 software handler that implements more than 30 GPIB functions
and includes language interfaces for MS Basic, Think
C, MPW C and HyperTalk. The board is also supported by the Lab View 2 software system, which provides
a graphical programming environment for data acquisition, instrument control, data display, data analysis,
data management and report generation.
$495 retail; base card
$795 retail; with OMA option
$995 retail; witl1 math coprocessor option
$1,295 retail; with both OMA and math coprocessor
options
National Instruments Corp.; 6504 Bridge Point Pkwy.;
Austin, TX 78730; 512-794-0100 or 800-433-3488
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HyperBoard
Data acquisition and process control board that gives
Hypei{:ard the capability to monitor and control a
user's home, office and laboratory
Any Macintosh.
The HyperBoard is a small controller board
specifically designed to extend Hypei{:ard. It is a
stand-alone microcontroller, capable of monitoring
temperature, pressure and light levels. The
HyperBoard can tum controls on and off, count and
record events, detect motion and control activity based
on certain conditions, robotics, etc.
The HyperBoard connects to the Mac through a
serial port, and a floating-point Basic interpreter is
included. Because the board is capable of independent
operation, tlie Mac is free for other uses. A basic manual, hardware documentation and schematics, a
diskette with a Sil!Ilple Hypei{:ard stack, and example
programs in 8052AH Basic are included.
$139.95 retail
HyperTrol, Inc.; 1530 55th St., Ste. 115; Boulder,
co 80303; 3q3-938-1662
IDAC/1000
Data acquisition peripheral
512K or larger Macintosh .
IDAC/1000 is a data acquisition peripheral that
connects to a Macintosh over an RS-232 serial communications link at speeds up to 19.2K baud.
Features iiiclude: an ASCII pass-through serial
communications port; eight channels of analog input
(single-ended) or four channels of analog input (differential); thennocouple capability; 16 channels of
digital input/output, jumper selectable for input or output in groups of eight; microcomputer based with 32K
finnware operating system; mounting facilities for
passive signal conditioning components; and screw
tenninal connector strips for connecting field signals.
$995 retail
IDAC, Inc.; PO Box 397; Amherst, NH 03031;
603-673-0765
LAB 40 Controller (Local Applications Bus)
Motion-control and data acquisition
Macintosh Plus or larger; Mach 2 Forth.
The LAB 40 Controller provides the easy to use
LAB 40 (Local Applications Bus) port on a Macintosh
computer's serial interface. The Macintosh acts as a
tenninal for the Motorola 68HC 11 microcontroller
with built-in Forth. Together they fonn a product
development system.
Users may develop their own circuits or purchase
LAB 40 modules from Computer Continuum. The
Controller may also be programmed as a stand-alone
computer using the extensive capabilities of the
68HC 11 microcontroller.
Modules available include:
LAB 40-1, which is a fast (650 KHz) 4-channel
analog signal acquisition card that features programmable gain, 8-bit D/A and 5 lines of digital output.
LAB 40-2, which is an II-channel, 12-bit signal
acquisition card operating at 9 KHz.
LAB 40-3, which is a 24-line digital 1/0 card that
interfaces to standard industrial opto-isolated relay
racks for control of power devices.
LAB 40-5, which is a 4-axis stepper motor driver
card.
LAB 40-6, which is a smart 2-axis DC servo control card that uses Hewlett-Packard's HCTIOOO microprocessor to fonn·a closed loop motor control system
for a Macintosh.
LAB 40-M3, which is a dual-axis, high power
servo amplifier that employs two independent Hbridge PWM amplifiers, providing dual-axis control
of motor currents of up to 15 Amperes at 90 Volts.
$295 retail; LAB 40 Controller
$220 retail; LAB 40-1 data acquisition card
$220 retail; LAB 40-2 12-bit, II-channel signal acquisition card
$95 retail; LAB 40-3 24 line digital 1/0 card

$150 retail; LAB 40-5 4-axis stepper motor driver
card
$450 retail; LAB 40-6 2-axis DC servo control card
$450 retail; LAB 40-M3 dual-axis servo amplifier
Computer Continuum; 75 Southgate Ave., Ste. 6; Daly
City, CA 94015; 415-755-1978
Lab-NB
Low-cost multifunction analog, digital and timing 1/0
interface
Macintosh ll.
The Lab-NB provides a platfonn for laboratory
tests and measurement and control applications in
industrial and academic environments. A Lab-NB user
can automate a data acquisition and control system.
The Lab-NB digitizes data at rates up to 60 KHz,
with 12-bit resolution from eight single-ended analog
input channels. It also contains two 12-bit analog output channels, three counter/timers and 24 digital I/0
lines, which communicate with digital equipment,
such as relays, printers and other computers.
The Lab-NB is supported by the Lab-NB
LabDriver package, which controls the board's data
acquisition functions , and by the Lab View graphical
software system.
$695 retail
National Instruments Corp.; 6504 Bridge Point Pkwy.;
Austin, TX 78730; 512-794-0100 or 800-433-3488
Lab-SE
Low-cost multifunction analog, digital and timing 1/0
interface
Macintosh SE.
The Lab-SE board transfonns a Macintosh SE
into a compact personal laboratory for data-acquisition applications. It contains one 8-bit half-flash ND
converter wi!h eight channels, one 12-bit integrating
ND (plus sign) converter, two 8-bit D/A channels, 24
lines of TTL-compatible digital 1/0 and two 16-bit
counter timers.
The Lab-SE LabDriver package provides a lowcost software solution to control data-acquisition functions on the Lab-SE. The Lab-SE is also supported by
the Lab View graphical software system.
$595 retail
National Instruments Corp.; 6504 Bridge Point Pkwy.;
Austin, TX 78730; 512-794-0100 or 800-433-3488
Mac488B
IEEE 488 bus controller from serial port
Any Macintosh.
The Mac488B enables a Macintosh to interface
with up to 14 IEEE 488 (GPIB/HPIB) instruments.
Connected via any Mac's serial port, Mac488B can
control IEEE devices from as far away as 4,000 feet.
A built-in A-B-C switch automatically routes serial
data from the Mac to an alternate serial device when
the Mac488B is powered down.
Mac488B is provided with MacDriver488, an
installable driver that provides IEEE control for popular Macintosh languages. The driver provides a comprehensive set of high-level, as well as low-level
commands for accessing IEEE devices.
Also included is MacDA488, a Macintosh desk
~ccessory that provides IEEE control and data collection from any environment, including Microsoft
Works and Excel and Parameter Manager. MacDA488
is accessed in the same manner as other Macintosh
desk accessories, by selecting the Apple icon. Data
collected by MacDA488 is first stored in the
Clipboard, after which it can be saved in a disk file or
imported directly into an application.
Features include: connects directly to a Macintosh
serial port at up to 57 kbaud; commands similar to
Hewlett-Packard 85 (Enter, Output, Clear, Trigger, •
Send); advanced bus features supported, such as Pass
Control, Receive Control, Secondary Addressing,
Parallel Poll and Serial Poll; enables a Macintosh to
commun:cate·as a peripheral with other 488 bus controllers; and can be programmed with any language on
the Macintosh, including Basic, C, Fortran and Pascal.
The Mac488B is also compatible with popular Mac
engineering and scientific software
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· packages, such as WorkBench, Labtech Notebook and
SuperScope.
$595 retail
IOtech, Inc.; 25971 Cannon Rd.; Cleveland,
OH 44146; 216-439-4091
MacAdios 1UI6
Analog and digital I/0 board
Macintosh ll family.
Featuring a 16-bit AID converter with 15µs conversion time, the MacAdios II/16 plugs into any
Macintosh II NuBus expansion slot and provides eight
differential analog inputs, expandable to 56. The system also provides two 12-bit analog outputs, eight digital inputs, eight digital outputs, three counter/timer
channels, three AID trigger modes and a modular
design for additional expansion. Designed for highaccuracy measurements and ease of use, the
MacAdios II/16 is ideal for such applications as chromatography and materials science, biomedical analysis, vibration test stands and quality control.
$1,990 retail
GW Instruments; 35 Medford St.; Somerville,
MA 02143; 617-625-4096
MacAdios 488n
IEEE-488 interface
,
Macintosh ll; System 4.2 or late1:
The MacAilios 488n is a NuBus-compatible board
that supports high-speed data transfer rates of more
than 600K bytes/sec on the Macintosh II. The board
installs in any of the standard NuBus slots in the Mac
II and allows connection of up to 14 IEEE devices.
It includes the NuBus-compatible 488 controller,
MacDA488 desk accessory software, MacDriver 488
subroutine drivers and a manual.
$595 retail
GW Instruments; 35 Medford St.; Somerville,
MA 02143; 617-625-4096
MacAdios 488s
IEEE-488 interface
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 4:2 or later.
The MacAdios 488s is an IEEE-488 interface that
connects to the SCSI port of the Macintosh Plus, SE
or IL It supports data transfers of more than l50K
bytes/sec on the Plus, 600K bytes/sec on the SE and
SOOK bytes/sec on the II. It adheres to the mechanical,
electrical and functional requirements put forth in the
IEEE-488 standard and controls up to 14 GPIB instruments and peripherals.
The MacAdios 488s includes the SCSI-compatible IEEE-488 interface, MacDA488 desk accessory
software, MacDriver 488 subroutine drivers, a power
supply and manual.
$795 retail
GW Instruments; 35 Medford St.; Somerville,
MA 02143;617-625-4096
MacAdios II
Data acquisition and control board
Macimosh ll.
The MacAdios II is a general-purpose data acquisition and control board designed to plug into a NuBus
slot in a Macintosh II. The base board offers a 5 µs
converter with a maximum sample rate of 142 KHz.
Sixteen single-ended analog and eight digital channels
can be input through the board while two analog and
eight digital channels can be output.
The board features an instrumentation amp with a
software programmable gain and both unipolar and .
bipolar input ranges. Three expansion plugs are built
into the board that allow for optional daughterboards
to be installed. There are a total of 11 daughterboards
that can be plugged into any of the expansion plugs.
One daughterboard allows a maximum sampling rate
of 833 KHz and two boards have 16-bit converters
that allow data transfer at 15 and 50 KHz. A multiplexing daughterboard allows 32 additional analog
inputs. Installing three multiplexing daughterboards
would give a capacity of 11 2 analog inputs. Other
daughterboards include 16-bit converters at 15 and 50
KHz, an anti-aliasing filter 1/0 board, a digital 1/0
board (16 additional channels), a two channel 16-bit
DIA board, a prototyping board and a time-stamping
daughterboard.
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Software includes 1/0 routines callable from six
programming languages, as well as optional application programs.
$1,490 to $10,000 retail
GW Instruments; 35 Medford St.; Somerville,
MA 02143; 617-625-4096
MacAdios II Jr
Data acquisition board
Macintosh fl.
MacAdios II Jr is an inexpensive way to tum the
Macintosh II into a complete laboratory computer system with capabilities that rival scientific/engineering
minicomputers and super microcomputers. With the
MacAdios II Jr multifunction analog and digital 1/0
board and accompanying software, the Macintosh II
can interface directly with the real world for a variety
of applications, including data acquisition, measurement and control and counter/timer applications.
$S90 retail
GW Instruments; 35 Medford St.; Somerville,
MA 02143; 617-625-4096
MacAdios II SE Expansion System
Tums the Macintosh SE into a laboratory computer
system
Macintosh SE.
The MacAdios II SE Expansion System turns the
32-bit Macintosh SE into a powerful and complete
laboratory computer system with capabilities rivaling
scientific/engineering minicomputers and super
microcomputers. This is made possible with an
advanced multifunction analog and digital 1/0 board
set and powerful MacAdios II software. With the
MacAdios II SE Expansion System, the Macintosh SE
interfaces directly with the real world for a variety of
applications, including data acquisition, external measurement and control and counter/timer operations.
$1,S90 retail
GW Instruments; 35 Medford St.; Somerville,
MA 02143; 617-625-4096
MacAdios Model 411
Analog/digital, input/output system
Any Macintosh, except SE/30 and[!.
The MacAdios Model 411 is a complete hardware
and software data acquisition system. A total of eight
different analog inputs, four analog outputs, 16 digital
inputs and 16 digital outputs are available. A
timer/clock is ayailable for counting cycles as well as
period or pulse duration. The Maximum single channel sample rate is 20 KHz. The hardware is self-contained with an internal power supply.
Control of the MacAdios can be handled through
drivers written in Manx Aztec C and Microsoft Basic.
Along with the drivers, a sei of data manipulation
functions are included for performing mathematical
routines, plotting data and saving files to be called
from Basic.
Also included is an application program,
MacAdios Manager, which follows the standard
Macintosh user interface. MacAdios Manager is a
general-purpose data acquisition and control program.
It is a waveform-oriented program that allows a user
to input data, view the data either as waves or as an
array of values, edit the data and save it to disk. The
saved data or internally created data can be output
through the four analog output channels.
Five Instruments is a software package that allows
a Macintosh to emulate five common laboratory
instruments. Also included is XY Macorder, which
allows one input analog channel to be plotted vs. time
or vs. another analog input channel.
$2,500 retail
GW Instruments; 35 Medford St.; Somerville,
MA 02143; 617-625-4096

MacAdios SCSI Family
SCSI peripherals that tum the Macintosh into a complete laboratory computer system
Macintosh Plus or large1:
The MacAdios SCSI Family is an inexpensive
way to tum the Macintosh into a valuable laboratory
computer system with capabilities rivaling much more
expensive systems. With the MacAdios SCSI Family
and accompanying software, the Macintosh can interface directly with the real world for many data acquisition applications.
The MacAdios Sain module is a 12-bit data acquisition system with eight differential input channels
and a built-in instrumentation amplifier with switchsetable gains of one to 500. The Sain can acquire and
store data in 34 microseconds on one channel, giving
a maximum acquisition rate of 2S,SOO samples per
second.
The MacAdios Sdio module provides eight digital
input and eight digital output lines. These TTL-compatible lines can be used to transfer digital data to and
from Macintosh memory at up to 2S,SOO samples/second. Applications include monitoring switch closures
and controlling AC-powered devices.
The MacAdios fg module is a programmable
function generator that is completely controlled by the
Mac. The fg module features 1 Hz to I MHz frequency range; sine, square or triangle output; variable offset and amplitude control; and a TTL synchronization
• output.
The MacAdios adio module provides two 12-bit
analog inputs with software-controlled gain, one 12bit analog output channel, two digital 1/0 lines and
one trigger input. The adio collects data at up to
2S,OOO samples/second for a single channel. The
maximum analog output rate is 14,000 samples/second.
$790 retail; MacAdios Sain
$490 retail; MacAdios Sdio
$690 retail; MacAdios fg
$S90 retail; MacAdios adio
GW Instruments; 35 Medford St.; Somerville,
MA 02143; 617-625-4096
MacDSPSE30
25 MFLOP board
Macintosh SE/30.
The MacDSPSE30 is a 25 MFLOP board that
increases the Macintosh SE/30 performance up to 50
times and includes 256K of zero-wait-state static
RAM and a 16-bit ND and D/A for high-resolution
signal processing. Sample rates up to 150 KHz make
this card ideal for the analysis of speech, music and
other real-time analysis. The card can do a 1,024-point
FFT in under 2ms, and can achieve data transfer rates
up to S MB/sec while simultaneously performing data
collection, processing and output. A C compiler and
Array Processor Libraries in C, Pascal and Basic simplify software development. Complete software compatibility between Spectral Innovations' SE/30 and
Macintosh II product line allows developed applications to run on either platform, and takes advantage of
an established software base.
$2,695-retail
Spectral Innovations; 4633 Old Ironsides Dr., Ste.
450; Santa Clara, CA 95054; 408-727-1314
MacII488
IEEE-4SS board for Mac II
Macintosh fl.
MacII48S provides high-speed IEEE 4SS control
for a Macintosh II. The board installs into any of the
standard NuBus slots in a Macintosh II and allows
connection of up to 14 IEEE devices. The board
design allows direct connection of IEEE devices using
standard IEEE cables, without requiring special
adapters. High-speed circuitry on the MacII4SS provides data transfer rates more than 600K per second.
Macll48S is provided with MacDriver4SS, an
installable driver that provides IEEE control for popular Macintosh languages. The driver provides a comprehensive set of high-level, as well as low-level
commands for accessing IEEE devices.
Also included is MacDA4SS, a Macintosh desk
accessory that provides IEEE control and data

collection from any environinent, including Microsoft
Works and Excel and Parameter Manager. MacDA4SS
is accessed in the same manner as other Macintosh
desk accessories, by selecting the Apple icon. Data
collected by MacDA4SS is first stored in the
Clipboard, after which it can be saved in a disk file or
imported directly into an application.
The Macll4SS is also compatible with popular
Mac engineering and scientific software packages,
such as WorkBench, Labtech Notebook and
SuperScope.
$595 retail
IOtech, Inc.; 25971 Cannon Rd.; Cleveland,
OH 44146; 216-439-4091
MacLab
Analog/digital, data acquisition system
512K or larger Macintosh; two external disk drives.
MacLab consists of a hardware unit and software
packages that allow a Macintosh to be used for a wide
range of data acquisition tasks.
The hardware unit interfaces to a Macintosh via
the modem port. It includes four different analog
inputs with computer-controlled gain from+ lmV to
+ !OmV full scale, an external trigger input, a variable-gain analog output and an expansion slot.
Two software applications are included in the
basic price. Scope emulates a single-channel storage
oscilloscope (maximum sampling speed 40 KHz on
MacLab, 100 KHz on MacLab/S). Chart emulates a
four-channel chart recorder. Both applications contain
powerful analytical features and are controlled using
the mouse.
Additional software packages can emulate an X-Y
recorder, perform fast Fourier Transforms and enable
users to write their own data acquisition routines for
specific applications. A range of specialized programs
for specific research needs, such as a neurophysiology
package, are also under development.
$2,925 retail; MacLab (4-channel)
$3,975 retail; MacLab/S (S-channel)
$35 retail; demo disk
World Precision Instruments, Inc.; 375 Quinnipiac
Ave.; New Haven, CT 06513; 203-469-82SI
MacPacq
Data acquisition unit
512K or larger Macintosh.
The MacPacq is a hardware addition to the
Macintosh that creates a powerful data acquisition and
control system. The software provides a user with
detailed graphical presentations of recorded and realtime data.
MacPacq hardware features include eight analog
inputs, eight digital inputs/outputs and sample rates to
IO KHz. Software features include waveform reviewing tools, file handling utilities and printing functions.
A special feature of the MacPacq is the Remote
mode. The MacPacq can acquire and process data
while disconnected from the Macintosh. When reconnected, the data is easily recovered to be plotted and
stored on disk.
Applications of the MacPacq include physiological and environmental data recording, stimulus and
acquisition experiments, process control and
monitoring.
$1,195 retail
Biopac Systems; 5960 Mandarin Dr., Ste. D5; Goleta,
CA 93Jl7; S05-967-6615
MacSCSI488
Macintosh IEEE 4SS controller from SCSI port
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacSCSI4SS provides high-speed IEEE 4S8 control for the complete line of SCSI-based Macintoshes.
The unit attaches to the SCSI port of a Macintosh in
the same manner as an external SCSI disk drive. Full
IEEE 4SS functionality is provided, including control
ofup to 14 IEEE instruments, plotters and peripherals.
MacSCSI48S includes MacDriver488 software,
an installable driver that provides IEEE control for
popular Macintosh languages. The driver provides a
· comprehensive set of high-level, as well as low-level
commands for accessing IEEE devices.
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Also included is MacDA488, a Macintosh desk
accessory that provides IEEE control and data collection from any environment, including Microsoft
Works and Excel and Parameter Manager. MacDA488
is accessed in the same manner as other Macintosh
desk accessories, by selecting the Apple icon. Data
collected by MacDA488 is first stored in the
Clipboard, after which it can be saved in a disk file or
imported directly into an application.
·
Hewlett-Packard-style bus commands and syntax
are used to program MacSCSI488. High-level commands, such as Enter, Output, Clear and Spoil are provided, as well as access to low-level bus transactions,
such as UNT, UNL, MLA, etc.
The MacSCSI488 is also compatible with popular
Mac engineering and scientific software packages,
such as Workilench, Labtech Notebook and
SuperScope.
$795 retail
!Otech, Inc.; 25971 Cannon Rd.; Cleveland,
OH .44146; 216-439-4091
MacSpan
Digital player/recorder and data logger
512K or larger Macintosh; DataSpan20.
DataSpan20 is a stand-alone instrument for digitizing and recording a single channel of data, from as
slow as one sample per second up to 50,000 samples
per second.
MacSpan is software that allows the DataSpan20
to be used with Macintosh computers. Users connect
the DataSpan20 to the computer's serial port using the
appropriate cable and select "Load" from the onscreen menu.
The software not only transfers DataSpan20 files
to a Macintosh for view and analysis, but also allows
DataSpan20 to be operated entirely from the computer. On:screen controls allow scrolling back and forth,
selecting portions of the waveform for copying or
zooming, adjusting time and voltage scales and printing. Files may be saved in text or compressed binary
format and can then be opened with other programs
for analysis.
$975 retail; DataSpan20 hardware
$50 retail; MacSpan software and cable
World Precision Instruments, Inc.; 375 Quinnipiac
Ave.; New Haven, CT 06513; 203-469-8281
The Monitor
Industrial data acquisition, trending and monitoring
system
Macintosh ll family.
The Monitor is an industrial trending and data
acquisition system that replaces any panel containing
gauges, status lights, first out annunciators, strip chart
recorders or remote terminal units. The product will
monitor temperature, pressure, flow, voltage, rpm,
ainperage, vibration or any other process item or
equipment status. The Monitor records trends of all
process signals, by the second, simultaneously. With
an easy joystick operation, a user can instantaneously
transform any one of 960 analog inputs into a highresolution graphics trend. It will display or print out,
in high resolution graphics form, the history of any
selected trend over a period of 0 to 60 seconds, 0 to 60
minutes, 0 to 24 hours or 0 to 30 days.
With the telecommunications feature, the Monitor
will send all data to the head office or any other location. All field functions are handled through the use of
an industrial joystick, making the system user friendly.
The Monitor's trending capability supplies valuable
advanced warning of impending machinery failure
and provides immediate feedback on causes of equipment malfunctions or breakdowns.
Key features include: up to 960 analog inputs and
digital 1/0; trends all analog inputs simultaneously;
will switch digital outputs based on the value of the
analog inputs; autoprint capability; communications
ability; distributed control; accepts standard industrial
sensors; optically coupled input/output modules; automatic thermocouple linearization; grouped trends;

online configuration; archives data; multicolored displays of trend graphs and analog values; and will do
mathematical computations on incoming data and
trend the result.
$15,000 retail
Monico Computer, Inc.; PO Box 90189; Austin,
TX 78709; 512-288-0195
NB-A2000
High-speed analog input plug-in data acquisition
board with sampling rates of 1 MHz
Macintosh ll.
NB-A2000 is a l Msamples/sec 12-bit resolution
AD plug-in board for the Macintosh II. The board has
four analog input channels, each with its own sample
and hold circuitry. It can sample one channel at 1
Msamples/sec, two channels simultaneously at 500
Ksamples/sec or four channels simultaneously at 250
Ksamples/sec.
Data acquisition from the input channels is started
by software, analog or digital triggering. Because all
configuration and calibration is controlled by software, a user never needs to open the Macintosh once
the board is plugged into the computer. The RTSI bus
interface.transfers timing signals for multiple board
synchronization.
Software support includes the NB LabDriver
package and the Lab View 2 software system, a graphical instrumentation software system for data acquisition, analysis and presentation.
$2,995 retail
NationaLlnstruments Corp.; 6504 Bridge Point Pkwy.;
Austin, TX 78730; 512-794-0100 or 800-433-3488
NB-A2100
Audio-frequency AID and D/A plug-in board
Macintosh II.
The NB-A2100 is an audio-frequency data acquisition plug-in board for digitizing or synthesizing any
signals with 22 KHz bandwidth or less. The board has
two-channel input that employs 64-times oversampling delta-sigma converters and digital anti-aliasing
filters for extremely high-accuracy data acquisition.
The two-channel output uses eight-times oversampling digital anti-imaging filters. Both input and output converters have 16 bits, and both can be run at
22.05, 24, 32, 44. l or 48 KHz conversion rates (the
output can be run at 16 KHz). The interface'to the
NuBus includes 16-word FIFO buffers for smooth
data flow into and out of the board. The board also
interfaces to the RTSI bus.
Software support includes NB LabDriver and
LabView 2.
$1,595 retail
National. Instruments Corp.; 6504 Bridge Point Pkwy.;
Austin, TX 78730; 512-794-0100 or 800-433-3488
NB-A0-6
NuBus analog output interface board with RTSI bus
and OMA capability
Macintosh II.
The NB-A0-6 is a NuBus analog output interface
board for a Macintosh IL It features six 12-bit digital
to analog converters with accurate voltage outputs that
provide test signals and generate waveforms for automated test equipment. Each converter also provides
current outputs of four to 20 milliamps for use in
industrial control systems.
The board features a high-performance Real Time
System Integration (RTSI) bus that allows synchronization with processes on other NB series boards.
The outputs can be updated by a RTSI bus signal, an
external signal, or software control. In addition, OMA
capability is provided over the RTSI bus allowing the
board to generate six different waveforms simultaneously.
$895 retail
National Instruments Corp.; 6504 Bridge Point Pkwy.;
Austin, TX 78730; 512-794-0100 or 800-433-3488
NB-DI0-24
NuBus 24-bit parallel digital 1/0 interface board
Macintosh ll.
The NB-DI0-24 is a 24-bit parallel digital
input/output interface board for the Macintosh II. The
board features 24 lines of digital 1/0 that lets the
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Macintosh II interface with other computers,
Centronics-compatible printers, panel meters, instruments and test equipment with BCD readouts or controls and relays with appropriate external buffering. It
can be programmed for unidirectional or bidirectional
1/0 and for interrupt generation.
The NB-DI0-24 turns a Macintosh II into a digital 1/0 system controller for applications in laboratory
testing, production testing and industrial process monitoring and control.
$245 retail
National Instruments Corp.; 6504 Bridge Point Pkwy.;
Austin, TX 78730; 512-794-0100 or 800-433-3488
NB-DI0-32F
NuBus high-speed 32-bit parallel digital 1/0 interface
board with RTSI bus and OMA capability
Macintosh II.
The NB-DI0-32F digital interface board lets a
Macintosh)! easily interface with printers or computers equipped with parallel interfaces. Its 32 digital 1/0
lines can be used to transfer 8-, 16- or 32-bits of data
at a time. Each set of handshake lines controls an
independent data transfer, allowing high-speed, fullduplex 16-bit parallel communication with another
device.
The board supports virtually any handshake protocol, including IBM PC 8-bit parallel ports, DEC
DR-style UNIBUS and Q-Bus 16-bit interfaces;
Centronics-style 8-bit parallel printers and more. The
board can be used for instrumentation applications to
read or control BCD-compatible panel meters or test
equipment.
The board fully supports the Macintosh II NuBus
interface, including configuration ROM and non-master interrupt requests.
The NB-DI0-32F is interfaced to the National
Instruments Real-Time System Integrator (RTSI) bus
to enable the transfer of OMA, interrupt and digital
1/0 handshaking signal information to other NB Series
boards. OMA support requires a NB-DMA-8-G board
· and RTSI cable.
$595 retail
National Instruments Corp.; 6504 Bridge Point Pkwy.;
Austin, TX 78730; 512-794-0100 or 800-433-3488
NB-DMA-8-G
NuBus DMA controller, RTSI bus controller, IEEE488 interface and software with Hyper488
Macillloshll.
The NB-DMA-8:G is a multifunction interface
board that provides a DMA contr-0ller, a NuBus to
IEEE-488 bus interface, interrupt capability and timiiig functions. It features eight OMA channels, eight
counter/timer channels and eight interrupt channels.
The 32-bit OMA controller supports the full NuBus 4
gigabyte address space at a data rate of 13 megabytes
per second.
A unique feature of the NB series of boards is the
l"!ational Instruments Real-Time System Integration
(RTSI) bus. Enhancing the NuBus general-purpose
architecture with measurement-oriented timing and
control signals, the RTSI bus allows tightly integrated
system level measurements to be performed on a personal computer. RTSI is supported by other NuBus
boards, such as the NB-MI0-16, NB-A0-6 and NBDI0-32F, so that they may OMA data to memory if an
NB-DMA-8-G is also present in the Mac II.
$1,295 retail
National Instruments Corp.; 6504 Bridge Point Pkwy.;
Austin, TX 78730; 512-794-0100 or 800-433-3488
NB-DMA2800
Block-mode OMA, RTSI bus and IEEE-488 controller
board with complete software support
Macintosh II.
The NB-DMA2800 is a 32-bit OMA controller
board for the Macintosh II. The NB-DMA2800 transfers data acquired from GPIB instruments or data
acquisition hardware directly to memory.
Counter/timers on the NB-DMA2800 can send timing
signals over the RTSI bus to synchronize multiple NB
Series boards. It also contains a high-performance
NuBus to GPIB interface, which enables data transfers
between the Macintosh II and thousands of IEEE-488
compatible instruments.
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Software support includes NI-488 software for
GPIB functions; NB LabDriver for data acquisition
functions; and LabView 2, a graphical instrumentation
software system for instrumentation, data acquisition,
analysis and presentation.
$1,595 retail
National Instruments Corp.; 6504 Bridge Point Pkwy.;
Austin, TX 78730; 512-794-0100 or 800-433-3488
NB-DSP2300
High-performance digital signal processing board
Macintosh II.
The NB-DSP2300 is a high-performance DSP
board that gives the computer a dedicated high-speed
numerical computation engine. The plug-in circuit
board contains the TMS320C30 DSP chip that provides 33.33 MFLOPS, a OMA controller that supports
NuBus block mode data transfers up to 33.7 MB/sec
and a NuBus master interface that permits the floating
point TMS320C30 DSP to directly access NuBus
address space and thereby acquire and process data in
parallel with the Macintosh II. Versatility and realtime signal analysis are achievable by using the NBDSP2300 with other NB Series boards. Application
areas include general purpose DSP, instrumentation,
control, medical, graphics/imaging, voice/speech analysis and telecommunications.
Software ranges from ready-to-use DSP functions
to development kits for implementing custom algorithms, including LabView 2.
$4,995 retail; 32 kwords memory
$5, 795 retail; 64 kwords memory
National Instruments Corp.; 6504 Bridge Point Pkwy.;
Austin, TX 78730; 512-794-0100 or 800-433-3488
NB-GPIB
NuBus IEEE-488 interface and software with
Hyper488
Macimosh II.
The NB-GPIB enables a Macintosh II to be a full
function GPIB controller for applications in laboratory
testing; production testing and process monitoring and
control.
The NB-GPIB is a programmed 1/0 interface that
makes the Macintosh II a controller of thousands of
IEEE-488 compatible instruments. When interfaced to
the National Instruments' NB-DMA-8-G board over
the RTSI bus, the NB-GPIB is capable of OMA transfer rates as high as 1 MB per second. The NB-GPIB
provides complete IEEE-488 talker, listener and controller capability. The board also includes a custom
gate array named Turbo488 that increases data transfer rates and minimizes software overhead. Turbo488
contains high-speed bidirectional FIFO buffers, special last byte handling circuitry and byte-to-word
packing and unpacking circuitry.
Included with the board is the NI-488 software
handler that implements more than 30 GPIB functions
and includes language interfaces for MS Basic, Think
C MPW C and HyperTalk. The board is also supported by the LabView 2 software system, which provides
a graphical programming environment for data acquisition, instrument control, data display, data analysis,
data management and report generation.
$495 retail
National Instruments Corp.; 6504 Bridge Point Pkwy.;
Austin, TX 7873Q; 512-794-0100 or 800-433-3488
NB-MI0-16
NuBus multifunction analog, digital and timing 1/0
interface board with RTSI bus for OMA

Macintosh II.
NB-MI0-16 is a high-performance, multifunction
analog, digital and timing input/output board for a
Macintosh II. The board contains a 12-bit analog to
digital converter with up to 16 analog inputs, two 12bit digital to analog converters with voltage outputs,
eight lines of TIL-<:ompatible digital input and output
and three 16-bit counter/timer channels for timing
input and output. The NB-MI0-16 is interfaced to
National Instruments' Real-Time System Integration

(RTSI) Bus to provide OMA for high-speed data
acquisition and handling. ·
The card is supported by the Lab View 2 software
system, which provides a graphical programming
environment for.data acquisition, instrument control,
data display, data analysis, data management and
report generation. - ·
$1 ,195 to $1,495 retail
National Instruments Corp.; 6504 Bridge Point Pkwy.;
Austin, TX 78730; 512-794-0100 or 800-433-3488
NB-MI0-16X
Extended resolution multifunction analog, digital and
timing 1/0 interface with RTSI bus capability

Macintosh fl.
NB-MI0-16X is a high-performance multifunction analog, digital and timing input/output plug-in
data acquisition board. It contains 16 channels of AID
(expandable with AMUX-64 analog multiplexer
accessory) with 16-bit resolution, eight channels digital 1/0, two channels DIA and three counter systems.
The NB-MI0-16X is interfaced to the company's
Real-Time System Integration (RTSI) bus to provide
OMA operation when connected to an NB-DMA-8
board. Forty-two µsec or 18 µsec converter options
are available.
Software support includes the NB LabDriver
package and the LabView 2 software system, a
graphical instrumentation software system for data
ac.quisition, analysis and presentation.
$1,695 to $1 ,895 retail
National Instruments Corp.; 6504 Bridge Point Pkwy.;
Austin, TX 78730; 512-794-0100 or 800-433-3488

buffers (32,767 samples for each channel) and 100
percent user-selectable pre- and post-trigger.
Applications include: multichannel recording,
electronics, vibration, physiological testing, acoustics,
biomedical, control systems and temperature/pressure/strain gauge.
$1,995 retail
Rapid Systems; 433 N. 34th St.; Seattle, WA 98103;
206-547-8311
SC-2050 Series
Cable adapter boards for signal conditioning
Macintosh fl.
The SC-2050 Series modules are used with the
NB Series data acquisition boards to provide a simple,
flexible interface to the company's signal conditioning
accessories. Once the cable adapter board is connected
to the SO-conductor pinout of the data acquisition
board, the digital and analog channels of the data
acquisition board can easily be connected to the signal
conditioning accessories from the adapter board's 26pin connectors. Changing accessories. for data acquisition boards requires changing only the connection
between the SC-2050 Series board and the accessory
board. The SC-2050 Series boards are placed on a
workbench or mounted in a 19-inch rack alongside the
SC-2060 Series, SB Series or SSR Series signal conditioners.
$135 to $140 each retail
National Instruments Corp.; 6504 Bridge Point Pkwy.;
Austin, TX 78730; 512-794-0100 or 800-433-3488

OptoMac24
Provides users with 24 optically isolated input/output
lines
Macintosh II.
OptoMac 24 provides users with 24 optically isolated input/output lines for their Macintosh II. Any
time there is a possibility of damaging a Mac from
outside power sources during experiments, tests, etc.,
users need to provide optical isolation to protect their
Mac. The OptoMac 24 provides 1,000 volts of isolation between the Mac and those potential damaging
voltages. One unique fearure of the card is the capability to allocate the number of inputs and outputs
between the 24 lines. Users decide the 1/0 configuration by flipping the optoisolator.
$299.95 retail
MacSema; 29383 Lamb Dr.; Albany, OR 97321 ;
503-757-1520 or 800-344-7228

SC-2060 Series
Optio isolators and electromechanical relay for signal
conditioning
Macintosh II.
The SC-2060 is an optically-isolated digital input
board with eight channel acceptance; the SC-2061 is
an optically-isolated digital output board capable of
switching five V signals at 500 KHz; and the SC-2062
is an electromechanical relay digital control board
with eight relays. All three products can be connected
to a National Instruments' plug-in data acquisition
board using the appropriate SC-2050 Series cable
adapter boards. They fearure up to 400 Vrms working
optical isolation and up to 1,800 Vrms breakdown
optical isolation, have simple field connections with
screw terminals and have optional rackmount hardware with an enclosure. Each board has a 0.2m or
0.4m 26-conductor cable option.
$225 to $235 each retail
National Instruments Corp.; 6504 Bridge Point Pkwy.;
Austin, TX 78730; 512-794-0100 or 800-433-3488

PolyGraf/8
8-channel data acquisition package
Macintosh //family; large-screen monitor recommended.
PolyGraf/8 data acquisition system is specialized
for the high-speed, real-time collection and display of
data. It has been designed for "plug-and-play" operation. Data can be stored in files containing one or
more recording sessions, and can be displayed both
"live" and in "playback" mode. The display allows
multiple channels to be overlaid one on top of the
other for comparison purposes, scaled in both axes.
Data points can be marked for furure reference, and
snapshots of interesting areas can be saved for inclusion in word processing documents.
PolyGraf/8 includes a plug-in acquisition card,
user-friendly software to allow easy control of the
board's powerful fearures and a special BNC cable
assembly. PolyGraf/8 provides for up to eight channels of single-ended bipolar input.
$1 ,695 retail
$5 retail; demo (provides hardware emulation, contains demo versions for both Mac SE and m
World Precision Instruments, Inc.; 375 Quinnipiac
Ave.; New Haven, CT 06513; 203-469-8281

SC-2070 Series
Low-cost, general-purpose breadboards
Macintosh II.
The SC-2070 Series boards are general-purpose
breadboards with signal-labeled screw terminals and
temperature sensor, breadboard and analog signal conditioning areas. The SC-2070 connects directly to the
NB-MI0-16/l 6X data acquisition boards anr;I the SC2071 connects to the Lab-PC or Lab-NB data acquisition boards. All the signals from the data acquisition
boards are available at the signal-labeled screw terminals to make them easily accessible for custom circuits. The boards have silk-screened component
locations for resistors and capacitors for building single-pole high-pass and low-pass filters, voltage
dividers and broken thermocouple detectors. The temperarure sensor on each board is used for thermocouple cold-junction compensation or environmental
temperature measurement.
$285 retail; with 0.5m cable
$295 retail; with 1m cable
National Instruments Corp.; 6504 Bridge Point Pkwy.;
Austin, TX 78730; 512-794-0100 or 800-433-3488

Rl090
Four-channel, 8-bit, 500 KHz digital oscilloscope
peripheral
Macintosh with 1 MB ofRAM.
The Rl090 is a four-channel digital scope peripheral. It fearures four independent AID converters (one
for each input channel), deep data

SIADlC-01
Single-channel 16-bit analog 1/0
Macintosh II or larger; f MB of RAM.
The SIADlC-01 contains a 16-bit AID and a 16bit DIA for high-resolution signal processing. Sample
rates are programmable in powers of two from 500 Hz
to 125 KHz, or can be precisely controlled by an
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external clock. Analog gains up to 16 times and antialiasirrg and reconstruction filters, with cutoffs from 4
KHz to 32 KHz, are all software programmable. The
anti-aliasing filters use a seventh-order elliptic
switched capacitor design and may be bypassed by
jumper settings. The low distortion converters offer
more than 80 dB of signal-to-noise ratio, making the
SIAD 1C-01 an excellent choice for speech, music,
seismic and sonar processing.
$495 retail
Spectral Innovations; 4633 Old Ironsides Dr., Ste.
450; Santa Clara, CA 95054; 408-727-1314
SIADlM-01
1 MHz, 12-bit data acquisition card
Macintosh II or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
The SIADlM-01 contains a high-speed 12-bit
ND converter. Sample rates from 32 KHz to 940 KHz
are programmable or can be precisely controlled by an
external clock. Analog gains up to 16 times may be
applied to the input signal under software control.
When combined with the fast static RAM on the
DSP32C processor board, high-speed caprure for signal transient analysis may be performed. The ·
SIADlM-01 is also ideal for real-time applications,
such as ISON, communications, ultrasound and medical imaging.
$1,595 retail .
Spectral Innovations; 4633 Old Ironsides Dr., Ste.
450; Santa Clara, CA 95054; 408-727-1314
SIAD2C-01
Dual-channel acquisition card
Macintosh II or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
The SIAD2C-O1 contains a two-channel 16-bit
ND apd a two-channel 16-bit D/A converter. Sample
rates are programmable in powers of two from 500 Hz
to 100 KHz per channel, or can be precisely controlled
by an external clock. A direct interface to the
MacDSP floating point coprocessor card allows each
of the channels to be sequentially sampled and input
directly to the DSP32C 1/0 ports for real-time processing. This multichannel card is ideal for system
transfer functions, robotics and real-time medical
monitoring.
$695 retail
Spectral Innovations; 4633 Old Ironsides Dr., Ste.
450; Santa Clara, CA 95054; 408-727-1314
SIADSC-01
Eight-channel 16-bit analog 1/0
Macintosh II or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
The SIAD8C-Ol contains an eight-channel 16-bit
ND and a single channel 16-bit D/A converter.
Sample rates are programmable in powers of two from
500 Hz to 16 KHz per channel, or can be precisely
controlled.by an external clock. Each of the channels
is sequentially sampled and input through the DSP32
1/0 port. Analog gains up to 16 times and a D/A
reconstruction filter, with cutoffs from 5 KHz to 32
KHz, are all software programmable. The reconstruction filter uses a seventh-order elliptic switched capacitor design and may be bypassed by jumper settings.
This multichannel card is ideal for machine and
process control, robotics and real-time medical
monitoring.
$595 retail
Spectral Innovations; 4633 Old Ironsides Dr., Ste.
450; Santa Clara, CA 95054; 408-727-1314
TopFlight
Data acquisition board and software
Macintosh II; System 4.2; Finder 6.0.
TopFlight is a high-speed analog and digital 1/0
board and software for data acquisition on a
Macintosh II. It provides a comprehensive set of features including 12-bit or 16-bit input resolution and
throughput rates to 750 KHz. A 512K onboard memory buffer eases host processing dependency and
enhances throughput capability. By providing a direct

link to the Macintosh II system me.mory, onboard
memory in TopFlight expands data memory and
accelerates processing operations.
Onboard memory also allows TopFlight to function as an analog input and analog output product
simultaneously. TopFlight delivers the power of two
data acquisition products from a single slot in the
Macintosh IL TopFlight includes a RAM channel-gain
list to specify a sequence of channels and the gain at
which each channel is sampled. The order and number
of channels sampled is user-defined. Sampling
sequences can be pre-defined and provide the means
to sample events at speeds up to 750 KHz.
TopFlight has two independent 12-bit digital to
analog converters that operate singly, sequentially or
simultaneously to control different output devices.
Each DAC is capable of operating at a throughput of
130 KHz. Options are provided for a variety of procedures including: setup, analog input, analog output,
digital 1/0 and display of acquired data. An optional
interface expansion kit provides high-level programming power to µsers who need to customize their data
acquisition environment.
TopFlight includes an automated configuration
and calibration serup facility. An on-screen display of
the TopFlight board provides visual instructions to
configure board jumpers according to the requirements at particular sites. Install the board in the
Macintosh, and another display guides users through
the process of calibrating the board.
$2,295 to $3,495 retail
Data Translation, Inc.; 100 Locke Dr.; Marlboro,
MA 01752; 508-481-3700
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8-Bit Scanner Upgrade Kit
Upgrade kit for 4-bit scanners
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The 8-Bit Upgrade Kit is available for the 4-bit
Apple scanner and Abaton's Scan 300/S. The kit
includes an 8-bit controller board, scanning software,
optional image processing software and on-site installation by an Abaton-authorized technician.
The kit allows 4-bit scanners to produce scanned
images in both 16 and 256 levels of gray scale. The kit
also provides horizontal and vertical resolutions of 72
to 300 dpi, 255 brightness and 25 contrast settings and
the capability to mirror and invert scanned images.
Abaton 's Scan DA scanning software is bundled
with the upgrade kit, allowing images to be saved in
TIFF, PICT2, EPS or MacPaint file formats.
lmageStudio or Digital Darkroom are available for an
additional $100.
$595 retail
Abaton Technology, a Division of Everex Systems,
Inc.; 48431 Milmont Dr.; Fremont, CA 94538;'
415-683-2226
Abaton Scan300/GS
300 dpi, 8-bit scanner
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive recommended.
The Scan 300/GS is a 300 dpi, 8-bit scanner that
delivers 256 levels of true gray-scale scanning.
The flatbed design of the Scan 300/GS allows
books, magazines and other documents to be accurately aligned and scanned. The lid removes for scanning
oversized maps and drawings.
Software interface kits are available for the Mac
or PC. Each kit includes image processing software
with a (ull selection of tools to manipulate scanned
images. The kit for the Macintosh also includes the
Abaton Scan DA desktop accessory that scans from
within any Macintosh application without exiting the
program.
$1,595 retail; Scan 300/GS
$395 retail; Macintosh interface kit
Abaton Technology, a Division of Everex Systems,
Inc.; 48431 Milmont Dr.; Fremont, CA 94538;
415-683-2226
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Abaton Scan 300/S
Flatbed, 300 dpi gray-scale scanner
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive recommended.
The Scan 300/S is a 300 dpi flatbed scanner.
Designed to handle originals that cannot be processed
by sheet feed mechanisms, Scan 300/S features
Abaton's C-Scan Plus and PanelScan software for
graphic scanning.
C-Scan Plus enables high-resolution scanning in
line art, halftone or true gray-scale modes, as well as a
full compliment of MacPaint tools, shapes, lines and
fill patterns. PanelScan is a utility residing in the control panel that allows users to scan from within their
favorite desktop publishing package.
Abaton also offers an optional Optical Character
Recognition solution that reads more than 120 type
styles in sizes from 6 to 12 points.
$1,195 retail
Abaton Technology, a Division of Everex Systems,
Inc.; 48431 Milmont Dr.; Fremont, CA 94538;
415-683-2226
Apple Scanner
Optical image scanner
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Apple Scanner is an optical image scanner
that gives users the ability to integrate high-quality
line art, halftones and gray-scale images into
Macintosh applications.
The system comprises a flatbed scanning device,
AppleScan software and HyperScan software. The 8.5
by 14-inch flatbed scanner is capable of importing
previously created images and graphics into any popular paint, draw or page layout application supporting
PICT, TIFF or MacPaint file formats.
Utilizing a SCSI interface for high-speed data
transfer, the Apple Scanner is capable of scanning line
art, halftones and gray-scale images at resolutions up
to 300 dpi. Gray scale can be captured in 4-bit/16 levels per scanned pixel.
AppleScan software lets users modify scanned
images and offers a high level of graphics integration
with Apple peripherals, such as the LaserWriter and
ImageWriter LQ printers and the AppleFax Modem.
Users can choose complete contrast and brightness
controls, several AppleScan-supplied halftone techniques (or create their own), as well as threshold and
gray-map setting.
HyperScan software allows high-quality images
to be placed into HyperCard stacks. The scanning
capabilities of the software include reduction or
enlargement of the original image, portrait or landscape scanning and automatic adjustments for brightness, contrast and halftone pattern.
$1,799 retail
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996-1010
AutoPad Digitizer
Digitizing pad for AutoCAD
Macintosh II or larger.
AutoPad is a digitizing pad configured specially
for use with AutoCAD in the corporate and government environment. The design of the 12 by 12-inch
AutoPad offers a low-cost and reliable digitizing system. The larger template surface is easy to read and
the ergonomic slant-design allows for comfortable
AutoCAD sessions. A high-quality metal stylus with
convenient stylus holder and four-button puck are
included. An internal power supply reduces cabling
problems and the digitizer is safe for magnetic media,
which can.be placed on the Auto Pad surface.
$695 retail
Avcom Systems, Inc.; 777 California Ave., #JOO; Palo
Alto, CA 94304; 415-326-8686, ext. 314
CalComp DrawingBoard 2300A Series
Large-format digitizers
Macintosh SE or II.
The DrawingBoard 2300A Series large-format ·
digitizers comprise a srurdy, lightweight table (where
the digitizing takes place) and a 16-button cursor that
relays positional data to a user's Macintosh. All processing electronics reside on a single board within the
digitizer's low-profil~ tablet and are easily
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accessed for maintenance. An internal universal power
module and an ergonomically designed accessory tray
are standard. There are three large-format models in
the 2300A Series: the D-size Model 23360A (with a
24 by 36-inch tablet), the E-size 23480A (with a 36 by
48-inch tablet) and the J-size 23600A (with a 44 by
60-inch tablet).
$3,600 to $5,000 retail
CalComp Inc.; 2411 W. LaPalma Ave.; Anaheim,
CA 92801; 714-821-2000 or 800-225-2667
C:alComp DrawingBoard Digitizers (2300A Series)
Digitizers
Macintosh SE or II.
The DrawingBoard (2300A Series) is a family of
high-performance digitizers that offer A-, B- and Csize tablets. Designated Models 23120A, 23 l 80A and
23240A, the tablets have active areas of 12 by
12-inches, 12 by 18-inches and 18 by 24-inches,
respectively.
Each model includes a data cable, a technical
manual and a five-year warranty. They also come
standard with a 16-button cursor.
Each DrawingBoard model boasts an accuracy of
±0.025 inches, as well as a user-selectable resolution
ofup to 1,000 lines per inch. They are housed in a
wedge-shaped molded case that reduces footprint size
and feature recessed connectors, a power-on indicator,
a flush surface that allows freer hand and cursor .
movements, a built-in stylus holder and a polyester
film overlay that secures user menus to the tablet.
$595 retail; 23 l 20A
$1 ,095 retail; 23180A
$2,495 retail; 23240A
CalComp Inc.; 2411 W. LaPalma Ave.; Anaheim,
CA 92801; 714-821-2000 or 800-225-2667
Chinon DS-2000 And DS-3000
Desktop image scanner
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Chinon DS-2000 and DS-3000 are desktop
image scanners with resolutions of 200 and 300 dpi ,
respectively. The scanners employ Chinon's proprietary overhead scanning technology and operate in
normal room lighting, with no additional interface
hardware required. Available with a SCSI interface
unit, the Macintosh scanner package includes a SCSI
power adapter and cable, utility software, scanner
cable and AC adapter.
$695 retail; DS-2000
$895 retail; DS-3000
Chinon America, Inc.; Information Equipment Div.;
660 Maple Ave.; Torrance, CA 90503; 213-533-0274
CIS•3510
Professional 35mm scanning system
Macintosh II; 4 MB of RAM; NuBus slot for interface
card; Apple-compatible video card.
The CIS• 3510 is a professional system that scans
35mm slides and produces high-resolution images
with a rigidly controlled fiber-optic light source. It
produces accurate, distortion-free images that are true .
to the color of the original picture.
Included is CIS•XP, extended image processing
software, which can be used to composite, retouch,
color correct and manipulate images before integrating them into page layouts, pre-press applications,
. slide presentations and multimedia presentations.
CIS• XP includes QuickScan, a program that works
directly from within CIS•XP to generate a low-resolution, gray-scale prescan in less than 30 seconds. The
prescan can be used to adjust exposure, contrast, cropping and sizing: Once adjustments are made,
QuickScan seamlessly applies those settings to the full
color scan and automatically sends it into CIS• XP for
further image processing.
$9,495 retail; includes CIS•XP with QuickScan
Bameyscan Corp.; 1125 Atlantic Ave.; Alameda,
CA 94501 ; 415-521-3388

CIS•4520
Multiformat production scanning system
Macintosh II; 4 MB ofRAM.
The CIS•4520 multiformat production scanning
system closes the gap between desktop and high-end
pre-press technologies by enabling users to scan positive or negative film or transparencies in full 24-bit
color- in 35mm, 2.25-inch,,4 by 5-inch and filmstrip formats.
Included is CIS•XP, extended image processing
software, which can be used to composite, retouch,
color correct and manipulate images before integrating them into page layouts, pre-press applications,
slide presentations and multimedia presentations.
CIS•XP includes QuickScan, a program that works
directly from within CIS•XP to generate a low-resolution, gray-scale prescan in less than 30 seconds. The
prescan can be used to adjust exposure, contrast, cropping and sizing. Once adjustments are made,
QuickScan seamlessly applies those settings to the full
color scan and automatically sends it into CIS•XP for
further image processing. Also included is
CIS•ColorAccess, software that allows users to create
professional-quality color separations.
$27,995 retail; includes CIS•XP with QuickScan and
CIS•ColorAccess
Bameyscan Corp.; 1125 Atlantic Ave.; Alameda,
CA 94501; 415-521-3388
ClearScan Color
Hand-held color scanner
Macintosh Plus or larger.
ClearScan Color is a high-resolution, hand-held
color scanning system that quickly allows users of
desktop publishing systems to convert color graphics,
illustrations and color photographs into computer-generated newsletters, graphics displays and color presentations. It has a 65mm (2.5-inch) scanning window,
provides three different brightness levels for input of
up to 256 different shades of color and will handle
color reproduction across the entire color spectrum. It
is versatile enough to read almost any color document
at input resolutions as high as 400 dpi.
Editing software allows users to enhance details of
scanned images. The software can be used to cut,
move, rotate or duplicate scanned images as required.
$695 retail
NCL America; 1221 Innsbruck Dr.; Sunnyvale,
CA 94089; 408-734-1006 or 800-521-0121
The Complete Half-Page Scanner/400 For
The Macintosh
High-resolution half-page scanner
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; SCSI interface.
The Complete Half-Page Scanner/400 scans
images up to 4 by 14 inches at 200/300/400 dpi.
The Complete Half-Page Scanner/400 simulates
16 levels of gray using a choice of three different
dithering patterns, selectable by a user. It includes
SmartScan software, which lets a user rotate, pixel
edit, crop, erase and scale images. With SmartScan,
users may save images in a variety of formats, such as
TIFF, PICT, MacPaint or Encapsulated PostScript, for
use in other programs.
$499 retail
The Complete PC, Inc.; 1983 Concourse Dr.; San
Jose, CA 95131 ; 408-434-0145 or 800-634-5558
The Complete Page Scanner For The Macintosh .
200/300 dpi sheet-fed scanner
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB of RAM; SCSI interface.
The Complete Page Scanner is a versatile personal scanner for desktop publishing. It is a 200/300 dpi
sheet-fed scanner that can scan an image up to 8.5
inches in 11 to 14 seconds.
The Complete Page Scanner simulates 64 levels
of gray using a choice of three different dithering patterns, selectable by a user. It includes SmartScan software, which lets a user rotate, pixel edit, crop, erase
and scale images. With SmartScan, users may save
images in a variety of formats, such as TIFF, PICT,
MacPaint or Encapsulated PostScript, for use in other
programs.
$1 ,199 retail

The Complete PC, Inc.; 1983 Concourse Dr.; San
Jose, CA 95131 ; 408-434-0145 or 800-634-5558
ComputerEyes
Video digitizer
512KE or larger Macintosh; 1 MB of RAM; external
disk drive.
ComputerEyes is a hardware/software system that
digitizes high-quality images from any standard video
source (video camera, VCR, videodisc, etc.). Under
simple, software control, the video signal is scanned
and images are captured into the graphics memory of
the computer. Images are then displayed on screen,
modified with any of several image manipulation
options and saved to disk for use with other graphics
programs.
On a Macintosh Il, images are displayed with 256
grays for a near photographic image display. On other
Macintoshes, images are displayed with several
options of dither patterns to maximize image quality
for all types of images.
Captured images may be saved to disk in a number of formats independent of the computer's display
capabilities. Formats supported by ComputerEyes
include MacPaint, PICT, gray-scale and bit-mapped
TIFF and Encapsulated PostScript.
$249. 95 retail
Digital Vision, Inc.; 270 Bridge St.; Dedham,
MA 02026; 617-329-5400
ComputerEyes/Pro
24-bit video digitizer
Macintosh II.
ComputerEyes/Pro is a full-color (24-bit) video
digitizer that captures images from any standard video,
source for professional-quality imaging. Under simple
software control, the video signal is scanned and
images are captured into the graphics memory of the
computer. Images are then displayed on the screen,
modified with image manipulation options, and saved
to disk for use with other graphics programs.
The ComputerEyes system consists of hardware
(NuBus board) and software and connects to either
standard composite or S-video signals. Images can be
captured and displayed in either 8- or 24-bit color or
black and white, and saved to disk in a number of file
formats. Supponed formats include MacPaint, PICT
and TIFF.
.
With these file formats, ComputerEyes/Pro
images can be imported to virtually all graphics programs, such as desktop publishing, image database,
drawing or painting, authoring systems and animation
for professional-quality image display or printing.
$449.95 retail
Digital Vision, Inc.; 270 Bridge St.; Dedham,
MA 02026; 617-329-5400
Digi-Pad With ADB Option
Digitizer
Macintosh SE or II.
Digi-Pad with ADB Option is a digitizer that is
fully compatible with the Apple Desktop Bus. The
ADB option allows Digi-Pad tablets to connect to the
Macintosh ADB as a digitizing tablet. This provides
faster response and allows the full use of a digitizer
for screen pointing, precise tracing and tablet menuing. Because the Digi-Pad is connected through ADB,
other peripherals can be connected to the computer's
serial pons, or they can be left free for networking.
Digi-Pads are available in sizes from II by 11inches to 42 by 60-inches. The larger tablets are suitable for mapping; computer-aided design and drafting;
and digitizing blueprints, maps or drawings for estimating. The smaller tablets are designed for menuing
and sketching. Options include a stylus or crosshair
cursor with up to 16 buttons. The extra buttons can be
used to activate additional functions in the applica, tions software for greater productivity.
Included with the ADB option is a diskette with a
HyperCard stack user's manual that provides
installation, use and trouble-shooting instructions;
sample applications and driver installation. The driver
includes a mouse emulation mode to allow the
digitizer to act as an absolute mouse in existing
applications. It can be decoupled to allow an
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application total access to digitizer infonnation,
including full-resolution (0.001-inches) coordinates
and all button codes. The HyperCard stack also
includes XFCN and XCMD to provide access to digitizer infonnation so that users can design their own
stack applications.
$495 to $4,000 retail
GTCO Corp.; 7125 Riverwood Dr.; Columbia,
MD 21046; 301-381-6688
ECRM Autokon 1000
Laser scanner
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
The ECRM Autokon I000 offers a fast, costeffective way to reproduce high-quality black and
white photographs and line af!. An electronic standalone camera that can also operate as an online scanner, the Autokon scans at a selectable resolution from
203 dpi to 2,032 dpi.
The Buffered SCSI Interface enables an operator
to scan images into a Macintosh. By adding the
PostScript language-compatible RIP from Hyphen,
PostScript pages can be recorded from the Macintosh,
back to the Autokon 1000.
$63,900 retail; Autokon IOOODE
$33,785 retail; Autokon 2000 (online scanner only)
$13,300 retail; Buffered SCSI Interface
$13,500 retail; Hyphen RIP
ECRM; 554 Clark Rd.; Tewksbury, MA 01876;
508-851-0207
Eikonix 1412
Column-mounted 8- or 12-bit black and white/24- or
36-bit color scanner
Macintosh 11; RasterOps display board.
· The Eikonix 1412 digital-imaging camera system
is a linear CCD array camera offering a resolution of
. 4,096 by 4,096 pixels with a dynamic range of up to
12 bits per pixel per color. With its versatile columnmount design, the Model 1412 allows scanning of
transmissive or reflective, rigid or flexible, or threedimensional objects.
The 1412 's enhanced design incorporates state-ofthe-art electronic logic and function circuitry, sensor
array and array stepping mechanism, all encased in
rugged, yet lightweight cast aluminum camera housing. The digitizer's patented scanning technique,
which involves the movement of the camera's electronic sensor array rather than the object, assures positional accuracy in multiple RGB scans. Other standard
features include a power supply, automatic calibration
and menu-driven scanning software.
$20,500 retail
Eikonix; 32 Wiggins Ave.; Bedford, MA 01730;
617-276-7195
Eikonix 1435 Slide Scanner
35mm color slide scanner; 2,800 dpi
Macintosh 11.
The Eikonix 1435 Slide Scanner is a small-fonnat
scanner tailored for high-throughput scanning of
35mm mounted and unmounted slides, negatives, single frames and film strips, 35mm sections of 70mm
film and aperture cards. This high-perfonnance scanner typically completes a color scan in less than three
minutes, has 2,800 dpi resolution and a dynamic range
(selectable) ofup to 12-bits per pixel per color.
The Eikonix 1435's compact, desktop design
incorporates complete scanning electronics, a fixedfocus 75mm Rodenstock lens, a film-holding mechanism, a color-filter wheel and a high-intensity diffused
light source, all in a rugged, lightweight housing. The
scanner's patented scanning technique, which
involves the movement of the camera's electronic sensor array rather than the object film, assures positional
accuracy in multiple RGB scans.
Other standard features include a power supply,
automatic calibration and a look up table (LUT).
$9,900 retail
Eikonix; 32 Wiggins Ave.; Bedford, MA 01730;
617-276-7195

Focus S800 GS/Focus S800 GSE
Flatbed gray-scale scanners
Any Maci11tosh; PostScript printer or imagesetter.
The Focus S800 GS is a desktop flatbed scanner
that provides 6-bit per pixel gray-scale infonnation at
64 levels of gray. With 13 scanning resolutions ranging from 100 to 800 dpi, the S800 GS can be used
with 300 or 400 dpi laser printers, as well as higher
resolution imagesetters. The S800 GS offe~s many
image enhancement features, including compensation
for poor exposure and weak characters or rules.
Standard features of the S800 GS include 8.5 by
13-inch maximum scanning area, 8 to 62 second scanning speed, highlight/shadow control, edge enhancement, automatic tone adjustment, 4 megabit memory,
bit-map or video data fonnat and a SCSI interface.
$4,350 retail; S800 GS
$6,350 retail; S800 GSE
$3,350 retail; S600 GS
Agfa Compugraphic; 200 Ballardvale St.;
Wilmington, MA 01887; 508-658-5600
FrameGrabber 324
Video input digitizing board
Macintosh 11.
The FrameGrabber 324 is a video input digitizing
board that captures images in true color (from either
videotape, RGB, NTSC or S-Video or a live video
source) in !/30th of a second. It supports NTSC, PAL
or S-Video standards and is RGB camera ready. It
stores images in 8- or 32-bit fonnats.
$2,495 to $2,995 retail
RasterOps Corp.; 2500 Walsh Ave.; Santa Clara,
CA 95051; 408-562-4200
FS-1
Color image scanner
Macintosh JI.
Ricoh 's FS-1 Color Image Scanner provides resolutions of up to 400 dpi and scans full-color images at
speeds up to 15 seconds per page. The FS-1 uses a
flatbed scanning system that allows it to read cards,
photos, books and other oversized originals up to letter size.
The FS-1 's 24-bit scanning technology (eight bits
for each color - red, green and blue) ensures highquality input of color images. Data can be read in 256
gradations for red, green and blue colors.
Call for pricing
Ricoh Corp.; Peripheral Products Div.; 3001 Orchard
Pkwy.; San Jose, CA 95134; 408-432-8800
HP ScanJet Plus Scanner
8-bit, 256 levels of gray
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The HP ScanJet Plus is an 8-bit gray-scale scanner. Its 256 levels of gray allow users to sharpen or
soften images and compensate for light or dark
images. Output resolution varies from 12 to 1,500 dpi
and can be selected in one-dot increments. This
allows the scanner to precisely match the output resolution of laser printers (300 dpi) and phototypesetters
(1,500 dpi).
The HP ScanJet Plus scanner's improved image
manipulation and enhancement allow users to take
advantage of imaging software applications, such as
Digital Darkroom and Image Studio.
Included with the scanner is Desk Gallery Plus, a
software collection for Macintosh users, which contains two desk accessories: DeskScan for operating the
scanner and DeskPaint, a painting package developed
by Zedcor. With the desk accessories, Macintosh users
can scan, edit and paint images without leaving their
application software.
$2,190 retail; Scanner and interface kit
Hewlett-Packard Co.; Inquiries; 19310 Pruneridge
Ave.; Cupertino, CA 95014; 800-752-0900
Image Scanner 1200
Scanning subsystem
Macintosh 11cx.
Image Scanner 1200 is an advanced scanning subsystem that provides high-resolution scanning and
imagesetting capabilities using advanced systems
hardware and graphics software. Designed for
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professional DTP users, it allows users to capture and
edit high-resolution continuous-tone and bit-map
images for outputting to any Varityper PostScript
imagesetter. The Image Scanner 1200 creates images
at up to 200 scan lines per second on an image area up
to 11.5 by 17 inches. Features include auto-contrast,
descreening, edge enhancement and special effect filters, as well as a complete set of scanner diagnostics,
all running from a Mac host.
The Image Scanner 1200 comes complete with
Varityper's CCD flat-bed scanner, a Macintosh Ilcx
with 8 MB of RAM and a 200 MB internal SCSI disk,
a 19-inch Radius gray-scale monitor, Varityper's
ImageMaster scanning control software, Letraset's
ImageSt11dio, Silicon Beach's SuperPaint graphics
software and Symantec Utilities for disk management.
$28,995 retail; includes Mac Ilcx
Varityper, Inc.; 11 Mt. Pleasant Ave.; E. Hanover,
NJ 07936; 201-887-8000, ext. 999 or 800-631 -8134
IOC SpeedReader
Desktop text and graphics scanner
512K or larger Macintosh.
The IOC SpeedReader is a desktop text and
graphics scanner that scans text documents directly
into Mac Write, Microsoft Word or as ASCII text at
165 characters per second.
It scans graphics programs in TIFF, MacPaint,
SuperPaint or PageMaker fonnats. In graphics mode,
SpeedReader creates images of 200, 300 or 400 dpi. It
provides 128 shades of gray for halftones and 256
shades for true gray-scale images. When operating in
the optical character recognition mode, the
SpeedReader's output is a text file including the control characters that would be inserted by a word processing program. These control codes include hard
and soft returns to preserve paragraph integrity, but
allow word wrap functions, tabs, indents, centering,
underlining, space compression, subscripts and superscripts.
It includes all necessary software and a 30-page
sheet feeder.
$4,295 retail; IOC Model 500A
$3,895 retail; IOC Model 600A
$5,495 retail; IOC Model 700A
Intelligent Optics Corp.; 4 Heritage Park Rd.; Clinton,
CT 06413; 203-669-3650
Isotrak Digitizer
Three-dimensional measurement system
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Isotrak Digitizer is a three-dimensional measurement system. It provides all six degree-of-freedom
measurements: Position (X, Y, Z) and orientation
(azimuth, elevation, roll) at accuracies of 0.13 and
0.85 degrees. The Isotrak can input position and orientation data in continuous, point or track modes. It can
also animate this data in real time or discretely for perspective views.
Isotrak 's sensor can be unobtrusively mounted on
any non-metallic object and will continuously update
its location and orientation as it moves through free
space. At a user's discretion, send data to a host on
command or at a rate of up to 60 measurements a second. Isotrak 's sensor can be encased in a stylus for
interactive pointing, or in a housing with a pushbutton
for use as a three-dimensional mouse.
$3,145 retail
Viewpoint Animation Engineering; 140 S.
Mountainway Dr.; Orem, UT 84058; 801-225-1905
JetReader
Sheet-fed scanner
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive or hard
disk drive; laserWriter; Maclmage Software.
The JetReader is a compact, page-fed scanner that
accepts stacks of up to 10 pages at a time from 5.8 to
JO.I-inches wide and from 4.1to14.3-inches Jong. It
has a resolution of up to 300 dpi and works with allDatacopy software including MacOCR, Maclmage,
OCR Plus and MicroFax. As a result, it is compatible
with image, text and facsimile devices.
$1 ,300 retail
Xerox Imaging Systems/Datacopy Products; 1215
Terra Bella Ave.; Mountain View, CA 94043;
415-965-7900 or 800-821-2898
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JX-100 Personal Color Scanner
Color scanner
Macintosh II.
The JX-100 Personal Color Scanner is a handheld color scanner that scans images up to 4 by 6 inches in 262, 144 colors, 64 gray scales and monochrome.
The scanning resolution of 200 dpi is adjustable in
increments of one.
The available interface kits include software and a
serial cable to COlll\ect to Macintosh computers.
$995 suggested retail
Sharp Electronics Corp.; Sharp Plaza, Box C;
Mahwah, NJ 07430; 201-529-9500
JX-300 Business Color Scanner
Color scanner
Macintosh II.
The JX-300 Business Color Scanner can scan
images up to 8.5 by ! !-inches in 24-bit color, 256 gray
scales and monochrome. The scanning resolution of
300 dpi is adjustable from 30 to 300 in increments of
one. The JX-300 uses a GPIB (IEEE 488) interface.
$3,995 suggested retail
Sharp Electronics Corp.; Sharp Plaza, Box C;
Mahwah, NJ 07430; 201 -529-9500
JX-450 Professional Color Scanner
Color scanner
Macintosh II.
The JX-450 Professional Color Scanner can scan
images up to 11 by 17 inches in 24-bit color, 256 gray
scales and monochrome. The scanning resolution of
300 dpi is adjustable from 30 to 300 in increments of
one. An optional mirror unit allows users to scan
35mm slides and transparencies up to 8.5 by 11 inclies. The JX-450 uses a GPIB (IEEE 488) interface.
$6,995 suggested retail
Sharp Electronics Corp.; Sharp Plaza, Box C;
Mahwah, NJ 07430; 201-529-9500
JX-600 Commercial Color Scanner
Desktop color image scanner
Macintosh II.
The JX-600 i~ a full-featured, desktop color image
scanner capable of reproducing images in 24-bit color,
256 gray scales and monochrome at resolutions up to
600 dpi. One thousand twenty-four gradations per
color allow a greater range of colors to be recognized
and distinguished for comme~cial-quality results. A
full I0-bits of digital data is processed with guaranteed 8-bit results, ensuring that 16,777,216 colors are
reproduced. Resolutions are adjustable from 30 to 600
dpi in increments of one.
Transparencies and reflective originals can be any
size up to 11 by 17 inches. Precise control over every
phase of the scanning process is available to a user.
Downloadable Gamma Tables, adjustable white balance, edge emphasis (M1F), zooming and negative
scanning are all controllable by a user.
$14,995 retail
Sharp Electronics Corp.; Sharp Plaza, Box C;
Mahwah, NJ 07430; 201-529-9500
Kurta IS/ADB
Intelligent graphics tablets
Macintosh SE or II.
The IS/ADB product line consists of three programmable graphics tablets that enable users to move
screen cursors and to draw, sketch and trace far more
accurately than they could with a mouse.
The tablets are available in three sizes: 8.5 by 11
inches, 12 by 12 inches and 12 by 17 inches. One of
the biggest benefits of the tablets is absolute positioning: every point on a tablet corresponds exactly to a
point on the screen. Along the top of an IS/ADB tablet
is a row ofup to 23 programmable function key positions. In addition to their programmable function keys,
the IS/ADB systems also feature five "scale keys,"
which enable users to instantly rescale their tablets to
match their computer screens for I: 1 source to output
representation.

$395 retail; 8.5 by 11 inches
$595 retail; 12 by 12 inches
$965 retail; 12 by 17 inches
(include cordless pen and cursor or corded pen and
cursor)
Kurta Corp.; 3007 E. Chambers; Phoenix, AZ 85040;
602-276-5533
Kurta Studio For Aldus Products
Intelligent graphics tablet
Macintosh SE or II.
The Kurta Studio incorporates a special I2 by I7inch graphics tablet-based input system, which provides unique and easy access to all of the features and
capabilities of Aldus PageMaker, FreeHand and
Persuasion. It is an integrated hardware-software solution designed to enhance the creation of sophisticated
desktop publishing, illustr)ltion and business presentations. The Kurta Studio comes complete with a cordless pen, cordless 4-button cursor, corded 2-switch
pen, Aldus template and driver, label customization kit
and QuicKeys software V1.2 for creating custom
command sequences.
$1 ,295 retail
Kurta Corp.; 3007 E. Chambers; Phoenix, AZ 85040;
602-276-5533
LightningScan 400
Hand-held scanner
Macintosh Plus or larger.
LightningScan 400 is a hand-held scanner that
transfers images up to 4 inches wide into a Mac U, SE
or Plus computer. It connects to any Macintosh SCSI
port through a supplied controller. The scanner is
rolled across the image, which is immediately displayed on the Mac's screen.
Scanning at resolutions of I00, 200, 300 and 400
dpi,and 32 levels of true and dithered shades of gray,
LightningScan 400 supports three unique dithering
patterns, a line-art mode and an exclusive diffusion
algorithm for optimal screen display. A level control
adjusts brightness.
LightningScan 400 comes with Thunderworks, an
image-editing and scanning software program that
features Scan and Join for full-page scanning benefits.
Thunderworks supports TIFF, PICT, Paint and
ThunderScan file fonnats for use with most graphics
programs. For straight scanning, LightningScan 400
features SnapGuide, a snap-on plastic device and
straight edge.
$495 retail
Thunderware, Inc.; 21 Orinda Way; Orinda,
CA 94563; 415-254-6581
Mac Scanner
Scanner
5I2K or larger Macintosh; external disk drive or
hard disk drive.
The Mac Scanner is hardware and software that
allows 300 by 300 multigray-scale scanning.
$1,199 retail
Infotek, Inc.; 56 Camille; E. Patchogue, NY I I772;
516-289-9682
Macintizer ADB
Digitizing tablet
Macintosh SE or II.
Macintizer ADB is a digitizing tablet that
enhances the Macintosh's graphics capabilities and
meets Apple's specifications for Apple Desktop Bus
tablets. The Macintizer ADB provides a choice of
transducers, either a Binary Stylus for freehand
sketching or a four button cursor that allows accurate
tracing.
The Macintizer ADB is attached to the Apple
Desktop Bus, so serial ports remain available for networking or peripherals. Included with the tablet is an
interface cable that can be connected to either the keyboard or the back of a Macintosh. An optional second
interface cable is available for daisy chaining additional devices. Other features of the tablet include support of menu overlays and a driver that provides
mouse emulation. The driver provides additional program support by making coordinate infonnation available to the application programmer.

The Macintizer ADB has an active area of 12 by
12-inches, a resolution of .001-inches and uses electromagnetic technology. For additional interfacing
support, a HyperCard user's manual and sample
HyperCard program using XFCNs and XCMDs are
included.
$495 retail
GTCO Corp.; 7125 Riverwood Dr.; Columbia,
MD 21046; 301-381-6688
MacVision 3.0
Video digitizer; 256 shades of gray; 640 by 480 resolution
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM (2 MB recommended).
MacVision is a video digitizer that allows a user
to put high-quality digitized pictures and graphics into
a Maciniosh directly from a video camera, VCR or
laser disc player.
Mac Vision works with virtually all Macs and is
compatible with all of the most popular publishing
and graphics arts programs. Images can be printed on
Image Writers, LaserWriters and PostScript-compatible typesetters. Features include: up to 256 gray levels; gray-scale or halftone images; posterizing; a
Quick View mode; and several editing capabilities to
crop, smooth, soften, sharpen, shadow and shape an
image. Import fonnats include RIFF and TIFF. Export
fonnats include TIFF, EPS, PICT, PICT2 and
MacPaint.
$499.95 retail
Koala Technologies, Inc.; 70 N. 2nd St.; San Jose,
CA 95113; 408-287-6278
MegaGrabber
Image capture card
Macintosh II family; 5 MB of RAM.
MegaGrabber is a Macintosh U image capture
card for high-resolution Videk MegaPlus digital camera. It acquires monochrome images at the full 1,340
by 1,035 resolution of the MegaPlus camera. The
entire operation of the camera is under software control, including mode, exposure time and triggering.
Accurate exposure time is provided up to 8.847 seconds in steps of 0. I 35 µsec . The external trigger can
be used as an output for synchronizing strobe lighting
or as an input for synchronizing grabbing.
MegaGrabber, occupies one NuBus slot and its frame
buffer can be accessed from the Mac at 8 MB/sec in
either 32- or 24-bit addressing mode.
$3,150 retail
Perceptics Corp.; 725 Pellissippi Pkwy.; Knoxville,
TN 37933; 615-966-9200
Model270A
Color hand-held scanner
Macintosh SE/30 or II family.
The Model 270A is a color hand-held scanner that
provides three-color, single-pass scanning for a palette
of more than 4,000 available colors. The scanner's
output is limited only by the capacity of the
Macintosh's graphics controller board. The Model
270A is virtually unlimited in its ability to represent
all shades and hues.
With a per-color resolution of four bits-per-pixel,
it has a scanning speed of l inch per second and is
able to scan images 2.53-inches wide in one pass. The
scanner is 4.6-inches wide by l.7-inches high by 5inch deep and weighs only .6 pounds. The unit comes
with standard controls, including a "start scanning"
switch to control scanning input.
$799 retail
Acee! Computer Corp.; 17145 Von Karman Ave., Ste.
l JO; Irvine, CA 92714; 714-757-1212
Mode1400A
Monochrome hand-held scanner
Macintosh SE/30 or II family.
The Model 400A is a 400 dpi black and white
hand-held scanner. It uses variable image to create
bayer, mesh and spiral dithering patterns from
monochrome line art and half tones. The unit has a
scanning speed of 3.1 inches per line.
The Model 400A has a scan width of 4.1 inches
to accommodate common half-page widths of signatures, logos and clip art collections used for
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office publishing. A built-in window on the scanner
permits visual scan alignment. In addition, multiple
rollers ensure one-pass scahning accuracy. The scanner is 5.4-inches wide by 1.3-inches high by 5.6-inches deep and weighs only .7 pounds.
$500 retail
Acee! Computer Corp.; 17145 Von Karman Ave., Ste.
l 10; Irvine, CA 92714; 714-757-1212
Model 730 Flatbed Scanner
Scanner
Macintosh Plus or larger; LaserWriter; Maclmage
software.
The Model 730 is a flatbed desktop scanner that .
works wiih any original document from postage stamp
size to 8 l/2 by l l 6/l 0 inches. Page thickness or finish does not matter.
An optional automatic document feeder (ADF)
automatically scans and feeds up to 30 pages at a time.
An installed ADF does not interfere with the scanner's
ability to scan pages manually placed on the platen.
The scanner works with all Datacopy software
imaging products including OCR Plus, Maclmage and
MicroFax. As a result, it works with graphics, text and
facsimile documents.
$1,800 retail
Xerox Imaging Systems/Datacopy Products; l 215
Terra Bella Ave.; Mountain View, CA 94043;
415-965-7900 or 800-821-2898
Model 730GS Scanner
Flatbed scanner
Macintosh Plus or larger; external disk drive or hai·d
disk drive; Laserivriter; Maclmage software.
The Model 730GS Flatbed Scanner provides any
laser printer and many typesetters with the best quality
printed image possible. A user can select either the 4bit (16 gray levels) or the 6-bit (64 gray levels) image
gray-scale mode and an internally monitored opticlil
reference system continuously checks the quality of
the original to ensure that a high-quality reproduction
of scanned photographs and artwork is achieved. .
The Model 730GS gives a user 27 variable resolutions with selectable valu~s from 60 to 450 dpi
(including the basic 300 dpi) and its compact design
renders it the smallest, most convenient scanner available with full-page capabilities and 64 levels of gray
scale.
$1,300 retail; scanner
$ l ,995 retail; with software
Xerox Imaging Systems/Datacopy Products; 1215
Terra Bella Ave.; Mountain View, CA 94043;
415-965-7900 or 800-821-2898
MSF-300G; MSF-400G
256 gray-scale scanners
Macintosh Plus or large1:
The MSF-3000 (300 dpi) and MSF-4000 (400
dpi) are gray level desktop scanners that allows a user
to scan ~ontinuous tone photos while recognizing up
to 256 shades of gray.
They provide ihe multi-bit-per-pixel data needed
to perform sophisticated "post processing." With six
to eight bits of information available, powerful graphics editing software can draw with shades of gray; use
tools such as charcoal, water drop and finger painting;
modify brightness and image contrast; and provide
true sizing and rotation without image degradation.
They are also able to function as "single bit-perpixel" scanners with all of the capabilities of the MS300A, with many enhancements such as the ability to
do framing/windowing accurately to the pixel boundary, as well as the ability to download user-generated
textured halftone screens. The scanners also incorporate the flatbed design of the MSF-300C.
$2, I95 retail; MSF-3000
$3,995 retail; MSF-4000
Microtek Lab, Inc.; 680 Knox St.; Torrance,
CA 90502; 213-321-2121

Neotech Image Grabber
Image capture board
Macintosh II family.
The Neotech Image Grabber is a high-performance video digitizer for the Macintosh II family.
The board captures an 8-bit monochrome video
image from any standard video source and optionally
displays it oh an external monitor. Extensive software
tools for image mahipulation, conditioning, printing
and storing are provided.
Image Grabber options include: Color Adaptor to
capture 24-bit color images and TimeFrame (software)
to digitize video sequences.
$ l ,499 retail
Advent Computer Products, Inc.; 449 Santa Fe Dr.,
Ste. 213; Encinitas, CA 92024; 619-942-8456
Neotech Image Grabber Color Adapter
Color video extension
Macintosh II family ; NeotecMmage Grabbe1:
The Neotech Color Adapter allows users of the
Image Grabber to digitize video sources into 24-bit
color images for use in Mac publishing and scientific
applications. In addition, the Color Adapter has a
number of specialized features that tnake it suitable
for use with electronic still video systems, including
an optional built-in remote controller for Canon Still
Video players, enabling video floppy preview and
frame selection from within Neotech 's accompanying
software.
$499 retail
Advent Computer Products, Inc.; 449 Santa Fe Dr.,
1
Ste. 213; Encinitas, CA 92024; 619-942-8456
Nikon LS-3500
High-resolution 35mm film scanner
Macintosh Plus or large1:
The Nikon LS-3500 Film Scanner is a high-resolution scanner for 35mm film (color or monochrome,
positive ornegative).
The Nikon LS-3500 produces a high-resolutibn
image of 4,096 by 6, l 44 pixels, which enables clear
reproductions even for enlargements of trimmed
images. Ii is equipped with RS-232C and GP-IB interfaces for applications in printing, computer graphics,
video art and many other fields.
.
Nikon ColorFlex Software, which drives the
LS-3500, provides full global image corrections and
outputs TIFF, TARGA, PICT2 and PostScript files
with four-color separations.
$9,995 retail; LS-3500
Call for pricing; Nikon ColorFlex Software
Nikon Inc.; 623 Stewart Ave.; Garden City,
NY 11530; 516-222-0200, ext. 365
Nu Vision
Accelerator for image processing anti analysis
Macinrosh II or larger; 2 MB of RAM; 40 MB hard
disk drive; 8-bit video card.
Nu Vision is an external hardware accelerator for
scientific, quantitative image analysis on the
Macintosh II. It provides video-rate capture, display,
processing and analysis of high-resolution
monochrome and full-color images. Nu Vision can
grab, display and process l ,024 by 1,024 images from
RS-343 video sources and the Videk MegaPlus digital
camera.
Features include: image processing functions,
including contrast enhancements, spatial filtering
(convolutions), morphometric analyses and Fourier
transform (frequency domain) processing; point operations on images, e.g., frame averaging, are performed
at video rates; hardware architecture is based on Smart
Memory boards with 2 MB of storage and on-board
Digital Signal Processor (DSP), capable of performing
parallel processing on multiplanar images; and both
application and library software is provided, including
the C source code. ·
$26,395 and up retail
Perceptics Corp.; 725 Pellissippi Pkwy.; Knoxville,
TN 37933; 615-966-9200
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PC Scan 2000
Edge-feed gray-scale scanners
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive recommended.
The PC Scan 2000 combines th.e ability to scan
images such as photographs and line drawings along .
with text.
Coupled with Dest software and an optional Text
Processor (standard in the 2020 model), the PC Scan
2000 has the power to accurately read many styles of
text, eliminating the need to rekey documents.
For image scanning applications, up to 256 shades
of gray may be recognized. Three image scanning
modes are available (8-bit gray seal~. bilevel and
halftone), as well as sizing and scaling capabilities.
$ l ,395 retail; PC Scan 2000
$1 ,945 retail; PC Scan 2020 (includes OCR text processor board)
Dest Corp.; lO 15 E. Brokaw Rd.; San Jose,
CA 95131; 408-436-2700
PCScan3000
Flatbed gray-scale scanners
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The PC Scan 3000 is a flatbed scanner that scans
images such continuous tone photographs and line
drawings. Up to 256 levels of gray may be scanned
and stored in industry-standard file formats, immediately available for use in desktop publishing applications. It also provides sizing and scaling capabilities,
with contrast and brightness control. Three image
scanning modes are available: 8-bit gray scale, bilevel
and halftone.
Coupled with Dest software and an optional Text
Processor (standard ih the 3020 model), the PC Scan
3000 has the power to accurately read many fonts
styles and formats of text, eliminating the need to
rekey documents.
$1,595 retail; PC Scan 3000
$2, l 45 retail; PC Scan 3020 (includes OCR text processor board)
Dest Corp.; 1015 E. Brokaw Rd.; San Jose,
CA 95131; 408-436-2700

as

Personal Vision ·
Relil-time ROB image capture card
Macintosh II family; 4 MB of RAM.
Personal Vision allows a user to bring real-world
real-time color video to the Macintosh II screen.
Features include: color image capture card with
256 colors in 8-bit mode, 32,000 colors in 16-bit mode
and 16.7 million colors in 24-bit mode; acts.like a
color TV in a Macintosh window, which can be
scrolled and resized while digitizing; operates just like
ahy other Macintosh graphics input device, including
compatibility with MultiFinder; captures images at
' resolutions of up to 645 by 484; includes ReView
im.age-processing software for image analysis and
enhancement; images may be captured using standard
NTSC video sources such as camcorders, video cameras, VCRs and laser discs; and compatibility with
PICT2 resource PICT, TIFF (color and black and
white), EPS and MacPaint file formats.
$1,499 retail
Orange Micro, Inc:; 1400 N. Lakeview Ave.;
Anaheim, CA 92807; 714-779-2772 or 800-223-8029
Personal Writer
Handwriting recognition system; digitizer tablet
512K or larger Macintosh; SOOK floppy disk drive;
System 3.2 or later; or Macintosh Plus or larger; 2
MB of RAM; hard disk drive; System 3.2 or late1:
Personal Writer ISSL is a handwriting recognition
system that enables users to write freely, using unconnected letters, on a regular sheet of paper and see the
text appear instantly in typed print on the computer
screen. Users can add, delete and correci with the flick
of the pen. The system features a l 00,000-word online
dictionary, two drawing modes, 36 macro-command
storage boxes and real-time character recognition software. The system includes a l 6 by 16-inch digitizer
(active area of 12 by 12-inches) and an electronic ballpoint pen. Resolution is 800 ppi.
The Personal Writer 1OSL is a digitizer tablet
designed for graphic artists, desktop publishing and
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desktop presentations. The tablet surface has a fully
featured command &rea that offers: an infinile number
of one-touch user-programmable macros; a small
mouse area that is a mirror image of any size screen; a
small keyboard and numeric pad for qqick editing and
labeling; and various mapping options for dr~wing or
tracing on the tablet with a ballpoint pen. The system
includes a 16 by I6-inch digitizer with I ,000 dpi resolution.
$799 retail; Personal Writer IOSL (512K or larger)
$1,299 retail; Personal Writer 15SL (Plus or larger)
Personal Writer, Inc.; 1900 Ave. of the Stars, Ste.
2870; Los Angeles, CA 90067; 213~556-1001 or·
800-322-4744
Pixe!Grabber
Video frame grabber card
Macintosh II family.
Pixe!Grabber is a real-time video frame grabber
card for the Macintosh II. It provides real-time continuous display of live video on a standard Mac screen at
30 frames per second. Images ll]ay be digitized from
RS-170, RS-330, NTSC (monochrome only) and PAL
video formats at a resolution of 640 by 480 by 8-bits.
PixelGrabber occupies one NuBus slot and has the
PixelConnect "over-the-top" video-rate bus set for
connection to other cards in the Perceptics' PixelTools
family. It js also field upgradable to a Perceptics'
Pixe!Pipe for perfonning frame-rate arithmetic functions, such as averaging.
$1,720 retail
Perceptics Corp.; 725 Pellissippi Pkwy.; Knoxville,
TN 37933; 615-966-9200
Pixe!Pipe
Video processing card
Macintosh II family.
Pixe!Pii)e is a real-time video processing card for
the Macintosh II. It provides real-time arithmetic and
logical computations on live video images for such
operations as averaging and llackground subtraction. It
continuously displays the processed video on a standard Mac screen at 30 frames per second. Images may
be digitized from RS-170, ~S-330, f'ITSC
(monochrome only) and PAL·video formats. Its spacial resolution is 640 by 480 pixels with 8-bit digitization and 16-bit computation. The Pixe!Pipe
architecture consists of two frame buffers, two 12-bit
multipliers, one 3-input 24-bit accumulator and two
lookup tables. It occupies two NuBus slots and has the
Pixe!Connect "over-the-top" video-rate bus set for
connection to other cards in Perceptics' Pixe!Tools
family.
$6,485 retail
Perceptics Corp.; 725 Pellissippi Pkwy.; Knoxville,
TN 37933; 615-966-9200
ProStan Series 800
Flatbed image scanners
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The ProScan Series 800 are hig~-performance
flatbed image scanners with gray-scale capabilities for
high-quality halftone reproduction in electronic and
desktop publishjng systems.
The Model 840i offers 400 dpi a1 256 levels of
gray (8 bits) with Intelligent image processing hatdware and scanner control sofrware. Its image processor makes maximum use of gray-scale information for
such functions as resolution scaling (up to 2,6()() dpi)
when printing photographs on high-resolution phototypesetters; edge enl)ancement, used to sharpen transition between gray levels; gamma correction, ~ way of
adjusting the weight and intensity of a photograph's
gray-scale infqrmation fo increase defipition and
detail; and dehalftoning, to avoid the moire patterns
that occur when changing a digjtized halftone's size.
Tl)e Model 840 offers 400 dpi at f56 levels of
gray (8 bits), without the built-in image processing
capability of the Model 840i. The 840 is designed for

publishing systems where the host computer is used
for image processing.
The Model 830 provides resolutions from 75 to
300 dpi and has a special 300 by 600 mode for greater
image detail. It is a 6-bit scanner providing 64 levels
of gray, five halftone patterns, five levels of brightness
and three levels of contrast.
All three models feature illumination compens~
tion and precision digitizing to assure tjie availability
of a full range of gray inform~tion. Their flatbed
design allows precise positioning of scanned artwork,
as well as the use of board-mounted art, books and
other bound documents on an 8.5 by I I-inch scan
area. An optional automatic document feeder automatically handles up to 30 pages of paper up to 8.5 by 14inches in size.
$9,995 retail; Model 840i
$6,800 retail; Model 840
$2,800 retail; Model 830
Xerox Imaging Systems/Datacopy Products; 1215
Terra Bella Ave.; Mountain View, CA 94043;
415-965-7900 or 800-821-2898
Pro Viz
Video digitizer
Macintosh Plus or larger; NTSC composite video or
RGB video camera.
ProViz is a video digitizer that allows a user to
import color or gray scale images from any video
source (video camera, laser disk, VCR or television)
into a Macintosh Plus, SE or II.
The gray scale model accepts NTSC composite
input and allows the digitization of images "in three
formats: line art, 16 shades of gray and 256 shades
of gray.
In addition to all of the capabilities of the gray
scale model, the color Pro Viz accepts RGB input for
color digitizing in three formats: 256 colors, 4,096
colors and 16.8 million colors. The color ProViz will
accept an NTSC composite input, but will operate i\S a
gray scale digitizer.
$1,095 retail; gray scale
$1 ,695 retail; color
$195 retail; HyperVision software
Pixelogic, Inc.; 800 W. Cummings Park, Ste. 2900;
Woburn, MA 01801 ; 617-938-7711
Pro Viz Video Color Converter
Transforms NTSC composite to RGB
Macintosh II; ProViz Color Video D.igitizer; standard
video camera or VCR .
The Pro Viz Video Color Converter is an add-on to
the Pro Viz Color Video Digitizer. With the Video
Color Converter, video sources such as composite
NTSC video (camcorder, standard video camera, etc.)
and Super VHS video can be converted to RGB for
use with the ProViz Color Video Digitizer. Color
images processed thfough the Video Color Converter
and the Video Color Digitizer are col)verted to pixel
images and displayed on the computer screen. Once in
memory, these images can be integrated into virtually
any Macintosh-compatible software package.
$595 retail
Pixelogic, Inc.; 800 W. Cummings Park, Ste: 2900;
Woburn, MA 01801; 617-938-7711
Quick Capture
Frame-grabber board and sofrware
Macintosh II.
QuickCapture is a frame grabber board and software series for capturing, processing and displaying
live video images on the Macintosh II. QuickCapture
is available in two models. One operates in 256 gray
levels and has four inputs, which enables it to operate
in 24-bit color when using ColorK.it software. The
second model operates in 64 gray levels and has one
input.
QuickCapture "grabs" images from ordinary
video cameras, VCRs or still-video devices. Once captured, images can be manipulated by choosing menu
options.
QuickCapture is compatible with the RS-170 and
NTSC video formats followed ii1 North America and
Japan, or the CCIR and PAL video formats prevalent
in Western Europe.

$1,245 re!ail; 256 gray levels (includes ColorK.it software)
$495 retail; 64 gray levels
Da~ Translation, Inc.; 100 Locke Dr.; Marlboro,
MA 01752; 508-481-3700
Scanlink
SCSI interface that allows users to scan images and
text using a 5-inch width
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
Scanlink is a universal SCSI interface that allows
Macintosh users to scan images and text using a 5inch width. Scanlink, together with the Mars 128,
brings high-resolution scanning (400 dpi) and a
greater scanning width (5 inches)° to the Macintosh
environment. The Mars 128 offers 32.gray scales,
three dithering patterns and one text mode that enables
users io scan photos, line art or iext at a speed of 3ms
per line without distortion.
The Scanlink comes complete with utility software that allows users to.save images in most popular
formats, such as PICT, MacPaint, TIFF and compressed TIFF. Once saved, ilbages can be processed in
such programs as MacPaint, Microsoft Word, Digital
Darkroom, PageMaker and more.
$195 ret;Ul
Marstek, Inc.; 17785-A Skypark Cir.; Irvine,
CA 92714; 714-833-7740
ScanMan Model 32
Hand-held scanner
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The ScanMan Model 32 gray-scale scanner features true 32 gray-scale editing and advanced halftoning capability, as well as powerful image editing
sofrware and an enhanced ilser interface. True hardware resolution is adjustable from 100 to 400 dpi. A
new case offers ergonomic design with a larger scanning window, straight-edge for easier scannihg, scanning speed indicator light and yellow-green LED to
read a wider range of colors.
$499 retail
Logitech, Inc.; 6505 Kaiser Dr.; Fremont, CA 94555;
415-795-8500
Scanmaster
Flatbed scanner
Macintosh II; 8-bit or 24-bit color monitor.
The Scanmaster is a flatbed scanner that provides
an effective way of converting hard copy color images
into data that can be entered into an image-capturing
computer. It allows a user to store, modify and
enhance color images. Input copy can be in the form
·of line art, text, continuous tone or ha)ftone documents.
The Scanmaster scans con(inuous tone and
halftone images up to 11 by 17-inches in size and film
transparencies up to 8 by IO-inches in size.
The Scanmaster employs a single CCD sensor
and an all electronic RGB color separation method. It
digitizes full-color or black and white images or color
transparencies at 30 to 300 dpi and transmits the data
over a GPIB interface.
Application sofiware is also provided. A menudriven package, Scan-It provides a user with immediate access 10 all of the scanner's features. Using a
pull-down menu, a user can select an area to scan,
zoom, crop and size the image. A contrast and color
correction menu allows an operator to adjust the
gamma correction (contrast) in the scanner to match a
specific output display device and to color correct an
image by modifying the scanner's iljtemal color lookup tables (LUTs).
Color corrected and sized images can be output to
one of three file formats: PICT !I. RIFF (Raster Image
File Format) and Howtek's SIM (Scanned Imaged file
format). Color TIFF and ESPF will be supP!Jrted in a
future release.
$8, 195 retail; includes Scan-It application sofrware
Howtek, Inc.; 21 Park Ave.; Hudson, NH 03051;
603-882-5200
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Scanmaster U
Digitiil color scanner
Macintosh II.
The Scanrnaster II is a digital color scanner that
scans line art, text and continuous tone and halftone
images up to 8.5 by 11 inches. It will scan up to 256
levels of gray per color at a resolution up to 300 dpi.
The Scanrnaster II employs a single CCD sensor
and an all-electronic RGB color separation method to
digitize full color and black and white images. The
platen remains st~tionary while the CCD sensor and
fluorescent lamp assembly moves by the image in
steps. Each step corresponds to one scanned line.
$4,995 retail
Howtek, Inc.; 21 Park Ave.; Hudson, NH 03051;
603-882-5200
Scanmaster/35
35mm scanner
Macintosh II; 8-bit or 24-bit color monitor.
The Scanrnaster/35 scans and digitizes 35mm film
for display and storage on an image capturing computer. Input film can be in the form of positives or negatives, mounted or in strip form.
To digitize an image, Scanmaster/35 uses a 2,048
element CCD array, a fluorescent lamp and a color filter wheel. Scanning is liiie oriented and data is sent
over a standard 8-bit GPIB interface. Output data can
then be packed in one of four formats: RGB pixel
packed, RGB line packed, RGB field packed or black
and white.
Two versions of the scanner are currently avaiiable. The Scanrnaster/35 has a scanning resolution of
2,000 by 2,000 dpi (1,333 by 2,000 effective on a
35mm image) and 180 degree image rotation capability. The Scanrnaster/35 is ideal for applications such as
publishing, where image orientation is essential. The
Scanrnaster/35 II, with a scanning resolution of 2,000
by 3,000 dpi, is well suited for applications such as
medical imaging and high-quality retouching, which
demand high resolution.
Application software is also provided. A menudriven package, Scan-It/35 provides a user with
immediate access to all of the scanner's features. A
preview function allows a user to quickly scan an
image in black and white to the monitor. A user can
then select a subsection of the original image, zoom,
crop and size it. This new, sized image is then rescanned and displayed in full color.
A color correction menu allows an operator to
correct the color and contrast of the image. The scanner 's internal red, green, blue and black 12-bit downloadable look-up tables (LUTs) provide 4,096 gray
levels per color.
$8,195 retail; includes Scan'It application software
Howtek, Inc.; 21 Park Ave.; Hudson, NH 03051;
603-882-5200
Scion Image Capture 2 Board
Video capture board
Macintosh II, llx or llcx.
The.Scion Image Capture 2 Board is a single
board that captures and displays any NTSC or PAL
video image in real time (I/30th of a second for both).
Using a standard fully configured Macintosh II, !Ix or
IIcx (with Apple 8-bit video card and monitor), the
board allows input of up to four NTSC video devices,
real-time cropping to reduce the size of the file, realtime centering and scrolling to achieve the exact
image desired and frame averaging to eliminate noise
- all at 256 levels of gray for lines per inch selections
of 75 to 150. Output in TIFF format allows compatibility with leading desktop publishing graphic software. The same board, using an ROB source, provides
24-bit color capture and 8-bit color display.
$1,195 retail; 256 levels of gray
$ l ,3Q5 retail; both gray and color
Scion Corp.; 3 N. Main St.; Walkersville, MD 21793;
301-845-4045

Stiil Video Control Kit
Canon still video player control software
Macintosh II family; Neotech Image Grabber.
The Still Video Control Kit provides remote control of the Canon RV-311 Still Video Player when
used with the Neotech Image Grabber NuBus grayscale video capture board. The Kit consists of comprehensive "plug-in" software and a computer interface
cable, and allows users to control the Canon system
remotely, to view on the Mac screen all 25 frame
images stored on a video 'floppy disk, browse through
them and select images for capture. The interface
cable connects a Macintosh II, !Ix, IIcx or !Ici
(through the Apple Desktop Bus) to the Canon player.
The Neotech software includes modules that can be
accessed directly from within Letraset ImageStudio
and Silicon Beach Software's Digital Darkroom, in
addition to Neotech 's own image acquisition software
supplied with every Image Grabber.
$149 retail
Advent Computer Products, Inc.; 449 Santa Fe Dr.,
Ste. 213; Encinitas, CA 92024; 619-942-8456
Super Digitizer (SD) Series
Digitizer tablets
Any Macintosh. ·
The Super Digitizer (SD) Series are high-precision digitizer tablets. The cursor and stylus pens are
cordless and battery-free. Wacom 's digitizing system
features a technology called electromagnetic resonance that enables the stylus to be cordless, yet capture and transmit the exact position of the pen. The
digitizers provide selectable reading speeds up to 205
points per second, feature a high resolution 9f 0.02mm
(0.001 inch) and an edge to edge accuracy of 0.25mm
(0.0 I inch). The Super Digitizers also feature pressure
sensitivity, responding to varying pressures with a
cordless stylus when drawing or writing on a Wacom
tablet to create naturally changing line widths. Tablets
are available in sizes ranging from 6 by 9 inches to 18
by 25 inches.
$495 to $3, 195 retail
Wacom, Inc.; West 115 Century Rd.; Paramus,
NJ 07652; 201-265-4226
ThunderScan Plus
Digitizing scanner
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM;
ImageWrite1: I or II.
ThunderScan Plus is an inexpensive scanner that
replaces the ribbon cartridge on an ImageWriter
(except the LQ) to scan in graphics from photographs,
illustrations or line art.
ThunderScan Plus includes Thunderworks scanning and image-editing software, whi~h produces true
halftones, delivering 64 true shades of gray, user-controlled resolutions up to 300 dpi and micro-control
over contrast and brightness. Thunderworks features
editing tools and a 256 gray-shade palette and supports PICT, TIFF, Paint and ThunderScan file formats
for use with most graphics software programs.
Power Accessory for Macintosh II allows
ThunderScan Plus to work with a Macintosh II.
$249 retail; for Plus and SE
$49 retail; Power Accessory for Macintosh II
Thunderware, Inc.; 21 Orinda Way; Orinda,
CA 94563; 415-254-6581
TruScan TF-3X; TZ-3X
· X-ray film scanners
Macintosh Il; 5 MB of RAM; 80 MB hard disk drive;
256-level gray-scale monitor.
.
The TruScan series of X-ray scanners are capable
of scanning films ranging in size from a 35mm strip to
a 14-inch wide chest X-ray; films can be of any
length. Two basic models are available: the TF-3X
and TZ-3X.
The TF-3X has a fixed TruOptical resolution of
256 dpi. Reduced electronic resolutions are available
from 64 dpi. Fixed optical resolution makes the TF3X simple to operate and ideal for repetitive scans.
Each pixel is represented on a 256-level gray scale,
assuring high-quality reproduction of even the subtlest
image density changes.
TroScan X-ray scanners are capable of capturing
density changes even in dark "difficult to see" areas of
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X-ray images, which typically have a wide dynamic
range.
The TZ-3X, Trovel's most advanced X-r~y scanner, has all the features of the TF-3X, plus variable
resolution up to 700 dpi. A unique zoom approach
enables users to scan strips (strips width dependent
upon resolution) at TroOptical f!!Solutions ranging
from 256 to 700 dpi. In this manner, small films and
details can be scanned with a clarity and accuracy previously available only on more expensive systems.
Data files generated by either model are stored in
industry-standard formats to aid in the incorporation
of third-party imaging software.
$15,785 retail; TF-3X
$16,285 retail; TZ-3X
Trove! Corp.; 8943 Fullbright Ave.; Chatsworth,
CA 91311; 818-407-1031
TruScan TZ-3
Bl~ck and white scanner; high resolution 75 to 900
dpi; 256 levels of gray; accommodates single sheets,
bound documents and 3D objects; upgradable to 24bit color
Macintosh ll; 5 MB of RAM; 80 MB hard disk drive;
II- or 13-inch Macintosh RGB monitor.
The TruScan TZ-3 black and white image scanner
features high resolution- 75 to 900 dpi. The TZ-3
scans up to 256 levels of gray, which can be stored in
most industry-standard file formats.
The open flatbed design of the TZ-3 allows for
scanning of single sheets or bound documents and
three-dimensional objects. Trove! 's unique overhead
tower design, which contains the CCD, lens and light
source in a single-moving unit, provides precise, highquality image capture.
$7,275 retail
Trovel Corp.; 8943 Fullbright Ave.; Chatsworth,
CA 91311 ; 818-407-1031
TruScan TZ-3BWC
Combination black and white/24-bit color scanner; 75
to 900 dpi resolution; 256 levels of gray; accommodates single sheets, bound documents and 3D objects
Macintosh II; 8 MB of RAM; 80 MB hard disk drive.
· The TruScan TZ-3BWC is'a combination black
· and white/color scanner that offers high resolution 300 to 900 dpi. In black and white mode, it scans up
to 256 levels of gray. In color mode, it outputs 24-bit
color, 256 values for each of red, green and blue, providing a palette of more than 16 million colors. The
open flatbed design of the TZ-3BWC allows for scanning of single sheets or bound documents and threedimensional objects. Trovel 's unique overhead design,
which contains the CCD, lens and light source in a
single-moving unit, provides precise, high-quality
image capture.
$11,685 retail
Trovel Corp.; 8943 Fullbright Ave.; Chatsworth,
CA 91311; 818-407-1031
TruScan TZ-3BWCT
Gray-scale and 24-bit color transparency scanner
Macintosh ll; 80 MB hard disk drive; 8 MB ofRAM.
The TruScan TZ-3BWCT is a combination grayscale and color transparency scanner that digitizes
positive and negative transparencies at resolutions
ranging from 75 to 900 dpi, and accepts film widths
from 35mm to 10 inches. Images are stored in most
industry-standard file formats.
$ i 3,685 retail
·
Truvel Corp.; 8943 Fullbright Ave.; Chatsworth,
CA 91311 ; 818-407-1031
Truvel Image Buffer (TIB)
Image buffer
Macintosh Il; Truvel scanner.
The Truvel Image Buffer (TIB) increases the
versatility of the TroScan series of high-resolution
scanners by providing a disk drive dedicated exclusively to the storage of scanned images. It allows large
files of black and white, gray-scale and 24-bit color
images to be saved directly to disk, regardless of
computer size. The image buffer is available with
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various disk capacities in both fixed-platter and
removable-cartridge configurations.
Features include: background scanning frees the
computer during long scans to perform other multitasking activities; easy capture of large 256 gray-scale
or 24-bit color images; stores multiple image files; fits
under scanner; image files can be transferred between
host system disk drive and TIB; images can be
archived on separate cartridges by project name or
image type; links with larger external drives; and
more.
$5,495 retail
Truvel Corp.; 8943 Fullbright Ave.; Chatsworth,
CA 91311; 818-407-I031
Truvel T-35BWC
35mm slide scanner
Macintosh II; 8 MB of RAM; 80 MB hard disk drive.
The Truvel T-35BWC provides high-resolution
scanning -470 to 3,7flJ dpi - of 35mm mounted
slides. The compact unit scans in black and white and
color modes. In black and white mode, up to 256 levels of gray are captured. In color mode, images are
scanned in 24-bit color in one pass. In either mode, a
user has the choice of linear or logarithmic amplifiers,
which can bring out more detail in light or dark areas
of a slide.
The TruScan application software offers a prescan
option for previewing and cropping a portion of a
slide, 90 degree rotation, user control over aspect
ratio, threshold, exposure and gain settings for red,
green and blue. For users who are creating image
databases, slides can be stacked in the hopper and
scanned unattended when interfaced directly to a
Truvel Image Buffer unit.
$7 ,995 retail
$9 ,685 retail; with Truvel SCSI Unit
$13,585 retail; with Truvel Image Buffer
Truvel Corp.; 8943 Fullbright Ave.; Chatsworth,
CA 91311 ; 818-407-I031
Truvel Zebra Board
Line-art enhancement board
Macintosh II; Truvel scanner.
The Truvel Zebra Board is a real-time image processing board that detects very fine lines in line-art
scanning. To accomplish line-art scans, scanners usually operate at one threshold level for the entire image.
The threshold setting determines what line weight will
be picked up and recognized as black. Any line weight
below this predetermined level is ignored or considered white. Zebra provides a floating dynamic clipping level that searches for gray-scale transition in the
image as it is scanned. The transition can be either
positive or negative. Because Zebra looks for differentials in gray scale - as small as 6 percent - it can
find lines that are smaller than the optical pixel resolution of the scanner.
This fine line detection capability makes Zebra
ideal for scanning intricate line-art images, such as
engravings, etchings, antique manuscripts, calligraphy
and logos. Scan speed is not impaired because processing occurs in hardware on the fly.
$1,795 retail
Truvel Corp.; 8943 Fullbright Ave:; Chatsworth,
CA 91311 ; 818-407-1031
VS300
Full-function image scanner
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The VS300 is a full-function, flatbed image scan- '
ner that allows a user to scan virtually anything without evenearing out a page.
The VS300 does not require an additional investment in hardware, nor does it monopolize the use of
an ImageWriter. It is shipped complete with all of the
hardware, software and connecting cables needed to
allow a Macintosh to begin scanning immediately.
And it works in the ambient light found in most office
environments.

The VS300 allows users to scan images simultaneously while using a desktop publishing program.
While composing the text of a document, users are
able to scan images right into place. Images can be
cropped, re-sized, re-detailed, lightened or darkened.
$797 retail; includes Read-It! O.C.R. software by
Olduvai Corp.
$195 retail; optional SCSI interface that speeds scan
times up to 1,000 percent
Mirror Technologies, Inc.; 2644 Patton Rd.; Roseville,
MN 55113; 612-633-4450 or 800-654-5294
WT! Moonraker
Video digitizer
Macintosh II family; 32-bit QuickDraw.
WT! Moonraker is a video digitizer capable of
continuously digitizing video input in 8- or 16-bit
color at real-time rates (up to 30 frames per second).
Moonraker accepts video from ROB, S-Video or composite sources (with NTSC or PAL timing, softwareselectable), and can digitize two sources
simultaneously.
Moonraker's design allows it to work with most
32-bit QuickDraw display systems and supports a
wide range of true digital special effects, such as
warps, overlays, rotations, flips, etc., which can be
performed at real-time rates.
$3,495 retail
Advent Computer Products, Inc.; 449 Santa Fe Dr.,
Ste. 213; Encinitas, CA 92024; 619-942-8456
YEM CVS-900B
Real-time scan converter
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The YEM CVS-900B is a real-time scan converter capable of converting all CGA, EGA and VGA
computer ROB outputs to broadcast NTSC RS- l 70A
or EBU standards. Conversion of 15 KHz to 38 KHz
is accomplished automatically. The CVS-900B features genlock with component, composite and S-VHS
outputs.
$11,995 retail
James Grunder & Associates, Inc.; 5925 Beverly;
Mission, KS 66202; 913-831-0188
YEMCVS-910
Auto-lock scan converter
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The YEM CVS-9IO is an autoclock scan converter that automatically adjusts to various types of computer ROB signals and converts these into
broadcast-quality NTSC or PAL television standards.
The height and width of the converted picture is
adjustable, and coupled with its zooming capability
and flicker elimination circuitry, the CVS-910 offers
sharp computer to video image reproduction.
The CVS-9 IO features adjustment-free, real-time
scan conversiori with 24-bit processing and allows for
horizontal scan frequencies of 15 to 40 KHz.
$14,995 retail
James Grunder & Associates, Inc.; 5925 Beverly;
Mission, KS 66202; 913-831-0188
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CopyMaker Plus
Automatically duplicates, prints and applies labels to
3.5-inch disks
Macintosh Plus or larger; 2 MB ofRAM.
CopyMaker Plus is a robotic disk handler that
automatically duplicates a 3.5-inch disk, prints a dedicated or number-specific label and afflXes it to the
diskette in a single operation.
It can load, label and print at an average rate of IO
seconds per diskette plus duplication time, which
varies from 20 to 50 seconds depending on the host
computer.
For prihting labels, Copy Maker Plus uses an
internal nirle-pin dot matrix printer capable of printing
15 lines of 23 ASCII upper and lowercase characters
per label. It can use either Macintosh-style wrap labels
or flat labels. Labeler capacity is 1,000 wrap labels or

1,300 flat labels.
$11,000 retail
Applied Data Communications; 14272 Chambers Rd.;
Tustin, CA 92680; 714-731 -9000
Diskette Copiers
Diskette duplicators
Any Macintosh.
The Desktop Diskette Copier provides diskette
duplicating abilities to users with low-volume needs
(200 per month). It duplicates up to 35 diskettes at a
time. It is intended for use by managers responsible
for distributing software between corporate locations,
store-front copy services, VARs and others with a
need to copy diskettes.
The Mountain Diskette Autoloader provides
diskette duplicating abilities to users within a production environment.
$3,695 retail; Desktop Diskette Copier
$6,495 retail; Mountain Diskette Autoloader
Mountain Computer, Inc.; #I 0 Victor Sq.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 800-255-1438 or408-438-0440
(sales)
Douglas Mac-Disk Duplicator
Disk duplication
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Mac-Disk Duplicator uses a standard Apple
SOOK disk drive and includes a mass copier program
from CE Software.
No electrical connection to a Macintosh is
required other than plugging the disk drive into the
external disk-drive connector.
As one disk is ejected, it triggers the mechanism
to insert another disk. The hopper holds up to flJ disks
(a one-hour supply).
$1,500 retail; without disk drive
Douglas Electronics; 718 Marina Blvd.; San Leandro,
CA 94577; 415-483-8770
SDDS
SCSI disk duplication system
Any Macintosh.
The SCSI Disk Duplication System (SODS)
allows users to duplicate and verify SCSI disks quick. ly and inexpensively. Designed specifically for ease of
use on the manufacturing floor, SODS gives users the
capability to gang-duplicate five hard disks in half the
time it takes to duplicate one using conventional
methods. SODS automatically verifies duplicated
drives for accuracy using a sophisticated checksum
algorithm.
An operator attaches a master disk and five
demonstration disks to the SODS station. When the
system is turned on, SODS automatically checks to
see that the master is valid. An operator then clicks
three times and a few minutes later the entire process
is completed, including rigorous error checking. Using
one SODS station, 40 drives per hour can be duplicated and verified by a single operator.
Call for pricing
Golden Triangle Computers, Inc.; 4849 Ronson Ct.;
San Diego, CA 92111; 619-279-2100
Ventuno Diskette Autoloaders
Diskette duplicators
Macintosh Plus; I MB of RAM.
The Ventuno 3 (for 3.5-inch diskettes) measures
9.5-inches wide, 16-inches long and 7.2-inches high
and weighs 24 pounds. It includes a complete, ready
to use system consisting of autoloader, diskette drive,
connector cables and software for use with a
Macintosh.
The autoloader formats and duplicates Macintosh
software when connected to the appropriate computer.
The V-3 has a standard capacity of 50 to iiO diskettes.
$4,300 retail
Ventuno; 43301 Osgood Rd.; Fremont, CA 94539;
415-651-1934
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ExpanSE
Expansion chassis system
Macintosh SE.
ExpanSE expands the single option card capability on a Macintosh SE by providing an external expansion chassis that plugs into the SE and accommodates
four SE option cards.
The chassis comes with the ExpanSE interface
card, internal and external card assemblies and the
expansion chassis that contains a 50-watt power supply, a DC fan, the ExpanSE motherboard with four 96pin connectors to mount four SE option cards and five
1/0 ports (replicating the single SE 1/0 port).
ExpanSE gives SE users the ability to choose
from a variety of SE option cards to select the combination of cards that will perform the functions they
need.

$995 retail
Second Wave, Inc.; 9430 Research Blvd., Bldg. II,
#260; Austin, TX 78759; 512-343-9661
ExpanSE Home BaSE
Two-slot 68000 PDS SE card expansion chassis
Macintosh Portable.
The ExpanSE Home BaSE is a two-slot 68000
PDS (Processor Direct Slot) SE card expansion chassis for the Macintosh Portable. It is an external chassis
that attaches to the Portable through an interface card
and cable assemblies. It provides a base station for the
Portable, which houses two standard Mac SE cards,
e.g. accelerator cards, communications cards, video
boards, data acquisition and signal processing boards.
ExpanSE Home BaSE comes complete with the
Home BaSE interface card, an internal gray ribbon
cable, an external shielded cable assembly to connect
the interface card to the chassis and the chassis itself,
which contains a 15-watt power supply, a cooling fan
and two 68000 PDS SE card slots.
$995 retail
Second Wave, Inc.; 9430 Research Blvd., Bldg. II,
#260; Austin, TX 78759; 512-343-9661
Expanse U And Expanse NB4
Expansion chassis
Macintosh II family.
Expanse II is an expansion chassis that expands
the capability of a Macintosh II from six expansion
slots to 14 by providing an external chassis that
accommodates eight Macintosh II cards.
It includes an Expanse II interface card, an external cable and the expansion chassis, which contains a
130-watt power supply, a DC fan and eight NuBus
slots with associated 1/0 ports. The chassis can
optionally be equipped with up to three half height
SCSI drives.
Expanse II can also operate in a stand-alone mode
without the Macintosh II when equipped with NuBus
processor boards.
$1,295 to $2,295 retail
Second Wave, Inc.; 9430 Research Blvd., Bldg. II,
. #260; Austin, TX 78759; 512-343-9661
ExpanSE Plus ·
Expansion chassis system
Macintosh Plus.
ExpanSE Plus is an expansion chassis that
expands the functionality of a Macintosh Plus by providing an external expansion chassis that plugs into
the Macintosh Plus and accommodates four
Macintosh SE option cards. ·
· ExpanSE Plus comes complete with the ExpanSE
Plus interface card, internal and external cable assemblies and the expansion chassis that contains a 50-watt
power supply, a DC fan, the chassis motherboard with
four 96-pin connectors to mount four SE option cards,
and five 1/0 ports (replicating the single SE 1/0 port).
The unit may be positioned vertically or horizontally
next to the Macintosh Plus.
ExpanSE Plus gives Macintosh Plus users the
ability to choose from among the variety of SE option
cards, those that will perform the functions they need.

$795 retail
Second Wave, Inc.; 9430 Research Blvd., Bldg. II,
#260; Austin, TX 78759; 512-343-9661
ExpanSFJ30 And Expanse WSE30
Expansion chassis system
Macintosh SE/30.
ExpanSE/30 is a four-slot expansion chassis for
the Macintosh SE/30 that enables Macintosh SE/30
customers to use Macintosh II NuBus option cards
with the SE/30.
ExpanSE/30 comes with the ExpanSE/30 directslot interface card, internal and external cables, and
the chassis, which contains a 50-watt power supply,
cooling fan, four NuBus slots and the mechanical and
electrical hardware for a single 3.5-inch SCSI drive.
ExpanSE/30 fits underneath the Macintosh SE/30.
The NuBus cards are positioned in a horizontal configuration inside the chassis.
$1,295 to $2,295 retail
Second Wave, Inc.; 9430 Research Blvd., Bldg. II,
#260; Austin, TX 78759; 512-343-9661
Mac File Server And Expansion Chassis
Expansion chassis for screenless workstations, file
servers, turnkey BBS systems; allows for multiple
expansion boards, high-density hard disk drives, largescreen displays
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Expansion Chassis allows for multiple expansion boards, high-density hard disk drives and largescreen displays.
It is intended for a user who wants a large-screen
display and processor enhancement in one package for
a dedicated file server, such as AppleShare.
A Macintosh logic board is required.
$595 starting price retail
Spectra Micro Development; PO Box 41795; Tucson,
AZ 85717; 602-795-7288
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Colorsetter 2000
PostScript-comparible imagesetter
Macintosh Plus or larger:
The Colorsetter 2000 is a high-resolution color
PostScript-compatible imagesetter and scanner. Based
on Intergraph 's Clipper processor, the Colorsetter
2000 is a 26 inch by 20 inch (120 pica) laser imagesetter designed to read and output PostScript files as single A2- or multiple A4-size images at resolutions up
to 2,000 dpi. An on-board screen generator featuring ·
user-selectable screen angles, frequencies and dot
shapes will also generate halftone images up to
240 !pi.
The Colorsetter 2000 will also read files written in
Intergraph 's Interscript page-description language and
color metafiles including Map Publisher, DOES and
Scitex Handshake. For input, the Colorsetter 2000
scans line art and continuous-resolution images at
2,000 dpi. Commercial-quality resolution (0.0005
inch), high speed and compatibility with a variety of
standard communication interfaces and data formats
equip the Colorsetter 2000 for markets that include
corporate publishing, newspapers, commercial printers, service bureaus and OEMs.
$125,000 retail; base price
Optronics, An Intergraph Division; 7 Stuart Rd.;
Chelmsford, MA 01824; 508-256-45 l l
Forte Film Recorder
Film recorder for slide production
Macintosh SE/30 or larger.
The Forte film recorder can image graphics files
created on PC or Macintosh platforms in either 2K,
4K or 8K addressable resolution in as little as 50 seconds per image.
The film recorder can be purchased with an Agfa
Matrix 35mm bulk loading film module for production convenience. The Forte's increased addressability
(8K) and the addition of optional 4 by 5 or 8 by 10
modules allow the production of large format, full
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color chromes and instant prints.
$36,995 retail
Agfa Compugraphic Division;.Computer Graphics
Business Unit; I Ramland Rd. ; Orangeburg, NY
10962; 914-365-0190 or 800-876-7543
HeyerTech Image Recording Systems
Image recording
Macintosh SE or larger.
.
HeyerTech Image Recording Systems lets users
record up to 54,000 individual high-quality frames per
side of each optical disc platter with direct ROB, SVideo and NTSC recording capabilities, or up to 30
minutes of full motion video with two high-quality
audio tracks. Graphics or video images can be stored
for instantaneous access. The system comes with
HyperCard drivers.
$18,995 starting price retail
HeyerTech, Inc.; 726 Marion Ave.; Palo Alto,
CA 94303; 415-325-8522
ImageMaker Plus
35mm slide maker
Macintosh Plus or larger.
,
ImageMaker Plus is a desktop slide-making
device that allows users to generate high-resolution
35mm slides. It generates both text and graphic color
slides for about 50 cents each, and allows 8,000-line
resolution.
In both the text and graphics mode, ImageMaker
provides 75 foreground colors and 16 background co\ors. In addition, font cartridges offer a user a choice of
several industry-standard type fonts, as well as customized fonts and logos. The ImageMaker includes a
fully automatic 35mm camera that can use either
Kodak Ektachrome I00 or Polaroid Polachrome 40
film. With the Ektachrome film, operators simply
remove an exposed roll and send it to a photo processing lab for finished slides or prints. With Polachrome
film, users can process the film and mount the slides
themselves.
$4,995 retail; ImageMaker Plus
$149 retail; MacDriver
Presentation Technologies, Inc.; 743 N. Pastoria Ave.;
Sunnyvale, CA 94086; 408-749-1959
Lasergraphics Film Recorder (LFR)
Digital film recorder
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Lasergraphics Film Recorder (~FR) is a digital film recorder that takes only two minutes to generate a 4,000-line slide for corporate presentations,
without image or color degradation.
The LFR uses a high-resolution CRT to produce
sharp images. In addition, the film recorder monitors
light intensity and automatically calibrates the exposure to adjust brightness and ensure consistent color
images for every exposure. The LFR, containing a
high-resolution black and white CRT, color filter and
35mm camera, reproduces the pixels on the CRT. The
image is captured by the lens after·passing through the
three-color filter system (red, green and blue) and
superimposed on 35mm film to create a full-color,
high-resolution slide.
$8,750 retail
Lasergraphics, Inc.; 20 Ada; Irvine, CA 92718;
714-727-2651
Mirus FilmPrinter
Full-color digital film recorder
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Mirus FilmPrinter is a desktop digital slide
making system that takes full advantage of the graphics power and point-and-click simplicity of the
Macintosh. The FilmPrinter images both object and
bit-mapped graphics with the complete family of 35
LaserWriter-compatible fonts. Like the LaserWriter,
the FilmPrinter attaches to a Macintosh SCSI port and
is selectable from the Chooser, enabling colors, type
styles and print parameters to be specified from within
user applications.
The FilmPrinter produces 35mm slides from
Macintosh graphics and presentation sofrware with up
to 16 million colors and 8,000 lines of addressable resolution, resulting in exceptionally high-quality graphics and text output. It can also create special effects,
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such as color sweeps, embossed backgrounds, corporate logos and photo inserts with natural flesh tones.
The FilmPrinter weighs only I6 pounds and has a
very small footprint.
$5,S95 retail
Mirus Corp.; 4301 Great America Pkwy.; Santa Clara,
CA 95054; S00-654-0SOS
Montage FRI
35mm film recorder
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Montage FR 1 is a desktop slide maker that
provides 35mm slides with more than 16 million colors, full bit-map capabilities and 4,000-line resolution.
A fully digital unit, it can rasterize and complete a
4,000-line image in two to seven minutes.
Because the Montage FRI supports the operating
environments·of either Macintoshes or IBM PCs and
compatibles - or both simultaneously - users
throughout a department can share the same presentation output system. The Montage FR 1 is supported by
a broad range of presentation graphics, page layout
and computer-aided design software for both environments. It will support industry standards for graphics
formatting and networking.
The Montage FRI uses high-contrast Kodak
Ektachrome 100, Polaroid Polachrome 40, Fuji
Fujichrome 100 and Agfa Agfachrome 100, which
can be processed at any local processing house in one
or two hours.
$6,995 retail
Presentation Technologies, Inc.; 743 N. Pastoria Ave.;
Sunnyvale, CA 940S6; 40S-749-1959
MultiColor Analog Film Recorders
Produces high-quality hard copies from high-resolution displays
Macintosh SE/30 or larger.
The MultiColor Series 6000 Analog Film
Recorders produce hard copy images right from highresolution displays in a variety of popular film formats. Users can choose output from options, including
35mm slides, 4 by 5 and S by JO prints or transparencies or animation films.
$5,495 to $12,995 retail
Agfa Compugraphic Division; Computer Graphics
Business Unit; 1 Ramland Rd.; Orangeburg,
NY 10962; 914-365-0190 or SOO-S76-7543
PCR Film Recorder
Produces high-quality, computer-generated slides
Macintosh SE/30 or larger.
.The PCR Film Recorder produces high-quality
35mm slides from computer-generated graphics. It is
compatible with popular graphics software for IBM
PCs and Macintosh computers (with the addition of a
MacHarmony Interface).
$11,795 retail
Agfa Compugraphic Division; Computer Graphics
Business Unit; 1 Ramland Rd.; Orangeburg,
NY 10962; 914-365-0190 or SOO-S76-7543
PhotoMetric SlideMaker
35mm film recorder
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The PhotoMetric SlideMaker is a desktop film
recorder for the production of boardroom-quality
35mm slides.
Features include: 4K addressability, full-color
online preview, automatic text kerning for typesetquality, shaded (gradated) backgrounds, automatic
film loading, advancing and exposure calibration.
Users can automatically shoot a single image, a series
of images or multiple copies of one or more images
with no adjustments or exposure settings. A wide variety of popular film types are supported. ,
$4,495 retail
General Parametrics Corp.; 1250 9th St.; Berkeley,
CA 94710; 415-524-3950

Polaroid Bravo Computer Slide Maker
Digital film recorder
Macintosh II.
The Polaroid Bravo Computer Slide Maker
(BCSM) is a digital film recorder capable of creating
images with addressable resolutions of up to S,000
lines. It has a palene of up to 16. 7 million colors and
produces both instant and conventionally processed
boardroom-quality 35mm slides. Image resolution is
software selectable.
The BCSM accepts Polaroid High Contrast
PolaChrome instant color, Polaroid Presentation
Chrome conventional and other ISO 100 35mm slide
films.
$5,995 retail
Polaroid Corp.; 575 Technology Sq.; Cambridge,
MA 02139; S00-225-16IS

. Still Light is a digital film recorder that captures
images and generates boardroom-quality 35mm slides,
negatives, transparencies or instant prints.
·
Drawing on up to 16.5 million colors, Still Light
accepts PICT or PICT II files from popular Macintosh
applications. Its batch processing capability allows it
to produce up to 36 images, unanended, without having to load the software where the files were created.
Still Light 's standard features include the Still
Light video graphics card, software, adapter cables,
film recorder, 35mm camera back with autowinder,
instant film back for 3.25 by 4.25-inch print film,
Polaroid Instant Film Processor and slide mounting
accessories. Optional features include a 4 by 5-inch
film back, S by 10-inch film back and 35mm motion
picture back.
$3,995 retail
American Liquid Light, Inc.; 2341 W. 205th St., Ste.
116; Torrance, CA 90501; 213-6 I S-027 4

ProColor
Desktop presentation film recorder
Macintosh SE/30 or larger.
ProColor is a desktop presentation film recorder
that creates bold, effective 35mm slides or 3 by 4-inch
Polaroid prints in minutes. It supports a wide range of
type fonts, special effects and a full-color spectrum,
allowing users to tum out professional-looking slides
for all kinds of presentation and business use.
$5,995 retail
Agfa Compugraphic Division; Computer Graphics
Business Unit; 1 Ramland Rd.; Orangeburg,
NY 10962; 914-365-0190 or SOO-S76-7543
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A+ Mouse; A+ ADB Mouse
Optical mouse
512K or larger Macintosh.
A+ Mouse is a hand-held pointing and selecting
device that is used to move the cursor on a Macintosh
display and select commands at the click of a bunon.
It is entirely electronic and consists of no moving
parts. It uses a mirror-like pad (included) that reflects
a tiny beam of light to track even the slightest hand
movement. It has exceptional digital cursor control for
greater speed, accuracy and reliability. The A+ Mouse
offers a base resolution of 100 cpi; the A+ ADB
Mouse offers 200 cpi.
$99 retail; A+ Mouse (for 512K and Plus)
$129 retail; A+ Mouse ADB (for SE and II)
Mouse Systems Corp.; 47505 Seabridge Dr.; Fremont,
CA 9453S; 415-656-1117

QCR-Z Film Recorder
High-quality film recorder
Macintosh SE/30 or larger.
The QCR-Z film recorder provides quality-image
output from high-performance, high-production
graphics workstations. It is compatible with popular
graphics software for IBM PCs and Macintosh computers (with the addition of a MacHarmony Interface).
The QCR-Z provides a wide range of output
options, from standard and pin-registered 35mm slides
to 4 by 5 or S by 10 prints or transparencies. It can
also output PostScript files using the Agfa Mattix
Color PostScript RIP.
$24,995 retail
Agfa Compugraphic Division; Computer Graphics
Business Unit; l Ramland Rd.; Orangeburg,
NY 10962; 914-365-0190 or SOO-S76-7543
SlideWriter·
Desktop film recorder
Macintosh SE/30 or larger.
SlideWriter is a high-quality 35mm slide maker
for business presentations, graphic design, image
recording and more. Features include very high-resolution 35mm slides {2,04S or 4,096 pixels per scan
line); virtually unlimited colors selectable from a
palene of 16 million colors; fast recording; and more.
$I l ,795 retail
Agfa Compugraphic Division; Computer Graphics
Business Unit; I Ramland Rd.; Orangeburg,
NY 10962; 914-365-0190 or SOO-S76-7543
Solitaire Image Recorder
Image recorder
Macintosh II; 4 MB of RAM.
The Solitaire Image Recorder is a digitally driven
film recorder capable of producing 2K, 4K and SK
images. Both 2K and 4K images can be exposed on
Solitaire in less than 45 seconds. At this rate, more
than 70 slides per hour can be produced. SK images
can be exposed in 79 seconds.
Features include: S,000-line image quality; precision color control; exact color matching; precision
alignment; long-term memory; automatic sprocketarea labeling; adjustment for film type; interchangeable film transports; in camera multiple exposure;
internal diagnostics; and more.
Call for pricing
Management Graphics, Inc.; 1401 E. 79th St.;
Minneapolis, MN 55425; 612-S54-1220
Still Light
Digital film recorder
Macintosh II; 2 MB of RAM.

1

Aid+Me
Alternative input device mouse emulator for use by
disabled individuals
Macintosh SE or 11.
Aid+Me is a hardware-only interface designed to
extend the use of microcomputers by disabled individuals to include applications that require mouse 'input.
No application software changes are required, and
no operating system or memory-resident software routines are used.
Input devices supported include matrix key- boards, switches, power pads, touch windows, joysticks and the mouse. All keyboard and mouse
functions are available, as is support for messaging,
speech output, assisted keyboards and scanning.
$755 retail
ComputAbility Corp.; 40000 Grand River, #109;
Novi, MI 4S050; 313-477-6720
Apple Extended Keyboard U
Ergonomically-designed keyboard
Macintosh SE, SE/30 or II family.
The Apple Extended Keyboard II is an ergonomically-designed keyboard for the Macintosh SE, SE/30,
II, Ilx, Hex, Ilci and Ilfx. It includes the standard l 04key layout with 15 function keys, full numeric keypad, cursor control keys in a standard inverted-T style
layout and six special screen-editing keys. A template
is provided for labeling each function key action. In
addition, a height adjustment feature allows users to
change the angle of the keyboard to fit their preference.
$229 retail
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 40S-996-1010
Apple Keyboards
Input devices
Macintosh SE or ll.
The Apple Keyboard is the standard keyboard for
a Macintosh SE and II. It features a typewriter-style
layout plus a numeric keypad and cursor keys.
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The Apple Extended Keyboard is an alternative
keyboard for a Macintosh SE or II. It includes 15
function keys, a numeric keypad, standard cursor
arrow keys in a T-style layout and six cursor-control
keys.
$I29 retail; Apple Keyboard
$229 retail; Apple Extended Keyboard
Apple Computer, Inc.; '20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996-1010
The Cordless Mouse
Input device
Any Macintosh.
The Cordless Mouse uses the latest in infrared
signal transmission technology to give mouse users
long-awaited freedom. It can be operated from up to 5
feel away from its base receiver. The Cordless Mouse
features a sleek, lightweight contoured design that
allows ease of use for both right- and left-handed
operators. Using an 8-bit, 12 MHz CMOS CPU, it
provides a high-resolution of 200 cpi and a tracking
speed of up to 600mm per second. The Cordless
Mouse also has an automatic shutoff to extend battery
life (two AAA batteries required). No special gridplate or mousepad is necessary.
$149.95 retail
Practical Solutions, Inc.; 1135 N. Jones Blvd.; Tucson,
AZ. 85716; 602-322-6100
Datapen ·
Bar-code reader
Any Macintosh.
The Datapen is an inexpensive bar-code reader
that simplifies bar-code entry of data into a
Macintosh. It features an ergonomic design and
includes a well for storing the wand. The Datapen
reads Code 3 of 9, 2 of 5 interleaved, Codabar, UPC
and 2 of5.
$487 retail; includes bar-code pen reader
Datalogic Optic Electronics, Inc.; 301 Gregson Dr.;
Cary, NC 27511; 919-481-1400
Decoder LDUOO
Bar-code decoder
Any Macintosh.
The Decoder LD 1100 is a bar-code decoder that
can accept input from a variety of devices including,
Photographic Sciences' hand-held and fixed-station
laser diode scanners.
The LOI 100 can read up to eight codes autodiscriminately, including all of the most popular codes in
use. The Decoder can be configured for I/O and code
reading parameters that are stored in a non-volatile
memory. The use of software precludes the need for
external switches. The LD 1100 is suitable for commercial, industrial and institutional applications.
$495 retail
Photographic Sciences Corp.; 770 Basket Rd.; PO
Box 338; Webster, NY 14580; 716-265-1600 or
800-828-6489
FreeWheel System
Optical pointer that replaces the Macintosh keyboard
and mouse for the severely disabled
Any Macintosh.
FreeWheel is a pointing device that allows users
to move the mouse cursor by moving their heads. It
consists of a small reflector, about the size of a quarter, worn on the forehead. An optical camera sits on
top of the computer display and tracks a user's head
movement.
FreeWheel also comes complete with a unique
desk-mounted sip and puff switch, which uses
advanced photographic tripod engineering for exact
positioning and stability. The optical camera uses a
standard 3.5mm input jack, so it's compatible with
any commercially available input switch.
For typing copy, FreeWheel includes FreeBoard
keyboard emulator software. FreeBoard is .a desk
accessory that presents the image of a Mac keyboard
as a movable "window" that co-exists with most

Macintosh applications. By using the mouse cursor to
highlight "keys" in the FreeBoard window, a user can
"type" and access any program.
$1,395 retail
$150 retail; ADB adapter for SE and II
Pointer Systems; I Mill St.; Burlington, VT 0540 I;
800-537-1562
G6400 Series
Digitizing tablets
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The G6400 Series digitizing tablets offer unexceeded resolution and comfortable menu picking.
They 're available in a full range of sizes, from the 12
by 12-inch G6421 to the 25 by 18-inch G6454, and
are fully compatible with all major CAD software
packages and operate in most data formats, including
Bit Pad One, Bit Pad Two and MM Series.
$550 to $1,750 retail
Oce Graphics; 385 Ravendale Dr.; Mountain View,
CA 94043; 800-545-5445
Gravis Mousestick
Input device
512KE and Macintosh Plus.
The Gravis Mousestick is a versatile input device
featuring a 1,200 count screen resolution. It is an optomechanical joystick designed as a mouse and trackball
alternative for precision applications, such as CAD,
graphics, desktop publishing and games.
It comes complete with a separate Gravis
Microprocessing Unit (GMPU). This microcontroller
allows users to select between fixed and fully variable
pulse outputs, direct tracking with or without autocentering and either standard or custom modes. A 16character liquid crystal display keeps a user updated
on mode and function. The GMPU can also program
any of the three joystick buttons for click-lock or
shift-click-lock functions, as well as emulating keyboard commands.
The Mousestick features a full-sized handle with
eight settings of tension (including free-floating),
three independent micro-switch firing buttons, a
patented flat gimbel system and a full one-year
warranty.
$99.95 suggested retail
$129.95 suggested retail; Macintosh ADB
Advanced Gravis Computer Technology, Ltd.; 7033
Antrim Ave.; Burnaby, BC, Canada V5J 4M5;
800-937-0062
HeadMaster
Headset input device for the physically disabled
Macintosh Plus; SE or II with ADB adapter.
HeadMaster is a complete hands-free Macintosh
system that allows users to operate standard
Macintosh hardware and software using only the head.
The lightweight headset moves the cursor where a
user looks on the screen. A control unit on the top of
the Macintosh measures the change in the headset's
angular position hundreds of times per second and
translates these changes into cursor commands. A puff
switch which plugs into the headset replaces the
mouse button. The result is fast, smooth accurate cur'
sor motion on the screen.
ScreenTyper is a desk accessory that puts an
image of the keyboard on the screen. Typing is done
by moving the cursor to a character with the headset
and puffing into the puff switch. The characters appear
instantly in the application. Typing speeds can exceed
20 words per minute.
$995 retail; HeadMaster
$130 retail; ADB adapter
Prentke Romich Co.; 1022 Heyl Rd.; Wooster,
OH 44691; 800-262-1984
KBF1032
Joystick/keyboard assembly to replace Mac II mouse
Macintosh II.
The Model KBF1032 is a rugged joystick/keyboard assembly that plugs into the current mouse port
on a Macintosh II and is designed as a direct replacement for the standard keyboard an«;! mouse to ensure
highly reliable operation in harsh environments.
An external power supply is not required. Built
into the metal keyboard assembly, the joystick is
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equipped with a drip-proof rubber boot seal; a flexible
clear seal protects the keys. The product is offered
with an optional keyboard to permit users to install
their standard Macintosh II keyboard into the
assembly.
The joystick duplicates all mouse functions.
Single/double-click is accomplished with one push~
button switch. A second switch controls drag/draw
functions and is software-latchable with a built-in
LED status indicator.
$549 retail
CTI Electronics Corp.; 200 Benton St.; Stratford,
CT 06'l97; 203-386-9779
Lester, The Cordless Mouse
Input device
Any Macintosh.
Lester, The Cordless Mouse applies a technology
called Light Emitting Static Tracking Extended
Range. Lester's hand controller communicates with
the CPU via infrared signal transmission. A small
receiver connects directly to the mouseport or ADB
connector and mounts inconspicuously to the computer side panel with Velcro fasteners. Power is supplied
to the receiver through the computer's own desktop
. bus. Two AAA 1.5 volt batteries are required for the
hand controller, supplying about I00 hours of normal
duty cycle operation. For battery conservation, Lester
shuts itself off after three minutes of non-use. Power is
restored by pressing a side-mounted switch that also
doubles as a non-linear tracking selector.
$149.99 retail
Lightwave Technologies, Inc.; PO Box 599;
Mundelein, IL 60060; 708-362-6555
Lynx Trackball
Input device; alternative to mouse
Any Macintosh .
The Lynx Trackball is a precision cursor control
input device that plugs directly into the mouse port of
a Macintosh.
It consists of a 1.5-inch non-porous, phenolic ball
housed in an ergonometrically designed, stationary
base, which provides a convenient palm rest during
use. It features two buttons - one provides the usual
click, drag and select functions while the other provides a lock function that operates in the same manner
as locking the uppercase shift key on a typewriter.
$99 retail
Lynx Computer Products, Inc.; 15115 Ramona Blvd.;
Baldwin Park, CA 91706; 818-960-4839 or
800-824-3522
Mac Snap-On
Snap-on touch screen
Macintosh SE or II.
The Mac Snap-On is a low-cost touch screen that
snaps onto the Macintosh SE and does everything a
mouse does, but faster. A user simply touches the ·
screen to locate the cursor and taps to click the mouse
button.
With a resolution of 1,024 by 1,024 touch points,
it is compatible with all Macintosh software and is
ideal for HyperCard. It requires no tools to install and
comes with a set-up driver.
$595 retail
MicroTouch Systems, Inc.; 55 Jonspin Rd.;
Wilmington, MA 01887; 508-694-9900
Mac-101 Enhanced Keyboard
Full-function, professional keyboard with macro software for all Macintoshes
Any Macintosh.
The Mac- I0 I is a full-function, professional keyboard similar in features and layout to the IBMenhanced keyboard.
Features include a full complement of 15 function
keys and six page-control keys; separate "inverted-T '
cursor keypad and Status Indicator Lights for CAPS
Lock and NUMS Lock. The keyboard incorporates
extra-large Shift and Enter keys, dual Command (Ctr!)
and Option (Alt) keys as well as Multi-key rollover, a
patented memory-mapping technique that eliminates
phantom characters and keyboard lockout. Window
Lock mode allows for vertical and horizontal

I
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scrolling, zooming and closing of active window from
the Mac- I0 I Separate Numeric Keypad for additional
mouse-free operation.
$194.95 re1ail
DataDesk International; 9314 Eton Ave.; Chatsworth,
CA 91311 ; 818-998-4200or800-328-2337
Mach IV Plus
Mouse/joystick
Any Macintosh.
The Mach IV Plus is a professional mouse
replacement and joystick designed for use with all
mouse intensive applications software.
It features an absolute mode that tracks and acts
like a mouse, as well as three rate modes. Two joystick modes of movement, self-centering and free
floating, are also provided.
$89.95 retail; Mach IV Plus-Quad (128K or 512K)
$89.95 retail; Mach IV Plus-ADB (SE or II)
CH Products; 970 Park Center Dr.; Vista, CA 92083;
619-598-2518
MacPro
Keyboard
Macintosh SE, SE/30 or II family.
The MacPro is a I05-key keyboard that includes
a large, L-shaped Return key; a large Delete key; and
Ctr!, Option and Command keys on both sides of the
space bar. The numeric keypad layout is similar to
Apple's desk accessory calculator. It also features a
Power On key with LED; Num, Scroll and Caps
Lock LED status indicators; its own ADB connector;
and duel legend keycaps for ease of operation.
MacPro is bundled with Tempo II keyboard macro
software from Affinity Microsystems. It is backed by
a three-year warranty and unlimited toll-free product
support.
$197 retail
Key Tronic Corp.; PO Box 14687; Spokane,
WA 99214; 509-928-8000 or 800-262-6006
MacTrac
Trackball
512K or larger Macintosh.
MacTrac is a trackball designed to be a direct
plug-compatible mouse replacement. Its three large
wrap-around buttons enable either left- or right-handed operation. The left and right ''pick" buttons perform the same function as the single button on the
Macintosh mouse. MacTrac 's center button activates
the cunmr drag lock that eliminates users having to
hold a pick button while dragging the cursor.
Placed on either side of the Macintosh keyboard,
MacTrac is highly stable with a footprint of less than
3.75-inches wide.
$99 retail; DB9 Connector Version (for 512K or Plus)
$119 retail; ADB Version (for SE and m
MicroSpeed, Inc.; 44000 Old Warm Springs Blvd.;
Fremont, CA 94538; 415-490-1403
Microgrid ADB
Graphics tablets
Macintosh SE or Macintosh II series.
Microgrid ADB is a graphics tablet designed
for the specialized needs of surveying, mapping,
mechanical, electrical, architectural and multimedia
applications.
Microgrid ADB consists of six tablets, ranging in
active area sizes from 17 by 24 inches to 42 by 60
inches, with a 36 inch by 48 inch backlit version. The
interface kit consists of an ADB utilities driver, an
ADB box, an ADB cable, an MG 1/0 cable and a
manual.
$3,299 to $5,699 retail; 17 by 24 inches to 42 by 60
inches
$189.50 retail; ADB Kit
Summagraphics Corp.; 60 Silvermine Rd.; Seymour,
CT 06483; 203-881-5400

Mirage
Joystick/mouse interface
Any Macintosh.
The Mirage is a multifeatured interface for using
CH Products' Apple-compatible joysticks with all
Macintosh computers and programs that use a mouse
for input. Users simply attach the Mirage connector
where they usually plug the mouse, and plug the joystick into the Mirage.
Four mouse modes of movement, which are
switch selectable, are provided: an absolute mode and
three rate modes.
$54.95 retail; Mirage-ADB (SE or II)
$54.95 retail; Mirage-Quad (l 28K, 5 l 2K)
CH Products; 970 Park Center Dr.; Vista, CA 92083;
619-598-2518
Mobius Mouse
Cordless mouse
Any Macintosh.
The Mobius Mouse uses infrared technology for
cordless cursor control, plus a custom CMOS microprocessor for more reliable high-speed operations,
digital accuracy and smoother overall performance
than a conventional mouse. Special features include a
"fine-tune" mode for precise cursor movement and a
"speed-up" mode, which dramatically increases the
speed of the cursor across the screen. The Mobius
Mouse "sleeps" after a few minutes of inactivity to
conserve power, is I00 percent compatible with all
Macintosh hardware and software producls and does
not require a special mouse pad. An adapter cable is
supplied for complete Macintosh compatibility.
$149 retail
Mobius Technologies, Inc.; 6020 Adeline St.;
Oakland, CA 94608; 415-654-0556 or
800-669-0556
MouseTouch
Mouse emulating touch screen
Macintosh II family.
MouseTouch is a touch screen that allows users to
perform operations usually performed with a mouse
- pointing, clicking, double-clicking and dragging by merely touching the screen. All standard mouse
functions are supported in firmware so there is no
additional programming to be done.
Developers can use MouseTouch to create a
mouseless environment. No desk space is required.
$1 ,060 retail
Information Strategies, Inc.; 888 S. Greenville Ave.,
Ste. 121; Richardson, TX 75081; 214-234-0176
Numeric Ease
Numeric keypad
Any Macintosh, except SE and II.
Numeric Ease is a 22-key, full scale, full function
numeric keypad that includes cursor keys and direct
function keys, eliminating the need to use the Control
or Shift key for function entry.
The function keys, such as add, multiply, subtract
and divide are located on stand-alone keys. An equals
key is also included.
$59 retail
Cambridge Automation, Inc.; 3260 Industry Dr.;
Signal Hill, CA 90806; 213-597-1626, 800-345-8666
or 800-826-9214 in CA
Numeric Turbo Touch
Trackball/numeric keypad input device
Any Macintosh, except SE and II.
Numeric Turbo Touch is a data inpul device that
combines a track ball cursor control and a 22-key
numeric keypad.
It includes cursor keys and direct" function keys,
eliminating the need to use the Control or Shift key for
function entry. The function keys, such as add, multiply, subtract and divide are located on stand-alone
keys. An equals key is also included.
$169 retail
Cambridge Automation, Inc.; 3260 Industry Dr.;
Signal Hill, CA 90806; 213-597-1626, 800-345-8666
or 800-826-9214 in CA

ProPoint
Optical trackball
Macintosh SE or II.
ProPoint is an optical tracking ball that features
digital accuracy and pre.cision at 200 counts per inch.
It is a natural extension of the keyboard. 1\vo control
buttons have separale functions. One, the momentary
button, functions in the same manner as the control
button on the mouse. II can be used 10 highlight an
icon, select text, double-click to open files or applications. The other button functions as a shift lock. The
lock button "locks on" a selected item, such as a
palette tool, and facilitates freehand image processing
and drawing by allowing increased dexterity.
ProPoint 's solid state firmware is encased in durable
plastic for protection, and the ball can be removed for
cleaning.
·
$140 retail
Abaton Technology, a Division of Everex Systems,
Inc.; 48431 Milmont Dr.; Fremont, CA 94538;
415-683-2226
PSC Bar-Code Scanners
Bar-code scanners
Any Macintosh; any Decoder or Wedge device.
The PSC Scanners are hand-held, moving beam,
laser diode scanners designed for aulomatic non-contact scanning. They employ Turboscan, an
anamorphic optical technology that achieves depth of
focus and improves first read rate to compensate for
poorly printed bar codes.
The Scanners can be used in commercial, industrial and institutional applications where scanning conditions are less than ideal. They can read bar codes on
curved or irregular surfaces, or at a distance up to 14
inches. Dot matrix bar codes and codes that are
beneath.transparent surfaces can also be read.
$795 retail; PSC 2280
$1,095 retail; -PSC 2281
$1 ,295 retail; PSC 3000
$995 retail; PSC 2270
$1 ,195 retail; PSC 4100
$1,395 retail; PSC 4200
$1 ,495 retail; PSC 4300
$1,195 retail; PSC 4900
Photographic Sciences Corp.; 770 Basket Rd.; PO
Box 338; Webs1er, NY 14580; 716-265-1600 or
800-828-6489
QuickStick And QuickStick ADB
Joystick/mouse
Any Macintosh.
Combining the cursor response of a mouse with
the speed and convenience of a joystick, QuickStick
provides a Macintosh with a dual-purpose device
allowing cursor control with joystick design and func. tions.
$59.95 retail; 128K, 512K and Plus
$79.95 retail; SE and II
Kraft Systems, Inc.; 450 W. California Ave.; Vista,
CA 92083; 619-724-7146
Remote Mouse
Battery-operated keyboard
Macintosh SE or larger.
The Remote Mouse is a battery-operated keyboard that allows full control and manipulation of the
Macintosh from distances up to 50 feet from the computer. It is designed for anyone using a Macintosh for
presentation or applications requiring remote control
of the computer.
Remote Mouse consists of a small base receiver
station installed on the ADB port of the Macintosh
and a hand-held wireless remote control keypad.
Mouse control is provided via a software utility bundled with the system, and the specially labeled keypad
permits pointing, clicking, dragging and selection of
menu items. The keypad is programmed to output
combinations of keys with codes equivalent to
Macintosh keyboard shortcuts. Two pointer movement
speeds allow rapid mouse movement or precision
pointing.
$395 retail
Forte Communications; 1050 E. Duane Ave., Ste. J;
Sunnyvale, CA 94086; 408-733-5100 or
800-331-3903
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RollerMouse
Trackball
Macintosh SE or//.
The RollerMouse is a trackball designed to
replace a conventional mouse. It is a high-performance, full-featured pointing and controlling device
for CAD/CAM/CAE, desktop publishing/preseniation
and other object-oriented applications. RollerMouse
provides three times the pointing accuracy and positioning speed in a fluid, effortless movement.
Its stationary design gives users the capability to
move the cursor across large monitors in one smooth
roll. Its contained design is less susceptible to problems such as dust, reducing the friction needed to roll
the ball.
$ll9.95 retail
CH Products; 970 Park Center Dr.; Vista, CA 92083;
619-598-2518
SmartCard/ADB
Encoder/reader
Macintosh SE or//.
The SmartCard/ADB encodes and reads 4p to 512
alphanumeric characters on a solid-state memory card
the size and shape of a conventional credit card. Data
can be encoded on the card by any program that can
transmit serial data. The cards are easily updatable and
reusable. They can be encoded and re-encoded up to
10,000 times.
The SmartCard/ADB is an industrial-grade, allmetal unit. It connects easily between the keyboard
and system unit of the Macintosh and reads TPS
SmartCards into any Macintosh application without
software modification. The SmartCard/ADB is complete and does not require a card slot or power supply.
The unit is powered by the ADB and provides an
extension port for additional ADB devices.
$525 retail
TPS Electronics; 4047 Transport St.; Palo Alto,
CA 94303; 415-856-6833
Softstrip System
Data-strip reader
Any Macintosh ; lmageWriter or laserWriter.
The Softstrip System is a patented technology for
printing and reading high-density codes called data
strips. Data strips are read error-free into a Macintosh
with a mechanically-driven optical reader and saved to
disk.
The system can be used for archival storage of
data on a durable, non-magnetic, non-volatile medium. Data strips can be stored in a folder along with a
hard copy for quick retrieval. Data can be distributed
by mailing photocopies of a page of strips.
Data strips can be printed from any standard
Macintosh.File, including data, utilities and applications.
$199.95; Softstrip Reader
$79.95; The Laser Archivist (d~ta-strip laser printer
software)
$29.95; Stripper (data-strip dot matrix printing
software)
$19.95; Accessory Kit (specify computer type)
Cauzin Systems, Inc.; 835 S. Main St.; Waterbury,
CT 06706; 203-573-0150 or 800-533-7323
SummaSketch II ADB
Graphics tablets
Macintosh SE or large1:
SummaSketch II Professional ADB is a 12- by
18-inch graphics tablet designed to meet the costeffective, high-performance and high-quality workstation requirements of CAD and graphics professionals.
SummaSketch II ADB is an 11.7- by 11.7-inch
graphics tablet. The SummaSketch II ADB is an absolute pointing device that is compatible wiih Apple's
ADB (Apple Desktop Bus) interface. It allows designers, draftsmen and graphic artists to use natural handto-eye drawing skills by providing an input device that
has the look and feel of pen and paper.
Both packages include four-button cursor, stylus,

driver/utility software, ADB interface and manual.
$1,095 retail; Professional ADB
$695 retail; II ADB
Summagraphics Corp.; 60 Silvermine Rd.; Seymour,
CT 06483; 203-881-5400
Time Wand
Portable bar-code reader
512K or larger Macintosh.
The TimeWand is a portable bar-code reader the
size of a credit card. It holds up to l 6K of data that,
when downloaded to the host computer, is stored as an
ASCII text file.
An onboard clock notes the time and date that
each bar code is scanned.
$696 starting price retail; includes software and
hardware
Videx, Inc.; 1105 NE Circle Blvd.; Corvallis,
OR 97330; 503,758-052!
TimeWandll
Portable bar-code reader
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
The Time Wand II is a portable data collector that
offers the ability to collect bar-code information without being connected to a host system. It is equipped
with a 2-by-16 character LCD that shows the bar code
that has been scanned and the date and time of the
scan. It can be programmed to display a menu that
prompts a user to scan the correct sequence of bar
codes. A 19 button, user-definable keypad allows data
to be entered directly and permits a user to review data
that has been previously entered.
The ba5ic model is shipped with 32K of memory.
Bar-code symbologies read by the Time Wand II
include Code 3 of 9, Interleaved 2 of 5, Codabar, UPC
A and E and EAN/JAN 8 and 13. A built-in asynchronous RS-232 serial port can transmit the data
from 300 to l 9.2K baud. The TimeWand II measures
4.1 by 2.6 by 0.6 inches and weighs only 6 ounces.
$1 , 197 retail; includes hardware and software
$350 retail; software only (for communicating with
bar-code reader)
Videx, Inc.; 1105 NE Circle Blvd.; Corvallis,
OR 97330; 503-758-0521
TPS Electronics
Bar-code reader; magnetic-stripe reader; magneticstripe encoder/verifier; RS-232 to ADB input converter; portable bar-code system
Any Macintosh .
The PC-385 Bar Code Reader is designed specifically to interface with a Macintosh SE and II. The
reader is easily connected to the keyboard an.ct does
not affect keyboard operation. A second ADB port is
provided for the mouse or other ADB peripheral.
The PC-585 Magnetic Stripe (credit card) Reader
is designed specifically to interface with a Macintosh
SE and II. The reader is easily connected to the keyboard and does not affect keyboard operation. A second ADB port is provided for the mouse or other
ADB peripheral. Readers are available for track l
(IATA}, track 2 (ABA) and track 3 (Thrift).
The PC-3850 Bar Code/Magnetic Stripe
Combination Reader is designed specifically to interface with a Macintosh SE and II. No additional port is
required and no special software is needed. Input from
the reader looks just like keyboard input. The reader
provides an additional desktop bus for a mouse or
other peripheral. The combination reader provides all
the features of the bar-code and magnetic stripe readers in one compact cost-efficient unit.
TIJe PC-380 Bar Code Reader is designed to interface with a Macintosh and Macintosh Plus. It connects
on the keyboard cable and does not affect keyboard
operation. Input from the reader is seen by the computer and program as keyboard input. No RS-232 port
is required and the keyboard remains operational. All
major codes are supported and no additional software
is required.
The PC-580 Magnetic Stripe (credit card) Reader
is designed to interface with a Macintosh and
Macintosh Plus. It connects between the keyboard and
computer and does not require an RS-232 port or any
additional software: Input from the reader looks like
keyboard input to the computer and the program, and
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the keyboard remains operational. Readers are available for track 1 (IATA), track 2 (ABA) or track 3
(Thrift).
The PC-3800 is a combination bar code/magnetic
stripe (credit card) reader that permits inputting data
into any program as if it came from the keyboard. The
reader requires no RS-232 port and no special programming., The reader incorporates all the features of
the bar-code and magnetic s!Jipe reader in one compact, price-effective unit.
The PC-5800 Magnetic Stripe EncoderNerifier
connects through ~ serial port, and comes with a disk
containing encoder support programs and a simple
input file. Data can be encoded from the keyj>oard or
from a text file previously prepared by another program. Encoders are available for either track l (IATA)
or track 2 (ABA).
The PC-685 RS-232 to ADB Converter interfaces
with a Macintosh SE and II. The unit allows the output of an RS-232 device, such as a portable bar-code
reader or digital scale, to be entered via the ADB
(keyboard) port of the computer. The PC-685 inputs
RS-232 data to existing applications without requiring
software modification.
The XP-380 and XP-385 Portable Bar-Code
Readers allow portable data collection and easy downloading to a Macintosh. The basic unit includes a
portable hand-held computer with built-in operating
system, 32K of RAM; clock/calendar, LCD screen,
full alphanumeric keyboard, bar-code wand, RS-232
interface and AC power supply. A wide range of
accessories are also available, including memory .
expansion (up to 256K additional capacity), magnetic
stripe reader, carrying case and laser scanners.
Complete manuals and a set of demonstration programs are also included.
The SLP-385 Bar-Code Reader features an aluminum housing and a polycarbonate bar-code wand
for durability and light weight. When a bar-code is
scanned, it is transmitted to the Mac as keyboard data.
The SLP-585 Magnetic Stripe Reader reads magnetic stripe cards, such as credit cards, into any
.Macintosh application. When a bar-code is scanned, it
is transmitted to the Mac as keyboard data.
$595 retail; PC-385 Bar Code Reader
$525 retail; PC-585 Magnetic Stripe Reader
$745 retail; PC-3850 Bar Code/Magnetic Stripe
Reader Combination
$745 retail; PC-5850 Magnetic Stripe
EncoderNerifier
$595 retail; PC-380 Bar Code Reader
$525 retail; PC-580 Magnetic Stripe Reader
$745 retail; PC-3800 Bar Code/Magnetic Stripe
Reader Combination
$745 retail; PC-5800 Magnetic Stripe
EncoderNerifier
$475 retail; PC-685 RS-232 To ADB Input Converter
$645 retail; XP-385 Portable Bar-Code System
$695 retail; SLP-385 Bar-Code Reader
$625 retail; SLP-585 Magnetic Stripe Reader
TPS Electronics; 4047 Transport St.; Palo Alto,
CA 94303; 415-856-6833
Trackball ADB
Input device
Macintosh SE or larger.
The Trackball ADB connects to any Apple
Desktop Bus port and works with all mouseable software. Sensitivity is adjustapleto match a user's individual preference. The Trackball includes drag and
double-click buttons. An optional foot pedal provides
total one-handed control.
$119.95 retail
$129.95 retail; with foot pedal
Kraft Systems, Inc.; 450 W. California Ave.; Vista,
CA 92083; 619-724-7146
Turbo Mouse Plus; Turbo Mouse ADB
Replacement mouse/trackball device
Any Macintosh.
Turbo Mouse is an input device that puts the
mous~ ball on top rather than on the bottom like a
standard mouse. It has an automatic acceleration feature that senses the speed at which a user is working
and moves the cursor further as the mouse ball is
moved faster.
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Two buttons are included, which allow for either
right- or left-handed use. One button serves as a regular click button, the other as a click lock. A user controls which is which by setting a DIP switch hidden in
the back of the unit. Turbo Mouse ADB also offers a
unique "chording" feature that is activated by pressing
both buttons simultaneously. By adjusting the DIP
switch on the back of the Turbo Mouse ADB, a user
can have it perform one of seven functions: New,
Open, Close, Save, Print, Quit or Undo.
$169.95 each retail
Kensington Microware, Ltd.; 251 Park Ave. S; New
York, NY 10010; 212-475-5200 or 800-535-4242

1 MB Upgrade For Si2K Macintosh
Memory expansioh
512K Macintosh.
The I MB Upgrade is a memory expansion that
includes a custom memory management circuit compatible with most accelerators. It will allow for a 2
MB system with I MB on the motherboard and I MB
on the accelerator and includes a one-year warranty.
$350 retail
Total Systems; 99 W. 10th Ave., Ste. 333; Eugene,
OR 97401; 503-345-7395 or 800-874-2288

TheUnMouse
Touch-sensitive glass tablet to replace the mouse
Macintosh SE or II.
The UnMouse is a stationary, compact, touch-sensitive device that replaces the mouse. It is an absolute
pointing device with more than 1 million tm~ch points
mapped directly to the pixel on the screen. The cursor
is located by simply touching The UnMouse's 3- by
4.5-inch glass tablet.
Offering more than just cursor control, The
UnMouse also acts as a miniature graphics tablet and
function keypad. Using a stylus, users can draw, trace
or annotate documents. Pressing a function button
transforms The UnMouse into a function keypad that
is capable of executing macro commands, taking the
place of an extended keyboard.
$235 retail
.
MicroTouch Systems, Inc.; 55 )onspin Rd.;
Wilmington, MA 01887; 508-694-9900
Wedge LD1130
Non~keyboard interface input device for bar codes
Any Macintosh.
The Wecjge LOI 130 is a compact bar-code
decoder interface that installs between the keyboard
and display, sending data to the display as if it were
keyed. No hardware or software changes are
necessary.
The LD 1130 autodiscriminates between nine
codes. It is compatible with a wide range of
Photographic Sciences' scanners and is suitable for
office automation, work-in-process tracking, QC data
entry or other applications in which bar coding is
desired. The Wedge is user programmable with a
menu that allows for configuration for a number of
parameters.
$495 retail
Photographic Sciences Corp.; 770 Basket Rd.; PO
Box 338; Webster, NY 14580; 716-265-1600or
800-828-6489
Wiz By, CalComp
Combines the features of a mouse with the power of
an intelligent graphics pad
Macintosh SE or II.
Wiz combines the easy-to-use features of a mouse
with the power of an intelligent graphics pad. It provides a flexible and precise drawing and pointing tool
for electronic publishing, graphics design and other
applications. The Wiz mouse has three buttons with
six settings - four are user-definable - and a
crosshair window for added accuracy. The intelligent
pad measures 9.5 by 11.8 inches and offers both
mouse and absolute positioning.
Application templates are available for several
popular software packages. The optional templates are
color-coded and call out software commands on the
intelligent pad to eliminate the need for pull-down
menus or keyboard commands. Price includes the
mouse, intelligent pad, installation software, cables, an
ADB interface and a coupon for one free application
template.
$199 retail
CalComp Inc.; 2411 W. LaPalma Ave.; Anaheim,
CA 92801; 714-821-2000 or 800-225-2667

1 MegSIMMs
RAM memory modules
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The I Meg SIMMs are surface mounted, CMOS,
low-profile RAM memory modules. The chips are
mounted on a multilayered circuit board. A sealed
plate design works to greatly reduce noise, while
increasing its overall stability.
Call for pricing
PSI; 2005 Hamilton Ave., Ste. 220; San Jose,
CA 95125; 408-559-8544 or 800-622-1722
4 MB Multi-Inline Memory Module (MIMM)

Memory expansion
Macintosh II (with SuperDrive upgrade) or larger.
The Multi-Inline Memory Module (MIMM) uses
proven I MB DRAM technology to implement a 4
MB module. The design makes use of 80ns memory
parts to meet the timing requirement of the Macintosh
II and, as an additional safety measure, redrives the
address lines.
Features incluqe: single +5V supply; supports
Macintosh II refresh cycles; four modules equal 16
MB; mechanically compatible with SIMM devices;
and pinouts are sll\lldard XS SIMM.
$2,890 retail; for 16 MB upgrade
PSI; 2005 Hamilton Ave., Ste. 220; San Jose,
CA 95125; 408-559-8544 or 800-622-1722
512K Upgrade For 128K Mac
Memory expansion
128K Macintosh.
The 512K Upgrade For I28K Mac expands the
memory of a l 28K Mac to 5 I2K on the motherboard.
It uses a low-profile multiplexer mounted en a circuit
board in an effort to ensure compatibility with add-on
boards. Users may send the 128K motherboard to the
company for upgrades or have the company ship a
512K board to help minimize downtime. Included is,a
90-day warranty.
$250 retail
Total Systems; 99 W. 10th Ave., Ste. 333; Eugene,
OR 97401; 503-345-7395 or 800-874-2288
Accu-Simms
I MB SIMM modules
Macintosh Plus or /arge1:
Accu-Simms are I MB (sold in a pair of2 MB)
CMOS DRAM modules that are exact replacements
and fit into the SIMM slots of a Macintosh Plus, SE
through Ilci. They feature a lifetime warranty.
$110 retail (dealer prices available on request)
Data Memory Systems Co.; 15 Union St.; Lawrence,
MA 01840; 508-683-2325 or 800-662-7466
Acumen SIMM Boards
Memory expansion
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Acumen SIMM Boards for a Macintosh Plus, SE
or 11 are fully compatible with the original manufacturer's system. Engineered for high performance and
reliability, Acumen SIMM Boards use a four layer circuit board design with 120ns, one megabit CMOS
DRAMs.
Western Automation offers full service and a oneyear warranty on each Acumen Board, with a 24-hour
turnaround time on repairs or exchanges.
Call for pricing

Western Automation Laboratories, Inc.; 1700 N. 55th;
Boulder, CO 80301; 303-449-6400 or 800-227-4637
APME-NTX
LaserWriter IJNTX-compatible SIMM module
laserWriter l/NfX.
The APME-NTX is a I MB SIMM module
designed to bring the Apple LaserWriter llNTX to 5,
8, 9or 12 MB.
$350 retail; APME-NTX/I MB (m4st be purchased in
sets of four boards)
Clearpoint Research Corp.; 35 Parkwood Dr.;
Hopkinton, MA 01748; 508-435-2000 or
800-253-2778
Apple RAM Upgrade Kits
I MB and 2 MB memory expansion kits
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Apple Memory Expansion Kits give a user
the ability to expand a Macintosh Plus or SE to 4 MB
of RAM, and a Macintosh 11 to 8 MB. Both of tile kits
come in the form of single inline memory modules
(SlMMs). Each SIMM is a small circuit board containing eight RAM chips. The SIMMs fit into sockets
on the main logic board of eacn computer. The I MB
Kit (for a Macintosh II) contains four 256K SIMMs.
The 2 MB Kit (for a Macintosh Plus, SE and mcontains two 1 MB SIMMs. The 4 MB Kit (for a
Macintosh 11) contains four 1 MB SIMMs.
$299 retail; I MB
$499 retail; 2 MB
$999 retail; 4 MB
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996-1010
Arctic Mac
Memory upgrades
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Arctic Mac 2.5 MB and 4 MB are SIMMbased memory upgrades for a Macintosh Plus, SE or
· 11. They use CMOS chips for high reliability. Dealer
installation is recommended.
The Arctic Mac 8 MB is a SIMM-based memory
upgrade for a Macinto~h 11. It uses CMOS chips for
high reliability. Dealer installation is recommended.
$300 retail; Macintosh Plus, SE (2.5 MB)
$600 retail; Macintosh Plus, SE or II (4 MB)
$1,200 retail; Macintosh 11 (8 MB)
Micro-Voice Communication; 7250 Auburn Blvd.,
Ste. 191; Citrus Heights, CA 95610; 916-885-5586
BrainStorm
Multimeg memory upgrade
Any Macintosh.
BrainStorm, a multin!eg memory upgrade for the
128K or 512K Macintosh, consists of a set of
advanced circuit-based assemblies that attach to the
motherboard of a Macintosh. After installation, a user
may increase memory size to I, 2 or 4 MB by
exchanging modular memory cards.
Features include: compatibility with all clip-on
hardware; a custom PowerSaver chip, which
conserves power to the memory; and gold-plated
connectors.
$349 retail; l 28KE to I MB
$549 retail; I28KE to 2 MB
$999 retail; 128KE to 4 MB
$295 retail; 512KE to I MB
$499 retail; 5 l 2KE to 2 MB
$949 retail; 5 ! 2KE to 4 MB
Call for pricing; BrainStorm XE SIMM memory for
Plus, SE and II
Mac Poctor Electronics; 1145 Terra Bella Ave.;·
Mountain View, CA 94043; 415-964-2131
CDCMacMem
I MB and 256K SIMM module memory upgrades
from I20ns to 80ns
Macintosh Plus through /lex.
CDC Enterprise manufactures both the I MB and
256K SIMM module memory upgrades for a
Macintosh Plus, SE and 11. All SIMMs utilize surfacemount technology as chosen by Apple. Only CMOS
DRAMs are used for lower power consumption and
greater reliability.
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SIMMs are built to exact Molex requirements of
electrical shunting, solder reflowed pins and dimensions. All modules are 100 percent Apple compatible
and reliability tested.
All SIMMS come with an installation guide and,
optionally, an installation tool kit, as well as a lifetime
warranty.
Call for pricing
CDC Enterprise; 2992-D E. La Palma; Anaheim,
CA 92806; 714-630-4633
CDC PortaMem
Memory expansion
Macintosh Portable.
CDC PortaMem are 1, 2 and 4 MB memory
expansion mooules that use state-of-the-art pseudostatic RAM built to exact Apple specifications.
Call for pricing
CDC Enterprise; 2992-D E. La Palma; Anaheim,
CA 9'1806; 714-630-4633
DOVllS Memory Upgrade For 128K Mac
Memory expansion
128K Macintosh .
DOVl 15 provides 1 MB of contiguous memory
for the 128K Mac. By using custom snap-on connectors, no modification to the motherboard is required. It
is compatible with MultiFinder and either the original
64K ROMs or the l 28K ROMs.
$389 retail
Total Systems; 99 W. 10th Ave., Ste. 333; Eugene,
OR 97401; 503-345-7395 or 800-874-2288
lnfotek Memory Upgrades
128K to 512K; Plus to 2 MB; 2, 3 or4 MB of RAM
Any Macintosh.
lnfotek provides upgrades that expand a l 28K
Macintosh to 512K and 1,024K, and a Macintosh Plus
to 2 MB. They also offer 2. 3 or 4 MB of RAM.
$499 retail; 512K upgrade
$799 retail; Mac Plus 2 MB RAM add-on
$399 to $499 retail; Macmegrarn
lnfotek, Inc.; 56 Camille; E. Patchogue, NY 11772;
516-289-9682
Jackie; Jackie 80
20 and 80 MB versatile RAM expansion systems
Macintosh II or Ilx.
Jackie is a versatile memory expansion board that
can upgrade a Macintosh II from l to 2, 4, 5, 8, 16, 17
or 20 MB of RAM using either 256K or l MB
SIMMs. Significantly, it can upgrade a Macintosh II
to 5 MB of RAM using 256K SIMMs only. Currently
and for the foreseeable future, 256K SIMMs are generally more available and more cost effective than 1
MB SIMMs. In addition, a user does not have to
throw away 256K SIMMs when upgrading above 2 .
MB. Jackie 80 increases capacity to 80 MB.
Jackie is a PCB board that plugs directly into the
first four SIMM sockets on a Macintosh II. The second four sockets can be used as normal. Jackie contains 16 SIMM sockets and address, decoding,
buffering and custom logic circuits.
$990 retail; Jackie
$1,995 retail; Jackie 80
Glanmire Electronics, Ltd.; 1612 Worcester Rd., Ste.
603A; Framington, MA 01701 ; 508-879-1279
LXPi2Plus
RAM expansion
Macintosh Portable.
The LXPi 2 Plus RAM expansion for the
Macintosh Portable uses 16 low-power l MB SRAM
technology to implement a 2 MB module. Connectors
on each 2 MB LXPi allow for gradual upgrades from
l MB to 2, 5 and 7 MB by simply snapping another
LXPi card onto the original 2 MB base card.
$1,558 retail; base card ·
$1 ,298 retail; each additional expansion card
PSI; 2005 Hamilton Ave., Ste. 220; San Jose,
CA 95125; 408-559-8544 or 800-622-1722

MacSnap
Memory expansion
512K or larger Macintosh.
MacSnap 524 expands a 512K to l,024K of contiguous memory. It is fully compatible with the operating system and all software. No soldering or trace
cutting is required. RamSnap performance software is
included.
MacSnap 548 expands a 512K to 2,048K of contiguous memory. It is fully compatible with the operating system and all software. No soldering or trace
cutting is required. RamSnap performance software is
included.
MacSnap 524E expands a 512KE to l,024K of
contiguous memory. It is fully compatible with the
operating system and all software. No soldering or
trace cutting is required. RamSnap performance software is included.
MacSnap 524S expands a 512KE to I ,024K of
contiguous memory. It includes a universally compatible SCSI interface with molded external port. It is
fully compatible and includes RamSnap performance
software. l 28K ROM is required.
MacSnap 548S expands a 5l 2KE to 2,048K of
contiguous memory. It includes a universally compatible SCSI interface with molded external port. It is
fully compatible and includes RamSnap performance
software.
MacSnap 548E expands a 5 l2KE to 2,048K of
contiguous memory. It is fully compatible with the
operating system and all software. No soldering or
trace cutting is required. RatnSnap performance software is included, and l28K ROM is required.
MacSnap Plus 2 expands a Plus to 2,048K using
socketed 256K SIMMs. It includes simple plug-in
installation, as well as RamSnap performance software. No fan is required. Not expandable.
MacSnap 8H expands a Macintosh II from
l ,024K to 8, l 92K using 1 MB CMOS SIMMs.
MacSnap 8S expands a Macintosh II from l ,024K
to 8,192K using I MB CMOS SIMMs. RamSnap performance software is included.
MacSnap 2S expands a Plus or SE to 2,560K
using l MB surface mount CMOS SIMMs. It is
expandable to 4 MB and is compatible with most
internal peripheral products. RamSnap performance
software is included.
MacSnap 4H expands a Plus or II to 4,096K using
I MB CMOS SIMMs. It includes RamSnap performance software.
MacSnap 1024 expands a Macintosh II from
l,024K to 2,048K using 256K SIMMs. It is fully compatible with the operating system and all software. No
soldering or tracing is required. RamSnap performance software is included.
MacSnap 4S expands a Plus, SE or II to 4,096K
using I MB surface mount CMOS SIMMs. It is compatible with most internal peripheral products. It
includes RamSnap performance software and a full
warranty.
MacSnap 2H expands a Plus from l ,024K to
2,048K using l MB CMOS chips. It is expandable to
4 MB and includes RamSnap performance software
and a full warranty.
MacSnap 2 SE expands a Macintosh SE from
l ,024K to 2,048K using 256K DRAM. It is not
expandable, but is fully compatible with internal
expansion cards.
$299 and up retail
Dove Computer Corp.; 1200 N. 23rd St.; Wilmington,
NC 28405; 919-763-7918 or 800-622-7627

Mac Rescue
Memory expansion
Enhanced 128K, 512K or 512KE Macintosh; BOOK
floppy disk drive.
Mac Rescue provides up to 6 MB of memory for
enhanced 128K and all enhanced 512K Classic Macs.
Users can have the functionality of a Macintosh Plus
and more. The Mac Rescue daughterboard snaps onto
the motherboard of the enhanced Macs; no modification is needed. Mac Rescue contains 6 SIMM sockets
that allows users to be flexible in building 1, 2, 2.5 or
4 MB of RAM. Special RAM Disk Software, which
adds .5 or 2 MB, is available for further expansion.
Standard low-profile 256K SIMMs and low-profile 1
MB SIMMs build the amount of memory needed. A
SCSI port is included on the Mac Rescue. All hardware connectors are included.
$317 retail; without memory
$30 retail; RAM Disk Software
Computer ~are, Inc.; Ford Centre, Ste. 1180; 420 N.
5th St.; Minneapolis, MN 55401; 800-950-2273
Macintosh Memory Expansion Kits
Memory expansion
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Macintosh Memory Expansion Kits for the
Macintosh Plus and SE are offered with 2 or 4 MB of
expansion memory and an optional installation access
tool. Kits for the Macintosh II family are available
with I MB, 4 MB or 8 MB of memory.
The kits are compatible with all Macintosh software and are available in low profile modules.
Call for pricing
Micron Technology, Inc.; 2805 E. Columbia Rd.;
Boise, ID 83706; 800-642-7661
MacMOD
2 MB high-profile memory expansion kit
Macintosh Plus or large1:
MacMOD is 2 MB high-profile expansion kit for
a Macintosh Plus, SE, II and Ilx.
The MacMOD uses Dual In-Line (DIP) technology and consists of two l MB Single In-Line Memory
Modules (SIMM). Each module is equipped with
eight 1 megabit DRAMs. The 120ns, low power
CMOS DRAMs are mounted on a small printed circuit board that attaches directly onto the Macintosh
system's motherboard. The MacMOD is compatible
with all Apple software, and multiple modules can be
installed for greater memory expansion.
Call for pricing
STB Systems, Inc.; 1651 N. Glenville, Ste. 210;
Richardson, TX 75081 ; 214-234-8750
MacMOD-SM
2 MB low-profile memory expansion kit
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacMOD-SM is a 2 MB low-profile memory
expansion kit for a Macintesh Plus, SE, II and llx.
The MacMOD-SM uses surface-mount technology and consists of two l MB Single In-Line Memory
Modules (SIMM). Each module is equipped with
eight I megabit DRAMs. The 120ns, low-power
CMOS DRAMs are mounted on a small printed circuit board that attaches directly onto the Macintosh
system's motherboard. The MacMOD-SM is compatible with all Apple software, and multiple modules can
be installed for greater memory expansion'.
Call for pricing
STB Systems, Inc.; 1651 N. Glenville, Ste. 210;
Richardson, TX 75081; 214-234-8750
MacRAM .
Memory expansion
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacRAMs are l MB and 256K SIMM memory
modules for a Macintosh Plus, SE or II. They increase
the internal memory of a Macintosh, allowing it to run
more powerful memory intensive programs such as
MultiFinder and HyperCard.
Cal 1for pricing
Applied Engineering; PO Box 5100; Carrollton,
TX 75011 ; 214-241-6060
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MC2RAM
Memory expansion
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The MC2RAM is a I MB SIMM available in two
versions.
The MC2RAM/D uses state-of-the-art technology, the I megabit DRAM. The DRAM used is a Dualin-line Package (DIP), 120 nanoseconds or faster,
soldered onto a printed circuit board (PCB) using a
standard through-board manufacturing process. The
design is fully compatible with a Macintosh II, and
will also work with a Macintosh SE in installations
that do not include a CPU accelerator board.

Hardware & Peripherals/
Memory Expansion
The MC2RAM/S 1 uses state-of-the-art technology, the 1 megabit DRAM. The DRAM used is a Small
Outline, J leaded (SOJ) package soldered onto a PCB
using the surface mount process. The chips used are
rated at 120 nanoseconds or faster. The SIMM itself
measures only O.S-inches hi~h, so it is compatible in
any Macintosh II, SE or Plus installation.
Call for pricing
Clearpoint Researcll'Corp.; 35 Parkwood Dr.;
Hopkinton, MA 0174S; SOS-435-2000 or
S00-253-277S
MC2RAM/4MB
Memory expansion
Macintosh /Ix and I/ex.
The MC2RAM/4MB is a 4 MB SIMM for the
Macintosh lli and Ilcx using the AIUX operating system. It is made up of 32 one megabit, lOOns surfacemounted DRAMs.
Call for pricing
Clearpoint Research Corp.; 35 Parkwood Dr.;
Hopkinton, MA 0174S; 50S-435-2000 or
S00-253-277S
Memory Expansion SIMM Kits
Memory expansion
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Memory Expansion SIMM Kits feature easyto-install plug-in RAM SIMMs that provide vastly
improved memory space (from 2 to S MB). The DIP
SIMMs feature eight board-mounted RAM chips. The
circuit boards plug into existing sockets on the main
logic board of the computer.
On Macintosh Plus and SE computers, SIMMs
are added in multiples of two, which delivers a full 2
MB of memory. Two SIMMs may be used in conjunction with two of the existing 256K SIMMs for a 2.5
MB capacity, or all four may be added for the maximum allowable 4 MB capacity.
For a Macintosh II, SIMMs are added in multiples
of four, which delivers a full 4 MB of memory. Four
SIMMs may be used in conjunction with existing
RAM for a 5 MB capacity, or all of the RAM can be
replaced with eight SIMMs for the maximum allowable S MB capacity.
$995 retail; 4 MB by S MegaSIMM
$155 retail; 1 MB by S SOJ (surface mount) SIMM
(SOns) ·
$150 retail; 1 MB by S DIP (high profile) SIMM
(SOns)
$65 retail; 256K by S Jim (low profile) SIMM (120ns)
Newer Technology; 1117 S. Rock Rd., Ste. 4; Wichita,
KS 67207; 316-6S5-4904 or S00-67S-3726
Memory Upgrades
Memory upgrades
Any Macintosh.
Technology Works provides memory upgrades for
all Macintosh computers.
Call for pricing
Technology Works; 4030 Braker Ln. W, Ste. 350;
Austin, TX 7S759; 5 l 2-794-S533
Microtech Memory Expansion Kits
2 MB and 4 MB SIMM memory expansion
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Microtech Memory Expansion Kits are
SIMM modules for expanding a Macintosh Plus, SE,
II or lli from 1 MB up to S MB (on a Macintosh
They are available in DIPS and low profile surface
mount technology and offer snap-in assembly.
Call for pricing
Microtech International, Inc.; 15S Commerce St.; East
Haven, CT 06512; 203-46S-6223 or S00-626-4276

m.

NS8/16
NuBus memory expansion board
Macintosh II or larger.
The NSS/16 is a 16 MB memory expansion board
that uses 1 MB DRAMs. It consists of an S MB motherboard and an S MB daughterboard. The module can

be configured as a 4; S, 12 or 16 MB unit.
The NSS/16-4MB is a NuBus memory base module with 4 MB of DRAM installed. It uses one NuBus
slot and is expandable with additional RAM components and an expansion card to provide 12 MB of
DRAM. It supports full 32-bit addressing such as used
by Apple Unix (A/UX). NSS/16 includes RAMdisk
software for use with Macintosh operating systems.
The NSS/16-SMB is a NuBus memory base module with S MB of DRAM installed. It can be expanded
tol6MB.
$2,195 retail; NSS/16-4MB (4 MB)
$3,795 retail; NSS/16-SMB (S MB)
$3,400 retail; NSS/16-SE (used with NSS/16-4MB or
SMB to expand capacity to 12 or 16 MB, respectively)
National Semiconductor; Compatible Products Group,
MS 34-10; 750 Central Expressway; Santa Ciara,
CA 95050; 40S-562-4731, S00-53S-S510or
S00-345-4006 in CA
NS810
1 MB NSIM main memory modules; SO and 120ns
(surface mount)
Macintosh Plus or larger, except Portable.
The NSSIO NSIM Main Memory Modules allow
the expansion of a Macintosh to the maximum possible main memory configuration. This allows users to
get as much CPU memory, and thus as much use of
memory intensive software, as possible.
Each NSIM Module contains 1 MB of dynamic
random-access semiconductor memory. The modules
use l 20ns, one megabit components packaged in
industry standard dual inline packages. All boards are
dynamically burned-in, fully tested, and are backed by
a full five-year parts and labor warranty. NSIM Main
Memory Modules are 100 percent electrically compatible with the models of the Macintosh, and are
designed for insertion into the main memory sockets
on the motherboard. As a result, all Macintosh software will run with no modification in a machine
equipped with NSIMs.
Call for pricing
National Semiconductor; Compatible Products Group,
MS 34-10; 750 Central Expressway; Santa Clara,
CA 95050; 40S-562-4731 , S00-53S-S510 or
S00-345-4006 in CA
NXMac
Memory expansion
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Nemonix provides 1 MB low-profile (SOJ) memory for the complete Macintosh line. All memory features a lifetime warranty.
Call for pricing
Nemonix, Inc.; 106 South St.; Hopkinton, MA 0174S;
50S-435-90S7
Ram Expansion Products
Memory expansion
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Ram I expands a Macintosh II from 1 MB of
internal RAM to 2 MB. It is composed of four surface
mounted NMOS 256K SIM modules.
Ram II expands a Macintosh Plus or SE from 1
MB to 2.5 MB of internal RAM. It is made up of two
CMOS I MB SIM modules and is available in either
normal or surface mount versions. This device will
also expand the RamPlus 2 from 2 MB to 4 MB,
Ram II+II expands a Macintosh Plus, SE or II
from I MB of internal RAM to 4 MB , or in the case of
a Macintosh II, up to 5 MB. This version is composed
of four CMOS 1 MB SIM modules and is available in
either normal or surface mounts. Users may also
expand the Macintosh II to S MB by using two RAM
II+II kits.
RarnPlus 2 expands a Macintosh Plus from 1 MB
to 2 MB of internal RAM. It is composed of 3 CMOS
1 MB SIM modules and one carrier adapter board that
re-uses the four 256K modules shipped with the
machine to emulate a single 1 MB module.
The RarnPlus 4 expands a Macintosh Plus from I
MB to 4 MB of internal RAM. It is composed of 3
CMOS 1 MB SIM modules and one carrier adapter
board that re-uses the four 256K modules shipped
with the machine to emulate a single 1 MB module.
With both the RarnPlus 2-and RarnPlus 4, the

vendor cannot guarantee compatibility of other
internal devices which surround or cover the memory
section of the Macintosh Plus motherboard because of
the size of the carrier board. The RarnPlus 2 is
expandable to 4MB with the use of Ram II.
Call for pricing
Specialized Computer Systems, Inc.; S27 Arnold Dr.,
Ste. SO; Martinez, CA 94553; 415-370-S200
RAMXCI
RAM expansion
Macintosh II, llx, I/ex or llci.
The RAM XCI allows SIMMs to be located in
NuBus slots with no performance penalty. Each RAM
XCI card holds up to 16 MB of standard 1 MB
SIMMs; users benefit from the use of standard 120ns.
Four SIMMs can be expanded at a time. It can be used
as a low-cost RAM disk or as super-fast virtual memory beyond S MB.
$695 retail
DayStar Digital, Inc.; 5556 Atlanta Hwy.; Flowery
Branch, GA 30542; 404-967-2077 or S00-962-2077
RAM-To-Go
Memory upgrade
Macintosh Portable.
RAM-To-Go expands the available memory of
the Macintosh Portable from 1 MB to a total of 3, 4 or
5 MB. It installs in the Mac Portable's RAM slot and
features 100 percent CMOS parts, as well as doublesided surface-mount technology. It uses pseudo-static
RAM, offering RAM features with only slightly more
power drain at an affordable price. RAM-To-Go
allows Portable users to run the same memory-hungry
applications as with the Mac SE or II, including
MultiFinder. Also, with RAM-To-Go installed, the
Portable 's built-in support of a RAM disk can be used.
$1,699 retail; 1 to 3 MB
·
$2,499 retail; 1 to 4 MB
$3,299 retail; 1 to 5 MB
Siclone Sales & Engineering Corp.; 107 Bonaventura
Dr.; San Jose, CA 95134; 40S-263-S207 or
SOO-727-S207
ROM Expansion Board
ROM expansion
Macintosh Portable.
The ROM Expansion Board for the Macintosh
Portable features SOOK of read-only memory
"Electronic Disk" storage. "Electronic Disks" in ROM
consume no power while the computer is off, and only
limited power while the computer is in operation. To
an end user, they appear on the desktop as a permanently mounted floppy disk that has the write-protect
tab set. It is therefore possible to test the configuration
by installing the desired startup applications on a
write-protected SOOK floppy disk and then resetting
the computer.
End users may program their own ROM-based
"Electronic Disks" on the Macintosh Portable with the
CS! supplied software.
$695 retail
Creative Solutions, Inc.; 4701 Randolph Rd., Ste. 12;
Rockville, MD 20S52; 30 l-9S4-0262 or
S00-367-S465 (orders)
Softstep I
Memory expansion
Macintosh Plus or SE.
Softstep I (SS!) is a 2 MB upgrade for the
Macintosh Plus or SE that contains a kit of four SS!
modules with 256K of memory and a SIMM socket
on each board. The four standard 256K SIMMs are
removed from the computer and one is snapped into
the socket on each of the SS! modules. This upgrades
each low-profile 256K SIMM to 5l 2K. To install,
users simply snap the assembled SS! modules into the
four original sockets in the computer. The computer
recognizes the full 2 MB of memory with no hardware
or software modifications. SS! is E-machine certified
and carries a one-year warranty.
$225 retail; kit of four (dealer/volume prices
available)
Computer Care, Inc.; Ford Centre, Ste. 1lSO;420 N.
5th St.; Minneapolis, MN 55401; S00-950-2273
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Softstep Ill
Memory expansion
Macintosh II or IIx.
Softstep III (SSIII) allows users to build a 1 MB
SIMM for the Mac II or IIx from four low-profile
256K SIMMs. Each SSIII module has four sockets
(one for each 256K SIMM) and control circuitry to
complete the upgrade. Each SSIII becomes a 1 MB
SIMM, working side-by-side with other SSIIIs and 1
MB SIMMs. To install, users simply snap the
assembled ssm modules into the original sockets in
the computer. Any number of SSIIIs can be used in
the Mac Ilx, as long as the standard memory
configuration requirements are satisfied. The SSIII
upgrades the Mac Il/llx to 4, 5 or 8 MB without any
modifications to the computer. The SSIII carries a
one-year warranty.
$200 retail; kit of four
$65 retail; individually (dealer/volume prices
available)
Computer Care, Inc.; Ford Centre, Ste. 1180; 420 N.
5th St.; Minneapolis, MN 55401; 800-950-2273

AlphaScan
14-inch color autosyncing monitor
Macintosh SE/30 or larger.
The AlphaScan is a general-purpose, 14-inch
color auto-syncing monitor. It offers resolutions from
320 by 200 up to 800 by 600 and a .31 mm dot pitch.
In analog mode, unlimited colors may be displayed,
and in TTL mode up to 64 colors may be shown.
The standard AlphaScan includes Mac II cables,
a built-in tilt-and-swivel base and a selectable
110/220-volt power supply.
For text-intensive applications, the AlphaScan
includes a text switch, allowing a user the freedom of
choosing amber, green or white phosphors when
running CGA or EGA graphic cards. An auto-sizing
default switch for EGA or VGA modes is also
provided.
$789 retail
Sampo America; 5550 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.;
Norcross, GA 30071; 404-449-6220

Softstep IV
Memory expansion
Macintosh Plus.
Softstep IV (SSIV) allows users to upgrade the
Macintosh Plus to 2 MB. Users supply all memory
for the upgrade. Each SSIV module contains two
sockets (one for each low-profile 256K SIMM) and
control circuitry to complete the upgrade. To install,
users simply snap the assembled SSIV modules into
the four original sockets in the computer. All four
original sockets must contain a Softstep module with
a user's two 256K SIMMs to achieve a 2 MB
memory configuration. No modifications are needed.
The SSIV carries a one-year warranty.
$139 retail; kit of four (dealer/volume pricing
available)
Computer Care, Inc.; Ford Centre, Ste. 1180; 420 N.
5th St.; Minneapolis, MN 55401; 800-950-2273
Virtual 2.0
Memory expansion
Macintosh SE/30 or·II family; PMMU; hard disk
drive with 4 MB offree space.
Virtual is a system initializer for the Macintosh
Operating System that allows standard applications to
run on the Macintosh using virtual memory. It is a
simple and inexpensive way to add internal memory
without investing in SIMMs, and is currently the only
way to operate the Macintosh with more than 8 MB
of memory. Virtual memory works by taking
information that would normally be stored in RAM
and putting it in a file on the hard disk. This
information is transparently retrieved from the disk
whenever required, giving the appearance of much
more RAM than is actually installed in the machine.
The amount of virtual memory can be adjusted on a
control panel device from the maximum (typically 14
MB) to the minimum (the amount of physical RAM).
$199 retail
$275 retail; with PMMU
Connectix Corp.; 125 Constitution Dr.; Menlo Park,
CA 94025; 415-324-0727
Westcom Memory Kit
1 MB SIMM add-ons
Macintosh Plus or SE.
The Westcom Memory Kit is 1 MB SIMM addons for a Macintosh Plus or SE.
$300 retail; l MB to 2.5 MB
$600 retail; 2 MB
Encycloware; 712 Washington St.; Ayden,
NC 28513; 919-746-4961or800-422-8591

Apollo LCD Projector·M200
Portable LCD projector
5/2K or larger Macintosh.
.
.
The Apollo Portable LCD Projector for computer
data/graphics is a lightweight, universal,
monochrome LCD projector that offers a super
bright, crisp picture without distortion. The Apollo
M200 measures 8 by 13.6 by 6.8 inches and weighs
under 18 pounds. It offers high resolution (up to 720
by 480 pixels); amplified "Y" cable plug-in to run
monitor and LCD projector in parallel; wired remote
control for all functions; unique keystone correcting
lens; instant lamp change; two-chamber cooling; and
projects a 3-foot image at a 6-foot distance to a 7-foot
image at a 14-foot distance.
$4,695 retail
Apollo Audio Visual; 60 Trade Zone Ct.;
Ronkonkoma, NY 11779; 516-467-8033
Apollo Presenter PC-9602
LCD display with Mac Quickset
Macintosh Plus or SE.
The Apollo Presenter is a flat, trim (under three
pounds) unit that connects to a Macintosh and sits on
a variety of transmissive overhead projectors. Images
generated by the Macintosh are displayed on the
Presenter's LCD panel and picked up by the overhead
projector.
Every image that a Macintosh can generate,
including text, graphic movement and animation, can
be projected onto a large conference room screen, and
with the same high-resolution (512 by 342 graphic
dots) as the Macintosh monitor itself.
The Presenter comes with its own solderless
video connector interface and all cabling. Hard or soft
carrying cases are available.
$1,819 retail; LCDs built into OHPs also available
Apollo Audio Visual; 60 Trade Zone Ct.;
Ronkonkoma, NY 11779; 516-467-8033
Apollo True Color LCD Projector TC200
LCD projector
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Apollo True Color LCD Projector for
computer data/graphics is a high-resolution, 512 truecolor, self-contained, instant set-up LCD projector
that provides super bright images with three quartz
halogen lamps through three separate red, green and
blue LCDs. The Apollo TC200 is four times brighter
than 8-color LCD panels. It has no convergence
problem when mixing colors and no distortion or
compression of VGA and Hercules text. Features
include: maximum resolution of 720 by 480 pixels;
amplified "Y" cable plug-in to run monitor and LCD
projector in parallel; and projects a 3-foot rectangular
image at a 6-foot distance and up to a 7-foot image at
a 14-foot distance.
$12,495 retail
Apollo Audio Visual; 60 Trade Zone Ct.;
Ronkonkoma, NY 11779; 516-467-8033
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Apple Computer Monitors And Video Accessories
Monochrome monitor, color monitor, video card,
video card expansion kit
Macintosh II.
The Apple High-Resolution Monochrome
Monitor provides users with a 640 by 480 pixel
resolution on a larger black and white screen. The 12inch flat screen displays the full width and more than
half the length of a letter-size page and permits a
much wider range of gray scales than is possible with
digital (TTL) displays.
The Apple High-Resolution RGB Monitor
provides users with a 640 by 480 pixel resolution. Its
l 3-inch screen displays both graphics and text in
either brilliant color or sharp gray scales. Combined·
with the Macintosh II Video Card or Video
Expansion Kit, the monitor is capable of
simultaneously displaying 16 to 256 colors from a
palette of more than 16 million.
The Apple Two-Page Monochrome Monitor is a
high-resolution, 21-inch monitor that can display two
pages of text and graphics, plus menus and scroll
bars. It provides a 1, 152 by 870 pixel resolution at
77 dpi.
The Apple Macintosh Portrait Display is a 15inch (diagonal) high-resolution monochrome monitor
that displays one full page of text and graphics,
including menus and scroll bars. It provides a 640 by
870 pixel resolution at 80 dpi.
The Macintosh II I-bit Monochrome Video Card
is a NuBus-compatible video card for the Apple
High-Resolution Monochrome Monitor that provides
a high-quality interface between the monitor and the
Macintosh II family of computers.
$399 retail; High-Resolution Monochrome Monitor
$999 retail; AppleColor High-Resolution RGB
Monitor
$2,149 retail; Two-Page Monochrome Monitor
$1,099 retail; Portrait Display
$199 retail; Macintosh II I-bit Video Card
$499 retail; Macintosh II 4-bit Video Card
$149 retail; Macintosh II Video Card Expansion Kit
$648 retail; Macintosh II 8-bit Video Card
$599 retail; Macintosh II Two-Page Monochrome
Video Card
$599 retail; Macintosh II Portrait Display Video Card
$89 retail; Universal Monitor Stand
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 950 l 4; 408-996-10 IO
Artist MaclO
Graphics controller
Macintosh II, IIx or II ex.
The Artist MaclO is a 1,024 by 768 resolution
graphic controller that offers a high refresh rate of 75
Hz. In its basic configuration, the controller delivers
l- or 2-bit/pixel performance, with 4- and 8-bit/pixel
resolution available via add-on memory. Resolution
can be changed by a user at anytime using the
Macintosh control panel.
One-bit/pixel operation provides fast
performance for black and white displays, 2-bits/pixel
displays four colors or shades of gray, 4-bitS/pixel
displays 16 colors or shades of gray and 8-bits/pixel
provides 256 colors or shades of gray from a palette
of 16.7 million. Memory can be expanded up to 768K
in 256K increments.
$1,995 retail; 16 color
$2,495 retail; 256 color
Artist Graphics; A Control Systems Co.; 2675 Patton
Rd.; St. Paul, MN 55113; 612-631-7800or
800-627-8478
BCD-5000
Video tape/disc animation controller
Macimosh Plus or larger.
.
The BCD-5000 is a professional video animation
controller that provides frame-accurate control of
most industrial and broadcast video tape and disc
machines. While designed as a video animation
controller, the BCD-5000 is at home wherever
computers are needed to control video machines.

Hardware & Peripherals/
Monitors & Video Accessories
The BCD-5000 supports both parallel and serial
controlled machines. Switching to different model
machiaes requires only a cable change.
$2,495 retail
BCD AssoCiates, Inc.; 75 ION. Broadway, Ste. 205;
Oklahoma City, OK 73116; 405-843-4574
The Big 23" Mac Monitor
High-resolution, 23-inch video monitor
512K or larger Macintosh , except 11.
The Big 23" Mac Monitor delivers 23-inches of
sharp high-resolution black and white display. It will
clearly reproduce any Macintosh screen image,
including fine text and high-resolution graphics. The
system includes a PDS external video card, 25-inch
video cable and complete instructions.
$1,595 retail; includes external video card and cable
PDS Video Technology, Inc.; 31566 Railroad Canyon
Rd.; Canyon Lake, CA 92380; 714-244-3521
The Big Picture
17-inch monochrome display
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Big Picture is a 17-inch large screen monitor
that offers a resolution of 1,024 by 808 pixels. The
display allows a user to work on a project while
viewing the actual size of a page or form , rather than
viewing only a small section at a time. Double
Feature software permits the use of both screens at
once.
Its large rectangular (landscape) format display
allows nearly two complete 8 by I0-inch pages to be
displayed. CAD/CAM programs can show most of a
"B" sized drawing (13.5 by 10.5-inch visible) in
actual size.
The Big Picture supports all standard Macintosh
software and is compatible with the leading highperformance add-ons. The complete package includes
a 17-inch monitor, video controller, software and
cables.
$1,650 retail
E-Machin~s. Inc.; 9305 SW Gemini Dr.; Beaverton,
OR 97005; 503-646-6699
The BTM Black & White 14-Inch High Resolution
Monitor
Black and white monitor; enlarges Mac's screen
Any Macintosh, except 11.
The BTM Black & White High Resolution 14inch Monitor offers a I4-inch diagonal non-glare
screen with a tilt swivel base.
Features and specifications include: 25 MHz
bandwidth video circuitry with TTL input; external
contrast and brightness controls; video interface and
shielded cable with computer connector; and a one
year warranty.
$440 retail; includes video interface and cables
Business Technology Manufacturing, Inc.; 42-18
235th St.; Douglaston, NY 11363; 718-229-8094
Calibrator 7000 Series
Color imaging display
Macintosh II, llx and llcx.
The Calibrator is a microprocessor-based color
imaging display that features backup memory, an RS232 communications capability, automatic calibration
and enhanced color and gray-scale images. It
provides an optical resolution of 1,280 by 1,024
pixels.
CalibratorTalk permits users to communicate
with, program and control all display parameters and
settings of the Calibrator. It provides users with
stable, accurate and repeatable color images while
operating in the native Macintosh mode. Users can
use the mouse to control color temperature (white
balance), geometry, brightness and picture level.
$6, 700 retail
$795 retail; Optisense
$1,950 retail; CalibratorTalk
Barco, Inc.; 1000 Cobb Place Blvd.; Kennesaw,
GA 30144; 404-590-7900

Chroma Tron
19-inch color graphics and imaging display
Macintosh II and llx.
The ChromaTron ROB color monitor
automatically accommodates all resolutions from
1,024 by 768 through I,280 by I,024 with 200 MHz
video bandwidth. This allows for a display of an
infinite number of colors. The monitor also
automatically adjusts to any vertical refresh rate from
40 Hz to 120 Hz. The automatic power ranging from
90 VAC to 250 VAC allows the monitor to be used
anywhere in the world without modifications. The
ChromaTron color monitor interfaces with all highperformance graphics controllers.
$3,595 retail
Adex Corp.; 1750 Junction Ave.; San Jose ..
CA 95112; 408-436-9700
CineMadCineMac SE
External video board for video presentation;
compatible with 22.7 MHz scan rate monitors only
Any Macintosh , except SE/30 and II.
·The CineMac Interface or the CineMac SE Video
Interface provide a Macintosh user with presentation
capability when coupled with an appropriate large
monitor or video projector. Each device is also
capable of transmitting signals compatible with other
video devices, such as film recorders.
The interface card transmits the standard
Macintosh signal outside the Macintosh for display
on an external display device. The image displayed
will be identical to that of the Macintosh in all
parameters except size - size is fully dependent on
the type of device attached to the CineMac.
Any video monitor, projector or other device
used with CineMac must be capable of displaying a
22. 7 KHz horizontal scan rate frequency composite
signal. This specification matches the video
specifications of the Macintosh CRT.
$195 retail
MegaGraphics, Inc.; 439 Calle San Pablo; Camarillo,
CA 93012; 805-484-3799
ClearVue Board SE/APD
Monochrome board
Macilllosh SE; Apple 15-inch Portrait Display.
The ClearVue Board SE/APO is a monochrome
board dedicated to Apple 's 15-inch Portrait Display
monitor. Resolution is 640 by 870 at 80 dpi. The
board features one full page of text and graphics,
including menu, title and scroll bars; 75 Hz refresh
rate; and a free onboard accelerator.
$795 retail
RasterOps Corp.; 2500 Walsh Ave.; Santa Clara,
CA 95051; 408-562-4200
ClearVue System
Black and white graphics boards and 19-inch
monitors
Macintosh SE or II.
The ClearVue/SE and ClearVue/ll Systems are
monochrome, black and white graphics boards and
19-inch monitors for the Macintosh SE and II family.
They feature a resolution of 1,024 by 768, a refresh
rate of 72 Hz and a tilt/swivel stand.
The ClearVue/SE features a 16 MHz accelerator
that speeds up a Macintosh SE by more than three
times.
$1 ,995 retail; ClearVue/SE
$1,995 retail; ClearVue/ll
RasterOps Corp.; 2500 Walsh Ave.; Santa Clara,
CA 95051; 408-562-4200
CM-1445 And CM-2050
14- and 20-inch color monitors
Macintosh II; color video card or RasterOps or
SuperMac card.
The CM-1450 and CM-2050 are 14- and 20-inch
color monitors, respectively, for use in desktop
publishing, presentation graphics and computer-aided
design.
Both monitors have linear tracking capabilities,
which allows use of all present and future graphics
modes within the 30-50 KHz frequency range. They
can display Apple-standard graphics when used with
a Macintosh or compatible video card. While they

both support the Mac II 640 by 480 video standard,
the CM-2050 can also support the Mac II in 1,024 by
768 resolution.
$895 retail; CM-1445
$2,995 retail; CM-2050
Seiko Instruments USA, Inc.; 1144 Ringwood Ct.;
San Jose, CA 95131 ; 408-922-5900
Color Space Iii
Video-graphics board
Macintosh II or larger.
Color Space Iii is an NTSC/RGB compatible
genlocking video-graphics board for a Macintosh II.
It allows a user to overlay 256 color graphics over
live or videotaped background pictures that are input
from a VCR, videodisc, camcorder or video camera.
It is a stand-alone board that offers a number of
graphics features, such as translucent graphics and a
dimmed video background. The product also scans,
digitizes and provides simultaneous output in ROB
and NTSC.
$2,299.95 retail
Mass Microsystems; 550 Del Rey Ave.; Sunnyvale,
CA 94086; 408-522-1200 or 800-522-7979
ColorBoard 108
Multiple-resolution, 8-bit color graphics system
Macintosh II.
The ColorBoard 108 is a multiple-resolution, 8bit color graphics system for a Macintosh II. It
provides users with 256 simultaneously displayable
colors and resolution capabilities of 640 by 480, 800
by 600 and 1,024 by 768 pixels for full-page display,
all at 72 dpi. At 640 by 480 resolution, it is fully
compatible with Apple's standard color monitor. The
product supports both I-bit (monochrome) and 8-bit
color modes in all resolutions, and is offered with a
choice of 16- or 19-inch high-resolution color
monitors from RasterOps.
$1,495 retail
.
RasterOps Corp.; 2500 Walsh Ave.; Santa Clara,
CA. 95051; 408-562-4200
ColorBoard 108+
Multiple resolution, 8-bit graphics board
Macintosh II.
The ColorBoard 108+ is a high-resolution, 8-bit
graphics board that displays up to 256 colors or
shades of gray on a 19-, 16- or 13-inch monitor. It
provides software selectable resolutions of 1,024 by
768, 800 by 600 and 640 by 480.
The Pan/Zoom option provides hardware pan and
zoom capabilities. The Extended Desktop option
provides all of the capabilities of the Pan/Zoom, plus
adds virtual desktop and pop-up menu functionality
to the system.
$1,595 retail
$195 retail; Pan/Zoom extended desktop option
RasterOps Corp.; 2500 Walsh Ave.; Santa Clara,
CA 95051; 408-562-4200
ColorBoard 108+/SE30
Multiple resolution, 8-bit graphics board
Maci111osh SE/30.
The ColorBoard l 08+/SE30 is a standard 8-bit
display board that displays up to 256 colors or shades
of gray on a 19-, 16- or 13-inch monitor. It can be
used in 1-, 2-, 4- or 8-bit modes and provides
software selectable resolutions of 1,024 by 768, 800
by 600 and 640 by 480 in 72 dpi.
$1 ,895 retail
RasterOps Corp.; 2500 Walsh Ave.; Santa Clara,
CA 95051; 408-562-4200
ColorBoard 224
24-bit graphics board; multiple resolutions
Maci/l/oshll.
The ColorBoard 224 operates in 1-, 2-, 4-, 8- and
24-bit modes at either 640 by 480 pixel resolution on
a 13-inch monitor, 800 by 600 pixel resolution on a
16-inch monitor or 1,024 by 768 pixel resolution on a
19-inch monitor. The board can display as many
colors as there are pixels when used in the 24-bit
mode. The board also has a PAL video option that
offers 768 by 576 pixel resolution.
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Features include: full chunky, Apple 32-bit
QuickDraw support, custom VLSI technology, SFX
option available; two and four times zooming and
panning while being zoomed.
$5, 195 retail
RasterOps Corp.; 2500 Walsh Ave.; Santa Clara,
CA 95051; 408-562-4200
ColorBoard 232
32-bit graphics board
Macintosh II.
The ColorBoard 232 offers I-, 2-, 4-, 8-, 24- and
32-bit modes. It works with 13-inch monitors at 640
by 480 pixel resolution. With the board's SFX option,
a 640 by 486 pixel resolution can be displayed. The
board supports fully chunky, Apple 32-bit
QuickDraw.
$2,995 retail
RasterOps Corp.; 2500 Walsh Ave.; Santa Clara,
CA 95051; 408-562-4200
ColorBoard 264
24-bit color graphics board
Macintosh SE/30 or II; 13-inch RGB monitor
The ColorBoard 264 is a 24-bit true color
graphics board for the Mac SE/30 and II. It has a
resolution of 640 by 480 pixels, and bit modes of I,
2, 4, 8 and 24 are supported. It is fully compatible
with Apple's 32-bit QuickDraw, outputs NTSC RGB
interlace for external encoding to TV or video tapes
and direct output of 8-bit gray scales to TV or VCR
using RCA input.
$795 retail
$1 ,295 retail; SE/30 version
RasterOps Corp.; 2500 Walsh Ave.; Santa Clara,
CA 95051 ; 408-562-4200 ColorCapture
Color frame-grabber board
Macintosh II.
ColorCapture is a plug-in color frame grabber
board for capturing, processing and displaying color
images on a Macintosh II.
ColorCapture grabs color images from composite
video cameras or VCRs and displays them at a rate of
30 images per second (real time). Color images can
be displayed continuously or in freeze-frame mode on
ordinary composite video monitors, or on highquality RGB video monitors, as well as displayed on
a Macintosh II monitor.
ColorCapture captures 640 by 480 square-pixel
images and displays them with 32,768'Colors.
The ColorCapture frame grabber board fits neatly
into·any Macintosh II expansion slot. A cable extends
from the board to plug into video cameras, home
VCRs or electronic still-video equipment from which
ColorCapture grabs images. Composite or RBG
monitors also attach directly to the board via this
cable for live display.
· For synchronizing the capture of color images
with another event, such as the flashing of a
photographer's strobe light, ColorCapture contains a
specialized, external trigger feature.
Additional, specialized functions include a highspeed zoom-pan-scroll controller that allows
instantaneous magnification and close-up
examination of image regions. It also contains an
extra graphics memory plane for merging text and
drawing lines, arcs, curves, boxes, icons, etc. with the
captured video image without foresaking any original
color image information.
ColorCapture outputs both an NTSC (PAL, 50
Hz version) composite video signal and the three
signals comprising the RS-170 RGB signal format
(CCIR, RGB, 50 Hz version), so color images can be
displayed on an inexpensive composite video monitor
and/or on a high-quality RGB monitor. Color images
can also be displayed on a Mac II 's own color
monitor with 256 colors. ColorCapture does feature
genlock capability for compatibility with genlock
cameras, monitors and recorders.

$2,895 retail
Data Translation, Inc.; 100 Locke Dr.; Marlboro,
MA 01752; 508-481-3700
ColorCard
Programmable, 8-bit, 640 by 480 color video card
Macintosh II or larger.
The ColorCard is a programmable, 8-bit, 640 by
480 color video card, capable of displaying 256
different colors simultaneously from a palette of 16.8
million. It features NTSC/PAL output capability and
includes PixelPaint color paint application.
$499 retail
SuperMac Technology; 485 Potrero Ave.; Sunnyvale,
CA 94086; 408-245-2202
ColorMax
Color display system
Macintosh II.
ColorMax is a family of color display systems
offering sharp high-resolution images in living color.
It features I, 152 by 870 (82 dpi) resolution on a highquality 19-inch color screen. With 256 displayable
colors, ColorMax turns a Mac II into a color-graphics
workstation that is ideal for engineeting design,
CAD/CAM, presentation graphics and color-imaging
applications.
ColorMax benefits include: shows a virtual 16inch by 12-inch surface with very high-resolution for
easy viewing; crisp, clear images on a large landscape
screen that includes tilt/swivel adjustments; allows a
user to match the maximum displayable colors (up to
256) to the application software; and produces solid,
flicker-free images for reducing eyestrain.
$5,295 retail
Sigma Designs; 46501 Landing Pkwy.; Fremont,
CA 94538; 415-770-0100
ColorMax/Trinitron
Color display system
Macintosh II.
ColorMax is a family of color display systems
offering sharp high-resolution images in living color.
The ColorMax{frinitron features 1,024 by 768 (72
dpi) resolution on a high-quality Sony Trinitron 19inch color screen, up to 256 displayable colors and a
79 Hz refresh rate.
$6, 195 retail
Sigma Designs; 46501 Landing Pkwy.; Fremont,
CA 94538; 415-770-0100
ColorPage 15
Full-page color display system
Macintosh II family.
ColorPage 15 features a perfectly flat, highperformance Zenith FTM display that is enhanced to
provide a high-resolution 768 by 576 pixel format
with a screen refresh rate of 67 Hz. The screen glass
is coated both inside and out to eliminate glare.
Standard software includes E-Machines' screen
dimmer and proprietary Control Panel software that
allows users to adjust screen brightness and contrast
for optimum viewing. Users can also control color
selection and image processing through the video
controller's color lookup table. The controller offers
1-, 4- and 8-bit per pixel modes, and up to 256 (8-bit)
displayable colors can be selected from a palette of
16. 7 million. A tilt/swivel base is standard.
$1,595 retail
E-Machines, Inc.; 9305 SW Gemini Dr.; Beaverton,
OR 97005; 503-646-6699
Color Page Tl6
16-inch color display system
Macintosh II.
The ColorPage Tl6 is a full-page color display
system complete with Sony Trinitron monitor, video
controller, cables and software for a Macintosh II. It
provides a high resolution 832 by 624 pixel display at
the Macintosh standard of 72 dpi - large enough to
view an entire 8.5 by I I-inch page in landscape
format.
The system can show 256 simultaneous colors
from a palette of 16.8 million and provides the ability
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to display the full-color graphics important to
CAD/CAE and presentation graphics. It features a
refresh rate of 67 Hz to ensure a clear, flicker-free
image.
$3,595 retail
E-Machines, Inc.; 9305 SW Gemini Dr.; Beaverton,
OR 97005; 503-646-6699
ColorSnap-32
Image capture board
Macintosh II.
ColorSnap-32 enables users to capture color
images from a wide variety of video sources - video
camera, video tapes, monitors or still video cameras.
Images are captured in 24 bits, in I/5th of a second,
and the board and software are fully compatible with
32-bit color QuickDraw.
The ColorSnap-32 board plugs into one of the
Mac II NuBus slots. A composite (NTSC), S-video or
RGB input can be connected to the board. Software is
provided, which is installed on the Mac as an
application. When the program is opened and a video
input source is attached to the board, a Viewfinder
window can be opened on the Mac desktop to
preview the incoming video in 24-bit color or 8-bit
gray scale. An image from that video source can be
captured with a click of the mouse or a command
keystroke. A Gallery feature allows images to be
stored in variable sizes, I00 images to a file, with
editable title and hidden comments or keywords
attached. A Controller option allows control of a still
video player from within the Mac.
$1,595 retail
Computer Friends, Inc.; 14250 NW Science Park Dr.;
Portland, OR 97229; 503-626-2291
ColorSpaceFX
Video processor board
Macintosh II or larger.
ColorSpaceFX is a full-Golar, special effects
video processor board that provides real-time, flickerfree video and image manipulation capabilities. With
its special effects capabilities, ColorSpaceFX can
perform picture squeeze, mirror, kaleidoscope, zoom
in and out, shrink, anamorphics and X, Y "subsampling" effects. In addition, digital video
processing includes real-time sharpen, blur and hue
adjustments of full color, live video images.
ColorSpaceFX automatically captures live
NTSC, PAL or SECAM video input signals in real
time, at a rate of 30 frames per second (25 Europe)
and in full color. The board comes equipped with
special video processing features, including
automatic signal enhancement and sync regeneration,
videotape input mode for stabilization of "noisy"
input signals, time-base correction to second video
sync, RGB+sync output and scan rate conversion of
the input signal to any display rate from 25 to 67
frames per second.
$3,499.95 retail
Mass Microsystems; 550 Del Rey Ave.; Sunnyvale,
CA 94086; 408-522-1200 or 800-522-7979
Composite Video Adapter
.
User-installable high-resolution video output kit
Any Macintosh.
The Composite Video Adapter (CVA) provides a
high quality, composite video signal and output for
large-screen educational and commercial
applications. All units have user-selected mounting
options for specific applications.
CVA-equipped Macintoshes can be interfaced
with a wide range of video monitors and projectors.
$79.95 retail; 128K, 512K, 512KE, Plus
$99.95 retail; Macintosh SE
$119.95 retail; Macintosh II
Mentauris Corp.; 407 Main St.; PO Box 567;
Martindale, TX 78655; 512-357-2182
Conrac 7250
19-inch auto-trak color monitor
Macintosh II.
The Conrac 7250 is a 19-inch color monitor that
offers a 0.31 PIL high-contrast, anti-glare CRT,
variable resolution to 1,024 by 1,024 pixels interlaced
and 15.75 to 37 KHz auto trak. Other features include
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color stability through the full contrast range and auto
switching for 40 MHz analog and 16/64 color ITL.
This monitor can be used for desktop publishing and
for high-resolution color graphics. An optional tilt
.and swivel base is available.
$2,995 retail; monitor
$77 retail; interface cable
Conrac Display Products, Inc.; A Mark IV Industries
Co.; 1724S. Mountain Ave.; Duarte, CA 91010;
818-303-0095
Conrac 7351
Ultrahigh-resolution color monitor
Macintosh II.
The Conrac 7351 ultrahigh-resolution color
monitors provide a 19-inch display for finely detailed
non-interlaced images generated for CAD, CAE,
AEC, CAD/D and other applications demanding the
highest resolution in full color.
Features include 110 MHz video pulse
performance, 64 KHz horizontal scan rate, noninterlaced 60 Hz refresh rate, 1,280 by l ,024
resolution format and self-diagnostic status
indicators. Options include a choice of cabinet, rack
slide or chassis only versions, 45 to 55 KHz
horizontal scan rate, a tilt and swivel base, contrast
enhancement panels and anti-reflective panels.
$3,095 retail; Model 7351Cl9/768
$3,679 retail; Model 7351Cl9/1280
Conrac Display Products, Inc.; A Mark IV Industries
Co.; 1724 S. Mountain Ave.; Duarte, CA 91010;
818-303-0095
'
DS-SCX Video Scan Converter
Mac (l 28K through Plus) to NTSC conversion; antialiasing to control flicker
Any Macintosh through Plus.
The D5-SCX is a video scan converter that
converts whatever is on the Macintosh screen to
NTSC video in real time. The device can be used to
make professional-quality videotapes or tutorials and
includes synchronized freeze-frame, inverse video,
horizontal image centering and real-time anti-alias
processing to control flicker.
·
$1,695 retail; educational discounts available
Dimension 5, lnc.; 1426 Village Park PL; West Linn,
OR 97068; 503-293-7775
Diamond Scan 14 (AUM1381ATS)
14-inch auto-tracking color monitor
Macintosh II.
The Diamond Scan 14 (Model AUM1381ATS) is
a 14-inch (13-inch viewable) auto-tracking color
monitor that has a resolution of up to 800 by 600
pixels and a CRT dot pitch of J 1mm.
The auto-tracking monitor has a video bandwidth
of 30 MHz, with 15.6 KHz to 36 KHz horizontal and
45 to 90 Hz vertical scanning frequencies.
Auto-tracking enables users of the Diamond Scan
family of monitors to use many leading graphics
boards on the market. An auto-tracking monitor
automatically adjusts its scanning frequency to match
a controller board's generated signal. Tilt and swivel
base is included.
$889 retail
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.; Information
Systems Division; 991 Knox St.; Torrance,
CA 90502; 213-217-5732
Diamond Scan 20A (HC3905)
20-inch auto-tracking color monitor
Macintosh II.
The Diamond Scan 20A (HC3905) is a 20-inch
(19-inch viewable) auto-tracking color monitor
designed for a wide range of applications, including
presentation graphics and CAD/CAM.
The monitor's auto-tracking capabilities allow
users to use many of the leading graphics boards on
the market. An auto-tracking monitor automatically
adjusts its scanning frequency to match a controller
board's generated signal.

$2,670 retail
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.; Information
Systems Division; 991 Knox St.; Touance,
CA 90502; 213-217-5732
Diamond Scan 20L (HL6905)
20-inch auto-tracking color monitor
Macintosh II.
The Diamond Scan 20L (Model HL6905) is a 20inch (19-inch viewable) auto-tracking color monitor
with microprocessor-controlled digital scan mode
memory for more accurate display control.
The monitor supports a wide frequency range,
from the low-end resolution of 640 by 480 pixels to
higher resolutions of up to 1,024 by 768 and 1,280 by
1,024 pixels.
The Diamond Scan 20L has a video bandwidth of
I00 MHz, with 30 to 64 KHz horizontal and 50 to 90
Hz vertical scanning frequencies.
Auto-tracking enables users of the Diamond Scan
family of monitors to use many of the leading
graphics boards on the market. An auto-tracking
monitor automatically adjusts its scanning frequency
to match a controller board's generated signal.
$3,390 retail
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.; Information
Systems Division; 991 Knox St.; Torrance,
CA 90502; 213-217-5732
DisplayServer II
Video card
Macintosh II family.
The DisplayServer II is a monochrome video
card for the Macintosh II family. It drives a full range
of cost-effective PC-compatible monitors: Mono
ITL, EGA, VGA, Multiscan, Super VGA, full- and
dual-page displays; Apple mono, RGB and portrait
monitors (driven through an optional connector); and
overhead projection panels.
The included software supports resolutions from
640 by 350 (EGA) to 1,152 by 872 pixels (dual-page
display). The DisplayServer II has 9-pin digital
(TTL) and 15-pin mini (VGA analog) female
connectors; a 15-pin regular (Apple analog) female
connector is optional.
Display types and resolutions are selected
through the DisplayServer CDEV in the control
panel. Proprietary Lapis LCA technoiogy allows new
monitors and resolutions to be supported through a
simple software upgrade. A DisplayServer II
supporting 8-bit color will be announced.
$499 suggested retail
Lapis Technologies, Inc.; 1210 Marina Village Pkwy.,
Ste. 100; Alameda, CA 94501; 415-748-1600
DisplayServer SE
Video card
Macintosh SE.
The DisplayServer SE is a Macintosh SE video
card that runs a full range of competitively-priced
corporate standard monitors, including IBM VGAs,
multiscanners, IBM mono TTLs, flill-page and dualpage TTLs and Apple 12-inch and portrait monitors.
It uses LCA technology, which is a
programmable gate array that enables future and
standard video resolutions to be supported on the card
through a simple software change.
$449 retail
Lapis Technologies, Inc.; 1210 Marin.a Village Pkwy.,
Ste. 100; Alameda, CA 94501; 415-748-1600
DisplayServer SE-TV
Video card option
Macintosh SE; DisplayServer SE video card.
The DisplayServer SE-TV is a separate output
board that installs with the DisplayServer SE. The
board generates a flicker-free, non-interlaced,
composite, near-NTSC signal for output to NTSC
media. The included dual-screen software provides a
resolution of 272 by 208 or 544 by 208 pixels in
normal or inverse video. Applications can be
launched on either the Mac or TV screen, and
windows can be moved between the two screens.
The DisplayServer SE-TV has two output
connectors: the RCA female connector accepts cables
from standard television monitors, VHS, Beta, 8mm

and 3/4-inch U-Matic VCRs. The DB9 female
connector attaches to cables from TTL monitors
(IBM monochrome, EGA, multisync and full-page
displays).
$79.95 suggested retail
Lapis Technologies, Inc.; 1210 Marina Village Pkwy.,
Ste. 100; Alameda, CA 94501; 415-748-1600
DisplayServer SE/30
Video card
Macintosh SE/30.
The Display Server SE/30 is a monochrome video
card for the Macintosh SE/30. It drives a full range of
cost-effective PC-compatible monitors: Mono ITL,
EGA, VGA, Multiscan, Super VGA, full- and dualpage displays; Apple mono, RGB and portrait
monitors; and overhead projection panels.
The included software supports resolutions from
640 by 350 (EGA) to 1,152 by 872 pixels (dual-page
display). Two output board assemblies are included:
one has a 9-pin digital (ITL) and 15-pin mini (VGA
analog) female connectors; the other has a 9-pin
digital (ITL) and 15-pin regular (Apple analog)
female connectors.
Display types and resolutions are selected
through the DisplayServer CDEV in the control
panel. Proprietary Lapis LCA technology .allows new
monitors and resolutions to be supported through a
simple software upgrade. A DisplayServer SE/30
supporting 8-bit color will be announced.
$479 suggested retail
Lapis Technologies, Inc.; 12 lO Marina Village Pkwy.,
Ste. 100; Alameda, CA 94501; 415-748-1600
DisplayServer SE/XL
Video/accelerator card
Macintosh SE.
The DisplayServer SE/XL is a monochrome
video/accelerator card for the Macintosh SE that
mounts in the SE expansion slot. Acceleration is
provided by a 16 MHz Motorola 68000 CPU,
effectively doubling the speed of most standard
applications. The card also drives a full range of costeffective PC-compatible monitors: Mono TTL, EGA,
VGA, Multiscan, Super VGA, full- and dual-page
displays; Apple mono, RGB and portrait monitors;
and overhead projection panels.
The included dual-screen software supports
resolutions frorn.640 by 350 (EGA) to 1,152 by 872
pixels (dual-page display). Two output board
assemblies are included: one has 9-pin digital (TTL)
and 15-pin mini (VGA analog) female connectors;
the other has 9-pin digital (ITL) and 15-pin regular
(Apple analog) female connectors. Display types and
resolutions are selected through the DisplayServer
CDEV in the control panel. Proprietary Lapis
technology allows new monitors and resolutions to be
supported through a simple software upgrade.
$649 suggested retail
Lapis Technologies, Inc.; 1210 Marina Village Pkwy.,
Ste. 100; Alameda, CA 94501 ; 415-748-1600
DoubleColor
Full-page color card
Macintosh II.
DoubleColor is a full-page color card for a
Macintosh II that displays a high-resolution 832 by
624 pixels - large enough to view an entire 8.5 by
I I-inch page in landscape format.
Designed to use widely available monitors, the
DoubleColor card can show 256 simultaneous colors
from a palette of 16.8 million and provides the ability
to display the full color graphics important to
CAD/CAE and presentation graphics. To ensure a
clear, steady image that is free from flicker, the card
refreshes the screen 67 times per second.
The NuBus video controller for the DoubleColor
features a high-speed 32-bit data path and .5 MB of
dedicated video memory. The card provides NuBus
block transfer capabilities, allowing information to be
written to the card at a rate of 35 MB per second.
Complete control over color selection and image
processing is possible because of DoubleColor's
hardware color lookup table. Each of the 256
displayable colors are selected from 16.8 million
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possible colors through the controller's programmable video palette and digital to analog converters
(DAC). This allows such operations as smooth color
shading and image processing to be performed by
approprjate application software. Gray-scale images
with up to 256 shades can also be accurately viewed
by setting the palette to show gray levels.
The poard plugs into any Nuiius slot in a
Macintosh II and the videp cables connect to the
monitor. All required software is contained on a builtin ROM chip. The color display card is fully
compatible with multiple display cards and works
with MultiFinder and A/UX.
$1,095 retail
E-Machines, Inc.; 9305 SW Gemini Dr.; Beaverton,
OR 97005; 503-646-6699
DQ-Animaq
Animation controller
Macintosh fl family.
DQ-Animaq is a Macintosh animation cbntroller
that provides frame accurate animation, digitizing and
rotoscoping effects for desktop video and broadcast
television production. It occupies a single NuBus slot
. and controls a full range of professional and
broadcast videotape recorders (VTRs) in NTSC and
PAL video standards.
The Broadcast model controls serial protocol
VTRs. The Desktop model controls serial and parallel
control VTRs. It features a time code
generator/reader, as well as an RS- l 70A type sync
generator.
DQ-Animaq provides a variety of software
interfaces to many popular Macintosh graphics
software products. PICT, numbered PICT, PICS and
Scrapbook image files can be automatically
sequenced from a hard disk. XObjects for
MacroMind Director V2.0 are included, and the
Video Online control panel allows single frame
digitizing and recording from other graphics
programs.
$3,750 retail; DQ-Animaq Desktop
$3,250 retail; DQ-Animaq Broadcast
Diaquest, Inc.; 1440 San Pablo Ave.; Berkeley,
, CA 94702; 415-526-7167
DrawingCard
Two-page display system
Macintosh fl, llx, flex or !lei.
DrawingCard is a two-page display system that
includes a single-card graphics controller and a 21inch, high-contrast, flat-screen monitor. There are
three models: Gray Vision, supporting 256 shades of
gray; ChromaVision, an 8-bit color model supporting
256 colors; and Chroma Vision Plus, an expanded
color version supporting up to 16.7 million colors for
24-bit photo-realistic applications.
Each DrawingCard system is compatible with
QuickDraw graphics standards, including 32-bit
QuickDraw. A resolution of l, 152 by 870 pixels and
the increased 21-inch monitor size combine to yield
25 percent more viewing area and a true two-page
display for WYSIWYG. In addition, the monitor's 75
Hz vertical refresh rate provides a crisp, flicker-free
picture.
$3,195 retail; GrayVision
$6,395 retail; Chroma Vision
$8,595 retail; Chroma Vision Plus
CalComp Inc.; 2411 W. LaPalma Ave.; Anaheim,
CA 92801; 714-821-2000 or 800-225-2667
DualPage
Two-page monochrome display
Macintosh fl .
The DualPage is an ultra-high resolution, twopage monochrome display system. It combines a 19inch display and controller card, allowing desktop
publishers to view two full-sized pages side by side
and features a 1,600 by 1,280 pixel resolution.
Its non-interlaced screen refreshes at 67 Hz
frequency rate and has a video bandwidth of

200 MHz, producing a flicker-free display.
The DualPage display system maintains the
standard Macintosh user interface and is compatible
with QuickDraw. It is compatible with most popular
graphics, desktop publishing and business software
programs. DualPage includes a display generator
controller card that occupies a single NuBus
expansion slot in a Macintosh II.
$2,195 retail
Cornerstone Technology; 1883 Ringwood Ave.; San
Jose, CA 95131; 408-279-1600
E-Machines T19 And T19/24
19-inch color display system
Macintosh SE/30 or fl.
The E-Machines Tl9 is a 19-inch large-screen
color display system complete with Sony Trinitron
monitor, video coptroller, cables and software.
Available in 8- or 24-bit, it features a 1,024 by 808
pixel display with a dot density of 75 dpi. At 75 dpi,
documents are displayed the same size as the final
printed piece.
The screen features a refresh rate of 72 Hz to
ensure a clear, flicker-free image and a standar,d
tilt/swivel base that allows users to adjust the Tl9 for
comfortable viewing.
$5,995 retail; 8-bit
$8,090 retail; 24-bit
E-Machines, Inc.; 9305 SW Gemini Dr.; Beaverton,
OR 97005; 503-646-6699
E-Machines TX And TX/24
16-inch color display system
Macintosh SE/30 or fl.
The E-Machines TX is a 16-inch·two-page color
display system complete with Sony Triniiron monitor,
video controller, cables and software. Available in 8or 24-bit, it features a 1,024 by 808 pixel display, the
ability to display 256 simultanepus colors from a
palette of 16.4 million and a refresh rate of 72 Hz to
ensure true flicker-free performance.
$4,495 retail; 8-bit
$6,490 retail; 24-bit
E-Machines, Inc.; 9305 SW Gemini Dr.; Beaverton,
OR 97005; 503-646-66?9
FA3415/FA3425/FA3435
High-resolution 14-inch monitors
Macintosh fl.
' The FA Series monitors are high-resolution 14inch (13-inch viewable) auto-tracking color monitors.
They provide a typical resolution of up to 850 by 600
pixels and maximum resolution of 1,024 by 768
pixels interlaced. The monitors hav~ a fine .28mm
dot pitch CRT.
The monitors feature auto-tracking in the 15. 7 to
35.5 KHz horizontal and 50 to 87 Hz vertical scan
frequericies. Auto-tracking enables monitor users to
use many leading graphics boards by automatically
adjusting the monitor's scanning freqµency to match
a controller board's generated signal. They offer a 40
MHz bandwidth, a 33 percent increase over
conventional multisync-type monitors.
$1,015 to $1,280 retail
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.; Informatiort
Systems Division; 991 Knox St.; Torrance,
CA 90502; 213-217-5732
FHF3500K; UC6922
High-resolution color monitors
Macintosh//.
The FHF3500K (15-inch) and UC6922 (20-inch)
are high-resolution color monitors that feature a 640
by 480 resolution in Macintosh mode.
The FHF3500K is a flat, square monitor with a
fine 0.31 mm dot pitch suited for applications such as
CAD, solid modeling, image processing and desktop
publishing.
The UC6922 features a 0.3 lmm dot pitch and
non-glare, super-high contrast glass for improved
viewability.
$1,300 retail; FHF3500K
$2,872 retail; UC6922
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.; Information
Systems Division; 991 Knox St.; Torrance,
CA 90502; 213-217-5732
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FHL6115
21-inch auto-tracking monitor
Macintosh fl.
The FHL61 \5 is a 21-inch (20-inch viewable)
flat square color monitor. Key features include the
capability of displaying a full 8 by l 0-inch page with
bleed margin. The FHL6 l l 5 has l! 16:5 percent (24
square inches) larger area than a 19-inch p!L monitor,
and 52 percent flatter than a standard PIL CRT. The
FHL6 l l 5 has a resolution of up to 1,280 by 1,024
pixels non-interlaced and a bandwidth of I IO MHz.
Horizontal auto-tracking runs at 30 to 64 KHz.
$4,600 to $4,900 retail
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.; Information
Systems Division; 991 Knox St.; Torrance,
CA 90502; 213-217-5732
FL6605; HL6605 (Diamond Scan 16L)
16-inch auto-tracking color monitors
Macintosh fl.
The FL6605 and HL6605 (Diamond Scan 16L)
are 16-inch (!5-inch viewable) auto-tracking color
monitors designed for applications that require l!ighresolution color displays, such as desktop publishing
and CAD/CAM.
The FL6605 offers ahigh-resolution of 1,280 by
1,024, superior color, contrast and viewability and a
fine dot pitch CRT (.26mm dot pitch). The HL6605
has the same features as the FL6605, but with a
Jlmm dot pitch CRT.
Both monitors have 100 MHz bandwidths, with
30 to 64 KHz horizontal and 50 to 90 Hz vertical
scanning ffequencies. Both are available with
optional tilt and swivel.
$2,145 retail; FL6605AK
$1,945 to $2,030 retail; HL6605TK (Diamond Scan
16L)
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.; Information
Systems Division; 991 Knox St.; Torrance,
CA 90502; 213-217-5732
Flexscan 8060S
14-inch flexible scanning color monitor
Macintosh II; Apple color card.
The Flexscan 8060S is a 14-inch high-resolution
multiple scan color monitor. With a resolution of 640
by 480, Aexscan delivers crisp text and graphics for
word processing, CAD/CAM apd desktop publishing.
It can clearly display small fonts.
Features include a large aperture electron gun,
four-point lOmm-step horizontal size adjustment and
stepless vertical size adjustment, characters that can
be switched from white to amber in every mode, a
TTL/Analog indicator light and a special circuit that
feeds back the beam current and regulates the raster
size to deliver the perfect square or rectang4lar
windows necessary for business presentations.
$939 retail
Nanao USA Corp.; 235 IO Telo Ave., #5; Torrance,
CA 90505; 213-325-5202
Flexscan 9070S
16-inch flexible scanning color monitor
Macintosh fl ; high-resolution video card.
The Aexscan 9070S is a 16-inch high-resolution
multiple-scan color monitor. Maximum resolution is
1,280 dots horizor.tal and 800 lines vertical. The noninterlace signal delivers flicker-free graphics and text
for word processing, business graphics, CAD/CAE
and desktop publishing.
Featµres include a 0.31 dot-pitch XF-gun CRT,
non-glare coating, characters that can be displayed in
white or 8J!lber in TTL and analog modes, easy
access front controls and connectors, a VGA support
switch and a tilt and swivel stand. Utility software
and a driver that provides a variety of resolution
modes and character formats are available as an
optjon.
$1,699 retail
Nanao USA Corp.; 23510 Telo Ave., #5; Torrance,
CA 90505; 213-325-5202
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Flexscan 9500
20-inch high-resolution flexible scanning workstation
monitor
Macintosh II; high-resolution video card.
The Flexscan 9500·is an ultrahigh-resolution
triple multiple scan workstation monitor. The triple
multiscan system provides three usage ranges: a 31.5
KHz VGA compatible mode, a 48 to 50 KHz PC
CAD/CAE range and a 64 to 78 KHz professional
graphics tange.
Within the professional graphics range, Fiexscan
9500 provides ari automatic adjusting scan frequency
for use in advanced graphics workstations and with
leading graphics boards. This range can use the thin
wire-frame lines necessary for architectural
construction drawings and three-dimensional
modeling.
To prevent eye strain, a high-contrast, antireflection, anti-static CRT surface panel is attached.
Controls are front mounted, and a tilt-swivel stand is
provided. Recommended resolution is 1,280 dots by
l ,b24 lines.
$3,999 retail
Nanao USA Corp.; 23510 Telo Ave., #5; Torrance,
CA 90505; 213-325-5202
Galileo/SE And Galileo/Pius
Multiple screen video cards
Macintosh 128K through SE.
The Galileo are "generic" video cards that drive a
wide range of TTL, VGA, multiscan and FPD
displays, including the Apple Monochrome and
Portrait Display inonitors.
$495 each retail
Total Systems; 99 W. 10th Ave., Ste. 333; Eugene,
OR 97401; 503-345-7395 or 800-874-2288
Genlock Converter
Macintosh Il to NTSC video with overlay and
external key
Macintosh II or Rack II; Apple video card or Julian
enhanced video card.
The Genlock Converter connects a Macintosh II
with either an Apple or Sui>erMac video interface
card to standard video devices, such as VCRs or
video projectors, to perform sophisticated special
effects.
The Genlock Converter allows the overlay of
computer-generated graphics onto or behind live or
recorded video images. It is also designed to accept
signals from auxiliary video equipment, such as that
found in a siudio or production center.
Additional capabilities ·include AutoSync, which
allows operation without an external video source;
CasCade, which allows multiple display
card/Genlock Converter pairs to be used to create
multiplane graphics; and the ability to accept an
external key signal for overlaying.
Additional products will allow color-based
overlays, true blends in overlay, still image storage
and videotape machine controls.
$999 retail
Specialized Computer Systems, Inc.; 827 Arnold Dr.,
Ste. 80; Martinez, CA 94553; 415-370-8200
Gray Scale Display Adapter
Graphics imaging system for the Apple Two-Page
Monitor
Macintosh II.
The Gray Scale Display Adapter provides a I, 152
by 870 pixel resolution and a full 256 gray shades on
the Apple Two-Page Monochrome Monitor. The
adapter is fully compatible with high-end gray-scale
scanners and takes full advantage of the gray-scaling
capabilities of applications such as Illustrator 88,
PageMaker and ImageStudio.
In addition to providing 256 gray shades, the
Gray Scale Adapter reads color information from the
individual application's color palette and accurately
translates this information into the appropriate
corresponding shades of gray. This tneans users can

run black and wliite, gray-scale or color software.
$1 ,899 retail
Sigma Designs; 46501 Landing Pkwy.; Fremont,
CA 94538; 415-770-0100
HJ6S05
26-inch auto-tracking monitor
Macintosh II.
· The HJ6505 is a 26-inch (25-inch viewable)
color monitor that automatically tracks at a horizontal
frequency of 45 to 70 KHz. A dynamic beam focus
(DBF) electron gun provides sharp focus over the
entire CRT. the monitor has a maximum resolution
of 1,280 by 1,024 pixels non-interlaced and a
OJ Imm dot pitch.
$15,110 retaJ.l
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.; Information
Systems Division; 991 Knox St.; Torrance,
CA 90502; 213-217-5732
HL6615/FL6615
16-inch color monitors
Macintosh II.
The HL6615 and FL6615 are 16-inch (15-inch
viewable) color monitors. They have microprocessorbased auto-scanning systems for versatility and ease
of use. The accurate analog display controls
memorize up to 20 combinations of settings for
horizontal width, phase and centering, pincushion
correction and vertical height and centering. The
monitors cdme with high contrast or high contrast
anti-glare CRTs. The HL6615 comes with a 0.3lmm
dot pitch and the FL6615 with a fine dot pitch of
0.28mm. Resolutions run at 1,024 by 768 (HL66 l 5)
and 1,280 by 1,024 (FL66 l 5).
$2,150 retail; HL6615
$2,250 retail; FL66 l 5
Mitsubishi Electronics America, lnc.; Information
Systems Division; 991 Knox St.; Torrance,
CA 90502; 213-217-5732
HL6915
20-inch auto-tracking color monitor
Macintosh II.
The HL6915 is an auto-tracking 20-inch ( 19-inch
viewable) color monitor t!Jat has a resolution of up to
1,280 by 1,074 pixels and a 0.31 mm dot pitch. The
110 MHz video bandwidth provides sharp, clear
viewing of highly detailed drawings. Digital
microprocessor scan mode memory memorizes up to
20 frequency settings of horizontal width, phase and
centering, plus vertical size and position. The
monitor 's auto-tracking horizontal frequency of 30 to
64 KHz allows for versatility.
$3,495 retail
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.; Information
Systems Division; 991 Knox St.; Torrance,
CA 90502; 213-217-5732
ICD-651
20-inch high-resolution color display
Macintosh II.
The ICD-651 is a high-resolution, 20-inch
monitor that displays accurate, sharp and stable colors
at resolutions from 1.024 by 768 to 1,280 by 1,024. It
offers a horizontal scan frequency range of 45 to 66
KHz and accepts either interlaced or non-interlaced
signals. The vertical scan frequency range is from 45
to 120 Hz. RGB video <\lid sync signal inputs are
looped-through, BNC type. An anti-reflective coating
assures a sharp picture under a variety of ambient
light conditions. It comes with a tilt/swivel and dark
faceplate.
$3,795 retail
Barco, Inc.; 1000 Cobb Place Blvd.; Kennesaw,
GA 30144; 404-590-7900
ldek MF-5014, MF-5015, MF-5021, MF-5115 And
MF-5121
14-, 15- and 21-inch color monitors
Macintosh II.
The idek MF-5014, MF-5015 and MF-5021 are
14-, 15- and 21-inch color monitors that provide
superior perfomiance with fully automatic frequency
scanning from 15.5 to 37 KHz horizontal, 50 to 90
Hz vertical. They automatically adjust the aspect ratio

(horizontal/vertical dimensions and position) to preset
values. They provide graphic resolution of lip to 800
pixels by 600 lines.
The Idek MF-5115 and MF-5121are15- and 21inch flat-screen color monitors. They feature a
tilt/swivel base, auto-scan from 21 to 50 Hz and can
be used with any graphics board displaying 1,024 by
768 at up to 90 Hz.
$875 retail; MF-5014
$1,045 retail; MF-5015
$2,695 retail; MF-5021
$1,445 retail; MF-5115
$3,195 retail; MF-5121
Vectrix Corp.; 204 S. Olive St.; Rolla, MO 65401;
314-364-7500
L-View Display Sys!em
Ultrahigh-resolution display system
Macintosh SE or II.
The L-View Display System consists of a big~
resolution graphics adapier board and a 19-inch
monitor.
The scan frequency is 75 KHz and the refresh
rate is 60 Hz in non-interlaced mode.
The display adapter board is mounted inside a
Macintosh SE, using up the single bus connector. A
user can switch from ari SE screen to a L-View screen
at any time. L-View incorporates several new disp)ay
capabilities that can be selected via a control panel
added to the desk accessory menu. A user can choose
the default, high resolution display mode of 1,664 by
1,200 (2,000,000 pixels), or select the standard
Macintosh linear resolution of 72 dpi.
Other features include four cursor sizes, two
system font sizes, a screen save feature for the active
screen and an adjustable delay time of a flashing icon
(on the inactive screen) to show that power is still on.
$2,395 retail; Macintosh SE (includes 19-inch
monitor and adapter board)
$2,495 retail; Macintosh Il (includes 19-inch monitor
and adapter board)
Sigma Designs; 46501 Landing Pkwy.; Fremont,
CA 94538; 415-770-0100
LCD Video Interface
Video interface for Datashow HR/M
Macintosh II family.
The LCD Video Interface teams Nutmeg's
proprietary video interface with the Sayett Datashow
HR/M projection pad and wotks with standard
overhead ~rojectors .
.
The LCD Video Interface can be easily installed
while leaving tqe Macintosh case intact. Users simply
plug the intel'face into a Macintosh using existing
ports for cabling.
Designed for classrooms, meeting rooms and
other large-presentation needs, the Datashow HR/M
has 72 dpi resolutiqn in a 512 by 342 pixel display to
replicate Macintosh screens. It also offers a black and
white 20: I contrast ratio.
The 9-inch diagonal LCD projection pad in a
horizontal format lets users project images of any
size. To project oversized images, a user simply
connects the projection pad to the Macintosh and lays
it across the overhead projector screen. ltnages and
text that are generated on the Macintosh appear on
the LCD projection pad and are projected in any size
on a wall or screen.
$499 retail
Nutmeg Systems, Inc.; 25 South Ave.; New Canaan,
CT 06840; 203-966-3226 or 800-777-8439
Limelight-2
High-resolution portable computer projector
Any Macintosh.
Limelight-2 is a high-resolution portable
computer prpjector. It magnifies the image on a
computer monitor, allowing it to be projected up to
12 feet. Images are up to 50 percent brighter than .
previous models and can be seen easily in dimmed
rooms.
The Limelight-2 has 16 shades of gray capability.
There are separate controls for brightness, contrast,
keystone, vertical size, horizontal size and electronic
focus.
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The Limelight-2 weighs only 25 pounds and is
completely portable. It has a built-in handle and a
protective casing and sales and repair.
$ l ,495 retail
Apercom Corp.; 1601 Industrial Way, Ste. 170;
Belmont, CA 94002; 415-593-5818
Looking Glass
LCD projection panel
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Looking Glass is an LCD projection panel
that features "Signature Recognition." Once a user
connects the Looking Glass to a computer and flips
the on switch, the unit identifies the type of video
signal and adjusts itself to project the best possible
image. In addition, the unit maintains the integrity of
a color image through its capability to represent 16
different colors.
The Looking Glass features "Touch Color,"
which allows a user to electronically touch and
change colors in the projected image. A user points to
the color in question with the built-in electronic
pointer, selects a different color and the unit makes
the color change throughout the image.
The unit also features a help screen that displays
the same control keys found on the top of the
Looking Glass. Through an infrared remote control, a
u5er can obtain information on any key, as well as
operate the unit.
$1 ,895 retail
Chisholm; 910 Campisi Way; Campbell, CA 95008;
408-559-1111or800-888-4210
Looking Glass Light Writer
Electronic writing tablet that operates in tandem with
an LCD projection panel
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Looking Glass Light Writer is an electronic
writing tablet that operates in tandem with the
Looking Glass LCD computer projection palette. The
combination of Light Writer and the Looking Glass
places a user's computer monitor on what amounts to
an electronic blackboard. Through Light Writer, users
can point, highlight or write information on the
projected image.
To write on a project computer image with Light
Writer, a user simply writes on the tablet with an
electronic pen. To remove writing, a user pushes a
button on the electronic pen, transforming it into an
eraser. Light Writer offers free-hand drawing with a
choice of four line sizes. A straight-line mode can
also be selected. It also enables a user to draw boxes
that can be enlarged, reduced and moved. A Light
Writer-drawn box can be superimposed over any
part of the computer image for highlighting, hiding
or windowing. In addition, a user can save Light
Writer-generated information, a computer image or a
combination of the two, then retrieve the information
later.
$2,995 retail
Chisholm; 910 Campisi Way; Campbell, CA 95008;
408-559-1111 or 800-888-4210
·
Mac 'NTouch
Touch screen monitor
Macintosh l/ or larger.
The Mac ' N Touch monitor is a low-cost touch
screen monitor for the Macintosh Il, Ilx and Ilcx. It is
based on the Magnavox 9CM080, which is capable of
displaying up to 256 colors from a palette of more
than 16 million with a resolution of 640 by 480. The
monitor has a 14-inch display with a 0.25mm dot
pitch.
Compatible with all Macintosh software, the
touch screen has a resolution of 1,024 by 1,024 touch
points. When combined with MicroTouch software, a
user 's finger has pixel-level control, allowing the
touch screen to perform all mouse functions.
The Mac ' N Touch monitor is ideally suited for
use in applications such as information kiosks and
other public access systems, factory floor control

systems and executive workstations.
$1,545 retail
MicroTouch Systems, Inc.; 55 Jonspin Rd.;
Wilmington, MA 01887; 508-694-9900
Mac Display
14-inch color monitor
Macintosh ll with standard 640 by 480 color card; or
Macintosh l/ci with internal video.
The Mac Display is a 14-inch color monitor
designed for Macintosh II computers equipped with
the standard 640 by 480 color graphics board.
The monitor features a Philips 0.29mm CRT that
uses a fine pitch dot-trio design. An optimized chassis
delivers an on-screen image free of color distortions.
Other standard features include a glossy CRT face, a
built-in tilt and swivel base, a horizontal scan rate of
35 KHz, a vertical refresh rate of 66. 7 Hz and a twoyear limited warranty on parts and labor.
$599 retail
Philips Consumer Electronics Co.; One Philips Dr.;
Knoxville, TN 37914; 615-521-4316
Mac II Distribution Amplifier
Provides distribution of Mac II computer signals
Macintosh l/.
The Mac II Distribution Amplifier effectively
and cost efficiently provides distribution of
Macintosh computer signals when the necessity arises
to view information from one computer on more than
one display device. It is capable of driving the signal
more than 300 feet using specified low capacitance
cable. While the number of outputs per unit is five,
the amplifier can be "cascaded" to allow for as many
outputs as required.
$595 retail
D2 Electronics; 1800 Landmeier Rd.; Elk Grove
Village, IL 60007; 708-640-7800
Mac OfficePro II And Ila
20-inch monochrome monitors
Macintosh SE/30 or larger.
The Mac OfficePro II is a 20-inch monochrome
monitor that offers monochrome video of up to 1,280
by 960 lines of resolution for desktop publishing
applications.
The Mac OfficePro Ila is a 20-inch analog
monochrome monitor capable of displaying 256
shades of gray. A resolution of l ,280 by 960 combine
with its gray-scale capabilities for desktop publishing
and scanned imaging applications.
$995 retail; Mac OfficePro II
$ l, 149 retail; Mac OfficePro Ila
Sampo America; 5550 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.;
Norcross, GA 30071 ; 404-449-6220
Mac-Screen Overhead
Placed on top of an overhead projector
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Mac-Screen Overhead may be connected to
a Macintosh SE or Plus and placed on top of an
overhead projector. The result will be an enlargement
of the computer screen image and its projection onto
a projection screen or wall. The representation is 100
percent identical to the Macintosh screen image.
Moving pictures may be reproduced without turning
down the lights. All Macintosh software products can
be used without any need for modifications.
$1,490 retail
Ask LCD, Inc.; 5 Dunwoody Park, Ste. 116; Atlanta,
GA 30338; 404-399-5208 or 800-255-1379
Mac/2DA2
Splitter box
Macintosh II family.
The Mac/2 DA2 is a Macintosh II, Ilx, Ilcx and
IIci splitter box with one input and two outputs. It
allows a Mac II-compatible LCD panel, monitor or
projector to disp)ay the computer's video output
simultaneously with the computer's local monitor, or
the Mac II's video output can be distributed to two
Apple RGB high-resolution color monitors. Each
standard 15-pin D Mac II-type connector output is·
individually amplified and can be extended up to
100 feet.
$250 retail
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Extron Electronics; 13554 Larwin Cir.; Santa Fe
Springs, CA 90670; 213-802-8804 or 800-633-9876
MacColor
Color graphics controller board
Macintosh ll and llx.
MacColor is a 1,024 by 768 graphics controller ,
for a Macintosh II and Ilx that can operate selectively
in 2-, 4- and 8-bit per pixel modes, pennitting the use
of up to 256 colors or shades of gray simultaneously.
It is suitable for demanding applications, such as
CAD/CAM/CAE, desktop publishing and graphics
design. It comes with 768K of high-speed V-RAM
memory and is 100 percent QuickDraw compatible.
$895 retail
Adex Corp.; 1750 Junction Ave.; San Jose,
CA 95112; 408-436-9700
MacGenius
Full-page display system
512K or larger Macintosh.
MacGenius is a super-high-resolution noninterlaced monochrome full-page display system
offering text and graphics capability. It is compatible
with virtually all Macintosh software.
Features include an on/off power switch,
tilt/swivel base, anti-glare etched screen and black on
white reverse video. Its 1-5-inch screen shows a full
66 lines and is 2.5 times larger than that of a
Macintosh. It allows use of both MacGenius and the
Macintosh screen simultaneously. With both screens
active, the Macintosh screen can be used to hold desk
accessories, tool palettes and document windows to
provide the greatest flexibility and maximize usable
screen area.
$995 retail; 5 l 2K, Plus, SE
$1,195 retail; Mac II
Micro Display Systems, Inc.; PO Box 455; Hastings,
MN 55033; 612-437-2233 or 800:328-9524
Macintosh Display Cards
Video display cards
Macintosh ll family.
The Macintosh Display Card 4•8 is a basic video
card that supports a wide range of monitors and .
graphics capabilities. It displays images in either 4-bit
mode (16 grays/colors) or 8-bit mode (256
grays/colors), depending on the monitor.
The Macintosh Display Card 8•24 is an extended
version of the 4•8 card and offers even greater
graphics capabilities, including photo-quality color. It
displays 24-bit true color, as well as full 256-level
gray scale.
The Macintosh Display Card 8•24 GC is a highperformance graphics coprocessor and video card that
accelerates (up to 30 times faster) the responsiveness
of all Macintosh applications - especially graphicsintensive ones.
$648 retail; Macintosh Display Card 4•8
$899 retail; Macintosh Display Card 8•24
$1,999 retail; Macintosh Display Card 8•24 GC
$349 retail; VRAM Kit
$499 retail; DRAM Kit
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996-1010
Macintosh II Video Expansion Kit
Increases Mac II display to 256 levels of gray or color
Macintosh II.
The Macintosh II Video Expansion Kit increases
a Macintosh II display performance from 16 levels of
gray or color to 256 levels of gray or color. The
Expansion kit uses low-power CMOS Video RAM
components, and can be installed on the Macintosh II
Video Card. The kits are shipped with everything
needed, including an installation guide.
Call for pricing
Micron Technology, Inc.; 2805 E. Columbia Rd.;
Boise, ID 83706; 800-642-7661
MacLangelo/24
24-bi t graphics card
Macintosh ll or larger.
MacLangelo is a 24-bit, QuickDraw compatible,
graphics card that provides up to 24 bits of color for
the Macintosh II, Ilx or Hex. The board offers users a
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range of convenient features and the capability to
display true colors on a variety of monitors.
Key features include: 1, 8 or 24 bits/pixel,
selectable "on the fly"; three screen resolutions (640
by 480, 800 by 600, 1,024 by 768); extended screen
and hardware pan; hardware zoom; PICT II screen
save; and a five-year warranty.
$4,795 retail
National Semiconductor; Compatible Products
Group, MS 34-10; 750 Central Expressway; Santa
Clara, CA 95050; 408-562-4731, 800-538-8510 or
800-345-4006 in CA
MacLarger
12-inch monochrome monitor
512K or larger Macintosh, except II.
MacLarger is a 12-inch monochrome monitor for
the Macintosh. It enlarges the existing screen image
by 70 percent at the same 512 by 342 resolution of
the 9-inch Macintosh display. The video board drives
up to six monitors.
$449 retail; includes video adapter
$349 retail; monitor only
$129 retail; video adapter only
Power R Inc.; 1606 Dexter Ave. N; Seattle,
WA 98109; 206-547-8000
MacSync Color Monitor
14-inch color monitor
Macintosh II family; video card and compatibles.
The MacSync Color Monitor is designed to
support the Macintosh II Video Card and compatibles
at its 640 by 480 resolution. It will also support color
capabilities up to 32-bit graphics. Its standard features
include a captive signal cable, tilt/swivel base and 14inch screen with a 13-inch viewing area.
An on-screen reference guide, MacSync Valet, is
provided as a HyperCard stack.
$899 retail
NEC Technologies, Inc.; 1255 Michael Dr.; Wood
Dale, IL 60191; 312-860-9500
MacVac
Video animation controller
Macintosh II or larger; Truevision Nu Vista;
Truevision VIDl/O Box.
MacVac is a videotape animation controller for
use with the Macintosh II. It supports the Panasonic
7500 and Sony V0-5850 videotape recorders and
a variety of serial-controllable VTRs with its
RS-422 port.
When installed in a Macin,tosh II, equipped with a
Truevision Nu Vista Card, it provides direct computer
control of a VTR for the recording and capture of
both single and multiple frame-accurate video
animation images.
MacVac supports the input and output of PICT,
PICS and Truevision Targa files. Mac Vac accepts
animation files from Dimensions, Electric Image,
Macro Mind and Byte by Byte. MacVac also provides
automated digital matting of animation files and
supports all modes of SMPTE/EBU time code.
$3,000 retail
Advanced Digital Imaging; 22 Rocky Knoll; Irvine,
CA 92715; 714-725-0154
Mac View Frame
LCD computer projection display
512K or larger Macintosh . •
The MacViewFrame projection display uses
liquid crystal display (LCD) technology to project a
real-time image as large as 15 feet of a Macintosh
monitor onto a screen or a wall. The MacViewFrame
Display attaches to a Macintosh and lays on an
ordinary overhead projector. The computer screen is
projected just as an overhead transparency would be.
Features of Mac View Frame include: a high
contrast, supertwisted LCD panel, full Macintosh
resolution support, fan-cooling supplemented by
optical heat rejection and a video adapter that does
not require an expansion slot.

$1,695 retail
NView Corp.; 11835 Canon Blvd., Ste. ClOl;
Newport News, VA 23606; 804-873-1354
MagniView 342
LCD computer data display panel
512K or larger Macintosh except II.
The Magni View 342 is an LCD computer display
panel. Placed on top of any transmissive overhead
projector, the MagniView acts as an electronic
transparency, allowing real-time monitor data to be
projected onto any large screen. The LCD projects
text and graphics in crisp, vivid blue on a light blue
background to maximize audience attention and
comfort. During presentation, users can easily modify
projected images by accessing the host computer's
keyboard.
The MagniView is compact and lightweight, and
features an enhanced contrast ratio and a highresolution 512 by 342 pixel display, ensuring
consistently sharp, detailed projected images. A 4:3
aspect ratio affords distortion-free image
reproduction.
The MagniView has convenient top-mounted
panel controls, including contrast, reverse, vertical
positioning, sync and power. A durable glass plate
protects the MagniView's LCD, allowing users the
convenience of writing directly on the panel with a
water-soluble transparency pen, without fear of
damage.
The complete package consists of the portable
3.5 pound LCD panel with non-slip feet, a 6-foot
composite video cable, a board to adapt the host
computer for panel use, a UL-approved transformer
and a one-year warranty. An attractive protective
cariying case is available.
$1,395 retail
Dukane Corp.; 2900 Dukane Dr.; St. Charles,
IL 60174; 800-634-2800 ·
MagniView 480
LCD panel
Any Macintosh.
When connected to a Macintosh and placed on
top of a transmissive overhead projector, the
MagniView 480 functions as an electronic
transparency, allowing monitor data to be projected
onto any large screen.
The MagniView can project up to 16 shades of
color simultaneously. It includes an OptiView Color
Mapping System that, during operation, automatically
selects the combination of color shadings that will
provide optimum contrast so that each projected
image is as bright and clear as possible.
The Magni View features 720 by 400 resolution
in text mode and 680 by 480 in graphics mode. It's
wireless remote control gives users flexibility,
allowing them to operate the panel from anywhere in
a preseniation room.
$2, 199 retail
Dukane Corp.; 2900 Dukane Dr.; St. Charles,
IL 60174; 800-634-2800
Max-15
14-inch monochrome "landscape" monitor
Macintosh SE or II.
The Max-15 is a 14-inch autosynchronous
monochrome monitor with a resolution of 1,024 by
670. Compatible with the Macintosh SE and II, the
Max-15 offers the widest autosynchronous
horizontal/vertical frequency scan range available.
$389 retail
Princeton Graphic Systems; 1100 Northmeadow
Pkwy., Ste. 150; Roswell, GA 30076; 404-664-1010
or 800-221-1490
Maxi-View
14-inch flat-screen display
Any Macintosh , except II.
Maxi-View is a 14-inch flat-screen display with a
tilt/swivel base.
It is designed as an enhancement for a Macintosh
128K through SE. Its flat screen and high-quality
phosphor allow for a clear uniform picture.
Maxi-View uses a Mac 's existing video output

Maxi-View Monitor includes a snap-on video harness
that replaces the existing Apple harness. The MaxiView harness incorporates a cable that connects
through the security slot and does not disable the
existing Macintosh screen.
$249 retail; 128K through Plus
$299 retail; SE
Mitsuba Corp.; 650 Terrace Dr.; San Dimas,
CA 91773; 714-592-2866 or 800-648-7822
MegaScreen 2001 Dual-Video Rival Display
System
19-inch monochrome video display system; 1,024 by
826 resolution; 75 Hz refresh rate; 75-dpi
WYSIWYG display; NTSC or PAL secondary video;
tilt/swivel stand
Macintosh II family.
The MegaScreen 200 I is as large screen 1,024 by
826 pixel black and white video display system for a
Macintosh II. It includes a 19-inch dual-page display
monitor, an internally installed interface card, cables
and MegaScreen software.
The MegaScreen 200 I NuBus-design interface
card provides multiple sockets for clock oscillators,
which regulate the video output speed. Standard
oscillators are installed in two of the four sockets; one
regulates a video output compatible with the 19-inch
monitor. The other is compatible with standard video
signals, such as American/Japanese NTSC or
European PAL, useful for videotaping the Macintosh
signal.
MegaScreen also allows networked Macintosh
systems the convenience of ongoing communications
using its dual-screen electronic mail package,
MegaTalk 2.0. This AppleTalk-compatible network
software allows bulletin-board displays and directed
messages to run concurrently with primary
applications, such as page layout and CAD packages.
The system software includes MegaTalk at no
additional charge.
$1,998 retail; 19-inch monitor and dual video card
MegaGraphics, Inc.; 439 Calle San Pablo; Camarillo,
CA 93012; 805-484-3799
MegaScreen 2001 Rival Monochrome
Display System
Monochrome display system
Macintosh II family.
The MegaScreen 2001 Monochrome Display
System offers users high-resolution dual-page output
with true 75-dpi WYSIWYG. The system provides
clear, crisp black and white images (I-bit) without
distortion or loss of focus.
The MegaScreen 200 I provides resolution of
1,024 by 768 pi~els at a flicker-free refresh rate of 75
Hz. The system includes monitor, interface card,
cables and tilt/swivel stand.
$1,698 retail; 19-inch monochrome monitor and I-bit
video card
MegaGraphics, Inc.; 439 Calle San Pablo; Camarillo,
CA 93012; 805-484-3799
MegaScreen 2008 8-Bit Gray-Scale/Color
Display System
1-, 4- or 8-bit color NuBus card and 19-inch Sony
color or MegaScreen gray-scale monitor;. J,024 by
826 resolution; 69 Hz refresh rate; 75-dpi
WYSIWYG display
Macintosh II.
The MegaScreen 2008 is an 8-bit color NuBus
card and a 19-inch monitor that displays resolutions
up to 1,024 by 826. It provides flicker-free images at
69 Hz. The system can generate images with 256
colors on the screen simultaneously, selected from an
overall palette of 16.8 million colors.
The interface card can also be used with a
monochrome monitor to display 256 level of gray.
The card is I, 4, or 8 bits, user-selectable.
$5,948 retail; 19-inch Sony monitor and 8-bit card
$2,948 retail; 19-inch gray-scale monitor and 8-bit
card
$4,698 retail; 16-inch Sony color monitor and 8-bit
card
·
MegaGraphics, Inc.; 439 Calle San Pablo; Camarillo,
CA 93012; 805-484-3799
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MegaScreen 2024 24-Bit True Color System
True color display system
Macintosh II family.
The MegaScreen 2024 provides a 24-bit deep
image with unlimited access to a palette of 16.8
million separate colors. The system is compatible
with all models of the Macintosh II fami ly and
provides a flicker-free 69 Hz refresh rate. Resolution
is 1,024 by 826 at either 75 or 82 dpi, dependent on
the monitor attachment option.
Software provides complete access to the Gamma
tables through 32-bit QuickDraw. In addition to the
24-bit mode, the interface may be used in I-, 2-. 4- or
8-bit modes. The system may be purchased with
either a 19- or 16-inch Sony color monitor and comes
with interface, cables, 32-bit QuickDraw drivers from
Apple and a one-year warranty.
$9,148 retail; with Sony 19-inch color monitor
$7,898 retail; with Sony 16-inch color monitor
MegaGraphics, Inc.; 439 Calle San Pablo; Camarillo,
CA 93012; 805-484-3799
MegaScreen 3001 Rival Monochrome Display
System
Monochrome display system
Macintosh SE/30.
The MegaScreen 300 I Rival Display System
offers users high-resolution dual-page output with
true 75 dpi WYSIWYG. The system provides clear,
crisp black and white images (I-bit) without
distortion or loss of focus.
The system provides resolution of 1,024 by 826
pixels at a flicker-free refresh rate of 75 Hz. The 9inch internal monitor of the SE/30 remains active as
part of the desktop configuration. The system
includes monitor, interface card, cables and tilt/swivel
stand.
$1,698 retail; 19-inch monochrome monitor and I-bit
card
MegaGraphics, Inc.; 439 Calle San Pablo; Camarillo,.
CA 93012; 805-484-3799
MegaScreen 3008 8-Bit Gray-Scale and Color
Display System
8-bit display system; 69 Hz refresh rate; 75-dpi
WYSIWYG display
Macintosh SE/30.
MegaScreen 3008 's 8-bit interfaces for the
Macintosh SE/30 provide high-resolution, highperformance color and gray-scale displays for
electronic publishing, graphic design and CAD. The
system can display up to 256 precision colors
selectable from a palette of 16. 7 million colors, or
256 photographic-quality grays.
MegaScreen 3008 's monitors provide a
resolution of 1,024 by 826 at a 69 Hz refresh rate,
while maintaining true 75 dpi WYSIWYG. The
screen display is actual size, undistorted and flickerfree. The 3008 display controller may be used with a
19-inch Trinitron color landscape display, a 19-inch
gray-scale landscape display or special-ordered for
use with other monitors. The MegaScreen 3008 takes
full advantage of the benefits of the SE/30's direct
slot. The internal SE/30 monitor remains operational.
$6, 198 retail; 19-inch Sony monitor and 8-bit card
$3, 198 retail; 19-inch gray-scale monitor and 8-bit
card
$4,948 retail; 16-inch Sony monitor and 8-bit card
MegaGraphics, Inc.; 439 Calle San Pablo; Camarillo,
CA 93012; 805-484-3799
MegaScreen Plus Dual-Page Rival Monochrome
Display System
19-inch expandable large screen; 1,024 by 826
resolution; 75 Hz refresh rate; 75-dpi WYSIWYG
display; incl\Jdes dual-screen software, MegaZoom
and tilt/swivel stand
Macintosh Plus.
The MegaScreen Plus is a video interface card
used to drive a MegaScreen Video System. It is used
in conjunction with a 19-inch high-resolution monitor

to increase the displayed workspace of a Macintosh
as much as 600 percent.
MegaScreen allows a user to direct output from a
Macintosh Plus to a MegaScreen monitor while
preserving the Macintosh WYSIWYG pixel-density
standard. The card provides a full range of userdefinable video parameters, including pixel
resolution, shape and refresh rate.
It is installed by an authorized MegaScreen
dealer in approximately 15 minutes. The interface
comes with a detachable monitor cable, MegaScreen
software and all necessary interface cables.
$1,748 retail; 19-inch MegaScreen Rival
Monochrome Monitor and I-bit card
MegaGraphics, Inc.; 439 Calle San Pablo; Camarillo,
CA 93012; 805-484-3799
MegaScreen SE Dual-Page Rival Monochrome
Display System
Large screen for SE; includes dual-screen, MegaTalk
and MegaZoom software; 1,024 by 826 resolution; 75
Hz refresh rate; 75-dpi WYSIWYG display;
tilt/swivel stand
Macintosh SE.
MegaScreen SE offers large-screen capabilities
for a Macintosh SE. The product supports several
large-screen, high-resolution displays, in both vertical
and horizontal formats, and is bundled with a 19-inch
monitor at 1,024 by 826 resolution. The horizontal
display increases the workspace of a Macintosh by
600 percent.
The board provides additional video capabilities
including NTSC, PAL or standard Macintosh video
outputs. Clock oscillators to provide compatibility
with specific video terminals and devices may also be
purchased.
The product's interface cards are installed into a
Macintosh SE 's internal expansion slot. The monitor
cable connector is anchored into the standard opening
in a Macintosh SE case back, making the monitor
cable fully detachable. It is dealer-installable.
Both interfaces come with a detachable monitor
cable, MegaScreen software and all necessary
interface cables.
$1,698 retail; 19-inch MegaScreen Rival Monitor and
I-bit card
MegaGraphics, Inc.; 439 Calle San Pablo; Camarillo,
CA 93012; 805-484-3799
MegaTrend/2
20-inch color monitor
Macintosh II.
The MegaTrend/2 is a 20-inch color monitor that
offers 640 by 480 resolution with 256 colors available
from a palette of more than 16 million. It plugs
directly into a Macintosh II color video card with an
optional pin adapter, also available from Intecolor.
Ergonomic features of the MegaTrend/2 include a
small footprint of just over a foot square, from-panel
controls and a built-in tilt/swivel base. Other features
include an Automatic Beam-current Limiting (ABL)
capability that produces a maximum picture
brightness and extends CRT life, and an auto-ranging
power supply that provides almost complete
protection from the effects of power surges, brownouts and brief power interruptions.
$2,495 retail
Intecolor; 2150 Boggs Rd.; Duluth, GA 30136;
404-623-9145
Microvitec 1019 Auto-Sync Monitor
19-inch variable-frequency monitor
Macintosh II.
The Auto-Sync Monitor is a 19-inch variablefrequency monitor for a Macintosh 11. It supports
display capabilities with a resolution of up to 1,024
by 768 interlaced or 800 by 600 non-interlaced. It
also supports a wide variety of other graphics
standardc and resolutions, including CGA EGA
and PGA.
The monitor automatically·locks into any scan
frequency from 15 KHz to 36 KHz. It also syncs to
the vertical frequency from 40 Hz to I00 Hz.
$2,395 retail
Microvitec, Inc.; 1943 Providence Ct.; College Park,
GA 30337; 404-991-2246
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Microvitec 3017/FST
17-inch color monitor
Macintosh II; Apple-compatible high-resolution
color card.
The 3017/FST is a 17-inch color monitor
with a full square tube and a tilt/swivel stand. The
.26 dot pitch and brilliant displ~y will work with
both high-end Apple-compatible graphics card
standards - 1,024 by 1,024 resolution and 1,280
by 1,024 resolution.
$2,995 retail
Microvitec, Inc.; 1943 Providence Ct.; College Park,
GA 30337; 404-991-2246
Microvitec 3019/SP
20-inch color monitor
Macintosh II; Apple-compatible high-resolution
color card.
The 3019/SP is a 20-inch color monitor that will
work with both high-end Apple-compatible graphics
card standards - 1,024 by 1,024 resolution and
1,280 by 1,024 resolution. The monitor has a nonglare display, variable frequency, high-performance
color and a tilt/swivel base.
$2,995 retail
Microvitec, Inc.; 1943 Providence Ct.; College Park,
GA 30337; 404-991-2246
Microvitec 604/FST
15-inch color monitor
Macintosh II; Apple Color Card or compatible.
The 604/FST is a 15-inch color monitor with a
full square tube, video input (NTSC and PAL)
capabilities, stereo audio output, Apple 640 by 480
color card compatibility and video blanking (to allow
for the overlay of text and graphics on live video).
$1,795 retail
Microvitec, Inc.; 1943 Providence Ct.; College Park,
GA 30337; 404-991-2246
MiroGraph Prisma
8-bit color or gray-scale enhancement display
controller
Macintosh II.
The MiroGraph Prisma is a high-resolution color
or gray-scale enhancement display controller for the
Macintosh II. It is radiation suppressed and displays
1,024 by 768 pixels, at a flicker-free rate of 75 Hz
refresh - with a "Classic Mac" display on a large
screen.
'
The controller is compatible with the Philips 19inch color or 19-inch gray-scale·monitors, as well as
with the Sony Trinitron.
$1,895 retail
Pixelink Corp.; 8 Kane Industrial Dr.; Hudson,
MA 01749; 508-562-4803
Model 2010 Overhead Projector
Low-profile overhead projector
The Model 20 I0 Overhead Projector is a flat,
compact projector that can be placed directly on a
table to allow individuals to present while seated.
The Model 20 I0 features include: a triplet lens
system that produces the highest-possible image
resolution and a brighter, whiter light creates crisp
projected screen images; a built-in lamp changer that
allows a user to quickly replace a burned-out lamp
without interrupting the presentation; and a
convection cooling system that eliminates fan noise.
In addition, the Model 2010 weighs only 16
pounds. The projection head and post fold down
easily and compactly; the power cord is detachable; a
built-in carrying handle offers ease of transporting;
and a separate travel cover provides greater
protection from dust and damage.
$739 retail
3M Audio Visual Division; Bldg. Al45-5N-Ol;
Austin, TX 78769; 800-328-1371
Model RE1520
15-inch color multiscan monitor
Macintosh II.
The Model RE 1520 is a 15-inch monitor for a
Macintosh II. It features a non-glare display, analog
video input and unlimited display colors at a
resolution of J,024 by 768. The unit provides
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multiscanning modes running from 0 KHz to 50
KHz, non-interlaced.
The monitor is designed for optimal clarity,
brilliance and lasting performance. It is a costeffective solution for a variety of applications from
word processing to ultrahigh CAD/CAE/CAM
graphics. The screen display dot pitch is 0.31 mm
with 90 percent deflection. Geometric distortion is
held to better than 1 percent.
The monitor features high-resolution graphics, an
extended warranty on all parts and labor and standard
tilt/swivel base.
$1,099 retail
Relisys; 320 S. Milpitas Blvd.; Milpitas, CA 95035;
408-945-9000
Model RE5155
14-inch color multiscan monitor
Macintosh II.
The Model RE5155 is a 14-inch multiscan
monitor for a Macintosh II. It features a non-glare
display, analog video input, 15.5 to 35 KHz scan
frequency, unlimited display colors at a resolution of
800 by 600 and a tilt/swivel base.
$799 retail
Relisys; 320 S. Milpitas Blvd.; Milpitas, CA 95035;
408-945-9000
Montest-AD16
Monitor tester
Macintosh II.
The Montest-AD16 can be used to align,
converge and color balance various PC and
workstation monitors. It covers the horizontalscanning frequency range from 15. 7 to 64 KHz and
tests all of the following: Mac II, IBM PC
monochrome, CGD, EGD, IBM PS/2, IBM PGD,
Sun, HP Vectra and Micro VAX monitors.
Although intended to be used on a seivice bench,
the Montesi-AD 16 is battery powered for portable
operation.
$1 ,249 retail
Network Technologies, Inc.; 19145 Elizabeth St.;
Aurora, OH 44202; 216-543-1646 or 800-742-8324
MultiScreen SE
Universal video card
Macintosh SE.
MultiScreen SE is a universal video card for the
Macintosh SE that works with a wide range of
monitors. It can display 640 by 860 pixels on a
Samsung full-page display, 800 by 560 pixels on
inexpensive IBM-compatible monitors and 640 by
480 pixels on Apple's monochrome monitor.
MultiScreen also works with Apple's Portrait
Display, Princeton Graphic's Max-15 and NEC 's
MultiSync GS2A, as well as existing Macintosh ·
screen so users can use both screens at once.
Multi Screen's advanced circuit design updates a
user's screen 30 percent faster than the SE screen. It
also supports both Apple and IBM cable standards.
$395 retail
Mobius Technologies, Inc.; 6020 Adeline St.;
Oakland, CA 94608; 415-654-0556 or 800-669-0556
MultiSync 30
High-resolution color monitor
Macintosh II family; video card and compatibles.
The MultiSync 3D is a 14-inch color monitor that
features a maximum resolution of 1,024 by 768 pixels
(interlaced).
Among the features that are standard with the
MultiSync 3D are: digital controls for 10 preset
frequencies; .28mm dot pitch with a horizontal
frequency up to 38 KHz and vertical frequency to
90 Hz; and TTL and analog input ~ignal.
$1,049 retail
NEC Technologies, Inc.; 1255 Michael Dr.; Wood
Dale, IL 60191; 312-860-9500

MultiSync 40; MultiSync SD
High-resolution color monitors
Macintosh II family.
The MultiSync 4D is a 16-inch color monitor that
features a maximum resolution of 1,024 by 768.
Standard features include dynamic beam focusing,
digital controls and a .28mm dot pitch.
The MultiSync 4D is a 20-inch color monitor that
features a maximum resolution of 1,280 by 1,024.
Standard features include dynamic beam focusing ,
digital controls and a .31 mm dot pitch.
$1,799 retail; MultiSync 4D
$3,699 retail; MultiSync SD
NEC Technologies, Inc.; 1255 Michael Dr.; Wood
Dale, IL 60191; 312-860-9500
MultiSync GS2A
Gray-scale monitor
Macintosh II family; video card and compatibles.
The MultiSync G52A is a gray-scale monitor that
supports the Macintosh II Video Card and
compatibles. Standard features include a tilt/swivel
base, direct-etch flat-face CRT, support for VGA and
Super VGA and a capture cable.
$349 retail
NEC Technologies, Inc.; 1255 Michael Dr.; Wood
Dale, IL 60191 ; 312-860-9500
MultiSync-To-Mac II
Enables NEC line of MultiSync monitors to attach to
a Mac II
Macintosh II.
The MultiSync-to-Mac II is a 9-pin to 15-pin
connector cable that enables the NEC line of
MultiSync monitors (MultiSync, MultiSync Plus and ·
MultiSync XL) to attach to a Macintosh II.
$19.99 retail
NEC Technologies, Inc.; 1255 Michael Dr.; Wood
Dale, IL 60191; 312-860-9500
NTSC Converter. For Macintosh II
Connects Mac II with Apple, RasterOps 264, 364 or
SuperMac color card to standard video recorder or
television monitor
Macintosh II; Apple or SuperMac Video Card.
The NTSC converter for the Macintosh II allows
for the connection of a Macintosh II with an Apple
color card to a standard video recorder or television
monitor. NTSC does not require a Genlock capable
editing system to record videotape. Thus, individuals
and corporate presentation departments can take
advantage of the animation and color capabilities of a
Macintosh II without purchasing additional
equipment. Applications for the NTSC converter
include commercials, presentations and education. It
will display black and white, 4-bit or 8-bit color.
Software is included that allows for the customization
of the converter to a particular display card.
A tutorial HyperCard stack is included, which
also educates on the use and basics of video.
$699 retail
Specialized Computer Systems, Inc.; 827 Arnold Dr.,
Ste. 80; Martinez, CA 94553; 415-370-8200
Nutmeg 19
Dual-page display
Macintosh SE or larger.
.
.
The Nutmeg 19 is a dual-page display with a full
11 by 14-inch horizontal format, allowing users to
view two complete pages without scrolling. It has 72
dpi resolution in a 1,024 by 768 display with a
horizontal refresh rate of 78 Hz. It includes a
tilt/swivel base.
$1,699 retail
Nutmeg Systems, Inc.; 25 South Ave.; New Canaan,
CT 06840; 203-966-3226 or 800-777-8439
Nutmeg/Xerox Full-Page Display
Desktop publishing screen
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Nutmeg/Xerox Full-Page Display is an 8.5
by I I-inch vertical display that lets users see a
complete page without scrolling up or down.
Its 15-inch·diagonal screen, with a 10 by 10-inch
footprint, swivels and can be tilted for maximum
convenience.

The Xerox FPD offers 90 dpi (720 by 900) or 72
dpi (606 by 760) and a paper-white phosphor screen
and front-panel brightness and contrast controls. The
display can be connected to a Macintosh via a
proprietary interface developed by Nutmeg Systems.
Solderless installation of the interface board can be
performed by users.
$999 retail
Nutmeg Systems, Inc.; 25 South Ave,; New Canaan,
CT 06840; 203-966-3226 or 800-777-8439
Nu Vista
Video graphics card
Macintosh II; analog RGB video camera for input;
analog RGB monitor for output.
Nu Vista is a video graphics card for the
Macintosh II family that couples high-resolution
True-Color video capture, display, overlay and
genlock capabilities with a high-speed 32-bit graphics
coprocessor.
The single slot N4 Vista digitizes a standard video
signal in real time, in full color. It also generates a
high-quality broadcast analog video output signal. Its
sophisticated frame capture and display capabilities
enable Nu Vista to produce images of excellent clarity
and realism. In addition, Nu Vista functions as an
indigenous Macintosh graphics controller, making it
compatible with virtually all Macintosh software.
Nu Vista provides programmable capture and
display resolutions, including: 756 by 486 for NTSC,
738 by 576 for PAL, 640 by 480 non-interlaced and a
host of other display resolutions for custom
applications.
The Nu Vista comes in memory configurations of
l, 2 and 4 MB. The only difference between the three
cards is the maximum obtainable video resolution. It
supports all pixel depths, including gray scale and
color, which are selectable by the monitor's control
panel for the Mac II.
Truevision also offers an encoder/decoder called
the VIDI/0 (Video) Box, which converts standard
NTSC, PAL or S-Video signal into an analog RGB
signal for use with the Nu Vista card.
The NuVMX memory expansion module plugs
onto the Nu Vista and allows for buffering image data
off screen for fast retrieval by applications software.
$2,995 retail; Nu Vista 1 MB version
$4,495 retail; Nu Vista 2 MB version
$6,495 retail; Nu Vista 4 MB version
$995 retail; VIDI/0 Box NTSC version
$1 ,995 retail; VIDl/O Box PAL version
$1 ,500 retail; NuVMX 2 MB version
$2,500 retail; NuVMX 4 MB version
$4,500 retail; NuVMX 8 MB version
Truevision, Inc.; 7340 Shadeland Station;
Indianapolis, IN 46256; 317-841-0332 or
800-858-8783
NXMac-VSE; NXMac-VXSE
Full-page display and dual-page video cards
Macintosh SE.
The NXMac-VSE is a monochrome card that
runs a wide range of monitors with the Macintosh SE:
Apple 15-inch Portrait, Ikegarni, Sampo, Samsung,
Princeton, Apple Workstation, etc. It operates with
proprietary software that enables an active screen on
the Mac SE.
The NVMac-VXSE is a single board combined
accelerator and video card compatible with the Apple
15-inch Portrait, Apple 21-inch Workstation, Ikegami
20 lOA, Sampo, Samsung, Princeton, Taxan, etc. Its
superior single board design provides high reliability
and easy installation. It features a lifetime warranty.
$495 retail; NXMac-VSE
$882 retail; NXMac-VXSE
Nemonix, Inc.; 106 South St.; Hopkinton,
MA 01748; 508-435-9087
Page View
Multiresolution, full-page display system
Macintosh SE or II.
PageView is a 15-inch portrait-mounted monitor
with an 8 by 10.7-inch viewing area and two
resolution modes. In its Actual Size resolution mode,
Page View displays 576 by 768 pixels to provide
exactly 72 dpi. The Letter Size mode displays 640 by
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870 pixels to provide 80 dpi. This mode allows the
display of an entire single-page document on the
screen and eliminates the need for repeated scrolling
and panning.
. Other features include: up to 97 Hz noninterlaced screen refresh; a flat screen for enhanced
readability and minimal distortion; full tilt and swivel
base; a dark glass screen for reduced glare and ease of
viewing; front panel on/off, contrast and brightness
control switches; low power consumption; and a host
of user-selectable settings provided in the utility
software.
The PageView software incorporates a Control
Panel that allows a user to switch between the Actual
Size and Letter Size resolution modes; between
displaying on PageView or the Macintosh SE screens;
to select several cursor sizes; to set a time delay
before a screen save feature is activated; and to use
one of two system font sizes for increased readability.
$1,299 retail; SE
$1 ,399 retail; n
Sigma Designs; 46501 Landing Pkwy.; Fremont,
CA 94538; 415-770-0100
PC Viewer
LCD presentation systems
Any Macintosh ; video card; inteiface cable for
Macintosh II.
The PC Viewers are designed to be placed in a
briefcase and taken to meeting locations, where an
ordinary overhead projector can be used to present
high-contrast images of stored information to a
group. All three models of the viewers feature 640 by
480 pixel resolution, supertwist LCD technology,
color deselect and vertical, horizontal and contrast
controls. Standard accessories include a 6-foot RGB
cable, 6-foot composite cable and an AC adapter.
The 480GS/2 is the most sophisticated of the
viewers and features a I MB onboard memory that
stores up to 75 Mac images and an infrared remote
control that allows users to cycle through the
presentation in front of audiences without having to
sit at the keyboard and without having to take the
Macintosh to the presentation. Special effects can
also be used to strengthen the presentation.
The 480S/2 viewer provides the same features as
the 480GS/2 less the memory module and infrared
remote control. This viewer can be upgraded, adding
those features at any time.
The 480S features a metal case designed to take
heavy industrial use, as opposed to the injection
molded cases on the other viewers.
$2,995 retail; 480GS/2 PC Viewer ·
$2,695 retail; 480S/2 PC Viewer
$1,295 retail; 480S PC Viewer
$199 retail; optional cable for Macintosh II (#A35)
$119 retail; optional internal video cable for
Macintosh SE (#A20)
$69.95 retail; optional deluxe carrying case (#C70)
$119 retail; optional internal video cable for all
except Macintosh SE and Il (#AIO)
In Focus Systems, Inc.; 7649 SW Mohawk; Tualatin,
OR 97062; 503-692-4968 or 800-327-7231
PCPC 32 Bit Color Graphics Board
Color graphics board
Macintosh /I, /Ix or /lex.
The PCPC 32 Bit Color Graphics Board is
compatible with Apple's 32-bit Color QuickDraw.
Features include high-resolution graphics with more
than 16.7 million colors available, operates in color or
256 shades of gray, automatic paging, auto sensor
technology, 3 MB· of video RAM and Stepping Out II
software. Benefits include flexible design control in
either color or gray scale and allows users a choice of
selecting I, 2, 4, 8, 24 or 32-bit mode.
$4,995 retail
Personal Computer Peripherals Corp.; 47 IO
Eisenhower Blvd., Bldg. A4; Tampa, FL 33634;
813-884-3092 or 800-622-2888

PCPC CGC/2 Color Video Card
High-resolution color graphics card
Macintosh /I.
The PCPC CGC/2 is a high-resolution color
graphics card for a Macintosh II. It provides
resolutions of 1,024 by 768 with a horizontal scan
rate of 49 KHz or 640 by 480 with a horizontal scan
rate of 35 KHz. The CGC/2 provides as many as 256
colors from a palette of 16. 7 million. For
monochrome, users can choose either black and white
or up to 256 shades of gray for maximum detailing.
The CGC/2 is A/UX compatible, has 768K of video
RAM and comes complete with RGB cable and a
one-year limited warranty.
$1,795 retail
Personal Computer Peripherals Corp.; 4710
Eisenhower Blvd., Bldg. A4; Tampa, FL 33634;
813-884-3092 or 800-622-2888
PCPCII
High-resolution color graphics system
Macintosh II.
The PCPC II is a high-resolution color graphics
system for a Macintosh II. It displays up to 256
simultaneous colors from a palette of 16. 7 million
hues, as well as 256 shades of gray or black and
white for monochrome graphics. With 768K of video ·
RAM, the PCPC II provides resolutions of 1,024 by
768 with up to 8-bits per pixel.
The PCPC II is A/UX compatible and includes
special software that enables users to have a virtual
screen to pan or scroll through images that are many
times larger than the actual screen size. Also provided
is an enlarge/reduction capability ranging from 25
percent to 1,600 percent of actual size.
The system comes complete with a 19- or 16inch monitor, CGC/2 color graphics card, RGB cable,
tilt-swivel base and a one-year limited warranty.
$4,395 starting price retail; PCPC II (includes CGC/2
graphics card, cable and tilt-swivel base)
$1,795 retail; CGC/2 Color Graphics Card (includes
cable)
Personal Computer Peripherals Corp.; 47 IO
Eisenhower Blvd., Bldg. A4; Tampa, FL 33634;
813-884-3092 or 800-622-2888
PCPC ShadowGraph
Gray-scale graphics system ·
Macintosh /I.
The PCPC ShadowGraph is a high-resolution
gray-scale graphics system for a Macintosh II. The
system incorporates the PCPC CGC/2 graphics card
and provides resolutions of 1,024 by 768 and 72 dpi
in both 1- or 8-bit modes. Eight-bit mode allows up to
256 shades of gray, while I-bit mode offers a sharp
monochrome picture.
The ShadowGraph is A/UX compatible and
includes special software that enables users to have a
virtual screen to pan or scroll through images that are
many times larger than the actual screen size. Also
provided is an enlarge/reduction capability ranging
from 25 percent to 1,600 percent of actual size.
The system comes complete with a 19-inch
monitor, tilt-swivel base, CGC/2 graphics card,
software and cable.
$2,895 retail
Personal Computer Peripherals Corp.; 4710
Eisenhower Blvd., Bldg. A4; Tampa, FL 33634;
813-884-3092 or 800-622-2888
Philips Model 2064M
19-inch gray-scale monitor
Macintosh /I; Prisma 8-bit high-resolution card.
The Philips Model 2064M is a 19-inch gray-scale
monitor that will display 1,024 by 768 pixels, at 75
Hz refresh with a MiroGraph Prisma graphics board.
The monitor has a tilt and swivel base.
$1,595 retail
Pixelink Corp.; 8 Kane Industrial Dr.; Hudson,
MA 01749; 508-562-4803
Philips Model 2064N
19-inch color monitor
Macintosh /I; Prisma 8-bit high-resolution card.
The Philips Model 2064N is a 19-inch color
monitor that will display 1,024 by 768 pixels, at
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75 Hz vertical refresh with a MiroGraph Prisma
graphics board. The Monitor is certified MTBF at
25,000 hours plus and is VOE and FCC class-B
approved.
$3, 195 retail
Pixelink Corp.; 8 Kane Industrial Dr.; Hudson,
MA 01749; 508-562-4803
Pixar II
Image computer
Macintosh II with AIUX configuration; 4 MB of
RAM; 300 MB disk storage; tape drive.
Pixar II is a support system that allows the
Macintosh to take advantage of image computing
technology. This technology allows large quantities
of data to be interpreted by presenting it in the form
of highly realistic, full-color images. The result is a
better understanding of the data's significance.
Based on the data structure of the pixels
themselves, Pixar's _image computer architecture
maximizes the speed at which pixel data can be
accessed and modified. Utilizing a flexible, modular
design, users can increase the performance and
capability of the basic image computer systems with
additional processors, image memory and video
options.
The Pixar II Image Computing System for the
Macintosh consists of the Pixar II image computer, a
SCSI interface board that resides in the Pixar II, and
Pixar's imaging software, run-time libraries and
software development tools.
The system provides 12 to I08 MB of user
configurable image memory and fully programmable
video output formats up to 1,280 by 1,024 60 Hz noninterlaced.
$35,000 retail; Pixar Il with Macintosh Il interface
$4,500 retail; 1,280 by 1,024 color monitor
Pixar; 3240 Kerner Blvd.; San Rafael, CA 9490 1;
415-258-8100
Power R Composite Video /\dapter
Video output port for driving video projectors or one
to six MacLarger video monitors
512K or larger Macintosh, except II.
The Composite Video Adapter is a video output
port for driving projection video systems or
MacLarger monitors. It drives up to six external
monitors and/or projectors simultaneously.
It installs in minutes without cutting, drilling or
soldering and is compatible with internal hard disks,
accelerator boards, etc.
When ordering, specify type 2406 for a
Macintosh SE or type 2402 for a 512K or Plus.
$129 retail
Power R Inc.; 1606 Dexter Ave. N; Seattle,
WA 98109; 206-547-8000
Power R LCD Video Adapter For Macintosh
Video output port for driving Sharp QA-50 and
InFocus 6448C LCD presentation systems
512K or larger Macintosh, except /I.
The Power R LCD Video Adapter allows users to
view a Macintosh display on the InFocus 6448C and
Sharp QA-50 LCD presentation systems.
$129 retail
Power R Inc.; 1606 Dexter Ave. N; Seattle; ·
WA 98l09; 206-547-8000
Power R LCD Video Adapter For Macintosh II
Displays Mac Il images on a Sharp QA-50 LCD
Macintosh /I.
The Power R LCD Video Adapter displays pixel
perfect Macintosh II video images on a Sharp QA-50
LCD. It includes a Y cable with D-15 connectors for
operating the LCD and video monitor simultaneously.
$199 retail
Power R Inc.; 1606 Dexter Ave. N; Seattle,
WA 98109; 206-547-8000
Project-A-Mac
Wide-screen projection system
512K or larger Macintosh, except II.
Project-A-Mac clearly reproduces any Macintosh
display, including fine text and high-resolution
graphics, onto screens up to IO-feet wide.
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Controls for brightness and contrast adjust for
room lighting conditions. Included with the package
is a projector, PDS external video card, 25-foot video
cable and complete instructions.
$4,495 retail; includes external video card and cable
PDS Video Technology, Inc.; 31566 Railroad Canyon
Rd.; Canyon Lake, CA 92380; 714-244-3521
Project-A-Mac II
Color video projection system
Macintosh II.
Project-A-Mac 11 is a color video projection
system that projects images up to IO-feet diagonal
size.
$9,495 retail
PDS Video Technology, Inc.; 31566 Railroad Canyon
Rd.; Canyon Lake, CA 92380; 714-244-3521
Projection Monitor II
10 by 14-foot monitor
512K or larger Macintosh.
Projection Monitor II is a IO by 14-foot monitor
that is available with either a flat or curved screen. It
includes Mac Yid II, a high-resolution composite
video output adapter.
·
$3,495 retail
lnfotek, Inc.; 56 Camille; E. Patchogue, NY 11772;
516-289-9682
Proxima Data Display 342
Projection monitor
Any Macintosh except II.
The Proxima Data Display allows Macintosh
users to share data, graphics and presentations by
providing a large-screen projection monitor. It
interfaces with the Macintosh's internal video
circuitry and is easy to install.
The Proxima Data Display features a highcontrast blue-on-white LCD panel and a display
resolution of 512 by 342 pixels. The high-contrast
panel takes full advantage of the Macintosh's ability
to display shades of gray generated via pixel pattern
generation. The result is a high-impaci large-screen
display.
$1,599 retail
Computer Accessories Corp.; 66IO Nancy Ridge Dr.;
San Diego, CA 92121; 619-457-5500
Proxima Data Display MultiMode Mac Pac
LCD projection panel
Macintosh II or larger.
The Proxima Data Display MultiMode is an LCD
projection panel that projects computer-generated
data and graphics to a larger screen via an overhead
projector. With the MultiMode feature, the panel
provides high-resolution compatibility with the
Macintosh II (640 by 480) and downward compatibility to monochrome Macintosh computers. It
features the proprietary Opti View color mapping
system that displays in up to 16 shades of simulated
color.
The Proxima Display comes with everything
needed for high-impact Mac 11 presentations. It is
equipped with a wireless remote control that operates
the panel from anywhere in the room for more
effective presentations. All cabling to run both the
Proxima Data Display MultiMode and the computer's
monitor are included for the Mac 11, Mac SE, Plus
and 512K.
$2,299 retail
Computer Accessories Corp.; 66IO Nancy Ridge Dr.;
San Diego, CA 92121; 619-457-5500
Publisher SE, II and /30
Monochrome video boards
Macintosh SE or larger; Apple 15-inch Portrait,
Apple 21-inch Landscape or Generation X 19-inch
Landscape monitor.
Publisher SE, Publisher II and Publisher /30 are
monochrome video boards for the Macintosh SE, 11
family and SE/30, respectively. Features include:

1,024 by 768 resolution on a 19-inch monochrome
monitor; 72 dpi; 78 Hz vertical refresh rate; special
viewing software; and compatibility with the
Generation X HRM-19 monitor or the Apple 15-inch
portrait or 21-inch landscape monitors.
$525 each retail
Generation X Technologies; 333 W. El Camino Real,
Ste. 310; Sunnyvale, CA 94087; 408-739-4570
QuickView Z21 And Z21 IQ
Monochrome/gray-scale display systems
Macintosh SE, SE/30 and II family.
Quick View Z2 l and Z2 l IQ are large screen
displays that allow users to see two complete 8.5 by
I I-inch or international A4 pages, including the
margins, on a 16 by 12-inch viewing area.
The Z2 l features four software switchable
resolutions. A user can easily shift between the four
resolutions without restarting the Macintosh or
redrawing the screen. These four resolutions are:
actual size (1 ,152 by 864 pixels at 72 dpi), full view
(1,280 by 960 pixels at 80 dpi), magnified actual size
(576 by 432 pixels at 36 dpi) and magnified full view
(640 by 480 pixels at 40 dpi).
The screen is refreshed 70 times per second in 80
dpi mode and 76 times per second in 72 dpi mode.
This produces a completely stable, paper-like image.
The Z2 l also has hardware panning capabilities
that allow the viewable screen to move (pan) across
the virtual screen, which is significantly faster than
scrolling. Tracking Menus keep the Macintosh menu
bar at the top of the screen where it is always
accessible.
By purchasing a simple plug-in Z2 l Memory
Module, owners ofQuickView Z21 will be able to
upgrade their unit to Quick View Z2 l IQ gtay-scale
display system. All four resolutions can then be
displayed with 256 shades of gray or the extra
memory can be used to create virtual screen buffers
with enough room to show two side by side
broadsheet newspaper pages.
$2,490 retail; Quick View Z21 (SE/30 and II)
$2,390 retail; Quick View Z21 (SE)
$3,290 retail; Quick View Z21 IQ (11)
$800 retail; Z21 Memory Module (to upgrade Z21 to
Z21 IQ)
E-Machines, Inc.; 9305 SW Gemini Dr.; Beaverton,
OR 97005; 503-646-6699
'
Ra<!ius Color System
19-inch high-resolution two-page color display; I, 152
by 882 resolution; 8-bit video interface displays 256
colors from a palette of 16.7 million
Macintosh II or larger, except SE/30.
The Radius Color System, designed for the
professional publisher and design engineer, features
the latest in qigital design and Trinitron technology to
provide users with two 8.5 by I I-inch pages in living
color. An 8-bit video interface allows users to display
256 colors from a palette of 16. 7 million. The system
consists of the Radius Color Display and the Radius
GS/C Interface, which includes the video card, cables
and extensive system software.
The Radius Color Display's resolution of 1,152
by 882 pixels creates a work area that is 30 percent
larger than traditional 19-inch monitors. It has a
refresh rate of 72 Hz, eliminating perceptible flicker.
In addition, the system features superior clarity, focus
and color imaging across the entire screen.
The Display offers a variety of unique software
features. Tear-off Menus extend the Macintosh
interface by allowing any menu to be detached from
the menu bar and placed anywhere on the screen.
Users can select a 12- or 16-point menu bar for easy
viewing at comfortable distances. Additional
software enables users to create a PICT2 screen dump
for any portion of the screen. These features are
available through the standard Apple Control Panel.
The Radius GS/C Video Interface drives the
Color Display as well as the Radius Gray Scale
Display.
$4,295 retail; Radius Color Display
$1,895 retail; Radius GS/C 8-bit Video Interface Kit
Radius Inc.; 17IO Fortune Dr.; San Jose, CA 95131;
408-4 34-10 IO

Radius DirectColor Series
Single-slot video interface cards
Macintosh II or larger, except SE/30.
The DirectColor Series are single-slot video
interface cards that enable the display of vivid,
photographic-quality color images. The
DirectColor/16 powers a Radius Color Display with
16-bits of color information, allowing the display to
show 32,768 colors at one time. The DirectColor/24
displays the full 24-bits of color information available
from a Macintosh II.
The DirectColor Series works with the Radius
Color Display, which features a resolution of l, 152
by 882 pixels and a refresh rate of 72 Hz. Both the
DirectColor/16 and DirectColor/24 are compatible
with the Apple 32-bit QuickDraw standard. The
DirectColor Memory Expansion Kit upgrades the
DirectColor/16 to a DirectColor/24.
$4,295 retail; Radius Color Display
$3,695 retail; DirectColor/16 Video Interface Kit
$4,995 retail; DirectColor/24 Video Interface Kit
$1,495 retail; DirectColor Memory Expansion Kit
Radius Inc.; 17 IO Fortune Dr.; San Jose, CA 95131;
408-434-IOIO
Radius Full Page Display System
High-resolution 15-inch monochrome display
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Radius Full Page Display (FPO) is a largescreen display that works in tandem with a
Macintosh. It features a resolution of 640 by 864 and
a refresh rate of 69 Hz.
The 15-inch diagonal display holds an actualsized 8.5 by I I-inch page and is designed so that the
original 9-inch diagonal Macintosh screen remains
active, either displaying such items as tools, windows
and additional documents or combining its horizontal
display with that of the FPO.
The two displays sit side-by-side on a desk or
table and act as a single, large screen. Users can dnig
text, graphics and tools from one to the other without
barriers.
Radius Ware software includes tear-off menus,
enlarged menu font, screen capture and screen saver.
$895 retail; Radius Full Page Display
$595 retail; Video Interface Kit
Radius Inc.; 1710 Fortune Dr.; San Jose, CA 95131;
408-434-IOIO
Radius Gray Scale Display System
19-inch high-resolution gray-scale two-page display
Macintosh II or large1; except SE/30.
The Radius Gray Scale Display System offers a
high-quality 19-inch display for a Macintosh II. It
features unrivaled photograph image quality, a fast
refresh rate and the ability to display 256 shades of
gray. The system consists of the 19-inch Radius Two
Page Display, Radius GS/C video interface card,
cables and extensive system software.
The Gray Scale System has a resolution of 1,152
by 882 pixels and a 72 Hz refresh rate. This
resolution allows a user to view two 8.5 by I I-inch
photographic-quality pages or a B-size drawing
without reducing or scrolling.
The system also offers powerful software
features. Tear-off Menus extend the Macintosh
interface by allowing any menu to be detached from
the menu bar and placed anywhere on the screen.
Additional software allows a user to create a screen
dump of any portion of the screen.
$1 ,495 retail; Radius Gray Scale Display
$1,895 retail; Radius GS/C Video Interface Kit
Radius Inc.; 1710 Fortune Dr.; San Jose, CA 95131;
408-434-10 IO
Radius Pivot
Dual-orientation display
Macintosh SE/30 and II family.
The Radius Pivot is a·display for the Macintosh
that provides both portrait (vertical) and landscape
(horizontal) orientations in a single display. With
Pivot, a simple twist rotates the display 90 degrees,
switching from a full-page portrait orientation to a
full-page landscape orientation. Pivot's Dynamic
Desktop immediately reorganizes the Macintosh
desktop to match either orientation.
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RadiusWare Pivot, proprietary Radius system
software included with the display system, features
Tear-off Menus, Screen Capture, Bit Depth Changer,
Screen Saver and Enlarged Menu Font. Pivot will
display two or four shades of gray and may be
upgraded to 16 shades of gray with the addition of the
Radius Gray Shades Upgrade Kit. The Pivot full-page
640 by 864 portrait and 864 by 640 landscape
resolution minimizes scrolling and window resizing.
The high 69 Hz refresh rate creates flicker-free
images in either display orientation.
$995 retail; display
$695 retail; interface
Radius Inc.; 1710 Fortune Dr.; San Jose, CA 95131 ;
408-434-1010
Radius TPD/21
21-inch monochrome/gray-scale display system
Macintosh SE. SE/30 or//.
The Radius TPD/21 features a resolution of 1,152
by 882 pixels at 74 dpi. It has a refresh rate of7 l
MHz to assure a flicker-free image. The polished
glass screen maximizes focus and brightness, and the
flat screen technology provides superior geometry.
Radius Ware, proprietary software included with all
Radius display systems, includes Tear-off Menus,
Enlarged Menu Font, Screen Saver and Screen
Capture. The TPD/21 may be configured with a
number of other Radius products, including
monochrome and gray-scale display intetfaces,
general purpose CPU accelerators and calibration
devices.
$1,795 retail
Radius Inc.; 1710 Fortune Dr.; San Jose, CA 95131;
408-434-1010
Radius 1\vo Page Display System
High-resolution 19-inch monochrome two-page
display
Macintosh SE or larger.
The Radius Two Page Display (TPD) is a
complete display system that allows users to view
two 8.5 by I !-inch pages or a B-size drawing on one
screen. The TPD features a 19-inch monochrome
screen, a·resolution of l, 152 by 882 and a 72 Hz
refresh rate.
The TPD offers a variety of unique software
features. The Macintosh interface has been extended
to include Tear-off Menus which allow any menu to
be detached from the menu bar and placed on either
screen for immediate and continuous access.
Magnifier transforms the Macintosh SE screen into a
magnifying glass focused on a work area on the TPD,
and screens may be saved in a bit-map file format.
$1,495 retail; Radius Two Page Display
$695 retail; Video Interface Kit
Radius Inc.; !710 Fortune Dr.; San Jose;CA 95131;
. 408-434-1010
RasterOps Color Monitors
Color monitors
Macintosh II.
The Monitor l 948S is a high-resolution 19-inch
Trinitron color monitor compatible with the
RasteiDps 8- and 24-bit ColorBoard display cards
capable of displaying 1,024 by 768 pixels.
The Monitor I648S is a 16-inch version of the
Monitor 1948S. The Monitor 1650S is a 16-inch
Trinitron color monitor that is true WYSIWYG with
the ColorBoard l08 at 800 by 600 pixels.
$4, l 95 retail; Monitor l 948S (l 9-inch)
$2,995 relail; Monitor 1648S (16-inch)
$2,995 retail; Monitor l 650S (l 6-inch)
RasteiDps Corp.; 2500 Walsh Ave.; Santa Clara,
CA 95051; 408-562-4200
Relax View II
Color video card
Macinrosh I/, llx or I/ex.
The Relax View II is a high-performance,
expandable video card that provides a resolution of

up to 1,024 by 768 pixels for the Macintosh II, Ilx,
Ilcx and IIci. The View II comes in two
configurations: the basic model will support 13-inch
color or monochrome monitors in 4- or 8-bit mode;
the Logic Expansion Kit transforms the Video II into
2- or 8-bit mode for 19-inch monitors.
$295 retail; unpopulated 13-inch video board
$395 retail; 4-bit 13/14-inch video boarq
$495 retail; 8-bit 13/14-inch video board
$695 retail; 2-bit 19/20-inch video board
$795 retail; 8-bit 19/20-inch video board
Relax Technology, Inc.; 3101 Whipple Rd., #22;
Union City, CA 94587.; 415-471-61 li
ReStore
HDTV framestore that allows images to be stored,
retrieved and manipulated within the Mac
Macintosh II family; HDTV monitor.
ReStore is a personal computer-based HDTV
framestore. High-resolution images can be stored,
retrieved and manipulated within the Macintosh.
ReStore is a dual-channel framestore that can
capture high-definition images in real time and store
them in one of two frame buffers. Once captured,
images may be processed in the Mac environment.
Pictures are stored in a 24-bit PICT file format. Once
they have been stored in this manner, any software
package that is capable of supporting this format may
be used. Images generated entirely within the
computer can also be output for display or recording
in High Definition. Images captured by the computer
in other ways, such as NTSC video or flatbed image
scanners, can also be processed in the Mac for HDTV
output via ReStore.
$35,000 retail
Rebo Research; 530 W. 25th St.; New York,
NY 10001; 212-989-9466
RGB 103
Computer to video interface
Macintosh II family.
The ROB I03 is a Mac II, IIx, Ilcx and Ilci to
video interface. It provides users with the capability
to view the computer's local monitor, while
simultaneously extending the computer's video
output to a compatible large screen data projector or
data monitor. With standard RGB-BNC output, the
ROB 103 bridges the gap between Macintosh
computers and the presentation industry by providing
direct connectivity to today's presentation monitors
and projectors.
$370 retail
Extron Electronics; 13554 Larwin Cir.; Santa Fe
Springs, CA 90670; 213-802-8804 or 800-633-9876
RGB 202 .
Universal TTL/Analog/ECL computer to video
interface
Macintosh SE or II family.
The ROB 202 is a universal TTl)Analog/ECL
computer to video interface that allows any computer
system, mainframe terminal, PC, laptop, portable or
workstation to be displayed on a compatible large
screen projector or monitor. It allows for
simultaneous local monitor viewing while
maintaining and enhancing the computer signal input
to provide additional features for sharper, clearer
presentation viewing. Special enhancement features
manipulate the video signal by providing Peak
Control (increasing sharpness of the video image),
Level Control (uniform adjustment of red, green and
blue output brightness), a Boost Control (allowing for
signal driving of up to 1,000 feet to the connected
projector or monitor), horizontal and vertical shift
controls, computer horizontal frequency indication
LEDs ranging from 15 to 100 KHz, monochrome and
color ROB and sync outputs and more.
$995 retail
Extron Electronics; 13554 Larwin Cir.; Santa Fe
Springs, CA 90670; 213-802-8804 or 800-633-9876
RGB Decoder
Converts standard composite video into ROB video
for color digitization with gray-scale frame grabbers
Composite video source and RGB video destination.
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The ROB Decoder allows the use of composite
video from a VCR, camcorder or camera, with any
device using ROB video, including color frame
grabbers and ROB video equipment
$499 retail
Specialized Computer Systems, Inc.; 827 Arnold Dr.,
Ste. 80; Martinez, CA 94553; 415-370-8200
RGB/Videolink 600A
Video scan converter
Macintosh II.
The Videolink 600A converts Macintosh II, PC
or PS-2 color video graphics into standard television
(NTSC or PAL) video in real time. This capability
allows videotape recording an\! video projection. The
Videolink features a proprietary flicker filter that
provides flicker-free television video.
The RGB/Videolink offers various user options,
including aspect-ratio correction, color-bar generation
and freeze frame. Video mix is also available.
$9,995 retail
ROB Spectrum; 2550 9th St.; Berkeley, CA 94710;
415-848-0180
Sayett Datashow 480 Projection Pad
High-resolution LCD projection pad
Macinrosh Plus or larger.
The Datashow 480 high-resolution LCP
projection pad with an overhead projector allows
large screen projection of computer images from a
Macintosh Plus, SE, SE/30 or Il. The high contrast
ratio of 15: l provides crisp black and white images
with a display resolution of 640 by 480 pixels. Color
graphics are displayed in eight true shades of gray.
The IntelliPrompt Circuitry synchronizes with
the video signal to provide the best image. Any easy
user set-up feature allows fine tuning of an image and
then remembers and recalls the set-up instructions for
future presentations.
The Datashow 480 includes the projection pad
and power supply. Interface cables required to
connect the pad to the computer are sold separately.
Accessorjes include the Sayett Datashow HR/M
Video Adapter, Sayett Smart Remote, a mouse
extender and a soft carrying case.
$1,895 retail; Projection Pad
$129 retail; interface cable
$99 retail; video adapter
Sayett Technology, Inc:; 100 Kings Hwy., Ste. 1800;
Rochester, NY 14617; 716-342-0700 '
Sayett Datashow HR/M Projection Pad
High-resolution LCD projection pad
Macinrosh Plus. SE or SE/30.
The Datashow HR/M projection pad is a highresolution liquid crystal display (LCD) that, when
used with an overhead projector, projects computer
images from a Macintosh Plus, SE or SE/30. The
display contrast ratio of 20: l provides bright, clear
projected images with a display resolution of 512 by
342 pixels. Two user controls, contrast and inverse,
allow fine tuning to optimize the projected computer
image.
The Sayett Datashow HR/M includes the
projection pad, interface cable and power supply.
Accessories include the Sayett Datashow HR/M
Video Adapter, Sayett Smart Remote, a mouse
extender and a soft carrying case.
$1,395 retail; Projection Pad
$99 retail; video aqapter
Sayett Technology, Inc.; 100 Kings Hwy., Ste. 1800;
Rochester, NY 14617; 716-342-0700
Sayett Datashow HR/MP Projection Pad
High-resolution LCD projection pad
Macintosh Portable, Plus, SE or SE/30.
The Datashow HR/MP is a high-resolution LCD
system. Graphic screen images can be projected when
the pad is connected to a Macintosh Portable, Plus or
SE, and placed on an overhead projector. The display
contrast of 20: I provides bright, clear projected
images with a display resolution of 512 by 342 pixels
for the Macintosh Plus, SE and SE/30 and 640 by 400
for the Macintosh Portable.
The projection pad includes two interface cables,
one each for the Macintosh Portable and Plus and SE
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Accessories include the Sayett Datashow HR/M
Video Adapter, Sayett Smart Remote, a mouse
extender and a soft carrying case designed to carry
both the projection pad and Macintosh Portable.
$1,695 retail; Projection Pad
$99 retail; video adapter
Sayett Technology, Inc.; 100 Kings Hwy., Ste. 1800;
Rochester, NY 14'617; 716-342-0700
Sayett Smart Remote
Infrared wireless remote control
Macintosh with ADB bus.
The Smart Remote, a wireless, infrared
programmable remote control, provides remote
control of presentation programs from up to 35 feet
away from the computer.
To operate, connect the remote receiver to the
AD B bus. Users are then ready to use the preset
commands, such as forward, inverse and screen
blank, which are common to most presentations
software. The remote also performs mouse functions
and cursor movement, including clicks and drags.
The Smart Remote can be programmed to meet
unique presentation needs.
$325 retail; includes transmitter, receiver and cables
Sayett Technology, Inc.; 100 Kings Hwy., Ste. 1800;
Rochester, NY 14617; 716-342-0700
ScuzzyGraph For Macintosh Portable
Enables users to drive large screen, color monitors
Macintosh Portable; any color monitor.
ScuzzyGraph connects to the SCSI port of the
Macintosh Portable and enables users to drive large
screen, color monitors, including AppleColor 13-inch
ROB, any VGA quality PC monitor, large (30 to
more than 45 inch) presentation monitors and
projection monitors. Portable users can create and
present color sHows and presentations through
virtually any color monitor. ScuzzyGraph works with
virtually any QuickDraw-compatible software.
$895 to $1,995 retail; depending on type of monitor
and resoluiion ·
Aura Systems; PO Box 4576; Carlsbad, CA 92008;
619-438-7730
ScuzzyGrap)! II
Brings high-resolution, color graphics to a Macintosh
5 l 2KE, Plus and SE
512KE or larger Macintosh, except SE/30 or fl (any
black and white Macintosh).
ScuzzyGraph II brings high-resolution, largescreen, high-performance color graphics to a
Macintosh 5 l2KE, Plus and SE. It plugs into the
SCSI channel connector on the rear of a Macintosh
Plus and SE or 5 l 2KE with a SCSI upgrade. Users
may connect their own color monitors to the
ScuzzyGraph, or they can purchase a ScuzzyGraph
with a color monitor direct from the company.
. ScuzzyGraph II provides 16 colors and is
QuickDraw compatible. It gives users screen sizes up
to 650 percent larger than the built-in Macintosh SE
screen with resolution up to 1,280 by 1,024 pixels.
Color printing is available on the hnageWriter II or
LQ with the installation of a color ribbon or on an HP
PaintJet printer.
$895 to $1,995 retail; depends on resolution and
monitor type
$1,595 retail; with 14-inch color monitor
Aura Systems; PO Box 4576; Carlsbad, CA 92008;
619-438-7730
Series 900
Overhead projectors
The 900 Series of overhead projectors feature a
brighter, whiter light for better looking visuals, a
quiet fan for fewer audience distractions and a cooler
projection stage for maximum performance with an
LCD panel.
The 900 Series includes the 905, 905D, 910 and
920 projectors. All feature high-quality, 3M optical
head assembly, fold-down projection post, a 10.5 by

l 0.5-inch projection stage, large "soft-rouch" on/off
switch and a low profile, light weight body.
$299 starting price retail
3M Audio Visual Division; Bldg. Al45-5N-Ol;
Austin, TX 78769; 800-328-1371

zoom, 72 dpi WYSIWYG display and virtual desktop
capability.
$795 retail
Spark Int'!. Inc.; PO Box 314; Glenview, IL 60025;
708-998-6640

SFX Option
Upgrade daughter board
Macimosh II; ColorBoard 224 or 232.
The SFX Option is an upgrade daughter board for
the ColorBoard 224 and 232 that allows mixing of
live video input with Macintosh graphics. Features
include: 256 levels of transparency, linear chroma
key, composite and S-video (S-VHS) input/output,
RS-343 interlaced ROB output and full genlock
capabilities.
$1,495 retail
RasterOps Corp.; 2500 Walsh Ave.; Santa Clara,
CA 95051; 408-562-4200

Spark GAC20
Video and accelerator board
Macintosh SE.
The Spark GAC20 combines a 16 MHz 68020
Motorola processor with a high-speed graphics
display driver onto a single expansion card.
Features include: up to 1,280 by 1,024 resolution
on a host of monitors; full 32-bit data bus for quick
memory access; uses standard SE expansion port;
includes SANE software; optional 4 MB of additional
memory running at 32 bits/sec; and optional 68881
math coprocessor.
$995 retail
Spark Int'I. Inc.; PO Box 314; Glenview, IL 60025;
708-998-6640

Silver View
Monochrome/gray-scale display systems
Maci111osh SE or II.
'
SilverView is a family of high-resolution
monochrom~ display systems offering full size, full
precision and full gray shading all on one screen. Full
size is achieved by a new flat-screen 21-inch monitor
providing nearly 16 inches by 12 inches .ofactive
display area to show full-height pages and spreads.
For full-precision layout and measurements,
SilverView features l, 152 by 870 pixels yielding a
standard 72 dpi resolution. It is available in black and
white, 16 or 256 gray-shade versions, meeting the
most demanding imaging applications.
SilverView benefits include: flat screen to reduce
distortion and surface glare; produces small fonts and
line drawings in exact full-size scale; increases
v,iewing comfort by allowing the adjustmerit of
viewing angle and brightness levels; allows the level
of gray shading required to match a user's current
application needs and later upgrade as required; and
produces solid, flicker-free images for reducjlig
eyestrain.
$1,999 retail; SE or monochrome Macintosh II
$2,499 retail; for 16 shades of gray (Macintosh II)
$2,999 retail; for 256 shades of gray (Macintosh II)
Sigma Designs; 4650 l Landing Pkwy.; Fremont,
CA 94538; 415-770-0100
SinglePage
15-inch monochrome display
Macintosh SE or II.
The SinglePage is a full-page, high-resolution
monochrome display for word processing and
desktop publishing. It is also available with four
levels of gray for accurate on-screen representation of
laser printer output.
The SinglePage's 15-inch portrait screen displays
a full page of text and graphics. With 768 by 1,008
pixel resolution, it displays crisp fonts for desktop
publishing.
The SinglePage display maintains the standard
Macintosh user interface and is compatible with
QuickDraw. It is compatible with most popular
Macintosh computer graphics, desktop publishing
and business software programs. It includes a display
generator controller card that occupies the SE
expansion slot or a single NuBus expansion slot in a
Macintosh II.
It is available in standard monochrome for a
Macintosh SE and II. The SinglePage GS, with four
levels of gray, is available for a Macintosh II.
$999 retail; Single Page monochrome (Mac SE and H)
$1,125 retail; SinglePage GS with four levels of gray
(Mac II)
Cornerstone Technology; 1883 Ringwood Ave.; San
Jose, CA 95131; 408-279-1600
Spark Color Video Card
Color video interface
Macintosh SE/30 or fl .
The Color Video Card is a 640 by 480
noninterlaced resolution, 8-bit color video board. It
features 256 colors from a palette of 16.7 million,
vertical refresh rate of 67 Hz, hardware pan and

Spark Monochrome Video Card
Monochrome video interface
Macintosh SE or /arge1:
The Monochrome Video Card works with the 19inch Sampo OfficePro II, Apple 15-inch Portrait
Display or Apple 21-inch Landscape monitors.
Features include up to l,152 by 870 non-interlaced
resolution, 72 dpi WYSIWYG display, 78 Hz vertical
scan rate and virtual desktop capability.
$525 retail
Spark Int 'I. Inc.; PO Box 314; Glenview, IL 60025;
708-998-6640
Spectrum/24
True color graphics card for Apple 32-bit QuickDraw
Macintosh II or larger.
The Spectrum/24 is a high-performance "full
chunky" true color graphics card that fully supports
Apple Computer's 32-bit QuickDraw. The card
supports index color at l-, 2-, 4- and 8-bit and true
color at 24-bit pixel depth, providing a display area of
up to 1,024 by 768 pixels on monitors ranging in size
from 13 to 19 inches. The color of each pixel
displayed on screen can be defined individually as
any of 16.8 million colors.
$3,999 retail
SuperMac Technology; 485 Potrero Ave.; Sunnyvale,
CA 94086; 408-245-2202
Spectrum; SuperView
Graphic boards and monitors
Macintosh SE or//.
SuperView II is a monochrome graphics card for
the Macintosh II, IIx and IIcx. It will drive any black
and white monitor and supports multiple contiguous
monitors simultaneously. In this manner, all monitors
are interconnected allowing icons and windows to be
dragged between monitors and even span two
monitors at once.
SuperView SE is an ultrahigh-resolution (l ,365
by 1,024) monochrome graphics card for the
Macintosh SE. It utilizes advanced CMOS
technology, and fits ·into the open slot of the
Macintosh SE. SuperVit<W SE can also be connected
to a video projection system for group viewing and it
supports multiple contiguous monitors
simultaneously.
The Spectrum/8 Series II, for a Macintosh SE/30,
II, Hx and IIcx, supports displays of up to l ,024 by
768 pixels with 256 on-screen colors from a look-up
table of 16.8 million.
$495 retail; SuperView SE or II monochrome
graphics card
$1 ,895 retail; Spectrum/8 Series II
$2, 195 retail; SuperView SE or [] with 19-inch
mohochrome monitor
$3,495 retail; Spectrum/8 Series II with 19-inch grayscale monitor
$5,095 to $6,095 retail; Spectrum/8 Series II with 19inch color monitor
$4,695 retail; Spectrum/8 Series II with 16-inch color
monitor
SuperMac Technology; 485 Potrero Ave.; Sunnyvale,
CA 94086; 408-245-2202
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SuperScan Plus
Auto-syncing, auto-scanning 20-inch color monitor
Macintosh fl.
The SuperScan Plus is an auto-scanning, autosyncing 20-inch color monitor that adjusts to every
graphics standard from 30 to 64 Khz. The monitor is
compatible with all major graphics standards,
including Mac II, VGA, extended VGA, PGA 1,024
by 768 and 1,280 by 1,024 graphics controllers.
$3,295 retail
Nissei Sangyo America, Ltd.; 800 South St.;
Waltham, MA 02154; 617-893-5700 or
800-441-4832
TriSync
20-inch high-resolution color monitor
Macintosh SE/30 or large1:
The TriSync is a 20-inch high-resolution color
monitor compatible with VGA, 8514/A or Mac II
graphic standards. It includes cables to connect to
VGA, 8514/A and Mac II graphic boards.
The TriSync allows CAD users the flexibility to
not only run their CAD application, but also to
operate in general business applications such as word
processors or spreadsheets. The TriSync comes with a
tilt-and-swivel base and a selectable 110/220-volt
power supply.
$1 ,995 retail
Sampo America; 5550 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.;
Norcross, GA 30071; 404-449-6220
TTL Video Port Expander
Allows viewing information from one computer on
more than one display device
Macintosh II.
The TTL Video Port Expander allows users to
view information from one computer on more than
one display device. It effectively provides distribution
of TTL computer signals.
/
For use with TTL only, the distribution amplifier
is capable of driving the signal more than 300 feet,
using specified low-capacitance cable. This
substantially expands the operating distance between
the computer and the display equipment. While the
maximum number of outputs per unit is six, the
amplifier can be stacked to allow for as many outputs
as required.
·
The Video Port Expander allows data to be
displayed throughout classrooms, control rooms,
corporate training centers, back-office brokerage
firms , information centers or other areas where more
• than one viewing station is desirable.
Call for pricing
DataDisplay Corp.; 1800 Landmeier Rd. ; Elk Grove,
IL 60007; 312-640-7800
TV Producer RGB or PRO
Allows overlay of computer graphics or animation
ol]lo NTSC video from camera, tape or monitor; and
e'xport of graphics on video, or graphics only, to tape,
monitor or other display device
Macintosh II.
TV Producer is a board that installs in a
Macintosh II and makes a standard Macintosh II
Video Card compatible with standard (NTSC) video
signals.
The device will genlock a Macintosh II video
signal, overlay Macintosh II graphics and titles over
live video and output to standard video equipment,
such as video projectors and video tape recorders.
$1,500 retail; RGB model
$999 retail; PRO model
$999 retail; PAL model for European standard video
signals
Computer Friends, Inc.; 14250 NW Science Park Dr.;
Portland, OR 97229; 503-626-2291

Two Page Monitor
19-inch monochrome monitor
Macintosh SE or fl.
The Two Page Monitor is a 19-inch noninterlaced monochrome monitor that features a
resolution of 1,024 by 769 pixels at 72 dpi, a vertical
refresh rate of78 Hz and a tilt/swivel base. Bundled
with the monitor is Stepping Out II, a desk accessory .
by Berkeley Systems, Inc.
$899 retail
Ehman Engineering, Inc.; PO Box 2126; Evanston,
WY 82931 ; 307-789-3830or800-257-1666
Ultra 14 And 16
14- and 16-inch color monitors
Macintosh SE or fl.
The Ultra 14 and 16 are 14- and 16-inch highresolution color monitors that feature a wide
combination of autosynchronous horizontal an,d
vertical scanning capabilities.
The Ultra offers a .31 mm dot pitch CRT and
works with either TTL or analog inputs. It can
automatically synchronize with any horizontal scan
frequency within the 15 KHz to 37 KHz range. Most
notably, it automatically synchronizes with any
vertical frequency within 45 to 120 Hz.
The Ultra supports an infinite color palette in
analog mode. Ergonomically designed, it features a
built-in tilt and swivel bas~. small footprint, color
switch for text support and a black matrix non-glare
screen.
$S99 retail; Ultra 14
$1,375 retail; Ultra 16
Princeton Graphic Systems; 1100 Northmeadow
Pkwy., Ste. 150; Roswell, GA 30076; 404-664-1010
or 800-221-1490
Ultrasync
Color monitor
Macintosh SE or II.
The Ultrasync is a 12-inch non-glare color
monitor. Features include a 256,000-color palette;
maximum resolution of 800 by 600; tilt and swivel
base; color switch for text processing; vertical scan
frequencies from 45 Hz to 120 Hz; horizontal scan
rate from 15.7 Hz to 35.5 Hz; and a .28mm dot pitch.
$849 reiail
Princeton Graphic Systems; 1100 Northmeadow
Pkwy., Ste. 150; Roswell, GA 30076; 404-664-1010
or 800-221-1490
Ultra View Video System
Color video system
Macintosh fl family.
The Nutmeg Ultra View Video System is a color
video system !ha! increases the data transfer rate from
the Macintosh II to the video card, reducing the time
it takes to redraw an image. The system uses a fast
monitor and can refresh the screen at 79 Hz.
The system pairs the Nutmeg 256 proprietary
color video interface with a 19-inch landscape
monitor from Mitsubishi Electric Corp. The Nutmeg
256 supports block transfers, the preferred method of
transferring data between cards on the Macintosh
NuBus. T!Je Nutmeg 256 also provides a 1-, 2-, 4- or
8-bit selectable operation. It can be upgraded easily.
An expansion slot for video memory and a second
slot for video performance peripherals are built into
the video interface.
With a full 14 by I I-inch horizontal format,
UltraView provides colored images and intense colors.
A self-converging inline color gun helps to ensure that
the images are in focus and colors are aligned.
To increase comfort, the UltraView offers a
bonded non-reflective surface that allows users to
view screen images without glare. The screen swivels
and tilts. Brightness and contrast controls are located
conveniently on the front panel.
$4,995 retail
Nutmeg Systems, Inc.; 25 South Ave.; New Canaan,
CT 06840; 203-966-3226 or 800-777-8439

VII
8-bit color video board
Macintosh fl or larger; any 60 KHz color or grayscale monito1:
1
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V II is a color video bOard for the Macintosh II,
!Ix or Ilcx. Features include: 1,024 by 768 resolution
for 72 dpi on a 19-inch color monitor; 74 Hz vertical
refresh rate; 1-, 2-, 4- or 8-bits/pixel compatibility;
availability of 256 simultaneous colors from a palette
of 16.7 million; special feature connector for future
upgrades; and compatibility with many different color
monitors.
$1,595 retail
Generation X Technologies; 333 W. El Camino Real,
Ste. 310; Sunnyvale, CA 94087; 408-739-4570
V/JOA
8-bit color video board
Macintosh SE/30; Apple 13-inch RGB color monitor
or equivalent.
V/30A is a color video board for the Macintosh
SE/30. Features include: 640 by 480 resolution for 72
dpi on a 13-inch color monitor; compatibility with the
Apple 13-inch RGB monitor and many others; 66 Hz
vertical refresh rate; hardware pan and zoom; an 8bit/pixel virtual desktop of 800 by 600; 1-, 2-, 4- or 8bits/pixel compatibility; and availability of 256
simultaneous colors from a palette of 16.7 million.
$995 retail
Generation X Technologies; 333 W. El Camino Real,
Ste. 310; Sunnyvale, CA 94087; 408-739-4570
V/JOX
8-bit color/gray-scale video board
Macintosh SE/30; color or gray-scale mo(liior
capable of 64 KHz and 74 Hz.
·v/30X is a color video board for the Macintosh
SE/30. Features include: 1,024 by 768 resolution; 74
Hz vertical refresh rate; compatibility with the Apple
monitors (for gray scaling) and many other color
monitors; hardware pan and zoom; special feature
connector for future upgrades; a monochrome virtual
desktop of 4,096 by 1,536; 1-, 2-, 4- or 8-bits/pixel
compatibility; and availability of 256 simultaneous
colors from a palette of 16. 7 million.
$1 ,795 retail
Generation X Technologies; 333 W. El Camino Real,
Ste. 310; Sunnyvale, CA 94087; 408-739-4570
VA Plus; VA SE
Connects l 28K Macintosh through SE to highresolution monitors and projectors for flawless,
flickerless images
Any Macintosh .
The VA Plus and VA SE connect a Macintosh to
a large-screen monitor or video projector. Each
provides a screen of 512 by 342 pixels and is suitable
for use in presentations and meetings where a large
group of people would need to see a Macintosh
screen.
The adapters are installed inside the computer
with a clip and connect to the monitor through a cable
connector exiting through the security port. Monitors
and cables are available from Open Mac Enterprises.
The VA Plus is for a 128K, 512K, 512KE and
Macintosh Plus; the VA SE is for a Macintosh SE.
$149.95 retail
Specialized Computer Systems, Inc.; 827 Arnold Dr.,
Ste. 80; Martinez, CA 94553; 415-370-8200
Vari-Sync Monitor
19-inch monitor
Macintosh fl.
The Vari-Sync Monitor is a 19-inch monitor that
automatically adjusts to resolutions of 640 by 350,
640 by 400 and 640 by 480. It features a variable
synchronization between 31.25 and 35.75 KHz and
analog input.
The CRT has a pre-converged inline tube with a
trio dot pitch of .31mm and has a 90 degree
deflection. Vertical scan frequency is 40 Hz to 90 Hz
with a video bandwidth of 100 MHz. User controls
include power, brightness, horizontal centering and
width. An infinite number of colors are available in
analog input.
The Vari-Sync is available in a metal enclosure,
metal ergonomic cabinet or metal chassis suitable for
rack mounting.
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Call for pricing
Colorgraphic Communications Corp.; 5388 New
Peachtree Rd.; PO Box 80448; Atlanta, GA 30366;
404-455-3921
Venice 640
Graphics card
Macintosh ll family; System 6.03 or later.
The Venice 640 is a full 24-bit graphics card with
a resolution of 640 by 480 for use with the Apple 13inch color monitor or equivalents. It can also be used
with cenain larger screens and video projectors. Fully
compatible with 32-bit QuickDraw, the Venice 640
matches Apple's specifications for video boards and
occupies a single Nu Bus slot on the Macintosh IT. It
allows for the use of 16,777,216 colors. The Venice
640 comes complete with installer disks for 32-bit
QuickDraw, a utilities scrapbook of 24-bit images and
a one-year warranty.
£695 retail
Neutral Ltd.; 633 High Rd. ; Seven Kings, flford;
Essex, England IG3 BRA; 01-590-3422
Videodisc Player LD-V4200
Provides interactive analog video in real time,
variable speed (CAY) or still frame (CAY) modes
Macintosh Plus or SE.
The LD-V 4200 is a Level I and III, 8-inch and
12-inch laser videodisc player that is easily interfaced
to a Macintosh Plus or SE using the CC-04 interface
cable and appropriate HyperCard stack.
It allows rapid access to any full-motion video
sequence or still frame (CVA mode} within three
seconds and features a standard, built-in RS-232
interface. The LD-V4200 has the unique ability for
full-screen super imposition of text over real-time
video in upper and lowercase, ! I-line plus 20character format.
The LD-V4200 is a cost-effective/performance
laser videodisc player and, when combined with the
text and graphics power of HyperCard, gives a
Macintosh user the advantage of integrating a realtime, interactive database with high-quality analog
video.
A growing aJllOUnt of prepackaged courseware,
as well as database subject matter is available for
education, training, medical/dental and sales
applications from third-party vendors.
$1,065 retail; LD-V4200
$25 retail; CC-04 Interface Cable (Mail DB-15 to
Apple "Circular-8")
Pioneer Communications Of America, Inc.; 600 E.
Crescent Ave.; Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458;
201-327-6400 or 800-527-3766
Video Ex
Upgrades Mac II and color video board users to 256
levels of color or gray
·
Macintosh II; Apple or SuperMac video card.
VideoEx upgrades Macintosh II and color video
board users to 256 levels of color or gray. Composed
of eight multipon video RAMs, the kit is compatible
with the Apple and SuperMac video cards for a
Macintosh II. Installation requires plugging chips into
sockets.
VideoEx does not void any manufacturer's
warranties and is guaranteed for two years.
Call for pricing
Specialized Computer Systems, Inc.; 827 Arnold Dr.,
Ste. 80; Martinez, CA 94553; 415-370-8200
ViewFrame 11+2
LCD computer projection display
512K or larger Macintosh. ·
The ViewFrame II+2 projection display uses
liquid crystal display (LCD) technology to project a
real-time image of a Macintosh computer's monitor
onto a screen or wall. The unit attaches to the
Macintosh and uses any ordinary overhead projector.
The computer screen is projected just as an overhead
transparency would be.

Features of the ViewFrame II+2 include: a 640
by 480 pixel resolution; black and white with eight
shades of gray; an aspect ratio of l.33 to l; fan
cooling supplemented by optical heat rejection; the
video adapter used on the Macintosh does not require
an expansion slot; and installation does not require
any alteration of the computer case.
$1,850 retail
NView Corp.; 11835 Canon Blvd., Ste. CIO! ;
Newpon News, VA 23606; 804-873-1354
Viking 2
19-inch high-resolution monochrome monitor
Macintosh SE, SE/30 or ll.
The Viking 2 is a 19-inch monochrome monitor,
which offers 1,280 by 960 resolution that retains a l: l
ratio of the screen (circles won't appear as ovals).
The Viking 2 includes three desktop publishing
modes. In Extend mode, the screen image extends
onto the Macintosh SE, allowing for a larger image to
be displayed and vertically scrolled on the SE. In
Magnify mode, the SE provides two levels of fatbitsstyle magnification of whatever the cursor is pointing
to on the large screen. In WYSIWYG mode, the SE
displays the document at the exact printed size, or can
serve to display extra windows.
$1,995 retail; includes card
Moniterm Corp.; 5740 Green Circle Dr.; Minnetonka,
MN 55343; 612-935-4151
Viking2 G/S
Gray-scale monochrome monitor
Macintosh SE/30or11.
The Viking 2 G/S gray-scale monochrome
monitor is a 1,024 by 768 pixel display offering 256
shades of gray. It is designed for sophisticated
electronic publishing presentation graphics,
retouching, three-dimensional solid modeling, image
processing and other applications requiring
photorealistic images with precise text and line detail.
The Viking 2 G/S monitor uses square pixels for
precise matching of screen and laser printer text and
gi;aphics. Its 72 dpi resolution allows for actual-size
WYSIWYG screen display with all Macintosh
software.
The Viking 2 G/S comes with a controller card
that plugs into the Macintosh II NuBus slot. No
modifications are required.
$3,090 retail; includes card
Moniterm Corp.; 5740 Green Circle Dr.; Minnetonka,
MN 55343; 612-935-4151
Viking 21
21-inch color monitor
Macintosh SE/30 or 11.
The Viking 21 is a 21 -inch color monitor with a
square, flat-screen design for displaying two full
pages. It displays 256 colors out of a palette of 16.8
million with a dot pitch of 0.31 mm. The resolution is
72 dpi and the active screen' size is adjustable from
14.2 by I0.6 to 16 by 12.
Front panel controls for power, brightness,
contrast and degauss, and a tilt/swivel base, provide
easy use and comfonable viewing.
$5,590 retail; includes controller kit
Moniterm Corp.; 5740 Green Circle Dr.; Minnetonka,
MN 55343; 612-935-4151
Viking 2400
24-inch large-screen monochrome monitor
Macintosh SE or 11.
The Viking 2400 is a 24-inch large-screen
monochrome monitor that features 1,280 by 960 pixel
resolution for advanced desktop publishing,
CAD/CAM and spreadsheet applications.
The monitor is non-interlaced with·paper-white
phosphor for flicker-free viewing. It allows for
desktop publishing with larger documents or multiple
pages on screen. Its 18 by 13-inch screen can legibly
display facing 8.5 by I I-inch pages or a full B-size
engineering drawing.
$2,595 retail; includes card
Moniterm Corp.; 5740 Green Circle Dr.; Minnetonka,
MN 55343; 612-935-4151

Viking Trinitron
19-inch color display
Macintosh SE/30 or l/.
The Viking Trinitron is a 19-inch highperformance color display system that features
Trinitron technology. The Viking shows advanced 8bit color and displays 1,-24 by 826 pixels at 75 dpi.
The screen is refreshed at a flicker-free 69 Hz.
Hardware ergonomic features include a tilt/swivel
base and a front control panel.
$5,995 retail; includes card
Moniterm Corp.; 5740 Green Circle Dr.; Minnetonka,
MN 55343; 612-935-4151
Vopex-2M
Two-channel video output pon expander
Macintosh ll.
The Vopex-2M video port expander allows two
Maciruosh II monitors to be driven from the same
video port. In addition, the operating distance
between the Macintosh and its monitors can be
extended to 50 feet. This permits the relocation of
monitors into classrooms, control rooms, factory
floors and applications using video projectors. Vopex2M features 50 MHz bandwidth and no resolution
loss. The Macintosh II interface cable is included.
$334 retail
Network Technologies, Inc.; 19145 Elizabeth St.;
Aurora, OH 44202; 216-543-1646 or 800-742-8324
Vopex-8M
Eight output, Macintosh II video port expander
Macintosh ll.
The Vopex-8M is a video port expander for the
Macintosh II video standard and is functional with
both the monochrome and color monitor. The Vopex8M allows eight monitors to be driven by a single
Macintosh II at distances up to 50 feet from the
computer. It is an ideal device for applications such as
training rooms, presentations, video printers and
video projectors.
·
The Vopex-8M connects directly to a Macintosh
II video port via an NTI supplied 4-foot interface
cable. All eight output ports are individually buffered.
The Vopex-8M is completely operational with
monochrome or color monitors because it precisely
tracks the input signal.
It is easy to install and operates by plugging any
compatible Macintosh II monitor directly into the 15pin D output connectors. Extension cables fitted with
the same 15-pin D connectors are available in lengths
of 25-, 35- and 50-feet.
The Vopex-8M is housed in an 8 by 2.5 by 6.2inch package and powered by l IO VAC.
$999 retail
Network Technologies, Inc.; 19145 Elizabeth St.;
Aurora, OH 44202; 216-543-1646 or 800-742-8324
VP-10 Graphics Processor
Graphic element processor that connects color and
monochrome raster output devices to a Macintosh
Any Macintosh.
The VP-IO Graphics Processor connects color
and monochrome raster output devices to a
Macintosh. It accepts random vectors, symbols and
other graphic information from a host mainframe
computer. Its multiprocessors allow for overlap of
input data while outputting to a raster device.
It includes a vector capacity of up to 200,000
elements; 512K of memory, expandable to 2 MB;
support for most popular raster hard copy graphics
devices; color support for both modulated and
dithered devices; real time memory optimization;
print/plot spooler capabilities; pen plotter emulation;
and built-in diagnostics.
$5,995 retail
Andrew/KMW Systems Corp.; 6034 W. Courtyard
Dr.; Austin, TX 78730; 512-338-3000 or
800-531-5167
XC-3310
33-inch auto-tracking monitor
Macintosh ll.
The XC-33IO is a 33-inch (31-inch viewable)
auto-tracking monitor that has a resolution up to 800
by 560 pixels. Auto-tracking circuitry automatically
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locks onto any horizontal frequency from 15 KHz to
35 KHz and any vertical frequency from 40 Hz to 75
Hz. These specifications result in a plug-and-play
convenience to a user, requiring no internal
adjustments when connecting to a VCR or a
computer.
The XC-3310 accepts either TTL, analog or
television-type NTSC input signals. It also features an
inline gun with .81 mm stripe mask pitch and can
display infinite colors (depending on input mode or
graphics board used).
$5,495 retail
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.; Information
Systems Division; 991 Knox St.; Torrance,
CA 90502; 213-217-5732
XC-3715C
37-inch auto-tracking color monitor
Macincosh II.
The XC-3715C is a 37-inch color monitor
designed to fulfill the versatile requirements of
governmental, institutional and corporate
applications. It is able to operate from virtually any
worldwide video standard or power source. The
monitor is switchable between computer-generated
analog ROB and TTL, composite video or S-VHS
signal inputs. The monitor comes with a digital,
wireless remote control unit.
The monitor has an auto-tracking frequency
range of 15 to 36 KHz horizontal and 40 to 120 Hz
vertical. The XC-3715C displays 640 pixels by 200
lines to 800 pixels by 600 lines maximum in noninterlaced mode.
$7,599 retail
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.; Information
Systems Division; 991 Knox St.; Torrance, .
CA 90502; 213-217-5732
Xceed NB6-48; Xceed NBI0-78
Video cards
Macintosh fl, flx or flex.
The Xceed video cards provides 640 by 480 or
1,024 by 768 resolution and support 1, 2, 4 or 8 bits
per pixel gray scale and color modes. The cards
include Gamma correction software and 8/24-bit
color paint software and are fully compatible with
Apple Color QuickDraw and 32-bit QuickDraw
software. They feature easy, convenient NuBus
installation and function in multiple-monitor
enviroriments.
$395 retail; NB6-48
$595 retail; NB IO-78
Micron Technology, Inc.; 2805 E. Columbia Rd.;
Boise, ID 83706; 800-642-7661
Xceed SE/306-48; Xceed SE/3010-78
Video cards
Macintosh .SE/JO.
The Xceed video cards provides 640 by 480-or
1,024 by 768 resolution and support I, 2, 4 or 8 bits
per pixel gray scale and color modes. The cards
include Gamma correction software and 8/24-bit
color paint software and are fully compatible with
Apple Color QuickDraw and 32-bit QuickDraw
software.
$395 retail; SE/306-48
$595 retail; SE/3010-78
Micron Technology, Inc.; 2805 E. Columbia Rd. ;
Boise, ID 83706; 800-642-7661

Hardware & Peripherals/
Music
Apple MIDI Interface
One MIDI in-plug and one MIDI out-plug
Any Macintosh.
The Apple MIDI Interface has one MIDI in-plug
and one MIDI out-plug, making it suitable for a broad

range of musical applications. It measures 3-inches
long by 2-inches wide and 1.25-inches deep. It
connects to one of the computer's two serial ports via
Apple's standard circular eight connector. MIDI
instruments are connected to the interface via two,
five-pin standard MIDI cables.
$99 retail
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996-1010
Impulse Stereo Sound System
Converts Macintosh sounds to simulated stereo
512K or larger Macintosh. ·
The Impulse Stereo Sound System converts
Macintosh sounds to simulated stereo by splitting
highs and lows between two powerful speakers. A
user controls bass, treble, balance, tow and high
impedance output and volume.
$129 .95 retail; Tower of Power
Impulse, Inc.; 6870 Shingle Creek Pkwy., Ste. 112;
Minneapolis, MN 55430; 612-566-0221 or
800-328-0184
JamBox/2
SMPTE to MIDI converter
512K or larger Macintosh.
The JamBox/2 is a full-featured SMPTE
synchronizer that provides the merging of two MIDI
cables and adds synchronization to the merged MIDI
output. Push buttons and LED display on the
JamBox/2 provide for operation of most functions.
The full range of capabilities may be accessed by
MIDI system exclusive commands from a Desk
Accessory control panel.
The JamBox/2 provides SMPTE generation and
reading in all frame formats (24, 25, 30 and 30 drop)
and provides jam sync for regenerating a SMPTE
signal either to correct dropouts or to provide.
duplicate SMPTE stripe ori a second tape deck.
To add sound in sync to a video, a user will
synchronize a MIDI sequencer to a SMPTE signal on
a VCR tape. After all the music for the video has
been composed and synchronized with the video,
music will be recorded on a multitrack audio tape
deck along with the "jam sync" SMPTE signal.
The JamBox/2 provides click-in for
synchronizing to a live performer and has a 500
tempo change map that may be sent to the sequencer
via system exclusive messages or may be stored on
the audiotape.
$269 retail
Southworth Music Systems, Inc.; 91 Ann Lee Rd.;
Harvard, MA 01451 ; 508-772-9471
JamBox/4+
MIDI interface/SMPTE synchronizer/MIDI merger
512K or larger Macintosh; hard disk drive;
Image Writer or LaserWriter.
The JamBox/4 +MIDI processor is a 19-inch
rackmount unit that features four MIDI inputs, four
independent MIDI outputs, SMPTE time-{;ode
generator and reader and sync options.
Features include MIDI merging from four MIDI
inputs; the ability to record four independent
instruments at a time; channel routing to four
independent MIDI outputs; SMPTE reader and
generator at 24, 25 and 30 frames (drop and non. drop) per second; and "jam sync" for regeneration of
SMPTE signals.
The JamBox/4 can be used with virtually ;my
tape recording equipment from a home VCR to a
professional multitrack deck. The unit supports MIDI
Time Code for use with sound effects cueing
programs; provides sync-to-click for synchronizing
with a click track or live performer; and has DIN sync
(TTL 5v level) output at 24, 48, 96 and 384 parts per
quarter note for synchronization with non-MIDI drum
machines.
The JamBox/4 supports communications at eight
times MIDI throughput with the Macintosh in
Isochronous mode, as well as the standard 1 MHz
MIDI interface. The JamBox is compatible with most
Macintosh MIDI software and direct support for its
full capabilities is included in many packages, such as
Southworth 's MidiPaint and Mark of the Unicom 's
Performer.
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$459 reiail
Southworth Music Systems, Inc.; 91 Ann Lee ~d.;
Harvard, MA 01451 ; 508-772-9471
Macintosh Dual MIDI Interface
Adds two MIDI Ins and six MIDI Outs
Any Macintosh.
The Dual MIDI Interface adds two MIDI Ins and
six MIDI Outs to a Macintosh. It works with all
popular Macintosh MIDI software, including
packages supporting simultaneous use of both
Macintosh serial ports.
The Dual MIDI Interface supplies the a musician
with all the necessary hardware to connect a
Macintosh to a MIDI device. Up to five more MIDI
devices may be connected before going through a
thru box. The clock speed is 1 MHz and the unit is
fully opto-isolated and FCC certified. The package
comes complete with MIDI Interface, serial cable,
two MIDI cables and a MIDI program disk with some
MIDI software.
$149.95 retail
Altech Systems; 831 Kings Hwy., Ste. 200;
Shreveport, LA 71104; 318-226-1702
Macintosh MIDI Interface
Adds one MIDI In and three MIDI Outs
Any Macintosh; adapter required for 128K and 512K
operarion.
The MIDI Interface adds two MIDI Ins and three
MIDI Outs to a Macintosh. It works with all popular
Macintosh MIDI software and requires no batteries,
power packs or any external power source. This
feature allows the unit to work in any country with
any Mac, regardless of the voltage source.
The MIDI Interface supplies a musician with all
the necessary hardware to connect a Macintosh to a
MIDI device. Two or more MIDI devices may be
connected before going through a thru box. The clock
speed is 1 MHz, and the unit is fully opto-isolated
and FCC certified. The package comes complete with
MIDI Interface, two MIDI cables and a MIDI
program disk with some MIDI software.
$99.95 retail
$15 retail; adapter for l28K and 512K Mac
Altech Systems; 831 Kings Hwy., Ste. 200;
Shreveport, LA 71104; 318-226-1702
MIDI Conductor
Musical instrument digital interface
Any Macintosh.
The MIDI Conductor is a musical instrument
digital interface that allows a user to mix, record, edit
and compose music.
It allows a user to plug an electronic component
directly into a Macintosh and provides two
input/output cables.
$89 retail
Cambridge Automation, Inc.; 3260 Industry Dr.;
Signal Hill, CA 90806; 213-597-1626, 800-345-8666
.or 800-826-9214 in CA
MIDI Transport
MIDl/SMPTE interface
512K or larger Macintosh; MIDI cables; MIDI
software; any MIDI-equipped synthesizer(s), drum
machines or other MIDI equipment capable of
sending and/or receiving MIDI data.
MIDI Transport is a dual MIDI interface for a
Macintosh. It incorporates SMPTE to MIDI Time
Code conversion and other professional features.
The MIDI Transport is designed to operate in a
professional recording environment with multiple
MIDI instruments and tape. It can sync to all SMPTE
formats or its own variable rate FSK signal, and is
compatible with Jim Cooper's PPS-I. Its MIDI ports
and MIDI outs make it ideal for controlling multiple
MIDI devices.
The unit will operate both as a Macintosh MIDI
interface or as a stand-alone MIDI/SMPTE
synchronizer. It sits under the computer and provides
two MIDI ins and five MIDI outs, as well as
audiotape in and out and an internal power supply.
The MIDI Transport is compatible with existing
software packages, such as Master Tracks Pro and
Cue Sheet that incorporate MIDI Time Code. MIDI

Hardware & Peripherals/
Music
Time Code is a MIDI innovation that lets users
express SMPTE infonnation as MIDI messages. It
will also suppon most other software products that
sync via MIDI Song Pointer.
$459 retail
Passport Designs, Inc.; 625 Miramontes St.; Half
Moon Bay, CA 94019; 415-726-0280
Passport MIDI Interface
MIDI interface
Any Macintosh; any MIDI-equipped synthesizes or
drum machines; Macintosh Plus or SE adapter
cable; sync to tape with external synchronizer box is
optional. .
The Passpon MIDI Interface provides one MIDI
In and one MIDI Out.
$129.95 retail
Passpon Designs, Inc.; 625 Miramontes St.; Half
Moon Bay, CA 94019; 415-726-0280
PostPro
Digital multitrack recorder/editor
Macintosh II.
PostPro is an eight-track, direct-to-disk digital
multitrack recorder and editor designed for postproduction applications.
Enhancements include: tactile
controller/editor/locator, on-board time compression,
VITC, CMX autoconfonn and direct digital transfer
of audio data to SDlF, PRODIGI and AES/EBU
fonnats.
Call for pricing
New England Digital Corp.; 49 N. Main St.; White
River Junction, VT 05001; 802-295-5800
PostProSD
Digital audio workstation
Macintosh llx.
The PostPro SD is a digital audio workstation
that integrates hard disk recording/editing with RAMbased sampling under a single operating system. Up
to 16 hard disk tracks may be configured along with
eight separate sampling voice outputs, making the
PostPro SD a random access 24-track machine. It is
compatible with the full line of New England Digital
options, including the Mac-based graphic audio
editing package, EditView, and CMX Autoconfonn.
Call for pricing
New England Digital Corp.; 49 N. Main St.; White
River Junction, VT 05001; 802-295-5800
Professional Plus
MIDI interface
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Professional Plus interface attaches to either
the modem or printer pon on a Macintosh. It provides
one MIDI ln and three MIDI Outs that may be
connected to any synthesizer, drum machine or other
MIDI device using standard MIDI cables.
The Professional Plus has a durable metal case,
as well as an external power supply. It is available
with cables for the Macintosh Plus/SEm or 5 l 2K
Macintosh.
$125 retail
Opcode Systems; 3641 Haven Dr., Ste. A; Menlo
Park, CA 94025; 415-369-8131
Sasquatch Digital Audio System-03
Digital audio sampling, archival and real-time
playback
Macintosh SE/30 or larger; 5 MB of RAM.
Sasquatch perfonns digital sampling, recording,
editing and archiving of sound libraries. It has a
storage capacity of 112 minutes ( 1.2 GB) of online
stereo audio. Two VHS videotape drives provide 428
minutes (4.4 GB) of stereo audio storage.
Digital Signals Processing functions include:
real-time digital equalization (graphic or parametric);
time compression and expansion; non-destructive and
sample accurate editing; a digital sampling rate of
44. l K/16 bits per second; a sustained data transfer

rate of 14 MB per second; and hard disks are
expandable to 7.2 GB.
Sasquatch is self-contained in an expansion
chassis and connects to the Macintosh via a single
NuBus card. It comes complete with cabling and 1/0
ports for CD/DAT and analog; has a MIDI option; is
system adaptable to other DSP and archival needs;
and is fully compatible with all Sound Tools
products. Retrofitting and backup only system are
available.
$44,500 retail; SDAS-03
$19 ,500 to $96,000 retail; other models
Vertical Arts, Inc.; A Subsidiary of Graphic
Solutions, Inc.; 23 Pleasant St.; Northampton,
MA 01060; 413-586-9251or800-544-7274
Sound Accelerator
Digital signal processing card featuring the Motorola
56001
Macintosh SE or large1:
The Sound.Accelerator is a high-speed digital
signal processing (DSP) card based on the Motorola
5600 I DSP chip. The card provides CD-quality
playback of sounds directly from the computer, and
perfonns most sound proc(;!ssing and synthesis
functions in real time. Phase-synchronous stereo
capabilities and an expansion pon are included.
The Sound AcceleratOF will initially work with
Digidesign 's Sound Designer, Softsynth and
Turbosynth programs. The prograris take full
advantage of the card's sound playback and
processing capabilities.
In the case of Sound Designer, samples that have
been digitally loaded into a Macintosh from a
sampler or CD-ROM drive can be previewed (played)
directly from the computer with high sample rate 16bit linear fidelity. Digital equalization, mixing and
merging of sounds can be adjusted while the sound is
playing, allowing a user to hear each adjustment as it
is being made. Three-dimensional FFf frequency
analyses can be made to appear instantly on the
Macintosh screen.
When used in conjunction with Softsynth and
Turbosynth, all synthesis functions are processed in
real time. As a result, a user can adjust parameters of
a sound while listening to the corresponding changes
in timbre. This enhances the program's effectiveness
and reduces the time required to create innovative,
interesting sounds. As with Sound Designer, sounds
can be previewed directly from the computer with 16bit fidelity.
Digidesign, in conjunction with Motorola, will be
releasing a Sound Accelerator Developer's Kit. The
Kit is intended to aid developers in writing a wide
range of future programs requiring high-quality audio
output or other high-speed DSP functions.
$1,295 retail
Digidesign, Inc.; 1360 Willow Rd. , Ste. IOI; Menlo
Park, CA 94025; 415-688-0600
Sound Tools
Digital recording and editing system
Macintosh SE or larger; hard disk drive.
Sound Tools is a digital recording and editing
system that includes the Sound Accelerator Digital
Signal Processing Card, AD lN Analog to .Digital
Convenor, Sound Designer ll Audio Editing
Software and DAT l/O B: Directional Digital
Interface.
Sound Tools lets a user polish digital two-track
inasters to create jingles and commercials, lay back
sound effects for film or video, edit dialog, tum a
three-minute hit single into a JO-minute dance mix,
create remixes of any recorded piece and more - all
at a single workstation with CD-quality fidelity.
$3,285 retail
Digidesign, Inc.; 1360 Willow Rd., Ste. IOI ; Menlo
Park, CA 94025; 415-688-0600
Studio 3
MIDI interface
512K or larger Macimosh.
Studio 3 is a MIDI interface with
synchronization. The interface has two independent
MIDI Ins and six independent MIDI Outs. Each
MIDI Out is assignable to either the printer or modem

pon. LEDs on the front panel display activity for each
MIDI port. Front panel buttons allow "thru" patching
of either serial port, allowing switching from MIDI to printing or communicating with a modem. The
interface reads and writes all fonnats of SMPTE.
When receiving SMPTE, it sends MIDI Time Code to
the Mac for synchronization. It Jam Syncs, generating
fresh SMPTE code for dubbing. The interface has
connectors for SoftShoes pedals, useful in controlling
Opcode's Vision sequencer.
$495 retail
•
Opcode Systems; 3641 Haven Dr., Ste. A; Menlo
Park, CA 94025; 415-369-8131
Studio Master Plus With CCL
Accurately logs the position of every knob and
control on a mixing console
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Studio Master Plus With CCL (Console Control
Logging) gives users the ability to more accurately
log the position of every knob and control on their
recording studio mixing consoles.
The program includes a Billing System, which
times sessions and breaks to the minute, produces
invoices and work orders on demand, and tracks
materials used and miscellaneous charges; a Word
Processor, which allows lyrics and notes to be
documented at anytime; a Captain's Log, which
maintains a record of all events that happen in a
· studio; and more.
Other features include: track sheets, tape labels,
outboard equipment charting system, maintenance
log and session log.
$12,500 retail
Studio Master Computer Systems; 229 Sunny Isles
Blvd.; N. Miami Beach, FL 33160; 305-945-9774
Studio Plus Tuo
MIDI interface
5/2K or larger Macintosh.
The Studio Plus Two is a MIDI interface that
provides a Macintosh with two independent MIDI Ins
and six MIDI Outs. LEDs on the front panel display
MIDI In and Out activity, allowing for easy
debugging of a user's system.
The two MIDI Ins allow users to record from two
keyboards simultaneously, or even to record through
one MIDI In while users sync to tape with the other.
The six MIDI Outs let users fully utilize both the
modem and printer ports of a Macintosh, sending data
out either side to multiple instruments. Modem and
printer "thru" switches allow users to connect all
MIDI cables, yet easily print or use the modem. Users
can also use MIDI " thru" when there is no Macintosh
attached to the interface or when running non-MIDI
applications. A third switch allows users to pool all
six MIDI Outs together on a single port.
The Studio Plus Two is available with cables for
the Macintosh Plus/SEm or 5 l 2K Macintosh.
$2~5 retail
Opcode Systems; 3641 Haven Dr., Ste. A; Menlo
Park, CA 94025; 415-369-8131
Synclavier 3200
Digital audio workstation
Macintosh llx.
The Synclavier 3200 is a modular digital
workstation that, although it measures 22 1/8 inches
wide by 23 I/2 inches deep by 42 3/16 inches tall,
delivers a maximum of 32 polyphonic voices with
16-bit/IOO KHz fidelity and 32 MB of sample RAM.
A full range of system recording, editing and
SMPTE/VITC synchronization capabilities can be
accessed by using New England Digital 's customized
Macintosh llx Graphics Workstation and any MIDI
input device.
Call for pricing
New England Digital Corp.; 49 N. Main St.; White
River Junction, VT 0500 I; 802-295-5800
Synclavier 6400
Digital audio workstation
Macintosh fix.
The Synclavier 6400 is a digital audio
workstation that features 32 16-bit, I00 KHz voices
and 64 MB of sample RAM. Options include 2 GB
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coordinated power strip designed to match
person al computer systems.
$35.95 retail
Data Spec; 9410 Owensmouth Ave.; Chatsworth,
CA 91311; 818-772-9977

optical disk for database storage and retrieval of
sounds and MIDlnet Processor/Patchbay, which
connects up to l 28 MIDI peripherals to the
Synclavier 6400 while offering powerful central
automation features.
Call for pricing
New England Digital Corp.; 49 N. Main St.; White
River Junction, VT 05001; 802-295-5800

The full sine wave UPS is highly
miniaturized, wei ghing only eight pounds and
fitting neatly beneath the Macintosh. In addition
to silent operation , the I l OSE features a
convenient front panel display for visual
confirmation of overload, low battery and linepower fault conditions. A self-test system
checks the internal UPS battery each time the
Macintosh is powered on.
$299 retail
American Power Conversion Corp. ; 350
Columbia St. ; Peace Dale, RI 02883;
40 l-789-5735

Synclavier 9600
Digital audio workstation

370ci
Uninterruptible power system

Macintosh llx.
The Synclavier 9600 is a powerful digital audio
workstation that provides as many as 96 polyphonic
stereo voices, l 92 MB of RAM, a 200-track
EDL/sequencer, a Macintosh Ilx Graphics
Workstation and a velocity/pressure keyboard.
Available options include optical-disc sound
storage and integrated direct-to-disk digital multitrack
recording.
Call for pricing
New England Digital Corp.; 49 N. Main St.; White
River Junction, VT 0500 l; 802-295-5800

Macintosh II family.
The 370ci provides complete protection
against costly data loss and hardware damage
from AC power disturbances, such as blackouts,
brownouts, sags , surges and spikes. During an
extended outage, the 370ci will supply clean,
backup power to a typical Mac II with a color
monitor and internal hard drive for 15 minutes.
The 370ci features sinewave output, high
and low voltage protection, surge protection and
noise filtering and signaling interface. It also
features an exclusive self-test system that
checks the internal battery each time the
Macintosh is turned on. The UPS has a slim,
low-profile design and fits neatly beneath the
computer.
$449 retail
American Power Conversion Corp.; 350
Columbia St.; Peace Dale, RI 02883;
401-789-5735

Any Ma cintosh.
The DataSaver is a standby, uninterruptible
power supply that keeps computer systems and
other critical instruments operating during line
power interruptions. It also comes with built-in
surge protection to safeguard a system from
damage caused by spikes or transients.
DataSaver is available in four sizes: 90
Watt, 200 Watt, 400 Watt and 600 Watt.
Features include: visual and audible alarm
system; spike (transient) suppression and EM!
noise filtering; stepped sinewave/pulse width
modulation output; external battery jacks for
extended holdup time; fast response switching;
constant built-in battery charger; and a one-year
parts and labor warranty.
$350 retail; Model 9012060 (up to 90watts/l 10
VA)
$495 retail; Model 20012060 (up to 200
watts/250 VA)
$695 retail; Model 400 l 2060 (up to 400
watts/500 VA)
$985 retail; Model 60012060 (up to 600
watts/750 VA)"
$595 to$ l ,085 retail; International Models
Cuesta Systems Corp.; 3440 Roberto Ct.; San
Luis Obispo, CA 9340 l ; 805-541-4160 or
800-332-3440

ACP100BL2
Transient surge protector

DLP Series
Transient surge protectors

Any Ma cintosh ; duplex outlet.
The ACPIOOBL2 Surge Protector guards
computerized equipment against destructive
power surges. It prevents surge-related problems
and logic errors, reduces downtime resulting
from unscheduled repairs and maintenance, and
eliminates program bugs caused by short-term
transient voltage.
No special wiring or tools are needed. The
unit is simply plugged into any l l 0 volt 15 amp
duplex receptacle. Special features include solid
state silicon junction Avalanche Diode
Suppressor design and an indicator light that
shows when the unit is not operational. The unit
provides continuous monitoring of line voltage
and a 5ns response time to transient
overvoltages.
$185 retail
Transtector Systems, Inc.; PO Box 300; Hayden
Lake, ID 83835; 800-635-2537

Any Macintosh; 25-pin "D" connectors.
The DLP Series Transient Surge Protectors
provide reliable equipment protection from
overvoltages on long cable runs emp loying
standard RS-232 25-pin D connectors used to
interface a remote station with a host CPU.
The OLP Series Protectors prevent surgerelated problems. They automatically protect
without faulting the line, interrupting or
removing service. The unit provides continuous
monitoring of line voltage and a 5ns response
time to transient overvoltages.
$89 to $121 retail
Transtector Systems , Inc.; PO Box 300; Hayden
Lake, ID 83835; 800-635 c2537

Hardware & Peripherals/
Music

Timecode Machine
SMPTE/MIDI converter

512K or larger Macintosh.
The Timecode Machine is useful for
synchronizing MIDI applications to audio or
videotape. It is able to stripe SMPTE on tape, later
reading the SMPTE back and converting it to MIDI
Time Code. MIDI Time Code puts the timing
infonnation of SMPTE time code onto a convenient
MIDI cable.
The Timecode Machine features the ability to
read and write SMPTE code in all fonnats , including
24, 25, 30 and drop frame; the ability to "jam sync,"
rewriting fresh SMPTE when locked; the ability to
"flywheel ," remaining locked despite dropouts or
other short SMPTE errors; and the ability to generate
industry standard MIDI Time Code signal or "direct
time lock," synchronizing a wide range of
applications. The hardware comes complete with the
Timecode Machine Desk Accessory, making simple
system setup.
The Timecode Machine adds tremendous
flexibility and power to two of Opcode's software ·
packages for the Macintosh, Cue - 'I)Je Film Music
System and Opcode's Sequencer Version 3. With
Cue, a user will be able to view exact SMPTE
numbers on the computer or sequencer screen while
scoring. Event triggers, click tracks, MIDI files and
streamers and punches will lock to SMPTE code,
making Cue the center of a true Macintosh film music
system. With Opcode's Sequencer Version 3,
synchronization to SMPTE will make simple the task
of overdubbing at any location on a tape.
$295 retail
Opcode Systems; 3641 Haven Dr., Ste. A; Menlo
Park, CA 94025; 415-369-8131

Hardware & Peripherals/
Power Protection Devices
HOSE Uninterruptible Power System
UPS

Macinto sh Plus or·SE (90 VA maximum ).
The l lOSE Uninterruptible Power Supply
provides complete protection against costly data
loss and hardware damage from AC power
· disturbances , such as blac"kouts, brownouts,
sags, surges and spikes. During an extended
blackout, the 11 OSE will supply clean backup
power to a fully configured Macintosh SE with
internal disk drive for more than 20 minutes.

Auto Outlet Strip
Automatically turns on peripherals when a
Macintosh is powered up; provides surge and
spike protection

Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Auto Outlet Strip automatically turns on
a user's peripherals when a Macintosh is
powered up. Special sensing electronics monitor
the Macintosh 's power. When the Macintosh is
turned on, power is applied to the remaining
outlets. It also provides the latest features in
surge and spike protection.
$99.95 retail
MacSema; 29383 Lamb Dr. ; Albany, OR 97321;
503-757-1520 or 800-344-7228
D60UTSP
Slimline six-outlet power outlet with surge
·
suppressors

Any Macintosh.
The D60UTSP AC surge protector is a sixoutlet strip that offers continuous spike
protection and includes a built-i n safety circuit
breaker, a master switch with pilot light, a
three-wire plug and a six-inch heavy-duty
power cord. It is an injection-molded, color-
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DataSaver
Standby power supply

DSTM2 Modem/Fax/Telephone Lightning
Surge Protector
Protects equipment that transmits and receives
data via telephone lines

Any Macintosh.
The DSTM2 protects equipment that
transmits and receives data via telephone lines,
such as fax machines , modems and phone
systems. Compact in design, it features
maximum energy dissipation and plugs directly
into any AC outlet socket.
$34. 95 retail
Data Spec; 9410 Owensmouth Ave. ; Chats worth,
CA 91311 ; 818-772-9977
Electra Guard
Power protection devices

Any Ma cintosh.
The Electra Guard 7 is a three outlet
superior protection transient voltage surge
suppressor that provides multistage protection
on the hot, neutral and ground lines. Diagnostic
circuitry and an indicator lamp show that the
protection circuits are operating properly.
EMI/RPI protection provides more than 20db of
noise rejection. Response time is less than Ins.
The Electra Guard 21 A is a six outlet
superior protection transient voltage surge
suppressor that absorbs destructive overvoltages while allowing the normal voltage

Hardware & Peripherals/
Power Protection Devices
to continue to pass through. This unit
automatically resets and resumes monitoring.
The EG 21 A includes a fighted on/off switch, a
resettable circuit breaker, a six-foot cord and an
audible alarm. EMl/RFI protection provides
more than 20db of noise rejection. Response
time is less than Ins. The clamping voltage is
260 volts at 3,000 amps and is U.L. listed.
Tpe Electra Guard 41 is a multioutlet power
control center that provides full protection on
the hot, neutral and ground lines, as well as
EMI/RFI protection. It provides five
independent on/off switches for the computer
and peripherals. A master on/off switch controls
the entire system. There are five power outlets
for the computer and peripherals and the cord
plugs into standard wall outlets. Response time
is less than Ins.
The Electra Guard 50-2-1 is a superior
transient voltage mul tistage surge suppressor
that plugs into a standard wall receptacle.
Modular RJ 11 and/or RJ45 jacks are also
provided for lease line and dial line protection.
A diagnostic monitor indicates that the surge
suppressor is fully operational. A six-foot
modular data cord is included. Response time is
less than Ins. The un it clamps at 260 volts at
3,000 amps.
$69.95 retail; Electra Guard 7
$119.95 retail; Electra Guard 21A
$99.95 retail; Electra Guard 41
$124.95 retail; Electra Guard 50-2-1
CPS Electronics, Inc.; 4151 !12th Ter. N;
Clearwater, FL 34622; 813-573-1600 or
800-237-6010
Ferrups And Micrn-Ferrups
Uninterruptible power systems
Any Macintosh.
Ferrups and Micro-Ferrups are
uninterruptible power systems ranging from 350
VA to 15 KVA. They provide micros, minis,
LANs, telecommunications equipment and other
electrical devices with continuous, computergrade power to protect against blackouts and
other line power problems, including minor
brownouts, sags, spikes, surges, noise and
frequency variation. All models are made in the
U.S.A. and all 60 hertz models are UL listed.
$895 to $13,945 retail; full-color, 36-page
brochure available
Best Power Technology, Inc.; PO Box 280;
Necedah, WI 54646; 608-565-7200 or
800-356-5794
Filter Plus
AC power-line filter/conditioner and surge
suppressor
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Filter Plus is an industrial-quality AC
power-line filter/conditioner and surge
suppressor. The unit uses large sine-wave
tracking filters to remove line disturbances and
limit overvoltage let-through to extremely low
levels. Surge pulse life is essentially unlimited.
Filter Plus has six grounded outlets, a sixfoot line cord and a master switch.
$119retail
B H Power Products; 2223 Rebecca Dr.;
Hatfield, PA 19440; 215-822-2989
Filtered Safe-Strip
Surge suppressor with EMI-RFI protection
Any Macintosh.
The Filtered Safe-Strip is a surge
suppression device that filters out noise caused
by electromagnetic and radio frequency
interference (EMI-RFI).
It features six outlets (four switch-controlled
and two unswitched ), an illuminated master onoff switch and a 7-foot power cable. It also

provides a resettable 15 amp circuit breaker for
current overload protection.
$39.95 retail
Curtis Manufacturing Co., Inc.; 30 Fitzgerald
Dr. ; Jaffrey, NH 03452; 603-532-4123

Macintosh and provides power to the computer
and two peripherals.
Call for pricing
Systems Control; PO Box 788M; Iron Mountain,
MI 4980 I; 800-451-6866

Grizzly
Uninterruptible power supply
Maci111osh Plus or larger.
The Grizzly UPS combines surge protection
and battery backup in a small and lightweight
system. Grizzly's 2ms transfer time provides
uninterrupted power protection and ensures that
no data is lost or altered during a shutdown.
Visual and audible alarms keep a user aware of
when AC power is lost and how much battery
time is remaining. Grizzly distributes power
through four output receptacles and offers quiet ,
efficient and reliable operation.
$499 retail; 300 VA
$699 retail ; 500 VA
$ 1,149 retail; 1,000 VA
$1,999 retail; 2,000 VA
General Power Corp.; I045 S. East St.;
Anaheim, CA 92815; 714-956-9321 or
800-854-3469

Macpower Swivel
Tilt and sw ivel, power director and surge
protection
Macpower Swivel allows users to tilt and
swivel the.Macintosh for viewing comfort. It
provides a power director and surge protection
for the en tire system. Five outlets with a master
switch provide control over the computer and
four peripherals.
$65 retail
Global Computer Supplies; 11 Harbor Park Dr.;
Port Washington, NY 11050; 800-845-6225

Mac Juice 300
Provides 300 VA of uninterruptible power and
protection
Any Macintosh.
The Mac Juice 300 provides 300 VA of
uninterruptible power for any Macintosh with its
internal and external drives , monitor and modem
for I0-20 minutes. It also includes heavy surge,
spike and noise filters.
The device automatically recharges whether
it is off or on and will sound a two-minute
warning tone before it runs out of power.
It can be installed beside the computer as a
master on/off switch or in an out-of-the-way
area. Four standard receptacles are provided on
the rear panel of the UL Listed UPS.
$399 retail
Computer Power Solutions, Inc. ; 3097 Cypress
Lake; Memphis, TN 38119; 901-757-8505 or
800-365-8816
Mac Juice II
Uninterruptible power and protection sys tem
Macintosh Plus or SE.
Mac Juice II provides 500 plus VA of
uninterruptible power, complete with batteries.
It supports two Macintosh SEs or a Macintosh
II, together with associated backup devices,
modems, etc. Completely automatic, Mac Juice
II provides four outlets in back for plug-in
installation and a master switch to turn on the
entire configuration. A secondary auditory tone
gives a two-minute warning of battery
exhaustion. Batteries are maintenance free and
are five-year rated with an anticipated life of
10 years.
Mac Juice II is a complete power protection
system in an attractive, minimum footprint
master unit. Power sags and momentary
dropouts , as well as power outages, are
completely transparent to supported systems.
Surge, spike and noi se (EMl/RFI) filtration is
multistage.
The entire UL-listed unit carries a one-year
repair/replace warranty. An extended next-day
replacement warranty (one to five years) is
available.
$499 retail
Computer Power Solutions, Inc.; 3097 Cypress
Lake; Memphis, TN 38119; 901-757-8505 or
800-365-88 16
MacGard
Surge suppressor with built-in antistatic drain
pad
Any Macintosh.
MacGard provides protection from voltage
surge, static discharge, faulty ground and radiofrequency interference. It fastens to the side of a

Mac UPS
Uninterruptible power supply; full surge
suppression , power condi tioning and brownout
protection (I 0 to 12 minutes of backup power);
small and portable (less than five pounds)
Macintosh Plus or SE.
The MacUPS is an uninterruptible power
supply unit designed specifically for use with a
Macintosh. It is the same height as an Apple
SOOK external disk driv·e, and fits easily into
any Macintosh carrying bag.
The user interface consists of three icons: a
green si ne wave indicating that the UPS is
online, a green battery indicating that. the
battery is fu.llY charged and a red battery
indicating that the battery is low (an audible
warning accompanies the low battery indicator).
Features include I00 watts of output power;
fuse protection; low battery cutoff; 10 to 12
minute battery backup time with a Macintosh
only; 7 to I 0 minute battery backup time with a
hard disk drive attached; and more.
$379.95 retail
Statpower; 717 Simundson Dr., Ste. 170; Point
Roberts, WA 98281 ; 604-420-1585
Master Piece Mac II
Power control center
Macintosh II .
Master Piece Mac II organizes and protects
an entire Macintosh II system. It organizes a
user 's power with a special computer outlet
(continuously powered to allow for special Mac
II startup) and four peripheral outlets with
individual master switching - all protected
with surge suppression and EMl/RFI noise
filterin g.
It also has additional modem/telephone line
surge suppression circuitry to protect a modem
from the electrical di sturbances that occur on
the telephone line. The modem protection is
provided through two RJ-11 modular phone
jacks on the back of the Master Piece Mac II,
which comes with the telephone cable needed to
make the additional connection.
It also provides a monitor swivel to adjust a
monitor to the most comfortable viewing angle.
$159.95 retail
Kensington Microware, Ltd.; 25 1 Park Ave. S;
New York, NY 10010; 212-475-5200 or
800-535-4242
Meirick UPS Systems
Uninterruptible power system s that provide
continuous computer-grade power during power
failures , brownouts and surges
Any Macintosh.
The Meirick UPS System provides
continuous computer-grade power during power
failures, brownouts and surges and is available
in 400, 450, 850, 1,000 and 1,400 VA model s.
Features include: slim-line packaging that allows
the unit to fit conveniently under the computer
monitor; a power director that provides centralized
switch control of the computer and up to three
peripherals; (ree auto-shutdown software and RS-232
interface; and more.
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$449 retail; Meirick 400
$549 reiail; Meirick 450SL Slimline
$749 retail; Meirick 850SL Slimline
$795 retail; Meirick 1000
$1,045 retail; Meirick l 400
Meirick, Inc.; PO Box 298; Frisco, CO 80443;
303-668-325 l
Minuteman 1600 Watt UPS
Uninterruptible power supply
Any Macintosh.
The Minuteman l 600 Watt UPS offers safe
and reliable power protection for computer
systems and other sensitive electronic
equipment, including protection from blackouts,
interruptions, brownouts, overvoltages,
overloads, surges, spikes and EMI/RFI noise.
The Minuteman \ 600 protects any system
with a power load of 1600 watts maximum and
features a synchronized sine wave output that
switches to inverter operation in less than !ms.
All operations are fully automatic with sound
and LED light indictor and alarm systems. The
Minuteman comes standard with a 48-volt
battery pack and separate control unit.
Additional battery packs are available if
increased run time is required during blackouts
and brownouts.
$1,999 retail
Para Systems, Inc.; 1455 LeMay Dr. ; Carrollton,
TX 75007 ; 214-446-7363 or 800-238-7272
Model SfOll
· Wall-mount surge protector
Any Macintosh.
The Model SPOl l features a compact sixoutlet wall mount style and offers continuous
spike protection,. It converts a dual-wall power
outlet to six outlets, while adding protection to
all attached equipment. The SPOl l features a
power indicator and automatically resets for
repeated usage after brownouts or surges.
$23.95 retail
Data Spec; 9410 Owensmout·h Ave.; Chatsworth,
CA 91311; 818-772-9977
Modem/Fax Protector
Modem and fax surge protectors
Any Mqcinfosh.
·
The Modem/Fax Protector 10 is strictly a
telephone-line surge suppressor, good for users
who a!reaµy liave a power-line surge suppressor
and want to add telephone-li!Je protection. It can
be plugged into any grounded outlet.
Modem/Fax Protector 20 offers botn a single
surge protected power outlet and a telephoneline surge suppressor to protect a modem or fax
from electrical disturbances on both the power
and telephone lines. An LED indicator warns a
user if its protective circuitry is ever damaged.
It pjugs into any grounded outlet.
$19.95 retail; Modem/Fax Protector 10
$39.95 retail; Modem/Fax Protector 20
Ke!)sington Micr.oware; Ltd.; 251 Park Ave. S;
New YOr~. NY 10010; 212-475-5200 or
800-535-4242
Netmax
.
Surge protector for network data lines
Any Macintosh.
The Netmax is a surge protector designed
specifically to safeguard network data lines. It works
with the Arcnet LAN using twisted-pair phone cable,
and has four AC outlets aIJd two RJ-11 jacks for the
data lines. The Netmax comes with a 6-foot cord,
master on/off switch and a lifetime warranty that
covers the unit anq the equipment connected to it.
$139 retail
Panamax; 150 Mitchell Blvd.; San RafaeJ,
CA 94903; 415-499-3900

Pana max
Voltage surge protectors, data and telephone line
filters, power backup systems
Any Macintosh.
Panamax has a complete line of voltage surge
protectors with noise filters, brownout protectors,
data and telephone line filters and power backup
systems. A lifetime warranty is offered on the
protectors, as well as the e}!Uiptnent plugged in.
Panamax will repair or replace any equipment
damaged due to a transient surge that was correctly
connected to any Max surge protector.
$89 retail; Faxmax-1
$99 retail; Faxmax-2
$129 retail; Faxmax-4
$69 retail; Max-I
$79 retail; Max-2
$89 retail; Max-4
$99 retail; Max-6
$149 retail; Supermax
$49 retail; Datamax
$499 retail; Powermax 450 VA
$ l ,099 retail; Powermax 800 VA
$1,399 retail; Powermax 1200 VA
$89 retail; Coaxmax-l
$129 retail; Coaxmax-4
$139 retail; Coaxmax-SSP
Panamax; 150 Mitchell Blvd.; San Rafael,
CA 94903; 415-499-3900
Personal Computer Line Tamers
Power conditioners
Any Macintosh.
Personal Computer Line Tamers are designed to
provide power conditioning for personal computers.
They provide tight voltage regulations and isolate a
computer from harmful spikes, surges, transients and
other electrical noises.
Seven models are available that incorporate
power ratings from 150 VA to 1,200 VA. All models
are UL approved, CSA lis!ed and come with a fiveyear warranty.
$605 retail; PCLT-1200
$540 retail; PCLT-1000
$485 retail; PCLT-800
$330 retail; PCLT-600
$285 retail; PCLT-450
$220 retail; PCLT-300
$165 retail; PCLT-150
Shape Magnetronics, lnc.; 901 DuPage Ave.;
Lombard, IL 60148; 800-367-5811
Pocket Power Inverter Model PCIOO+
Converts 12-volt DC power to l 15-volt AC power;
small and totally portable; allows operation of Mac
from cigarette lighter or any vehicle
Macintosh Plus or SE.
The Pocket Power Inverter allows a user to
operate a Macintosh froni any l 2-volt power source,
such as a car, truck, van, boat, plane or portable
power pack. Weighing only 12' oµnces, it plugs into
any l 2-volt cigarette lighter outlet to produce
115-volts AC.
Features include: low power draw from battery;
fits into a Macintosh carrying bag, glove
compartment, briefcase or pocket; built-in fuse
protection; an audible low batt\!ry alarm; and an
automatic low battery cutoff circuit.
$179.95 retail
Statpower; 717 Simundson Dr., Ste. 170; Point
Roberts, WA 98281 ; 604-420-1585
Power Backer
Uninterruptible power supplies
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Power Backers are designed to protect against
any power line disturbance. They supply power as
needed to protect against any power outage. They
also protect equipment from surges, spikes and noise
in the power supply. Their UL listed circuitry clips
surges and spikes at a safe level and filters out line
noise to provide a computer with clean, safe power.
The Power Backer stores power in batteries.
When a power drop or outage occurs, (he Power
Backer sounds an alarm and s\arts supplying power to
a computer within I to 4ms. It continues to sound an
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alarm every few seconds and will s11pply a computer
with full power for five to 65 minutes, depending on
the power requirements of a system.
When power is restored, the Power Backer
automatically switches back to the AC wall current
and begins to recharge its batteries.
$399 retail; Power Backer 360
$599 retail; Power Backer 450
$799 retail; Power Bac~er 520
$1,099 retail; Power Backer 800
$1,399 retail; Power Backer l 200
Kensington Microware, Ltd.; 25 l Park Ave. S; New
York, NY 10010; 212-475-5200 or 800-535-4242
Power Cub
Uninterruptible power supply
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Power Cub js a rugged, compact UPS that
provides iminediate and complete protection of data
from blackouts, brownouts, voltage transients and
noise interference.
Measuring only 3 inches high, the Power Cub
contains individual power switches mounted on the
front panel for all system peripherals. Other features
include a front panel lamp for keyboard illumination
during power failure, LED indicators for mode of
operation, load level and overload indicators and
telephone line transient protection for modems.
$609 retail; 300 VA
$799 retail; 550 VA
General power Corp.; 1045 S. East St.; Anaheim,
CA 92815; 714-956-9321 or800-854-3469
Power Tree
Outlet strips
Any Macintosh.
The Power Tree line consists of three six-outlet
power strips.
The Power Tree l0 offers six outlets, a master
switch and surge suppression. If its protective
circuitry is ever damaged, an LED indicator will go
out to warn a user.
The Power Tree 20 offers six outlets, a master
switch, surge suppression and EMI/RFI noise
filtering. In addition to an LED status indicator, lt
also offers a buzzer alarm that will sound to warn a
user of any circuitry damage.
The Power Tree 50 offers six outlets, fiv9,are
controlled by a master switch. A sixth outlet is
continuously powered to allow for separate control of
one periph~ral . The Power Tree 50 offers surge
suppression, EMl/RFI noise filtering and a buzzer
alarm that warns a user of any circuitry damage. It
also offers additional modem surge suppression
circuitry to protect a modem (apd computer) from
surges and spikes on the telephone line. It also
inclucjes a mounting bracket and cable support that
allow a user to install it under a work surface within
easy reach.
$29.95 retail; Power Tree JO
$49.95 retail; Power Tree 20
$99.95 retail; Power Tree 50
Kensington Microware, Ltd.; 251 Park Ave. S; New
York, NY 10010; 212-475-5200 or 800-535-4242
PowerKey
Puts "power" into the Mac 's normally inactive Power
On key; protects equipment against power surges,
noise and overload
. The PowerKey is a device that, wnen plugged
into an electrical outlet and connected to the keyboard
port, puts "power" into the Mac's normally inactive
Powe·r On key. With the Mac 's power cord plugged
into the unit, pressing the Power On key powers up
the computer. Ch09sing Shut Dowri turns the
machine off. PowerKey can also be programmed to
tum a Macintosh on at 'I preset time. Three extra
outjets are provided for peripherals. A built-in surge
suppressor, noise filter and 15-amp circuit breaker
protects the entire system.
$99 retail
Sophisticated Circuits, Inc.; 19017 !20th Ave. NE,
Ste. 106; Bothell, WA 98011 ; 206-485-7979
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Proxima Compact Power Director
Power protection; surge suppression; power control;
i •.atic discharge; UL listed
: , 2K or larger Macintosh .
The Proxima Compact Power Director is a fouroutlet power control center that provides surge
suppression and fingertip power control for up to four
peripherals.
features include: UL listed; exceeds IEEE 587
Categories A and B performance standards; protects
on all three lines of incoming AC power (hot, neutral
and ground); has a static discharge plate; and includes
a lifetime equipment protection policy.
$99.95 retail
Computer Accessories Corp.; 66IO Nancy Ridge Dr.;
San Diego, CA 92121; 619-457-5500
Proxima IPS 500+
Standby power supply
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Proxima IPS 500+ is a lightweight (29 lbs.),
two-inch hig~ standby power supply that is designed
to fit under any monitor for easy power status
information and fihgertip power control of all
peripherals. The computer and up to four periplierals
cart be plugged directly into the back panel of the
Proxima !PS.
Proxima JPS combines unintenuptible power
with line conditioning, surge suppression and power
control. If utility power fails or drops below
tolerance, the Proxima IPS begins supplying steady,
noise-free AC power to the computer. When the
utility power returns to normal, it automatically
switches the computer back to the AC power line. It
also filters out utility power line noise.
A UPS Ready indicator shows that the battery is
charged at the appropriate level. A Battery Reserve
"fuel gauge" indicator displays available backup
time. Another key feature is an Overload indicator
that helps users determine which system components
to plug .into the UPS outlets. An audible alarm signals
when the UPS is in operational mode.
Proxima IPS is available in a 400 watt
configuration, which provides up to 45 minutes of
power backup. An optional external battery pack
provides additional backup reserve time.
$649.95 retail
$249.95 retail; external battery pack
Computer Accessories Corp.; 66IO Nancy Ridge Dr.;
San Diego, CA 92121; 619-457-5500
Proxima Power Director
Surge suppression and power control center with
modem protection
·
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Proxima Power Director is an advanced
surge suppression and powet coritrol center for
personal computers. It incorporates integrated
circuitry for high-speed transient voltage surge
suppressiOn, filtering of Electro-Magnetic and Radio
Frequency Interference (EMl/RFI), and overcurrent
protection. Power Director meets IEEE 587-1980
Class A and Class B performance standards, allowing
it to withstand a minimum of 6,000 volts at 500
ainps. There is a static discharge nameplate, which
allows dissipation of static electricity that can be
harmful to data. Both Power Directors include a
lifetime equipment protection policy.
The Prox.ima Director also features a panel of
push-button switches that allow the user to power-up
sys!e!Jl peripherals individually or all at once. It offers
a convenient storage pocket for 3.5-inch disks and a
disk stand to keep disks organized. The shielded
pocket can also house additional space-saving system
expansion products, including the Print Saver printer
buffer and several Data Director data transfer
switches.
$149.95 retail; Proxima Power Director
$159.95 retail; Proxima Power Director Plus (with
modem protection)

Computer Accessories Corp.; 66 IO Nancy Ridge Dr.;
San Diego, CA 92121; 619-457-5500
Proxima ProLine
Surge s11ppressors
Any Macintosh.
Proxima ProLines are application-specific surge
suppressors that provide three precise levels of
protection. The ProLine I 0 is designed for the
Macintosh l 28K, 5 l 2K and Plus; ProLine 20 is
designed for the Macintosh SE family; and ProLine
30 protects the Macintosh II family and provides
modem/fax line protection.
The Pro Lines combine a U.L. 1449 rating, IEEE
587-1980 category A and B surge protection and
superior EMI/RFI noise attentuation. They feature
11nparalleled energy dissipation ratings, dual audible
and visual status indicators and a maximum surge
clamping response time of less than Ins. The ProLine
20 and 30 feature a lifetime equipment protection
policy.
$49.95 to $1 19.95 retail
Computer Accessories Corp.; 6610 Nancy Ridge Dr.;
San Diego, CA 92121; 619-457-5500
i>uriden-8
Surge suppressor
Any Macintosh.
The Puriden-8 is a master switch power control
system !hat not only protects computers and
peripherals from power surges, spikes and line noises,
but also provides information on the powerline and
the power consumption of the computer system to
warn users if they are about to exceed the power limit
(optional).
This unit has six power outlets and a master
on/off switc)1, which can be individually controlled
from the front panel. The Puriden-8 is steel enclosed
so that the entire front panel can dissipate static
electricity from users. It is also capable of protecting
against a hig)ler electrical surge than most protection
devices.
The Puriden-8 comes with a one-year
manufacturer's warranty, including all parts and labor
against any defective material.
$69 retail
·
SSB Design; 17935-K Sky Park Cir.; Irvine,
CA 92714; 714-261-6855
Racmax
Rack-mount, eight-outlet surge protector
Any Macintosh.
The Racmax is a rack-mount, eight-outlet surge
protector that contains three-stage surge protection
and delayed tum-on for two high-current outlets. It
also has RF! and EM! noise filtering and an on/off
indicator ljght. The Racmax features a lifetime
warranty that covers the unit and the equipment
connected to it.
Call for pricing
Panamax; 150 Mitchell Blvd.; San Rafael,
CA 94903; 415-499-3900
Relax Backup Power Source 1
Battery backup
512K or larger Macintosh.
Backup Power Source I features include: delivers
up to 300 VA at 120 VAC; 30 minutes of power at 50
percent load; visual and audible line interrupt alarm;
fast automatic switching; three outlets; AC surge
suppression; one-stage noise filtering; thermal
overload output protection; IEC power connector;
and 10 amp master-switch circuit breaker.
.
$395 retail
Relax Technology, Inc.; 3101 Whipple Rd., #22;
Union City, CA 94587; 415-471-6112
Rel~x Mini Power Control
Controls power, peripherals, spikes and glitches
Macintosh SE or larger.
The Mini Power Control offers complete control .
of the Macintosh and four accessories. The unit
features: five outlets, illuminated switches, IO-amp
master-switch circuit breaker, !EC power connector,
AC surge suppression, single-stage RFI-EMI noise
filter and more.

$79 retail
Relax Technology, Inc.; 3 IO I Whipple Rd., #22;
Union City, CA 94587; 415-471-6112
Relax Power Control 2 And 4
Control power, peripherals spikes and glitches
512K or larger Macintosh.
Power Control 2 is designed to control the use of
a computer and three accessories. Power Control 4 is
designed IQ control the use of a computer and five
accessories.
Some features of the Power Controls include: AC
surge protection, a large master switch with a IO amp
circuit breaker and an RFI-EMI noise filter, which
cleans up the incoming line protecting the computer
from damage. Maximum transient peak current is
4,500 amps. Maximum transient energy is 38 joules.
The units are I-inch high by 16-inches wide by
I I-inches deep and are enclosed in an attractive
metal case.
$69 to $99 retail
Relax Technology, Inc.; 3IOI Whipple Rd., #22;
Union City, CA 94587; 415-471-6112
Safe-Fax
Surge protector
The Safe-Fax is a single outlet phone and AC
line surge protector designed to protect sensitive
electronic and telecommunications equipment from
harmful power surges. It features an illuminated AC
power LED that indicates positive operation and
internal fuses that ensure maximum phone line safety.
$29 .95 retail
·
Curtis Manufacturing Co., Inc.; 30 Fitzgerald Dr.;
Jaffrey, NH 03452; 603-532-4123
Six Outlet Strip With Surge Suppressors And
Phone/Modem Protection
EMl/RFI surge protector
Any Macintosh.
This EMl/RFI surge protector features six outlets
with full voltage surge, spike and overload protection,
as well as modem/telephone protection. It includes
a lighted on/off switch, a 6-foot heavy-duty power
cord and built-in modular connectors for ·
modem/telephone use.
$59.95 retail; Model DCAIOOO
Data Spec; 9410 Owensmouth Ave.; Chatsworth,
CA 91311; 818-772-9977
SLIV
Transient surge protector
Any Macintosh; duplex 0111/et.
The SL IV Surge Protector guards computerized
equipment against destructive power surges. It
prevents surge related problems and logic errors,
reduces downtime resulting from unscheduled repairs
and maintenance and eliminates program bugs caused
by short-term transient voltage.
No special wiring or tools are needed. The unit is
simply plugged into any 110 volt 15 amp duplex
receptacle. Special features include circuit breaker, a
circuit breaker light that Indicates the status of the
circuit breaker and a protector light that indicates the
status of ihe protection circuitry inside the SL IV. The
unit provides continuous monitoring of line voltage
and a 5ns response time to transient overvoltages.
$224 retail
Transtector Systems, Inc.; PO Box 300; Hayden
Lake, ID 83835; 800-635-2537
Sola SPS 1800
Standby power source
Any Macintosh.
The SPS 1800 is a UL listed standby power
source intended for general use with a wide variety of
computers and sensitive electronic equipment.
Designed to provide offiine battery/inverter
backup power for protection against power failures,
this portable, plug-in SPS unit offers greater economy
in less critical applications where the clean,
continuous power conditioning of an uninterruptible
power system (UPS) is not required. The SPS 1800
provides this protection by switching from line power
to battery/inverter power within a half cycle when
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line voltage drops below -15 percent of nominal. At
that threshold, the load is transferred to the inverter
within 4- to !Oms. w:hen AC voltage returns to
within I0 percent of nominal, retransfer time occurs
within 2 to 4ms.
When the AC line· is present, ihe SPS guards
against transients and provides protection from
electrical noise in frequency ranges of JO KHz and
above. It also incorporates fuse-protected input
circuitry to prevent damage to the unit in case of a
short circuit or extreme overload conditions.
An audible alarm sounds to signal line failure. A
relay contact is available to allow use of a remote
alarm.
The 1800 SPS operates on 120 volt, 60 Hz input
and plugs into any standard AC electrical outlet.
Included are a 6-foot power cord with a NEMA 20-P
input plug and four NEMA 15-R output receptacles.
The self-contained, maintenance-free battery provides
four minutes of reserve time running at full load and
I0 minutes at half load.
$ l ,899 retail
Sola, A Unit OfGeneral Signal; 1717 Busse Rd.; Elk
Grove, IL 60007; 312-439-2800
Sola Surge Suppressor Series
Surge suppression devices
Any Macintosh.
The Surge Suppressor Series is offered with
different capabilities and configurations to meet the
varying degrees of transient suppression needed in
computer and electronic environments.
All seven models feature UL listing and EMI/RFI
noise refection capabilities. The power protection line
offers three different styles, a power control center,
plug strip models with six outlets and a duplex plugin model with two ou!lets. The plug in and strip styles
are each offered with three different performance
levels to accommodate a side variety of applications.
For all seven models, maximum transient current
is rated at 6,500 amps and peak wattage capabilities
are 2.5 million for normal mode and 170,000 for
common mode. Response times are less than Ins. All
are enclosed in high-impact fire-retardant plastic
enclosures.
$55 to $147 retail
Sola, A Unit Of General Signal; 1717 Busse Rd.; Elk
Grove, IL 60007; 312-439-2800
Surge Stppper
Surge suppressor
Any Macintosh.
Brooks' Surge Stoppers combines a three-stage
surge suppressor plus a complete EMI/RFI noise
suppression network for all computers that plug into
standard 120-volt receptacles and computer fax
machines, modems and telephones.
The Surge Stopper is self-restoring and can
repeatedly stop I00 joules of uncontrolle.d power. It
also protects equjpment from surges up to 10,000
volts. Other features include: suppressor indicator
light; control all equipment with one master on/off
switch; press-to-reset circuit breaker for normal .
overload protection; includes snap-on mounting
brackets; available with four or six outlets; and more.
$89.95 retail; BN6-6
$69.95 retail; VCN4 Fax
$44.95 retail; VCN6-6
$99.95 retail; BN4 Fax
Brooks Power Systems; PO Box 328; Bensalem, PA
19020; 800-523-1551

$99 .95 retail; available in beige or platinum
Kensington Microware, Ltd.; 25 l Park Ave. S; New
York, NY 10010; 212-475-5200 or 800-535-4242
System Saver SE
Power control center
Macintosh SE.
System Saver SE is a power control center for a
Macintosh SE. It organizes a user's power with two
outlets for peripherals and a replacement for a
Macintosh computer's power cord. It gives a user a
choice of one or two front-mounted power switches
and protects all valuable equipment with heavy-duty
surge suppression and noise-filtering circuitry.
System Saver SE also provides extra modem
protection. Instead of running a connection directly
from the telephone wall jack to a modem, a user
simply passes t)le connection through the protective
modem circui,try of t)le System Saver SE with the
extra telephone cable provided.
$79.95 retail
Kensington Microware, Ltd.; 25 l Park Ave. S; New
York, NY .JOO JO; 212-475-5200 or 800-535-4242
TSJ Series
Transient surge protectors
Any Macintosh; RJ-11 or RJ-45 jacks.
The TSJ Series Transient Surge Protectors
provide modem an.d CPU protection from hazardous
over voltages on dial-up lines. They are available in
both the six position jack (compatible with 'the RJ-11)
and the eight-position jack (compatible with the RJ45) installed by the phone company for data
communications.
The TLS. Series Protectors prevent surge related
problems. They automatically protect without
faulting the line, interrupting or removing service.
The unit provides continuous monitoring of line
voltage and a 5ns response time to transient over
voltages.
$67 to $124 retail
Transtector Systems, Inc.; PO Box 300; Hayden
Lake, ID 83835; 800-635-2537
Unistar
Uninterruptible power supply
Macintosh Plus or larger:
Unistar is an uninterruptible power supply that
provides clean, regulated power for a user's critical
load. Under normal operation Unistar draws power
from the commercial utility power line and converts
· it to precise regulated sine-wave power. Whenever
utility power is interrupted, Unistar continues without
interruption to supply precision power to the
connected load.
Unistar's features include: available in 1 KVA, 3
KVA, 5 KVA and JO KVA models; advanced true
online sine-wave UPS with static transfer switch;
high reliability; quiet operation; protects against
electrical noise, voltage sags, surges, brownouts and
blackouts; provides. high-efficiency regardless of
loading; peak inrush current capabilities; provides
maximum isolation from power-line disturbances;
fast response time for line or load variations; visual
and audible alarrns; overload protection; built-in
maintenance-free b&tteries; static transfer switch
protects against UPS failure; and non-linear load
capacity for powering loads such as computers with
switching power supplies and higher capacitive
inputs.
$2,795 retail; I KVA
$5,795 retail; 3 KVA
$8,895 retail; 5 KVA
$14,025 retail; IO KVA
General Power Corp.; 1045 S. East St.; Anaheim,
CA 92815; 714-956-9321or800-854-3469

System Saver Mac
Cooling fan, extra outlets with surge suppression and
noise filtering
Any Macimosh, except SE and II.
The System Saver Mac provides outlets for two
peripherals such as the printer and hard disk 20, and
replaces the power cord. It features a choice of one or
two front-mounted switches, surge suppression, a
quiet fan and noise filtering.
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260 Series
Video hard copy controllers
Any Macintosh.
. Versatec's 260 Series of video hard copy
controllers provides an interface between various
color and monochrome video sources and Versatec
plotters. The 260 Series captures up to 262, 144 colors
from screen images with resolutions up to l ,280 by
1,024 in less than a second.
Offering easy installation and
multitasking/multiuser capabilities, the 260 controller
series drives Versatec plotters to produce A (8.5 by 11
inch), B (11 by 17 inch) or full B (II by 19.09 inch)
size output.Tue 260 Series also prov,ides exclusive
color-correction for applications requiring closematching color output. A wide range of applications
are supported, including CAD/CAM, graphics arts,
mapping,,solids modeling and business graphics.
$5,495 retail; basic uni.I (4,096 colors)
$7 ,490 retail; 262, 144 colors
Versatec, A Xerox Co.; 2710 Walsh Ave., MS/3-12;
Santa Clara, CA 9505 l; 408-988-2800
4200B-P
PostScript imagesetter
Any Macintosh.
The. 4200B-P is a high-speed, high-resolution
PostScript imagesetter that outputs at speeds of 13.3
inches per minute at l ,800 dpi resolution, with a 900
dpi proofing mode running at more than 26 inches per
minute. The system accepts input from a variety of
standard platforms, including Macintosh and PCbased systems, and any publishing system that
outputs data formatted for the PostScript page
description language.
The 4200B-P uses Adobe's PostScript Atlas Plus
raster image processor, along with Varityper's unique
high-performance Full Page Buffering.architecture
and continuous media feed system. The system
employs proven laser diode technology for greater
system.flexibility, and comes complete with 8 MB of
RAM an<! a 91 MB disk for storing more than
500 fonts.
$34,995 retail
Varityper, Inc.; 11 MJ. Pleasant Ave.; E. Hanover,
NJ 07936; 201 -887-8000, ext. 999 or 800-631-8134
4200B-P And 43.00P Laser Imagesetters
PostScript laser imagesetters
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The 4200B-P is an 1,800 dpi laser imagesetter
that uses the Adobe Atlas-Plus PostScript RIP with 8
MB of RAM. Its recording speed is 13.3
inches/minute and can run at more than 26
inches/minute in a 900 dpi proofing mode. Dis~
storage allows more than 500 fonts online. Thirtyfive fonts are standard.
The 4300P can be used at l ,200 or 2,400 dpi with
speeds of 20 inches/minute and I0 inches/minute,
respectively. It also uses the Adobe Atlas-Plus RIP
and contains 12 MB of RAM.
$34,995 retail; 4200B-P
$53,995 retail; 4300P
Varityper, Inc.; 11 Mt. Pleasant Ave.; E. Hanover,
NJ 07936; 201-887-8000, ext. 999 or 800-631-8134
8500 Series Of Plotters
Electrostatic monochrome plotters
Any Macintosh.
The 8500 Series of electrostatic plotters are
designed to produce an average of l ,000 plots per
month and, depending on the plot, have 6 to 20 times
the throughput of a pen plotter. The.plotters accept
906/907 and HPGL data formats and can replace pen
plotters in applications requiring high throughput.
The 8500 Series is a low-cost plotting solution
for architectural, mapping and electrical and
mechanical CAD applications. A built-in rasterizer
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and full-page buffer allow output at a constant rate for
consistent output quality. Optional automatic media
cutters and media winders allow for true unattended
operation.
Two models are available: the 8524 provides Dsize on 24-inch wide roll media and the 8536 for Esize on 36-inch wide roll media. Both provide highspeed plotting with 200 points-per-inch resolution. A
D-size drawing (24 by 36-inches) can be plotted in
less than a minute with crisp, black lines.
$16,900 to $19,900 retail
Versatec, A Xerox Co.; 2710 Walsh Ave., MS/3-12;
Santa Clara, CA 95051; 408-988-2800
8500-HR Series
Electrostatic monochrome plotters
Any Macintosh.
The 8500-HR (High Resolution) Series of
electrostatic monochrome plotters give users the
capability to choose between 200 ppi and 400 ppi
quality drawings. They provide greater line definition
and smoother curves needed for such applications as
architectural drawings and complex CAD.
The 8500-HR Series plots complex drawings,
area fills and detailed text without loss of speed and
can replace pen plotters in applications requiring high
throughput. This series incorporates all of the features
and functionality of the 8500 Series, including
automatic media cutter and media winder options.
Two models are available. The 8524-HR
provides D/AI-size drawings on 24-inch-wide roll
media. The 8536-HR provides E/AO-size drawings on
36-inch-wide roll media.
$22,900 to $27 ,900 retail
Versatec, A Xerox Co.; 2710 Walsh Ave., MS/3-12;
Santa Clara, CA 95051; 408-988-2800
8600 Series
Electrostatic monochrome plotters
Any Macintosh.
The 8600 Series plotters are monochrome units
that accept media in widths of 24 or 36 inches. They
offer user-defined plot lengths (up to the entire length
of a media roll) to satisfy any output requirements,
eliminating the need to plot in sections. The series
can draw in 200 dpi resolution or 400 dpi high
resolution on five media types, including clear and
matte-back film. Draft-mode speeds are also available
for producing fast, check plots at speeds up to twoinches per second, depending on the plotter model
selected.
The 8600 Series offers a number of mechanical
improvements, including an advanced media speed
governor and a patented toner management system
for high-quality drawings. Despite its small size (43
by 38 by 28 inches), the series can produce in excess
of I00 drawings per work day.
$16,900 to $19,900 retail; 200 dpi
$22,900 to $27,900 retail; 400 dpi
Versatec, A Xerox Co.; 2710 Walsh Ave., MS/3-12;
Santa Clara, CA 95051; 408-988-2800
AutoPlotter (Model 850 GL+)
Plotter/printer
Any Macintosh.
AutoPlotter (Model 850 GL+) is a desktop, 14color, C-size color hard-copy device that features
high-resolution plotting for 20/30 drafting, 3D
modeling, CAD and graphics applications. Tri-mode
paper handling allows for single cut sheet feeding,
dual bin cut sheet feeding and roll feeding. The
AutoPlotter also features letter-quality printing at 144
cps and draft-quality at 360 cps for word processing
and spreadsheet applications.
In addition to high-resolution, bit-mapped
graphics and vector plotting, Macintosh users may
use the AutoPlotter to output text and data in a variety
of styles and point sizes.
$3,845 retail

JDL, U.S. Sales Division; 4770 Calle Quetzel;
Camarillo, CA 93012; 805-495-3451
BigBin 1000
Increases paper handling capacity to 1,000 sheets
laserWriter II; any Canon SX, Ricoh 4150 or Ricoh
408014081-based laser printer.
The BigBin I000 is a motorized paper tray that
replaces the LaserWriter Il 's existing 200-sheet paper
cassette and holds 1,000 sheets of letter-sized paper.
A conversion kit that supports legal-size paper is also
available.
·
$795 retail
Laser Connection; PO Box 850296; Mobile,
AL 36685; 205-633-7223 or 800-233-6687
BirmySetter 300 And 400
PostScript language-compatible imagesetters
Macintosh Plus or larger; PostScript output software.
The BirmySetter is a PostScript languagecompatible output device that uses infrared laser
diode technology and a raster image processor (RIP)
to image PostScript output files five- to I0-times
faster than similar devices. The BirmySetter operates
at selected resolution levels from 600 to 3,000 dpi
(3,000 dpi is an optional resolution requiring
hardware and program modification) and comes in
two basic models. The 300 can accommodate 72 pica
film widths and the 400 can accommodate 94 pica
film widths.
The Birmy RIP has 8 MB of RAM and uses a IO
MIPS RISC chip set to process PostScript POL files.
The RIP can communicate bidirectionally with up to
16 other devices.
The BirmySetter is shipped with 35 standard
Bitstream fonts. Additional fonts are available
through Birmy Graphics.
$34,600 retail; BirmySetter 300
$49,500 retail; Binny Setter 400
•
Birmy Graphics Corp.; 2244 NW 21 Ter.; Miami,
FL 33142; 305-633-3321
Buffer Box PIS; Buffer Plus P/S
64K to 1 MB printer buffer, parallel/serial or
serial/parallel converter
Any Macintosh ; any RS-232C serial or Centronics
parallel device.
The Buffer Box PIS is a 64K printer buffer
capable of serial-to-parallel or parallel-to-serial data
conversion. Features include automatic pause, copy
and reset.
The Buffer Plus P/S is a 64K (expandable to I
MB) printer buffer, serial/parallel and parallel/serial
converter, data translator, protocol converter and
printer remote controller all in one. Its front panel
consists of several touch-sensitive pushbuttons that
control a user 's print jobs. Features include pause,
copy, reset and programmable keys.
$299 retail; Buffer Box PIS
$369 retru.l; Buffer Plus P/S
ConnExpens; 8333 Douglas Ave., Ste. 700; Dallas,
TX 75225; 214-739-4200 or 800-433-5373
Business LaserPrinter
PostScript laser printer
Macintosh Plus or large1:
The Business LaserPrinter is a low-cost, 300 dpi
PostScript laser printer. It combines the very latest
version of Adobe PostScript (Version 49) with 2 MB
of RAM, AppleTalk compatibility arid a SCSI port
for hard disk storage. It also adds Helvetica
Condensed to the standard set of 35 fonts, providing a
user with a total of 39 fonts. There is also a SCSI port
to connect a hard disk drive for additional font
storage.
_
The Business LaserPrinter uses the secondgeneration Ricoh l 060 engine and provides output at
six pages per minute. The printer's toner, drum and
cleaning cartridges can be replaced separately. The
LaserPrinter works with all standard paper sizes, as
well as transparencies, envelopes and a variety of
paper weights.
Owners of GCC's Personal LaserPrinter (PLP) or
Personal LaserPrinter Plus can upgrade to the
Business LaserPrinter by getting the Business
LaserPrinter upgrade board installed by an authorized

GCC Level I1 service center.
$3,299 retail
GCC Technologies, Inc.; 580 Winter St.; Waltham,
MA 02154; 800-422-7777
CalComp 1044GT Pen Plotter
Eight-pen plotter
Any Macintosh; special version of Microspot's
MacPlot driver.
The 1044GT is an eight-pen plotter that operates
in both cut-sheet and continuous-roll modes. It can
plot on paper or film ranging from ANSI-size A to E
(ISO-size A4 to AO).
Features include: Plot Manager firmware, which
increases throughput as much as I00 percent over pen
plotters with equal plotting speed and acceleration; an
eight-pen turret with automatic pen capping; an
integrated plotter communications interface; nonvolatile setup memory; and self-test diagnostics. A
special vacuum chamber and a sprocketed drum lets
the plotter produce a continuous drawing up to 100
feet (20.3 meters) on a single roll.
Key specifications include: a plotting speed of up
' to 24 ips at an acceleration rate of l.2gs; resolution of
0.0005 inches; repeatability of 0.005 inches
(0.127mm); and accuracy of 0.1 percent of the move
up to 36 inches (914mm) or0.01 inches (0.254mm),
whichever is greater.
$11 ,900 retail
CalComp Inc.; 2411 W. LaPalma Ave.; Anaheim,
CA 92801; 714-821 -2000 OT 800-225-2667
CalComp 1070 Series Pen Plotters
Four-pen plotters
Any Macintosh; special version of Microspot's
MacP/ot driver.
The 1070 Series of high-performance four-pen
plotters feature one cut-sheet model (1076C) and one
dual-mode model (1077). Both models offer plotting
speeds of up to 50 inches per second (ips) on axis, 70
ips on diagonal; a 4g acceleration rate; and a
resolution of 0.0005 inches.
In drum-plotter mode, the l 077 produces
continuous-roll drawings up to 34-inches wide by
120-feet long. In beltbed-plotter (or cut-sheet) mode,
either model can yield plots as large as 34 by 50
inches on a variety of media types and preprinted
forms.
$17,995 retail; 1076C
$26,995 retail; 1077
CalComp Inc.; 2411 W. LaPalma Ave.; Anaheim,
CA 92801; 714-821-2000 or 800-225-2667
CalComp 57000 Series Electrostatic Plotters
Electrostatic plotters
Any Macintosh; special version of Microspot's
MacPlot driver.
The 57000 Series is a family of electrostatic
plotters that output wide-format, dry monochrome
plots for a variety of computer-aided design
applications. They accommodate media widths of 24,
36 or 44 inches and are available with media speeds
ranging from 0.4 to 3.8 inches per second (ips) and
resolutions of 400 dpi.
An exclusive feature of the 57000 Series is a
quick-plotting mode that doubles plotting speed with
little appreciable loss of image quality. In this mode,
the system outputs full-resolution data across the
plotting head while selectively plotting data at halfresolution along the media travel axis. At the same
time, the plotting engine is commanded to operate at
a higher media travel speed.
Other features include: uses a staggered styli
image head that produces a dot pattern in which
adjacent dots overlap by almost half a dot; a line
enhancement feature; overlap load; sequential
overlay; the capability to create drawings with as
many as 1,024 different line types and 1,024 different
fill patterns in a single plot; standard vector memory
of 25 MB; Enviroclean toning system; selfdiagnostics; and an intelligent control·panel.
$25,995 retail; 57424 (24-inch)
$29,995 retail; 57436 (36-inch)
$65,000 retail; 57444 (44-inch)
CalComp Inc.; 2411 W. LaPalma Ave.; Anaheim,
CA 92801; 714-821-2000 OT 800-225-2667
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CalComp 58000 Series
Color electrostatic plotters
Any Macintosh; special version ofMicrospot's
MacPlot driver.
The 58000 Series are color electrostatic plotters
that output wide-fonnat, dry color plots for a variety
of computer-aided design applications. There are
three basic models in the series - 58424, 58436 and
58444 - that accommodate media widths of 24, 36
and 44 inches, respectively. For continuous color
representation and a crisp image, all 58000 Series
models provide a resolution of 400 dpi. Other key
features include a palette of 1,024 colors and
electronic registration.
The plotte.rs use four separate toner stations:
cyan, magenta, yellow or black. Together, these
toners produce seven pure colors that can produce an
unlimited number of hues and shades. Maximum
plotting speed is 0.8 ips; standard memory is 12 MB,
with 25, 50, 140 and 280 MB disks available.
$49,000 to $69,000 retail
CalComp Inc.; 2411 W. LaPalma Ave.; Anaheim,
CA 92801; 714-821-2000or800-225-2667
CalComp Artisan Plus Pen Plotter (Model 1023)
Eight-pen plotter
Any Macintosh; special version of Microspot's
MacPlot drive1:
The Artisan Plus 1023 is a high-perfonnance,
full-featured eight-pen plotter that produces highresolution "drawings on cut-sheet paper and film, sizes
ANSI A to D (ISO A4 to Al).
Perfonnance specifications include: on axis it
plots as fast as 30 inches (762mm) per second at an
acceleration rate of 2gs; plots up to 42 inches
(l ,077mm) per second at 2.8g acceleration at a 45degree angle; 0.0005-inch (0.0125mm) addressable
resolution; 0.005-inch (0.l 27mm) repeatability; and
0. 1 percent of the move or 0.01 inches (0.254mm)
accuracy.
Features include: Plot Manager, which
substantially increases throughput by minimizing pen
changes and pen movement; a "look-ahead"
capability, which keeps the pen moving at high speed
when a line changes direction less than 45 degrees; an
optional 1 or 2 MB memory expansion cartridge,
which allows users to download entire plot files from
the host computer for storage in the Artisan; a
rotating turret, which houses up to eight pens in any
combination of type, color or tip width; an intelligent
control panel, which guides users through every step
by means of keypad and a 32-character LCD; nonvolatile setup memory, which pennits up to four users
to save setup parameters, such as communications
mode, scaling and pen velocity/acceleration; a fullwidth grit drum, which accommodates all media
widths up to 25 inches (635mm); and an operator
safety cover, which also reduces noise and keeps the
plotting mechanism free from dust.
$4,895 retail
CalComp Inc.; 2411 W. LaPalma Ave.; Anaheim,
CA 92801 ; 714-821-2000 or 800-225-2667
CalComp Artisan Plus Pen Plotter (Model 1025)
Eight-pen plotter
Any Macintosh; special version of Microspot's
MacPlot drive1:
The CalComp Artisan Plus I025 is a highperfonnance pen plotter that produces high-resolution
drawings on cut-sheet media ranging from smaller
than ANSI A to larger than ANSI E. It plots as fast as
30 ips on axis and 42 ips diagonally.
Standard is CalComp's Plot Manager finnware,
which substantially increases throughput by
minimizing pen changes and pen movement. An
optional I or 2 MB memory expansion cartridge lets
.users download entire plot files from the host
computer for storage in the Artisan to free the
computer for other tasks. A rotating turret houses

eight pens in any combination of type (liquid
ballpoint, plastic tip and liquid ink), color or tip
width.
$6,395 retail
CalComp Inc.; 2411 W. LaPalma Ave.; Anaheim,
CA 92801; 714-821-2000 or 800-225-2667

completely independent of the software used. A
tractor-feed allows multiple copies with unattended
operation.
$12,995 retail
CalComp Inc.; 2411 W. LaPalma Ave.; Anaheim,
CA 92801; 714-821-2000 or 800-225-2667

CalComp Artisan Plus Pen Plotter (Model 1026)
Dual-mode pen plotter
Any Macintosh ; special version of Microspot's
MacPlot driver.
The Artisan Plus 1026 is a dual-mode pen plotter
that produces high-resolution drawings on either cutsheet or roll-feed paper or film. It can plot on media
smaller than ANSI A to larger than ANSI Eat speeds
of 30 ips on axis and 42 ips diagonally. CalComp's
Plot Manager finnware substantially increases
throughput by minimizing pen changes and pen
movement. An optional 1 or 2 MB memory
expansion cartridge lets users download entire plot
files from the host computer for storage in the plotter
to free the computer for other tasks. A rotating turret
houses eight pens in any combination of type (liquid
ballpoint, plastic tip and liquid ink), color or tip
width. An RS-232C serial interface is standard.
$8,495 retail
·
CalComp Inc.; 2411 W. LaPalma Ave.; Anaheim,
CA 92801; 714-821-2000 or 800-225-2667

CalComp ColorView 5912
Plotter/printer
Any Macintosh; special version ofMicrospot's
Mac Plot driver.
The ColorView 5912 is a thennal transfer
plotter/printer that can output on either ANSI A/lSO
A4-size or ANSI B/lSO A3-size media for a variety
of CAD/CAM/CAE, geophysical, graphic arts and
presentation graphics applications.
Features include: imaging speed of two minutes
per B-size color page (45 seconds for black and
white) and 75 seconds per A-size color page (30
seconds for black and white); 200 dpi resolution; uses
an internal rasterizer to drive its print engine;
emulates CalComp 5800 Series color electrostatic
plotters; employs 3.5 MB of internal RAM; a
proprietary graphics language that provides the userdefinable color palette (1,024 fill colors and 512 line
types) of the CalComp 5800 Series; and more.
$10,495 retail
CalComp Inc.; 2411 W. LaPalma Ave.; Anaheim,
CA 92801; 714-821-2000 or 800-225-2667

CalComp ColorView 5612VS
Printer with color video controller
Any Macintosh.
The ColorYiew 5612YS comprises a Model 5612
thennal transfer printer and a Model 903 color video
controller that combine to produce fast, colorsaturated A- and B-size hard copy of a workstation
image. The 5612 has an imaging speed of two
minutes per B-size color page (45 seconds for black
and white) and 75 seconds per A-size color page (30
seconds for black and white).
The 903 accepts images with resolutions of up to
1,280 by 1,024 pixels; provides 2 MB of video
memory for image storage; and allbws the printer to
reproduce images.
The color video controller captures the RGB
screen image in less than one second. The screen
image is first converted to digital data by the 903 and
then printed by the 5612 in a choice of either a
portrait (vertical) or a landscape (horizontal) fonnat.
The 5612 combines a thennal imaging head with
a thennally sensitive ink ribbon to transfer yellow,
magenta and cyan dots (200 per inch) onto the paper
or film. These three primary colors produce red,
green, blue and black, making seven solid colors
available for any single dot (combinations of these
dots can fonn thousands of colors).
Features of the 903 include: an internal 4-to-I
multiplexer that allows up to four workstations to link
with the printer at the same time; a control panel with
a JO-push-button keypad and a 32-character
alphanumeric LCD; black and white reversal;
fractional enlargement; and the ability to generate
multiple copies, which the 5612 accommodates via a
tractor-feed mechanism that also allows for unattended operation.
$11,995 retail
CalComp Inc.; 2411 W. LaPalma Ave.; Anaheim,
· CA 92801;·714-821-2000 or 800-225-2667
CalComp ColorView 5613VS
Thennal transfer printer with color video controller
Any Macintosh with RGB output.
The CalComp ColorYiew 5613YS combines a
ColorView 5613 desktop thennal transfer printer and
a ColorYiew 903 color video controller to produce
color-saturated A- and B-size paper or film hard copy
of workstation images. Imaging speed is 166 seconds
per B-size color page (54 seconds for black and
white). Resolution is 300 dpi.
The video controller connects the printer to
almost any workstation with analog RGB output
capability; accepts images with resolutions up to
1,280 by 1,024 pixels; captures an RGB screen image
in less than one second; provides 2 MB of video
memory for image storage; and lets the printer
reproduce images - at full-screen resolution -
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CalComp CoiorView 5912VS
Plotter/printer with color video controller
Any Macintosh .
ColorYiew 5912YS combines the capabilities of
a desktop thennal transfer plotter/printer and color
video controller to produce fast, color-saturated Aand B-size paper or film hard copy from CAD or
graphics software or from workstation screen images.
Imaging speed is two minutes per B-size color page,
45 seconds for black and white. Resolution is 200
dpi.
The video controller connects the plotter/printer
to almost any workstation with analog RGB output
capability; accepts images with resolutions of up to
1,280 by 1,024 pixels; captures RGB screen images
in less than one second; provides 2 MB of video
memory for image storage; and allows the
plotter/printer to reproduce images at full screen
resolution, completely independent of the software
used.
Plotter/printer mode features 3.5 MB of internal
RAM and a built-in rasterizer to store and print even
the most complex vector- or raster-based image. It
emulates the CalComp 5800 Series color
electrostatics, I040GT Series and Artisan pen plotters
and standard Ceritronics parallel and RS-232-C serial
interfaces. Tractor-feed allows for multicopy,
unattended operation.
$15,995 retail
CalComp Inc.; 2411 W. LaPalma Ave.; Anaheim,
CA 92801; 714-821-2000 or 800-225-2667
CalComp ColorView 5913
Thennal transfer plotter/printer
Any Macintosh; special version of Microspot's
MacPlot driver.
The CalComp ColorView 5913 is a desktop
thennal transfer color plotter/printer that outputs Aand B-size paper or film with 300 dpi resolution at
imaging speed of 166 seconds per B-size color page
(54 seconds for black and white).
For CAD and presentation graphics applications,
the ColorYiew 5913 features 10 MB of internal RAM
and a built-in rasterizer to store and print even the
most complex vector- or raster-based image. The
ColorView 5913 emulates CalComp 5800 Series
color electrostatics, CalComp I040GT Series and
Artisan pen plotters.
'
Serial and parallel interfaces are standard. A
tractor-feed allows multiple copies with unattended
operation.
$13,995 retail
CalComp Inc.; 2411 W. LaPalma Ave.; Anaheim,
CA 92801; 714-821-2000 or 800-225-2667
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CalComp ColorView 5913VS
Thennal transfer plotter/printer with color video
controller
Any Macintosh with RGB output.
The CalComp ColorView 5913VS combines a
ColorView 5913 desktop thennal transfer
plotter/printer and a ColorView 903 color video
controller to produce color-saturated A- and B-size
paper or film hard copy of workstation images.
Imaging speed is 166 seconds per B-size color page
(54 seconds for black and white). Resolution is
300 dpi.
The video controller connects the printer to
almost any workstation with analog ROB output
capability; accepts images with resolutions up to
1,280 by 1,024 pixels; captures an ROB screen image
in less than one second; provides 2 MB of video
memory for image storage; and lets the 5913
reproduce images - at full-screen resolution completely independent of the software used. A
tractor-feed allows multiple copies with unattended
operation.
$17,495 retail
CalComp Inc.; 2411 W. LaPalma Ave.; Anaheim,
CA 92801; 714-821-2000or800-225-2667
CalComp DrawingMaster (Model 52224)
D-size plotter
Any Macintosh; special version of Microspot's
MacP/ot driver.
The DrawingMaster 52224 is a high-perfonnance
D-size plotter that uses direct imaging technology to
produce superior-quality one- or two-color (black and
red) drawings on thennosensitive roll-feed media 24
inches wide.
Perfonnance specifications include nonnal
resolution of 200 dpi at a media travel speed of 1.8
ips. With CalComp's Qualplot mode (standard),
resolution is doubled in the media travel axis while
plotting is also doubled. By using CalComp's
Quickplot mode (also standard), plotting speed is 3.5
ips, with nonnal resolution halved in the media travel
axis. Disk capacity is 25 ·MB.
The DrawingMaster 52224 is software- and
controller-compatible with most electrostatic plotters
and current CalComp pen plotters. It comes with four
multiplexed ports: three RS-232C serial and one
Centronics/Dataproducts parallel.
$14,995 retail
CalComp Inc.; 2411 W. LaPalma Ave.; Anaheim,
CA 92801; 714-821-2000 or 800-225-2667
CalComp DrawingMaster (Model 52236)
Direct imaging plotter
Any Macintosh; special version of Microspot's
MacPlot driver.
The DrawingMaster 52236 is a high-perfonnance
E-size plotter that uses direct imaging technology to
produce superior-quality one- or two-color (black and
red) drawings on thennosensitive roll-feed media
36-inches wide.
Perfonnance specifications include nonnal
resolution of 200 dpi at a media travel speed of 1.2
ips. With CalComp's Qualplot mode (standard),
resolution is doubled in the media travel axis while
plotting time is also doubled. By using CalComp's
Quikplot mode (also standard), plotting speed is 2.3
ips, and resolution is halved in the media travel axis.
Disk capacity is 25 MB.
The DrawingMaster 52236 is software- and
controller-compatible with most electrostatic plotters
and current CalComp pen plotters. It comes with four
multiplexed ports: three serial and one parallel.
$19 ,995 retail
CalComp Inc.; 2411 W. LaPalma Ave.; Anaheim,
CA 92801 ; 714-821-2000 or 800-225-2667

CalComp PlotMaster
Plotter/printer
Any Macintosh; special version of CA-Cricket
Expression driver.
The Plot Master is a desktop plotter/printer that
uses thennal transfer technology to produce fast,
high-resolution color hard copy for CAD/CAM,
graphic arts and presentation graphics applications.
PlotMaster images at a speed of approximately
one minute per color page; plots in seven solid colors;
and boasts a resolution of 200 dpi. It features a builtin rasterizer and 1.5 MB of RAM that provides a full
three-plane buffer with unlimited vector capacity.
Other features include: an image rotation mode
that enables a user to produce graphics in either a
portrait (vertical) or a landscape (horizontal) fonnat;
produces both color and black and white graphics and
text on ANSI-size A or ISO-size A4 cut-sheet paper
or overhead transparency film; and up to I00 plainpaper copies or 40 transparencies can be imaged at
speeds of one minute per color page (20 seconds for
black and white) with an automatic sheet feeder for
unattended operation.
$5,595 retail
CalComp Inc.; 2411 W. LaPalma Ave.; Anaheim,
CA 92801; 714-821-2000 or 800-225-2667
CAMM-1
Desktop sign maker
Macintosh SE or II; connecting cable; plotter
software.
CAMM- I is a desktop sign maker that combines
cutting and plotting functions in one convenient unit.
Its cutting function makes it simple to produce cutout alphanumeric characters, as well as various
graphics to be used for in-store displays, ads and
signs. The plotting function is ideal for drawing
posters and making price tags when used together
with bold marker pens.
Once linked to a Macintosh, all necessary data
can be easily edited. In addition, the CAMM-I is
compatible with CAD software, making intricate
logos and complicated graphics as easy to produce as
simple letters and numbers.
The CAMM-I can cut or plot on a wide variety
of standard sign media up to a maximum width of 17
inches and a length of 31 inches. With a maximum
speed of 6 inches per second, the CAMM-I still
maintains a resolution of 0.00 I inches per step.
Capable of utilizing either an ink pen or a swivel
knife, it has built-in controls for setting the optimum
down pressure from as little as 20g to a maximum
of !20g.
Other features include etched steel grit rollers for
excellent traction for all types of media and a 20character/2-line LCD display for easy setup and use.
For production runs of the same sign, the CAMM-I
has the ability to store both graphic and font data and
can replot this data as many times as necessary. Data
cannot be lost - even in the event of a power loss.
$4,495 retail
Roland Digital Group; 1961 McGaw Ave.; Irvine,
CA 92714; 714-975-0560
CAMM-2
Computer-aided engraving machine
Macintosh SE or II ; CAD software.
The CAMM-2 is a compact engraving machine
that can transfonn an ordinary CAD system into a
professional-quality engraving workstation. It has a
total working area of 8 by 5.5 by .5-inches, a
maximum speed of 71 inches per minute and a
resolution of0.0004 inches per step.
The CAMM-2 has two sets of controlling
commands. The first set is compatible with the
CAMM-3 milling machine. The other set of
commands are compatible with the HP-GL plotter
protocol. By manually setting the depth of cut, users
can output to the CAMM-2 just as they would to their
plotter.
A 20-character/2-line LCD display with
interactive software allows a user to quickly modify
all operational settings, including workpiece origin, Z
axis origin, speed of cut, depth of cut and
communications protocols. Standard Centronics

Parallel and RS-232C Serial interfaces provide links
to all types of software.
For production runs, the CAMM-2's replot
function allows a user to output the same data as
many times as necessary - without the need of a
computer. Once data is stored in the buffer, it will not
be lost - even in the event of a power outage.
The CAMM-2 consists of a controller and the ·
engraving machine. It includes a wide range of
engraving tools, including diamond gravers, parallel
cutters and micro drills.
$2,995 retail
Roland Digital Group; 1961 McGaw Ave'. ; Irvine,
CA 92714; 714-975-0560
Caretaker Plus
Enables users to share a common printer among
several computers
Serial or parallel port.
Caretaker Plus enables users to share a common
printer among several computers. It accepts data
simultaneously on all ports and will connect each port
automatically on a first-come first-serve basis. The
LEDs display the flow of data, busy signals, errors
and active, queued and inactive status. The units may
be connected to one another or to a Porter code
activated switch to make versatile low-cost networks.
The base unit is supplied with l6K of buffer,
expandable to 64K or 256K. It is available in either 4
ports or 8 ports, and parallel or serial.
Caretaker Plus is packaged in a tan enclosure and
is available with an optional black anodized rack
mount. Power is supplied by a llO-volt wall-mount
adapter. It is also available in a 220-volt version.
$395 retail; 4-port box
$495 retail; 8-port box
Rose Electronics; I0850 Wilcrest, Ste. 900; Houston,
TX 77099; 713-933-7673 or 800-333-9343
CE3000 Series Of Plotters
Electrostatic color plotters
Any Macintosh.
The CE3000 Series of Electrostatic Color Plotters
offers versatile 200 or 400 ppi (points per inch) color
plotting and may be interfaced with a wide range of
rasterizers, inducting an optional high-perfonnance
controller with the CSD3000E Series. Plotters are
available that produce output on 24, 36 and 44-inch
media widths. The extended plot width of the 44-inch
plotters is especially useful for VLSI design,
CAD/CAM, seismic, solids modeling, seismic and
most mapping applications.
The CE3000 models feature fast plotting speeds.
D- or E-size monochrome plots may be created in
less than 60 seconds. Additional features include
patented dual-edge registration methodology, a
hardware character generator, an integral media takeup reel and a built-in manually operated media cutter.
Versatec's dual-edge registration ensures accu.rate
image placement with each subsequent color pass.
The hardware character generator allows creation of
text and banner pages. The media take-up reel allows
the creation of hundreds of plots without operator
intervention.
The plotters feature casters, small size, low
weight and low power requirements (300 watts
nominal). Integrated Yersaplot packages are available
for most popular computer operating systems and
operate on the 3000 series of plotters.
$37,000 retail; 24 inch (200 dpi)
$4 7,000 retail; 36 inch (200 dpi)
$57 ,000 retail; 44 inch (200 dpi)
$45,000 retail; 24 inch (400 dpi)
$55,000 retail; 36 inch (400 dpi)
$65,000 retail; 44 inch (400 dpi)
Versatec, A Xerox Co.; 2710 Walsh Ave., MS/3-12;
Santa Clara, CA 95051; 408-988-2800
CG9400PSTD
1,200/2,400 dpi PostScript desktop laser imagesetter
512K or larger Macintosh.
The CG 9400 PSTD is an economical highresolution imagesetter that is equipped with a
separate Adobe Atlas PostScript RIP. The 9400 PSTD
outputs complete pages of text and graphics,
including halftones, at a resolution of 2,400 dpi on
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photosensitive paper or negative film.
The 9400 PSTD uses laser-diode technology, and
its modular design provides an easy upgrade path to
the company's high-performance 9600 and 9700
imagesetters, as well as to future RIP and writingengine enhancements as they become available. It
also allows for the connection of the Genies RIP for
use with Agfa Compugraphic front-ends and other
high-end publishing systems.
Standard features include a 13-inch wide image
area, 6 MB of RAM, an automatic galley mode, 73
Adobe fonts and sufficient hard disk space for online
storage of up to 1,000 fonts.
$38,000 retail; including the Adobe RIP
Agfa Compugraphic; 200 Ballard vale St.;
Wilmington, MA 01887; 508-658-5600
CG 9600 PS MAX
1,200/2,400 dpi PostScript laser imagesetter
512K or larger Macintosh.
The 9600 PS MAX is a high-performance
imagesetter that is equipped with a separate Adobe
Atlas PostScript RIP. The 9600 PS MAX outputs
complete pages of text and graphics, including highquality halftones, at a resolution of 2,400 dpi on
photosensitive paper, negative film or offset plate
material.
The 9600 PS MAX combines exceptionally fast
throughput with the superior precision of its highly
refined direct-imaging helium-neon laser optical
system. The unique modular design of this
imagesetter provides an economical upgrade path to
future RIP and writing engine enhancements as they
become available. It also allows for the connection of
the Genies RIP for use with Agfa Compugraphic
front-ends and other high-end publishing systems.
Standard features of the 9600 PS MAX include a
13-inch wide image area, 6 MB of RAM, an Autogalley mode, 73 Adobe fonts and sufficient hard disk
space for online storage of up to 1,000 fonts.
$68,000 retail; including Adobe RIP
Agfa Compugraphic; 200 Ballardvale St.;
Wilmington, MA 01887; 508-658-5600
CG 9700 PS MAX
1,200/2,400 dpi wide-measure PostScript laser
imagesetter
512K or larger Macintosh.
The 9700 PS MAX is a wide-measure version of .
the 9600 PS MAX imagesetter. It combines all of the
quality- and productivity-enhancing features of the
9600 PS with an extra-wide 18-inch image area. The
high-performance 9700 PS MAX is equipped with a
separate Adobe Atlas PostScript RIP. It outputs
complete pages of text and graphics, including highquality halftones, at a resolution of 2,400 dpi on
photosensitive paper, negative film or offset plate
material.
The 9700 PS MAX combines exceptionally fast
throughput with the superior pre~ision of its highly
refined direct-imaging helium-neon laser optical
system. The unique modular design of this
imagesetter provides an economical upgrade path to
future RIP and writing-engine enhancements as they
become available. It also allows for the co!1)1ection of
the Genies RIP for use with Agfa Compugraphic
front-ends and other high-end publishing systems.
Standard features of the 9700 PS MAX include
an 18-inch wide image area, 6 MB of RAM, an Autogalley mode, 73 Adobe fonts and sufficient hard disk
space for online storage of up to 1,000 fonts.
$78,995 retail; including Adobe RIP
Agfa Compugraphic; 200 Ballardvale St.;
Wilmington, MA 01887; 508-658-5600
Color Image Printer
300 dpi color image printer
Macintosh 11; 2 MB of RAM; hard disk drive ; 256
color monitor and card.

The Color Image Printer is a 300 dpi thermal wax
transfer printer designed for use with a Macintosh II.
The printer comes with four high-resolution fonts
that are compatible with Apple's LaserWriter IISC
printer. The printer's driver software takes advantage
of large fonts installed on the Macintosh II, allowing
text to be printed clearly at its maximum resolution of
300 dpi.
The Color Image Printer provides representation
of more than 16 million colors, as well as a custom
image processor that provides full-color printing
capability, image scaling and image rotation in
hardware rather than software.
The image processor is based on the Motorola
68020 microprocessor. The printer comes with 4 MB
of RAM, expandable to 12 MB. A minimum of 8 MB
is required to achieve full 300 dpi resolution. A highperformance parallel interface offloads images from
the Macintosh II in as few as 10 seconds, freeing the
computer for other tasks.
The Color Image Printer uses a four-pass (cyan,
magenta, yellow, black) thermal wax transfer printing
process for greater color saturation and a brilliant
range of colors. The system includes a high-speed
NuBus-compatible parallel interface card for the
Macintosh II, enabling Macintosh users to control
printing from within applications.
$8,995 retail; printer
$495 retail; printer interface card for Mac II
Tektronix, Inc.; Graphics Printing and Imaging
Division; PO Box 1000, Mail Station 63-630;
Wilsonville, OR 97070; 800-835-6100
Color Master
Plotter/printer
Any Macintosh; special version of CA-Cricket
Expression drive1:
·
The ColorMaster thermal transfer plotter/printer
is a desktop computer peripheral device designed for
presentation graphics and graphic arts applications. It
produces color or monochrome graphics and text on
ANSI-A size (ISO A4) cut-sheet paper or overhead
transparency film.
ColorMaster features seven solid colors, a
resolution of 200 dpi and a built-in rasterizer. The
plotter/printer can automatically output up to 100
plain-paper copies or 40 transparencies at an imaging
speed of one minute per full-color page or 20 seconds
for black and white.
$4,995 retail
CalComp Inc.; 2411 W. LaPalma Ave.; Anaheim,
CA 92801 ; 714-821-2000 or 800-225-2667
ColorPrinter 20 And 30
PostScript color printers
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The ColorPrinter 20 and 30 can be used to create
color comps and overhead transparencies. They
produce more than 16 million saturated colors, dark
blacks and smooth blends at 300 dpi resolution on
both paper and transparency film. They can also
simulate Pantone colors.
The ColorPrinter 20 handles letter or legal size
paper. The ColorPrinter 30 handles paper up to 11 by
17 inches. Both printers contain 35 resident
PostScript fonts. The ColorPrinters also offer network
connectivity and SCSI interfaces for connection of
external hard drives.
$9,995 to $16,995 retail
Linotype Co.; 425 Oser Ave.; Hauppauge,
NY 11788; 516-434-2000 or 800-426-7705
ColorQuick Ink-Jet Printer
Color printer
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The ColorQuick Ink-Jet Printer features a
Chooser-level QuickDraw driver, 216 dpi resolution
for high-quality bit-mapped graphics, 11 font
families, 16.7 million colors and a high-speed SCSI
port for rapid data transfer.
Operating at two minutes per page, the
ColorQuick prints in four sizes: A-size (8.5 by 11
inches), legal size (8.5 by 14 inches), B-size (I I by
17 inches) and 12 by 18 inches. It prints on coated
paper, transparency film and plain paper, and includes
standard automatic sheet and roll feeders. A tractor
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feeder is also available.
$2,495 retail
Tektronix, Inc.; Graphics Printing and Imaging
Division; PO Box 1000, Mail Station 63-630;
Wilsonville, OR 97070; 800-835-6100
Contex Design System 30 And 50
Graphic design and production
Turnkey system.
The Contex Design System 30 is an entry-level
system that provides design firms and corporate
design departments with low-cost, high-quality color
comps and a direct path to prepress production
systems.
The entry-level system includes: a Personal Iris
design workstation; Macintosh PostScript interface;
color thermal proofer for patented high-quality color
comps that are suitable for final design approval; and
a fl atbed color scanner for continuous tone images.
The Contex Design System 50 delivers faster
performance; outputs both production-quality
electronic and black and white mechanicals (final art)
and produces low-cost, high-quality comps.
Networking capabilities allow the sharing of
peripherals and efficient integration of multiple
workstations.
The Design System 50 includes: a Personal Iris
design workstation; a component for print-resolution
black and white output on film or paper; a 1,200 dpi
black and white input scanner; a thermal color
proofer; a personal computer with Magna text
composition; PostScript interface; Lumena paint
system; a video frame grabber; and a magnetic tape
drive to communicate with prepress systems.
The Contex Design System 30 and 50 can accept
PostScript files from the Macintosh through a
software interface that allows design firms and inhouse design departments to produce finished
electronic mechanicals for direct transfer to Hell and
Scitex prepress systems.
$120,000 and up retail; depending on options
Xyvision Design Systems, Inc.; IOI Edgewater Dr.;
Wakefield, MA 01880; 617-245-9004
Contex ProSystem 40
Production system geared to the prepress trade-shop
market
Turnkey system.
The Contex ProSystem 40 is a production system
geared specifically to the prepress trade-shop market.
It takes input information and creates a finished
mechanical, including all stripping.
The Contex ProSystem 40 performs line-work
stripping, provides two-way links to both Scitex and
Hell systems and accepts PostScript input, as well as
other interfaces such as Lasercomb and ODES. The
system's networking capabilities allow peripherals to
be shared and multiple workstations to be integrated
efficiently.
Based on a Silicon Graphic's Personal Iris
computer, the system takes in all elements of a design
- type and graphics created on a Macintosh via a
PostScript interface, design files from other Contex
systems and electronic elements from the prepress
system via magnetic tape.
$185,000 retail
Xyvision Design Systems, Inc.; 101 Edgewater Dr.;
Wakefield, MA 01880; 617-245-9004
Converter Plus
Serial to parallel (or vice versa) conversion with print
buffering up to 2 MB
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Converter Plus provides serial-to-parallel or
parallel-to-serial conversion with print buffering up
to2MB.
A user can choose any of 16 standard baud rates
to match a computer, printer, plotter or other serial
peripheral. The serial interface supports both XOn/X-Off and DTR protocols.
Additional features include: built-in self test; a
Copy button to produce up to 256 copies; a Clear
button that erases and resets the buffer memory; a
Ready light that provides the status of data transfer;,
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1/0 processor; parity checking; and more.
$255 retail; 64K
$375 retail; 256K
$565 retail; 5 l 2K.
$725 retail; 1 MB
$ l ,335 retail; 2 MB
Reliable Communications, Inc.; 20l11 Stevens Creek
Blvd., Ste. 100; Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996-0230
Diconix Model 150 Plus
Portable ink-jet printer
GDT Softworks or Orange Micro Grapple1:
The Diconix 150 is a portable ink-jet printer that
runs on rechargeable batteries or electricity to easily
adapt to any location. In ~ddition to draft, near-letterquality and script text, it prints italic, emphasized,
enlarged, condensed, superscript, subscript,
underlined text and graphic~.
The printer weighs 3.75 pounds, including five
C-size nickel-cadmium batteries that fit inside the
platen. Its case measures l l by 6.5 by 2-inches, and it .
features two interfaces: Centronics 8-bit parallel or
RS232C 7/8-bit serial.
$499 retail; parallel
$5 l 9 retail; serial
Diconix; 343 State St.; Rochester, NY 14650;
800-342-6649
Diconix Model 300 And 300w
Ink-jet, plairi-paper printers
Orange Micro Grappler.
The Diconix Model 300 and Model 300w (widecarriage) are ink-jet, plain-paper printers that are ideal
for printing all types of high-~uality office
correspondence. They feature full graphic capabilities
and wide font flexibility, and can print 3 l0 characters
per second in draft mode. Also included is a timesaving bypass feature that allows a user to print on
single-sheet paper without removing continuous
paper.
The Model 300 weighs l 0 pounds with
dimensions of 3 by 9.5 by 14-inches; the Model 300w
weighs 13 pounds with dimensions of3 by 9.5 by 19
inches. Print modes include draft, near-letter-quality,
underline, italics, emphasized, proportional spacing,
enlarged, condensed, super/subscript, double strike,
double high and double wide. Two interfaces are
available: Centronics 8-bit parallel or RS232C
7/8-bit serial.
$549 retail; parallel (Model 300)
$579 retail; serial (Model 300)
$599 retail; parallel (Model 300w)
$629 retail; serial (Mocjel 300w)
Diconix; 343 State St.; Rochester, NY 14650;
800-342-6649
DMP-60 DL Series
Pen plotters
Macintosh//; software supporting DMIPL or HPGL.
The DMP-60 DL Series consist of professional
drafting plotters that coine standard with eight pens,
have a resolution of0.0005 inch, accuracy of± 0.010
inch and support DM/PL and HPGL languages. The
DMP-61 DL handles A-D size media and plots up to
32 inches per second with acceleration of 4g. The
DMP-62 DL handles A-E sizes, plots at up to 32 ips
at up to 4g acceleration. The DMP-60 DLs feature an
LCD panel, built-in plot optimization, Quick Scale
and rollfeed capability. They accept the following
options: rollfeed accessory, the Scan-CAD scanner, a
Kanji character board and a l MB buffer board.
$4,895 to $6,395 retail
Houstpn Instrument; A Division of Ametek, Inc.;
8500 Cameron Rd. ; Austin, TX 78753;
800-444-3425

DMP-60 Series
Pen plotters
Macintosh//; CAD software that supports DM!Pl or
HPGL.
The DMP-60 Series are professional drafting pen
plotters that have a resolution of0.0005 inches,
accuracy of±0.010 inches and support HPGL and
DM/PL. The DMP-61 plots at 32 inches per second
axial speed and handles media from ANSI A to D
sizes. The DMP-62 plots at 24 inches per second
axial and handles media from ANSI A to E sizes.
Botti models accept the following options: MP-80
eight-pen changer, the Scan-CAD optical scanner
accessory, a Kanji character set board and a l MB
expanded internal buffer.
$3,995 to $5,895 retail
Houston Instrument; A Division of Ametek, Inc.;
8500 Cameron Rd.; Austin, TX 78753;
800-444-3425
DMS-21
Printer_sharing device
Any Macintosh.
The DMS-2 l is a peripheral sharing device that
automatically connects up to six users to one
peripheral using a serial interface, most commonly a
laser printer. This compact unit installs in minutes
with a standard serial cable and is compatible with
most popular office networks.
$199 retail
Kansai International; 3555 Voyager St., Ste. 201;
Torrance, CA 90503; 213-542-7626
Epson Serial Interface Converters
Allow a Macintosh to drive a Panasonic or Epson
printer
Any Macintosh.
The Epson Serial Interface Converters allow a
Macintosh (serial) to drive an Epson (parallel) printer.
The card has two modes of operation (Epson or
Apple) that can be selected by a dip switch setting or
software command. The parallel interface is still fully
functional, giving a choice of serial or parallel input
by connecting the appropri~te cable.
Printer models include: Epson FX, RX, LX
andMX.
$129 retail
HanZon Data, Inc.; 22032 23rd Dr. SE; Bothell,
WA 98021 ; 206-487- 1717
F-Series Printers; MacScribe Driver
Laser printers
Macintosh Plus or /arge1:
The MacScribe Driver enables Macintosh users
to access Kyocera's F-Series desktop printers. The FSeries printers provide 79 standard resident fonts,
support for up to 48 downloaded fonts, accelerated
vector graphics drawing and flexible paper handling
features, such as envelope printing and a five-bin
output sorter/stacker/collator option available on the
F-2010 and F-3010 printers.
The F-Series desktop laser printers compatible
with the F-Series driver consist of the IO page per
minute (ppm) F-1 OOOA; the 10 ppm, dual input bin F20 lO; and the l 8 ppm, dual input bin F-30 l0. The
printers provide a crisp print resolution of 300 dpi
and abundant memory for full-page graphics - 1.5
MB standard with the F-2010 and F-3010, and as an
optional upgrade on the F- l OOOA.
$2,395 to $8,395 retail
Kyocera; 1321 Harbor Bay Pkwy.; Alameda,
CA 94501; 800-367-7437
Fujitsu Color Plotter
Six-pen desktop color plotter
Any Macintosh; HPGL-compatible software.
The Fujitsu Color Plotter is a six-pen desktop
color plotter for A- and B-size business graphics and
technical applications.
Designed for business presentations and smallscale engineering or architectural design, the Fujitsu
Color Plotter plots on several types of media,
including paper, coated paper, transparency and
polyester drafting film. The plotter can automatically
accommodate free-size media as small as a post card,
up to and including A3/B-size formats ( 11 .7 by

32-inches maximum).
The plotter comes with six pens (water-based ball
point and oil-based fiber tip) in fine (.25mm) and
medium (.5mm) tip widths. The pens are stored in a
rotating carousel that features automatic pen
changing and capping capabilities. Other features of
the full y-programmable unit include online/offline
capabilities, .25mm per step resolution (1 ,000
steps/inch) and 0.1mm repeatability using the same
pen. A l2K input buffer and a top pen plotting speed
of I0-inches per second provide high-quality
throughput.
$1,295 retail
Fujitsu Component of America; 3330 Scott Blvd.;
Santa Clara, CA 95054; 408-562-1000
G1022
Desktop pen plotter
Macintosh Plus or larger; MacP/ot driver.
The G 1022 desktop pen plotter is an HP 7475
compatible, offering fast and quiet operation with a
smaller footprint and pen speeds up to 28 ips. It is
compatible with all major CAD and business graphics
software packages. The GI 022 features a six-pen
carousel with pen capping, single-sheet sizes to 11 by
17 inches and HP-GL emulation.
$1,I95 retail
Oce Graphics; 385 Ravendale Dr.; Mountain View,
CA 94043; 800-545-5445
G1820 Range
Single-sheet pen plotters
Macintosh Plus or larger; MacP/ot driver.
The G 1820 Range ¥e single-sheet pen plotters.
Both the D- and E-size models are compatible with
ANSI and architectural drawing formats and offer
unique features, such as SortManager and
SoftLanding.
$4,590 to $5,990 retail
Oce Graphics; 385 Ravendale Dr.; Mountain View,
CA 94043; 800-545-5445
G1830 Range
D- and E-size single sheet and ro)l-feed pen plotters
Macintosh Plus or larger; MacPlot driver.
The Gl 830 Range are D- and E-size single sheet
and roll-feed pen plotters that offer superior line
quality, high throughput and many unique features,
including PenManager, LongPlot, CurveManager and
a performance of 55 ips and 6 gs.
$6,290 to $7,990 retail
Oce Graphics; 385 Ravendale Dr.; Mountain View,
CA 94043; 800-545-5445
G1845-AC
Pen plotter
Macintosh Plus or larger; MacP/ot driver.
The G 1845-AC pen plotter offers automatic
cutting and stacking, enabling the separation of
drawings from the media roll and the stacking of
completed drawings for easy retrieval. Featuring a
fast performance of 55 ips and 6 gs, the plotter
minimizes all three plotting phases - media loading,
drawing time and plot separation and retrieval. The
G 1845-AC offers a 4 MB SmartBuffer capacity and a
direct Loca!Talk connection.
$9,490 retail
Oce Graphics; 385 Ravendale Dr.; Mountain View,
CA 94043; 800-545-5445
G330-70U
Color thermal printer with built-in video interface
Macinlosh //.
The G330-70U is a color thermal graphics printer
with a built-in video interface to create faster, highquality color output for presentation graphics.
The G330-70U creates color graphics output with
150 dpi resolution in about 80 seconds on cut-sheet
A-size (8.5 by I I-inch) paper or transparencies.
With sequential overprinting and color mixing,
the G330-70U printer uses seven basic colors black, yellow, magenta, cyan, green, blue and red to produce output in up to 4,096 hues.
The video interface captures video signals
directly from graphics controller boards. The "screen
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dump" and video interface enables the 0330-70U to
create output of any image viewed on the CRT.
$3,650 retail
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.; Information
Systems Division; 991 Knox St.; Torrance,
CA 90502; 213-217-5732
G370-10U
Color thermal transfer printer
Macintosh II.
The 0370-lOU prints at 300 dpi and provides
high-resolution graphics for detailed, solid images. It
prints primary colors and is capable of printing an
unlimited number of color combinations.
$5,995 retail
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.; Information
Systems Division; 991 Knox St.; Torrance,
CA 90502; 213-217-5732
G5232CPS
Color PostScript printer
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The 05232 is an 11 by 17-inch color PostScript
printer that offers true Adobe PostScript, Pantonecertified colors and both tabloid and letter print sizes.
It is fully LocalTalk compatible.
$15,990 retail
Oce Graphics; 385 Ravendale Dr.; Mountain View,
CA 94043; 800-545-5445
G650-10
Color thermal printer/plotter
Macintosh II.
The 0650-10 is a color thermal transfer printer
capable of printing on A- or B-size cut-sheet paper or
transparencies. With a resolution of 300 dpi, the
0650-10 provides exceptional printing for highresolution business graphics, graphics art or
CAD/CAM applications.
$7,495 retail
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.; Information
Systems Division; 991 Knox St.; Torrance,
CA 90502; 213-217-5732
.
Graflex
Printer interface
Any Macintosh; para/le/ dot matrix printer.
Disguised as a simple cable, Graflex gives users a
choice when selecting a printer for the Macintosh. It
provides ImageWriter II emulation for almost any
nine: wire parallel or 24-wire printer. Large scale
integration and surface mount technology allow the
Graflex to hide its circuitry within one of its
connectors. It requires no external power supply,
drawing what little power it needs from the computer
itself. Users run the supplied configuration program
and pick a printer from a list of more than I00.
Settings are stored in non-volatile memory.
$119.95 retail
!CD, Inc.; 1220 Rock St.; Rockford, IL 61101;
815-968-2228
Graphics Subsystem
Lets us~rs incorporate non-PostScript graphics into
high-resolution output
Any Macintosh with 16 MB of RAM; 160 MB disk
drive.
The Graphic Subsystem (GSS) is a combination
of hardware and software that enables users of textonly front ends to incorporate non-PostScript
graphics into high-resolution output. GSS is offered
as an option to Vari typer 's Model 5000 !mage
Controller. It allows users to rotate text, create
borders and perform special text-on-graphics effects.
The GSS can be integrated with Varityper's
Series 5000 line of imaging systems. The GSS option
enables users to store scanned images without having
to rescan the artwork. The GSS includes an interface
to ECRM Autokon 1000 or 2000 scanners, a terminal

and keyboard, a 20 MB removable disk drive and
graphics software.
$7 ,500 retail; base price
Yarityper, Inc.; 11 Mt. Pleasant Ave.; E. Hanover,
NJ 07936; 201-887-8000, ext. 999 or 800-631-8134
Grappler 9 Pin
Serial-to-parallel converter cable
Macintosh Plus or larger; parallel printer.
The Grappler 9 Pin is a serial-to-parallel
converter cable with built-in Image Writer II
emulation. It takes Image Writer signals from the
Macintosh and changes it into what your printer
needs to understand. It works with Epson, Okidata,
Panasonic and other Epson-compatible printers.
$119 retail
Orange Micro, Inc.; 1400 N. Lakeview Ave.;
Anaheim, CA 92807; 714-779-2772 or
800-223-8029
Grappler LS
Serial Mac interface for HP DeskJet and laser printers
Macintosh Plus or /a/·ger; HP-compatible printer
with a serial port.
·
The Grappler LS connects a Macintosh to HPcompatible serial laser printers or to the HP DeskJet
300 dpi ink jet printer. The Grappler LS emulates
Apple's Image Writer LQ, translating output intended
for the Image Writer LQ and directing it to the HPcompatible printer. Because it.uses the ImageWriter
LQ driver, the Grappler LS is completely transparent
to software applications and allows users to print both
portrait and landscape (sideways). The Grappler LS is
fully compatible with Adobe ATM, making the Apple
PostScript font library available to Grappler users. A
powerful spooler, provided, allows users to work
while their printer is engaged.
$149 retail
Orange Micro, Inc.; 1400 N. Lakeview Ave.;
Anaheim, CA 92807; 714-779-2772 or
800-223-8029
GrapplerLX
Parallel printer interface
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Grappler LX is a serial-to-parallel converter .
that takes standard Macintosh output and converts it
to Centronics output. The device allows HewlettPackard-compatible laser printers, including the HP
DeskJet and Epson or Toshiba 24-pin dot matrix
printers, to perform like Apple 's Image Writer LQ
printer.
Users place the Grappler LX software in their
System Folders, set the Grappler DIP switch for the
printer to be used, select Image Writer LQ from the
Chooser and print.
The Grappler LX 's components are housed in the
printer end of the connection cable, which eliminates
extra boxes or housings from a work space.
Currently, the Grappler LX supports more than
50 different models of business printers and comes
complete with cables, printer driver software, spooler
software and complete documentation.
$199 retail
Orange Micro, Inc.; 1400 N. Lakeview Ave.;
Anaheim, CA 92807; 714-779-2772 or
800-223-8029
Greensheets Parallel Interface
Printer/plotter/scanner interface
Macintosh II family.
Greensheets Parallel Input interface (GSPI)
presents a 37P connector and includes a driver in
ROM suitable for direct input from VIDAR, Wicks
and Wilson and Versatec scanners. The card may be
configured for either differential or short-cable
Greensheets specifications.
Greensheets Parallel Output interface (GSPO)
presents a 37S connector and includes a driver in
ROM suitable for direct output to Versateccompatible printer/plotters.
$895 retail; Input Board
$895 retail; Output Board
Creative Solutions, Inc.; 4701 Randolph Rd., Ste. 12;
Rockville, MD 20852; 301-984-0262 or 800-3678465 (orders)
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GRI MacPlotter
Large-format ink pen plotter
Macintosh Plus or larger; CAD software.
The ORI MacPlotter is a large-format pen plotter
that provides hard copy drawings up to 22 by 34
inches. The MacPlotter handles architectural C or D
paper sizes. Targeted for CAD/CAM drawings
generated by design engineers, designers and drafters,
the GR! MacPlotter produces ink drawings in a
variety of media, including ordinary bond, vellum,
film, etc. Resolution and repeatability are .004 inches.
The ORI MacPlotter features the proprietary
Dual Track paper pressure design that uses double
sets of paper pressure rollers to maintain precise
Nper alignment for maximum accuracy. It comes
with the Mesa Graphics Utility and is compatible
with most graphics programs for the Macintosh. The
price includes a custom cable with a DIN serial
connector, pens, paper, stand and casters.
$2,395 retail
Gerard Research, Inc.; 4851 Shasta Dam Blvd.;
Central Valley, CA 96019; 916-275-0875
GRI ProPlotter
Large-format pen plotter
Serial RS-232 inte1face; Houston Instrument plotter
driver required in application software.
GR! ProPlotter is a large-format pen plotter
designed for use by desktop CAD users. Targeted for
users of AutoCAD and other PC-based computeraided design and drafting applications, the ProPlotter
produces drawings on media in size up to 24 by 36
inches, on a variety of plotting media including
ordinary bond, vellum and film, with a choice of pen
types and point sizes.
Pen speed is 7 ips. Resolution and repeatability
are .004 inches (compared to approximately 0.010
inch width of the most narrow pen point typically
used).
The ProPlotter features a proprietary DualTrack
paper pressure design tha,t uses double sets of paper
pressure rollers to maintain precise paper alignment
for maximum accuracy. The ProPlotter is software
compatible with the Houston Instrument DMP series
of plotters and runs the DM/PL command set.
$2,395 retail
Gerard Research, Inc.; 4851 Shasta Dam Blvd.;
Central Valley, CA 96019; 916-275-0875
GRX-300/400
Drafting plotters
Macintosh SE or II; connecting cable.
The GRX-300 is an eight-pen drafting plotter that
features a paper size of ANSI A to ANSI D cut sheet,
a maximum plotting area of 33.5 by 22 inches, a
plotting speed of 24 inches per second and a
resolution of .78125 microns.
The GRX-400 is an eight-pen drafting plotter that
features a paper size of ANSI A to ANSI E cut sheet,
a maximum plotting area of 43.5 by 33.5 inches, a
plotting speed of 24 inches per second and a
resolution of .78125 microns.
Other features include: a custom VLSI chip for
the micro-step system and a custom CPU for pen
carousel optimization; an optional 1 MB buffer; and a
20 character/2 line LCD display with interactive
software to set all operating parameters.
$3,995 retail; GRX-300
$4,995 retail; GRX-400
Roland Digital Group; 1961 McGaw Ave.; Irvine,
CA 92714; 714-975-0560
Hewlett-Packard Plotters
Plotters
512K or larger Macintosh; Apple Peripheral Adapter
(for Plus, SE or II configurations only); HP 92219M
Cable (or equivalent).
Hewlett-Packard graphics plotters, all compatible
with a range of Apple Macintoshes, can be used to
highlight both design and business-graphic
applications.
The HP ColorPro is an eight-pen plotter designed
for personal business plotting needs. lt prints on both
8.5- by I I-inch paper, glossy paper and overhead
transparency film and can be used for charts, graphs
and color overheads.
·
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The HP 7475A is a six-pen plotter that produces
color graphics for both business and PC CAD
applications. It accepts two sizes of paper, 8.5 by 11
inch and 11 by 17 inch and will plot on non-glossy
paper, glossy paper, polyester film and overhead
transparency film.
The HP 7550A is an eight-pen'plotter that
produces color graphics on both paper 8.5 by 11
inches and 11 by 17 inches and overhead
transparency film , as well as mylar and vellum. It
features automatic sheet feed and unattended
operation.
The DraftPro, which requires an RS-232-C
interface, is an eight-pen plotter that produces color
graphics for PC CAD applications. It uses both "C"
and "D" size media (up to 24 by 36-inch) and plots
on paper, velum and polyester film. It supports fibertip, disposable liquid-ink and refillable liquid ink
pens.
The DraftPro DXL and EXL plotters are "D" and
"E" size plotters that fit in the midrange of HP's
drafting plotter line. They offer the full range of
media sizes ("A" through 'ID" for the DXL and "A"
through "E" for the EXL). The plotters offer excellent
line quality for all applications and plot on paper,
vellum and polyester film with liquid-ink and fibertip pens. One and 2 MB memory buffers are
upgradeable options.
$1,295 retail; HP ColorPro
$1,895 retail; HP 7475A
$3,995 retail; HP 7550A
$3,995 retail; HP DraftPro
$4,995 retail; HP DraftPro DXL
$6,495 retail; HP DraftPro EXL
Hewlett-Packard Co.; Inquiries; 19310 Pruneridge
Ave.; Cufrtino, CA 95014; 800-752-0900
HL-8PS
PostScript-compatible laser printer
Any Macintosh.
The HL-8PS is a PostScript-compatible laser
printer that offers high-resolution 300 by 300 dpi. It
provides 35 resident fonts in 11 different font
families. All fonts are fully scalable and rotatable. Its
standard 2 MB of memory can be upgraded to a
maximum of 6 MB. All printing functions and
enhancements are selected from the front control
panel. Choices available include self-test, printer
emulation, page and font orientation, page formatting,
font selection and number of copies. A 200-sheet
capacity, letter-size paper tray is standard, with an
optional 200-sheet capacity, legal-size paper tray. The
printer includes parallel and serial interfaces and an
optional AppleTalk interface cartridge.
$4,495 retail
Brother International Corp.; 200 Cottontail Ln.;
Somerset, NJ 08875; 201-981-0300 or
800-284-2844, ext. 4616
HP 7600 Series
Electrostatic plotters
512K or larger Macintosh; Apple Peripheral Adapter
(for Plus, SE or 11 configurations only); HP 92219M
Cable (or equivalent).
The HP 7600 Series electrostatic plotters are
designed for CAD professionals who create many
plots per day and want a plotter that works
consistently. The plotters provide: fast, quality output
(plotters produce drawings with 406 dpi resolution
and plot a typical drawing in less than a minute);
unattended plotting; sophisticated output (with HPGL/2 and HP's raster commands, users can create
plots with 2,048 colors, gray scale, screened vectors
and merged·vector and raster data; software
compatibility (the products will be supported by all
HP-GL/2-compatible drivers); and a wide range of
media choices (us~rs may select from paper, vellum,
translucent media and clear and matte polyester film).
$25,900 to $45,900 retail

Hewlett-Packard Co.; Inquiries; 19310 Pruneridge
Ave.; Cupertino, CA 95014; 800-752-0900
HP Desk Writer
Ink jet printer
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The HP DeskWriter is an ink jet printer intended
for business professionals who use a Macintosh and
require laser-quality printing with the convenience of
a personal desktop printer. It is QuickDraw-based and
works with all popular Macintosh business software.
The printer is chooser selectable. It offers AppleTalk
and serial interfaces.
Features include: provides 300 by 300 dpi
printing on plain paper; supports all QuickDraw
features, including font rotation in 90-degree
increments, font substitution, precision bit-map
printing and document reduction and enlargement;
supports a process called polygon smoothing for
better looking graphics; handles letter, legal and A4
paper sizes; printing menu offers a "back-to-front"
option; intelligent font scaling, which provides users
with a continuous selectfon of font sizes up'to 250
points with a selection of familiar typeface designs;
and includes four scalable font families standard with
seven optional font families available with the HP
Desk Writer font collection.
$1,195 retail
Hewlett-Packard Co.; Inquiries; 19310 Pruneridge
Ave.; Cupertino, CA 95014; 800-752-0900
HP DraftMaster
Pen plotters
512K or larger Macintosh; Apple Peripheral Adapter
(for Plus, SE or 11 configurations only); HP 92219M
Cable (or equivalent).
The HP DraftMaster SX (sheet-feed) and RX
(roll-feed) plotters give users faster access to their
CPU .after sending a file to the plotter and have more
dependable pens. Up to four users can share a third
plotter in the series, the HP DraftMaster MX, by
using the built-in 20 MB hard disk drive and four 1/0
ports. The MX plotter is intended for users who are
not on a network but want an easy way to share a
plotter.
The HP DraftMaster plotters offer: better access
to the Mac while the plotter is in use (a standard I
MB buffer and the faster HP-GL/2 graphics language
allow users to send a file to the plotter and regain use
of their Macs more quickly); more reliable pens; fast
plotting (the plotters have a maximum acceleration of
5.7 g and maximum pen velocity of 43
inches/second); and superior line quality (the plotter's
mechanical resolution is .00025 inches).
HP DraftMaster plotters use eight pens and work
with paper (regular and glossy), transparency and
polyester film, vellum and tracing bond.
$8,495 to $11,995 retail
Hewlett-Packard Co.; Inquiries; 19310 Pruneridge
Ave.; Cupertino, CA 95014; 800-752-0900
HP LaserJet III, IID And IIP
PostScript printers
Macintosh Plus or large1:
The HP LaserJet lll, IID and UP are PostScript
printers that offer advanced print quality, better paper
handling and economical PostScript. They are
compatible with Macintosh software and come
complete with 35 standard font families through
PostScript printing; easy to share with an industrystandard AppleTalk interface; easy to use because of
a Chooser-level driver; and able to work with PCs or
Macs. The Macintosh versions of the HP LaserJet
printers include HP's AppleTalk interface, a
PostScript printer cartridge and memory to support
the use of PostScript. The printers are connected
using a standard AppleTalk cable.
The HP LaserJet III is an eight-page-per-minute
printer that produces text and graphics with smooth
edges, sharp points and clean line intersections. This
is accomplished through an HP-developed technology
called Resolution Enhancement that adjusts the
position and size of dots. These adjustments smooth
the stair-step effect inherent in 300 dpi printing.
The HP LaserJet UD is an eight-page-per-minute
printer that has two paper trays for 400 sheets total

paper capacity, duplex printing and an accessory for
printing up to 50 envelopes automatically.
The HP LaserJet UP features a small printer size
(13.8-inches wide by 16-inches deep) and quiet
operation (47 dB). It fits easily on the comer of a
desk and weighs only 25 pounds. The printer
produces four pages-per-minute and can be shared by
two or three people.
$4,355 retail; LaserJet III
$5,360 retail; LaserJet IID
$3,455 retail; LaserJet UP
Hewlett-Packard Co.; Inquiries; 19310 Pruneridge
Ave.; Cupertino, CA 95014; 800-752-0900
HP PaintJet
Color graphics printer
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The HP PaintJet produces vivid color graphics
for overhead transparencies and reports and has nearletter-quality, high-speed text. It produces text and
graphics with 180 by 180 dpi resolution and nearletter-quality text at a speed of 167 characters per
second. The device can produce a typical text page in
about 40 seconds and a full page of color graphics in
about four minutes. The printer handles z-fold or cutsheet paper and single-sheet transparency film in
either A (8.5 by I I-inch) or A4 (metric) sizes.
The printer holds four inks - black, yellow,
magenta and cyan. It mixes these colors to produce
red, blue and green. With appropriate software and
the HP Color PrintKit, the primary colors can be
mixed to provide 16.7 million different shades and
hues. Sixty nozzles transfer the ink to the media. Two
disposable cartridges - black and color - contain
the nozzles, inks and electrical printing elements.
.Cartridge life is approximately I.I million characters
and can produce about l , l00 pages of black text and
180 pages of color graphics.
$1,395 retail; HP PaintJet
$125 retail; HP Color PrintKit
Hewlett-Packard Co.; Inquiries; 19310 Pruneridge
Ave.; Cupertino, CA 95014; 800-752-0900
HP PaintJet XL
Color graphics printer
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The HP PaintJet XL is a color graphics printer
that prints at two to three times the speed of the
original printer.
The HP PaintJet XL, with the HP Color PrintKit,
can produce up to 16.7 million shades of color based
on eight principal colors, and print at 180 by 180 dpi
resolution. An optional cartridge provides 20
additional fonts. In addition to printing on 8.5 by I!inch paper and transparencies, the HP PaintJet XL
handles 11by17-inch (B-size) paper. An automatic
sheet feeder allows for unattended printing on up to
200 sheets of paper and 70 transparencies. A
presentation printing mode allows users to produce
smoother color gradations for documents that require
extra polish.
'
$2,495 retail
$125 retail; HP Color PrintKit
Hewlett-Packard Co.; Inquiries; 19310 Pruneridge
Ave.; Cupertino, CA 95014; 800-752-0900
HP PaintWriter XL
Color printer
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The HP Paint Writer XL is a color printer that
features quality color graphics and text on paper and
overhead transparency film; easy connection; support
for 32-bit QuickDraw, which gives users up to 16.7
million colors, depending on the Macintosh and
software; up to 35 fonts available; and presentation
mode for highest-quality graphics on paper and
transparency film , plus disposable print cartridges for
convenience and dependability. Other features
include: dedicated Apple Macintosh design with
built-in AppleTalk for easy networking; faster print
speed; automatic sheet feed of paper i!lld transparency
film; and choice of media sizes - letter (A4/A) and
tabloid (A3/B).
$2,995 retail
Hewlett-Packard Co.; Inquiries; 19310 Pruneridge
Ave.; Cupertino, CA 95014; 800-752-0900
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IGX 7000PS Imagesetter
PostScript desktop imagesetter
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The IGX 7000PS is a high-resolution desktop
digital imagesetter utilizing the latest state-of-the-art
light-emitting diode technology and capable of
outputting both text and graphics. It features a
modular RIP design, output resolution of 1,600 dpi
and an output speed up tb 22 inches per minute.
The IGX 7000PS RIP utilizes a RISC computer
operating at 10 million ips to achieve throughput
speeds up to 12 times faster than current highresolution implementations of the PostScript PDL. It
includes 8 MB of RAM storage, a 91 MB SCSI hard
disk, "plug and play" interface compatibility, 35
Adobe width-compatible fonts and a 1.4 MB 3.5-inch
floppy disk.
$35,995 retail; including 91 MB hard disk
Itek Graphix Composition Systems; Div. of A.B.
Dick Co.; 34 Cellu Dr.; Nashua, NH 03063;
603-889-1400
ImageWriter II
Expandable printer
Any Macintosh.
The ImageWriter II is an expandable printer that
offers users fast drafts, sharp graphics, near-letterquality output and color printing.
Features include: prints at 250 characters per
second; offers three printing speeds (fast draft,
midspeed correspondence mode and near-letterquality mode); color printing in six different colors
using an optional color ribbon; handles cut-sheet or
continuous paper, including labels and multiple
copies; and features push-button paper loading for
single sheets.
Options include: a cut-sheet feeder for automatic
processing of standard office papers; a 32K memory
option for extra buffer space; and an AppleTalk
option for sharing the printer over an AppleTalk
network.
$595 retail; ImageWriter II
$22~ retail; Sheet Feeder
$63 retail; Black Ribbon (pack of six)
$83.70 retail; Color Ribbon (pack of six)
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996-1010
Image Writer LQ
Letter-quality, wide-carriage dot matrix printer
Any Macintosh .
The Image Writer LQ is a letter-quality, widecarriage dot matrix printer offering versatile paper
handling capabilities that satisfy a broad range of
office printing needs, such as creating letter-quality
correspondence, processing multiple-part forms,
printing labels, addressing envelopes and producing
color-enhanced text and graphics. Its 15-inch carriage
can handle full-sized spreadsheets and wide forms.
The Image Writer LQ 's 27-pin head provides the
capability to produce letter-quality text and graphics
at 216 by 216 dots per inch. It has double the density
of an ImageWriter II and its print quality approaches
that of a LaserWriter. It prints in three modes: draft,
near letter quality and letter quality.
The printer uses impact print technology,
enabling the printing of multiple layer forms of up to
· five pages. Its paPer handling capabilities include
push-tractor and pull-tractor mode and bottom feed,
allowing pin-feed paper and multiple-part forms to be
processed directly beneath the printer.
The ImageWriter LQ can also be configured with
an optional expandable cut-sheet feeder, enabling
unattended sheet feeding while operating on a
network. The cut-sheet feeder can have up to three
bins, and an optional envelope attachment is available.
An AppleTalk option is available that allows the
printer to be a shared printing device on an AppleTalk
network.

$1,399 retail; lmageWriter LQ
$299 retail; Sheet Feeder
$169 retail; Additional Bins
$49 retail; Envelope Feed
$114 retail; Black Ribbon (pack of six)
$150 retail; Color Ribbon (pack of six)
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996-10 I0
Infotek Printers & Plotters
Printers, plotters
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Personal Laser Printer provides nearPostScript results at 300 by 300 dpi using a new
graphics and text descriptor language.
The Laserimage Printer is a laser printer that
includes 2 MB ofRAM.
The Network Laser Printer is for use on a fileserver network.
The MacLaser is a graphics and text laser printer.
The Big 'N Fast Laser is an 11by17-inch, 2.6page/minute PostScript laser printer.
The Atlas PS 600 is a 600 by 600 dpi PostScript
laser printer.
'
Mac Plotter is a "D" size, single-color plotter that
includes software.
Color Plot II is a "D" and "E" size, 24- by 36inch and 36- by 72-inch, high-resolution plotter.
The High Volume PostScript Laser Printer
contains a Canon CXD printengine, 250-sheet paper
tray, 16 MHz rip, two-tray input, true Postscript, 2
MB of RAM and 35 built-in fonts. Three color
cartridges are available.
The IT 600 Plain Paper Typesetter System is a
600 by 600 pixel/inch electrophotography laser
printer with an Adobe Atlas board, 20 MB hard disk
drive for fonts and 16 MHz 68020 and 68881 math
coprocessor.
The ProLaser is an 11by17-inch professional
typesetter and graphics printer that offers 26 pages
per minute, 32-bit rip, AppleTalk serial and parallel
interface and a resolution of 300 by 300 dpi.
The T480 is an 11 by 17-inch, 480 dpi fast plain
paper PostScript laser typesetter.
The TIOOO is an 11 by 17-inch, 1,000 dpi fast
plain paper PostScript laser typesetter.
$1,950 retail; Personal Laser Printer
$4,495 retail; Laserimage Printer with 2 MB of RAM
$3,300 to $6,800 retail; Network Laser Printer
$1,995 retail; MacLaser graphics and text laser
printer
$16,995 retail; Big 'N Fast Laser(!! by 17-inch, 26
page/min. PostScripi laser printer)
$14,999 retail; Atlas PS 600 (600 by 600 dpi
PostScript laser printer)
$1,995 retail; Mac Plotter
$2,595 retail; Color Plot II
$6,485 retail'; High Volume PostScript Laser Printer
$18,495 retail; IT 600 Plain Paper Typesetter System
$15,995 retail; ProLaser
$18,975 retail; T480 Plain Paper PostScript Laser
Typesetter
$32,750 retail; TIOOO Plain Paper PostScript Laser
Typesetter
$15,990 retai l; PostScript Printer (16 million colors,
300 dpi)
Infotek, Inc.; 56 Camille; E. Patchogue, NY 11772;
516-289-9682
Intertlex
Printer interface; provides transparent serial to
parallel conversion
Any Macintosh; parallel dot matrix printer; printer
drive1:
For Mac owners with parallel printers and
compatible driver software, Interflex provides
transparent serial to parallel conversion in the guise
of a simple cable. Its circuitry is hidden in one of the
connectors. It requires no external power supply;
Interflex draws its power from the computer. All
settings are changed with the supplied configuration
software. Interflex will automatically detect and
configure itself to the port's baud rate.
$69.95 retail
ICD, Inc.; 1220 Rock St.; Rockford, IL 61101 ;
815-968-2228
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JX-730 Color Ink Jet Printer
Color ink-jet printer
Macintosh SE/30 or fl.
The JX-730 Color Ink Jet Printer provides color
output up to 13.6 by 21 inches at a resolution of 180
dpi. The JX-730 uses four ink colors with 48 separate
nozzles ( 12 per color) to produce unlimited printing
colors. Separate ink reservoirs allow users to replace
oniy the depleted colors (not an entire ink cartridge)
for the lowest printing cost per copy.
The JX-730 can print on plain paper,
transparencies·and coated ink-jet paper, using friction
feed as standard, with tractor and cut sheet feeders
available as options.
$2, 195 suggested retail
Sharp Electronics Corp.; Sharp Plaza, Box C;
Mahwah, NJ 07430; 201-529-9500
Kodak SV630 Interface Kit
Lets user print color or black and white images using
a Macintosh II and Kodak SV6500 Series printers
Macintosh II, llx or llcx.
The Kodak SV630 Interface Kit is a
hardware/software interface kit that provides
bidirectional communications capabilities between a
Macintosh II, IIx or IIcx and Kodak SV6500 Series
printers. Kodak SV Series printers are true-color,
continuous-tone thermal printers with a built-in 24-bit
capture board. The printers have NTSC composite
and RGB video inputs for video capture·and display,
in addition ro a digital interface.
The NuBus parallel interface card, Centronics
interface cable and software supplied with the kit
allow the downloading of PICT and PI CTI
Scrapbook and Clipboard files to the Kodak SV
Series printers for digital printing or video output.
Also, Images captured from video sources to the
Kodak SV Series printer framestore can be uploaded
to the Macintosh for saving as PICTI files.
$600 retail
Eastman Kodak Co.; 343 State St.; Rochester,
NY 14650; 800-445-6325, ext. 110
Kodak SV6510
Color video printer
Macintosh II.
The Kodak SV6510 is a color video printer that
produces continuous-tone color prints from video and
digital sources. Built-in framestore allows users to
capture and store a full-frame image and generate a
print"from "memory" in approximately 90 seconds.
Features include: advanced printing technology
provides high-quality continuous-tone color prints;
full-frame electronic image capture board stores 256
density levels; RGB signal adjustment controls for
incoming signals; capture images more reliably from
video signals with substandard sync information; ·
accepts digital inputs via parallel interface for making
high-quality prints from computer images; can print
4-up from a single captured image; five configuration
control switches; and quiet machine operation.
$4,500 retail
Eastman Kodak Co.; 343 State St.; Rochester,
NY 14650; 800-445-6325, ext. ·110
Kodak XL7700
Digital continuous tone printer
Macintosh II.
The Kodak XL 7700 digital continuous tone
printer produces page-size, photographic-quality
thermal prints or transparencies from computergenerated images. The printer is available in eight
configurations, including a basic model for black and
white prints and transparencies and a model that
produces both black and white and color prints or
transparencies. Other configurations include choices
in computer interface and cabinet design.
Features include: advanced thermal dye
sublimation transfer technology; true continuous-tone
prints and transparencies without chemical
processing; two output sizes - 8.5 by 11 inch and
I I-inch square (with .5-inch borders); and multiple
copy printing and page composition capabilities.
$24,895 retail
Eastman Kodak Co.; 343 State St.; Rochester,
NY 14650; 800-445-6325, ext. 110
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LabelWriter
Label printer
512KE or larger Macintosh.
The LabeJWriter is a printer designed specifically
for labels. Just 3 by 6-inches in size, whisper quiet
and maintenance free, the Labe!Writer connects to the
serial port and uses thermal printing technology to
produce letter-quality labels measuring I by 3.5
inches. Bundled software lets users print individual
labels from correspondence and existing mail lists, or
create new labels, format them in any way, and save
them to new databases. It even prints machinescannable bar codes.
The LabelWriter comes complete with serial
cable, power transformer, software and one roll of
130 labels.
$249.95 retail
CoStar Corp.; 22 Bridge St.; Greenwich, CT 06830;
203-661-9700 or 800-426-7827
Laserlmage 1100-PS
Laser printer

Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Laser Image 1100-PS is like having two
printers in one. It features co-resident Adobe 's
PostScript interpreter and an emulation of the HP
LaserJet Series II, enabling users to switch between
PostScript and LaserJet applications as needed via
front-panel switches. The PostScript interpreter
features 35 typefaces from 11 font families, and the
entire Adobe library of downloadable fonts is
supported. The LaserJet Series II emulation includes
24 standard fonts, as well as support for all PCLcompatible downloadable fonts. The printer provides
RS-232, RS-412 and parallel ports.
The 1100-PS is rated at six pages-per-minute at a
resolution of 300 dpi. The printer prints on letter,
legal and European-sized paper, as well as envelopes,
labels and transparencies. The standard.paper tray
holds 150 sheets and an optional auxiliary tray holds
250 sheets. The printer features 2 MB of RAM,
expandable to 4 MB.
$4,495 retail
PCP!; 11590 W. Bernardo Ct.; San Diego,
CA 92127; 619-485-8411, 800-225-4098 or
800-262-0522 in CA
LaserLine 6
Six-pages-per-minute laser printer

Macintosh Plus or larger.
Okidata's LaserLine 6 is a six-pages-per-minute
printer that allows users to produce letter-quality
correspondence and presentations using multiple
fonts and merged text and graphics. The LaserLine 6
also features two plug-in personality modules, one
that enables up to three users to share a single printer;
15 resident fonts; and face-down, correct-order
stacking of letter and legal-size paper.
$1,945 retail
Okidata, An Oki America Co.; 532 Fellowship Rd.;
Mount Laurel, NJ 08054; 609-235-2600
LaserMax 1000; MX Controllers
Laser printer; printer controllers

Macintosh II, llx, !lex or Ilci.
LaserMax Systems produces high-resolution
laser printers and a series of printer controllers that
increase the resolution of any LaserWriter. The
LaserMax 1000 plain-paper typesetter is a complete
printing system, which includes a printer and
controller, cabling, 35 typeface outlines and provides
fast 1,000 dpi output on plain paper. LaserMax MX
Controllers come in 2, 4 and 6 MB versions and
feature 400 or 800 dpi resolution and fast print speeds
from any Apple LaserWriter.
$7 ,995 retail; LaserMax I000
$2,795 to $5,095 retail; MX Controllers
LaserMax Systems; 7150 Shady Oak Rd.; Eden
Prairie, MN 55344; 612-944-9696

LaserScript
PostScript-compatible laser printer

Macintosh Plus or larger.
LaserScript is a 300 dpi PostScript-compatible
laser printer for Macintosh and PC environments.
LaserScript is a true multivendor, multiapplication
environment: an office using Macs and PCs can share
the printer for applications ranging from spreadsheets
and word processing to presentation graphics and
desktop publishing.
LaserScript is fully compatible with all existing
PostScript applications. The printer features 35
Bitstream scalable outline fonts for PostScript
emulation and 24 bit-mapped fonts for HP emulation.
Two cartridge slots support HP LaserJet II or
compatible font cartridges for expanded font
selection and quicker access.
LaserScript has a Centronics parallel, two RS232 serial and one AppleTalk interface for versatility
in multiuser environments. A powerful 15 MHz
NS32CG 16 microprocessor from National
Semiconductor running with the Microsoft/Bauer
interpreter provides excellent performance
capabilities. The printer has 3 MB of memory,
expandable to 6 MB.
$2,995 retail
Abaton Technology, a Division of Everex Systems,
Inc.; 48431 Milmont Dr.; Fremont, CA 94538;
415-683-2226

Processor for text and graphics processing, and all
necessary cables.
The Linotronic Series 200 is a PostScript laser
diode device that can produce text, line art and
halftones up to 133 lines per inch at resolutions up to
1,693 dpi. The PostScript RIP is built into the system.
$28,000 to $90,000 retail
Linotype Co.; 425 Oser Ave.; Hauppauge,
NY I 1788; 516-434-2000 or 800-426-7705
LTXZ-320/420
Thermal plotters

Any Macintosh; plotter software, such as MacP/ot.
The LTX-320/420 are monochrome thermal
plotters designed to produce fast, high-quality C, D or
E-size drawings. Both of the LTX plotters have a
resolution of 200 dpi, while maintaining a maximum
plotting speed of nearly 1 inch per second. In addition
to using standard RS-232C serial and Centronics
parallel interfaces, the LTX plotters have standard
features, such as eight programmable line widths,
HP-GL emulation, large buffer size, unlimited replot
capabilities, a plot collection basket and a built-in
paper cutter.
$9,995 retail; LTX-320
$13,995 retail; LTX-420
Roland Digital Group; 1961 McGaw Ave.; Irvine,
CA 92714; 714-975-0560
LZR 1260ess
Laser printer

LaserWriter U Family
Desktop laser printers

Macintosh Plus or larger.
The LaserWriter II Family, which replaces the
LaserWriter and LaserWriter Plus models, offers
features ranging from improved print quality and
high-speed output to networking and expansion
capabilities. The modular design of the printer family,
based on the second-generation Canon printing
engine, provides an easy and cost-effective method of
upgrading the printers as users' needs grow.
The LaserWriter IINTX, a Motorola 68020-based
desktop laser printer, is a high-performance, 300 dpi,
expandable laser printer with networking capabilities
.and a PostScript interpreter. The printer's highthroughput capabilities, as well as memory, font
expansion card and SCSI hard disk drive expansion
options, provide for even greater printing throughput
and virtually unlimited font storage.
The LaserWriter IINT is Apple's mainstream,
300 dpi laser printer, offering improved print quality
and more memory than the LaserWriter Plus. It also
offers networking capabilities and PostScript
functionality.
The LaserWriter IISC is an entry-level, singleuser laser printer, offering 300 dpi full-page text and
graphics. This printer can be upgraded to the
LaserWriter IINT or IINTX.
The NTX in the LaserWriter IINTX name refers
to Networking and Expansion; NT in the LaserWriter
IINT name refers to Networking capabilities; and SC
in the LaserWriter IISC name refers to the SCSI
interface.
$2,799 retail; LaserWriter IISC
$4,499 retail; LaserWriter IINT
$5,999 retail; LaserWriter IINTX
$2, 199 retail; LaserWriter USC to IINT upgrade
$3,699 retail; LaserWriter IINT or IISC to IINTX
upgrade
$299 retail; LaserWriter IINTX I MB Memory
Expansion Kit
$999 retail; LaserWriter IINTX 4 MB Memory
Expansion Kit
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996- IO 10
Linotronic Series 200, 300, 500
Laser imagesetters

Macintosh Plus or larger. .
The Linotronic Series 300 and 500 laser
imagesetters output fully composed pages that
combine text and graphics at resolutions up to 2,540
dpi, with halftones up to 300 lines per inch.
The Linotronic Series 500 is the wide-line
imagesetter that can produce pages up to 18 inches
wide. Both systems include a Pos1Script Raster Image

Macintosh Plus or larger; 20 MB hard disk drive.
The LZR l 260ess is a laser printer that
incorporates the PostScript page description language
and prints at a rate of 12 pages per minute for all but
the most complex pages. Users have a choice of 35
resident fonts produced in true typographical image
and compatible with characters generated by
typesetters. The fonts can be printed in any point
style, pitch or rotation. Downloadable fonts are·
available from Adobe's extensive library of 600
additional offerings.
The LZR l 260ess offers multiple emulations, 4
MB of DRAM, a 20 MB hard disk and three interface
ports. Users may select a PostScript or HP Laserjet
· Plus emulation. Interfaces available include RS232C, AppleTalk and Centronics. A multicassette
feeder and an envelope feeder are options that can be
added to provide paper handling solutions. The LZR
l 260ess is easy to operate. Developer, toner and fuser
come in cartridge form and can be replaced quickly
and without mess.
$7 ,995 retail
Dataproducts Corp.; 6200 Canoga Ave.; PO Box 746;
Woodland Hills, CA 91365; 818-887-8000
LZR 1260i
Laser printer

Macintosh Plus or /arge1:
The LZR l 260i is a laser printer that incorporates
the PostScript page description language and prints at
a rate of 12 pages per.minute for all but the most
complex pages. Users have a choice of 35 resident
fonts produced in true typographical image and
compatible with characters generated by typesetters.
The fonts can be printed in any point style, pitch or
rotation. Downloadable fonts·are available from
Adobe's extensive library of 600 additional offerings.
The LZR 1260i offers multiple emulations, 4 MB
DRAM and three interface ports. Users may select a
PostScript or HP LaserJet Plus emulation. Interfaces
available include RS-232C, AppleTalk and
Centronics. A multicassette feeder and an envelope
feeder are options that can be added to provide paper
handling solutions. The LZR 1260i is easy to operate.
Developer, toner and fuser come in cartridge form
and can be replaced quickly and without mess.
$6,995 retail
Dataproducts Corp.; 6200 Canoga Ave.; PO Box 746;
Woodland Hills, CA 91365; 818-887-8000
LZR 2665
Laser printer

Macintosh Plus or larger.
The LZR 2665 is a medium-speed laser printer
that contains a PostScript interpreter. It executes page
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descriptions written in PostScript language and
produces printed pages at a rate of up to 26 pages per
minute. The raster printing technology is xerographic,
black and white and write white at 300 pixels per
inch. The machin~ is intended either as a dedicated
printer accessed by RS-232 serial or Centronics
Parallel communication or as a shared printer
accessed through the Apple'falk local-area network.
The LZR 2665 includes as standard equipment:
an LZR-2600 Laser printer engine with an internally
mounted Raster Image Processor; two cassettes, one
500 sheet capacity - 8.5 by I I-inches long leading
edge and 250 sheet capacity, universal paper size
(domestic); an exit and a manual feed tray, document
holder, toner brush and paddle and one bottle of toner
and developer.
The LZR 2665E will ship with Metric size paper
cassettes. Maximum paper size is 11 by 17-inches.
$18,700 retail
Dataproducts Corp.; 6200 Canoga Ave.; PO Box 746;
Woodland Hills, CA 91365; 818-887-8000

M-1809, M-1824L, Ml909 And M-1924L
Dot matrix printers
Any Macintosh.
The Brother dot matrix printers feature
aggressive printing speeds, outstanding paper
handling capabilities (includi.ng an automatic tear-off
advance) and a front menu-driven LCD control panel.
An optional color printing capability and a variety of
built-in and optional fonts further enhance business
applications, and an improved mean-time-betweenfailure rate of 6,000 hours means fewer service calls.
The M-1824L narrow carriage (80 column, 10
cpi) and the M-l 924L wide carriage ( 136 column, I0
cpi) versions of the 24-pin printers offer top printing
speeds of 337 cps in 15-pitch draft, 270 cps in draft
elite, 225 cps in draft pica and 90 cps in LQ pica.
High resolution graphics are achieved through the
360 by 360 dpi graphics output capability. Nine builtin fonts are included, and an optional font card offers
12 additional fonts. The M-1809 is an 80-column 9pin printer and the M-1909 is a 136-column 24-print
printer. They offer printing speeds of 360 cps in draft
elite, 300 cps in draft pica, 75 cps in NLQ pica and 50
cps in LQ pica.
$549 to $949 retail
Brother International Corp.; 200 Cottontail Ln.;
Somerset, NJ 08875; 201-981-0300 or
800-284-2844, ext. 4616
Mac Port Adaptor
Connects Macintosh to either serial or parallel device
Any Macintosh.
The Mac Port Adaptor allows a Macintosh to be
connected to either a serial or parallel device. It plugs
into a Macintosh's printer or modem port, giving a
user the ability to use IBM and other parallel
peripherals.
$79 retail
Cambridge Automation, Inc.; 3260 Industry Dr.;
Signal Hill, CA 90806; 213-597-1626, 800-345-8666
or 800-826-9214 in CA

Mac Rascol Print
Color printer controller
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Mac Rasco! Print is the controller used with
MacRascol, the proprietary software rasterizer and
SCSI interface from Lasergraphics. It sits between the
Macintosh and color printer to process color prints or
overhead transparencies.
Mac Rasco! Print works with virtually any
application package that generates images via PICT I
and PICT II files, or via the Print command (using the
Chooser-level device driver). A user can also use it
with any SCSI capable Macintosh, even the black and
white Macintosh Plus, SE and SE/30.

$1,995 retail
Lasergraphics, Inc.; 20 Ada; Irvine, CA 927 18;
714-727-2651

MacDigitek
Direct connection to Digitek 5000 digital typesetter
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacDigitek provides Macintosh users with a
direct connection between their Macintosh and the
Digitek 5000 high-resolution digital typesetter.
It translates Macintosh Laser Prep PostScript
files into Digitek format and allows direct output of
text (in hundreds of Digitek typestyles), rules and
scanned graphics on the Digitek 5000 digital
typesetter. Text and rules are output at 1,333 dpi,
while scanned graphics are output at up to 240 dpi.
All page elements are output in position, as created
on the Macintosh screen.
MacDigitek outputs LaserPrep PostScript files
from the most popular Macintosh desktop programs,
including PageMaker 2.0 and 3.0, MacWrite,
Microsoft Word, MacDraw, ReadySetGo!, Ragtime,
QuarkXPress and WriteNow.
The cQmplete system includes MacDigitek
software, the Digitek 5000 digital typesetter and 13
high-resolution downloadable Digitek fonts.
$16,495 retail
Itek Graphix Composition Systems; Div. of A.B.
Dick Co.; 34 Cellu Dr.; Nashua, NH 03063;
603-889-1400

with instant access to any two printers at speeds up to
115,200 baud. A simple pop-up menu allows users to
choose the printer, request multiple copies and set the
time out right from the keyboard. Each model comes
standard with 256K of memory, expandable to I MB.
So, if everyone decides to print at the same time,
Maestro will accept all of the jobs simultaneously and
the computers will become free instantly. RJ 11
telephone cable connects each computer to the
Maestro and can be extended hundreds of feet.
$695 starting price retail
ASP Computer Products, lnc.; 1026 W. Maude Ave.,
Ste. 305; Sunnyvale, CA 94086; 408-746-2965 or
800-445-6190

Matrix Color Postscript RIP From Agfa
Outputs color PostScript files to slides
Macintosh If or larger.
The Matrix Color PostScript RIP is a stand-alone
unit that allows the production of Adobe PostScript
language images onto color film media. The raster
image processor is a high-powered, dedicated device
that performs the vector-to-raster translation
necessary for imaging to Agfa Matrix's family of
high-resolution color film recorders. The RIP's
processing is transparent to a user and frees the host
to perform other functions.
$17 ,900 retail
Agfa Compugraphic Division; Computer Graphics
Business Unit; I Ramland Rd.; Orangeburg,
NY 10962; 914-365-0190 or 800-876-7543

MacDot
Color dot matrix printer
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacDot is a 24-pin, high-resolution color dot
matrix printer that outputs both text and graphics in
either black and white or full color.
MacDot's standard features include: 480 cps draft
printing; the ability to print on a wide variety of
media, including transparencies; six printer
emulations; four fonts; and a built-in bidirectional
tractor feed with paper park.
$1,555 retail
Advanced Matrix Technology, Inc.; 765 Flynn Rd.;
Camarillo, CA 93012; 800-992-2264

MacHarmony Interface
For imaging both Mac and PC images to one film
recorder
Macintosh SE/30 or larger.
MacHarmony is a SCSI-to-GPIB conversion
device that allows users to connect both a Macintosh
and a MS-DOS-based 286/386 computer (with GPIB
interface) to an Agfa Matrix QCR-Z, PCR or
ProColor film recorder. Users can select the source
computer by means of a built-in switching device.
$1,995 retail
Agfa Compugraphic Division; Computer Graphics
Business Unit; I Ramland Rd. ; Orangeburg,
NY 10962; 914-365-0190or800-876-7543

MF 850 LaserFeeder; MF 830 MultiFeeder
LaserWriter, LaserWriter Plus envelope and paper
handling enhancements
LaserWriter or LaserWriter Plus.
The three-bin LaserFeeder and six-cassette
MultiFeeder provide a way to automatically feed
envelopes into Apple LaserWriters.
The LaserFeeder expands system capabilities to
three paper bins totaling 500 sheets of paper (or three
paper types) and one envelope bin for 40 to 60
envelopes.
The MultiFeeder creates a laser print station
supplying seven individually selectable cassettes for
automated paper or envelope feeding. The standard
MultiFeeder adds five paper ca,ssettes with a capacity
of 200 sheets each ( 1,000 sheet total) and one
envelope cassette accommodating 40 to 60 envelopes.
Additional envelope cassettes may be purchased to
expand the capacity from 40 to 240 envelopes.
Each Multifeeder or LaserFeeder comes
equipped with a diskette containing a specialized
driver for the Macintosh/LaserWriter system. With
this software driver, .system users may control their
print station via normal Macintosh-type dialogs using
either the system keyboard or mouse.
$1,895 retail; LaserFeeder ·
$5,095 retail; MultiFeeder
BOT Products, Inc.; 17152 Armstrong Ave.; Irvine,
CA 92714; 714-660-1386

MacSerial488
Enables a Macintosh to communicate with an IEEE488 (GPIB/HPIB) plotter or printer
Any Macintosh.
The MacSerial488 enables a Macintosh to
communicate with an IEEE-488 (GPIB/HPIB) plotter
or printer.
Features include: transparent conversion between
RS-422 and IEEE-488 protocols; built-in 4,000
character data buffers for printer and plotter
applications; front panel indicators for IEEE Talk &
Listen and RS-422 Send & Receive; switch selectable
interface parameters, including baud rate, IEEE
address, parity, stop bits, word length and
terminators; and it is software compatible with all
Macintosh applications.
$495 retail
IOtech,' Inc.; 25971 Cannon Rd.; Cleveland,
OH 44146; 216-439-4091

Maestro
Provides up to IO computers with access to any two
printers
Serial port.
The Maestro provides six, seven or IO computers
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Mirror Image
PostScript-compatible printer
Any Macintosh .
The Mirrorlmage is a PostScript-compatible
printer that comes loaded with 3 MB of RAM, 35
typefaces, a RISC-based processor and a 300 dpi
liquid crystal shutter. Holding up to 100 sheets of
paper, the printer accommodates letter, legal, A4 and
BS size trays. Mirrorlrnage includes Publisher Pack, a
kit containing valuable utilities and fonts that
complement the 35 typefaces built into the printer.
$2,997 retail
Mirror Technologies, Inc.; 2644 Patton Rd.;
Roseville, MN 55113; 612-633-4450 or
800-654-5294
Model 130T
Tempest PostScript laser printer
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Model 130T provides full PostScript printing
capability to government users in sensitive
information processing environments.
The Model 130T is a versatile 8-pages-perminute Adobe PostScript printer with the capability
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of 300 dpi full-page graphics with near typesetquality text. It has a recommended duty cycle of
5,000 pages per month and an indefinite life cycle. It
has a 200-sheet input tray with a manual feed slot for
envelopes and odd paper sizes. For printing
flexibility, the I30T offers 35 resident fonts and a
wide variety of downloaded fonts. Total memory is 2
MB, upgradable to 3 MB.
$8,995 retail
Mitek Systems, Inc.; 6225 Nancy Ridge Dr.; San
Diego, CA 92121; 619-587-9157 or 800-367-5660
Model 5000 Image Controller
Handles font storage and R!Ping functions
Macintosh with 8 MB of RAM (included in system);
high-speed Centronics inteiface recommended.
The heart of Varityper's Series 5000 irnagesetting
systems, the Model 5000 Image Controller handles
font storage and all R!Ping functions. The Model
5000 generates raster images on the fly and does not
have to buffer the page bit-map in memory or stop
and start the output recorder. Both a plain paper and
photomedia device can be driven simultaneously by
the Model 500 Image Controller.
When equipped with the PC! option, the Image
Controller is Macintosh compatible and uses a 2Q
MHz Motorola 68020 processor and a proprietary bitslice raster processor. Features include the capability
to merge, rotate, reverse, magnify and reduce both
type and graphics and perform extensive type-on
graphics manipulations. Other features include a
control keypad and four-line by 40-character display,
up to 32 MB of RAM and from 20 to 160 MB of disk
storage. More than 1,200 fonts are available.
$23,500 retail
Varityper, Inc.; 11 Mt. Pleasant Ave.; E. Hanover,
NJ 07936; 201-887-8000, ext. 999 or 800-631-8134
Model5100
Imagesetter
Any Macintosh ; Model 5000 Image Controlle1:
The Model 5100 is a high-performance, highresolution, 1,016 by 508 dpi plain paper imagesetter
designed for high-end production appli\:ations, such
as commercial publishing. When combined with the
high-speed Model 5000 Image Controller, the 5100
allows users to output at 1,016 dpi onto letter, legal or
ledger-size plain paper or transparencies. It offers a
processing and output speed of up to 20 original type
and graphics pages per minute. For shorter runs, the
Model 5100 can be configured with an optional
stacker/jobber and duplexer for use as a 20-page per
minute printing press.
$14,950 retail; base model
Vari typer, Inc.; 11 Mt. Pleasant Ave.; E. Hanover,
NJ 07936; 201-887-8000, ext. 999 or 800-631-8134
Model 5320
Photomedia imagesetter
Any Macintosh; Model 5000 Image Controller.
The Model 5320 is a high-quality, 2,000 dpi
photomedia imagesetter designed for the production
of high-quality camera-ready masters. It outputs five
inches per minute on RC paper, film and plate
material. Users include commercial typographers and
printers, magazine and book publishers, corporate
and technical publishers and newspapers.
$23,950 retail
Varityper, Inc.; 11 Mt. Pleasant Ave.; E. Hanover,
NJ 07936; 201-887-8000, ext. 999 or 800-631-8134
Model5330
Photomedia imagesetter
Any Macintosh; Model 5000 Image Controller.
The Model 5330 is a high-resolution photomedia
imagesetter that outputs 13.3 inches per minute on
RC paper and film at 3,048 dpi resolution. The
system generates highly accurate and repeatable
output suitable for producing color separations, and

produces tints and screens up to 180 lines with no
visible banding. The 5330 lets users output up to a
72-pica width page; image width is up to 70.8 picas.
$39,950 retail
Varityper, Inc.; 11 Mt. Pleasant Ave.; E. Hanover,
NJ 07936; 201-887-8000, ext. 999 or 800-631-8134
Model5500
Photomedia imagesetter
Any Macintosh; Model 5000 Image Controlle1:
The Model 5500 is a high-quality photomedia
imagesetter designed for production of wide measure
camera-ready masters. It outputs at 1,016 dpi on RC
paper, film and plate material at 23.6 inches per
minute, or 1,800 newspaper lines per minute. It is an
ideal solution for production applications, such as
newspapers, magazine and book publishers, a well as
commercial typographers and printers where wide
measure imaging is essential.
$49,950 retail
$19,500 retail; PostScript Compatible Interpreter
$7,500 retail; Graphic Subsystem option
Varityper, Inc.; 11 Mt. Pleasant Ave.; E. Hanover,
NJ 07936; 201-887-8000, ext. 999 or 800-631 -8134
Model 5510
Laser imagesetter
Any Macintosh; Model 5000 Image Control/e1:
The Model 5510 is a 24-inch wide-measure plain
paper laser imagesetting system that produces
camera-ready materials at 1,016 by 508 dpi
resolution. Working from the Model 5000 Image
Controller, the 5510 provides an output speed of up to
three D-size or five C-size drawings per minute, or a
full newspaper broadsheet in less than 20 seconds.
$49,950 retail
Varityper, Inc.; 11 Mt. Pleasant Ave.; E. Hanover,
NJ 07936; 201-887-8000, ext. 999 or 800-631-8134
Model 880 LaserFeeder
Multibin sheet feeder
LaserWriter llNTINTX.
The Model 880 LaserFeeder is a multibin sheet
feeder for an Apple LaserWriter IlNT and IINTX. An
innovative new separation mechanism offers flawless
paper and envelope feeding, and also permits the
feeding of executive stationery and monarch
envelopes.
The LaserFeeder expands system capabilities to
three paper bins. It allows 220 sheets of paper in each
of its two paper bins and 40 to 60 envelopes in the
single envelope bin.
Each LaserFeeder comes equipped with a
diskette containing a specialized driver for the
Macintosh/LaserWriter II system. With this software
driver, sy.stem users may control their print station via
normal Macintosh-type dialogs utilizing either the
system keyboard or mouse.
$1,395 retail
BDT Products, Inc.; 17152 Armstrong Ave.; Irvine,
CA 92714; 714-660-1386
Model 890 LaserFeeder
Four-bin sheet feeding system
LaserWriter 11 NTINTX.
The Model 890 LaserFeeder is a four-bin sheet
feeding system that automatically feeds paper and
envelopes into the LaserWriter II NT/NTX.
It features three paper bins, each storing up to
220 sheets of paper and an envelope bin for up to 60
envelopes. Typical office applications include the
feeding of three types of paper, such as letterhead,
seconds sheets, memos, miscellaneous forms
(invoices, call reports, purchase orders) or simply 660
sheets of one paper type, offering more than 1.5 hours
of continuous printing.
BDT's software driver, standard with the Model
890 allows system operators to control the selection
of individual bins through normal Macintosh-style
dialogs by utilizing either the system keyboard or
mouse. The driver is compatible with most popular
application packages written for the Macintosh.
$1,795 retail
BDT Products, Inc.; 17152 Armstrong Ave.; Irvine,
CA 92714; 714-660-1386

NB-PRL
Centronics interface for image processing turnkey
packages
Macintosh II; Centronics-compatible printer or
plotte1:
With the NB-PRL plug-in board, software
developers can write drivers so that documents
written in Macintosh word processing programs can
be printed on Centronics-compatible printers.
Likewise, drawings that were created in popular paint
programs can be printed on color or black and white
printers with a Centronics interface. The NB-PRL is
ideal for use in image processing applications. It is
primarily targeted for purchase by scanner and color
printer OEMs.
$245 retail
National Instruments Corp.; 6504 Bridge Point
Pkwy.; Ausiin, TX 78730; 512-794-0100 or
800-433-3488
Nikon CP-3000
Full-color printer
Macintosh Plus or large1:
The Nikon CP-3000 Color Printer reproduces
computer graphics with bright, true-to-life colors.
Features include: exceptionally high-picture
quality; rich colors from a palette of 16.7 million
colors; high resolution with 8 dots per millimeter and
performs optical density control dot-by-dot; high
speed, it takes only two minutes and forty seconds to
print a full AS-size copy; and the ability to select
from either GP-IB (standard) or SCSI (optional)
interfaces.
Call for pricing
Nikon Inc.; 623 Stewart Ave.; Garden City, NY
11530; 516-222-0200, ext. 365
OceColor
PostScript printer
Macintosh Plus or large1:
The OceColor PostScript printer uses a full
palette of Pantone-certified colors and a true Adobe
PostScript interpreter to ensure superior quality in
presentation graphics, desktop publishing and
graphics arts applications. Cassette-fed paper and
overhead transparencies are printed at 300 dpi
resolution to produce accurate, vivid color. Its unique
desktop design makes OceColor quiet, reliable and
easy to use. It even connects directly onto the
LocalTalk network.
$10,990 retail
Oce Graphics; 385 Ravendale Dr.; Mountain View,
CA 94043; 800-545-5445
Okilaser 400
Laser printer
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Okilaser 400 is a low-profile, four-page-pe"rminute personal laser printer. It is compatible with a
wide array of popular word processing and graphics
software to create and crisply print reports,
correspondence, memos, graphs, spreadsheets and a
wide variety of illustrative materials.
The Okilaser 400 provides 17 built-in bit-map
fonts in four typefaces, plus a cartridge slot for the
easy addition of fonts. Featuring HP Series II
emulation, the printer has 512K of RAM memory and
is expandable to 2.5 MB for full graphics
applications. A variety of paper stocks and media can
be handled, from single sheet paper - up to 200
sheets of 16 to 24 pound stock - to envelopes,
mailing labels and overhead transparencies.
$1,395 retail
Okidata, An Oki America Co.; 532 Fellowship Rd.;
Mount Laurel, NJ 08054; 609-235-2600
OmniLaser Series 2000
Page printers
AppleTalk or RS422.
The OmniLaser Series 2000 family consists of
three printers: the OmniLaser 2015, 2108 and 2115.
The 2015 is intended for high-quality, high-volume
word processing ·with limited graphics, while the
2108 and 2115 support the Adobe Systems PostScript
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page description language, which allows users to
print pages that integrate text, graphics and scanned
images.
The Omnil.aser 2015 has a print speed of 15
pages per minute and a maximum duty cycle of
25,000 pages per month. It has the capacity to handle
500 sheets of paper through two 250-sheet input bins.
It has a resolution of 300 by 300 dots per inch, and
has two slots for plug-in font modules.
The Omnil.aser 2115 uses the same 15 ppm print
engine as the 2015; its powerful PostScript controller
is built around the 32-bit Motorola 68000
microprocessor. It has 3 MB of RAM, two font
cartridge slots and optional fonts can be addressed via
the font cartridges. The 2115 is ideal for shared
resource used in such applications as in-house
publishing, CAD/CAE workstations and forms
generation.
The OmniLaser 2108 serves as a workstation
printer for the same graphics-intensive applications as
the 2115. It has an eight ppm engine with a 10,000
pages per month duty cycle, a 600,000 print machine
life and a 68000-based controller with 2 MB of
RAM.
$5,995 retail; Model 2015
$5,995 retail; Model 2108
$7,995 retail; Model 2115
Texas Instruments; PO Box 202230; Austin,
TX 78720; 800-527-3500
OmniPlotter
Color plotter
Any Macintosh .
OmniPlotter supports full color, raster and vector
plotting in A- through D-size formats and offers three
plot resolutions (180 by 180, 360 by 180 and 360 by
360 dpi). The Macintosh screen-based control panel
allows a user to configure the OmniPlotter from the
desk. The OmniPlotter also has a built-in, two-line,
32-character backlit control panel. Dual mode media
handling for cut sheets and roll paper is standard.
The OmniPlotter features parallel, serial and Ycable interfaces, plus optional SCSI and GPIB (IEEE
488). Optional floppy and/or hard disk PlotDrives
allow a user to insert a diskette and have drawings
automatically plotted, or transmit files to the hard
disk for spooling or later plotting. The OmniPlotter
comes standard with 2 MB of memory and is
upgradable to 6 MB.
$6,690 retail
JDL, U.S. Sales Division; 4770 Calle Quetzel;
Camarillo, CA 93012; 805-495-3451
P3400PS
400 dpi plain-paper PostScript desktop printer
512K or larger Macintosh.
The P3400 PS is a 400 dpi PostScript plain-paper
printer. This desktop laser printer produces complete
pages of text and graphics at a constant rate of 12
pages per minute independent of page complexity,
and has a maximum monthly volume of 10,000
pages.
Standard feature,s of the P3400 PS include 73
resident Adobe fonts, a 20 MB hard disk, 6 MB of
RAM, both serial and parallel interfaces and two 250page paper cassettes.
$9 ,995 retail
Agfa Compugraphic; 200 Ballardvale St.;
Wilmington, MA 01887; 508-658-5600
P400PS
400 dpi plain-paper PostScript demand printer
512K or larger Macintosh.
The P400 PS is a 400 dpi PostScript plain-paper
printer that uses LED-array technology for reliability.
It produces complete pages of text and graphics at a
rate of up to 18 pages per minute and has a duty cycle
of up to I00,000 pages per month.

Standard features of the P400 PS include 73
resident Adobe fonts, a 20 MB hard disk, 6 MB of
RAM, both serial and parallel interfaces, a 2,000sheet paper bin and a 250-sheet paper cassette.
$17,995 retail
Agfa Compugraphic; 200 Ballardvale St.;
Wilmington, MA 01887; 508-658-5600
PageScan 3
Plain paper laser printer.
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The PageScan 3 is an 18 by 24-inch, 300 to 1,000
dpi, plain paper laser printer. It prints on all types of
paper stock, from vellum to 110 pound card stock, as
well as clear mylar and acetate. It prints from one to
five 18 by 24-inch pages per minute, and features
variable x and y resolution and variable paper speed.
All major typesetting, CAD, fax, CALS and
document storage interfaces are available, as well as
PostScript.
$35,000 retail
Graphic Enterprises of Ohio, Inc.; 439 N. Market
Ave.; Canton, OH 44702; 216-452-2033 or
800-321-9874
Panchroma Color Printer
300 dpi thermal wax transfer onto paper or
transparency
Macintosh 11.
The Panchroma color printer provides a solution
for computer graphics color hard copy needs. The
pictures are brilliant and a user can print on paper or
on overhead transparency (mylar).
Its compact design occupies no more space than
the average 80 column, black and white printer, and it
features quiet operation.
Specifications include: thermal transfer printing
method; 200 dpi resolution; 1,000 printed colors in
dithered mode; and a paper size and printable width
of 8.5 by II -inches.
$5, 100 retail; CHC-335
$6,500 retail; CHC-345
$9,500 retail; CHC-635
$12,900 retail; CHC-645
Computer Friends, Inc.; 14250 NW Science Park Dr.;
Portland, OR 97229; 503-626-2291
PaperJet 400XP
Dual-bin, 350-sheet document feeder for LaserWriter
and QMS PostScript printers
LaserWriter or LaserWriter Plus.
The PaperJet 400 is a document feeder designed
for a LaserWriter, LaserWriter Plus and QMS
PostScript printers. It provides a printer with two
additional paper trays, holding 175 sheets of paper
each and an output bin capable of holding 100 sheets.
The trays ~an hold paper in a different size from
that of the printer's cassette. It accepts paper weights
from 18 to 20 points and sizes ranging from 7.25 by
I0.5 inches to 8.5 by 14 inches. Envelopes and
special papers can still be fed manually as needed.
$1,295 retail
Laser Connection; PO Box 850296; Mobile,
AL 36685; 205-633-7223 or 800-233-6687
Parallel Printer Buffer And Parallel Printer
Buffer Plus
Inline or desktop printer buffer
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Parallel Printer Buffer and Buffer Plus are
one input, one output, Centronics standard parallel
single-user buffers. Both units feature copy mode,
pause, clear and built in self-test. The Plus version
adds a three-position LED display that shows the
amount of memory in use or the number of copies to
be made, and is a full-featured, interactive desktop
accessory.
The units come with memory sizes ranging from
64K to 2 MB to handle various printing needs. The
memory is user-upgradable and requires no special
memory.cards or software revisions.
$205 to $1,285 retail; lnline version
$375 to $1 ,455 retail; Desktop version
Reliable Communications, Inc.; 20111 Stevens Creek
Blvd., Ste. 100; Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996-0230
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PC Laser 6000/PS
PostScript laser printer
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The PC Laser 6000/PS is a six-page-per-minute
printer. It produces full-page bit-mapped text and
graphics at 300-dpi resolution. It has a fast 16. 7 MHz
Motorola 68000 microprocessor and 2 MB of RAM
to ensure output of complex text and graphics at rated
throughput speed. A single 2 MB upgrade board is
available as an option, expanding printer memory to
4MB.
In addition to Adobe's PostScript, users have
access to another page description language Hewlett-Packard's PCL- through the printer's
built-in HP LaserJet Series II emulation. In PostScript
mode, users have access to 35 typefaces in 11 font
families. Using the HP Series II emulation, 24
standard resident HP fon~ are available and
additional HP soft fonts may be downloaded. An
added feature in the printer's built-in macro
command, provides users with the capability to
download up to 99 images, graphics, logos and text
selections.
$4,495 retail
Ricoh Corp.; Peripheral Products Div.; 3001 Orchard
Pkwy.; San Jose, CA 95134; 408-432-8800
Personal Laser Printer U (PLP)
Full-featured laser printer
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Personal LaserPrinter (PLP) is a fullfeatured, high-quality laser printer. It includes
versions of all Apple LaserWriter fonts, as well as a
version of Palatino from Bitstream, Inc. and a versio
of Helvetica Narrow. The PLP uses outline fonts
developed by Bitstream for maximum flexibility in
producing high-quality text. Individual characters of
an outline font may be scaled and rotated to any size
and angle at full 300 dpi resolution. Fonts Plus gives
the PLP seven additional font families, giving the
PLP font capabilities that exceed those of the Apple
LaserWriter.
The PLP achieves its high-resolution graphics by
using QuickDraw. Because the PLP uses this same
language to lay out printed pages, output will be
identical to what is displayed on screen, but at a full
300 dpi.
The PLP includes three powerful printing modes:
Preview, Draft and High-Quality. The Preview mode
allows users to view documents on screen as they will
appear when printed. The Draft mode begins printing
an image with 75 dpi resolution almost instantly. The
High-Quality mode produces near-typeset-quality
output at 300 dpi.
The PLP comes complete with toner cartridge,
drum and cleaning magazine, all of which can be
replaced separately.
$1,399 retail; Personal LaserPrinter
$239 retail; Fonts Plus
,
GCC Technologies, Inc.; 580 Winter St.; Waltham,
MA 02154; 800-422-7777
Phaser CPS Color PrintStation
PostScript-compatible color printing system
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 6.0.2 or later;
LaserWriter driver V6.0.
Designed for AppleTalk network sharing, the
Phaser CPS is a fully integrated PostScriptcompatible color printing system with local print
spooling.
The Phaser's 300-dpi thermal wax transfer print
technology produces vibrant colors on paper or
transparency in less than a minute. Letter, legal, A4
and folio media sizes are supported.
A modular print controller with a 68020
processor, 8 MB of RAM and a 40 MB hard disk
provides powerful local spooling capability, including
print spooling for existing LaserWriters.
The Phaser features 35 built-in typefaces and
LaserWriter driver compatibility. The PrintStation
Monitor application allows quick access to queue
status and job priority.
$12,995 retail
$9,995 retail; Phaser PS (controller only) upgrade for
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ellisting Tektronix color image printers
Tektronix, Inc.; Graphics Printing and Imaging
Division; PO Box IOOO, Mail Station 63-630;
Wilsonville, OR 97070; 800-835-6100
Phaser CQS
Color PostScript-language compatible printer
Macintosh Plus or large1:
The Phaser CQS is a 216 dpi ink jet printer
capable of reproducing a virtually unlimited range of
colors~ The printer uses paper sizes "ranging from
letter- tci tabloid-size (I I by 17 inches). A sheet
feeder mechanism is standard. The Phaser CQS
includes a Tektronix PrintStation, an AppleTalk print
server capable of spooling for up to eight printers.
The printer operates at two minutes per page in
standard mode and comes with the trademarked 35
typefaces that match those available in the Apple
LaserWriter.
$9,995 retail; bundled with an AppleTalk print server
Tektronix, Inc.; Graphics Printing and Imaging
Division; PO Box IOOO, Mail Station 63-630;
Wilsonville, OR 97070; 800-835-6100
Pixel Perfect Greensheet Interface Board (GIB)
Image data manipulation and interfaces
Macintosh II.
The Greensheet Interface Board (GIB) brings
large-scale document scanning and printing (34 by 44
inches) to the Macintosh II. The GIB, a NuBus board,
per(orms rapid image compression and
decompression using the TI 340 I0 graphics system
processor chip, which also enables it to perform other
standard graphic"s manipulations in hardware. The
GIB provides a standard longline Greensheet
interface for accepting scanning input from the Vidar
4220 Greensheet scanner and printing output to
Greensheet printers, such as the Versatec 8836 laser
printer and ilie CalComp 5754 electrostatic printer.
Custom library routines for development on the TI
340 IO or the standard Pixel Perfect document
processing software are available for the GIB.
$1,500 retail
Blueridge Technologies, Inc.; PO Box 430; Flint Hill
Sq.; Flint Hill, VA 22627; 703-675-3015 ·
Pixel Perfect Image Processing Board (IPB)
Image processing board
Macintosh II.
The Pixel Perfect Image Processing Board (!PB)
is a perfect adjunct to the Pixel Perfect Document
Processing Software, resulting in a true cominercialquality, rapid image-processing capability.
Pixel Perfect !PB compresses raw image data
using CCITT Group IV compression algorithms to
reduce a black and white image data file up to 50
times from its original size.
The Pixel Perfect !PB also decompresses images
from compressed storage files for display and
·
modification." Compression and decompression are
rapid because the action is all performed in hardware
using the special graphics capabilities of the Texas
Instruments 340x0 graphics processor.
Pixel Perfect software in combination with the
!PB and ihe Macintosh II workstation allows a user to
perform many complex image modifications,
irtcluding scaling, rotation, stapling images together
into a single document and text annotation.
The Pixel Perfect !PB also features'resolution
independence and rapid image display.
$1,500 retail
Blueridge Technologies, Inc.; PO Box 430; Flint Hill
Sq.; Flint Hill, VA 22627; 703-675-3015
Pixel Perfect Small Peripheral Board (SPB)
Performs image data compression/decompression and
manipulation in hardware
Macintosh II.
The Small Peripheral Board (SPB) performs

rapid hardware-based image compression and
decompression using the Texas Instruments 340 IO
graphics system processor, enabling ii to perform a
number of standard graphics manipulations. It
provides an interface to the Fujitsu M3096 scanner,
enabling the Macintosh II user to set scahner options
and an interface to printers that accept video output,
such as the Ricoh LP-4081 EV. The board may be
ordered with either the Pixel Perfect application
software or with a complete library with drivers and
routines for developers. Each board may have up to 8
MB of user-supplied SIMM memory for dynamic
image processing.
$1,500 retail
Blueridge Technologies, Inc.; PO Box 430; Flint Hill
Sq.; Flint Hill, VA 22627; 703-675-3015
PostScript Compatible Jnterpreter
Allows Vari typer Series 5000 users to output
PostScript-formatted data
Any Macintosh.
The PostScript Compatible Interpreter (PCI) is
offered as an option to Varityper's Series 5000 Image
Controller that drives the Series 5000 line of laser
imagesetters. PC! is a PostScript implementation that
allows Varityper Series 5000 users to output
PostScript-formatted data, including jobs produced
by Macintosh-based applications and most leading
front-end systems, PCI comes complete with 35
LaserWriter-compatible fonts.
$19,500 retail .
Varityper, Inc.; 11 Mt. Pleasant Ave.; E. Hanover,
NJ 07936; 201-887-8000, ext. 999 or 800-631-8134
PowerScript I And II
Color PostScript processor
IBM PC XTIAT; 640K; hard disk drive; Apple
Loca/Talk; PostScript software; color thermal printe1:
PowerScript I allows color PostScript files to be
output to a variety of A- and B-size thermal transfer
printers. The product is a single-slorsolution for users
of XT/AT and compatible computers who desire color
hard-copy output of their PostScript files.
PowerScript I is Adobe redbook compatible.
PowerScript II is a NuBus version of PowerScript I.
$6,995 retail;' PowerScript I
Call for pricing; PowerScript II
Colossal Graphics, Inc.; 1117 Independence Ave.;
Mountain View, CA 94043; 415-967-3656
PowerScript V
Color PostScript processor for large format devices
IBM PC XTIAT; 640K; hard disk drive; Apple
Loca/Talk; PostScript software; color thermal printer.
PowerScript V outputs color and black and white
PostScript files to large-format electrostatic plotters.
PowerScript V consists of an XT/AT Adobe
redbook-compatible processor board, bundled with
Colossal Graphics' large-format stand-alone plotter
driver. The software allows scaling, three- and fourcolor separations, halftone optimization and more.
Electrostatic plotter models currently supported
by PowerScript V include the Versatec family (32xx,
34xx, 72xx, 74xx, 82xx and 9242) and CalComp's
5835XP.
Call for pricing
Colossal Graphics, Inc.; 1117 Independence Ave.;
Mountain View, CA 94043; 415-967-3656
Printer Optimizer
Printer/plotter control center; printer/plotter buffer
(expandable to I MB), adapter, data translator,
protocol converter
Any Macintosh; any RS-232C or Centronics parallel
device.
The Printer Optimizer combines the functions of
a print buffer, multiport printer selector, protocol
converter, serial/parallel converter, data translator,
printer/plotter adapter and computer laboratory tool.
It has four slots for plug-in memory cards available in
two sizes: 64K and 256K. Any combination of these
cards can be plugged in, yielding buffer capacities
ranging from 64K to I MB.
A front-panel display and keypad are used for a
variety of purposes, including selection of the
printer(s), print-job management, merging data from

different sources onto a single page, printing multiple
collated copies and programming. The keypad also
provides up to 99 programmable function keys for
selecting type styles, print speeds, print formats and
forms control.
The Printer Optimizer consists of the main unit
(one parallel input and one parallel output), plus one
of two optional expansion cards th.at may be plugged
in for seri!ll capability. The Opticom adds one serial
input and one serial output, giving a Macintosh the
ability to run one parallel and one serial printer off of
a single serial printer port. The Opticom+ adds one
serial input and two serial outputs, allowing use of up
to one parallel and two serial output devices from one
serial port on a computer.
$349 retail
ConnExperts; 8333 Douglas Ave., Ste. 700; Dallas,
TX 75225; 214-739-4200 or 800-433-5373
Printware 720 IQ Professional
High-resolution laser imager (printer)
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The 720 IQ Professional outputs on plain paper at
1,200 by 600 dpi, producing typeset-quality, cameraready masters, including halftones and graphics. The
system includes the laser imager and stand-alone
image processor with 4 MB internal memory and 20
MB hard disk with 35 resident fonts. The 720 IQ
Professional is completely PostScript compatible.
Additional Printwiire fonts are available, and the
system also accepts Type I fonts from other vendors.
$19,990 retail
Printware, Inc.; 1385 Mendota Heights Rd.; St. Paul,
MN 55120; 612-456-1400 or 800-456-1400
Prism PS
Laser imageseiter
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Prism PS is an Adobe PostScript-compatible
Jaser imagesetter capable of setting high-speed, highresolution (6QO, 1,200 and 2,400) output of PostScript
pages. Standard interfaces include AppleTalk, RS232 serial and Centronics parallel. Maximum line
measure is ·70 picas on infrared sensitive photo
material.
$39 ,500 retail
Monotype, Inc.; 2500 Brickvale Dr.; Elk Grove,
IL 60007; 312-350-5600
PS-Jet Plus Upgrades
Provides Adobe PostScript to any Canon CX-based
laser printer
Any Canon CX-based laser printer.
PS-Jets are complete PostScript upgrade kits for
Canon CX-based laser printer. They are userinstallable and include such features as 2 MB of
RAM, .5 MB of ROM, 13 resident typefaces and RS232 and RS-422/AppleTalk interfaces.
$2,250 retail
Laser Connection; PO Box 850296; Mobile,
AL 36685; 205-633-7223 or 800-233-6687
Q-8010
PostScript printer
Macintosh Plus or large1:
The Q-80 I0 laser printer enables users of
PostScript applications to print crisp 300 dpi
illustrated documents at speeds up to 10 pages per
minute, and offers a standard library of 35 resident
fonts that can be scaled up to full-page size (14
inches). In addition to PostScript support, the Q-8010
provides three software-switchable printer emulations
- Diablo 630, HP LaserJet Series II and line printer
- enabling users to print output from thousands of
non-PostScript applications. The Q-8010's PostScript
mode and any one of its emulation modes can be
combined on the same page, making it easy to create
"mixed object" (i.e., text and graphics) documents
whose components originate in diverse applications.
Other key features include: a Motorola 68020·
processor and 68881 math coprocessor; 1 MB of
RAM, expandable to 2 MB; 4 MB of video RAM for
fast continuous printing of multipage documents;
integrated circuit cards for expanding the font library
from 35 to 47; flexible paper-handling capabilities;
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manual bypass for printing envelopes and transparencies; and more.
$6,999 retail
Kyocera; 1321 Harbor Bay Pkwy.; Alameda,
CA 94501; 800-367-7437
QMS ColorScript 100 Model 10, 20 And 30
Color thermal transfer printers
512K or larger Macintosh .
The QMS ColorScript I00 color thermal transfer
printer, M~dels 20 and 30, is based on the Mitsubishi
0650 print engine. The print engine comes with one
I00-sheet paper input cassette and has a
recommended monthly duty cycle of 4,000 prints.
The QMS ColorScript cart print up to an 8.5 by I!inch (Model 20) and 11by17-inch page (Model 30)
using a black, three-color or four-color print ribbon.
Resident on the printer's controller are Adobe's
Post~cript page description language, 35 Adobe
PostScript typefaces and HP-OL downloadable
printer emulation. The controller comes with 4 MB
· (Model 20) and 8 MB (Model 30) of RAM and an
internal 20 MB hard drive (Model 30) and is based on
an Atlas controller card with a 68020 MPU operating
at 16.67 MHz. The QMS ColorScript ships with RS232, Centronics parallel and RS-422/AppleTalk host
interfaces and a SCSI external interface.
The ColorScript Model I0 is based on the
Mitsubishi 0370 engine. It has monthly duty cycle of
1,200 prints and prints letter-size and legal-size
(optional) only, The controller has 4 MB of RAM
(optional RAM available to total 8 MB) and optional
HP-OL downloadable emulation,
$9 ,995 retail; Model I0
$12,995 retail; Model 20
$15,995 retail; Model 30
QMS, In~.; One Magnum Pass; Mobile, AL 36618;
205-633-4300 or 800-631-2692, ext. 710

QMS-PS2200
Laser printer
512K or larger Macintosh.
The QMS-PS 2200 laser printer's print engine
comes with two 250-sheet paper input cassettes, one
I00-sheet paper input tray, operates at a 22 ppm
throughput speed and has a recommended monthly
duty cycle of 20,000 prints. The printer can print up
to an 11by17-inch page.
Resident on the printer's controller are Adobe's
PostScript page description language and 39 Adobe
PostScript typefaces. The controller is based on an
Atlas controller card with a 68020 MPU operating at
16 MHz. The QMS-PS 2200 ships with RS-232,
Centronics parallel and RS-422/AppleTalk host
interfaces and an external SCSI interface.
$_12,995 retail; Model S (no emulations)
$15,995 retail; Model E (HP-OL and HP PCL
emulations)
$9,995 retail; Model B (one 250-sheet input cassette)
QMS, Inc.; One Magnum Pass; Mobile, AL 36618;
205-633-4300 or 800-631-2692, ext. 710
QMS-PS810
Laser printer
512K or larger Macintosh.
The QMS-PS 810 laser printer is based on the
Canon LBP-SX print engine. The print engine comes
with a 200-sheet paper input cassette, operates at an 8
ppm throughput speed and has a recommended
monthly duty cycle of 5,000 prints.
Resident on the printer's controller are Adobe's
PostScript page description language, 35 Adobe
PostScript typefaces and HP PCL,HP-GL and Diablo
630 printer emulations. The controller is based on an
Atlas controller card with a 68000 MPU operating at
16 MHz. The QMS-PS 810 ships with RS-232,
Centronics parallel and RS-422/Appll!Talk host
interfaces.
$4,995 retail
QMS, Inc.; One Magnum Pass; Mobile, AL 36618;
205-633-4300 or 800-631-2692, ext. 710

QMS JetScript
PostScript-based controller offering Hewlett-Packard
LaserJet Series II users a way to add PostScript
capabilities to their printers
Hewlett-Packard LaserJet Series II.
The QMS JetScript is a PostScript-based
controller that offers Hewlett-Packard LaserJet Series
II users operating with IBM PC XTs, ATs or
compatibles an affordable and efficient way to add
PostScript capabilities to their printers.
The JetScript controller consists of a single board
PostScript controller that is installed in a host
expansion slot, a LaserJet Series II video adapter card
that is installed in the printer, cabling, diskette-based
software and manuals.
$2,595 retail
Laser Connection; PO Box 850296; Mobile,
AL 36685; 205-633-7223 or 800-233-6687

QMS-PS 810 Turbo
Laser printer .
512K or larger Macintosh .
The QMS-PS 810 Turbo printer combines
enhanced Adobe PostScript controller technology
with the 300 dpi Canon SX print engine, a SCSI
interface, software-selectable emulations and 39
resident Adobe PostScript fonts. It uses a 68020
MPU-based controller running at 20 MHz with 2 MB
of RAM and I MB of ROM. RAM upgrades to 8 MB
are available. The printer has a 5,000-page monthly
duty cycle ;ind a 300,000-print rated engine life. It
has one letter-size, 200-sheet input cassette and one
output tray that support either I00-sheet face-down or
20-sheet face-up output. Additional letter-, legal- and
A4-size output cassettes are available. The QMS-PS
810 Turpo has RS-232, RS-422/AppleTalk and
Centroliics parallel interfacing as standard.
$5,995 retail
QMS, Inc.; One Magnum Pass; Mobile, AL 36618;
205-633-4300 or 800-631-2692, ext. 7 IO

QMS-PS 1500
Laser printer
512K or larger Macintosh.
The QMS-PS 1500 laser printer is based on the
Ricoh 4150 print engine. The print engine comes with
two 250-sheet paper input cassettes, operates at a 15
ppm throughput speed and has a recommended
monthly duty cycle of 25,000 prints.
Resident on the printer's controller are Adobe's
PostScript page description language and 35 Adobe
PostScript typefaces. The controller is based on an
Atlas controller card with a 68020 MPU operating at
16 MHz. The QMS-PS 1500 ships with RS-232,
Centronics parallel and RS-422/AppleTalk host
interfaces and an external SCSI interface.
$7 ,995 retail
QMS, Inc.; One Magnum Pass; Mobile, AL 36qJ8;
205-633-4300 or 800-631-2692, ext. 710

QMS-PS820
Laser printer
Sl2K or larger Macintosh.
The QMS-PS 820 laser printer is based on the
Canon LBP-TX print engine. The print engine comes
with two 200-sheet paper input cassettes, operates at
an 8 ppm throughput speed and has a recommended
monthly duty cycle of I0,000 prints.
Resident on the printer's controller are Adobe's
PostScript page description language, 35 Adobe
Postscript typefaces and HP PCL, HP-GL and Diablo
630 printer emulations. The controller is based on a
68000 MPU operating at 16 MHz. The QMS-PS 820
ships with RS-232, Centronics parallel and RS422/AppleTalk host interfaces.
$5,995 retail
QMS, Inc.; One Magnum Pass; Mobile, AL 36618;
205-633-4300 or 800-631-2692, ext. 710
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QMS-PS 820 Turbo
Laser printer
512K or larger Macintosh.
The QMS-PS 820 Turbo printer combines
enhanced Adobe PostScript controller technology
with the 300 dpi Canon TX print engine, a SCSI
interface, software-selectable emulations and 39
resident Adobe PostScript fonts. The printer uses a
68020 MPU-based controller running at 20 MHz with
2 MB of RAM and I MB of ROM. RAM upgrades to
8 MB totai RAM are available. The printer has a
10,000-page monthly duty cycle and a 600,000-print
rated engine life. It has two letter-size, 200-sheet
input cassettes and either I00-sheet face-down or 20sheet face-up output. Additional letter-, Jegal- and
A4-size output cassettes are available. HP-PCL and
HP-GLemulations are resident. The QMS-PS 820
Turbo has RS-232,' RS-422/AppleTalk and Centronics
parallel interfacing as standard, as well as an external
SCSI interface.
$6,995 retail
QMS, Inc.; One Magnum Pass; Mobile, AL 36618;
205-633-4300 or 800-631-2692, ext. 710
Qume Crysta!Print Publisher
PostScript-compatible page printer
512K or larger Macintosh.
Crysta!Print Publisher is a PostScript-compatible
page printer that provides the same level of text and
graphics processing speed as Apple Computer's
LaserWriter llNTX.
The Publisher featµres _a printer-resident reduced
instruction set computing (RISC) architecture printer
controller utilizing the Weitek Corp. ultrahigh
performance HyperScript Processor XL-8200 chip
set.
The Publisher comes standard with 3 MB of
RAM and 13 font families offering 39 typefaces, In
addition, the printer supports hundreds of soft fonts.
Combining a third-generation page printer engine
from Casio Computer Co. with the Qume printer
controller, the Publisher has a print resolution of 300
by 300 dots per inch.
The drum and toner for the printer are separate
units. The organic photo conductot drum is rated at
I0,000 pages, while the toner unit has a 6,000-page
lifecycle. Letter, legal, DIN A4 and DIN BS paper
sizes or overhead tnmsparency film can be used with
CrystalPril)t Publisher. The cassette holds I00 sheets
with the output face down and collated.
$4,499 retail
Qume Corp.; 500 Yosemite Dr.; Milpitas, CA 95035;
408-942-4000
Qume Crysta!Print Series II
Six-page-per-minute printer
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The CrystalPrint Series II offers high-resolution,
300- by 300-dpi printing for graphics applications
and comes standard with Hewlett-Packard LaserJet
Series II emulation. It has the same small footprint
and six-pages:per-minute printing as the CrystalPrint
Publisher,
The printer's standard 5 l 2K of RAM is
expandable to 1.5 MB for desktop publishing and
other applications where intensive graphics or
cjownloaded soft fonts are used. Other features
include: ROM-resident and cartridge-based type fonts
from Bitstream; downloadable fonts; two font
cartridge slots; up to 48-point size character printing;
300-dpi bit-mapped graphics capability; removable
paper cassette; and forms overlay capability for
automatic forms printing,
$1,999 retail
Qume Corp.; 500 Yosemite Dr.; Milpitas, CA 95035;
408-942-4000
Qume ScripTen
PostScript laser printer
512K or larger Macintosh.
ScripTen is a laser printer with Adobe PostScript.
This IO-pages-per-minute printer offers advanced
desktop publishing capabilities and the necessary
printing options that allow users to create
sophisticated output.
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Using page-layout programs, users are able to
produce documents merging high-quality text and
high-resolution graphics together on a single page.
Print resolutipn for text and graphics is 300 dpi.
ScripTen comes standard with 11 built-in font
families, providing 35 typefaces in both serif and sans
serif styles. Additional fonts are available through the
use of Qume downloadable fonts.
The printer is configured with I MB of ROM and
3MBofRAM.
Letter, legal and A4 paper sizes, as well as
transparencies and labels can be printed. Paper tray
capacity is 250 sheets.
$4,595 retail
Qume Corp.; 500 Yosemite Dr.; Milpitas, CA 95035;
408-942-4000
RGB Technology, Inc. Model CB-3203 Printer
Thermal color printer
Macintosh II; 4 MB of RAM.
The Model CB-3203 thermal color printer
provides an inexpensive solution for obtaining highquality color output for a Macintosh II.
The printer produces 240 dpi oh both paper and
overhead transparencies in 72 seconds. A palette of
16.7 million colors and 256 shades of gray are
available using all major fonts and all major graphics
applications. Printing is accomplished by using
RQB's "chooser"-compatible driver, which allows
full printer control including selecting the number of
copies directly from the Macintosh pull-down print
menu.
$6,595 retail
RGB Technology, Inc.; 6862 !';lm St., Ste. 210;
McLean, VA 22101; 703-556-0666
Roland DPX Plotters
Flatbed plotters
Any Macintosh ; plotter driver or MacPlot or
MacPlot II.
The DPX Plotters are eight-pen flatbed plotters
designed for ANSl-C/ISO A2-size paper (model
DPX-2500) and ANSI D/ISO Al-size paper (model
DPX-3500). Both plotters produce fast, high-quality
drawings at a maximum plotting speed of 24 inches
per second and an acceleration of l.5g. The
resolution on the DPX plotters is 0.0004 inches, and
accuracy is programmable up to +/- 0.1 percent. The
plotters feature self configuration, where a user
simply connects the plotter to the computer and the
plotter configures itself. This feature eliminates
cumbersome DIP switches and the need to change
them with different software programs. Other
standard features iµclude pen and pencil
compatibility, a built-in I MB buffer, full HP-GL
compatibility and standard RS-232C serial and
Centronics parallel interfaces.
$5,995 retail; DPX-2500
$6,995 retail; DPX-3500
Roland Digital Group; 1961 McGaw Ave.; Irvine,
CA 92714; 714-975-0560
Roland DXY Plotters
Desktop plotters
Any Macintosh; plotter driver such as MacPlot or
MacPlot II.
The DXY-1100 is an inexpensive, easy-to-use
eight-pen plotter that combines a maximum plotting
speed of more than 16 inches per second with
superior mechanical resolution of .0004 inches per
step. Standard Centronics Parallel and RS-232C serial
interfaces provide full hardware compatibility while
HP-GL emulation assures total software support.
Other features include self-capping pens, selfinitialization, a built-in stand to minimize space
requirements and a soft pen landing mechanism to
eliminate sound and ink blots.
The DXY-1200 takes the basic features of the
DXY-1100 and adds Roland 's electrostatic paper hold

system. By using static electricity, the DXY-1200
eliminates any paper slippage and bubbling. A
martual pen speed and pressure control allow users to
correctly set the appropriate force and speed for a
wide variety of pens.
The DXY-1300 takes all of the features of the
DXY-1100 and DXY-1200 and adds a I MB RAM
plot buffer. With the replot functionality, an entire
plot can be captured and replotted as often as
possible, free of the host computer.
$1,295 retail; DXY-1100
$1,895 retail; DXY-1200
$2,495 retail; DXY-1300
Roland Digital Group; 1961 McGaw Ave.; Irvine,
CA 92714; 714-975-0560
RX1100PS+
Laser printer
Macintosh Plus or large1:
The RX7100PS is a PostScript laser printer that
offers 35 resident fonts, dual paper trays and
emulation of a variety of industry standard interfaces.
It ls available with 2 or 4 MB of memory. The printer
handles all common office paper sizes with two
standard 150-page hoppers. Paper jams are
minimized through the use of a flat, straight-through
paper path.
$4,495 retail; 2 MB
$4,995 retail; 4 MB
Fujitsu America, Inc.; 3055 Orchard Dr.; San Jose,
CA 95134; 800-626-4686
S340-10
Color sublimation thermal printer
Macintosh II.
The S340- l 0 produces near photographic-quality
color hard copy, including fine detailed images, solid
patterns and smooth curves for consistent, state-ofthe-art computer graphics applications. The S340- l 0
has a 150 dpi continuous tone printing capability and
is capable of producing up to 16. 7 million colors.
Featuring a 6 MB page buffer, users can have fullpage printing and original review before printing
multiple copies.
$15,995 retail
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.; Information
Systems Division; 991 Knox St.; Torrance,
CA 90502; 213-217-5732
SCC-8
SCSI to Centronlcs adapter
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The SCC-8 allows devices with the Centronics
interface to be used by the Macintosh SCSI port.
$395 retail
CPSA; 166 South J St.; Livermore, CA 94550;
415-449-7744
Serial Printer Buffer And Serial Printer Buffer
Plus
Inline or desktop printer buffers
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Serial Printer Buffer and Buffer Plus are one
input, one output full-featured RS-232 single-user
serial buffers. Both units feature copy mode, pause,
clear and built-in self-test. The Plus version adds an
LED display that shows the amount of memory in use
or the number of copies to be made, and is a fullfeatured, interactive desktop buffer.
The units come with memory sizes ranging from
64K to 2 MB to handle various printing needs. The
memory is user-upgradable and requires no special
memory cards or software revisions.
$2 15 to $1,295 retail; ln!irie version
$405 to $1,485 retail; Desktop version
Reliable Communications, Inc.; 20111 Stevens Creek
Blvd., Ste. 100; Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996-0230
SimpLAN Intelligent Buffer
Spooler, buffer and intelligent printer sharing device
Serial port.
The SimpLAN Intelligent Buffer allows users to
share any printer automatically among three
computers. It has 256K of memory (expandable to
5 l 2K) that spools print jobs and accepts data from all
users at any time. The Intelligent Buffer is compatible

with and transparent to all application software,
operating systems, computers and networks. Special
features include interrupt, pause and copy functions
for totally hassle-free printing.
$425 retail
ASP Computer Products, Inc.; 1026 W. Maude Ave.,
Ste. 305; Sunnyvale, CA 94086; 408-746-2965 or
800-445-6190
SlmpLAN Intelligent Switch
Connects up to four computers to one of two printers
Serial port.
The SimpLAN Intelligent Switch is designed to
provide a low-cost solution for sharing plotters and
printers. Up to four computers can be connected.
When a user issues a print command, the Intelligent
Switch automatically connects that computer to the
shared printer. The Intelligent Switch also features
automatic page ejection of the last page of each
document. Two input or four input models are
available.
$195 to $279 retail
ASP Computer Products, Inc.; 1026 W. Maude Ave.,
Ste. 305; Sunnyvale, CA 94086; 408-746-2965 or
800-445-6190
SimpLAN ServerJet
Allows up to IO computers to access the HP LaserJet
Serial port.
The SimpLAN ServerJet is like having an HP
LaserJet II or IID for each of a user's computer.
Various models provide either six, seven or I 0
computers with instant and simultaneous access to the
LaserJet at speeds up to 115,200 baud. The ServerJet
comes standard witli 256K of internal memory,
expandable to 1 MB. Documents can be sent to the
printer by all users at any time, even when the printer
is busy. User installable, this board plugs directly into
the "Optional 1/0" port on the back of the HP
LaserJet. It uses RJl I telephone cabling with modular
adapters to plug into computer serial ports.
$495 starting price retail
ASP Computer Products, Inc.; 1026 W. Maude Ave.,
Ste. 305; Sunnyvale, CA 94086; 408-746-2965 or
800-445-6190
Smart Label Printer
Prints letter-quality labels
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Weighing just over a pound and taking less desk
space than a Rolodex file, the Smart Label Printer is
ideally suited for making labels for envelopes, file
folders, diskettes, notebook covers, Rolodex cards,
address books, name tags and more. With its bar-code
capability, the printer can also be used in low-volume,
high-variety inveqtory handling situations.
The printer connects djrectly to the serial port of
the Macintosh and is ready for immediate use. At the
touch of a key, the printer software can be accessed
without having to exit the program a user is working
on.
$249.95 retail; includes software (with its own
database, text editor artd bar-code generator), serial
cable and one roll of 130 self-adhesive labels
$12.95 per pack retail; two rolls of 130 labels each
Seiko Instruments USA, Inc.; 1144 Ringwood Ct.;
San Jose, CA 95131; 408"922-5900
SP-1000AP Printer
Dot f!latrix printer
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The SP-IOOOAP offers Macintosh compatibility
with ImageWriter I emulation. The SP-IOOOAP is a 9pin dot matrix printer with a I0-inch carriage. It prints
75 cps in draft mode and 15 cps near-letter-quality,
and features automatic single sheet loading. The unit
has a small footprint and weighs 10.9 pounds.
$349 retail
Seikosha America, Inc.; 1111 MacArthur Blvd.;
Mahwah, NJ 07430; 800-338-2609
SpeedSetter 'I)'pesetters
PostScript typesetters
Macintosh Ilx or llci.
SpeedSetters are high-quality, high-speed PostScript typesetters. The unique design of the SS72 and
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SS94 models combine an industry standard Macintosh and a fast, high-resolution laser raster imager
(RIP) with a PostScript interpreter. The basic
resolution of the SpeedSetters is 1,200 dpi , and they
can achieve throughput of up to 15 inches per minute.
They can also image at 600 and 2,400 dpi , with
throughput relative to the resolution. They offer
superb image quality for fine typography, all graphics
and tints, and excellent half tones in the basic
package for each model, plus a high-capacity package
that adds full color separation capability.
$29 ,995 starting price retail
Digital Technology International; 500 West 1200
South; Orem, UT 84058; 801-226-2984
SX Envelope Cassette Tray
Holds up to 15 envelopes
LaserWriter 11; any Canon SX-based"/aser printer.
The SX Envelope Cassette Tray is an automatic
feeding tray that holds up to 15 envelopes and is
designed to fit into the paper cassette slot of any
Canon SX-based laser printer, including the
LaserWriter II printers.
It includes a built-in manual feed slot so that
users do not have to remove the envelope cassette
tray to manually feed regular paper.
$89 retail
Laser Connection; PO Box 850296; Mobile,
AL 36685; 205-633-7223 or 800-233-6687
Systematic
Networking printer buffer
Any Macintosh ; any RS-232C or Centronics parallel
device.
The Systematic is a networking printer buffer that
allows up to 15 terminals to share one or two printers.
Features include: multiple printer access; 64K
printer buffer; universal serial/parallel adapting; pushbutton control over print jobs; the ability to translate
or filter data; and busy/ready and X-on/X-off
handshaking.
$299 retail
ConnExperts; 8333 Douglas Ave., Ste. 700; Dallas,
TX 75225; 214-139-4200 or 800-433-5373
Systemizer
Printer sharing system, networkable print buffer,
serial/parallel adapter, data translator, print job
controller
Any Macintosh; any RS-232C serial or Centronics
p_arallel device.
' The Systemizer is a networking printer buffer
that allows up to 15 computers to share one to 15
printers. It has an input and an output, and both can
be set independently for Centronics parallel or RS232C serial operation, allowing a user to mix almost
any variety of equipment in a network.
Features include: access to any printer or plotter
(up to 15); 64K printer buffer; universal serial/parallel
adapting; push-button control over print jobs; and the
ability to translate or filter data (often used to
translate control codes for printers that a user's
software will not drive).
The Systemizer works with all Apple computers
and can be used to link them with non-Apple computers and printers to form a printer sharing network.
$349 retail
ConnExperts; 8333 Douglas Ave., Ste. 700; Dallas,
TX 75225; 214-739-4200 or 800-433-5373
Tempest LaserWriter !INT T5271
NACSIM 5100A version of Apple LaserWriter !INT.
, Tempest Macintosh SE or II.
The Tempest LaserWriter !INT combines high
resolution with the ability to produce full-page text
and graphics at 300 by 300 dpi.
Linked to a maximum combination of 31
Tempest Macintosh Ils, SEs or T5 l70s through an
AppleTalk network, users are able to produce a wide

variety of near-typeset-quality documents. Eleven
font families are included for a total of 35 typefaces.
These include: Times, Helvetica, Courier, Symbol,
ITC Avant Garde Gothic, ITC Bookman, New
Century Schoolbook, New Helvetica Narrow,
Palatino, ITC Zapf Chancery and ITC Zapf Dingbats.
The Tempest LaserWriter IINT supports PostScript and will work with any software that outputs
PostScript-compatible files. It uses the secondgeneration laser engine with an improved toner system
for darker blacks and longer cartridge life.
Call for pricing
Atlantic Research Corp. - Tempest Division; 5390
Cherokee Ave.; Alexandria, VA 22312; 703-6424280 or 800-542-5323
· Toshiba Printers
Dot matrix'. printers
Macintosh Plus or larger; MacMatrix.
Toshiba provides a full line of 24-pin dot matrix
printers.
The P351SX is Toshiba's top-of-the-line printer.
It is geared for office printing, desktop publishing and
CAD/CAM applications. The printer features a speed
of 360 characters per second in high-speed draft and
120 cps in letter quality. It easily handles various
types of paper, including six-part forms ..Standard
features inClude a 32 digit LCD display front panel, a
32K buffer capacity and seven resident fonts.
Automatic envelope printing is an option through the
addition of an envelope sheetfeeder, which also
cont<1ins a paper bin. Another option is a color
upgrade kit that provides seven-color printing
capability.
.
The P32 ISL is the lowest priced and most
compact of the 24-pin Toshiba printers. It is designed
primarily for business or home-based professional
word processing needs. The narrow carriage printer
provides high-speed drafts, precision graphics and
letter-quality text. Standard with the P321SL are
plug-in font card capability, a built in tractor for
fanfold paper, a fanfold bypass, automatic paper
loading, parallel and serial interfaces, a quiet mode
and 16 digit LCD display front panel.
The P32 l SLC is a 24-pin narrow-carriage color
printer. It provides the same features as the P321SL,
but has the added capability of seven colors plus
black printing.
·
The P34 l SL is a 24-pin wide-carriage printer. It
is an economical alternative for the small- to
medium-sized business, corporate department or
professional requiring letter-quality high-speed drafts
and liigh-resolution graphics. Standard features are
identical to the P32 l SL. Options include 14 credit
card sized font cards, a single bin sheetfeeder and an
additional 32K memory card for downloadable fonts.
$699 retail; P32 l SL
$899 retail; P321SLC
$949 retail; P34 l SL
$49 retail; MacMatrix
Toshiba America Information Systems, Inc.;
Computer Systems Div.; 9740 Irvine Blvd.; Irvine,
CA 92718; 714-583-3000 or 800-457-7777
TT200 Thermal Transfer Printer
Produces colorful overhead transparencies and prints
Macintosh SE/30 or large1:
The moo thermal transfer printer plays an
important role in the many phases of a complete
graphics imaging solution. At the concept stage, the
moo can produce preview images for storyboarding
or proofing. In the final stage, it produces sharp,
clear, colorful 8 by 10 overhead transparencies for
use as handouts or in reports.
$4,995 rerail
Agfa Compugraphic Division; Computer Graphics
Business Unit; 1 Ramland Rd.; Orangeburg,
NY 10962; 914-365-0190 or 800-876-7543
TurboPS/300
Laser printer
512K or larger Macintosh.
The TurboPS/300 is a 300 dpi, PostScriptcompatible laser printer. It is designed for desktop
· publishing, in-house publishing and documentation,
newsletters and multi font intensive documents.
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$4,495 retail
NewGen Systems Corp.; 17580 Newhope St.;
Fountain Valley, CA 92708; 714-64.1-8600
TurboPS/400
PostScript-compatible laser printer
512K or larger Macintosh .
The TurboPS/400 is a high-speed, 400-dpi
PostScript-compatible laser printer. It offers nearly
twice the printed resolution (1.78 times) of standard
300-dpi laser printers at three to 15 times the
processing speed and print speeds of up to eight
pages per minute.
$5,495 retail
NewGen Systems Corp.; 17580 Newhope St.;
Fountain Valley, CA 92708; 714-641-8600
TurboPS/480
High-resolution PostScript-compatible laser printer
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The TurboPS/480 is a PostScript-compatible
laser printer that features user-selectable, highresolution printing at either 800 by 400 dpi or 400 by
400 dpi. The TurboPS/480 offers full support of the
PostScript page description language and is fully
compatible with applications that support Apple
LaserWriter !INT and NTX printers, including the
capability to download Adobe PostScript fonts. It
also features HP LaserJet Series II, HP 7475A HPGL
Plotter and Epson LQ 800 emulations as standard.
$7,495 retail
NewGen Systems Corp.; 17580 Newhope St.;
Fountain Valley, CA 92708; 714-641-8600
Unigate
Parallel printer interface; OEM versions available
Macintosh II.
Unigate is a parallel interface card for the
Macintosh II NuBus that allows the Mac II to
iriterface with a wide range of Centronics-style
printers. It is most commonly used with Freedom of
the Press software.
$200 retail
Computer Friends, Inc.; 14250 NW Science Park Dr.;
Portland, OR 97229; 503-626-2291
Universal Data Buffer/Interface Converter
Allows a serial and a parallel computer to share serial
or parallel printers
Any Macintosh.
The Universal Data Buffer/Interface Converter
allows two computers to share serial or parallel
printers.
Features include: serial/parallel interface;
protocol converter; 64K to 1 MB memory; copy
capability (up to 255 copies); stop printout from
buffer; high-speed communication; file management;
and intelligent interfacing.
$399 to $999 retail; 64K to 1 MB
Hanlon Data, Inc.; 22032 23rd Dr. SE; Bothell,
WA 98021; 206-487-1717
Universal Interface Converter
Serial to parallel; parallel to serial switchable
converter (Xon/Xoff, DTR)
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Universal Interface Converter provides
serial-to-parallel and parallel-to-serial conversion. A
user can choose any of 16 standard baud rates to
match a computer, printer or other serial peripherals.
A bank of switches' lets a user set the rate from 50
baud to 19 .2K baud.
The serial interface supports both Xon/Xoff and
DTR protocols thtough an RS-232C EIA Standard
connector. The parallel interface is a Centronics 36pin connector.
The converter also has a Ready light to let a user
know it's working. The light glows steadily when
ready to accept data and flickers during data transfer.
$119 retail; supports all printer software drivers
Reliable Communications, Inc.; 20111 Stevens Creek
Blvd., Ste. 100; Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996-0230
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Universal Printer Buffer And Universal Printer
Buffer Plus
Inline and desktop buffers with both parallel and
serial input and output ports, conversion and
buffering for Macintosh
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Universal Printer Buffer and Buffer Plus
provide interface and baud-rate conversions to
connect printers, modems, plotters and other
peripherals. They can be used to connect two printers
to one computer, two computers to one printer or to
connect all four ports at once.
Both units feature copy mode, pause, clear and
self-test functions. The Plus version adds an LED
display that shows the amount of memory in use or
the number of copies to be made, and is a fullfeatured , user-interactive desktop buffer. The inline
version is available with memory from 64K to 256K,
while the Plus version has memory sizes up to 2 MB.
$275 to $395 retail; Inline version
$435 to $1,515 retail; Desktop version
Reliable Communications, Inc.; 20111 Stevens Creek
Blvd., Ste. IOO; Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996-0230
Universal Systems Interface
Five bidirectional serial ports, one bidirectional
parallel port and four internal buffers
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Universal Systems Interface has five
bidirectional serial ports, a bidirectional parallel port
and four simultaneously accessible internal buffers.
Four Macintoshes can share two peripherals, one
serial and one parallel.
Protocol conversion is available between any
combination of serial, parallel, RS-422 and RS-232.
The Universal Systems Interface is an ideal highspeed buffer for plotters, modems or laser printers.
Units can be daisy chained for networking multiple
systems. A smart switch version (OK memory) is also
available.
$465 retail; OK
$695 retail; 256K
$835 retail; 5 I2K
$1,005 retail; I MB
$1,675 retail; 2 MB
Reliable Communications, Inc.; 20111 Stevens Creek
Blvd., Ste. 100; Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996-0230
Versacolor
.
Thermal transfer color plotter
Any Macintosh.
Versacolor is a desktop thermal transfer color
plotter that provides high-quality color output in A
(8.5 by 11 inch), B (11 by 17 inch) and full B (I I by
19.09 inch) sizes at 300 ppi resolution.
Versacolor has an operator's panel that includes
keys for color intensity, enlargement and form feed.
Featuring quiet Opllration and targeted at low-end
CAD/CAE systems markets, Versacolor plots colorful
output for a wide range of graphics applications,
including solids modeling. graphics arts, CAD/CAE,
business graphics and mapping applications. Use
Versacolor with Versatec's 260 series of video hard
copy controllers, serving as an interface between a
video source and Versacolor, for a total high-speed,
image-processing solution. Versacolor offers flexible
connectivity options for software applications
generating PostScript language, HP-GL and Targabased files.
$8,995 retail
Versatec, A Xerox Co.; 2710 Walsh Ave., MS/3-12;
Santa Clara, CA 95051; 408-988-2800
Versadapter
Interface converter capable of making any standard
asynchronous RS-232C serial interface into 8-bit
Centronics parallel and vice versa
Any Macintosh; any RS-232C or Centronics parallel
device.

The Versadapter is an interface converter capable
of making any standard asynchronous RS-232C serial
interface into 8-bit Centronics parallel and vice versa.
The parallel input/output is wired according to
the Centronics parallel standard. The serial
input/output offers baud rates from 300 to 19,200baud, as well as Busy (DTR) and Xon/Xoff
handshaking.
This product brings together mismatched equipment by adapting serial to parallel or parallel to serial.
$1 19 retail
ConnExperts; 8333 Douglas Ave., Ste. 700; Dallas,
TX 75225; 214-739-4200 or 800-433-5373
VT600P And VT600W
Desktop, non-impact page printer/typesetters
Any Macintosh .
The VT600P is a desktop, non-impact page
printer/typesetter that produces camera-ready text and
graphics on plain paper at a resolution of 600 by 600
pixels per inch. The unit consists of a raster image
processor equipped with a high-speed PostScript
interpreter and a xerographic print engine capable of
producing pages at a rate of up to I0 sheets per
minute. The VT600P is plug compatible with existing
front-end PostScript applications and can use
standard Adobe fonts , as well as PostScript fonts
from Varityper's library. The 35 LaserWriter Plus font
set is standard.
The VT600W is a wide-measure 11 by 17-inch
version, which outputs at I0 pages per minute for
letter size and seven pages per minute for ledger size.
$16,995 retail; VT600P
$22,995 retail; VT600W
Varityper, Inc.; 11 Mt. Pleasant Ave.; E. Hanover,
NJ 07936; 201-887-8000, ext. 999 or 800-631-8134
Writelmpact
Letter-quality, 24-pin printer
Macintosh Plus or large1:
The Writeimpact has a letter-quality print
resolution of 180 by 360 dpi and incorporates GCC's
outline font technology. Its versatile paper handling
capabilities include: an optional cut-sheet feeder; a
push/pull tractor feed mechanism; rear, bottom and
front feed paper paths; friction feed for printing cut
sheets and envelopes; and automatic paper loading.
Included with every Writelmpact are six font families
from Bitstream. Three additional font families are
available from GCC, bringing the total number of
individual fonts to 60.
Writelmpact features several printing options,
including "print later," preview, draft mode and highquality mode. Software includes a Chooser-selectable
driver, QuickSpool and QuickEnvelope. A serial
cable and ribbon cassette are also included.
$699 retail
GCC Technologies, Inc.; 580 Winter St.; Waltham,
MA 02154; 800-422-7777
WriteMove
Portable ink-jet printer
Macintosh Plus or large1:
The WriteMove portable printer is a 192 dpi inkjet printer. Weighing 3 pounds and measuring 2- by
6.5- by I0.8-inches, the WriteMove can easily be
carried in a briefcase or packed alongside the
Macintosh inside a Macintosh carrying case. There is
also an optional WriteMove carrying case available
that protects the printer when it is being transported.
The WriteMove incorjiorates the same
QuickDraw imaging technology used in the Personal
LaserPrinter. The software that ships with the
WriteMove includes six font families, a Chooser
selectable printer driver, a spooler and a Print
Manager application.
The six font families are based on the same
Bitstream constrained outline font technology found
in the PLP. They include Times, Helvetica, Symbol,
Courier, Swiss Narrow and Zapf Calligraphic.
The WriteMove is based on the Diconix 150 inkjet printer. Other hardware features include the ability
to print on plain paper and accept cut-sheet or tractorfed paper. For power needs, the WriteMove comes
with an AC adapter for wall outlets or it accepts five
NiCad rechargeable C-size batteries that actually set

inside the printer roller to save space. The batteries
can be recharged while still installed in the printer.
$599 retail
·
GCC Technologies, Inc.; 580 Winter St.; Waltham,
MA 02154; 800-422-7777
Zericon 3620, Z3000 And Z4000 Plotters
Large format plotters
Any Macintosh.
The Zericon line of plotters consist of three Iargeformat and variable-format plotters for architectural,
mechanical and electronic CAD applications.
The ValueLine 3620 C-D supports C and D-sized
drawings, the Designer Series Z3000 A-D supports
A- through D-sized drawings and the Z4000 A-E
supports A through E-sized drawings.
All three plotters have identical performance
characteristics: a plotting speed of 15-inches per
second; repeatability of .002-inches; compatible with
Houston Instrument DM/PL; vacuum paper hold
down; allow precision drawing in X, Y scales with
±0.002 inch accuracy over the full length of a
drawing; draw exceptionally high-resolution circles
that are suitable for printed circuit board artwork; and
include a custom RS-232 cable that ensures fast,
accurate interfacing to a user's system.
$1,695 retail; ValueLine 3620 C-D
$2,695 retail; Designer Series Z3000 A-D
$2,995 retail; Designer Series Z4000 A-E
Zericon; 40491 Encyclopedia Cir.; Fremont,
CA 94538; 415-490-8380 or 800-490-8380
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MacProto
Prototyping board
Macintosh 11 and llx.
The MacProto board is a complete
implementation of the NuBus slave interface with 30
square inches pf wire wrap prototyping area for both
DIP and PGA integrated circuits. It also includes a •
large slot declaration ROM that provides for custom
programming and initialization.
The MacProto has two 32-bit wide registers for
latching address and 'data. It also has a versatile 8-bit
user register for user definable functions.
The MacProto board comes with a driver diskette
that includes C code routines for testing MacProto
and for reading and writing data through the
MacProto interface. It also comes with a manual that
includes information about the NuBus; printouts for
the data Bus, address Bus, user regi~er and
handshake/interrupt port; timing diagrams for the
handshake port; and a sample external handshake
circuit. The MacProto NuBus interface technology is
available on a license basis.
$299.% retail
Adex Corp.; 1750 Junction Ave.; San Jose,
CA 95112; 408-436-9700
NBMS-32
32-bit master/slave prototyping board
Macintosh 11, llx or /lex.
The NBMS-32 is a 32-bit master/slave
prototyping board. It allows operation as a NuBus
master or slave. The 32-bit width is suitable for
design of RISC CPU, high-resolution video 1/0
boards, 32-bit DPS and math coprocessors, as well as
high-end microcontroller CPUs.
$395 retail
CPSA; 166 South J St.; Livermore, CA 94550;
415-449-7744
NBSI-16; NBSI-32
NuBus slave-only prototyping boards
Macintosh 11, llx or /lex.
The NBSI are NuBus slave-only 16- or 32-bit
prototyping boards. They allow straightforward
design of NuBus-based cards requiring a slave-only
interface. The 16-bit data width is suitable for A/D,
DIA, parallel and serial interfaces, as well as DSP and
microcontroller applications. The 32-bit data width is
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suitable for design of RISC CPU, high-resolution
video 1/0 boards, 32-bit DSP, math coprocessors and
high-end microcontroller CPUs. The NBSI-16 is user
expandable to 32 bits. An upgrade from NBSI-16 to
NBSI-32 is available as a user option.
$295 retail; NBSI-16
$395 retail; NBSI-32
CPSA; 166 South J St.; Livermore, CA 94550;
415-449-7744
TwoBus Prototype Kit
Prototype kit for Macintosh II developers
Macintosh fl.
The TwoBus Prototype Kit includes a blank
printed circuit card that conforms to the shape and
size of a NuBus card for the Macintosh II. The board
has power and ground traces and a matrix of platedthrough holes for mounting most integrated circuit
sockets (including pin grid array sockets). It is ideal
for wire-wrapped prototypes.
The Kit includes a 96-pin connector that can be
used on the NuBus cards and information about
layout of common parts and NuBus pin identification.
The TwoBus fully suppolls the NuBus bus
architecture of the Macintosh II.
$49.95 retail
Diversified I/0 , Inc.; 766 San Aleso; Sunnyvale,
CA 94086; 408-745-0344
Vector Prototyping Boards And Extenders
Prototyping circuit boards and test extenders
Macintosh SE or II.
The Vector prototyping boards and extenders are
high-performance circuit boards for the creation of
custom interface or expansion cards for a Macintosh
SE or II.
The Vectorboard Pads & Planes prototyping
boards are for a Macintosh II (5085-7) and SE (50867). The pattern features plated-thru holes, 0.042-inch
diameter, positioned on a "0.1-inch grid. Overall
voltage and ground planes on opposite board sides
are solder-coated. Solder pads around the holds are
isolated from voltage and ground planes. Positions
are provided for mounting 36 SMD decoupling caps
for reduced crosstalk. A chassis mounting bracket
and 96-pin, right-angle DIN connector are supplied.
Extender cards, socket pins, tj!rminals, socket
washers and accessories are available separately.
The Vectorboard Plus (5085-5) is a multilayer
prototyping board with plated-thru holes for a
Macintosh II. It is ideal for wire wrapping or for any
application requiring high-speed circuitry, high
component densities and/or multiple and varied
component sizes. 0.055-inch diameter holes are
positioned on a 0.1-inch grid. Overall voltage and
ground planes on opposite board sides provide
excellent shielding and power distribution. Two 21 by
33 universal areas are provided for PGA, sockets and
other devices. The board includes positions for
mounting 50 SMD decoupling caps for reduced
crosstalk. A 96-pin DIN right-angle connector is
supplied. Extender cads, socket pins, terminals, solder
eyelets and accessories are available separately. The
board is also available fully loaded with socket pins
and SMD decoupling caps (5085C5LF).
The Vectorboard Voltage/Ground Plane
prototyping board for a Macintosh ll (5085-4)
features overall, two-ounce copper voltage and
ground planes on opposite sides for excellent
shielding and power distribution. Holes are
positioned on a 0.1-inch grid; 0.055-inch diameter,
precision-drilled holes are ideal for wrapped wire
applications. Clearance pads around the holes, on
both sides, isolate the holes from voltage and ground
planes. 1/0 mounting areas accept 37-pin Dsubminiature and ribbon cable connectors. Plane
surfaces are solder-coated for convenience. Extender
cards, socket pins, terminals, solder eyelets and
accessories are available separately.
The High Performance Extender Card for a
Macintosh II (3690-28) provides 6.3-inch extension

length. It features five-layer, stripline construction,
engineered for controlled impedance and signal
integrity at high speeds. Decoupling capacitors are
installed for minimizing crosstalk. All signal lines are
interruptible with jumpers plugged into a connector
on the card surface. Test points are provided on each
connector line for mounting probes. A bus line
identification legend card is on the surface for
convenience. Current rating is 1.5 amps per connector
line; voltage rating is 200 RMS or 200 VDC. The
extender card is supplied fully equipped and includes
male and female 96-pin DIN connectors and
mounting brackets.
The Extender Card for a Macintosh II (3690-27)
is an economical extender card that provides 4.5-inch
extension length. It features a double-sided,
controlled impedance design with test points on each
connector line for mounting probes. Current rating is
1.5 amps per connector line.
$89.95 retail; Pads & Planes Prototyping Board for
Mac II (5085, 7)
$74.95 retail; Pads & Planes Prototyping Board for
Mac SE (5086-7)
$89.95 retail; Vectorboard Plus Prototyping Board for
Mac II (5085-5)
$399.95 retail; Vectorboard Plus Prototyping Board
for Mac II (5085C5LF)
$74.49 retail; Voltage/Ground Plane Prototyping
Board for Mac II (5085-4)
$199.95 retail; High-Performance Extender Card for
Mac II (3690-28)
$74.95 retail; Extender Card for Mac II (3690-27)
Vector Electronic Co.; 12460 Gladstone Ave.;
Sylmar, CA 91342; 818-365-9661

Hardware & Peripherals/
SCSI Adapters
Amphenol SCSI Terminators And Cable
Assemblies
Provide internal and external interconnections
between host computers and various types of
peripheral devices
Amphenol SCSI Terminators and Cable
Assemblies provide internal and external
interconnections between host computers and various
types of peripheral devices, including disk drives,
tape drives, printers and optical disk storage units.
They are fully shielded and are designed to the
mechanical and electrical requirements of both Apple
Computer and the ANSI standard X3T9.2.
Terminator assemblies are available for both singleended and differential driver/receiver applications.
Cable assemblies are available in both SCSI I and
SCSI II connector configurations.
. Custom configurations are also available in any
one of six standard colors or matched to a user 's
specific needs.
Call for pricing; OEMs, VARs and distributors only
Amphenol lnterconnect Products Corp.; Endicott
Operations; 20 Valley St.; Endicott, NY 13760;
607-754-4444
MacSnap SCSI
Provides a 512KE Macintosh with a SCSI port
512KE Macintosh.
The MacSnap SCSI provides a 5 I2KE Macintosh
with a SCSI poll that is universally compatible with
all SCSI hard disk drives.
It uses a D-connector port (25-pin) and installs
inside the computer by plugging into the ROM
sockets on the motherboard. A molded battery door
port replacement is provided.
$199 retail
Dove Computer Corp.; 1200 N. 23rd St.;
Wilmington, NC 28405; 919-763-7918 or
800-622-7627
NSSSO Maccelerate
DMA/SCSI (Direct Memory Access) controller
Macintosh fl or larger.
Maccelerate is a Direct Memory Access (DMA)
controller for the Macintosh SCSI bus that allows-a
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user to load files into memory faster, improve
application performance and generally improve
system operation. It occupies one NuBus slot and
controls SCSI functions through a National
Semiconductor HPC microcontroller, freeing the
Mac's 68020 or 68030 from SCSI management
overhead.
Maccelerate suppolls both internal hard disks and
industry standard external SCSI drives that are
supplied with drivers for the Mac OS and/or A/UX.
$595 retail
National Semiconductor; Compatible Products
Group, MS 34-10; 750 Central Expressway; Santa
Clara, CA 95050; 408-562-4731, 800-538-8510 or
800-345-4006 in CA
PCPC HD20· WSI
SCSI interface for Apple HD20 serial hard disk
Macintosh Hard Disk 20.
The PCPC HD20-WSI is an upgrade for the
original serial interface Macintosh Hard Disk 20. It
allows the HD20 to interface with a Macintosh Plus,
SE and II via the SCSI poll. The PCPC HD20-WSI
modification provides users with significantly faster
access to the data stored on the hard disk.
The PCPC HD20-WSI consists of a plug-in
circuit board, interface cable and utility software.
Installation is accomplished through a modular
replacement of the existing circuit board with
PCPC's. Because existing connectors are used, no
soldering is requited.
Utility software includes HFS Backup 3.0,
Eureka! , Floppy Copy and printer spoolers for the
ImageWriter and LaserWriter.
$265 retail
Personal Computer Peripherals Corp.; 4710
Eisenhower Blvd., Bldg. A4; Tampa, FL 33634;
813-884-3092 or 800-622-2888
SCSI Adapter For The 512KE
SCSI device
128K Enhanced and 5/2KE Macintosh.
The SCSI Adapter is a universal SCSI device that
requires no modification to the motherboard and is
compatible with most hard drives. It includes a
molded battery door replacement with a 25-pin
connector and a one-year warranty on parts and labor.
$129 retail
Total Systems; 99 W. I0th Ave., Ste. 333; Eugene,
OR 97401 ; 503-345-7395 or 800-874-2288
SCSI Mac
SCSI poll
512KE Macintosh.
The SCSI Mac interface adds SCSI capability to
a 512KE Macintosh. This allows for the use of a large
variety of SCSI hard disk drives and peripherals
without having to upgrade to a Macintosh Plus.
The SCSI Mac uses a 25-pin connector to save
on special adapters or connectors. It installs inside the
computer by plugging into the ROM sockets on the
motherboard and provides its connector by replacing
the battery cover.
$149.95 retail
Specialized Computer Systems, Inc.; 827 Arnold Dr.,
Ste. 80; Martinez, CA 94553; 415-370-8200
SCSI Terminator, Model SCSI-T-100
An integral part of the SCSI cable system; attaches to
any SCSI port
·Macintosh Plus or larger.
The SCSI-T-100 is a SCSI terminator that
attaches to any SCSI port, such as the Macintosh
Plus, and can be used in multiples when connecting
more than one SCSI peripheral. Typically, one
terminator is used for each SCSI peripheral, or for
each I0 feet of cab)e in the SCSI system.
Features include: full shielding, molded
construction, gold-plated pins and a static-free shell.
$33.95 retail
Data Spec; 9410 Owensmouth Ave.; Chatsworth,
CA 91311 ; 818-772-9977

Hardware & Peripherals/
Security
Apple Security System
Security kit
The Apple Security System lets a user lock up a
computer, monitor, keyboard and any peripherals
without interfering with a system:s functioning or
setup.
The kit is easy to install and includes security
loops, sturdy cable, tamper-resistant screws and a padlock.
It is compatible with all Macintoshes.
$49.95 retail; additional brackets and keyboard loops
are available
Kensington Microware, Ltd.; 251 Park Ave. S; New
York, NY 10010; 212-475-5200 or 800-535-4242
Care-Free Security Kits
Hardware security system
Any Macintosh.
The Care-Free Security Kits protect a broad variety of Apple computers and accessories from theft
They feature 3/16-inch beige clad cables constructed
of flexible steel. To anchor equipment to the cable,
Care-Free offers a selection of brackets, from the
familiar Apple-type "snap-in" brackets to unique
Care-Free screw-mounted security brackets. They can
be used to secure everything from Extended
Keyboards to LaserWriters.
$7.95 to $29.95 retail
Byte Brothers; 3602 Lake Washington Blvd. N;
Renton, WA 98056; 206-271-9567
Cav-Mac
External lock-down security device for Macintoshes
and external disk drives, with no damage (or bolting)
to desktop surface or equipment
Any Macintosh.
The Cav-Mac is an anti-theft security device that
has a shelf for the external hard disk drive and allows
the computer to be stacked on top.
The device uses a patented, double-backed adhesive tape to secure the units. This allows for maximum
security between the work surface and the security
device, while also allowing for easy removal without
damage to the work surface.
· $69 to $99 retail
FMJ Security Systems; 1984 Gladwick St.; Compton,
CA 90220; 213-632-9751or800-322-3365
Comp U Lock One Plus
Single lock system
The Comp U Lock One Plus single lock system is
specifically designed for installation where equipment
must be frequently moved. No drilling or other modifications to the equipment are required to install the
device. A strong, mastic-coated steel plate attaches to
the underside of the machine and the special tamperresistant design of the hardware and lock secure the
machine to the desktop or workstation. For items of
more value and in situations requiring maximum security, two Comp U Lock One Plus systems can be used
in concert.
Also available is the Comp U Lock One Plus No
Drill system, which requires no drilling of the desktop
or workstation surface.
$48.95 retail
Versa-Lock, Inc.; 19215 Parthenia St., Ste. E;
Northridge, CA 91324; 800-248-5625 or
800-642-5625 in CA
Computer Keeper
Security device
The Computer Keeper is a lockable, metal
restraining bracket made from high-gauge, cold-roll
steel with a separate lock for each piece.
Installation does not require any alterations or
adjustments to the Macintosh, and operation of the
computer is not affected in any way.
$96.80 U.S. each retail; system/monitor bracket or
keyboard bracket
Computer Keeper; 350 Victoria St.; Toronto, Ontario,
Canada M5B 2K3; 416-979-5022

Control Power
Access security system
The Control Power Security System lets users
control access to their computer with a key. Without
the key, users cannot tum on their computer, printer,
hard disk drive or any important equipment that uses a
removable, three-prong power cord. Control Power
attaches to the equipment in seconds without any special tools.
·
$69.95 retail
Doss Industries; 1224 Mariposa St.; San Francisco,
CA 94107; 415-861-2223

stolen. The amount of alarm information varies
depending on the type of alarm control panel.
$50 to $I00 retail; per protected piece
Minatronics Corp.; 3046 Penn Ave.; Pittsburgh,
PA 15201; 412-281-5050
Mac Floppy Drive Lock
Hardware to control access to the diskette drive
Macintosh SE or II.
The Mac Floppy Drive Lock is hardware that prevents an unauthorized user from removing a diskette
from the disk drive or attempting to bypass a software
security system by booting from the A-drive. The lock
can be installed easily in minutes.
$39.95 retail
PC Guardian; 118 Alto St.; San Rafael , CA 94901;
415-459-0190 or 800-882-7766

Curtis Universal Security Kit
Protects systems against theft
Any Macintosh.
The Curtis Universal Security Kit provides highly
effective protection against theft and misuse of computers and up to three peripherals. Installation is simple and fast, requiring no special tools or skills. The
kit includes a wound-steel security cable, tamperproof security brackets, special alien head screws and
alien wrenches and a brass and steel padlock with
three keys.
$19.95 retail
Curtis Manufacturing Co., Inc.; 30 Fitzgerald Dr.;
Jaffrey, NH 03452; 603-532-4123
Extra-Strength Macintosh Security Kit
5/16-inch vinyl clad steel cable
The Extra Strength Macintosh Security Kit is a
5/16-inch vinyl clad steel cable that takes advantage of
the security slots in the main unit and the keyboard of
the Macintosh. It can be used to protect all models of
the Macintosh including the Macintosh SE and
Macintosh II. The cable is used to.secure the computer
to a desk or other immovable object. Additional
brackets allow the LaserWriter and ImageWriter to be
added to the security cable, and "Premium Quality
Adhesive Pads" are available to attach external disk
drives or other peripherals.
$14.95 to $34.95 retail
Byte Brothers; 3602 Lake Washington Blvd. N;
Renton, WA 98056; 206-271-9567
Hold-It Cable
Security system
The Hold-It Cable attaches to anything in seconds
using a high bond acrylic adhesive. The 5-foot cable
allows users to secure their equipment to a table or
another fi xture. Hold-It works on disk drives, printers
and other peripherals, as well as Macintosh computers.
$24.95 retail; quantity and school discounts available
Doss Industries; 1224 Mariposa St.; San Francisco,
CA 94107; 415-861-2223
Key lock
Security system
Any Macintosh .
Keylock is a security system for the Macintosh. It
absolutely stops data theft by physically prohibiting
access to the floppy drive and password locking the
hard drive without modifying system files.
$129.95 retail
Novastor Corp.; 31828 Village Center Rd. ; Westlake
Village, CA 91361; 818-707-9900
LightGard
Fiber-optic computer security device that also protects
accessories
Any Macintosh .
The LightGard combines a control panel with a
black-box monitoring device and fiber-optic cables to
create an unobtrusive, tamper-proof security device
capable of protecting computers 24-hours a day.
The LightGard black box is mounted underneath
a table or computer workstation and the fiber-optic
cable is "threaded" through the computer hardware, in
most cases, without having to drill into the equipment.
Light pulses are then sent through the cable. If the
connection is broken, an alarm is sent to security or to
the central monitoring station , which then contacts the
proper authorities. The control panel alerts security
with a code that tells them the building, room number
and type of computer that is in the process of being

1

Mac U, Dex And Ilci Internal/External Lock
Security holder for Macintosh II, Ilcx and Ilci
processor
Macintosh II family.
The Mac II family Internal/External Lock is a
color coordinated security holder that slips over the
back of a Macintosh II. Covering only the back 3
inches of the Macintosh, it protects the entire unit
from theft and the cover from being removed.
Additional items are available for securing the monitor and printer.
$89.95-retail
Byte Brothers; 3602 Lake Washington Blvd. N;
Renton, WA 98056; 206-271-9567
Mac Keyboard Lock
Electronic locking hardware to control access to a
Macintosh SE/Il/Ilcx keyboard
Macintosh SE or large1:
The Mac Keyboard Lock is electronic locking
hardware to control access to the Macintosh SE/Il/Ilcx
keyboard. The device protects data in the Macintosh
by reserving access to keyholders. It also enables a
keyholder to run programs while the keyboard is
locked, preventing accidental or deliberate alterations
in the data.
The keyboard lock can be installed easily in minutes by end users. The Macintosh's keyboard cable
plugs into an electronic lock measuring 1.5 by 1.5 by
3-inches. A new cable runs from the electronic lock to
the keyboard cable port. The port is secured by a
metal lock, protecting the internal components and
preventing substitution of an unsecured keyboard.
Configuration of the keyboard is unchanged and no
modification to the Macintosh's CPU is necessary.
Most parts of the device are an unobtrusive Macintosh
gray color.
$99.95 retail
PC Guardian; 11 8 Alto St.; San Rafael, CA 94901;
415-459-0190 or 800-882-7766
Mac Products
Security kits; cables
Any Macintosh.
Mac Cables are custom cables for nearly any connection including: Macintosh, Macintosh Plus,
ImageWriter I and II, AppleTalk and others. They are
available in any length.
Mac Lock security kits for the Macintosh,
Macintosh Plus, Macintosh SE and Macintosh II
secure the mouse, external drives and nearly all
peripherals as well as the computer and keyboard.
They are also available for the Image Writer II,
LaserWriter and Apple Scanner.
Each kit contains tabs to attach in the slots already
provided, an 8-foot main cable and a 4-foot keyboard
cable. The cables are one-eighth of an inch steel aircraft cable covered with attractive red vinyl. Separate
cables for the keyboard minimize desktop clutter.
Peripherals, including the mouse and external
drives, are secured by capturing their cables 'in the
lock hasp at the rear of the computer. Each Mac Lock
comes with a case-hardened padlock and requires no
alterations or adjustments for installation.
$49.95; Mac Lock (secures 128K, 512K, Plus, keyboard, mouse, external drive and most peripherals)
$49.95; Mac Lock SE (secures SE, mouse, keyboard,
external drive and most peripherals)
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Hardware & Peripherals/
Security '
$59.95; Mac Lock II (secures Mac II, monitor, keyboard, peripherals)
$39.95; LaserWriter/lmageWriter II/Scanner security
kits
$69.95; Power Lock (prevents unauthorized power up
and access for any Mac, PC, printer or other device)
$20 to $50; Mac Cables (custom cables of all types:
KBD, monitor, peripherals)
Mac Products; 20231 San Gabriel Valley Dr.; Walnut,
CA 91789; 714-595-4838
Mac SE Power Switch Protection
Protects data and prevents theft of internal components
Macintosh SE.
Mac SE Power Switch Protection is hardware
that protects data and prevents theft of a Macintosh SE
and associated peripherals. The security device uses a
key'IO activate the Macintosh 's on/off switch, reserving data access to keyholders. The device also locks
the CPU cabinet to prevent theft of the computer
boards. Additional security products are available to
prevent theft bf the components.
The security device can be installed easily in minutes. It attaches to the CPU cabinet using existing cabinet screws and Zyton, a permanent chemical bonding
agent. The device is compact measuring 5-inches long
by 1.75-inches deep by 2-inches wide.
$89.95 retail
PC Guardian; 118 Alto St.; San Rafael, CA 94901;
415-459-0190 or 800-882-7766
MacKablit
Security device
MacKablit secures a Macintosh and peripherals to
office furniture. The product consists of a 10-foot
vinyl coated (and color coordinated) steel cable with
rekeyable lock and an assortment of accessories (some
patented), that either snap into designed slots in the
Macintosh, or attach to peripherals with existing
screws.
Installation and removal are quick and easy, and
locks may be keyed alike, keyed differently or master
keyed.
When ordering, a user must specify Macintosh,
SE or II.
$39.95 retail; specify Mac, Mac Plus, Mac SE, Mac II
Secure-It, Inc.; 18 Maple Ct.; East Longmeadow,
MA 01028; 413-525-7039 or 800-451-7592
·
Mactivator
Programmable anti-piracy device
Macintosh Plus or larger, including Portable.
The Mactivator is a patented, programmable
ASIC-based device that plugs into the SCSI port of a
Macintosh to prevent software piracy. Developers
incorporate a set of routines to access the Mactivator,
varying the routines to achieve differing levels of
security. A protected application will not run unless
the Mactivator is present. However, there are no limitations on the software or the ability to make backup
copies.
Completely transparent, the Mactivator does not
require a power source or a SCSI ID number. Multiple
SCSI devices can be used simultaneously, and
Mactivators can be placed between any two of the
devices currently in use or at the end of the bus.
$35.50 retail; 100 quantity
Software Security, Inc.; 1011 High Ridge Rd.;
Stamford, CT 06905; 203-329-8870
The Muzzle
Vuus protection; software and data security
The Muzzle is designed to eliminate viruses and
to safeguard data and software. The 3.5-inch disk
drive slot is blocked to prevent the insertion of blank
or virus infected disks, and the power receptacle is
obstructed to prevent a Macintosh from being powered up. A user's hard drive is-secure and confidential
files cannot be opened, duplicated or infected. Models
are also available that allow operation of a Macintosh,

yet prevents access to the 3.5-inch disk drive.
The Mac II Muzzle also locks the CPU cover in
place to prevent memory or graphics ·card theft.
$40 retail; Mac SE Muzzle (platinum)
$79.95 retail; Mac SE/30 Muzzle
$89.95 retail; Mac II Muzzle
$89.95 retail; Mac Ilcx Muzzle
Ergotron, Inc.; 3450 Yankee Dr., Ste. 100; Eagan,
MN 55121; 612-452-8135 or 800-888-8458
MycroLock
Security device to protect Mac software developers'
application software from piracy when sold in the
open marketplace
Macintosh SE or larger.
MycroLock is a security device designed to protect Macintosh software developers' application soft, ware from piracy when sold in the open marketplace
and to enable users to make an unlimited number of
backup copies.
The operating base of the MycroLock is a onetime programmable printed circuit board that connects
to the ADB ports of a Macintosh. MycroLock is
encased in a high-impact plastic container with a connecting cable and two ADB ports.
MycroLock's programmable 8-byte password is
protected by an encryption/decryption procedure. Two
bytes are encoded by Mycro-Tek for vendor protection
and identification, and the remaining six are encoded
by the developer. A check for the MycroLock is completed automatically each time the application software is loaded and periodically throughout the
program's operation. Without the security device, a
user is prevented from operating the secured application software.
$55 retail; single unit cost
Mycro-Tek, Inc.; 9229 E. 37th St. N; Wichita,
KS 67226; 316-636-5000
Padolock
Security system
The Padolock security system physically protects
a Macintosh and LaserWriter from theft. Two interlocking steel pads with an acrylic adhesive secure the
user's equipment to the work surface with more than
10,000 pounds of holding power. It installs in minutes
without cables or drilling.
$89.95 retail; quantity and school discounts available
Doss Industries; 1224 Mariposa St.; San Francisco,
CA 94107; 415-861-2223
Power Lock; Floppy Drive Lock
Prevents unauthorized power up and access
Any Macintosh.
Power Lock is a special hardware device to prevent unauthorized power up and access to any computer, hard disk, printer or other device. It consists of a
power cord extension with a key lock at one end into
which an e·xisting power cord is plugged and then
locked. An optional adhesive prevents the original
power cord from being removed from the computer. It
is user installable (no tools required), attractive (black)
and can be mounted to any desk or table with adhesive
strips included.
Floppy Drive Lock security kits attach with a key
lock to cover up floppy drives on all Mac models and
other computers.
$69.95; Power Lock
$29.95 to $39.95 retail; Floppy Drive Lock
Mac Products; 20231 San Gabriel Valley Dr.; Walnut,
CA 91789; 714-595-4838
Security Hardware
Security clips, pads and cables
512K or larger Macintosh .
The heavy-duty security clips provide Macintosh
computers with affordable, reliable protection against
theft. They easily install in seconds - users just snap
it in. They feature ·steel construction with a hard nickel
finish; accept security cables or padlocks; no need to
drill holes, glue or alter the computer; and are ideal for
schools and labs.
Security cables are constructed of high-quality
1/8-inch steel, bare or vinyl coated to 3/16-inch in
diameter, with loops on both ends. Users simply pass
the cable through each piece of computer equipment
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and secure with any standard padlock to a computer
table or other solid object.
The security pads are constructed of heavy 14
gauge steel with a hard nickel finish. They attach to
the side of equipment with either 3M acrylic foam
adhesive or Loctite instant adhesive.
$6.75 retail; Security Clip
$4.25 to $6.00 retail; Security Cables
$5.40 to $7.25 retail; Security Pads
Quantity discounts available
Katsura Design; 2296 Washington St.; Eugene,
OR 97405; 503-342-6586
'fraqNet 2001
Single line dial-in computer security device
independent to baud rate, protocol and interface.
The TraqNet 2001 allows users to protect singleline systems against unauthorized computer or voice
network access. Security is accomplished using either
call,back technology or secure call-in (with the company's lnfoKey portable secure call-in device, included). Applications include: securing a single dial-in
computer line; security host to host communications;
securing, monitoring and managing a network of single line systems; securing voice access over a telephone line; and performing dial-in network analysis
and creating billing statements for caller online time.
The TraqNet supports up to 256 users.
$845 retail
LeeMah DataCom Security Corp.; 3948 Trust Way;
Hayward, CA 94545; 415-786-0790, 800-992-0020
or 800-824-9369 in CA

Hardware & Peripherals/
Unix Products
DigiChannel Nu/Xi
Intelligent serial.communications system for the
NuBus
Macintosh 11.
DigiChannel Nu/Xi is an intelligent, multichannel communications board that, together with A/UX,
allows a NuBus machine such as the Macintosh to act
as the host computer in a microprocessor-based multiuser system.
The DigiChannel Nu/Xi is.a four- or eight-channel intelligent communications board that is equipped
with a Motorola 68000 12 MHz microprocessor,
256K of dual-ported RAM and up to l 28K of ROM.
The board contains three programmable 16-bit timers
and two or four 8530 serial communications controllers. In addition, the DigiChannel features four
high-speed direct memory access (DMA) channels
that allow users to exchange two of the asynchronous
ports for full duplex DMA synchronous ports. The
DMA channels lessen the load on the host CPU and
allow for faster baud rates. A software driver for the
A/UX operating system is available. Also, a complete
diagnostics package that allows users to test the
DMA, timers, RAM and UARTs of the board is available by request.
$1,295 retail; Nu/Si
$995 retail; Nu/4i
DigiBoard; 6751 Oxford St.; Minneapolis,
MN 55426; 612-922-8055
ICP
Intelligent communications processor
Macintosh 11 family.
The ICP is an intelligent communications processor that offloads l/O processing from a Macintosh II
to increase system performance, speed and efficiency.
Key features include an 8 MHz, Motorola 68000
microprocessor, 5 l 2K of RAM and either two or four
synchronous/asynchronous serial ports. With these
features, the ICP provides a foundation for a multiuser, multitasking environment through the Unix operating system. For example, the ICP provides for
multiuser terminal attachment by supplying extra
serial ports, allowing up to four additional users to
connect to a Macintosh II under the Apple Unix operating system. In addition, two of the ports may be

Hardware & Peripherals/
Unix Products
configured to work with AppleTalk, allowing thirdparty software developers to create bridges from one
AppleTalk network to another.
ICP is a single board that plugs into the NuBus
and provides support for full NuBus arbitration. The
board incorporates 512K of zero-wait-state DRAM,
up to 64K of EPROM and two 8530 SCC communication controllers.
In addition to its functionality in Apple Unix
operating environments, the ICP will allow independent software developers to devise communications
applications that will run under Apple Unix - and/or
under a Macintosh II operating system - in such
alternative synchronous protocols as SNA, Bisync
and X.25.
$949 retail; two-connector version
$999 retail; four-connector version
Orange Micro, Inc.; 1400 N. Lakeview Ave.;
Anaheim, CA 92807; 714-779-2772 or
800-223-8029

Hardware & Peripherals/
Other
AESP Switch Boxes
Switch boxes for non-SCSI peripherals
Macintosh Plus or !arge1:
Switch Boxes, designed for non-SCSI peripherals, are available in two, three and four positions ..
Each uses round MINI Din 8-pin connectors. The
boxes are ruggedly constructed and feature heavygauge steei casing with baked-on enamel finish.
A multilevel wafer switch routes signals to each
connection port. Only one peripheral can be used at a
time, but all of them are immediately available.
$75 retail; two positions
$89 retail; three positions
$99 retail; four positions
AESP, Inc.; 1810 NE 144th St.; N. Miami Beach,
FL 33181; 305-944-7710 or 800-446-2377
Anco SCSI Terminators; Macintosh Cables
SCSI terminators, SCSI interface cables, Macintosh
Plus/SE/II interface cables, custom design (OEMS)
Anco Electronics offers SCSI terminators and
interface cables and Macintosh Pltls, SE and II
cables. All cables meet UL/CSA and are shielded to
FCC Class B.
They specialize in custom designs - OEM quantities only. All Macintosh designs utilize Apple
approved connectors.
Call for pricing
Anco Electronics, Inc.; 9852 Crescent Center Dr.,
Unit 801; Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730;
714-945-1365
Battery Check Module
Alerts a user when the battery is getting low and
needs to be changed
Macintosh P.lus or SE.
The Macintosh SE has a lithium battery designed
to last for seven years, but a bad battery may not last
that long. Wbeh the lithium battery on the SE fails, so
does the parameter RAM. Users will lose date, time,
control panel interface, baud rates and port configuration. The Battery Check Module connects to a
Macintosh SE or Plus and alerts a user when the battery is getting low and needs to be changed.
$24.95 retail
Encycloware; 71 2 Washington St.; Ayden,
NC 28513; 919-746-4961or800-422-8591
Blinky
SCSI device monitor
Any Macintosh .
Blinky monitors the SCSI communications bus
and lets users know .when their Macintosh "talks" to
any SCSI device connected to their Macintosh. It also

lets users know when "conversations" are taking
place between various devices on the SCSI bus.
Blinky comes packaged in its own small enclosure that easily mounts on the side of a Macintosh
and includes a pass-through 25-pin connector that
attaches to the SCSI port. Blinky's eight LED indicators can also be individually labeled to let users know
which of the SCSI devices are active and for how
long.
$74.95 retail
Computer System Associates, Inc.; 7564 Trade St.;
SanDiego, CA 92121;619-566-3911
The Box
Connects a laser disc to a Macintosh
Macintosh Plus or large1:
The Box is a device that allows users to connect
their laser videodisc players to their Macintoshes. It
provides complete interactivity with vast visual
databases in art, biology, astronomy, geography,
anthropology and history.
$149.95 retail
The Voyager Co.; 1351 Pacific Coast Hwy.; Santa
Monica, CA 90401; 800-446-2001or800-443-2001
in CA
The BTM BusinessMac Re-Packaging System
Alternative cabinet housing Mac motherboard, internal disk drives and additional add-ons
Any Macintosh, except II.
· The BusinessMac is an ergonomically designed
alternative cabinet to house a Macintosh motherboard, internal floppy and hard disk drives and any
other internal add-ons and upgrades. This all-metal
enclosure is designed to be used with the BTM 14inch black and white monitor, as well as with most of
the other large-screen monitors designed for a
Macintosh.
When repackaged with the BusinessMac, a
Macintosh will have an industry-standard format that
conforms to a standard business decor. It can accommodate a l 28K, 512K, 512KE, Plus, SE or SE/30
computer boards and intemai components.
The unit comes with a switching power supply,
an internal fan and with provisions for extra 1/0 ports.
Features and specifications include: available
110/220 VAC, 50/60 Hz; switching power supply
with increased power; room for two floppy drives,
hard disk drive and any upgrades; internal fan, speaker and clock battery; power line filter; removable
computer line cord; courtesy outlet; rear panel fuse;
and UL, CSA, VOE and FCC Class-B approvals.
$375 retail
Business Technology Manufacturing, Inc.; 42-18
235th St.; Douglaston, NY 11363; 718-229-8094
The BTM HyperCard Hands-Free Phone Dialer
System
Directly connects the "real world" of telephones and
telemarketing to the Mac and programs, such·as
HyperCard, Focal Point, Excel and Works; used with
a telephone or headset
.
Macintosh Plus or larger; I MB of RAM; HyperCard.
The BTM HyperCard Hands-Free Phone Dialer
System directly connects the "real world" of telephones and telemarketing to the Macintosh and programs such as HyperCard, Focal Point, Excel and
Works. The system has two modes of operation:
Hands-Free and HeadSet. It comes with all hardware
and stackware needed.
In the Hands-Free mode, users simply touch the
telephone icon and they will the dial tone, the touchtones as they are dialed out and the ringing or busy
signal - all without picking up the handset. When
contact with the dialed party is established, picking
up the handset automatically disconnects the dialer
from the line and normal operation of the phone continues.
The addition of an operator-type HeadSet turns
the dialer into a complete telephone. In this mode,
complete control of the dialer is from the Mac screen
with many added features, such as Mute, Hold, Flash,
Auto Redial, Dialer-On and Dialer-Off.
The dialer connects directly to the phone line
using a standard RJ 11 C phone jack, which is provided with the unit. Multiline push-button and ComKey

adapters are available as an option.
$159 retail
Business Technology Manufacturing, Inc.; 42-18
235th St.; Douglaston, NY 11363; 718-229-8094
CAMM-3
Three-dimensional modeling machine
Macintosh Plus or larger; NC programming system,
such as the Gibbs System or MGMStation.
The CAMM-3 is a three-dimensional modeling
mill. Because this compact, personal-use mill is controlled directly by the same computer system used for
CAD, it eliminates the need to use expensive NC
production machiilery to try out ideas in three-dimensional form.
Features include: three-axis simultaneous movement, .0004-inch resolution, adjustable spindle speed,
manual and software-controlled feed rate and a teach
mode for stand-alone use. The CAMM-3 is ideal for
use with applications involving a variety of materials,
including aluminum, brass, plastics, wax and wood.
$14,500 retail
Roland-Digital Group; 1961 McGaw Ave.; Irvine,
CA 92714; 714-975-0560
Cash Drawer
Programmable, intelligent and dedicated cash
drawers
Any Maci111osh.
The Cash Drawer can be plugged into either
Macintosh serial port, turning it into a powerful
point-of-sale system. The drawer opens only when
directed by the system software. There are three models available.
The Programmable Cash Drawer has user-programmable features, such as baud rate, number of
opening characters and which characters will open
the drawer. It can share the serial port with other
devices and includes diagnostic status lights.
The Intelligent Cash Drawer opens only on the
ASCII nul character at 9,600 baud. It can share the
serial port with other devices.
The Dedicated Cash Drawer opens on any ASCII
character sent out the serial port.
The drawers come complete with a cable to connect to the computer, cash tray and two keys.
$420 retail; Programmable
$375 retail; Intelligent
$315 retail; Dedicated
APG, Division OfUMI, Inc.; 1601 67th Ave. N;
Brooklyn Center, MN 55430; 612-560-1440
Communications Buffer
Expandable 5 I2K option for ProModem 1200 and
2400
512K or larger Macintosh .
The Communications Buffer, a buffer card that
also serves as a printer buffer, is designed to be
installed inside a ProModem 1200 or 2400 modem.
The card allows users to automatically send and
receive large files when their computers are in use, as
well as when they are turned off.
The Buffer is supplied with 2K of CMOS memory. It is user-expandable to 5 I2K in increments of
64K, 128K, 256K or 5 I2K. A telephone directory,
any special Jqgon instructions and macros can be
saved in the buffer's memory, which is backed by a
battery.
Features include a real-time clock/calendar that
provides date and time programmability for individual or repetitive macro execution; the ability to tum the
modem on and off under program or clock control;
two levels of security,"including access and cal l back
- up to 52 individual passwords can be used; userdefined answerback, which provides a caller with
positive identification of the called modem; up to 255
individual messages can be received or stored for
transmission; and an extra serial port to which a printer can be attached.
An Alphanumeric Display Option, which provides an extended status display of the buffer, is
available.
$149 retail; Communications Buffer
$99 retail; Alphanumeric Display option
Prometheus Products, Inc.; 7225 SW Bonita; Tigard,
OR 97223; 503-624-0571
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Compression/Expression/Rotation Board
NuBus board that provides compression, expansion
and rotation on image data
Macintosh II.
The Compression/Expansioh/Rotation board performs all of the above functions on image data. The
board features: compression or expansion throughput
in excess of 16 million pixel elements/second; ROM
with standard half duplex Macintosh device drivers
that are installed automatically at startup; ccm.
input driver reads data to a supplied buffer and
returns the actual count read; conversion modes set
via control calls to either input or output drivers; and
accelerated hardware rotation of 32 by 32 pixel tiles.
$995 retail
Creative Solutions, Inc.; 4701 Randolph Rd., Ste. 12;
Rockville, MD 20S52; 30 l-9S4-0262 or
800-367-S465 (orders)
Data Switch Box, Model DS9002
Two-way nine-pin data switch box
128K or 512K Macintosh.
The Data Switch Box connects one computer to
two peripherals, or two computers to one peripheral.
$49.95 retail
Data Spec; 9410 Owensmouth Ave.; Chatsworth, CA
91311 ; SlS-772-9977
DMBSeries
Serial data buffers
Any Macintosh.
The DMB Series are serial data buffers featuring
64K, 256K and I MB of buffering capacity. Designed
to solve widespread printing bottlenecks, these
buffers also function as protocol converters, allowing
otherwise incompatible hardware to work together.
They also serve as speed converters to accommodate
data transmission speeds ranging from 300 baud to
9,600 baud. This makes the buffers adaptable to many
diverse hardware configurations, including serial connections to printers, plotters, terminals, modems and
most RS-232C serial devices.
In addition, the DMB Series buffer5 offer bidirectional communications capability most commonly
used with modems and plotters. They can also accept
and retain incoming information even when the host
device is offline.
$199 retail; DMB-64ES (64K)
$349 retail; DMB-256ES (256K)
$649 retail; DMB-IMES (1 MB)
Kansai International; 3555 Voyager St., Ste. 20 I;
Torrance, CA 90503; 213-542-7626
DSC-202AITE
SCSI bus tracer/analyzer; SCSI device emulator
512K or larger Macintosh .
The DSC-202 is an independent, non-intrusive
SCSI bus tracer/analyzer and SCSI device emulator
(initiator/target). A non-intrusive tracer stores up to
32K events and records signal changes only.
Features include a time-stamping option that has
50ns resolution and a triggering capability with
pre/post-trigger using internal or external source. Up
to eight external signals can be parallel recorded and
setup and preprogrammed (emulator) routines are
saved in non-volatile EEPROM. A second serial 1/0
port on the unit can be used for a printer or connected
to the host.
$S,950 retail
Ancot Corp.; Mid-Peninsula Business Park; 1755 E.
Bayshore Rd., #!SA; Redwood City, CA 94063;
415-363-0667
DSC-302 SCSI Target Emulator/Error Generator
Allows comprehensive testing of SCSI Initiator
devices and systems
50-pin SCSI connector arul power +5V// .6 amp.
The DSC-302 SCSI Target Emulator allows comprehensive testing of SCSI Initiator devices and systems. It makes possible quick identification of
potential design or production problems that may

exist due to the difficulty of thorough testing and verification of margins and awkward timings.
The DSC-302 is configured as a random access
SCSI device. In addition to standard disk functions, it
may be programmed to simulate a wide range of
errors often seen in malfunctioning SCSI Targets.
Features include: supports SCSI standard as
defined by ANSI X3T9.2, including arbitration and
disconnect; 3.3 MB/sec asynchronous data transfer;
single-ended interface; l 2SK data buffer; selective
data errors; data handshake delays; spurious arbitration; byte, sector and LUN-related errors; and is easy
to install and operate.
$2,450 retail
Ancot Corp.; Mid-Peninsula Business Park; I755 E.
Bayshore Rd., #18A; Redwood City, CA 94063;
415-363-0667
EL4 SSTI And SL2120 SSTI Cash Drawers
Electronic cash drawers
Any Macintosh.
The EL4 SST! and SL2120 SST! Cash Drawers
are hardwood or steel electronic cash drawers
designed to operate from the same serial communications port as !he printer at a point-of-sale workstation.
The units are completely cabled to the system
requirements and ;ire available in popular colors with
a variety of removable money trays to suit specific
applications. ·
$450 each retail
Indiana Cash Drawer Co., Inc.; PO Box 236;
Shelbyville, IN 46176; 317-398-6643
FlashCard II
Forth coprocessor
Macintosh II.
FlashCard is a coprocessor board that' allows scientists, engineers, programmers and others to develop
applications using the Forth language. Software is
included for downloading programs and data from a
Macintosh II hard disk.
Using the Novix NC4016, FlashCard is capable
of executing a high-level Forth instruction in one
clock cycle, giving a user 5 to 10 million instructions
per second (MIPS) performance.
Options include a Flash AID converter, a highspeed parallel port and a high-speed serial port.
$1,495 retail; 5 MIPS version
$I ,995 retail; 10 MIPS version
CPSA; 166 South J St.; Livermore, CA 94550;
415-449-7744
FocalPoint
Peripheral sharing device
Macintosh Plus or larger.
FocalPoint allows multivendor desktop computers to transfer files, share printers or send output to
any printer, plotter, modem or other peripheral at any
time, as well as perform mail-merge functions inexpensively.
FocalPoint interconnects serial or parallel devices
allowing them to communicate with each other with
queuing and buffering for all. It can process data as
fast as 2,000 cps and comes with 256K (expandable
to 1 MB) of standard buffering memory.
FocalPoint adheres to both RS-232C serial and
Centronics parallel interface standards for connecting
microcomputers, modems and printers. It is machineindependent, compatible with all the major computer
environments, inclu<jing IBM PC/AT, Apple
Macintosh, DEC VAX systems and computers utilizing the Unix operating system.
$699 (256K) to $995 (I MB) retail
Wespercorp; 17032 Murphy; Irvine, CA 92714;
714-261-0606
Four+One
Provides four additional serial ports and a modem in
a single add-on board
Macintosh II.
The Four+One enhances the communication
capabilities of a Macintosh II in a business, scientific
or engineering environment by providing four additional serial ports and a modem in a single add-on
board. It fully supports both the standard Macintosh
operating system and A/UX.
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The additional serial ports can support the connection of various types of local devices. The connection of additional terminals can allow users to share
the resources of a Macintosh II, particularly in a software development or information retrieval application. In a laboratory environment, scientific
instruments can be connected to a Macintosh II to
collect real-time data for further processing. Two
Loca!Talk networks can also be connected via the
serial ports to provide a bridge so that assets such as
laser printers can be shared across networks. The
Four+One allows a Macintosh II to be attached to
several mainframes or information services simultaneously, providing the power to combine information
from up to four databases.
The 2,400-baud modem provides access to a variety of computer resources. Also, data that is accessible on other computer networks can be accessed and
transferred to a Macintosh II for review and further
processing. The modem can also be used to transmit
data to other networks or mainframes. By including
the modem on the Four+one communications board,
a serial port is reserved for other data communications needs.
Call for pricing
Tara Systems Corp.; 912 Santa Hidalga; Solana
Beach, CA 92075; 619-4Sl-7109
HTl
Hard drive tester; SCSI and ST-506
Hard disk drive.
The HTI serves several testing functions required
to repair or evaluate SCSI hard disk drives. It performs bench test functions, full Q.C. automatic test
(including media verify and read margin) and performs a simulated "actual in use" test. The automatic
test includes all diagnostic functions neede~ to fully
test a drive, incorporating error maps for better quality control and drive parameters. The "in use" test
simulates actual use and installation at the end-user
site, including high- and low-level format and longterm random read/write using actual data.
Two hundred drive types are built in and listed by
manufacturer. A separate internal power supply for
the drive under test is included.
$2,995 retail; SCSI "burst" code write mode available
on some drive models (call for list)
CAT Systems; 25050 Ave. Kearny, Ste. I JOA;
Valenci~. CA 91355; 805-295-8710

Hurdler II
Macintosh II NuBus add-on boards
Macintosh II.
The Hurdler is a series of add-on boards for a
Macintosh II.
Hurdler II converts NuBus to Intel/Zilog and
Motorola-compatible bus signals, provides 16 sources
of vectored interrupts, three 16-bit timers, an 8-bit
parallel port with four handshake lines and a large
wire wrap area. Significant signals are brought out to
wire wrap pins. A declaration ROM is provided that
may be replaced with up to SK or RAM for development purposes. The following Hurdler specific interfaces connect directly to the tailored bus and do not
include wire wrap sockets:
Hurdler-IOC Channel directly connects to a
Motorola 1/0 channel ribbon cable. Cards may be
mounted above the Hurdler card or in a separate
external chassis.
Hurdler-CPI directly drives a Centronics printer
port. A DB25 female connector, compatible with an
IBM PC standard Centronics cable, is provided.
Hurdler-HOS and HQS are dual and quad port
serial boards for a Macintosh II. The mini-DIN connectors and signals used on this interface are the same
as those provided with the Macintosh II.
Each Hurdler board is shipped with a configuration ROM that includes an appropriate driver for
the card.
$279 retail; Hurdler II (prototyping board)
$199 retail; Hurdler CPI (Centronics Parallel Printer
Interface)
$249 retail; Hurdler IOC (connects to Motorola IO
Channel)
·
$299 retail; Hurdler HOS (two serial ports)
$379 retail; Hurdler HQS (four serial ports)
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$149 retail; ROM Development Software System
Creative Solutions, Inc.; 4701 Randolph Rd., Ste. 12;
Rockville, MD 20S52; 30 l-9S4-0262 or
S00-367-S465 (orders)
Hurdler SE/30
Hardware development tools
Macintosh SE/30.
The Hurdler SE/30 Prototyper provides approximately 30 square inches of wire-wrap prototyping
space for the Mac SE/30. The card already has the
120-pin connector soldered on, and all signals are
brought out to pads suitable for the installation of . !inch wire-wrap or mass-termination posts.
The Hurdler SE/30 Extender extends the 120-pin
connector signals up to 2 inches and provides a rightangle connector so that during development, cards
may be installed horizonially (component side facing
up), extending out the right side of the open chassis.
$59.95 retail; Hurdler SE/30 Prototyper
$49.95 retail; Hurdler SE/30 Extender
Creative Solutions, Inc.; 4701 Randolph Rd., Ste. 12;
Rockville, MD 20S52; 30 l-9S4-0262 or
S00-367-S465 (orders)
HyperCable
Audfo connector that allows a telephone to be dialed
from a Macintosh
HyperCard.
HyperCable is an audio connector that allows a
telephone to be dialed from a Macintosh. It plugs into
the audio output jack on the rear of a Macintosh and
into the telephone jack. HyperCable works with
HyperCard.
$39 retail
Caseys' Page Mill; 652S S. Oneida C::t.; Englewood,
co SOill ; 303-220-1463
Hyper Dialer
Automatic telephone dialing device
Macintosh with I MB of RAM; BOOK floppy disk
drive; hard disk drive; HyperCard.
HyperDialer is an automatic telephone dialing
device that autodials any telephone number from
HyperCard or from HyperCard stackware.
It Connects to the audio port on any Macintosh
and can be connected to any telephone, including
multiline business phones, in less than a minute.
HyperDialer eliminates the need for a modem or dedicated phone line for automatic dialing.
$49.95 retail
DataDesk International; 9314 Eton Ave.; Chatsworth,
CA 91311; SIS-99S-4200 or S00-32S-2337
Infotek Other Hardware
Parallel port kit, sound digitizers, composition keyboard, video adapters, colorizing systems, etc.
512K or larger Macintosh.
Ultraport is a parallel port kit that allows attachment of an external hard disk.
Macdig and Macdig II are sound digitizers.
Macmusic is a keyboard and software that turns a
Macintosh into a synthesizer and composing system.
Stereomac consists of a stereo synthesizer, amplifier and speakers.
Macvid 2 is a composite video adapter that
mounts internally.
Laser-Kolor adds color and metallics to any laser
printer output.
Mac Emulator and MacDrive allow a user to run
most Macintosh software on an Atari ST. It also
allows the transfer of files between IBM 5.25-inch,
3.5-inch, Atari ST and Macintosh with no extra hardware.
Porta Mac Kit transforms a Macintosh to operate
away from power lines. It also serves as a UPS, despiker and interference eliminator. It can be recharged
from a car cigarette Ii5hter or wall socket.
$425 retail; Ultraport
$125 retail; Macdig sound digitizer
$145 retail; Macmusic

$74 retail; Stereomac
$119 retail; Macdig II
$159 retail; Macvid 2
$949 retail; Laser-Kolor (color and metallics on any
laser printer output)
$149 to $299 retail; MacEmulator and MacDrive
$350 retail; Porta Mac Kit
Infotek, Inc.; 56 Camille; E. Patchogue, NY 11772;
516-2S9-96S2
KroyColor; KroyColor Plus
Color processor
512K or larger Macintosh.
The KroyColor system brings the power of color
to desktop publishing and business communications
through a process compatible with virtually every
laser printer, including the Apple LaserWriter, and
most photocopiers that apply dry toner to the page.
There are 60 colors and metallic foils. The matte
and gloss colors range from a cool blue to a blazing,
fire engine red. The 14 metallic foils simulate foil
stamping on logos, invitations, letterhead, etc., and
range from polished gold and silver to burnished aluminum and copper.
After an original has been printed on a laser
printer or photocopier, a user inserts it into a sheet of
KroyColor transfer film , feeds it through the processor and peels away the transfer film.
When creating multicolor business graphics
(such as a pie chart with each slice a different color),
a user cuts pieces from various colors of transfer film
and places the pieces onto the areas of the graphic to
be highlighted.
The processor accepts materials up to 12-inches
wide. Transfer films are slightly larger than an S.5 by
I I-inch page, providing edge-to-edge coverage.
$1,295 retail; KroyColor
$S75 retail; KroyColor Plus
65 cents to 75 cents retail; per film sheet
Kroy, Inc.; 14555 N. Hayden Rd. ; Scottsdale,
AZ S5260; 602-94S-2222 or S00-521-4997
Lexi Link
High-speed coax and fiber-optic bus links for NuBus
and VMEBus systems
Macintosh II family.
LexiLink is a line of high-speed bus links that
transparently connect VMEBus and NuBus-based
systems via a pair of coax or fiber-optic cables. The
link allows numerous VMEBus-compatible board
level products and systems to work in conjunction
with the Macintosh II.
LexiLink,provides a connection with bus-coupling. Segments of one system's physical address
space are mapped to another system's address space.
The size, location and number of mapped segments
are determined through a programmable address
translation map. Once mapped, bus cycles to mapped
addresses are transmitted and regenerated on the
remote system. No high-overhead network protocols
or device driver changes are required.
The link consists of two printed circuit boards
and connecting cable, and may operate over 150 feet
(coax) or 2Km (fiber). The fiber link conforms to the
lowest levels of the FDDI standard.
$2,795 starting price retail
Lextel, Inc.; PO Box 306; Wakefield, MA OISSO;
617-245-5017
Mac Double D-D
Disk drive conversion
Any Macintosh.
Mac Double D-D/1600 is a disk drive conversion
from a Macintosh Plus or upgrade (l 2SK ROM) with
one disk drive to a unit with two SOOK front-mounted
disk drives. Price includes installation, parts and
labor.
Mac Double D-D/1200 is a disk drive conversion
from a I2SK or 5 I2K Macintosh with one internal
dis!< drive to a unit with one 400K disk drive and one
SOOK disk drive. The SOOK disk drive is the same as
in the Mac Double D-D/1600. Price also includes
installation, parts and labor.
$600 retail; D-D/1600 (conversion from Plus or
upgrade with one disk drive to two SOOK front-

mounted qisk drives); includes installation, parts and
labor
.
$530 retail; D-D/1200 (conversion from l 2SK or
5 l 2K with one internal disk drive to 400K disk drive
and SOOK disk drive); includes installation, parts and
labor
Custom Computer Co.; 3601 Parkview Ln., Ste. 1-C;
Irvine, CA 92715; 714-7S6-341S
MacAdios Analog Breakout System (ABO)
Low-cost analog breakout system for MacAdios II, Jr,
SE, Sain and J2E daughterboard
Macintosh SE or II; MacAdios hardware.
The MacAdios Analog Breakout Unit (ABO)
provides screw-terminal access to all analog signals
on the MacAdios II, Jr, SE, Sain and J2E daughterboard.
The MacAdios ABO is capable of supporting
eight differential or 16 single-ended analog inputs
and includes solder pads for easy attachment of user
components for bridge, current, resistance, RTD and
thermocouple measurements. An on-board, 4.000V
precision voltage reference and temperature-measuring circuit are used in various techniques to help measure temperature, force, acceleration, pressure and
velocity. Additionally, auto-calibration and noiseredtlction techniques allow the MacAdios ABO to
read voltages accurately to within tens of microvolts.
$190 retail
GW Instruments; 35 Medford St.; Somerville,
MA 02143; 617-625-4096
MacAdios Digital Breakout System (DBO)
Low-cost digital breakout system for MacAdios II, Jr,
SE and Sdio hardware
Macintosh SE or II; MacAdios hardware.
The MacAdios Digital Breakout Unit (DBO) provides screw-terminal access to digital input, digital
output and clock signals on MacAdios hardware systems. LEDs show the status of each digital data bit
and labels on the MacAdios DBO printed circuit
board assist a user in connecting to specific signals.
The MacAdios DBO enclosure resides outside of the
CPU and connects to MacAdios hardware via a 34wire ribbon cable.
$140 retail
GW Instruments; 35 Medford St.; Somerville,
MA 02143; 617-625-4096
MacCard
Magnetic card reader with a built in clock for
date/time registration, and with a keyboard for extra
code-input
5/2K or larger Macintosh.
MacCard is a magnetic card reader with a built in
clock for date/time registration, and with a keyboard
for extra code-input. The erasable memory can contain up to 512 registrations of date, time, card-identification and keyboard code. A network-connection
with a central Macintosh computer connects up to 20
MacCard boxes in one single communication line.
This makes it possible to have several registrationapplications within a company. The MacCard box can
be used for several control and registration applications, including stock-taking; presence-control; registration of time-depending data; cost/price calculation
for production, service, or repairs; product follow-up;
and quality control.
MacCard is available in two versions: One version for registration applications and another for control applications. The MacCard box can be used
online or offline. Oftline, the box works independently. Users have to read and fill the box periodically,
using the standard software. In this way the
Macintosh can be' used for other applications. Online,
the MacCard box sends entered data immediately to
the Macintosh. This way, it is possible to perform certain manipulations in a control file continuously. The
program that takes care of the immediate transmission of the entered data requires the continuous use of
a Macintosh.
$750 retail
Intersoft Electronics; Katersberg 4, 2440 Geel;
Belgium; 0!4-5S-64-63
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Macintosh Adapter Card
Disk drive test equipment
400K or BOOK disk drive.
The Macintosh Adapter Card, which works on
both the 400K and SOOK disk drives, allows users to
check-out and align these drives.
Included with the card is 11 pages of instructions
that include the adapter card theory of operation and
test procedures for use with all AVA products.
$285 retail
AVA Instrumentation, Inc.; 8010 Highway 9; Ben
Lomond, CA 95005; 408-336-2281
Maclvory
Low-end system for the delivery of symbolic processing applications
Macintosh II.
Maclvory is a low-end system for the delivery of
symbolic processing applications. The Maclvory
combines Symbolics' Ivory processor and Genera
symbolic processing environment with all the features of the Apple Macintosh II system.
The Maclvory runs all applications available for
the Macintosh, as well as powerful symbolic processing applications developed on Symbolics' 3600 series
of workstations and the XL400 system.
The standard Macivory consists of a Symbolics
add-in board containing the Ivory processor and
NuBus interface, Genera software, the Macintosh II
with 1 MB of memory, the Macintosh operating system and utilities, 8 MB of NuBus memory, the Apple
mouse and extended keyboard, a 12-inch
monochrome monitor and a 300 MB SCSI disk drive.
$23,000 retail; delivery system with monochrome
console
Symbolics, Inc.; 8 New England Executive Park;
Burlington, MA 01803; 818-998-3600
MacRecorder 2.0
Digital sound recorder device and software
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM recommended.
MacRecorder is an audio workshop that lets users
record, edit and play back live or prerecorded sounds
on a Macintosh.
The MacRecqrder Sound System includes the
MacRecorder sound digitizer and three s.oftware
packages: SoundEdit, HyperSound and the
·HyperSound Too)kit. The MacRecorder sound digitizer features a built-in microphone, mike jack, line-in
jack and input level control.
SoundEdit is a sound processing application that
allows users to record, edit and mix voice, music and
sound effects. HyperSound is a HyperCard stack that
works like a tape recorder. The HyperSound Toolkit
contains everything needed to make HyperCard
stacks that record and play sampled and compressed
sound.
$249 retail
Farallon Computing, Inc.; 2000 Powell St., Ste. 600;
Emeryville, CA 94608; 415-596-9000
MacSwitch
Peripheral-sharing device
Any Macintosh.
MacSwitch is an electronic peripheral-sharing
device designed for any multiuser Macintosh environment needing to share one serial device. It allows
four Macintosh computers to share one serial peripheral - a printer, modem or scanner - without having to change cables, buttons or dials.
The electronic data switch simultaneously monitors the four computers waiting for a command. Once
received, it will lock on to the transmitting computer
and send a busy signal to the other three. When the
task is completed, MacSwitch automatically resumes
monitoring all computers looking for the next command. The high-speed electronic switching of
MacSwitch meets the requirements of the high data
transfer rate of the serial ports, eliminating possible
interruption of data flow.

$390 retail
Data Spec; 9410 Owensmouth Ave.; Chatsworth,
CA 91311; 818-772-9977

MacTruck
Compiles trip and driver data
512K or larger Macintosh .
MacTruck is an electronic "black box" that can
be installed in a truck and later connected to a
Macintosh for compiling driver data such as wages,
and truck-trip data such as jobs performed.
The black box, which captures speed and RPM
signals and contains a clock chip, has sufficient memory to store 14 days worth of information.
A driver has no additional duties to perform, such
as pressing buttons, and cannot change the data stored
in the box.
To process data, the black box is connected to a
Macintosh, which reads the contents of the box 's
memory. Computer users can then check the data that
appears on their screens to see what jobs have been
done that day, week or other specified time periods.
Reports can be printed out detailing driver and
other specified technical data. Fuel consumption measurements are optional.
$280 retail; black box
$700 retail; software
Cotrama N.V.; Acaciastraat 23; 2440 Geel, Belgium;
014-30-9951

MaraThon Multi-Comm (MC)
Expansion card that adds three serial ports and one
parallel port to a Mac II
Macintosh II.
The MaraThon Multi-Comm (MC) is a NuBus
expansion card that adds three serial ports and one
parallel port to a Macintosh II. An RS-232C port, a
Centronics parallel port, and RS-530 and RS-449
connectors allow access to I!Umerous peripheral products that enhance a user 's workstation environment.
Software is included that provides full control of
the ports, as well as terminal emulation, file transfer
capability and parallel port dumping of text files.
$499 retail
Dove Computer Corp.; 1200 N. 23rd St.;
Wilmington, NC 28405; 919-763-7918 or
800-622-7627
MaraThon Serial/Parallel (SP)
Expansion card that provides one RS-232C standard
serial port and one Centronics parallel port
Macintosh fl family. .
The MaraThon S.erial/Parallel (SP) provides one
RS-232C standard serial port and one Centronics parallel port that allow a user to connect a Macintosh II
to a host of low-cost and fast printers.
Soft_ware is included that provides full control of
the ports, as well as terminal emulation, file transfer
capability and parallel port dumping of text files.
$299 retail
Dove Computer Corp.; 1200 N. 23rd St.;
Wilmington, NC 28405; 919-763-7918 or
800-622-7627

Master Switch
Versatile interface unit for sharing and networking
Serial and/or parallel port combinations.
Master Switch is a versatile connectivity product
for interconnecting computers and peripherals using
the common serial (RS-232) and parallel (Centronics)
interfaces of equipment. The switch accepts more
than 20 commands for controlling· the flow of data. It
supports operation automatically, by sending commands or by using interactive menus.
The unit is available in various models. Units can
have up to 17 serial or parallel ports, or a mix of serial and parallel ports. The base unit has 64K of memory expandable to 4 MB. Included with each unit is the
MasterLink utility disk. The disk contains a pop-up
program for computers to send commands or access
menus from the switch. The disk also contains utilities for batch file operation and cable testing.
Optional software allows background file transfer and
electronic mail and a data transfer rate of I 15.2K on
some models.
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Master Switch has an extensive feature set to
support printer and modem sharing, file transfer, port
contention, data collection and a number of other
applications. The buffer is dynamically allocated and
allows up to 64 jobs in its queue. A job control menu
can be accessed from each port to manipulate the
queue. A port connection menu can be accessed to
connect to a destination. The front panel displays
buffer capacity, data receive and transmit and data
flow conditions. A self-test diagnostic supports internal tnemory tests and port loopback tests.
$295 to $849 retail; two- to nine-port box (standard
series)
$695 to $1,895 retail; five- to 17-port box (network
series)
$395 to $949 retail; three- to nine-port box (universal
series)
Rose Electronics; 10850 Wilcrest, Ste. 900; Houston,
TX 77099; 713-933-7673 or 800-333-9343

Microtech 68030 Design Board Design board
Macintosh II; 16 MHz MC68030 coprocessor.
The Microtech 68030 Design Board is ideally
suited for those applications that require the advanced
features of the MC68030. A/UX users will appreciate
the on-board PMMU and developers and engineers
will be able to make use of Microtech 's unique
Software Analysis Circuitry, test points and status
LED indicators.
Programmers designing the next generation of
software for the Mac IIx, IIcx or SE/30 will find the
68030 Design Board an inexpensive alternative to
replacing their Macintosh Ils with newer systems.
$995 retail
Microtech International, Inc.; 158 Commerce St.;
East Haven, CT 06512; 203-468-6223 or
800-626-4 27 6
MixNet lx4
Allows users to plug four peripherals into one port
Macintosh Plus or large1:
MixNet Ix4 allows users to plug four different
peripherals into one of the Macintosh's external ports
and conveniently, manually switch between them.
The lx4 is 100 percent AppleTalk compatible.
$49 retail
Thor Manufacturing; PO Box 1742; Reno,
NV 89505; 702-324-6600 or 800-346-4694
Mouse Master
Mouse port expansion
Any Macintosh through Plus.
Mouse Master enables easy switching between
any one of three alternate input devices, sµch as a
joystick, mouse or trackball. The unit features an
LED display to show the input port selected and an
automatic reset that returns the device to the primary
port upon restart.
A collection of labels allow a user to choose their
own port identification, instead of the default "A B
C" identification.
$69.95 retail
Practical Solutions, Inc.; 1135 N. Jones Blvd.;
Tucson, AZ 85716; 602-322-6100
Multi-Port Unit
Intelligent serial device for point of sale and applications requiring multiple serial and parallel port
expansion
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Multi-Port Unit offers new options to
Macintosh users without internal computer modification. It is an intelligent serial device designed to complement POS/OE 4 Mac, Credit Card DA and Credit
Card Tools for point of sale and applications requiring multiple serial and parallel port expansion. The
Multi-Port Unit (Model MPU-004) attaches to the
Macintosh serial port and includes a credit card stripe
reader, Centronics compatible parallel port, built-in
300/1 ,200 baud modem, three serial ports and cash
drawer control ports in one compact unit. The Multi"
Port Unit (Model MPU-001) also includes a bar-code
reader, which offers quick sales entry and reads all
standard bar-code types. With POS/OE 4 Mac and the
Multi-Port Unit credit card stripe reader, customer
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information can be directly transferred into an invoice
and the authorization and bank deposit can be made
quickly using Electronic Data Capture.
$795 retail; Model MPU-004
$1,395 retail; Model MPU-001
E.E.S. Companies, Inc.; 2 Vernon St., Ste. 404;
Framingham, MA 01701; 508-653-691 l
NBP-32
32-bit parallel 1/0 board
Macintosh II, /Ix or llcx.
The NBP-32 is a high-speed 32-bit parallel I/0
board.
$495 retail
CPSA; 166South1 St.; Livermore, CA 94550;
415-449-7744
Paraline-SDlOM
SCSI single-ended to differential converter
Macintosh SE or II.
The Paraline-SD !OM allows users to connect differential SCSI devices to the single-ended Macintosh
SE and II SCSI port. It is a stand-alone external SCSI
converter box with it's own wall-mount power supply
that plugs into the standard Mac SCSI cable. This
allows for differential conversion without opening up
the Mac and voiding any warranties. The ParalineSD lOM is transparent and can be installed without
changes to any software.
Two Paraline-SD !OM converters can be used to
add the advantage of longer differential cables to single-ended SCSI devices. This allows single-ended
SCSI-based laser printers, scanners and drives to be
located up to 82 feet away from the Macintosh computer.
$375 retail .
Paralan Corp.; 7171 Ronson Rd.; San Diego,
CA 92lll ; 619-560-7266
Paraline-SF40 & SC20; Parahub4-SCH20 &
SFH20
SCSI bus extenders
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Paraline-SC20 and Paraline-SF40 are SCSI
bus extenders that eliminate SCSI cable limitations
and can drive SCSI communications up to l ,000 feet
through coax cable. The Paraline-SF40 also enables a
user to utilize the secure medium of Fiber Optic
cable.
Both the SC20 and SF40 extenders convert the
parallel SCSI signal levels to serial information and
transmit them at a rate of more than 100 megabits per
second to another Paraline extender box, where the
information is converted back to SCSI signals. The
two Paraline extenders communicate in full-duplex
mode and provide transparent communications for
the SCSI bus.
The Parahub4-SCH20 and Parahub4-SFH20 are
two additional products that support star configurations, where cabling requirements travel in four directions. Each product can interface with up to four
Paraline extender boxes and connect directly on a
SCSI bus or with other Parahub boxes to get star configurations for as many SCSI devices as required.
$820 each retail; SF40
$475 each retail; SC20
. $1, 195 each retail; SCH20
$2,625 each retail; SFH20
Paralan Corp.; 7171 Ronson Rd.; San Diego,
CA 92111; 619-560-7266 ·
Programmable Interface Module
Converts RS-232C serial input/output signals into
ADB protocol signals
Macintosh SE or II.
The Programmable Interface Module converts
RS-232C/422 serial input/output signals into Apple
Desktop Bus (ADB) protocol signals. This module
allows for the attachment of equipment that would
normally require use of a serial port or a system
expansion slot. The serial port interface supports

RTS/CTS and Xon/Xoff handshake protocols and
operates at standard serial rates and data formats from
110 to 9.6K. Other rates and protocols, as well as specialized data processing functions, can be provided
on a custom basis. Software drivers and tools provide
standard graphics input device interfaces and/or emulation of conventional serial port functionality.
Call for pricing; varies with customer application
Ruben Engineering; 60 Aberdeen Ave.; Cambridge,
MA 02138; 617-491-2400
Prom ice
Programmable read-only-memory in-circuit ROM
emulator
Any Macintosh .
Promice is a microprocessor-based in-circuit
ROM emulator. It allows developers to write, test and
debug ROM-resident' code for targercomputer modules without leaving their keyboard. The Promice
does not occupy any slots in the host Macintosh.
Downline loading of the ROM code takes place over
one RS-232C serial port. Once loaded, ROM software is immediately available to the target system
from the Promice through 24- or 28-pin ribbon cables
and connectors.
The system is a complete package that includes
hardware, cables, adapter, Macintosh host software
and an instruction manual. It can emulate virtually
any JEDEC ROM for 8-, 16- or 32-bit systems up to
8.0 megabit size. Custom models for non-standard
sizes, speeds and adapters are also available.
$495 starting price retail
Grammar Engine, Inc.; 3314 Morse Rd.; Columbus,
OH 43231 ; 614-471-1113
RXI0-16
Development board for Harris Semiconductor
Macintosh II, /Ix or llcx.
The RX 10-16 is a development board for Harris
Semiconductor, Inc. It features a RTX 2000 RISC
processor and supports 16-bit NuBus master/salve
interface.
$1,495 retail
CPSA; 166South1 St.; Livermore, CA 94550;
415-449-7744
Six-Port Auto Switch
Automatic smart switch and converter
512K or larger Macintosh.
The Six-Port Auto Switch is an intelligent switch
with a built-in converter. It has five bidirectional serial ports and one bidirectional parallel port. The unit
can be configured to connect any port to any port,
regardless of its interface.
No physical interaction is required for multiple
channel selection because the automatic features
replace A-B-C-D switch boxes.
Its built in Universal Interface Converter allows
serial computers to use parallel printers or parallel
computers to use serial printers.
$465 retail
Reliable Communications, Inc.; 20111 Stevens Creek
Blvd., Ste. 100; Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996-0230
Smarthome I
Home control; security system
512K or larger Macintosh.
Smarthome I is a home-control unit and security
system that links a Macintosh running Smartpanel
software with radio, telephone and power-line carrier
technologies to produce a wireless system that can
enhance a user 's safety, security, energy savings,
appliance and light control and convenience. The
computer can be used for normal functions while the
Smarthome carries on its monitoring duties.
$350 retail
CyberLynx Computer Products, Inc.; 2885 E. Aurora ·
Ave., Ste. 13; Boulder, CO 80303; 303-444-7733
SmartStrip
Microprocessor-controlled power outlet strip and
application program
Macintosh Plus, SE or SE/30.
The SmartStrip is a microprocessor-controlled
power outlet strip and application program. The
SmartStrip has three basic functions. First, set an

alarm to tum on a Macintosh, launch·an application,
wait a programmed time period and then shutdown.
This function allows users to tum on their Mac unattended, 24 hours a day. It is ideal for unattended tape
backup or file transfers. Second, tum a Mac on with a
phone call, launch a communications program, look
for the end of the communications, then shut down
the Mac. This is ideal for file transfers, Carbon Copy
Mac or Timbuktu. Third, provide a power sequence
for a Mac and peripherals when the Mac turns on. For
example, tum the hard drive on, wait 20 seconds,
then tum the Mac on. Power sequencing is provided
for the alarm and telephone functions listed.
$279.95 retail
MacSema; 29383 Lamb Dr.; Albany, OR 97321;
503-757-1520 or 800-344-7228
SuperServer
Parallel-processing expansion chassis
Macintosh II with Translink card installed; IBM
PS/2 with RISC/ink adapter or Sun workstation.
SuperServer is a parallel-processing expansion
chassis based on the INMOS Transputer family of 32bit RISC processors. It complements the original
TransLink product line, which supports up to 20
transputers on NuBus cards inside the Mac II or Ilx.
The SuperServer also supports the RISClink card for
the IBM PS/2.
The SuperServer is intended to network up to 128
transputers in a plug-and-play external package that
integrates with Levco's existing transputer-based
hardware and software development environment.
The SuperServer is modular in design and supports
from one to 128 processors.
$20,000 to $I 00,000 retail; price varies_with configuration
Levco Sales; 6181 Cornerstone Ct. E, Ste. 101; San
Diego, CA 92121 ; 619-457-2011
Systemizer Plus
Networkable peripheral sharing device, up to l MB
of buffering/spooling per user, capable of parallel or
serial operation (or conversion), file transfer, E-mail
and data translation
Any Macintosh; any RS-232C serial or centronics
parallel device.
The Systemizer Plus is a small modem-sized
desktop device used to form a distributed peripheral
sharing network. Up to 31 users, when each is
equipped with a Systemizer Plus, can share access to
as many as 31 printers, plotters and modems, as well
as exchange E-mail and data files.
.
Features include: an increase in the number of
possible computers per network from 15 to 31 ; spooling and cache buffer capacity up to l MB per user;
front-panel push-button access to eight peripherals
instead of four; support for true Xon/Xoff handshaking on both input and output; provisions for bidirectional data transmission; the ability to share modems;
a data-file transfer capability; an E-mail capability;
data translation for adapting incompatible software
and hardware; macro-function keys for sending control code sequences to printers; a number of emulation modes to facilitate buffering of plotters; a
user-definable operating personality; an EEPROM for
storing data translations, macros and personality set- .
tings; most of the original Systemizer's custom ROM
options are now built in; and an optional print-server
mode for use when a Systemizer Plus is located at a
remote printer (up to 1,200 feet away).
$399 retail
ConnExperts; 8333 Douglas Ave., Ste. 700; Dallas,
TX 75225; 214-739-420Q or 800-433-5373
Tefax System Model RA2110M
Facsimile transceiver
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; 20 MB
hard disk drive.
The Tefax System is a desktop facsimile
transceiver that combines five integrated functions:
facsimile, scanner, line printer, modem and computer
interface using built-in copier, scan mechanism, thermal print head and electronics.
The unit provides high-speed and high-resolution
(200 dpi and 16-level halftone) document image
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scanning, computer editing, printing, copying, transmission and reception of text, half-tone images and
graphics.
$1 ,595 retail; includes BackFax
Relisys; 320 S. Milpitas Blvd.; Milpitas, CA 95035;
408-945-9000
TFLX
Telephone information control that handles all incoming or outgoing voice and touch-tone applications
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; 20 MB
hard disk drive; ordinary touch-tone telephone's RJ11 wall jack.
TFLX is a hardware/software product that handles almost any business operation that uses the
phone, including telemarketing, market research,
opinion polls, surveys, technical support, voice mail
and data communications. It also works with video
phones, so voice mail can become video mail. A
database of pictures can also be available to callers.
Pictures can be edited, merged, copied and combined
with text. TFLX is linked with a telephone and a
Macintosh computer, and is not limited to one task. It
can implement and manage ·a wide group of major
business tasks by itself, without the need for
supervision.
TFLX can talk and interact with customers,
clients, suppliers, employees and the public. TFLX
uses Voice Merge to utilize data file information, such
as names, prices, discounts, greetings, special messages, dates and times, and merges them into spoken
messages or replies. TFLX can also handle voice mail
applications with almost unlimited mail boxes.
The TFLX software is a graphic language. Icons
representing tasks are linked together in a flowchart
pattern to create scripts. What users see is what the
program does. No programming experience is necessary. There are 27 task icons available. Some examples are: answer phone, which answers incoming
calls; database, which appends or searches data files;
dial out, which dials phone numbers from a database
and responds to signals, carrier tones and voices; and
global clock, which sets the timing for tasks by day,
week, year, hour or minute.
TFLX also provides a Hayes-compatible
300/1 ,200-baud modem. An appliance control center
can operate remote-control appliances.
TFLX supplies digitized natural-sound recordings of many often-used words. A variety of words
are also available on pre-set Macintalk versions. In
addition to the computer generated Macintalk voice,
phrases or messages can be recorded through a
microphone or over the telephone. TFLX can easily
be designed to give callers a choice of languages.
$2,995 retail
Magnum Software; 21115 Devonshire St., Ste. 337;
· Chatsworth, CA 91311; 818-700-0510
Two+ Two
Provides four additional serial ports in a single addon board
Macintosh fl.
The Two+Two enhances the communications
capabilities of a Macintosh II in a business, scientific
or engineering environment by providing four additional serial ports in a single add-on board. It fully
supports the standard Macintosh operating system.
The additional serial ports can support the connection of various types of local devices. In industrial
control applications, a Macintosh II can process information for sensors and data acquisition equipment to
communicate over RS-422 serial connections. The
connection of additional terminals can allow users to
share the resources of a Macintosh II, particularly in a
software-development or information-retrieval application. In a laboratory environment, scientific instruments can be connected to a Macintosh II to collect
real-time data for further processing. With additional
software, two LocalTalk networks can also be connected via t.he serial ports to provide a bridge so that
assets, such as laser printers, can be shared across

networks. The Two+Two allows a Macintosh II to be
attached to several mainframes or information services simultaneously, providing the power to combine
information from several databases on different host
computers.
Call for pricing
Tara Systems Corp.; 912 Santa Hidalga; Solana
Beach, CA 92075; 619-481-7109
Universal 8/16-Bit Cross-Development Kit
Gives developers the capability of using a Macintosh
to assemble and test source programs
Macintosh Plus or larger.
.
The Universal-Cross-Development Kits include a
table driven cross assembler and a Memulator II or
Memulator 16 in-circuit EPROM emulator. Full
instructions are included for updating existing
instruction tables or creating new·ones.
The Universal Cross Assembler includes instruction tables and example source programs for the following microprocessors: 64180, 68000, 6801/3, 6805,
630 I, 6502, 8086, 8048, 7000, COP800, Z80, 8088,
6809, SUPER 8, 68HC II, 8051, 3870, 65816, 8085,
ZS, 8096 and 40C50.
The Universal Cross Development Kit gives
developers the capability of using a Macintosh to
assemble and test source programs for virtually any
microprocessor/controller with 24 or less address bits.
The Memulator II single and Memulator 16 dual incircuit EPROM emulators eliminate the need for
burning EPROMs during an applications development cycle by allowing a user to download the ourput
of their assembler or compiler directly into the target
EPROM socket via the Macintosh's modem port. The
Memulator II and 16 emulate JEDEC standard 2716
through 27256 type devices and features a I50ns
access time. Faster access times are also available.
, Both the Universal Cross-Assembler aI]d
Memulator 1[/16 support industry standard Intel hex,
Motorola S-record and straight binary formats. These
ourput file formats are compatible with most serial
EPROM programmers.
$725 retail; 8-bit
$1 ,795 retail; 16-bit
Macrochip Research, Inc.; 130 I Denton Dr., Ste. 204;
Carrollton, TX 75006; 214-446-9906
Voice Navigator And Voice Navigator XA
Personal voice recognition system
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM (2 MB
strongly recommended); hard disk drive.
The Voice Navigator is a personal voice recognition system. A Macintosh equipped with Voice
Navigator hardware and software can respond to a
user's spoken commands to select menus, respond to
dialogs, activate buttons and enter text, all in an
affordable entry-level system.
Two models are available: the Voice Navigator
with a 200-word active vocabulary and the Voice
Navigator XA with 1,000 words active. However, the
total number of words for a particular application can
be significantly larger, because word lists are structured into hierarchical word sets, each of which can
have a maximum of 200 or 1,000 words.
ln addition, the company offers a developer
toolkit for application developers who wish to include
voice recognition in their products. The toolkit
includes libraries and source code for the speech
drivers (LightspeedC), a compiler for writing files to
incorporate voice recognition with any application,
source files to compile word lists for specific applications, HyperCard XCMDs and XFCNs and a complete reference manual.
The Voice Navigator system uses state-of-the-art
voice recognition techniques. Because each user
trains the vocabulary to his or her particular speech
patterns and language, the recognizer consistently
produces high-quality speech recognition with any
user, accent and language.
$1,295 retail; Voice Navigator
$1,795 retail; Voice Navigator XA
$500 retail; Developer's Toolkit
Articulate Systems, Inc.; 99 Erie St.; Cambridge,
MA 02139; 617-876-5236
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Wake Up!
NuBus card that turns on a Macintosh to perform
unattended tape backup or file transfers
Macintosh fl or larger.
Wake Up! turns on a Macintosh II, !Ix or !lex in
the middle of the night to take care of telecommunications, tape backup and other tasks. It also allows
auto-restart after power failures for server systems.
Wake Up! can be set to wake a Macintosh anytime
and with multiple alarms during any day. The card
occupies one NuBus slot and comes with an application program. When the Wake Up! turns on a
Macintosh, it issues a control key that may be used
with keyboard macro programs, such as QuicKeys or
Tempo. When a task is complete, the Macintosh is
automatically shut down.
$199.95 retail
MacSema; 29383 Lamb Dr.; Albany, OR 97321 ;
503-757-1520 or 800-344-7228
X-10
Home control interface
Any Macintosh; external disk drive or hard disk
drive.
The X-10 Home Control Interface is a "timer"
that is programmed from a Macintosh and then disconnected. The computer can then be turned off or
used for other applications. The interface does not tie
up the computer. It sends digital signals over existing
house writing to control lights and appliances
plugged into "modules" to provide home convenience, security, safety and energy savings. It comes
complete with software, connecting cable and battery
backup.
The Appliance Module controls TVs, stereos,
coffee pots, etc.; the Lamp Module controls lamps up
to 300 watt; and the Wall Switch Module controls
outdoor or indoor security lights up to 500 watt.
$69.99 retail; Home Control Interface
$14.99 each module retail; Appliance, Lamp, Wall
Switch
X-10 (USA), Inc.; 185A Legrand Ave.; Northvale,
NJ 07647; 201-784-9700 or 800-526-0027
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AppleTalk Gateways
Adaptec Nodem LAN Interface Unit
SCSI to Ethernet external Macintosh controller
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Nodem LAN Interface Unit (LIU) is an
external Ethernet interface for Macintosh computers
that interfaces to the Mac through the SCSI port.
With the Nodem LIU, users can connect the
Macintosh Plus and Portable, which have no internal
slots for add-on cards, to Eihemet. In addition, the
Mac SE and SE/30 can be interfaced to Ethernet
without using an internal card that would occupy the
only free slot available on these product models.
The Nodem is available in three different cabling
configurations: thick Ethernet, thin Ethernet and
SynOptics twisted pair.
$545 to $645 suggested retail
Adaptec, Inc. ; 691 S. Milpitas Blvd.; Milpitas,
CA 95035; 408-945-2518
BroadTalk To LocalTalk Gateway
Provides high-speed connectivity between BroadTalk
and LocalTalk
Loca/Talk and broadband cabling; Macintoshes or
PCs or any Loca/Talk equipment.
The BroadTalk Gateway provides high-speed data
communications capability between BroadTalk and
LocalTalk cabling. The BroadTalk Gateway, which
installs between the cable types, does not require any
external equipment or additional software.
The BroadTalk Gateway supports AppleTalk
zones and TCP/IP protocols, allows connectivity over
the broadband IBM PC Network and uses standard
Ethernet networking packets.
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AppleTalk Gateways
$2,985 retail
Cactus Computer, Inc.; 1120 Metrocrest Dr., Ste. 103;
Carrollton, TX 75006; 214-416-0525
Com Talk
AppleTalk internetwork router with gateway access
to other systems
Macinwsh Plus or larger.
ComTalk is a modular, high-performance
AppleTalk internetwork router with gateway access to
other systems. ComTalk's local router function connects Ethernet, Token Ring and up to six PhoneNet
(or LocalTalk) networks, and delivers very high
throughputs.
A remote WAN option connection up to two
remote LocalTalk, EtherTalk or TokenTalk networks
via high-speed synchronous links (56 Kbps to 1.544
Mbps)_with high throughputs (95 percent at 56 Kbps;
90 percent at Tl rates).
ComTalk's gateway options include four network
accessible asynchronous ports for shared access to
high-speed modems and X.25 PADs, and a TCP/IP
gateway function (NCSA Telnet and CAP compatible) for access to TCP/IP network resources.
ComTalk supports both Phase 1 and Phase 2 networks, and can be configured with multiple functions.
A comprehensive Internet Manager desktop accessory is included with every unit.
$5,000 starting price retail
APT Communications, Inc.; 9607 Dr. Perry Rd. ;
ljamsville, MD 21754; 301-831-1182
EMAC SpeedLink
Ethernet controller
Macintosh SE or larger.
The EMAC Sp.eedLink allows a Macintosh to
communicate with other computers on high-speed
Ethernet networks. It conforms with IEEE 802.3 standards and comes standard with thick and thin
Ethernet connector ports.
The SpeedLink fully supports Ethertalk 2.0,
AppleShare, Tops and Novell and the A/UX operating system, as well as industry-standard protocols,
such as TCP/IP, DECnet and NFS.
$549 retail; SpeedLink/NB, SpeedLink/SE or
SpeedLink/SE/30
EMAC, a Division ofEverex Systems, Inc.; 48431
Milmont Dr.; Fremont, CA 94538; 800-821-0806,
ext. 2222
Ether+
Macintosh/SCSI link to Ethernet
512KE or larger Macintosh.
Ether+ integrates any SCSI-equipped Macintosh
directly into Ethernet environments. Ether+ provides
users with a high-speed connection that exceeds
AppleTalk speeds.
Add-in interface cards or gateway devices are not
required, because the Ether+ box cable connects to
the external SCSI port of a Macintosh or as an SCSI
peripheral in a chain.
Conforming to Apple's network driver specification, Ether+ communicates with networking software
such as AppleShare, Tops, Novell, Pacer, Alisa and
others.
Support for both thin and thick-wire Ethernet
connections is provided.
$495 retail
Compatible Systems Corp.; PO Drawer 17220;
Boulder, CO 80308; 303-444-9532 or 800-356-0283
Ether2
High-speed Ethernet board
Macintosh 11 family.
Ether2 is a full -featured NuBus card for the
Macintosh II family. It provides users with a highspeed connection that exceeds AppleTalk speeds.
Ether2 supports both thick and thin-wire Ethernet and
comes complete with management software that aids

in installing the Ether2 hardware, provides statistical
information on Ethernet performance and allows
loopback diagnostic tests to be run on the Ether2
hardware. Conforming to Apple's network driver
specification, Ether2 communicates with networking
software such as AppleShare, Tops, Novell and
NCSA Telnet to run at full Ethernet speeds.
$395 retail
Compatible Systems Corp.; PO Drawer 17220;
Boulder, CO 80308; 303-444-9532 or 800-356-0283
EtherGate
EtherTalk/LocalTalk/Serial gateway
Macintosh Plus or larger; EtherTalk and/or
loca/Talk network.
EtherGate is an EtherTalk/LocalTalk/Serial gateway consisting of one thick Ethernet port and one
thin Ethernet port (only one of which is used at a
time) and two serial/LocalTalk ports. Each of the serial ports can be used for a LocalTalk connection, a
serial device connection or a wide area networking
connection. Users can customize the EtherGate to
provide combinations of EtherTalk/LocalTalk routing, serial device sharing over EtherTalk and
LocalTalk, wide area networking between remote
EtherTalk/LocalTalk internetworks and dial-in network access from a remote Macintosh or PC.
$2,399 retail
Shiva Corp.; 155 Second St.; Cambridge,
MA 02141 ; 617-864-8500
Ether Link/NB
Ethernet adapter
Macintosh 11.
The EtherLink/NB Ethernet adapter is a high-perfonnance network interface for connecting a
Macintosh II to local-area networks operating with
3Com's 3+ or Apple's AppleShare networking operating systems. It is designed for providing high perfonnance using Ethernet coaxial and/or twisted pair
(standard telephone) wiring.
The EtherLink/NB is IEEE 802.3-compatible for
use in a single NuBus slot of a Macintosh II. It
includes an on-board transceiver for cost-effecti~e and
convenient connection to thin Ethernet 10 megabit/second baseband coaxial networks, as well as connection
to the 3Com PairTamer for twisted-pair wiring.
$595 retail
3Com Corp.; 3165 Kifer Rd.; Santa Clara,
CA 95052; 408-562-6400 or 800-638-3266
EtherLink/SE
Ethernet adapter
Macintosh SE; 3+0pen For Macintosh, AppleShare
or NetWare For Macintosh.
The EtherLink/SE Ethernet adapter is a high-performance network interface for connecting Macintosh
SE compute.rs to local-area networks. With
EtherLink/SE, users can transfer data for AppleTalkcompatible applications over the network at high
Ethernet speeds - 10 megabits per second, compared to 230 kilobits per second for LocalTal.k. The
adapter operates with either the 3Com 3+,
AppleShare, Tops or any other Ethernet-compatible
network operating system.
EtherLink/SE is installed in the single expansion
slot on the Macintosh SE. It includes an on-board
transceiver for cost-effective and convenient connection to thin Ethernet cable. In addition, the adapter
can be connected to telephone twisted-pair wiring
through 3Com MultiConnect products, offering a
convenient migration path from popular LocalTalk
implementations to high-speed Ethernet.
$595 retail
3Com Corp.; 3165 Kifer Rd.; Santa Clara,
CA 95052; 408-562-6400 or 800-638-3266
FastNet Ill
EtherTal.k-compatible Ethernet adapter, 020 accelerator, additional RAM
Macinwsh 11, llx or /Jex; Ethernet!Cheapernet Loca/Area Network.
As a communications controller, FastNet III is an
Ethernet adapter for a Macintosh II that accommodates numerous local-area network protocols, such as
DECnet, TCP/IP, AppleTalk/Ethe.rnet and others.

For users who don 't need the additional processing power of an intelligent controller, FastNet III 's
NuBus connection provides the speed to support a
variety of network applications.
Users can control network file transfers, file
access, program launching, tenninal emulation and
various task-to-task transactions.
$599 retail
Dove Computer Corp.; 1200 N. 23rd St.;
Wilmington, NC 28405; 919-763-7918 or
800-622-7627
.
FastNet SCSI Network Interface
Intelligent SCSI gateway to a variety of local area
networks
Macintosh Plus or large1:
.
The FastNet local-area network product provides
an intelligent controller between SCSI ports and most
popular local area network systems.
The product is offered for direct connection to
Ethernet, Cheapernet (thin wire Ethernet), DECnet
and other networks.
$1,249 retail; starting price with Cheapernet
transceiver
$1,349 retail; with thick wire transceiver
Dove Computer Corp.; 1200 N. 23rd St.;
Wilmington, NC 28405; 919-763-7918 or
800-622-7627
.
FastNet SE
EtherTalk-compatible Ethernet adapter
Macintosh SE; Ethernet!Cheapernet Local-Area
Network.
As a communications controller, FastNet SE is an
Ethernet adapter for a Macintosh SE that accommodates numerous local-area network protocols, such as
DECnet, TCP/IP, AppleTalk/EtherTalk and others.
Users can control network file transfers, file
access, program launching, terminal emulation and
various task-to-task transactions.
'
$599 retail
Dove Computer Corp.; 1200 N. 23rd St.;
Wilmington, NC 28405; 919-763-7918 or
800-622-7627
FastNet SE/30
Ethernet adapter
Macintosh SE/30; Ethernet!Cheapernet local-Area
Network.
The FastNet SE/30 is an Ethernet adapter for the
Macintosh SE/30 that accommodates numerous localarea networking protocols, such as DECnet, TCP/IP,
AppleTalk/EtherTalk and others.
Users can control network file transfers, file
access, program launching, terminal emulation and
various task-to-task transactions.
$599 retail
Dove Computer Corp.; 1200 N. 23rd St.;
Wilmington, NC 28405; 919-763-7918 or
800-622-7627
The GatorBox
AppleTalk to Ethernet gateway
Any number of Macintoshes on a l oca/Talk network
and any number of NFS servers (including Macintosh
Ifs with AIUX) on Ethernet or thin Ethernet.
The GatorBox is an AppleTalk to Ethernet gateway that connects Macintoshes with networks of
workstations and minicomputers from Apollo, Digital
(VAXs) and others. It supports both third-party networking software and GatorShare software.
Key features include: integrates Macintosh networks into multivendor Ethernet networks; supports
powerful network services, so users can share files,
printers and electronic mail throughout the organization; runs GatorShare software and acts as a full file
sharing gateway to NFS computers from Sun, Apollo,
Digital, Silicon Graphics, Pyramid, Nixdorf, Sequent,
Hewlett-Packard and others; perfonns AppleTalk
routing so applications like Tops, AppleShare,
QuickMail or Microsoft Mail run transparently over
Ethernet; and supports TCP/IP so Macintosh users
can log into TCP/IP hosts.
$2,795 retail
Cayman Systems, Inc.; 26 Landsdowne St.;
Cambridge, MA 02139; 617-494-1999
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GatorCard E/Il
Connects Macintosh to thick or thin Ethernet
Macintosh II family.
GatorCard E/11 connects any Macintosh II, llx,
!lex or !lei directly to thick or thin Ethernet.
Key features include: lets a user's Macintosh
communicate with Macintoshes and other computers
using industry standard EtherTalk, TCP/IP and
DECnet protocols; plugs into NuBus slot and provides high-speed access to standard or thin wire
Ethernet; compatible with popular networking software for file sharing, printing and electronic mail;
and includes Telnet software for logging into computers that support TCP/IP from the Macintosh.
$595 retail
Cayman Systems, Inc.; 26 Landsdowne St.;
Cambridge, MA 02139; 617-494-1999
ff-Server
Synchronous remote AppleTalk NetAccess bridge
512K or larger Macintosh.
H-Server allows users to dial connect two remote
AppleTalk networks at synchronous speeds up to
64,000 bits/second. H-Server provides user passwords and zone cloaking. It can connect through
complex paths, such as PBX, satellite, etc., and autoconnects through fractional Tl channels, ISON, DDS
and Accunet direct lines, microwave, satellite, etc.
Output is V.35 or RS-232 and compatible with
V.22bis and V.32 modems, DSU/CSUs and ISON
RS-232 terminal adapters.
$2, 195 retail
Solana Electronics; 7124 Convoy Ct.; San Diego,
CA 92111; 619-573-0800
I-Server
Local AppleTalk bridge/router
512K or larger Macintosh.
I-Server is an inter-network server that allows
more than 2 million connections on an AppleTalk network. Each I-Server bridges two AppleTalk networks, effectively doubling the number of connected
devices. As many as 65,000 networks can be interconnected in this way, with a local network administrator determining how they are connected and
establishing names and zones.
I-Server operates on standard AppleTalk software
and is completely transparent to the user. It conforms
to all AppleTalk protocol specifications. The compact
I-Server comes with two mini DIN 8-pin connectors
(one for each network). Seven front-panel indicators
show activity on both networks.
$695 retail
Solana ElectroniGS; 7124 Convoy Ct.; San Diego,
CA 92111; 619-573-0800
IPT 1000
Ethernet board
Macintosh SE.
The IPT 1000 is an affordable Ethernet interconnect for the Macintosh SE. With the IPT I000, a user
can network the Macintosh SE with any other
machine using Ethernet that has either an Internet
Protocol or EtherTalk device driver.
The 10 Mbits-per-second board works with
AppleTalk and Ethernet. It can be used to link
Macintoshes to Unix workstations or to boost the
speed of AppleShare.
$495 retail
Information Presentation Technologies, Inc.; 5000 N.
Parkway Calabasas, Ste. 304; PO Box 8609;
Calabasas, CA 91302; 818-347-7791
MacCon
Ethernet interface cards
Macintosh SE or large1:
The MacCon SE/E, SE 30/E and fl/E are
Ethernet interface cards for the Macintosh SE, SE/30
and fl. They allow Macintoshes to access Ethernet

networks consisting of Macintoshes, PCs and compatibles via enhanced thin Ethernet cable, enabling
network operation at distances of up to 305 meters.
Connecting up to 100 nodes per segment, the cards
support the most popular network operating systems,
including AppleShare, NetWare For The Macintosh
and Tops. The MacCon series comply with all IEEE
802.3 Ethernet standards and Apple's Macintosh
Add-on Specifications.
The MacCon SE 30/E offers a twisted pair option
and accepts Intel Corp. 's twisted pair Ethernet (TPE)
networking module.
$395 retail; MacCon SE/E
$595 retail; MacCon SE 30/E
$595 retail; MacCon II/E
.
Asante Technologies, Inc.; 1050 E. Duane Ave.,
Ste. G; Sunnyvale, CA 94086; 408-736-3360
Macintosh II EtherTalk Interface Card
Provides a Macintosh II with a direct connection to
existing Ethernet-based networks
Macintosh II.
The EtherTalk Interface Card provides direct
connectivity to Ethernet-based networks for the
Macintosh II. The card offers a higher-performance
cabling scheme for AppleTalk networks by supporting AppleTalk protocols running over Ethernet.
$699 retail
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996-10 IO
NetAxcess
Gateway that connects AS/400s and System/3Xs to
AppleTalk Macintoshes
Macintosh If; System/Finder 6.0.3 or later;
AppleTalk network; IBM AS/400 or System 36138;file
transfer software utility.
NetAxcess is a gateway solution that lets an
entire AppleTalk network access an IBM AS/400 or
System/3X. Users plug the NetAxcess NuBus card
into any Macintosh II and install the NetAxcess software. They are then ready to integrate IBM data on
any Macintosh on the netw.ork.
Net.Axcess brings the following benefits to all of
the Macintoshes on a network: AppleTalk connection
to an IBM AS/400 or System/3X; use of existing
Loca!T~lk, EtherTalk or TokenTalk cabling;
HyperCard interface allows transparent database
access; simple file transfer access to the host 's mass
storage capabilities; use of a Macintosh as an IBM
terminal; use of a LaserWriter or ImageWriter as an
IBM System/3X printer; and works with MultiFinder,
AppleShare, electronic mail packages and many other
Macintosh networking products.
$3,995 retail
Andrew/KMW Systems Corp.; 6034 W. Courtyard
Dr.; Austin, TX 78730; 512-338,3000 or
800-531-5167
NetBridge
Expands the efficiency of AppleTalk networks
beyond the normal 32 users; can also be used to connect separate local networks
512K or larger Macintosh.
The NetBridge expands the efficiency of
AppleTalk networks beyond the normal 32 users and
allows large and efficient networks to be built.
The NetBridge combines two small networks into
one complete internetwork. Or a user can split a saturated network into two, creating room for more workstations and peripherals and allowing the network to
be up to twice as long from end to end.
.
The NetBridge includes the Internet Manager that
allows configurations for zones and Zone Access
Privileges. With the Internet Manager, an entire
AppleTalk system can be monitored and manipulated
from any Macintosh on the network.
$499 retail
Shiva Corp.; 155 Second St.; Cambridge,
MA 02141 ; 617-864-8500
Novell EtherPort II
Ethernet controller
Macintosh If.
The EtherPort II is an Ethernet controller for
a Macintosh II. Software allows the EtherPort-
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equipped Macintosh II to communicate with a diverse
range of Ethernet-based computer systems from the
IBM PC to the Cray 2, Digital's VAX and
MicroVAX, and Unix systems including Pyramid and
Sun Microsystems computers. EtherPort II software
is based on AppleTalk, TCP/IP, DECnet and OSI protocols, with other protocol support planned.
The EtherPort II is compatible with other Novell
products, which may complement each other in the
same network environment.
$595 retail
Novell, Inc.; 122 East 1700 South; Provo, UT 84606;
801-379-5900 or 800-526-5463
Novell EtherPort.IIL
Ethernet controller
Macintosh II.
The EtherPort IIL is an Ethernet controller for a
Macintosh fl. Developed in conjunction with
SynOptics Communications, Inc., the EtherPort IIL is
an integration of Syn Optics' chip-level unshielded
twisted-pair implementation of its LattisNet I0
megabit per second (10 Mb/s) Ethernet transceiver
onto Novell's Ethernet network interface cards for a
Macintosh II. With an installed EtherPort IlL, a
Macintosh II can connect directly into a LattisNet
Ethernet network through a standard RJ-45 data communications connector.
The EtherPort IIL offers the same functionality
with a LattisNet Ethernet network as the EtherPort !I
does with coaxial cable Ethernet networks.
The EtherPort !IL is compatible with other versions of Novell's hardware products and third-party
connectivity software.
$645 retail
Novell, Inc.; 122 East 1700 South; Provo, UT 84606;
801-379-5900 or 800-526-5463
Novell EtherPort SE
Ethernet controller
Macintosh SE.
The EtherPort SE is an Ethernet controller for
Macintosh SE.
Software allows the EtherPort-equipped
Macintosh SE to communicate with a diverse range
of Ethernet-based computer systems, from the IBM
PC to the Cray 2, Digital's VAX and MicroVAX, and
Unix systems including Pyramid and Sun
Microsystems computers. EtherPort SE software is
based on AppleTalk, TCP/IP, DECnet and OSI protocols, with other protocol support planned.
The EtherPort SE is compatible with other
Novell products, which may complement each other
in the same network environment.
$595 retail
Novell, Inc.; 122 East 1700 South; Provo, UT 84606;
801-379-5900 or 800-526-5463 ·

a

Novell EtherPort SE/30
Ethernet controller
Macintosh SE/30.
The EtherPort SE/30 is an Ethernet controller for
the Macintosh SE/30. Software allows the EtherPortequipped Macintosh SE/30 to communicate with a
diverse range of Ethernet-based computer systems,
from the IBM PC to the Cray 2, Digital 's VAX and
MicroVAX and Unix systems, including Pyramid,
Sequent and Sun Microsystems computers.
The EtherPort SE/30 software is based upon
AppleTalk, TCP/IP, DECnet and OSI protocols.
$595 retail
Novell, Inc.; 122 East 1700 South; Provo, UT 84606;
801-379-5900 or 800-526-5463
Novell EtherPort SE/30L
Ethernet controller
Macintosh SE/30.
The EtherPort SE/30L is an Ethernet controller
for the Macintosh SE/30. Developed in conjunction
with SynOptics Communications, Inc., the EtherPort
SE/30L is an integration of SynOptics' chip-level
unshielded twisted pair implementation of its
LattisNet 10 megabit per second (10 Mb/s) Ethernet
transceiver onto Novell 's Ethernet network interface
cards for the Macintosh SE/30. With an installed
EtherPort SE/30L, a Macintosh SE/30 can connect
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directly into a LattisNet Ethernet network through a
standard RJ-45 data communications connector.
EtherPort SE/30L offers the same functionality
with LattisNet Ethernet network as the EtherPort
SE/30 does with coaxial cable Ethernet networks.
$645 retail
Novell, Inc.; 122 East 1700 South; Provo; UT 84606;
801-379-5900 or 800-526-5463
Novell EtherPort SEL
Ethernet controller
Macintosh SE.
The Etherport SEL is an Etherne1 control.ler for a
Macintosh SE. Developed in conjunction with
SynOptics Communications, Inc., the EtherPort SEL
is an integration of SynOptics' chip-level unshielded
twisted pair implementation of its LattisNet I0
megabit-per-second Ethernet transceiver onto
Novell 's Ethernet network interface cards for the
Macintosh SE. With an installed EtherPort SEL, a
Macintosh SE can connect directly into a LattisNet
Ethernet net~ork through a standard RJ-45 data communications connector.
The EtherPort SEL offers the same functionality
with a LattisNet Ethernet network as the EtherPort
SE does with coaxial cable Ethernet networks.
'The EtherPort SEL is compatible with oiher versions of Novell's hardware products and third-party
connectivity software.
$645 retail
Novell, Inc.; 122 East 1700 S.outh; Provo, UT 84606;
801-379-5900 or 800-526-5463
Novell Kinetics FastPath

AppleTalk-t~-Ethernet gateway

512K or larger Macintosh.
The FastPath gateway connects AppleTalk networks to Ethernet networks, allowing Macintoshes on
an AppleTalk network to communicate with devices
on the Ethernet network. Using a high-speed Ethernet
backbone, the FastPath also joins AppleTalk networks to other AppleTalk networks.
FastPath is a programmable AppleTalk-Ethernet
gateway th.at supports AppleTalk protocols over
Ethernet, as well as the Internet Protocol family
(TCP/UDP/IP), SNMP and DECnet. It may be used
with both standard and thin-wire Ethernet cable.
$2,795 retail
Novell, Inc.; 122 East 1700 South; Provo, UT 84606;
801-379-5900 or 800-526-5463
R-Ser~er
AppleTalk network gateway/bridge used to connect
remote networks/users
512K or larger Macintosh.
The R-Server connects to an AppleTalk LAN and
allows remote Macintosh users to access any network
resource over asynchronous, dial-up telephone lines.
The R-Server has a built-in AppleTalk adapter
and serial port for connection to an asynchronous
modem. The server supports transmission speeds of
up to 57.6 Kbps and includes a menu-driven software
package that establishes remote connections.
$595 retail
Solana Electronics; 7124 Convoy Ct.; San Diego,
CA 921 11;619-573-0800
Series 2000
AppleTalk to broadband routers
AppleTalk-compatible network system or peripheral.
The Series 2000 are high-speed AppleTalk to
broadbank routers that let users increase the size and
improve the performance of AppleTalk network systems. The AT2000 and AT2002 provide cost effective
solutions for connecting LaserWriters to a broadband
backbone. The LT2000 provicjes a cost effective solution for conn~cting a number of Macintoshes on a
Loca!Talk network to broadband backbones.

The Series 2000 routers include centralized network management software that allows users to
downline load protocols, name routers, name zones
and assign network IDs. A self-configuration option
allows easy set-up and operation. Battery backup proiects configuration .parameters. A 68000 microprocessor and 5l 2K of RAM ensure the efficient processing
of protocols. .
$995 to $1,995 retail
Network Resources Corp.; 2450 Autumnvale Dr.; San
Jose, CA 95131; 408-263-8100
Series 2000E
AppleTalk to EtherTalk. routers
AppleTalk-compatible network system or peripheral.
The Series 2000E are high-speed AppleTalk to
EtherTalk routers that let users increase.the size and
improve the performance pf AppleTalk network systems. The AT2000E and AT2002E provide cost effective solutions for connecting LaserWriters to the
EtherTalk intern~!. The LT2000E provides a cost
effective solution for connecting a number of
Macintoshes on a J.,oca!Talk network to EtherTalk
networks.
.
The Series 2000 routers include centralized network management software that allows users to
downline load protocols, name routers, name zones
and assign network IDs. A self-configuration option
allows easy set-up and operation. Battery backup protects configuration parameters. A 68000 microprocessor and 5 l 2K of RAM ensure the efficient processing
of protocols.
$995 to $1 ,995 retail
Network Resources Corp.; 2450 Autumnvale Dr.; San
Jose, CA 95131; 408-263-8100
TeleBridge
Bridge between remote networks; also allows a single
remote user to dial in and become a node on the network
512KE or larger Macintosh .
TeleBridge increases the power of AppleTalk by
acting as a bridge between remote networks.
Two AppleTalk systems, each with a TeleBridge
and attached modem, can be linked over phone lines
to form one continuous internetwork. This means that
file servers, electronic mail and printers attached to
one network can be shared by users on both networks.
TeleBridge supports Dial-In Network Access and
modem sharing over an AppleTalk network.
$499 retail
Shiva Corp.; 155 second St.; Cambridge,
MA 02141 ; 617-864-8500
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2400XF And 2400PF
Fax/modems
Any Macintosh.
The 2400XF is an external modem and send-only
facsimile machine combined into a single, integrated,
small desktop unit. The 2400PF is a fully portable
external modem and send-only facsimile machine
combined into a single, integrated pocket-sized unit.
The fax/modem connects to the computer through the
serial port, hooks into the telephone line via standard
modular connectors and plugs into the wall outlet for
power. The 2400PF uses either a 9 volt battery or an
AC adapter. Once those three connections are made,
the fax/modem is ready to send fax documents or have
a conversation with another computer. The company
provides communications and send fax software,
which allows users to store fax numbers and
documents to be sent. It also allows µsers to program
telephone numbers.in a directory, select any number
of files and send them any time of day or night,
unattended.
$199 retail; 2400XF fl\l(/modem
$279 retail; 2400PF portable fax/modem

Micro Electronic Technologies; 35 South St.;
Hopkinton, MA 01748; 508-435-9057
AppleFax Modem
Desktop sized modem
Macintosh Plus or larger; Apple System Peripheral-8
Cable; standard single-line telephone outlet with RJ11 (modular) jack.
Jhe AppleFax Modem allows Macintosh computers to send and receive facsimile documents from
standard Group 3 facsimile machines. It can also be
used to exchange Macintosh data files between
. Macintosh computers equipped with AppleFax
Modems at speeds up to. 9,600 baud.
The AppleFax Modem includes two pieces of
software. The AppleFax Resource makes sending facsimile files as easy as printing on an Apple printer. It
also converts Macintosh files into facsimi le format.
Once files are converted, users have the option of
transmitting them directly from the screen to a facsimile address or saving them for transmission from the
facsimile application at a later time.
AppleFax Application Program, which uses mail
and envelopes as a metaphor depicted as desktop
icons, allows users to send and receive facsimile and
Macintosh files. It provides the functionality and programming of high-end facsimile machines, featuring
capabilities such as multiple file transmission, distribution list, address book, activity report and timed
transmissions.
The modem also has a pass-through port and a
toggle switch for daisy chaining any peripheral device
through an auxiliary port on the AppleFax Modem.
$699 retail
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996-1010
DX-1

Computer and fax peripheral
Macintosh Plus or large1:
Ricoh's DX-I adapter expands the capabilities of
computers and facsimile machines to communicate
with one another. The DX-I computer and fax peripheral permits Macintosh and many laptop computers to
communicate with both local and remote Group 3 fax
machines. It also permits a local fax machine to serve
as a computer printer and scanner.
The DX-I software running in a computer on a
data network allows users to transmit faxes from computer to computer on the network, without the use of
fax boards or fax modems. It can serve as a fax traffic
director at a hub .unit, automatically saving receptions
to disk or switching them to a local fax for printing or
storage in fax memory.
The DX-I can use a local computer's memory for
numerous other fax applications, including store-andforward broadcasting and storage of distribution lists.
Other features include: automatic redial, send-later
programming, a built-in monitor speaker, confidential
transmission, various polling capabilities and full support for Modified Read and Modified Huffman compression. The DX-I also provides a number of
Under $1,000 retail
Ricoh Corp.; Peripheral Products Div.; 3001 Orchard
Pkwy.; San Jose, CA 95134; 408-432-8800
Faxcom 2000 And Faxcom/Publisher
Allows computers to transmit/receive directly to/from
fax machines over regular telephone lines;
Faxcom/Publisher generates and transmits PostScriptcompatible files with laser-sharp output
Any Macintosh.
Faxcom 2000 is an independent fax communications device that allows computers to transmit directly ·
to CCITT Group II! facsimile equipment over regular
telephone lines. It connects to any computer through ·
the RS-232C port.and requires no modifications to
hardware or software. Designed as an end-user product, the Faxcom 2000 transmits text and graphics over
regular PBX lines using the standard "print" command and with siatus feed-back utility. It also receives
faxes.from fax machines and routes output to a laser
printer for plain paper output.
Features include: auto-dial, which enables users to
send multiple distributions of a document by typing
the target phone numbers; the ability to operate on a
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micro or minicomputer or any LAN configuration; a
programmable forms fill function; and letter-quality
production of documents in standard mode ( 100 dpi)
or detail quality (200 dpi).
Price depends on configuration
Biscom, Inc.; 85 Rangeway Rd.;.Billerica,
MA 01826; 508-670-5521

FaxPlus
Integrated facsimile, 2,400-bps modem, communications software
Macintosh Plus or larger; two BOOK disk drives or
hard disk drive; modular phone jack.
FaxPlus is a communications hardware and software package that combines a 9,600 bps facsimile
modem with a 2,400-bps Hayes-compatible intelligent
modem. The accompanying software fully integrates a
powerful facsimile transmission system with an easyto-use communications package.
The product provides access to fax machines
worldwide and to virtually all telecommunications
services. Files can also be transferred at 9,600 bps
between Macintoshes equipped with Faxj'lus. A special proprietary protocol for file transfer is used to
pack more data into each frame.
FaxPlus receives and sends both fax and other
documents in the background. It also stores and automatically dials frequently called numbers. It wiU
retain settings for frequently c<iiled asynchronous
modems and automatically sets the FaxPlus modem
for easy transmission.
Communications software features include unattended error recovery, activity journal, time and date
stamp, sender identification and auto-redial. Other features include delayed transmission, image manipulation, polling, a monitor speaker with volume control,
l 0 LED display for complete visual monitoring and
two RJ-11 phone connectors that allow use of the telephone when FaxPlus is not in use.
$995 retail
Cypress Research Corp.; 296 Elizabeth St., Ste. 3-F;
New York, NY 10012; 212-475-7782
FAXstf For The Macintosh
Portable facsimile modem
Ma'cintosh Plus or large1:
FAXstf allows users to send and receive between
their Macintosh and Group ill facsimile machines. lly
simply connecting the device to one of the serial ports,
users can create documents in their Macintosh applications and send the documents as a fax.
The software supports single or multiple destinations, as well as immediate or schedlileq transmissions. Other features include: fax number directory
(with auto-dial); automatic cover-page generation;
network compatibility; landscape printing; export in
PICT, Paint and TIFF; page collation; viewing of
faxes; manual send/receive functions; fax transmission
log; MultiFinder compatibility; and more.
$695 retail
STFTechnologies, Inc.; 1817 Main St.; PO Box 247;
Higginsville, MO 64037; 816-584-7727 or
800-426-1679
FlexFax
Fax modem
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; hard disk
drive ; System 6.03 or later; printer recommended.
FlexFax is a fax modem that functions as a 2,400
bps data modem and sends and receives facsimile data
at 9,600 bps.
FlexFax has three features for total automatic
operation. It can automatically select AppleFax,
CCITT Group 3, CCITT/Bell or FlexFax high-speed
protocols; it automatically receives fax or data transmissions in the background; and its pass-through
mode lets users regain the use of their Macintosh
modem port for other peripherals at the touch of a
button.

Other features include: custom fax phone directories, transmits multiple documents to multiple locations, Hayes AT-compatible command set, built-in
diagnostics, automatic cable equalization, is compatible with popular Macintosh communications software
and is compatible with FaxGate software fot providing fax capabilities to a network.
$895 retail
Circuit Research Corp.; 4 Townsend W, Ste. 3;
Nashua, NH 03063; 603-880-4000

lnterFax 12148
.
1,200 bps Hayes-compatible data modem/4,800 bps
fax modem
512KE or larger Macintosh.
The InterFax combines a 4,800 bps fax modem
with a 1,200 bps Hayes-compatible data modem.
Compatible with any CCITT Group Ill fax, the
lnterFax fax software can transmit and receive iri the
background, create customized directories, track
incoming and outgoing faxes and send unattended
time delayed faxes to multiple locations.
$495 retail
Abat.on Technology, a Division of Everex Systems,
Inc.; 48431 Milmont Dr.; Fremont, CA 94538;
415-683-2226
lnterFax 24/96
2,400 bps Hayes-compatible data modem/9,600 bps
Group Ill-compatible fax modem
512KE or larger Macintosh.
The InterFax 24/96 corpbines a 2,400 bps Hayescompatible data modem with a 9,600 bps Group lIIcompatible fax modem. The data modem features
MNP Class 5 data compression and error correction
for increased throughput without data corruption.
Transmission over poor lines is stabilized with adaptive equalization, and tone and pulse dialing are
supported.
·
The fax modem features Abaton's InterFax software, which allows the modem to send or receive
faxes with or without MultiFinder. Unattended transmissions can be scheduled for any time of day or
night. Custom fax directories of up to 800 numbers
can be created for transmitting documents to multiple
locations. Fax images are "onverted to or from TIFF,
PICT or MacPaint's PNTG formats, allowing scanned
images to be faxed and received faxes to be edited.
Uncompressed TIFF files can be read with OCR software and converted to ASCII text.
$595 retail
Abaton Technology, a Division of Everex Systems,
Inc.; 48431 Milmont Dr.; Fremont, CA 94538;
415-683-2226
LightFax 9624
Fax modem
Macintosh Plus or large1:
LightFax 9624 js a hardware/software package
that changes from a group 3 fax machine to a 2,400baud, Hayes-compatible modem with one mouseclick. LightFax is external and connects to the
Macintosh via the serial port. The application software
configures LightFax into a group 3 fax machine with
background operation. LightFax will receive and store
on disk the incoming fax message for later retrieval,
examination and/or printing.
Available as an option, the LightScan 200 scanner
doubles as a graphics input device for black and white
and color paint programs.
$499 retail
$299 retail; LightScan 200 option
Computer Friends, Inc.; 14250 NW Science Park Dr.;
Portland, OR 97229; 503-626-2291
New Port Fax/Data Modem Family
Internal multifunction 9,600 bps fax/2,400 data
modems
Macintosh SE, SE/30, 11 or Portable.
The NewPort Fax/Data Family integrates a 9,600
bps Group 3 fax modem and a 2,4QO bps MNP5 data
modem into a Macintosh SE, SE/30, II or Portable.
They feature extra serial ports; Component Modem
technology, which allows users to upgrade NewPorts;
NuBus coprocessors; MultiAimer Expert software,
which allows automatic port assignment of the
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onboard serial rorts, independent of the modem or .
printer port on the back of the Mac; and Mac communications software.
$799 to $899 retail
Xecom, Inc.; 374 Turquoise St.; Milpitas, CA 95035;
408-945-6640
.

OrchidFax Modem
Fax/data modem
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The OrchidFax Modem is an external 9,600 bps
fax and 9,600 bps (V.29) data modem that includes
BackFax background fax processing software.
OrchidFax Modem is compatible with any Group
III fax machine. It allows users to continue working
while transmitting or receiving a fax without interrupting documents.
OrchidFax Modem 's data modem function is
compatible with Hayes AT commands and supports
Bell and CCITT standards.
$599 retail
Orchid Technology; 45365 Northport Loop W;
Fremont, CA 94538; 415-683-0300
TransFax
Fax modem
Macintosh Plus or large1:
The TransFax is a fax modem that can receive
faxes while unattended, even when it's not attached to
a Mac. It contains an 8-page buffer that can receive
and save fax files while the attached Mac is turned off.
The device, which includes an enhanced version of
BackFax from Solutions Inc., sends the faxed files to
the Mac once the computer is turned on.
The TransFax is Group 3 compatible and transmits faxes at 9,600 bps.
$1,295 retail
Genius, Inc.; 3958 Van Noord.Ave.; Studio City,
CA 91604; 818-905-8866

Hardware & Peripherals/
Communications/

File Servers
JS/500 Server Series
Multifunction network server
Macintosh Plus or larger; and PCs and PSl2s.
The 3S/500 is an Intel 386-based network server
that allows large groups of network users to share
applications, storage, peripherals and communications
devices. The 3S/500 includes one Ethernet and one
LocalTalk connection as standard features. It also supports intelligent routing between Ethernet, Token Ring
and LocalTalk networks using 3Com 3+NetConnect
software. The server base unit and the Disk Expansion
Unit accommodate 150, 320 and 630 MB disks.
The 3S/500 accommodates two memory expansion boards in 32-bit memory slots. Two memory
expansion boards are available: a 2 MB and an 8 MB
version. A 150 MB or 320 MB disk expansion unit
can be attached to the 3S/500 for a second disk drive
or a tape drive. Up to five disk expansion units may be
daisy-chained and connected to a single server to provide up to 6 GB of disk storage and up to 2.3 GB of
tape storage.
$12,750 to $18,995 retail; price depends on hardware
configurations and software options
3Com Corp.; 3165 Kifer Rd.; Santa Clara, CA 95052;
408-562-6400 or 800-638-3266
80386 Network File Server
26ms hard disk; 4 MB RAM cache
512K or larger Macintosh .
The 80386 Network File Server features a 26ms
hard disk and 4 MB of RAM cache.
$6,900 retail; includes software
Infotek, Inc.; 56 Camille; E. Patchogue, NY 11772;
516-289-9682

Hardware & Peripherals/ .
Communications/
File Servers
Mac File Server
Connect up to 31 Macintoshes to a file server
512K or larger Macintosh.
Mac File Server consists of network file-server
hardware, cable and software that can connect up to
31 Macintoshes to a file server.
$1,,800 to $4,900 retail
lnfotek, Inc.; 56 Camille; E. Patchogue, NY I I772;
516-289-9682
Relax Multi Net Tower
600 MB to 8.4 GB expansion system
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Multi Net Tower offers Macintosh users a
modular, large-capacity expansion system. Each system is designed to accommodate full- or half-height
devices, such as CD-ROM, hard disk, tape, floppy
disk, WORM or removable cartridge drives. The
Multi Net Tower can hold more than 4 GB of information, the equivaletit of 5,000 SOOK floppy disks.
The Multi Net Tower is available in a variety of
configurations from 600 MB to 8.4 GB. Options
include a backup power supply, cartridge drive, tape
system and a variety of hard disk drives.
Soppisticated software is included, such as a utility that allows users to combine several hard disk
drives into one logical unit or divide one large device
into several smaller logical units. Also included is a
complete package of hard disk utility software that
allows users to format, mount, park, test and change
the SCSI address. Other hard disk utilities include
diagnostic and backup programs.
$6,895 $54,995 retail; 600 MB to 4.2 GB (also available as desktop tower unit)
Relax Technology, Inc.; 3101 Whipple Rd., #22;
Union City, CA 94587; 415-471-6112
TurboPC
PC file server for Tops network
512K or larger Macintosh.
TurboPC is a PC file server for the Tops network.
$1,995 retail
Infotek, Inc.; 56 Camille; E. Patchogue, NY 11772;
516-289-9682

Hardware & Peripherals/
Communications/
Local Area Networks
Actinet ARCTalk Interface Card
ARCTalk network system
Macintosh SE or larger; 1 MB of RAM.
Actinet Systems combines two networking standards, AppleTalk software protocol and ARCNet
cabling to create the Actinet ARCTalk Network
System. Actinet ARCTalk is an AppleTalk network.
Using the same AppleTalk protocols found in every
Macintosh computer, Actinet ARCTalk allows users
to run AppleShare at high speed. It also gives users
simultaneous ARCTalk and LocalTalk connections.
The Actinet SE ARCTalk Interface Card is a
high-performance 16-bit ARCNet network card for
the Macintosh SE and SE/30. The Actinet II is a highperformance 32-bit ARCNet network card for the
Macintosh II, IIx and llcx.
Features include: 2.5 megabit per second data
rate; on-board 2K x 32 (SE/30, II) or 2K x I6 (SE)
word-sized Data Packet Buffer speeds data access
rate; on-board l 6K x 8 (II) or I6K x 16 (SE) configuration PROM; external LED indicates card online; up
to 254 workstations and servers per network; workstations and servers may be up to 20,000 feet apart; !!1µ1timedia transmission capability (coax or fiber optic);
and more.
$495 retail; SE

$695 retail; SE/30, II
Actinet Systems, Inc.; 360 Cowper Ave., Ste. 11; Palo
Alto, CA 94301; 415-326-1321
Apple Loca!Talk Cabling System
Local area network
512K or larger.Macintos.h.
The LocalTalk Cabling System is a reliable, userconfigurable cabling option for linking computers and
peripheral devices in an AppleTalk Network System.
When used with the AppleShare file server, ii gives
users efficient access to information from other users'
computers and allows the_m to share peripherals such
as the Apple LaserWriter printer.
LocalTalk requires no complicated installation
procedures. LocalTalk capability is built into every
Macintosh computer and LaserWriter printer, enabling
setup to be accomplished in minutes. Users can also
connect IBM PCs and other MS-DOS-compatible systems to LocalTalk using the AppleTalk PC Card. The
LocalTalk Cabling System features cables and connectors wiih loclcing mechanisms that prevent accidental disconnections.
$75 per connection
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996-1010
BroadTalk Adaptor Board
.
Provides high-speed connectivity for distributed Mac
II computers
Macintosh 11; broadband cable.
The BroadTalk Adaptor Board provides highspeed data communications capabilities over broadband cable to Macintosh ll users.
The board installs in one slot within the computer
case and connects directly to a broadbano cable. The
board does not require external equipment or additional software.
·
The BroadTalk Adaptor Board can operate on its
own frequency assignment within the spectrum of the
broadband cable plant, or concurrenUy at the same frequency assignment as an IBM Pc Network.
$895 retail
.
Cactus Computer, Inc.; 1120 Metrocrest Dr., Ste. 103;
Carrollton, TX 75006; 214-416-0525
BroadTalk/SE And BroadTalk/SE30 Adaptor
Boards
Provides high-speed connectivity for distributed Mac
SE and SE/30 computers
Macintosh SE or SE/30; LAN on broadband cable.
The BroadTalkJSE and BroadTalk/SE30 Adaptor
Boards provide high-speed data communications
capability over broadband cable to the Macintosh SE
and SE/30. The boards install in the expansion slot
within the computer case and connect directly to the
broadband cable. They do not require any external
equipment or additional software.
The BroadTalk/SE and BroadTalk/SE30 Adaptor
Boards can operate on their own frequency assignment within the spectrum of the broadband cable plant
or conc.urrently at tlie same frequency assignments as
an IBM PCNetwork.
$895 each retail
Cµctus Computer, Inc.; 1120 Metrocrest Dr., Ste. 103;
Carrollton, TX 75006; 214-416-0525
DaynaTalk
Boosts data transmission rates over Loca!Talk and
compatible cabling systems
Macintosh Plus or larger.
As a connector box for Macintosh computers,
DaynaTalk can increase the 230 Kbps LocalTalk data
transmission rate to a maximum of 850 Kbps. The
increased transmission rate improves the data carrying
capacity of networks that use LocalTalk, PhoneNet
and compatible cable systems.
The DaynaTalk PC and MC are LocalTalk connector cards that speak both Apple's AFP and
NetWare's IPX protocols. This means that the
DaynaTalk cards can function as NetWare file server
cards, as well as workstation cards. They allow the
workstations complete access to all NetWare features,
including print spooling and administration, and
increased data transmission rates up to !. 7 Mbps over
LocalTalk cables.

$139 retail; Macintosh
$299 retail; IBM PCs or compatibles
$399 retail; IBM PS/2s or compatibles
Dayna Communications; 50 S. Main St., 5th A.; Salt
Lake City, UT 84144; 801-531-0203
FastNet LAN 020
Multifunction board combining an 020 accelerator and
an Ethernet adapter
Macintosh SE; Ethernet!Cheapernet Local-Area
Network.
FastNet LAN 020 is a multifunction board tliat
combines Ethernet networking capabilities and an 020
accelerator for the Macintosh SE.
Equipped with a 32-bit microprocessor operating
at 16 MHz, the FastNet LAN 020 increases the performance of a Mac SE as much as four times normal
speed. The included Ethernet adapter gives users an
Ethernet link to other Macintoshes or to other unlike
systems in a wider networking environment.
Several configurations are available, featuring
options such as a 68881 math coprocessor and additional memory.
$1,499 to $2,431 retail
Dove Computer Corp.; 1200 N. 23rd St.; Wilmington,
NC 28405; 919-763-7918 or 800-622-7627
LAN One Plus AppleTalk
Modular star- or bus-based system that allows for the
interconnection of AppleTalk/LocalTalk devices via
fiber optic cable
512K or larger Macintosh .·
The LAN One Plus AppleTalk system allows the
replacement or extension of standard copper wire
twisted-pair AppleTalk personal network cabling system with fiber optic cable.
The LAN Ope Plus AppleTalk automatically converts the electrical communications signals to optical
signals, transmits them along a fiber optic cable and
returns them back into the original electrical format at
their destination. The technology is transparent to the
AppleTalk system and requires no.software changes.
Among its other advantages, the DuPont's LAN
One Plus AppleTalk system allows devices as far
apart as 4,000 feet. Thi~ allows network designers
considerable freedom to configure the DuPont
AppleTalk system inside walls and under floors, and
to use fiber optic wall outlets to provide connections
wherever they are needed.
From $230 per connection retail .
DuPont Electronics; Electro-Optic Products Group;
PO Box 13625; Research Triangle Park, NC 27709;
919-481-5100 or 800-888-5261
LAN One Plus Ethernet
Modular star-based system that allows interconnection
of Ethernet equipment via fiber optic, twisted pair and
coaxial cable
Ethernet adapter/communications interface card.
The LAN One Plus Ethernet sys_tel)l allows the
interconnection of Ethernet/IEEE 802.3 equipment via
fiber optic, unshielded and shielded twisted pair and
coaxial cable. Transceivers are connected in a physical
star topology to a central Multiport Repeater Chassis,
which acts as a hub for the network. A single concentrator allows the connection of up to 32 Ethernet
nodes, and up to nine concentrators may be connected
in series for maximum geographic coverage.
From $420 per node retail; depending on
configuration
DuPont Electronics; Electro-Optic Products Group;
PO Box 13625; Research Triangle Park, NC 27709;
919-481-5100 or 800-888-5261
LAN One Plus Token Ring
Modular star- or ring-based system that allows for the
interconnection of Token Ring/IEEE 802.5 devices via
fiber optic cable
Token Ring adapter/communications interface card.
LAN One Plus Token Ring allows the interconnection of Token Ring/IEEE 802.5 devices in pointto-point or physical star topologies via fiber optic
cable. Up to 34 Token Ring connections life accommodated by the DuPont Universal Concentrator,
which acts as the central hub for the system. Fiber
Optic Token Ring Transceivers may be used to
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connect Token Ring Multistation Access Units
(MSAUs) and Data Tenninal Equipment (DTE) to
either the concentrator or point-to-point. Token Ring
Transceivers are available that provide interconnection
of MSAU Ring In/Ring Out ports, MSAU lobe ports
or direct connection to DTE.
From $420 per n·ode retail
DuPont Electronics; Electro-Optic Products Group;
PO Box 13625; Research Triangle Park, NC 27709;
919-481-5100 or 800-888-5251

A-115 Line Driver
Transfers files accurately up to 3.5 miles
Locarialk.
High-speed LocalTalk LAN bridging is now possible with the A-115 Line Driver. LocalTalk LANs as
far away as 3.5 miles can communicate at speeds up to
57 .6 Kbps. All connections are over existing copper
wiring. All that is required is an A-115 aqd a bridge at
each network. Other applications include bridging
remote Macintoshes or MS-DOS PCs to LocalTalk
LANs and file transfer at speeds up to 115.2 Kbps.
Application notes are available.
$489 retail
Digital Access Corp.; 11501 Sunset Hills Rd., Ste.
200; Reston, VA 22090; 800-666-2325

Quicknet
AppleTalk-compatible networking system
512K or larger Macintosh.
Quicknet is an AppleTalk-compatible networking
system.
$45 per node retail
Infotek, Inc.; 56 Camille; E. Patchogue, NY 11772;
516-289-9682
QuikNet
Alternative to AppleTalk networking
Any Macintosh.
QuikNet is an alternative to AppleTalk networking. The heart of the cabling system is compact
· adapters that are connected to each computer and
peripheral in the network. The devices then convert
signals so that data may be transmitted and exchanged
over simple inexpensive modular (telephone style)
cable. The QuikNet cabling system is designed to
function at an overall distance of more than 3,000 feet
without data loss.
QuikNet units are supplied with either a DB9 or
8-pin-mini DIN connector and include 6 feet of modular cable and terminator. Longer cables are available.
$59 per kit retail
Belkin Components; 14550 S. Main St.; Gardena,
CA 90248; 213-515-7585 or800-223-55.46
Turbo Net
Phone-wire-based AppleTalk connector
512K or larger Macintosh.
TurboNet is a telephone wire-based AppleTalk
connector. It uses standard twisted-pair wiring and
positive locking RJ-11 modular connectors and
requires simple installation. It allows for the creation
of AppleTalk networks up to 5,000 feet in either star
or serial configurations, or a combination of both.
TurboNet is completely compatible with all Apple
hardware, software and third-party AppleTalk products. Nuvotech also offers a TurboNet-to-AppleTalk
adapter cable that permits the combining of TurboNet
with existing AppleTalk .network connectors.
$49.95 retail
Nuvotech, Inc.; 2015 Bridgeway, Ste. 204; Sausalito,
CA 94965; 415-331-7815 or 800-232-9922
TurboNet ST
Telephone wire-based LocalTalk connector
512K or larger Macintosh.
TurboNet ST is a telephone wire-based LocalTalk
connector that runs on standard RJ-11 telephone
cabling. It features ln\ffic indiq1tor lights that alert
users to any network activity. The presence and
strength of signals are visible through TurboNet ST's
clear black casing.
Each connector is designed to maintain the signal
quality of its own section of a LAN, via distributed
signal dependent damping. The inner circuity of the
TurboNet ST also includes surge absorbers.
TurboNet ST allows users to set up Trunk, Daisy
Chain or Passive Star networks of up to 5,000 feet
using standard telephone wire. It is compatible with
Apple 's LocalTalk hardware and other third-party
products. Network speeds of up to 1 Mbps are also
supported.
$59.95 retail
Nuvotech, Inc.; 2015 Bridgeway, Ste. 204; Sausalito,
CA 94965; 415-331-7815 or 800-232-9922

Access/One MaxTalk
Improve the performance of AppleTalk networks
Access/One System Enclosure (ASE-3000 or
ASE-7000)
The Access/One MaxTalk interface module delivers high-performance networking on Macintosh computers and other LocalTalk devices, such as printers. It
allows these devices access to Ethernet, FDDI, token
ring or broadband networks. The MaxTalk module
supports 16 individual LocalTalk nodes or 16 daisychained LocalTalk networks using easy.-to-install and
maintain unshielded twisted-pair (telephone) wiring.
Computers or other vendors may now be connected
directly into twisted-pair cabling star-wired from
Access/One Enclosures. Up to four MaxTalk interface
modules can be installed in a single Access/One ASE3000 model, and up to l 0 MaxTalk modules can be
installed in a single Access/One ASE-7000 model.
In addition to supporting the AppleTalk protocol,
MaxTalk also supports the TCP/IP network protocol.
Ungermann-Bass' network management console
(NMC), a PC/AT with NMC software, has the capability to remotely configure, monitor and control
MaxTalk.
$4,695 retail; single unit price
Ungermann-Bass, Inc.; 3900 Freedom Cir.; Santa
Clara, CA 95054; 408-496-0111or800-873-6381
ARC-Card
Macintosh-Arcnet interface adapters
Macintosh 11, llx or Jlcx.
The ARC-Card includes Thomas-Conrad dri¥ers
and allows Macintosh computers to connect to an
Arcnet local area network. The 16- or 32-bit ARCCard allows the AppleTalk.protocol to run on a higher
performance AppleTalk connection - Arcnet. A
Macintosh user still enjoys the elements of the Appl!!
environment, but with the added benefits of Arcnet: a
20,000-foot network span, a 2.5 Mbps data rate, deterministic performance, reliable operation, simplified
installation and flexible topology (both distributed star
and bus). The ARC-Card fully uses the Mac's 16- or
32-bit data bus, enabling a faster, more efficient transfer of data between the Mac and the LAN. The ARCCard significantly enhances Arcnet connectivity by
enabling both Macs and PCs to share a common LAN.
Also, when used with Novell NetWare V2.15 and
Thomas-Conrad's Net Ware drivers, both Macs and
PCs can share compatible resources and files. The
ARC-Card is available in coaxial, twisted pair plus
and fiber optic media options.
$495 to $895 retail; ARC-Card/NB (Mac JI, Ilx or
Ilcx)
$445 to $845 retail; ARC-Card/SE (Mac SE)
$495 to $895 retail; ARC-Card/SE30 (Mac SE/30)
Price depends on media and topology
Thomas-Conrad Corp.; 1908-R Kramer Ln.; Austin,
TX 78758; 800-332-8683
AT-Tester
LocalTalk network cable tester
Locarialk network.
The AT-Tester is a LocalTalk network cable tester
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that can test both LocalTalk cables (Mini DIN 3) or
PhoneNet cables (RJ-11).
A user can ensure total circuit integrity in Mini
DIN 3 cables by plugging the cable into the power
unit and plugging the.remote end to the test unit. The
tester will then show a user what the problem is. The
telephone cable is tested the same.way, but using the
RJ-11 ports mounted beside the Mini DIN 3 port on
either side of the unit.
The tester comes with the battery needed for operation and is ready to use straight from the case.
$69 retail
AESP, Inc.; 1810 NE 144th St.; N. Miami Beach,
FL 33181; 305-944-7710 or 800-446-2377
BelTalk
AppleTalk-compatible connector kits
Any Macintosh.
BelTalk are l 00 percent compatible AppleTalk
connector kits. The transceivers are about the same
size as Apple's version, and the kits also include a 10foot cable and a coupler. Because they are AppleTalk
compatible, they can be used in conjunction with
AppleTalk transceivers for the expansion of existing
networks. They can also be used with Belkin 's
QuikNet networking kits.
BelTalk units carry a full two-year warranty
against defects in workmanship.
$69 per kit retail
Belkin Components; 14550 S. Main St.; Gardena,
CA 90248; 213-515-7585 or 800-223-5546
BroadTaik To Ethernet Gateway
Provides high-speed connectivity between BroadTalk
·and Ethernet
Ethernet and broadband cables; Macintoshes or PCs
or any Ethernet equipment.
. The BroadTalk to Ethernet. Gateway provides
high-speec,I data communications capabilities between
BroadTalk and Ethernet cabling. The BroadTalk
Gateway, which installs between the cable types, does
not require external hardware or additional software.
The BroadTalk Gateway provides address filtering to route packet communications, allows connectivity over the broadband IBM PC Network and uses
standard Ethernet networking packets.
$3,550 retail
Cactus Computer, Inc.; 1120 Metrocrest Dr., Ste. 103;
Carrollton, TX 75006; 214-416-0525
C-Server
, Connects up to three incompatible peripherals to
AppleTalk network; provides modem pooling
512K or larger Macintosh.
The three-port C-Server allows multiple users on
an AppleTalk network to access and share up to three
serial peripherals. These devices may be modems,
OCR readers, plotters, mainframes, printers, typesetters, protocol converters or any combination of RS232 connections.
C-Servers can be stacked for additional serial
devices above three and for modem/printer spooling,
and software allows for the creation of custom
Chooser icons.
$695 retail
Solana Electronics; 7124 Convoy Ct.; San Diego,
CA 92111;619-573-0800
CompuNet Connectors
AppleTalkJPhoneNet equivalent
512K or larger Macintosh.
CompuNet is a local-area network (LAN) hardware system that conforms to Apple Computer's
AppleTalk LAN standards.
CompuNet uses ordinary modular telephone
cables and connectors, as well as existing. in-wall telephone wiring. Cabling can be custom fit to each
installation using simple tools. All cabling connectors
are positive locking and any network configuration
short of a closed loop may be used while maintaining
complete software compatibility with devices and programs designed for AppleTalk.
With an unamplified limit of 3,000 feet, a
CompuNet network functions at three times the rated
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distance of a comparable AppleTalk network.
$29.95 retail
Trimar USA, Inc.; 236 W. 15th St.; New York,
NY 10011; 212-645-7008or800-872-4454
CompuTalk Plus
Allows three to five Loca!Talk computers or printers
to be connected together to form an AppleTalk
Network System
Ma.cintosh Plus or larger.
CompuTalk Plus is an electronic device that
allows three, four or five Loca!Talk computers or
printers to be connected together to form an
AppleTalk Network System.
The kits eliminate the need for individual
Loca!Talk drop boxes to be attached to each Loca!Talk
device. An AppleTalk Network System may be
formed using only CompuTalk Plus kits or by intermixing CompuTalk Plus, LocalTalk connector kits and
PhoneNet kits.
$160 retail; three positions
$195 retail; four positions
$230 retail; five positions
AESP, Inc.; 1810 NE 144th St.; N. Miami Beach,
FL 33181; 305-944-7710 or 800-446-2377
DPX-725 LAN Extender
Links AppleTalk LANs via infra-red connection
between buildings
Any Macintosh.
The DPX-725 AppleTalk LAN Extender connects
AppleTalk LANs at different physical locations into
one continuous network. Installation of the LAN
Extender involves mounting an infra-red
transmitter/receiver head unit on the rooftops of the
buildings. The rooftop units are then cabled to a base
unit in each building, with the AppleTalk cable being
plugged into each base unit. The system is not limited
to two buildings - large campus-wide networks can
be interconnected using the DPX-725. The main
requirements are that the network buildings are no
more than one kilometer apart and that their rooftop
units are in line-of-sight of each other.
The LAN Extender system is transparent to data,
so it can be quickly installed with no changes to software. Printers in different buildings can be shared
using standard Macintosh System software, and file
sharing can be accomplished using networking software, such as AppleShare, Tops or Novell NetWare.
PCs can also be networked using Tops ' FlashCard and
software.
$12,995 retail
Dataplex Pty Ltd.; PO Box 541; Lilydale, Victoria
3140, Australia; +613-735-3333
Dualnet
Permits 64 devices to work from one wall jack; uses
AppleTalk software
512K or larger Macintosh.
Dualnet, which uses AppleTalk software, permits
up to 64 devices to work from one wall jack.
$59 retail
Infotek, Inc.; 56 Camille; E. Patchogue, NY 11772;
516-289-9682
First Link
AppleTalk-type network starter kit
Macintosh Plus or larger.
First Link is an AppleTalk-type network starter kit
that comes complete with three of Data Spec's 8-pin
mini DIN ModuNet connectors, two 14-foot modular
cables and three terminators.
ModuNet connectors are I 00 percent AppleTalk
compatible and can be installed and interchanged in
all types of AppleTalk networks. With ModuNet connectors, users can string new network wiring with economical telephone cabling. ModuNet networks also
expand up to 5,000 feet, and transmit at speeds up to 1
Mbps.

$99.95 retail
Data Spec; 9410 Owensmouth Ave.; Chatsworth,
CA 91311 ; 818-772-9977
InterBridge
Bridge to connect multiple AppleTalk networks;
supports AppleTalk Phase ll
512K or larger Macimosh .
InterBridge is designed for use in connecting several AppleTalk networks. It enables access from one
network to another and provides more efficient use of
Macintoshes, file servers, modems, LaserWriters and
other output devices.
As a local bridge, InterBridge links two closely
located AppleTalk networks to expand connectivity
and provide faster data tran:lfer plus more efficient
equipment use.
A remote bridge consists of two networks, each
equipped with InterBridge, using modems over the
public telephone system to link networks.
$799 estimated retail
Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.; PO Box
I 05203; Atlanta, GA 30348; 404-449-8791 or
404-441-1617 (customer service)
LinkStar 8
Star concentrator active HUB
Any Macintosh .
The LinkStar 8 intelligent star concentrator active
HUB is fully self-configuring and practically eliminates network traffic through a process called "droplinking." Because the LinkStar 8 is self-configuring, it
requires no additional network management software,
but does have directional LEDs that indicate each
line's active send/receive status. LinkStar 8 runs over
existing twisted pair networks or through standard
phone system wiring using Thor's MixNet 8884
phone/computer node converters that plug directly
into a Macintosh.
$995 retail
Thor Manufacturing; PO Box 1742; Reno,
NV 89505; 702-324-6600 or 800-346-4694
Locking CompuTalk Kits: AT-IL, AT-2L
Allow a computer or printer on LocalTalk to be connected to an AppleTalk network
Macintosh Plus or larger.
AESP's Locking CompuTalk Kits allow a computer or printer on LocalTalk to be connected to an
AppleTalk network system supporting up to 32
devices. Each kit includes a drop box with a cable terminating with a connector, a 6-foot cable and a cable
extender/splice (locking type).
The Locking CompuTalk hood slides over the
connector, locks it into place and protects it from
wear, thus eliminating the need for additional parts to
hold the connector.
$75 each retail
AESP, Inc.; 1810 NE 144th St.; N. Miami Beach,
fL 33181; 305-944-7710 or 800-446-2377
Mac2000
NuBus expansion card
Macintosh /I; one available NuBus slot.
Mac2000 is a NuBus expansion card that allows
the Macintosh II family to connect to Ethernet, broadband or fiber optic networks. It is based on Apple's
Macintosh Coprocessor Platform (MCP). The MCP
architecture allows users to take advantage of future
Macintosh OS and networking software releases. The
Mac2000 is an intelligent interface card with its own
68000 microprocessor, memory and multitasking
operating system.
$995 retail
Network Resources Corp.; 2450 Autumnvale Dr.; San
Jose, CA 95131 ; 408-263-8100
MacRingSE
Token-Ring Network interface
Macintosh SE; System 6.0.4 or later.
MacRing SE is a Token-Ring Network expansion
card (with firmware and software) for Macintosh SE
computers. MacRing SE handles Token-Ring
Network and AppleTalk protocols and provides the
interface to the Token-Ring Network cables.

Macintosh SE users can create 4 MB/s LANs for
AppleTalk applications that provide convenient connectivity between Macintosh SEs and computers
attached to IBM Token-Ring Networks. MacRing SE
supports major industry standards and provides the
basic tools for third-party SNA and TokenTalk support.
MacRing SE comprises an expansion card and
connector card, sofrware and downloadable firmware,
a hardware installation guide and a user's guide.
$795 retail
H-Three Systems; 100 Park Dr., Ste. 204; PO Box
I2557; Research Triangle Park, NC 27709;
800-622-7464
Menlo's Current Loop Converter
.
Connects RS-232 (EIA devices) to current loop connections on mainframe computer systems
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Menlo's Current Loop Converter connects RS232 (EIA devices - Macintosh workstations, PCs,
etc.) to current loop connections on mainframe computer systems. The converter is .5 by 2 by 2.25 inches
and weighs 2 ounces.
'
Because Menlo supplies cables for Macintosh
workstation connectivity, there is no need to cut
cables, identify wires, strip insulation or use special
screw-down posts. To use the converter, plug a standard current-loop cable (from the mainframe) into one
side and the PC cable into the other. The converter
does not require an external power source; no extra
cables or outlets are needed. Typical mainframe applications can run at speeds up to 19,200 baud.
Menlo's Current Loop Converter, which can be
used for both DTE and DCE devices, can be adapted
to function as a "gender charger" and/or "cross-over"
connection.
Call for pricing; quantity discounts available
Menlo Business Systems, Inc.; 201 Main St.; Los
Altos, CA 94022; 415-948-7920
MixNet448
Interface node
Any Macintosh:
The MixNet 448 provides a solution for small network users or users who need to connect their
LaserWriter through AppleTalk. The 488 node is compatible with phone jack nodes and AppleTalk.
$39 retail
Thor Manufacturing; PO Box 1742; Reno,
NV 89505; 702-324-6600 or 800-346-4694
MixNet8884
Allows users to mix a business phone system and
computer network over a single cable
Any Macintosh.
The MixNet 8884 allows the true mixing of a
business phone system and computer network over'a
single cable. The 8884 allows both systems to work
independently of each other while sharing the same
cable.
The two 8-pin modular jacks allow both phone
and data to come in one jack from the terminal
board(s), with the desk phone plugging into the other
jack, leaving the data network to go to the Macintosh
through the AppleTalk port.
The 8884 has settings for four or six·wire "business" telephone systems, or it can be used to have
three different AppleTalk networks residing at each
node and switch select between them. It is compatible
with phone jack nodes.
$49 retail ·
Thor Manufacturing; PO Box 1742; Reno,
NV 89505; 702-324-6600 or 800-346-4694
MixNet Repeater
Extends the maximum length of cable in a network
Any Macintosh.
MixNet Repeater is an AppleTalk hardware
device that extends the maximum length of cable in a
network. A signal becomes weakened as it travels
through a network cable. The MixNet Repeater takes
the weakened signal, amplifies it and sends it on its
way. The repeater will extend the distance covered by
a network cable, thereby increasing the physical limit
of the number of devices that may be connected. The
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device will improve communications by enabling
buildings large distances apart to be connected.
$149 retail
Thor Manufacturing; PO Box 1742; Reno,
NV S9505; 702-324-6600 or S00-346-4694
ModuNet
AppleTalk-compatible network connectors
512K or larger Macintosh.
ModuNet is a line of networking connectors that
conform to AppleTalk standards, yet offer additional
features. With ModuNet, users can connect into existing telephone cabling or string new network wiring
with standard telephone wires or modular telephone
cables. It also offers expanded distances with communication capabilities of up to 5,000 feet.
There are three models available: an S-pin mini
circular connector (MDT-MS), a 9-pin connector
(MDT-D9) and a 25-pin connector (MDT-D25). The
model needed depends on the particular device to be
attached to the network.
$37.95 retail; MDT-MS
$43.95 retail; MDT-D9
$47.95 retail; MDT-D25
Data Spec; 9410 Owensmouth Ave.; Chatsworth,
CA 91311; SIS-772-9977
ModuNetEZ
AppleTalk-compatible network connecting system
Macintosh Plus or larger.
ModuNet EZ is a network connecting system that
maintains compatibility with AppleTalk communications. It enables AppleTalk devices to be linked using
existing telephone cabling or twisted pair wiring. Red
and green traffic LEDs allow fast identification of
problem nodes, reducing time spent troubleshooting
network problems. Full surge protection and noise filtering ensure stable operation and enable the
network 's information signals to be transferred without error. ModuNet EZ is self-terminating to assure
proper network balance and enable fast, convenient
installation. ModuNet EZ offers extended distance
capabilities up to 5,000 feet and the capability to support faster network speeds up to I Mbps.
$49.95 each retail
Data Spec; 9410 Owensmouth Ave.; Chatsworth,
CA 91311; SlS-772-9977
Net/One MacUWS
Integrates Macs into TCP/IP-based networks
Macintosh Plus or larger; 1 MB of RAM; System
6.0.3.
Net/One MacUWS integrates Macintosh computers into TCP/IP-based networks and includes three
software modules. The MacTCP driver integrates ·
Apple's MacTCP, which has support for TCP, IP, UDP
and Domain Name Service. Using File Transfer
Protocol (FTP) facility, user's can download data from
host computers for local use; Multi-Session Telnet
emulates a VTIOO terminal. Advanced Scripting and
Application Platform (ASAP) is a powerful programming language that automates frequently used procedures and simplifies navigating through complex
networks. End users can also share TCP/IP resources
and information throughout the network using
MacUWS.
$395 retail; Admin. Kit (includes one user license)
$350 retail; additional user license
Ungermann-Bass, Inc.; 3900 Freedom Cir.; Santa
Clara, CA 95054; 40S-496-0111 or SOO-S73-63S I
NetSerial
Interface allowing users to share any serial device and
high-speed synchronous or asynchronous modems on
the AppleTalk network; has a maximum transfer rate
of 57 ,600 bps
512KE or larger Macintosh; AppleTalk.
The NetSerial is a high-speed interface between
serial peripherals and AppleTalk networks. It allows

Mac and PC users to share serial devices, such as
printers, plotters, minicomputers, scanners and highspeed synchronous or asynchronous modems on the
AppleTalk network.
The device has internal SK RAM memory, uses
the S-pin Mini-DIN connector and provides a maximum transfer rate of 57 ,600 bps.
$399 retail
Shiva Corp.; 155 Second St.; Cambridge, MA 02141;
6 I7-S64-S500
NeuNet
Networking
Any Macintosh.
NeuNet is designed to offer a professional choice
for networking the Macintosh. Using fixed wall sockets with direct connection to the Mac, NeuNet is a system that removes the need for connector boxes
between nodes and also offers a dual-speed capability
that runs AppleTalk at both 230.4K and 2.5 Mbits per
second over standard twisted pair cable.
NeuNet uses AppleTalk protocols and is compatible with all Macintosh software. The maximum number of nodes per segment is 32, maximum
recommended distance per segment is 300 meters
(600 if only low speed is used).
£25 retail
Neutral Ltd.; 633 High Rd. ; Seven Kings, Iiford;
Essex, England 103 SRA; 01-590-3422
NeuNet Daisy Chain Connector
Networking
Any Macintosh.
NeuNet provides for those networks of a temporary nature and offices where users want to expand but
do not want to set up additional NeuNet wall sockets.
The Daisy Chain Connector operates in a similar way
to existing LocalTalk and PhoneNet connectors, but
has built-in provision for both standard AppleTalk
(230.4K) and High Speed NeuNet (AppleTalk at 2.5
Mbits per second).
NeuNet Daisy Chain Connectors can be free
standing or mounted on walls, desks or even a Mac.
They can be opened for easy screw attachment to flat
surfaces and are fully compatible with all Macintosh
software and hardware. LocalTalk and PhoneNet connectors can also be attached to this system.
Write for pricing
Neutral Ltd.; 633 High Rd. ; Seven Kings, Ilford;
Essex, England 103 SRA; 01 -590-3422
'

NIA310 MacConnect
Macintosh II Ethernet data-link controller
Macintosh l1 or larger.
The NIA310 MacConnect is a NuBus and IEEE
S02.3-compatible data-link controller for the
Macintosh II, llx and IIcx. The board allows the Mac
II to operate on a I0 MB/second Ethernet network and
supports up to 32-bit transfers. It features l 6K of local
static RAM, a 15-pin standard Ethernet connector and
a BNC connector for Thin Ethernet.
MacConnect supports TCP/IP, DECnet and
AppleTalk protocols for such third-party applications
as AlisaTalk, PacerLink, Datability's MACRAF,
Touch OSI for Macintosh and Netware 2.15. Installerdriver software, NCSA Telnet V2.2 for the Macintosh
and installation manuals are included.
$549 retail
Racal InterLan; ·155 Swanson Rd.; Boxborough,
MA 01719; 50S-263-9929 or S00-526-S255
NuvoLinkD
Ethemet/NuBus interface card
Macintosh ll.
NuvoLink II is an Ethemet/NuBus interface card
for the Macintosh II family that provides a NuBus link
to Ethernet networks. NuvoLink 11 has built-in connections for thin wire, thick wire or twisted pair
wiring (with third-party hardware). Simple installation
and utility software offers helpful network and hardware diagnostic information.
$395 retail
Nuvotech, Inc.; 2015 Bridgeway, Ste. 204; Sausalito,
CA 94965; 415-331-7SI5 or S00-232-9922
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NuvoLinkSC
Makes Ethernet an option for the Macintosh
512KE or larger Macintosh.
NuvoLink SC makes Ethernet a real option for the
Macintosh, taking advantage of the Mac's built-in
SCSI interface. It contains a DB 25 connector and can
connect to any Macintosh via its SCSI port or to
another SCSI peripheral in a chain. NuvoLink SC is
easily installed and comes with installation and management software. Each unit is supplied with Apple's
LAP manager and Ether-compatible driver.
$495 retail
Nuvotech, Inc.; 2015 Bridgeway, Ste. 204; Sausalito,
CA 94965; 415-331-7Sl5 or S00-232-9922
PhoneNet Connector
Allows AppleTalk computers and devices to share
peripherals and exchange information over new or
existing telephone wire
512K or larger Macintosh.
PhoneNet Connectors are the building block of
the PhoneNet System, which runs AppleTalk protocol
over ordinary telephone cabling. The Connectors connect each device on an AppleTalk network in a variety
of topologies using RJ-11 modular telephone jacks
and other standard, easily obtainable telephone
accessories.
Features include: easy to install with daisy chaining or a backbone of telephone wall cable; Mini DINS, DB-9 and DB~25 connectors for a variety of
devices; adds the flexibility of a range of network
topologies, including a star configuration; can use
spare wire pair or existing telephone wiring; highspeed compatibility of PhoneNet System will support
future high-speed network devices; completely compatible with all AppleTalk devices; and includes
extensive manual detailing installation techniques and
principles of networking.
$59.95 retail; Mini DIN-S
$59.95 retail; DB-9
$75 retail; DB-25
Farallon Computing, Inc.; 2000 Powell St., Ste. 600;
Emeryville, CA 9460S; 415-596-9000
PhoneNetEN
Delivers combined LocalTalk and Ethernet over telephone wire
Macintosh Plus or forget:
The PhoneNet StarController EN and PhoneNet
StarConnector EN run Ethernet at 10 megabits per
second over ordinary twisted-pair telephone wire.
They can be combined with LocalTalk PhoneNet
StarControllers and StarConnectors to create reliable,
easy-to-manage hybrid networks. Users will be able to
switch stations from LocalTalk to Ethernet by swapping wires at the punchdown block, and make additions or changes without installing new cable. Simple
and cost-effective, PhoneNet EN lets users run highperformance Ethernet just to the user who need it,
while maintaining economical LocalTalk for the
majority of the network.
Users can manage Loca!Talk and Ethernet
PhoneNet StarControllers from a single Macintosh
with StarCommand 2.0, included with the
StarController EN. Running under MultiFinder, password-protected StarCommand software continuously
monitors the network, warning the network manager
of problems. StarCommand searches for and displays
StarControllers, lets users assign names to
StarControllers and their ports and prints reports on
StarController activity.
$195 retail; StarConnector EN
$2,475 retail; StarController EN
Farallon Computing, Inc.; 2000 Powell St., Ste. 600;
Emeryville, CA 9460S; 415-596-9000
PhoneNet Repeater
Extends network range of large AppleTalk and
FlashTalk networks
512K or larger Macintosh .
The PhoneNet Repeater is a two-port device that
simplifies the implementation of large AppleTalk and
FlashTalk networks by reclocking, equalizing and
amplifying AppleTalk signals. PhoneNet Repeaters
can be separated by a maximum of 7,SOO feet of
cabling and cascaded to allow extension of networks
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by several miles. Not only does the Repeater extend
network range, it maintains data integrity across long
network distances.
$495 retail
Farallon Computing, Inc.; 2000 Powell St., Ste. 600;
Emeryville, CA 94608; 415-596-9000
PhoneNet StarConnector
Allows users to construct AppleTalk networks using
installed telephone wiring
Macintosh Plus or larger.
PhoneNet StarConnectors are ideally suited to star
topologies, the wiring plan used by telephone systems.
Using PhoneNet StarConnectors and the telephone
wire already running to desks in an office, users can
construct AppleTalk networks that are reliable, manageable and easy to expand or upgrade.
PhoneNet StarConnectors run AppleTalk over a
single pair of telephone wires. Pre-terminated with
120 ohm resistors, they automatically provide correct
termination of each network branch. The
StarConnector plugs into the back of a Macintosh (or
any DIN-8 network device) and attaches to a telephone wall jack with the included extension cable.
PhoneNet StarConnectors .are designed for use with
PhoneNet StarController, an intelligent device that
functions as an active repeating hub and greatly
expands a user's capability to build and manage a
network.
$29.95 retail
Farallon Computing, Inc.; 2000 Powell St., Ste. 600;
Emeryville, CA 94608; 415-596-9000
PhoneNet StarController
Twelve-port AppleTalk packet repeater
5!2K or larger Macintosh.
PhoneNet StarController expands the capabilities
of the PhoneNet System by multiplying the total network distance and adding sophisticated network management, testing and fault isolation tools.
StarControllers can be linked to create very large
networks spanning several floors or even an entire
building. All devices on a single StarController are
part of the same logical zone, although interbridges
can be added along branches to isolate traffic.
Other features include: is compatible with all
AppleTalk devices; provides branch isolation, error
reduction, continuous anti-jamming monitoring and
automatic fault isolation; and is a cost-effective solution for networks of more than six branGhes using
existing telephone wiring.
$!,295 retail
Farallon Computing, Inc.; 2000 Powell St., Ste. 600;
Emeryville, CA 94608; 415-596-9000
Photolink
Infrared connectivity
Any Macintosh; AppleTalkJLocarialk.
Photolink is a cable-replacement product that uses
an infrared data transmission medium for connecting
computers or terminals without cabling in open or partitioned office environments. It supports
AppleTalk/LocalTalk for connecting Macintosh computers and peripheral products.
Each cluster of up to four computers or peripheral
devices is connected to a Photolink transceiver that
communicates with other Photolinks via infrared light
aimed at the same area of a ceiling or wall.
Photolink may be connected to existing cablebased systems. A built-in microprocessor and proprietary error correction assures dependable data
transmission.
$I, 195 retail; four-node unit
Photonics Corp.; 200 E. Hacienda Ave.; Campbell,
CA 95008; 408-370-3033
PostmatiQ
Telecommunications coprocessor
Macintosh Plus or larger.

PostmatiQ is a telecommunications facilitator that
automates routine communication and data processing
tasks.
It is capable of performing an intelligent dialog
with another computer and making decisions based on
the content of the data.
The l'ostrnatiQ answers, calls, saves, distributes,
computes, buffers and networks with computerized
devices, such as printers, terminals, fax machines,
robots, copiers, etc.
As a data communication hardware device, it is
capable of autonomous operation, is remotely programmable/reprogrammable, has multiple input/output ports and supports high-speed concurrent
processing.
System characteristics include: scheduling, power
fail recovery, adaptability, concurrency/multitasking,
nodal processing, device sharing, connectivity, unattended operation, programmability and automation.
The current hardware is a multiport device with
an optional internal modem, I28K of EPROM and up
to 5 l 2K of battery-backed CMOS RAM.
$800 retail; starting price
MCTel, Inc.; 5070 Parkside Ave., Ste. 1300;
Philadelphia, PA 19131; 215-879-3819
Q-Talk
AppleTalk compatible, local area network connectors
512K or larger Macintosh.
Q-Talk can be connected together with ordinary
modular telephone extension cables (included with
each) for a stand-alone network, or connected together
over existing wall-mounted telephone cables up to
3,000 feet (or more with a repeater).
$59 per node retail
Laser Connection; PO Box 850296; Mobile,
AL 36685; 205-633-7223 or 800-233-6687
Smart Wall Plates
CompuTalk assemblies for in-wall installation
Macintosh Plus or large1:
Smart Wall Plates are CompuTalk assemblies for
in-wall installation. Each of the plates includes a
CompuTalk connector built inside of a standard electrical outlet box and terminated by a wall plate with
MINI Din 8-pin sockets.
Smart Wall Plates are especially designed to prevent accidental disconnecting of AppleTalk Network
cables by installing CompuTalk connectors inside the
wal l.
$140 retail
AESP, Inc.; 1810 NE 144th St.; N. Miami Beach,
FL 33 181; 305-944-7710 or 800-446-2377
SmartTalk
Converts fully formatted documents between a
Macintosh and the DEC VAX, Wang VS, dedicated
word processors and PCs
512K or larger Macintosh.
SmartTalk includes Wang or VAX terminal emulation, allowing any network user to send or retrieve
documents from the minicomputer host with full format integrity. The program also allows remote document editing.
SmartTalk may be configured to support most
popular PC-based word processing programs, including WordPerfect 5.0 and a variety of stand-alone dedicated word processors, including Syntrex, NB!, CPT,
Xerox, IBM and CCI.
SmartTalk uses a direct translation technique to
convert internal format codes for precise retention of
footers and headers, page numbering, tabs, centering,
underlining, bold and more. The system is hardwired
between the network and remote systems, or may be
used with a modem for remote conversion anywhere
in the world.
$4,500 retail; base price (includes Wang or DEC VAX
terminal emulation for up to I0 AppleTalk workstations)
Interpreter, Inc.; 11455 W. 48th Ave.; Wheat Ridge,
co 80033; 303-431-8991

access system that installs on existing copper access
lines. Users may transmit data from their desktops at
any speed up to 64 Kbps synchronous or 57.6 Kbps
asynchronous. Data may be in any protocol. Users
may also transmit video images, graphics files and
voice traffic. Transmission is across private or public
carrier networks. Error rates are I in I0,000,000. Data
device interfaces are standard RS-232, RS-422 and
V.35. The T-lO System connects directly to any data
device. Network interfaces are standard, D-4 or
SLC-96 channel bank and digital network switches.
The system is compatible with existing T-1 networks.
Application notes for bridging AppleTalk LANs at
57.6 Kbps are available.
$2,800 retail
Digital Access Corp.; 11501 Sunset Hills Rd., Ste.
200; Reston, VA 22090; 800-666-2325
Timbuktu/Remote Access Pack
Solution for remote computing needs
Macimosh Plus or large1:
Timbuktu/Remote Access Pack is a one-stop solution for supporting Macintosh users at remote sites,
retrieving files from a Mac while away from the office
and working together with other users on Macintosh
documents. The Remote Access Pack includes:
Timbuktu/Remote screen-sharing and file transfer
software, the RemoteN.32 modem and the'
Remote/WakeUp cable.
The RemoteN.32 modem is a high-speed (9,600
bps) full-duplex modem that is fully compliant with
the V.32 international standard. It also supports speeds
from 1,200 and 2,400 bps and is compatible with the
Hayes AT command set. The Remote/WakeUp cable
can be used as a standard modem cable on all Macs
and can also be used to remotely switch on Mac II
computers. Included with the cable is Auto ShutDown
software, which shuts down the Mac if a wrong number accidentally starts it up.
$1 ,295 retail
Farallon Computing, Inc.; 2000 Powell St., Ste. 600;
Emeryville, CA 94608; 415-596-9000
Tops FlashBox
Plug-in device that upgrades the performance of
AppleTalk networks
512K or larger Macintosh ; Tops TeleConnector or
compatible network connector; twisted pai1; standard
telephone cabling or Locarialk.
Tops FlashBox rapidly moves data from one computer to another by increasing the data transfer rate of
AppleTalk networks, minimizing performance degradation where Ethernet is too expensive.
Compatible with all AppleTalk network applications, FlashBox provides the same flexibility as
AppleTalk. In addition, FlashBox is compatible with
all AppleTalk standard protocols, transferring data at
up to 770 Kbps across low-cost cabling, such as twisted-pair, LocalTalk or standard telephone wire.
FlashBox is designed for networks in which all
computers communicate at FlashTalk data rates using
Tops FlashBoxes (Macintoshes) or Tops FlashCard
(PC).
$189 retail; per Macintosh
Sun Microsystems, Tops Division; 950 Marina Village
Pkwy.; Alameda, CA 94501 ; 415-769-8700 or
800-445-8677
Tops Repeater
Extends length of AppleTalk network
Two Tops TeleConnectors or compatible DB-9 network connectors.
Tops Repeater is a hardware product that regenerates the electrical signals in an AppleTalk or compatible network. Tops Repeater enables users to extend
the maximum length of their networks and to change
the bus configuration of their networks by adding
branches or daisy chains.
$189 retail
Sun Microsystems, Tops Division; 950 Marina Village
Pkwy.; Alameda, CA 94501; 415-769-8700 or
800-445-8677

T-OSystem
Digital network access system
Any Macintosh.
The T-0 System is a high-speed digital.network
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Tops TeleConnector
AppleTalk and FlashTalk-compatible connector
512K or larger Macintosh; IBM PC computers.
Tops TeleConnector is an AppleTalk and
FlashTalk-compatible connector that uses standard
twisted pair cable with RJ-11 connectors, such as telephone wire, to physically link computers and printers
on a network.
Two models are available: standard RJ-11 and
DB-9 ends for PCs and older Macintoshes and
LaserWriters; and RJ-11 and DJN-8 ends for new
Macintoshes.
$59 retail
Sun Microsystems, Tops Division; 950 Marina Village
Pkwy.; Alameda, CA 94501; 415-769-8700 or
800-445-8677
Tri net
Connects up to 96 devices on Quicknet
512K or larger Macintosh.
Trinet connects up to 96 devices on Quicknet, an
AppleTalk-compatible network.
$54 per node retail
Infotek, Inc.; 56 Camille; E. Patchogue, NY 11772;
516-289-9682
Turbo Bridge
LocalTalk router
AppleTalk network.
TurboBridge is an AppleTalk device designed to
organize a large network into smaller, faster and less
congested networks called zones. By using
TurboBridges, AppleTalk's two largest limitations are
overcome: speed and size.
With TurboBridges, workgroups can freely share
information within their subnetworks. By the use of a
standard Macintosh Chooser, a user can communicate
with devices in other zones. Zones can be declared
invisible to limit access to selected devices, and the
bridge itself can be made transparent by declaring
both subnetworks to be in the same zone.
The TurboBridge contains two TurboNet STs,
Nuvotech.'s self-terminating AppleTalk connector, a
feature that allows the bridge to operate at the hub of a
star configurafion. Its repeater/amplifier function permits the extension of the AppleTalk network beyond
standard limits to accommodate a user's expanding
network.
$499 retail
Nuvotech, Inc.; 2015 Bridgeway, Ste. 204; Sausalito,
CA 94965; 415-331-7815 or 800-232-9922
TurboStar
Automatic network management hub
AppleTalk network.
TurboStar is a fully automated active network hub
designed to work as the hub of a star configuration
network running AppleTalk over twisted-pair telephone wire. It contains a Motorola 68000 family processor, which provides automatic network
configuration, monitoring and activity logging functions. TurboStar is fully programmable from any
Macintosh connected to it via AppleTalk. It is a standard self-configuring AppleTalk device with its own
NBP name, which can be changed from the controlling Macintosh.
$1,795 retail
Nuvotech, Inc.; 2015 Bridgeway, Ste. 204; Sausalito,
CA 94965; 415-331-7815 or 800-232-9922

IBM
Minicomputers & Mainframes
8110-A
Macintosh-to-IBM gateway
Any Macintosh; communications package.
The 8110-A gateway enables Macintoshes to
access IBM host computers. It provides a protocol
conversion and file transfer for up to eight asynchronous devices. It emulates an IBM 2374 cluster
controller unit that links computers and printers to a
bisynchronous IBM host or compatible computer.
The 8110-A gateway has a large file buffer to
accommodate the speed differences between IBM
mainframes and asynchronous devices. This allows
for efficient file transfer through the gat.eway.
To compensate for keyboard layout differences
between asynchronous devices and IBM terminals, the
8110-A gateway provides on-screen help that enables
a user to reference the IBM keyboard format without
affecting the computer session in progress.
The gateway provides a line tracing function for
diagnosing problems in the connection lines, such as
incorrect device addresses, poor RS-232C connections
and other potential problems associated with asynchronous to bisynchronous connections.
$1,900 retail
Case Communications, Inc.; 7200 Riverwood Dr.;
Columbia, MD 21046; 301-290-7710
Avatar PAIOOOG
Protocol converter/3278 emulation unit
Any ASCll terminal or remote!local compute1:
The Avatar PAlOOOG protocol converter allows
the connection of ASCII terminals and personal computers to IBM mainframe systems.
An auxiliary RS-232C port on the PAlOOOG provides pass-through asynchronous communications.
Dual-host capabilities enable a user to switch back
and forth between an ASCII host and the IBM 3270
host at any time during a session. An ASCII printer
can also be attached to the auxiliary port to make local
hard copies.
The setup and configuration process is dtiven by
an automatic baud rate and parity detection process, as
well as a menu-driven configuration program.
Several features are provided to support remote
access via modems and multiuser applications. A twolevel password system is provided for users and system administrators. Security provisions allow for
keyboard timeout, disconnect delay and a predetermined number of password entry attempts.
$995 retail
Avatar Corp.; 65 South St.; Hopkinton, MA 01748;
508-435-3000
MacIRMA
RAM-based Macintosh to IBM mainframe 3270 emulation hardware
Macimosh SE or larger.
MacIRMA is designed to bring IRMA functionality to a Macintosh SE, SE/30, II, Ilx, Ilcx and Ilci. It
lets a Macintosh function as an IBM 3278 or 3279 terminal, communicating with an IBM mainframe computer via a coax connection to a control unit.
Mac!RMA is RAM-based for easy upgrades and
comes with Mac!RMA Entry Emulation software.
$1 ,195 retail; available for SE, SE/30 and NuBus
(bundled with Mac!RMA Entry Emulator software)
Digital Communications Associates, Inc. (DCA);
1000 Alderman Dr.; Alpharetta, GA 30201 ;
404-4424000
MacIRMA Entry Emulator
Macintosh to IBM mainframe CUT emulation software
Macintosh SE or large1:
Mac!RMA Entry Emulator is Macintosh to IBM
mainframe CUT emulation software that allows the
Macintosh to function as an IBM 3278n9 single
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session terminal and access mainframe applications,
such as IBM PROFS. Mac!RMA Entry Emulator supports copy and paste between mainframe and
Macintosh applications. File transfer support includes
DCA IRMAlink, ForteNet and IBM's JND$FILE.
Background file transfer is also supported. The product features simple installation, built-in diagnostics
and a tear-off QuickPad for easy access to 3270
keystroke combinations. International support is also
available.
Bundled at no extra charge with Mac!RMA 3270
emulation hardware
Digital Communications Associates, Inc. (DCA);
1000 Alderman Dr.; Alpharetta, GA 30201;
404-4424000
MacIRMA Graphics
Allows users to access IBM mainframe graphics
applications through the MacIRMAfamily of IBM
3270 emulation hardware
Macintosh SE or large1:
Mac!RMA Graphics is a software product that
lets users of Macintosh II, IIx, Ilcx, Ilci, SE/30 and SE
computers access IBM mainframe computer graphics
applications through DCA's Mac!RMA family of IBM
3270 terminal emulation products.
Mac!RMA Graphics allows a Macintosh to emulate IBM's PCLK software to access, modify and
transfer graphics created on an IBM mainframe
computer.
When combined with DCA's Mac!RMA terminal
emulation product and IBM's Graphical Data Display
Manager (GDDM) - mainframe graphics software
that controls the way graphics are displayed on the
workstation - Mac!RMA Graphics allows users to
access host-based graphics applications, such as TELLAGRAF, SAS/GRAPH and Interactive Chart Utility
to produce graphics for business presentations and
reports.
Using Mac!RMA Graphics' Copy and Paste functions, users can move a graphic from a mainframe
application and insert it into a Macintosh application
like MacDraw for modification. A user can also store
mainframe graphics on his or her Macintosh in several
popular file formats, including PICT or PIF. With the
PIF file format, users can share graphics between IBM
or IBM-compatible personal computers, PS/2s and
• other Macintosh computers.
$195 retail; software upgrade
$1,295 retail; bundled with Mac!RMA NuBus hardware
Digital Communications Associates, Inc. (DCA);
1000 Alderman Dr.; Alpharetta, GA 30201;
404-4424000
MacIRMA WorkStation
Allows Macintosh to function as a multiple-session
DFT device over coax or via DCA IRMALAN
gateways
Macintosh SE or larger.
Mac!RMA WorkStation is software that works in
many environments. First, with the Mac!RMA coax
card to allow a Macintosh to function as a multiplesession Distributed Function Terminal (OFT) device
within a 3270 SNA mainframe network. Second, as a
software-only client workstation on an AppleTalk
LAN to a DCA IRMALAN gateway (SDLC or 802.2)
running on a PC or PS/2.
With Mac!RMA WorkStation, a Macintosh emulates IBM 3270 display sessions with 3287 printer
support while keeping all of the Mac 's independent
processing power. Mac!RMA WorkSiation also supports light pen applications. Users can use the mouse
to simulate a light pen when the pointer is in a light
pen field of host applications.
$295 retail; software upgrade
$1 ,395 retail; bundled with Mac!RMA NuBus hardware
Digital Communications Associates, Inc. (DCA);
1000 Alderman Dr.; Alpharetta, GA 30201;
404-442-4000
MacIRMALAN 802.2 And SDLC Gateway Server
Gateway products for Macintosh to IBM mainframe
communications over LANs
Macintosh SE, SE/30, llfamily or Portable; BOOK
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disk drive; AppleTalk LAN.
MacIRMALAN is a family of server gateway
products for Macintosh to IBM mainframe communications over LANs. The family consists of
MacIRMALAN SDLC Gateway Server and
MacIRMALAN 802.2 Gateway Server. Both are
available in versions for either 16 or 64 concurrent
users.
Because MacIRMALAN supports both DCA's
SDLC and 802.2 gateways, users have a choice of
remote or local connection to the mainframe.
MacIRMALAN SDLC Gateway Server supports
remote communications, enabli!lg Mac users on, for
example, an Apple LocalTalk LAN or IBM Token
Ring LAN iQ a branch office to obtain information
from their company's mainframe. The
MacIRMALAN 802.2 Gateway Server provides users
on an Apple Loca!Talk or TokenTalk LAN in the same
building local access to the mainframe over an IBM
Tok~n Ring backbone LAN.
MacIRMALAN Server software provides logical .
unit (LU) dedication for all gateway, client and printer
workstations, allowing users to configure LUs as
reserved for a particular user or a specified machine,
or pooled for Jess frequent network users.
$3,995 retail; 802.2 Gateway Server, 16 concurrent
users (80 sessions)
$5,995 retail; 802.2 Gateway Server, 64 concurrent
users (128 sessions)
$4,495 retail; SDLC Gateway Server, 16 concurrent
users (80 sessions)
$6,495 retail; SDLC Gateway Server, 64 concurrent
users (128 sessions)
Digital Communications Associates, Inc. (DCA);
I000 Alderman Dr.; Alpharetta, GA 3020 I;
404-442-4000
MacMainFrame Coax G:iteway
Provides Mac users with access to up to five IBM host
sessions
Macintosh SE, SE/30 or fl family (Client software
operates on a Mac Plus or larger).
MacMainFrame Coax Gateway is a hardware and
software product that provides workgroups of
Macintosh users with access to up to five IBM host
sessions. The product allows users to share host access
and is a cost effective alternative to direct coax connections for a Mac.
The MacMainFrame Coax Gateway server card
and server software is installed on a Macintosh server
and can be co-resident on an AppleShare server,
allowing for the sharing of computing resources.
Clients need only the MacMainFrame Coax Gateway
client software, which includes the MacMainFrame
DFT and 3287 printer applications. Users do not need
hardware, but must be able to access the Server
Macintosh via an AppleTalk network.
$2,495 retail
·
Avatar Corp.; 65 South St.; Hopkinton, MA 01748;
508-435-3000
MacMainFrame DX
Macintosh to mainframe communications for the IBM
3270 environment that allows local and remote access
to mainframe files
Any Macintosh, including Macintosh Portable.
MacMainFrame DX is a hardware/software communications product that allows local or remote connection of Macintoshes to a 3270 network.
It works in conjunction with Avatar's Host File
Transfer or IBM's IND$FILE Host software on IBM
mainframes to transfer Macintosh document, binary
and text files between a Macintosh and IBM host, as
well as provides full 3278 terminal emulation.
$1,195 retail
Avatar Corp.; 65 South St.; Hopkinton, MA 01748;
508-435-3000

MacMainFrame II
Macintosh to mainframe communications for the IBM
3270 environment, including file transfer capabilities
Macintosh fl or larger.
MacMainFrame II is an internal card and software
package that allows Macintosh II users to connect
with virtually any IBM mainframe. It provides IBM
3278/79 terminal emulation, full color support and file
transfer capabilities.
MacMainFrame II supports IBM 7-color emulation with user-selectable Macintosh color wheel choices. It allows text, binary and document file transfer
between Macintoshes and IBM mainframes in CICS,
TSO or CMS operating environments.
Compatible with MultiFinder, it allows file transfers and other host-related tasks to be performed in the
background, freeing users to simultaneously run local
applications.
MacMainFrame II also enhances Macintosh-toPC communication by allowing users to share files
across existing 3270 networks. In addition, its
Document File Transfer enables Macintosh users to
employ the host as a storage resource, as well as a
central mailbox to exchange information such as Jazz
or Excel worksheets.
Physically, MacMainFrame II consists of a
Macintosh software diskette and an internal card that
plugs into the expansion port of a Macintosh II. From
the Macintosh !l's back panel, a Type A coaxial cable
is used to connect to an IBM control unit or Display
Printer Adapter.
An Applications Program Interface (AP!) is also
available, allowing software developers driver-level
access to Avatar 's 3270 terminal emulation and file
transfer applications.
$995 retail
Avatar Corp.; 65 South St.; Hopkinton, MA 01748;
508-435-3000
MacMainFrame 11/DFT
Macintosh to mainframe communications allowing up
to.five simultaneous host sessions in the IBM 3270
environment
Macintosh fl ; MacMainFrame fl.
MacMainFrame Il/DFT (Distributed Function
Terminal) allows users to engage in up to five multiple
host sessions simultaneously, including live applications and background file transfers. In one application,
a Macintosh II user can concurrently access separate
mainframe applications running on CICS, TSO and/or
VM/CMS, cut and paste financials from one database
into Excel and have PROFS running in another window to display electronic mail messages.
$1,295 retail
Avatar Corp.; 65 South St.; Hopkinton, MA 01748;
508-435-3000
MacMainFrame SDLC Gateway
Provides any Mac on an AppleTalk network with IBM
3278/3279 terminal emulation and file transfer
Macintosh SE, SE/30 or fl family (Client software
operates on a Macintosh Plus or larger).
MacMainFrame SDLC Gateway is a hardware
and software product that provides any Macintosh on
an AppleTalk network with IBM 3278/3279 terminal
emulation and file transfer capabilities. It eliminates
the need for an IBM 3X74 control unit by providing
synchronous communications capabilities to the host
environment through switched or leased lines. Users
only need access to AppleTalk and MacMainFrame
SDLC Gateway to access the host.
The Gateway card and Server software is installed
on a Macintosh server and can be co-resident on an
AppleShare server, allowing for the sharing of computing resources. Using MacMainFrame SDLC
Gateway, the server distributes up to 64 lBM 3270
SNA sessions over any AppleTalk network configuration, including TokenTalk, EtherTalk and LocalTalk.
$2,495 retail; eight host sessions
$4,495 retail; 32 host sessions
$6,495 retail; 64 host sessions
Avatar Corp.; 65 Souto St.; Hopkinton, MA 01748;
508-435-3000

MacMainFrame SDLC Workstation
Allows a Mac user to directly access and manipulate
host information over a Synchronous Data Link
Control connection
Macintosh SE, SE/30 or fl family.
MacMainFrame SDLC Workstation combines the
MacMainFrame SDLC Workstation card and
MacMainFrame SDLC Workstation software and
allows a Mac user to directly access and manipulate
host information over a Synchronous Data Link
Control (SDLC) connection. It allows a Mac user to
access up to eight simultaneous IBM 3270 sessions on
a remote host over a wide area network. With
MacMainFrame SDLC Workstation, a Mac user can
access information on a host regardless of where the
host is located.
The MacMainFrame SDLC Workstation card is
installed in the option slot of a Mac SE, SE/30 or II
family. An RS-232 cable is connected from the DB25
connector on the card to a synchronous modem. IBM
3270 data can then be transmitted over a wide area
network to a Front End Processor or host.
MacMainFrame SDDC Workstation can operaie using
leased or switched lines in point-to-point or multidrop
configurations and supports data rates of 1,200 bps to
56 Kbps.
$ J,295 retail
Avatar Corp.; 65 South St.; Hopkinton, MA 01748;
508-435-3000
MacMainFrame SE
Macintosh to mainframe communications for the IBM
3270 environment, including file transfer capabilities
Macintosh SE,
·
MacMainFrame SE is an internal card and software package that allows direct connection of a
Macintosh SE to a 3270 network.
It works in conjunction with Avatar's Host File
Transfer software on IBM mainframes to transfer
Macintosh d~ument, binary and text files between a
Macintosh SE and an IBM host, as well as provides
full 3278/79 terminal emulation.
$795 retail
Avatar Corp.; 65 South St.; Hopkinton, MA 01748;
508-435-3000
MacMainFrame SE/30
Macintosh to mainframe communications for the IBM
3270 environment, including file transfer capabilities
Macintosh SE/30.
MacMainFrame SE/30 is an internal card and
software communications solution providing direct
connection of a Macintosh SE/30 to an IBM 3270 network. It allows full IBM 3278/79 terminal emulation
and file transfer under IBM 's CICS, TSO and CMS
operating environments.
MacMainFrame features keyboard mapping, pulldown menus, copy and paste support and other userdefinable characteristics, ;illowing mainframe
information to be easily accessed and manipulated.
$995 retail
Avatar Corp.; 65 South St.; Hopkinton, MA 01748;
508-435-3000
MacMainFrame SEIDFT; MacMairiFrame
SE/30/DFT
DFT support for MacMainFrame SE and
MacMainFrame SE/30
Macil'ftosh SE or SE/30.
MacMainFrame SE/DFT and SE/30/DFT are
internal card and software solutions that giye
Distributed Function Terminal (OFT) capabilities to
Avatar's MacMainFrame SE and SE/30 Macintosh to
IBM mainframe communications products.
MacMainFrame SE/DFT and SE/30/DFT allow up to
five simultaneous host sessions on a Macintosh SE or
SE/30 computer, respectively.
$495 each retail; MacMainFrame SE/DFT or
SE/30/DFT software upgrade from MacMainFrame
CUT version
$1,295 retail; MacMainFrame SE/30/DFT or SE/DFT
hardware and software
Avatar Corp.; 65 South St.'; Hopkinton, MA 01748;
508-435-3000
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MacMainFrame Token Ring Gateway
Allows Mac users in an AppleTalk environment to run
host applications on an IBM host that is resident on a
Token Ring network
Macintosh SE, SE/30 or II family (Client software
operates on a Macintosh Plus or larger and requires
an AppleTalk connection).
MacMainFrame Token Ring Gateway allows
Macintosh users in an AppleTalk environment
(LocalTalk, TokenTalk, EtherTalk) to run host applications on an IBM host that is resident on a Token Ring
network. ft combines MacMainFrame Token Ring
Gateway card and client and server software to provide any Mac wjth IBM 3278/3279 terminal emulation and file transfer capabilities. MacMainFrame
Token Ring Gateway provides up to eight simultaneous IBM 3270 sessions per Mac user and up to 64 sessions per server.
The MacMainFrame Token Ring Gateway server
card and server software is installed on a Mac server
and can be co-resident on an AppleShare server,
allowing for the sharing of computing resources.
Using MacMainFrame Token Ring Gateway, the server distributes up to 64 IBM 3270 SNA sessions over
any AppleTalk network configuration.
$2,495 retail; eight host sessions
$4,495 retail; 32 host sessions
$6,495 retail; 64 host sessions
Avatar Corp.; 65 South St.; Hopkinton, MA 01748;
508-435-3000
MacMainFrame Token Ring Workstation
Allows a Mac user to access and manipulate host
information over a Token Ring network
Macintosh SE, SE/30 or II family.
MacMainFrame Token Ring Workstation is a
hardware and software product that allows a Mac user
to access and manipulate host information over a
Token Ring network. It provides a direct connection .
of a Mac to a Token Ring network, giving users access
to up to eight simultaneous IBM 3270 sessions.
The MacMainFrame Token Ring Workstation
card is installed in an option slot of a Macintosh and
transmits and receives data af 4 Mbps. The Token
Ring Workstation card supports a variety of networking environments, including AppleTalk and IBM 3270
SNA. Because the product is TokenTalk compatible ,
it also provides Mac to Mac and Mac to PC communications capabilities.
$1,295 retail
Avatar Corp.; 65 South St.; Hopkinton, MA 01748;
508-435-3000
The Netway 1000 Communication Server
Multisession AppleTalk 3274 gateway
512KE or larger Macintosh.
The Netway I 000 Comrnunication Server allows
16 Macintosh or IBM PC users on an AppleTalk network to simultaneously access an IBM host computer.
8y emulating an IBM 3274 controller, this hardware and software system establishes a link between
Macintoshes, IBM PCs and an IBM host system,
allowing both personal computers to operate as 3270
workstations and communicate with the host system.
$3,995 retail; includes network licensed 3270 software
with file transfer, 3287 print capabilities and base
color support
Tri-Data Systems, Inc.; 3270 Scon Blvd.; Santa Clara,
CA 94054; 408-727-3270
Netway 2000
Lets LocalTalk, Ethernet and Token Ring networks
access IBM mainframes
512KE or larger Macintosh ."
The Netway 2000 provides LocalTalk, Ethernet
and Token Ring networks with direct access to any
IBM mainframe. Providing full 3278/9 terminal

emulation, host file transfer utility supporting
IND$FILE and remote printing, the Netway 2000 ~an
support up to 64 sessions, four serial ports and two
optional VME-bus double-height expansion slots.
Apple-compatible 3270 API and HyperCard support
allows users to create and modify a user-friendly
mainframe interface.
$9,995 retail
Tri-Data Systems, Inc.; 3270 Scott Blvd.; Santa Clara,
CA 94054; 408-727-3270
Smart Kid
Allows a stand-alone Macintosh to share fully formatted documents with dedicated word processors, DEC
VAX and PC-based word processing software
512K or larger Macintosh.
Smart Kid enables a Macintosh to share fully formatted documents with dedicated word processors,
DEC VAX and PC-based word processing software.
The unit uses an advanced direct translation technique that converts internal format codes, resulting in
the precise retention of headers and footers , decimal
alignment, tabs, centering, underlining, boldface and
more.
The system is generally hardwired between a
Macintosh :ind dissimilar processors. Or, it may be
used with a modem to achieve error-free, direct communications with dissimilar equipment anywhere in
the world.
Conversion parameters, such as communications
speed (baud rates), single file or batch modes and
direction, are selected from familiar pull-down menus.
Bidirectional, diskette-based software pairings are
loaded into the system's 3.5-inch drive.
$4,500 retail; base price, including one bidirectional
software pairing, all cabling, documentation,
AppleTalk network capability and customer support
$1,000 retail; additional conversion pairings
Interpreter, Inc.; 11455 W. 48th Ave.; Wheat Ridge,
co 80033; 303-431-8991
TuinAxcess Series lI Ami Series III
IBM AS/400 or System 34/36/38 minicomputer communications and file transfer
Any Macintosh.
The TwinAxcess Series ll is a multiport protocol
converter that allows local attachment of up to seven
asynchronous serial or parallel devices to an IBM
AS/400, System 34/36/38 or an IBM 5294 remote
controller via twinax cable. It allows attached terminals, microcomputers (such as IBM PCs and compatibles, Macintoshes and laptops) and printers to emulate
IBM 5291/5251 Model 11 displays or 5225/5256
printers.
The TwinAxcess Series III is a single po)1, compact protocol converter that allows the connection of
peripherals to an IBM AS/400 or System 34/36/38.
The Series III enables a user to connect a variety of
printers, terminals or personal computers to the minicomputer.
Both the Series II and Series III allow local connection or remote connection via modem.
$1,695 (first port) retail; TwinAxcess Series II
Optional expansion ports (2 through 7) available
$1,295 retail; (single port only); TwinAxcess Series III
Andrew/KMW Systems Corp.; 6034 W. Courtyard
Dr.; Austin, TX 78730; 512-338-3000 or
800-531-5167
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2400LC
2,400/1,200/300-bps modem
Any Macintosh; communications software; phone line.
The 2400LC modem cotnrnunicates at 2,400,
1,200 and 300 bps. It features CCITT V.22bis/V.22
and Bell 212N103 compatibility; asynchronous/synchronous full-duplex operation; MNP error control
(classes 2, 3 and 4); Hayes AT dialing commands;
eight LEDs; automatic adaptive equalization for superior performance over noisy, low-quality phone lines;
built-in diagnostics; stores four telephone numbers in
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non-volatile memory; and a built-in speaker.
$395 retail
Racal-Vadic; 1525 McCarthy Blvd.; Milpitas,
CA 95035; 408-432-8008
2400XModem
2,400 baud external modem
Any Macintosh .
The 2400X Modem is a 2,400 baud intelligent
external modem, 100 percent Hayes compatible, with
two RS-232 connectors that allow for selective use of
a single serial port on the host compute~. It provides
high-speed 2,400 baud synchronous and asynchronous
data communications. The modem automatically
detects and adjusts to the 2,400, 1,200 or 300 baud
rate of the device with which it is communicating. It
can store and recall digits in non-volatile memory for
automatic dialing of fre_quently called telephone numbers, and features a built-in speaker with programmable volume control.
$119 retail
Micro Electronic Technologies; 35 South St.;
Hopkinton, MA 01748; 508-435-9057
2400XMac And 2400XRMac
2,400/1,200/300-bps modem
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The 2400XMac is a light weight, stand-alone
modem that comes with a cable, phone line and soft· ware. It is compatible with all standard communications software and comes with QuickLink JI. Red
Ryder is also available with the 2400XRMac.
The modem features call-progress monitoring
either through tones (ring back, dial, busy and answer)
or the seven LED light displays. It also features autodial/auto-answer.
The 2400XMac is fully Hayes-compatible and
compatible with the international phone'systems. It
comes with a two-year warranty and customer support
hotline.
$239 retail; 2400XMac
$279 retail; 2400XRMac (includes Red Ryder)
Best Data Products, Inc.; 5907 Noble Ave.; Van Nuys,
CA 91411; 818-786-2884 or 800-632-2378
Apple Personal Modem
1,200/300-baud modem
512K or larger Macintosh .
The Apple Personal Modem is a compact,
1,200/300-baud modem that provides a data communications solution forany Apple personal computer
system.
Features include: automatic answer, dial and redial; works with either tone-generating or pulsed telephone systems; the ability to send visual status
messages, such as "Busy, No Dial Tone" to the computer's screen; works with popular communications
software, such as MacTerminal and other Hayes-compatible programs; plugs into a wall socket or power
strip; and more.
$279 retail
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996-1010
Atari SX212
Hayes-compatible 1,200-bps modem
Any Macintosh.
The Atari SX2 l 2 is a Hayes-compatible 1,200bps external modem. It is compatible with Bell 212A
and I 03 standards and offers fuU- or half-<!uplex operation and pulse or tone dialing,. A built-in speaker lets
users monitor call progress; either the volume control
or software adjusts loud1fess. Eight front-panel LED
indicators display modem status and operations. A full
90-day warranty is provided.
$99.95 retail
Atari Corp.; 1196 Borregas Ave.; Sunnyvale,
CA 94088; 408-745-2000
CellBlazer
High-performance cellular modem
512K or larger Macintosh.
Capable of typical speeds of 16,800 bps with
compression or 10,000 bps without compression over
cellular links, the CellBlazer modem - a higfl-speed
cellular modem - utilizes the cellular network to cost
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effectively transmit data from mobile locations to
micro, mini or mainframe computers. Mobile applications such as remote sales order entry, remote inventory database access, stocking and delivery route
automation, remote image/picture verification and onlocation insurance claim processing are now feasible.
The CellBlazer also operates at up to 19,200 bps with
compression over land lines and provides essential
'emergency recovery communications and instantaneous backup to land-based telephone lines.
$1,495 retail
Telebit Corp.; 1315 Chesapeake Terr.; Sunnyvale,
CA 94089; 800-835-3248
Courier Modems
Modems
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Courier HST Dual Standard is a 14,400,
12,000, 9,600, 7,200, 4,800, 2,400, I ,200 and 300 bps
external modem that combines asymmetric HST modulation and CCITT V.32 capability for high-speed
flexibility, performance and compatibility. The HST
Dual Standard modem includes MNP Class 5 data
compression and error control for error-free 26,000
bps performance.
The Courier HST is a 14,400, 12,000, 9,600,
7,200, 4,800, 2,400, 1,200 and 300 bps external
modem that offers high-speed asymmetric modulation
and MNP Class 5 that provides error-free 26,000 bps
performance.
The Courier V.32 is a 9,600, 7,200, 4,800, 2,400,
1,200 and 300 bps external modem that provides full
CCITT V.32 capability, MNP Class 5, lower-speed
CCITT and Bell compatibility.
The Courier 2400e is a 2,400, 1,200 and 300 bps
external modem with MNP Class 5 that provides
error-control and data compression for effective errorfree throughput up to 4,800 bps.
The Courier 2400 is a 2,400, 1,200 and 300 bps
external modem.
The Courier 1200 is a l ,200 and 300 bps external
modem.
$1,595 retail; Courier HST Dual Standard
$995 retail; Courier HST
$1,099 retail; Courier V.32
$699 retail; Cmµier 2400e
$499 retail; Courier 2400
$349 retail; Courier 1200
U.S. Robotics, Inc.; 8100 N. McCormick Blvd.;
Skokie, IL 60076; 708-982-5001 or 800-342-5877

another. Powerful Macintosh communications software and a collection of free introductory memberships and online time on a humber of bulletin boards
and online services are included.
$349 retail
$399 retail; with MNP-5
$79 retail; Send-fax option
Applied Engineering; PO Box 5100; Carrollton,
TX 75011; 214-241-6060
DataLink/Mac Portable
Internal 2,400 bps modem
Macimosh Portable.
The DataLink/Mac Portable is an internal 2,400
bps modem for the Macintosh Portable that includes
send-fax and MNP-5 as standard features. A special
low-power consuming design prolongs the life of the
Macintosh Portable 's battery. The modem also accepts
a l-to-2 line phone adapter so users can enjoy normal
telephone use without disconnecting the phone line
from the modem. The modem has non-volatile RAM
for pre-setting and storing different setup configurations and often-called phone numbers. Powerful
Macintosh communications software and a collection
of free introductory memberships and online time on a
· number of bulletin boards and online services are
included.
$299 retail; includes MNP-5 and Send-fax
Applied Engineering; PO Box 5100; Carrollton,
TX 75011; 214-241-6060
IntelliModem 2400
300/1,200/2,400-bqud modem
Any Macintosh.
The JntelliModem 2400 is a Hayes-compatible
modem that supports asynchronous operation at 300,
1,200 and 2,400 bps. Its NonRisk modem design uses
multipurpose microprocessors to implement the critically important modem signal processing and timing
control functions. All are modifiable via software
contained in ari on-board PROM. NonRisk gives a
user built-in protection from changing standards and
compatibility problems. In addition, expanded features
can be added via option modules.
Features include: compatibility with Bell
103/2 l 2A/V.22bis protocols; call waiting; front panel,
multicolor line-quality display; screen messages that
advise a user of busy, dial tone, remote ringing or
voice coming over the phone; adaptive echo cancellation; a two-inch speaker with adjustable volume control; and more.
$599 retail
Bizcomp Corp.; 522 Mercury Dr.; Sunnyvale,
CA 94086; 408-733-7800

DataLink Express
External 2,400-bps modem
Macintosh Plus or larger.
DataLink Express is a high-quality, feature-laden
external modem for the Macintosh series. It features
12 indicator/status lights and has standard DB-25 and
8-pin mini DIN connectors built-in. The modem is
FCC certified. Options include MNP-5 error correction and data compression and send-only fax.
$249 retail
$299 retail; with MNP-5
$79 retail; send-fax option
Applied Engineering; PO Box 5100; Carrollton,
TX 75011; 214-241-6060

Mac-Pac
2,400-bps modem, Macintosh cable, Quick-Link communications software
Any Macintosh.
Mac-Pac is a modem package consisting of the
Anchor 2400E 2,400-baud external modem, a
Macintosh interconnecting cable and Quick-Link
communications software.
The Anchor 2400E modem is 100 percent i-layescompatible and carries a five-year warraqty. It is configured for V.22bis and Bell 212A operation and is in
a compact external package.
$239 retail
Anchor Automation, Inc.; 20675 Bahama St.;
Chatsworth, CA 91311; 818-998-6100

DataLink/Mac
Internal 2,400 bps modem
Macintosh II family.
DataLink/Mac is an internal 2,400 bps modem for
the Macintosh II family that can be upgraded to
include MNP-5 and send-fax capability. The modem
inch1des a "Mac standard" serial port for the addition
of extra peripherals, even when the computer's builtin ports are occupied. For workstations with a number
of serial devices (printers, plott~rs. digitizer:s. scanners, modems, etc.), a special Mac desk accessory is
provided so users can individually control the system's shadowing to multiple serial devices. This
feature saves the hassles of reaching behind the computer to physically change cables from one device to

Mac2400E
2,400-bps internal modem
Macintosh II or larger.
The Mac2400E is a full-function 2,400-bps internal modem card for the Macintosh II family. It supports X.PC and MNP Levels 2, 3 and 4 error
correction protocols. MNP's Level 5 data compression
offers throughput of up to 4,800 bps.
The modem supports the AT command set, which
provides compatibility with most communications
software. It operates at 2,400/1,200/300 bps and is
compatible with CCITT V.22bis, V.22, Bell 2 l 2A and
Bell 110 and l03. NVRAM (Non-Volatile Random
Access Memory) is used by the modem to store userspecified configuration. No option switches are

required. Additional features include auto-dial and
auto-answer, automatic fallback, extensive self-test
capabilities and a phone jack that allows the modem to
share a single phone line for voice or data calls.
$449 retail
$599 retail; with Microsoft Works
Ven-Tel; 2121 Zanker Rd.; San Jose, CA 95131;
408-436-7400
MacBottom Modem
300/1 ,200-baud Hayes-compatible modem
512K or larger Macintosh .
The MacBottom Modem is an option available
with the MacBottom line of external SCSI hard disk
drives. It fits inside the same small, sturdy case as the
MacBottom for easy transportation.
Compatible with the Hayes AT command set, the
MacBottom Modem provides a user with features
such as Auto-answer and Auto-dial. It comes with a
two-year limited warranty.
$200 plus price of MacBottom hard disk drive, or purchase upgrade for same cost
Personal Computer Peripherals Corp.; 4710
Eisenhower Blvd., Bldg. A4; Tampa, FL 33634;
813-884-3092 or 800-622-2888
Macintosh Communications Package
Complete modem package
Any Macintosh.
The Macintosh Communications Package is a
complete modem package that includes a Practical
Peripherals PM2400SA stand-alone modem colored to
match the Apple platinum color, two custom cables
that plug between any Macintosh and MicroPhone
V1.5 communications package from Software
Ventures. Also incluc!ed is free access time to
CompuServe.
The Practical Modem PM2400SA is a
2,400/1,200/300-baud, fully Hayes-compatible
modem featuring adaptive eqmll.ization for error-free
data transmissions in the most difficult situations.
The package comes with a five-year factory
repair/replacement warranty.
$299 retail
Practical Peripherals, Inc.; 31245 La Baya Dr.;
Westlake Village, CA 91362; 818-706-0333
MD2400
300/1 ,200/2,400-bps modem with MNP5 error correction and data compression
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The MD2400 is a Hayes-compatible,
300/1,200/2,400-bps modem. It will talk to any Bell
I03/2 I2A, CCJTT V.22 or CCJTT V.23bis modem. It
also supports guard tones and adjustable dialing timing for use in other countries.
The modem features MNP error correction level
5, automatic data to voice switching, auto-answer,
speakerphone and LED status indicators.
$349 retail
EMAC, a Division of Everex Systems, Inc.; 48431
Milmont Dr.; Fremont, CA 94538; 800-821-0806,
ext. 2222
Midget Mac
External and internal modems
Macintosh Plus or large1:
The Midget Mac is a series of external and internal 1,200 and 2,400 bps modems for the Macintosh.
The modems comply with CCJTT V.22bis standards at
2,400 bps, and are CCITT V.22 and Bell 2.2A compatible at 1,200 bps. Each modem \s fully AT compatible and features auto-dial and auto-answer.
All necessary communications software and connecting cables are provided, as well as full documentation. The modems are backed by a five-year limited
warranty.
$149 retail; M.idget Mac 12E (external with cable and
software)
$209 retail; M.idget Mac 24E (external with cable and
software)
$229 retail; Midget Mac 24 (internal for Mac II, Ilx)
$1 ,299 retail; Turbo Mac 96 (internal for Mac II, Ilx;
upgr~dable to 19.2 Kbps)
$309 retail; Mac Pac 48E (external with cable and
software)
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$279 retail; Mac Pac 84 MG (external with cable and
software)
Incomm Data Systems, Inc.; 652 S. Wheeling Rd.;
Wheeling, IL 60090; 312-459-8881 or 800-346-2660
Migent Pocket Modem
Nine-ounce, 1,200-bps, Hayes-compatible modem
Any Macintosh .
The Migent Pocket Modem is a battery powered,
miniature 300/1,200-bps Hayes-compatible modem. It
weighs only 9 ounces (including battery) and measures 1.3 by 2.5 by 5 inches.
The modem plugs directly into a Macintosh's
RS-232 serial port and features both auto-dial and
auto-answer capabilities for completely unattended
operation.
Major features include: surface-mount technology; non-volatile 28-character memory for phone number and access codes; no dip switches (configuration
profile is stored in non-volatile memory); no power
switch (modem turns on and off automatically with
the computer 's power switch); standard 9-volt battery
provides approximately 12 hours of online operation;
110 Vac power operation with Battery Eliminator
(included); packed by 12-month limited warranty;
FCC approved; and more.
$159 retail
Migent, Inc.; PO Box 6062; Incline Village,
NV 89450; 702-832-3777 or 800-633-3444
Multi-Function Encryptor
DES standard encryptor with built-in 2,400 bps
modem, multiplexer and remote control capability
Any Macintosh ; serial communications card.
The Multi-Function Encryptor (MFE) has features
for most asynchronous data security applications. The
modem is CCITI V.22bis, 2,400 bps with MNP 5
error correction and compression. Typical throughput
is 4,800 bps. The multiplexer can handle two full
duplex data channels, remote print spooling or one
data channel and remote control.
MFE, with the X-10 remote control interface, can
tum on or off a remote computer and up to 255 other
remote devices. With software (Timbuktu, PC
Anywhere), the remote computer can be used as if it
were local.
$795 retail
Secure Telecom, Inc.; PO Box 70337; Sunnyvale,
CA 94086; 408-992-0572
MultiModem224E
2,400/1,200/300-bps modem with software and cable
512KE or larger Macintosh.
MultiModem224E gives a user 2,400, 1,200 and
300 bps operation, auto-dial and auto-answer, 100
percent AT command compatibility and MNP error
correction.
MultiModem224E is designed to run both asynchronous and synchronous over both dial-up and twowire leased lines, with manual or automatic dialing. It
includes help menus, a memory for telephone numbers, a memory for a user's option configuration,
MNP error correction and speed conversion for fixed
speed computer ports.
$499 retail
Multi-Tech Systems, Inc.; 2205 Woodale Dr.; Mounds
View, MN 5511 2; 612-785-3500 or 800-328-9717
MultiModem224E7
2,400/1 ,200/300 bps modem with software and cable
512KE or larger Macintosh .
The MultiModem224E7 features 100 percent AT
Command Set compatibility; full/half duplex dial-up
or two~wire lease line; callback security; remote configuration; V.42 error correction; MNP data compression (classes 5 and 7); CCITI V.22bis, V.2 1, V.22,
V.23, V.25bis, Bell 212A and 103/113 compatibility;
synchronous/asynchronous operation; phone number
storage; data rates of 2,400/1,200/300 with data compression throughput of 72,00 bps.

$549 retail
Multi-Tech Systems, Inc.; 2205 Woodale Dr.; Mounds
View, MN 55 112; 612-785-3500 or 800-328-97 17
MultiModem V32
9,600/2,400/1,200/300 bps error-correcting modem
512KE or larger Macintosh .
The MultiModemV32 delivers true full duplex
communications over dial-up phone lines. Features
include: full/half duplex; dial-up or two-wire leased
,lines; automatic/manual answer; I00 percent AT command set compatibility; automatic fallback; callback
security; V.42 (MNP Class 2/3/4 and LAP-M) error
correction and MNP Class 5 data compression with
speed conversion; synchronous and asynchronous
operation; and CCITI V.32, V.22bis, V.22, Bell 2 I2A
and 103/11 3 compatible. The modem is bundled with
Quick Link II communications software. Quick Link
II supports features such as AT commands, speed conversion and phone number storage, provides several
file transfer protocols and includes a text editor.
$1,099 retail
Multi-Tech Systems, Inc.; 2205 Woodale Dr.; Mounds
View, MN 55 11 2; 612-785-3500 or 800-328-97 17
NetModem V.32
9,600 bps modem
Macintosh Plus or larger; PhoneNet or Loca/Talk
network.
The NetModem V.32 is a 9,600 bps modem that is
designed to be shared over AppleTalk. All
Macintoshes and PCs on the network can access the
NetModem for outgoing communications at 300,
1,200, 2,400, 4,800 or 9,600 bps. The NetModem
V.32 also includes Dial-In Network Access software,
which allows a remote Mac or PC to dial into the
NetModem 's network and use Tops, AppleShare, electronic mail, printers and other network resources. The
NetModem even allows remote network bridging.
Two NetModem V.32s can link two geographically
separate networks over phone lines to create a single
wide area network.
$1,999 retail
Shiva Corp.; 155 Second St.; Cambridge, MA 02141 ;
617-864-8500
NetModem V2400
300/1,200/2,400 bps modem that is shared over an
AppleTalk network; allows dial-in network access
from a remote Mac or PC
512KE or larger Macintosh; AppleTalk network.
The NetModem V2400 is a 2,400-baud modem
that can be shared by Macs and PCs on the AppleTalk
network. It plugs in anywhere along the network,
needing just a single AppleTalk connector and a single
phone line.
The NetModem V2400 also supports Dial-In
Network Access, a feature that allows anyone with a
Macintosh or PC and an ordinary modem to call into
and use their AppleTalk network from a remote
location.
The NetModem V2400 offers additional details,
such as online help, on-screen status indicators and
audible call monitoring. The modem uses the industry-standard Hayes command set and data transfer at
300/1,200/2,400 bps.
The system will operate with a pulse or touchtone dial. It supports the Bell 103 and 212A standards
and the CCITT V.22 and V.22bis standards.
$599 retail
Shiva Corp.; 155 Second St.; Cambridge, MA 0214 1;
617-864-8500
New Port 2400 Modem Family
Internal and external data modems
Any Macintosh.
The NewPort 2400 Family includes internal and
external data modems for any Macintosh, including
the Macintosh Portable. They feature Component
Modem technology, which allows "plug and play"
upgrades for new communications standards and protocols, such as MNP error correction, 9,600 fax, 9,600
fax/2,400 data and more. All NewPort internal
modems for the Mac SE/30 and II include three Mac
serial ports as standard features. Mac SE internal
modems include one serial port. MultiAimer software
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allows automatic port assignment of the onboard serial
ports, independent of the modem or printer port on the
back of the Mac. NewPort products for the Mac SE/30
or ll incorporate coprocessors for autonomous
operation while the Mac is busy servicing other
applications.
$329 to $349 retail
Xecom, Inc.; 374 Turquoise St.; Milpitas, CA 95035;
408-945-6640
NewPort 2400MNP5 Modem Family
Internal modems with error correction and data
compression
Macintosh SE, SE/30, I1 or Portable.
The NewPort 2400MNP5 Family provides
Macintosh users with advanced error detection and
correction capabilities that correct errors caused by
degraded phone lines and ensuring I00 percent data
integrity. MNP level 5 allows up to 2: 1 data compression of files, resulting in data transmission throughputs of up to 4,800 bps.
These high-performance MNP modems are
System 7.0/Communications Toolbox compatible and
feature extra serial ports; Component Modem technology, which allows users to upgrade New Ports; NuBus
coprocessors; MultiAimer Expert software, which
allows automatic port assignment of the onboard serial
ports, independent of the modem or printer port on the
back of the Mac; and Mac communications software.
$429 to $449 retall
Xecom, Inc.; 374 Turquoise St.; Milpitas, CA 95035;
408-945-6640
Parrot 1200
300/1,200-bps modem
Any Macintosh.
The Parrot 1200 modem is about the size of an
audio cassette and weighs only three ounces. It is .a
fully featured modem that is AT-compatible, for 0-300
and 1,200-baud data-transmission rates. Drawing
power only when needed, the Parrot remains on standby until activity is detected. It then switches instantly
and automatically to whatever mode is required.
Features include asynchronous format; fullduplex operation; built-in auto-self-test, analog loopback, local digital loopback and remote digital
loop-back testing; touch-tone, pulse and automatic
answer modes; dial tone, busy, ringback, MCI- and
Sprint-tone detection; speaker with volume control;
four LED indicators; and AT-Standard (Hayes) command format.
$149 retail; includes cables and software
Novation, Inc.; 23482-D Peralta Dr:; Laguna Hills,
CA 92653; 800-848-6636
Pro Modem
Modems
512K or larger Macintosh.
The ProModem 1200 and 2400 are expandable,
2,400/1,200/300-baud intelligent modems that feature
auto-answer/auto-dial; auto-redial on busy; built-in
speaker with volume control; two phone jacks for
switching between voice and data; call progress detection; and more.
The ProModem 2400S Security Modem is a
2,400/1,200/300-baud Hayes-compatible modem that
offers password protection and call back.
The ProModem l 200G and 2400G are low-cost,
1,200/300-baud and 2,400/1 ,200/300-baud modems.
They contain all of the features of the ProModem
1200 and 2400, except exclusion and A lead switching, a real-time clock, Help commands and expandability to the Communications Buffer and
Alphanumeric Display.
Features include an RS-232C interface; Hayes
command-set compatibility; auto-answer/auto-dial;
auto-redial on busy; automatically senses whether to
tone or pulse dial; Waits for dial tones; built-in speaker
with volume control; two jacks for convenient switching between voice and data; internal power supply;
and call-progress detection.
$299 retail; ProModem 1200 (full featured, expandable 1,200/300-baud)
$399 retail; ProModem 2400 (full featured, expandable 2,400/1 ,200/300-baud)
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$499 retail; ProModem 2400S Security
(2,400/1,200/300-baud)
$149 retail; ProModem I200G (low cost 1,200/300baud)
$249 retail; ProModem 2400G (low cost
2,400/1,200/300-baud)
Prometheus Products, Inc.; 7225 SW Bonita; Tigard,
OR 97223; 503-624-0571 .
ProModem 2400M
2,400-baud, external modem
512K or larger Macintosh.
ProModem 2400M is a 2,400-baud, external
modern for a 5 l 2K or larger Macintosh. The 2400M
· includes a 2,400-baud modem, Red Ryder communications software and a Macintosh cable. The 2400M
also includes the AT command set, CCITT and Bell
compatibility, auto-answer, auto-dial, a speaker with a
volume control, advanced diagnostics and non-volatile
RAM for modem configuration storage. Other features, such as script language, terminal emulation and
file transfer protocols, are also included.
$299 retail
Prometheus Products, Inc.; 7225 SW Bonita; Tigard,
OR 97223; 503-624-0571
ProModem 2400MII
2,400-baud, internal modem
Macintosh JI.
ProModem 2400MII is a 2,400-baud, internal
modem for the Macintosh IL The 2400MII plugs
directly into the Mac !I's NuBus and is compatible
with all Macintosh software. By using the industry
standard AT command set, the 2400MII will talk with
any existing communications software, such as Red
Ryder or Microphone. By using CCITT V.22bis, V.22
and Bell 212A,103 standards, the 2400MII is compatible with both European and U.S. communications
standards. A second serial port can be added for general-purpose use, and software for switching between
serial ports is included. The exclusive Status Lights ,
DA provides visual modem status, and communications software is also included.
$399 retail
Prometheus Products, Inc.; 7225 SW Bonita; Tigard,
OR 97223; 503-624-0571
ProModem 2400SE
2,400-baud, internal modem
Macintosh SE or SE/30.
ProModem 2400SE is a 2,400-baud, internal
modem for the Macintosh SE or SE/30. The 2400SE
does not use the Mac's only expansion slot. A PassThru port is included. A user can·choose either the
modem or another serial device using a DA. A Status
Lights DA is included to provide visual modem status.
The ProModem 2400SE uses the industry standard AT
command set for compatibility with existing communications software, such as Red Ryder or Microphone.
CCITT V.22bis, V.22 and Bell 2l2A,103 standards are
followed for both U.S. and European communications
capability.
$299 retail
Prometheus Products, Inc.; 7225 SW Bonita; Tigard,
OR 97223; 503-624-0571

\

QuadPort Network Modem Family
Four channel NuBus data and fax/data modem server
products
Macintosh 11 family.
The QuadPort Network server product line provides centralized, high-density, easily-managed
telecommunications resources inside a Macintosh II
computer. Up to 24 modems or fax/data modems can
be shared by users in AppleTalk, EtherTalk or
TokenTalk network environments. TeleLan host software controls the central communications server while
NetAimer, client node utility software, redirects standard Macintosh communications programs over the
network to the server. TeleLan 's resident network
management software logs node, phone number and

duration of calls and provides for network security.
QuadPorts include upgradable Component Modem
technology and System 7.0/Communications Toolbox
compatibility.
$1,499 to $2,999 retail
Xecom, Inc.; 374 Turquoise St.; Milpitas, CA 95035;
408-945-6640
Racal-Vadic Modems
Modems
Any Macintosh.
The 9632VP is a V.32 stand-alone modem that
features 9,600, 4,800, 2,400, 1,200 and 300-bps full
duplex; compatible with CCITT V.32N.22bis and Bell
212/103 standards; asynchronous and synchronous
operation; MNP error control and data compression
boosts error-free throughput up to 19,200 bps; choice
of Racal-Vadic or ATPlus dialing commands; operates
over dial-up and leased lines; built-in diagnostics;
front panel operation; options stored in non-volatile
memory; and speed conversion.
The 2400PA Model 2 Mpdem is a V.22bis modem
that features communications at 2,400, 1,200 and 300
bps; asynchronous and synchronous operation; MNP
error control and data compression; choice of RacalVadic or ATPlus dialing commands; Racal-Vadic 's
SADL synchronous dialing; Modem Manager feature
for remote modem control; speed conversion allows
constant DTE speeds up to.9,600 bps; 12-key front
panel with LCD for complete modem control; password-protected non-volatile memory stores 15 telephone numbers and logon sequences; and built-in
tests.
The 2400VP Modem features communications at
2,400, 1,200 and 300 bps; asynchronous and synchronous operation; MNP error control and data compression; choice of Racal-Vadic or ATPlus dialing
commands; speed conversion; front panel operation;
built-in diagnostics; non-volatile memory stores 15
telephone numbers and logon sequences; and automatic switching between voice and data.
$1,195 retail; 9632VP
$795 retail; 2400PA Model 2 Modem
$595 retail; 2400VP Modem
Racal-Vadic; 1525 McCarthy Blvd.; Milpitas,
CA 95035; 408-432-8008
Smartmodem 1200; Smartmodem 2400;
Smartmodem 2400M
Modems
Any Macintosh.
The Smartmodem 1200 dials, answers and disconnects calls automatically and works at both full- or
half-duplex over dial-up telephone lines. In addition to
I03/212A compatibility, it is CCITT V.22 compatible
for full-duplex asynchronous international communications at 1,200 bps. The modem operates at up to 300
bps and 1,200 bps and automatically adjusts to incoming data speed.
The Smartmodem 2400 communicates at 2,400
bps over standard dial-up telephone lines. It is compatible with CCITT V.22 and V.22bis specifications,
as well as 103/2 nA. Additional features include highspeed telecomputing, optional speed operation (0-300,
1,200 or 2,400 bps), reliability and data integrity, synchronous (2,400 bps modems only) and asynchronous
communication, call progress monitoring and built-in
test modes.
Smartmodem 2400M communicates at 2,400,
1,200 and 0-300 bps. It is compatible with CCJTT
V.22 and V.22bis specifications, as well as I03/212A.
Operations include call progress monitoring, command buffer, storable configuration profiles, default
user profile, stored telephone numbers, view configuration profiles, dialing capability and enhanced diag'
nostic testing.
$399 estimated retail; Smartmodem 1200
$499 estimated retail; Smartmodem 2400
$499 estimated retail; Smartmodem 2400M
Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.; PO Box
I05203; Atlanta, GA 30348; 404-449-8791 or 404441-1617 (customer service)

Smartmodem 9600
Modem
Any Macintosh.
Smartmodem 9600 is a CCITT V.32 compliant
modem for data communications network applications. The modem is designed for mainframe and local
area network environments requiring high-speed, fullduplex communications for transferring large volumes
of data. Asynchronous and synchronous transmission
combined with four-wire leased line and dial backup
communications features allow operation in many
environments. Front panel keys provide access to a
menu that enables the modem to be configured, operated, monitored and tested.
$1,999 estimated retail
Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.; PO Box
I05203; Atlanta, GA 30348; 404-449-8791 or
404-441-1617 (customer service)
Sportster Modems
Modems
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Sportster 2400 external modem is compatible
with CCITT V.22bis, Bell 212A and !03, AT
command set, communicates with all ASCII-supporting computers and terminals, and is FCC and DOC
certified.
The Sportster 2400 features include: automatic
speed matching; LED status indicators; call-progress
detection; external switches; volume control and audio
monitor; command mode/online toggle; and fast
dialing.
The Sportster 1200 external modem is compatible
with Bell 212A and !03, AT command set, communicates with all ASCII supporting computers and terminals, and is FCC and DOC certified.
The Sportster 1200 features include: LED status
indicators ( 1200 only); call-progress detection; external switches; volume control and audio monitor; command mode/online toggle; and fast dialing.
$149 retail; Sportster 1200
$249 retail; Sportster 2400
U.S. Robotics, Inc.; 8100 N. McCormick Blvd.;
Skokie, IL 60076; 708-982-500 1 or 800-342-5877
SupraModem 2400
300/1,200/2,400-baud Hayes-compatible modem
512K or larger Macimosh.
The SupraModem 2400 is a compact, Hayes-compatible modem that supports asynchronous operation
at 300, 1,200 and 2,400 bps. User configurations are
created by issuing simple commands and can be
stored in the modem 's non-volatile memory so that
they are automatically loaded every time the modem
is turned on or reset.
Features include: I00 percent AT command compatibility; compatibility with Bell I03/212A, CCITT
V.21, CCITT V.22 and CCITT V.22bis protocols;
automatic answer/automatic dial (tone or pulse); two
modular phone jacks for telephone line and phone;
programmable-volume speaker; and a one-year
warranty.
$149.95 retail
Supra Corp.; 1133 Commercial Way; Albany,
OR 97321; 503-967-9075 or 800-727-8772
SupraModem 2400 Plus
External modem with MNP and V.42bis
Any Macintosh.
The SupraModem 2400 Plus features MNP levels
2 to 5 and CCITT V.42bis error correction and data
compression protocols. These protocols give users up
to 9,600-baud error-free throughput when communi- ·
eating with modems with the same protocol,5. The
SupraModem 2400 Plus is made in the U.S.A and
also offers the same features as the original
SupraModem 2400.
$199.95 retail
Supra Corp.; 1133 Commercial Way; Albany,
o~ 97321; 503-967-9075 or 800-727-8772

TlOOO
Modem
512K or larger Macintosh .
The Tl 000 is a multispeed dial-up modem that
offers 9,600 bps error-free throughput.
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Features include: delivers 9,600 bps throughput
over ordinary telephone lines; Bell 103J/212A,
CCITT V.22/V.22bis compatibility; internal support
for Unix UUCP, Kermit, Xmodem and Ymodem protocols; automatic speed selection; automatic error control; connects on poor-quality lines; fall-back in I 00 .
bps increments with PEP protocol; command-set
options; remote management with PEP protocol; diagnostic test facilities; internal stored telephone numbers; storable configuration profiles; and
communications-software support.
$795 retail
Telebit Corp.; 13 15 Chesapeake Terr.; Sunnyvale,
CA 94089; 800-835-3248
T2000
Modem
512K or larger Macintosh.
The T2000 SDLC modem offers high-performance SNA SDLC connectivity, plus full asynchronous functions. Telebit T2000 modems guarantee
error-free data transmission at speeds up to four times
as fast as other dial-up SDLC modems.
Features include: error-free data rates up to
19,200 bps with compression, 18,000 bps without
compression; Bell l03J/2 I2A, CCITT V.221V.22bis
and PEP protocol compatibility; command-set
options; internal support for Unix UUCP, Kermit,
Xmodem and Ymodem protocols; automatic speed
selection; automatic error-control; connects on poorquality _lines; fall-back in I00 bps increments with
PEP protocol; talk/data switch; remote management
with PEP protocol; diagnostic test facilities; storable
configuration profiles; stored telephone numbers;
communications software support; and softwaredefined architecture.
$1,395 retail
Telebit Corp.; 1315 Chesapeake Terr.; Sunnyvale,
CA 94089; 800-835-3248
T2500
Modem
512K or larger Macintosh.
The T2500 is a universal high-speed dial-up V.32
modem that operates in either asynchronous or synchronous environments at speeds up to 19,200 bps.
Features include: throughputs up to 19,200 bps
with compression, I8,000 bps without compression;
Bell l03J/2 l 2A, CCITT V.22/V.22bis, V.21, V.23,
V.32 and PEP protocol compatibility; internal support
for Unix UUCP, Kermit, Xmodem and Ymodem protocols; automatic speed selection; MNP Class 5 and
PEP error-control; fall-back in l00 bps increments in
PEP protocol; and remote management and diagnostics with local digital loopback (LDL), local analog
loopback (LAL) and remote digital loopback (RDL).
$1,495 retail
Telebit Corp.; 1315 Chesapeake Terr.; Sunnyvale,
CA 94089; 800-835-3248
TrailBiazer Plus
Modem
512K or larger Macintosh.
TrailB lazer Plus is a high-speed dial-up modem
that provides data transmission at rates up to
19,200 bps.
Features include: data rates up to 19,200 bps with
comp~ession, 18,000 bps without compression; Bell
I03J/2 l 2A. CCITT V.22/V.22bis and PEP protocol
compatibility; command-set compatibility; internal
support for Unix UUCP, Kermit, Xmodem and
Ymodem protocols; automatic speed selection; automatic error control; connects on poor-quality lines;
fall-back in 100 bps increments with PEP protocol;
talk/data switch; remote management with PEP protocol; diagnostic test facilities; storable configuration
profiles; stored telephone numbers; communications
software support; and software-defined architecture.
$1,345 retail
Telebit Corp.; 1315 Chesapeake Terr.; Sunnyvale,
CA 94089; 800-835-3248

Turbolink 1200
300/1,200-baud Hayes-compatible modem and software
512K or larger Macintosh .
The Turbolink is a 300/1,200-baud Hayes-compatible smart modem.
The software is a 24 line by 80 character TTY terminal emulator that supports sending and receiving
ASCII text files. It can also send and receive files
using the Xmodem error-correcting protocol, which is
compatible with most telecommunications systems.
Additionally, the software allows a user to send and
receive Macintosh applications and documents using
the MacBinary format.
$99.95 retail; Turbolink
$129.95 retail; with cable and software
Worthington Babcock, Inc.; 4875 SW I9th Dr.;
Portland, OR 97201; 503-452-0370
V-Series Smartmodem 2400
Modem
Any Macintosh.
V-Series Smartmodem 2400 is compliant with
CCITT V.22bis and V.22 and is compatible with I03
and 2 l2A. The product provides synchronous and
asynchronous transmission. Synchronous applications
require software incorporating the Hayes Synchronous
Interface (HSI) to support the AutoSync hardware feature. With Hayes AutoSync, users can access the system's standard asynchronous communications port for
synchronous communications, eliminating the additional expense of a synchronous adapter card for
SDLC or Bisync. This feature brings both asynchronous and synchronous data transfer capability to a
system in one communications device.
$499 estimated retail
Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.; PO Box
105203; Atlanta, GA 30348; 404-449-8791 or
404-441- I617 (cus\omer service)
V-Series Smartmodem 2400M
Internal modem
Macintosh II family.
V-Series Smartrnodem 2400M is compliant with
CCITT V.42, X.32 (Dial X.25) and supports V.42bis
standards to provide point-to-point error control
(CCITT V.42) and connections to packet switched networks (CCITT X.32). MNP 5 provides a migration to
CCITT V.42bis. CCITT V.42bis achieves compression
to 4: I for throughput to 9.600 Kbps when communicating with other CCITT V.42bis modems. The internal modem is compliant with CCITT V.22 and V.22bis
and is compatible with 103 and 212A. The product
comes bundled with HayesConnect and
HayesConnect Server to allow modem sharing capabilities and provide communications to all Macintosh
computers on a network. The modem is also a single
workstation modem.
$699 estimated retail
$749 estimated retail; with Smancom II For The
Macintosh
$199 estimated retail; upgrade kit available through
Hayes Customer Service for Smanmodem 2400 owners to upgrade to V-Series feature set
Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.; PO Box
I05203; Atlanta, GA 30348; 404-449-8791 or
404-441-1617 (customer service)
V-Series Smartmodem 9600
Modem
Any Macintosh.
V-Series Smartrnodem 9600 supports V.42bis to
provide throughput to 19.2 Kbps. Compliant with
CCITT V.42, the modem provides error control
through LAPM and the alternative protocol for backward compatibility with MNP 2-4. MNP 5 provides a
migration to CCITT V.42bis. The modem is compliant
with CCITT V.22 and V.22bis. Hayes half-duplex fast
turnaround "ping-pong" operation and Trellis Code
modulation simulate V.32 full-duplex transmission.
The product is compatible with 103 and 212A. VSeries Smartrnodem 9600 supports X.32 (Dial X.25)
standards for dial-up compatibility with packet
switched networks worldwide. Using X.32 (Dial
X.25), the modem supports either point-to-point or
point-to-multipoint communications.
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$999 estimated retail
Hayes Microcomputer Products, lnc.; PO Box
l05203; Atlanta, GA 30348; 404-449-879 I or
404-441-1617 (customer service)
V-Series Ultra Smartmodem 9600
Modem
Any Macintosh.
V-Series Ultra Smartrnodem 9600 supports
CCITT V.42bis for data throughput to 38.4 Kbps. The
modem is compliant with CCITT V.32 and provides
high-speed, full-duplex 9,600 Kbps dial-up communications. The product supports Hayes fast turnaround
"ping-pong" protocol for simulated full-duplex communications at 9,600 Kbps to provide compatibility
with the installed base ¥-Series Smartrnodem 9600.
MNP 5 provides migration to CCITT V.42bis. Ultra
96 supports CCITT V.22bis, V.22, V.23 and V.21 and
is compatible with 103 and 212A.
$1, 199 estimated retail
Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.; PO Box
I05203; Atlanta, GA 30348; 404-449-8791 or
404-441-1617 (customer service)
Visionary 2400XT
2,400-baud, Hayes-compatible modem
5/2K or larger Macintosh.
The Visionary 2400XT is a 2,400-baud Hayescompatible modem.
Features include: up to I MB memory buffer with
full banery backup of all files; built in clock and calendar; separate printer port; modem responds to AT
command set; programmable push bunons; remotely
programmable; adjustable speaker; CCITT V.21/V.22
and Bell l03/212A and V.22bis compatibility; internal
software; 8085 coprocessor; no dip switches; password protection; the capability to send and receive
messages while the computer is turned off; and more.
$495 retail; includes SK RAM expandable to 1 MB
Visionary Electronics, Inc.; I41 Parker Ave.; San
Francisco,CA 94118;415-751-8811
Westcom Modem 1200/300
1
1,200/300-baud modem and communication software
package
Any Macintosh.
' The Westcom Modem is a 1,200/300-baud
modem that includes a communication software
package.
$99 retail
Encycloware; 712 Washington St.; Ayden, NC 285 13;
919-746-4961or800-422-8591
Zoom/Modem MX 2400
2,400-baud modem
512K or larger Macimosh.
The Zoom/Modem MX 2400 is a 2,400/1,200/300
bps, Hayes-compatible modem complete with
Macintosh communications software. It plugs into the
serial port of any computer or terminal. It features
superior Hayes compatibility, including all of the
Hayes S Registers and Dial Commands, and it uses
the latest Digital Signal Processing (DSP) technology
and automatic adaptive equalization to assure clean,
fast transmission of data.
Features include the full complement of eight
Hayes status lights, call progress tone detection, autodial and auto-answer, a built in speaker with volume
control and a second jack for a local phone. Complete
diagnostics are performed, including local and remote
analog loopback with self-test and digital loopback
with self-test.
The MX 2400 also includes money-saving premiums for sign-up and connect time for The Source,
Dow Jones, NewsNet and other leading database services.
·
$2 19 retail; bundled with QuickLink II software
$I9 retail; serial cable
Zoom Telephonies, Inc.; 207 South St.; Boston,
MA 0211 l; 617-423-1072 or 800-631 -3116

Hardware & Peripherals/
Communications/
MS-DOS Products
DaynaFile
Smart drive providing IBM file compatibility for
Macintosh applications
Macintosh with a SCSI port.
DaynaFile is a disk-drive peripheral that connects
directly to a Macintosh via the SCSI port and acts as
an external 5.25-inch disk drive. This "smart drive"
allows Macintoshes to directly read and write data
files on an IBM PC-compatible diskette. Available as
a single or dual-drive unit, DaynaFile accepts 5.25inch 360K and 1.2 MB MS-DOS disk formats, as well
as the 3.5-inch 720K and 1.44 MB format.
DaynaFile allows file sharing between Macintosh
and IBM PC-compatible computers without the need
for file transfer. It also allows Macintosh users to
access PC data files using Macintosh applications; no
knowledge of MS-DOS is needed.
Optional Translation Software preserves format
attributes (bolding, tab settings, etc.) when PC data
files contain codes that Macintosh applications cannot
interpret, and vice versa.
$650 retail; single drive, 360K capacity
· $125 retail; Optional Translation Software
Dayna Communications; 50 S. Main St., 5th FI.; Salt
Lake City, UT 84144; 801-531-0203
EMAC SpeedTalk
AppleTaik network adapter for IBM compatibles
IBM PC, XT, AT or compatible; AppleTalk.
EMAC SpeedTalk is a network adapter for IBM
PCs, XTs and ATs that is fully compatible with
AppleTalk and Tops networking software. SpeedTaik
allows PC-compatible systems to become active
peripheral-sharing and file-sharing members of networks using AppleTalk protocols.
The SpeedTaik adapter has both DIN 8 and DB-9
connectors and features data transfer rates of 230
Kbps for Mac to PC communications and 770 Kbps
for PC to PC.
$149 retail
EMAC, a Division of Everex Systems, Inc.; 48431
Milmont Dr.; Fremont, CA 94538; 800-821-0806,
ext. 2222
LT200 LocalTalk Interface Board
LocaiTalk cards for IBM PC standard bus or PS!2
Micro Channel
IBM PC or PS/2.
The LT200 LocalTaik Interface Board enables
IBM PC or PS(2 owners to use LocalTalk printers or
access Tops or AppleShare. The LT200 is an easilyinstailed card that fits into the expansion slot of a PC
or PS(2. Users can plug directly into the LocaiTalk
network and have access to LaserWriters,
Macintoshes and other devices on the network. The
LT200 supports Novell 's NetWare, allowing LT200equipped machines to function as Net Ware file servers
or workstations. The LT200 is fully compatible with
AppleShare 2.0 and includes printer utilities that allow
PCs to print to PostScript printers.
$249 retail; PC standard bus
$395 retail; Micro Channel
DayStar Digital, Inc.; 5556 Atlanta Hwy.; Flowery
Branch, GA 30542; 404-967-2077 or 800-962-2077
Mac/DOSil
MS-DOS 80286 coprocessor board
Macintosh II; System 4.0; Finder 5.4; MS-DOS 3.2.
Mac/DOS II is an MS-DOS 80286 coprocessor
for a Macintosh II that conforms to both IBM and
Macintosh user interfaces. It is designed to utilize all
Macintosh memory and peripherals. The board comes
with 1 MB of on-board memory and a socket for an
optional 80287 math coprocessor. Mac/DOS II does
not require any Macintosh memory expansion to run
DOS. It also has both serial and parallel ports and
WYSIWYG printing capability. Mac/DOS II fully
supports the new FDHD drives.

Features include: 640K memory configuration for
DOS; uses external 5.25-inch SCSI drive or 3.5-inch
Macintosh drive; transfers files between Macintosh
and MS-DOS using included utilities; the ability to
communicate with MS-DOS compatibles; emulates
CGA/MDA equivalent graphics; and a one-year limited warranty.
$1,595 retail
.
PerfecTek Corp.; 513 Valley Way; Milpitas,
CA 95035; 408-263-7757
Mac/DOS Plus
MS-DOS coprocessor card
Macimosh Plus; System 4.0; Finder 5.4; MS-DOS 3.2.
Mac/DOS Plus is an MS-DOS coprocessor card
for a Macintosh Plus that conforms to both IBM and
Macintosh user interfaces. It is designed to utilize all
Macintosh memory and peripherals and does not
require additional memory to operate. The board creates a true MS-DOS and Macintosh-compatible environment in which users can run both Macintosh and
IBM applications simultaneously and comes with both
parallel and serial ports.
Features include: 640K memory configuration for
DOS; 5.25-inch SCSI drive or 3.5-inch Macintosh
drive compatibility; transfers files between Macintosh
and MS-DOS using included utilities; the ability to
communicate with MS-DOS compatibles; WYSIWYG printing capabilities; emulates CGA/MDA
equivalent graphics; and a one-year limited warranty.
$695 retail
PerfecTek Corp.; 513 Valley Way; Milpitas,
CA 95035; 408-263-7757
Mac/DOS SE
MS-DOS 8086 coprocessor board
Macintosh SE; System 4.0; Finder 5.4; MS-DOS 3.2.
Mac/DOS SE is an MS-DOS 8086 coprocessor
for a Macintosh SE that conforms to both IBM and
Macintosh user interfaces. It is designed to utilize ail
Macintosh memory and peripherals. The board comes
with 5 l 2K on-board memory, parallel and serial ports
and WYSIWYG printing capability and does not
require additional memory to run DOS.
Features include: 640K memory configuration for
DOS; 5.25-inch SCSI drive or 3.5-inch Macintosh
drive compatibility; transfers files between Macintosh
and MS-DOS using included utilities; the ability to
communicate with MS-DOS compatibles; emulates
CGA/MDA equivalent graphics; and a one-year limited warranty.
$995 retail
PerfecTek Corp.; 513 Valley Way; Milpitas,
CA 95035; 408-263-7757
Mac286 3.0 And Mac86 3.0
Run MS-DOS applications
Macintosh SE or II family.
The Mac86 (Macintosh SE) and Mac286
(Macintosh II family) cards let Macintosh users access
software created for MS-DOS computers.
They allow a Macintosh SE and Macintosh II to
run MS-DOS applications in a window on a
Macintosh at the speed of an IBM PC XT and IBM
PC AT, respectively.
The card enables Macintosh's Super Drive, as
well as an external MS-DOS drive such as the Apple
5.25-inch PC Drive. With the drive and coprocessor
card, a user can run all common MS-DOS business
applications, including Lotus 1-2-3, Dbase Ill,
WordStar, etc.
The Mac86 card for a Macintosh SE uses the Intel
8086 microprocessor and shares the Macintosh SE
system RAM. It provides monochrome display
adapter (MDA) and Hercules Graphics Adapter
(HGA) compatibility.
The Mac286 card for a Macintosh II uses the Intel
80286 microprocessor and includes support for either
1 or 4 MB of on-board RAM. It supports the MDA,
CGA and Hercules graphic display adapters.
Users can install copy protected MS-DOS applications on their hard disks, save MS-DOS data files to
disk and integrate them with other files.
All MS-DOS keyboard functions are available
through the Apple Keyboard, the Apple Extended

Keyboard or from pull-down menus. Both coprocessor cards also support the Macintosh mouse.
$699 retail; Mac86
$1,599 retail; Mac286
Orange Micro, Inc.; 1400 N. Lakeview Ave.;
Anaheim, CA 92807; 714-779-2772 or 800-223-8029
Match Maker
Macintosh to MS-DOS communications
Any Macintosh ; external disk drive.
MatchMaker interfaces any IBM PC to any
Macintosh external disk drive. The card fits into a
half-size expansion slot, requires no internal cabling
and will not interfere with the normal operation of the
IBM PC.
MatchMaker lets users move data between disks
using familiar DOS-style commands. It also allows for
the initialization of blank Macintosh diskettes. The
software automatically senses the type of Macintosh
diskette inserted and supports both single- and doublesided diskettes. Subdirectories (folders) are also supported on HFS diskettes.
$149 retail
Micro Solutions Computer Products; 132 W. Lincoln
Hwy.; DeKalb, IL 60115; 815-756-3411
NuLink
Lets IBM and Macintosh users share tape drive
systems
Macintosh II.
NuLink is an interface board that lets IBM and
Macintosh users share tape drive systems.
Features include: high-performance NuBus tape
interface; capable of IO MB per minute backup; plugs
in any slot in the Macintosh II; compatible with ail
Tecmar's DC600 QT-Series tape systems for IBM PCs
and PS/2s; and bundled with the QT-Macl50 tape
drive or sold separately.
$395 retail
Tecmar, Inc.; 6225 Cochran Rd.; Solon, OH 44139;
216-349-0600
QuickShare
Provides SCSI data link between Macintosh and IBM
PC/XT/AT
SCSI equipped 5I2KE or larger Macintosh; DOScompatible PC.
QuickShare provides a high-speed data link
between a Macintosh and an IBM PC/XT/AT or compatible personal computer. The product allows fast file
transfer and translation between systems, and full
speed sharing of PC storage devices by a Macintosh.
The PC remains fully functional while QuickShare is
in use.
QuickShare provides a SCSI port for the PC that
may be connected to the built-in SCSI port on a
Macintosh. Once connected, file transfers may be performed at a minimum speed of 1.4 megabits per second and up to 4.2 megabits per second depending
upon the model of Macintosh being used. The
Macintosh will also boot directly from PC storage
devices, such as hard disk drives and local-area networks, and access them as if they were its own.
Standard IBM-compatible media and procedures
may be used to back up the Macintosh files that reside
on the connected PC's storage devices.
QuickShare provides a simple method for transferring output data, including page formatting and
graphics, from virtually any PC-based program to
MacWrite or MacPaint format. The product includes a
pop-up software utility that redirects any PC program's printer output to a disk file that is fully accessible by the Macintosh.
QuickShare consists of software, a I0-foot cable
and a circuit card that occupies a half-sized slot in the
IBM PC/XT/ATor compatible. The product connects
a PC running PC/MS DOS 3.0 or greater with a SCSIequipped Macintosh. Distance between the two computers may be up to 40 feet. No reformatting or
partitioning of the PC hard disk is required to install
and operate QuickShare.
$465 retail
Compatible Systems Corp.; PO Drawer 17220;
Boulder, CO 80308; 303-444-9532 or 800-356-0283
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Hardware & Peripherals/
Communications/
MS-DOS Products
Rapport/Drive 2.4
External drive and companion plug-on microprocessor
and drive controller
512KE or larger Maci111osh.
Drive 2.4 and Rapport are an external drive and
companion plug-on microprocessor and drive controller.
Rapport enables the Macintosh to read 3.5-inch,
720K MS-DOS, OS/2 and ProDOS disks (low-density) from an existing SOOK internal drive. Rapport,
with an external Apple SOOK drive, can then read and
write MS-DOS while increasing disk capacity from
SOOK to 1.2 MB using standard SOOK disks. Rapport
supports the Macintosh 512KE, Plus and SE.
Drive 2.4 is an external drive that connects to
Rapport. In addition to supporting all existing 3.5-inch
disk formats by Apple and IBM, Drive 2.4 supports
two new very high density formats thatfornish 1.2
MB of user space on standard-density media and 2.4
MB on high density disks. Drive 2.4 supports the
Macintosh 512KE, Plus, SE, II and IIx (adapter cable
needed), SE/30, II.ex and IIci.
$295 retail; Rapport
$495 retail; Drive 2.4
$69 retail; Adapter Cable
Kennect Technology; 120-A Albright Way; Los
Gatos, CA 95030; 40S-370-2S66 or S00-552" 1232
Tops FlashCard
Network interface card that allows PCs to communicate with other PCs and Macintosh computers using
simple twisted-pair cabling
IBM PC or compatible; Tops Te/eConnector or compatible network connector.
Tops FlashCard is an AppleTalk network card for
an IBM PC or compatible. When Tops FlashCard and
Tops/DOS are used together, users gain access to
FlashTalk- Tops' standard for AppleTalk communication. Tops FlashTalk allows PC-to-PC network communications at three times the speed of normal
AppleTalk, while maintaining compatibility with all
AppleTalk-specific devices and applications.
With Tops FlashCard, a PC can connect to any
AppleTalk-compatible printer, such as laser printers
and professional typesetters.
$239 retail; per PC
Sun Microsystems, Tops Division; 950 Marina Village
Pkwy.; Alameda, CA 94501; 415-769-S700 or
S00-445-S677

Hardware & Peripherals/
Communications/ Other
Blackboard
RAM communications network
Macintosh II.
The Blackboard is a memory-sharing subsystem
that provides a high-speed solution for distributed system interconnection problems between multiple
Macintosh computers. Each Blackboard product consists of a "Blackboard box" equipped with up to 16
MB of RAM, NuBus cards and interconnecting cables
for one to 16 Mac lls, communications and data transfer software and a technical manual containing operating theory and reference material needed to develop
application programs using the Blackboard.
Each of the 16 equipped Macs can access the
entire RAM of the Blackboard either randomly or in
block mode, without the need for context switching or
interrupt processing that is normally associated with
traditional data communications techniques.
$30,000 base price retail
Flavors Technology, Inc.; 3 Northern Blvd.; Amherst,
NH 03031; 603-672-3340

Bus-Link FT-6010
Memory-sharing subsystem
Macintosh Plus or large1; MicroExplorer or Maclvory
with a free NuBus slot; any Encore with a free Se/Bus
slot (MPX or VIX).
Bus-Link Ff-60 IO is a memory-sharing subsystem that provides a complete solution for distributed
system interconnection problel)ls between the
Macintosh and Encore real-time computers.
Each Bus-Link product consists of a NuBus card,
a Se!Bus card, interconnecting cables, software specifically targeted to the operating environment of the
paired system and a technical manual containing operating theory and reference material needed to develop
application programs using the Bus-Link.
The Bus-Link equipped Macintosh can access the
entire physical memory of the Encore machine, either
randomly or in block mode, without the need for context switching or interrupt processing, which is normally associafed with traditional data communication
techniques.
Four Macintosh computers may connect into each
Se!Bus slot and communicat~ through the same shared
memory. .
Under $S,OOO starting price retail
Flavors Technology, Inc.; 3 Northern Blvd.; Amherst,
NH 03031; 603-672-3340
Bus-Link FT-6040
Memory-sharing subsystem
Macintosh Plus or larger, MicroExplorer or Maclvory
with afree NuBus slot; any DEC computer with afree
Q-Bus or Unibus slot.
Bus-Link Ff-6040 is a memory-sharing subsystem that provides a complete solution for distributed
system interconnection problems between the
Macintosh and DEC family of computers.
Each Bus-Link product consists of a NuBus card,
a Q-bus or Unibus card, interconnecting cables, software specifically targeted to the operating environment of the paired system and a technical manual
containing operating theory and reference material
needed to develop application programs using the
Bus-Link.
The Bus-Link equipped Macintosh can access the
entire physical memory of the DEC machine, either
randomly or in block mode, without the need for context switching or interrupt processing, which is normally associated with traditional data communication
techniques.
Four Macintosh computers may connect into each
Q-bus or Unibus slot and communicate through the
same shared memory.
Under $S,OOO starting price retail
Flavors Technology, Inc.; 3 Northern Blvd.; Amherst,
NH 03031; 603-672-3340
.
Mac VEE
Interfaces Mac ll directly to CAMAC or VMEbus
racks
Maci111osh II family.
Mac VEE provides a direct link from a Mac ll to
CAMAC and VMEbus racks. Features include:
VME/CAMAC modules are memory-mapped into the
Mac II address space; needs no special software;
Macintosh is linked to CAMACNME racks by flat
cables; up to eight VMEbus racks and/or eight
CAMAC racks may be linked to a Mac II; and can be
as far apart as l 00 meters.
$2,400 retail
C&C Technology, Inc.; 245 W. Roosevelt, Bldg. 9,
Unit 60; West Chicago, IL 601S5; 70S-2,31-0015
Manageable Desktop Network Interface (DNI) PC
Cards
Provide high-speed Ethernet data connection
IBM XT, AT or Microchannel and Macintosh SE,
SE/30 and II.
Cabletron 's DNI PC cards provide a high-speed
Ethernet data connection for IBM XT, AT and
Microchannel and Macintosh SE, SE/30 and II systems. These high-performance cards enable users to
directly connect to IOBASE-T twisted pair, fiber optic
or coax cabling via a built-in transceiver. In addition,
each card complies with the Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP) management protocol,
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which allows it to be managed by SNMP-compliant
management packages or Cabletron 's Remote
LANView/Windows. This compliancy guarantees network managers complete network management down
to the desktop. Network managers are given statistics
from each PC on the network. This information alerts
the net~ork manager of upcoming problems or bottlenecks before a user is aware a problem exists.
$395 retail
Cabletron Systems, Inc.; 35 Industrial Way;
Rochester, NH 03S67; 603-332-9400
Phone Talker
Macintosh to telephone interface
Any Macintosh through SE.
The Phone Talker is a Macintosh to telephone
interface that includes one Mini audio connector and
one 4-pin modular jack.
$39 retail
Thor Manufacturing; PO Box 1742; Reno,
NV S9505; 702-324-6600 or S00-346-4694
Ringo
Provides users with the capability of turning on a Mac
with a phone call
Macintosh II.
Ringo turns on a Mac II with a phone call.
Anytime a user needs to access their Mac from a
remote location, Ringo provides the means to start
their Mac and launch an application. A telephone line
is plugged into Ringo and a cable from Ringo is
plugged into an ADB (keyboard or mouse) port of the
Mac IL Access hours are set by a user using the Ringo
application. An on/off switch is provided to manually
disable Ringo. An INIT is furnished to control shutdown of the Mac after communications cease. Ringo
is ideal for Carbon Copy Mac or Timbuktu.
$129.95 retail
MacSema; 293S3 Lamb Dr.; Albany, OR 97321;
503-757-1520 or S00-344-722S

Hardware & Peripherals/
Storage Devices/
Diskette Drives
800Kb External Disk Drive
Floppy disk drive
Any Macilllosh, except SE/30 and II.
The SOOKb External Disk Drive is a 3.5-inch floppy disk drive that offers users three placement options,
allowing for optimization of available workspace.
Using the Fujitsu America-supplied stand, the external
drive can be mounted either vertically or horizontally,
or can be placed free-standing alongside the computer.
It is available in beige and platinum.
$265 retail
Fujitsu America, Inc.; 3055 Orchard Dr.; San Jose,
CA 95134; S00-626-46S6
Apple Computer Diskette Drives
SOOK diskette drives
512KE or larger Macintosh.
The Apple 3.5-inch external drive stores SOOK of
data on a single 3.5-inch disk.
The Apple 3.5-inch internal drive, designed to fit
inside of a Macintosh II, provides SOOK of highly reliable, self-contained storage.
$429 retail; Apple 3.5-inch external drive (5 l 2KE,
Plus, SE)
$299 retail; Apple 3.5-inch internal drive (Plus, SE, ll)
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 40S-996-1010
Apple FDHD External Drive
External 1.4 MB disk drive
Macintosh SE/30, llcx or llci.
The Apple FDHD External Drive allows
Macintosh users to take advantage of the FDHD
improved capabilities to format, read and write
Macintosh 400K, SOOK and the new 1.4 MB disks, as
well as MS-DOS, OS/2 (720K or 1.44 MB) and SOOK

Hardware & Peripherals/
Storag~ ~ces/

Diskette Drives
ProDOS disks using Apple File Exchange I. I or later.
$629 retail
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 40S-996-1010
Apple PC 5.25 Drive
Enables users to exchange data between Macintosh
and MS-DOS-formatted 5.25-inch disks
Macintosh SE or fl; Macintosh SE or fl PC Drive
Card.
The Apple PC 5.25 Drive is an MS-DOScompatible disk drive that connects to a Macintosh SE
or II equipped with an appropriate ·controller card. The
PC 5.25 Drive and Apple File Exchange (AFX)
software give Macintosh SE and II computers the
ability to read and write files to and from 360K MSDOS dislCs.
The AFX software supports batch transfers and
translations. A user selects the files to move onto a
Macintosh disk and starts the process. AFX converts
the selected files from MS-DOS to Macintosh format
and transfers the files to a Macintosh disk.
$399 retail; PC 5.25 Drive
$129 retail; Macintosh SE or II PC Drive Card
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 40S-996-1010
Cutting Edge 800
External SOOK floppy disk drive
512KE or larger Macintosh .
Cutting Edge SOO is an SOOK floppy disk drive.
Compatible with all new ROM Macintoshes, the drive
is platinum in color and features an LED light that
indicates disk access, The drive supports the
Macintosh's standard software eject features, aS well
as provides its own manual eject feature. A hinged
door that covers the disk insertion slot keeps the
mechanism free from dust and eliminates the need for
periodic cleaning or maintenance. The drive uses the
standard Apple formatting routines and supports both
400K and SOOK disks.
The Cutting Edge SOO has a single track seek time
of 11 ms per track. The data transfer rate is
approximately 514.0S bits per second. The head
mechanism is moved by a helical gear, resulting in
high reliability and very low noise. The platter is
rotated by a brushless DC motor. ASIC technology
has reduced the number of parts on the citcuit board,
increasing reliability and reducing weight. The drive
has an MTBF rating of 11,000 hours and a one-year
warranty.
·
$250 retail
Cutting ·Edge, Inc.; 97 S. Red Willow Rd.; Evanston,
WY S2930; 307-7S9-05S2 or S00-443-5199
McD-800
SOOK external floppy drive
512K or larger Macintosh .
The McD-SOO is an SOOK 3.5-inch external floppy
disk drive. Both single-sided and double-sided disks
are addressable in read or write mode, and a manual
and auto-eject mechanism is provided.
$199 retail
PKI, Inc.; 2539 W. 237th St., Ste. E; Torrance,
CA 90505; 213-539-21 23 or S00-~21-3733
RM•8
SOOK floppy disk subsystem
Any Macintosh.
The RM•S is an SOOK floppy disk subsystem that
incorporates both auto and manual eject functions. It
supports all Macintosh configurations and carries a
one-year warranty.
$147 retail
Mirror Technologies, Inc.; 2644 Patton Rd.; Roseville,
MN 55113; 612-633-4450 or S00-654-5294

TurboFloppy
Floppy disk drive
512K or larger; System 6.0 or later; Apple File
Exchange.
The TurboFloppy is a floppy disk drive that offers
1.44 MB capacity, IBM compatibility, high-speed and
floppy disk convenience.
Featilres include: reads, writes and formats
standard 3.5-inch floppy disks for 1.44 MB capacity;
SCSI interface delivers high-speed data transfer and
allows easy daisy chaining; read and write IBM disks
and files on the Macintosh; and includes TurboCache
software.
$399 retail
Peripheral Land, Inc.; 47421 Bayside Pkwy.; Fremont,
CA 9453S; S00-2SS-S754

IE 35 Drive
External 3.5-inch drive
Any' Macintosh .
.
The IE 3.5 Drive is an external SOOK drive that
can be upgraded to be compatible with FDHD
SuperDrive standards. The company will soon offer
an upgrade from SOOK to this high-density 1.44 MB
capacity. The IE 3.5 Drive offers all the reliability and
performance of Apple's 3.5-inch drive. It incorporates
the same top-quality Sony mechanism that Apple
uses, along with a thick ABS case to stack with and
exactly match the color and footprint of Apple's drive.
The drive's two-way LED indicator shows green for
reading and red for writing. The drive also features
auto-eject; complete daisy chaining capacity and a full
one-year warranty.
$279 retail
Applied Engineering; PO Box 5100; Carrollton,
TX 75011; 214-241-6060

Hardware & Peripherals/
Storage Devices/
Hard Disk Drives
1 + 1 Kit; 1 * 1 Kit
Internal and external hard disk installation kits
Macintosh Plus o·r larger.
The 1 + I and i * I Kits consist of easy to install
accessory packages that allow users or dealers to
install or assemble third-party hard disk drives. They
come complete with accessories and an instruction
manual to aid in performing the installation.
The kits can be installed and assembled by end
users, but it is strongly recommended that they be
installed by an Authorized Apple Dealer.
Call for pricing; 20 MB, 30 MB, 40 MB, 60 MB, SO
MB and above
$29.95 retail; 1 + 1 Kit (internal kit for SE, II, Ilx,
IIcx)
$199.95 retail; 1 • I Kit (external kit for Plus, SE, II,
Ilx, IIcx)
Call for volume discounts
Micro-Voice Communication; 7250 Auburn Blvd.,
Ste. 191; Citrus Heights, CA 95610; 916-SS5-55S6
1375 And 1578 MacPak
5.25-inch full-height Wmchester disk drives
Macintosh fl or flx; installation kit for internal
mounting.
The 1375 and l 57S MacPak are high-performance
Winchester disk drives that offer high capacity, high
reliability and fast access times in a full-height form
factor. They deliver up to 170 MB ( 1375) and 3S2 MB
(157S) without sacrificing high-speed data access or
high-speed data transfer.
They are equipped with a high-performance, onboard SCSI that has been specifically designed to
provide many high-performance features, such as
single-ended or differential interconnection and
synchronous data transfers at up to 1.6 MB (1375) and
4 MB (l 57S) per second.
The special Micropolis High-Performance
Module (HPM) is designed to provide maximum
possible data throughput. Full
.
disconnect/arbitrate/reconnect operation allows the

bus to be freed while accessing data. The need for
sector interleaving is eliminated by the 16K (1375)
and 64K (157S) dual-port buffer with full parity.
$1 ,535 retail; 1375 MacPak ( 170 MB unformatted)
$2,625 retail; 157S MacPak (3SO MB unformatted)
Micropolis Corp.; 21211 Nordhoff St.; Chatsworth,
CA 91311; SlS-71S-7777
1588, 1674 And 1684 MacPaks
5.25-inch half-height Winchester disk drives
Macintosh fl or flx; installation kit for internal
mounting.
The 1674, 16S4 and 15SS MacPak are highperformance Winchester disk drives that offer high
capacity, high reliability and fast access time in a halfheight form factor. They deliver up to l S2 MB (1674)
and 3SO MB (16S4 and 15SS) of capacity without
sacrificing high-speed data access'Or high-speed data
transfer.
The MacPak is equipped with a highperformance, on-board SCSI that has been specifically
designed to provide many high-performance features,
such as asynchronous or synchronous data transfers at
up to 4 MB per second between the buffer and the
host.
'
The special Micropolis High-Performance Model
(HPM) is designed to provide maximum possible data
throughput. Full disconnect/arbitrate/reconnect
operation allows the bus to be freed while accessing
data. The need for sector interleaving is eliminated by
the 64K dual-ported buffer with full parity.
$1 ,565 retail; 1674 MacPak (I SO MB unformatted)
$2,535 retail; l 6S4 MacPak (3SO MB unformatted)
$3,495 retail; l 5SS MacPak (3SO MB unformatted)
Micropolis Corp.; 21211 Nordhoff St.; Chatsworth,
CA 91311; S1S-71S-7777
40 And 105 MB Drives
Hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The 40 and 150 MB drives are 3.5-inch
mechanisms that are available in internal and external
configurations. They offer l 9ms access times and 1.25
MB/sec sustained data transfer rates. The units are
highly durable and rated at 50,000 hours MTBF. The
drives are backed by a two-year limited warranty.
$375 to $635 retail
Bay MicroSystems, Inc.; 210 Columbus Ave., Ste.
IOS; San Francisco, CA 94133; 415-563-S392
A-Hive Drive Enclosure
Components for assembling hard drive subsystems
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The A-Hive Drive Enclosure has the Macintosh
SE footprint and color. It comes with a power supply,
fan and all internal cables. It has room for a full-height
drive or two half-height drives. One of the half-height
drives can be a cartridge-type drive. The front
endosure can be modified by a user to have an
opening for either a 3.5- or 5.25-inch removable drive.
$119 to $169 retail; 30/40/65 watt power supply
Tulin Corp.; 2156H O'Toole Ave.; San Jose,
CA 95131 ; 40S-432-9025
·A-Hive Hard Drive
External hard drive subsystem
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The A-Hive Hard Drive is available in capacities
of 32 MB to 1.0 GB with access speeds of 2S to l 2ms.
The subsystem includes external enclosure with power
supply, a quiet cooling fan , RFI line filter, LED and all
necessary cables, etc. The external enclosure has the
Macintosh SE footprint and color. Its design allows
horizontal or vertical placement and has room for a
second half-height hard drive and/or cartridge tape
drive. The hard drive has automatic head park and.is
preformatted with the latest Macintosh System
software.
$449 to $3,900 retail; 32 MB to LO GB
Tulin Corp.; 2156H O'Toole Ave.; San Jose,
CA 95131; 40S-432-9025
Apple Computer Hard Disk Drives
20 MB, 40 MB, SO MB, 160 MB external and internal
hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
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The Macintosh External SCSI Hard Disks provide
20, 40 or 80 MB of storage capacity with an average
seek time of 85ms for the 20 MB and 30ms for the 40
and SO MB:
The Macintosh Internal Hard Disks provide 20,
40, 80 or 160 MB of storage capacity. The Hard Disk
20SC, 40SC and 80SC fit inside a Macihtosh SE and
II, and the l 60SC fits inside a Macintosh II.
The Macintosh Hard Disk 20 provides 20 MB of
storage capacity with an average seek time of 85ms. It
comes with its own complete operating system, which
includes the Hard Disk 20 driver, Hard Disk 20
Finder, ImageWriter II driver and Hard Disk 20 File
System.
$1, 199 retail; Hard Disk 20
$699 to $2,699 retail; External Hard Disk 20SC to
l 60SC (Plus, SE, II)
$799 to $1,699 retail; Internal Hard Disk 20SC to
80SC (SE, SE,130,
$2,599 retail; Internal Hard Disk l60SC fII)
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996-1010

m

Bernoulli Portable 44
Removable mass storage
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The battery-powered Bernoulli Portable 44 offers
high performance and high-<:apacity removable disk
storage in a compact, rugged design for Macintosh
Portable users. Bernoulli disks, which are removed
during transport, are capable of withstanding l ,OOOGs
of shock and can withstand a drop from a desktop
onto any hard sunace. In operation, the Bernoulli
aerodynamic head positioning technique is virtually
crash proof. The battery of the portable unit typically
provides more than two hours of operatiol). Specially
modified Bernoulli utility software permits battery
power to be conserved when the unit is idle. A
separate battery recharger is included to provide
power to operate the Portable 44 from AC power
while sjmultaneously recharging the battery.
$2, 199 retail
Iomega Corp.; !821W.4000 South; Roy, UT 84067;
801-778-3000
CAi 20S/30S/40Q/80Q/80S/100Q
External SCSI hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The CAi external SCSI hard drives are available
· in capacities of 20, 30, 45 and 80 MB (Seagate 32ms)
and 40, 80 and 100 MB (Quantum l9ms). They
fe~ture an LED busy indicator and twin SCSI ports in
a rugged metal "zero footprint" case.
E.<ich drive is preformatted and comes complete
with cables and HD Prepare software for true hard
disk partitioning. CAi drives are protected by a oneyear warranty on both parts and labor. The 40Q, 80Q
and lOOQ come with a two-year warranty.
$329 to $729 retail
CAi; 10606 Baltimore Ave.; Beltsville, MD 20705;
301-588-6565 or 800-622-3384
CharisMac SiliconFlash Disk
SCSI drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The CharisMac is a family of high-speed SCSI
drives that feature a .02ms access time. The drives
come complete with SCSI Commander software and
an instruction manual to aid in pefforrning an easy
user-upgradable installation.
Call for pricing; 20 to 512 MB
Micro-Voice Communication; 7250 Auburn Blvd.,
Ste. 191 ; Citrus Heights, CA 95610; 916-885-5586
Chinook Hard Drives
External and internal hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or large1:
Chinook Technology's series of external hard
drives featilre 3.5-inch disk drive technology and are

packaged in a compact extemal case. Access times
range from 68ms on the CT-20 to 19ms on the CT-80,
which features a 64K look-ahead cache. Internal
drives feature the same drive units as the external
drives.
All drives include a two-year warranty.
$659 to $1,399 retail; 20 to 80 MB (external)
$499 to $1 ,299 retail; 20 to 80 MB (internal)
Chinook Technology; 615 Main St., #635; Longmont,
co 80501; 303-678-5544 -

The CMS Pro Series are internal SCSI hard disk
subsystems for a Macintosh SE and II.
Features include: auto park and lock at power
down; average access time as fast as l 6.5ms; Novell
Ethernet compatible; shipped complete with cables
and bracket; and a full one-year warranty.
$795 to $2,279 retail; 30 to 100 MB (SE)
$695 to $4,395 retail; 20 to 300 MB (II)
CMS Enhancements, Inc.; 1372 Valencia Ave.; Tustin,
CA 92680; 714-259-9555

Cirrus External Drives
External hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Cirrus External Drives are preformatted 3.5-inch
SCSI hard disk drives. They are available in 32 to 140
MB capacities with seek times as low as l 5Iils.
The drives weigh 4.5 pounds and include a
Cordura carrying case, SilverServer, SilverLining and
DiskDup+ software.
$599 to $1 ,499 retail; 32 to 140 MB
La Cie, Ltd.; 16285 SW 85th, #306; Tigard,
OR 97224; 503-684-0143

Cutting Edge External Hard Disk Drh·es
20, 32, 46.7, 60 and 80 MB SCSI hard disk drives
512KE or larger Macintosh.
The Cutting Edge line of external hard disk drives
feature a special wedge-shape design that, along with
the extra quiet fan , provide excellent cooling and
contribute to its very small footprint.
The drives are available in 20, 32, 46.7, 60 and 80
MB capacities and feature 3.5-inch Seagate
mechanisms. Average access times rang!! from 12ms
to 23ms. The data transfer rates are 7.5 MB per
second. The heads park and lock automatically for
secure portability. Eac~ drive is loaded with software,
including the current Apple System Version, back-up
software and !flOre than l0 1'48 of shareware. The
drives come preformat1ed and with all necessary
cabling and documentation for fast installation.
Other features incl11de: variable interleave,
external SCSI address select switch, quiet fan cooling,
utility software and a one-year warranty.
$649 to $1 ,099 retail; 20 to 80 MB
Cutting Edge, Inc.; 97 S. Red Willow Rd.; Evanston,
WY 82930; 307-789-0582 or 800-443-5199

Cirrus External Hard Drive Kits
Hard disk kits
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Cirrus External Hard Drive Kits allow dealers to
build an external drive for' the Macintosh Plus, SE or
II. The purchaser supplies the 3.5-inch embedded
SCSI hard drive. La Cie supplies the case, cables,
formatting software and other parts necessary to
construct a SCSI drive for the Macintosh.
$249 retail
La Cie, Ltd.; 16285 SW 85th, #306; Tigard,
OR 97224; 503-684-0143
Cirrus Internal Drives
Internal hard disk drives
Macintosh SE or 11.
Cirrus Internal Drives are preformatted 3.5-inch
SCSI hard disk drives that do not displace the second
floppy drive in a Macintosh SE. They are available in ·
32 to 140 MB capacities with seek times as low as
15ms.
Each drive includes SilverSetver, SilverLining
and DiskDup+ software.
$599 to $1 ,499 retail; 32 to 140 MB
La Cie, Ltd.; 16285 SW 85th, #306; Tigard,
OR 97224; 503-~84-0143
CMS Compact Series 30/45/HIO
Hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Compact Series, designed for portability, is
available in capacities of30, 45 and 100 MB. The
drives can be locked in a file cabinet to ensure
confidentiality of data.
Features·include: vented cabinet requires no fan;
non-operating shock up to 1OOg; ext~mal SCSI ID
select switch; and a one-year warranty.
$985 to $2,495 retail; 30 to 100 MB
CMS Enhancements, Inc.; 1372 Valencia Ave.; Tustin,
CA 92680; 714-259-9555
.
CMS MacStack Series 20/43/60/80/102/140
SCSI hard disk drive subsystems
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The MacStack SCSI hard disk drive subsystems
are available in 20 MB (65ms average access), 43 MB
(40ms average access), 60 MB (40ms average access),
80 MB (26ms average access), 102 MB (28ms
average access) and 140 MB (28ms average access).
Features include: uses embedded SCSI drives; fan
cooled system for longer life; shock mounted; new
platinum color; SCSI utilities; two SCSI ports for
daisy chaining; external SCSt ID select jumper; is
AppleShare compatible; and a one-year limited
warranty.
$795 to $2,095 retail; 20 to 140 MB
CMS Enhancements, Inc.; 1372 Valencia Ave.; Tustin,
CA 92680; 714-259-9555
CMS Pro Series
Internal hard disk drives
Macintosh SE or 11.
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Cutting Edge Internal Hard Disk Drives
32 and 46.7 MB internal hard disk drives
Macintosh SE or 11.
The Cutting Edge line of internal hard disk drives
are user installable '!lld allow users to k~ep both
internal SOOK disk drives. They.are available in 32
and 46.7 MB capacities and feature 3.5-inch Seagate
mech;misms. Average access times range from I 2ms
to 23ms. The data transfer rates are 7.5 MB per
second. The peads park and lock automatically for
secure portability.
Among the included software is the current Apple
System Version, backup and utility programs and 10
MB of public domain and shareware. The drives come
complete with an LED light, tools for opening the
Macintosh SE's case, cables, manual and a one-year
warranty.
$599 to $699 retail; 32 to 46.7 MB
Cutting Edge, Inc.; 97 S. Red Willow Rd.; Evanston,
WY 82930; 307-789-0582 or 800-443-51 99
Data Pak; Data Pak hd Family
Removable 45 MB cartridge drive
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Data Pak is a removable 45 MB cartridge
drive with the speed and flexibility of a fixed hard
disk drive and the conv~nience of a floppy diskette. It
connects to any Macintosh with ~ SCSI port and can
be daisy chained to a fixed harcj disk drive.
Features include: built-in shock absorbers, noise
filter/surge suppressiop, auto park and lock, two
switched AC ouUets, two SCSI conhectors, Pad Lok
software and external SCSI ID switches.
The Data.Pak Duet contains two 45 MB
removable cartridge cjrives plus all of the features of
the Data Pak.
·
The Data Pak hd40 is an innovative, removable
storage system that contains a 40 MB fixed
Winchester hard disk drive, plus all of the features of
the Data Pak.
The Data Pak hd80 is an 80 MB fixed hard disk
drive with all of the features of the Data Pak.
The Data Pak hd 140 is a 140 MB fixed hard disk
drive with all of the features of the Data Pak.
$1,499.95 retail; Pata Pak
$2,999.95 retail; Data Pak Duet
$2,899.95 to $4,499.95 retail; Data Pak hd40 to hdl40
Mass Microsystems; 550 Del Rey Ave.; Sunnyvale,
CA 94086; 408-522-1200 or 800-522-7979

H~rdware

& Peripherals/
Storage Devices/
Hard Disk Drives
DataCase External And Internal Kits
External and internal SCSI subsystems
Macintosh Plus or larger.
DataCase External And Internal Kits are SCSI
drive kits complete with all cables, manuals and
supporting software.
Features include: one-year warranty; one-button
disk set up for easy formatting; two-speed DynaFan
system for quiet fan operation, yet provides for
protection against high operating temperatures; zero
footprint design for both half- and full-height drives;
products designed for ease of drive installation;
software designed in strict compliance to Apple
programming standards; compatible with A/UX; full
online help for software; and supports all popular
drives currently on the market.
$240 to $270 retail; External Enclosure Kits for Plus,
SE, SEJ30, II, Ilx, Ilcx
$65 retail; Internal Mounting Kit for SE, SEJ30, II, Ilx
$75 to $125 retail; Internal Mounting Kits for II, Ilx,
Ilcx
Heart Data Corp.; 9009 Independence Ave.; Canoga
Park, CA 91304; 818-998-1691
DataCase Hard Drives
External and internal hard disk drives
Macintosh Plµs or large1:
DataCase Hard Drives feature: one-year warranty;
one-button disk set up for easy formatting; two-speed
DynaFan system for quiet fan operation, yet provides
for protection against high operating temperatures;
zero footprint design for both half- and full-height
drives; software designed in strict compliance to
Apple programming standards; compatible with
A/UX; and full online help for software.
$780 to $1,330 retail; 2! to 85 MB (external for Plus,
SE, SEJ30, II, Ilx, Ilcx)
$620 to $1,850 retail; 21 to 95 MB (internal for SE,
SE/30, II, Ilx)
Heart Data Corp.; 9009 Independence Ave.; Canoga
Park, CA 91304; 818-998-1691
DataFrame
External and internal hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger. ·
The DataFrarne family of mass storage devices
feature a variety of internal drives (100 to 330 MB)
for the Macintosh II family, internal drives (30 MB to
100 MB) for the Macintosh SE family and external
drives (20 to 330 MB) for the Macintosh Plus and
larger.
The system software includes hard disk
management, data security, DiskFit backup and
restore utility and SuperLaserSpool and SuperSpool
print spooling utilities for LaserWriter and
ImageWriter printers.
$795 to $3,795 retail; DataFrarne 20 to DataFrarne
XP330
$795 to $1,695 retail; DataFrame XP 30i to XP lOOi
(SE or larger)
$2,395 to $3,595 retail; DataFrarile XP 150i to
XP 330! (II, Ilx)
SuperMac Technology; 485 Potrero Ave.; Sunnyvale,
CA 94086; 408-245-2202
Disk Pack
Portable, removable hard drive
Macintosh Plus or larger; or I28K through 5I2KE
Macintosh with SCSI board.
The Disk Pack is a removable, portable hard
drive. It consists of a two-slot central unit that hooks
to a computer and a variety of fully interchangeable,
standard-size modules that range in capacity from 20
MB to 135 MB. The standard-sized modules can be
daisy chained to hold as much as 1 GB of online data.
Whole databases and other confidential data can be
locked into a safe or taken to another location. Disk
Packs tum a shared computer into a fully personalized
machine with a change of cartridge. Disk Pack

provides an effective simple backup system. Forty
MB can be safely copied in less than four minutes.
Disk Packs can even be mailed.
Disk Pack connects directly to a Macintosh Plus,
SE and II through the SCSI port. A SCSI board is
required to connect the Disk Pack to a I28K, 5I2K
and 5l 2KE Macintosh:
$799 retail; Disk Pack Central Unit
$899 to $1 ,699 retail; Disk Pack P20 to P84
Mega Drive Systems; 1801 Avenue of the Stars, Ste.
507; Los Angeles, CA 90067; 213-556-1663 or
8·00-322-4744
DS Entry Series Hard Drives
40 to 100 MB hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The OS Entry Series is a range of hard disk drives
with capacities of 40 to l00 MB. Each drive comes
complete with a low-noise cooling fan, external SCSI
terminator, dual 50-pin gold-plated SCSI connectors,
push-button SCSI ID selector, formatting and _
partitioning software, premium 25/50 SCSI cable and
a rugged aluminum zero-footprint case.
$499 to $999 retail
Deltaic Systems; 1977 O'Toole Ave., Suite B206; San
Jose, CA 95 I31; 408-954- 1055
DS44R
Removable hard disk
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The DS44R is a 44 MB removable hard disk drive
system with an average seek time of 20ms. Each
Syquest cartridge can store more than 50 800 MB
floppies. The DS44R comes complete with one data
cartridge, an external SCSI terminator, dual 50-pin
gold-plated SCSI connectors, push-button SCSI
address selector, formatting software, premium 25/50
SCSI cable and a rugged .aluminum zero-footprint
case.
$899 retail; includes one (lata cartridge
Deltaic Systems; 1977 O'Toole Ave., Suite B206; San
Jose, CA 95131 ; 408-954-1055
Ehman 44 MB Removable Cartridge
44 MB removable cartridge Winchester disk drive.
5I2KE with SCSI or larger Macintosh .
The Ehman 44 MB Removable Cartridge·
incorporates removable media with reliable
Winchester technology.
Features include: removable cartridge media; 44
MB of formatted storage capacity per cartridge;
unlimited offline storage; fuJly integrated SCSI
controller; 25ms average access time; industry
standard half-height 5.25-inch form factor; 30,000hour MTBF; data transfer rate of up to 1.25 MB per
second; SK data buffer; read/write operations with I: I
interleave; self-diagnostics at power up; and more.
$749 retail
Ehman Engineering, Inc.; PO Box 2126; Evanston,
WY 82931; 307-789-3830or800-257-1666

include mounting hardware, cables and
documentation.
$699 to $1,849 retail; 20 to 170 MB
EMAC, a Division of Everex Systems, Inc.; 48431
Milmont Dr.; Fremont, CA 94538; 800-821-0806,
ext. 2222
EMAC Metro Series
External SCSI hard cjisk units with SCSI Sentry
protection circuitry and autos witching 11 OV/220V
power supply
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The EMAC Metro Series feature a sleek zerofootprint design and SCSI Sentry protection circuitry,
which provides hard disk users with an additional
level of protection from damage caused by shorts
within the SCSI circuit. They are available in
capacities of 20, 40, 80 and 150 MB.
Call for pricing
EMAC, a Division ofEverex Systems, Inc.; 48431
Milmont Dr.; Fremont, CA 94538; 800-821-0806,
ext. 2222
EMAC-20D
External 20 MB hard disk drive
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The EMAC-20D external hard drive offers 20
MB of storage for a Macintosh Plus, SE or II.
It features user-selectable SCSI ID switches,
external termination and cjual SCSI connectors that
allow easy daisy-chaining of up to six other SCSI
devices. Disk Manager software. provides partitioning,
automatic or manual mounting of each partition and
password protection.
Each drive comes complete and ready to use. An
installation manual, Disk Manager software and
connecting cables are included.
$749 retail
EMAC, a Division of Everex Syste'!ls, Inc.; 48431
Milmont Dr.; Fremont, CA 94538; 800-821-0806,
ext. 2222
ExpandaCrate
45 MB removable hard drive
Macintosh Plus or larger.
ExpandaCrate is a 45 MB removable hard drive
that has an access time of 25ms and a IO megabit data
transfer rate. The product has automatic head parking
for additional data protection and dismount/mount
capabilities, and features a utility for n;mapping
defective areas of ihe drive.
$1,535 retail
'
Crate Technology, Ine.; 6850 Vineland Ave.; N.
Hollywood, CA 9!605; 818-766-400!, 800-543-5808
or 800-323-9994 in CA

Ehman Hard Disk Drives
External hard disk drives
512KE with SCSI or larger Macintosh.
The Ehman Hard Disk Drives are available in
capacities of20 MB (65ms), 30 MB (23ms), 45 MB
(23ms), 65 MB (28ms), 85 MB (28ms), 105 MB
(19ms), 135 MB (20ms) and 180 MB (20ms).
Each drive has two Macintosh-style data cable
connections to allow for the addition of other SCSI
devices. An external SCSI selection switch provides
instant control over the hard drive's SCSI ID nµmber.
Each drive is shipped preformatted and loaded with
the latest Apple System software.
$349 to $1,149 retail; 20 to 180 MB
Ehman Engineering, Inc.; PO Box 2126; Evanston,
WY 82931; 307-789-3830 or 800-257-1666

Fas!Disc
Mass storage device
Macintosh Plus or larger.
FastDisc is a mass storage device that is
expandable in 3.9 MB increments from 15.8 MB to
591 MB.
· Features include: data access time of 0.02ms; 40
megabits/second data transfers; fixed or removable
media; automatic error detection and correction;
intelligent power backup operation; desktop, floor
stand and rack mountable; and more.
FastDisc consists of RAM and a mechanical disc
drive. When the system is turned on, all data oil the
mechanical disc drive is quickly transferred to RAM.
All accesses from the host computer ate to and from
RAM, so response is il)Stant. A transparent background routine constantly updates the mechanical
disc.
$6,048 (15.8 MB) and up retail
Digital Electronic Systems; 1859 N. Pine Island, Ste.
343; Plantation, FL 33322; 305-572-3338

EMAC Internal Series Drives
Internal disk drives
Macintosh SE or 11 family.
The EMAC Internal Series Drives are available in
capacities of 20 (SE only) 40, 80 and 170 (Il/Ilx only)
MB. They feature automatic head park, are
preformatted with the latest Apple System Folder,
include EMAC's disk management software and

FX Series
Extemai hard pisk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The FX Series are high-performance, external 20,
45 and 80 MB SCSI hard disks for a Macintosh Plus,
SE and II.
The drives feature LaserWriter and ImageWriter
print-spooling software packages, disk management
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Hard Disk Drives
and backup utilities and advanced security and selfdiagnostic programs.
$649 to $1,129 retail; FX/20 to FX/80
GCC Technologies, Inc.; 580 Winter St.; Waltham,
MA 02154; 800-422-7777
Hammer is
Internal SCSI storage subsystems
Macintosh SE or II.
The Hammer is line is composed of compact
drives available in capacities of 40, 80, 100, 175 and
300 MB. Average disk access times range from 12.5
tci l 9ms. The drives automatically recognize which
Macintosh they are connected to and will adapt
transfer rates accordingly to maintain performance
and compatibility across the Macintosh line at 1: 1
interleave. The Hammer is line also feature automatic
park and lock on power downs, as well as a 50,000
. hour MTBF service life.
The Hammer! 75is and Hammer300is are
especially well matched for the Macintosh Ilcx and
Ilci. All drives come complete with a software utility
package that includes FWB 's Hard Disk Partition,
Hard Disk Deadbolt and Hard Disk Util.
$799 to $4,495 retail; 40 to 300 MB
FWB, Inc.; 2040 Polk St., Ste. 215; San Francisco,
CA 94109; 415-474-8055
Hammerl88; Hammer300; Hammer600;
HammerlOOO
External hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Hammerl88, Hammer300, Hammer600 and
Hammer 1000 are SCSI hard disk drives that deliver
16.5 millisecond average access times with the
reliability of a 40,000 hour MTBF lifetime.
Features include: 1.07 to 1.4 MB/sec sustainable
data transfer rate; I:1 interleave; 32K high-speed
RAM data buffer; integral SCSI controller; complete
software utility package, including disk recovery, back
up, partitioning with password protection, print
spoolers and protected-software uploading programs;
automatic head park and lock upon poweroff or
powerloss; multiple SCSI ports for daisy chaining;
double shielding against RF interference; rugged
shock mounting; and a one-year limited warranty.
$2,695 to $9,995 retail
FWB, Inc.; 2040 Polk St., Ste. 215; San Francisco,
CA 94109; 415-474-8055
Hammer91i; Hammerl88i
91 MB and 188 MB internal hard disk drives
Macintosh II.
The Hammer91i and Hammerl88i are internal
hard disk drives for a Macintosh II that deliver an 18
millisecond average access time and a 40,000 hour
MTBF lifetime.
Features include: 1.07 to 1.4 MB per second
sustainable transfer rate; 1:1 interleave; high-speed
data RAM buffer; integral SCSI controller; complete
software utility package, including Hard Disk Util
(uploads protected software onto the drive) and Hard
Disk Partition (divides the drive into contiguous
password protectable subvolumes); automatic head
park and lock upon poweroff or powerloss; rugged
shock mounting; and a one-year limited warranty.
$1,595 to $2, 195 retail
FWB, Inc.; 2040 Polk St., Ste. 215; San Francisco,
CA 94109; 415-474-8055
HardPac
Portable hard drive
Any Macintosh .
The HardPac is a fast, quiet, self-contained
portable hard drive available in 20, 30, 40, 80 and 105
MB capacities. It weighs about two pounds and is the
size of a large pocket novel. It can easily be carried in
a brief case, mailed in a courier envelope or packed in
the same case as a portable computer. Housed in an

injection molded casing, all HardPac drives feature
proprietary shock mounting and automatic selfparking read/write heads. They feature access speeds
of l 9ms, data transfer of 4 MB/sec and a 64K
programmable disk cache. Dual ports and an external
SCSI address select switch allow for ease of
configuration when daisy chaining multiple HardPacs.
Users can easily connect from 20 to more than 600
MB by simply adding more HardPacs.
$795 to $1,995 retail; 20 to 105 MB
Advanced Gravis Computer Technology, Ltd.; 7033
Antrim Ave.; Burnaby, BC, Canada V5J 4M5;
800-937-0062
Heart Data Hard Drives
External and internal hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Heart Data Hard Drives feature: two-year
warranty; one-button disk set up for easy formatting;
two-speed DynaFan system for quiet fan operation,
yet provides for protection against high operating
temperatures; zero footprint design fot both half- and
full-height drives; products based on the fastest drives
available on the market today.; software designed in
strict compliance to Apple programming standards;
compatible with A/UX; and full online help for
software.·
·
$1, 190 to $5,495 retail; 41 to 668 MB (external for
Plus, SE, SE/30, II, Ilx, Hex)
$ l ,D35 to $1,695 retail; 41 to 95 MB (internal 3.5-inch
for SE, SE/30, II, Ilx)
$1,779 to $4,795 retail; 115 to 668 MB (internal 5.25inch for II, Ilx)
Heart Data Corp.; 9009 Independence Ave.; Canoga
Park, CA 91304; 818-998-1691
Hermit Crab
Portable hard drive
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Hermit Crab is a portable hard drive available
in capacities of 32 to 200 MB with access speeds of
28 to l 2ms. Compact with extra shock mount for
handling and transportation, it comes with a matching
carrying case.
$399 to $1,399 retail; 32 to 200 MB
Tulin Corp.; 2156H O'Toole Ave.; San Jose,
CA 95131; 408-432-9025
IDS Series II Internal Plus
20 MB internal hard drive
Macintosh Plus.
The IDS Series II Internal Plus are SCSI hard
drives for the Macintosh Plus. The Series II hard
drives install without system modifications, soldering
or add-on boards. The mounting kits consist of two
proprietary cables and a mounting bracket. The
installation procedures take less than 10 minutes.
The IDS Series II uses just six to nine watts of
power and raises internal temperature only one to two
degrees - no extra power supply or cooling fan is
needed.
Features include: 21.5 MB storage capacity;
average access time of 35ms; three interleaves; autopark; IK look-ahead buffer size; 1 MB/second data
transfer rate; maximum power consumption 9 watts;
and a two-year warranty on parts and labor.
$595 retail
IDS Systems, Inc.; 2107 N. First St., Ste. 280; San
Jose, CA 95131; 408-441-0500
IDSPro Series
Portable external hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The IDSPro Series portable hard drives are
designed to provide high capacity and optimal
performance in a single, portable, compact unit. It has
a form factor of 2 by 5 by 8 inches and a total weight
of less than three pounds. IDS features storage
capacities of 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 80, I00 and 200 MB,
with access times ranging from 15 to 35ms. The 20,
30, 50 and 60 MB models feature Seagate
mechanisms and carry a two-year warranty. The 80
MB model comes with a Quantum mechanism and a
three-year warranty. The 40 and 100 MB Conner
Peripheral models and the 200 MB Maxtor model are
backed by a five-year warranty.
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$695 to $2,895 retail; 20 to 200 MB
IDS Systems, Inc.; 2107 N. First St., Ste. 280; San
Jose, CA 95131; 408-441-0500
Impact Hard Drive Series
Compact external hard disk drives with universal
\ lOV/220V AC power supplies
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Impact external hard drives provide 20, 40,
66 or 80 MB of compact, whisper-quiet storage for a
Macintosh Plus, SE or II.
They feature a front-panel switch, user-selectable
SCSI ID switches, external termination and dual SCSI
connectors that allow easy daisy chaining of up to six
other SCSI devices. Disk Manager software provides
partitioning, automatic or manual mounting of each
partition and password protection.
Each drives comes complete and ready to use. An
installation manual, Disk Manager software and
connecting cables are included.
$799 to $1,599 retail; 20 MB (65ms) to 80 MB
(19ms)
EMAC, a Division ofEverex Systems, Inc.; 48431
Milmont Dr.; Fremont, CA 94538; 800-821-0806,
ext. 2222
Infinity Drives
44 MB removable disk system
512K with SCSI upgrade or larger Macintosh.
The Infinity 40 Turbo and Infinity 40 Turbo Twin
are 40 MB floppy drives that operate with the speed of
a hard disk (25ms access time), while providing the
additional benefits of unlimited storage capacity and
complete data security and transportability. When a
disk becomes full, a user inserts another.to continue.
The Infinity Drives also read and transport files
from IBM PC XT, AT, PS/2 or compatibles. To
transfer large amounts of data between computers, a
user just passes the cartridge.
The drives come with turbo-charged driver, disk
accelerator, backup and background printing software.
$1,399 retail; Infinity 40 Turbo Removable
$149 retail; Infinity 40 Cartridge
$2,995 retail; Infinity 40 Turbo Twin
Peripheral Land, Inc.; 47421 Bayside Pkwy.; Fremont,
CA 94538; 800-288-8754
Infinity Twin
Fixed hard disk drive/removable hard disk drive
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Infinity Twins feature a 50, 70, 90, 116 or
Iiio MB fixed hard drive configured with a 45 MB
removable drive. They are bundled with an Infinity 40
cartridge, SCSI cables and PL! TurboWare utility
software: TurboCache, TurboBack, TurboSpool and
TurboOptimizer. They feature a one-year warranty.
$2,895 to $2,995 retail; Infinity Twin 50 or 70 hard/40
removable
$3,595 retail; Infinity Twin 90 IMP/40 removable
$3,495 retail; Infinity Twin 90 3.5/40 removable
$3,695 retail; Infinity Twin 116 MicroSci/140
removable
$3,995 retail; Infinity Twin 160/40 removable
Peripheral Land, Inc.; 47421 Bayside Pkwy.; Fremont,
CA 94538; 800-288-8754
InnerCrate
Internal hard disk drives
Macintosh SE or II.
The InnerCrate series is internal hard disk drives
that come in capacities of 30, 40, 50 and I00 MB for a
Macintosh SE, and 40, 60, 80, I00, 1'60, 300 and 600 ·
MB for a Macintosh II.
Average access time for both the 30 and 50 MB
lnnerCrates is 28ms with a data transfer rate of7 .5
MB/s. The 80 MB system accesses and transfers data
at 28ms and 10 MB/s, respectively. The 300 and 600
MB InnerCrates feature a 16.5 MB/s access time and
10 to 15 MB/s transfer rate. All InnerCrates feature
automatic head parking for additional data protection.
InnerCrate products come with brackets, all
cables and hardware for easy installation. Also
included is a manual and utility software for set up
and diagnosis of the drives.
$530 to $949 retail; 30 to 100 MB (SE)
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$585 to $3,845 retail; 4o to 600 MB (II)
Crate Technology, Inc.; 6850 Vineland Ave.; N.
Hollywood, CA 91605; 818-766-4001, 800-543-5808
or 800-323-9994 in CA

lntegra 200/i
Internal hard disk upgrade kit
Macintosh SE or larger.
The Integra/200i is a high-capacity internal hard
disk drive upgrade kit. It is a 3.5-inch form factor
drive with a formatted capacity of 196 MB and an
average access time of 15ms.
$2, 189 retail
Dolphin Systems Technology; 1701 E. Edinger Ave.,
Bldg. G; Santa Ana, CA 92705; 714-558-3220
Internal Drive Mounting Kit
Kit to mount any 3.5-inch hard drive
Macintosh 128KE, 512KE or Plus.
The Internal Drive Mounting Kit includes a
mounting bracket, fan, auxiliary power supply and
cable assembly to mount any 3.5-inch hard drive into
a Plus, 512KE or enhanced 128K Macintosh. An
optional SCSI adapter is provided for l 28KE and
5 l 2KE Macintoshes.
$160 retail
$299 retail; with SCSI adapter
Total Systems; 99 W. 10th Ave., Ste. 333; Eugene,
OR 97401; 503-345-7395 or 800-874-2288
Iomega Bernoulli Box
Removable data storage
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Bernoulli Boxes are removable data storage
devices that allow Macintosh users to share stored
data files with users of IBM PC-compatibles. With
file-sharing functionality, a cartridge that has been
formatted by an IBM PC or compatible can be
inserted into a Bernoulli drive that is connected to a
Macintosh and the data on the cartridge will appear to
Macintosh users along with their other data as
standard files and folders. Macintosh users can change
the information on that cartridge and return it to an
IBM system, where it will appear to IBM users in
standard PC data format.
The Bernoulli Box II is a stand-alone device that
uses 5.25-inch removable disk cartridges to store up to
20 MB of computer information per cartridge.
The Bernoulli Box II comes in both a single and
dual drive 5.25-inch half-height configuration with
removable 20 MB cartridges. The B220x is a dual
drive subsystem. The Bl20x is a single drive
subsystem. Both include microfloppies containing the
driver, back-up and auto-flagging software.
Iomega also offers versions of its 8-inch models
of Bernoulli Boxes with similar functionality as the
Bernoulli Box II models. These products come in
single and dual drive configurations and with both 10
and 20 MB removable disk cartridges.
$1,799 to $2,799 retail; Bernoulli Box Il/44 single or
dual drive
$1,299 to $2,299 retail; Bernoulli Box II 20 MB single
or dual drive
Iomega Corp.; 1821 W. 4000 South; Roy, UT .84067;
801-778-3000
Liberty Derringer Drive
Hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Measuring 2 by 5 b)'. 7 inches, the Liberty
Derringer Drive is complete with its own selfcontained power supply in a size equal to that of
Apple's SOOK external drive.
The Derringer Drive is available in 40, 80 and
100 MB, with average access times from 12 to 25ms.
Features include: are compact, lightweight and
durable for portability; fast backups; easily expands;
SCSI select switch; and password and partitioning
software at optimum interleave.

$749 and up retail; 40 MB and up
Liberty Systems, Inc.; 120 Saratoga Ave., Ste. 82;
Santa Clara, CA 9505 l; 408-983-1127
LOT Hard Disk Drives
Hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The LOT hard disk drives are available in 20, 30,
40, 60, 155 and 330 MB. Also available are combo
units with either 50 or 60 MB tape backup drives and
up to 60 MB hard disk drives, all in one unit. The
drives come preloaded with more than 300 publicdomain programs and do not require formatting
before use.
$695 to $5,850 retail
Laser Optical Technology (LOT); 1803 Mission St.,
Ste. 403; Santa Cruz, CA 95060; 408-426-7171

MacBottom HD21, HD32, HD45, HD70, HD84
SCSI Drives
External SCSI hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger. .
The MacBottom line of hard disk drives are
available in 21, 32, 45, 70 and 84 MB capacities, all
with optional Hayes-compatible modem. They are
small, lightweight and durable and come completely
formatted and ready to run.
Standard software on all MacBottoms includes
print spoolers; Floppy Copy, a disk duplicator;
Eureka!, a file-finding desk accessory; HFS Backup
3.0, an archive and restore program; and SCSI Tools,
an application that allows tailoring of the MacBottom
to meet special needs (such as installing accelerator
drivers).
All MacBottoms come complete with cables,
terminators and a two-year limited warranty.
$ l ,095 starting price retail
Personal Computer Peripherals Corp.; 4710
Eisenhower Blvd., Bldg. A4; Tampa, FL 33634;
813-884-3092 or 800-622-2888
Macerate
External hard disk subsystems
Macintosh Plus or large1:
The MacCrate line of external hard disk
subsystems features a reliable Seagate SCSI drive
shock-mounted in a sturdy cabinet that fits
conveniently under a Macintosh. Available in 20 MB
(65ms average access), 40 MB (40ms average access),
60 MB (40ms average access), 80 MB (28ms average
access) and 300 MB (l Sms average access) capacities,
the MacCrates are supplied with all necessary cabling
and software.
Each subsystem features an additional SCSI port
that allows the daisy chaining of up to seven SCSI
devices, with an externally-accessible SCSI ID
selector.
The supplied software includes utilities for
formatting, initializing, testing and verification of the
disk, as well as park, ID search and drive search.
The 40, 60 and 80 MB systems feature automatic
head parking for additional data protection.
$560 to$ l ,049 retail; 20 to 100 MB
$1,625 and up retail; 160 to 300 MB (II)
Call for pricing; 300 MB with tape backup (II)
Crate Technology, Inc.; 6850 Vmeland Ave.; N.
Hollywood, CA 91605; 818-766-4001, 800-543-5808
or 800-323-9994 in CA
MacinStor
External and internal hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The MacinStor line of SCSI external and internal
hard disk subsystems offers high-performance, highcapacity and high-quality subsystems available in
capacities ranging from 40 MB to 1.3 GB.
The MacinStor line comes complete with a full
complement of utility software, including formatter,
drive diagnostics, partitioning, backup/restore, data
recovery, disk optimization and data encryption.
The external subsystems feature dual 50-pin SCSI
ports, external termination, automatic parking and
locking of drive heads on power down, rotary SCSI
selection and drive and access indicators.
The external subsystems come in two versions: .
the "ZFP" series fits underneath a Macintosh Plus, SE

or SE/30, while the "HCV" and "HCD" series match a
Macintosh II, IIx and IIcx.
All drives feature a full one-year warranty and
FCC and UL approvals.
$1,269 to $2,799 retail; MacinStor ZFP (40 to 175
MB)
$4, 199 to $6,999 retail; MacinStor HCV (320 to 650
MB)
$929 to $6,799 retail; MacinStor Internals (40 to 650
MB)
Storage Dimensions; 2145 Hamilton Ave.; San Jose,
CA 95125; 408-879-0300, ext. 601

MacKitl40
140 MB hard disk drive
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The MacKit 140 is a 140 MB hard disk drive that
features a 23ms average access time and a 10 bits/sec
data transfer rate. It includes a connecting cable, user
manual/reference guide and disk
installation/management software. The menu-driven
software provides easy-to-use utilities to install,
interleave, format, partition and verify the hard disk
and has a complete on-screen help feature. The drive
can be mounted internally or externally, depending on
user requirements.
$1,695 retail
Toshiba America Information Systems, Inc.; Disk
Products Div.; 9740 Irvine Blvd.; Irvine, CA 92718;
800-456-3475
MaxCie Internal Hard Drive Kits
Hard disk kits
Macintosh SE or II.
MaxCie Internal Hard Drive Kits allow dealers to
build an internal drive for a Macintosh SE or II. The
purchaser supplies the 3.5-inch embedded SCSI hard
drive. La Cie supplies the bracket, cables, formatting
software and other parts necessary to construct a SCSI
drive for the Macintosh.
$99 retail
La Cie, Ltd.; 16285 SW 85th, #306; Tigard,
OR 97224; 503-684-0143
Microtech N650i
650 MB hard disk
Macintosh II or Ilx.
The N650i is a 650 MB internal hard disk drive
that features a 16ms access time to facilitate storageintensive applications, such as multimedia and
network environments that require file servers.
The drive includes MacTree Plus, easy-to-use
disk partitioning and disk management software
utilities; DS Backup, which allows users to back up
vital data to floppy disks or another hard disk; and a
selection of public domain software. The N650i
carries a five-year limited warranty.
$3,429 retail
Microtech International, Inc.; 158 Commerce St.; East
Haven, CT 06512; 203-468-6223 or 800-626-4276

Microtech R45
Removable disk drive
Macintosh Plus or larger, except SE/30 and Ilcx.
The Microtech R45 provides 42.7 MB of
formatted capacity on a removable hard drive
cartridge. Storage capacity is limited only by the
number of cartridges purchased.
The R45 provides 25ms access times and comes
with an easy-to-use utility program that formats
cartridges, installs a device driver and allows
mounting of a volume without having to restart. The
removable cartridge can be safely stored for security
purposes, transported between desktops and mailed to
remote applications.
The R45 comes with dual SCSI ports for daisy
chaining up to six additional devices, external fuse
protection, push-button address selection, a universal
input power supply that allows the unit to be used
worldwide and a two-year limited warranty.
$1,099 retail
Microtech International, Inc.; 158 Commerce St.; East
Haven, CT 06512; 203-468-6223 or 800-626-4276
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Mirror External Disk Drives
External SCSI hard disk drives

Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Mirror line of low-profile, ultraquiet, highspeed SCSI hard disk drive systems are available in
capacities of20, 30, 40, 40+, 60, 80, 80+, 100, 170,
200, 290 and 580 MB. Access time is from l 9ms.
The drives feature proprietary hard-driver
software that virtually eliminates disk errors, autoparking and locking, a one-year warranty (two years
on the+ series), a 30-day money-back guarantee and
unlimited free technical support.
$447 to $3,297 retail; 20 to 580 MB
Mirror Technologies, Inc.; 2644 Patton Rd. ; Roseville,
MN 55113; 612-633-4450 or 800-654-5294
Mirror Internal Disk Drives For Mac II
Internal disk drives

Macintosh II.
The Mirror internal hard disk drives for a
Macintosh II feature externally accessible SCSI
selection. Mirror has designed a plate so that two 3.5inch drives can fit in the Mac II.
The drives come standard with Mirror utilities, the
latest Apple System and Finder, and feature autoparking and locking, a one-year warranty and a 30-day
money-back guarantee.
$367 starting price retail; 20 to 580 MB
Mirror Technologies, Inc.; 2644 Patton Rd.; Roseville,
MN 55113; 612-633-4450 or 800-654-5294
Mirror M20i, M30i, M40i, MPSOi, MlOOi
Internal disk drives

Macintosh SE.
The Mirror M20i, M30i, M40i, MP80i and M1OOi
are internal hard disk drives for a Macintosh SE that
feature externally accessible SCSI selection. They
easily mount in a Macintosh SE that has two floppies
or a 20 MB Apple drive installed.
The drives come standard with Mirror utilities, the
latest Apple System and Finder.
$367 to $1,027 retail; 20 to I 00 MB
Mirror Technologies, Inc.; 2644 Patton Rd.; Roseville,
MN 55113; 612-633-4450 or 800-654-5294
MirrorRM20
20 MB removable media

Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Mirror RM20 is a flexible disk drive with
high-capacity diskettes offering virtually unlimited
primary storage and backup capacity. A disk drive, a
backup device and full archiving capabilities all in one
unit. The RM20 comes with external SCSI addressing,
external termination and is designed to sit under the
Macintosh.
The Mirror RM20 features a one-year warranty, a
30-day money-back guarantee, and the diskette media
is guaranteed for life.
$827 retail
Mirror Technologies, Inc.; 2644 Patton Rd.; Roseville,
MN 55ll3; 612-633-4450 or 800-654-5294
N 20/40/80/100/150
External hard disk drives

Macintosh Plus or larger.
External hard disk drives are available in
capacities of20, 40, 80, 100 and 150 MB.
Features include SCSI high-speed interface; dual
port for daisy chaining up to seven SCSI peripherals;
an external dip switch for addressing multiple units;
auto-park; preformatted and ready'to-use (auto-boot);
a quiet, low profile that fits under the Macintosh;
Macintosh compatible in color and texture; and
includes software, cables, documentation and a fiveyear limited warranty.
$520 to $1,469 retail; 20 to 150 MB
Microtech International, Inc.; 158 Commerce St.; East
Haven, CT 06512; 203-468-6223 or800-626-4276

N 40i/80i/100i/150i/320i
Internal hard disk drives

Macintosh SE or larger.
Internal hard disk drives are available in
capacities of 40, 80 and 100 MB for a SE, SE/30 or II
family and 150 and 320 MB for a II and !Ix.
All of the drives feature auto booting and auto
parking and come bundled with MacTree Plus, DS
Backup and a variety of public domain software.
Rear mount brackets are available for a Macintosh
SE that allow dual floppy operation. A double drive
bracket is included for a Macintosh II and allows two
drives to be mounted.
$569 to $999 retail; 40 to l 00 MB
$1,399 to $2,699 retail; 150 to 320 MB (II, !Ix)
Microtech International, Inc.; 158 Commerce St.; East
· Haven, CT 06512; 203-468-6223 or 800-626-4276
N/Hance HCS-mac
Hard disk subsystems

Macintosh Plus or large1:
N/Hance HCS-mac 150 and HCS-mac300 are
high-capacity hard disk subsystems that provide 146
and 299 MB of formatted storage, respectively. Both
systems provide l 6.5ms average access time.
The subsystems use a high-performance 5.25-inch
disk drive mounted in a self-contained metal enclosure
with a dedicated power supply, software and data
cable. The HCS subsystems connect to the
Macintosh 's SCSI port and can be daisy chained for
multiple (eight) drive configurations.
$2,895 to $3,650 retail; HCS-mac 150 to HCS-mac300
N/Hance Systems, Inc.; 908R Providence Hwy.;
Dedham, MA 02026; 617-461-1970 or 800-289-9676
PCPCIHD160
Internal 160 MB SCSI drive

Macintosh II.
The PCPC IHD 160 is an internal 160 MB SCSI
drive for a Macintosh II. It comes formatted and ready
to use, and features a 28ms average seek time and a
I : I interleave ratio. Utility software includes HFS
Backup 3.0, Eureka!, Floppy Copy and printer
spoolers for both the ImageWriter and the
LaserWriter. The IHD 160 comes with mounting
hardware and a one-year limited warranty.
$2,500 retail
Personal Computer Peripherals Corp.; 4710
Eisenhower Blvd., Bldg. A4; Tampa, FL 33634;
813-884-3092 or 800-622-2888
PhD
Removable/fixed hard disk subsystem

Macintosh Plus or large1:
PhD is a hard disk drive that works with 20.5 MB
removable disk cartridges. It includes three fixed 20.5
MB drives and one removable cartridge drive. It
provides 25ms access time and a data transfer rate of
1.229 MB per second. It backs up a 20.5 MB cartridge
in 90 seconds.
$5,630 retail
Century Data, Inc.; 1270 N. Kraemer Ave.; Anaheim,
CA 92806; 714-632-7500
PLI Internal Turbo Drives
Internal hard disk drives

Macintosh SE or II.
The PLI 30i, 50i and 70I Turbo Drives are 30, 50
and 70 MB internal hard disk drives that are installed
in the space occupied by the second floppy drive in a
Macintosh SE.
The drives combine an access time of 35
milliseconds with a disk technology called I: l
Interleave - the same technology employed for the
Macintosh II.
In addition to the performance advantages, the
PLI Drives also provide a Macintosh SE user with an
external case and cable for enclosing the floppy drive
replaced by the hard disk. This makes the second
floppy drive usable as an external device, providing a
Macintosh with an internal hard disk, an internal
floppy drive and an external floppy drive.
The PL! 50i, 70i, 90i, l 16i, 160i, 300i and 635i
Turbo Drives are 50, 70, 90, 116, 160, 300 and 635
MB high-speed internal hard disk drives for a
Macintosh II. They feature access times of l 6ms to
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28ms and include LaserSpeed and BackPrint.
$945 to $5,995 retail; PL! 30i to 635i Turbo FH
Peripheral Land, Inc.; 47421 Bayside Pkwy.; Fremont,
CA 94538; 800-2~8-8754
PLI Turbo Drives
External hard disk drives

Macintosh Plus.
The PLI Turbo Drives are external hard disk
drives that feature Turbo Software with I: l interleave
disk technology.
The Turbo software included with these drives
also features partitioning with password protection for
greater data security, HFS/MFS support and DA
volume mounter and a backup utility.
$795 to $5,995 retail; PLI 20e Turbo to 635e
TurboFH
$79 retail; PLI Drive Briefcase Bag
Peripheral Land, Inc.; 47421 Bayside Pkwy.; Fremont,
CA 94538; 800-288-8754
PocketHammer
40, 80, 100 and 175 MB external SCSI storage
subsystems

Macintosh Plus or larger.
The PocketHammer is a compact drive available
in capacities of 40, 80, 100 and 175 MB. Average disk
access times range from 15 to l9ms.
The drives automatically recognize which
Macintosh they are connected to and will adapt data
transfer rates accordingly to maintain performance
and compatibility across the Macintosh line at I : l
interleave. The PocketHammers also feature
automatic park and lock on power downs, as well as a
50,000 hour MTBF service life.
All drives come complete with a software utility
package that includes FWB 's Hard Disk Partition,
Hard Disk DeadBolt and Hard Disk Util.
$995 to $2,595 retail
FWB, Inc.; 2040 Polk St., Ste. 215; San Francisco,
CA 94109; 415-474-8055
Porta40/i
Hard disk drive upgrade kit

Macintosh Portable.
The Porta 40/i is a 4 watt hard disk drive upgrade
kit for the Macintosh Portable. It has a current
capacity of 40 MB ( l00 MB to be announced) and an.
average access time of 25ms. Additionally, Dolphin
Systems' software implements a special "sleep" mode
that shuts the drive motor down during periods of nonaccess and gives users maximum battery life during
system operation.
The company suggests that this upgrade kit be
installed by a qualified Apple Technician.
$799 retail
.Dolphin Systems Technology; 1701 E. Edinger Ave.,
Bldg. G; Santa Ana, CA 92705; 714-558-3220
Porta Series
Portable hard disk subsystems

Macintosh Plus or larger, including Portable.
The Porta Series are portable hard disk
subsystems available in capacities of 40 and 100 MB.
The subsystems minimize size, weight and power
consumption. With a user programmable "sleep"
mode that powers down the drive after a period of
inactivity, they derive their power directly from the
host computer.
The Porta- I00 features a 25ms average access
time, l 6K of cache memory and weighs only 2.8
pounds. The Porta-40 has a 27ms average access time
and weighs 2.3 pounds. Both products feature a rotary
push button ID select switch and dual 50-pin SCS I
connectors, allowing daisy chaining with other SCSI
devices. An optional external power supply is also
available for desktop use, and for use with other
Macintosh models.
$949 to $1,649 retail; 40 to 100 MB
Dolphin Systems Technology; 170 I E. Edinger Ave.,
Bldg. G; Santa Ana, CA 92705; 714-558-3220
Preference Hard Disk AP
External hard disk drives

Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Preference Hard Disk AP, available in 20, 40,
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Hard Disk Drives
80 and 120 MB capacities, features 32K of on-board
caching and I: I interleave ,to provide maximum speed
and reliability in a small footprint package for a
Macintosh Plus, SE and II.
Displaying the Apple platinum color and sleek,
compact styling, the drives are small enough to fit
comfortably over, under or beside the Macintosh.
The drives connect to the Macintosh's SCSI
interface and are preformatted and ready to use. All
switches on the disk are located within easy reach,
including the switch terminator, which makes it easy
and fast to terminate the final SCSI device in a daisy
chain.
The disks automatically park the heads when a
user selects "shutdown" at the end of a session. Three
LEDs let users know whether the drive is on, is
working or heads are parked; and the drive is shock
mounted for extra protection when moved around the
office, or from office to home.
Cables and utility software for hard disk
maintenance are included with both disk versions. The
drives are covered by a one-year limited warranty.
$799 to $999 retail; 20 to 40 MB
Western Digital Corp.; 2445 McCabe Way; Irvine,
CA 92714; 714-863-0102
QMS-SC
Hard disk options for QMS PostScript-language
printers
512K or larger Macintosh.
The QMS-SC 20 and QMS-SC 40 hard disks are
available as upgrade options for QMS PostScriptlanguage color and monochrome printers. The hard
disks expand the memory and font caching
capabilities of any QMS printer having an external .
SCSI interface. The QMS-SC 20 has a 65ms acces,s
time, and the QMS-SC 40 has a 40ms access time.
The hard disks ship with Macintosh utility software
for drive initialization, font downloading, memory
partitioning, drive testing and font identification.
$995 to $1,495 retail; 20 to 40 MB
QMS, Inc.; One Magnum Pass; Mobile, AL 36618;
205-633-4300 or 800-631-2692, ext. 710
R Squared Hard Disk Drives
Internal and external hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
R Squared produces a variety of internal and
external disk drive subsystems consisting of 3.5-inch
SCSidriveswithcapacitiesof45,91, 137, 182,201
and 251 MB; and 5.25-inch SCSI disk drives with
capacities of 389 and 780 MB. Each of these
subsystems comes complete with software drivers and
cables. A three-year warranty is available on all
drives, and some drives come with a standard fiveyear warranty.
Call for pricing; custom combinations available
R Squared; 11211 E. Arapahoe Rd.; Englewood,
co 80112; 303-799-9292
RD Series
Removable drives
512KE or larger Macintosh.
The RD Series of removable drives are actually a
traditional sealed hard drive that 's contained in a
molded portable chassis. A tum of the security key
and it pulls out of its power supply cabinet for transportation or safe storage. It is available in capacities
from 30 to 200 MB with speeds as fast as 15ms.
Features include: embedded SCSI technology;
includes SCSI cable; built-in EMIJRFI filtering; rear
panel AC convenience outlet; heavy-duty power
supply; whisper-quiet cooling fan; backup, formatting
and diagnostic utilities; a manual; and a one-year
limited warranty.
$897 starting price retail
Mirror Technologies, Inc.; 2644 Patton Rd. ; Roseville,
MN 55113; 612-633-4450 or 800-654-5294

Relax Hard Plus
Hard disk drives with power control center
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Hard Plus is a series of high-performance,
imbedded SCSI hard disk systems that feature a highquality power control center. They are available in
capacities ranging from 20 to 600 MB. The average
access time is as low as I8ms, and the mean time
between failure (MTBF) is as high as 40,000 hours.
Sophisticated software is included, such as a
utility that allows users to combine several Hard Plus
hard disk drives into one logical unit or divide one
Hard Plus into several smaller logical units.
Also included is a complete package of hard disk
utility software that allows users to format, mount,
park, test and change the SCSI address. Other utilities
include a diagnostic routine and a backup program.
The Hard Plus features an illuminated power
control center with surge and spike protection and
filtering built in.
$595 to $3,395 retail; 20to 600 MB
Relax Technology, Inc.; 3101 Whipple Rd. , #22;
Union City, CA 94587; 415-471-6112
Relax Hard Plus HC
High-capacity hard disk drives with power control
center
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Relax Hard Plus HC (High Capacity) is a
high-performance, imbedded SCSI hard disk system
that features a quality power control center. They are
available in capacities of 150, 300 and 600 MB. The
average access time is 18ms for the 150 MB model
and 16.5ms for the 300 and 600 MB models. The
mean time between failure (MTBF) is 30,000 hours.
Sophisticated software is included, such as a
utility that allows users to combine several Hard Plus
HC hard disks into one logical unit or divide one Hard
Plus HC into several logical units.
Also included is a complete package of hard disk
utility software that allows users to format, mount,
park, test and change the SCSI address. Other utilities
include a diagnostic routine and a backup program.
The Hard Plus HC features an illuminated power
control center with surge and spike protection and
filtering built in.
$1,695 to $3, 195 retail; 150 to 600 MB
Relax Technology, Inc.; 3101 Whipple Rd., #22;
Union City, CA 94587; 415-471-6112
Relax Mac SE And U Internals
Internal hard ·disk drives
Macintosh SE or II.
The Relax Mac SE and II Internal SCSI hard disk
drives are available in capacities of 20 to 200 MB
with access times as low as 18ms and capacities of 20
to 600 MB with access times as low as l6.5ms,
respectively.
The Mac SE Iiltemal is provided as a kit in a
variety of different models, including single and dual
mounting brackets. The Mac II Internal is provided in
kit form in three different models, including highcapacity, full-height 150, 300 and 600 MB models
complete with a replacement drive pan for the
Macintosh II.
· Every Mac SE and II Internal is formatted, loaded
with all utilities and tested at the factory. Each unit
includes advanced utility software that allows users to
format, mount, park, change the address and boot
directly from the Mac SE or II Internal.
The units are shipped complete with all necessary
hardware, software, manuals and cables.
$295 to $1,795 retail; 20 to 200 MB
$1,595 to $2,995 retail; 150 to 600 MB (II)
Relax Technology, Inc.; 3101 Whipple Rd. , #22;
Union City, CA 94587; 415-471-6112
Relax Mobile 42 Plus
42.7 MB removable cartridge
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Relax Mobile 42 Plus combines the
versatility of a floppy disk and the high-speed and
large storage capacity of a hard disk drive. It uses Jowcost data cartridges that store up to 42.7 MB of
information.

The Mobile 42 Plus can be used as either a
primary or backup storage device. As a primary
device, it operates as a high-speed hard disk. As a
backup device, users can back up applications and
other software.
The Mobile 42 Plus features an illuminated power
control center with a.high-quality power filter and
surge and spike protection built in.
$1,095 retail; Mobile 42 Plus
$129 retail; Mobile 42 Plus Cartridge
Relax Technology; Inc.; 3101 Whipple Rd., #22;
Union City, CA 94587; 415-471-6112
Relax Sierra
Portable hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Relax Sierra are portable hard disk drives
available in capacities of 20 to 200 MB.
$499 to $1,795 retail; 20 to 200 portable
$49 retail; accessory 110 VAC power supply
Relax Technology, Inc.; 3101 Whipple Rd., #22;
Union City, CA 94587; 415-471-6!12
Removable Cartridge Drive
Removable drive
Macintosh Plus or larger.
· The 44 MB Removable Cartridge Drive has a fast
access of 25ms. It comes complete with software, AHive enclosure and all cables.
$697 retail
$95 retail; 44 MB cartridge
Tulin Corp.; 2156H O'Toole Ave.; San Jose,
CA 9513 1; 408-432-9025
RM42
Removable disk drive
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The RM42 is a removable Winchester drive. Each
removable disk holds 42 MB of data with an average
access speed of 20ms. The RM42 has many of the
features of traditional hard drives, including auto head
parking and self-diagnostics. An integrated 8K buffer
enables the RM42 to achieve optimum (I: 1
interleaving) performance.
Features include: embedded SCSI technology;
rear-panel SCSI address; includes SCSI cable; built-in
EMI/RFI filtering; rear panel AC convenience outlet;
heavy-duty power supply; whisper-quiet cooling fan;
backup, formatting and diagnostic utilities; manual;
and a one-year limited warranty.
$747 retail
$1,447 retail; dual-drive cabinets
Mirror Technologies, Inc.; 2644 Patton Rd. ; Roseville,
MN 55113; 612-633-4450 or 800-654-5294
Rodime Cobra
External and internal hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Cobra are external and internal hard disk
drives available in capacities of 45, 70, JOO and 210
MB. They feature access times of 18rns, 16K of lookahead caching buffer and a disk transfer rate ranging
up to 10 MB/second (12 MB/second for 210 MB).
They have an embedded SCSI interface, automatic
head park and lock and ultraquiet operation for low
noise environments.
Software includes: Rodime Utility software,
which allows partitioning (including Nill();
password protection; write protection; media
verification; formatting; driver installation; and
FastBack software for disk backup.
The external driver has dual SCSI ports, which
allow daisy chaining of up to seven SCSI peripherals,
two auxiliary surge protected AC outlets and an
advanced LED status system that communicates
power on, drive activity and 15 different fault
conditions.
Mounting hardware is included with the internal
drives that allows a user to retain both of the SE's
internal floppy drives.
$1,399 to $2,549 retail; 45 to 210 MB (external drives
for Plus, SE, II)
$1,299 to $2,449 retail; 45 to 210 MB (internal drives
for SE, SE/30, 11)
Rodime Systems; 901 Broken Sound Pkwy. NW;
Boca Raton, FL 33487; 407-994-5585
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Hard Disk Drives
Rodime Plus Series
External hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus, SE or II.
The Rodime Plus Series contains 3.5 and 5.25inch external hard disk drives for a Macintosh Plus,
SE and II using the SCSI interface. The drives include
20 MB (85ms average access), 40 MB (28ms average
access), 60 MB (24ms average access), JOO MB
(24ms average access) and 140 MB (24ms average
access) formats.
The units fit neatly under the Macintosh and have
two SCSI ports that allow daisy chaining of up to
seven SCSI peripherals. The embedded controller
handles all error:.Correction and disk-defect
management by sector. The drives have automatic
head parking and locking in a dedicated landing zone.
Full format and installation software is provided.
Fastback software, free with every Rodime drive,
backs up data from the hard disk onto diskettes.
$899 to $2, 199 retail; 20 to 140 MB
Rodime Systems; 901 Broken Sound Pkwy. NW;
Boca Raton, FL 33487; 407-994-5585
Rodime RX Series
Internal hard disk drives
Macintosh SE or /I.
The Rodime RX Series contains 3.5 and 5.25-inch
internal hard disk drives for a Macintosh SE and II
using the SCSI interface. The drives include 20 MB
(85ms average access), 40 MB (28ms average access),
60 MB (24ms average access), JOO MB (24ms
average access) and 140 MB (24ms average access)
formats.
The units allow daisy chaining up to seven SCSI
peripherals. The embedded controller handles all
error-correction and disk-defect management by
sector. The drives have automatic head parking and
locking in a dedicated landing zone. Full format and
installation software provided. Fastback software, free
with every R<idime drive, backs up data from the hard
disk onto diskettes.
$799 to $2,099 retail; 20 to 140 MB
Rodime Systems; 901 Broken Sound Pkwy. NW;
Boca Raton, FL 33487; 407-994-5585
Ruby StarDrive DN
Internal hard disk drives
Macintosh SE or /I.
The Ruby StarDrive DN internal hard disk drives
are available for a Macintosh SE in 30, 40, 80 and I00
MB capacities. The Ruby StarDrive DN for a
Macintosh II is available in sizes ranging from 30 to
160MB.
Features include: two-color power/access light
panel fits in the second floppy drive slot of the SE or
II and provides easy monitoring of disk status; a
bracket for the SE allows installation with either one
or two floppy drives; case opening tool is provided for
the SE; built in termination; power and SCSI cables
are provided; and self-parking heads.
$650 to $1,550 retail; 30 to 100 MB (SE)
$650 to $2,350 retail; 30 to 160 MB (II)
Ruby Systems, Inc.; 188 S. Whisman Rd.; Mountain
View, CA 94041 ; 800-888-1668
Ruby StarDrive DX
External hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Ruby StarDrive DX series is a lineup of
external hard disks available in 30, 40, 60, 80, 90, JOO,
130 and 160 MB capacities.
Features include: an external recessed SCSI
address switch; two-color power/access light; external
termination; dual surge suppression; and dual 50-pin
SCSI ports.
The units also include self-parking heads and a
switched auxiliary power outlet that allows the entire
system to be powered on or off with one switch.
$750 to $2,450 retail; 30 to 160 MB

Ruby Systems, Inc.; 188 S. Whisman Rd.; Mountain
View, CA 94041 ; 800-888-1668
SCSI Hard Drives
Hard drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The SCSI Hard Drives are available in capacities
of 32 MB to 1.0 GB with access speeds of 28 to 12ms.
$309 to $3,700 retail; 32 MB to 1.0 GB
Tulin Corp.; 2156H O'Toole Ave.; San Jose,
CA 95131; 408-432-9025
Server Series
High-performance disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Server Series is a line of high-performance
disk drives available in capacities of l00 to 600 MB.
They combine fast access times of 107ms to 18ms
with high data throughput for the most critical applications. All drives come complete with an external
SCSI terminator, dual 50-pin gold-plated SCSI
connectors, push-button SCSI ID selector, formatting
and partitioning software, premium 25/50 SCSI cable
and a rugged alumihum zero-footprint case.
$I ,099 to $2,999 retail
Deltaic Systems; 1977 O'Toole Ave., Suite B206; San
Jose, CA 95131; 408-954-1055
SiliconDisk
High-speed mass storage accelerator subsystem
Macintosh /I family.
The SiliconDisk is an external SCSI device that
functions like a hard disk, but uses dynamic RAM
chips instead of slower magnetic media to store data.
Copying the Mac operating system, applications and
files to the SiliconDisk results in a speedup of the
entire system.
The SiliconDisk allows access of data via the
SCSI interface at a maximum data transfer rate of 6
MB per second and an access time of .05ms.
$6,995 to $24,995 retail
ATTO Technology, Inc.; Baird Research Park; 1576
Sweet Home Rd.; Amherst, NY 14221;
716-688-4259
Stand-Alone Series Hard Disk Drives
152, 338 and 650 MB hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Stand-Alone Series is available in formatted
capacities of 152, 338 and 650 MB with average
access times of between 16.Sms and 23ms.
The Series uses embedded SCSI hard drives
mounted in a rugged and attractive desktop cabinet.
Standard SCSI devices from other manufacturers can
be used with the Series for copy, transfer or backup
and restore operations. Software features include
dynamic partitioning and complete drive diagnostics.
$2,995 to $6,495 retail
Racet Computes, Ltd.; 3150 E. Birch St.; Brea,
CA 92621; 714-579-1725
Tallgrass External Disk Series
External disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Tallgrass External Disk Series combines a 40
or I00 MB high-performance hard disk with the
ability to add a second hard disk or a 40/60 MB tape
backup in a completely integrated subsystem. Fast
22ms average access disks are complemented with
optimization software and operator selectable
interleave.
Included with the Disk Series is DiskTools Plus
desk accessories and file management software. Each
member of the Series features a full two-year
warranty.
$1 ,395 and up retail; 40 to 200 MB
$1,095 retail; 40 MB disk upgrade
$1,895 retail; l 00 MB disk upgrade
$895 retl:il; 40/60 MB tape backup upgrade
Tall grass Technologies; 11100 W. 82nd St.; Overland
Park, KS 66214; 913-492-6002 or 800-825-4727
Tallgrass Internal Disk Series
Internal disk drives
Macintosh SE or II.
The Internal Disk Series provide either 40 or I00
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MB high-performance internal disk configurations in
the Macintosh SE and II. Specially designed mounting
brackets accommodate both single and dual-floppy
Macintosh SE configurations in addition to Macintosh
II installation requirements.
These fast 22ms 3.5-inch form factor hard disks
feature special optimization software with operator
selectable interleave. Included with the Disk Series is
DiskTools Plus desk accessories and file management
software. DiskTools Plus contains an icon-interface
file management package, an online phone book,
scientific and RPN calculators and Print Text and
Windows utilities. All models include a full two-year
warranty.
$1,095 to $1,895 retail; 40or100 MB
Tallgrass Technologies; 11100 W. 82nd St.; Overland
Park, KS 66214; 913-492c6002 or 800-825-4727
Totem Family; Totem II
20 MB removable Bernoulli and combinations of 20
MB removable and 20 MB, 40 MB, 80 MB or 140
MB fixed disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Bering Totem Family of storage devices
features a 20 MB 5.25-inch removable Bernoulli drive
with an average access time of 40 milliseconds. Also
featured are a full range of fixed hard disk drives (up
to 140 MB with average access times of 30 to 65ms)
available in combination with a 20 MB Bernoulli
drive or stand alone.
All Totem drives support the SCSI interface and
are shipped complete with system cable, head
cleaning kit, terminator, user's manual and power
cord. Factory installed upgrades and backup software
are available. All units come with a one-year warranty.
The Totem II features a 20 MB removable
Bernoulli drive, with an average access time of 40ms,
housed in a 3-inch high box that fits neatly under a
Macintosh. It supports the SCSI interface and is
shipped complete with a system cable, head cleaning
kit, terminator and power cord. It is also backed with a
one-year warranty.
$1,295 to $2,945 retail; Totem Family
$695 to $1,495 retail; Totem II
Bering Industries; 240 Hacienda Ave.; Campbell,
CA 95008; 408-379-6900 or 800-237-4641
TransPac
Removable hard disk drives
Any Macintosh.
TransPacs are shock-resistant removable hard
disk drives that feature access times as fast as 19ms
and I: I interleave controllers. In the 20, 32, 45, 60, 80
and I00 MB formatted models, the TransPac can be
unlocked from the computer system and stored for
security purposes or transported to another system.
TransPac offers users more ease in backing up
existing data and a 300 percent or more increase in
performance over tape back up. During normal
operation, the drives back up three to five times faster
than tape. In addition, the TransPac eliminates the
down time experienced when a drive fails. Users
simply pop in their backup module and are back in
operation in seconds. Reliability is assured because
the TransPac uses industry-standard 3.5-inch hard
disks.
ProStor also offers fault-tolerant software that
simultaneously writes to two drives and automatically
switches to the backup in the event of a failure.
$849 starting price retail
ProStor, Inc.; 55 Hawthorne St, Ste. 530; San
Francisco, CA 94105; 415-974-6462
TravelDisk
Ruggedized, portable hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The TravelDisk is a small, ruggedized portable
hard disk drive available in 15 capacities ranging from
l0 to 400 MB. The drives consist of miniature hard
disk drives, packaged into entirely self-contained
subsystems mounted in heavy-duty welded steel
enclosures small enough to fit into the palm of a
user's hand.
$1,095 to $4,995 retail; 20 to 400 MB (new build)
$775 and up retail; 20 to 400 MB (warranted new)
$600 retail; option that allows Trave!Disk to work on

Hardware & Peripherals/
Storage Devices/
Hard Disk Drives
both Mac and PC at same time and share files
Tradewinds Peripherals, Inc.; 2633 E. 28th St., #612;
Signal Hill, CA 90806; 213-595-7272
UltraDrive i; UltraDrive Si
Internal disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The UltraDrive i, and its faster counterpart, the
UltraDrive Si, are high-performance hard disk drives
designed to fit inside the Macintosh SE, SE/30, II, IIx
and IIcx (Macintosh SE and SE/30 installations can
only be performed by an authorized technician).
Software standard with the drives include SUM II and
UltraWare, including DiskManager, GCC Partitions,
QuickSpool and SelectShare.
$529 to $899 retail; UltraDrive i (30 to 80 MB)
$649 to $1,699 retail; UltraDrive Si (40 to 175 MB)
GCC Technologies, Inc.; 580 Winter St.; Waltham,
MA 02154; 800-422-7777
UltraDrive; UltraDrive S
External disk drives·
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The UltraDrive, and its faster counterpart, the
UltraDrive S, are zero-footprint hard disk drives
designed to fit under the Macintosh Plus,.SE and
SE/30, and alongside the Macintosh II, IIx and IIcx.
Software standard with the drives include SUM II and
UltraWare, including DiskManager, GCC Partitions,
QuickSpool and SelectShare. SelectShare is a
collection of shareware and public domain software
that features virus protection, word processing tools,
screen savers and games.
$549 to $999 retail; UltraDrive .(20 to 80 MB)
$799 to $1,799 retail; UltraDrive S (40 to 175 MB)
GCC Technologies, Inc.; 580 Winter St.; Waltham,
MA 02154; 800-422-7777
Westcom HD Series Hard Drives
External and internal hard disk drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Westcom HD Series are external and internal
hard disk drives available in 20 MB to 80 MB
configurations.
Features include: formatted with a PD software
library installed; Cool Breeze cooling system; head
parking; extra SCSI port for chaining; surge
protection; hard drive software; and a lifetime free
repair service warranty.
Larger capacity drives and internal drives are also
available. The internal drive includes an optional
cabinet for·housing a user's old disk drive. Internal
Extra Linking Drives are low-cost units for adding
another SCSI drive to a user's current internal drive.
$459 to $705 retail; 20 to 80 MB external
$349 to $850 retail; 20 to 80 MB internal
$175 retail; SOOK disk drive
$999 retail; 45 MB floppy drive - backup
Encycloware; 712 Washington St.; Ayden, NC 28513;
919-746-4961or800-422-8591

Hardware & Peripherals/
Storage Devices/Hard Disk/
Tape Backup Combos
A-Hive Hard/Tape Drive Combo
Hard/tape drive subsystems
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The A-Hive Hard Drive/Tape Drive combination
subsystem offers the total solution of a working hard
drive with a backup tape unit. The subsystem includes
backup software, external enclosure with power
supply, a quiet cooling fan, RFI line filter, LED and all
necessary cables, etc. The external enclosure has the
Macintosh SE footprint and color. Its design allows

horizontal or vertical placement and has room for a
second half-height hard drive.
$925 to $2,059 retail; 32 MB hard drive/50 MB tape
drive to 340 MB hard drive/155 MB tape drive)
Tulin Corp.; 2156H O'Toole Ave.; San Jose,
CA 95131; 408-432-9025
C Series
Combination drives/backups
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The C Series drives are a mass storage and
backup/archiving solution in a single cabinet. They
combine 40, 80, 100, 170, 290 and 580 MB hard
drives with either a 42 MB removable hard drive or a
150 MB tape drive.
$1,297 starting price retail
Mirror Technologies, Inc.; 2644 Patton Rd.; Roseville,
MN 5511.3; 612-633-4450 or 800-654-5294
CD ROM Optical Combos
Hard disk drive, tape drive, CD-ROM drive
Macintosh Plus or large1:
'The Optical Combos combine a 30, 40 or 60 MB
hard disk drive, a 50 or 60 MB.tape back up and a
CD-ROM drive in one package.
$3,610 to $5,395 retail
Laser Optical Technology (LOT); 1803 Mission St.,
Ste. 403; Santa Cruz, CA 95060; 408-426-7171
CMS SCSI Power Series
Subsystems with four peripheral expandable enclosure
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The CMS SCSI Power Series are expandable
mass storage subsystems from 150 MB to 1.2 GB.
Features include: I 6.5ms average access time;
streaming tape back up option; LocalTalk, EtherTalk
compatible; AppleShare, A/UX., Tops and MacServe
compatible; and a full one-year warranty.
$4,695 to $19,285 retail; 150 MB to 1.2 GB
$7,595 to $18,085 retail; 300, 600 or 900 MB/60 MB
tape backup
CMS Enhancements, Inc.; 1372 Valencia Ave.; Tustin,
CA 92680; 714-259-9555
CMS SX-Series
Expandable high-capacity subsystems
Macintosh Plus or large1:
The CMS SX-Series features an expandable
desktop enclosure that allows for four hard disks or
tape back ups. They are available in capacities of 150
MB to 1.2 GB with a I 6.5ms average access time.
Other features include: embedded SCSI hard
disks; multiple SCSI ports for daisy chaining;
AppleShare compatible; and a one-year warranty.
$3,895 to $5,495 retail; 150 to 300 MB
$895 retail; 60 MB internal tape backup
CMS Enhancements, Inc.; 1372 Valencia Ave.; Tustin,
CA 92680; 714-259-9555
Datamax
Mass storage subsystem for multiuser environments
and local area networks
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Datamax is a mass storage subsystem for
multiuser environments and local area networks. To
facilitate integration into standard LANs, the
subsystem is compatible with Novell and MS NET
software. Datamax operates with a wide range of
microcomputers, regardless of operating system.
Expandable in 300 MB increments up to 2.4 GB,
Datamax consists of high-performance Winchester
disk drives, a sector-caching disk controller and
software. As a SCSI-based subsystem, up to three
Datamax units can be daisy-<:hained together.
Call for pricing
Meridian Data, Inc.; 5615 Scotts Valley Dr.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 408-438-3100
GigaBox 14205-MA
Hard disk/tape subsystem
Macintosh SE or fl.
The GigaBox is a combination hard disk and tape
subsystem that combines a GigaTape Smm tape drive
with a 760 MB hard disk.
$11 ,759.50 retail

Summus Computer Systems; PO Box 219270;
Houston, TX 77218; 713-492-6611
lntegra Plus Series
External storage/backup subsystems
Macintosh Plus or larger.
lntegra Plus is a family of combination
storage/backup subsystems. Each subsystem includes
a high-performance fixed disk and a 150 MB cartridge
tape drive. The fixed disk has a capacity of 80, I 00 or
200MB.
The Integra Plus subsystems incorporate highperformance SCSI fixed disk drives with a I 9ms
average access time and a 7.5 Mb it/sec transfer rate.
The MTBF of these drives is 50,000 hours. The highspeed 150 MB tape drive uses standard DC-6150 tape
cartridges and has a 5 MB/minute backup rate. The
MTBF of the tape drive is 20,000 hours.
$2,529 to $3,999 retail; 80 to 200 MB
Dolphin Systems Technology; 1701 B. Edinger Ave.,
Bldg. G; Santa Ana, CA 92705; 714-558-3220
Memorybank
1950 MB, 940 MB, 761 MB or485 MB MB
Winchester hard disk/150 MB or 2.3 GB tape backup
subsystem; includes workstation backup at hO charge
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Memorybank is a Winchester hard disk/tape
backup subsystem designed for a Macintosh network.
Features include 1950, 940, 761 or 485 formatted
megabytes; an average access time as low as 16ms; a
tape backup unit with a backup rate of up to I 0 MB
per minute; a two-year drive warranty; and
Memorybank Tester, self-diagnostic software.
$23,900 retail; 1950 MB
$17,900 retail; 940 MB
$12,800 to $14,300 retail; 761 MB
$8,900 to $10,900 retail; 485 MB
Northern Telecom; I 00 Phoenix Dr.; Ann Arbor,
MI 48106; 313-973-4625 or 800-521-3278
Novastor NST
Streaming cartridge tape drive with 150 MB or 300
MB of storage
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Novastor NST series are streaming cartridge
tape drives designed with an embedded SCSI
interface. The drives have 150 or 300 MB of storage
capacity and an average tape transfer rate of 88K per
second.
The drives may be purchased as free-standing
peripherals or incorporated into the series of Novastor
NSM series hard disk drives. In either configuration,
the drives fit the Macintosh footprint.
Two SCSI connectors are at the rear of the chassis
to permit daisy chaining of multiple SCSI peripherals
and a switch is provided to allow ready selection of ·
the SCSI bus address for the drives.
$1,495 to $2,995 retail; NST150 to NST300
Novastor Corp.; 31828 Village Center Rd.; Westlake
Village, CA 91361; 818-707-9900
PCMS
Personal computer lnass storage subsystems
512KE or larger Macintosh .
The PCMS series offer up to 14 GB of mass
storage capacity.
The standard streamer holds in excess of 150 MB
per cartridge and streams at 5 MB per mirtute. Other
backup options include a 2.2 GB streamer ahd 800
MB WORM drive.
Features include: Coprocessing Host Interface;
SOOK cache RAM standard; dynamic
partitioning/volume modification; no 32 MB limit;
volume password protection with read/write/share
attributes; partition linking; fault tolerance;
comprehensive trouble-shooting and fault isolation
diagnostic routines; standard SCSI interface; and
more:
$6,995 to $12,495 retail; Administrator Series
$14,495 to $33,995 retail; Director Series
Racet Computes, Ltd.; 3150 E. Birch St.; Brea,.
CA 92621 ; 714-579-1725
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Tape Backup Combos
R Squared Hard Disk/Tape Backup Combos
Disk and tape drive subsystems
Macintosh Plus or larger.
R Squared produces a variety of disk anc! tape
drive subsystems consisting of 3.5-inch SCSI hard
drives with capacities of 45, 91, 137, 182, 201 and
25 l MB; and 5.25-inch SCSI disk drives with
capacities of 389 and 780 MB. Tape drives are
available in capacities of 60 and 150 MB cartridge
drives, as well as 4mm DAT 1.3 GB drives with the
DDS format and 8mm Exabyte tape drives with a
capacity of 2.5 GB. Each of these subsystems comes
complete with software drivers and and cal:iles. A
three-year warranty is available on all drives, and
some drives come with a standard five-year warranty.
Call for pricing; custom combinations available
R Squared; 11211 E. Arapahoe Rd.; Englewood,
co 80112; 303-799-9292
Spark Removable Hard Drive
44 MB removabl~ drive
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Spark Removable Hard Drive provides the
performance of a 44 MB hard drive with the
convenience of a floppy disk, making it totally
transportable. The Spark 44 MB can be u~ as a
primary drive, as well as a fast backup of a fixed drive
with its 25ms search time.
$895 retail
Spark Int'l. Inc.; PO Box 314; Glenview, IL 60025;
708-998-6640

Hardware & Peripherals/
Storage Devices/
Optical Drives
5.25-Inch Optical Disk Drive
Optical disk systems
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The DD-U500 l (fulj-height drive) and DDM500l (half-height mechanism) are high-performance
5.25-inch write-once optical disk systems. The
systems feature a compact size with an access time
of 60ms.
The units can be positioned horizontally or
vertically, and are expandable from 654 MB to 1.3
GB.
$2,800 retail; DD-U5001 (full height)
$2, 100 retail; DD-M5001 (half height)
$700 retail; DD-C5001 (optical disk controller)
$145 retail; DC-502 (654 MB cartridge)
Pioneer Communications Of America, Inc.; 600 E.
Crescent Ave.; Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458;
201-327-6400 or 8Q0-527-3766
600RePack
Removable storage system
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The 600RePack uses state-of-the-art magneto
optical technology to provide 300 MB of rewritable
storage on each side of a double-sided erasable optical
cartridge. It delivers 67ms average access times and
transfer rates col]lparable to typical hard drives.
The 600RePack reads and writes Sony, Ricoh and
ISO formats. The media is removable and highly
durable. Typical Jlledia shelf life is 10 years and it is
impervious to rpagnetic damage. The 600RePack is
rated at 20,000 hours MTBF and is backed by a oneyear limited warranty.
$3,200 retail
Bay MicroSystems, Inc.; 210 Columbus Ave., Ste.
108; San Francisco, CA 94133; 415-563-8392

AppleCDSC
CD-ROM optical storage device
Macintosh Plus or larger.
AppleCD SC is a CD-ROM drive and optical
media product that lets users retrieve information from
digitally recorded CD-ROM discs. From one 4.72inch CD-ROM disc, users have access to up to 550
MB of text, graphics, images and audio - the
equivalent of 700 floppy disks or 270,000 pages of
typewritten text. The drive also has built-in audio CD
capabilities.
The AppleCD SC is a.stand-alone external drive
styled much like Apple's SCSI hard disks. It has a
front-loading slot that enables a user to stack the drive
on or under the CPU.
Features include: support for the Macintosh
operating system; universal power supply; CD Caddy
that encloses the disc in a protective case; a .
headphone jack that provides private access to audio
information; and RCA jacks (two auqio connectors for
an external amplifier and speakers that enable the
drive to produce stereophonic sound).
$899 retail
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996-1010
Asuka Erasable Optical Disk Drive
650 MB optical disk drive
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Asuka Erasable Optical Disk Drive combines
high-density data storage with rewrite capabilities to
allow stored images to be erased and new data to be
recorded on an as-needed basis. Designed for
Macintosh systems, the Erasable Optical Disk Drive
provides 650 MB per disk for data image storage. The
unit's rewritable feature meets the needs of
CAD/CAM/CAE applications where multiple images
are stored and updated during·the design cycle.
Asuka 's disk drive can also be used as the storage
device for a LAN's operating server system.
Asuka 's disk drive is based on highly reliable and
proven magneto-optical technology, with the drive
head using a laser to write into and erase from the
magnetic recording material.
$2,995 retail
Asuka Computer Corp.; 17145 Von Kahnan Ave., Ste.
110; Irvine, CA 92714; 714-757-1212
CD Master
Supports the premastering of CD-ROM and mixedmode CD-ROM products
Macintosh Plus or large1:
CD Master is a system t)lat supports the
premastering of CD-ROM and mixed-mocje CD-ROM
products. Mastering facilities that ipstall CD Master
can generate a CD-ROM that holds data, audio, video
or any combination of the three, in various formats. To
facilitate implementation, CD Master accepts ninetrack tape, the worldwide standard for data
distribution and 3/4-inch u-matic tape cartridges.
The fully integrated system incl4des a proprietary,
layered error-checking and correction augrnentor
board, disk drive and nine-track tape drive. Beyond
supporting mixed-code discs, this microcomputerbased systel]1 enables any CD audio mastering facility
to make the transition to CD-ROM mastering in a
cost-effective manner.
$98,950 retail; 1.2 GB
Meridian Data, Inc.; 5615 Scotts Valley Dr.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 408-438-3100
CD Professional
Information management system that takes a variety
of input sources and transfers the data directly onto a
compact disc
Macintosh Plus or larger.
CD Professional is a high-perfoIDJance,
informatjon manageJllent system capable of taking a
variety of input sources and transferring the data, fully
formatted and retrievable, directly onto a compact disc
(CD-ROM).
The software in the CD Professional consists of
managern.ent, simulation, testing and coordination
programs. A CD-ROM publisher is able to use the
extensive set of commands to easily take a set of raw
data (from a computer or audio from a studio) and
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guide it through to a finished, mastered compact disc.
The software is specifically designed for CD-ROM
development and production.
The CD Professional software includes: tape
management, including tape layout and file backup;
hard disk CD-ROM simulation; disc geography; enduser application simulation; compact disc drive
simulation; premastering tape generation in multiple
formats; component management utilities; diagnostic
programs; multiple operating environments; High
Sierra and ISO file formatting; and command line or
windowing interface.
$93,250 retail
Meridian Data, Inc.; 5615 Scotts Valley Dr.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 408-438-3100
CD Publisher
Integrated hard disk/nine-track tape drive for in-house
CD-ROM development
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The CD Publisher is a complete in-house
CD-ROM production subsystem. It is composed of a
large-capacity hard disk drive and tape drive expandable to 2,400 MB. It includes a l/2-irlch nine-track 50
to l00 ips tape drive with recording densities at l ,600
or 6,250 bpi.
Software provided w\th the unit allows users to
simulate the speed and performance of a CD-ROM
player without having to master a CD-ROM disc. The
data and retrieval software can also be checkeq
extensively for accuracy.
The Macintosh connects to the CD Publisher with
a special SCSI cable that allows users to conduct
simultaneous PC/Mac real-time simulation testing.
One Macintosh and several PCs can be used on the
system at the same time. Real-time simulation testing
lets users test and modify art accurate model of the
final CD-ROM product at actual CD-ROM retrieval
speeds.
$27 ,250 to $46,850 retail; 600 to 2,400 MB
$600 retail; optional SCSI adapter and cable kit
Meridian Data, Inc.; 5615 Scotts Valley Dr.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 408-438-3100
CD Publisher Model S
CD-ROM development
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The CD Publisher Model S consists of high,performance 600 MB SCSI hard disk drives
expandable to 2.4 GB, a 100 ips .5-inch nine-track
tape drive and l00 different software utility programs
for data preparation. For multimedia application
developers, CD Publisher Model S can be upgraded to
support CD-ROM XA (Extended Architecture). The
Model S can simulate a CD-ROM at the byte level,
eliminating the need !O generate costly test discs. At
the completion of premastering, the system generates
a set of nine-track tapes that contain the CD-ROM
data image that conforms to the ISO 9660 or High
Sierra file format standard. These tapes are then sent
directly to a mastering facility for final pressing.
$24,750 to $29,450 retail; 600 to 1,200 MB
Meridian Data, Inc.; 5615 Scotts Valley Dr.; Scotts
Valley, CA 95066; 408-438-3100
CD ROM DevelQpment System
155 MB or 330 MB hard disk, 800 MB WORM
optical drive, CD-ROM drive
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The CD ROM Development System consists of a
high-capacity 155 MB or 330 MB hard disk, an 800
MB WORM (Write Once Read Many) optical drive
and a CD-ROM drive.
It allows users to bypass the expense of
mainframe computers and IBM-compatible, ninetrack, 6,250 BPI tapes.
The CD-ROM data is created on the Macintosh
with a LOT large hard disk or Optical WORM drive,
where users can verify the data from the WORM
cartridge, assuring users that the data they want to
publish is correct. This gives developers a method for
checking master data before a compact disc is
produced. The compact disk will appear and operate
in the same fashion as the WORM c;utridge.
When the WORM cartridge is configured as
desired, it is sent to the company where they
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premaster the CD-ROM disc. Turnaround time to
premaster and receive production Compact Discs can
be as short as 24 hours.
The CD-ROM drive connects to the Macintosh
via the high-speed SCSI bus. Storage capacity per
compact disc is 600 MB or 70 minutes of audio or a
combination of both. The drive will have the future
option, under prograll) control, to direct the output as
either digital data or audio.
$!0,000 retail; CD ROM Development System
$750 retail; CD ROM Drive
Laser Optical Technology (LOT); 1803 Mission St.,
Ste. 403; Santa Cruz, CA 95060; 408-426-7171
CDA-431
CD-ROM/audio drive
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Chinon Model CDA-431 CD-ROM/audio
drive unit is a full-featured audio CD player as well. It
comes standard with scst cabling and features an
automatic eject button and separate headphone
volume control, as well as a one-touch open/close
button forthe front loading disc tray. The CDA-431
also incorporates both RCA-type and headphone jacks
and offers a keyboard-controlled audio remote control
capability.
It automatically recognizes either ROM disc or
audio disc, and reverts to the appropriate command
format for either. The CDA-431 can read both
Macintosh HFS and High Sierra format discs, as well
as a mixed aupjo/CD-ROM disc. Average access
speed is 380ms.
$895 retail
Chinon America, Inc.; Information Equipment Div.;
660 Maple Ave.; Torrance, CA 90503; 213-533-0274
CharisMac Optical Erasable
Optical SCSI drive
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The CharisMac is a series of high-speed optical
SCSI drives that come complrte with SCSI
Commander software and an instruction manual.
Call for pricing; 650 MB to I GB
Micro-Voice Communication; 7250 Auburn Blvd.,
Ste. 191; Citrus Heights, CA 95610; 916-885-5586
Colby WORM Drive
400 MB WORM drive
512KE or larger Macintosh.
The Colby WORM Drive is a 400 MB WORM
drive that uses removable double-sided 200 MB per
side cartridges. It provides a safety factor in b~cking
up a hard drive because the contents may not be
altered. And, if a virus is present, it will be isolated
and rendered harmless while residing in the WORM
Drive. The drive is accessible at all times. ·
$2,899 retail
Colby Systems Corp.; 2991 Alexis Dr.; Palo Alto,
CA 94304; 415-941-9090
Corel OptiStar MacWORM Drives
Optical disk drives
Macintosh SE or larger.
.
The Corel OptiStar MacWORM Drives, using
write-once-read-multiple technology, provide 400,
600, 800 and 940 MB of optical disk storage capacity
for Macintosh systems:
"Audit-trail" capability allows users to recover
any file that has been updated or deleted. Files may be
selected by date or by previous file. These highdensjty storage devices are suitable for archiving or
replicating large data or image files. Once written data
can never be accidentally erased.
All MacWORM subsystems include a WORM
drive, SCSI cable, Corel OptiStar software,
documentation and one cartridge.
$2,895 to $3,845 retail; 400 to 940 MB
Corel Systems Corp.; Optical Disk Products Div.;

1600 Carling Ave.; Ottawa, Ontario, Canada KIZ
8R7; 613-728-8200

Alphatronix, Inc.; PO Box 13687; Research Triangle
Park, NC 27709; 919-544-0001

Genesis 6000
Rewritable optical drive
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Genesis 6000 is a rewritable 600 MB optical
drive that offers a solution to memory-intensive
applications for engineering, publishing, graphic
generation, education and databases as part of a
network server.
The 5.25-inch cartridges are fully removable,
offering unlimited storage capabilities with the ease of
use and security of a diskette and the speed of the
average hard disk.
The Genesis 6000 is a fully bootable device and
makes use of Macintosh icons, system utilities, backup routines and ejectability.
Advanced proprietary software includes
automatic bad-block management and sophisticated
memory caching to increase all-around speed and
performance.
$4,995 U.S. retail; drive unit
$249 U.S. retail; cartridges
Macsetra Technologies International, Inc.; 2414 Koy!
Ave.; Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada S7L 7L5;
306-934-6044

Laserdrive Model 820
Optical disk subsystem .
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Model 820 subsystem provides 8 IO MB in
compact 5.25-inch cartridges. Powerful Wmchester
emulation software, embedded in the Model 820
Control Unit, allows the Macintosh to recognize the
Model 820 as a magnetic peripherals, requiring no
changes to System/Finder. The Model 820 can read,
write and appear erasable to a user, enabling
transparent use and systems integration, with full use
of Mac utilities. To eliminate possible sources of
read/write errors, online self-diagnostics and selfcalibrating hardware compensate for focus and
temperature changes, laser diode degradation and
tracking error.
$5,995 retail
Laserdrive, Ltd.; !IOI Space Park Rd.; Santa Clara,
CA 95054; 408-970-3600

HammerDisk600
High-capacity removable system
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The HammerDisk600 provides 600 MB of
erasable optical storage with an average access time of
67ms. It uses industry standard erasable optical
cartridges that are Finder ejectable. It reads and writes
Sony, Ricoh and ISO format. The cartridges are
extremely durable, resistant to both heat and magnetic
darriage, and exhibit a I0 year shelf life.
$4,995 retail
FWB, Inc.; 2040 Polk St,. Ste. 215; San Franeisco,
CA 94 !09; 415-474-8055
Infinity Optical
Rewritable magneto-optical drive
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Infihity Optical is a fully rewritable magnetooptical drive that has a formatted capacity of 573 MB.
It features sustained data transfer rates of 7.4 megabits
per second and an average access time of75ms.
The Infinity Optical Media has the option of
coming with 512K or 1,024K sectors. The media with
5 I2K sector offer greater speed, but fe<luced overall
capacity. The l ,024K sector version offers greater
capacity, but a slower seek time. Regardless, the
Infinity Optical reads both types of media, so a user
can choose which media is appropriate for specific
applications. The double-sided 5.25-inch cartridges
may be formatted to be compatible wjth MacOS, MSDOS 3.0 or A/UX. A user can even format one side of
a cartridge for the Mac and the other side for MSDOS or A/UX.
The Infinity Optical comes bundled with backup
software, laser printer spooler, RAM-based disk drive
accelerator, disk optimizer and defragmentation
software and security software. Data transfer software
is also provided that allows MS-DOS files to be read
on the Mac.
$5,695 retail; Infinity Optical
$11,995 retail; Infinity Optical 1.2
$295 retail; Infinity Optical Media
Peripheral Land, Inc.; 47421 Bayside Pkwy.; Fremont,
CA 94538; 800-288-8754
Inspire
Rewritable optical storage system
Macintosh SE or larger; System 6.0.3 or later.
The Inspire rewritable optical storage system
features large storage capacity, random access to
stored files, complete transparency to the operating
system, removability and portability. Inspire uses
5.25-inch erasable optical media. Each removable
cartridge holds up to 650 MB of data. Additional
features include the capability to certify media online.
Inspire reports the number of remaining spare sectors
on the disk.
$5,495 retail

LaserStor
WORM drive
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The LaserStor optical WORM drive features a
SCSI interface and one 800 MB WORM media
cartridge. WORM software allows LaserStor to be
mounted on the desktop like a standard hard disk or
floppy volume. It includes a one-year warranty and
FCC and UL approvals.
$4,999 retail; LaserStor (includes one WORM
cartridge) ,
$150 retail; additional WORM media cartridge
Storage Dimensions; 2145 Hamilton Ave.; San Jose,
CA 95125; 408-879-0300, ext. 60 I
LaserStor Erasable
Erasable optical drive
Macintosh SE or larger. ,
The LasetStor Erasable features a SCSI interface
and one 1 GB (1 ,000 MB) erasable media cartridge.
ANSI standard cartridges are also available in
capacities of 650 MB. MacinStor Installer software,
featuring device driver, partitioning, password
protected partitioning, drive diagnostics and automatic
reallocation of bad blocks, is included.
·
The LaserStor drive provides an average seek
time of 35ms and data transfer rates of 10 Mbps, and
features a full one-year warranty and FCC and UL
approvals.
$7,995 retail; LaserStor Erasable (includes one I GB
cartridge)
.
$398 retail; additional erasable cartridge (I GB)
$298 retail; additional erasable cartridge (650 MB)
Storage Dimensions; 2145 Hamilton Ave.; San Jose,
CA 95125; 408-879-0300, ext. 601
LightDisk-512-Mac-Pak
Optical drive
Macintosh SE or 11.
The LightDisk is a rewritable magneto-optical
disc drive with a capacity of 600 MB per optical disc.
The LightDisk provides the convenience of removable
media with performance approaching that of fixed
drives (an average seek time of 90ms for a user data
transfer rate of 680 Kbps).
The optical media, which is read and written to by
a beam of light, does not suffer the wear that
conventional disk and tape media are subject to, and it
is further protected with a write-protected cartridge.
Media may be easily removed and stored for security.
$6,495 retail
Summus Computer Systems; PO Box 219270;
Houston, TX 77218; 713-492-6611
LOT Optical WORM
800 MB optical laser disk
Macintos~ Plus or larger.
The LOT Optical WORM (Write Once Read
Many) is an 800 MB optical laser disk for the
Macintosh. It connects to the Macintosh via the SCSI
bus. The removable media disks can provide up to 800
MB of storage per cartridge, providing an unlimited
amount of data storage.
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The LOT Optical WORM operates like a
magnetic hard disk, plus provides a user with the
ability to update while preserving the integrity of the
original data. The media is interchangeable with other
LOT WORMs, allowing for distribution of large
amounts of data, providing the needed back up and an
unlimited amount of data storage.
It can also be used for premastering compact
discs. Data is entered onto the WORM cartridge and
sent to the company for premastering and compact
disc production.
$3,99S retail
Laser Optical Technology (LOT); 1803 Mission St.,
Ste. 403; Santa Cruz, CA 9S060; 408-426-7171
MacDiscus
Rewritable optical disk subsystem
Macintosh Plus or larger; System 6.0 or later.
MacDiscus is a."plug and play" S,2S-inch
rewritable optical disk subsystem that enables users to
store, retrieve, modify or delete data on 6SO MB disks.
Users can also store and run Macintosh applications
directly on the disks. MacDiscus can also be
connected to a stand-alene workstation or to a
network file server. It also comes with an archive and
. restore program that allows for systematic and flexible
procedures for file backup.
$3,771 retail; media separate
Advanced Graphic Applications, Inc.; 90 Fifth Ave.,
6th Fl.; New York, NY 10011; 212-337-4200
MacTopix CD-ROM Publishing System
CD-ROM development and publishing workstation
Macintosh SE or larger.
MacTopix CD-ROM Publishing System is a
CD-ROM development and publishing workstation
available in several component configurations. All
functions required for complete CD-ROM development and testing prior to product release are fully
supported. The system accepts data from floppy disk,
9-track magnetic tape, WORM, high-resolution video
and 3Smm film image scanner, digital audio and localarea network interfaces.
MacTopix produces both standard and multimedia
CD-ROM programs that are fully compatible with the
Apple HFS file structure, the Apple A/UX file
structure and the ISO/High Sierra Standard CD-ROM
file format.
The standard system includes: MacTopix-HFS
and MacTopix-ISO software; MacTopix hard disk
partitioning software; OM! Apple Macintosh CDROM device driver; MacTopix HFS/ISO CD-ROM
simulator; one 761 MB 8-inch SCSI hard disk subsystem; one l ,600/6,2SO bpi SCSI 9-track magnetic
tape drive; one oak wood panel equipment rack with
smoke plexiglass front door; and OMI CD-ROM
developer 's guide for Apple Macintosh.
This system supports both Apple HFS and IS09660 High Sierra format CD-ROM programs.
$37,SOO retail
Optical Media International; 48S Alberto Way; Los
Gatos, CA 9S032; 408-39S-4332 or 800-347-2664
MacTopix ~ HFS With Streamer Tape System
CD-ROM publishing system
Macintosh SE or larger.
MacTopix - HSF With Streamer Tape System is
a CD-ROM publishing system that includes:
MacTopix-HFS software; MacTopix hard disk
partitioning software; OMI Apple Macintosh CDROM device driver; one 761 MB 8-inch SCSI hard
disk subsystem; one 1/4 inch streaming tape drive
(ISO MB/tape capacity); MacTopix disk/tape
equipment rack; and OM! CD-ROM developer's
guide for Apple Macintosh.
This system only supports the creation of Apple
HFS format CD-ROM programs.
$I9,99S retail

Optical Media International; 48S Alberto Way; Los
Gatos, CA 9S032; 408-39S-4332 or 800-347-2664
Microtech OR650
Rewritable optical storage system
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Microtech OR6SO is a S.2S-inch rewritable
optical storage system. It uses standard S.2S-inch
media, which offers up to 32S MB of user available
storage per side, 6SO MB per cartridge.
The OR6SO includes MacTree Plus, easy-to-use
disk partitioning, media certification and disk
management utilities. It also includes demonstration
programs and a selection of public domain
applications.
$4,79S retail
$299 retail; additional cartridges
Microtech International, Inc.; IS8 Commerce St.; East
Haven, CT 06S l 2; 203-468-6223 or 800-626-4276
MW-SUI
WORM optical subsystem
Macintosh//.
The MW-SUI optical subsystem is a write-once
read-many turnkey unit that provides users with
hardware, software, complete documentation,
interface and power supply. The internal drive (model
MW-SDI) has a 600 MB formatted memory capacity
and a fast seek time of 63ms.
$3,800 retail
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.; Information
Systems Division; 991 Knox St.; Torrance, CA
90S02; 213-217-S732
OMI Macintosh CD-ROM Reader Universal
Device Driver
Universal Macintosh CD-ROM device driver
Macintosh Plus or large1:
OM! offers a "Universal" Apple Macintosh CDROM Device Driver that fully supports the Apple CD
SC CD-ROM reader and most CD-ROM readers from
other manufacturers such as Toshiba, Sony, JVC,
Denon and Hitachi. The OMI Macintosh CD-ROM
Device Driver will also allow multiple HFS volumes
to be placed on a single CD-ROM and supports
interactive mounting and dismounting of up to JO
volumes per single CD-ROM.
$79 retail
Optical Media International; 48S Alberto Way; Los
Gatos, CA 9S032; 408-39S-4332 or 800-347.-2664
Optirase
S.2S-inch erasable optical disk subsystem
Macintosh Plus or large1:
Optirase is an external SCSI S.2S-inch erasable
optical disc subsystem. With its plug-and-play feature,
it assures that all the benefits of the erasable optical
format are readily available to even a casual
Macintosh user. Optirase has a total formatted
capacity of 600 Mil for storage and provides a
convenient way to back up or offload data from any
mountable volume and distribute the information from
one system to another.
The optical driver software of the subsystem
controls formatting and running the drive. In use,
Optirase appears as a mounted desktop volume,
making its operation familiar to any Mac user.
Optirase comes complete with software, SCSI cable
and blank optical disk.
$S,4SO retail
$2SS retail; blank media
Conversion Dynamics, Inc.; 1200 Corporate Dr., Ste.
ISO; Birmingham, AL 3S242; 20S-991-8338 or
800-7S2-70S8
OptiServer 600
Rewritable optical disk system
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The OptiServer 600 is a rewritable optical disk
system that provides unlimited storage (300 MB per
cartridge side}, plus the convenience and security of
removable data. Using second generation magnetooptical (MO) technology and conforming to the ISO
media standard results in 30 percent greater
throughput and data exchangability. The OptiServer
comes complete with one data cartridge, an external
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SCSI terminator, dual 50-pin gold-plated SCSI
connectors, push-button SCSI address selector,
formatting software, premium 25/SO SCSI cable and a
rugged aluminum zero-footprint case.
$3,699 retail; includes one cartridge
Deltaic Systems; 1977 O'Toole Ave., Suite B206; San
Jose, CA 9S l 3 l; 408-9S4- IOSS
Optix
Sony SMO-SSO 1 magneto-optical disk driver
Macintosh SE, SE/30 or II family.
Qptix is a driver for the Soriy SMO-SSOI
magneto-optical disk drive. It supports removable
magneto-optical disk media formatted up to 620 MB
storage (l ,024K sectors). The Optix driver meets all
ISO CCS standards and installs in minutes. It supports
conni:ction of up to six Sony SMO-SSO I drives
attached to a Macintosh SCSI bus.
The Sony SMO-S50 I offers an average seek time
of 9Sms; a high-speed spindle motor (2,400 rpm},
enabling a high SCSI bus transfer rate; and a built-in
SCSI terminator for ease of installation.
$3:950 retail; Sony Magneto-Optical Disk Subsystem
with SCSI and power cables and driver
$I 9S retail; additional Magneto-Optical Disk Media
$7S retail; software driver and user's manual only
Blueridge Technologies, Inc.; PO Box 430; Flint Hill
Sq.; Flint Hill, VA 22627; 703-67S-301S
Panasonic Digital Optical Drives
Digital write-once drives
Macintosh SE or larger.
The Panasonic Digital Optical Drive can store up
to 940 MB of data. Features include: ideal for
shipping large files; instant reversion to any previous
point in the disk's history; and industry standard
media and factory service (one-year warranty).
$3,S99 retail; 940 MB WORM drive (includes drivers
and shipping)
$1,499 retail; 10.4 GB disk pack (also available for
internal mount - call for quote)
HeyerTech, Inc.; 726 Marion Ave.; Palo Alto,
CA 94303; 41S-32S-8522
Porta-Drive
CD-ROM drive
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Porta-Drive provides 600 MB of storage.
Compact and light weight, the drives can be easily
stacked and feature optional battery power.
$89S retail
CD Technology, Inc.; 780 Montague Expwy., #407;
San Jose, CA 9S 131 ; 408-432-8698
R Squared Optical Drives
WORM and rewritable optical drive subsystems
Macintosh Plus or larger.
R Squared produces both WORM and rewritable
optical drive subsystems using several formats. The
most popular product is the S.25-inch Rewritable
Optical system with a total drive capacity of 32S MB
per side with a total capacity of 6SO MB per planer.
All drives use the ISO standard for writing to the
media. Each of these subsystems comes complete with
software drivers and and cables. A three-year
warranty is available on all drives, and some drives
come with a standard five-year warranty.
Call for pricing; custom combinations available
R Squared; 11211 E. Arapahoe Rd.; Englewood,
co 80 11 2; 303-799-9292
Relax Erasable Optical Plus
600 MB removable optical cartridge
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Relax Erasable Optical Plus offers users a
way to securely store, transport and retrieve very large
amounts of information. It uses low-cost data
cartridges that store up to 600 MB of information.
The Erasable Optical Plus can be used as either a
primary or backup storage device. It features an
illuminated power control center with a power filter
and surge and spike protection built in.
$4,99S retail; ISO version
Relax Technology, Inc.; 310 I Whipple Rd., #22;
Union City, CA 94S87; 41S-471-6112
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R0-5030E
Rewritable optical disk system
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Ricoh 's R0-5030E 5.25-inch disk drive provides
speedy data access in only 71 ms and offers 594 MB of
fully rewritable storage on a removable, two-sided
magneto-optical disk. The R0-5030E's sustained data
transfer rate is up to l00 kbps for recording and up to
300 for reading. The transfer rate at the unit's SCSI
interface is up to 1.4 MB per second.
The R0-5030E uses highly reliable constant
angular velocity (CVA) tracking, yielding and
outstanding error rate of about one in every 10 to 12
bits read. Its mean time between failures is rated at
more than 20,000 hours of operation.
Call for pricing
Ricoh Corp.; Peripheral Products Div.; 3001 Orchard
Pkwy.; San Jose, CA 95134; 408-432-8800
RSSM600 Series
Rewritable optical disk subsystem
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The RSSM600 rewritable optical disk subsystem
includes a 600 MB optical disk in an enclosure with
power supply, SCSI cable, !NIT-installation software
package and easy-to-install plug and play
documentation.
The RSSM600 has a fast access time of 50ms and
can be used as the boot device. The software has
advanced features, such as automatic online
formatting, automatic defect management, automatic
cartridge change controls and intelligent SCSI
interface providing a high data transfer rate.
$4,500 retail
$260 retail; cartridge
Sumo Systems; 1580 Old Oakland Rd., Ste. Cl03;
San Jose, CA 95131; 408-453-5744
Stand-Alone Series Cosmos 600
Magneto optical erasable drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Stand-Alone Series Cosmos 600 magneto
optical drive has a formatted capacity of just under
300 MB per side on two-sided media.
The Cosmos 600 provides quick and convenient
access to data, facilitates regular archival backups and
has full-featured system-level software. Access times
are ?Oms average, with a burst transfer rate from
l2SK on board cache of l.2 MB per second.
$5,995 retail
$298 retail; media
Racet Computes, Ltd.; 3150 E. Birch St.; Brea,
CA 92621; 714-579-1725
Tidalwave 650
Magneto-optical removable disk drive
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Tidalwave 650 uses a compact, rewritable,
removable cartridge with a capacity of up to 650 MB
(325 MB per side on a double-sided cartridge) and an
average seek time of 90ms.
$5, 190 retail
Ocean Microsystems, Inc.; 246 E. Hacienda Ave.;
Campbell, CA 95008; 408-374-8300
WORMServer 1000
WORM optical disk system
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The WORMServer 1000 is a Write Once Read
Many optical device that uses both the 940 MB
cartridge and the IBM format 400 MB cartridge. It
comes complete with one data cartridge, external
SCSI terminator, dual 50-pin gold-plated SCSI
connectors, push-button SCSI ID selector, formatting
software, premium 25/50 SCSI cable, rugged
aluminum zero-footprint case and utilities for data
recovery and audit tracking.

$3,099 retail; includes one data cartridge
Deltaic Systems; 1977 O'Toole Ave., Suite B206; San
Jose, CA 95131 ; 408-954-1055
XY600RW
Read-write-erase optical disk drive
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The XY600RW optical laser drive is capable of
writing, reading and erasing information on a 5.25inch disc. Each ISO-compatible disc, which is
removable from the drive, is capable of storing 600

MB.
Information may be written to the same area on
the disc one million times and has a media life of
more than 10 years. Average access time is 6lms.
The drive interfaces to the Macintosh through the
standard SCSI port. The software interface allows
users to define unlimited partitions on a disc, which
may be password protected.
$4,995 retail; drive
$250 retail; media
XYXIS Corp.; 14631 Martin Dr.; Eden Prairie,
MN 55344; 612-949-2388
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Tape Backup Units
2GIG
High-speed tape drive
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The 2GIG tape drive can store 2 GB on a single
tape cassette. It allows users to copy entire volumes,
or files by type or just files that have been changed
since the last backup. It transfers data continuously at
a rate of 15 MB per minute. For a typical backup or
restore, this produces a throughput of about 7 MB per
minute with a Mac II, or four MB a minute with a
Mac Plus or SE. Users can completely back up or
restore a 40 MB hard disk in less than 10 minutes.
$4,995 retail
Genius, Inc.; 3958 Van Noorcl Ave.; Studio City,
CA 91604; 818-905-8866
Apple Tape Backup 40SC
40 MB tape backup unit
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
The Apple Tape Backup 40SC uses removable
tape cartridges, each of which provides 40 MB of
backup storage. It is designed for use with all SCSIbased Macintosh systems that include a hard disk.
Backup software features include: volume
(image) backup, which allows users to back up an
entire HFS disk volume; volume (image) restore,
which restores an entire HFS disk volume from the
tape containing a prior backup; file backup, which
backs up individual files/folders and includes an
option to back up only those files that have changes;
file restore, which restores files that have been backed
up in File Backup format; and formats an unformatted
tape in 35 minutes.
Volume backup time is approximately 17 to 18
minutes per 20 MB.
$1,499 retail
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996-1010
Bering Tape Drive Subsystem
150 MB external tape drive subsystem
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Bering Tape Drive is a 150 MB external tape
drive subsystem.
$1,395 retail
Bering Industries; 240 Hacienda Ave.; Campbell,
CA 95008; 408-379-6900 or 800-237-4641
CMS TapeStack 60
60 MB tape backup system
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The CMS TapeStack is a 60 MB tape backup
system that features mirror image and incremental
backup and restore. It comes with two SCSI ports for

daisy chaining, an external SCSI ID select and a full
one-year warranty.
$995 retail
CMS Enhancements, Inc.; 1372 Valencia Ave.; Tustin,
CA 92680; 714-259-9555
EMAC-60T
60 MB tape backup
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The EMAC-60T offers 60 MB of tape backu'p
storage for a Macintosh Plus, SE or II.
It features user-selectable SCSI ID switches,
external termination and dual SCSI connectors that
allow easy daisy chaining of up to six other SCSI
devices. Tape Manager software allows mirror image,
incremental or file-by-file backup and restore,
password protection, and append or overwrite on each
tape.
$999 retail; bundled with Retrospect software from
Dantz
EMAC, a Division of Everex Systems, Inc.; 48431
Milmont Dr.; Fremont, CA 94538; 800-821-0806,
ext. 2222
GigaPack-Mac
Tape backup
Macintosh SE or larger.
The GigaPack-Mac is a tape backup utility
designed especially for Macintosh computers. It
connects directly the a computer's existing SCSI bus
and allows a user to save and restore files from the
internal (or external) hard disk by using the advanced
features of the Giga 1235 tape drive.
GigaPack provides a powerful tool for file
management and a system of backup for all Macintosh
files. It uses a filtering process that lets a user select a
subset of files, or certain types of files, for saving.
GigaPack can restore the files to disk in the same
location or place them in a new folder. This feature
allows a user to retrieve a previously saved file
without overwriting existing data.
$7 ,450 retail
GigaTrend, Inc.; 2234 Rutherford Rd.; Carlsbad,
CA 92008; 619-931-9122
·
GigaTape 442-Mac-Pak
8mm tape drive
Macintosh SE or II.
The GigaTape 442-Mac-Pak is a highperformance, high-capacity 8mm tape drive with a
capacity of 2.3 GB per tape for unattended backup and
data interchange.
$4,995 retail; bundled with GigaSafe software
Summus Computer Systems; PO Box 219270;
Houston, TX 77218; 713-492-6611
HammerDAT
Backup system
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The HammerDAT is.a backup system that
employs helical scan digital audio technology to store
1.3 GB onto a single 4mm DAT cartridge at rates up
to 11 MB per minute. It incorporates four head direct
read-after-write verification and three level Reed
Solomon error correction for maximum reliability.
The HarnmerDAT includes complete backup
software that supports file-by-file, image, incremental
and partition backups, as well as delayed backups.
$3,995 retail
·
FWB, Inc.; 2040 Polk St., Ste. 215; San Francisco,
CA 94109; 415-474-8055
HammerTape 150/250
External high-capacity SCSI tape subsystem
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The HarnmerTape is a SCSI tape subsystem that ·
utilizes extended density DC600 technology derived
from mainframes. Available in capacities of 150 and
250 MB, the HarnmerTape can effectively handle the
high-capacity hard drives that are now common in the
Macintosh marketplace. The units also utilize
compression to improve overall performance.
Coupled to the inherently higher data transfer
rates of the DC600 tape mechanisms, the
HarnmerTapes can back up at substantially faster rates
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than existing DC2000 tape units. The units back up at
8 MB per minute.
The HammerTape comes complete with backup
software that supports both file-by-file and image
backups, as well as supports the NUX operating
system.
$1,895 to $1,905 retail
FWB, Inc.; 2040 Polk St., Ste. 215; San Francisco,
CA 94109; 415-474-8055
Hermit Crab Tape
Portable tape drive
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Hermit Crab Tape is a portable tape drive
available in capacities of 50 to 155 MB with fast
backup software. Compact for easy handling and
transportation, it comes with a matching carrying case.
$649 to $729 retail; 50 to 155 MB
Tulin Corp.; 2156H O'Toole Aye.; San Jose,
CA 95131 ; 408-432-9025
HyperTape II
40 MB SCSI tape drive
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
The HyperTape Il is a 40 MB SCSI tape drive for
the Macintosh Plus, SE and Il. It will back up 40 MB
of data from any Macintosh hard disk onto a
removable DC2000 1/4-inch tape cartridge.
HyperTape Il is designed to be placed next to a
Macintosh so that is can be moved between a number
of machines requiring backup.
HyperTape Il backs up and restores individual
files or complete volumes; offers unattended
automatic daily backup; allows for multiple-tape
backup of volumes more than 40 MB; viewing and
printing of tape contents; tape formatting and
·
verification; and includes all necessary cabling, tape
backup software and complete documentation.
$999 retail
GCC Technologies, Inc.; 580 Winter'St.; Waltham,
MA 02154; 800-422-7777
Impact Tape
Compact 150 MB tape backup
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Impact Tape offers 150 MB of tape backup
storage for a Macintosh Plus, SE or Il.
Its compact design features user-selectable SCSI
ID switches, external termination and dual 50-pin
SCSI connectors that allow easy daisy chaining of up
to six other SCSI devices.
Tape Manager software allows mirror image,
incremental or file-by-file backup and restore;
password protection; append or overwrite on each
tape; and the ability to back up any drive on the
SCSI bus.
Each drive comes complete and ready to use. An
installation manual, CT-600N cassette, Tape Manager
software and connecting cables are included.
$1,499 retail; bundled with Retrospect software from
Dantz
EMAC, a Division ofEyerex Systems, Inc.; 48431
Milmont Dr.; Fremont, CA 94538; 800-821-0806,
ext. 2222
Irwin Backup Tape Drives
40, 60, 80 and 120 MB tape backups
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Irwin Backup Tape Drives pack 40, 60, 80 or
120 MB of data onto a compact DC 2000
minicartridge for Macintosh hard disk backup. These
self-powered, SCSI interface, external drives can be
easily added to existing systems. Simple, plug-in
installation allows the tape drive to be moved from
one Macintosh to another. And, Irwin 's AccuTrack
precisfon tracking technology and EzTape software
allows users to share data between Macintoshes and
IBM PCs, PS/2s and compatibles.
$995 to $1,295 retail; 40 to 120 MB

Irwin Products Group; 2101 Commonwealth Blvd.;
Ann Arbor, Ml 48105; 313-930-9000
LOT Tape Backups
50 and 60 MB tape backup units
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
The LOT Tape Backups and software feature 50
or 60 MB capacity; the ability to back up 20 MB in
approximately six minutes; back up and restore
selected files and folders or the complete hard disk;
preset timed backups; a print out option lists data
backed up and/or restored to the hard disk; tapes
require no formatting; and will back up both external
and internal hard disks.
$1 ,095 to $1,115 retail; T-50 to T-60
Laser Optical Technology (LOD; 1803 Mission St.,
Ste. 403; Santa Cruz, CA 95060; 408-426-7171
MacBack 128
Data cartridge backup system
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacBack 128 is a data cartridge backup system
that stores 128 MB ofuser data on DC2165 data
cartridges, making it a solution for stand-alone Macs
or a small network. Up to six MacBack 128s can be
daisy-chained together, providing more than 750 MB
of capacity.
It includes MacBack backup and restore software,
which can back up each Mac hard disk and the
network's file servers. Each Mac can schedule its own
backup session and the system will start the backup
automatically; or the network administrator can
execute backups for any Mac on the network.
$2,295 retail ·
Advanced Digital Information Corp. (ADIC); PO Box
2996; Redmond, WA 98073; 206-881 -8004 or
800-336-1233
MacBack 256
Dual-drive data cartridge backup system
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacBack 256 is a dual-drive data cartridge
backup system that uses two DC2 l 65 cartridges to
achieve data storage of256 MB per unit. Users can
specify where each backup is sent, so each cartridge
can be assigned to individuals or departments,
simplifying data management.
It includes MacBack backup and restore software,
providing for unattended backups that execute
automatically. MacBack 256 is a solution for small to
medium-sized networks or for stand-alone Macs
storing vast amounts of data. MacBack is capable of
backing up over several bridges, routers and in most
any n.etwork configuration.
$3,595 retail
Advanced Digital Information Corp. (ADIC); PO Box
2996; Redmond, WA 98073; 206-881-8004 or
800-336-1233
MacBack 4000
Multicartridge, auto-changing device
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacBack 4000 is a multicartridge, autochanging device that uses l 0 DC2 l 20 data cartridges
· in a single magazine, reaching data storage capacities
of 600 MB per unit. Each of the l 0 data cartridges can
be assigned to individual departments or users, or used
in any manner that facilitates the MIS backup
requirements.
It includes MacBack backup and restore software,
providing for unattended backups that execute
automatically. MacBack 4000 is a solution for
medium-sized networks or for graphics applications
where a vast amount of data is stored. Whatever the
application, MacBack is capable of backing up over
several bridges, routers and in most any network
configuration.
$5,995 retail
Advanced Digital Information Corp. (ADIC); PO Box
2996; Redmond, WA 98073; 206-88 1-8004 or
800-336-1233
MacBack60
Data cartridge backup system
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacBack 60 is a data cartridge backup system
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that stores 60 MB of user data on DC2120 data
cartridges, making it a solution for individual Mac
workstations or for a small network. Up to six
MacBack 60s can be daisy-chained together,
providing more than 360 MB of capacity.
It is shipped with MacBack software, which has
the ability to back up each Mac hard disk and the
network's file servers. Each Mac can schedule its own
backup session and the system will start the backup
automatically. The backup data can be sent to any
device mounted on the desktop, or to a MacBack.
$1,895 retail
Advanced Digital Information Corp. (ADIC); PO Box
2996; Redmond, WA 98073; 206-881-8004 or
800-336-1233
MacBack 8000
Multicartridge, auto-changing device
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacBack 8000 is a multicartridge, auto-changing
device that uses 10 DC2 l 65 data cartridges in a single
magazine, reaching data storage capacities of 1.28
GB. Each of the 10 data cartridges can be assigned to
individual departments or users, or used in any
manner that facilitates the MIS backup requirements.
It includes MacBack backup and restore software,
providing for unattended backups that execute
automatically. MacBack 8000 is a solution for large
networks or for graphics applications where a vast
amount of data is stored. Whatever the application,
MacBack is capable of backing up over several
bridges, routers and in most' any network
configuration.
$6,495 retail
Advanced Digital Information Corp. (ADIC); PO Box
2996; Redmond, WA 98073; 206-88 1-8004 or
800-336- 1233
MacStreamer
Nine~track tape system
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacStreamer is a nine-track tape system that
provides reliable l/2-inch tape storage. It enables
users to read and write IBM/ANSJ.compatible 1/2inch nine-track 1600/3200 BPI tapes at speeds in
excess of l MB per minute. The system uses reels up
to 10.5-inches that can hold as much as 130 MB of
data, depending on format.
Features include: transfers one or more files at a
time between disk and tape; performs ASCil/EBCDIC
code conversion and code record block/unblocking;
optimizes disk space by transferring selected fields
within specific records to disk; processes labeled and
unlabeled tapes; dumps tape file contents to screen or
prints in both hexadecimal and ASCil formats; backs
up and archives disk files; and selects and restores
files to disk as specified or required.
$2,995 to $8,995 retail; 1600 to 6250 BPI
Novastor Corp.; 31828 Village Center Rd.; Westlake
Village, CA 91361; 818-707-9900
MacTape: The 8mm Connection
Cartridge tape system
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacTape: The 8mm Connection is a highperformance cartridge tape system. It features the
Exabyte 8200 that allows up to 2,048 MB of data
storage in a single cartridge, allowing users to do full
backup and restore of their high-capacity disk drives.
$4,595 retail
Blackhole Technology, Inc.; 225 East St.; Winchester,
MA 01890; 617-721-7690 or 800-227-1688
MacTape: The 9 Track Connection
Allows transfer of data from minicomputers and
mainframes to a Macintosh via magnetic tape
Macintosh Plus or larger.
MacTape/SCSI is designed to allow the transfer of
data from minicomputers and mainframes to a
Macintosh via magnetic tape. It consists of a ninetrack tape drive (800/1600/3200/6250 BPI) with a
SCSI interface and a software program that permits
reading and writing to tape.
The program features a set of powerful utilities
that allow a user to access the tape in two ways - by
MacTape format tape and by foreign format tape.
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When a tape is mounted as a MacTape fonnat tape, it
allows users to use MacTape as a backup and file
archive device. When mounted as a foreign fonnat
tape, it allows users to access a tape in a variety of
ways. ASCil/EBDCIC translation mode and record
blocking and deblocking are supported. Users can
add/delete er, convert a er to er/If or er/If to er, move
toward reverse by record or file, rewind to load point,
write file marks, erase tape, read and write individual
and multiple files or blocks and display data in
hexadecimal and ASCII fonnat.
$5,500 to $10,500 retail
• Blackhole Technology, Inc.; 225 East St.; Winchester,
MA 01890; 617-721-7690 or 800-227-1688
MaxStream
Tape backup systems
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The MaxStream tape backup systems are portable
and compatible with all internal and external hard
drives for the Macintosh Plus, E and II family.
The MaxStream 60 stores up to 60 MB of data
and the MaxStream 150 stores up to 150 MB of data
on pocket-sized cassette tapes. The MaxStream 250Q
stores up to 250 MB of data using extended length
data cartridges. The MaxStream 2200HS uses helical
san technology and allows storage of up to 2,200 MB
(2.2 GB) of data on an 8mm tape. All systems come
with Maynard's newest software V2.0, offering
automatic, unattended backup with the MaxStream
Scheduler and new scripting capabilities.
$1,595 retail; MaxStream 60
$1,895 retail; MaxStream 150
$2,095 retail; MaxStream 250Q
$7,495 retail; MaxStream 2200HS
Maynard Electronics, Inc.; 460 E. Semoran Blvd.;
Casselberry, FL 32707; 800-821 -8782
Ministreamer 1054-Mac
Nine-track tape drive; reads 1600/3200 BPI tapes and
mainframe tapes; handles ASCII/EDCDIC
conversions; fu ll backup and restore capability
Macintosh Plus or large1:
Ministreamer is a nine-track, 1/2-inch reel-to-reel
tape drive, with an internal SCSI controller and tape
utility software, that provides a user with a fast,
reliable means of transporting data (more than 80 MB
per reel) between a Macintosh and minis or
mainframes.
IBM/ANSI compatible, the Ministreamer also
serves as a high-speed backup system.
Features include EBCDIC to ASCII translation,
disk backup, fixed or variable length records and
blocking/unblocking of data.
$4,295 retail
Qualstar Corp.; 9621 Irondale Ave.; Chatsworth,
CA 91311; 818-882-5822
Ministreamer 1260-Mac
Nine-track tape system; reads/writes 1600/6250 BPI
tapes and mainframe tapes; handles ASCil/EDCDIC
conversions; full backup and restore capability
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Ministreamer is a 1/2-inch nine-track tape system
that reads/writes 1600/6250 BPI tapes, as well as
reads ASCII/EBCDIC mainframe tapes. It includes
full backup and restore capability.
$7,995 retail
Qualstar Corp.; 9621 Irondale Ave.; Chatsworth,
CA 91311; 818-882-5822
Mirror TISO
Tape drive
Macintosh Plus or larger.
Using industry-standard 3M DC600 tape
technology, the TISO delivers a safe, fast, economical
backup solution. It can back up 150 MB of data per
tape at a clip of 4 MB per minute. Backup software
allows for automated (unahended), mirror image,

file-by-file, incremental or custom backups.
$897 retail
Mirror Technologies, Inc.; 2644 Patton Rd.; Roseville,
MN 55113; 612-633-4450 or 800-654-5294
N T60 And TISO
60 and 150 MB tape backup
Macintosh Plus or large1:
The N T60 and T 150 are fast 60 and 150 MB tape
backup units that offer backup by application, by
color, by date of creation and by a wide variety of
other choices. Users can also perfonn unattended
backups. They include all cables and external
tenninator.
$799 to $1,099 retail ·
Microtech International, Inc.; 158 Commerce St.; East
Haven, CT 06512; 203-468-6223 or 800-626-4276
NovaDat Model 1300
Tape drive
Macintosh SE or larger.
The NovaDat Model 1300 4mm DAT cassette
tape drive is a high-capacity 5.25-inch half-height
removable tape storage solution. Using helical scan
recording technology, the Model 1300 delivers 1.3 GB
of removable storage in a durable shirt-pocket sized
cassette. NovaDat incorporates VLSI integration, a
highly efficient architecture and compact
implementation to achieve a fully implemented SCSI
solution. To ensure data integrity, the Model 1300 uses
three layers of hardware ECC code, read after-write
verification and data frame checksums.
$2,995 to $4,995 retail
Novastor Corp.; 31828 Village Center Rd.; Westlake
Village, CA 91361; 818-707-9900
Novastor NST2.3G
2.3 GB system/network backup
Macinrosh Plus or large1:
The Novastor NST2.3G is a complete
system/network backup on an 8mm cartridge. The
drive backs up at more than 8 MB per minute and
provides full backup and restore capabilities. It can'
back up by type, creator, date, time or color, and reads
VAX Savesets and TAR Savesets, such as Sun
backups. It has an alarm system for unattended
backups and can handle multivolume or multidrive
backups.
$3,995 to $7,495 retail
Novastor Corp.; 31828 Village Center Rd.; Westlake
Village, CA 91361; 818-707-9900
PCPC Jetstream Tape Backup
High-speed SCSI tape backup
Macintosh Plus or large1:
The PCPC Jetstream is a super-high speed SCSI
tape backup system that archives up to 14 MB of data
per minute. The PCPC Jetstream system will archive
and restore entire volumes or file-by-file from any
compatible SCSI device, such as a hard disk, CD
ROM or Optical WORM drive. Using a Helical-Scan
digital recording fonnat, two gigabytes can be
archived onto a single, low-cost 8mm videotape.
The software included enables multiple drive,
multiple volume and multiple file backup and restore
functions. Data integrity is assured by Read-AfterWrite checks and automatic re-write error recovery
procedures. The PCPC Jetstream comes with a oneyear limited warranty.
$5,995 retail
Personal Computer Peripherals Corp.; 4710
Eisenhower Blvd., Bldg. A4; Tampa, FL 33634;
813-884-3092 or 800-622-2888
QT-Mac150
DC600 tape backup system
Macintosh II.
The QT-Mac 150 is a high-capacity DC600 tape
backup system for the Macintosh II. Features include:
150 MB of storage on DC600 tapes, 5 MB per minute
backup speed, is bundled with Tecmar's NuLink
interface board, background operation using
MultiFinder and is AppleShare compatible.
$2, 795 retail
Tecmar, Inc.; 6225 Cochran Rd.; Solon, OH 44139;
216-349-0600

QT-Mac40
40 MB SCSI tape backup
Macintosh Plus or larger.
QT-Mac40 is a 40 MB cartridge tape drive using a
I: 1 interleave, Q1C-100, DC2000 data cartridge. The
portable subsystem connects directly to the SCSI port
on the Macintosh Plus, Macintosh SE and Macintosh
II. The QT-Mac40 is based on the QIC-100 recording
standard, featuring a high level of error correction.
The QT-Mac40 is small and lightweight and can easily
serve the backup and archival needs of several users.
It can back up a 40 MB hard disk in 16 minutes.
Features of the system include: a highperfonnance streamlining operation, powerful file
selection capabilities, background backup operation,
perfonns file and image backups and complete tape
utilities, including background fonnat, verify and
index. A SCSI cable is included.
$1,395 retail
Tecmar; Inc.; 6225 Cochran Rd.; Solon, OH 44139;
216-349-0600
.
QT-Mac80
DC2000 tape backup system
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The QT-Mac80 is a high-capacity DC2000 tape
backup system. Features include: is based on the QTMac40, 6 MB per minute backup speed, 86 MB of
storage per data cartridge, background operation using
MultiFinder, Apple Tape 40SC interchange and is
compact and portable.
·
$1,795 retail
Tecmar, Inc.; 6225 Cochran Rd.; Solon, OH 44139;
216-349-0600
R Squared Tape Backup Units
Tape backup subsystems
Macintosh Plus or larger.
R Squared produces a variety of tape backup
subsystems consisting of 60 and 150 MB cartridge
drives, as well as 4mm DAT 1.3 GB drives with the
DDS fonnat and 8mm Exabyte tape drives with a
capacity of 2.5 GB. Each of these subsystems comes
complete with software drivers and and cables. A
three-year warranty is available on all drives, and
some drives come with a standard five-year warranty.
Call for pricing; custom combinations available
R Squared; 11211 E. Arapahoe Rd.; Englewood,
co 80112; 303-799-9292

Relax Tape Plus
Tape backup with power control center
Macintosh Plus or larger; hard disk drive.
The Relax Tape Plus offers users a way to back
up, store, transport and retrieve large amounts of
infonnaiion quickly and easily. It uses low-cost data
cassettes that store up to 60 and 150 MB of
infonnation. For larger amounts of data, users simply
. use additional tapes.
Users can schedule a complete or partial backup
hours or days in advance. The unit includes utility
software that allows users to fonnat, backup onto and
restore from tapes.
Options include file-by-file, mirror and
incremental.
The Tape Plus features an illuminated power
control center with surge and spike protection and
filtering built in.
$995 to $1,395 retail; Tape 60 to 150 Plus
$49 each retail; 60 or 150 MB cassette
Relax Technology, Inc.; 310 I Whipple Rd., #22;
Union City, CA 94587; 415-471 -6)12
Ruby StarDrive TX
External SCSI cassette tape drives
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The StarDrive 60TX and 150TX are external
cassette tape drives available in 60 or 150 MB
capacities.
Features include: file-by-file or mirror image
backup and restoration at up to 4 MB per minute;
multiple volume backup; dual SCSI ports for daisy
chaining with other SCSI devices; a recessed external
SCSI ID selector switch; a switched auxiliary power
outlet; a 40 watt surge-protected power supply; and an
internal fan.
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$990 to $1,490 retail; 60 to 150 MB
Ruby Systems, Inc.; 188 S. Whisman Rd.; Mountain
View, CA 9404 l; 800-888-1 668
SCSI Tape Drives
Tape backups
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The SCSI Tape Drives are available in capacities
of 50 to 155 MB.
$389 to $469 retail; 50 to 155 MB
Tulin Corp.; 2156H O'Toole Ave.; San Jose,
CA 95131; 408-432-9025
The. Sider Model T6
60 MB SCSI tape backup subsystem
Macintosh Plus; hard disk drive.
The Sider Model T6 is a tape backup subsystem
that features a 60 MB cassette streaming tape
combined with menu-driven software to provide fast
and reliable backup and restore capabilities.
$745 retail
First Class Peripherals; 1700 Forrest Way; Carson
City, NV 89706; 702-883-8885
Stand-Alone Series Tape Backup
150 MB, l.l GB and 2.3 GB tape backups
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Stand-Alone Series Tape Backup is available
in capacities of 150 MB on a .25-inch tape cartridge,
I. I GB on a 4mm tape cartridge and 2.3 GB on an
8mm tape cartridge. They feature stackable cabinets
and true streaming backup rates of between 5 and 15
MB per minute. Software features include complete
drive, logical partition and file-by-file backup.
$1,995 to $7,995 retail
Racet Computes, Ltd.; 3150 E. Birch St.; Brea,
CA 92621; 714-579-1 725

Tallgrass TG-4000
42.MB tape backup subsystem
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The Tallgrass model TG-4000 provides users with
an Apple-compatible 42 MB tape backup subsystem
with optional, dealer upgradable hard disks in
capacities of 40 and I00 MB. The TG-4000 is based
on the QIC-100 tape format.
Menu-driven software provides file-by-file
backup of individual files or folders. Also included on
the menu are an image mode which, permits highspeed backup of the entire disk and incremental or
modified operations, which permits backup of
individual files that have been changed since the
previous backup. Automatic time of day backup
permits users to specify the time-of-day for all backup
operations.
The unit features 2 MB per minute backup speed
and is read file compatible with the Apple 40SC to
enable file transfer. It fits neatly beside the Macintosh
Plus or SE and next to the Macintosh II monitor.
The TG-4000 is configured to take advantage of
the new extended-length data cartridges, which
increases the tape storage capacity to 60 MB.
$1, 195 retail; tape only (Model TG-4000)
$2, 195 retail; 40 MB tape backup/40 MB hard disk
combo (Model TG-4040)
$2,995 retail; 40 MB tape backup/JOO MB hard disk
combo (Model TG-4100)
Tallgrass Technologies; 11100 W. 82nd St.; Overland
Park, KS 66214; 913-492-6002 or 800-825-4727
TapeCrate
Tape backup
Macintosh Plus or larger.
The TapeCrate is a compact tape backup
subsystem that stores 60 MB of data on a single data
cassette.
TapeCrate backs up files at a speed of 5 MB per
minute or 12 minutes for a full 60 MB tape. Both
mirror and file-by-file backups are provided.
TapeCrate supports multireel backups to accommodate backing up drives that are too big to be written on
one tape. Also, multiple backups can be appended on
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a single backup tape to more efficiently utilize space
on the tape.
The cassette drive mechanism used in the
TapeCrate is the high-quality MT-2ST/N series
manufactured by TEAC Corp. A dual-gap head reads
data as it is written to continuously check data
integrity and maintain error-free performance. Its
dual-motor, direct-drive system operates with servocontrolled accuracy, the same as in large reel-to-reel
systems. CT-600H data cassettes hold 600 feet of
high-stability tape, with a useful life of 3,000 passes.
Tape speed in the drive is 90 ips.
$739 retail
Crate Technology, Inc.; 6850 Vineland Ave.; N.
Hollywood, CA 91605; 818-766-4001, 800-543-5808
or 800-323-9994 in CA
Videotrax
Converts computer data into video signals that can
broadcast on any TV channel at 82,000 bps; Videotrax
modem works with any standard VCR and can be
used as a hard disk backup
Macintosh Plus or large1:
Videotrax provides a way to back up hard disks
on any VCR onto ordinary cassettes. The system is
comprised of software, an external controller that
plugs into the SCSI port.of the Macintosh and a VCR.
The software provides step-by-step menus that
enable users to back up the entire hard disk or selected
folders and files (by name, date, time or changedsince-last-backup) onto standard videotape.
~sers can furnish their own VCR or they can buy
a special Videotrax VCR that performs automatic data
backups, as well as ordinary video record and
playback.
Capacity is 80 MB on a two-hour videocassette.
$499 retail; controller and software
$1 ,299 retail; complete system with Videotrax VCR
Alpha Micro; 3501 Sunflower; PO Box 25059; Santa
Ana, CA 92799; 800-992-9779 or 800-821-0612
in CA

Accessories

Accessories
8-Pin Data Switch Boxes, Models DSM802;
DSM804
Two-way and four-way data switches with 8-pin mini
DIN connectors
The DSM802 is a two-way data switch with mini
8-pin DIN connectors. It is designed specifically for a
Macintosh Plus, SE and II. It enables a user to attach
two periphecytls to one computer or two computers to
one peripheral.
Measuring 1.25-inches high, the DSM802
features reinforced printed circuit boards, all metal
construction, Duranium-plated switch contacts, antiskid feet to prevent unwanted movement and a
lifetime warranty.
The DSM804 is a four-way data switch with mini
8-pin DIN connectors. It is designed for use with a
Macintosh Plus, SE and II. It enables a user to attach
four peripherals to one computer or link four
computers to one peripheral.
Measuring 1.25-inches high, the DSM804
features reinforced printed circuit boards, all metal
construction, conyenient push-button operation,
simple installation, a two-tone gray finish to
coordinate with Apple's computers and a lifetime
warranty.
$49.95 retail; DSM802
$59.95 retail; DSM804
Data Spec; 9410 Owensmouth Ave.; Chatsworth,
CA 91311; 818-772-9977
A Better Mouse Trap
Mouse-holding device
A Better Mouse Trap is a.mouse-holding device
that attaches to the side of the Macintosh. It is soft,
fl~x.ible, removable and fully padded for complete
protection. It is available in gray or blue.
$8.95 retail
Peri-Peripheral Co.; 1201 204th Pl. SE; Bothell,
WA 98012; 206-486-3003 .
Abcom Dust Covers, Carrying Cases And Disk
Wallets
Urethane-coated pack cloth dust covers; Cordura
carrying cases; disk wallets
Abeam dust covers are made of attractive
urethane-coated pack cloth for protection against dust,
spills and other contaminants. They are both anti-static
and waterproof, and can be cleaned with a moist
sponge. Each design is custom-fitted to look trim and
slip on.and off with ease. More than 600 covers are
available for computers, keyboards, monitors and
printers in navy blue or silver pack cloth with a
rainbow ribbon accent.
Abeam carrying casc;s provide simple and safe
transportation for personal computers and printers.
The exterior Cordura fabric is durable and waterproof.
The interior is lined with nylon for. easy slip fit. An
inner layer of high-density foam rubl)er completely
surroµrids the machine to help absorb shock and
vibration. Carrying cases come in deep sea blue,
obsidian black and teal green, reinforced with straps
of black seatbelt webbing and accented by rainbow
ribbon trim.
Disk wallets are made of foam-laminated nylon
packcloth. Tiiey feature two to 20 pockets and are
available in eggplant, berry, navy, black, turquoise and
burgundy.
$6.95 to $24.95 retail; dust covers
$79.95 to $99.95 retail; carrying cases
$8.95 to $17.95 retail; disk wallets
Abeam; 2333A N. Sierra Hwy.; Bishop, CA 93514;
619-872-1946
Add-Visor
Monitor visor
The Add-Visor is a monitor visor designed to
eliminate overhead eye-stress glare. It is made of

durable black plastic and is custom made to fit a user's
monitor. No mechanical attachments are required.
$14.95 retail; Mac 512KE also available
Gered Corp.; 2401 NE Cornell Rd. , Ste. 125;
Hillsboro, OR 97124; 800-852-8727
AGF8
Antiglare/antistatic monitor screen
The Anti-Glare/Anti-Static Monitor Screen is
made of high-technology nylon fabric. The filter 's
microgrid reduces glare, and readability of the
monitor is improved considerably. The anti-static
filters neutralize the screen, dust and other particulate
to keep the screen cleaner and easier to read.
Model AGF8 has been designed for the 8-inch
Macintosh monitor screen. It mounts easily using
pressure-sensitive mounting tabs. A 6-foot anti-static
grounding cord for fast connection to ground, via an
alligator clip or spade connector, is included.
$29.95 retail
Scooter Products; A Division of OHM/Electronics,
Inc.; 746 Vermont St.; Palatine, IL 60067;
312-359-6040 or 800-323-2727
Agio System
Macintosh furniture
Agio offers a complete line of mobile, compact
and strong Macintosh furniture for many
environments. Each workspace is carefully engineered
to maximize comfort and productivity. From desktop
technology lights to large screen display stands, Agio
provides a full range of desktop tools to make a user's
Macintosh even easier to use.
$199 to·$999 retail
Agio 'Designs; 1400 NW Compton Dr.; Beaverton,
OR 97006; 503-690-1400
The All American Series
Mobile carts
The All American Series is a line of mobile carts
for home and school personal computers. They are
available in red, white or blue with a heavy-duty black
steel frame and are 29-inches high by 24-inches wide
and 30-inches deep.
The All American has a swing-out shelf option to
hold an 80-column printer or any small hardware. The
swing-out shelf locks away underneath when not in
use.
$69.95 to $159.95 retail
Anthro Corp.; 3221 NW Yeon St.; Portland,
OR 97210; 503-241-7113 or 800-325-3841
American.Covers
Computer covers, copy holders, mouse pads, cleaning
kits, disk storage, static strips, keyboard protectors
The Computer-Hand II is an affordable copy
holder that fits all monitors and terminals with a
Velcro attachment. It folds out of the way when not in
use.
Tecl)ru-Cover is a leather-like anti-static vinyl
cover available in oak brown.
Lite-Line Cover is a light-weight anti-static cover
available in gfl!y.
Universal Covers, available in nine models, are
made from light-weight fabric with elastic around the
bottom. They fit a wide range of computers, printers,
keyboards, disk drives and typewriters.
Mouse-Mat is an attractive, special rubberized
mat with a fabric top that provides better traction and
performance for a mouse.
Mouse-Holder is a convenient mounting for a
mouse.
Mouse-Mat II is a special rubberized mat with a
slick surface.
Disk Doctor is a disk drive cleaning kit.
Mouse Doctor is a mouse cleaning kit.
Mouse-House is a cute little furry mouse that fits
most computer mice.
Floppy-Wallets hold nine 3.5-inch disks and fold
in a trifold wallet for easy carrying and transferring of
disks.
Touch-It is an easy-to-install static strip that
drains harmful static away from the computer. It
attaches to the keyboard and is grounded to the plug
outlet.

The ACI Keyboard Skins protect against liquid
spills, dust, food, etc. Made of Polyurethane film, the
skins are flexible and transparent and provide no
keyboard interference.
$6.95 retail; Computer-Hand II
$7.95 to $18.25 retail; Techni-Cover
$7.95 to $18.25 retail; Lite-Line Cover
$6.95 to $12.95 retail; Universal Cover
$8.95 retail; Mouse-Mat
$5.95 retail; Mouse-Holder
$9.95 retail; Mouse-Mat II
$9.95 retail; Disk Doctor
$9.95 retail; Mouse Doctor
$6.95 retail; Mouse-House
$10.95 retail; Floppy-Wallets
$9.95 retail; Touch-It
$22.45 retail; AC! Keyboard Skin
American Covers, Inc.; PO Box 1796; Sandy,
UT 84091; 801-566-3100 or 800-228-8987
AnthroArm GT
Space-saving armature .
Tl)e AnthroArm GT is a space-saving arm
designed to hold substantial loads (up to 200 pounds).
It lifts and holds a 19-inch terminal above a
workspace, giving users plenty of space to spread out
underneath. The terminal can easily be moved around
and will rotate 360 degrees.
$345 to $399 retail
Anthro Corp.; 3221 NW Yeon St.; Portland, OR
97210; 503-241-7113 or 800-325-3841
AnthroArm PC
Monitor arm
The AnthroArm PC is an adjustable arm that
holds monitors up to 60 pounds. It allows users to
place monitors where they are wanted, clearing work
surfaces. The arm moves up and down, extends
forward and retracts. It swivels 360 degrees and tilts ±
10 degrees. Different clamps are available for .
mounting.
$339 retail
Anthro Corp.; 3221 NW Yeon St.; Portland,
OR 97210; 503-241-7113 or800-325-3841
AnthroBench
Workbench for engineering workstations
AnthroBench is a sleek, rugged workbench with
several distinctive features. It is strong enough to hold
600 pounds and has plenty of room on a five-foot
wide surface to spread out. It also includes an arm that
holds up to a 200 pound terminal. A generous cord
m.anagement channel keeps cables, cords and power
strips together and out of sight. It adjusts in height
from 25 to 30 inches. It can be expanded with options
for more equipment or different applications.
$1,395 retail
Anthro Corp.; 3221 NW Yeon St.; Portland,
OR 97210; 503-241-7113 or 800-325-3841
AnthroCart
Modular workcart
.
The AnthroCart is a mobile, compact and rugged
workcart available in a variety of heights, widths,
depths and colors. Each cart has two adjus.table
shelves and supports up to 150 pounds of equipment
on its all steel frame. More than 30 options are
available to customize the cart. It is available for
desktop publishing, A/V applications and home use
situations.
·
$299 retail; AnthroCart
$349 retail; AnthroCart MidSize
$399 retail; AnthroCart KingSize
Anthro Corp.; 3221 NW Yeon St.; Portland,
OR 97210; 503-241-7113 or800-325-3841
Anti-Glare Magnification Screen
Polaroid anti-glare/magnification screen for any
Macintosh, except II
The Anti-Glare Magnification Screen is an
adjustable contrast enhancement/magnification screen
for use with a Macintosh 128K, 512K, Plus and SE.
Features include: utilizes a Polaroid circular
polarizing ftlter to improve contrast and reduce glare
caused by room light; adds a lightweight
magnification lens to enlarge on-screen images to
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more than two times their normal size; attaches via an
adjustable arm and spacer bar; and is made of durable,
lightweight plastic for total portability.
$S9.95 retail
Sher-Mark Products, Inc.; 11 Ramleh Rd., RFD 4; Mt.
Kisco, NY 10549; 914-241-6262
Anti-Static Table Mats
Protect equipment from static electricity
The Anti-Static Table Mats help protect data and
equipment from damage by static electricity. Features
include: come with snap-on grounding cord; resilient,
heavy-d4ty vinyl foam top wipes clean; and non-skid
backing. Macintosh keyboard mats are also available.
$19.95 to $39.95 retail
Peak Products, Inc.; 12434 Cedar Rd.; Cleveland,_
OH 44106; S00-7S2-862S
Apple Computer Equipment Covers
Rip-stop nyion covers
Park Avenue Soft-Wear manufactures a custoni
designed line of computer and office equipment
covers to prevent equipment failure because of dust,
smoke or moisture. The covers are made of highqualjty, rip-stop nylon.
•
Compµter covers include: Macintosh; Macintosh
SE; Macintosh II (color monitor); Macintosh II
(monochrome monitor); Macintosh II (color monitor,
4-inch stand on CPU); Macintosh II (monochrome
monitor, 4-inch stand.on CPU); Macintosh Plus;
Macintosh Plus over hard disk drive; Macintosh Plus
with SOOK drive on right side; Macintosh Plus with
liard disk drive on right side; Macintosh over hard
disk drive; Maciniosh with 400K drive oh right side;
and Macintosh with hard disk drive on 'light side.
Keyboard covers include: Macintosh; Macintosh
Plus; Macintosh SE SI; and Macintosh SE I0I.
Printer covers include: ImageWriter SOc;
ImageWriter 132c; ImageWriter LQ; ImageWriter II;
ImageWriter II witli sheet feeder; LaserWriter; and
LaserWriter II (all models).
Accessory covers inclucje: 5.25-inch drive; 3.5inch drive; 3.5-inch drive on 5.25-inch drive; mouse;
and turbo mouse.
$6.50 retail; keyboard covers (if ordered without
computer cover)
$21 retail; computer covers
$12 to $19.50 retail; printer covers
$6 to $S.50 retail; accessory covers
Park Avenue Soft-Wear; 4237 N. Sheridan Ave.;
Minneapolis, MN 55412; 612-521-5799
Apple Computer Tape Cartridges
40 MB tape cartridges
·
The Apple 40 MB Tape Cartridges come in a
package of five and provide up to 50 times the storage
capacity of a single SOOK disk.
The cartridges enable the user to back up or
restore individual or small groups of files and allows
unattended backup of hard disks. They permit backup
of an eritire 20 or'40 MB hard disk in one operation,
which will save up to 35 minutes in formatting time.
$199 retail; 5 pack
·
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave..;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996-1010
Apple/Macintosh Cables
Molded, shielded cables
The Apple/Macintosh Cables are molded,
shielded cables for connecting a Macintosh to the
most popular peripherals. A 2-foot adapter cable to
use standard Macintosh cables with a Macintosh Plus
is also available.
·
$1S to $20.50 retail
Global Computer Supplies; 11 Harbor Park Dr.; Port
Washington, NY 11050; SOO-S45-6225
AppleTalk Interconnect Splice, Model APL-TKSPL3
Fully shielded female-to-female 3-pin mini DIN
connectors used to connect two AppleTalk cables
together

The AppleTalk Interconnect Splice, Model APLTK-SPL3, is a fully shielded female-to-female 3-pin
mini DIN connector used to connect two AppleTalk
cables together. It features an attractive gray finish.
$11.95 retail
Data Spec; 9410 Owensmouth Ave.; Chatsworth,
CA 91311; SIS-772-9977

operation and battery charging from a mobile power
source. Included with the adapter are cords for an
automobile cigarette lighter and for the computer's
power adapter jack.
$69.95 retail
Lind Electronic Design Co., Inc.; 6416 Cambridge St;
St. Louis Park, MN 55426; 612-927-6303

Arcade-Adapter/Mac-Man V2.0
Joystick adapter/arcade game for 512K or larger
Macintosh, except II
The Arcade Adapter connects any eight-position
Atari or Commodore joystick to the Macintosh.
It is a simple hardware adapter with supporting
software that allows a µser to plug a joystick into the
mouse port on the back of the Macintosh. It allows
true joystick operation plus mouse simulation.
Included with the Arcade Adapter is Mac Man, an
action-filled game with amusing graphics reminiscent
of one of the more popular arcade games.
·
$35.95 retail
Soft Stream International, Inc.; 19 White Chapel Dr.;
Mt. Laurel, NJ 08054; 609-S66-11 S7

Avery Laser Printer Labels
Labels that feed automatically through a laser printer
Desktop Laser Printer Labels are designed to feed
automatically through desktop laser printers. they are
perfectly sized for mailing lists, bar codirtg, shipping
labels, special messages and other desktop publication
applications. There is no jamming, melting or peeling
inside the printer.
Call for pricing; Laser Printer Labels; Laser Printer
Labels for 3.5-inch disks
Avery; Consumer Products Division; 81S Oak Park
Rd.; Covina, CA 91724; S00-541-5507

Archive Disk File
3.5-inch disk holders
The Archive ·Disk File is made of white
corrugated board and includes one drawer and one
sleeve. Designed to fit on a file shelf or to be stacked
on!! on top of another, the Disk File holds about 75
3.5-inch disks. There is a drawer pull on the front of
the file and a label that can be filled.in by a user to
identify iuid describe the contents of the file. .
The Modular Cube Unit holds 300 3.5-inch disks
in four files in less than one cubic foot of shelf space.
The units can be.stacked.
'
$7 retail; 3.5-inch disk file (cat. no. 735)
$2S.95 retail; Modular Cube Unit (cat. no. MCU735/4)
Weber & Sons, Inc.; PO Box 104-PR; Adelphia,
NJ 07710; 201-431-112S orS00-225-0044
Arctic Mac Fan
Dealer installable fan
The Arctic Mac Fan is a dealer-installable 11 OV,
quiet fan that attaches to the inside, upper-left, rear
comer of the Macintosh case. The kit uses solderless
.connectors so that no modification of the Macintosh
board is required.
$49.95 retail
Micro-Voice Communication; 7250 Auburn Blvd.,
Ste. 1.91; Citrus Heights, CA 95610; 916-SS5-55S6
Aspen Ribbons
Computer printer ribbons
Aspen Ribbons brand replacement ribbons for the
Apple JmageWriter II (21.5mm by 13 yards in 4 mil.
black or 4-color nylon), Apple ImageWriter DMP
(l/2-inch by 12 yards in 4 mil. black nylon), Apple
ImageWriter LQ (I-inch by 65 feet in 4.S mil. black or
4-color high-density nylon) and Applescribe Thermal
Transfer (5/16-inch by 900 feet in thermal film).
Call for_pricing
Aspen Ribbons, Inc.; 555 Aspen Ridge Rd.; Lafayette,
CO S0026; S00-525-9966 (sales) or 303-666-5750
Autolnker
Ribbon re-inker
Autolnker is a series of motor-driven ribbon reinking machines designed to save a user money by
allowing the re-use of printer ribbons. All ribbons are
supported and the process only requires about 10 to 20
minutes of unattended time.
$41 retail; ImageWriter model (includes ink)
V-Tech, Inc.; 2223 Rebecca; Hatfield, PA 19440;
215-S22-29S9
Automobile Power Adapter
Allows computer operation and battery charging from
an auto battery
Macintosh Portable.
The Automobile Power Adapter allows
Macintosh Portable operation and battery charging
from the 12 volt DC battery in an automobile, van or
boat. The adapter unit contains voltage regulator and
current limit circuits that insure safe computer
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Avery Laser Printer Transparencies
Overhead transparencies
Designed to feed automatically from the paper
cassette tray of the Apple LaserWriter (Plus/II) an~
otlier popular desktop laser printers without jamming
or melting, Avery Laser Printer Transparencies feature
a convenient paper backing that reduces static for
better feeding and handling, perll)itS easy proormg
prior to a presentation and minimi~ fmgerprints and
scratching. In addition, memory notes can be written
on !he backing paper to cue a presenter wliile a special
adhesive strip allows the paper to be reapplied for
filing following the presentation.
$26.45 retail; 50-sheet box
· $12.45 retail; 20-sheet file pack
Avery; Consumer Products Division; SIS Oak Park
Rd.; Covina, CA 91724; S00-541-5507
Basic Needs
Dust covers, plastic keyboard and printer covers,
storage unit, mouse pads
Basic Needs Dust Covers protect a user's
computer and printer from dust and spiUs. The covers
are machine-stitched and cµstom-fitted. They are
made from washable rip-stop nylon and won't crack,
yellow or fade.
Tbe HardTop! printer and keyboard covers, made
from high-impact ABS plastic, provide solid
protection against dust, spills and falling objects.
Macintosh Plus, SE, II extended keyboard,
ImageWriter II, Data Desk IOI and Cutting Edge
models are available.
The Keyboard Flip is designed to flip a keyboard
on its .side for storage when not in use, It is made of
molded plastic and attaches underneath the keyboard.
The Laser Printer Stand raises a printer four
inches, enabling users to store supplies or toner
cartridges underneath.
·
The Large Screen Monitor Stand raises a monitor
four inches, enabling users to store a keyboard and
other supplies underneath.
The Vertical CPU Stand allows users to position
their system vertically on the desktop or floor.
$12.95 to $19.95 retail; Dust Cover
$16.95 to $19.95 retail; HardTop!
$9.95 retail; Keyboard Flip
$49.95 retail; Laser Printer Stand
$69.95 retail; Large Screen Monitor Stand
$14.95 retail; Vertical CPU Stand
Basic Needs, Inc.; 2342 Meyers Ave.; Escondido,
CA 92025; 619-73S-7020 or S00-633-3703
Ben Torres Ribbons
ImageWriter II single-color ribbons
These ribbons are available for the ImageWriter II
printer.
$3.95 each retail
Ben Torres Ribbon & Toner Co.; 590 E. Industrial
Rd. , #15; San Bernardino, CA 92408; 714-796-5559
Body Shields
Reduces a user's risk of radiation from computers
The Body Shield Apron is designed to reduce the
risks caused by radiation emissions from computers.
The inside of the apron is a specially treated insert that
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shields a wearer and reduces the electromagnetic
waves that penetrate the body. It is available in navy,
maroon, brown and black, all with a silver imprint.
$39.50 retail
Ricks RamStar, Inc.; PO Box 759; Sardis, GA 30456;
912-569-9000 or 800-327-2303
Carlisle DC2000/QIC-100
Preformatted data cartridges
The Carlisle DC2000/QIC-l 00 cartridges provide
40 MB of capacity in a convenient 3.5-inch
configuration. The cartridges can be used with the
Apple Tape Backup 40SC system or other Applecompatible back-up systems.
$32.50 retail
Carlisle Memory Products; 6625 Industrial Park
Blvd.; North Richland Hills, TX 76180;
817-281-9450 or 800-433-7632
CDROMLC-1
Laser lens cleaner
The CD ROM LC-I is a digitally-encoded
compact disc with a uniquely constructed laboraiorygrade brush that protrudes from the inner edg~ of the
data surface. As the CD ROM LC- I spins in the CDROM reader, it commands the player to align the lens
with the brush, then safely cleans the lens of any
accumulated debris. When the cleaning cycle is
completed, the CD ROM LC- I will stop spinning
automatically, allowing for uninterrupted data
retrieval.
$29.95 retail
AudioSource, Inc.; 1327 N. Carolan Ave.;
Burlingame, CA 94010; 415-348-8114
Clean Fax
Fax cleaning kit
Clean Fax is a fax cleaning kit that eliminates dirt
and roller build-up that can harm fax machines. It
contains cleaning fluid, two cleaning pads, a pad
holder, three cleaning swabs for hard to reach areas
and three anti-static cleaning wipes for use on the
machine cabinet. Regular use of Clean Fax eliminates
misfeeds, paper jams and roller marks on originals and
transmitted data.
$9.95 retail
Curtis Manufacturing Co., Inc.; 30 Fitzgerald Dr.;
Jaffrey, NH 03452; 603-532-4123
Clean Image Printer Head Cleanipg Kit
Cleans ImageWriter I and II in less than 60 seconds
without removing print head
The Clean Image Printer Head Cleaning Kit is
designed to clean dot matrix printers without
removing the print head. A user removes the cover
from the printer, inserts the Clean Image Ribbon
Cartridge, adds four to six drops of Clean Image
Ribbon Printer Head Solution anti starts the printer's
"self test" program.
$19.95 retail
Clean Image, lnc.; 1684 Market St.; San Francisco,
CA 94102; 800-422-4949
Clean Mouse
Mouse cleaning kit
Clean Mouse is a mouse cleaning kit that uses
hook-and-loop technology and a special mouse
cleaning solution to remove built-up dirt and grime
inside the positioning ball cavity. Clean Mouse comes
with two size scrubbing balls, scrubbing board,
cleaning solution and a lint-free chamois.
$14.95 retail
Curtis Manufacturing Co., lnc.; 30 Fitzgerald Dr.;
Jaffrey, NH 03452; 603-532-4123
Comp U Desk
Keyboard and mouse area extender
The Comp U Desk is a keyboard and mouse area
extender made of clear plexiglass. It will protect a
user's desktop and turn any ordinary table surface into
a professional computer desktop workstation.
The Comp U Desk will lower tlie keyboard by
two inches for easier typing and less back and neck

strain. It measures 32 by 25 inches with a two-inch
drop and a IO-inch keyboard tray. No mechanical
attachments are required.
$59.95 retail
Gered Corp.; 2401 NE Cornell Rd., Ste. 125;
Hillsboro, OR 97124; 800-852-8727
Compucart
Mobile, compact, adjustable and secure computer
furniture
Compucart Model 500 provides compact, mobile
and adjustable storage for a computer system. The
hardwood frame provides strength and stability to
hold a complete desktop publishing system a very
small space. It is totally adjustable. A user may start
with the basic cart and add options such as side panels
in designer fabric, plastic laminate or their own
material to complement office or home decor and
provide security.
Compucart Model 100 holds a complete computer
system, including a 132-colurnn printer (tambour
door, when closed, quiets the printer), manuals and
sofrware, and still has room for expansion in a
compact space of approximately 4 square feet.
Compucart Model 100 offers security by
returning the pull-out adjustable shelves !O the closed
position and rolling down the tambour door. The
entire workstation is then secured with one lock - the
computer can still be running because it cools
convectively. The cart !llay be rolled easily from one
workstation to another.
$639 starting price retail
Versa Tec/Compucart; PO Box 2095; Tampa,
FL 33601 ; 813-251-2431or800-237-9024

w

CompuCover
Dust covers, keyboard protectors, disk wallets, mouse
pads
Custom designed CompuCover Dust Covers are
available in clear plastic and gray nylon and stylishly
fit all Macintosh equipment.
KeySkin keyboard protectors are clear protectors
designed to fit over the Macintosh keyboard.
Disk Wallets hold 16 3.5-inch disks and are
available in several colors of water repellent nylon.
Mouse Pads are available in three styles: soft
pads, hard top pads and view pads.
$13.95 retail; Dust Covers (two-piece Mac Plus or SE)
$25.95 retail; KeySkin Keyboard Covers
$19.95 retail; Disk Wallets (holds 16 3.5-inch disks)
$7.95 retail; Mouse Pads (red, blue, gray)
· $16.95 retail; Hard Top Pads (platinum, blue,
burgundy)
$16.95 retail; View Pads (with lift-up tops for notes)
A free catalog is available
CompuCover; 2104 Lewis Turner Blvd.; Ft. Walton
Beach, FL 32548; 904-862-4448, 800-874-6391
(orders) or 800-342-9008 in FL (orders)
Computer Accessories Cables
Nine-foot RS-232 cable to Image Writer I and Epson
printers; 9-foot RS-232 cable to lmageWriter II and
Apple Personal Modem
Cable Model C274-9 is a 9-foot fully shielded
RS-232 cable for ImageWriter I and Epson printers.
Cable Model C276-9 is a 9-foot fully shielded
RS-232 cable for ImageWriter II and Apple Personal
Modem.
$24.95 each retail
Co!J1puter Acces~ories Corp.; 6610 Nancy Ridge Dr.;
San Diego, CA 92121 ; 619-457-5500
Computer .cJeaning Products
Cleaning products for micro, mini and mainframe
compµters and word processors
Computer Cleaning Products are available for
micro, mini and mainframe computers and word
processors.
These include: Floppiclene Disposable Disk Drive
Cleaning System, Safebuds Cotton Bud Sticks,
Safetiss Paper Wipers, Safewipes I00 percent Cotton
Bias-Cut Wipers, Safecloth General-Purpose
Absorbent Wipe, Safebond, Safepads Presaturated
Cleaning Pads, Safesleeves Lint-Free Cotton Cleaning
Sleeves, Safeclens CRT Cleaner, Safeclene Disk Drive
Head Cleaning Solvent, Astapol Anti-Static Polish,

Foamclene Foaming Cleanser, Disclene DiskCleaning Solvent, Sprayduster Compressed-Air
Duster, Ascat Anti-Static Carpet Treatment and
Microkit.
Call for pricing
Tech-Sa-Port; PO Box 5295; Pittsburgh, PA 15206;
412-661-2629
Computer Covers Unlimite<l
More than 450 styles of quality rip-stop nylon customdes1gneq dust covers; mouse pads; soft precisionmolded keyboard protectors; radiation filter screens
"Nycov" computer dust covers are made of
durable, triple stitched, machine washable, lint free,
water resistant, anti-static rip-stop nylon. They are
custom sewn to fit monitors, keyboards, CPUs,
external hard disk drives and printers. E~ch cover is
available in four different colors (blue, burgundy, gray
and beige).
The mouse pads are made of 1/4-inch rubber with
a durable fabric cover on top. They provide traction
for a mouse, as well as keeping the roller ball dirt-free.
They are available in seven colors (blue, red, plum,
gray, black, beige and green).
'!Soft Keyboard Protectors" are a clear precisionmolded keyboard protector that stays in place while a
user works and protects against liquid spills, ashes,
food and dust. Each cover hugs the keyboard for
proper fitting. This unique design allows smooth
natural operation of the keyboard and eliminates any
interference between adjacent keys.
"Chathp" Radiation Monitor Filters are certified
to block 58.7 percent of the x-rays emitted by
computer monitors and block 100 percent of
ultraviolet radiation. The filters have been EPA tested
and verified to reduce the electro-magnetic fields by
67 percent. Easy to install, mey are available in sizes
for all monitors up to 26 inches. Each filter is
polarized, which eliminates eyestrain and headaches.
They enhance color and monochrome monitor output,
do not require grounding and can be cleaned with
ordinary cleaners.
$5.95 to $28.95 retail; dust covers
$7.95 retail; mouse pads
$26.97 retail; keyboard protectors
$109 to $189 retail; radiation filter screens
Computer Covers Unlimited; 7969 Engineer Rd.,
#104; San Diego, CA 92111; 619-277-0622 or
800-722-6837
Computer Dust Covers
polyester/cotton blend dust covers with a custom fit
design
Computer dust covers are made of a
polyester/cotton blend with a custom fit design. They
allow heat from equipment to flow through the fabric
and are machine washable. They are available in tan,
navy, royal, gray, red and brown.
The dust covers are available for a Macintosh,
Macintosh II, Macintosh SE, Keyboard, Extended
Keyboard, hard disk drive, ImageWriter, ImageWriter
II, LaserWriter, Mac Turbo Touch, Mac Numeric
Keypad, Mac Numeric Turbo Touch, Mac Mouse and
more.
$1.50 to $34.95 retail
Co-Du-Co; 4802 W. Wisconsin Ave.; Milwaukee,
WI 53208; 414-476-1584
The Computer Giftware Mouse Pads
Mouse pads
The Executive Pad features a specially developed,
highly durable texturized laminate, providing superior
traction for more responsive mouse performance. The
high-density natural rubber base will not mar or
discolor fine desktop finishes. It has the look of
marble and other fine surfaces that appeal to today 's
business executive.
Each GraphicPad features an original
lithographed, full-color 100 percent computergenerated graphic from a variety of today's most
popular computers. Its specially developed surface is
made of lightly textured, highly durable laminate,
resulting in superior traction for more responsive
mouse performance.
CustomPads are customized mouse pads that
feature four-color graphics w.ith a fast-tracking
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surface. Cus.tom shapes and sizes are also available to
create a remarkably personalized image.
$14.95 retail; Executive Pad
$14.95 retail; GraphicPad
Call for pricing; CustomPad
The Computer Giftware Co.; 52 l State St.; Glendale,
CA 91203; 818-500-7857
Computer Starter Kit
Five accessories
The Computer Starter Kit combines five computer
accessories that protect computers, save valuable
desktop space and create greater user comfort. The kit
contains a disk file, "Curtis Clip" copy holder,
universal printer legs, computer cleaning kit and
"Safe-Bloc" surge protector.
$59.95 retail
Curtis Manufacturing Co., Inc.; 30 Fitzgerald Dr.;
Jaffrey, NH 03452; 603-532-4123
Computer Tool Kit
11- and 52-piece tool kits
.
The Curtis l 1- and 52-Piece Tool Kits are
demagnetized tool sets that can be.used for making
computer repairs, upgrades and for general computer
maintenance.
The I !-piece kit contains: a unique patented chip
inserter; two Phillips screwdrivers; two slotted
screwd.rivers; two nut drivers; one Torx screwdriver;
one three-claw parts holder; one assembly tweezer;
and one chip extractor.
The 52-piece kit is an exparided version of the
! I-piece tool kit and features two specially designed
Macintosh tools. The Wide Blade Bit and Torx
Extender allow for easy removal of housing screws on
Macintosh computers. The kit also contains vaFious
metric screwdriver bits and nutdriver sockets, S.A.E
nutdriver sockets, an interchangeable handle, needlenose pliers, a wire cutter, a wire stripper, asoldering
iron, solder and more.
$29.95 retail; II-piece
$79 .95 retail; 52-piece
Curtis Manufacturing Co., Inc.; 30 Fitzgerald Dr.;
Jaffrey, NH 03452; 603-532-4123
ComputerAid Carrying Cases And Dust Covers
Carrying cases designed for all Macintosh and
ImageWriter models; backpack for regular and
extended keyboard; anti-static nylon pack cloth dust
covers
MacSac Carrying Cases are made of top quality
materials, including a thick high-density closed cell
foam lining for maximum protection of the computer.
The exterior of the case is made of water-resistant
Cordura for durability. Two-way YKK zippers, soft
interior padded lining and studs on the bottom of the
case for shock absorbency ;ire added features. Interior
pockets securely hold the keyboard, mouse, external
drive and other peripherals. An adjustable shoulder
strap has a non-slip shoulder pad for ease in carrying.
Reinforced seams and construction detail make this a
heavy-duty case.
$46 to $ l 04 retail; Cases (Mac Plus or SE, hard disk,
Extended Keyboard, Mac II, IIcx, ImageWriter II,
LQ)
ComputerAid, Inc.; 235 Promenade St., Ste. 219;
Providence, RI 02908; 401-274-0595
·
Cool Mac
Cooling system
Cool Mac is a cooling systein for the Macintosh.
It prevents damage that can occur as the Macintosh
builds up heat during use. A quiet fan keeps internal
components at safe temperatures.
Cool Mac· also provides surge and spike
protection and EMl/RFI noise filtering. It exceeds
IEEE Standards Class A & B. Cool Mac absorbs 100
joule jolts of electrical energy to protect against blown
circuits and lost memory.
A static discharge strip drains away high voltage
static that can damage delicate circuitry and cause
unexplained data loss.

There are two front-mounted switches. One
controls power to the computer and an additional
outlet, the other controls an accessories outle!. A
pocket holds up to five disks. Cool Mac installs
without tools and matches the Macintosh exactly.
$99.95 retail
Global Computer Supplies; 11 Harbor Park Dr.; Port
Washington, NY l l050; 800-845-6225
CPU Stand, Model DSS31
Supports a CPU vertically on the floor
Constructed of durable materials, this injectionmolded stand supports a CPU vertically on the floor.
The stand adjusts to fit CPUs from 4 inches to 7.5
inches wide, including the Macintosh II computers.
$29.95 retail
Data Spec; 9410 Owensmouth Ave.; Chatsworth,
CA 91311; 818-772-9977
Curtis 3.5 File
Disk holder
The Curtis 3.5 File stores 40 3.5-inch diskettes
inside and holds two working diskettes outside. It is
also available with a security lock.
$9 .95 retail; without lock
$12.95 retail; with lock
Curtis Manufacturing Co., Inc.; 30 Fitzgerald Dr.;
Jaffrey, NH 03452; 603-532-4123
Curtis Anti-Glare Filter
All-glass optically coated anti-glare filter
The Curtis Anti-Glare Filter, made of distortionfree optically-coated glass on both sides, absorbs 95
percent of reflected light internal.and external to the
computer monitor. As compared to a filterless
computer monitor screen, contrast is heightened and
character resolution is sharper and clearer.
The Anti-Glare Filter is resistant to scratching,
abrasion and solvents and comes with its own one- .
ounce cleaning solution and non-abrasive cloth.
The filter is installed over the computer monitor
screen with included computer-safe Velcro-brand
fasteners.
$59.95 retail
Curtis Manufacturing Co., Inc.; 30 Fitzgerald Dr.;
Jaffrey, NH 03452; 603-532-4123
Curtis Command Center
Controls and protects up to five devices
The Curtis Command Center is a multipurpose
switching system that offers users push-button control
of up to five devices. It also proteds equipment from
potentially damaging power surges, electromagnetic
and radio frequency interference (EMI-RFI) and static
electricity. The unit also provides phone line surge
protection for sensitive telecommunications
components.
The product features five l 20V outlets at back
with corresponding push-button switches and
indicator lights on the front. The master control button
offers one-touch power control of an entire system and
')ouch-Me-First" anti-static bars automatically
dissipate static electricitx when touched.
The Curtis Command Center is UL' 1449 listed
and CSA approved. Measuring l3 by 13 by 1.5
inches, the sleek stackable design contains a built-in
swivel base, storage compartment for disks and an 8irch extension cord for preventing large transformer
plugs from obstructing adjacent outlets on the rear
panel. The power cord measures 8.5 feet, telep~one
patch cord included.
$149.95 retail
Curtis Manufacturing Co., Inc.; 30 Fitzgerald Dr.;
Jaffrey, NH 03452; 603-532-4123
Curtis Mouse Pad
Improves mouse performance
The Curtis Mouse Pad's continuous laminate
construction and smooth, non-slip surface helps
maximiie accuracy, control and response, plus
extends roller ball life.
Featuring a non-skid backing, the Mouse Pad
measures 8 by 9.5 inches, is waterproof, stain resistant
and carries a Jifetjme warranty.
$6.95 retail
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Curtis Manufacturing Co., Inc.; 30 Fitzgerald Dr.;
Jaffrey, NH 03452; 603-532-4123
Custom Imprinted Mouse Mats
Mouse pads
Mouse Mats are mouse pads that can be customimprinted with a company name, logo or message in
up to five colors. The imprinting is clear and easily
readable.
Call for pricing
Peak Products, Inc.; 12434 Cedar Rd.; Cleveland,
OH 44106; 800-782-8628
Data Cart
45 MB removable Winchester hard disk cartridge for
all Data Pak models
The Data Cart is a 45 MB removable Wmchester
hafd disk cartridge for all Data Pak models. It is
available as a single cartridge or a pack of three.
$149.95 retail
Mass Microsystems; 550 Del Rey Ave.; Sunnyvale,
CA 94086; 408-522-1200 or 800-522-7979
Data Pad Software Guides
Software guides that fit under the clear flip-up cover
of the See-Thru Mouse Pad to create a desktop
software learning system
·
The Data Pad Software Guides serve as a means
of helping users learn and use new or complicated
software programs. The guides, or reference cards, are
available in a Fast Start version for new users and a
Quick Reference version for occa5ional users.
The Software Guides are designed to fit under the
clear, flip-up cover of the See-Thru Mouse Pad from
the same vendor. The Speed Pad II mouse-control pad
serves as a desktop organizer to be used with the Data
Pad Software Guides. One See-Thru Mouse Pad can
accommodate as many as eight Software Guides.
$5.95 to $9.95 retail
Data Pad Corp.; 946 N. State; Orem, UT 84057;
801-225-0699
Data Spec Cable Assemblies
Cables for Macintosh, Macintosh Plus, SE and II;
includes AppleTalk, SCSI, Apple Desktop Bus, MIDI
applications and more
These cable assemblies feature full shielding that
exceeds FCC requirements, gold-plated pins,
integrated strain relievers and a lifetime warranty.
They are available for AppleTalk, Apple Desktop Bus,
SCSI, Macintosh, Macintosh Plus, SE, II and more.
$9.95 to $46.95 retail
Data Spec; 9410 Owensmouth Ave.; Chatsworth,
CA 91311; 818-772-9977
Data Spec Keyboard/Computer Vacuum, Model
MVS
Portable vacuum to remove dust and small particles
The Keyboard/Computer Vacuum features a highpower motor and includes brush/nozzle.attachments.
$18.95 retail
Data Spec; 9410 Owensmouth Ave.; Chatsworth,
CA 91311; 818-772-9977
Deluxx Mouse Pad
Mouse pad
The Deluxx Mouse Pad measures 8.5 by 11
inches and is teflon coated with a mat finish. It is soil
resistant and comes in many colors.
$10.95 retail
Gered Corp.; 2401 NE Cornell Rd., Ste. 125;
Hillsboro, OR 97124; 800-852-8727
Design Station
Integrated CAD $tatiqn
The Design Workstation is an integrated
CAD/engineering workstation that suspends the CPU
and single or multiple monitors above an adjustable
drafting table. It consists of either a 74- or 82-inch
mobile frame, CPU shelf, radial arm, monitor caddy,
cable routing system and drafting table.
The radial arm glides up to 20 inches horizontally,
adjusts up to 6 inches vertically and provides 20degree tilt and 360-degree rotation of each monitor.
Monitors that are not being used can be pushed into a
"park" position.

Accessories
$1,065 retail; single arm
Ergotron, Inc.; 3450 Yankee Dr., Ste. 100; Eagan, MN
55121; 612-452-8135 or 800-888-8458
Designer Dust Covers
Fabric dust covers for monitors, keyboards and
printers
Designer Dust Covers are easy to fold and store
while the computer is in use. They are made of nylon
and come in sets that include a cover for the keyboard
and one for the monitor. Printer covers are sold
separately. Available in blue, gray, burgundy, tan,
black and red. Also available in antistatic blue and tan.
$24.95 retail; monitor/keyboard set
$19.95 retail; printer
$19.95 to $25.95 retail; dust covers
$11.95 retail; disk wallets
$59.95 to $64.95 retail; Mac carrying bags
$9.95 retail; mouse pads
Crosby Creations; E. 124 Sinto Ave.; Spokane,
WA 99202; 509-458-2712 or 800-842-8445
Designer Soft Wear
Fine fabric dust covers
Designer SoftWear fabric covers are attractive,
durable, washable, anti-static and water repellent.
Unlike plastic covers, they are breathable, allowing
heat and moisture to escape. They are made to
exacting specifications to fit the equipment they
protect properly.
Designer SoftWear covers are available in a
variety of colors in Ultrasuede, VersaTech and denim
for the Macintosh family of computers, keyboards,
printers and external disk drives.
$I0.75 to $130 retail
Designer Products, Inc.; 6585 S. Yale Ave., Ste. I050;
Tulsa, OK 74136; 918-299-1808 or 800-22'3-2687
Desktop Publishing And Graphics Art Furniture
Computer furniture
The Desktop Publishing and Graphics Art
Furniture combines adjustable light tables and art
storage with modular computer furniture components.
The light table is designed for layouts, checking film
and opaquing. Computer workstations provide ample
space to store and spread out artwork, drawings,
photos and color separations - all in one location.
Keyboard height and table angle can be modified for
the most comfortable position.
Call for pricing
Foster Manufacturing Co.; 414 N. 13th St.;
Philadelphia, PA 19108; 215-625-0500 or
800-523-4855
Disk Valet And Sofpaks
Stores, transports and organizes disks
The Disk Valet, constructed of durable Cordura
nylon, stores and transports 6 to 12 3.5-inch disks
(depending on version) in individual pockets. Two
elastic straps hold disks in place with hook and loop
closure. It also features a plastic ID or business ID
card window. Measuring only 1.5-inches in thickness
when fully loaded, it is slim enough to fit into a
briefcase or purse. Custom fabric color and imprinting
are available for corporate and product identification.
The Disk Valet 3 Pak, constructed of durable
Cordura nylon, holds three 3.5-inch disks in a "fold
onto itself' format. It folds to the size of one disk and
is less than I-inch thick, fully loaded.
The Meeting Folder is designed for anyone who
needs to carry around disk and take notes. The right
side has an 8.5 by I I-inch pad and the left side has
pockets to hold four 3.5-inch disks. It is Cordura on
the outside with individual nylon pockets on the
inside. Elastic straps keep the disks in place.
The Promo Sofpak holds two to four 3.5-inch
disks in a soft-sided valet folded to form the outside
and inside pockets with a Velcro enclosure.
The 12 Sofpak holds up to 12 3.5-inch disks in a
soft-sided padded case with nylon pockets and a
Velcro enclosure.
The Binder Pak carries eight 3.5-inch disks on
one page and fits into a three-ring notebook.

The Note Pak is a small version of the Meeting
Folder. It holds two 3.5-inch disks and a 5 by 8-inch
note pad.
The Dual Pak holds five 5.25-inch and five 3.5inch disks.
$13.50 retail; Disk Valet 12 Pak
$8.50 retail; Disk Valet 6 Pak
$5 retail; Disk Valet 3 Pak
$17.50 retail; Disk Valet Meeting Folder
$3 retail; Promo Sofpak
$7.50 retail; 12 Sofpak
$IO retail; Binder Pak
$IO retail; Note Pak
$18 retail; Dual Pak
Ricks RamStar, Inc.; PO Box 759; Sardis, GA 30456;
912-569-9000 or 800-327-2303
Disk Wallets And Disk Books
Disk carriers
Disk Wallets and Disk Books are carriers for 3.5inch disks. Constructed of antistatic Cordura nylon,
sizes range from four, eight, IO, 12, 16 and 32 disk
capacities. They come in three popular colors and can
be custom imprinted.
$8.95 to $32 retail
Precision Line, Inc.; 14505 21st Ave. N, Ste. 206;
Minneapolis, MN 55447; 612-475-3550 or
800-328-0077
Disk-0-Tech
Brief-case style 3.5-inch disk storage case
Disk-0-Tech is a light weight, portable case for
storing 3.5-inch floppy disks. Each case stores up to
320 diskenes. Space can be organized by adding or
removing "innovative foam spacers. Diskettes can be
stored loosely or in their original cartons - or both by
adjusting the movable row dividers. The case is
suitable for vault storage and archival purposes, and
they are stackable to allow for unlimited library
growth. Disk-0-Tech also fits conveniently into a
carrying case for added trilvel security.
$69.99 retail; dealers invited
Group III Micro Products Co.; PO Box 583;
Arlington, TX 760IO; 817-277-1986
Erase-a-Label
Erasable, reusable labeling for computer magnetic
media and office supplies
Erase-a-Label contains erasable, reusable labels
that feature a permanent, smear-resistant surface and a
super adhesive that never comes loose. Users simply
write on a label with the special pen provided. To
erase, simply wipe off with a dab of alcohol. Assorted
labels are available.
$4.99 retail
Erase-a-Label, Inc.; 13717 Welch Rd.; Dallas,
TX 75244; 214-387-9303
Ergotron Desk Attachable Workstation
Space saving ergonomic computer workstation for
Macintosh Plus, SE, II and large-screen monitors
The Ergotron Desk Attachable Workstation is a
suspended radial arm computer workstation designed
to save desk and office space by suspending the
monitor and the processor above the work surface.
The Workstation provides a shelf for the
processor and a radial arm that suspends the monitor
above the desktop. The pivoting arm allows a user to
adjust the monitor in any position and provides a 6inch vertical adjustment, 20 degree tilt and 360 degree
rotation with the touch of a hand. Models are available
in 30- and 42-inch widths and 70- and 78-inch
heights. They are compatible with the Macintosh Plus,
SE, SE/30 and II family, and most large-screen
displays.
$625 retail
Ergotron, Inc.; 3450 Yankee Dr., Ste. 100; Eagan, MN ·
55121; 612-452-8135 or 800-888-8458
Ergotron Free Standing Workstation
Space-saving ergonomic computer workstation
Macintosh Plus or larger; all large screen displays.
The Ergotron Free Standing Workstation recovers
the space previously lost to a computer system
without requiring the operator to totally redesign
the work area. By positioning the Free Standing

Workstation behind an existing desk, drafting table or
stand-mounted digitizer board, the computer system is
suspended over the work surface.
$680 and up retail
Ergotron, Inc.; 3450 Yankee Dr., Ste. I00; Eagan,
MN 55121 ; 612-452-8135 or 800-888-8458
Ergotron LAN/IWS Test Station
Space-saving ergonomic computer workstation
The Ergotron LAN/IWS Test Station suspends up
to eight computer systems (monitor, CPU and
keyboard) over an existing 60-inch workstation. This
radically reduces the space required to operate and
view each system. Each LAN/IWS Test Station comes
with a cable management system that controls all the
power, video, keyboard and other cables that cluner
the area. The Test Station provides a compact viewing
environment so several monitors can be viewed at
.once while providing unequalled ergonomic
adjustability.
$600 and up retail
Ergotron, Inc.; 3450 Yankee Dr., Ste. 100; Eagan,
MN 55121; 612-452-8135 or 800-888-8458
Ergotron Vertical/Horizontal Workstation
Space-saving ergonomic computer workstation
Any Macintosh .
The Ergotron Vertical/Horizontal Workstation
recovers the space previously lost to the computer
system without requiring the operator to totally
redesign the work area. By suspending the computer
system vertically or horizontally on the wall, the
operator is allowed to put the desk or floor space to
bener use.
$337 and up retail
Ergotron, Inc.; 3450 Yankee Dr., Ste. 100; Eagan,
MN 55121; 612-452-8135 or 800-888-8458
Ergotron Wall Mount Workstation
Space-saving ergonomic computer workstation
Macintosh Plus or larger; al/ large screen displays.
The Wall Mount Workstation is a computer
suspension system designed to save valuable desk and
office space by suspending the monitor and processor
above the work surface. Mounted structurally to the
wall over the work area, the Wall Mount Workstation
provides.a shelf for the processor and a radial arm that
suspends the monitor over the desktop. The pivoting
arm allows a user to adjust the monitor to any position
and provides a 6-inch vertical adjustment, 20 degree
tilt and 360 degree rotation with the touch of a hand.
$577 and up retail
Ergotron, Inc.; 3450 Yankee Dr., Ste. I00; Eagan,
MN 55121; 612-452-8135 or 800-888-8458
The Executive Pad
Leather mouse pads
The Executive Pad has a specially treated suede
surface that is durable and offers smooth, accurate
tracking for a user's mouse. Available in platinum or
tan, the pad features the high-quality look and feel of
leather.
$12.95 retail
Executive Pad; PO Box 3993; Vero Beach, FL 32964
Express Ribbons
Single-color ImageWriter ribbons
Single-color ImageWriter Ribbons are available in
red, blue, green, brown, purple, yellow, orange, silver,
gold and magenta.
$6.50 each retail; $6.25 each by the dozen; red, blue,
green, brown, purple, orange, yellow, silver, gold,
magenta
Express Computer Supplies; 1684 Market St.; San
Francisco, CA 94I02; 415-864-3026 or
800-422-4949
Extra Long ADB Keyboard Cable
8-foot cable
The Extra Long ADB Keyboard Cable is 8-feet
long; 4-feet longer than the standard Macintosh II
keyboard cable.
$39.95 retail
Kensington Microware, Ltd.; 251 Park Ave. S; New
York, NY lOOIO; 212-475-5200 or 800-535-4242
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Accessories
F-Key Flipbook And Macro Flipbook
F-key and macro templates for Apple Keyboard,
Apple Extended Keyboard and DataDesk Mac- I0 I
keyboard
F-Key Flipbook and Macro Flipbook provide
instant help in remembering F-key macros and
multiple keystroke macros for different applications. It
ends the need for multiple templates and scattered,
handwritten notes. Users can have all macro memos
right on the keyboard. Macros are listed on the
laminated, erasable surface with a non-smear,
permanent marker. Subsequent revisions are made by
erasing with a white vinyl ink eraser.
Each template includes the clear plastic base
template with five bound, heavy-duty laminated pages
that can be "flipped" or turned; one ink eraser; and
one label pen. All models have two Velcro fasteners
for easy attachment and removal of the product from
the keyboard and a small plastic easel that temporarily
attaches to the back of the keyboard to support turned
pages.
$34.95 each retail
Multicomp, Inc.; PO Box 2761; Abilene, TX 79604;
915-676-0844 or 800-541-43~1
FannyMacQT
Fan and surge protector for any Macintosh, except SE
and II
The FannyMac QT provides safe, effective
cooling for a Macintosh with its low-profile, ultraquiet fan. It reduces internal operating temperatures
and helps delicate electronic parts last longer,
especially the heat-generating Macintosh powerboard.
The FannyMac QT also has a built-in surge
protector that shields a Macintosh from harmful power
spikes and iI:regularities. Its elegant design fits
perfectly inside the Macintosh's handle without
compromising the Macintosh's clean lines or
portability.
The FannyMac QT comes with a full one-year
warranty on materials and workmanship.
$99 retail
Mobius Technologies, Inc.; 6020 Adeline St.;
Oakland, CA 94608; 415-654-0556 or 800-669-0556

Dynatron Co.; 406 Thurber Dr. W, Ste. 9; Columbus,
OH 43215; 614-221-0502 or 800-451-3589 (orders)
The G.A.P.
Portable accessory package
The G.A.P. is comprised of four accessories. The
Mousetrap III is a document stand designed to keep
the mouse within quick, easy reach. There is plenty of
room under the stand for a user 's hand to maneuver
the mouse. It is completely portable and will fold to a
compact size for easy storage. The G.A.P. Disk Holder
is an easel-type "A" frame that holds up to 10 disks,
note pad, pencils and the G.A.P. Pad. It folds flat for
easy carrying or storage. The G.A.P. Pad is made of
high-tech Lexan with a matte finish for better mouse
response, a cleaner ball and soil resistance. The
Mc Visor fits the Macintosh to eliminate overhead
glare and add privacy to a user's screen.
$64.80 retail
Gered Corp.; 2401 NE Cornell Rd., Ste. 125;
Hillsboro, OR 97124; 800-852-8727
GemFan
Internal cooling device
512K or Macintosh Plus.
GemFan is an internal, lOOV Muffin fan mounted
on a special bracket for optimal air-flow cooling. It is
recommended for use with third-party peripherals,
such as internal hard drives, accelerators and memory
expansion. A \wo-year warranty is included.
$49 retail
Total Systems; 99 W. 10th Ave., Ste. 333; Eugene,
OR 97401; 503-345-7395 or 800-874-2288
Glare Eliminator Kit
Eliminates glare and reflection from a computer's
screen, TV or video monitor
Glare Eliminator is an anti-glare, anti-reflective
optical coating. It eliminates annoying glare and
reflection from screens. The product is applied to the
screen by using the Glare Eliminator Kit. The Kit
includes a 3 oz. aerosol can, 2 oz. Polish/Cleaner and
full-detailed instructions for easy application. The kit
contains enough product to treat four or five video
monitors.
$14.95 retail
Opto-Technics Co.; 105 Westfield Ln.; Des Plaines,
IL 60018; 708-967-9441

Fax Stax
Desktop fax center
Fax Stax holds fax machines, outgoing messages,
incoming fax transmissions, cover sheets and more.
Each Fax Stax contains three, two-compartment
shelve~ made of durable high-impact materials.
Featuring label slots that hold standard Pendaflex tabs,
Fax Stax lets users design customized fax mail boxes
for individual recipients.
$39.95 retail
Curtis Manufacturing Co., Inc.; 30 Fitzgerald Dr.;
Jaffrey, NH 03452; 603-532-4123

Glare/Guard Profile
Anti-glare filter
The optically-coated glass filter is designed to fit
CRTs with curved bezel monitors. It slips over the
front of the CRT and reduces glare by up to 99
percent. The Glare/Guard Profile enhances contrast
and improves readability on the screen.
$69.95 retail
OCLI, Optical Coating Laboratory, Inc.; 2789
Northpoint Pkwy.; Santa Rosa, CA 95407;
800-545-6254

Fiberbilt Cases
Carrying and airline-safe cases for Macintosh,
printers, accessories
Fiberbilt Cases manufactures carrying and
shipping cases for all models of Macintosh computers
and accessories.
$114.50 to $225 retail
.
Fiberbilt Cases, Inc.; 601 W. 26th St.; New York,
NY 10001; 212-675-5820 or 800-847-4176

H-B Associates
Network cables, assembly plugs, extenders, mini DIN
connectors
H-B Associates carries a complete line of network
cables, assembly plugs, extenders and mini DIN
connectors.
Call for pricing
H-B Associates; PO Box 857; Union City, CA 94587 ~
800-423-3014 or 800-423-4224 in CA

Flying Buckeye
Ribbon cartridge with built-in re-inker for
ImageWriter I and II
·
Flying Buckeye is a ribbon cartridge with a builtin re-inker available for the ImageWriter, ImageWriter
II, Apple DMP, DEC LASO, Itoh 's and other popular
printers.
The ribbon may be re-inked without removing it
from the printer. Users add two drops of ink every 40
to 60 pages through top re-inking ports. The ribbons
are available in black, blue and brown. The ribbon
will print a minimum of 1,000 pages, or it will be
replaced free of charge.
$16.95 retail

Hangaroo
Drawing holder and organizer
The Hangaroo is a drawing holder and organizer
with plenty of pouches to hold a variety of drawing
sizes. Designed to accommodate multiple length
drawings, it hangs on any divider or wall to save floo~
space and folders for easy storage or travel. It is made
of durable and washable material.
$79.95 retail
Gered Corp.; 2401 NE Cornell Rd., Ste. 125;
Hillsboro, OR 97124; 800-852-8727
Hardwood Hard Drive Enclosures
Hand-crafted hard drive units
The Hardwood Hard Drive Enclosures are hand-
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crafted hardwood cases finished in tung oil, and
provide a double pass cooling system that removes
heat without the need for vent holes. Designed to be
expandable, each unit can hold two full-height or four
half-height drives and will daisychain up to seven
units.
Other feature include: heavy duty 200 watt power
supplies; quiet operation; and under the computer or
on the side styling.
Call for pricing
Third Estate Corp.; Computer Prbducts Division;
1907 Rio Grande; Austin, TX 78705; 800-888-4131
Hybrid Cases
Flight cases and soft carrying bags for Apple products
The Hybrid features 1/4-inch mahogany plywood
laminated with Tolex. Its comers are metal and its
angles are metal.
The Roadie features either 1/4-inch or 3/8-inch
mahogany plywood with heavy ball comers, large
recessed hardware, aluminum valences and binding
and thick formica laminate.
The Zip Bag Hardshell features a I-inch layer of
hard ethafoam covered with Cordura. It has a zipper
instead of catches, making -it extremely waterproof.
Call for pricing
Hybrid Cases; 1121-20 Lincoln Ave.; Holbrook,
NY 11741; 516-563-1181
II-Tall
Vertical stand for Macintosh II
II-Tall is a stand that allows users to place their
Macintosh II computers in a vertical position. It is
designed to allow cooling air flow through the
Macintosh II when placed vertically, saving
workspace and allowing the Macintosh to run smooth
and cool.
$60 retail
E-Machines, Inc.;_9305 SW Gemini Dr.; Beaverton,
OR 97005; 503-646-6699
Image Writer II Print Data Switch
Allows sharing of ImageWriter among several
computers
ImageWriter II Printer Data Switch is an 8-pin
mini DIN connector switch that allows sharing of an
ImageWriter II among several computers. It is
available as a two-way or four-way switch with
female connectors. All 8 pins are wired straight
through.
$65 retail
Global Computer Supplies; 11 Harbor Park Dr.; Port
Washington, NY 11050; 800-845-6225
Image Writer II Ribbons
Single and four color ribbons
These nylon ribbons for the ImageWriter II are
available singly in black, blue, brown, red, yellow, and
purple, and in four-color process colors.
Call for pricing
Typerite Ribbon Manufacturing, Inc.; 38-04 48th St.;
Long Island City, NY 11104; 718-784-3535 or
800-328-8028
Impulse Switch
Allows any port on a Macintosh to have two to four
different peripherals attached at once
Impulse Switch A/B allows any port on a
Macintosh to have two different peripherals attached
at once and, with the tum of the knob, can switch
between any two devices.
A/B/C/D allows any port to have four different
peripherals attached at once.
$49.95 to $69.95 retail
Impulse, Inc.; 6870 Shingle Creek Pkwy., Ste. 112;
Minneapolis, MN 55430; 612-566-0221 or
800-328-0184
Incliner Ergonomic Computer Furniture
Portable; adjustable, quality hardware
The Incliner is a computer cart that adjusts for use
with sofas, lounge chairs or office chairs. Infinite
travel within a 40 degree range of forward travel is
assisted by gas springs and controlled with a camstyle locking mechanism. Narrow width and large,
high-quality casters allow easy gliding through halls

Accessories
and doorways. Keyboard and mouse pads convert
easily between left- and right-handed configurations.
All Incliners include a fully protected, six-outlet surge
suppressor and large, heavy-duty cable clips.
The Incliner LP holds a laser printer or scanner
under the computer shelf. The Incliner SC holds a
small carriage printer and has a complete paper path.
Incliner accessories include a peripheral shelf, a
monitor stand, a fold-down side shelf and a copy
holder.
All Incliner furniture and accessories (except copy
holder) can be ordered in either of the following
styles: The Executive Series, handcrafted of 100
percent solid white oak (natural finish); or The Variety
Series, solid white oak with hardwood plywood
surfaces covered with Wilsonart laminate tops (14
colors to choose from).
Call for pricing; corporate/university pricing available
Jenston Mfg.; I04 Pizarro Ave.; Brownsville,
TX 78520; 800-872-4570
lnfotek Acceswries
Accessories
Laser Charge recharges laser cartridges.
Maclnker re-inks the Image Writer ribbon up to 30
times.
MacWorkstation is a cabinet for holding the
ImageWriter and its fanfold paper on top of the
Macintosh.
MacTools are a set of uncommon tools used to
take apart and reassemble the Macintosh.
MacSpeaker is an external speaker that plugs into
the computer.
MacCool is a fan that prevents overheating.
MacKeybase is an anti-slide, anti-electrostatic
base for a Macintosh keyboard.
MacAmp is an audio amplifier that increases the
volume of a Macintosh.
ImageWriter Color Ribbons are available in
yellow, red, blue, green, purple, brown and black.
MacDesk is a desktop workstation designed to fit
a Macintosh and ImageWriter printer.
MousePointer attaches to the mouse and is used
for accurately tracing hard copy pictures.
PortaMac is an external accessory kit that enables
a Macintosh to run without 11 OV power for up to 90
minutes.
Mac UPS is a power supply that automatically
switches over to provide I20V of internal battery
power when the regular power fails for 30 minutes.
MacPortSwitch allows a user to switch control
among several serial devices attached to one of the
serial ports. Available as a two-device and a fourdevice switch.
Mac+PortSwitch is available as a two-device
switch for the Macintosh Plus.
$40 retail; Laser Charge (recharges laser cartridges)
$19 .95 each retail; Maclnker II, Mac Workstation,
MacTools, MacSpeaker
$49 retail; MacCool
$12.95 retail; MacKeybase
$49.95 retail; MacAmp
$6.95 each retail; ImageWriter colored ribbons
$5 retail; Image Writer black ribbon
$29 retail; MacDesk
$4.95 retail; MousePointer
$350 retail; PortaMac
$299 retail; MacUPS
$34.95 retail; MacPortSwitch, two-device switch
$59.95 retail; MacPortSwitch, four-device switch
$52.95 retail; Mac+PortSwitch, two-device switch for
Macintosh Plus
Infotek, Inc.; 56 Camille; E. Patchogue, NY 11772;
516-289-9682
Kensington Macce=ries
Accessories
The Maccessories Tilt/Swivel raises a Macintosh
2 inches. It lets users swivel the Mac up to I00
degrees and tilt it up to 16 degrees to the viewing
angle most convenient. The Maccessories SE AntiGlare Filter reduces glare by 96 percent, protects.
against radiation and dissipates static. A variety of

anti-glare filters for large monitors are also available.
The MasterPiece 400 and MasterPiece Mac II
combine several convenient functions into one
accessory: surge suppression, line noise filtering and
static protection. They organize power with special
computer outlets and a separate power switch for each
outlet.
The Mouseway provides a safe, quick-rolling
surface for the mouse. The Mouse Pocket provides
safe storage for the mouse and attaches to the side of
the Mac with adhesive strips that are included. Dust
Covers are anti-static and are available for all
Macintosh computers and printers.
Printer Muffler 80 and 132 reduce noise by 75 to
85 percent. They are intended for use with dot matrix
printers. Printer Muffler 80 and 132 Stands raise the
Printer Muffler 4 inches so paper can be stored
underneath. The Universal Printer Stand is made of
metal and fits all popular dot matrix printers, short or
wide carriage. It raises the printer 1.5 inches in front
and 4.5 inches in back for easy monitoring and paper
storage underneath.
Universal Copy Stand and SideClip relieve neck
and eye strain by placing copy directly in the line of
vision. They attach to either side of any monitor with
the adhesive included. The Macintosh Stand lets users
stand the Mac Ilcx or llci CPU vertically alongside
the desk. Made of aluminum for sturdy support, it
leaves 2 inches of airspace between the Mac and the
floor for proper ventilation. The Macintosh Hex
Monitor Stand is a sturdy steel stand that lets users put
a large screen moni.tor on top of the Mac Ilcx. It
supports all popular large screen displays, can hold up
to l00 pounds and raises the screen 6.5 inches to a
comfortable eye level.
The Keyboard Slideaway extends a user's work
space forward by 8 inches to give a user plenty of
room for the keyboard. It protects the keyb.oard from
dust and spills and sl ides away easily and
conveniently under a computer when not in use.
The Maccessories SuperBase raises a Mac 6
inches to a comfortable eye level. Its convenient
tilt/swivel lets a user tilt a Mac up to 17 degrees and
swivel it up to 360 degrees for a comfortable custom
fit. It has a handy shelf for a second drive and plenty
of room under the shelf for notes or manuals. The
SuperBase fits a Macintosh, Plus and SE.
$49.95 retail; Macintosh SE Anti-Glare Filter (beige
or platinum)
$99.95 to $199.95 retail; Large Screen Anti-Glare
Filters
$34.95 retail; Maccessories Tilt/Swivel
$79.95 retail; Macintosh Hex Monitor Stand
$99.95 each retail; MasterPiece 400, Macintosh n
Monitor Stand
$9 .95 each retail; Mouseway, Mouse Pocket, Mouse
PocketADB
$24.95 retail; Universal Printer Stand
$13.75 retail; Dust Covers
$69.95 retail; Printer Muffler 80 (fits Image Writer I
and II)
·
$89.95 retail; Printer Muffler 132 (fits wide carriage
ImageWriter)
$6.95 retail; Kensington SideClip
$34.95 retail; New Maccessories Tilt/Swivel
$29.95 each retail; Printer Muffler Stand, Universal
Copy Stand, Macintosh II Stand
$49.95 each retail; Keyboard Slideaway, Maccessories
SuperBase
Kensington Microware, Ltd.; 25 1 Park Ave. S; New
York, NY 10010; 212-475-5200 or 800-535-4242
Keyboard Calculator
Solar-powered calculator
The solar-powered Keyboard Calculator mounts
unobtrusively on any keyboard. It lets users perform a
variety of calculation functions without interrupting
the program curr~ntly running on the computer. It
features an easy reading eight-character LCD with
floating decimal point.
$9.95 retail
Curtis Manufacturing Co., Inc.; 30 Fitzgerald Dr.;
Jaffrey, NH 03452; 603-532-4123

KeySeais
Protects keyboard from spills, dust, etc.
KeySeals are designed to protect keyboards from
spills, dust, etc., with a waterproof seal. The seal
remains securely in place during operation and is
designed to "form-fit" the exact contours of the
keyboard. It protects capitol equipment, eliminates
down time for maintenance and costly cleaning and
resists abrasion, tearing and cracking.
$24.95 retail
Crosby Creations; E. 124 _Sinto Ave.; Spokane,
WA 99202; 509-458-2712 or 800-842-8445
Label Once
_Disk labels
The labels are made from two layers of an
extremely durable, micro-thin plastic. The base layer
is printed with typical label guidelines or,
alternatively, with "check-box" categories that can
provide structure to disk filing systems; it is
overlaminated with a durable, thin, clear plastic that
can be erased indefinitely. The label pen for writing is
a permanent, non-smear type marker that can actually,
subsequently be erased with the special white vinyl
eraser or wiped off with a few drops of alcohol on a
cotton pad. Users benefit from LabelOnce by never
having tci replace labels.
$4.95 retail; 25 labels (MBR25)
$13.95 retail; 50 labels, pen, eraser (MBK50)
$18.95 retail; 50 labels, pen, eraser, color coding
stickers, 2 ounce squeeze bottle of alcohol, cottons
pads, storage container (MTK50)
Multicomp, Inc.; PO Box 2761; Abilene, TX 79604;
915-676-0844 or 800-541-4351
Laptop Workstation
Portable workstation
When closed, the Laptop Workstation fits into
any briefcase, carry-on bag or under a user 's arm.
When opened, the unique universal design holds all
laptop computers, up to four 3.5-inch diskettes,
writing instruments and hard copy. An adjustable
height bar with non-slip pad provides optimum
viewing comfort and all parts are interchangable for
right- or left-hand use.
Call for pricing
Curtis Manufacturing Co., Inc.; 30 Fitzgerald Dr.;
Jaffrey, NH 03452; 603-532-4 123
Laser Forms
Color forms and labels
Laser Forms are color forms and labels for laser
printers. Forms may be personalized with company
name and logo in color, or just scanned and printed by
the laser printer. Most forms come in packages of l00
sheets, but larger quantities may be special ordered.
Custom imprinting is available for a small additional
fee. Available are: mailing/shipping labels, multipart
checks, color-coded file labels, diskette labels with
revision labels, multipurpose business forms ,
multipurpose forms with perforated return and more.
Call for pricing
Prism Enterprises, Inc.; 14703-E Baltimore Ave., Ste.
248; Laurel, MD 20707; 301 -604-6611
Laser Paper Sample Kit
Paper options for laser printers
The Laser Paper Sample Kit features a
professional report on 49 papers and 70 sample sheets
and has been specially designed to assist owners of the
2 million laser printers currently in use nationwide.
The professional report offers detailed
information on dozens of available papers, including
ratings on brightness and opacity, prices, sources and
ordering information. The report also includes a
comparison of copy papers and laser paper8 and
guidelines for selecting appropriate papers for laser
printers, as well as which papers to avoid. Samples of
14 different types of laser papers - a total of 70
sheets in all - provide users the opportunity to "test
drive" specific papers in their own printers.
$21.95 retail
Portico Press; PO Box 190; New Paltz, NY 12561;
914-255-7165
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LaserColor
Adds brilliant, metallic color to laser printer or drytoner desktop copier output
LaserColor is an easy-to-use, affordable plastic
film product that feeds into the manual feed tray of a
laser printer or dry-toner desktop copier and transfers
spot color onto normal black and white documents,
instantly and permanently.
The LaserColor StartPack includes one S.5 by I!inch sheet of metallic color (gold, silver, red, blue,
green, violet and turquoise}, complete instructions and
ideas.
$19.95 retail; dealer inquiries welcome
Minds In Motion, Inc.; 14260 Garden Rd., Ste. 30B;
Poway, CA 92064; 619-74S-5003
LaserEdge
High-resolution laser paper and transparencies
LaserEdge is a complete proofing solution for
plain-paper laser printer users who output original art,
presentation art, copy-fining and overhead projection
images.
CG Graphic Arts Supply offers HR-IO, lfR-20
and HR-30 for presentation proofing. HR-50 and HR60RC are designed for original art. HR-70 and HR-SO
are used as an image positioning transparency or
media for overhead projection.
$1S to $30 retail; Laser Paper (250 sheets)
$46 to $56 retail; Laser Transparencies (I 00 sheets)
CG Graphic Arts Supply, Inc.; 4Sl Washington St.;
New York, NY 10013; 212-925-5332 or
S00-342-5S5S
LaserKleen
Cleahing and maintenance kit for all types of laser
printers
LaserKleen is a comprehensive cleaning and
maintenance kit for all types of laser printers. The
system uses a specially formulated, non-corrosive
cleaning solution (CS-S5) that effectively cleans
transfer guides, corona wires and paper feed guides
when used with the 20 flexible, double-ended cleaning
wands. PerfectDuster, an inert gas, is used to clean the
paper dust and toner residue from the cabinet and
paper trays. Case & Cabinet Cleaner is included for
use with 50 non-residual wipes. Also included are
25 gloves.
$39.95 retail
PerfectData Corp.; l S25 Surveyor Ave.; Simi Valley,
CA 93063; S05-5S l-4000
Laserstation
Holds printer, supplies and paper
The Laserstation is a 30-inch stand that has four
shelves to hold a laser printer, supplies and a large
supply of paper on a 9-inch high bottom shelf. It is
constructed of high-impact beige styrene with a steel
support bar to hold printers up to SO pounds. It also
includes a font storage tray.
$199.95 retail
Microcomputer Accessories; 5405 Jandy Pl.; Los
Angeles, CA 90066; 213-301 -9400
Le Inker
Universal model for re-inking most fabric ribbons
Le Inker is a motor-driven inker for used fabric
ribbons. Available in black, red, blue, brown, and
green ink.
$54.95 retail
Ben Torres Ribbon & Toner Co.; 590 E. Industrial
Rd., #15; San Bernardino, CA 9240S; 714-796-5559
Mac Arm
Macintosh monitor arm
The Mac Arm raises a monitor off a user's desk
for comfortable viewing. Users can swing it into reach
when needed. Manufactured from solid steel, the arm
rotates on smooth bearings that are precision
machined to within 3/1 ,000th of an inch. The arm and
platform rotate a full 360 degrees. The platform
measures 12 by 12 inches and supports a Mac SE or II
color display (up to 35 pounds). It fits any desk that is
I to 2-inches thick with a 2.5-inch overhang. It is

available in black.
$ll9 retail
Agio Designs; 1400 NW Compton Dr.; Beaverton,
OR 97006; 503-690-1400
Mac Clean Air
Cooling system
Mac Clean Air is a cooling system with a built-in
fan that pulls cool air through a dust filter and then
distributes most of this air over the power supply
board. An air guide controls the air flow.
The fan is low-speed, low-noise with true
air/foil/contoured impeller blades. These blades
deliver the maximum amount of air, while creating an
acoustical disturbance.
The dust filter eliminates dust collection on the
drive shaft and other sensitive parts of the disk drives.
Replacement filters are available.
$130 retail; includes installation, parts, labor
Custom Computer Co.; 360 I Parkview Ln .. Ste. 1-C;
Irvine, CA 92715; 714-7S6-341S
Mac Hummingbird
Piezoelectric cooling system
Mac Hummingbird is a piezoelectric device that
reinforces the convection cooling of a Macintosh and
counteracts the build up of hot spots.
$100 retail; includes installation, parts, labor
$90 retail; do-it-yourself kit
Custom Computer Co.; 360 I Parkview Ln., Ste. 1-C;
Irvine, CA 92715; 714-7S6-341S
Mac II CPU Stand And Cable Extension Kits
CPU stand and cable extension kits for Macintosh II
Mac II CPU Stand and Cable Extension Kits are
stands that allow users to place their Macintosh II
computers in the most convenient location and clear
desk space.
The CPU stand allows the computer to stand on
the floor. It is made of cast aluminum and measures
I0.5 inches wide at the base. The platinum color
matches the Macintosh and raises it 2 inches above the
floor for ventilation.
The Monitor Extension Kit includes a 6-foot
power cord extension an a 6-foot data cable extension.
Used in conjunction with existing cables, the monitor
may be placed up to S feet away from the Mac II
CPU. The Keyboard Cable is 7 feet long, more than 4
feet longer than the standard cable.
$29.95 retail; CPU Stand
$29.95 to 39.95 retail; Cable Extension Kits
Global Computer Supplies; 11 Harbor Park Dr.; Port
Washington, NY 11050; SOO-S45-6225
Mac Inker
Ribbon re-inker
The Mac Inker is a ribbon re-inker that will re-ink
almost any fabric ribbon cartridge and will even ink
and re-ink blank cartridges. Available in black, red,
blue, green, brown, yellow and purple.
The Multicolor Mac Inker is an automatic ribbon
re-inker for multicolor ribbons. It can also re-ink black
or single color cartridges.
$42 to $69 retail; Mac Inker
$SO retail; Multicolor Mac Inker
$40 retail; Multicolor Mac Inker adapter (for existing
Universal Base)
Computer Friends, Inc.; 14250 NW Science Park Dr.;
Portland, OR 97229; 503-626-2291
Mac Light
Desktop Macintosh light
The Mac Light is a desktop light with an
adjustable arm that lets users control the area and
intensity of illumination to match the brightness of
their Mac. This reduces the adjustment a user's eyes
make in moving between the screen and a document.
The Mac Light is U.L. approved and c,lesigned for
Mac users.
$129 retail
Agio Designs; 1400 NW Compton Dr.; Beaverton,
OR 97006; 503-690-1400
MacBags; MacFreight Cases
Carrying cases
MacPak is ideal for students to carry as a back-
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pack. The straps hide in the notebook pocket when not
in use and a hard disk 'pack or PrintPak may be
attached on top. Available in navy, black, gray, wine
or tan.
MacBag is designed to carry all the needs of an
accountant or an engineer while still fining under most
airline seats. Available in navy, black, gray and wine.
Pak and Bag uses anti-static foam and nylon to
protect the open ports of the Macintosh. The second
disk drive, modem and numeric are stored on the
inside while a divider made of foam and industrial
plastic completely covers the screen.
PrintPak employs a sandwich foam system of
high-impact outer foam and industrial plastic
reinforcement to protect against punctures, and a
softer industrial foam inside to give protection to the
printer. Available in navy, black, gray or wine, and in
standard ll-inch or legal 15-inch sizes.
MacCovers come in polyurethane-backed nylon
with anti-static polymers built in. Three-piece and
five-piece sets are available for all computers, printers
and accessories.
Deluxe MacFreighter IIcx is a heavy-duty
shipping case that can be configured so that the
monitor, CPU and keyboard all fit in one case, or can
be put into two cases. Also available are cases for the
Plus, SE and II, as well as LaserWriters and printers.
Made of ABS plastic and framed with steel and
aluminum, the cases are designed for heavy-duty use.
They feature a full key-lock and non-rigid foam to
absorb shock.
Call for pricing
Linebacker; SOO Industry Dr.; Seattle, WA 9SISS;
206-575-l!SO or S00-22S-7042
Maccessories A-B Box
Connects two peripherals to one serial port, or shares
one peripheral between two computers
Maccessories A-B Box lets a user connect two
peripherals to one serial port, or share one peripheral
between two computers. Equipped with mini-DINS
connectors, the A-B Box is compatible with all
Macintoshes. It comes with a 2-foot mini-DINS cable.
$99.95 retail
Kensington Microware, Ltd.; 251 Park Ave. S; New
York, NY 10010; 212-475-5200 or S00-535-4242
MacChimney
Cooling device for Macintosh Plus
MacChimney is a cooling device with no moving
parts. It extends the life of a Macintosh by
significantly reducing its internal operating
temperature without the noise and the often excessive
airflow created by rotary fans.
Rotary fans typically draw too much·air into the
Macintosh, and with it airborne dust that can build up
on sensitive internal components. MacChirnney boosts
airflow 60 percent using only natural principles of free
convection.
MacChimney is made of durable paper-fiber
laminate that is strong, long lasting and stain resistant.
Attractively finished in a color combination of beige
and platinum, it goes well with both old and new
machine colors.
MacChimney is shipped flat and can be easily
assembled without tools in a couple of minutes. It fits
tightly and securely on top of the Macintosh case and
can be moved on or off in seconds. MacChimney
works on the Macintosh Plus and all Macintosh
models except the SE and the II. It also works for
computers with add-on memory boards.
$17.95 retail
Silicon Comforts; 2560 Bancroft Way, Ste. 117;
Berkeley, CA 94720; 415-65S-9543 or SOO-S32-3201
(Programs Plus)
MacDriveRac
Wire-frame rack for holding external drive on side of
Macintosh (adjustable width)
The MacDriveRac is a welded-metal rack for
holding the external disk drive on the right side of the
Macintosh.
$15.95 retail
Weber & Sons, Inc.; PO Box 104-PR; Adelphia,
NJ 07710; 20l-43l-112S or S00-225-0044

Accessories
Machouse Workstation
Housing for Macintosh, printer, paper and peripherals
Machouse Workstation is a plastic housing that
fits around the Macintosh computer saving space and
clutter. It has adjustable shelves on each side to
accommodate a mouse, disk drive, software and
manuals. A plexiglass platform on top holds a 12- or
15-inch ImageWriter or similar printer. Paper feeds
from a shelf below the printer and cables are routed to
avoid tangles. Machouse matches the Macintosh's
platinum color.
$99.95 retail
Global Computer Supplies; 11 Harbor Park Dr.; Port
Washington, NY 11050; 800-845-6225
Macintosh II Monitor Cable Extension Kit
6-foot power extension cord for a monitor's power
and a 6-foot video signal extension cable for a
monitor's data
The Macintosh II Monitor Cable Extension Kit
contains a 6-foot power extension cord for a monitor's
power and a 6-foot video signal extension cable for a
monitor 's data. By adding these extensions to existing
Macintosh II monitor cables, a user is able to position
a monitor as far as 8 feet from a Macintosh II CPU.
$49.95 retail
Kensington Microware, Ltd.; 25 l Park Ave. S; New
York, NY 10010; 212-475-5200 or 800-535-4242
Macintosh II Video Replacement Cable
6-foot video replacement cable
Macintosh l/, llcx, llci.
The 6-foot Mac II Video Replacement Cable
gives users the additional cable length needed to
position a Mac II, IIcx or Ilci monitor up to 6 feet
away from the CPU.
$45 retail
Ergotron, Inc.; 3450 Yankee Dr., Ste. I00; Eagan,
MN 55121; 612-452-8135 or 800-888-8458
Macintosh Ilcx/Ilci Carrying Case
Carrying case
The Macintosh IIcx/Ilci Carrying Case features
padded pouches to store the mouse and other
accessories above the CPU. A zippered sleeve
accommodates an extended keyboard. The case even
includes a cord keeper and paper pocket for added
organization. In addition, each case offers heavy-duty,
self-healing nylon coil zippers for easy access.
Exclusive to the case is a revolutionary flamelaminated foam lining material that gives the interior a
jet-age feel and performance. In the outside walls,
closed-cell foam is sandwiched between the hightenacity Cordura nylon exterior and foam-laminated
lining to assure protection against bumps and jarring.
Other features include full-length handles, a smooth
leather grip and a non-slip pad that keeps the extrawide, adjustable shoulder strap comfortably and
securely in place. A companion case for the Apple
RGB monitor is also available.
$85 retail
West Ridge Designs, Inc.; 1236 NW Flanders;
Portland, OR 97209; 503-248-0053 or 800-548-0053

Macintosh Power/Video Replacement Cable Set
6-foot power and video replacement cables
Macintosh II.
The Macintosh Power/Video Replacement Cable
Set gives users the additional cable length needed to
position the monitor and keyboard up to 6 feet away
from the Macintosh. The Power and Video Signal
Cable set contains a 6-foot power cable and a 6-foot
video signal cable.
$60 retail
Ergotron, Inc.; 3450 Yankee Dr., Ste. I00; Eagan,
MN 55121; 612-452-8135 or 800-888-8458
Macintosh Valet
Suspends computer system above desktops
Constructed in steel and finished in beige, the
Macintosh Valet provides a flexible, rotating arm that
holds a Macintosh, mouse, disk drive and keyboard
approximately 6 to 8 inches off a desktop, creating a
completely clear workspace underneath.
A rotating base clamp attaches to desks with
overhangs of at least I-inch wide and up to 2.5-inches
thick. The Valet's platform rotates 90 degrees to both
the left and right and its arm extends to a 36-inch
radius and neatly conceals all cables.
$159.95 to $199.95 retail
Microcomputer Accessories; 5405 Jandy Pl.; Los
Angeles, CA 90066; 213-30 1-9400
MacLift
Raises front of Maciniosh Plus, SE or SE/30 up to 2
inches towards a user's eyes; platinum color
· MacLift is a plastic wedge-shaped product
designed to compliment the Macintosh Plus, SE or
SE/30 computers. MacLift raises the screen up to 2
inches toward a user's eyes to relieve neck and eye
stress caused by' the low angle of the screen.
MacLift comes in Apple platinum or beige. It also
fits with the computer in Macintosh travel bags.
$12.95 retail
Cordry-Berg Enterprises; 134 Ave. Pelayo, #2; San
Clemente, CA 92672; 714-361-2557
MacLuggage
Carry cases; carts
MacLuggage features 1/2-inch high-'clensity foam
padding, all metal hardware and 1000 Denier DuPont
Cordura nylon to provide any Macintosh with
maximum protection. Two-inch stiff nylon webbing is
cross and box stitched at the stress points for extra
security.
$89.95 to $149.95 retail; Macinware
$79 .95 retail; lmageware
$129.95 retail; Monitorware
$79 .95 retail; HDware
$9.95 retail; ImageWriter Ribbons (nine different
colors)
$13.95 retail; ImageWriter II four-color ribbons
$89.95 retail; LTware
$79.95 retail; Printerware
$395 retail; MacShipper
$59.95 to $79.95 retail; Mac Wheels
1/0 Design, Inc.; PO Box 156; Exton, PA 19341;
215-524-7277 or 800-241-2122

Macintosh Keyboard Replacement Cable
Cables
The Macintosh Keyboard Replacement Cable is a
6-inch keyboard cable.
$30 retail
Ergotron, Inc.; 3450 Yankee Dr., Ste. 100; Eagan,
MN 55121 ; 612-452-8135 or 800-888-8458

MacOpen
Toolkit
Any Macintosh, except II.
MacOpen includes a Torxx wrench and casepopper constructed as a single tool out of heavy-duty
metal
$19.95 retail
Total Systems; 99 W. 10th Ave., Ste. 333; Eugene,
OR 97401 ; 503-345-7395 or 800-874-2288

Macintosh Power Replacement Cable
6-foot p<iwer replacement cable
Any Macintosh.
The Power Replacement Cable gives users the
additional cable length needed to position a Macintosh
up to 6-feet away from the power outlet.
$15 retail
Ergotron, Inc.; 3450 Yankee Dr., Ste. 100; Eagan,
MN 55121 ; 612-452-8135 or 800-888-8458

MacOpener
Tool to open Macintosh case; Torx driver at one end,
opener at the other; one-piece construction; lifetime
guarantee
MacOpener is a tool designed to open a
Macintosh case. It is designed for users who are
planning to add memory, a hard drive, a SCSI adapter,
a big screen, etc., or to adjust screen size or powersupply output.

It features one piece construction, a unique
foolproof design, close-tolerance construction and no
moving parts.
$19.95 retail
Central Products Corp.; PO Box 980305; Houston,
TX 77098; 713-529-1080
MacPack
Microcomputer maintenance kit
MacPack Microcomputer Maintenance Kit
provides everything needed to keep a microcomputer
working properly. The kit is available for computers
using the 3.5-inch or the 5.25-inch disk drives.
MacPack includes a disk drive head cleaning diskette,
a four ounce bottle of CS-85 head cleaning solution, a
four ounce bottle of anti-static spray, 25 non-residual
wipes, 50 lint-free cloths, IO flexible cleaning wands
and a type element cleaning brush. There is also a
micro maintenance instruction manual.
$34.95 retail
PerfectData Corp.; 1825 Surveyor Ave.; Simi Valley,
CA 93063; 805-581-4000
MacTilt
Ergonomic tilt/swivel Macintosh pedestal base
By raising a Macintosh 4-inches and providing a
3 degree tilt and a 360 degree rotation, MacTilt
provides the increased height to bring a Macintosh up
to eye level and the flexibility necessary to reduce
glare and to ease eye, neck and back strain. It is
available in platinum or beige. Models are available
for the Macintosh Plus, SE and SE/30.
$99.95 each retail
Ergotron, Inc.; 3450 Yankee Dr., Ste. 100; Eagan,
MN 55121 ; 612-452-8135 or 800-888-8458
MacTilt For Mac.II & Large Screens
Elevates, tilts and rotates Macintosh II and largescreen displays
MacTilt elevates a Macihtosh II or large screen
display 4 inches, provides a full 30 degree tilt and a
full 360 degree rotation. Models are available for the
Apple 12- and 13-inch monitors, Apple Portrait
Monitor, Radius Full Page and Two Page Displays,
MegaScreen, StretchScreen, SuperMac Monochrome,
The Big Picture and LaserView. Call for other models.
$99.95 to $109.95 retail
Ergotron, Inc.; 3450 Yankee Dr., Ste. 100; Eagan,
MN 55121; 612-452-8135 or 800-888-8458
Maxi Screen Enlarger
Magnifies up to two times the original
Maxi Screen Enlarger attaches to the sides of the
Macintosh with Velcro straps. Users adjust the lens by
positioning the straps as necessary until a suitable full
screen view is obtained. It will magnify up to two
times the original.
$19.95 retail
Engineering Consulting; 583 Candlewood St.; Brea,
CA 92621 ; 714-671-2009
MD 40/MD 80/MD 120
Diskette filing trays
The MD 40 is a single row filing system, which
uses a Unique snap-lock design that forms a handle.
Each is supplied with dividers, color index tabs and a
diskette writer pen. It holds 40 diskettes.
The MD 80 is a double row filing system, which
has a key-locking lid with two keys that forms a ·
handle. Each is supplied with dividers, color index
tabs and a diskette writer pen. It holds 80 diskettes.
$15 retail; MD 40
$29 retail; MD 80
$39 retail; MD 120
ABA Systems/USA, Inc.; 1650 Elm Hill Pike, Ste. 2;
Nashville, TN 37210; 615-871-9903 or 800-343-9903
MediaMate; DiskBank
Diskette storage and filing system
MediaMate 3 is a diskette storage and filing
system with sturdy construction for stacking the units.
It holds 30 3.5-inch diskettes and a self-locking cover
includes a built-in handle.
DiskBank's modular design allows users to
interlock and stack any number of diskettes according
to the constraints of the workspace. It will convert
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from a horizontal to a vertical file and holds l 0 3.5inch diskettes.
$11.95 retail; MediaMate 3
$14.95 retail; MediaMate 3+
$3.95 retail; DiskBank 3
$9 .95 retail; DiskBank System 3
Amaray International Corp.; 14935 NE 95th St.;
Redmond, WA 98052; 206-881-1000
MicroClene And FloppiClene
CRT, workstation, mouse, printer, keyboard and
floppy disk drive head cleaners
The MicroClene CRT/Workstation Kit is used to
maintain any type of CRT, terminal, word processor,
micrographic or computer workstation. The kit
includes anti-static CRT Screen cleaning wipes, an
anti-static housing cleaner and two different types of
static-free, lint-free wipes.
The MicroClene Mouse/Printer/Keyboard
Cleaning Kit can be used to maintain any printer and
all types of keyboards, from computer terminals to
workstations and typewriters. The kit includes lintfree, static-free wipes, MicroSol Cleaning Solvent,
presaturated cleaning pads and implements to clean
hard-to-reach areas.
FloppiClene uses a wet/dry approach to cleaning a
disk drive. The kit includes a non-drip aerosol
cleaning solution, a reusable disk envelope, 20
disposable cleaning disks (3.5-inch kit includes 10),
two anti-static CRT-screen wipes and two lint-free
wipes for drying off the video monitor.
$24.95 retail; MicroClene CRT/Workstation Cleaning
Kit
$24.95 retail; MicroClene Mouse/Printer/Keyboard
Cleaning Kit
$34.95 retail; FloppiClene Floppy Disk Drive Head
Cleaner
'
Tech-Sa-Port; PO Box 5295; Pittsburgh, PA 15206;
412-661-2629
Microcomputer Accessories
Tuck-away mouse pad, disk storage, keyboard
drawers, CPU stands, keyboard cover, copy holder
The MouseDeck mounts to the left or right side of
most Microcomputer Accessories' keyboard drawers
and extends out on a grooved slide when needed for
mouse maneuvering. It slides back inside the drawer
unit, over the keyboard, for fully self-contl\ineq
storage. The 8- by 9.5-inch pad surface is fabriccoated textured rubber. Miscellaneous supply
compartments are included.
The Rolltop Disk File is a classically styled disk
file witli a space-saving rolltop enclosure. It holds 55
3.5-inch disks. Six dividers and color-coded labels are
included. It features an oak wood-grain top and a
beige plastic body.
The SuperDrawer is a plastic keyboard drawer
that cantilevers out from a steel enclosure and
transforms a credenza or typewriter return into a 12inch-deep keying platform. The drawer extends on
ball bearing slides and locks in an open position. It
holds the CPU and monitor on top and features a 2inch wrist rest.
The Super Underdesk Drawer is a cantilever
plastic drawer that mounts under a table or desk. It is
attached via ball bearing slides and locks in an open
position. It provides three height adjustments aild
holds the keyboard and mouse.
The SuperBase CPU Stand vertically positions a
Macintosh CPU next to a workstation on a 9-inchhigb clamping pedestal. An outlet box, surge protector
or excess cables can be stored below in a
compartment. Removable panels feature snap-off tabs
. for cable routing. Cable ties are included.
The Vertical CPU Stand allows users to vertically
position a Macintosh CPU alongside or under a desk
in a floor-height stand. The unit adjusts from 3.75 to
6.35 inche~. It is constructed of sturdy aluminum with
a heavy felt pad lining to protect the CPU.
The Universal Keyboard Cover shields a wide
variety of keyboards against dust and dirt. It was
designed to fit entirely over a keyboard, rather than
just the keypad area.

The Easy Vue Easel provides an ideal viewing
angle for copy and heavy manuals. Molded of smoked
bronze acrylic, it will hold an 8.5- by I I-inch threering binder on its I-inch deep copy support ledge.
The 30+4 Locking Disk File provides storage for
30 3.5-inch disks and has a tier designed storage
picket in front for instant access to up to four in-use
disks.
$26.95 retail; MouseDeck
$28.95 to $32.95 retail; Rolltop Disk File
$99.95 to $119.95 retail; SuperDrawer
$63.95 retail; Super Underdesk Drawer
$58.95 retail; SuperBase CPU Stand
$52.95 retail; Vertical CPU Stand
$15.95 retail; Universal Keyboard Cover
$23.95 retail; Easy Vue Easel
$13.95 retail; 30+4 Locking Disk File
Microcomputer Accessories; 5405 Jandy Pl.; Los
Angeles, CA 90066; 213-301-9400
MicroStore Accessories
Disk holders; mouse pacj with Teflon mouse feet
The Disk-Book line comprises three nylon disk
storage units: Disk Book 32 holds 32 disks; Disk
Book Plus holds l 6 disks and has three pockets for
documentation, note pads, calendars, etc.; and Disk
Book lO holds lO dis.ks.
The Traveller line comprises disk holders that
carry 3.5-inch disks. They are slim, compact travelling
companions and fit easily into a coat pocket, purse or
computer luggage.
FastPad/fef-Glides is a mouse pad and Teflon
mouse feet.
The Picture Pad is a mouse pad with either stock
or customer-supplied print.
·
The View Pad is a mouse pad that has a lifting
cover. Users can slip items between the cover sheet
and pad to view while working.
$13.98 to $34.95 retail; Disk-Book 32
$15. l 8 to $37 .95 retail; Disk-Book Plus
$7.58 to $18.95 retail; Disk-Book lO
$5.93 to $16.95 retail; Traveller 12
$4.53 to $ l 2.95 retail; Traveller 8
$3. l 3 to $8.95 retail; Traveller 4
$3.89 to $12.95 retail; Fast-Pad
$5.69 to $18.95 retail; View Pad
$5.69 to $18.95 retail; Picture Pad
68 cents to $1.95 retail; Tef-Glides
Call for pricing; Combo Pak (houses 3.5-inch disks)
MicroStore, Inc.; PO Box 33; Le Sueur, MN 56058;
612-665-3284 or 800-962-8885

$18.95 retail
Precision Line, Inc.; 14505 21st Ave. N, Ste. 206;
Minneapolis, MN 55447; 612-475-3550 or
800-328-0077
Mouse Ease View Pad
Mouse pad
The Mouse Ease View Pad is an 8.5- by 11 -inch
mouse pad designed with a clear polymer flip-up
surface to slip notes and messages under. It has the
same mouse control properties as the Fast Pad and
comes in three popular colors. It can also be.custom
imprinted.
$12.95 retail
Precision Line, Inc.; 14505 21st Ave. N, Ste. 206;
Minneapolis, MN 55447; 612-475-3550 or
800-328-0077
Mouse Ease; Fast Pad
Mouse pads
Mouse Ease is a mouse pad that can be imprinted
with a company logo and phone number. It is
available in 8 inches by 7.5 inches, 8 inches by 9.5
inches and 8.5 inches by 1l inches.
Fast Pad is made of Polymer (a Teflon-like ·
material) rather than conventional cloth. It is available
in four colors and can be imprinted with a company
logo and phone number.
$7.95 to $11.95 retail; Mouse Ease
$14.95 retail; Fast Pad
Precision Line, Inc.; 14505 21st Ave. N, Ste. 206;
Minneapolis, MN 55447; 612-475-3550 or
800-328-0077
Mouse House
Holds Macintosh and printer
The Mouse House accommodates a Macintosh
and printer and features a 47-inch-wide by 11-inchdeep fold-down work surface that provides room for
the keyboard, copy and mouse. When closed, the
Mouse House is only 21.5 inches deep.
The printer rests on its own platform. Paper feeds
from below, and printouts exit through rear panel slots
or to a full-width storage shelf underneath.
$495 retail
Global Computer Supplies; I l Harbor Park Dr.; Port
Washington, NY 11050; 800-845-6225
Mouse Mover
Snap-on mouse accessory with 90 ball bearings that
allows mice through Macintosh Plus to move quickly
without hesitation
Mouse Mover snaps onto the bottom of tired,
worri-out mice. Its 90 ball bearings let the mouse ride
and glide smoothly without sticking, grabbing or
hesitating.
$19.95 retail
Magnum Software; 21115 Devonshire St., Ste. 337;
Chatsworth, CA 91311 ; 818-700-0510

Modular Workcenter System
Support station
Ring King provides the building blocks to design
a support station suited to a user's needs and
equipment. All modular components are constructed
of 5/8-inch thick laminate board for durability. When
stacked, units are secured with durable steel pins.
Whatever configuration is chosen, these sturdy units
will support office equipmeQt weighing up to 50
pounds.
·
The Base Module features a pull-out printer shelf
for easy access, automatic paper refold and casters for
mobility. The Printer Module provides a solid support
surface for copiers, laser printers, fax and other office
machines. When the Keyboard Module is combined
with Printer and Base Modules, the CPU and monitor
are raised to a standard working height of 30.5 inches.
The Keyboard Module also accepts Ring King's
optional drawers and dropleaf.
Call for pricing
Ring King Visibles, Inc.; 2210 Second Ave.;
Muscatine, IA 52761; 319-263-8144 or
800-553-9647

Mouse Pads From Computer Expressions
Customized with company logos or school seals
Computer Expressions employs a photographic
process for penetration of ink into the pad. This avoids
ink cracking or interfering with the mouse.
The natural rubber pads measure 9.25 inches by 8
inches and are three-eighths of an inch thick. They are
available in light gray, tan, red, blue and gold.
$8.50each; with logo, 12 pieces (quantity discounts
available)
$10 retail; Macintosh Quick Reference Pad
$2 additional retail; Hard-Surface Turbo Pad
Computer Expressions; 3833 Chestnut St.;
Philadelphia, PA 19104; 215-222-4400 or
800-443-8278

Mouse Ease Picture Pad, Print Pad And
Calendar Pad
Mouse pad
The ~ouse Ease Picture Pad, Print Pad and
Calendar Pad are mouse pads for the Macintosh.
Picture Pads come in an array of serene landscape
scenes, "marble" and "granite" and playful, colorful
prints. The company will also customize Picture Pads
with a user 's own print, wallpaper sample, letterhead,
company logo, calendar, etc.

Mouse Tune-Up
Mouse cleaning kit; self-adhesive Teflon pads for
mice
The RealClean mouse cleaning kit includes the
RealClean tool, mouse cleaning solution and nonconquctive tweezers. The tool, when pl~ced inside the
mouse cavity, simultaneously advances and scrubs
internal mouse rollers clean.
MouseEase are self-adhesive Teflon buttons for
the bottom of a mouse. They repair worn mouse feet
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and give a smoother glide on almost any surface.
$2.95 retail; MouseEase (Teflon pads for 5 l 2K/Plus
mice)
$14.95 retail; RealClean (mouse cleaning kit for all
Apple mice)
Tacklind Design, Inc.; 250 Cowper St.; Palo Alto,
CA 94301; 415-322-2257
Mouse-Hide
Lea!fier mouse pad
The Mouse-Hide is a genuine leather mouse pad
that gives a mouse a more natural glide. Designed to
last for years, it won't wear out with normal use.
Each pad is individually die cut to ensure a
smooth flawless surface. It has a rubber back to
prevent slipping and static electricity.
$14.95 retail; several colors available
Pilot Enterprises, Inc.; 5699 Kanan Rd. ; Agoura Hills,
CA 91301 ; 818-706-1818
MouseArtist
Tracing tablet
The MouseArtist is an abrasion-resistant acrylic
board with stainless-steel rods and linear ball bushings
that allows users to accurately trace existing graphics
and artwork.
$89 retail
Village Computer Resources; PO Box 155;
Lakewood, CA 90714; 213-421-3412
MouseCat
Mouse holder
The MouseCat is a mouse device holder that
looks like a kitten and holds the mouse in its lap,
wrapping its front paws around the mouse. It comes in
either light gray or white with green eyes, a curling.
tail and pink ears, nose and paws. It attaches to the
computer monitor or other flat surface with a Velcrotype fastener.
$6.95 retail
H&H Enterprises; 4070 Vanessa Dr.; Las Vegas,
NV 89103; 702-876-6292
MouseDuster
Lint remover for mouse, keyboard, printer and various
hard-to-reach nooks and crannies in and around the
computer
Max, the MouseDuster, is a washable, cat-shaped
(squishy polymer) cleaning device that can be used to
remove dirt and lint from a mouse's plastic dial, ball
and from inside the mouse case. It can also be used on
the computer keyboard and various hard-to-reach
nooks and crannies of the computer printer.
$6 retail
Applied Elastomerics, Inc.; 1336 Oddstad Blvd.;
Pacifica, CA 94044; 415-355-0177
MousePoint
Aids users in making drawings and replications
MousePoint is used as a reference point for
tracing maps or any other flat object that is available
for simple duplication. It firmly attaches to the base of
the mouse with one of the mouse housing screws.
$6.95 retail
TJ Enterprises; PO Box 25686; Greenville,
SC 29616; 803-297-9780
MousePouch
Vmyl suede pocket for storing disks, labels, pens,

pencils, mouse, etc.
MousePouch is a vinyl suede pocket that attaches
to the side of a monitor, or any other surface, with
Velcro. It can be used for storing up to eight 3.5-inch
disks, disk labels, pens, pencils and, of course, the
mouse. It is available in light gray with silver trim and
natural with gold trim.
$5.95 retail
H&H Enterprises; 4070 Vanessa Dr.; Las Vegas,
NV 89 l03; 702-876-6292
MouseTracer
Tracing table and I: I pantograph
The MouseTracer, which allows users to trace

existing artwork and graphics, works like a I: I
drafting board pantograph. The drawing aid is
mounted on a 12 by 12-inch birch board for
convenient use. MouseTracer itself is constructed of
heavy gauge, anodized metal for holding the mouse. It
comes fully assembled and ready to use, and works
with all mouse-controlled graphics packages. A sevenpage instruction manual and more than 20 ready-totrace, copyright-free drawings are included.
$34.95 retail
Brimark Innovations; 20736 Gault St.; Canoga Park,
CA 91306; 818-993-3902
Mousetrap
Copy stand; storage space
The Mousetrap is designed to keep a mouse in an
enclosed, yet accessible area, so that users won 't have
to dig through papers, books, disks, etc. that pile up
around computers. The Mousetrap
includes a storage area and a swivel stand. The base is
designed with room for the hand to maneuver the
controls, and the Mousetrap fits all mousepads. The
built-in storage space provides room for disks,
notepads, pens, pencils and even small-format
software manuals or reference guides. The swivel
stand adjusts to any angle or position and can even
handle heavy books and binders.
$39.95 retail
Gered Corp.; 2401 NE Cornell Rd., Ste. 125;
Hillsboro, OR 97124; 800-852-8727

$23.95 retail; NoLabelSystem TF-100 tractor-feed
inserts (call for free sample)
Weber & Sons, Inc.; PO Box 104-PR; Adelphia,
NJ 07710; 20 1-43 1-1 128 or 800-225-0044
NoRad Shield
Radiation/glare shield
The NoRad Shield is designed to protect
computer operators from the non-ionizing
electromagnetic radiation that is emitted through the
front of computer displays and terminals. The NoRad
Shield blocks 60 decibels, 99.99 percent of the
electromagnetic radiation released from commercially
available video display terminals. It also eliminates
static electricity.
The NoRad Shield has a light-absorbing, black
matte surface that stops room light from being
reflected into a user's eyes, eliminating glare and eye
strain. It is available in sizes to fit all Macintosh
monitors.
$129 to $139 retail
NoRad Corp.; 1549 11th St.; Santa Monica,
CA 90401; 213-395-0800 or 800-262-3260
Nybils
Cute, cuddly, genuine mouse costume for Mac mice
Nybils is a cute, cuddly stuffed mouse that fits
over the computer mouse. It includes an adjustable
Velcro strap and non-slip rubber pads.
$12.95 retail
Foresight Designs; PO Box 70; Southeastern,
PA 19399; 215-647-8534

Mousetrap II
Keeps the mouse in an enclosed, yet accessible area;
copy stand
The Mousetrap II serves almost the same function
as the Mousetrap. The Mousetrap II is slightly smaller
in size - the base is 11 inches wide by 9 inches deep
and stands 3.5 inches high. It also comes without the
storage unit. The Mousetrap II, like the Mousetrap,
has an adjustable document stand (8.5 by 11 inches)
that swivels and fits nicely over a mouse pad.
$21.95 retail
Gered Corp.; 2401 NE Cornell Rd., Ste. 125;
Hillsboro, OR 97124; 800-852-8727

Oak Finish Data Accessories
Disk holder, printer stands, system stand
The Oak Finish Data Accessories feature quality
oak-finish construction and tambour rolltops, as well
as an attractive, contemporary styling. They are .
available as a 3.5-inch disk file (holds 50 disks}, an
80-column printer stand, a 132-column printer stand
and a system stand.
$34.95 to $89.95 retail
Amaray International Corp.; 14935 NE 95th St.;
Redmond, WA 98052; 206-881-1000

Moustrak L/F; Moustrak Designer Series
Mouse pads
The Moustrak L/F features a low friction laminate
surface. It is designed to help reduce mouse wear,
keep the rollers clean and the tracking smooth. To
clean the pad, simply wipe it with a cloth.
The Moustrak Designer Series consists of six pads
using inspiring photographs from the best selling
book, "A Day in the Life of America."
$11.95 retail; Moustrak L/F
$16.95 retail; Designer Series
Moustrak, Inc.; 390 Dowdell Ln.; St. Helena,
CA 94574; 800-221-6687 or 800-62 1-6687 in CA

OneLabelSystem
Disk identification system
The OneLabelSystem eliminates the use of all
labels on computer disks. A thin self-adhesive plastic
writing surface is affixed to the disk. Information
about the disk's contents is hand written on the
OneLabelSystem surface with a special marker pen.
As data on the disk changes, old information is
removed by wiping with a dry tissue.
$24.95 to $39.95 retail; includes 100 or 200 writing
surfaces, special marker pen and instructions
Weber & Sons, Inc.; PO Box 104-PR; Adelphia,
NJ 07710; 20l-431-l l28or800-225-0044

Mous.trak; Printer Pads
Mouse control aid; ImageWriter pads
Moustrak is a 3/8-inch thick, natural foam-rubber
pad that sits on the desk alongside the Macintosh. A
user rolls the mouse on this pad for greater comfort,
speed, accuracy and less skipping of cursor
movement. The pad also reduces mouse wear, keeps
its insides clean and protects the desktop finish. It's
available in a variety of sizes and colors.
Printer Pads are for the ImageWriter and help
reduce noise.
$7.95 to $10.95 retail; Moustrak
$13.95 retail; printer pads
$16.95 retail; Mousepad Plus (keyboard/mousepad)
Moustrak, Inc.; 390 Dowdell Ln.; St. Helena,
CA 94574; 800-221 -6687 or800-621-6687 in CA

The Organizer
Organizer for laser printers
LaserWriter II, IINT, IINTX or compatible
(compatible must be smaller than the LaserWriter).
The Organizer is a pedestal base and storage unit
for laser printers. Designed with Apple's LaserWriter
Ils in mind, it is an exact match of the printer's design
and aesthetics. The Organizer raises a printer to
desktop height and conveniently stores extra paper
trays, extra paper, tone cartridge and even a Hard Disk
20 used as a font server. Built-in cable guides keep
power and AppleTalk cables neat. Casters make the
whole system mobile.
$229.95
CoStar Corp.; 22 Bridge St.; Greenwich, CT 06830;
203-661-9700 or 800-426-7827

NoLabelSystem
Disk identification without labels
The NoLabelSystem consists of l00 plastic
pockets that can be affixed to a disk, I00 white insert
cards and 100 color-coded msert cards. To use this
system, a user sticks the plastic pocket onto a disk and
slides in the tabbed insert card. When a disk is to be
renamed, a user simply slides in a new insert card.
$23.95 retail; NoLabelSystem C-100 with cut inserts
(call for free sample)

PerfectData Cleaning Kits
Canned air; printer, keyboard and platen cleaning kits
PerfectDuster is canned air for the cleaning of
sensitive computer and electronic equipment. It is
ideal for "dusting" areas that are difficult to reach and
for cleaning sensitive components that should not be
cleaned using liquid solvents. The product is safe,
non-toxic, dries quickly and does not leave a residue.
The 12 ounce disposable can is equipped with a
variable trigger that allows for controlled dispensing.
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The Dot Matrix Printer Cleaning Kit includes
PerfectDuster, printhead Cleaning sheets for both 80column and 132-column printers, CS-85 cleaning
solution, six reusable platen cleaning brushes, a four
ounce bottle of platen cleaning solution and a user
instruction manual.
·
The Keyboard Cleaning Kit, for use with
computers, typewriters and word processors, includes
PerfectDuster, IO double-ended foam tip swabs, one
ounce of CS-85 cleaning solution, four ounces of case
and cabinet cleaner and 25 non-residual wipes.
The Master Platen Cleaning Kit includes eight
reusable platen cleaning brushes and two four ounce
bottle of platen cleanlqg solution. The cleaning
solution rejuvenates the platen as it cleans and will not
cause it to dry and crack.
·
$5.95 retail; PerfectDuster (canned air)
$34.95 retail; Dot Matrix Printer Cleaning Kit
$29.95 retail; Keyboard Cleaning Kit
$19.95 retail; Master Platen Cleaning Kit
PerfectData Corp.; 1825 Surveyor Ave.; Simi Valley,
CA 93063; 805-58 1-4000
Perma-Charts
Laminated quick reference cards
Perma-Chart is a full line of computer reference
aids that are available in either binder or wallet size.
Macintosh titles include Macintosh Shortcuts I,
Macintosh Shortcuts II, Introduction to HyperCard,
Zapf Dingbats Font Guide and Symbol Font Guide.
Macintosh Shortcuts I contains keyboard
shortcuts that show a user how to bypass menus, eject
and change diskettes, access previously hidden
commands, change a start-up disk and more.
Macintosh Shortcuts II extends user power to
such specialized areas as desktop publishing and
graphic design. Such guides include how to output to
a file instead of a printer, how to trash a file that is
"untrashable," how to sort files simultaneously by
name and by icon and more.
Introduction to HyperCard provides instructions
and tips on stack management, program terminology,
card handling tools, graphic manipulation and
keyboard shortcuts.
Zapf Dingbats Font Guide provides a keyboard
map and reference table that shows users exact key
combinations for every possible symbol within
this font.
Symbol Font Guide provides a keyboard map and
reference table that shows users exact key
combinations for every symbol within this font.
$2.75 retail; wallet size
$3.75 retail; binder size
Papertech Marketing Group, Inc.; 163 Buttermill
Ave., Unit 12; Concord, Ontario, Canada LAK 3X8;
416-660-17 56 or 800-387-3626
Personal Computer Tool Kit
.
Tools to add peripherals and for minor repairs and
upgrades
The Personal Computer Tool Kit l contains all the
tools needed to add peripherals and PC boards to
computers, as well as to remove parts for individual
servicing. The kit includes: JC Extractor, IC
inserter/pin straightener, Rorque driver, parts retriever,
tweezers, flat blade screwdriver, phillips screwdriver,
nut driver and chip inserter. The tools are secured
within a padded, black vinyl zipper case.
The Personal Computer Tool Kit 2 contains 20
tools to perform minor repairs and upgrades on
computers. It includes all of the tools contained in the
Tool Kit 1 with the addition of a wrench, pliers,
clamping tweezers (hemostat), wire cutter/stripper,
solder and soldering iron, additional flat blade and
phillips screwdrivers and a spare parts tube.
$29.95 retail; Tool Kit l
$79.95 retail; Tool Kit 2
Microcomputer Accessories; 5405 Jandy Pl.; Los
Angeles, CA 90066; 213-301-9400
PowerUp!
Replacement power supply
512K or larger Macintosh, except SE or /I.

PowerUp! is a replacement power supply capable
of withstanding power demands of third-party add-on
products, such as memory boards. It includes a
flyback transformer similar to that used in the SE. The
original 25V Cl capacitor is replaced with a l OOV C 1,
and low frequency 16V capacitors are replaced with
25V capacitors. The 5V rectifier is raised from 10/35
to I0/45 capacity. An improved heat sink is provided.
The original 22-gauge power supply cable is replaced
with an 18-gauge cable with new connectors. All
solder joints are resoldered, and a one-year warranty is
included.
$125 retail; with power supply trade-in , ·
$275 retail; without trade-in
Total Systems; 99 W. 10th Ave., Ste. 333; Eugene,
OR 97401; 503-345-7395 or 800-874-2288
The Printer Stand
Printer stands for ImageWriter I or LQ
The Printer Stand is constructed of sturdy,
naturally hand-finished solid oak or walnut
hardwoods. Because it elevates and tilts a printer to a
45-degree angle, the paper feeds from underneath,
allowing printouts to fanfold in front or behind the
printer.
$49.95 retail; 80 column
$59.95 retail; 132 column
Synergy Products, Inc.; 144 Geyer Rd.; PO Box 72;
Boonville, IN 47601 ; 812-89 1-5351or800-882- 1654
Pro-Tech Computer Paper And Film
Electronic imaging papers and films for non-impact
and impact printers
Electronic imaging papers and films are available
for non-impact and impact printers. The full line
includes papers and films for the following printers:
Ink Jet, Thermal Transfer, Pen Plotter, Impact (Dot
Matrix and Daisywheel) and Laser.
The Laser line includes Laser Bond in white and
12 colors, 25 percent Cotton Laser, Laser
Transparency Film, Laser Icon Parchment, Laser
Envelopes, Laser Ultra (coated sheet for original
documents) and Laser Labels (white and clear). Also
provided is Ink Jet Ultra, for use with color ink-jet
printers.
Call for pricing
James River Corp.; Electronic Imaging Products; 300
Lakeside Dr.; Oakland, CA 94612; 800-521-5035
PS:Refillable Cartridge
Reusable, user-refillable toner cartridge; refills in two
minutes
PS:Refillable Cartridge is a reusable toner
cartridge that can be refilled by a user or be returned
to PS:laser for refilling. It allows a user to refill the
toner cartridge much like refilling an office
photocopier.
The cartridges are compatible with Canon EP,
EPS and PC cartridges that are used in a majority of
laser printers, including Apple and HP printers and
most Canon personal copiers.
·
$110 to $135 retail; PS:Refillable Cartridge
$35 retail; PS:Refill Kits
PS:laser; 1112 Industrial Way, Ste. 10; Belmont,
CA 94002, 415-591-0321
Ribbon Re-Inker
Motor-driven inker
Bede Tech's Re-Inker will deliver 100 or more
inkings. The re-inker is motor-driven and comes as a
complete kit, including a four-ounce bottle of black
ink, a l 00 percent pure wool roller and a vinyl locking
roller cover.
$49 retail
Bede Tech, Inc.; 8327 Clinton Rd.·; Cleveland,
OH 44144; 216-631-4214 or 800-772-4536
Ribbontech
High-quality ribbons
Ribbontech are high-quality ribbons for most
popular printers.
Call for pricing
Moustrak, Inc.; 390 Dowdell Ln.; St. Helena,
CA 94574; 800-221-6687 or 800-621-6687 in CA
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Ring King Visibles
Diskette storage systems
The Diskplay 3.5 is available in IO and 20 disk
capacities. It organizes 3.5-inch diskettes in a unique,
flip open case and is available in solid putty or
translucent smoke tint. Pre-printed adhesive labels are
included.
The carrier cases hold up to five 3.5-inch diskettes
and are available in charcoal, blue or putty.
The locking trays are available in 40 and 50 disk
capacities. Each tray comes with rigid div.iders and a
keyed lock to prevent unauthorized use of data.
The looseleaf file pages are formulated from nonglare, anti-static vinyl and are designed to hold six
3.5-inch diskettes.
The add-on keyboard drawer with disk storage is
designed to fit most computer furniture. A cushioned
foam drawer bottom protects the keyboard while a
built-in diskette storage compartment holds up to JO
3.5-inch diskettes. It also features a built-in storage
tray for pens, pencils and other small office supplies.
$3.95 retail; Diskplay 3.5, IO capacity
$4.95 retail; Diskplay 3.5, 20 capacity
$3.95 retail; '.l.5-inch diskette carrier case
$1 1.95 retail; locking tray for 40 diskettes
$21.95 retail; locking tray for 50 diskettes
$1.10 retail; six capacity looseleafs for 8.5- by I I-inch
binders
$69.95 retail; add-on keyboard drawer with storage
for IO diskettes
Ring King Visibles, Inc.; 2210 Second Ave.;
Muscatine, IA 52761; 319-263-8144 or
800-553-9647
SE Silencer
Ultra'.quiet replacement fan for Macintosh SE
The SE Silencer is an ultraquiet replacement fan
for the Macintosh SE. It replaces the distracting,
turbine-like whine of the original equipment with the
soft whirring of an efficient ball-bearing rotary fan. In
addition, the SE Silencer eliminates on-screen
"flicker" caused by electromagnetic interference from
the original SE fan. The SE Silencer cools the SE
efficiently, meeting or exceeding the cooling
properties of the original fan.
The Silencer fan is easily installed. No soldering
or special modifications are needed, and the entire
installation takes less than 15 minutes. The SE
Silencer comes with a full two-year 'warranty covering
materials and workmanship.
$49.95 retail
Mobius Technologies, Inc.; 6020 Adeline St.;
Oakland, CA 94608; 415-654-0556 or 800-669-0556
SentryMac SE And·Sentry Mac II
Compact, lockable workstation furniture for all Macs
and ImageWriter
Sentry Mac SE is a compact, lockable workstation
designed specifically for the Macintosh Plus and SE
family of computers and ImageWriter printers.
The contemporary cabinet secures and protects a
computer, printer, modem, hard disk drive and other
peripherals in a space 20 by 20 by 32 inches high, and
converts in seconds to a 29 by 40 inch, fully
operational and powered-up workstation.
It features a cable control system, a heightadjustable keyboard that is removable for laptop
operation of the keyboard and mouse, and an optional
Mac-in-the-Box equipment lift which raises the
Macintosh to an adjustable height operating position.
Sentry Mac II is a fine oak veneer or fog-gray
laminate cabinet that stands at 32-inch end-table
height with a 20- by 20-inch footprint. The inside
accommodates the' Macintosh II and Apple color
monitor. The 128K, 512K, Plus and SE, witli modem,
hard disk, etc., can also use it. The cabinei travels on
casters, but can be adapted for bolting down.
The monitor rests on a shelf attached to the
German-engineered Mac-in-the-Box gas piston lift
beside the vertically mounted CPU. An ImageWriter
II stores below on a glide-out shelf. Unlocked, the
security system opens in less than a minute into a
comfortable 29- by 40-inch operational workstation
with adjustable keyboard shelf level.
$499 retail; Oak Cabinet
$399 retail; Gray Laminate Cabinet

Accessories
$129 retail; Mac-in-the-Box Lift
(Other accessories are available, including matching
LaserRider cart)
·
Sotek (Southern Technical Associates, Inc.); PO Box
428; Collierville, TN 38017; 901-853-0317 or
901-853-0023
Sharp Color Ribbons
Single-color ribbon cartridges and heat transfer
ribbons for ImageWriter
Single-color ribbon cartridges for an ImageWriter
are available in red, yellow, blue, green, brown, pmple
and black.
Heat transfer ribbons are available in red, yellow,
blue and black. An insttuction sheet is included with
each.
$7 each retail; regular ribbons
$9 each retail; heat transfer ribbons; and mylar in
black, blue and brown
Sharp Color; 578 Lynwood Ln.; Lancaster,
OH 43130; 614-687-0129
Solid Teak Roll-Top Organizers
Disk organizers
.
Solid Teak Roll-top Organizers hold 30 to 100
3.5-inch disks and feature easy-access, rolltop doors
and flexible index dividers.
$18.95 retail; M300T (holds 30)
$32.95 retail; MDIOOT (holds 100)
AAA International Co.; 22706 Cheryl Way; El Toro,
CA 92630; 714-951-0747
Sopris Softworks Dust Covers And Carrying Cases
Rip-stop nylon dust covers; cordura carrying cases
MacAttire is a complete line of high-quality ripstop nylon dust covers. High Trek is a complete line
of cordura nylon carrying cases.
$7.95 to $29.95 retail; MacAttire (dust covers)
$79.95 to $139.95 retail; High Trek Computer
Luggage
Sopris Softworks; PO Box 916; Glenwood Springs,
co 81602; 303-945-0366
Speed Pad And See-Thru Mouse Pad
Mouse control pads
The Teflon-like surface of the Speed Pad Mouse
Control Pad has a specially designed surface texture
that makes the cursor more controllable while
reducing mouse friction. Pads are cleanable and stain
resistant The standard Speed Pad comes in two sizes
and in a choice of four designer colors. For a nominal
charge, pads can be customized with corporate logos
and custom corporate colors.
The See-Thru Mouse Pads have a clear flip-up
cover that allow Quick Reference, program templates,
macro commands or telephone messages to be placed
under the cover while remaining visible to the
operator.
$12.95 retail; Speed Pad (8.5 by 11 inches)
$9.95 retail; Speed Pad (7 by 8.75 inches)
$16.95 retail; See-Thru Mouse Pad (10 by 11.25
inches)
$12.95 retail; See-Thru Mouse Pad (7 by 8.75 inches)
Data Pad Corp.; 946 N. State; Orem, UT 84057;
801 -225-0699
SRW Disk Holders
3.5-inch disk holders
The Microdex/50 holds 50 3.5-inch disks. Five
individual color-coded cartridges are stair-stepped to
instantly read 25 disk titles and pop out to provide
mobility.
The Micro/5 Compak Case holds five 3.5-inch
micro disks and includes a spine and face label. The
color-coded five pack consists of 5 individual cases
and holds 25 disks.
The Micro Disk Cube holds five color-coded
Micro/5 cases for 3.5-inch disks. Cube capacity is 25
3.5-inch disks. The cube organizer can be stacked to
form a complete color-coded filing system. Face and
spine labels are included.
The Micro Ten Pak holds up to 11 3.5-inch disks.
The flip-top unit features a flexible fan tab that allows

easy disk identification and removal.
The Micro Disk/IO holds 10 3.5-inch disks. The
case easels and features a step-up design for easy
reading of all labels. A disk identification label and
spine label are included.
The Micro Disk/JO Color Coder Collection
consists of five color-coded micro disk library cases.
Each holds l 0 3.5-inch disks which are tiered for easy
retrieval.
The SRW 3.5 Disk File is a 3.5-inch disk storage
unit that holds 50 disks. It features a positive snaplock, carrying handle, smoked plastic glass, five
removable dividers, a ready disk position and a top
design that reduces overall "footprint" when opened.
Dealer inquiries only; Microdex/50, Micro/5 Compak
Case, Micro Disk Cubes, Micro Ten Pak, Micro
Disk/IO, Micro Disk/IO Color Coder Collection, SRW
, 3.5 Disk File
SRW Computer Components Co., Inc.; 18385
Bandilier Cir.; Fountain Valley, CA 92708;
714-963-5500, ~00-547-7766 or 800-547-7768 in CA

The Switch
Lets a fax and modem share a telephone line
The Switch Model A-I silently screens calls,
routing fax calls to the fax and voice calls to the
telephone. The Model A-3 also routes modem calls to
the modem. They are compatible with fax machines,
dial-up modems (Model A-3) and both touch-tone or
dial/pulse (rotary) single line or key telephone
systems. They can be used on 11 OV 60 Hz or 220V 50
Hz, with or without an answering machine. Other
features include a programmable ring count for no
answer default to the fax or modem device; LED to
indicate port-in-use and the capability to switch
between voice, fax and modem; manual fax and
modem calls can be switched by either the calling or
receiving party; and provides complete privacy
between ports for uninterrupted use.
$159.95 retail; Model A-1
$199.95 retail; Model A-3
High-Tech Resources, Inc.; PO Box 1400; Ellsworth,
ME 04605; 207-667-6300

SS-80
Disk case
The SS-80 is a locking disk case that holds 80
3.5-inch disks.
$12.95 retail
Educorp; 531 Stevens Ave., Ste. B; Solana Beach,
CA 92075; 619-259-0255 or 800-843-9497 (orders)

System Sweeper
Computer/printer vacuum
The System Sweeper is a hand-held vacuum to
clean keyboards, printers and other computer
components. It includes a .5-inch flat brush, a 2.5-inch
long tapering nozzle with detachable brush and two
filters and features a 6-foot power cord for a ! IO-volt
outlet. The vacuum is not recommended for laser
printers due to fine graphite dust.
$39.95 retail
$5.95 retail; box of six filters
Microcomputer Accessories; 5405 Jandy Pl.; Los
Angeles, CA 90066; 213-301-9400

Standard Monitor Arm
Holds monitors weighing up to 30 pounds
The Standard Monitor Arm, designed to increase
desktop space and improve sight angles, features 360
degree arm and monitor platform rotation and three
mounting options.
$69.95 retail
Curtis Manufacturing Co., Inc.; 30 Fitzgerald Dr.;
Jaffrey, NH 03452; 603-532-4123
Static Control Products
Complete line of computer cleaning products with
static control agents
Static Control Products were developed for
computer systems and electronic equipment. These
products include: SafeClens; an anti-static CRT screen
and terminal cleaner; FoamClene, a foaming cleanser
used on all plastic, vinyl and metal services in
conjunction with SafeWipes, SafeCloths or Safe Bond
static-free wipers; AstaPol, an anti-static polish
designed for use on wooden workstation surfaces; and
AsCat, an anti-static treatment spray for use on
carpets, fabrics and other non-conductive surfaces.
Call for pricing
Tech-Sa-Port; PO Box 5295; Pittsburgh, PA 15206;
412-661-2629
Status Pad
Top-grain leather mouse pad; 8 by 11 inches; spongerubber backing; black
The Status Pad is an 8- by l0-inch black top-grain
leather mouse pad backed with sponge rubber.
$12.95 retail
Foresight Designs; PO Box 70; Southeastern,
PA 19399; 215-647-8534
Support Furniture - CAD/DTP
CAD/desktop publishing work stations
Support Furniture, available in solid oak or walnut
frames, is comprised·of a computer desk with hutch,
two comer connectors, a layout table and a duo printer
stand. The computer desk features a unique split work
surface that provides space for hardware on one side
and an adjustable layout table or digitizer area on the
other that tilts to two positions, as well as flat. The
hutch has three adjustable shelves with a fixed top
shelf to hold hardware and materials nearby. Other
components include a layout table, single and double
pedestal desks, a mobile tile with roll top and monitor
and printer shelf units.
$300 and up retail
Foster Manufacturing Co.; 414 N. 13th St;
Philadelphia, PA 19108; 215-625-0500 or
800-523-4855

Toner Cartridges
Toner cartridges for Canon CX-based laser printers
Toner Cartridges are available in black and blue,
and are compatible with all Canon-based laser printers
such as Apple LaserWriters, HP LaserJets, QMS laser
printers, Cordata and Talaris.
$135 retail; black
$185 retail; blue
$140 retail; brown
Laser Connection; PO Box 850296; Mobile,
AL 36685; 205-633-7223 or 800-233-6687
Ultimate SE And Ultimate Plus
Carrying cases
The Ultimate SE and Ultimate Plus are carrying
cases that offer internal, padded compartments for any
Macintosh keyboard, mouse, external hard disk and
cables. They also feature two additional exterior
pockets for everything from disks to umbrellas. They
feature sturdy Dupont Cordura nylon and 1/2-inch
high-density foam padding. The cases are available in
black.
$129.95 retail; Ultimate SE
$99.95 retail; Ultimate Plus
1/0 Design, Inc.; PO Box 156; Exton, PA 19341;
215-524-7277 or 800-241-2122
Universal Computer Care Kit
Helps keep computers free of dust, dirt and static
The Universal Computer Care Kit is designed to
keep computers and peripherals in top operating
condition. Contained within a sturdy carrying case, the
kit features an innovative battery-operated minivacuum cleaner with four attachments and a
removable permanent-type dust bag. Also included
are individual cleaning disks for disk drives, a quickdrying disk drive cleaning solution, anti-static
cleaning solution spray, a miniature utility brush, lintfree wipes and five reusable cleaning swabs.
$29.95 retail
·
Scooter Products; A Division of OHM/Electronics,
Inc.; 746 Vermont St.; Palatine, IL 60067;
312-359-6040 or 800-323-2727
Universal Monitor Stand
Option for Macintosh II
The Apple Universal Monitor Stand enables users
to position the monitor to the most comfortable angle.
It tilts 12 degrees backward and I0 degrees
forward. It also swivels 45 degrees in each direction.
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Accessories
The monitor is 3.5-inches ·high and l l.25-inches
wide.
$89 retail
Apple Computer, Inc.; 20525 Mariani Ave.;
Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996-1010
Vari-Air Plus
Dust removal
Vari-Air Plus is designed for removing dust from
computers, keyboards, etc. Features include: ozonesafe formula; improved pressure by 70 percent (now
at 120 PSI for more dusting power); non-flammable
gas; Acc-U-Sol nozzle has a finger trigger for better
control; triple filtered for cleanliness; and virtually no
moisture content (no more than .00 l percent by
weight).
$6.95 retail
Peca Products, Inc.; 1441 Plainfield Ave.; Janesville, ·
WI 53545; 608-756-1615
VeloBind, Inc.
Binding systems
VeloBind is a supplier of patented strip binding
systems that can quickly and attractively bind
documents from two to 750 pages. All binders,
electric or manual, create the same distinctive,
professional VeloBind look that gets documents
noticed and read. VeloBind systems are compact and
attractive. Some machines feature automatic
debinding to allow easy document updates. All
systems offer a variety of cover materials and colors
to bind both soft-cover documents and hard-cover
books. Customized, imprinted covers are also
available.
$50 to $3,995 retail
VeloBind, Inc.; 47212 Mission Falls Ct.; Fremont,
CA 94539; 415-657-8200 or 800-776-3355
Vertical Disk Storage
Wall mountable acrylic boxes that hold 120 to 240
disks
The Vertical Disk Storage (VDS) units are acrylic
boxes that provide an economical way to store 3.5inch disks. Wall mountable, the VDS240 holds 240
disks and the VOS 120 holds 120 disks. Separate
compartments organize a disk library, and the shelves
are inclined for absolute stability of the disks and
the box.
$59.95 retail; VDS240
$49.95 retail; VDS 120
Vertical Solutions; PO Box 7535; Olympia,
WA 98507; 206-352-2097 or 800-942-4008
Viziflex Seels, Inc.
Transparent keyboard covers/skins
Composed of a durable, highly flexible material
known as Ultraflex, Viziflex Seels are transparent,
form-fining covers that protect keyboards, push
buttons and switches from virtually any type of
environmental attack.
•
·
$24.95 retail
Viziflex Seels, Inc.; 16 E. Lafayette St.; Hackensack,
NJ 07 60 l ; 201-487-8080
The Walker Co.
LaserWriter cart, computer workstations, printer
stands
The Executive LaserWriter Cart provides a
mobile and space saving home for a LaserWriter. The
unit is provided with heavy-duty twin-wheel casters
that glide easily over carpets. The cart is constructed ,
of the finest oak hardwoods and fine oak veneers. It is
available in natural oak "or walnut stain with a handrubbed lacquer finish.
MacCentral is a space saving computer
workstation designed for the Macintosh. It is designed
to accommodate the Macintosh (or Macintosh m,a
second monitor, printer, hard disk drive and more. A
pull-out work surface provides ample room for the
keyboard, mouse and document support. Heavy-duty
casters allow the MacCentral to be easily moved over
the thickest carpets. It is constructed of the finest
grades of oak hardwood and fine oak veneers and is

available in natural oak or walnut stain with a handrubbed lacquer finish.
The Printer Stand is constructed of oak hardwood
and fine oak veneers. It is available in an 80- and 132column model and in natural oak or walnut stain with
a hand-rubbed lacquer finish.
MacMaster is a full -featured Macintosh
workstation especially suited for CAD/CAM,
engineering and desktop publishing. A unique tilting
mechanism allows the work surface to be tilted up to
20 degrees. The work surface automatically tilts as it
is effortlessly pulled out from its compact horizontal
position. The Mac Master also features an adjustable
tilt monitor shelf that allows the monitor to be
adjusted for maximum comfort and reduced eye
strain. It is constructed of the finest grades of oak
hardwood and fine oak veneers and is available in
natural oak or walnut stain with a hand-rubbed lacquer
finish.
$249 retail; Executive LaserWriter Cart
$329 retail; MacCentral
$29 to $35 retail; Printer Stand
$329 retail; MacMaster
The Walker Co.; 133 Copeland St.; Petaluma,
CA 94952; 800-333-8095
Whitney Portals Carrying Cases
Cordura nylon carrying cases
Whitney Portals Carrying Cases features include:
fully padded with 1/2-inch, closed-cell foam; top
closure has extra-large #10 YKK self-healing, nylon
coil, double-sided zippers; constructed of Cordura
nylon fabric with a waterproof coating; l .5-inch nylon
web carrying handles extend fully around the case to
provide support and Velcro together for ease in
carrying; shoulder strap of l.5-inch nylon webbing
with non-slip adjustable shoulder strap pad; interior
fully lined with bound seams; and a lifetime warranty.
$87.50 retail; Universal Mac (carries Mac SE with
Extended Keyboard and hard disk drive)
Whitney Portals; Route 2, Box 303; Bishop,
CA 93514; 619-387-2412
WorkManager System
Series of modular workstation components
The WorkManager System is a series of platinum
gray modular workstation components and accessories
designed for computer users. The desk is 28.5 inches
high and features comfortable beveled leading edges
that act as a wrist rest. Covered, recessed channels
along the rear of each desk hold cables and surge
protectors. The strong, lightweight components are
molded of steel reinforced, scratch resistant Resinite
composite. The series consists of two desks, comer
connector, printer stand, privacy panel, letter trays,
monitor stand, CPU holder and copy holder.
$32 to $300 retail
$ l ,400 retail; entire system
Microcomputer Accessories; 5405 Jandy Pl.; Los
Angeles, CA 90066; 213-301-9400
Workstation Anti-Glare Filters
Anti-glare filters
The Workstation Anti-Glare Filters greatly reduce
glare and reflection from environmental light sources
and provide a custom fit for computer screens. This
lightweight filter hangs securely from the top of the
monitor by means of simple, weighted clips. It lifts on
and off easily so a user can clean the screen
underneath or transfer the filter to another monitor.
The filter can be raised or lowered on the adjustable
clips for a perfect fit.
$24.95 to $29.95 retail
Fellowes Manufacturing Co.; 1789 Norwood Ave.;
Itasca, IL 60143; 312-893-1600
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Make
.Tracks...
... to your nearest mailbox
and send for the latest
copy of the free Consumer
Information Catalog.
It lists about 200 free or
low-cost government
publications on topics like
health, nutrition, careers,
money management, and
federal benefits.
Take a step in the right
direction and write today
for the free Consumer
Information Catalog. Just
send your name and
address to:
Consumer Information Center
Department MT
Pueblo, Colorado 81009

A public service of this publication and
the Consumer Information Center of the
U.S. General Services Administration.
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......... 384
AppleCD SC .
.. ....... 376

AppleFax Modem...............
.. .......... 35 1
AppleShare 2.0 ............................
.. ...47
AppleShare PC ...............
.. ............ .54
AppleShare Print Server ............ .
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AppleTalk Interconnect Splice, Model
APL-TK-SPL3
........ .384
Applications And Routines For
4th Dimension .
.. ........................ 39
Applied Hype.Card
........... 122
Applied Stats.
.. ....... 230
AppMaker, The Application Generator ............97
ARC-Card...
.. .... 354
Arcade-Adapter/Mac-Man V2.0.
.. .... .384
ArchAccount.
....... 145
ArchiCAD3.4.........
.. ......... 145
Archie 2.0
....... 236
Architect's Office ..
.. ... 145
ArchiText 2.0 .................................. .
.. .... 242
Architrion II - Series 5
........... 148
Archive Disk File ....
.. ...... .384
Arctic Mac.
.......297
Arctic Mac Fan ...... .
.. .. 384
Ari ma Techniques.... ..
.. ..... 230
Aritho ............................ .
.. .....250
ArrilyAn; NavyAn; AirArt
........... 14
An A La Mac Volume I And 2 ......................... 14
An EPS.............. .......... ............
.. ...... 14
Art EPS "Architectural And Landscape
Graphics".....
.. ................ 145
Art EPS Fonts.......
.. ....... 72
The An Imponer.. .............................................. 73
Art Nouveau Images (Volume One) .................. 14
Anagenix
............................ 14
ArtClips.......
.........................
.. .. 14
ArtDisk 5: "Works Of Art" ............................... 15
ArtDisks I, 2, 3 & 4....
.. ..................... 15
AnFonts Vol. I, 2 And 3
............. 73
Artist Mac JO .........
....................... 300
ArtRoom CD ROM .... .
..... 15
ASCD Textfile Bible .... .
.. .....264
AS D Professional CAD Symbol Library .. ...... 148
Aspen Ribbons.....
.. .... .384
AssayZap ............ .
.................................... 220
Assembly View 1.0.. .
....................... 163
The Assistant .......... ..
....... 163
The Assoc iateur
...........................203
Astronomy, Version 3.0...........
.. ...... 220
Asuka Erasable Optical Disk Drive ................ .376
Asymptote .........................................................220
AsyncServeR ...........
.. ......................50
AT-Tester
...................................... .354
Atari SX212............
.. .... .360
ATF Classic Type ......
.. ....... 73
ATF Type Designer
...............73
The Athlete's Diary .......................
.. ...... 267
Atlas Explorer..........
.. ........ 250
Atlas*MapMaker 4.0 ............................. ......... 196
AtOnce! .
.. ..... 2
Audio Cassene Labeler ................................... 267
Audiomedia ....................................................... 27
AuraCAD...
.. ............. 148
AuraCA D/CAM ........
.. ..... 148
AuraJGES/DXF .............................................. 148
Auralnten:am ...
....... 148
Aulhenticate And Mutate
............ 104
Authorware Professional
........... 157
Auto Outlet Strip.....
.. ....... .318
AutoBack
.......... 128
AutoBiblio .........
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AutoCAD Release JO
.............. 148
AutoDialog
.......................................... 109
Autolnker..................................
.. ........ .384
Automobile Power Adapter ....... .................... .384
AutoPad Digitizer.....
.. ..................... ...... 284
AutoPlotter (Model 850 GL+) ....................... .323
AutoSave DA .................................................. 135
AutoSave II ...................................................... 135
Auto Vision 90.....
.. .... 194
Avatar PAIOOOG.
.. .................. .358
Avery Laser Printer Labels....
.. ....384
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Aware V2.2 ...,...................................................... .3
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Aztec C ..............................................................95
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Back To Basics: Professional Accounting
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Backgrounds, Textures And Graphic
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Backmatic ........................................................ 128
BakerForms Accounting Applications .................3
Ball & Stick ................:..................................... 220
Bar Code Labeler.............................................. 21 5
Barron's Computer Study Program For
The SAT ...................................................250
Basic Needs .................... ................................ .384
Battery Check Module ....................................343
BCD-5000 ......................... .............................. .300
Beaker Vl.O: An Expert System For The
Organic Chemistry Student... ...................221
Beam Mac ......................................................... 163
Beam Mac 2.. .............................. ................... .163
BearWare ........................................................... 15
Bede Tech Clip Art; Coloring.Book Clip Art ....15
Beef Profit Projection ....................................... 175
Beethoven's 9th Symphony CD Companion.... .27
BelTalk ............................................................. .354
Ben Torres Ribbons ..........................................384
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System V5.8a ........................................... 163
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BenchTop..........................................................279
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Bernoulli Portable 44....................................... .368
Best Answer..... ................................................ 119
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BigEars ................ .............................................27
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Bilingual Solutions ............................................. 73
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Bill-It V2.0 ........................................................ 120
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BioCalc .............................................................221
Biomedical Research Chart Tool Kit ............... 221
Biometrics ........ ............................................... 22 1
BirdBrain .......................................................... 267
BinnySetter 300 And 400 .............................. .323
Bitstream MacFontware .....................................73
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Blackboard ........................................................ 366
Blinky ...............................................................343
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· Book Builder .................................................... 245
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BPlan .....................................................................3
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BrainStonn ............................... ........................ 297
Brass .................................................................... 27
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BroadTalk To Ethernet Gateway ..................... .354
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Bus-Link FT-60 10 .............. :............................366
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Business LaserPrinter ................... ................... 323
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Business Valuation Template .............................43
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................................. ..... 243
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.................................................. .375
C- Desk Accessories ...........................................95
C-Data Mariager V2.5 ...................................... 100
C-Server.............
.........................354
C-tree File Handler/Server .................................95
CA-Cricket Draw ...............................................23
CA-Cricket Graph .............................................. 11
CA-Cricket Presents ........................................... 64
Cable Tracker...................................................... .3
CAD-Map/CAD-Trak/MDT/Linx ................... 191
CADD Construction Details ............................ 148
Cadence With PPM .....
...........................192
CADMover 3.0 ......., ............ ............................ 148
CADSap............................................................ 163
CAi 20S/30S/40Q/80Q/80S/IOOQ .................. .368
CalComp 1044GT Pen Plotter .........................323
CalComp 1070 Series Pen Plotters .................. 323
CalComp 57000 Series Electrostatic Plotters .. 323
CalComp 58000 Series .................................... .324
CalComp Artisan Plus Pen Plotter
(Model 1023) ........................................... 324
CalComp Artisan Plus Pen Plotter
(Model 1025) ...........................................324
CalComp Artisan Plus Pen Plotter
(Model 1026) .......................................... .324
CalComp Co\orView 5612VS ..........................324
CalComp ColorView 56 13VS....
.......... 324
CalComp ColorView 5912 ............................... 324
CalComp ColorView 59 \2VS......................... .324
CalComp ColorView 59 13 ............................... 324
CalComp Co\orView 59 I3VS ..........................325
CalComp DrawingBoard 2300A Series ...........284
CalComp DrawingBoard Digitizers
(2300A Series) ..................... ,................... 285
CalComp DrawingMaster (Model 52224)....... 325
CalComp DrawingMaster (Model 52236) ...... .325
CalComp PlotMaster ....................................... .325
Calculator Construction Set 2.0 ....................... 199
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Calculus ........................................................... 251
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CalendarEye ..................................................... 192
CalendarMaker 3.0. 1........................ .
36
Calibrator 7000 Series ..................................... .301
California CourtFinder ..................................... 193
California Nonprofit Corporation Handbook .. 193
Calliope Plus MP2. I ......................................... 242
Cambridge Z88 .................................................276
CAMM- 1.......................................................... 325
CAMM-2.....
......................................... .325
CAMM-3 ..........................................................343
Camouflage ....... ............................................... 133
Campaign Booster ............................................ 203
CAMS!I ........................
.......................... 207
CanOpener .... ............... .'................................... 136
Canvas 2. 1 .......................................................... 24
Capital Ideas ............................. .......................236
Capture 2.0........................................................ 136
Carbon Copy Mac ..............................................62
Card Shop ........................................................... 37
Card/Fax ...........................................................267
Care-Free Security Kits . .................................. 341
Caretaker Plus.................................................. .325
Carlisle DC2000/QIC-1 00 .............................. .385
CarpetEstimator ................................................ 156
Cash Drawer ..................................................... 343
Cash Ledger ..........................................................4
Cat•Back ........................................................... 128
Cause ........................... ..................................... 110
CAV-ASL... .......................................................251
Cav-Mac ...........................................................341
CBT Development Stacks 1.1......................... 104
CC:Mail.. ............................................................45
CD Master.........................................................376
CD Professional ................................................376
CD Publisher ................................................... .376
CD Publisher Model S..................................... .376
CD ROM Development System ..................... .376
CD ROM LC-I ......
......................... .......385
CD ROM Optical Combos ..............................375
The CD-ROM Developer's Lab....................... 110
CDA-43 1 .......................................................... 377
CDC MacMem .................................................297
CDC PortaMem...............................................298
CD•Star ............................................................. 136
CE3000 Series Of Plotters ............................... 325
CellBlazer. ....................................................... .360
Cellula Vl .01 .................................................... 199
Centennial Classics ............................................. 15
Central System Manager (CSM) ....................... .50
Certificate Maker, Certificate Library
Volume l ..................................................... 37
CG 9400 PSTD ................................................ .325
CG 9600 PS MAX ............................................326
CG 9700 PS MAX ............................................ 326
CG Type For The Macintosh.............................. 73
Chameleon ........................................................ 163
Champion Accounting Software ..........................4
CharisMac Optical Erasable............................ .377
CharisMac SCSI Commander.......................... 129
CharisMac SiliconFJash Disk ........................... 368
Checkbook ............................................................4
Checkup Rx V1.2 ......
................. .1 33
Chem3D...........................................................221
Chem3D Plus................................................... 221
ChemConnection Desk Accessory Vl.42 ....... 221
ChemDraw ........................................................ 221
Chemical Critical Properties Stack ................. 22 1
Chemlntosh Desk Accessory ...........................221
ChemStack........................................................ 222
Chinese Clip Art ....
.................. 15
Chinon DS-2000 And DS-3000 ...................... 285
Chinook Hard Drives .....................
..368
Chipendale: A System For Sociological
Table-Building ......................................... 25 1
ChromaTron..........
............................. .301
Church Business Manager P\us........................213
Church Data Master Plus ................................. 214
The Church Office ........................................... 214
Church Stewardship Program .........................214

ChurchMaster ..................................................214
ChurchMaster Professional ..............................214
The CIA World Factbook ................................ 193
CineMac/CineMac SE ..................................... .301
CineWrite V2.5 ................................................. 176
CircuitMaker 2.2............................................... 163
Cirrus External Drives ..................................... .368
Cirrus External Hard Drive Kits ..................... .368
Cirrus Internal Drives ...................................... .368
CIS•3510........................................................... 285
CIS•4520 ........................................................... 285
ClS•ColorAccess ............. .................................. 65
CIS•Gallery .........................................................39
City To City ...................................................... 267
Claris CAD ....................................................... 149
Classic Clips From AAH ...................................15
Classical Compact Disc Guide......................... 267
Classified Ad Tracking System........................207
Classified! 11 ..................................................... 207
Class Works ................................................. .....W1
Clean Fax .......................................................... 385
Clean Image Printer Head Cleaning Kit .......... 385
Clean Mouse .....................................................385
ClearAccess ........................................................40
ClearScan Color................................................ 285
ClearVue Board SE,IAPD ................................. 301
ClearVue System .....".
.... :.......................... .301
Clerk Of The Works ......................................... 145
Click & Oip Illustrations ................................... 15
ClickArt Business Cartoons ............................... 15
C\ickArt Business Images ................................. 15
ClickArt Christian Images ................ ................. 16
ClickArt EPS Business Art ................................ 16
ClickArt EPS Illustrations ................................. 16
· ClickArt Holidays .............................................. 16
ClickArt LaserLetters Bombay/
Plymouth/Seville ........................................74
C\ickArt Letters I/Letters 2................................ 74
ClickArt Personal Graphics....... ........................ 16
ClickArt Publications ......................................... 16
ClickPaste .........................................................136
Clicktracks .......................................................... 27
ClickWriters ...................................................... 245
Client... .............................................................. 218
Client Portrait ................................................... 198
Client/Mac ................... ....................................218
Clients & Profits For Advertising Agencies ... .144
Clip Animation Sampler..................................... 12
Clip*Video• Art "Animation Effects" ................ 12
Clip*Video• Art "Presentation Animation" ....... 12
The Clip3D Library ............................................ 16
Clipables ......................... ................................... 16
ClipShare .......................................................... 136
Cliptures Volume I, Business Images ............... .1 6
Cliptures Volume 2, Business Images 2............ .16
CLR Anova .......................................................230
CLR HyperArrays V2.0 .......... ................... 104
CLR StatCalcu\ator .............. ........................... 230
Club Management System ............................... 236
ClubMac, Vol. I No. 3......................................267
Cluster Analysis ................................................ 199
CM-1445 And CM-2050 ................................. .301
CMA Dental For The Macintosh; CMA
Medical For The Macintosh ....................182
CMS Compact Series 30/45/100 ......................368
CMS MacStack Series 20/43/60/80/102/140 ..368
CMS Pro Series ............................................... .368
CMS SCSI Power Series ..................................375
CMS SX-Series .............. ................................ .375
CMS TapeStack 60 ..........:............................... .379
CNC Organiser ................................................. 276
Co-Geometry Excel Templates ........................ 163
CoCoPro ........................................................... 117
Codecheck ...... ...................................................95
Cognate ...............................................................89
Cognate Developer's Kit.. ..................................89
CogoMaster .....................................................163
Coin Collection V. \ .......................................... 267
Coins/Plus .........................................................268
Colby Mobile Mac ........................................... 276
Colby WalkMac SE .......................................... 276
Colby WORM Drive ....................................... .377
Collaborative Writer ......................................... 245
Collaborator............... ................................. 176
Colleague 2.............
............... 82
Color AdSpeed 2.0 ...........................................1JJ7
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Color Image Printer .......................................... 326
Color Space Iii .................................................. 30 I
Color System 1.................................................... 65
Color Window Workshop ....................... ........ I08
ColorBoard I 08 ................................................ 30 I
ColorBoard !08+ .............................................. 301
ColorBoard 108+/SE30 ....................................301
ColorBoatd 224 ............................................... .30 I
ColorBoard 232 ................................................ 302
ColorBoard 264 ................................................ 302
ColorCapture .................................................... 302
ColorCard ........................................................ .302
Colotizer ........................................................... 136
ColorMaster ...................................................... 326
ColorMax .......................................................... 302
ColorMax{frinitron .......................................... 302
ColorPage 15 .................................................... 302
ColorPage Tl 6.................................................. 302
ColorPrinter 20 And 30 .................................... 326
ColorQuick Ink-Jet Printer .............................. .326
Colorset 1.5 ................... :.....................................25
Colorsetter 2000 ...............................................292
ColorSnap-32 .................................................. .302
ColorSpaceFX ..................................... ............302
ColorStudio ...........................:............................ 25
Com/ment.. ........................................................ .57
Comic People Volume I: Office Days ................ 16
Comic People Volume ll: Kid Stuff ................... 16
The Comic Strip Factory .................................... 13
Comment 2.1 .................................................... 136
Commercial Leasing Edge ............................... 209
Commercial Property Management Call
Reporting .................................................. 209
Commercial/Industrial Real Estate
Applications ............................... .............209
Communications Buffer ...................................343
Communications Support Toolkit ...................... 59
Community Contact System; Commtact 2.2 ... 203
Community Contact System; Commtact/ELS ..203
CommUnity-Mac ...............................................50
Comp U Desk .................................................. .385
CompU Lock One Plus ................................... 341
Compact Disc ................................................... 268
Compare-A-Loan ............................ ................ 178
Compilelt! ......................................................... 104
Complementary Type ......................................... 74
Complete Bond Analyzer ... ,............................ 178
Complete Construction Cost Estimator ........... 156
The Complete Half-Page Scanner/400 For
The Macintosh ......................................... 285
The Complete Page Scanner For The
Macintosh ................................ ................ 285
Components Accounts Payable Vl.0 ...................4
Components Accounts Receivable With
Invoicing V1.0 ............................................ .4
Components General Ledger V1.0 ......................4
Composite Video Adapter ................................ 302
Composite Wing Optimization ........................ 164
Compression/Expression/Rotation Board ........344
Compucart ........................................................ 385
CompuCover.................................................... .385
CompuForms ...................................................... 78
CompuNet Connectors .................................... .354
CompuServe Information Service ...................... 58
CompuServe Navigator ...................................... 60
Compusketch .................................................... 191
CompuTalk Plus .............................................. .355
Computer Accessories Cables .......................... 385
Computer Aided For Inductors And
Transformers Mark Ill ............................. 149
Computer Aided Transformer And Inductor
Analysis Mark !U ..................................... 149
Computer Based ·Training (CBn ..................... 122
Computer Bidding (AJCP) ..... ,......................... 176
Computer Cleaning Products .......................... .385
Computer Covers Unlimited ............................ 385
Computer Dust Covers .....................................385
The Computer Giftware Mouse Pads.............. .385
Computer Keeper ............................................. 341
Computer Science Press ................................... 251
Computer Starter Kit ........................................ 386

Computer Telemarketing . ............................... 198
Computer Tool Kit.. ........................................ .386
ComputerAid Carrying Cases And Dust
Covers...
.. ....................................... .386
ComputerEyes ....................................... .........285
ComputerEyes/Pro ..........................................285
Computerized Classic Accounting ...................... .4
Computerized Classic Accounting Job
Cost Program ................................................4
Computerized Grammar Series ..... ..................25 1
ComputeServer ............................... ................ 273
CompuTrac/M .................................................. 178
Comstock Desktop Photography CD-ROM ...... 16
ComTalk .......................................................... .349
ConCensus 2.0 ................................................. 214
ConcertWare+ Version 4 .................................... 27
ConcertWare+MIDI Version 5 ........................... 27
ConcertWare+Music .......................................... 27
Congress Stack ................................................ 268
Connect Business Infonnation
Network, Macintosh Version 1.5 .............. 58
Conrac 7250...............
.. ...... .302
Conrac 7351 ..................................:......... ........ .303
Constellation III For Macintosh ......................... 57
Constituent Manager .................. ..................... 236
Constructimator ll ...............................
..156
Construction Contractor Management 3.0 ...... 156
Consulair 68000 Development System ........ .....93
Consulair 68020/030 Assembler
.......93
Consulair MacC 68020/6888 1 ........................... 95
Consulair MacC/MacC Toolkit Version 6.0 ...... 95
Contact Ease ....................................................218
Contact Manager ................
.. ...............80
Contact V1.25 .........
.. ...............49
Contex Design System 30 And 50 .................. .326
Contex ProSystem 40 ...................................... .326
Continuing Professional Education Series ....... 123
Contract Office Planning......
.. ........ 145
Contract Tracking.........
.. .. 156
Control II ......................................................... 198
· Control Power....
.. ........... 341
Convert ............................................................ 199
Converter Plus .................................................. 326
ConvertUni ts.....................................
.. ....... 164
Cool Mac...........................
.. .................... .386
Copy II For The Macintosh V7.2 ..................... I 28
CopyFlow 2.0 .....................................................66
Copy"!aker Plus .......... ,.................................... 291
Copyrights, Trademarks & Patents ...
.. .... 268
The Cordless Mouse..............
.. ....... 294
Corel OptiStar MacWORM Drives .
.. .. .377
The Corporate Registrar ....
.. .............. 157
Correctamente .................................................. 245
Cosmos/M ......................................................... 164
Cost Management System...................................4
Cost/Schedule Workshop (CSW) ..................... 117
Cotton Tales ..... ....................................... ........ 25 1
The Couch Potato's Handbook ........................ 268
Counter ............................................ ................ 222
Courier Modems .............................................. .361
The Course Builder Series ............................... 123
CPA Review ..................................................... 123
CPMS 11 ............................................................ 156
CPU Stand, Model DSS3 J .......... :................... 386
Credit Card DA ................................. ...............215
Credit Card Tools ....
.... .JOO
Crimeaid ........................................................... 191
Crop Production..........................
.. .... 175
Crossbow ...........................................................93
Crystal Ball ........................................................ .43
Crystal Paint ............. ..........................
.. ..... 34
Cube & Tess ...................................................... 199
Cudgel..................
.. ............... 193
Cue - The Film Music System......................... 27
Culture 1.0, The Hypermedia Guide
To Western Civilization ......
.. ...251
The Curator..........
.. .. 136
Curtis 3.5 File.........................
.. .. .386
Curtis Anti-Glare Filter .................................. .386
Curtis Command Center...............
.. ....... 386
Curtis Mouse Pad.......
.. .. .386
Curtis Universal Security Kit.. ....................... .341
Custom Imprinted Mouse Mats .
.. .... 386
Customer Profile System......
.. ...........44

Cutting Edge soo: ........................................... .367
Cutting Edge External Hard Disk Drives ....... .368
Cutting Edge Internal Hard Disk Drives .......... 368
C•A•T-Contacts-Activities-lime ....................40
D.C. Plus......
.. ........ 182
D.C. Resistivity ............................................... 222
DS-SCX Video Scan Converter ...................... .303
D60UTSP ........................................................ .318
DaPomaGB ............ ........................................ 157
DAfx 1.32 .......................................................... 34
Daiquiri 1208 .....
.. ...................... ......... 279
Dairy Ration Balancing ................................... 175
DAMath ..................... ..................................... 199
DarkRoom CD ROM ......... :............................... 17
Dash 30 Workstation ........................................ 276
Dashes DA ........................................................ 245
DASnet Service.....
.. .................................. 58
Data Cart ...................................... .................... 386
Data Desk 3.0 ................................................. 200
Data Pad Software Guides
.......... .386
Data Pak; Data Pak hd Family ........................ 368
Data Scan ......................................................... 222
Data Spec Cable Assemblies........
.. .. .386
Data Spec Keyboard/Computer Vacuum,
Model MYS .......... .................................. 386
Data Switch Box. Model DS9002 ................... 344
Data V Bill Of Materials ................................. 194
Data V Inventory..................
.. ....... 194
Data V Payroll...........................
.. .......... 4
DAtabase .............
.. ............................. 40
DataCase External And Internal Kits ............. .369
DataCase Hard Drives ...................................... 369
DataFlash ........................................................ 279
DataFrame ........ ..............................
.. .... 369
DataLink Express ............................................ 361
DataLink/Mac.....
.. .................... .361
DataLink/Mac Portable .
.. ................ .361
Datamax ......................................................... .375
DataMerge V2.0 ..................... ...........................40
Datapen .......................................
.. .......294
DataSaver.....
.. ............................ 318
DataShaper....................
.......... 66
DavkaGraphics EPS: Israel........
.. .... 17
DavkaGraphics EPS: Jewish Holidays .............. 17
DavkaGraphics Ill
............... 17
DavkaGraphics; DavkaGraphics ll .................... 17
Daylite 2.0 ...
.. ....... 164
DaynaFile ........................................................... 365
DaynaMail .......................................................... 45
DaynaNet.. .......................................................... 48
DaynaTalk .............................................. .. ... 353
DB-Library (For MPW C) ................
.. .. IOI
DB/Write................................................ .. .. IOI
DB:$ Retailer's Advantage
...... 215
DB_Vista lll .....
............. IOI
Dbase'Mac ........................
.. ...... 40
DbFast/Mac ..................................................... 10 I
DBMed/Mac ..................................................... 182
DBMedia .......
.. ..............................236
DbsPay ..........
.. ............................ 5
DBx/DBPort..
.. ..................................... 101
DBxPort
................................................ 101
DCNAP2 .......................................................... 164
Dealerwerks ..................................... ................ 215
The Debugger V2 & MacNosy ................. ...... I IO
Decision Analysis By J'reeAge (Data) .............. 44
Decision Analysis Techniques .......................... 44
Decision Trees And Tables .............................. 200
DeClass ............................................................. 133
Decoder LDI 100 ............................................. 294
Deft... ..................................................... .. ... 97
Delphi ........................ ..
............ 58
Delta Patient Management/Billing System...... 182
DeltaGraph ...........
.. ....... 11
Deluxe Music Construction Set 2.5 ...................28
Deluxe Recorder.........
.. .................. 28
Deluxx Mouse Pad .......................................... .386
DentalMac 3.0; MediMac 3.0; ChiroMac 2.0;
OpticMac 2.0; OrthoMac 2.0 ................... 182
Denta!Soft Dental Computer Program ............. 182
Denta!Stack 1.0 ................................................. 182
Design ..............................................................230
Design & Weave ............................................... 234
Design & Weave/Color .................................... 234
Design Dimensions 2.0 ........
.. .. 149

Design Station ................................................ .386
Design Your Own Home: Architecture ............ 145
Design/CPN ...................................................... 164
Design/IDEF ....................................................... 97
Design/QA .. .........................
.. ............ 97
DesignCAD 2D/3D .......................................... 149
Designer Dust Covers ...................................... .387
Designer Series Templates .................................66
Designer SoftWear............................................ 387
DesignScope ..................................................... 164
DesignStudio ...................................................... 66
DesignWorks ...... ., ............................................ 164
DeskDirect .......................................................... 52
DeskPaint & DeskDraw.
.. ........................24
DeskTop Art ....... ............................................... 17
DeskTop Art/EPS And Designer's Club ............ 17
Desktop Architect 2.0 ....................................... 145
Desktop Express .............................................. .45
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HyperSeder .......
......................265
HyperShopper.......
................... ,....... 269
HyperSmans ........................
........... .106
HyperSource Micro .............
.............. 124
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................................... .... 15.1
HyperTalk Language Toolkit................
. I05
HyperTape II..
..... .380
Hypertext '87 Digest.........
..... 269
HyperTMON I.I
........................ 106
HyperTools #I; HyperTools #L .................... I05
HyperTutor
....................... 124
HyperVideo....
..... 106
HyperWorks Organizer. ..................................... 81
HyperX
............90
Hyper•Estimator 1.1 ...........................
...... 157
Hyper•Remodeler I. I ...................................... 157
!·CAT (Intelligent Computer Aided
Troubleshooting)
.................. 167
I-Server ........................................................... .350
The !CAD System ........................................... 151
ICD-65 1..... .........................
............ .305
!Chiefs.....
...................... 192
Icon Factory
............ 106
Icon-It! 2.0 ....
...... 138
lconix PowerTools ............ .
........... 98
ICP ..................................... .
...... 342
IDAC-A-Stac ... .
........... 224
IDAC-Chrome .......... .
.................224
IDAC/1000
..... 280
ldeacomm Mac 2.0 ............ .
........ 53
ldek MF-5014, MF-50 15, MF-5021,
MF-5 11 5 And MF-512 1.
... .305
ldeograf...
.........75
IDS Series II Internal Plus.............................. .370
IDSPro Series
............. .370
Igor.
.. .............224
IGX 7000PS lmagesener................
........ .330
II-Tall ....... ........................................................388
Iliad ............
...... 184
Image Analyst..
.......................... 224
Image Grabber 2.0...
.............. 139
Image Scanner 1200 ................
.....286
lmagebank EPS Maps ........................................ 18
lmagebank Professional ClipArt Images ........... 19
ImageMaker Plus .............................................. 292
Images With Impact! Accents & Borders 1....... 19
Images With Impact! Business 1... ..................... 19
Images With Impact! Graphics & Symbols 1.... 19
lmageSener Workstation .................................. 276
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..................... 26
lmageWorks ........................................................ 19
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Impulse Stereo Sound Sysiem ..........................316
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In-Out.
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Integra 200{! ...................................... .............. .371
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Intelligent Developer ..................... .................... 91
IntelliModem 2400 .......................................... .361
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..... 158
InterBridge ...................................................... .355
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.......... 12
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InView ............................................................... 206
Invoices, Purchase Orders And Inventory 2.2 ..... 6
Invoiclt ..................................... ........................... 6
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IPT 1000 .......................................................... .350
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Isotrak Digitizer ................................................ 286
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JacqWeave .....................................:..................234
Jam Factory ................ .......................................29
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JamBox/l ..........................................................316
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....................... ............ .316
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Japanese Engineer ........................................... 253
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..253
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......................... 286
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Job Cost II ...... ................................................. 194
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......... 203
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JX- 100 Personal Color Scanner ................. .....287
JX-300 Business Color Scanner. ......................287
JX-450 Professional Color Scanner .................287
JX-600 Commercial Color Scanner ....... ......... 287
JX-730 Color Ink Jet Printer ............................330
K-Share...........
...... .56
K-Spool... ............................................................ 56
K-Talk ................................................................. 56
KaleidaGraph ..................................................... 11
Kanji PageMaker 3.0..........
.......... 67
KBFI032 ..................
....................... 294
KCS Level II With PVG ..... ..............................29
Keep On Trucking........
...................... 235
The Kemeny/Kurtz Math Series ..................... 254
Kensington Maccessories ............................... .389
Kem-Rite
.......67
Kemingware ...................................................... 67
The Key Of C .....................................................%
Keyboard Calculator ......................................... 389
KeyCap Fonts ................................ ................... 75
Keylock ........................................................... .341
KeyNotes Associated Press Stylebook ............ 246
KeyNotes Writer's Handbook ..........................246
KeyP!an ............................................................. 117
KeySeals .......................................................... .389
Kid Pix .............................. ............................... .35
KidsMath ............................... ..........................254
KidsTime Vl.2 ................................................. 254
KidTalk .............................................................254
Kieran .............................................................254
Kinetic Collector/Macintosh ............................ 224
KiwiEnvelopes! Version 3. ................................ 84
Kmax ........................................ ........................224
Know Your World .................... .......................254
Knowledge Finder For Medline And
Cancerlit...........
............................ . 184
Knowledge Server For Medline And
Cancerlit ................................................... 184
Kodak Colorsqueeze ........................................... 26
Kodak SV630 Interface Kit. ............................ .330
Kodak SV65 IO........
......... .330
Kodak XL7700 .........
................. .33q
Kroy Sign Studio ...........
........................ .37
KroyColor, KroyColor Plus .............................345
Kurta IS/ADB
.................................. 287
Kurta Studio For Aldus Products ..................... 287
Kwikee lnhouse Complete 1988 ........................ 19
Kwikee Inhouse Pal Professional Art
Library- "Potpouni" Collection ............. 19
L-View Display System .................................. .305
LAB 40 Controller (Local Applications Bus) ..280
Lab Partner ....................................................... 231
Lab-NB .....................................
............. 280
Lab-NB LabDriver ............ ..............................224
Lab-SE .............................. ..............................280
Lab-SE LabDriver ........................................... 225
Labe!Once ........................................................ 389
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Laqels And Envelopes Deluxe II ......................84
Label Writer...................
.................. .331
LabView 2........................................................225
Lake Avenue Accounting Collection ................... 6
LAN One Plus AppleTalk ............................... .353
LAN One Plus Ethernet .................................. .353
LAN One Plus Token Ring ............................. .353
LAN WorkP!ace For Macintosh ........................ 62
Landcaic ..........................................................209
Landesign ....... .................. ,............................... 196
Landscape Library ......
..... 146
Language Master .............................................:246
Language Systems Fortran V2.0 ...................... I03
LapCAD ............................................................ 167
LapLink Mac III .................................................54
LAPPIS ........................................................ :.... 146
Laptop Workstation.......
............ .389
Laser Award Maker ........................................... .37
Laser ConTemplates ........................................... 13
Laser Fonns ..................................................... .389
Laser FX 1.7 .........................................
.....68
Laser F)(-Paks I - Vlll .................... ................... 68
Laser Paper Sample Kit..
................ .389
Laser Positive .................................................... 68
LaserColor ............................
............. .390
Laserdrive Model 820 ..................................... .377
LaserDriver ........ .............................................. 132
Laser!'dge ....................
......•............ 390
Lasergenix.............. ................................ ...........75
Lasergraphics Film Recorder (LFR) ............... 292
Laserguides ....................................................... 254
Laserlmage I JOO-PS ....................................... .331
LaserKleen ..........................................:..... ..... .390
LaserLine 6 ...................................................... 331
LaserLink ............................... .......................... 132
LaserLogo Credit Card Symbol'Font.. ............... 75
LaserMax I000; MX Controllers .................... .331
LaserPaint.. ......................................................... 24
LaserPaint Color II ............................................ 25
LaserPerfect Fonts ............... ....................... ...... 76
LaserScript ...................................................... .331
LaserServe V2. I .........
.................... 132
Laserstation ........ .............................................. 390
LaserS.ior ...: ..................................................... .377
LaserStor Erasable .................. ........................ .377
Lasertalk ..... ..................................................... 111
LaserTransliterator .................................. ......... 246
LaserWriter II Family.............
...... .331
Lawyer's WillWriter.................. ...................... 193
LayerMap.................
...................... 151
Layout Mover + .......................... ..................... !02
Layouts ............................................................. 68
LCD Video Interface ....................................... .305
LCFIL ............................................................... 167
Le Conjugueur .................................................. 246
Le Coq Branche ................................................254
Le Inker.......................
... .390
The League Secretary - Professional
Edition...........................
...237
Learn Graphic Design .................................. ... 124
Learn PageMaker For The Macintosh ............. 124
Leaming To Read Hebrew ...............................254
Lease Portfolio I ............................................... 209
Least Squares Analysis..................................... 167
Leed Fonts .......................................................... 76
Legal Billing V2.56 .......................................... 193
The Legal Eagle ............................................... .'193
Legal Text Analysis Tool ................................. 193
Legal Tickler Plus V2.0.................................... I93
Lester, The Cordless Mouse ............................. 294
LetraFont Type Library And LetraStudio 1.5 ....76
LetrTuck+ ...........................................................68
Letter Writer Plus .............
................243
LetterPress CD ROM ........................................ 76
Level5/Macintosh ...............................................91
LexaFile 1.5 .........................
............193
Lexegete: Matthew. Mark & Luke ...................214
LexiLink ..... ........................................... ........ .345
Lexis/Nexis ......................................................... 59
Liaison...
...................... 62
Liberty Deninger Drive .......
................... .371
Liberty Spell II V.1.3 ........................................ 246
LibrA ................................................................. 237
Life History Disk .............................................. 260
LifeArt Human Anatomy Collection ................. 19

LightDisk-512-Mac-Pak ................................. .377
LightFax 9624 ................................................. .352
LightGard.......................................................... 341
LightningScan 400 ........................................... 287
Lightspeed Color Layout System .......................68
Lightspeed Mac ................................................. .56
Limelight-2 ...................................................... .305
Linda C Simulator For The Macintosh ..............96
Linear And Non-Linear Programming ............. I I I
Lingua ROM ..................................................... 255
LinkStar 8 ........................................................ .355
Linkware Infonnation Server .............................62
Linkword Languages ........................................ 255
LinoArt ................ ...................................... .......20
LinoFont .............................................................76
LinoSetting ................................................ .........68
Linotronic Series 200, 300, 500 ...................... .331
The Linotype Library .........................................76
Linotype's Concert Series ..................................76
List Learner.......................................................255
Listen Version 2.1... ...........................................29
Live Writer....................................... ................ 158
Loan Portfolio I ................................................ 179
Loan Qualifier.,..............................................210
LoanLease Library ........................................... 210
Locipro .............................................................. 200
Locking CompuTalk Kits: AT-IL, AT-2L ....... .355
Logical Operations ........................................... 124
Logical Zone Software ....................................... 63
LogicWorks ...................................................... 168
Logit..
........................................23 1
LogoMaster ......................................................... 20
LogoPower; Logo SuperPower .......................... 20
Looking Glass .................................................. .306
Looking Glass Light Writer ............................ .306
Lookup 2.0 ........................................................246
LOT Hard Disk Drives .................................... .37 1
LOT Optical WORM
....................... .377
LOT Tape Backups ...........................................380
LouoLyzer. ....................................................... 269
LSI Pentagon CAD 1.2 .................................... 151
LSI Surveyor .................................................... 168
LSP .......................
...............'. .................... 168
LT200 LocalTalk Interface Board ....................365
LTXZ-320/420 ................................................. .33 1
Lung Cancer Staging: A Tutorial... .................. 184
LXPi 2 Plus...............
. ....................... 298
LXR•Test4.0 ........... ........................................ 159
Lynx Trackball .................................................. 294
LZR 1260ess.................................................... .33 I
LZR !260i........................................................ .331
LZR2665 ..........................................................331
M .........................................................................29
M- 1809, M-1824L, Ml909 And M-1924L .... .332
M.D. Plus ......................................................... 184
M.D.A. (Multiuser Desktop Accounting) ............ 7
M.D.A. Basics (Multiuser Desktop
Accounting) ..................................................7
M.Y.O.B ................................................................7
Mac ' N Med II Medical Office
Management System ................................ 184
Mac 'N Med Spelling Checker ........................ 184
Mac 'N Touch .......................................... ,........ 306
Mac Architrion ................................................. 15 1
Mac Ann ...........................................................390
Mac Business Engine .......................................216
Mac Church Assistant ...................................... 214
Mac Clean Air .....:........................................... .390
Mac Daisy Link 1.1.4 ....................................... 132
Mac Display .................................................... 306
Mac Double D-D .............................................. 345
Mac Earth Works V3.0 ...................................... 168
Mac File Server ................................................353
Mac File Server And Expansion Chassis ......... 292
Mac Floppy Drive Lock
................. 341
Mac Hummingbird .......................................... .390
Mac II CPU Stand And Cable Extension Kits .. 390
Mac II Distribution Amplifier ........................ .306
Mac II, Ilcx And Ilci Internal/External Lock .. 341
Maclnker .......................................................... 390
Mac Interiors .................................................... 146
Mac Juice 300 ................................................... 319
Mac Juice II ...................................................... 319
Mac Keyboard Lock ........................................341
Mac LawnMan .................
............... 237
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Mac Light ........................................................ .390
Mac Mars .......................................................... 176
' Mac Menlo Lear Siegler ADM2 ........................ 54
Mac Menlo T65xx .............................................. 55
Mac Minister ................................................... 21 4
Mac Movie Forms Version 2.0......................... 177
Mac OfficePro II And Ila ................................ .306
Mac On-Call ..................................................... 184
Mac Personal Class V2.0 ................................... 81
Mac Port Adaptor ............................................ .332
Mac Products .................................................... 34 1
Mac PumpMan .................................................238
Mac Rasco! Print .............................................. 332
Mac Rescue ...................................................... 298
Mac Scanner ..................................................... 287
Mac School V3.0 .............................................. 159
Mac SE Power Switch Protection .................... 342
Mac Snap-On .................................................... 294
Mac The Librarian .................... .................. :.... 238
Mac The Linguist 2 ............................................ 76
Mac VJE ...........................................................246
Mac- IOI Enhanced Keyboard.......................... 294
Mac-3000 ............................................................49
Mac-3780Plus ..................................................... 53
Mac-A-Mug ........................................................ 13
Mac-A-Mug Pro ....... ............................., ........ 192
Mac-Art Library ................................................. 20
Mac-Attach ........................................................ .54
Mac-CFIRS....................................................... 192
Mac-Pac ........................................................... .361
Mac-Pos 4.0 ...................................................... 216
Mac-Sak ..............................................................63
Mac-Screen Overhead ......................................306
Mac-Tally.......................................................... 225
Mac/2 DA2 ...................................................... .306
Mac/B4 .............................................................. .49
Mac/DOS 11 ...................................................... 365
Mac/DOS Plus ................................................. .365
Mac/DOS SE ................................................... .365
Mac/PLC Communication Drivers .................. 106
Mac3D .............................................................. 152
Mac20MX .........................................................273
Mac73/78 V3.0 ................................................... 52
Mac220 .............................................................. .50
Mac240 .............................................................. .5 1
Mac24 1.............................................................. .51
Mac286 3.0 And Mac86 3.0............................. 365
Mac488B ..........................................................280
Mac2000 ........................................................... 355
Mac2200 1.11 ............... ,.................. .................. 56
Mac2400E ......................................................... 36 I
MacAbel ........................................................... 168
MacAC.............................................................. 168
MacAdarn ....................................... :................. 168
MacAdios 11/16 .............................................. 280
MacAdios 488n ................................................ 280
MacAdios 488s ...................... .......................... 280
MacAdios Analog Breakout System (ABO) ...345
MacAdios Digital Breakout System (DBO) .... 345
MacAdios 11 ......................................................280
MacAdios II Jr .................................................. 28 1
MacAdios II SE Expansion System .................28 1
MacAdios Manager ll ...................................... 225
MacAdios Model 411 ....................................... 28 1
MacAdios SCSI Family ................................... 281
MacAdvantage 68000 Assembler......................93
MacAdvantage UCSD Pascal .......................... 108
MacAnalyst 2.0...................................................98
MacAnatomy Volumes I, 2, 3 & 4 .................. 255
MacApp 20 ...................................................... 111
MacAppraiser ................................................... 210
MacAppraiser Office Manager ........................ 210
MacAstrologer .................................................. 269
.. ...................................198
MaCATI ...............
MacAtlas EPSF Version .....................................20
MacAtlas Paint Version 2.0 ................................ 20
MacAtlas Presentation Pack ...............................64
MacAtlas Professional Version .......................... 20
MacAuto 3.0 ..................................................... 270
MacBack ........................................................... 129
MacBack 60 ............................:......................... 380
MacBack 128 ................................................... .380
MacBack 256 ................................................... .3.80
MacBack 4000 .................................................. 380
MacBack 8000 .................................................. 380
MacBags; MacFreight Cases ........................... 390
MacBeam ......................................................... .168

MacBible ..........................................................265
MacBible NIV Or KingJames .........................265
MacBible: Hebrew Version..............................265
MacBillboard 4.01 .............................................. 13
MacBils
...............................
.. .... 20
MacBits Supplement ..........................................20
MacBlast ............................................................. 60
MacBook .......................................................... 238
MacBonom HD21, HD32, HD45, HD70,
HD84 SCSI Drives ................................. .37 1
MacBottom Modem..................
.. ....... .361
MacBrain 2.0 With HyperBrain .........................91
MacBravo! Detailer...........
.. ................... 152
MacBravo! Electronics Designer ....................168
MacBravo! Facilities ........................................ 152
MacBravo! Modeler ........................................ 152
MacBriefer II V2.0 ............................................. 11
MacBubbles .......................................................99
MacCad ............................................................. 168
MacCalc......................
.. ......................... 119
MacCalligraphy 2.0...............
.. .. 13
MacCard ..............................
.. ................345
MacCarols................................
.................. 270
MacCa¢he...............................
.................273
Maccelerator ..........................
.. ................273
Maccessories A-B Box..........
.. ...... .390
MacChemistry .........
.. .............. 225
MacChimney .................................................... 390
MacChoro II With Map Animation ................ .197
MacChuck PC Remote Control Program 1.5 .... 54
MacChurch Data II ...........................................215
MacCiassAds ................................................... .208
MacColor ........................................................ .306
MacCon ........................................................... .350
MacConcept 3.0...
.. .........152
MacConcord I (KJV)................... .................... 265
MacContour ...................................................... 169
MacCrate ......................................................... .37 1
MacDesigner 3.0................................................99
MacDetail ....
.. ...........216
MacDigi....................................
.. ......... 204
MacDigitek...
.. ...........332
MacDiscus ...................................................... 378
MacDiskManager ............................................ 139
MacDocument ...................................................81
MacDOS 11 ....................................................... 139
MacDot ........................................................... .332
MacDraft l.2b.....
.. ........... 152
MacDraw
......................... ................... 24
MacDraw ll 1.1 .............
.. ................... 24
MacDriveRac................................................... 390
MacDrums ...................................... ................... 29
MacDSP-APL.. ................................................. 169
MacDSP32CC-MPW .........................................96
MacDSP64KC ................................................. 273
MacDSPAPI M...................... .......................... 273
MacDSPSE30 .................................................. 28 1
MacDSPSW-002 ................... .......................... 169
MacEdge ll ....................................................... 255
MacEdge Plus ...................................................255
MacElastic; MacPoisson .................................. 169
MacEnvelope 5.0 ................................................ 84
MacEnvelope Plus V2.0 ..................................... 84
MacExpress ....................................................... 111
MacEZ-CAM.........................
.. ................. 194
MacFiscal .......................................................... 159
MacFleel; MacFleet Plus.................................. 235
MacFiorist Order Management.. ... ..................238
MacFlow 3. 1..................................................... 111
MacFonns ........................................................... 79
MacForth 3-D Library ...................................... 102
MacForth Plus 4.0 ............................................ 102
MacFortran For MPW V1.1 ............................. 103
MacFortran II For A/UX .................................. 103
MacFortran II For MPW.................................. 103
MacFortran a V2. l.......................................... 103
MacFortran V2.4 ............................................. 103
MacFortranft)20 V2.4 ....................................... I03
MacFourier ....................................
.. ...... 23 1
MacFunction ..................................................... 200
MacGallery ......... ........................
.. .............. 20
MacGard .......................................................... .3 19
MacGas ..................... ....................................... 247
MacGene ........................................................... 260
MacGenius....................................................... .306

MacGenogram .................................................. 260
MacGeos ll ........................
.. ................... 197
MacGospel (KJV).............................................265
MacGraphics....................................................... 20
MacGrass ...........
.. ............ 197
MacGreek New And Old Testaments;
MacHebrew Scriptures ...........................265
MacGreek New Testament And MacHebrew
Scriptures Dictionary .............................. 265
MacGridzo 3.0................
.. ............ 197
Mach IV Plus...................................... ............. 295
Mach2 Forth/Assembly Development
System......
.. ........... 102
MacHarmony Interface ................................... 332
MacHebrew Scriptures Convener.................... 247
MacHorse .......................................................... 176
MacHotel ......................................................... 190
Machouse Workstation ......................... .......... .391
MacHunter RMS ..............................................205
Macll488 ..........................
.. .................. 28 1
Macimage ........................................................ 139
Maclmmeubles ........................................... ..... 210
Macina .....................
....................... .. ... 191
MacinStor ........................................................ .371
Maclnstrain..
.. ..................225
Maclnstruments .............................
.. ....... 225
MaclnTax Federal 1989 ................................... 263
MaclnTax State Supplements 1989 ....... ......... 263
Maclnterview Release 1.7 ................................ 198
MacinText ....... ................................................... 87
Macintize ........
..............................68
Macintizer ADB ............................................... 287
Macintosh Adapter Card ...................... .......... .346
Macintosh Allegro Common Lisp .....................91
Macintosh Bar Code Printing Program............ 238
Macintosh Communications Package ............. .361
Macintosh Display Cards .
.. ... .306
Macintosh DTS Sample Code Series .............. 11 1
Macintosh Dual MIDI Interface.....
.. ....... 316
Macintosh Hands On Utility Pack ...... .............. 94
Macintosh II A/UX Ada Compilation
System And Toolset ..................... .............88
Macintosh II EtherTalk Interface Card ........... 350
Macintosh ll Monitor Cable Extension Kit .... .391
Macintosh II Video Expansion Kit .................. 306
Macintosh II Video Replacement Cable ......... .391
Macintosh llci ................................................... 277
Macintosh llcx................
.. ............. 277
Macintosh llcx/Ilci Carrying Case ................... 391
Macintosh Ilfx .................................................. 277
Macintosh llx.................... ...............................277
Macintosh Introductory Programming............. 124
M~cintosh Keyboard Replacement Cable ...... .391
Macintosh Memory Expartsion Kits ............. ~.. 298
Macintosh MIDI Interface......
.. ..... .3 16
Macintosh Orientation ........................ ............. 124
Macintosh Plus, SE And 11 ............................... 277
M ac i~tosh Ponable........................................... 277
Macintosh Power Replacement Cable ............ .391
The Macintosh Power System.......................... I I I
Macintosh Power/Video Replacement
Cable Set .................................................. 391
Macintosh Programmer's Workshop V3. l ...... ll l
Macintosh SF/.30 .............................................. 277
Macintosh System Software Update
Version 6.0.5 .............................................. 87
Macintosh Valet ................................................~91
The Macintosh Video Guide: Microsoft
Word 4.0 ................................................. 125
MaclnUse 3.0 ................................................... 139
Maclnventory ....
.. ................................. 195
Maclnvoice 1.0............
.. ........ 79
MacIRMA......................
.. .....358
Mac!RMA AP! ............... ................................. 111
Mac!RMA Entry Emulator .. ........................... 358
Mac!RMA Graphics ......................................... 358
Mac!RMA WorkStation................................... 358
Mac!RMALAN 802.2 And SDLC
Gateway Server........................................ 358
Maclvory .....................
.. ...... .346
MacKablit.. .......................................................342
MacKem ............................................................. 68
MacKeymeleon VI.60 .....................................139
The MacKids Series ................................ .......255
MacKit 140 ...................................................... .371
MacKtav ........................
.. ....................... 68
MacLab ............................................................ 28 1

MacLabeler Plus, The Label Construction
Set .............................................................139
MacLAN Connect ..............................................48
MacLang 3.3 ..................................................... 159
MacLangelo/24 ................................................ .306
MacLarger ..................
.. ....................307
Maclean ............................................................ 238
MacLease .......................................................... 147
MacLedgers ..........................................................7
MacLift ............................................................. 39 1
MacLimo .................................... ..................... 235
MacLine.............. ...............................................63
MacLinkPlus/PC Version 4.1............................. 54
MacLinkPlus(franslators Version 4.1 ................63
MacLinkPlus/Wang OIS ....................................56
MacLinkPlus/Wang VS Version 4.0 .................. 57
MacLocus ......................................................... 169
MacLog............................................................. 204
MacLog LIS Read ............................................204
MacLogimo Plus .............................................. 107
MacLuggage .................................................. :..391
MacLunchroom V3.307c .................................158
MacMainFrame Coax Gateway ...................... .359
MacMainFrame DX ........................................ .359
MacMainFrame Graphics ................................... 53
MacMainFrame 11 ............................................. 359
MacMainFrame ll/DFT .................................... 359
MacMainFrame Programmer's Toolkit ........... ll 2
MacMainFrame SDLC Gateway ..................... 359
MacMainFrame SDLC Workstation................ 359
MacMainFrame SE ......................................... 359
MacMainFrame SF/.30 .....................................359
MacMainFrame SE/DFT; MacMainFrame
SF/.30/DFT .............................................. .359
MacMainFrame Token Ring Gateway............ .360
MacMainFrame Token Ring Workstation ...... .360
MacManager ......................................................86
Mac Master .................................................. ~ ......68
MacMasterLink ................................................. .53
MacMatbook Libraries Of Graphic Art .............20
MacMathPascal. ...............................................200
MacMatri x ........................................................ 132
MacMed............................................................ 185
MacMIDI Software Line.................................. .30
MacMOD ..........................................................298
MacMOD-SM .................................................. 298
MacMohr .......................................................... 225
MacMoney Version 3.5 ........................................ 7
MacMover ....................................................... 139
MacMovies ......................................................... 12
MacMSDS ........
.. ............. 195
MacMumps 4.30 ............................................... 11 2
MacMundo ......................... -............................ 270
MacNail 3.0 ...................................................... 157
MacNametag..............
.. ............. 238
MacNest.....
.. .............................. ............... 140
MacNetway 3270 ...............................................53
MacNews VI .l.I0 ............................................ 111
MacNix/A ............................................. .............63
MacNix/l'CP ....................................................... 56
MacNurse .......................................................... 185
Mai:Nursing ...................................................... 185
Macnutriplan .....................................................261
Macnutriplan - Professional .......................... 185
MacObject ..........................................................91
MacOCR............................................................. 87
Macomo .........................................
.. .. 11 2
Macontrol............
.. .........225
MacOpen ....................................................... .391
MacOpener ...................................................... .391
MacPack .....
.. ............ .391
MacPacq .............
.. ....................... 28 1
MacPaint 2.0 ............................ .......................... 35
MacPalette .............................. ......................... 132
MacPDS............................................................270
MacPeripheral TOTS ....................................... 129
Mac Perspective 4.0 .......................................... 146
MacPhonebook 2.0 ............................................. 81
MacPhonetics ................................................... 247
MacPhoto WorkStation ................................... 206
MacPhotography Workshop ............'.................206
MacPlot............................................................. 131
MacPlots II/Drafting Vmion ........................... 131
MacPoint
.......................................270
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MacProlog
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............................ 144
Mac Promo
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Mac Proof 3.2. 1
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MacProto ..
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MacQT .............. ..
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MacRegister ... .
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MacRegister.. ..
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MacroMind Accelerator ..
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.270
MacSafe II ..
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MacScheme
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MacSignMaker ..
............... .37
MacSmarts 3.02 ...................................... ..........91
MacSmarts Professional...
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.. ............................. 282
MacSpeech Lab !........
.. ..................... 226
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.. .....................226
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MacSpi1'....
.. ....................... 270
MacSprint !!.. ................................... ............... 274
MacSRMS
.............................
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MacStile ............................................................. 99
MacStock 3.0
.................... 206
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MacStrearner..............
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.................. 226
MacSub .. .............................
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MacSurf .....................
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MacSurgery Volumes I & 2 . ........................... 255
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.. ........... .307
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...... .380
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MacTell ...........................
.. .............. .49
MacTenninal ..............
....... 60
MacThrustrarnp! ..............
.. ................ 226
MacTides 2.0 ................................................... 239
MacTilt.... ............................
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MacTilt For Mac II & Large Screens.............. .39 1
Mactivator
........ 342
MacToolkit - Scheduling And
Budgeting V5.0.................
............ 177
MacToPic.........................
.......... 55
MacTopix CD-ROM Publishing System........ .378

... 112
MacTopix CD-ROM Simulator .....
MacTopix - HFS With Streamer Tape
..... 378
System ..
.... .203
MacTrac
......... 295
MacTrac .............................. ..
....... 152
MacTracer 1.0 ............ .
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Mactran Plus Version 3.0 .... .
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MacTree Plus V2.0 ........... ..
.... 346
MacTruck ............................ ..
............... 76
MacTut/ProGlyph 2.0 ..
...... .53
MacTwin ... ..
................ 125
MacType .. .
........ 319
MacUPS .... ..
.... .307
MacVac .... .
.......... .366
Mac VEE
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Mac Vet ........... ..
.......... 307
MacViewFrame ......
.... .46
MacVines Mail Gateway ...
........ 287
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.................... 170
MacVLSI .....
.. 159
MacWISC-R ........
..... 243
MacWrite 11 VI.I .. .
.................. 11 2
Mac YACC V2.0 ........ .
........................ 200
Maclqn ..........
....... 332
Maestro
Magnetic Core Data Conversion Software
Mark 111 .......
.. ........ 152
Magnetic Core Nesting And Sort ing
....... 152
Mark Ill ..........
..........307
MagniView 342
........ .307
MagniView 480
.............. 92
Mahogany .........
......... 46
Mail Center ..
.......... ... 84
Mailbase ...
........... 85
Mai!List.. .................. ..
.. .........46
Mai!Maker .................. ..
.. ................. 85
Mai!Manager
... 85
Mai!Manager .........
.....46
Mai!Mate .. ..
.. ..... 85
Mail•Dex ........ .
........ 159
The Main Office .........
MainStreet Automotive Systems V2.3 ........... 235
The Maintenance Authority - Facility
Maintenance/Management ....... .............. 195
Maintenance Management System......
.. ... 239
Makeasy And Makeasy/Net .......
.. .. .51
MakeTest.....
...............................
.. .. 160
.. .. 118
Manage That! ..................... ..
.. .... 210
Manage-U-Store V4.5 ..
Manageable Desktop Network Interface
..... 366
(DNI) PC Cards
.... 195
Manufacturing 9-Pack
........ 195 •
The Manufacturing Controller 3.2
..... 195
Manufacturing/Job Cost 11 ..
............ 197
MapGrafix Mapping System
..... 201
Maple V4.2 ......
................ 170
Mapo .....
........ 197
MapStar ....
...... 274
MaraThon 020
.. .............. 274
MaraThon 030 ............. .
.. ...... 274
MaraThon 030 SF./30 .... ..
MaraThon 030x .............
.. ...... 274
MaraThon Multi-Comm (MC)......
.. ... 346
MaraThon Racer............................................. 274
MaraThon Serial/Parallel (SP).
.. ... .346
..... 242
Marco Polo
.. ...... 60
Market Link .........
Market Master For The Macintosh
.. ......218
Version II+ .......
Market Master Manager Version II+ .............. 218
Market Master R/A Version II+ (Results
Analysis)....
.. ....... 219
Marketech Easy Retailing V3.0
... 216
Marklin Train-ing ........................................... 255
MarkUp..........
.. ........247
.. .............. 179
Master Chartist ......... ..
Master Piece Mac II .......
.. ............ 319
The Master Series ........ ................................... 195
Master Switch......................
.. ... 346
Master Tracks Pro 4
...................... .30
Master Tracks Pro Version 3.0
... .30
Masterfonnat Outline Specification....
.. ... 146
MasterFonns ... ............................
.. ....... 79
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MasterForth ..........
.. ........ 102
Masterluggler .................
.. .... 140
Masterspec AJA -NS/C Edition..
.. ... 146
Match Maker Express .................................... 216
Match-On-A-Mac ........................................... 255
MatchMaker.
.. ...... .365
................... 157
Materialist. ..... .
...... 255
Math Blaster Mystery
........255
Math Blaster! .......... ..
.............256
Math Magic ....... ..
.. 256
Math Rabbit.. ... ..................... ..
.......... 256
The Math Teacher's Workstation
.... 20 1
MathCAD ..................... ..
Mathematica.....
.. ................. 201
Mathematician's Toolkit
...........201
MathLab V2.0.
.. .............................. .........201
MathTalk...
.. ........ 256
MathTalk Fractions......
.. .......... 256
MathType 2.0.........
.. .......... 20 1
Math View Professional.
.. ................ 20 1
MathWriter 1.4 .....
.. .......201
Matlab 1.2
........... 20 1
Matrix Color PostScript RIP From Agfa ........ .332
Matrix Operations ...........................
.. .... 202
Matrix Workshop......
.. ...................... ..... 202
Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing
.... 125
Max
........................................... .56
.. ........ .307
Max-15 ..
.......... 160
MaxAm
.... .37 1
MaxCie Internal Hard Drive Kits
....... 391
Max i Screen Enlarger
Maxi-View ....
........307
............................................... 180
MaxiLoan ..
........ 46
MaxNotes ................. .
............ 69
MaxPage 1.2
............................. 11 3
MaxSpitbol ........... ..
MaxStream ....... ..
.... 38 1
MBA>Clients .... .
........................... ..... 219
MBA>DistList .........................
...81
MBA>DocuTrak
.................................270
MBA>lnventory ....... ..
.. ....... 7
.......... 85
MBA>MassMail..... .
...............................47
MBA>NetMail
MBA>Personnel.. ..
................................. 205'
MBA>Projects .. ..
........................ ......... 11 8
MBA>ShipRec ..... .
.......... 7
MBA>TeleSell ...
..... 219
........................ 82
MBA>TraveLog .
MC2RAM ............ ..
.................. 298
MC2RAM/4MB
....... 299
MC3200NU ..
............... 274
McCAD Classic Spice .....
.... 170
McCAD Jr. Scout .
.. .. 170
McCAD Software
....... 170
McCADTrail Blaz.er .......
............. 170
McCLint
................%
McCPrint
.:.........96
McD-800
.. ......... .367
McEditscope .....
........270
McFace Package V3.2....
... 103
McGee ............ ..
..256
MCI Mail ...................................... ..
.......59
McMax 2.0........
.. ..... .41
McPic!: McPic! Volu me 2....
.. .................. 20
MD40/MD80/MD 120
........ .391
MD2400 ......................................................... .361
MdB - Music Master...
.. ......... 239
MedCalc........
.185
Medfonnation .................................................. 185
Media Clip-An
........................... 21
MediaMate; DiskBank ............................ ...... 391
MediaMi nd .....
.. ................ 144
MediaTracks .............
.. .......... 13
Medic 1.0
............................... ....... 186
Medical Application ClipAn Vol. I .................. 21
Medical Electronic Desktop (MED Patient).... 186
Medical Office Manager
........... 186
Medical Tracker.......
.. ........ 186
Medina Spelling Dictionary
......247
Medisoft ......................... ....
.. ........... 186
MedQuest...
..186
Mega-ROM..
.. ......... 270
MegaGrabber
.... 287
MegaScreen 200 I Dual-Video Rival
Display System....
.. ........ .307
MegaScreen 200 I Rival Monochrome
Display System ......
........ .307

Meg.Screen 2008 8-Bit Gray-Scale/Color
Display System....
.. .......................307
MegaScreen 2024 24-Bit True Color System ..308
MegaScreen 3001 Rival Monochrome
Display System..
.. .......................... .308
Meg.Screen 3008 8-Bit Gray-Scale and
Color Display System ............................ .308
MegaScreen Plus Dual-Page Rival
Monochrome Display System ............... .308
MegaScreen SE Dual-Page Rival
Monochrome Display System .................308
MegaTrend/2 .....
.. ............. ............ .308
Meirick UPS Systems...
.. .. .31 9
Membership List................
.. ......... 270
Memory Expansion SIMM Kits ....................... 299
Memory Upgrades......
.. .............. 299
Memorybank...........
.. .............................. 375
Menlo's Current Loop Converter......
.. .... .355
Menlocom............
.............................. 56
The Mentor V1.22 ......
.. ............................ 256
MenuFonts ....
.............................. 140
Mercury 030/SE And 030/Plus .......................274
MergeWrite.......
.. ................................. 85
.. ............. 131
Mesa Graphics Plotter Utility....
Message Center....
.. .................... 47
MetaDesign.
.. ........... 99
Metamorphosis .......................... ...................... 69
MetaPICT .....
.. ........... 55
Metro lmageBase Electronic Art ...................... 21
Metrowerks Modula-2 MPW Edition .............. 107
Metrowerks Modula-2 PSE ............................ 108
Metrowerks Modula-2 SP.........
.. ..... 108
Mexoft Belgium .....
.. ............................. 270
MF 850 LaserFeeder. MF 830 MultiFeeder ... .332
Micro Dynamics Mars . ......................................41
Micro Planner ........
.. ....................... 11 8
Micro Planner X-Pert .....
.. ....................... 11 8
............... 274
Micro· Voice Accelerators
MicroChem 2.5 ...
... 226
MicroCJene And FloppiClene.
.. 392
MicroComputer Acc~ries ....... .
..... 392
MicroExplorer ..
..278
.......... 160
MicroGrade
Microgrid ADB
................. 295
MicrdPhone 1.5 ..
.. ..... 60
MicroPhone II 3.0 ......... ..
.... 60
Microplate Manager/Macintosh ........ .
.226
.. .... 69
MicroSetter lJ ...........
MicroSlate
.............. 113
Microsoft Excel 2.2 ............................... . .... 120
Microsoft File 2.0 .......... ..
.........42
Microsoft Mail 2.0.....
.. ....47
The Microsoft Office
..... 83 '
Microsoft PowerPoint 2.01 ..
.. ........... 64
Microsoft QuickBasic 1.0 .................................. 94
Microsoft Word 4.0 ....
.. ........ 243
Microsoft Works 2.0....
.. ............... 83
Microsoft Write 1.0
............ 243
MicroStation Mac VJ.5.1 ....
................... 153
MicroStore Accessories.....
.. ...................392
Microtech 68020 Accelerator ..........................274
Microtech 68030 Design Board ....
.. ......... 346
Microtech 68882 Accelerator.. ..... ................... 274
Microtech Memory Expansion Kits
.......... 299
Microtech N650i...........
.. .......................... 37 1
Microtech OR650 ........
.. ........................... 378
Microtech R45
.................. 371
Microtech Static RAM Expansion Board ........274
Microtemp Financial Calculators Vl.0 ............ 120
MicroTest 111...............
.. .......................... 160
Microvitec 604/FST ....... ............................... .308
Microvitec I019 Auto-Sync Monitor ............. .308
Microvitec 3017/FST ......
.. ..... .308
Microvitec 3019/SP........................................ .308
Midget Mac ..................................................... .361
MIDI Conductor.......
.. ............ .3 16
MIDI For Mac!.....
.. ...................... .30
MIDI Stack....
.. .......... .30
MID!Transport...........
.. .... .3 16
MIDIBasic
................ .30
MidiPack
......................... .30
MidiPascal ......................................................... 30
Migent Pocket Modem ..... .............................. .362
Millionaire 1.2; Tycoon: Baron ........................ 256
Milo.................................
.................... 202
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Milton On Disk............................ ...................256
Mind Over Mac ................................................ 256
MindSight.. .........................................................44
MindWrite 2.1 ................................................. 243
MindWriteExpress ............................. ............. 243
Mineral Data Bases For The Macintosh .......... 226
MiniCad +...
.............................. ........ 153
MiniDraw V2. l ........... ....................................... 24
Minimum Requirements.
............................ 7
MiniReporter ...
.............. 153
Ministreamer 1054-Mat ................................ .38 1
Ministreamer 1260-Mac.
............... .38 1
MiniWareHouse Manager ............................... 239
MiniWriter VI.6.........................
...........247
Minuteman 1600 Watt UPS ............... ............ .320
Mirage .................................................. ............ 295
MiroGraph Prisma ........................................... .308
Mirror External Disk Drives.....
............. .372
Mirror Internal Disk Drives For Mac II .......... .372
Mirror M20i, M30i, M40i, MP80i, MlOOi ..... .372
Mirror RM20 ............
....................... .372
Mirror TIS0 ..................................................... .381
Mirrorlrnage ...
........................................ .332
Mirus FilmPrinter ........... ................................ 292
MIS Policy Manager .........................................82
Mitem View ...................................................... 106
MixNet lx4 ....................................................... 346
MixNet 448 ..
.................................... .355
MixNet 8884 .................................................... .355
MixNet Repeater ............................................. .355
MMS (Modular Management System
For Schools).......
............... 160
Mobius Mouse .................................................. 295
Moby Hyphenator.............................................. 92
Moby Part-Of-Speech
................ 92
Moby Pronunciator .............................................92
Moby Words .......................................................92
MocKingbird II
.................................125
MockPackage Plus Utilities 4.4 ....................... 140
ModaCAD ........................................................ 234
ModaPlan ..........................:.............................. 234
Model 1301 ....................
........ .332
Model 270A ...................................................... 287
Model 310 Digital Impedance System............. 186
Model 320 Clinical Audiometer ...................... 186
Model 340 Probe-Microphone Instrument ...... 186
Model 400A ...................................................... 287
Model 650T
.........278
Model 730 Flatbed Scanner ............................ 288
Model 7300S Scanner .......... '. .......
........... 288
Model 880 LaserFeeder.................. ................ .333
Model 890 LaserFeeder. .................................. .333
Model 20l00verhead Projector .... ................ .308
Model 5000 Image Controller. ........................ .333
Model 5100................
........... .333
Model 5320 .......................................................333
Model 5330
.............. .333
Model 5500
..................................... .333
Model 5510
.......................... .333
Model RE I 520 ................................................308
Model RE5 !55 .
............ .309
Model SPO 11 ...................................................320
Model-It! ...
........................ 171
Mode!Shop ....................................................... 146
Modem/Fax Protector .......................................320
Modem Artist V2.0 ........................................... .35
Modular Workcenter System........................... .392
ModuNet .......................
................ .356
ModuNet EZ .................................................... .356
Molarbyte Manager .....,
............... 186
Molecules V6.0......................
............... 226
Momar.;Vll ................................................... 186
The Monitor. ............................................. ...... 282
The Monotype Typeface Library ......... .............76
Monster Fonts................
............... 76
Montage FR I ....................................... ........... 293
Monte Carlo Simulations
(Advanced Ver.;ion) 2.1 ...........................23 1
Montest-ADl6 ................................................. .309
Moonlight Artworks Disks I & 2 ...................... 21
Moonlight Artworks Holiday Set... .................... 21
Moor.;irn ...........:................................................ 171
More 11 ....... .....................................................242
Mortgage Loan Calculator Plus ...................... 210
The Mortgage Office ...................................... 210

The Mortgage Qualifier......
...................... 210
Mouse Ease Picture Pad, Print Pad And
Calendar Pad .
................................ .392
Mouse Ease View Pad
.............................392
Mouse Ease; Fast Pad ....................................... 392
Mouse House .............
..................... .392
Mouse Master.........................
................... 346
Mouse Mover...........
...................... .392
Mouse Pads From Computer Expressions ...... .392
Mouse Tune-Up................................................392
Mouse-Hide ..................................................... .393
MouseArtist ..........
...................... 393
MouseCat
................... 393
MouseDuster....................................................393
MousePoint..
.... .393
MousePouch ............
...393
MouseTouch .............................................. ...... 295
MouseTracer ..... ............................................. .393
Mousetrap...
.............................. 393
Mousetrap II .........................
................ 393
Moustrak L/F; Moustrak Designer Series ....... .393
Moustrak; Printer Pads ...............
............. 393
Movie Magic Budgeting .................................. 177
Movie Magic Scheduling/Breakdown ............. 177
MovieMinder....................................................27 1
Movies, Movies, Movies ................................. 27 1
MPW llGS Cross-Development Suite ............ 11 3
MSC/pal 2..........................
....... 171
MSDS Db..
....... .227
MSF-300G; MSF-4000 ....
.........288
Multi-Ad Creator .............................................. 208
Multi-Function Encryptor
................ .362
Multi-Port Unit ............................................... .346
Multi-User Appointment Diaries With
Smart Alarms ........................................... 121
MultiClip 2.0 .................................
.......... 140
MultiColor. .......................................................234
MultiColor Analog Film Recorders ................ 293
MultiCurrency Aware V2.32.....
............ 7
MultiDisk .......................................................... 130
MultiLedger ..................
............................... 8
MultiModem224E ......
........... .362
MultiModem224E7 .
......................... .362
MultiModemV32..............
...................... .362
Multiple Checkbook System............................ 263
MultiScreen SE....
........................... .309
MultiSet 3.0 ..............
............ 140
MultiStat ...............
.................... 23 1
MultiSync 30 ................................................. .309
MultiSync 4D: MultiSync 5D
............ .309
MultiSync G52A ......
............................ .309
MultiSync-To-Mac II
............ .309
Mum 's The Word.....
.............................. 239
, Music Data ............................................. .......... .30
Music Librarian ....... .......................... .
... 27 1
Music Mouse - An Intelligent
Instrument V2.02 ................ .
....... .30
Music Symbol Library ........ .
.. .30
Musical Instruments & Sound Effects
Resource Libraries ......................... .......... .30
Musical Words Game
..................256
MusicProse ..............
........................ .3 1
MusicType ................
..................... .3 1
The Muzzle ............_. ............... ......................... .342
MW-5UI....................
.......... .378
My Office V.4.0 ..........................
............... 83
MycroLock ...................
............ .342
MyDiskLabeler..........................
.............. 140
MyVoice..................
........... 186
N 20/40/80/100/150......
.................... .372
N 40i/80i/100i/150i/320i ................................. .372
NT60 AndTl50 ..............................................38 1
N' SANE Desk Accessory ................................ 93
N/Hance HCS-mac .......................................... .372
NarnePower .........................:....
................ 198
The National Directory Of Addresses
And Telephone Numbers ........................... 86
Natural Images Volume 1................................... 21
Natural Language......
..................................42
NavGrafix ..........................
......197
Navigate! ....................................
......239
NavPlus......................................
..... 198
NB LabDriver.......
...................227
NB-A2000 ........................................................ 282
NB-A2100 .............
...... 282
NB-A0-6 ..........................................................282
NB-DI0-24 .................... ..................................282

NB-DI0-32F..........
.................. 282
NB-DMA-8-G ...
.............................282
NB-DMA2800..................... ........................ 282
NB-DSP2300....
...... 283
NB-GPIB .....................
...............283
NB-MI0- 16.......
............ 283
NB-MI0-16X ............................
..........283
NB-PRL............................
..........333
NBMS-32 .........
....... .339
NBP-32 . ............................
...................... 347
NBSl- 16; NBSl-32...............
...... .339
Neotech Image Grabber ....
.................... 288
Neotech Image Grabber Color Adapter ........... 288
Net/One MacUWS .......
.................... .356
NetAxcess
....... .350
NetBridge............. .
................. .350
NetCounter............... .
............ 140
NetMap ...................:
........................57
Netrnax ................ .
........:......... 320
NetMinder Ethernet .......................................... .57
NetModem V.32 ............................................. .362
NetModem V2400 .......................................... .362
NetSerial.....................
............... ............. .356
NetStream .................................... '.. .................. 129
......... ..48
NetWare For Macintosh....
Netware For Macintosh: User Orientation....... 125
The Netway 1000 Communication Server ..... .360
Netway 2000...........
.................... .360
Network Notes ................ .................................. .47
NeuNet........
........................ .356
NeuNet Daisy Chain Connector....
.........356
The New Electronic Encyclopedia................... 256
New Jams# !...
................................... .31
NewPort 2400 Modem Family ... ..................... 362
NewPort 2400MNP5 Modem Family ............. .362
NewPort Fax/Data Modem Family ................. .352
NewsNet, Inc
...................... .59
NewsSpeed
..................... 208
NewsTrack ............
..................... 199
Nexpert Object
....................... 92
Nexpert Object Runtime Library Under ·
MPW...........................
.............:...92
Nextra ...............
........................................ 92
Nexus.............
............................................. 92
NlA3 lO MacConnect
...................... 356
The NightWatch......
................................ 134
Nikon CP-3000 ..........................
.... .333
Nikon LS-3500 ............................................... 288
Nisus 2.1 ............................ ...................•........ 244
NIV/IUV Parallel Holy BibleStack ................. 266
NKR Basic Compiler .................
...... 94
NKR Basic Interpreter. ......................................94
NKR Fortran Compiler ........
...... 104
NK R OW Converter................
................... 94
NMR" .......
......227
NoLabe!System ..
........393
NoRad Shield.................................................. .393
NoteWriter 11.........
..... .31
Nov.Oat Model 1300 ...................................... .381
Novastor NST.....
..............................375
Novastor NST2.3G ......................................... .381
Novell EtherPort 11 .....
............ .350
Novell ElherPort Ill.. ..................................... .350
Novell ElherPort SE .......... ............................. .350
Novell EtherPort SE/30 ............ ................. .350
Novell ElherPort SE/30L .................... ........... .350
Novell EtherPort SEL ....................................... 351
Novell Kinetics FastPath ................................ .351
NS8/16..........
........................ ...........299
NS8l0 ............................................................. 299
NS850 Maccelerate ......................................... 340
NTSC Converter For Macintosh II ................. .309
NuLink...............................
...................... .365
NumberMaze ..... .
................... 256
Numeric Ease ... .
............... 295
Numeric Turbo Touch ..
....................... 295
Numerical Recipes
.........227
NuPaint .
............... .35
NuSuper .............. ...........
............. 274
Nutmeg 19 ................................... ................. .309
Nutmeg/Xerox Full-Page Display
.. .309
Nutri-Calc ............. ...................
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Tidalwave 650 ......... ....................................... .379
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Time Billing 1.5.. ............................................ 12 1
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Viking 2 G/S ...... ............................................. 315
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Vopex-2M...
.. ............................ 315
Vopex-8M ....................................................... .315
Voyager 030/33 And 030/50 ............................ 275
The Voyager CD AudioStack ............................ .38
The Voyager Video DA .......................... :......... 144
The Voyager VideoStack 2.1 ............................ !07
Voyager. The Interactive Desktop
Planetarium V1.2 .....................................229
VP- IO Graphics Processor .............................. .315
VS300 ............................................................... 291
VsCom/Macintosh .............. ............................... 57
VT600P And VT600W .................................... 339
Wake Up! ................................. ........................ 348
The Walker Co ................................................. .396
Wall Street Commodities V1.5 ........................ 181
Wall Street Investor V3.0 ................................ 181
Wall Street Watcher .......................................... 181
Warehouse Control ........................................... 196
Warmachine ...................................................... 181
Watcher V1.0 .................................................... 144
Water & Utility Billing ..................................... 241
Water/Sewer/frash Billing System .................. 241
Waterloo Maclanet .............................................48
WavEdit .... :.......................................................229
Weather Report ................................................. 203
Webster Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary
By Merriam-Webster ............................... 249
Wedge LDI 130 ................................................. 297
Wellness In Pregnancy ..................................... 190
Westcom HD Series Hard Drives .................... .375
Westcom Memory Kit ..................................... .300
Westcom Modem 1200/300 ............................ .364
Westlaw .............................................................. 59
Westrnate............................................................ 61

WetPaint ...................... .
.. ....................... 22
What's Missing? ................................................. JO
What'sBest! ...................................................... 120
Wheeler Quick Art .
.. .............................22
White Knight V11.6 ........................................... 61
Whitney Portals Carrying Cases ...................... 396
Whodunit.. ........................................................260
Wild Things ..................................................... !07
WiJIMaker 3.1 ...................." ............................ 194
WindowTalk ..................................................... 107
Wingz ...................... ......................................... 120
WinText V2.04 .. ................. :............................ 244
Win View .................................. ........................ 242
Wiz By CalComp .............................................297
Wood-Ease ........................................................ 147
Word Attack! .................................................... 260
Word Finder V2.0 .............................................249
Word Quest ............. ......................... ............... 260
Word Torture ...................................................... 260
Word Typer ....................................................... 244
Word Wrapper ..................................................249
WordMaker .............................. .'........................244
WordPerfect For The Macintosh 1.0.3 .............244
WordPerfect Office For The Macintosh ............. 83
WordPlay .......................................................... 260
Work Request & Asset Management.. ............. 241
Walking In Business ...........................................11
WorkManager System ..................................... .396
Worl<s For Small Businesses ............................ 220
Worl<s Of Art ......................................................23
Worl<s Of Art Laser Art/Business Selection ...... 23
Works Of Art Laser Fonts Volume One ............. 78
Works Plus Command ......................................... 83
Worl<sPlus Spell ................................................ 249
Workstation Anti-Glare Filters ........................ .396
Worl<sXchange ................................................... 84
World Builder .................................................... .38
World Class Fonts! .............................................78
World Class LaserType .......:...............................78
WORMServer I ~ ........................................ .379
WonnStat.. ........................................................~33
WOS Fund Accounting ...................................... 11
Writelmpact ..................................................... .339
WriteMove ........................................................ 339
WriteNow 2.2 For Macintosh .......................... 244
Writer's Drearntools .........................................249
Writer's Helper 3.0 ........................................... 249
WT! Moonraker ................................................ 291
WWIV Mac BBS ............................................... 61
X-J0 ..................................................................348
XC-33 10 ..................................... ~....................315
XC-37 15C........................................................ .316
Xceed NB6-48; Xceed NB J0-78 ..................... 316
Xceed SF,13()6-48; Xceed SE/3010-78 ............ .316
Xfer ........... ., ...................................................... 175
xFerVl.2 ............................................................ 55
Xinet .................................................................... 52
XPrint.. .............................................................. 107
XPsort ............................................................... 143
Xris-Xros ............................................................ 38
Xtra ..................................................................... 96
XVT (Extensible VlTIUal Toolkit) .................... 100
XVT-braw ..........................................................24
XY600RW ....................................................... .379
Yardi Property Management ............................ 213
Year Of The Dragon '88 .....................................23
YEM CVS-900B .............................................. 291
YEM CVS-910 ................................................. 291
Yes! Seed Inventory Analysis Based
Accounting V3.4 ......................................... 176
ZBasic 5.0 ...........................................................95
Zericon 3620, Z3000 And Z4000 Plotters ...... .339
Zero One Editor/Librarians ................................ 34
Zihua Mo™" 2.0 ................................................260
Zing .................................................................... .38
Zoepll ..............................................................229
Zoom/Modem MX 2400 .................................. 364
Al 3.5 Drive .......................................................367
µASM ................................................................. 94
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Company Index

Comprehensive Listing Of All Entries By Company Name
(M)agreeable Software, Inc. ............................ 100
18+ Fonts ...............................
.............72
1st Aid Software ................ ...................... 129, J33
lstDesk Systems, Inc.......... .............38, 61, 78
21st Century Innovations, Inc.............
...... 150
3Com Corp .........................................47, 349, 352
3G Graphics ....................................................... 19
3M Audio Visual Division .......................308, 313
A Lasting Impression ......
........................ 248
A.G. Reinhold..............
.............. 264
A.H. Nussel Sr. .............
...... IO, 186, 270, 271
AAA International Co.....
........... .395
· AAH Computer Graphic Productions ......... :14, 15
AAlied Support ........................................ 182, 187
Aardvark Development Labs, lnc........78, 86, 268
AatrixSoftware.............
..... 2, 120, 121,262
ABA Systems/USA, Inc
............. .391
Abacus Concepts, Inc
....... 233
Abacus, Inc.....................
.............. 144
Abaton Technology, a Division of Everex
Systems, Inc
...... 284, 295, 33 I, 352
Abbott Systems, Inc......................................... 136
ABC Software ......
............ 177
Abcom .................................
................... .383
Abra MacDabra Software Co ............... :.. 204, 205
Abracadata, Lid......
......... 145
Abraxas Software, Inc.............................. 95, I
11 2
..... !03, 110
Absoft Corp ..... .
Absolute Solutions, Inc...
.. .......... 4
AbTech Corp.
....................... 89
Acee! Computer Corp ... .
............287
Acius, Inc .......................... .
....................... .38
Aclinel Systems, Inc......... .
.........61, 353
Actuarial Micro Software ..
................ 231
Adaptec, Inc..................
............. .348
Addison-Wesley
Publishing Co .......... .29, 115, 126, 257, 258
Adex Corp ...................................... .30 I, 306, 339
ADH Software .......................
................... 73
Adobe Systems, Inc ... ..................... 14, 23, 36, 65,
72, 77,80, Ill
Advanced A.I. Systems, Inc............... ...............89
Advanced Command Systems ... ..................... 192
Advanced Data Systems, Inc................. 5, 8, 156,
194, 195, 199
Advanced Digital Imaging ...
......... .307
Advanced Digital Information
Corp. (ADIC)
.129, 380
Advanced Graphic Applications, Inc ............. .378
Advanced Gravis Computer
Technology, Ltd ....................... 133, 294, 370
Advanced Logical Software
...... 97
Advanced Matrix Technology, lnc ................... 332
Advanced Software, Inc
............... :... 245
Advanced System Design, Inc.
........... 148
Advent Computer Products,
Inc.........................
.13, 288, 290, 29 1
AEC Management Systems, Inc. .....
....... 117
AESP, Inc........................... 57, 343, 354, 355, 357
Affinity Microsystems, Lid .......................... 84, 85
After Hours Software ....................... !02, 176, 239
AG Computerized Information ....................... 176
AG Plus Software.......
.... 175
Agfa Compugraphic ................ 286, 325, 326, 334
Agfa Compugraphic
Division.......
...........292, 293, 332, 338
Agfa Compugraphic; Typographic Systems ...... 73
Agio Designs...................
.... .383, 390
Aircraft Designs, Inc................................ 164, 166
Aladdin Systems, Inc............................... 142, 143
Aldus Corp. .......
........ 23, 64, 69, 122
AlgoMed Software, lnc.................................... 186
Alisa Systems, Inc............
.. ....45, 46, 50
All Night Engineering.....
......... .34
All-American Software
Development Corp .......................... 105, !07
Allegro Software...
............... 86, 263
Allotype Typographies.................... ............. 72
Alloy Computer Products, Inc ........................... 54

Alpha & Omega.................... ...................... 264
Alpha Micro......
.......382
AlphaGraphics Printshops Of The Future .........66
Alph~tronix, Inc......................
...... .377
Alsek Productions, Inc.
...... 22
Alsoft, lnc ...........63, 111 , 129, 130, 138, 140, 261
Alsys, Inc
..........................
.... 88
Altech Systems............
............ .30, 316
Ahemative Enterprises
......... 146
Altsys Corp.......
... ., .......... 66, 67, 69, 73, 74
Amaray International Corp ..................... .391, 393
American Covers, Inc...
..........383
American lnslilule of Small Business .............. 179
American lnlelliware Corp . ............... 71. 158, 177
American Liquid Light, Inc ..............................293
American Power Conversion Corp .......... 141 , 318
Amiable Technologies, lnc............................... 150
Amphenol lnterconnecl Products Corp........... .340
Amplified Intelligence........
.............. 108
AnalytX .......................................................... 104
..........217
AnaMatrix, Inc.
Anchor Automation, Inc................................. .361
Anco Electronics, Inc
...............343
Ancol Corp. ....
.............. .344
Andrew/KMW Systems Corp ....54, 315, 350, 360
Andros SoftWear .....................
.. ... 234
Andyne Computing, Ltd...
.. .. :...41, 97, 98
Anonae Software ................... .................. 253, 254
Answer Software Corp. .
............ 10 I
Anthro Corp..
............. .383, 383
A,gtic Software
................. 64, 79
Aox, Inc.
.................. 273
APDA - Apple Computer,
Inc.
.. ..........91 , 109, Ill , 11 2, 11 3, 115
Apercom Corp ................................................. .305
Aperture Technologies, Inc..
.. ..... .39
APO, Division of UM!, Inc.........
.. .... .343
Apollo Audio Y.isual.................
.......... .300
Apple Computer, lnc... ..47, 54, 57, 60, 62, 81, 86,
87, 132, 277, 284, 297, 300, 306, 316, 330, 33 1,
350, 351, 353, 360, 366, 367' 376, 379, 384, 395
Appleseed Distributing.................................... 217
Applied Data Communications..........
..... 291
Applied Elastomerics, Inc ............................... 393
Applied Engineering ....................... 298, 361 , 367
Applied Ideas, Inc..
................ 260
Applied Informatics.....
.... 184
Applied Logic Systems, Inc. .
.............. 89
Applied Statistics, Inc........
....... 230
Applied Systems & Technologies,
Inc
....... 69, 160, 199
Apriori, Inc.
... .247
APT Communications, Inc. ..
..349
Arborworks, Inc.. ····/ ·· ..................... 115, 11 8
Arch Software, l~c.
. ..................... ......... 173
Aries Systems Corp...
........................... 184
Ars Nova Software
................................... .32
Artbase Compu.ter Graphic Services
......... .37
ArtBeats.... ..... .. ...............
... 17, 21
ArtFaclory Products .......................................... 20
Articulate Systems, Inc ...................................348
Artist Graphics..
...... .300
Artsci, Inc. ..................................
.. .......37, 79
Artware Systems, Inc.
............. 18
Artworx Software Co......
...........85, 255
Asante Technologies, Inc. ..............
.. ....... .350
ASD Software, Inc............................ ...... 129, 134
Ashlar, Inc...
......................... 155
"Ashton-Tate
..................... .34,40.119, 243
Ask LCD, Inc
......... .306
ASP Computer Products, Inc. .. .............. .332, 337
Aspen Ribbons, Inc.
... .384
Assist Electronics...........
........ 138
Asuka Computer Corp......
................ .376
Atari Corp. .....
.................. .360
Atlantic Research Corp. - Tempest
Division ...................
....... 278, 338
Atlantic Software ........... 199, 200, 222, 226, 228
ATTO Technology, Inc
....... .374
AudioSource, Inc
................. .385
Aura CAD/CAM, Inc..
.............. 148
Aura Systems ................................................. .3 13
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Aulhorware, Inc
............. 157
Autodesk, Inc
.... 148
Automated Technology Systems Corp . ........... 167
The Automation Group ........43, 82, 146, 161, 188
Au1oma1ix, Inc......
................ 194, 224, 275
AVA Instrumentation, Inc ................................ .346
Avatar Corp. ..
...53, I 12, 358, 359, 360
Avcom Systems, Inc........
.. ............... 284
Avenue Software, Inc .......... ........49, 93, 139, 256
Avery..
........................... ..................... .384
Avid Technology, Inc.............
.............. 176
AVL Looms
.........................234
B H Power Products
........ .3 19
.. .30, 25 1, 267
B&B Soundworks
.................. 119, 159
B.H.C. Publishing
............93, 220, 237
Bailey & Associates ....... .
.............3
Baker Graphics
Bantam Books ..
...... .".130
Banyan Systems, Inc..
.. ..........46
Barco, Inc..........................
......... 301 , 305
Barcode Technology...
........... 190
Barneyscan Corp..
.... .39, 65, 285
Barron's Educational Series....
......... 250
Basel ine, Inc. .. .. ...............................
....... .49
Basic Needs, Inc....
...... .384
Battelle, Pacific Northwest Laboratories ........ !02
Baudville ....
....... .36, 37, 253, 259, 267
Bay MicroSystems, Inc. .
........ .367, 376
BCD Associates, Inc.....
.................... 300
BDT Products, Inc..........
..332, 333
Beacon Technology, Inc ......................... 264, 265
Beagle Bros, Inc. ...........
.. ........ 62
Bear River lnslilute
................. 126
........................... 77
Bear Rock Technologies.
Beck-Tech.....
............... 12
Bede Tech, Inc
....................... ....... 15, 394
Bedford Computer Corp........
.. .... 70, 202
Belkin Components
................ .354, 354
Ben Torres Ribbon & Toner Co.............. .384, 390
BenWare ........................................................... 66
Bering Industries
... .374, 379
Berkeley Systems, Inc............. 135, 139, 141 , 143
The Best Choice.....
.......... 14, 18
Best Data Products, Inc .................................. .360
Best Power Technology, Inc.
.............. .319
Bible Research Systems
......... 266
Big Byte Software
.... 187
Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc....................... 224, 226
Biopac Systems ....
.................. 220, 281
Biosoft .......
.... 220, 228, 231 , 245
Birmy Graphics Corp
..... .323
Biscom, Inc
..................... . .............. .351
Bishop Graphics, Inc
.......... 172
Bil Image Software_
...........206
Bitmap, Inc................ .
..... 18
Bitstream Inc..
.. ........ 73
Bizcomp Corp.
.. ............................ ............361
Black Banana, Inc...........
............ 6
Blackhole Technology, Inc. ...
......:.... .380
Blank Software
......... 26, 28, 33
Blue Sky Research ............................................ 72
Blue Solutions, Inc. ........................................... 26
Blueridge Technologies, Inc. ......... 26, 335, 378
Blyth Software, Inc
........................ ..........42
Bobbing Software.
............ 135, 157
Bogas Productions
.......... .3 1, 33
Boojum Computer Systems, Inc........
.. !05
Bootware Software Co., Inc. ..
.. .......248
Borland International ...........43, 82, 109, 127, 200
Bowers Development Corp............... ........... 97
Bowler Petrophysics, Inc..
.. ..... 204
Bowling Computer Systems, Inc....
.. .......237
Bradford and Robbins ........
.... 2 IO
BrainPower, Inc ....... 164, 20 1, 222, 232, 242, 259
Brains Software···- ................................... 220, 258
Brauch Software, Inc..
.............. 129, 208
Bravo Technologies, Inc .......................... 11 9, 142

Breakthrough Productions.
........2 I8, 2 I9
Bridgeport Machines....
·················' I94
Bright Ideas, Inc .............................................. 269
Brighi Star Technology, Inc............... 12, 250, 259
Brimark Innovations....
............. .393
Britannic? Software .................................254, 256
Brock Software Products, Inc....................39, 136
Broderbund Software ......... !............ 24, 29, 36, 70,
117, 25 1, 252, 257, 268
BrookeHaven .................................................... I95
Brooks Power Systems ................................... .322
Brooks/Cole Publishing Co ..................... 201, 221
Brother International Corp ...................... .329, 332
Brown-Wagh Publishing ................................ 7, IO
Budgetbytes, Inc.....
........... 267
Bumblebee Software, Inc ................................. IOI
Bureau of Business Practice.........
.......... 126
Business Management Sciences, Inc............... 236
Business Systems Group/Merry Maid, lnc ...... 191
Business Technology
Manufacturing, Inc ......................... .301 , 343
BVEngineering.:............ 162, 164, 167, 168, 174,
175, 200, 202, 227
Byte Brothers .............................................. ....341
Byte by Byte ..................................................... 154
C&C Technology, Inc...
..................... .366
C. Abaci, Inc
.... 232
C. Carlson..
................... 141
C.A.R., Inc........................................................ .1 6
Cabletron Systems, Inc..
............... .366
Cactus Computer, Inc................ 63, 348, 353, 354
Caere Corp ............................ .......................... 87
CAi......
.................368
CalComp Inc..... .
............. 284, 285, 297, 304,
323, 324, 325, 326
Calleo Scientific Software Publishers ...... 223, 227
Cambridge Automation, Inc............ 295, 316, 332
Cambridge Computer Corp................................ 52
Cambridge North America ...............................276
Cambridge Scientific Computing .................... 221
Cambridge University Press ............................. 227
Cam de Corp.............................................. 187, 261
Campagne Associates, Ltd. .
...........203
Camtronics Software ...
........... 269
Capilano Computing, Lid .................... 164, 168
Carina Software...
............ 229
Carlisle Memory Products......
........ 385
Carnation Software .
......... .55
Casady & Greene, Inc .................... 22, 43, 74, 133
Case Communications, Inc.
.... .358
Caseys' Page Mill.......
................. 73, 345
Cal Systems...
.......... 344
Cat's Cradle Software ....................................... 248
Catspaw, Inc...................................................... 113
Cauzin Systems, Inc........................................ 296
Cayman Systems, Inc ................. ..46, 48, 349, 350
CC:Mail, Inc
...........................................45
CDC Enterprise .
.. ................... 297, 298, 378
CDR lnformatique ............................................. .36
CE Software, lnc ........ 13, 36, 47, 84, 86, 137, 140
Central Point Software, Inc.............................. 128
Central Products Corp.
.. .....202, 391
Century Data, Inc....
.. ...... .372
Ceres Software, Inc ......................................... 242
CG Graphic Arts Supply, Inc.......................... .390
CH Products ............................................. 295, 296
Challenger Software
........ 152
Champion Business Systems, Inc........................4
Champion Swiftware.
............................. 248
Chance & Co., Inc
..................... 152
Chancery Software, Ltd. .....
............ 159, 161
The Chandler Group.
........ 219
Chang Laboratories, Inc. .
..... 9, 40
Chariot Software Group ..., .
...... .160, 184
.......... 73
Charles E. Maurer......
CheckMark Software, Inc. ....... ...................4, 8
Chemlab, Inc.....
..... 226
Chesapeake Software (MBG) .
.. ...... 264
Chinen America, Inc.; Information
Equipment Div........
........... 285, 377

Company Index
Chinook Technology ....................................... .368
Chisholm ...........................................................306
Chorus Supercompu!er, Inc ........................96, 273
Ciasa, Inc. ........ ............................
......... 269
Cigraph s.r.1.
....................... ............. 168, 170
Circle Noe1ics ................................................... 245
Circuit Research Corp..................................... .352
Claes Lundslriim Yach! Design ........................ 155
Claris Corp...............24, 35, 40, 79, 117, 149, 243
Class One Ltd.......
............... :..................... 190
Clean lmage, lnc ...............................................385
Cleaning Management lns1i1u1e ...................... 238
Clear Lake Research ................................. 104, 230
Clearpoint Research Corp................297, 298, 299
Cleo Communications ........................................53
CMA Micro Computer Division ..................... .182
CMS Enhancemenls, lnc ................. .368, 375, 379
Co-Du-Co ........................................................ .385
Coda Music Software .......................29, 30, 31, 32
Coeur De Pomme Logiciel Enr............4, 194, 216
Cognition Technology Corp.................91, 92, 106
Coherent Cognition ............................95, 200, 231
Colby Systems Corp ................................. 276, 377
Colleague Business Software, Inc ...................... 82
Collector Sofiware .............................................. 15
Collier Software......
................................. 121
Colorgraphic Communications Corp .... ......... .314
Colossal Graphics, Inc..................................... .335
ComGrafix, Inc ......................................... 197, 198
Commonweal!h Veterinary Consultants .......... 187
Communications Research Group ..................... 60
Compalible Systems Corp ........................ 349, 365
ComPlan Software Sysiems, Inc ...................... 145
The Complete PC, Inc ...................................... 285
Composing Room ............................................. 276
CompServCo .....
..................... 168, 260
Compu Trac Software, Inc . .............................. 178
Compu-Arch..................
............ 145, 162
Compu-Quote ........................... 267, 268, 271 , 272
Compu-Teach, Inc ............................ 254, 257, 258
CompuCover.................................................... .385
CompuCraft .............................................. 177, 262
CompuDent Systems, distributed by
'FaceWare
....................... 184
Compuneering lnc ............ 163, 166, 170, 196, 209
CompuServe, Inc .......................................... 58, 60
Compu1Ability Corp ......................................... 293
Computer Accessories Corp ............ .3 11, 321, 385
Computer Associates lntematkmal ...................... 2
Computer Associates International,
Inc .............. ................................... 11, 23, 64
Computer Care, lnc .......................... 298, 299, 300
Computer Continuum
................ 280
Computer Covers Unlimited ............................385
Computer Expressions ..................................... .392
Computer Friends, Inc .............................. .35, 302,
314, 334, 338, 352, 390
The Computer Giftware Co ..............................385
Computer Helper Publishing ............................ 214
Computer Keeper ............................................. 341
Computer Methods Corp................. :.................. 50
Computer Power Solutions, Inc.
.......... .319
Computer Resources, Inc................................. 160
Computer Science Press, Inc ............................251
Computer Solutions .......................................... 161
Computer Support Professionals, Inc................66
Computer System Associates, Inc ........... 273, 343
Computer Sysiemics ...................:..................... 166
Computer Systems Co./Michael
Ehrman & Associates .............................. 195
Computer Tech.......
..................276
Computer:Applicalions, Inc ............. 142, 143, 144
ComputerAid, Inc ............................................ .386
Computers and Communications ..................... 203
The Computersmi!h, Inc ................................... 163
Comstock ............................................................ 16
Concept Publishing Systems .................... 206, 207
Conduit ..........
............................249
Connect Inc ......................................................... 58
ConnecTalk, lnc ................................................210
Connec!ix Corp ................................................ .300
ConnExperts ..... ,............... 323, 335, 338, 339, 347

Conrac Display Products. Inc.; A
Mark IV Industries Co.......
......302, 303
Consulair Corp..............
............... 93, 95
Conversion Dynamics, Inc.
.129, 136, 378
Cooke Publications .................. 159, 169, 201 , 258
CoOperalive Printing Solutions, Inc.
.... .133
Cordry-Berg Enterprises ..... ............................ .391
Core Business Systems.....
....... 121, 182
Corel Systems Corp............
............ .377
Cornerstone Technology ..........................304, 313
The Corporate Originality Workshop
(The C.0.W.) ............................................ 176
Cortland Compu!er, lnc .................................... 144
Corvus Systems, Inc .......................................... .57
CoS!ar Corp ............................................. .331, 393
Co!rama N.V. ......................................
..... .346
CP Software .............................213, 214, 216, 219
CPS Elec1ronics. Inc ....................................... .318
CPSA ........................241 , 279, 337, 339, 344, 347
Cra Z Software .................................. ...... 137, 270
Craig Sysiems, lnc.................................... 122, 239
Crate Technology, Inc ............. .369, 370, 371 , 382
Create, Design, Consiruci.. ...............................245
Creative Computer Consultants .... .............235
Creative Engineering..
.................... 169
Creative Software ....................
.................... 34
Creative Solutions, Inc
......... 102, 275,
299, 328, 344, 345
Creighton Nolte, AIA and Associates ........ ..... 146
Crimeaid, Inc.................................................... 191
Crosby Creations ..................................... .387, 389
Crosfield Lightspeed, Inc. .
...............68
CTA, Inc............................
...................... 88
CTI Electronics Corp....................................... 294
CTM Development.. ...... ..............................29, 30
Cuesta Systems Corp...................................... .318
Cultural Resources, Inc. ...
.......... 251
Cu1Tent Class Productions..
........... 161
Curtis Manufacturing Co., Inc ............... .319, 321 ,
341, 385, 386, 388, 389, 395
Custom Computer Co........
..............345, 390
Cutting Edge, Inc ............ .........................367, 368
CyberLynx Computer Products, Inc ........_. .... ..347
Cypress Research Corp.
.. ................ .352
D.V. Franks.......
...... .15
DIP Data Systems, Inc .................................. ...238
D2 Electronics ................................................. .306
D2 Software, Inc...
.................................. 231
Da Poma, Inc. .................
.................. 157
DA Systems, Inc ............................................... .58
Dan!Z Development Corp......
.................. 129
Dapple Computers........
..... :............... 176, 183
Darvish Systems ............................................... 237
Data General Corp
............................. 50
Data Memory Systems Co............................... 297
Data Pad Corp. ....
.................386, 395
Data Spec ......................................... 318, 320, 321,
344, 346, 355, 356, 383, 384, 386
Data Translation, Inc .......... 26, 279, 284, 289, 302
Data Workshop ................................................. 213
Data9 l l/Public Safely Data Systems ....... 191 , 192
Database lntemalional, Inc ...........................3, 5, 7
Database Technologies .........'............................ I00
Da1acap, Inc
.................. 79
DataDesk ln!emalional... .......................... 294, 345
DataDisplay Corp............................................314
Da1adyne Systems ............................................ 189
Datalogic Optic Electronics, Inc ......................294 .
Da1aNet.
....................... ... .191, 198, 241
DataPak Software .........................78, 83, 132, 246
Dataplex Pty Lid........
........................355
Dataproducts Corp............. ............................ .331
DataViz, Inc..... .......................... 54, 56, 57, 63
DataWindow Soflware ............................. 125, 207
Davidson & Associates, Inc ............. 255, 258, 260
Davka Corp............................... 17, 37, 65, 68, 75,
215, 242, 243, 253, 254, 257,
259, 261, 265, 266, 267, 269
Dayna Communica!ions .........45; 48, 54, 353, 365
DayStar Digital, Inc ................. 273, 275, 299, 365
Daystar Software, lnc .........................94, 108, 165
Dazzl.. .................................................................82
DB:Solutions, Inc............................................. 215
DCM Data Products ...
................ !03
Dealership Sysiems .................................. 215, 240
Decathlon Corp...........................................20, 198
Decision Technologies, Inc ................................ 44

Deft················································ .............. 97, 99
Delta Medical Shareware, Inc .......................... 182
Deltaic Systems ........... ........... .369, 374, 378, 379
DeltaPoin1, lnc.... ......................... 11 , 120, 243
Deltasofi, lnc. .............
......... 149
Deneba Software ... ..............24, 25, 136, 245, 249
Design Science, Inc .................................... 70, 201
Design Soflware, lnc ........................................ 128
Design Workshop ..........................
........ 150
Designer Products, Inc .....................................387
Desktop Al... ..................................................... 101
Desktop Archilecl.. ..................................... 18, 145
DeskTop ComPosi!ion Systems ......................... 71
Desktop Engineering, Lid ................................ 167
Desktop Graphics ......................................... 18, 79
Desktop Innovations, Inc.......... ....................... 199
Desktop Video Productions, Inc ................... 12, 17
Desi Corp ....................................................26, 288
Deutsch Research ..........
.......................... 170
Devonian International Software Co . .... 14, 74, 75
Dialog Informalion Services, Inc ....................... 58
Diamante Software .................................. .198, 238
Diaquesl, Inc .................................................... .304
Diconix .......................
............ .327
DigiBoard ........................................................ .342
DigiCorp ...................
..........43
Digidesign, Inc. ........................ 27, 32, 33, 34, 317
Digital Access Corp ................................ .354, 357
Diiital Communications Associates,
Inc. (DCA) ........................................111, 358
Digital Concepts, Inc ........................................ 100
Digital Electronic Systems .............................. .369
Digi1alE1c .............................................. ,............. .3
Digital Learning Systems..
.....246
Digital Music Services ...................................... 28
Digital Technology
ln!emational ... .........206, 207, 208, 209, 337
Digital Vision, Inc. .....
............................285
Digitalk, Inc..................................................... 115
DigiTech Sysiems ......................................... 18, 19
Dimension 5, Inc ............................................. .303
Direct Software, Inc ......................................... 135
Discimagery, Inc ........................................... 15, 21
Discovery Systems .................................. 138, 271
Disk Software, Inc ............................................ 155
Disk-Count Software, Inc ........................ 261, 263
DiskArt ............................................................... 17
Di1ek Intemalional ....... ....................:............... 150
Diversified Computer Applications ......... 204, 239
Diversified 1/0, Inc . ......................... 129, 132, 340
Dolphin Systems Technology ......... .371 , 372, 375
Donald W. Larson Software and Consulting ....235
Doss Industries ......................................... 341 , 342
Double Scorpio Software/Island
Computer Services ........................... 181 , 264
Douglas Electronics .................................. 165, 291
Dove Computer Corp..............................I42, 274,
298, 340, 346, 349, 353
Dow Jones & Company, Inc .............. ..45, 59, 178
Dpex, Inc.......................................................... 261
Dr. Ts Music Software ...........................27, 29, 30
Dream Maker Software ................................ 16, 20
Drews Programs ............................................... 167
Duhl-Click Sof!ware, lnc ....... 22, 76, 78, 140, 199
DucSoft, lnc ....................................................... .39
Dukane Corp .................................................... .307
DuPonl Electronics .......................................... .353
Duxbury Syslems, lnc ........... .......................... 137
Dynaca!h Corp .................................................. 183
Dynarnac Computer Products, Inc ................... 276
Dynamic Graphics, Inc ....................................... 17
Dynamic Microprocessor
Associates (DMA) . .................................. .55
Dynatech Laboratories, Inc ...................... 221 , 224
Dynatron Co .....................................................388
Dynaware Corp................................................. 165
E&M Software Co ........... 201, 202, 220, 223, 228
E-Machines, Inc ...... .301, 302, 303, 304, 311, 388
E.E.S. Companies, Inc . .... 100, 135, 215, 217, 346
Earth In Motion Technologies ..........................229
Earthware.................
................................. 157
Eastern Language Sysiems ...............................243
Eas!gate Systems, Inc ...47, 84, !05, 138, 250, 269

Eastman Kodak Co ..................................... 26, 330
Eb bars Microcomputing Co ............................. IO I
Eclipse Services ........................................ 207, 208
Ecological Linguistics ........................................75
ECRM ............................................................... 286
Edco Services, Inc ..............................................68
Educorp .............................. 18, 255, 268, 27I, 395
Edudisc, Inc . .................................................... .157
Ehman Engineering, lnc .......................... .314, 369
Eikonix ..............................................................286
Electric Editor, Inc ............................................ 150
Electronic Arts ................................ 28, 35, 36, 137
Electronic Pen, Lid .............................................22
The Electronic Publisher, Inc............................. 20
Elefunl Software ........................................... 8, 240
Eliot Software Co .......................................63, 191
EMAC, a Division of Everex Systems,
Inc ......50, 349, 361, 365, 369, 370, 379, 380
EmDash .............................................................. 74
Emerald Intelligence, Inc ...................................92
Emerald Technology, Inc .................................... 53
Enabling Tecl\noiogies ................................. 16, 38
Encycloware ....................................214, 215, 244,
264, 265, 300, 343, 364, 375
Engineered Sof!ware ................ 131, 146, 147, 153
Engineering Consulting ................................... .391
EnterSe! ......................................86, 142, 247, 248
Epcon ................................................................ 166
EPPS/Architec!onix .......................................... I46
Equine Computer Software ........ :..................... I76
Equinox Technologies ...................................... 228
Erase-a-Label, Inc ............................................ .387
Ergotron, Inc ............. ............... 342, 386, 387, 391
Erich Breilschwerdt and Partner ...................... 198
ESE Software, Lid ....................:....................... 172
ESHA Research ................................................ I83
Essex Systems .................................................. 216
Elion Software .................................................. 226
Evatac Software ................................................ 114
Evolutionary Commercial Systems .................. I IO
ExceiverCorp ............................. 84. 121, 156,235
Excel Software.............................................. 98, 99
Execucom Systems Corp....................................44
Executive Pad ...................................................387
Executive Productivity Syslems ....................... 158
Exodus Software .................................................43
ExperTelligence, lnc .....................................89, 90
Exploration Systems, Inc ..................................204
Express Computer Supplies ............................ .387
Extron Electronics ................................... .306, 312
Eykon Computer Graphics ................................. I9
EZWare Corp............................................ 178, 262
FaceWare ................................................ ......... 110
Fair Tide Technologies, lnc..............................239
FairCom Corp ...............................................95, 96
Fairfield Software ...............................................40
FaraUon Computing ............................................ II
Farallon Computing, Inc ............................. 13, 57,
63, 346, 356, 357
Fellowes Manufacturing Co............................ .396
FGM, Inc.......................................................... I4I
Fiberbilt Cases, Inc ...........................................388
Fidcor USA .........................................................96
Fifth Generation Sysiems, lnc......... .128, 142, 143
Financial Microware .........................................210
Firs! Byte, Inc ................................... .38, 248, 25I,
252, 254, 256, 257, 258
First Class Peripherals ......................................382
First Logistics, Inc .............................. 80, 118, 147
First Reference, Inc .......................................... 104
Flavors Technology, Inc .................................. .366
Flexware .......................................................5, 216
Flight Engineering ........................... .171, 175, 252
FlipTrack Learning Systems ................... .123, 124
Florida Marketing lntema1ional, Inc................ 144
FMJ Security Systems ...................................... 341
Folkstone Design, Inc ........................................ .37
Footprints, Inc ..... .3, 172, 181, 212, 217, 235, 24 1
Foresight Designs .................................... .393, 395
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Forte Communications ........... .........................295
Forthought, Inc. ...........
................ 154
Fortnum Software ............... ..................... 140, 225
Foster Manufacturing Co. ...................... .387, 395
Foundation Publishing.
..... 13, 16
Fox Software, Inc. ...........................
.........41
Frame Technology .............................................. 67
Frankie Corp............................
...... 176, 177
Franklin Estimating Systems............................ 209
Franklin Software.....................
...... 246
Franz Inc.
.................................. 89
FreemyersDesign .......................... 12, 14, 72, 145
The FreeSoft Co
........................ 60, 61
Friedman Computing & Publishing ........ ....... 246
Fujitsu America, Inc.
............... .337, 366
Fujitsu Component of America ....................... .327
Full Phase Software
......................... 269
Future Design Software ..................................... 10
Future Soft Engineering, Inc..
.........60
FWB, Inc .......................... 130, 370, 372, 377, 379
The Gardner Partnership, Architects ............... 145
Gaiy Holmes..................................................... 264
GCC Technologies, Inc .......................... .323, 334,
339, 369, 375, 380
GDT Softworks, Inc. ......
............ 74, 132
General Electric lnfonnation Services ..............59
General lnfonnation Services, Inc ................... 137
General Optimization, Inc......
............ 120
General Parametrics Corp . . ....................... 65, 293
General Power Corp ....................... .319, 320, 322
General Systems, Inc .................. .............175, 176
General Videotex Corp.
.............. 58
Generation Four, Inc.................. 7, 47, 81, 82, 85,
118,205,2 19,270
Generation X Technologies .....................311, 314
Generic Software, lnc ....................................... 150
GeneSystems Computer Software .................. 227
Genius, Inc
................... 12, 352, 379
GenMicronics
.............. 179
GenRad, Inc.....................
........ 171
George Monagle/Graphic Partners . ...................75
Gerard Research, Inc.
............... .328
Gered Corp..................... .383, 385, 386, 388, 393

Guidelines........
GW Instruments

Gessler Educational

Hydrotech Microsystems..

Software ..
...... 253, 257. 258,259, 260
Gibbs & Associates........
.................... 151
GigaTrend, Inc. ........................
.................379
Gimeor, Inc................................:
..... 148, 151
Glanmire Electronics, Ltd ............................... 298
Glatt Plagiarism Services, Inc ......................... 158
Glenn-Marx Associates, lnc ............................. 183
Global Computer Supplies ..................... .319, 384,
386, 388, 390,391, 392
Global Optics, Inc....
.............................. 183
glps Products................ ......... 73, 76, 248, 249
GMS Development .............................................49
Go Technology, Inc.
..................... 130
Gold Hill Computers, Inc.................................. 90
Golden Triangle Computers, Inc .............275, 29 1
Good Software...........................
......... .35, 213
Graftech ......................... ................................ 217
Graham Software Co .... :...
.... 137, 246
Grammar Engine, Inc.
..............347
Graphic Applications, Inc. .
...... 68, 234
Graphic Enterprises of Ohio, Inc. ................... .334
GraphicSpan ..................
........................65
GraphicText Applications, Inc
......... 164
Graphisoft ......................................... 131, 145, 155
Graphsoft, Inc......
........ 148, 153, 196
Grasshopper Group.................
............. 112
Great Plains Software......
.................. 6, 9, 239
Great Wave Software......
......27, 33, 34,
. 250, 254, 256, 259
Greenlight Software, Division
ofElan Associates .................. 192, 193, 198
GreenSpring Computers .
........ 278
Grolier Electronic Publishing ..........................256
Group Ill Micro Products Co....
.......... 387
GSC Associates, Inc.
.............55, 62, 64
GTCO Corp...................
..........285, 287
GTFS, Inc. .
..229
Guenzi Surveys..........
............. 163

HyperBase Software ........................................ 138
HyPerFonnance.....................
...... 258
The HypetGlot Software Co....
.......... 253
HyperMedia Publishing Group ........................ .47
Hyperpress Publishing Corp...............43, 91, 106
HyperRacks, Inc.........
..................... 138
HyperTrol, Inc. .....................
.......... 280
Hyper\Vare from Activision. ................. 80, 267
VO Design. Inc.
....... .39 I. 395
IatroCom
........................... 184
!CAD, Inc
.......... 151
!CD Corp.
....... 162
ICD, Inc.....................
........ .328, 330
lcom Simulations, Inc......... 68, 94, 106, 140, 200
lconix Software Engineering, Inc.............. 98, 117
IDAC, Inc......
.... 224, 225, 280
ldeafonn Inc.............................. 67, 130. 139, 267
ldeassociates, Inc ...... .........................................53
IDS Systems, Inc.........
............... .370
JGC Technology Corp ................................ 153
IGS International
........... 237, 269
ILAR Systems, Inc ............................ .43, 178, 25 1
Ilium ind..
............................................ 92
Image Club Graphics ....................... 15, i7, 66, 76
Image Express, Inc... .......................
........ 125
Image Mapping Systems.........
...... 197
Imagine That, Inc.
.. ...44, 194
lmedia International, Inc.
.... .37
Impulse, Inc..
............... 316, 388
In Focus Systems, Inc..................................... .3 10
In-House Software
..................... 6
lncomm Data Systems, Inc. ............................ .361
Indiana Cash Drawer Co., Inc
................ .344
Individual Software, Inc... 104, 119, 124. 127, 252
Industrial Stack and Hacking ........................... 107
Infinite Graphics Incorporated........... ....... 151
Inft>-Mac Enr. ..
... 5, 196, 237, 240
lnfologic Software, Inc. .....
....... 84
InfoMaster ................
............................... 59
Infonnation Builders, Inc.
........ 91
The lnfonnation Group .................... 104, 156, 205
Information Management Systems .................. 121

412

.................. 145, 146, 147
...................... 225, 226, 228,
229, 280, 281, 345
H&D Leasing .......................... 185, 214, 218, 235
H&H Enterprises ...
............... .393
H-B Associates........
.................... .388
H-Three Systems ............................................. 355
Hamilton Computerized Business
Solutions, lnc ........................... 182, 184, 188
HanZon Data, Inc.
..........................327, 338
Harvard Associates, Inc
............ 86. 136
Hayes Microcomputer Producls,
Inc. .............
........61 , 355, 363, 364
HB Imaging, Inc .................................................29
HeadStart Software ...... 6, 119, 166, 178, 179, 263
HealthCare Communications, Inc .................. 182,
183, 188, 189
Heart Data Corp .................................... .369, 370
Heart Wood Software, Inc.......
................260
Heizer Software ............... 8, IO, 15, 58, 82, 83, 84,
104. 107, 119, 123, 127, 141, 156, 161 ,
162, 220, 232, 244. 250, 252, 253, 257,
258, 26 1. 262, 263, 268, 271
Help Software, Inc.....
..... .39, 85, 119
Hewlen-Packard Co. .... ................. 286, 328, 329
Hewpact Limited.........
..12 1, 156. 177, 180
HeyerTech, Inc
....64, 292, 378
High Perfonnance Systems, Inc.
.......... 44, 45
High-Tech Resources, Inc...........
............ .395
Highlighted Data, Inc ...................... 196, 249, 268
HindSight.............
........ 206
Hired Hand Design....
................20, 21
HJC Software, Inc. ...
.......................... 135
HMS Computer Co ......... ......................... 211, 212
Holy Mountain Software.
.......264, 265, 266
Houlberg Development......
........... 217
Houston Directional Software .......................... 204
Houston Instrument...........
................ .327
Howtek, Inc
......... 289, 290
Human Intellect Systems
......9 I. 92
Human-Computer Interface, Ltd. . ............. 111
Humanw.are..
..........................
..... 260
Hybrid Cases..................
........................ .388
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Infonnation Presentation
Technologies, Inc.............................. .48, 350
Infonnation Strategies, Inc ............................... 295
Infonnix Software, Inc......................... 88, 96, IOI
Infonnix Software, Inc.; Workstation
Products Div............................................. 120
Infosphere, Inc..................
.. ..... ..48, 62, 132
Infotek, Inc ................................ 63, 287, 298, 311 ,
330, 345, 352, 353, 354, 355, 358, 389
Ingsoft, Ltd .. .'............
................... 172
Innovative Data Design, lnc ..................... 149, 152
Innovative Design Systems Corp............. 153, 188
Innovative Systems, Inc.
....... 153
lnnovision ..
...................... 242
lnnServ Co
...... 269
Inovatic ................
........ 87
Insight Development Corp. ....
..... 132
Insignia Solutions, Inc.......
................... .55
Intecolor...............
.......... .308
lntegra Management Systems .. ....................... 235
Integrated Solutions, lnc ..................................... 50
Intelligent Music...........
..................29, 31, 34
Intelligent Optics Corp ................................... 286
lntellisoft...........
.. .......... 128
Interactive Learning Materials
....... 257
lntercon Systems Corp
......... .49
Intergraph Corp........
............................... 153
lnterleaf, Inc......
.. ...... 67
International Association of Fire Chiefs . ........ 192
International Computer Consultants
...........49
International Geometric Tolerancing
Institute, Inc.................................. .. 173, 174
International Technology Development
Corp......
................................ 249
Interpreter, Inc.
........................... .357, 360
Intersoft Electronics....
............ 345
InterSuivi, Inc . .......................:
................... 85
Intuit..
....................9
Intuitive Technologies Corp..
.......... 81
Invention Software Corp.
........ 113, 114
Iomega Corp.
........368, 37 1
IOtech, Inc. .
............ 280, 28 1, 332
Iowa Farm Business Association ........... ......... 176
Irwin Products Group ..
............... .380
ISIS Imaging Corp ............................................ .36
Itek Graph ix Composition Systems .. ..... .330, 332
Ithaca Software
................................ 111
Ivy Systems Limited ...................... 67, 77, 86, 237
J.P. Consulting, Inc...
................. 250
J.R. Lando S/W.........
................. 269
Jam Software
............. 121, 122
Jam Technologies
.............. 109, 186, 199
James Grunder & Associates, Inc.....
....29 1
James River Corp.
.......... .394
James River Group, Inc...
........ 2
Jan Eugenides ......
.. .. 130
Janae Enterprises..............
........ 8, 85
Jasik Designs
...... 110
JDL, U.S. Sales Division
.......... .323, 334
Jenkins & Beirne.....
................................... 86
Jenston Mfg....
.................................... .388 ·
JGR Sports Software ............................... ....... 267
1
JIAN .............
.... .. .. 147, 177, 195, 205, 218
JLA Computer Services ...
......................... 79
JMES.........
.............................................. 276
Joan D. Tierney Enterprises, Inc ...................... 177
Johnson & Johnson Design/Build .................... 154
Joseph Ciaglia, Photographer. .......................... 206
JPL Associates ............................
....... 138
JS Graphics
......................................... 267
Kaetron Software Corp...
...................... .116
Kandu Software Corp.......... ........................ 148
Kansai International .
.............. .327, 344
........... .342
Katsura Design
Kaz Business Systems
...........49
KCS Software ........... ....................... . .........223
Kennect Technology .......
.. ......................366
Kensington Microware, Ltd. ...
....... 296, 319,
320, 322, 341, 387, 389, 390, 391
Kent Homeopathic Associates ........................ 185
Kent Marsh Ltd.
.. ............. 134, 135
Kentrex, Inc. ......
......81
Kemingware Marketing, Inc
......... 67

Kevin J. Doyle Computer Systems
Consulting ...............................................205
Key Tronic Corp
... 295
KG Magnetics, Inc.....
..... 149, 150, 152, 154
Kingsley/ATFType Corp................................... 73
Kiwi Software, Inc...
................... 84
Kleinhans Systems, Inc. ......
.......... 106
Kl ex Software, Inc .. ........................ ................ 152
Knick Drafting, Inc.
.. ............................. 146
Knowledge Engineering .................................... 65
KnowledgeSet Corp........................ ..........41, 742
Koala Technologies, Inc.
.................287
Kraft Systems, Inc.
.............295, 296
Kroy, Inc....
............ .37, 345
Kurta Corp. .....
.........................287
Kurzweil Music Systems ............................ .31 , 32
Kyocera. ...........................
........ .327, 335
La Cie, Ltd ... ..................................... 63, 368, 371
La Fenne .......
.........................254
Lake Avenue Software..........
......... 6
Lamir Software Corp...............
................. 59
LandCADD, Inc...
... .148, 151, 154
Landware ..... ............................................ 146, 147
Language Systems Corp.............. ............103, 107
LapCAD Engineering
.................... 167
Lapis Technologies, Inc...
..... .303
Larry Rosen Co. .
............. 178, 179, 262, 263
Laser Connection ...
........ .323. 334, 335,
336, 338, 357, 395
Laser Optical Technology
(LOD ...............268, 371, 375, 376, 377, 380
Laserdrive, Ltd ....................................... ....... .377
Lasergraphics, Inc.
.........................292, 332
LaserMax Systems·'·····
.............. .331
LaserScan Systems, Inc...
........................213
LaserWare, Inc....................... ......................24, 25
Lawrence Productions, Inc ............................. 256
Layered, Inc..
.........2, 6, 117, 120
The Leaming Co...........
............ 256, 257
The Leaming Curve.
..................... 252
Leckie Associates, Inc.
.................... 117
LeeMah DataCom Security Corp.....
... .342
Legisoft, Inc...
........... 193
Les Editions Ad Lib, Inc ....................... ......... 246
Letraset USA ....................... 25, 26, 66, 67, 71, 76
Letter-Perfect.
.................74, 77
Levco Sales
........275, 347
Lexpenise USA
.......247
Lextel, Inc..................................................... .345
Liberty Systems, lnc ....................................... ,.37 1
Lightship Software, Inc ................................91, 93
Lightwave Technologies, Inc
......294
Lincoln & Co..................
.........70
LintfEiectronic Design Co., Inc.....
..384
Linebacker .......
........................... .390
Lingo Fun, Inc
..25 1
Linguist's Software .... 75, 246, 247, 250, 265, 266
Linkware Corp .................................................. 62
Linographic Services, lnc ............................. 20, 76
Linotype Co ............................ 68, 71, 76, 326, 331
Lionheart Press, Inc
......44, 86, 111,
118, 199, 200, 202, 221, 230, 232
Lionshead Software, Inc .......................... 151, 168
Lipa Software ...........
.......223
LISI.........
..................................... ......... 238
List Spa ............................................ 51 , 56, 62, 63
Liturgical Publications, Inc
.....214
Live Software ... :.
......... 12
LMM Productions ....
....... 240
Logic Extension Resources ....
.. ...... 159
The Logic Group
.......204
Logic Programming Associates, Ltd . ..........90, 91
Logical Operations, Inc
.................... 124, 125
Logiciel duParc, Inc.
............210
Logisoft, Inc......................
........... 7, 237 ·
Logitech, Inc.
............................289
Lone Oak Software, Ltd.....
.. .......... 190
Loop Software .................
....... 141
Lundeen & Associates ................................83, 249

Company Index
Lundin Laboratories, Inc ................................. 261
Lupin Software ....
......................... 13
Lynx Computer Products, Inc. ...... ................. 294
M/H Group ...................................................... 57
Mac AD/C
........................................... 241
Mac Doctor Electronics
....................... 297
Mac Management Systems
..... 190, 209, 220
Mac Products
................................ .341, 342
MacEntire
.................................9, JO, 240
MacHunter .....
...........205
Macintosh Business Systems .......... 194, 216, 236
MacKay Associates
....................... 158, 271
MacMedic Publications, Inc........................... 255
MacMIDI Distributing
............... 27, 34
The MacNeal-Schwendler Corp .................... 171
MacNursing
.......................................... 185
MacPDS ..
............................ ...... 21, 270
MacPaint Publications .............................. 20, 270
Macreations .
.............................. 72
Macrochip Research, Inc
......94, 348
MacroMind, Inc ........................................ 12, 13
Macroprint
................... ........ .......... 131
MacSema ................279, 283, 318, 347, 348, 366
Macsetra Technologies International, Inc ...... .377
MacSoft
.........................56
MacSolutions, Inc .............................................. 10
MacTography ..................................................... 77
MacTrak Software
..... 198
Magic Software, Inc ................ 128, 135, 141, 205
Magna.....
......................... 134
Magnum Software
.... 20, 65, 136, 348, 392
Magnus Corp ...................................137, 242, 247
Mainstay ............ 86, 111 , 11 6, 118, 124, 133, 136
Maitreya Design .................................. ......... i47
Management Graphics, Inc....................64, 293
Manx Software Systems .................................... 95
Mark A. Kalish, MD ............................... 183, 189
Mark of the Unicom, Inc .................................. .32
Market Engineering Corp ................................. .43
Marketech, Inc ..............................,... . ..... 216
Marketing Graphics, Inc .............................. 21 , 69
Marklin, Inc.
............... 255
Marstek, Inc...
........... 289
Marvelin Corp .......................................39, 40, 43
Mass Microsystems.
....... .301, 302, 368, 386
Master Manufacturing, Inc .............................. 128
MathSoft .:.........
......................20 1
The MathWorks, Inc........................... 20 1
Maxem Corp....... .5, 8, 45, 86, I JO, 158, 219, 263
MaxSolutions ....................................................220
Maynard Electronics, Inc ............................... .38 1
MBA Solutions...
... 219
MCI Mail ........................................................... 59
McKeever's Software Wizardry Limited ......... I86
MCTel, Inc...........
. ..............45, 134, 357
MDG Computer Services...
..... 3
Mead Data Central ............................................ 59
Meca Ventures, Inc ..........................................262
MedCompute, Inc .......................................... 185
Medfonnatics, Inc . ........................................ 185
Media Clip-Art, Inc...
................. 21
Medical Software, Inc. .
...... 183
Medina Software, Inc
........ 21, 166,
245, 247. 265, 266, 270, 271
Mega Drive Systems ...
. ............... .369
MegaGraphics, Inc ......................... .301, 307, 308
Megatherium Enterprises ................................. 76
Meirick, Inc............................................... 319
Menlo Business Systems, Inc... . . ....... .54, 55,
56, 98, 122, 355
Mentauris Corp ............................................... .302
Mercury Computer Systems, Inc .................... 274
Meridian Data, Inc....
................... .375, 376 '
Meridian Software Systems, Inc
.......... 88
Mesa Graphics ..........................................49, 131
Messenger Software, Inc
.... 55
Meta Software Corp..
.................97, 99, 164
Meta Venture Technology ......................213
Metacomet Software .......................................... 58
Metaresearch, lnc . .................................... 11 5, 279
Metro lmageBase, Inc. ..
......................... 21
Metropolis Software, Inc ......... JO I, 211 , 212, 213

Metrowerks, Inc ....................................... J07, 108
Mexoft Belgium .............................................. 270
MFE Associates, Inc
........................ 168, 236
MGlobal .......................................................... 112
Mi Concepts ........................................... .34, 144
Micor Systems
....................... 219
Micro Dialects, Inc ...........................................94
Micro Display Systems, Inc ............................ 306
Micro Dynamics, Ltd
................................ ..41
Micro Electronic Technologies ............... 351 , 360
Micro Frontier, Inc. ···- ···· .................................. 25
Micro Planning International ......................... 11 8
Micro Solutions Computer Products ............... .365
Micro System Options ..................... 104, 109, 122
Micro Trading Software, Ltd ........................... 181
Micro VertiSoft ................ 120, 175, 212, 219, 240
Micro-Besst, Inc..
................................ 162
Micro-Voice Communication ................. 129, 274,
297, 367, 368, 377, 384
MicroCode Engineering ..
...................... 163
Microcom Software Division ......................53, 62
MicroComputer Accessories
...... .390, 39 1,
392, 394, 395, 396
Microdev, Inc ............. ...................................... 222
Microlllusions.
................................. .35, 258
Microlytics, Inc. ..................................... 242, 249
MicroMaps Software, Inc............ 20, 64, 196, 198
MicroMash .................................... :............... 123
Micromedx Computer Software Corp .... 185, 261
MicroMotion ............................................ 102, 11 6
Micron Computer Co., Inc ............................. 235
Micron Technology, Inc .................. 298, 306, 316
Microneering ................................................ 172
Micropolis Corp ............................................... 367
MicroSim Corp ............... ................................. I71
Microsoft Corp ..........42, 47, 64, 83, 94, 120, 243
MicroSpeed, Inc ............................................. 295
Microspot ... .................................. 131, 132, I46
Microstore, Inc ............................................... .392
Microsystems Consulting, Inc........................ I21
Microtech Consulting Co., Inc ................ 251, 252
Microtech Intemational, lnc ................... )74, 299,
346, 37 I, 372, 378, 38 I
Microtek Lab, Inc ...................................... 87, 288
Microtemp ..
. ......................................... 120
MicroTouch Systems, Inc ...............294, 297, 306
Microvitec, Inc. ........... ...................................308
Migent, Inc ....................... ........................... 362
Millennium Computer Corp ............................ 128
Millennium Software .........................................90
Millhon Soft~are Associates, Inc ................... 203
Minatronics Corp... .
...................... .34 I
MindCraft Publications Corp ...................... 94, 96,
143, 258, 263
Mindplay ................ ......................... 251 , 256, 257
Minds In Motion, Inc .................................... .390
Mira Imaging, Inc......................................... 151
Miramar Systems...
.. ................48
Mirror Technologies,
Inc............ 291 , 332, 367, 372, 373, 375, 38 I
Mirus Corp .................. ..................................... 292
Missing Link Software........... ..................... 253
Mission Accomplished Software
Services, Inc...
.. ...... .83, 85, I89
Milek Systems, Inc
............... .......... 278, 332
Mitem Corp ....... ......................................... 106
Mitsuba Corp ..................................................307
Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc............. .303,
304, 305, 315, 316, 327, 328, 337, 378
MLT Software ................................................. 272
MMC AD Systems...
.. ...................95, 96
Mobius Technologies, Inc....... 295, 309, 388, 394
ModaCAD, Inc..
...234
Modem Computer Aided Engineering, Inc. . . 167
Molarbyte Data Systems ................................. 186
Monico Computer, Inc . ... ............................... 282
Monitenn Corp...
........................... 315
Monogram Software, Inc. ..
...262
Monotype Typography, Inc ...............................76
Monotype, Inc. .................................. 132, 335
Mountain Computer, Inc..
. ............. 291
Mountain Lake Software, Inc .......................... 160
Mouse Systems Corp ..................................... 293
............ 393, 394
Moustrak, Inc...

MPM Computing .......................................... .2 12
Mt Xinu ..................................................... .52, 56
Multi Solutions, Inc
...................... 81
Multi-Ad Services, Inc
....... 19, 21, 208
Multi-Tech Systems, Inc.
................... .362
Multicomp, Inc.......................................388, 389
Multisoft Resources
...................... 79
Mumford Micro Systems .
................ 68, 70
Musicworks ................................ ..................... .30
MusiKrafters Music Services
...................... 28
Mycro-Tek, Inc ....................................... 207, 342
N-Squared Computing
........... 184, 261
N. Muller ....................................................... 220
N/Hance Systems, Inc
................... .372
Nanao USA Corp ................................... .304, 305
Nantucket Corp...........................
.............. .41
National Instruments Corp...................... 105, 106,
224, 225, 227, 279, 280, 282, 283, 333
National Semiconductor ......... 159, 299, 306, 340
Natural Language, Inc
....................42
Nautasoft, Inc. ................................................239
Navaco ....................................................... 93, 175
NCL America .................................................. 285
NEC Technologies, Inc.
....................307, 309
Neff Systems Group ..................................... 140
Nemonix, Inc ................................. 274, 299, 309
NeoMac ..............................................
..... 227
Neon Software, Inc ............................................ 57
NeoScribe International .......................:............. 76
Network Analysis Associates, Inc ...... ........... 173
Network General Corp ...................................... 58
Network Resources Corp ....................... .35 1, 355
Network Technologies, Inc. ................... .309, 315
Neuri x
.................................. ..................... 91
Neuron Data, Inc. ........................................ 89, 92
Neutral Ltd ............................................. .3 15, 356
New Edge, Inc .......................................... 15, 272
New England Digital Corp ..................... .317, 318
New Horizons Software, Inc ........................... 244
Newer Technology ........................ 273, 274, 299
NewGen Systems Corp .................................. .338
NewHouse Medical Systems
................... 185
Newport Medical Instruments, Inc ......... 186, 187
NewsNet, Inc. ...............................
............ 59
Next Byte ......................................................... 185
Nick Murray.....
...... 207
Nikon Inc..... ........................................... 288, 333
Niles & Associates, Inc............................. .5, 245
Nissei Sangyo America, Ltd.
.......... .314
NKR Research, Inc .................................... 94, 104
Nolo Press ..................................... :.. 193. 194, 263
No Rad Corp... ..
. . . ........................... .393
Nordic Software, lnc ........ 138, 239, 255, 257, 260
Norris Software Systems, Inc.....
. ....... 171
North Atlantic Publishing Systems, Inc ............ 66
Northern Telecom ................................... 375
Northstar Engineering Design ......................... 166
Nova Development Corp ................................ 245
Nova Electronics & Software ...........85, 237, 238
NovaSoft ....................................................... 142
NovastorCorp ........................ .34 1,375,380, 38 1
Novation, Inc ........................................ 362
Novell, Inc... ....................... .48, 62, 11 6, 350, 35 1
Novy Systems, Inc... . . ..... ..... ......... . ...... 273
Nutmeg Systems, Inc.................... .305, 309, 314
Nuvo Labs ................................................... 128
Nuvotech, Inc ................................. .354, 356, 358
NView Corp...
.. ..... .307, 315
O.Sage Consultants, Inc
.......................... 11 9
OakTree Software Specialists ......................... 236
Oasys, Inc.............................. .................. 110, 113
Oce Graphics ........................... 294, 327, 328, 333
Ocean Microsystems, Inc... .
.. ............. .379
OCLI, Optical Coating Laboratory, Inc.......... .388
Odesta Corp .......................................40, 196, 200
Odyssey Systems ............................................. 278
OHM Software .......................................98, 254
OITC, Inc..
......... 112, 130, 133, 134, 144
Okidata, An Oki America Co ................. .33 1, 333
Olduvai Corp .............................. .36, 87, 136, 140
One Mile Up.....
................ 18

Onset Computer Corp.
.. ....................... 93
Opcode Systems
........ 27,31,34,317,318
Optical Data Corp...................................... ...... 259
Optical Media International.. . ..... .36, 112, 378
Options-80 ..................................... . ..... ....... 180
Opto-Technics Co
........ 388
Optronics, An Intergraph Division...
.. .......292
OR-D Systems.......................
......... 187
Oracle Corp ......................................................42
Orange Micro, Inc...................288, 328, 342, 365
Orange Solutions
........... 26
Orea Enterprises .............................................203
Orchid Technology ................................. 274, 352 ,
Orion Computer Systems, Inc ................. I87, 188
Orthodontic Processing .................................. 189
Owl International, Inc
....... 111 , 246
P.D.E ......................................................... .35, 27 1
P3 Software .....................................................179
Pacer Software, Inc .......................................... .51
Pacific Software Engineering
........... 7, 217
Packer Software ............................................218
Page One Graphics ....... ............................
.. 18
Page Studio Graphics ........................... 74, 75, 76
Pairs Software, Inc ........................................... 69
Palantir, Inc .............................................. 125, 260
Palo Alto Shipping Co .................................... J02
Palo Alto Software .......................... 178, 179, 180
Palomar Software, Inc ................... 114, 131, 136
Panamax
................................... .320, 321
Paperback Software International
.......75
Papertech Marketing Group, Inc .................... .394
Par Publishing Co .............................................. 69
Para Systems, Inc. ........................
.. ........ .320
Paracomp, Inc.......................... 146, 170, 174, 202
Paradigm Computer Services ................. 244, 245
Paradigm Software, Inc ................................... 11 6
Paragon Concepts, Inc.... .11 5, 140, 159, 174, 244
Paragon Imaging, Inc...................................... 175
Paralan Corp..
.. ......... .347
ParcPlace Systems ......................................... 11 3
Park Avenue Soft-Wear
........... .384
Park Row Software .................................247, 270
Passage Software, Inc..
..................... 227
Passport Designs, lnc.27, 28, 30, 31, 33, 316, 317
PBC Enterprises............................................... 182
PC Guardian..
... .341 , 342
PC Quik-Art, Inc. ............................................... 54
PC/Narnetag ......................................................238
PCA Software....
... I73
PCP! ............................................................... .33 1
PDS Video Technology, Inc ........... .301, 3JO, 311
Peachtree Softw.are ..
.. .................... .3
Peak Products, Inc .................................... 384, 386
Peca Products, Inc. .... .. ....... ................... 396
Pecan Software Systems, Inc ...... 85, 93, J08, 111
Peer Associates
................. 198
Perceptics Corp ....................... 174, 287 , 288, 289
PerfectData Corp..
. ......... 390, 391, 393
PerfecTek Corp ................................................ 365
Perfonnance Software, Inc..
.. ... 53
Peri-Peripheral Co .......................................... .383
Peridom, Inc....
. ............................... 89
Peripheral Land, Inc...:............................ 129, 131,
133, 144, 367, 370, 372, 377
Peripheral Visions, Inc .... :.................... .......... 236
Pmonal Bibliographic Software, Inc ....... 60, 247
Pmonal Computer Peripherals Corp.............. 129,
137, 3JO, 340, 361, 37 1, 372, 381
The Personal Software Development Corp ...... 60
Personal Training Systems ....................... 125, 126
Personal Writer, Inc .......................................... 288
Phannacy Management Systems, Inc.............. 188
Philips Consumer Electronics Co.
......... .306
Photo Agora ..... .
·
........... 206
Photographic Sciences Corp .......... :294, 295, 297
Photonics Corp ...................................... .......... 357
Pickering Winery Supply ...................... .......... 241
Pictor Graphics, Inc ......................................... 153
Pierre Zippi, PAZ Graphics ............. 202, 222, 233
Pilot Enterprises, Inc ...................................... 393
Pinehill Software Corp .................................... 212
Pioneer Communicationsof America,

Inc ................................................... .315, 376
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Planit USA ........................................................ 147
Planning & Engineering Resou=s, Inc .......... 163
Pleasant Graphic Ware ......:.................... 18, 21, 22
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Pointer Systems...............
.......294
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.................... 293
Polarware ..............................
............... .37
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............ 80
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Postcraft International, Inc ...........................68, 70
Power R Inc...............................,. ............307, 3 IO
Power Software, Inc ................................. 191 , 211
Power Up Software Corp............. 78, 80, 124, 243
PowerUser Development Co ................................3
PPT Ltd..................................
............. 127
Practical Peripherals, Inc......
.......... .361
Practical Solutions, Inc.........
..... 294, 346
Preceptor Systems, Inc.......
.......... 113, 162
Precision Computer Systems ...... 9, 157, 160, 208
Precision Line, Inc....................................387, 392
Preferred Publishers, Inc
............... 25, 40,
84, 141 , 249
Prentke Romich Co.......................................... 294
Prescience Corp....................................... 200, 203
Presentation Technologies, Inc . ............... 292, 293
Primera Software ................................................ 28
Princeton Graphic Systems ..................... .307, 314
Print And Graphics Educational
Systems (PAGES) ..
.... 189, 261
Printware, lnc ................................................... .335
Prism Enterprises, Inc.... ................... 88. 140, 389
Prism Technologies, Inc ..... ............................. 124
Pro Plus Software, Inc...........
.........9, 181
Pro{fem Software, Inc.
........... 245
ProActive Software, Inc........
..... 145, 203
Prodigy Services Co..........
........59
Products Diversified, Inc ...................49, !IO, 193
Prof. Paul Rapoport ................................. ...26, 75
Professional Automation Resources, Inc ........ 262
The Program Workshop, Inc.............. ............. 186
The Programming Co-Op ................................ 239
ProGraphics ......................................... ............. 67
Progress Software Corp..................... :.............. 102
The Pro Icon Group ........................................... 114
Project Modula .................. :.............................. 107
Prometheus Products, Inc................ .343, 362, 363
Promontory Systems, Inc ...................................68
Prophecy Software .....................
......... 12
ProStor, Inc..................
............................ 374
ProVue Development Corp.
........ 42
PS:laser ........ ..............................
... .394
PSI... ......................................................... 297, 298
PSRC Software ........................................ 198, 23 1
Publisher's Services, Inc .................................. 208
Publishing International ................................... .37
Publishing Resources, Inc ..................................77
Puma Software, Inc.................................. 155, 202
QED lnfonnation Sciences, Inc ....................... 127
QMS, Inc . ................................................ .336, 373
Quadmation, Inc .................................................8 I
QualitasTradingCo .............................. 13, 19, 23,
67, 207, 243, 246, 249
Qualstar Corp................................................... .38 I
Quantum Access, Inc........................................ 267
Quantum Computer Services, Inc...................... 58
Quantum Leap Technologies, Inc ............ 270, 27 1
Quark, Inc ... ........................................ 70, 71 , 126
Qube Software, Inc
............ 195
Quesse Computer Co., Inc. .......
............ 273
Queue, lnc ...................................................21, 257

Quilt Computing ............................................... 11 2
Quinn-Curtis.............
..................... 172
Quinsept, Inc.........
.........260
Quintus Computer Systems........
.............93
Qume Corp . ......................................................336
R Squared ................................ .373, 376, 378, 381
Racal lnterl.an ...... ................................. .........356
Raca!-Vadic...............
........ .360, 363
Racet Computes, Ltd .............. .374, 375, 379, 382
Radius Inc.............
....................275, 311, 312
Rag1ime USA .................
............. 83
Raima Corp..
................... IOI
Rainbow Bridge Software, Inc ...... .................. 175
Rainbow Technologies ..................................... 134
Rapid Systems......
................................ 283
Rasmussen Software, Inc ...................................55
RasterOps Corp................286, 30 I, 302, 312, 313
Ray Tracing Corp. ..........
.......... 152
RDA Mind Builders ................ .158. 159, 245, 247
Rea!Data, Inc...........................209, 211, 212, 213
Rebe Research ................................................. 312
Reference Software lntemational ..................... 246
Relax Technology, Inc .......'. ............... 312, .321,
353, 373, 378, 381
Reliable Communications,
Inc. .................. .326, 334, 337, 338, 339, 347
Reliable Software & Consulting ...................... 240
Relisys ........................................... .308, 309, 347
Remote Measurement Systems,
Inc....
.220, 224, 278
Resolve.........
......75, 78, 225
RestaurantComp ..............................................215
The Result Software Inc......
.............. I05
Retix......................
..................................47
RGB Spectrum
............... .312
RGB Technology, Inc.......................... ..... 11, 337
Richmond Software Corp ................................238
Ricks RamStar, Inc............
........... .384, 387
Ricoh Corp..........
......286, 334, 351, 379
Riggs Consulting, Inc........
...... 193
The Right Brain, Inc...
............ 144, 199
Right Track Software, Inc.....
..157, 159, 161
Ring King Visibles, Inc
....... .392, 394
Riverdale Software, Inc.
..... 169
RIX Service Industries
....................... 235
Roberts-Slade, Inc................................... 178, 179
RockWare, lnc ................................. 196, 197, 204,
222, 223, 225, 226, 227' 228, 229, 251
Rodime Systems ....................................... 373, 374
Roland Digital Group ...... .325, 328, 331, 337, 343
Rose Electronics.................
......... .325, 346
Royal Recovery Systems, Inc.
... .41
Ruben Engineering ...... :.....
.................. .347
Rubicon Publishing ............................. ............ 268
Ruby Systems, Inc.......
.......... 374, 381
Run Soft Products........ ............................... 270
S&J Enterprises
..... 2, 6, 236, 238, 239, 241
S.A.M.S. Development Group, Inc. ...
.... 161
S.H. Pierce & Co .................................. ............ .38
Sabastian Software
................ 139
Sampo America.....
......... .300, 306, 314
Samsara, Ltd
......................... 145
San Juan Software Co . .... ................................ 168
Saner Software. ....
......................... ..... 189
SanSoft .............. ..............221 , 261 , 268, 269, 271
Sapphire Design Systems, Inc.
...... 163
Sara R. Nussel ................................................. 256
SAS Institute, Inc......
............................... 231
Satori Software.....
.................4, 84, 121, 193
Sayen Technology, Inc.....
.... .3 12, 313
SBTCorp......
.................9
Schaefer Associates............
.............. 215
SchlumbergerTechnologies
........... 152, 168
Scion Corp.. ..........................
.....290
Scitex America Corp. .................
.............. 72
Scooter Products ....................................... 383, 395
Screenplay Systems, Inc..............
..... 177
ScreenScenes International, Inc............. I7, I8, 22
SeaSoft Systems ............... 165, 171 , 172, 173, 174
Seawell MicroSystems ..... ............................. 40
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Sebastian Salon Transcripts, Inc . .....................240
Second Wave, Inc .............................................292
Secure Telecom, Inc..... .................................. .362
Secure-It, Inc. ..............................
............ 342
Seiko Instruments USA, Inc ..................... 301, 337
Seikosha America, Inc.................................... .337
Select Computer Systems, Inc.. ................. 216
Selective Memory........
........................255
Semaphore Corp...................... ................. .59, 278
Semper Software ..
....................... 108
Sensible Software, Inc............................... .39, 248
Sequoia Aircraft Corp . ..................................... I08
Serius Corp . ...................................................... 11 5
Sextant Corp .........................................9, 136, 215
Shaherazam .
.......... 13, 27, 31, 192
Shakespeare on Disk .. ............................. 256, 258
Shaman Software ........................................ 59, 211
Shana Corp. ................................................ 79, 102
Shape Magnetronics, Inc................................. .320
Sharp Color................................................ .... .395
Sharp Electronics Corp............................287, 330
Sher-Mark Products, Inc..........................268, 383
Shiva Corp.....
........ .349, 350, 351 , 356, 362
Shodan ...
.......................................... 273
ShopKeeper Software, Inc ........ IO, 120, 195, 218
Showker Graphic Arts & Design . ............... 18, 76
SIALGeoscience; Inc. .....
.............. 169, 197
Sic!one Sales & Engineering Corp.......... 275, 299
Sigma Designs.....
............ .302, 305, 309, 313
Sign Equipment Engineering, Inc ..................... .37
Signal Analytics Corp...................................... 167
SilentPartner, Inc.............................. ..............206
Silicon Beach Software ..........25, 38, 82, 142, 154
Silicon Comforts.............................................. .390
Silicon Designs .................................................. 14
Silk City Software, Inc........
........... 141
Silver Yucca Software ...................... .................32
SilverPlaner Infonnation, Inc. ...... .............. 270
Simon & Schuster Software ..... 122, 123, 127, 248
Simplicity Dental Software Systems, Inc........ 189
Simware, Inc...............
..................53
Sixty Eight Thousand, Inc
.........276
SkySail Software .............................................. 208
Slippery Disks .........
.........249
Small Business Computers of New
England, Inc..................................... 18I, 233
SmethersBarnes ................................................ 115
Smith Micro Software, lnc ...................60, 61. 264
SMK .................................................................... 77
Sneakers Software, Inc ........... ......................... 183
Sof-Ware Tools......................... 166, 221, 231, 232
Soft Horizon .............................. .....................254
Soft Stream International, Inc. .................. ..41, 72,
104, 117, 384
Softdisk Publishing, Inc .......................66, 74, 268
Softek Design ........................................................ 2
Softflair, Inc ..... ........................ 178, 179, 209, 2IO
Softguard Systems, Inc ............................. 135, 241
Softing s.r.1.. ........................................ :..... 163, 169
Softouch Software, lnc .....A, 44, 80, 82, 156, 168
SoftQuad, lnc ............................................ 244, 248
SoftShell Intemational, Ltd ...................... 22 1, 222
Softsync, Inc............................................2, 93, 263
SoftTrends ....... ,................................................. 128
Softview, Inc . .....................80, 139, 181, 263, 264
Software Apple-cations
............... 77
Software Brewing Co ....................................... 134
Software Bridge, Inc ............................................. 8
Software Complement.. ......................74, 217, 218
Software Constructors, Inc...
........ 156
Software Creations, Inc
............ 236
Software Development Group ................. 203, 214
Software Discoveries, Inc
......43, 85
Software For Less....
.........216
Software for Recognition Technologies .... 24, 200
Software Innovations, Inc ................................ 138
Software Man, Inc .....:...........
.......... 1IO
Software Originals, Inc....................................... 99
Software Security. Inc......................................342
The Software Shop .......................................67, 77
The Software Toolworks
.................. 125
Software Ventures Corp.
............ 60

Sola, A Unit Of General Signal .............. .321, 322
Solana Electronics ........................... .350, 351, 354
Solar Systems Software .................................... 127'
Solarsoft .................................................... 164, 174
Solutions Inc . ................ .45, 46, 62, 136, 142, 143
Somak Software, Inc .................................. 71 , 106
Somerville Associates ................ ............ 184, 267
SongBook Marketing Associates ...................... .32
Sophisticated Circuits, Inc................................ 320
Sopris Softworks .............................................. 395
Sotek (Southern Technical Associates, lnc.) .... 394
Sound Advice, Inc................................... .191 , 192
Soundware Corp .................................................30
SourceView Software Intemational... ........ 82, 169
South West Software Design and
Consulting, Inc ........................... 81 , I 09, 11 4
Southworth Music Systems, Inc ......... .30, 31, 316
Space Remote Sensing Center ......................... 197
Spark Int'!. Inc ..........................................313, 376
Spanow ............................................................. 224
Specialii.ed Computer Systems, lnc ................ 106,
278, 299, 305, 309, 312, 314, 315, 340
Spectra Blue, Inc ...................................... 199, 222
Spectra Micro Development ....................133, 292
Spectral Innovations ..................................96, 169,
273, 281 , 283, 284
Spectrum Computing, Inc. .............................. 163
Spectrum HoloByte
................ 229
Spencer Organization ....... ............................. 88
Spider Island Software .......................................61
Spinnaker Software Corp ................. 122, 250, 257
Spreadware .........4, 7, II , 118, 120, 121 , 161, 180
Springboard Software ..................... 14, 23, 37, 38,
71 , 78, 250, 258, 262
SPSS, Inc.......................................................... 232
SRW Computer Components Co., Inc ............ 395
SSB Design ....................................................... 321
SSW Systems, Inc ................:........................... 172
Stackhouse Software ........................................ 144
StackWorks, Inc ................................................ 245
Stak-X Software............
........... :................ 107
Stanford Business Systems, Inc . ..... 191 , 219, 236
Star Software, Inc ............................................ 266
Starburst Designs, Inc .........................................68
Starcom Microsystems ..................................... 260
StarSys, Inc.........................................................99
Starx Technology, Inc ................................ 57, 190
Statpower ..................................................319, 320
StatSoft, Inc...................................................... 232
STB Systems, Inc . ............................................ 298
Sterling Swift Software ....................256, 258, 259
Stevens Creek Software .............................52, 267
STF Technologies, lnc ..................................... .352
Stokes Imaging Services .................................... 65
Storage Dimensions ................................ .371, 377
Stenn King Technology ..................................... 14
StradeWare..
...............................................64
StraightEdge Software ..................................... 208
Strata Inc..................................................... 13, 154
Strategic Management Group, Inc.;
Products Division .............................251 , 259
Strategic Mapping, Inc ............................. 196, 230
Strategic Planning Systems, lnc ............... 179, 180
Strawberry Tree, Inc................................. 171, 279
Structural Research and Analysis Corp. .......... 164
STSC, Inc....................
............................... 88
Studio Advertising Art ............ .......................... 15
Studio Master Computer Systems ....... 31 , 33, 317
Studiotronics, Inc ................................................25
Summagraphics Corp...............................295, 296
Summit Systems, Inc............................................ 5
Summus Computer Systems .... 129, 375, 377, 379
Sumo Systems ................................................. .379
Sun Microsystems, Tops
Division ...............46, 48, 132, ~57 , 358, 366
Sunflower Softworks ........................................ 116
.SunShine.
..........................22
SuperAdd Computer Products, Inc.................. 274
SuperMac Technology ..................... .35, 128, 133,
135, 275, 302, 313, 369
Supra Corp....................................................... .363
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Survivor Software Ltd. ...
.. .................. 6, 7
Swanson Analysis Systems, Inc....................... 162
Sybase, Inc................................................ 101 , 105
Symantec Corp ........... 96, I08, 109, 131, 135, 242
Symbolics, Inc................................................. .346
Symmetry Software ............42, I05, 11 7, 138, 242
Synapse Software ............................................. 187
Synergy Products, Inc....................................... 394
Synergy Software (PCS, Inc.) ................ 11 , 49, 6I
Synex ...................................................... 79, 81, 84
Syscom, Inc. ..................................................... 193
Systat, Inc......................................... 230, 231, 233
Systec Computer Services ................................ 183
.. ...... .3 19
Systems Control.............................
T&M Systems .......................................... 159, 190
T.R. Teague .........................................................61
T/MakerCo.................................... 15, 16, 74, 244
Tacklind Design, Inc.........................................392
Tactic Software ..................................... 14, 73, 138
Tactics International Ltd ................................... 199
Tallgrass Technologies ............................ .374, 382
Tara Systems Corp ...................................344, 348
Tatum Labs, Inc........................................ 165, 172
TaxCalc Software, Inc ......................................264
Taylored Graphics ................................ 38, 66, 131
TDG Enterprises, Inc........................................ 125
Teach Yourself By Computer Software, Inc....255
Tech-Sa-Pon .................................... .385, 392, 395
TechGnosis, Inc.................................................. 51
Technical Systems Consultants, Inc...................87
The Technology Resource Assistance
Center ....................................................... 203
Technology with Ease, Inc....................... 5, 9, 144
Technology Works ............................................ 299
TechPool Studios, Inc......................................... 19
Techware, Inc.................................................... 127
Tecmar, Inc. .............................................. 365, 381
Teknosys, Inc......................... .'.......................... I05
Tektronix, Inc. .................................. 326, 334, 335
Telebit Corp..................................... .360, 363, 364
Telematics International, Inc .............................. 53
TeleRobotics International, Inc .................... 123
Telesensory Systems, Inc. ....
.. .................. 139
TeleSoft .. : .. .. ....... ........................................ 88
TeleTypesetting Co. ....................
.. ...... 68, 69
Teleware, Inc......................................................... 7
TeitPoint0 ........................................... 81 , 141 , 142
Tensor Laboratories .......................................... 103
Terrace Software ............................................... 239
Terrapin Software, Inc..................................... .116
Tess ........................................................... 199, 240
Texas Instruments .....................................278, 333
Textco .......................................................222, 223
TGS Systems .................................................... 115
Think Educational Software, Inc. ............ 255, 256
Thinking Tools.................................................. 170
Third Estate Corp ............................................. 388
Third Wave Computing, Inc............................. I07

Thomas-Conrad Corp ....................................... 354
Thor Manufacturing ......................... 346, 355, 366
'J'l)reshold .......................................................... 161
Thunderware, Inc. .................................... 287, 290
lime Cycles Research ..................~ .......... 269, 270
limeslips Corp ................................................. 12 l
Tune Works, Inc. ...........................................70, 81
lischrede Software ........................................... 214
Tl Enterprises ................................................... 393
TLC Software ................................................... 214
TMA Systems........................................... 195, 241
TML Systems, Inc ............................................ 109
ToolMasters, Ltd ............................................... 143
Toshiba America Information Systems, Inc.;
Computer Systems Div............ 132, 338, 371
Total Systems .................................. 273, 274, 275,
297, 298, 305, 340, 37 1, 388, 391 , 394
Totem Graphics ..................................................22
Touch Communications, Inc...................... 51, 116
Touchstone Software Corp.................................63
TPS Electronics .................................. 78, 238, 296
Tradewinds Peripherals, Inc............................. 374
Transfinite Systems Co., Inc . ........................... 134
TransPac Software ............................................ 244
Transtector Systems, Inc................. .3 18, 32 1, 322
Traveling Software, Inc.............................. 54, 139
Treacyfaces, Inc.................................................. 77
Tree Star, Inc...................................................... .11
TreeAge Software, Inc.................................. ,.....44
Trendware Corp. ...................... 106, I07, 209, 218
Tri-Data Systems, lnc......................... 53, 139, 360
Trimar USA, Inc... ................................. ........ .354
Trimbur Software; Baka Industries .................... 12
Trinet, Inc......................................................... .59
Tronsoft, Inc....
.. .......... 15, 180, 192,
194, 212, 21 3, 236, 237
True Basic, Inc..
.. ................... 11, 36, 59, 94,
95, I02, 200, 20 1, 228, 250, 25 1, 254
Truevision, Inc................................................. 309
Truvel Corp.............................................. .290, 29 1
Tulin Corp........ 367; 370. 373, 374, 375, 380, 382
Turner Data Systems, Inc................. 147, 159, 196
Tunle Creek Software ...................................... 157
Turvac Alignment Engineering Services ......... 173
Tutorland.................
.. ............. 126, 127
Tymlabs Corp..................................................... 52
Typerite Ribbon Manufacturing, Inc................ 338
U.S. Robotics, Inc................................... .361, 363
Ungermann-Bass, Inc... .......................... .354, 356
Unicom ..................................................... 182, 236
Unicom Software Co ........................... ............ 259
Unkel Software, Inc..........................................229
USA Today Spons Center .................................. 59
User-Tek ............................................................ 143
UsrEZ Software, Inc......................................... 133
V-Tech, Inc........................................................384
Valle Interests, Inc. .................................. 151 , 153
Value Line, Inc................................................. 264

Vamp, Inc....... .. .............................................. 170
Vano Associates, Inc. ........................................ 54
Varcon Systems, Inc. ................................ 11 7, 11 8
Varityper, Inc............ 286, 322, 328, 333, 335, 339
Vector Electronic Co ...................................... .340
Vector Systems, Inc......................................... 175
Yectrix Corp .................................... ................ .305
VeloBind, Inc................................................... .396
Yen-Tel.............................................................. 361
Yentuno ............................................................. 29 I
The Vermont Software Co., Inc. .... ................... 56
Versa Tec/Compucan .................................. ,.. .385
Versa-Lock, Inc..
.. .............. 34 l
Versacad Corp..... ............................................. 155
Versatec, A Xerox Co ............. .322, 323, 325, 339
Yenical Ans, Inc. ............................. 217, 278, 317
Yenical Software Development ..
.. ...... 205
Yenical Solutions ................
.. .......... 137, 396
Video Production Controls...
.. ....... 65
Video Professor Industries, Inc
............ 128
VideoTutor ........................................................ 124
Videx, Inc.....................:..... .43, 46, 215, 216, 296
Viewpoint Animation Engineering .................. 286
Village Computer Resources ............................ 393
Virginia Systems, Inc............................... 242, 248
Vinual Corp. ........
.. ........................... 186
Visatex Corp................................. 18, 22, 191, 252
Visionary Electronics, Inc............................... .364
Visionary Software, Inc......................................45
Visual Information Development, Inc..... 149, 154
Vizitlex Seels, Inc. ........................................... .396
Voice & Video .......
.. .. 128
The Voyager Co..................................27, 38, 107,
144, 250, 25 1, 254, 343
Wabash Medical Resources, Inc...................... 190
Wacom, Inc...
.. ................................ 290
The Walker Co................................... .. .......... .396
Walker Richer & Quinn, Inc....................... 51, 52
Warmachine .. .........................
.. ...... 181
Warren-Fonhought, Inc. ........... .. ............... 125
Wanhman Associates ..........................................9
Wasatch Micro Systems .......... ..
... 158
Watcom Products, Inc.............. ..
............ .48
WaveMetrics ...
.. ............... ................ 224
Wayzata Technology, Inc..... 21, 22, 193, 194, 259
Webe.r & Sons, Inc................... 139, 384, 390, 393
Wellness In Medicine, Inc................................ 190
Wespercorp .....
.. ...................... ................ .344
West Publishing Co ......................................59, 61
West Ridge Designs, Inc................................. .39 1
Western Automation Laboratories, Inc. ........... 297
Western Digital Corp....................................... .372
Western Software Associates ............................. IO
Western Union.........

Wildflower Software ........................................ 143
Williams & Macias, Inc................... 137, 140, 143
Williams AG Products ...................................... 147
Wolfram Research, Inc..................................... 201
Woodchuck Industries, Inc. .............................. 114
WordPerfect Corp .......................................83, 244
Words & Deeds, Inc......................................... 236
Wordscapes ....................................................... 147
Working Computer .......................................9, 144
Working Software, Inc. ............ 137, 244, 246, 249
Working Systems, Inc......................................... 82
Workstation, Inc ........................................'. ....... 13 l
World Game Institute ............................... 223, 253
World Precision Instruments,
Inc. .......................... 229, 230, 28 1, 282, 283
Wonhington Babcock, Inc................................ 364
. The Write Hand, Inc.........................................2 IO
Wu Corp ................................................... 243, 252
X- IO (USA), Inc............................................... 348
XA Systems ................................................99, 100
Xcel Computer Systems, Inc............................ 240
Xecom, Inc....................................... 352, 362, 363
Xerox Imaging Systems/Datacopy
Products ..................... 87, 139, 286, 288, 289
Xerox Special Information
Systems ......................................90, 162, 163
Xiphias ........................................................ 86, 259
Xram Xpen Systems ........................................ 193
XYT Software, inc..................................... 24, 100
Xyvision Design Systems, Inc. ........................ 326
XYXIS Corp ..................................................... 379
Yarc Systems Corp............
.. ............. 274
Yardi Systems, Inc............................................ 213
Yeoman Technical Software .................... 146, 156,
157, 162, 164, 166, 174
Zedcor, Inc.
.. .............................24, 95
Zenographics, Inc.... .......................................... 11
Zephyrus, Inc. ...................................................209
Zericon.............................................................. 339
Zero One Research ............................................. 34
Zihua ......................................................... 229, 260
Ziptech, Inc. ................................................., .... 182
Zola Technologies, Inc..................................... 165
Zondervan Electronic Publishing.....................265
Zoom Telephonies, Inc............ .....,...64, 103, 364

...................46

WestWare, Inc.......................................... 218, 235
White Pine Software, Inc......................50, 51, 52
White Tree Software .............. ................. 195, 196
Whitney Ponals ......
.. ...................... .396

II there's a pain in your
chest, be a pain in the neck.
Complain to a doctor.
Chest pain could be a sign of heart disease. The sooner
you see your doctor, the better your chances for life_

t
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Keep A Great Thing Growing America, Tree City USA
Y

TREE Cl'IY USA

ou can help make your town a Tree
City USA, make your neighborhood
more beautiful, and make your home
more valuable when you plant and care
for trees.
A free, easy-to-follow "How To
Prune" guide has been prepared by The
National Arbor Day Foundation to show
you how to prune and care for your
trees as they grow.
You'll learn how to shape and guide a
tree when it's young so that it will grow
straight, strong, and healthy.
This valuable booklet is filled with
illustrations showing you how to make a
pruning cut . . . how to prune for

desired form ... how to strengthen your
tree by removing certain branches ...
how to select and care for pruning tools
.. . . how to prune according to the tree's
function.
Keep a great thing growing. Write for
your free booklet today. Send your name
and address to: How To Prune, National
Arbor Day Foundation, Nebraska City,
NE 68410.

~The National

~Arbor ~FOundation

ont•

o re
r e reciatin t?
How can you be sure that the Macintosh accounting software you decide on becomes
an asset instead of a liability?
See which packages have won the most industry awards for innovation, functionality,
and ease-of-use. Make sure there is an 800# you can call when you have questions. (You
might even call from the computer store you 're shopping in, just to try it out.) Most importantly, determine that the accounting software you choose has the power and flexibility to
meet your own business needs. And that it will grow with you.
~
Follow those guidelines, and it is inevitable that you will buy ~ ~ . .
---~--an accounting soft~are solution '.rom LAYE~ED.
f
A month later, will you regret 1t? Impossible. Every LAYERED
TheFirstFamityinMacintoshAccounting
software package comes with an unconditional 30 days of absolutely free support. And that's something everyon'e can appreciate.

LAYERED NC.™

1•800•622•4436

(Left to right) atOnce!; Insight Expert series: A/P, A/R , G/L, Inventory, Time Billing , Payroll ; and One Write.

All without leaving here.

Introducing Carbon Copy Mac'", a new
networking and communications software
tool that lets you visit hundreds of other Macs
without leaving your office or your home.
Now, you can easily support other
Macintosh'" users on your network because
Carbon Copy Mac fits other Macintosh
screens into a unique "guest" window on
your Mac. It allows you to remotely view the
screens of co-workers in a movable and resizable window in the background while you
continue to work on your own applications
in the foreground.
Carbon Copy Mac lets you manage the
resources of your AppleTalk'" network by
allowing you to take control of another
Macintosh computer's keyboard, screen and
mouse. Carbon Copy Mac is ideal for troubleshooting, training, or collaboration on
projects. It lets you remotely operate another
Macintosh, transfer files error-free and
access resources and peripherals. All without
leaving the comfort of your own desktop.
So, when you need to manage and
support your Macs more effectively across the
hall or around the world, use Carbon Copy Mac.
Special Offer!
Carbon Copy Mac is now being bundled
with a high speed 19,200 bps Microcom V.32
modem. This is the perfect combination for remotely supporting applications over standard
telephone lines. We also offer volume purchase
agreements, site licenses, and a 15-node Net
Pack version Qf Carbon Copy Mac. Call
617-551-1999 today for more details.
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Microcom Software Division,
55 Federal Road, Danbury, CT 06810

\

Sales arid Product Information:
500 River Ridge Dr., Norwood, MA 02062
617-551-1999

I

Carbon Copy Mac is a trademark of Microcom Systems, Inc.
Macintosh and AppleTalk are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.

